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THE DEBATES

SENATE OF CANADA
IN THE

SIXTH SESSION OF THE SEVENTH PARLIAMENT OF CANADA, APPOINTED TO MEET
FOR DESPATCH OF BUSINESS ON THURSDAY, THE SECOND DAY OF

JANUARY, IN THE FIFTY-NINTH YEAR OF THE REIGN OF

HER MAJESTY QUEEN VICTORIA

Ottawa, Thureday, Jan. 2nd, 1896.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at 2.30
P.m.

PRAYERts.

THE SPEECH FROM THE THRONE.

At Three o'clock p.m., His EXCELLENCY,
the Right Honourable .Sir JouN CAMPBELL
HAMILTON-.oRDON, Earl of Aberdeen; Vis-
'count Formartine, Baron Haddo, 'Methlic,
Tarves and Kellie, in the Peerage of Scot-
land; Viscount Gordon of Aberdeen, County
«Of Aberdeen, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; Baronet of Nova Scotia, Knight
Grand Cross of the nost distinguished order
of St. Michael and St. George, &c., &c.,
Hovernor General of Canada, being seated
on the Throne, The Speaker commanded the
Usher of the Black Rod to proceed to the
R1ouse of Commons and acquaint that House,-- It is His Excellency's pleasure they
attend him immediately in this House," who
being cone with their Speaker, His Excel-
lency the Governor General was then pleased
tO open the Session by a gracious Speechto both 1 ouses.

Honourabe Gentlemen of the Senae:
Gentlemen oj the Houe of Common :

In accordance with the announcement madeduring the last Session, Parliament has been sum-Rnoned somewhat in advance of the usual period.

The bountiful harvest with which Canada has
been blessed is a cause for the deepest thankful-
ness to the Giver of all gogd.

I congratulate you upon the evidence of increas-
ed activity in the varions branches of commerce
and industry.

Several such indications have come under my
personal observation during a tour made recently
in the North-west Territories and British Colum-
bia. In particular, I noticed the extension of
mining enterprise in British Columbia, where the
vast mineral resources are in certain localities be-
ing now developed and utilized upon soniething
like an adequate scale.

A special feature of the sarne tour consisted in
the opportunities obtained for visiting a number
of the Indian Reservations and also the Indian In-
dustrial Schools. On the former I was received
with hearty demonstrations of loyalty and good-
will, while in connection with the latter the proofs
of proficiency and intelligence on the part of the
children were highly encouragmig.

As to the work of the Indian Department as a
whole, the manner in which it is directed and ad-
ministered appears to be very satisfactory.

A reference to these topics would be incomplete
without an allusion to the valuable services of the
North-west Mounted Police, which may justly be
regarded by Canadians generally as indispensable,
under present conditions, to the well-being of
those extensive and promising portions of the Do-
minion in which they are stationed.

Immediately after the prorogation of Parliament
my Government communicated through the Lien-
tenant-Governor of Manitoba with the Government
of that province, in order to ascertain upon .what
lines the local authorities of Manitoba would be
prepared to promote amendments to the Acte
respecting education in achools of that province,
and whether any arrangement was possible with
the Manitoba Government which would render
action by the ]Federal Parliament in this connee-
tion unnecessary. I regret to say that the advisers
of the Lieutenant-Governor have declined to enter-
tain favourably these suggestions, thereby render-
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ing it necessary for my Government in pursuance
of its declared policy to introduce legislation in
regard to this subject. The papers will be laid
before you.

I am happy to inform you that the representa-
tions of my Government and the suggestions of the
Ottawa Conference respecting steamship com-
munication have resulted in an announcement by
the Imperial authorities of their willingness to
grant a substantial subvention towards the At-
lantic portion of the scheme. This will, I trust,
ensure the successful establishment of a line of
steamers between the United Kingdom and
Canada, which, in point of speed and equipment,
shall fully meet all requirements.

My Government have also learned with satisfac-
tion that it is the intention of the Secretary of
State for the Colonies to appoint a Committee to
consider a proposed Pacific Cable to connect
Canada with Australasia. You will, I am sure,
share the gratification with which my advisers
welcome these announcements as affording further
evidence of the desire of Her Majesty's Govern-
ment to draw closer to each other and to the
motherland the outlying portions of the Queen's
Dominions. The papers on these subjects will also
be submitted to you.

Your attention will be asked to measures
intended to provide for the better arming of our
militia and the strengthening of Canadian
defences.

The growth of population in the North-west
Territories as disclosed by the last enumeration
calls for additional representation in Parliament.
A Bill for this purpose will be laid before you.

I an happy to be able to inform you that the
Commissioners appointed by Great Britain and the
United States for the purpose of delimiting the
boundary between Alaska and Canada have con-
cluded their labours and have signed a joint report
for presentation to their respective Governments.
This report will be laid before Parliament in due
tirne.

At the request of the Right Honourable the
Secretary of State for the Colonies a delegate of
niy Government visited England last summer to
confer with the Inperial authorities upon the
question of Copyright His report will be laid
before you, andI doubt not that this subject will
again receive your earnest attention.

You will also be asked to consider measures for
the extension and development of our trade in
agricultural products with the United Kingdom,
and other markets.
Gentlemen of the House of Commongs;

The accounts of the past and the estimates for
the ensuing year will be laid before. you. The
latter have been framed with every regard for
economy consistent with the requirements of the
public service.

You wil be pleased to learn that the revenues
of the country show a gradual and continuous
increase, and that the promised equilibrium
between income and expenditure on Consolidated
Fund account for the current year bids fair to be
realized.
Honourable Gentlemen of the Senate.

Gentlemen of the House oJ Common.s:
I commend these subjects and others which may

come before you to your earnest consideration, re-

lying upon your wisdon and prudence under the
Divine guidance to discharge with dignity and ef-
fect the high trust cominitted to your care.

His Excellency the Governor General was
pleased to retire, and the House of Commons.
withdrew.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill "An Act relating to Railways."-
(Sir Mackenzie Bowell.)

THE ADDRESS.

MOTION.

The SPEAKER reported His Excellency's
Speech, and the same was then read by the
Clerk.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL
moved that the Senate do take into consider-
ation the Speech of His Excellency the
Governor General, on Wednesday next, at
three o'clock in the afternoon.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate then adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, January 7th, 1896.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at eight
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

NEW SENATORS.

The following Senators were introduced,
and having taken the oath of office and
signed the roll, took their places:

Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.

Sir Wm. Hales Hingston.
Josiah Wood.
James O'Brien.
Joseph O. Villeneuve.
William Owens.

THE MINISTERIAL CRISIS.

Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I have
an important statement to make to the
House. Since the opening of Parliament
seven of the ministers have tendered their-
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resignations to the Prime Minister, which
were submitted to the Governor General
and accepted by His Excellency. The resig-
nations which have thus been accepted are
those of the Hon. Geo. E. Foster, Minister
of Finance Hon. John Haggart, Minister of
Railways and Canals; Sir Charles Hibbert
Tupper, Minister of Justice; Hon. W. B.
Ives, Minister bf Trade and Commerce;
1on. A. R. Dickey, Minister of Militia and
Defence; Hon. W. H. Montague, Minister
of Agriculture, and Hon. John F. Wood,
Controller-of Customs. At the next meet-
ing of the House I hope to be in a position
to state definitely what course the gov-
ernment has taken or intends to take
under the circumstances, and considering
the gravity of the situation I have to ask
that when the House adjourns to-night itStand adjourned until to-morrow at eight
o clock. It is not usual, I believe, upon
-Occasions of this kind to make explanations
at any length until the action of the govern-
ment, whatever it may be, has been taken
in reference to the filling of vacancies, or
the organization and formation of a new
government. I shall act on this occasion inaccordance with English precedent. I have
simply to say, in addition to the remarks
ýwhich I have already made, that I believe
in another place one of the gentlemen who
retired from the Cabinet has made a
statement giving his reasons therefor.
I have not yet had an opportunity ofreading it, but casually heard some of it, and
am not in a position to discuss the subject
to-night. I must, therefore, ask the indulg-ence of the House for at least 24 hours,when I shall be in a much better position to
,deal with that statement as it deserves. In
mnaking this request, I have no desire toshirk any of the responsibilities which
devolve upon the head of the government
in deahing with the matters referred ,to inthe Speech from the Throne. As I have
*said, I have not seen the statement to which
I have referred, nor was that courtesy
'extended to me, as the head of the govern-
ment, of handing me a copy of it, in order
that it might be dealt with properly. I,therefore, ask the House to permit me to
postpone the matter until it appears in thepress to-morrow, when I can deal with iton its merits. If my ears did not deceive
me in what I heard of it, I can onlysay that it was uncalled for, that it was
undignified, that it was unfair to the head

of the government, for the time being. To
say that much is, I think, saying very little.
I leave that to the gentleman who thought
proper to make the statement, and if it
satisfies him and his friends, I can only
appeal to the judgment of the country, in
defence of the course which I have taken.
I shall add this, however-the declaration
that I made in thib House just before its
prorogation last year in reference to the
future policy of the government upon the
great question which is agitating the people
of this country, will be, so far as I am con-
cerned and so far as I can influence, carried
out to the letter. I have yet to learn that
it is my duty as a public man to do other-
wise. Having enunciated a principle, firmly
believing as I did, and as I supposed all my
colleagues did, that it was a sound principle
-that it was but doing justice to a portion
of this Dominion and maintaining the pro-
visions of the constitution, and giving to a
portion of Her Majesty's subjects who have
been deprived of their rights that which
the constitution and the highest court of
the realm stated that they were entitled to-
I feel it my duty, as far as in my power lies,
to see that the remedy is given. It is to me
a subject of deep regret that any difference
of opinion should prevail among gentlemen
who had formed a deliberate opinion upon a
course which, I regret to say, led one of my
colleagues in whom I had the most un-
bounded confidence and respect to leave the
government last year, because we did not
act at that time, and because we asked for
delay in order to give the province whose
autonomy it is asserted will be interfered
with, time at least to consider the grave
question with which they and which we
had to deal. We were accused of having
no other desire but to so put off and delay
the question that it might be ultimately
defeated (to use a familiar but not very
elegant expression) by some fluke. Whether
that was the intention of those who have
taken a different course from the'gentlemen
who have remained in the Cabinet, I am
not prepared to say. I shall content my-
self at the present moment with the few
remarks that I have made, and when the
proper time arrives, when it will be necessary
to deal with the statement which has been
made in another place, I trust I shall be
enabled to make such an explanation in
reference to myself personally--the state-
ment to which I have referred having had
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relation to me to some extent-and to the
policy of the government of which I have
been for some little time the head, as will
be satisfactory to the Senate. I now move
that when this House adjourns to-night it
stand adjourned until to-morrow evening at
eight o'clock.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not rise to oppose
the motion of the hon. leader of the House,
but to express my regret and the regret of
the House, and I think also of the people
of Canada, that the Premier has not
availed himself of the earliest opportunity to
give an explanation of the extraordinary
circumstances which have transpired within
the last three days. It was a matter of
very great surprise not alone to you, hon.
gentlemen, but also to the people of Canada,
when on Monday morning it was announced
that seven members of the Cabinet had
resigned. So unprecedented a step was new,
not only in the history of Canada, but to
most countries under constitutional govern-
ment. It was but one year ago, when the
great Conservative party of this coqntry felt
that there was but one man who could
properly be selected to fIll the place rendered
vacant by the death of the late Sir John
Thompson. The press of this country, and
the public sentiment of the party to which
the hon. gentleman belongs, singled him out
as the very best man to unite the party at
that time. We should hear, and I think
the country has a right to know, the causes
that have led to this extraordinary diver-
gence of opinion in the short period of one
year. I understand an explanation has been
made in another place by a gentleman who
was the Minister of Finance, and if he has
been correctly reported in the newspaper
that was published this evening, our surprise
is all the more increased. He is reported
to have said:

There is no disagreement between ourselves and
the Premier upon any question of public policy,
trade or constitutional question with regard to
which action has already been taken, or in respect
of which an attitude has been assunied by the
government under the present Premier.

That statement seems very extraordinary.
It makes an explanation all the more neces-
sary at the earliest possible period that it
can be given. What is the deduction ?
What is the insinuation thrown out I That
the Premier of this country is not mentally
capable of leading the party which he was

selected to lead a year ago. I scarcely think
that the opinion of the people of Canada,
will confirm the statement made by the ex-
Minister of Finance. Certainly the universal
verdict will be that the time selected for the
resignation was in all respects a most extra-
ordinary one and a very unfair and improper
one. No later than last July the govern-
ment announced, in a written statement.
solemnly arrived at, a particular line of
policy to be pursued in reference to this un-
happy question which has disturbed the
people of this country for the last three-
years. There was no hint then of a want of
unanimity in the personnel of the adminis-
tration; but need I go back five or six
months l Why, only last week, in this
chamber, His Excellency's advisers placed a
paper in his hands in which they laid down
their policy in reference to this important
question; and yet before this speech is
answered, before the ink is dry, we
find that seven gentlemen leave the
cabinet, giving the public no ex-
planation other than the meagre one
that was given in another place to-day. I
say it is most extraordinary and is entirely
without precedent. English history affords
but one instance of its having occurred, and
that was in the reign of Charles the Second ;
but my recollection is that in Canada no
event of a similar character has occurred,
except in reference to the manner in which
the late Sir Allan McNab was driven from
the premiership. But in that case the cir-
cumstances were different, and there was no:
striking below the belt. Sir Allan McNab,
had been in feeble health and not like the
Premier, who has shown extraordinary
vigour in the last few months. He was not
able to remain in the chamber for any
length of time, and the public press of
Upper and Lower Canada demanded that a
change should be made. A question came
up in the House, not a very important one,
in which the government were defeated on,
what was known as the double majority;
that is, they were unable to command a,
majority of members from Upper Canada
and Lower Canada, and that was made a,
pretext for the change, and Sir Allan Mc-
Nab reluctantly was obliged to retire, in
consequence of four of his ministers resign-
ing. That is the only instance in Canadian
history of a similar event occurring,
and I think it is a matter of very great
regret that such an incident has come
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Up in our day. The injury done to the pub-
lic men of this country by acts of this kind,
is very serious. We all desire that the public
men of Canada, no matter to which political
party they may belong, should stand well
in the eyes of the people. The position of a
minusAr of the Crown should be a synonym
for honour and integrity and for all that is
high and proper. Although charges may
from time to time be brought against minis-
ters, it has never in the past been charged
that they could be guilty of a conspiracy
against their leader, and, therefore, I feel it
is a matter of great regret, and when the
future historian of Canada comes to refer to
the incident it will be marked with severe
censure. I think, therefore, it would be
Very much better if the leader of the House
and the Premier of this country could him-
self have given his explanation of the causes
that have given rise to this extraordinary
revolt. It is not necessary for him to be
obliged to comment upon the utterances of
gentlemen who have made their statements
in the other Chamber. We should have pre-
ferred to hear from himself what he believes
to be the causes which have led to this
extraordinary action.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate then adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, January 8th, 1896.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Eighto'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

NEW SENATORS.

The following Senators were introduced
and having taken the oath of office and
signed the roll took their seats:

lion. James Cox Aikins.
Hon. Geo. Bernard Baker.
lon. Michael Adamt§.

THE LATE SENATORS KAULBACH
AND MURPHY.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The sad event which occurred this afternoon,

by which the Senate has lost one of its
oldest and most respected members, makes
it incumbent open me to pay a tribute of
respect to his memory. It was with surprise
and deep regret that I was informed this
afternoon of the sudden death of the late
Mr. Kaulbach. The event only impresses
upon us the uncertainty of life. Last night
about 10 o'clock Mr. Kaulbach met me with
half a dozen gentlemen who were standing
about, and in his usualjocular manner asked
me whether they were all applying for the
vacant portfolios. Little did any of us think
that the Senate should be called upon, in
less than twenty hours afterwards, to la-
ment his death. It is impossible for me to
refer to our late colleague in terms suitable
to the occasion. I can only say that I express,
I an sure, the sentiment of every one here
present when I state that we not only deeply
regret his death, but that we sympathize to
the fullest extent with his family and con-
nections in their bereavement. It devolves
upon me also to refer to the death, since last
session, of one of the oldest and most respect-
ed members of the Senate--a man, from
what I knew of him, who had not an enemy
in the world, one who was esteemed-renow-
ned, in fact,-for his charity and his good
deeds. I speak of the late Edward Murphy,
senator from Montreal. It has been my me-
lancholy duty since I have occupied a seat
in this honourable House to refer at each
session, in terms of regret and also in terms
of praise, to some of its members who have
been taken from us by death. I shall not
enlarge upon the subject; those who knew
the two gentlemen better than I did, can
speak of their good qualities and of their
virtues, not only at greater length but much
more effectively than I possibly can. Under
these circumstances, I shall ask the House
to adjourn until to-morrow at three o'clock,
when I shall be in a position, beyond a
doubt, to state what course the government
intend to pursue in reference to the vacant
portfolios. I make this positive statement
in order that the Senate, and the popular
body, and the people may no longer be held
in suspense on a question of such a grave
character and of such momentous import-
ance to the country. I have nothing to add
further than to remove a misapprehension
which I am led to believe exists in the
minds of some of the honourable Senators,
and others, who listened to my closing re-
marks last night when referring to my late
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colleagues who had retired from the govern-
ment. I was understood to impugn the
truth of the statement made by the late
Finance Minister in regard to their po-iition
upon the great question which is dividing
the people of Canada to-day. I had no in-
tention of leaving the impression upon the
minds of my hearers, or insinuating that
those gentlemen were not honest, or that
they intended to abandon the policy which
had been adopted last year and which was
re-affirmed this year in the speech from the
throne. If any such impression was left
upon the minds of those who heard me, I
wish to disabuse them of any thought that
there was a desire on my part of casting such
an imputation upon them. I take it for
granted that after being parties to the
speech which was placed in the hands of
the representative of our sovereign, and
after the statement made by Mr. Foster in
the House of Commons, they were in full
accord with the policy therein enunciated,
and that there was no difference of opinion
upon that great question between myQelf
(whom they rather belittled and to which I
shall not refer at the present moment) and
themselves. Another false impression has
been published in the papers and insinuated
by members; in justice to Sir Charles
Tupper, Baronet, I wish to say that his visit
to Canada was at my special request and
for the purpose of giving us his valuable
assistance and advice upon two great ques-
tions which we proposed to consider-to
give us information, so far as lie could, as
to the policy of the British Government in
aiding the establishment of a fast line of
steamers between England and Canada and
the proposed Pacific cable. I make this
statement in justice to the High Com-
missioner, who is now in Canada, and to
whom mariy improper motives have been
ascribed. I have nothing further to say
upon that point beyond assuring the Senate
that his visit to Canada was upon a cable
sent to him by myself for the reasons that I
have indicated. These are questions which
will be discussed in the future and which I
have no doubt will receive that considera-
tion due to subjects of such magnitude. I
move that the House do now adjourn.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-In reference to the
allusions which the leader of the House has
made to the death of two senators, I feel that
I voice the sentiments of every member in

this chamber when I join the premier in
giving expression to our sorrow at the loss
which this country, and this chamber par-
ticularly, has sustained in the death of the
two hon. gentlemen to whom he bas referred.
The death of Senator Kaulbach came with
such extreme suddenness that it has teen a
shock to ail of us. Death at all times gives
a shock, but to-day at three o'clock, when
many of us were present at the time the
spark of life was leaving our friend, the
shock was a very severe one. Senator
Kaulbach had, ul to a few moments before
his death, been as light hearted as usual,
giving expression to jovial sentiments,
joking with his friends, several of whom
were with him at the time he fell in the
corridor. I had myself a pleasant conver-
sation with him but a very few hours be-
fore, and arrived at the scene just at the
time life was departing. Senator Kaulbach,
under a somewhat brusque exterior, was a
gentleman who had very kindly feelings.
He was an eminent lawyer, and took a very
great interest in the afiairs of parliament,
and it was universally admitted that in the
committees his sympathies were always with
the weaker party. I am quite sure that
every member of this chamber will unite in
giving expression to feelings of sympathy
at the terrible loss which his family
have sustained in his sudden death. Re-
ferring to our friend, Senator Murphy,
I am sure there is a universal regret
among all of us at his being taken away.
Senator Murphy was very much more
advanced in years than Senator Kaul-
bach. I think there must have been a
difference of at least fifteen years. Senator
Murphy had gone beyond the three score and
ten span of life, but his activity up to the
last moment of his life was singularly great.
A kindly gentleman, having no enemies, full
of ambition to perform benevolent acts, he
was ever doing good. Associated with many
-in fact nearly all-of the charitable insti-
tutions of Montreal, he was not only a well
known, but a very much liked person in that
community. He had endeared hinself to
every one who knew him. His manners
were so gentle, so sympathetic, so touching,
so kindly, that, as has been observed by the
premier, he was actually without an enemy.
His family have our deep sympathy, and I
am quite sure I am giving expression to the
feelings of every senator here when I say
that we deeply regret his loss.
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Hon. Mr. DICKEY-In view of the sad
and sudden catastrophe which has befallen
our departed friend, the late Senator Kaul-
bach, I cannot deny myself the melancholy
satisfaction of joining in the tribute of re-
spect to his memory. He was a contem-
porary of my own in his neighbourhood, and
a member of the legislature of my native
province for a considerable portion of the ten
years that I spent in the Legislative Council
of Nova Scotia, and he continued to repre-
sent the County of Lunenburg with great
advantage to them and credit to himself for
several years after Confederation before he
was called to this House. I am bound to say
that he was a most diligent and painstaking
member of this House, and I must add that,while he was a man of strong convictions,
he was yet a man of generous impulses. He
had a warin heart, and no one truly deserving
of aid ever appealed to him in vain. I
cordially endorse what has been stated as to
the character and conduct of our late re-
spected member, Senator Murphy ; but re-
vertmng for a moment to my colleague fron
Nova Scotia I may say further, that while he
was not without his failings-and which of
us is-to state that is only to admit that
lie was human, for we know that " to err is
human, to forgive divine." I trust the House
Will respond to the appeal which has been
made to their sympathies in behalf of the
widow and the family of our deceased and
respected friend. In conclusion, we may say

.of hi, as was said of one of the greatest
legislators, thât while he was true to his
country and true to himself, he never failed
in the performance of duty. I feel, hon.
gentlemen, that, in the presence of a calamity
such as the one which befel within the cor-
ridors of this House which had shared his
labours, and almost in my own presence this
afternoon, I arn quite incapable of paying a
proper tribute to his memory. We are all
human, and therefore we all unite in this
tribute to his memory

"Be to his faults a little blind,Be to his virtues ever kind." '

Hon. Mr. POWER-The usual practicein the House Upon occasions of this kind isto rest satisfied witfi the observations which
may be made by the leader of the Govern-
ment and the leader of the Opposition, with,
perhaps, the addition of remarks by one or
two others who were intimate friendsý of the
gentleman whose departure is taken notice

of. On the present occasion, however, I
venture to trespass on the patience of the
House for a few moments, because, I think,
these cases are somewhat exceptional. Mr.
Murphy was a gentleman with whom I was
not intimate. I had but a slight acquaint-
ance with him, but I knew him well enough
to know that he was, in the truest sense of
the word, a Christian gentleman; and I
think when one says that, he is saying a
great deal. My association with my deceased
friend, Mr. Kaulbach, wassomewhat different.
1 have had a good deal to do with him ever
since I became a member of this House, and
although hon. gentlemen who have been
members of the Senate for any length of
time, are quite aware that we did not see
eye to eye on political questions, still, our
friendly personal intercourse was never in-
terrupted. A great many people who
regarded only the exterior, were apt to think,
perhaps, not as highly of him as if they had
known him better. He showed his
worse side to the public, being a
little brusque in his manner; and he had a
pretty decided temper, generally expressing
his feeling vigorously and freely ; but, as
has been said by the hon. gentleman who
has just sat down, he had a generous heart;
and I think I am safe in saying that there
was no member of this House to whom one
actually in need of help could apply with
more confidence. At his own home, in the
town of Lunenburg, he dispensed hospitality
on a scale that was almost princely. Every
friend who came to Lunenburg was as-
sured of being treated with the most free-
handed and lavish hospitality. As has been
said, he was particularly attentive to his
duties as a member of this House; and al-
though I, myself, and a great nany other
gentlemen, held upon many questions. views
differing from his, I think we are
all agreed that the late Senator
conscientiously entertained the sentiments
which he was wont to express; and
that although we might fight with him here
or in the committees, there was no ill-feel-
ing involved. I hope that his widow and
family may draw some slight consolation in
their affliction from the expressionseof feel-

ing here to-night.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-I do not generally
take up very much of the time of this House,
but I feel that on the present occasion it is
almost impossible for me to refrain from
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saying a word in regard to our late friend
Senator Murphy. I knew him intimately
for over forty years, and what my hon. friend,
the senior member for Halifax (Mr. Power),
has said about him is strictly and perfectly
true. Not only would it have been hard to
find a better man, but I am safe in saying
that as good a man as Senator Murphy is
rarely to.be found in any community ; and,
as the hon. Premier has very properly said,
I do not think he had a single enemy. That
is a very exceptional thing with a man who
has dealt so largely with the public in many
ways, having been one of the first merchants
of Montreal, and a member of a firm which
is probably better known throughout the
Dominion than almost any other. But Sen
ator Murphy, besides being a public bene-
factor, was accustomed to do good in a way
that many people would not take the trouble
to follow-that is to say, doing it in person.
Though he was a weak and delicate man, it
was his custom to go out to all parts of the
city, both day and night, on errands of
kindness. I doubt very much if there are
many men in the Dominion of Canada more
sincerely and truly beloved by their own
families. His widow is still so overcome
with grief that she can hardly receive or
converse with any one, and his daughters
were simply prostrated by the bereavement,
so that the doctors despaired of their lives.
He was a kind and good man in every
respect and to my knowledge he occupied
very many trying positions in the course of
the last forty years. It mattered not to him
to what party a man belonged : prejudices,
either in nationality or religion, had no hold
on him-if he could do good he was ready to
do it everywhere and at all times.

The motion was agreed to.

Senate adjourned at 8.45 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Ttursday, January 9eh, 1896.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE MINISTERIAL CRISIS.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
In the few remarks which I addressed to the

Senate ye-terday, I indicated that I should
be in a position to day to state definitely to the
House what course the Government propose
to pursue under the present trying circum-
stances. I need scarcely state that English
history furnishes no precedent for the posi-
tion in which we find ourselves to-day. There
have been many occasions upon which mem-
bers of a Cabinet have resigned their port-
folios and have broken up governments, but,
there is no precedent that I have been able
to discover, nor have those who are learned
in the law, or who have made constitutional
practice their study, been able to put their
finger upon a single instance in which a
Cabinet, apparently united, met Parliament
and placed an address afflirming the principles
and policy of the Government in the hands
of Her Majesty's representative and then,
after having asked for an adjournment of
three or four days, in the interim between
the delivery of the address and the assem-
bling of Parliament again, that seven minis-
ters, or in fact any portion of a Cabinet, have
sent in their resignations. I need scarcely
say that we are, or have been, establishing
a precedent which I trust in the future, no
matter what party may be in power, will
not be repeated. For our own credit let us
endeavour to follow, as far as possible,
the precedents which we find in the
motherland. They have had a long
experience in constitutional goveilhment.
Precedents have been laid down under the
constitution, which as you all know is very
elastic. They are not limited as many other
countries are, particularly the country to
the south of us where they have a written
constitution, within the provisions of which
they have to abide upon al] occasions, unless
where disputes are carried to the Supreme
Court for a decision; or the people of the
nation by a two-thirds majority may change
the provisions of that constitution. In this
country we are not so hampered. We have
had an illustration of it since the opening of
Parliament. We have had a government
meet Parliament with an avowed policy, and
in a few days afterwards a majority of that
Cabinet retire for reasons which were
given to the public in a statement made by
my late colleague, the Hon. Mr. Foster, ex-
Minister of Finance, speaking as he did for
thoce of his colleagues with whom he was
acting. Those reasons had no relation,
strange to say, to state policy. They
were not reasons which would justify
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members of the government in re-
tiring from the Cabinet, unless there
was something in' the character or
reputation of its head which would warrant
their leaving and refusing in future to
associate with him. Whether such a state
of things exists I leave to the judgment,
not only of this House, but of the country
in which I have lived for the last sixty-
two years. These gentlemen in their state-
ment make one important admission which I
shall read, because I am desirous of having
it placed upon the records of the Senate,
though some portions of it reflect upon
ryself-not , upon my moral character,
not upon my political character, for I defy
any man whether he be a political opponent
'or a Political friend, from one end of the
Dominion to the other, though I had
served may constituency for twenty-five
consecutive years, during seventeen and aquarter of which I have been at the head of
some of the Most important departments inthe state-to put his finger upon a single
act of either political or moral dishonesty.
It may be thought that I feel somewhat
warmly upon a question of this kind. You>
will come naturally, I think, to the conclu-
sion that one who has been so long in public
life, and has served under the most brilliant
statesmen that have ever graced the Parlia-
ment of Canada, and who has remained inthe Cabinet for no less than seventeen anda-quarter years while all the rest have either
retired or passed away, must have somethingat least in this 'old gray head that justifies
his retention of a position of that kind, not-
withstanding the disparaging remarks of
those men who have left the Cabinet over
which I preside. It is not my habit in pri-vate life, and still less in public life, to
boast of my achievements and acquirements.
No man in this assembly knows better thanI do how ill-fitted I have been for the
important positions which have devolvedupon me, but I say this, and I desire to say it
80 that it may be handed down to my children
and others, that whatever position in life Ihave occupied, whether it has been in the
Commons of Canada, in the Senate, orin the council of my country until I reachedthe highest State office so far as politi.
cal aspirations are concerned, I havenever sought, directly or indirectly, from
friends or from any one, for any of those
positions. When as a young man I wasdragged from My business and asked to con-

test a constituency, it was against my own
inclination that I became a candidate. I
positively refused until forced into it by the
party to which I have adhered, I hope with
fidelity, throughout my political life. I say
that because I am firmly of the conviction-
I dare say my friend who sits opposite me
will not acquiesce-that the maintenance of
the Conservative party in Canada is
essential for the prosperity and good of the
country. I make that explanation as a
reason why I have adhered from boyhood to
my early opinions. I know of no party that
has for the basis upon which it acts a more
firm and fundamental principle than that
of adhering strictly to the constitution that
guides us. Now, I do not desire to dwell
at any great length upon the personal part
of this explanation. I have however to state,
after a long life in this country, working
my way up f rom the printer's desk to the
position which I hold to-day, that I can
appeal with satisfaction to the whole coun-
try, and more particularly to those with
whom I have been associated the most of
the time, to say whether I have faithfully
fulfilled the duties pertaining to the different
positions which I have filled,, or whether I
have been a failure. I have been successful
in every position in life which I have held,
having risen to the top wherever I have
been placed. Even in the present trying
circumstances I hesitate not to say, and to say
it boldly-I would not have stated it had
not such reasons been given to the House
as the cause which induced these gentlemen
to leave the Government-that had I had
that loyal support which every Premier ought
to receive in the arduous duties incident to
thegoverningof acountry, suchsupportas was
given most loyally to my late chief, Sir John
Macdonald, and SirJohnThompson, wewould
have been just as successful in carrying on
the affairs of the Government as my prede-
cessors, though not possessed of their
measure of ability or political tact. No
one felt his inability more than I did
when I was placed at the head of
the Government, following such men
as the Right Hon. Sir John Macdonald, Sir
John Abbott and the Right Hon. Sir John
Thompson, whom we all knew and revered,
not only individually but for their intellect
and their abiity. Had not jealousy and a de-
termination to destroy the usefulness of the
head of the Government been firmly rooted in
the breasts of those withwhom I was associat-
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ed, I flatter myself that we should have been
successful in carrying on the affairs of this
country. Now, for the purpose of placing
it on record, I shall read what Mr. Foster
stated in the House of Commons. He start-
ed out with this declaration :

I nay say in the first place there is no disagree-
ment between ourselves and the Premier upon any
question of public policy, trade or constitutional,
with regard to which action bas beenalready taken,
or in respect to which an attitude lias been assumned
by the Government under the present Premier. I
beg also to say that we retain our firn belief in the
principles and policy of the Liberal-Couservative
party, with which we are in entire accord, and of
which, in common with others, we have been and
will remain the exponents in so far as our ability
admits. Ve have lost none of our confidence in
the sound and healthy condition of the Liberal-
Conservative party of Canada, or of our belief that
it embodies a policy which the mnajority of the
electorate considers essential to the continued
welfare and progress of the country, or of our faith
that under firmn and prudent leadership it will
come back triumphant from the polls.

In that respect, in sentiment and in feel-
ing, I arn fully in accord with my late col-
league. He states that there has been no
difference of opinion between us. That being
the case, can any of you conceive why, after
the opening of the session, after the Speech
fromi the Throne has been given not only t<%
Parliamuent, but to the whole country, you
should find seven members of the Cabinet
sending in their resignations, simply because
they did not like the gentleman with whom
they had been so long associating, some of
them for eight or ten years, and whose ability
and character they knew just as well as they
do to-day. I readily admit that I never
assumed to possess that gigantic imtellect
with which these gentlemen who have retired
from the Cabinet have been endowed. Not
at all. All I claim for myself is, moral
honesty, a firm conviction of what is right,
and determination under all circurnstances,
whether it accords with the prejudices of one
party or another, to endeavour to carry out
what I believe to be for the best interests
of the country. Now comes the main part
of the explanation :

Thouglj with many misgivings we agreed to
enter the Governnment under Mr. Bowell in succes-
sion to Sir John Thompson, w-e have nevertheless
unitedly and loyally striven to the best of our
ability to make it strong and effcient, and it has
been with growing regret that we have seen our
efforts in a measure of success less than that for
which we had hoped and striven. M'e are of the
opinion that the Liberal-Conservative party ought
to be represented by the strongest Government

possible to be secured from its ranks, that the
necessity therefor was never greater than under
existing circumstances, and we beieve that such a
Governnient can be form)ed without delay. This
we have repeatedly urged upon the Premier with
the result that we found ourselves face to face with
Parliainent having a Governmnent with its numbers
incomplete, and with no assurance that the present
Premier could satisfactorily complete it. Under
these circumstances we thought it our duty to
retire, and in this manner to pave the way, if
possible, for the formation of a Government whose
Premier could comnand the confidence of all his
colleagues, could satisfy the Liberal-Conservative
party, that its strongest elements were at its head
and impress the country that it had a Govermnent
which w-as united and had power to govern. We
affirmv with the utnost sincerity that the action
we have taken bas sprung froin no feeling of per-
sonal dislike or personal ambition, but bas been
solely dictated by our wish to sink all minor con-
siderations in the presence of our great desire that
the best interests of our country should be duly
conserved.

I might naturally, I think, askif thesereasons
were the sincere convictions of the gentleman
whowrotethem, or of the others who acquiesc-
ed in the sentiments? If so, how is it that the
discovery was not made until we were in the
beginning of a session, until it was impossible
almost to proceed with the business of the
country without having not only a disinte-
gration of the Government itself,but treating
the people of the country with, I was going
to say, comparative contempti Surely.my
colleagues knew my incapacity to govern
before the meeting of Parliament and
long before they sent in their resignations ?
Surely they could not have come to the opi-
nion in so short a peiod that I was unfit to
continue at the head of this Government?
What occurred between the writing of that
speech, the placing of it in His Excellency's
hands, the meeting of Parliament, and the
delivery of that spee3h by Ris Excellency?
What, I ask, could possibly have occurred, or
what have you been told occurred, during
those two or three days to lead them to the
conclusion which impelled them to take
so important a step as they have done? Had
they come to me previons to the meeting of
Parliament, had they met me in council and
said, " We disagree with the policy which
you have laid down ; " had they said that
there was, in any single particular, a differ-
ence of opinion upon the great issues that
were agitating the people of the country,
and they could not, by any possibility, be a
party to it; or had they gone further and
said, " After one year and a quarter's ex-
perience of you as head of the Government,
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we have lost confidence in your ability to me has had some little experience during
continue to direct the affairs of the country," the five years he had the responsibilities
then 1 could have understood it. Then I of office resting on his shoulders. At least if he
could have said, " Take the reins of Govern- had not, the newspapers of the day and rumours
ment; I will not stand in the way." And of political opponents were not correct.
I never shall stand in the way of the future Having said that much in reference to this
sUccess of that great party to which I have explanation, and so far as it affects myselfhad the honour of belonging from boyhood personally, I leave it ; and I leave myself,
up, and towards which I have done something whatever may be my future, in the hands
for its prosperity and continuance in govern- of my countrymen who can judge whether a
ng-. You will note, however, one sentence life of some 50 years, to a greater or less

in this explanation which might leave a false extent spent in politics, in conducting a
impression upon the minds of the readers in journal advocating the policy of the party
the country. I refer to this paragraph:- with which r have been connected from its

Thi8 we have repeatedly urged upon the Premier, inception until the present day, and about
with the result that we found ourselves face to face 30 years of parliamentary life, justifies the
With Parlianent having a Government with its position that my late colleagues have taken
fumbers incomplete, and with no assurance that or the imputation which they have cast
the preseit Premier could satisfactorily complete it. upon my character and on my reputation

He says "nevertheless we have unitedly as a politician. I leave it to the countryand loyally striven to the best of our ability and to those who know me, and to those
to make it strong and efficient." That is who do not know me-to those who
referriig to the Government. I shall not are directly my political opponents-to say
comment upon that statement. I could, whether my conduct has ever been other-
however, chracterize it in other language than wise than that of a straightforward, perhaps
that in which the sentence is couched, and a blunt politician, always ready to express
more than that, with no less degree of truth. my sentiments and to cast my vote with myThen they state that they waited upon me party in the interests of the country, and
repeatedly, in order to insist upon the Gov- with some little ability at least. Now there
ernment being strengthened in its personnel. is another point which I think it is just as
That is quite true, but is there a single word well to deal with:-They say they retired
in any of those sentences which would lead because the Government is not complete. Let
you or might lead others, after what has me ask of those who have read parliamentary
been whispered about the country, to con- history, let me ask of those who have had any
cide that it was the head of the Govern- politicalexperience, whether it is a reasonwhy
ment they were striking at instead of the men should desert a government because,
other members of the Government i It is forsooth, one of its portfolios is not filled
true that they waited upon me and pointed up, while at the same time the country is
out the necessity of strengthening the Gov- crying out and condemning the government
ernment, as all governments ought to be for having too many members-a condition
strengthened, and according to my own of things for which they as well as myselfViews, I should acquiesce in any proposi- were responsible, and are responsible to-day.
tion of that kind, and there were intima- I may add here that the instances which my
tions at those interviews pointing to certain hon. friend who leads the Opposition men-
members of the Government who, in their opi- tioned the other day are not, I think-and
nion, ought to go out. Certainly they never I say it respectfully-at all parallel with
meant themselves, because fron their state- the present case.
ment on1e would suppose that all the wisdom
was cOcentrated in theircraniums. But there Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I did not profess that,
were others of whom they had not such exalt- they were-there was justification. There
&I opinions; had they intimated to me that I are instances, but not parallel instances.

was one of them, I should have made way forthema, but I heard nothing of that until two Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
days after Parliament had met. I malte this There are instances of resignations,but not in-
explanation in order that I may show the stances of the peculiar nature which character-
nature of their anxiety for the strengthening izes these resignations. I have precedents
of the Government. My hon. friend opposite with which I shall not weary the House,
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further than to cite one or two which ought
to be accepted by even those gentlemen who
have left the Government, for this among
other reasons-it is the only political reason
in the whole explanation that they give why
they should leave the Administration of
which they have been a part. The record
shows that Sir Charles Tupper resigned the
office of Minister of Railways and Canals
vn the 24th day of May, 1884. Parliament
met the following January. The Hon. John
Henry Pope was not appointed to succeed
Sir Charles Tupper until the 28th Septem-
ber, 1885, so that through onè long session
of six months-some of these very gentlemen
sat in the House, while one of the portfolios
was vacant-that, too, one of the most im-
portant in the Cabinet. There is nothing to
indicate that one of them ever raised his
voice in protest. Then, again, the Hon. Mr.
Colby-and both gentlemen I may say have
been colleagues of mine-resigned the presi-
dency of the Privy Council on the 28th of
April, 1891. Parl'ament met the next day,
and it remained vacant until it was assumed
by Mr. Abbott in June, 1891, as Prime
Minister ; showing that in one of these cases
under the leadership of my predecessors,
these same gentlemen remained, most of
them in the Cabinet, with a vacancy in the
government, and yet they did not find it in-
cumbent upon them under those circum-
stances to send either to Sir John Macdonald
or to Sir John Abbott their resignations.
Let me say this, and I hope it will not be
considered a reflection on some of my party,
but I mean precisely what I say : The crisis
to a certain extent has been brought
about because, having a great question
before the country, the prominent men who
were most interested in having it settled did
not come forward and render that assistance
which under the peculiar circumstances they
should have done, no matter what personal
sacrifice it might have involved. It was
not a fight in Ontario for any particular
principle that they held dear, but it was
a fight for the maintenance in its entirety of
the constitution of thecountry. It was a fight
in order to fix firmly upon the minds of the
people that under no circumstances could any
province be perinitted to infringe on the
rights and privileges of any portion of its
people, no matter what their individual opi-
nion might be upon the questions which
have divided them. I look forward with very
grave apprehensions to the time when any

one province shall be permitted by the fed-
eral power to interfere with and deprive
any portion of its people of rights guaranteed
to them by the constitution direct or implied.
I have great faith in the liberality and patri-
otisn of our French Canadian fellow citizens
of the province of Quebec, still I say what
is the fate of the minority in Manitoba to-
day, may be the fate of another minority and
another creed in another province to-mor-
row ; and that may be brought about by the
very fact that a majority is permitted to in-
terfere with and deprive a minority of its
rights. If we desire to make this a great and
united country, if we desire to see one homo-
geneous people living together in peace and
harmony, we must learn to respect the
privileges and the sacred rights, either
implied or directly guaranteed by the
constitution. These are the views which I
hold on this question. I yield not my own
individual views upon political or religious
questions to any man. It is our pleasure to
be able to say that the Crown recognizes
the rights of every one of its subjects
throughout the empire, and if those rights
are infringed in any part of the world, it is
the duty, and not only the duty, but it
has been the policy of the crown, to exert
the power of the empire, if necessary,
to protect them. I -hope the time will
never come when the rights of any British
subject can be interfered with in any part
of the world with impunity. No doubt
there is much more that I could say on
that subject, but I do not propose to do so
at the present moment. There is, however,
one question connected with the affairs of
the government to which I think I may
fairly refer in order to place myself right
before the country. A debate took place in
the other chamber yesterday in reference to
an unfortunate disagreement arising from
anonymous letters which were received by me
charging one of my colleagues with miscon-
duct. It has been so put by some people as
to lead to the conclusion that I had some-
thing to do with this nefarious trans-
action. The facts are simply these,
and after stating them I shall leave it to the
House and the country te judge how far I
was justified in the course that I pursued.
We were sworn into office, after the death
of the Right Hon. Sir John Thompson, on
the 21st day of December, 1894, in the city
of Montreal. I received an anonymous let-
ter from Montreal, dated 18th December,
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1894, just 3 days before the government
lad been sworn into office, charging Sir
Adolphe Caron with certain dereliction of
duty, which if proved to be true would end
his Political life. That letter was not sent
to lis Excellency as has been stated in the
newspapers, nor were any of them sent to
the Governor General. They were sent to
'ne as the head of the government. I at
once placed that letter in the hands of Sir
Adolphe Caron, as it was my duty to do.
le produced affidavits and evidence to show

that the charges which had been laid against
him were untrue, and to the satisfaction of
other parties whose names need not be intro-
duced in a debate of this kind. During the
Sumer, Sir Adolphe informed me that he
had some suspicions as to the writer. He
said that he bad sent the letters to an ex-
pert and a detective in New York in order
to ascertain whether the anonymous letter
bore any of the characteristics of the letters
which accompanied them. A report came
back which lie showed to me. I read it
carefully. I confess it was rather an ingeni-
ous report, and my remark to Sir Adolphe
Caron was this-" I know very little about
expert testimony of this kind, but I do not
conceive it possible that a Minister of the
Crown1 would write a letter of that kind toanother colleague, and I would suggest to you
the propriety of disabusing your mind upont question of that kind." He asked forthe envelope but I had thrown it into the

.aste basket and lost it. I suppose most
men' n my position receive anonymous letters
continually, I often receive them, findingault With my colleagues and giving in-
formation. As a rule they go into the waste
basket or into the fire. On the 9th
November, 1895, I received another letter
purportig to come from the same party who
biad sent the first one. That I handed toir Adolphe Caron. Comparing it with the
eirst he said that they were written by the
'ame hand, and again he expressed his opinion
as t the writer. I dealt with the matter thenas 1 lid done before. I did not consider it
of s"uliet importance, on my part, to
planata colleague by asking him for an ex-
I shouldn or laying it before him. Indeed,uhave very little else to do if I were
b Continue carrying the tales which arebrought to me either anonymously or other-Wise, about one colleague or another. Thematter remained in the position which I
have described until the day of the opening

of parliament. After the opening, a gentle-
man belonging to the other House followed
me along the corridor to the Senate and
asked me about those letters. I gave him
no in'ormation whatever, but asked him
what lie knew about them. He then said
lie knew that certain letters had passed and
that Sir Adolphe Caron had accused one of
his colleagues of writing them. I told him
that lie should be careful about using
such an expression, and that I doubted the
truth of it, although such letters had
been written. That same evening another
member of Parliament came to my residence
and asked me about the letters. He told
me what lie had heard, and I asked him how
lie obtained such information. The answer
was that it was the common talk in the
Albany Club in the city of Toronto. I then
came to the conclusion that it would ultim-
ately get into the press, and that my duty
to my colleague was to inform him of the
fact ; and, after consulting Sir Adolphe
Caron, I did so the next day. There is
the whole history, so far as I am concerned
of that transaction. Mr. Montague- I do
not blame him for it-felt very much annoy
ed and chagrined and asked, " Why did you
not not tell me this before?" I said "for the
simple reason that I had no desire to create
any animosity or ill-feeling between 'you and
your colleague." More than that, when Sir
Adolphe Caron told me that he intended to
lay the matter before lis Excellency the
Governor General, I advised him not to do
so, for the reason that I knew it would create
a disturbance and in all probability lead to
the removal of these two gentlemen-that
it must necessarily do so-if the statements
were true. I was under the impression, and
am still, that we had quite enough difficulties
to contend with in the country without im-
porting ibto it a personal disagreement of
this character. I said at the time in fact on
both occasions, and I repeat now, that I
could not conceive it possible that any man
having the slightest regard for bis own repu-
tation, or having regard for the solemn oath
which he had taken as a privy councillor,
could by any possibility be guilty of writing
anonymous letters, and therefore I treated
it in the manner that I have indicated
to this House until I heard that it had
become the common tàlk of the city of
Toronto, and then I deemed it my duty to in-
form my colleague of what had been said.
I think I may close by stating what it is
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proposed to do. I do so with a great deal of
diffidence, because I would much rather retire
f rom public life than once more go through
the ordeal to which I have been subjected
during the last week or ten days. If my
retirement from official life will aid in the
perpetuation of the principles of the Conser-
vative party, and keep that party where I
think it ought to be, that is to say,in power, it
would be a matter of smallmoment to me whe-
ther I retire from the position which I hold
or whether I leave political life altogether:
but so long as I am in this position I propose
to act in a strictly constitutional manner and
to do only that which is justified by law and
precedent. Should I be defeated, either in the
House or at the polls, it will be an honour-
able defeat, but to retire now, after having
been attacked in the manner already re-
ferred to without this explanation being
placed upon record, would, I con-
sider, be dishonourable and leave a stain
upon my reputation which I do not desire
to hand down to my family. I therefore
beg to state that after several interviews
with the Governor General respecting the
resignation of seven of my colleagues in the
cabinet, I yesterday waited upon His Excel-
lency for the purpose of tendering my resig-
nation. His Excellency intimated that
he was not at that moment prepared
to receive it. The chief reason for this
a' titude on the part of His Excellency is
that the Speech from the Throne, although
presented to Parliament, has not yet been
considered, nor an expression of opinion
given by Parliament upon it It is regarded
by His Excellency as unfitting, that the
Premier, as head of the administration
responsible for tAhat speech, should not have
a full opportunity of reviewing the situation
and testing the feelings of Parliament there-
on. Under these circumstances I deem it
my duty to endeavour, as far as in me lies,
to re-organize the Government. 1, therefore,
move that when this House adjourns, it do
stand adjourned until Tuesday, the 14th
inst., at three p. m. If the House desires it, I
have no objection to making it Monday at
three p.m., or at eight p.m., whichever may
be desired. If I cannot succeed in re-organ-
izing the administration within the three
days, then I shall do that which is the con-
stitutional duty of every premier who finds
himself in such circumstances, namely, place
my resignation in the hands of His Excel-
lency. Let me say this, in closing, that

although I am not going to pledge myself
publicly to the details of any measure which
may be proposed in Parliament, I wish it to
be distinctly understood that whatever
government is formed, if I am to be its
leader, must be formed on the basis
of the principles enunciated in the
Speech from the Throne. I shall not con-
sent to be connected with any body of men
who are not prepared to carry out and hold
inviolàble the pledges which were then
solemnly made to Parliament.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-In regard to the per-
sonal explanation given by the Premier, I
think he may rely upon receiving the
sympathy, not alone of his friends in this
chamber, but of the press of the country, as
well as of a great majority of the people of
Canada. The people of this country like to
see fair-play, and they cannot admit, I am
sure, that the course lately pursued towards
the Premier, can be called reasonable or
proper. The Premier has, apparently, as-
sumed that the reasons set forth in the
statement made by Mr. Foster in another
place, are the real reasons which prompted
the extraordinary course of the seven gentle-
men who have resigned. For my par b, I am
not so credulous, nor do I think there is
any one in this chamber so credulous as to
suppose that their true and honest reason is
given in that statement. By their declara-
tions made from time to time, but
more particularly during the elections
recently held, the ministers led the
people of the country to believe that the
utmost harmony prevailed in the cabinet.
The electors who were addressed by the
several ministers in Montreal, Jacques
Cartier, Cardwell and elsewhere, were in-
formed that perfect unanimity existed among
members of the cabinet on all matters of
public policy, and on every possible occasion
a eulogy was pronounced upon the Premier
as being the best man for the position in the
whole of the party. Let me read some of
the recent utterances of these gentlemen, to
show how utterly inconsistent Mr. Foster's
statement is with the expressions made use
of before public audiences. Messrs. Foster
and Haggart met recently at a public meet-
ing in Smith's Falls, and I wish to read from
the report of the Mail and Empire, a part
of the speech made on that occasion by Mr.
Foster. His remarks, I may say, were after-
wards acquiesced in by Mr. Haggart, who
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declared that Mr. Foster had given utterance
to his own sentiments. No doubt it was
particularly mentioned that Mr. Haggart
gave his adhesion to Mr. Foster's remarks,
because it was believed that Mr. Haggart
was the only member of the governmient
who was not what inight be called sound on
the important measure then engaging the
attention of the government, namely, the
Remedial Bill. Mr. Foster said:

They had perhaps learned from the Grit res
that their government at Ottawa was disunite and
denoralized. Having reassured him, as they had,that the Conservative party outside of Ottawa was
in good health, he was there to demonstrate to them
with his two colleagues 'that were present.' (Dr.
14ontague was there also) and also for those thatwere not present that the Conservative government
lOW, as of old, was a government which was united

on its different lines of policy without a shred of1s8union.
The Mail adds:

Ie bestowed a warn eulogy upon Sir Mackenzie
.oWell, whose character, after 17 years administra-

tion of one of the greatest departments of the
government had not shown one trace of dishonestyor imeapacity.

Then, during the Cardwell election, which
took Place the other day, Dr. Montague spoke
as follows :

onor 17 years Sir Mackenzie Bowell had been anh0oflured metnhber of the Government who had
suessfuly administered the affaire of hie depart-
oed •l During all these 17 years not one mark

eith er bePlaced against Sir Mackenzie's honesty
hat thuniister or as a public man. Not only

that 'Uthep Prmer had always favoured the
foadest lne of p icy had always supported plans
dit Canadian progress and development. In ad-
he hadto that, first as minister and now as Premier,
the ti invariably supported the strengthening of
land. eS which bound them to the dear old mother-

Th ese are the views of leading members
Of the dissentient faction who recently left
be'government. Does any hon. gentlemanbelieve, in the face of these statements, and in
ofthghtof common sense,that the true reason
ment course is given in Mr. Foster's state-
credu I think not. No one is so extremely

this dushas to believe for one moment that
think he case These hon. gentlemen, I
which have placed themselves in a position
an St as never hitherto been occupied by

- ustatesmen of Canada. On Thursday last
ju te week ago to-day-they were aUnited cabinet. They had prepared a speechfor Rlis Excell*1

which they cecy the Governor General in

2 itly acquiesced in their leader's

policy, or else they acted dishonestly and in
contraventiorg of their oath of office. Hon.
gentlemen are no doubt aware that Privy
Councillors take a special oath to be loyal to
the Queen's representative and to be true
and loyal to each other as well. Through
the mouth of His Excellency they informed
Parliament that they were prepared to bring
down a number of measures. Among other
things it was stated that it was nece -sary
for the government, in pursuance of its
declared policy, to introduce legislation in
regard to the subject of separate schools in
Manitoba. Not only that, but they also
intimated that they were prepared to submit
to Parliament a number of other bills rela-
ting to the strengthening of Canada's mili-
tary defences, copyright and other mat-
ters. Then with extraordinary cant and
hypocrisy, they invoked the blessing of the
Divine Being upon their labours in these
words:

I commend these subjects and others which
may come before you to your earnest considera-
tion, relying upon your wisdom and prudence un-
der the Divine guidance to discharge with dignity
and effect the high trust committed to your care.

They committed themselves to these ex-
pressions on Thursday last. When the
House met after the speech had been deli-
vered, the Premier moved that this address
be taken up on the following Wednesday.
Mr. Foster, in the other chamber, gave
notice that the address would be taken up
on the following Tuesday, that is, last Tues-
day. Yet on Saturday it was notorious that
these seven gentlemen had tendered their resig-
nations-less than forty-eight hours after-
wards. Does any one suppose that within
that space of time they had come to the
conclusion that my hon. friend opposite was
incapable of carrying on the government any
longer, that up to that particular moment he
had all the mental vigour necessary for the
work of leading the administration of the
country but that within forty-eight hours he
had so lamentably deteriorated as to be unfit
for his post? The thing is too absurd for any
of us to place the slightest credence in it.
These gentlemen, I think, by their strange
conduct in placing not only both Houses of
Parliament but the representative of the
Crown in such an equivocal position, have
rendered it impossible that they can ever
again be the members of any cabinet, for
it is a very serious dereliction of duty,
not only as regards the Crown, but
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also in the matter of their attitude
towards the head of the government.
I cannot, therefore, nor do I think the peo-
ple of the country will, accept the explana-
tion given. There is a reazon underlying
the public statement which bas been made,
and I had hoped that we would have heard
that reason, which would account for the
extraordinary disturbance which has taken
place. The bon. leader of this House lias
been frank and consistent in giving his
view ; he has accepted the explanation of
bis former colleagues, but as for myself, in
the face of the testimony which I have just
read, coming from three of the leading
members of the contingent, I cannot pos-
sibly do so. Their real motive, in my
opinion, was not only to make a change in
the personnel of the premiership, but also
to make a change in the policy of the
government. It is very well known that
the question which bas unhappily divided
the people of Canada recently, and which
has been floating on the political horizon for
a great many years, had something to do
with it. Six years ago that question could
easily have been settled. Six years ago that
question was one wbich could have easily
been settled by diplomatic action, or could
have been settled in a variety of ways
which I do not now propose to comment
upon, but it was allowed to be badgered
about in the courts; petitions were pre-
sented here, and they were referred for
further consideration, and year after year
went by, until now six years have elapsed
since that burning question first arose, and
what has been the effect? That you have
divided the people of Canada into two
camps, and if we have an election to-morrow
the probability is that it will be on tie sec-
tarian cry. It is now quite impossible to
discuss this question logically and from a
constitutional standpoint with the great
mass of the people of Canada. They allow
their own prejudices to govern their judg-
ment, and therefore it is a hopeless thing
now to successfully obtain the approval of
the great body of the people of Canada in
support of the constitutional mode. I say
it with deep regret, and the press of Canada
is largely responsible for misleading the
people. Tbey have pandered to their pre-
judices, until now it is absolutely impossible
to control them, and the question I recognize
to-day cannot be satisfactorily settled under
any legislation that we can inaugurate, I

say so with very deep regret, because I do
feel that the constitution has been severely
wrenched by the action which the cabinet lias
taken. It is very well known that there
were certain members of the government
that were always averse to that view of it,
and here we can recognize the very proper
action taken by the ex-Minister of Agricul-
ture when he felt bound to resign bis seat
in the cabinet because he knew that, com-
posed as the cabinet was at that time, it
was hopeless that that question could be
settled satisfactorily in accordance with the
circumstances of the country, and it amply
justifies the position lie took then and
that lie bas persistently held since
that day. With the province of Manitoba
now taking an aggressive attitude, it is hope-
less, even if we pass the bill here, to enforce
it. One can recognize how utterly impos-
sible it would be, in a measure of that kind,
that requires the co-operation and support
of the municipal authorities in the locality,
for federal legislation to prevail against the
hostile attitude of the province. It is, I
think, a very unfortunate, and a very sid
condition of affairs. We hear a good deal
about the coercion of Manitoba. " Do not
coerce Manitoba " ; but it is nothing to coerce
a small minority in that country, who are
dependent entirely upon the generosity and
fairness of a large majority who have control
of public affairs. I do not think that it
speaks well for the majority in that country.
I think it is very unfortunate and very
unhappy; and the very clause on which
Manitoba relies was a clause placed in the
constitution for the protection of the min-
ority in Quebec. Let me ask you, if the
rights of the minority in Quebec had been
encroached upon by legislation, would there
not have been an outcry all over the Domi-
nion ? Do you think for one moment that
it would have taken six years to rectify it?
Certainly not, there would have been found
ways and opportunities for very much
sooner vetoing the legislation and making
it inoperative. The majority of this coun-
try have not shown that generosity and
forbearance that they should in refer-
ence to a question of this kind. The people
have seized it, and having seized it, the pol-
iticians of the day are af raid of it. We find
all over, in the constituencies that are con-
trolled by the majority element, that they
are afraid to touch this question. They say
"do not coerce Manitoba," as if we were
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extending the constitution beyond its legi- which he occupied in regard to this great
timate limits. Manitoba caine into the and important question ? It is not proper,
government with a constitution which is I think, for the hon. gentleman who leads
plain to be read. The minority were pro- the opposition to censure in this House,
tected by certain clauses have been absolu- as he has done, the management of this ques-
tely swept away, and when we come to dis- tion since it had its inception some six years
cover the true causes that have created this ago. He began by saying that instead
chaos in the government, we shall find that of dealing with it in a diplomatic way, in
it was due to a desire not to carry out the a proper way, that the question was sent
policy that was, I think, so honestly 1 nd to the courts, and in that way the evil
earnestly advocated by the leader of the has gone on festering, up to the present
government. I do not propose to follow moment. Let me ask the leader of the
this question aniy further than to assure the opposition, who was it that first sug-
hon. gentleman that we all sympathize with gested that this great question should be
him in the unfair and ungenerous attack sent to the courts of the country ? Was it
that has been made upon him. As I said Sir John Macdonald who was at that time
before, I scarcely think he believes the state- Prime Minister that made the suggestion in
ment made by Mr. Foster. In the face of the House of Commons ? It was not. Was it
the evidences that have been given from not the actual leader-at least one of the
time to time by members of the council who greatest men in the great liberal party of
have expressed their unbounded confidence, Canada at that time-(Mr. Blake) who
flot only in his ability, but in his industry made that famous speech, upon this
and his Popularity with the party, I think question, a few weeks after the passage of
that it is impossible for us to believe as true the Manitoba School Act, in which he sug-
the reasons given in the paper read in the gested a reference of the case to the courts
House of Commons. of the country, winding up by moving a reso-

lution, which was accepted unanimously by
Hon. Mr. MASSON--Will the hon. the House of Common, in favour of that

member allow me to ask him what would course ? I say, therefore, it is useless for the
be the opinion of the opposition if a remedial leader of the opposition at this stage to turn
bill were introduced, because he knows that round and throw blame and censure upon
the government if returned, must bring in the leaders of the Liberal Conservative party,
remedial legislation? because the question was sent to the courts

T - at that time on the suggestion of Mr. Blake.
V 14r. SCOIT-1 give my honest

conviction. I am speaking for myself, and
not the party.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The hon. leader
of the Opposition made some remarks, after
referring to the resignations of the ministers
and the opposition to the Prime Minister,
upon which I wish to say a few words.
I notice that my hon. friend is not by any
means so strong on the question of remedial
legislation, judging from the few remarks
We have heard from him this evening, as hehas been on two previous occasions when Ihad the honour of hearing him speak on this
question on the floor of this House. The
hon. nLember begins to be timid. He says
now that it is utterly impossible, utterly
hopeless to get a remedy for the minority
in Manitoba. Is it because my hon. friend,
thinks he is in sight of the treasury benches,
that he is beginning to trim, and put
himself in a different position from that

2

lion. Mr. SCOTT-Mr. Blake was not in
PArliament when this question came up.
His speech was made in 1884.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
is entirely wrong, and I may be thought to
be somewhat presumptuous in making such
a remark as that in regard to a statement of
an experienced politician like my hon. friend;
but I speak of the year 1890, when the
Manitoba School Act was passed. Mr.
Blake was in parliament then, and before
the question reached the federal govern-
ment for the purpose of exercising disallow-
ance, Mr. Blake made his speech in which
he condemned disallowance or an attempt
to deal with it in that way at all, and added
that he spoke for the liberal party. It was
then that he submitted his famous resolution
in favour of sending it to the courts. Such
a resolution was not submitted in this
branch of parliament; so that we have not my
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hon. f riend the leader of the House himself
bound down by his personal vote on that
question, but we have Mr. Laurier, the leader
of the Houseof Commonsboundhard and fast
by his own vote, because he was present in
the Hou se of Commons on that occasion, and
by the unanimous vote then passed, he toted,
as did every other member in the House at
that time, for submitting the question to
the courts. I say, therefore, it does not lie in
the hon. gentleman's nouth to properly cen-
sure such statesmen as Sir John Thompson
and Sir John Macdonald for sending the
question to the courts instead of dealing with
it as he says, in a diplomatic way. It was
Mr. Blake who suggested that course, and
they fell in with him and agreed with him,
and I do not think anything has occurred
up to the present time to show that
the action of parliament at that time on the
motion of Mr. Blake, supported by Sir John
Macdonald and other members of parlia-
ment, was wrong in any particular. It
was the determination then arrived at that
this question should be removed as far as
possible from the domain of party strife. A
judicial decision should be obtained, as Mr.
Blake suggested. I have not his speech or
resolution before me, but I speak from an ac-
curate recollection of the case. He held
that the facts and the law of the case should
be investigated by judicial tribunals
and that a reasoned opinion should be
gîven for the guidance and for the inform-
ation, as Sir John Macdonald put it
afterwards, of the executive of the country.
I repeat that my hon. friend should not rise
in this House now and condemn those emi-
nent statesmen to whom I have referred, Sir
John Macdonald, Sir J. C. Abbott and Sir
John Thompson, for having proposed a solu-
tion of the question, as far as it was possible
to solve it, by an appeal to the courts. My
hon. friend says further that the press are
responsible for stirring up a religious feeling
and a sectarian feeling upon this question.
Now, that may be true, but I think if there
is any portion of the press that is more
responsible in this regard than another, it is
the principal organ of the party which the
hon. gentleman leads in this House. the
Globe newspaper.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I did not spare any

paper: I condemned the Globe.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I know he did
not particularize, but he started by condemn-

ing the reference of the matter to the courts,
and deplored the sectarian feelings that were
likely to be excited in connection with it,
and then he went on and condemned the
press. I suppose he intended to condemn
all the newspapers in Canada that had dealt
with it in the way of stirring up religious
feelings and religious strife; but the hon.
gentleman himself, in ail candour, must
admit, as he did admit on the floor of this
House last year, that the organ of the Reform
party has been the greatest sinner of ahl
papers in Canada in connection with this
great and important question. My hon.
friend says it is utterly hopeless to get a
remedy. I have not lost faith in the sense
of right and justice that prevails in the
people of Canada from the Atlantic to the
Pacific, and I am not without a hope that a
remedy will be found for this difficulty, and
that justice will be done to the minority of
Manitoba. A reasonable measure will be
enacted by the parliament of Canada which
will provide a remedy for this difficulty, and
which will not be the means of stirring up a
great deal of religious strife. My honour-
able friend will not deny that the govern-
ment took a constitutional view of this ques-
tion. If the opposition generally and the
leaders of the party in another place, and
those who have been promulgating the
views of that party before the people on the
publie platform and through the press had
taken the same course as my hon. friend did
last year there would have been no danger of
this question stirring the people on sectarian
lines ail over the country. I am not going
to say there have not been those in the ranks
of the Liberal-Conservative party who have
not taken what was, to my mind, the proper
course on the question. We know it is so;
but we know that the governinent and the
Premier, the leader of the Liberal-Conserva-
tive party, took the strictly constitutional
view of this question, being himself in favour
of a public school system, nevertheless he
believed that the rights of the minority in
Manitoba, as guaranteed to them by the
constitution of the country, should be
respected, and that the constitution should
be upheld, as it had been construed by the
highest court in the realm. Had my hon.
friend's party and its leader been equally
outspoken in the view that this question is
a constitutional one, and should be settled in
a constitutional way, there would have been
no danger whatever of the people being
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divided on creed questions throughout the
country. We would have had this question
settled in a reasonable way, . taking no ex-
treme position on either side, but doing
simple justice to the minority in Mlanitoba,
and then we would have been able to go
forward and deal with the other important
questions which agitate the people of this
country, and with respect to which it is so
important we should constantly keep our
eyes open. I do protest in this House, as I
do on every occasion where I have a voice
and hearing, that whatever trouble is
to cone out of this question, whatever
difficulty is to arise, the responsibility
must largely rest on the leader of the opposi-
tion, the Hon. Mr. Laurier, and the party
a-sociated with him in public life for not
having risenl, as Mr. Blake did in 1890,above making the question one of a partycharacter.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-It may not bethe province of the leader of the opposition
to make such statements as those referred
to by the member of the government who
has just resumed his seat ; but it may belong
to me, who began war on this question in
1872, to say what I believe on this question
of disallowance. I could not reproach the
late Sir John Thompson, or the late SirJohn Abbott, severely, for not having asked
or the disallowance of the Manitoba legis-lation, because they had a precedent, which

would certainly have placed them in a very
"ad Position. The school question must bediscussed in its proper shape. You have to
go back to 1872, because the first precedent
was there established which forced Sir JohnThompson to go to the courts, and forced Mr.Blake to ask in England for an interpreta-
tion, you may say, of the British North
America Act. I - was then a member of
the Commons, and I was the only one from
the province of Quebec who dared to stand
Up and oppose the government on that ques.
tion. True the hon. gentleman who spoke a
few moments ago, Mr. Masson, made a few re-
marks after me, but when I made the attackI knew not whether he or any other wouldbck me up. What did I say I My speech
was not reported at the time, Parliamenihad then no official reports of its debates
but as it was an important question, I tookthe trouble to write my remarks in order
that.I might use them later, and I read mywritten speech. The paper is ver31y

old indeed, but I have it still; I knew
and predicted that in after years we would
have trouble on that question, when
the government did not settle it the
first time it arose. In every part
of the world where there is a
mixed population, all religious or educa-
tional questions make trouble, unless they
are thoroughly settled. In 1872 I dealt
with this subject in the other House. Our
present Premier was there then and knows
those facts. What did I say ? I showed
that the government were wrong. At con-
federation Sir John Macdonald had laid
down the principles under which the veto
should be exercised. He said his govern-
ment would never meddle with a province
except in two cases-first, if the legislature
of the province should go beyond their

jurisdiction, and second, in case the legisla-
tion of the provinco though intra vires,
should be recognized as legislation calcu-
lated to disturb the public peace. Knowing
that educational and religious questions
would create trouble throughout the world,
consequently on the principles laid down by
himself he was wrong, and I declared that I
should separate from him for ever, if he
did not take the question in his own hands
and settle it at once. Since that time,
though I have always remained a conserva-
tive, I have been quite independent of
governments, and I have lost all confidence
in public men. Before giving my confi-
dence to any government now, I wait to
see their work and judge them by their
acts. But as far as this question of the veto
is concerned the old man, Sir John A.
Macdonald, is the only man responsible
for its abuse. So that if the objection taken
by the leader of the opposition is not quite
correct the answer of the minister who bas
just taken his seat (Hon. Mr. Ferguson) is
quite incorrect. As to the Premier, I
congratulate him on the stand he bas
taken on this very great issue and on the
way that he bas spoken. Ever since the
death of Sir John A. Macdonald, at the
time Sir John Abbott was called to the head
of the cabinet, and later when Sir John

i Thompson was called to succeed him, I never
hesitated to state that a better choice would
have been made had Sir Mackenzie Bowell
been selected because he was the best man for
the time. I now see by the way that he has
acted since then that I was right, and that my

r judgment, so far as the premiership is con-
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cerned, was sound. I congratulate him on his
whole speech to-day, except the conclusion
which seemed to me in opposition to his
previous utterances. The expression to
which I object is that after the adjourn-
ment he might give way. J say it would
be wrong to do so. The "kickers," as
the press terms them, should not be
approved of by any man, and if the leader
of the government should give way, it
would be recognizing or admitting that
those who condemned him are right.
The hon. Premier should stick to the ship
until Parliament withdraws its confidence
or the people at large repudiate him. If he
should resign before that, he will forfeit the
good opinion that I have entertained of him
during the long years that I have been
acquainted with him. I hope he will not
yield.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Either the hon. gentleman misunderstood
what I giid, or I did not make myself suffi-
ciently explicit. I said that if I should
fail to fill the vacancies, then I should place
my resignation in the hands of His Excel-
lency, and let others attempt to form a gov-
ernment. Surely the hon. gentleman would
never expect me to advise His Excellency to
dissolve parliament with seven portfolios
not filled!

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-Certainly not
-I did not understand the hon. gentleman.
What he suggests is the constitutional way.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-In view of the
remarks which have been made in the course
of this short debate, I as a representative in
this House of the province of Manitoba do
not like to let the present opportunity pass
without expressing my views as to what I
believe are the rights of the province from
which I come in the present instance. We
are brought face to face with a constitutional,
ditliculty which the people of Manitoba are
nowendeavouringto settleamong themselves.
The Premier, Mr. Greenway, is now before
the people of Manitoba for their judgment
on the course which he has seen fit to pursue.
The elections are now pending and I see by
the reports received to-day eight of the consti-
tuencies have gone by acclamation in favour
of Mr. Greenway. This I should say would in-
dicate adeterminationonthe partof thepeople
of Manitoba to stand by their constitutional

rights as a province and uphold the legisla-
tion on school matters that they have put in
the statute-books. As the Premier has said,
we are here met for the purpose of carrying
out the constitution. But there are two
ways of looking at the constitution of the
country. Apparently the way that the
hon. leader and many members of parlia-
ment look at this question is that the con-
stitution requires that the judgment of the
Privy Council enjoins upon parliament to
coerce the province of Manitoba in order
to remedy the grievances that the minority
have complained of. That legislation must
be put on the statute-book which will inter-
fere with the legislation of the province of
Manitoba. With that I say I cannot concur
-with that I must place myself in opposi-
tion to any government that attemps to
take sucli a course in parliament. We are
a constitutionally governed country. We
have the principle of self-government to
guide us. The principle of provincial self-
government within specified lines is the basis
of confederation, and it is not wise for us
having regard to the future constitutional
history of the country and in the interest of
the future peace of the country to infringe
in any way on that principle.

Hon. Sir FRANK SMITH-We are not
discussing that matter now.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-That is what the
Premier has laid down, and there is no
time more opportune now than on the eve
of the formation of a new government,
which, I presume, is about to be done, and
which I presume now to express my view,
as a Senator from Manitoba, which may
guide the Premier. I am endeavouring now
to express the views entertained by the
majority of the province from which I come,
on the subject which is under discussion at
the present moment. I wish to impress on the
hou. gentleman, that if the appealed clausesof
the British North America Act are to be dealt
with as a principle of confederation by ex-
tending national aid to voluntary schools,
or any other system common to all, then
any Act that is p issed dealing with those
clauses, should be an Act applying equally
to every province in Canada. I contend
that it is not wise to select a single province
and deal with it summarily in a separate
manner. If, on the other hand, the question
which is now before the country, that the
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province of Manitoba shall be selected, and
that the question shall be dealt with as a
matter of treaty entered into with the
Selkirk settlement in 1870, then I say that
the Dominion government should restore
those rights which the minority of Manitoba
are suffering from, irrespective of the legis-
lation of the province of Manitoba. There
is nothing in the legislation of the province
which prevents the minority from educating
their children as they see fit.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-But you are taking
away the money with which they should do
it.

lon. Mr. BOULTON-I was about to
saY s0. I say there is nothing in the School
Act of Manitoba which prevents the Roman
Catholic minority f rom conducting their
education as they see fit. But it withholds
the Public funds from that source of educa-
tion unless they come under the School Actand conduct their schools in accordance with
the st itutes of the province ; therefore if the
question is to be dealt with as a matter oftreaty between the 12,000 of a population
with whorn the negotiations were carried on
in 1870 and the parliament of Canada, then
I say that a grant should be made by the
Dominion parliament to the district com-prised in the Selkirk settlement in order toplace tho* schools which have been deprived
of their privileges in a position that they
may be carried on in accordance with the
views of the minority. There is a vast dif-ference between introducing concurrent
legislation and taking a step of that kind.
I warned the hon. leader of the government
and the parliament of Canada that if they
proposed to introduce remedial legislationwhich shall be concurrent legislation on thestatute books under which the Dominion
authorities shall take charge of and manage
separate schools in, the province of Man-itoba, while the province itself manages
publie schools, it will be resisted to the
utmost by the people of the province of. anitoba-constitutionally resisted-but re-Sisted to the utmost, and in saying so I do notexpress the opinion of a party but the peopleas a ole. The Privy Council has decidedbeyond a question that the exclusive right
of conducting school matters in each prov-
ince belongs to the local authorities spbjectto the appeal clauses. If the appeal clausesare to be dealt with by the parlianent of

Canada which has a perfectly free hand, as
a principle of confederation, after the expe-
rience of 28 years, then any Act which is
placed on the statute-book should apply
equally to every province of the Dom-
inion. It is not a question of bringing
down remedial legislation. The Pre-
mier has, I think, taken a right and
constitutional course in placing the ruling
of the Privy Council before parliament. The
ultimnathule of thelegal interpretationapplied
for by the minority is to place the matter
before the parliament of Canada. I say par-
liament should be seized with all the facts
before they are able to eipress a fair and
proper idea as to what is the right policy to
pursue, because it is a matter of policy, not
a matter of right before parliament. No one
can contenid for a second that the judgment
einanating from the judicial committee of the
Privy Council is obligatory on the part of
Canada or compels them to follow any course.
The constitutional power of the parliament
of Canada is perfect ; it has a free hand to
annul, expunge or modify any Act that is
passed within its constitutional limits, and
the question with which the parliament of
Canada has now to deal is how shall we deal
with this matter when it comes before it ?
Shall we deal with it in a spirit by which
we shall invade the domain of the provincial
legislature, or shall we simplify matters by
placing the small minority of Manitoba in
such a position that it can conduct its educa-
tion as it was accustomed to do before the
legislation of Manitoba was put on the
statute-book until a change of public opi-
nion takes place in Manitoba itself. If you
give the province of Manitoba time, I believe
all legitimate grievances will be removed, but
no British subject will yield to threats or to
compulsion, and the absence of compulsion
may lead to a better understanding. I have
the greatest sympathy with the leader of the
government in the difficulties which sur-
round him, but as a member representing the
interests of the people of Manitoba, I feel
that while the rights of the minority of that
province are being discussed I cannot refrain
from rising and defending the rights of the
whole province which are endangered by the
proposed legislation.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I must say that I
regret the line which this discussion has
taken to-day. We came here for the pur-
pose of hearing the explanation of the first
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minister, with regard to the crisis in the
affairs of the administration. We listened
with great interest to bis statement, which
was full and was also satisfactory, particular-
ly the last few words which were misappre-
hended by the bon. gentleman from de
Lanaudière. Now, I feel that all we had in
view to-day was to hear the remarks of the
Premier and any observations which might
naturally arise out of bis explanation; but
here we are discussing the merits of the at-
titude taken by the province of Manitoba in a
manner which might be fitting enough if we
were considering the remedial legislation
which may, or may not, be laid before
parliament. I think this is very much to
be regretted. The bon. gentleman who
leads the, opposition in this House is some-
times, just a little too much of the dove and
too little of the serpent. The bon. gentle-
man who sits opposite is not nearly so much
of the dove and is very much of the ser-
pent. The hon.gentleman fromOttawa (Hon.
Mr. Scott) in remarking upon the reasons for
their action given by the gentlemen who
have recently left the administration, stated
that he thought that the reason given in
another place by the ex-Minister of Finance
for the action of these gentlemen was
not the true reason, and he indicated
what he thought the real reason was. I
felt at the time that the bon. gentleman
from Ottawa (Hon. Mr. Scott) went per-
haps a little further than was necessary,
when he said that in his opinion the curing
of the evils suffered by the minority in Man-
nitoba, by means of remedial legislation, was
hopeless; but in reply to the question of
the bon. gentleman from Mille Isles the hon.
leader of the opposition stated that he was
simply giving bis own individual opinion
and did not speak for his party. Under
the circumstances, I think it was exceed.
ingly ungenerous, not to say, contrary to
parliamentary etiquette, for the hon. gen-
tleman who holds the position of Minister
of Agriculture to attack the whole of the
opposition and to credit the leader of the
liberal party with all the difficulties which
have arisen in connection with the matter
of the Manitoba separate schools, with which
the leader of the opposition bas never bad
anything to do. The bon. gentleman who leads
the opposition in another place, bas from ses-
sion to session carefully avoided interfering in
the matter. He bas said to the government
and very properly, that it is not the duty

of the leader of the opposition to formulate
a policy for the government upon any
question, and he has told the government
further that when they introduce their
measure he will define his position. It will
be time enough, when the measure bas been
introduced and the leader of the oppoition
has taken his stand with regard to it, for
the Miniter of Agriculture and other gen-
tlemen to discuss and criticise bis attitude.
As far as I know, the observations made on
the platform and elsewhere by the leader of
the opposition have given the impression
that if the government introduce a remedial
measure intended for the relief of the min-
ority in the province of Manitoba, that mea-
sure will have bis support. I presume it
will also have the support of a large por-
tion, at any rate, of his followers. One can-
not tell how the liberal party will act in the
matter, any more than one can predict how
the followers of the Premier will vote. I
fancy that when the mteasure which is prom-
ised is introduced-if it ever is introduced
-it will be found that there will be among
the followers of both gentlemen more or less
of what may be called "go as you please."
I repeat that it is very much to be regretted
that there should be a premature discussion
of this very important question without any
notice being given or time for preparation
afforded. At the proper time the question
can be discussed intelligently, an4 no doubt
each member of both Houses will have an
opportunity of placing himself on record and
of making bis position clear both to parlia-
ment and to the country.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
May I ask the bon. gentleman whether he is
in favour of the policy of the leader of bis
party in the other House?

Hon. Mr. POWER-What is the policy I
I wish to see the government measure first.
When that measure bas been introduced and
the leader of the opposition bas taken a posi-
tion with respect to it, I shall be better able
to answer the question.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
have beard of the ability of an Irishman
to give an evasive answer and this is
certainly a good example. My question was
direct. Does the hon. gentleman from Hali-
fax favour the policy laid down by his lead-
er I
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1 lHon. Mr. POWER-I cannot express an
opinion about a policy which has not been
enunciated.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
beg the hon. gentleman's pardon. I am sur-
Prised to hear him say that. The policy of his
leader bas been enunciated on a dozen dif-
ferent platforms, namely, the appointment
of a commission. He never told us, how
ever, what he proposed the commission
should do.

lon. Mr. MASSON-Is not the bon.
Senator from Ottawa as much the re-
presentative of the liberal party in this
flouse as Mr. Laurier is in the House of
Commons I Did not the bon. thefirst Ininister delay making his state-
ment to-day until the Senator from Ottawa•
was in bis seat ? What was his intentionin doing sol It was because he thoughtthe leader of the opposition in this Housewas the proper person to reply, and I holdthat I was perfectly justified when I askedthe bon. gentleman if be was in favour
of remedial legislation. My reason for
doing go was that I have heard (although Ido not altogether give credit to the report)that Mr. Laurier is desirous of shirking thequestion and that it is his intention to pro-
Mulgoate a new policy to the effect that aninquiry should be made as to whether he
judgment of the Imperial Privy Councilwas right or wrong, and that there shouldbe a commission to investigate the state ofaffairs in Manitoba. I think it was per-fectly legitimate to ask the bon.leader of the opposition in this House ifhIe was speaking as the leader of his party.
Lt took him fully two minutes to reply, andhe only did so after consultation withanother member of the House. He then

laid that what he had stated was not the
POlicy of the party but merely his own indi-vidual opinion.

hHon. Mr. PELLETIER-I have neverheard any one say that it was the in, entionof the leader of the opposition to shirk this
question. I have heard him speak in manyplaces, and everywhere he bas said plainlythat he was f ully prepared to do what isjust and fair. I may further say that I am
fully in accord with his policy. I share hisopinions, and can give him my uaqualified
support. I do not consider that it is fair

to state that the leader of the opposition
intends to shirk the question. To my mind

Hon. Mr.
says it will
commission.

MASSON-Now Mr. Laurier
have to be the subject of a

Hon. Mr. PELLETIER-No, he does
not say so. Mr. Laurier thinks that the
best way of settling that burning question
would be by a commission, but he is pre-
pared to give his support to any measure
which would secure justice to the minority
in Manitoba.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-Oh, well, of course,
if the bon. gentleman says that, I will not

pursue the subject further.

Hon. Mr. PELLETIER-He does not

say that because he wishes to see what will
be the outcome of the statement made in the

lie bas done nothing to justify such a state-
ment; and when the remedial measure is

brought before parliament, it will then be
seen that he is ready to give it his support
if it is in accordance with his views. To

say that he bas no policy is most inaccurate,
and I protest against such a statement.
There is evidently a motive for making it,
and I know what that motive is. If we
read what Mr. Laurier has said on the plat-
form and what he said in the House last
session, we must form a very different con-
clusion. He bas distinctly stated that he is

prepared to do justice.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
After the commission reports or before i

Hon. Mr. PELLETIER-I am not pre-
pared to say as to the dates, but I know he
is still of the same opinion.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-I do not attack
Mr. Laurier, but I nust say that what I have
stated I believe to be his own expression. I
think he would be quite desirous of seeing the
question settled, but, after all, the method
of settling it is very plain. The government
is bringing in legislation which must have
the approval of the whole of Lower Canada.
If Mr. Laurier had shown his approval of
such a course the matter would have been
all right.

Hon. Mr. PELLETIER-When the
matter is before the House he will deal
with it.
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Speech from the Throne. He is now waiting
until he sees what measure the government
will bring down.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate then adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, 14th January, 1896.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE MINISTERIAL CRISIS.

Hon. Sir MNIACKENZIE BOWELL-I
regret that I am not yet in a position to give
the House full information as to the recon-
struction of the Cabinet. It has, however,
progressed to such an extent that I aim safe
in saying that I shall be enabled to meet
the House to-morrow with a complete recon-
structed Cabinet, which I have every reason
to believe will not only meet the approval
and support of the Houses of Parliament,
but also of the country. I, therefore, crave
the indulgence of the House for another
twenty-four hours delay. To-morrow, after
naking the report to which I have referred,

I shall ask the House to proceed with the
consideration of the address in reply to the
Speech from the Throne, and commence the
real business of the session. I therefore
move that this House do now adjourn.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate then adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, January 15th, 1896.

TiE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE MINISTERIAL CRISIS.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Before the Orders of the Day are proceeded
with, I desire to fulfil the promise which I

made to the House yesterday. The state-
ment which I am about to make has been
submitted to the Governor General, and I
am authorized to say that in its bearing on
the position of the Crown in matters of this
nature, it has His Excellency's approval.

Since reference was made in the Senate to
the retirement from the government of cer-
tain of my colleagues, I have had an oppor-
tunity of carefully reviewing the circum-
stances connected with those resignations,
and have satisfied myself that the best
interests of the country would be served-
notwithstanding any differences of opinion
that existed respecting the importance of
filling the portfolio made vacant by the resig-
nation of the Hon. Mr. Angers-by the
return to their former positions in the
Cabinet of those who deem it their duty to
retire on account of that vacancy.

While it is true that this point was freely
discussed between my colleagues and myself,
it isequally true that I regarded that vacancy
-the importance of filling which cannot be
questioned-as an insufficient reason for the
resignation of any member of the Govern-
ment. This view, however, was not con-
curred in by some of my colleagues, who
urged that the meeting of Parlianent, with
a Quebec portfolio vacant, might seriously
imperil the success of certain important mea-
sures to be presented during the session. I
had reasonable hopes of being able to fill
that position up to the very day when Parlia-
ment met, and was disappointed when my
efforts failed.

After the opening of Parliament, certain
members of the government sent me their
resignations, giving among other reasons
the fact that "having failed to fill the
portfolio," and that I evidently "intended
to go on with the transaction of public busi-
ness with an incomplete Cabinet," they
thought this course so great " a departure
from sound constitutional practice, and so
weak as a matter of policy " that they were
" unwilling any longer to remain as mem-
bers of an incomplete government."

Since the receipt of the resignations re-
ferred to, the objections put forward by my
colleagues have been removed by the ac-
ceptance of a seat in the Cabinet by the
Honourable Alphonse Desjardins-a gentle-
man well known and esteemed in the pro-
vince of Quebec for his ability and integrity
of character-and by the accession to the
Ministry of Sir Charles Tupper, Bart.
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Under the circumstances, and with these
objections removed, my late colleagues have
deemed it consistent with duty to their
country, to resume the positions they re-
spectively held in the government. It is
gratifying, therefore, to me to be able to
inform the House, and the country, that a
Ministry has been formed which will com-
inand the support of a majority in Parliament
and enable us to proceed with the measures
foreshadowed in the Speech f rom the
Throne.

The Government as reconstructed is as
follows:-

President of Council-Hon. Sir Ma-
kenzie Bowell.

Secretary of State-Hon. Sir Charles
Tupper, Bart.

Postmaster General-Hon. Sir Adolphe
Caron.

Minister of Marine and Fisheries-Hon.
John Costigan.

Minister of Finance-Hon. Geo. E.
Poster.

Minister of Railways and Canals-Hon.
John Haggart.

Minister of Public Works-Hon. J. A.
Ouimet.

Minister of the Interior-Hon. T. Mayne
Daly.

Minister of Trade and Commerce-Hon.
W. B. Ives.

Minister of Justice-Hon. A. R. Dickey.
Minister of Agriculture-Hon. W. H.

Montague.
Minister of Militia and Defence-Hon,

Alphonse Desjardins.
Without portfolio-Hon. Sir Frank Smith

do Hon. D. Ferguson.
Controller of Customs-Hon. J. F. Wood.
Controller of Inland Revenue-Hon. E.

G. Prior.

Hon. Mr. SCO'TT--I see a report in a
morning paper that the Conservative whip
of the other House, Mr. Taylor, had an in-
terview with Sir Charles Tupper, Bart., now
a member of this government, in which
that gentleman stated he was willing to
enter the government provided the Premier
cOnsented to take back all; that it was con-
veyed to Sir Charles Tupper that there were
three gentlemen, Mr. Foster, Mr. Haggart
and Mr. Montague, whom he objected to
receive back into his Cabinet; that Sir
Charles Tupper' made it a condition that
unless those gentlemen were permitted to

return to the fold with the others, the nego.
tiations must cease, or words to that effect.
I shall read the interview to the House, if
they desire it, and perhaps the Premier can
say whether it is correct or not. The article
reads as follows -

At the request of Mr. Taylor, the Conservative
whip, vho brought me a message saying that Sir
Mackenzie Bowell would like to see me, I waited
upon the Premier yesterday at three o'clock I said
I had gathered fron Mr. Taylor that he (Sir Mac-
kenzie) would be willing to take back the gentle-
men who had retired from his Cabinet, together
with myself, with the understanding that shortly
after the Address had been passed lie would pro-
pose that I should be sent for to reorganize the
government. Sir Mackenzie said that Mr. Taylor
was mistaken in supposing he was prepared to
receive back the whole of the gentlemen who had
retired from the govermnent, as there were three
gentlemen, Messrs. Foster, Haggart and Montague,
with whom he could not serve in the government.
He was quite ready, he said, however, to take in
the remaining gentlemen, including my son. I told
him that so far as my son was concerned, from the
moment that it was proposed that I should become
leader of the Liberal-Conservative party he in-
formed me that in such a contingency be could not
be a member of the Cabinet, a decision in which I
entirely concurred. I assured Sir Mackenzie that
I had approached the consideration of this ques-
tion wholly from the standpoint of altogether
subordinating every personal and private consider-
ation to the exigency of what I believed the party,
and that if the best interests of the country re-
quired it, I were prepared under those circum-
stances to enter his government. I thought that
be should be animated by the same considerations
and ought not to allow his personal feelings
towards any gentleman to influence him.

I should like to know whether that state-
ment is really true substantially. I think
Parliament is entitled to an answer. In the
formation of a government, it is usual for the
Crown to furnish the fullest information.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
have no objection to answer, although I
deny the position taken by the hon. gentleman
that Parliament has a right to ask the result
of any private interview.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is not a private
interview.

Hon. Sir MIACKENZIE BOWELL-It
certainly was a private interview which took
place between gentlemen forming or recon-
structing a government. Parliament is
entitled to know the result of such
interviews, but not conversations which
took place during the negotiations.
Another matter I desire to point out
to the hon. gentleman is this: that
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I refuse in toto to be held responsible
for the statements made by the different
reporters in the various 'newspapers, be-
-cause my hon. friend might say that it is
stated that I had entered into au. arrange-
ment and a bargain with Sir Charles
Tupper as to my future course and my
future action, and what might follow as
the result of the reconstruction which has
taken place. I take this opportunity to say
that that is equally unfounded, and has not
a scintilla of truth in it, and I am quite sure
that Sir Charles Tupper, if he is applied to,
will acquit me of having made stipulations
in any way, directly or indirectly. I take
this opportunity to give a flat denial t6 that.
I decline, however, to enter into a contro-
versy on the subject, or to explain what
took place between Sir Charles Tupper and
myself, or between any other gentleman
during the negotiations. I have simply to
say th 4 t portions of that statement which
my hon. friend the leader of the Opposition
has read, are not correct. There are other
portions of it that may be correct, but
deductions are very often drawn from con-
versations that are not only irrelevant, but
far f rom the truth.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-In the formation of
governments it has been usual for Parlia-
ment to receive the fullest statement of the
progress that has been made in the negotia-
tions, and the important part of those really
was whether the Premier, when Sir Charles
Tupper was invited to become a member
of the government, stipulated that the three
gentlemen I have named should also be
taken back into the government. It is a
very simple question. Of course, if the hon.
gentleman is not disposed to answer it
directly, we must accept that.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
For the information of the hon, gentleman,
I will tell him that when we came to an
arrangement as to what should be done, no
stipulation of any kind was made; nor
before such negotiations were begun.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The statement the
hon. gentleman has just made to us will be
received with a good deal of interest by the
people of Canada, and they will be disposed
I think to compare it with the statement
delivered last week, and will be somewhat
surprised that the whole point of controversy

between himself and the gentlemen who
formed the Cabinet tén days ago was on the
necessity of filling up the vacancy in the
representation from the province of Quebec.
He gave us his own parliamentary experience,
and I think all of us could add our own ex-
perience, that it has never been a very serious
matter for a vacant portfolio to remain un-
filled for a considerable time. The hon.
gentleman gave us several illustrations of it;
the history of Canada is full of them, and
therefore I doubt whether the people of
Canada will be disposed to receive that
statement as the true one. The statement
made elsewhere intimated that the dissen-
tient gentlemen had their misgivings from
the beginning, that from the very first they
doubted the ability of the hon. leader of the
government to control his Cabinet. They
say:

We have nevertheless unitedly and loyally striven
to the best of our ability to make it strong and
efficient, and it has been with growing regret that
we have seen our efforts in a measure of success less
than that for which we had hoped and striven.

Now that does not convey the idea that it
is upon this single point, the vacancy caused
by the retirement of the Hon. Mr. Angers,
but that other circumstances, to which I do
not propose now to advert, caused the breach
between the leader of the government and his
Cabinet. The hon. gentleman must have felt
gratified during the past ten days at the out-
spoken sympathy, not only from his own
party, but from gentlemen of all shades of
politics, and the general feeling that he had
not been fairly used by the dissident mem-
bers of this government. That seemed to be
the opinion of the hon. gentleman himself,
in the explanations that he has given us f rom
time to time during the past week, and there-
fore I think the explanation furnished to-day
will be considered inconsistent with the
speeches delivered on former occasions.
However, that is entirely a matter for the
party within themselves to settle, and I have
no further comment to make upon the sub-
ject.

Hon. Mr. DRJMMOND-I think this
House will accept with considerable surprise
the proposition laid down by the hon. leader
of the opposition that Parliament has a
right to know whether any of the thousands
of articles and rumours which appear in the
public press are true or not. If the bon.
gentleman claims that it is the right and
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the duty of Parliament to investigate such
reports, then it has its work cut out for it ;
there is no end of the work that will be
provided for us. For my part, I dissent in
toto from any such proposition, and on
reflection the leader of the opposition will
admit that he has advanced a proposition
Which cannot be accepted by any one in this
'ouse. It is to me a source of legitimate
pride, and I think it will be so accepted not
only in the ranks of the Conservative party
but by every dispassionate thinker in this
'bouse, that the hon. ministers of the Cabinet
who felt it their dutyt to retire from the
governrment did so on a grave constitutional
question and not in any sense on a personal
One. I go further; .1 say that it is in the
highest degree disrespectful not only to the
governmen t, but to the representative of
Her Majesty, to suppose that the statement
which we have just heard cannot be accept-
ed as true. The hon. gentleman said he
doubted that the people of this country
Would accept as true the statement
now presented. In giving utterance to that
expression, I think be exceeded slightly the
legitimate criticisms which might be ex-
Pected from the leader of the opposition.
I say the statement must be accepted as
true, and I repeat it is a, source of satis-
faction to me as a Conservative, and it must
be a source of gratification to every right-
Ifinded man, that it was not due to a
iatter of pique, but to a 'constitutional
ss3ue. It is true, after the resignations, coin-
nents were made on all sides which would lead

One to suppose that the reasons for dissent
were wider than people had at first been
led to suppose. I once more congratulate
the leader of the Senate on the fact that
the difficulty has been solved in a manner
creditable to him as the Premier. I believe
his explanation will be accepted by the
country in preference to the conjectures of
the leader of the opposition. As a Con-
servative, I rejoice over the accession to the
government of a gentleman of world-
Wide reputation and life-long experi-
enice as a Canadian politician, and we
Ought to feel it a cause of legitimate
pride to all of us that be has agreed
to accept a subordinate position in the
remodelled Cabinet. Coming from the
Province of Quebec, I am pleased to ob-
serve the acceptance of a Cabinet portfolio
by the Hon. Mr. Desjardins, who is rightly
referred to in the statement just now read,

as being well and favourably known in the
province of Quebec.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
from the Kennebec division has rather more of
the Nathaniel about him than I bad sup-
posed. The bon. gentleman was under the
impressions that the reason given on the floor
of Parliament for changes in the govern-
ment, which had taken place in connection
with the reconstruction of the Cabinet, are
to be taken literally as they are read. They
are officially true, but they do not generally
tell the whole truth. We have to accept
them, just as whenamansays tohisneighbour,
" as a Christian I forgive you," but one feels,
like the man in the story, that there is no for-
giveness at all-the First Minister's state-
ment is a statement which gives us no in-
formation. We do not contradict-we have.
to accept the statement made by the First.
Minister, although we may think that
there are a great many things which would
have been very interesting which the state-
ment has not disclosed. I think that every
hon. gentleman, even the bon. member from,
the Kennebec division, will feel that the
statement which we have had from the First
Minister to-day is not at all the statement
which we were led to expect from the obser-
vations made by the bon. the First Minister
on the last occasion when he discussed the
question of his difference with his colleagues.
I suppose under ordinary circumstances we
should be contented with hearing the state-
ment of the First Minister and the very
few observations made by the bon. leader
of the opposition, but I presume that
even the First Minister feels that we
have been tried severely during the past
few days. We have had very interest-
ing events taking place under our eyes,
and have been, in a certain sense, com-
pelled to hold our tongues ; and naturally
we feel like saying something now when the
tension is over. In the first place, speaking
for myself (and I think that I voice the
sentiments of the gentlemen-very few I
regret to say in this House-whose political
views are the same as my own) when I con-
gratulate the First Minister upon the net
result of the past few days. The bon. gen.
tieman has been for several months now, the
captain of the ship of state, and a mutiny
has taken place on board of that ship, un-
precedented in character-such a mutiny
has never taken place on board the ship of
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state in the previous history of England or if possible, for the formationof a government whose
any of ber colonies-and we naturally, par- Premier could command the confidence of ail his
ticularly as we sit in the saine chamber with colleagues, coul1 satisfy the Liheral-Conservative

party that its strongest elements were at its hiead
the hon. gentleman, are glad that he has, and impress the country that it had a governnent
at any rate, for the present, suppressed the which was united ami had power to govern.
mutiny and is still at the helm. Whether
the voyage of the ship, or his command of Those remarks do not seem to indicate that
it, is to be long or short, we do not know. the vacancy ii Quebec was the real difficulty,
My own individual hope is that the hon. or that it had very much to do witb the
gentleman may continue to comnand during retirement of the hon. gentleman and his
the present voyage, which I hope and be- friends frorn the Ministry. It is not neces-
lieve will not be long. A great many per- sary to quote any more, because the bon.
sons, both in Parliament and out of Parlia- genleman front the Kennebec division must
ment, were of the opinion that, looking at know that, except ii»a Pickwickian sense, the
the character of the ditierences between the vacancy in the Cabinet f rom Quebec was not
bon. First Minister and the majority of his the real cause of the dificulty. After
colleagues who went out a few days ago that expression from the lion. gentie-
from the Ministry, that regarding the ma who formerly led, and 1 presume stili
language used by the gentlemen who leads the House of Commons, it ia rather
went out and the language of the First gratifying to us in this chamber, and par-
Minister and thise who remained in with ticuiarly to the ion. Firat Minister, to flnd
respect to one another, it was impossible that that gentleman has consented to core
that there should be a reconciliation such in and to serve under the First Minister
as, apparently, bas taken place. I must say whose incompetency, as they alieged, had
that, as far as I am individually concerned, o waiged him and his colleagues to retire.
1 am neither surprised nor disappointed. I Some reference ias been made by the hion.
have been observing the leaders of the leader of the opposition to an interview
Conservative party for a considerable num- wit Sir Carles Tupper, published in a
ber of years, in the cool fhades of opposition, newspaper. the Firat Minister said tbat he
which are so conducive to calm and quiet ob- was not responsible for the statements in
servation and thought, and g have come to the pres, and that one could not attac
the conclusion that there ia n, curve too inuck confidence to them. But this was not
sharp for a Conservati ve Minister to ta v e for a statement made by a reporter. ais state-
the pur1 oseof remaining in office, or for aCon- ment appeared in the Government organ in
servative who wishes to get into office to take Toronto, the oail and Empire, and it was
for tbe purpose of getting in. I rejoice that given in inverted commas, and was evidently
on the present occasion, at any rate, t e an interview caref ully dictated by Sir
curves gave been chiefly upon the part of Charles Tupper, expressin hbis own opinions
the dissident Ministers. J wisb to cal and bis views after an interview wit the
attention to the exact words used in another First Minister. Under these circumstances,
place by the bon, gentleman wbo is supposed t is perfecetly natural and proper that Par-
to bave been the leader of the dissidents- liament should be informed as to wbether
at all events, Wbo was referred to by the te nstatements made by that hon. gentleman
First Minister as bing the leader. The were correct or not. i go this far: I agree
bon. gentleman for the Kennebec division with the Firat Minister that it is an extra-
bas insisted tbat the leader of the opposition ordinary tbing that a gentleman who hat
was in fact guilty of a breadi of par- lad the long parliamentary and official
hiarentary etiquette in manifesting any experience whicb, Sir Charles Tupper bas
hesitation in accepting the statement of the had, ss,3uld nake a statement of tbat kind
Firt t Minister as telling the wbole truth. for publication in a newspaper. If there is
I turn to the speech delivered by te Hon. anything that ougbt to be confidential
George E. Foster in the ouse of Commons among public men, it is just such an inter-
on the 7t of January, and I find this state- view as took place between the Firat Minis-
ment, after mentioning a nu tber of circum- ter and Sir Charles Tupper, and the publica-
stances :tion of that interview by the latter gentle-

Uncler these circumstances we thougTt it our man goes to show, eiter that old age is
duty to retire, and in this wanner to pave the way, Fmpairing bis faculties-he is now, I believe,
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in his seventy-fifth year-or that the hon.
gentleman was under the impression, when
he dictated that interview, that all hope of
the reconstruction of the Cabinet, as he
Wished, was at an end, and that he wished
to Place himself before the people of Canada
as being particularly generous and public-
Spirited. I know he has a great faculty for
advertising himself that way. While we
nlaturally congratulate the First Minister
upon his success in reconstructing the
government, and on his having put down
the mutiny in his crew, still we may be
allowed to conjecture somewhat of his feel-
1igs and of the position in which he is.
The hon. gentleman now sits at the head of
a Cabinet, the majority of whom [e knows
are not his friends, and he knows that a
rnajority of them have, through their spokes-
!nan, stated that they do not think that he
18 the person who should fill that position.
One can imagine the hon. gentleman who
fills the office of Minister of Finance smiling
blandly through his spectacles at the First
Miinister who sits not very far from him, I
presume, at the Council Board, and, while he
smiles, I can imagine that hon. gentleman
Privately whetting the axe which was, I
believe, to have been applied to the purpose
of cutting off the mouldering branches of the
National Policy, but which, having failed in
doing that duty, lias been latterly used for
the Purpose of cutting off the mouldering
branches of the Cabinet, including the First
Minister. My hon. colleague fromi Halifax
apparently thinks it better that I should not
rnake any further observations with respect
to the hon. gentleman who recently filled the
?ffice of High Commissioner, and perhaps it
18 just as well.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-There is life in the
old gentleman yet.

.1on. Mr. POWER-Yes, there is life in
him, but I may say that in 1891 that hon.
gentleman gave the public to understand,
through the press or through some inter-
viewer, that he felt that lie had attained too
great an age to undertake such a seriousresponsibility as being Premier of Canada;
and now, after the lapse of nearly five years,
I find the lion. gentleman, who has not been
.rowing younger and stronger during thetuine, is of the opinion that he is quite

Capable of assuming the duties of the
Premiership. That is another illustration

of the fact that the statements of public
men are not to be taken literallv.
Now, apart fom the recent crisis,
there are one or two questions which, I
think, one has a right to ask the hon. First
Minister. I notice that in the reconstruc-
tion of the government there is no mention
made of the Solicitor General, who is a some-
what important officer, and whose office is
one which I think ought to be tilled, partic-
ularly at the beginning of the session. I
had hoped that a prominent member of the
legal profession in the province of Quebec,
who was recently placed in this House,
would have been appointed Solicitor Gen-
eral, to give the government valuable and
needed assistance in passing their measures
through this chamber. I am sorry that the
hon. First Minister has not informed the
House that our expectations in that respect
have been realized. There is just one other
point which I should like to call the hon.
Minister's attention. He may answer or
not, of course, at his discretion-that is, with
respect to the position of the comptrollers.
In the Act which provided for the appoint-
ment of these officers, it was stated
that they were to be under the direction of
the Minister of Trade and Commerce, or
Finance Minister, that they were to report
through the Minister and not directly; and,as
a matter of course, if these comptrollers are
under the control or jurisdiction of another
Minister-and in the discussion which took
place in the House of Commons at that
time, I think it was stated by Sir John
Macdonald, the First Minister of the day,
that these officers were to fill somewhat the
same positions as the under-secretaries in
England-they were not to be members of
the Cabinet, and they were merely to assist
in the transaction of the business of the de-
partments to which they were attached. It
was understood that that was the intention
when that legislation was passed, and when
those officers were appointed. It has been
stated recently that the comptrollers are
members of the Cabinet, and, of course,
being members of the Cabinet, they can go
to a meeting of the Cabinet and vote down
their principal, the Minister of Trade and
Commerce or the Minister of Finance.
Clearly that was not the intention of
Parlianient when those offices were created,
and I think that the House has a right to
know from the First Minister whether
or not these gentlemen are, or are to be
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members of the Cabinet. I have nothing
more to say, hon. gentlemen, except to con-
gratulate the government on the fact that
the period of suspense which has lasted for
some twelve days has at length happily ter-
minated.

THE ADDRESS.

MOTION.

The Order of the Day having been called

Consideration of His Excellency the Governor
General's, speech at the opening of the sixth session
of Parliament.

Hon. Mr. OWENS said-While I fully
appreciate the honour conferred upon me ii
calling upon nie to move the Address in
reply to the Speech from the Throne, I only
regret that one more experienced and more
able than myself had not been selected. The
Premier in choosing a most humble supporter
of the government in this House, has given
evidence of his faith in the policy of the
government and confidence in the wisdom
of the measure to be submitted for the
approval of the Senate during the present
session. I will ask the indulgence of the
House for a few moments while I briefly
glance over the subjects referred to in the
Speechfrom the Throne. Reference is made
to the bountiful harvest with which Canada
has been so specially blessed during the past
year, and for which we have cause to be
thankful throughout the Dominion. It is
fair to assume that the righteous adminis-
tration of the government has done much to
influence the Giver of ail good to pour down
this blessing upon this Dominion of ours and
favour us with the most bountiful harvest in
the history of our country. I amablefurther
to apply the same principle to our trade
and commerce. While other countries have
seen their trade and commerce paralyzed by
the recent crisis and their banking and
financial institutions passed in to the hands
of receivers, Canada bas been steadily
moving onward. Her exports, the true index
to the prosperity of the country, have been
increasing year by year to such an extent
as to call forth the admiration of the world
at large, and if Canada occupies the proud
position she does in the world commercially,
it is due in no small degree to the trade
policy of the government, that national
policy which has done so much to tide
Canada over the late crisis and establish

confidence in her people, in their ability to
produce and to manufacture, not only for
our own people, but to compete successfully
for the trade of the world at large. Refer-
ence is also made to the extension of mining
enterprises in Canada, and more particularly
in British Columbia. It is evident that our
mining resources only require development
to demonstrate the fact that our mines are
amongst the richest in the world, that they
are practically inexhaustible, and in the
near future will become a source of revenue
and wealth to the country. We are pleased
to notice the reference to the Indian reser-
vations and to the Indian industrial schools.
The Indian problem is a difficult one to deal
with and we should feel grateful for the
success attending the policy of our govern-
ment in reference to the Indians, which is
in marked contrast with that of other coun-
tries. The result of it is that our Indians
are comparatively happy and among the
most loyal of Her Majesty's subjects. Al-
lusion is made to the North-west Mounted
Police and to their valuable services, which
are indispensable in that portion of our
Dominion. I have reason to hope that
any measure that may be brought down
for the better maintenance of that body
and also for the better arming and
advancement of our militia will receive
from this House the cordial support
to which it is entitled. Reference is also
made to the Manitoba school question.
While it is a matter of regret that this
matter sbould have been brought within the
arena of federal politics, I have reason to
hope that the election which takes place to-
day will result in a measure being passed
by the legislature of that province which
will render unnecessary any legislation here.
But, should it be otherwise, the policy of
of the government has been well defined
and will follow closely in the lines laid down
by the Judicial Committee of the Privy
Council, the highest tribunal in the empire.
We are gratified to learn that the Imperial
authorities have under consideration a pro-
posal to connect Canada with Australia by
means of a Pacific cable. This will, no
doubt, tend largely to increase the trade
between the two countries, and also to draw
closer to each other and the mother country
the outlying portions of the British empire.
We also are gratified to learn that, acting
upon the suggestion of our government, the
Imperial authorities have expressed their
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Willingness to grant a substantial sub- ticular, Your Excellency noticed the extension of
vention towards establishing a fast line of ininmg enterprise in British Columbia, where the

vast mineral resources ae in certain localities 1 eing
steamers between Great Britain and Canada. now developed and utiled upon something like an
It cannot be denied that the action of the adequate scale.
Present government during the past year in It afforls s much pleasure to hear that a special
Providing cold storage for our agricultural feature of the sane tour consisted in the oppor-

prod .n tunities obtamed for visiting a number of the
ucts, in placing refrigerators upon our Indianî Reservations and also the Indian Industrial

cars and steamships, bas done much to dev- Schools. We are glad to learn that on the former
elop trade in these products, enabling, as it Your Excellency was received with hearty demon-
ha done, our farmers and others to place strations of loyalty and good-will. while in connee-
their fruits and vegetables as weîî as the tion with the latter the proofs of proticiency and

intelligence on the part of the children w'ere highly
Products of the dairy upon the English mar- encouraging.
ket in the very best possible condition. I have WVe are glal to be inforned that as to the work
reason to hope that the action of the govern- of the Indian Department as a whole, the manner
Inent in thus bringing Canada and Great iI which it is drected and adninistered appears to

be very satisfactory.
ritain nearer together, will tend not only We agree with Vour Excellency that a reference

tO increase trade between the two countries, to these topies would be inconplete without an
but will also intensify the loyalty which exists allusion to the valuable services of the North-west
throughout Canada to the sovereign and the Mounted Police, and we respectfully note Your

Excellency's opinion that that force nay justly begovernment ofGreat Britain, that loyalty of regarded by Canadians generally as indispensable,
Which we as Canadians are so proud. We under present conditions, to the weil being of those
Inaintain that the British Empire and its extensive and pronising portions of the Doninion
Queen have no subjects more loyal than the is stti exellency for thec intimation
inhabitants of Canada, and that loyalty ex- that inumediatelv after the prorogation of Parlia-
tends from the Atlantic to the Pacific irre- ment, Vour Excellency's governnent conmnuni-
spective of creed or nationality. I thank this cated through the Lientenaut-Governorof Manitoba
honourable House for the kind indulgence ex- with the coveriient of tlat province, il) order to

ascertain uponi what liues the local atnthorities of
tended to me, and I beg again to express MY Manitoba onld 1w prepareu to promote aniend-
aPpreciation of the honour the Premier has inents t< the Acts respectiug education ii schools
cOnferred upon me and upon the division iu tlat province, and whether any arrangement
which I have the honour to represent; and was possible with the Manitoba governnent whicl

Iow have much pleasure in moving the would render actionby theFederai Parianent inthis
r ~ connection uinuecessary. 'Ne receive, with a deep)

adoption of the following resolution in reply sense of its importance, Your Excellcncy's state-
to His Excellency's speech from the throne: ment tliat you regret to say tîat the advisers of

the Lieutenîant -(Govern ors have dleclinied to enter-
1 His EXCELLEN the Right Honourable Sir ttin favourably these suggestions, tlereby render-

-JOHN (AMPBEL-HAM11ToN (4oRDoN, Earl of 1 iug it necessar for Your Exceileicy's go,'ernnient,
Aberdeen; Viscount Formartiie, Baron Haddo, in iirsliance of its gleclared poiiey, to introduce
Methlic, Tarves and Kellie, in the Peerage of legisîntion ii regard to flîs subject. %Ve also
Scotlanl : Viscount (ordon of Aberdeen, tlank Your Excellemcy for the informaton that
County of Aberdeen in the Peerage of the tle papers w iii le laid lefore us.
United Kingdoi; Biaronet of Nova Scotia ; Ve are happy to li iufornued by Vour Excel-

lcmîcy that the i epresentations tof yonr Glovermiiment
^ ou x aid the suggestions if the Ottawa, onference

We, Her Maiesty's dutiful and loyal subjects, respecting steauîship colninication, have resnlted
the enPate of Caaa in Parliamient assenbled, it ai amtiv'cemtnt he
hunmIbly thank Youîr Excellency for your gracious their williiîgness to graît a suîstantiai subvention
Speech at the opening of this Session. tt>wargls the Atlantic portion if the sehenie.

'We also thank Your Excellencv for infortmîîing us e slare Vour Excelletîys trust that tlis wîl
that, in1 accordance with the aiiontcemiieit made emsure the successfui establishnent of a hue tf
diuriuig the last session, Parlianteut lias been sumtt- steaners Ietween the United Kingtltm ai Canata,mitoned tisomewhat in advance of t lie usual period. which, iu point of speed anti tniit, sll fulîx

tYe heartily share Your Excelletcy's feeling that iteet ail requirenents.
the bountifil harvest with which Canada lias been Your Exccilency lias inforined us tat yoor
blessed is a cause for the deepest thanikfulness to governient have also learned witlt satisfaction
the Giver of all good. thatitiste intention of the Secretary of State foi-

We rejoice that Your Excellency is able to con- tîe Colonies ti appoint a coinnittee to consiier a
gratuîlate Us upon the evidence of increased activity prooseîl Pacifle cable to eonnect Canada witlt
ini the various branches of comnerce antd indîlustry. Atîstralasia. Ytur Excellency inay ie assuret

We are gratified to hear that several such indi- ttat we siare tte gratitication with wlicl yonr
ctations have cone under your personal observation atvisers ivelcome 1heseanîtoutcements as affordingduring a tour made recently in the North-west fnrther evidence tf the desire (f Rer Majesty'sTerritories and British Columînbia, and that, in par- governinent to draw doser to each other and to

3
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the motherland the outlying portions of the temps déjà parmi les divers groupes de notre
Queen's Dominions. We thank Your Excellency population.
for stating that the papers on these subjects will ILtéressé comme tout bon Canadien doitalso be submitted to us.

Ve observe with great interest that our atten- l'être à la prospérité de son pays, je ne puis
tion will be asked to nieasures intended to provide qu'être heureux de répéter, après Son Excel-
for the better arming of our militia and the lence, les expressions de satisfaction et de
strengthening of Canadian defences. g gratitude envers la Providence pour la pros-wVe are gratified to, learn that the gromtb ofi
population in the North-west Territories, as dis- périté qui va découler de l'abondante récolte
closed by the last enuineration, calls for additional dont nous avons été favorisés cette année et
representation in parliament, and that a Bill for qui aura pour effet de donner un regain
this arhapy that ur Fxelency is able to d'activité à toutes les branches du commerce

inform us that the coniissioners appointed by et de notre industrie nationale.
Great Britain and the United States for the pur- Personne n'était mieux qualifié que Son
pose of deliniiting the boundary between Alaska Excellence pour témoigner de ces faits, puis-
and Canada have concluded their labours, that
they have signed a joint report for presentation to qaavec cet intérêt qui a marqué tous ses
their respective governnents, and that this report actes et ses démarches depuis son arrivée
will be laid before Parlianient in due timne. parmi nous, le représentant de Sa Majesté a

We are also pleased to hear that at the request voulu se rendre compte par lui-même de la
of the Riglit Honourable the Secretary of State situation, en visitant les parties les plusfor the Colonies a delegate of Your Excellency's . '

government visited England last sumnier to confer importantes du pays, et spécialement notre
with the Imperial authorities on the question of Grand-ouest canadien.
Copyright, and that this report will be laid before Les nouvelles que Son Excellence nous
us. Your Excellency miay be sure that this subject rapporte des developpements considerables
will again receive.our earnest attention.

We receive with interest Your Excellency's de l'industrie minière en Colombie et de
announceient that we shall also be asked to con- l'extensi n de l'industrie agricole dans les
sider measures for the extension and developnent Territoires sont de nature à accroître les
of our trade in agricultural products with the grandes espérances que nous entretenous
United Kingdom and other markets. , . s e

Your Excellency nay rest assured that these pour lavemr de ces magnifiques régions.
subjects and others which niay cone before us Nous ne pouvons que nous réjouir égale-
shall have our earnest consideration, and Your ment des succès obtenus, parmi les réserves
Ex:-ellency moay safely rely upon our wisdom and indiennes, de cette politique si pleine d'hu-
prudence under the Divine guidance to discharge
with dignity and effect the high trust comiitted manite qui honore les institutions cana-
to our care. diennes, par contraste à ce que l'on a vu

trop longtemps ailleurs.
Hon. M. VILLEN EUVE :-H onorables Nous nous joignons très volontiers pour

messieurs, en me levant pour la première f as porter, avec on Excellence, bon témoignage
dans cette enceinte pour adresser la parole, de l'efficacité des services rendus par la
j'énrouve le besoin de réclamer des hommes police montée pour la sécurité de la popu-
distingués qui m'entourent une indulgence lation de ces territoires.
toute spécia e pendant que je ferai quelques J'aborde maintenant la question qui fait,
remarques sur les sujets contenus dans le depuis 1890, l'objet des préoccupations sé-
discoui s qu il a plu à Son Excellence de pro- rieuses de tous ceux qui désirent justice
noncer à l'ouverture de cette session. égale, reconnais.ance et respect des droits de

Et d'abord, laissez-moi vous dire combien chacun, tels que garantis par la constitution
je me sens honoré d'avoir été appelé à faire de notre pays.
partie de cette Chambre illustrée par la pré- Maintenir la justice, respecter la consti-
sence de ta t d'hommes qui ont fait leur tution, donner l'exemple de la soumission
marque dans l'histoire politique du pays, et loyale aux décrets des tribunaux réguliè-
avec lesquels il me sera désormais permis de renient constitués, garder surtout pour les
travailler dans l'intérêt commun. décisions du Conseil privé de Sa Majesté

Le gouvernement, fidè e à ses engage- cette déférence, cette loyale adhésion qui a
ments, a convoqué, cette année, les Chambres été une des plus fortes garanties que chacun
à une date beaucoup plus pro mpte que d'ha- des sujets de Sa Majesté ait possédée jusqu'ici
bitude, et le pays lui en saura gré puisqu'il peur le maintien de ce qu'il a de plus cher;
prend par là le moyen de faire cesser le voilà ce que signifie la politique actuelle du
tmalaise que des questions importantes non gouvernement canadien.

tncore décidées, entretient depuis trop long- Aussi, je ne puis entretenir de doute que
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l'accueil que va recevoir la législation que
S0n Excellence nous fait entrevoir au sujet
des droits de la minorité, à Manitoba, sera
dictée par la justice en même temps que la
modération, et que l'exécution du jugement
du Conseil privé, au refus du gouvernement
manitobain de s'y soumettre, sera une leçon
Pour toutes majorités provinciales qui se-
raienît tentées, à l'exemple du gouvernement
Greenway, de fouler aux pieds des droits
garantis par les traités et la constitution, et
Ouvertement reconnus par le plus haut tri-
bunal de l'Empire.

i nous tournons maintenant les yeux du
Côté de l'est, nous sommes heureux d'entre-
Voir l'établissement prochain d'une ligne
rapide de navigation entre le Royaume-Uni
de la Grande-Bretagne et le Canada ; réali-
sation d'un pro et longtemps entretenu par
le Canada et qui ne pouvait réussir que patr
le concours effectif de la métropole, grâce à
la présence, au ministère des colonies, de

homme distingué qui s'est fait l'ami de la
Politique de rapprochement qui doit, dans
avenir, consolider toutes les, parties de
lmpire Britan ique.
Les subsides que le gouvernement impérial

se déclare prêt à accorder complèteront le
montant nécessaire à cette entreprise, dont
le Canada avait déjà généreusement contri-
bué sa large p trt.

Nous sommes également heureux d'ap-
Prendre qu'il entre maintenant dans l'idée

e la Politique impériale d'étudier les moyens
d'obtenir, par l'établissement d'un câble sous
l'océan Pacifique, des communications di.
rectes avec l'Australie. Nous n'avons aucun
doute que ces études seront bientôt suivies
de mesures qui assureront l'accomplissement
de Ce projet destiné à compléter ces relations
intercoloniales inaugurées sous de si heu-reux auspico.s, il y a deux ans, grâce à l'im-
Puls;on énergique et éclairée que leur avait
donnée sir Mackenzie Bowell, le chef du gou-
Vernement actuel.

Nous devons tous, sans doute, espérer,
Pour la cause de l'humanité, qu'il est loin le
O ou nous verrons se réveiller sur le sol

delO américain les désa4tres et les malheurs
de la guerre; néanmoins, ne serait ce que
Pour rappeler que l'une des conditions de la
Paix se trouvera toujours dans le maintien

Une force capable d'éviter de fâcheuses sur-
Prise, et d'inspirer le respect à l'extérieur
doume à l'intérieur du pays, je n'ai aucundoe que le parlement ratifiera patriotique-feit toute sage mesure que le gouvernement

ai~

proposera dans le but de donner plus d'effi-
cacité à l'organisation de notre système mili-
taire.

Le progrès du pays, l'accroissement de sa
population, son avancement dans l'industrie
et les sciences requièrent de la part d'un
gouvernement vigilant une législation propre
aux besoins nouveaux, et je suis heureux de
constater que dans les différents autres para-
graphes du discours du trône, ces divers
intérêts ont reçu de la part du gouvernement
l'attention nécessaire.

C'est donc avec une vive satisfaction que
je propose que l'adresse suivante soit pré-
sentée à Son Excellence en réponse à son
gracieux discours.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The two hon. Sen-
ators who have recently been added to this
chamber have performed the duty allotted
to them with good taste. They are gentle-
men of some experience, both having been,
I believe, members of provincial legisla-
tures, and we mty therefore anticip tte that
they will be an acquisition to this body, and
that we shall derive some advantage from
t e experience they have gained in deilmng
with provincial atlairs. It is always expect-
ed that gentlemen who move and second the
reply to the address will be somewhat
effusive in their praise of the government
policy, but I must say that these gentlemen
have spoken with great moderation and
tact, and have dealt with the various
clauses of the speech in a fair-minded uman-
ner. I must also here offer my congratula-
tions to the Premier that during the
interregnum which has occurred he has been
able to fill the vacancies that were so long
promised. It is an indication that the
charges made against him by some of his
colleagues were not founded on fact. Hon.
gentlemen will agree that we have rarely
seen a number of the Gazette conitaining
more appointments lrhan the last one issued ;
that is the very best answer that could be
made to the complaint of the hon. gen-
tleman's colleagues as to his want of ability,
or his hes'tancy in dealing with public affairs.
I suppose we all are willing to join in render-
ing thanks for the bountiful harvest with
which Canada has been blessed. We are
glad at all event that the tille- s of the soil
have received some advantage, although the
prices are so extremely low. When we cone
to reflect upon the wide area over which
Canada extends, it is indeed marvellous that
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the harvests should have been so uniformly Ail 1 can say is, it is very strange that the
good. The next paragraph of the speech is national policy dil fot have this good
one that perhaps permits of some challenge effeet in years gone by, when business was
as to its expediency. We are asked to re- very much morinflated than it is to-day.
joice over the evidences of increased activity Again, the reduction in our importations
in the various branches of commerce. and ias had the effect of materially reducing our
industry. Now, considering that Canada has revenue, so much so that we have had what
probably as many advantages as most coun- 1 am sorr to say bas been so frequent of
tries in the world, if not more, that we have late-a deficit. The next paragraph of the
millions of broad acres that are unrivalled in Address is sonevhat personal, as regards
their richness, that we have forests that are i is Excellency, and we are glad to know
teeming with wealth and which add con- that his observation of affairs in the North-
siderable to our income every year, that we west and British Columbia was so gratifying
have the finest fisheries in the world and and satisfactory. is Excellency has
that, as bas been stated by the mover of the taken a more than ordinary interest in the
address, we have mines which give indica- (evelopment of the Canadian North-west,
tions that they will be second to none in and in British Columia, as we ah know, lie
any country of the world-with a these bvas invested largely and thas been able to
advantages A maintain that we are not produce ample evidence that the country is
in a position to join in congratulations adapted to the production of grain and
on our increased activity in these bran- cattle h He is also conducting experi-
clies of industry and commerce. A coun- Iments to find out wether that province is
try situated as Canada is should le grow- not also suitable for the growth of fruit, and
ing and advancing continually, yet we if se is successful we sha be glad to knea
find, that within the hast 18 years, although of it. Current report leads us to behieve
vast sums of mwoney have been spent that British Columbia is admirab y suited
to bring people into the country, we have for horticultural industries, and we hope is
not been able to retain even the natural in- Excellency's venture may prove a success.
crease of the population. We see to -day The next paragrapli of the speech is what
nearly 1,000,000 Canadians-one-fifth o our higt lie called the pièce de résistance,
population-imn the neighbouring republic, namely, the one dealing with the Manitoba
drawn there ftrom some cause or another, by school question. We certainly regret that
wat are apparently greater attractions, and the government of Manitoba las declined
leaving their native land which certainy- to remove the grievances of the minority. As
ought to present as many advantages as any alwe know, during the six years in which this
country. There must ce some cause for tlis. question lias been discussed, the difflculty of
Our trade it appears, also, lias not increased setting it lias been increasing daily. The
during the past year; on the contrary it has difficulty lias developed and become greater
gone back. Since confederation we have during the past year than in previous years.
purchased abroad on an average $18,000,000 Unhappily the press-and by this w do not
wort annually, over and above the value of mean the press of one political party alone
our exports: that is to say, importations have but the press of both parties--particularly in
exceeded export to that amount annually, the province of Ontario, lias not sougaittobahay
making a total of $500,000,000 since con- or diminish that feeling. The cry lias gone
federation. t lias been pointed out in the forth that Manitoba ought not to be coerced,
past that we have been rapidly progressing wrolly ignoringthat coercion of the minor-
because our importations were s0 large. ity which hias already takenl place. J repeat,
Singuhar to say, last year our importations it is much to lie regretted that this question
were tess by $3,000,000 than our exports. was not deat with the first year in which it
Now it cannot e possible that both condi- arose. t las been stated that in that ses-
tions are indicative of advancement, namely sion-the session of i8 9 0 -a rsolution was
both an a sility to purchase in excess of the adopted in the use of Commons that sucr
amount of exportation, and the faling off in questions should ie subinitted to t ye courts.
the amount of sucl purchases. There is an Granting that it should iave been so su-
inconsistency somewhere. am wihl le argued, mitted, wiy was it not submitted then and

i suppose, that tle people buy at home and there? It appears from the blue-books that
that the national poicy lias done it ahi. thi Act of the province of Manitoba was
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Passed on the 31st of March, 1890. On that ever it nay be, should be considered in the nature
very day the Lieutenant-Governor commun- Of a judgnent so far as to allow of an appeal
Qated wvith tho government of Canada, in to the Judicial Committee of the Privy Conncil.

closing a petition from various persons in
Manitoba asking that the Crown exercise its
right of veto. Even before the bill was
passed, the attention of the Ottawa govern-
luent was called to its introduction in the'

local House, for I find a correspondence,
lated prior to the time whien the Act re-
ceved the assent of the Lieutenant-Governor.
If the matter had been then and there re-
ferred to the Supreme Court, as under our
constitution we had a right to do, that
court would, no doubt, have dealt with it as
they did later on, by declaring it to be ultra
vires, and the difiiculty would not have
attained its present proportions. In order
to show that it was the opinion of the
government of the day that by a reference
to the courts questions of this kind were not
intended to be withdrawn entirelv fron the
control of the executive, I will read some
observations made bv Sir John Macdonald
wheni he accepted Mr. Blake's resolution
with regard to this matter. He distinctly
laid down the principle-and Mr. Blake
ailso recognized it-that the goveriment
could only ask for advice, that they were
not to be debarred by any decision of the
court from considering the question-that,

Had that question been promptly refer-
red to the Supreme Court, as it might have
been under the law, and had that court
given the decision which it afterwards ren-
dered, that the law was ultra vires (a
decision which was afterwards overruled,
however, by the Judicial Committee of the
Privy Council) the government of Canada
would have certainly been forced to obey,
and I an quite sure had it been foreseen that
all this confusion would have arisen that
line would have been taken. I do not know
that it is necessary to comment further on
this part of the subject, because I trust that
no case of the kind will ever arise again;
but if a case of this sort were to happen in
the future, it would be infinitely better to
prevent such an unhappy agitation as lias
taken place over this question. Had the
Act of the Manitoba legislature been veto-
ed at the time it was passed, there would
have been no agitation in the country, be-
cause the great body of the people then be-
lieved that it was ultravires. There were then
living witnesses who could testify to the
rights of the minority under the constitu-
tion, and we had Sir John Macdonald's own
statement over and over again that it was

fa tact, it was their duty to so consider it. nltra vires of the legislature of the province
I iay say that Mr. Blake's resolution went of Manitoba to pass that Act. I say,this far, that on questions of this kind it therefore, that it is most unfortunate that
w'as desirable to obtain the opinion of the a different policy was not adopted. Should
court before the executive proceeded to, similar cases arise in the future, we ought
action. Sir John Macdonald, the leader of to settle thiem at home and abide by the
the government at the time, said: decision of our own Supreme Court, rather

Of course mky hon. friend (Mu. Blake). ini his re- than submit them to the Judicial Com-
solution, bas guarded against the supposition thiat . mittee of the Privy Council, who do not
Such a decisioi is bindinig on the executive. It is understand our constitution as thoroughly
exressy statel-and that is one of the instances as does our own court. I trust thjat when

caref tls s this msoc a lis oeen iost kindred questions arise we shall settle themeýrfiypuepared-that suhadcsosonlý qu-estions vi eerne hfor the inifornationî of the goveriiiient. Tlie Ex. for ourselves and avoid a reference to the
t is not relieved -from aiy responsibility court on the other side of the Atlantic which,

hecause of any answer heing given by the tribunal. according to the proofs we have had in the

te es utive M'eur to lie rehjev of aa past, has not a proper comprehension of the
in' the proposition of ly ho. friend. I believe in Canadian constitution. Any one who has

uePonsible governiient. I believe in the respon- read the first judgment of the Judicial Com-
hty Of the executive, but the answer of the mittee will appreciate what I say. They
unal will be sinply for the information of the mixed up parliaments and legislatures with-

that eent. The government nay dissent fiout evidently having a clear idea of the
a csion, and it miay be their duty to dIo so if .r o

tliey differ fron the conclusion to which the lines of distinction between the two, and
court has comle. There is another point in re- hence I think in future we ought not to
ard to whieh the court must he guarded in the subimlit important questions like this to amneasure whjch ivili l)e introduced-not this s
" but I hope iext sesson ased tu th t body that takes so little interest in our

ltiOn, and that i- that the aiswer, what constitutional affairs as to create the con-
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fusion they did in this particular case. The that arose is day by day abating. The better
next two paragraphs of the Speech refer to classes in the United States, and nearly all
the Atlantic fast line and the Pacific cable. As classes in Great Britain, view with horror
to the fast line, that no doubt will be of some the prospect of war ; in fact they do not
advantage in advertising the country, and if admit that it is within the range of possi-
Great Britain is willing to grant a handsome bility that two countries, so closely allied
subsidy towards the project it may be wise by blood and by business relations, should
to accept it. I am not prepared to speak 1 come into collision. Each of these countries
definitely on the matter until we learn what is the best customer of the other. Vast sums
the amount of the contribution will be. My of money belonging to British subjects are
own view is that if we could strike off some of invested in the United States, and as I have
the shackles which now bind the trade said, the ties between the two countries are
between Great Britain and ourselves, we of such a nature that war cannot possibly
would find an abundance of steamers plying arise between them. h is at once our
between Canada andGreat Britaintomeet the interest and our duty to promote that feeling.
requirements of the situation. This fast Canada, of course, is prepared to stand by
line, I am aware, is intended chiefly for the the Empire in any erergency, but I think
purpose of advertising Canada, and of show- we will show not only good judgment but
ing particularly that the highway between true loyalty to the Empire bysuppressingany
Great Britain and the far east through jingo sentiment rather than by encourag-
Canada has advantages over any other ing it. h would be supreme folly for
route. To that extent it may be an advan- us to think of fortifying as against the
tage to us. As to the Pacific cable, the United States. What would be the result?
view to be taken depends largely also upon They also would erect fortifications, and
the amount of the contribution which may would no doubt give notice that after 12
be made by Great Britain and the various months, which I believe is the term pre-
colonies affected. It is, of course, a step in scribed by law, they would launch an addi-
the right direction so long as our finances tional nuniber of armed vessels on the great
will admit of the scheme being carried out. lakes. That would be an extremely unfor-
It is undoubtedly a proper thing to bring tunate thing. We ail know that year by
together the various colonies of the empire year questions arise between Canada and
by ail possible ineans. The next paragraph the United States in relation to fisheries and
of the speech would, I think, have been very other matters; and if both countries were
much better left out, namely, the one in prepared for war 1 am af raid that the con-
which reference is made to the necessity for sequences right be very serious. When a
the better arming our militia and the cause of difference arises, if the parties to
strengthening of Canadian defences. So far that difference are prepared for war their
as concerns our defences at ports like representatives are sometimes inclined to act
Esquimalt, Quebec, Halifax and St. John, hastily and do injudicions and imprudent
or any other points on either ocean, I think things; and therefore I think we would be
it is not only wise and prudent, but that it wiser to promote the view that var between
is our duty towards the empire, to maintain the United States and Great Britain is
the fortifications in such a condition as to 1 impossible. I ar glad to see that of late
render them of w aterial service to the mother years the attention of the leading men of
country in the event of anyentanglementwith the United States bas been directed towards
any countries other than the one immediately the desirability of having ail questions ans-
to the south of us. If it isintended, however, ing between the two countries submitted to
(which I trust is not the case) to fortify a standing board of arbitrators. I do not
points along the international boundary, I think that it is necessary at ail that we
think the suggestion is very unfortunate. I should stimulate the feeling of loyalty in
presume it arises out of the feeling created Canada. The Canadian people are proud
by the communication addressed by the of their country, and well they may be
President of the United States to Lord There is no country in the wonld that
Salisbury. That docurment bas not received has greater or stronger attractions than
the moral support which was expected from Canada. Our system of government,
the better class of the population of thelwe think is the best that could be
United States; and already the war feeling devised. It is fron time to tiae shown
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to possess defects, but it is within the the compliment which he has paid, not so
power of the people at ail times to make much to myseif as to the gentlemen who
Such changes as they think pi oper. The'have recently heen appointed to seats in the
forn of government which we have adopt- Senate. Last year the same compliments
ed is, as we ail recognize, infinitely superior were bestowed, and the remark was made
tO that of the neighbouring republic. We
have seen theirs break down repeatedly,'only worthy of the position to which they
and it is admitted to-day, even by its own had aspired, but that they would be credit-
Citizens, that it is a fai.ure. It may have able to the Senate and prove of great value
answered in the days of Washingaton and in the legislation of the country. I a quite
'Jeflersoiî, one îîundred and twenty-five, sure that the leader of the opposition will
Years ago, but it is not suitd to ie state ,join with me in the sae commendations
Of SOciety which exists in the United States upon theselections which have been made
to-day. There is not sufficient responsiwility of the gentlemen introdvced in the Senate
tO Congress, sh far as the President is con- during the present session. They wicl add
cernsed. He is as autocratie, almost, as the not only digni y but value to our deliber-
Czar of Russia. We, in Canada, enjoying ations. If we require evidence of that fat
grestet liberty under our system, would we have it in the speeches which have

evea cotisent to anything of the kind if been delivered by both the mover and
Other conditions were possible, and as the seconder of the address. They give
ai s before, the people of Canada are not evidence of a thorough knowledge of the

only thoroughly attached to their own sys- business of Canada and show a proper appre-
tem of governmnent and their own country, ciation of the country in which they live-
but also to the empire. In the past we of its great resources and the independent
have given evidences of our loyalty to the character of its people. After speaking of
flag of England. I need not go back to these appointments, the hon. gentleman re-
the time when our forefathers settled ferred in his usual way-I hope he will not
in this country after the close of the consider me wanting in courtesy when
war for independence in the United States. I say, that I think I heard the sane
I am glad to say that a considerable number expressions f rom him once or twice before
of our citizens now exist who can trace their -to the old, old story of the exodus from
descent from the U. E. Loyalists. Our an- Canada, and the low prices which the
cesters gave the best possible proof of their farmers receive for their products. It is
loyalty to the flag, and later on, when Eng- true that the prices are low. It is equally
land was engaged in struggles with other true that the prices of articles purchased by
nations, they gave further proof of their at- consumers are comparatively as low as are the
tachment to the old flag, as they will be pre- prices they obtain fot the products of their
pared at anv time to do when necessity farms, and consequently they are in no worse
arises to defend their altars and their position than they have occupied in the past
hearths. But, none of us need consider when the prices for farm products were
that contingency if we cultivate the arts of higher. We have been told a great many
Peace with our neighbours, and with no other times, not only during the last year, but
nation can we be embroiled. Therefore, I during. the last Parliament, that there
hope that when we get the explanation of are large numbers of Canadians in the
the proposed defences, it will be found they United States. Investigation proves that
are to be exclusively confined to the out- when we compare the population of the
Posts on the Atlantic and the Pacific, where United States with that of Canada, that there
they rnay be of service if England becomes are as many United States citizens in Can-
emnbroi:ed in contests with any other power ada in proportion to our population as there
than the United States. I do not propose, are Canadians in the United States com-
s0 far as I am concerned, to move any pared with their population. It is a charac-
amnendment to the address. teristic of the Anglo-Saxon and Celtic races

to keep moving about. They are restless
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL.-I people and the rising generations are con-

am glad to know that I am not called tinually looking forward to bettering their
upon to criticise at any length the remarks positions in life, and therefore go to ail parts
of the leader of the opposition. I appreciate of the world. What would Canada be to-day
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if that were not the case ? I would ask my progress that apparently exists in the
hon. friend who has drawn attention to country. The hon. gentleman referred to
the movement of our people, fromt what the excess of imports over exports. Wlat
stock did lie himself spring ? Had his deduction he desired the House to draw
father not been an old countrviian, pos- from that I cannot perceive ; but I know it
sibly he never would have come to Canada, is the theory of the free-trader, and it is the
to grace the halls of this illustrious theory of the party with which the hon.
assemblv. And so it is with half of those gentleman is now allied, that an excess of
about me ; so it was with mv own family. imports over exports is no evidence what-
My father thought there was a better field in ever of a deterioration either in the trade or
other portions of the British Empire out- in the prosperity of the country. I an not
side of England, in which he could bring up prepared myself to admit, except in theory,
lis family, and that the prospects wvould what is argued by the free traders and the
be better in the western world than economists of that particular stripe. I
the locality in which he was born. So prefer to take practical results rather than
it is wvith the Canadians, and with the theories. The hon. gentleman again referred
Aniericans who sprang from the same to the-I say it in all sincerity-unfor-
stock, and so it will continue to be so long tunate school question which is agitating the
as the race exists. It is gratifying how- country. If seems to me if there are any
ever, to knouw that the hon. gentleman deductions to be drawn from the statenents
has such an exalted opinion of the capa- and arguments which he advances, that his
bilities of the country in whieh he lives, remarks are a justification of the course
and the very fact of that becoming known which the governnent has pursued. The
lias led to an influx of population to a greater hon. gentleman laid down this principle
extent than ever before f rom the republic to first, that we should not have the power of
the south of us, many of whose inhabitants appealing to the Privy Council, that we
are now enjoying comfortable homes in the should settle all these matters in our own
North-west. Let me hope that they may courts. Where would my hon. friend's
increase. When we speak of the low prices minority be to-day if his theory had
of the products of the farmuu, we should obtained ? The highest court in Canada
not forget that there are other great pro- decided that the Manitoba School Act
ducing countries of the world. There of 1890 was ultra vires. lHad there
was n time when Canada and the United been no appeal to the Judicial Coin-,
States were almost the sole sources of mittee of the Privy Council, that would
supply for the consuming portion of Great have left the minority in precisely the same
Britain. That monopoly no longer exists. position that they occupied prior to 1890.
Since the hon. gentleman lias grown to But the province appealed to England and the
manhood the Argentine Republic has sprung lion. gentleman objects tothat. Itwas not the
into existence, and Egypt, Russia and dif- government of Canada, whom lie holds re-
ferent portions of the British Empire, in- sponsible, that appealed to the Privy Coun-
cluding the colonies of Australia, are cil; it was the people of Manitoba through
pouring the products of the farm, not only their legislature, and that couri decided
the cereals, but meat and dairy products, that the judgment of the Supreme Court of
into the British market. Our own iNorth- Canada was not correct, that the law was
west has produced during the last year from mira r Vien we have another appeal,
fif ty to sixty million bushels of surplus i resulting in a declaration that though the
grain of various kinds and qualities, and law passed by the legislature oF Manitoba
as that production increases, so in proportion was intra vires, still the minority had a
must the prices fall ; but if the price of the grievance, which should he redressed by this
articles which they consume fall propor- Parliament. When the Privy Council de-
tionately, and money can be obtained at i clared that the legisîntion of Manitoba was
low rates of interest in order to improve intra rires, that the law should not be inter-
their farms and carry on business on a fered with, then the minority of Manitoba
larger scale, there will be nothing to com- appealed under the provisions of the consti-
plain of. That is another important tution to ascertain whether they had a
element to be considered when you grievance or not. The Supreme Court de-
talk about low prices and the want of clared they had no grievance. If it had re-
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mained there,-and there had been no power to autonomy; and it is only when the provin-
appeal tothePrivy Council,thenweshouldnot cial governments infringe upon the rights of
have been troubled with this question, and I minorities, which are protected by the con-
suppose that is what the hon. gentleman stitution, or when they exceed their power,
would like to have at the present moment, that the Dominion government would be
as it would relieve himself and his party of justified in interfering in any way. I lay
the same difficulty that presented itself to that down as a broad proposition and believe
those who are governing the country. The that it is concurred in by most of those who
Privy Council having decided that the griev- have given the question the slightest atten-
ance existed. then was the time for action to tion. I desire to say that I object in toto
be taken and to carry out the ideas that were
advanced by the Right Honourable Sir John
Macdonald to which my hon. friend has
referred. The hon. gentleman laid down
this principle, that though the different:
courts of the Empire might give a decision
upon an important question of this kind,
Whatever that decision night be. it did not
divest the executive for the time being of the:
responsibility which attached to a responsible
gove'nment. Themoient that questioncamei
up, then the advisers of His Excellency in
this country pursued the course that Sir John
Macdonald indicated they should pursue,
and that was to take action and en-
d'eavour to remedy the grievance which
the highest court in the realm de-
clared to elist. So that I cannot my-
self understand what logical deduction the
hon. gentleman desires the Senate to draw
from the position that he has taken, unless it
be that the very moment the law was passed
the Dominion government should have dis-
allowed it at once.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-'hey could refer it to
the Supreme Court and they could disallow
afterwards.

to that reniark which is constantly
miade by the hon. gentleman, and those
who follow him in the country, as
to "coercing'" Manitoba. To prevent
a province from exceeding its power and
taking from a ninority a right which they
possess, and to ask the province, or compel
t' em, to restore those rights under the con-
stitution, is not coercion. If they are per-
mitted to infringe in one particular, thev
nay in another, and the very reason for
placin-g the two different clauses in the
constitution of the country was to prevent a
province froin excee ing the powers with
which they are vested by thiat constitution,
and it is not coercion to say to a man who
trespasses un vour land that he nust cease
trespassing at the earliest possible moment.
Neither is it coercion to say to a province,
"You have exceeded the powers vested in
you by the constitution, and you must re-
peal that which you have done, or you must
restore the rights u hich you had no right to
take away from those who enjoyed them."

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-They have not
exceeded their powers.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOW E LL - amnotgoing to discuss thatquestion now; Iam

The hon. gentleman says that w-e should stating the general principle. Whether they
have referred it to the Suprene Court at have exceeded their powers or not, is a ques-
0 1nce. J do not so understand the law, tion which my hon. f riend and myself can dis-
Ileither do I so understand the duty of the cuss when the matter comes before the
government of the day. There is no reason Senate, with a view to restoring the rights
why a question of that kind should be re- which I believe have been taken fron the
ferred to the Supreme Court, until it reach- minority, and having taken from them that
ed there through the regular process. I which the constitution says they were
was about entering into a bistory of this entitled to by right, they acted in excess of
c'se, but I think the Senate understands it their powers. I have no desire to discuss
just as well as I do, and therefore I shall this question longer. I ag:ee with my hon.
not pursue the argument that was suggested friend, however, and most sincerely, that it
by the remark of the hon. gentleman. The is verv unfortunate that questions of this
government and the opposition I believe kind, which appeal to the prejudices rather
both agree upon this very important point, than to the good judgment of the people,
that the Dominion government should in- should be brought within the purview of the
terfere as little as possible with provincial Dominion legislation or Dominion politics,
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but, upon those who have thrown it before in His Exceflency's speech and regretted that
us must be the responsibility and it is upon it was there, and then inferred that it meant
the party which the hon. gentleman so ably the building of fortifications along our
leads in this House that the responsibility frontier.
mnust rest. must est.Hon. Mr'. SCOTT-,, Strengthen our

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-oh, no: The Mani- defences, is the tern used.
toba government are not our party.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL.-It lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
is not the lion. gentleman's fault, I admit. That is the une of argument that the hon.gentleman used-he regretted that the para-

Hon.Mm' SCTT-J hve eye hei- raphi was there, and then said if it méantHon. Mr. SCOTT--I have never hesi-S
tated to lash the Manitoba government erecting fortifications or strengtheningthe
whenever I have had the opportu- efences along the frontier, it wastobe
nity. J think they are the ones who are deprecated asa great mistake. I agree with
responsible for the trouble. I have never t
hesitated to say so. peace should prevail between the United

States and Canada. I agree with him that
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- considering the relations between England

True, they have the honour, if it is an hon- and the United States--considering that
our, to belong to the party of which my they are of the same races and that the
hon. friend is so distinguished a men- commercial intercourse between then is so
ber. With my hon. friend's remarks, vastandsovaluablethat war betweenthe two
so far as I could hear them, in reference to nationsisamnostimpossible. Butwhileladmit
the fast line of steamers and to the Pacific that fact, there is no reason why we should
cable, J heartily agree. The time lias come not keep our forces in as efficient a state as
when Canada cannot afford to be behind the finances of the country will justify. J am
any other country in the development of its glad to know that there is a spirit not only
trade and commerce. Cable communication of patriotismn but of rivalry in patriotism
between Canada and the outside world is ab- anong the young men of the rising genera-
solutely necessary to the proper success of tion in this country. The older the country
any commercial eniterprise. There is an old becores, and the more important the posi-
adage that trade follows the flag, but to-day tion thît it occupies among the nations of
trade not only follows the flag, but its suc- the world, tle more patriotic will our young
cess demands that there shopld be cable men become, and the best evidence of it
communication between the producing and to-day is the fact that we have thousands of
consuming portions of the world. Other- offers from Canadians in all parts of the
wise, commercial enterprise cannot be suc-'United States to return to Canada should
cessful. I could give illustrations of this if it their services be required to fight in defence
were necessary. I lay down the broad prin- of the old fiag. J agree with my hon. friend
ciple that such is the fact, and if Canada de- in believing that the fortifications at Esqui-
sires to keep pace with the rest of the world, malt should be strengthened, because thev
she must have the means, not only of reach- would be a protection to the Pacific coast of
ing the different markets wherever they may the Dominion if we had difficulties with the
be, but also the means of instantaneous United States, and would be of mucl
communication with all parts of the world greater importance in case of war between
in order to take advantage of the markets England and Russia or any other of the
as they may exist. I very much regretted nations of tle world. The intention of the
to hear my lion. friend's remarks with refer- government, may say, is not to expend large
ence to placing the militia force in a better suns of money in building fortifications
state of efficiency than it is to-day. along the frontier. The old system of

fortifications, as the hon. gentleman well
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I did not refer to the knows, would not be suited to modem

militia ; J referred to the defences. warfare. The intention is to place our
militia in as efficient a condition as is

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- consistent with our means, by supplying
The hion. ientleman spoke of the paragrap theni with the very best ahns produced
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in Great Britain. That is really what is any of them before. I had been on the
Ineant in the paragraph in the Speech from Pacific coast, but it had never been my plea-
the Throne. I might go further : our sure to go into the interior, and I can only
ililitia has not been enrolled for a good express my astonishxment at the fertility of
nany years on account of the expense at- the soil in those sections which I visited. It
tendin.; the enrollment of the forces. I do convinces me that while British Columbia
not pledge myself to this, but it may be just may be one of the most wealthy provinces in
Possible that enrollment will take place, not minerals and timber, it possesses also large
for any warlike purposes, but in order to as- areas of agricultural country not excelled on
certain what our strength is, as defined in any part of this continent. His Excellency's
the Militia Act. Should difficulties, inter- farm gives further evidence of this fact
nal, or external, arise, the country should that the soil is capable of producing to
be in a position to know the numerical a marvellous extent alnost ail the fruits
strength of the militia, and what they could that are consumed by the human race,
do to defend the Domirion. J believe J am except those which are grown in the
expressing the feeling of the people of this tropical and semi-tropical climates. British
country of ail parties, with very few excep- Columbia bids fair in the near future to be
tions, my hon. friend anong them, but I the home of a large population. If we had
should be very sorry to suppose that the m n who would invesu their means there, as
body of the partv which my hon. friend His Excellency has done, it would do much
leads here hold sentiments in accord with to induce the people in the overcrowded
his own, and J hope that in this instance, portions of the world to emigrate to Canada
as on the Manitoba school question, and and settle where they would find not only a
One or two other matters, he speaks for pleasant climate but homes where they
himself solely and not for his party. could live in comfort and provide livelihoods

Hon Mr. SCOTT-I spoke only of forti- for their families. I ar very much pleased
ficaion; jma<e ~spoe ~îyi to knùw thaxt my hion. friend hias fund sofications ; I made no reference whatever to tie criticise. J feel quite certain that

the militia. if it were not considered the bounden duty

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- It'of the leader of the opposition te find sone
ispart of the detfence. First of ail we hiad fault and do a littie scolding-J will net

Sregret tpat there was any reference to it lsa wling, because the hon. gentleman

inf the Speech. Then we head a hope ex- aid it se pleasantiy that ne one could take
Pressed that there were te be no fortifications. exception te it-we should have heard no
Sshould be glad to have fortifications everyadverse con ments. Let quite ethatin the

10 Miles if we bad the money te build then. 1,future lie may have as little fault te find
They certainly could do ne harin. We will ýîwith the administration of the affairs cf the
do the next best thing-make the milîtia as! cuntry by a oonservative governent as
geod as we can, and then, if necessary, we h e las found to-day. We will go on and
will expend money on strengthening the for- prosper-there is ne doubt f that-unles
tifications, but I hope there will be ne neces- i unfortunately my hon. friend and his party
psty fortanything cf te no forfati should hae heord f no
i the lbon. gentlemanvs rearks with refer- House and the destinies of the country
ence te Ris Excellecy the Governor General s ould be placed in their hands, a contin-
ad the very great interest which he tales gency whicli I an sure he giself, upon
go making himself thoroughly acquainted hature refiection, would deeply regret. let
wi the resources of the Country in more us join together in wishing happiness and

ays than one. of eas given evidence cf prosperty te the people co this country. As
bisincerity in this par icular by the fact long as it is governed as it oas been during

cf His investxents te a very large amount, the last seventeen years, 1 have ne doubt cf
and it is gratifying te see the results which the results which ill follow, and my hlon.
are following from those investaents. It friend anl is sons wi l be proud te know
with MY pleasure, durng the past year, te that they are Canadians, more particularly

.ast thenoe ehsgvneiec fpoprt otepol fti onr.A

ilsit the large estate which His Exbellency when they reflect, as lie bas done, that a
holds in the Okanagan Valley in British great many years ago conservatism was the
Columbia. Though I had read of those very best possible policy on which we should
British Columbian valleys,I had nevervisited govern the destinies of any country.
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Hon. Mr. McINNES (B. C.)-We have that we have about 35,000 militiamen in
all listened with great pleasure and interest Canada. Each imilitiaman is supplied witl
to the very able speech which has been 20 rounds of animunition per vear for the
delivered by the Premier to-day. I am purpose of practice, but I ani credibly in-
highly gratified to find that he lias come out formed that in the vast majority of cases it
of his recent difficulties in such a vigorous is optional, whether or not the men take
condition. It is a niatter for congratulation even that limited amount of rifle practice. I
to this House and to the country. The hon. believe that is a great mistake. Instead of in-
gentleman stated that he paid a visit to the creasing the militia. it would be very niuch
Pacific province during last summer with better, indeed, if the force were reduced one-
the result that his ideas have been consider- ihalf and each man were required to fire at
ably enlarged, more particularly as to the least 200 rounds of ammunition annually
agricultural and horticultural capacities of under the direction of a trained instructor.
that distant province. I only wish that he We have probably as fine a body of militia-
and the other members of both houses of men in Canada, in point of intelligence and
Parliament would visit that country oftener powers of endurance, as can be found any-
than they do, because it is only by making where in the world, but I regret to say that
personal inspection of the enormous and some of them scarcely know enough about
varied resources of British Columbia that a rifle to load and discharge it properly. I
they can comie here and intelligently legislate know what J am saying on this point, and I
in the interests of the Dominion, and espe- know that in some of our militia companies
eially of that portion of it on the Pacific this is the actual fact. It is not the fault
slope. I amn very pleased that the hon. of the men. It is the fault of the govern-
Premier visited our province last summer, ment that they have not been placed under
and I hope if spared lie will repeat his visit 1 proper instructors. Too mnuch attention is
wlen lie will have the honour of occupying paid to drill and making a fine appearance.
a seat to the left of Mr. Speaker, which J J like to see a well trained body of men, but
hope will be in a few months hence. I must if Canada should ever again be called on to
say 1 take decided exception to some of his put down an internal insurrection, as was
remarks with respect to one of the para- the case in the North-west some years ago,
graphs of the Speech fron the Throne, in or to repel a foreign invasion, it would not
which he criticises the leader of the opposi- be drill but marksmanship that would count.
tion rather severely. The paragraph that In proof of this, I would refer to the war
lie referred to is as follows which took place in South Africa some years

Your attention will be asked to measures in. ago. It was there found that the best English
tended to provide foi the better tiniug of our soldiers v ere not able to cope successfully with
inilitia and the strenlgthening of Canadian le- 'the experienced riflemen of the country. The
fences· Boers were poorly drilled, but every man was

I quite agree with wlat has fallen from a marksman. The insurrection in Cuba is
the leader of the opposition. J think it another illustration; the trained Spanish
would be utter folly-worse than nadness soldiers find that they, are unable to com-
-- to erect fortifications at places other than pete successfully witb the native insurgents.
points on the sea-coast. If fortifications t is not discipline but marksranship that
were built every ten miles along the line of wouid be required in our militia force in the
the international boundary, as the Premier unfortunate event of an outbreak of war.
lias mentioned, it would be a source of I firrly believe that if you vere to select
danger instead of a source of safety to the 2,000 or 3,000 of the best shots out of oui
Dominion. It would only cause irritation 35,000 militiamen and pit them in a rougb
in the minds of those jingoes who, un- and tumble contest sucb as would naturaily
fortunately, are so numerous, and who air arise in a country of this kind, against the
their views so persistently through the press reraining 30,000 who were not trained
of the United States. So far as fortifica- marksmen, the smaller force would exter-
tions at points like Victoria and Halifax are minate the larger, in spite of the dispropor-
concerned, J naî in full accord with vhat hee tion of numbers. J sincereiy hope that
lias stated, but there is another spect ofi whatever improvements may be made i
this mnatter to which I desire to direct his i connection with the militia force the gov-
attention. J believe J am corr-ect in saying1 ernIent wil tur their attention in the
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direction that I have indicated. I quite j hon. Premier will make a note of what I
agree that it would be a good thing to mentioned a few years ago-J do not think
adopt the Lee-Metford rifle, or whatever he was Premier at the time; my recollection
may be the most improved arm, but it is that the Iouse was led by the late Sir
is equally important that the men should be John Abbott-I hope he wilI take into
trained to use the weapon in the most effec- consideration the suggestion that 1 then
tive way. To take green unpractised made, and that he will in the near future
militiamen and place them on the battle establish a inint in Canada. It is too bad
field in competition with men equally well that a country producing the precious metals
drilled and more effectively armed, would be in such large quantities should have to de-
cruel and wicked-it woud be almost man- pend f or its gold coin upon the United
slaughter. I pass fro this subiject to that States. The gold coins of that country are
of the maintenance of the Mounted Police legal tender in Canada, and occasionally we
force in the North-west. understand that get a few sovereigns from the mother
the force lias been reduced f rom 1,000 tô country, but they are shipped hack again as
800 men. That is a step in the right quickly as possible. Our silver, even, is
direction, aid I hope that the governînent imited in England, and the Deputy Minis-
will in a very short time reduce the nu h aer ter of Finance nearly every year boasts that
stilc further, say to 400 or 500, because 1 they niake almost enough on the silver coin-
think that number would be quite a ple age to pay the running expenses of his
to maintain peace and order in the Territor- department--that is to say, from $48,000 to
ies. I ah not fbnding fault with the gov- $54,000 a year. Even our copper coin is
ernment in this connection. They have ai- anufactured a fir in s erv, i

ready reduced the force, and hope they will arn rightly informed. Now that condition
continue to do so as they find that the of affairs ought not to exist. Let us have
maintenance of peace and safety in that poI- e a mint without further delay. The cost
tion of the Dominion will permit. In regard would pe a tere trinle. There is no
to the paragraph which relates to the deve- place there that innt coul be esta-

Piie t aoing on in British Columbia, more blished to such great advantage as in
Particularly is the nining regions, I mayn the province where the great bulk of the
say that I ath very mucI pleased to find precious etals is produced. British Col-
that what I stated on the floor of the huse fumbia is the only province of the hominion
smine oears ago is recevin attention. in which a mint was ever establised. About
At that time I urged upon the government thirty years ago, before it was made a part
the necessity ef establishin mints to enable of the ominion, we h ad a mint, and few
us to coin oug own money, pointing out that dozen ten and twenty dollar pieces were
Canada has produced within the last 25 or struck off.
30 years over y65,000,000 of goldt which
has ail been shipped out of the country and Hon. Mr. BOULTON-i cannot allow
comned either in the United States or Great t whis debate to close without making a few
Britain. On that occasion I predicted that remarks upon the questions that are
British Columbia in the near future would brought before us by the Speech from the
become one of the greatest silver producing Throne. Before co nencing those remarks
cOuntries in the world. A great any hon. I desire to express my great sympathy with

gentlemen thought at the time that I was the families of the two Senators who have
drawing largelv upon my imagination, but I been lately removed from our midst, Hon.
ar happy to be able to say now that during Messieurs Murphy and Kaulbach. Senator
the last year over $750,000 of gold and Kaulbach's death took place under the most
nearly $2,500,000 of silver has been taken tragic circumstances. He was one of the
Out of the province. In ail probability the most familiar figures in the Senate, one of
annual output of silver alone will shortly the ablest men in debate that the Senate has
amount to f rom $7,000,000 to $10,000,000, had for some years, and I think we sustained
because most of these mines are just now a very great loss indeed in his untimely
beginning to be developed. Many of then removal. An experience of 27 years in the
are only beginning to ship ore, but that ore legislation of parliament, backed up by a
Yields from one hundred to six and seven political training, his loss to the country
hundred ounces to the ton. I hope that the may be considered a national loss. Senator
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Murphy had not been so long a member
of this House, but he enjoyed the respect of i

all for his kindly nature. I may congratulate
the government upon having made the ap-
pointments to the Senate which have recently
been gazetted. I also congratulate the mover
and seconder of the address on the loyal
sentiments which they have expressed in
their professions of adherence to the national
polcy as heretofore upheld by the Liberal-
Conservative party.' Hon. gentlemen know
that for some years I have dissented from
that policy, that I have thought it my
duty to rise in my place on every proper
occasion, and explain why I have been ob-
liged to dissent from it. I do this in order
that I may be able to assist in some degree
in the work of education which is always
being carried on and which is always neces-
sary with regard to political questions. We
are all the time growing, and we should
be all the time learning. The world is
advancing and we must advance with it, and
for that reason change is absolutely neces-
sary. His Excellency has referred in his
speech to the bountiful harvest of last year.
We are al! thankful for that harvest, and I
believe that all over the Dominion it has
been a good one. With us in Manitoba
and the North-west it has been so, and I am
glad to be able to endorse the observations
made in the speech in this connection.
We produced in Manitoba this year
63,000,000 bushels of grain of all sor s,
wheat, oats and barley. Our two great
staples are wheat and oats, and of th.se
we have never before produced so la, gely.
We have exported 50,000 head of cattle,
8,000 hogs, 15,000 sheep, and 4,000 horses.
That is the results of the past season's opera-
tions in Manitoba and the North-west.

Hon. Mr. OGILIVE-Under the national
policy.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON.-My hon. friend
from Montreal who has so much to do with
the province of Manitoba as one of our
largest grain buyers, says that this is
under the national policy. I do not think
that the blessings of the harvest are to be
attribute 1 to that policy. If Pr vidence
were consulted, I scarcely think we would
find that the blessing resulted from it.
Providence has given us a grand crop : the
national policy is taking away the profits of
that crop,or trying to take it away from us,

under the guise of protection. It will be suffi-
cient to tell hon. gentlemen that for these
grand crops which Providence bestowed upon
us we are now only able to realize 11 cents a
bushel for oats and from thirty-six to
thirty-eight cents a bushel for wheat of
the best grade. This makes it plain, [
think, that the bounties of Providence
are largely discounted by the causes which
operate to reduce the prices. We are
selling a portion of our wheat-what we
call feed wheat touched by the frost-at as
low a price as 16 and 18 cents a bushel,
and when the hon. member for Montreal
reflects that the Canadian farmers have to
work the who!e year round to produce that
crop, and that they can only obtain a return
for their labour of 11 cents for a bushel of
oats, which must cost at least five cents to
thresh, lie will, I think, admit that the
bounties of Providence cannot properly be
attributed to the national policy, so far
as providing for us a consuming market
and reasonable rates to market it. The
national policy adds to the cost of every
article that is necessary for the production
of that grain, and of every article necessary
for the maintenance of the population.
Reduce the cost of living, reduce the cost
of the necessaries of life for our farmuers, and
you will at once ameliorate the condition of
the people of the province of Manitoba in
a very great degree. So much for
the bounties of Providence so far as
they apply to the national policy. " We
rejoice that. His Excellency is able to con-
gratulate us upon tie evidencesof increased
activity in the various branches of commerce
and industry." I would like to ask the hon.
Premier what are the evidences that he
refers to. The only evidences that we can
have of that commercial prosperity ai e in
the public returns. If he refers to them, I
will quote them to show that he is not
correct when he puts those words in His
Excellency's mouth. If he refers to the by-
elections which have just been held, where
the feeling of the people has been tested in
various parts, I say, hon. gentlemen, the
leader of the government is quite mistaken
when he puts those words into the mouth of
His Excellency. The evidlences that he
speaks of are the evidences he saw in the
distant province of British Columbia. He
does not speak'of wbat he sees around him
bere, but he speaks of what he saw in
British Columbia, where large and valuable
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mines are being developed, where the pro- supported it. Can the governrent carry on
ducts of the country are being developed the business of the country by the support
hy the investment of large capital, and the obtained under such conditions as that?
exports of these are being added to the They cannot do so successfully under condi-
exports of the country. Now, hon. tions of that kind. What are the other
gentlemen, those are the evidences that he by-elections? In C.urdwell where the whole
has told us have presented thenselves Vo streng h of the govcrnment was brought Vo
him, but I wish to present to him the evi- bear, the issue largely turned on the school
dence of the by-elections. The Govern- question, I believe, and the government were
Ient has appealed to the country through defeated. Then we core Vo the province of

the by-elections in several places, with Quebec, where two e!ecUons were held, one in
what res.ult ? The result in North Ontario Montreal and the other in Jacques Cartier.
was a victory in favour of the government, What was the resuit? The government
but opposed to the government were two candidates were defeated by large majorities.
candidates, one Patron of Industry, and the Now 1 have looked upon the defeat of
Other a member of the Liberal party, both the governnent in Montreal sinply as a de-
advocating identically the sane policy- feat f the national policy. 1 do not see that
a reform in the tariff ditlering only in degree there is any other reason that can be given for
-and together they had a majority in the that defeat. 1 t is the disappointment of the
Plurality of votes. In additi .n to that, merchant princes of Montreal with the eflect
although the government candidate got a of the na'ional policy, reducing the imports
najority in North Ontario of 747 over the last year by $1 2,000,000. Mntreal is the
next highe~st this rnajority was obtained from great entry port for Canada and the irnports
fivye towns out of 36 polling places. Thirty- of the country. The effect of the national
One polling places declared against the gov- policy in the last year has been to decrease
eliMent collectively, while fi e towns that the imnports by $12,000,000. If that is not
receive the eng to cause people te stand and con-
the national policy gave the mîbjority, which sider twhat has been the efdèct of the coo-
Iqajority alone returned the government can- mercial policy of the country upon them-
didate in opposition to the two who were selves they can fwnd ou, and in ne other
dividing the vote against them. Now, Qon. way more effectually than by realzing the
gentlemen, tiose are theevidences of one loss resulting fro that reduction of im-
by-election that the national policy ports. Not only that bui the merchant
was only sustained by five towvns out of princes of Montreal, instead of being per-
thirty-six districts, in which the electors mitted to imp rt and coduct the business
had the opportunity of recording their they have hitherto enjoyed, fnd that in
Votes. Is that an evidence that the people consequece of the heavy duties from abroad,
are satisfled ? Is that an evidmnce that the they are dictated to by the manufactuers,
agrieulturj5 ts of the country are satistled I not only as to w at they sha sel, but the
m Say, hoin. gentlehnen, that it is expressed terms and conditions on hich they shah
I the morning Citizen to-day mthe heading sel them; or as they legitinately corplain,

" as fellows What do we see f omn Norti the manufacturers no only say what kind
Ontarie li pThe patrons awake." Will of business we sha conduct, but the nian-
give the electors of North Ontario an- ner in which we shalh conduct it as well."

ermn whirl." "Mr. Anderson, of Simoe, That is atte resut of ronopoly; that is t e
rcpowerful address depicted the situation result of the national policy. That the
of the countr politically, socialy and com- effect which has been produced upon naines
Inercialy. alis tateme t that any change cf the large merchants of Montreal in the
the country makes in its rulers must sur-ely managemient of their business. It is easy
bd for the better, as it could not possibly be Vo see that where competition is closed
for the worse wa cheered t the echo." Now out the manufacturers can go Vo mer-
there i9 an evidence l'rom the interior of the chants and Say :"cYou will sel] those goods
courintry, f rom t.he constituency of North on such and such Vernins, or we will establish
Ontarie, that the people in the country are a wholesale house and close you out alto-
9POsed Vo Vhe national policy but the people gether." Now that is the condition in
111 the five towns who received the direct whio h rhey found theinselves placed, and
benefitof theestablishmentof manufactories that is one of the moving principles which
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actuated a large proportion of the English extent, vet the commercial condition of the
vote in Montreal Centre to oppose the gov- country is such tht it is no matter of con-
ernment. The hon. gentleman may smile, gratulatioî on the part of the government.
but every one is at liberty to put such inter- It would be far better if the government
pretation upon matters of that kind as he had realizei that the national policy had
thinks will be correct. You may think thecserved its purpose, and that the time had
election turned on the school question. But corne when a modification of that policy
I say, hon. gentleman, although the gov- should have been made, but the govern-
ernment have come down and have guaran- nent have determined upon fighting the
teed that they will put remedial legislation battle ail along the une on the basis of the
upon the statute book and coerce Manatoba old national policy: protection to the hilt
on educational matters-notwithstanding is to be the cry. Sir Charles Tupper bas
the fact that the action of Manitoba is re- been brought f rom England, and imported
garded as a grievance in the province of into the governient for the purpose of
Quebec, the two constituencies, Jacques assisting them to maintain that protection,
Cartier and Montreal Centre, have turned and the fact that the ion. leader of the
against the government. Can the govern-: Huse bias put this paragraph in the speech
ment say that they are heart and soul 'vith ,of bis Excellency is no justification, so far
the principle of coercing Manitoba? I sayas the vidences that I have brought before
they cannot iii the face of two lections of you are concerne(. The other indications
that kind, where the whole power of the! which are the only evidences the public have
government was brought to sear to convincer to go by, are the public returns. What do
the people not only of the success of the we find in the public returns in regard to
national policy, but also of the souidness the trade of the country? The hion. mover
of their school policy. In one constituency of the address lias told us of the in-
1 believe there was a compléte turn over o crease in our trade with the world, without
seven hundred votes. Then, again, ve had ssstudying the returns to ascertain that the
a by-election only yesterday in West tur- trade of the world is n t being broughtto the
on, and the government candidate was - doors of Canada. The public returns shoc
again defeated. Out in British Columbia, us that the revenue of the country bas
a Cabinet Minister, who bfas just been ap- decreased.
pointed for the first time, returns to his It being six opclock, I moe the adjoui-
constituency for re-election. The vote ment of the debate.
for the man ono opposed hm ini the The motion as agreed to.
former election was 400, and l e did not 
save his deposit; this time, however, that The Senate then adjourned.
same man obtained 1,500 votes. Colonel r
Prior, in the former election, had secured a

gajority of 600, to-day, with alu the pr t THE SENATE.
stige of the position of a Cabinet Minnster,,
with ail the pleasure it should have afforded Otw,-'iidy aur 6h 8G
the population of British Coluimbia to have OtwTerdy aur Gh 8W
a représentative in the Cabinet, the city of THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
Victoria itself gave a majrity against that o'cIock.
Cabinet Minister. These are the evidences:

vhich were before the publie when the Thon. Prayes and routine proceedings.
leader of lc bouse put into hs Excel-
lencys mouth the reasons why the national BILL INTIDUCED.
policy should be sustained. We hear the
strongest expression from one of the leaders aBih(A "n Acam

of the Patrons of tndustry with regard to 
it. We thear oic evidence that is given te us,
through the by-elections with regard te it, TE ADDRES.
and there is nothing to justify the overn-Eate oued.

the poplaio ofe Briis Colmbi toy have al

ment in saying that the evidences of pros- 
perity ,abounded; because while the bounti- Restiîniig the adjouîned lebate on the coîîsid.
ful harvest, thank God, existed to a large eration of His Exceleucy the Governor GeneraFs
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Speech, on the opening of the ,ixth Session of the Is it because we have not fertile soil, great
Seventh Parliamnent. extent of territory, or intelligence and in-

lon. Mr. BOULTON - In my con- dustry in our population? Agriculture is
cluding remarks last night I was dealing the backbone of the county, yet we find the
'vith the evidences which the hon. leader of decrease in agricultural product was $8,000,-
this House said had been brought to his* 000. There was a decrease of S1,500,000
notice to justify the paragraph in the in the products of our forests and a decrease
Speech fron the Throne, " I congratulate of $500,000 in the products of our fisheries.
you upon the evidence of increased activity On the other hand, there was an increase in
in, the various branches of commerce and the exports of our mines of $1,250,000, an in-
industry.' To find indications of this, lie crease in the exports of animais of $2,500,-
had to go all the way across the continent 000,and an increase in the exports of manu-
tO the Rocky Mountains, where rich mines factures of 8500,000. That is the condition
are being developed and large capital is of the exporting power of the country to-
being invested. He did not furnish any day. There is a corresponding, or rather
evidence from the centres of population i more than a corresponding iminution in
the eastern provinces. I desire to give the our imports. While Our exports have fallen
evidence which is to be found in the public off to the extent of $4,000,000, our imports
returns, te only information thati a publi have fallen off $12,000,000.
i0ian can deal with before Parliament or ot
the platform. We cannot take tfe prosper- Hon. Mr. cCAL,L -t iat is a good
tY of any particular individual, or oif any thing for the couttrry.

Parlticular locality, as evidence of prosperity
throudout the whole country, for which T h er. M . BOU LTOndy lion. f rienr
we are responsble, c foro ing for the country. i

~Scocene. e s rasleisatouray thaotis. a hl o ood exotshvlfle

have to deal with suppose it is necessary to repeat ao4 , repeat
the country as a whole, adn the only until ofe get the 2on ,e0tlean to uder-
Way we ca (1el w is to take stand that he 18 wrong in bis prerises. The
the plfr e tat tae rt o r ports represent the payMent that we get

frorn year to year, show'ing the comnmercial iýfor Our expouts. That is the onlv pay that
Condition of tan e country from the Atlantic cores back to the country. It does not
tO the Pacific. It is utterly impossible forý corne back in bullion-it cornes back in n
tnY one, without those rcturns, to kow the other for .whatever, and when we export
exact condition under which we live, and four millions of dollars less and irnport twelve
therefore, in dealing with a question of this million dollars les, it shows a diminution of
kid in a statesmanlke lannerd it is neces- the purchasing power of the country, and a
Sary to take the public returns in order to diwnution of the productive power.
futnish a Justification for the position we
fray i tydividual, tke. cited yesterday lion. r. TtshcCALLUMe If we py not
the evidence furnished in the by-elections i bcport the goods we have the nnooey. We
as to the state of publie opinion as far as get it in b some shape.

those elections could show it. 1 now take
UIP the public returnls. I shoxved yesterday 17on1. Mir. BOULTON-Thie only way
that the revenue had fallen, that the debt foreimn nations pay us s hn the ieports
ead ncreased So,000,000, w hile the assets fiioh cofe back. The imports and the
haer only ineeased w3,000.00, eaving a exports halarlce one another in proportion Vo

net increase in the debt of 7,000,000. The our purchasing and productive power, and
sartts lad fallen off Sn,000,000 and thethe balance is regulated by excange. We
"nPorts aiad fallen off o12,000,000. Now, ill draw upon England to pa for our

Why have oui exots fallen off Why have cattle, and England will draw upon us for
the exports of this great couny--I was te iports she returs. There is generally

going9 Vo say this unoccupied country, because a balance whichi is paid atnîually and recti-
at 's Practiclly unoccupied, wheii only haf fies the balance by a sall interchange of
of the North Anerican continent contais bullion, vhich is shown in the public re-
only id,000,000 of people-why have our turns. SonetieS it is $2,000,000, and
exports fallen off? Oui exports of agricul- sornetimes it is S3,000,000. This is put
timriproductsdecreased last year$8,000,000. down on the one side as exports, and on the
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other side as imports. I mention that to Hon. Mr. BOULTON -You cannot sell
show you that it is incontrovertible, that the without you buy.
pay we get for our exports is represented by
our imports, and when our iii ports have Some hon. MEMBERS-Oh, oh.
decreased to the extent of $12,000,000, it Hon. Mr. BOULTON-That is what you
means that the purchasing power of the have got to learn. You cannot sell without
people has been reduced to that extent. It you buy. It is an utter impossiblity.
means that our exports of grain, cattie, flour, The protective policy puts a limit upon our
or anythiig else, have been absorbed in ability to purchase, and to the extent that
foreign markets, to pay the interest uPOn it does so it limits our ability to sell abroad.
investments which have been made in this Ttiat is the way the trade of the world is
country, or upon money we have borrowed. conducted. The international trade of Great

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Can we nlot* Britain is carried on entirely by exports and

manufacture in this country, and, conse- imports. There is only six per cent about
quently, irnport less? of interchange of bullion ; however, that is

an economic question that has to be studied
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON -Does it not also out and has to be realized. The public

inean we buy our goods cheaper? returns show us year by year that our im-
ports and our exports balance one another.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-You mean that I will read to the Huse what I find in this
the goods come to us at a less price? book of returns:

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON -Yes. The excess of imports over exports since con-
federationi bas lbeei $.524,OOW,000; the average ex-

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No, sir, the evi- cess rf iiotts over exports,$H,0 ,OOO anntally.
dence is the other way. If we export $100
woi th of cattle from Montreal it goes out of The yearly average of excess of imports
Montreal at a cost of $60. That is the over exports is $18,000,000.
return to the farmer and it is sold on the Hon. Mr. McCALLUM--There is a bal-other side for $100. We have a credit in
England for $100 to draw from. That $100 ance this year in our favour.
coroes back to us in goods for dis ribution lon. Mr. BOULTON-No, that is a bal-
among the various interests engaged in ance since confederation. This year it is
producing and placing those commodities in altogether the other way. We have export-
the consuming market. ed more than we have imported.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON--But we are able Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-So much the
to buy the goods now for $80? better.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-You cannot buy lon. Mr. BOULTON-Oh, no. The ex-
them for $80 ; protection says no, and 30 ports have been absorbed to pay the interest
to 40 per cent is added to the cost of the on the public indebtedness and the private
return cargo. indebtedness, and the municipal indebted-

lion Mr FER USO-Ye, wegettheness, and the publie losses that have beenHon. made. The exports have been absorbed in
goods cheaper. order to pay for ail that. There is no other

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-That cheapness contention and you cannot prove it in any
app.ies to the world. We have a credit of other way. That noney bas tobe remitted,
$100 to draw from for the animal we export, the $10,000,000 interest set down in the
and t at $100 is paid for by a redraft of the public accounts-it has to be remitted W
Eiiglish merchant to pay for the goods we our creditors.
import.

lion. M r. McCALLUM-The hon. gen-
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

Buppose i nACIbu Nthe O W ELL teman says the more we expend the better
Supos yu idno by th odwe are off. I say we shoubtj have a balance

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Then you would in our favour. If Our exports are larger
not seil the animal than our importa we are much better off.Everybody kows that in practical life. If

our exporta amount to more than our importa
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We are so much better off; our imports are
nlot as large as they used to be because we do
a large manufacturing business.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The hon. gentle-
ilan will have an opportunity of speaking

Upon this question and I do not know that
it is possible to ma ke a speech or to explain
the position I am taking unless I am allowed
to follow out the line I am adopting.

lion. Mr. McCALLUM-I did not wish
to interrupt the hon. gentleman, but he
allowed me to do so.

lon. Mr. BOULTON-I wish to say, at
any rate, that the commercial condition of
the country, as given to us through the
public accounts, is not such evidence as we
thould expect of commercial prosperity in
the country, and it is a great deal better
that gentlemen should open their eyes and
thvir mîinds to the reception of evidence that
beill lead them to take a proper position
before the people of the country, rather than
blind themselves to the facts. If you blind
JYourseif with the facts against you, the
people will lose confidence in your judgment
and the p.licv you are advocating. We
have now arrived at the termination of
seventeen years of commercial life with the
national policy. We have now to deal with
it as shown in the public returns at the end
Of that seventeen years. Our exports have
fallen off; our imports have fallen off, and
if the exports have fallen, the people must

}poorer.

lon. Mr. McMILLAN-As to quantity
or value?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-As to both.
Here are the public returns. Any gentle-
Mi can look at them for himself and can
see the prices have not fallen. The price for
flour in 1895 was $2.19 and in 1894 it was
$2 ; the price of wheat was about the same.
Of course you cannot tell exactly about the
Price of wheat, because it inay be an inferior
quality in somne cases. But the value in
animals has increased. The oxen and buils
that went into England in 1891 by the
Public returns show that they averaged $2 a
head more in 1895 than in 1894, that
argument that there is a depression in
Priees has no existence in the present
returns. In the last two or three years
there has been very little in the varia-

4j

tion of the value of any produce that
poured into the British market, and there-
fore it is evidenced that there is a want
of prospetity on the part of the agricultur al
people of the country when we have to come
down and say that there has been that falling
off in the exports of our agriculturalproducts.
I think it is a great deal better to open your
eyes to the fact and try to ascertain what
is the cause. Why is it that that is the case i
I contend that that is the case because the
conditions under which our farmers have to
live under the national po icy are such that
it is not profitable to grow to the same
extent that we were able to do before,
because when hon. gentlemen come to talk
about our exporting power, they must realize
that in 1878 we had not the North-west
Territories opened up. Seventeen years
ago, when the national policy was imposed
there was no North-west and no Manitoba,
so far as our exporting power was concerned.
Those sections of the country could not be
developed until the building of the Canadian
Pacific Railway, and you have to take into
consideration the enormous increase that has
taken p'ace in our exporting power when
you realize that vast territory which has
been brought into existence, the province of
British Columbia which has been brought
into existence and the evid-nces that the
hon. lea er of the government says he sees
of activity there. Take away that export-
ing power f rom Canada. Take away Mani-
toba, take away the North-west Territories,
take away the province of British Columbia
from the exporting power of Canada, and
where would the older provinces be in their
exporting power with which we can alone com-
pare the conditions in 1878 or in 1882 or even
a later date 1 They wou!d be inevitably
below what they are to-day, because, ai I
i old the House yes erday, Manitoba exported
this year 80,000 head of stock. We have
gro % n 63,000,000 bushels of grain and all
that has been added to the exporting power
of Canada; notwithstanding the increase
and notwithstanding the abundant harvest
which His Excellen y has toid us, with per-
fect truth, has been given to us, notwith-
standing this great increase of exporting
power, we have to confess and realize
through the public returns that there is a
depression in the exporting power of the
people of Canada to the extent of $4,000,-
000, and a corresponding reduction in our
importing power of $12,000,000. Now, if
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this is the condition we find ourselves in at the place, excepting in whisky and sugar.
end of 17 years of the national policy what is There has been an increase in the export of
the remedy? What are we to do ? Is it a sugar amounting to $300,000, and of whisky
stationary period or is it a transitory period'? 8150,000. I sav the national policy has
That is what we have got to realize. I say it reached the limit where it could serve the
is a stationary period, that under the national country--we have reached the limit of pro-
policy we have arrived at that stage of its gress and we have to fall back entirely on
existence in which stagnation stares us in the the consuming power of the people of
face, as the public returns show. I will Canada-five millions of people. Our power
give you a few figures to show where the to export is shown to be utterly without
reduction of the exports of the country have foundation and is growing less and less every
taken place. In mining, there bas been an year. We instituted the national policy for
increase of the exporting power of the the purpose of creating a hone market-
country. That is largely due to the province that is to say, for the purpose of increasing
of British Columbia. There is an increase our population and thus providing a larger
in the export of lead and silver, and an in- consuming population within reach of our
crease in the export of asbestus. That is farmers. That has not been realized, and it
down in this part of the country ; but the is not being realized. What is the condition
increase of mineral exports is chiefly from of the market in Toronto? We watch the
the province of British Columbia. Then we export prices quoted in the commercial re-
take the animals ; there is an increase of turns iii Montreal and Toronto, and we find
half a million dollars in the export of horses. that the prices for beef are, for export 3½c.
We exported this year, for the first time and for local consumption 2½c. Where then
from the province of Manitoba and the is the market ? Last week I met in this
North-west Territories, 4,000 horses. There citv some men who had brought in two
has been an increase in the export of cattle wagon loads of beef in the carcase. They
amounting to three-quarters of a million. had driven thein for 32 miles. I asked theni
Last year we exported 35,000, and what beef was worth, and they said they
this year we exported 50,000 odd. There expected to get $3 per hundred for hind
bas been an mcrease ot nearly a mil- quarters and 82.50 for fore quarters.
lion dollars in the export of sheep. In the
saine way we export a proportion of that. Hon. Mr. CLElOW-Where is that?
There has been a decrease of one million
dollars in the export of cheese. I do not Hon. Mr. BOUTLTON--Here in Ottawa.
know that the fall in price of this year 1 am only stating what 1 was told by the
existed prior to the closing of these people wlio brought in the beef. Now,
returns. In the export of bacon those were the prices which prevailed in
there bas been an increase of three, 1878, before the national policy was adopted.
quarters of a million dollars, in beef of At the end of seventeen years are we coming
a quarter of a million dollars, but in the ex- back to the prices which tien existed ? At
port of canned meats, there has been a de- any rate, these are the public quotations,
crea-e of nearly half a million dollars. This showing the difference between the export
is all information that is valuable for us to value and the local value of animals. If it
know. There bas been an increase iii the was not for free trade, England being able
export of wool-it is the first tiime we have to consume all that the world can
exported any. There bas been an in- send of its surplus productions, there
crease of one million dollars in the export of would be no value in our products
apples and an increase in the export of barley at all, so far as the local market
and beans, and there has been a decre- is concerned. It shows clearly that the
ase in the export of Indian corn, oats, pease, national policy bas failed to give us a local
wheat, flour, oatmeal and hay. There has market for the surplus productions of the
been an increase in the export of agricul country. Now, how can that be bettered?
tural iniplements amounting to 8200,000. My argument bas always been, for the last
Whether that is due to the change of policy in four or five years, that it can be bettered hy
giving a rebate on all the exports or not, I adopting free trade. Instead of limiting
cannot say. That is virtually the only the manufacturing power of Canada to the
increase in manufactures that bas taken demand of 5,000,000 of people, situated in
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Canada under a protective tariff, which trade, by which the cost of producing goods
greatly increases the cost of everything they is reduced to the lowest possible notch.
require for their own consumption, it is a Apply those economic conditions of free
great deal better to follow a ditierent econo- trade to Canadian life and manufactures,
"iic policy, and make the cost of manufactur- and you will produce precisely the saine
ing so cheap that vou can go out into the result. It is not for any want of intelligence,
Ilarkets of the world with your manufac- ability, industry or any of the conditions
tures, and thus increase the consuiing that prevail in England that we fail-the
Population, in the centres of Canada, im- difficulty is that we are held down at the
ineasurably. present moment by a selfish policy which

creat"s monopoly and such a monopoly that
Hon. Mr. McMIIL N--Hea, Iear. it prevents anyincrease of the manufacturing

of the country and reduces the exporting
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The lion. gentle- power of the country by increasing the

'lan throws a doubt on what I ani saying, cost of everything that is applied to our
but we have the evidences before us. industries manufacturers have to limit pro-
What has the economic policy of Great duction in self defense. Here we have the
Britain done for the people of the iother evi(lence of it in our public returns, so that it
c'untry ? Take the export of wool as one can not possibly be denied or gainsaid. The
evidence of what it bas accomplished. In resuit of adopting free trade would be to
Uanlalat we have had woollen imils ever give us the power within ourselves to share
sIce I can rememnber. It is not for want in the enormous trade that the people of
f experience or capacity that we have not Great Britain enjoy. Free trade has built
increased our woollen manufactures, yet we them up and made them the envy of every
do not export one dollar's worthî of woolleen nation of the wvorld, bas given them their
Ilanufactures whereas Great Britain exports wealth and has enabled them to create the
175 millions of dollars wortli. iost powerful navy and take the proudest

position anong the nations of the world. It
Hion. Sir MACKE.NZIE BOWELL- has enabled them to extend Christian civiliz-
u ust mean w'oollen goods. ation by extending their commerce, and not,

as a inember of this Cabinet said, by slaying
Hon. Mr. BOULTON -Wool and wvoollen savage tribes and heathen nations to

goods. A portion of these figures covers find markets. By free trade they
inanufactures of wool, and some of it passes have extended their commerce, and
through the country as raw iaterial. The through that they are carrying civiliza-
fluanufactures amount, I think, to about one tion to every part of the globe. England
"undred million dollars. opens up sections of Africa peopled with

savage tribes who have noability,orindustry,
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- or ingenuity: she converts them into an in-

Eýngland is not a wool producing country. dustrious population, and in turn their de-
mands bring back trade to ber own people.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I said wvoollen Now we are a part of the British Empire;
goods. They import wool froi Australia we enjoy all the advantages which accrue
And manufacture it into goods which are from hei systeni of government and her
sent to the different markets of the world. extensive commerce. We have the same
That saie wool is available to us in Canada opportunities and advantages that England
here. We have the power to admit wool enjoys, and it is for us to take advantage uf
free-we have the power to manufacture it thein, at the present moment, when we
here and send our woollen goods to the find ourselves brought face to face with a
lixarkets of the world. We bave the power condition of affairs which was condemned
to do precisely as Great Britain is doing. prior to 1878. We find ourselves in a
There is nothing to prevent it. There is period when deficits are occurring, when
that enormous demand in the markets of the trade of the country is decreasing,
the world and Great Britain bas been able' when stagnation is staring us in the face and
to> surpass all other nations in her ability to i it would have been far wiser if the leader
supply the markets with those commoditiès in of the government had recognized what was
consequence of the ecoiomic force of f ree coming, and had consented to modify his
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commercial policy and follow in the footsteps conclusion that protection was working evil,
of Great Britain, thus laying the foundation and what 1 have seen and Iearned during the
for an alliance with that great commercial last four years bas more strongly convinced
policy that knows no superior, which has not me that 1 was right in the stand that I had
failed in the slightest degree, which has gone taken. The returns before us to-day show a
on improving and increasing the prosperity decrease f rom year to year and furnish a
of the country until the inhabitants justification of the course which 1 then pur-
of the British Isles have reached the sued.
proud position which they occupy to-day.
As the Chancellor of the Exchequer said last Hon. Mr. PRJMROSE-The hon gentle-
month " Our revenue is £101,000,000, our man says that year bv year there is a de-
surplus £5,000,000, andl there is no nation crease. He vould leave the impression on
in the world that raises succ a revenue as the minds of hon. embers that there bas
that witb so littae burden of taxation on the been a steady decrease in the exports of the
people." 0f that £ 101,000,000, none of it country. The public records show a lifferent
rests on the shoulders of labour, by the tax- state of things, and the fact is that with the
ation on their necessaries, and that is exception of the three years immediately

taen Theetn befrte us to-a sow la

the ,secret of the economic power of the peo- prior to the prietyate xot fls
pe of Great Britain. Labour is free from year have been very much larger than at
taxation, and in consequence er people com- any time frono 1868 onwards, and the im-
pete with and underseil every nation of the! por-ts last year have l)een less a gcsxl deal
world. The total value of imnports into 1than in previous years.
Great Britain last year was £379,000,000 Hon. Mr. BOILTOS--T referred to the
an increase over the returns for 1894imeion
and again over the returns fora thin of he mer that heehsthata ipt s ewe had no North-west Territories l drpeo." Oe that0laito or ritis Columbia.
as our exports have be decreasin-
during te same period. The exports of-
preat Britain in 1895 were 206 000,0001
of home manufactures, and £54,000,000 wads, said.
of manufactures of foreign and colonial 

wold The. tota value of imports inton

merchandise, showing an increase ove the Manitoba. That province bas this vea
figures of 1894 and 1893. Consider that added largely to the exporting powers o
enornious exporting power of £270,000,000 Caaa n rts Clmi a de

183 whilea Canda' imports asumi wellded

sterling or 1,350,000,000, of exports, and 
l)ear iii mind that it does îîot include ': led silimon and other produets to the ex-
agricultural products, but is the export- ports. None of that exporting power existed
ing power generated by er manufactur-
ng polcy, smporting raw materials tron r i th rt

cuntry. The4public8recordssho a different

markets of the world, manufacturing thos saving that there has heen a decrease fro i
imports into goods and shipping thl-m out to!
the markets of the world again. e have eto
the opportnuity top share in that prosperity t olon. t. PreM OSE-The records of
thus increasing the consuing power of our the country do not, to my m d, bear ont
manufacturing centres and cre;îting a local 1the hon. grentlemians assertion. I did flot
market, not limited erely to the 5,000,000 iconfine mf remarks exclusivel, to the year
of people now ii the country, but a market i1868, but starting witb that ear, down to
which can consume ail that we can produce. the present time, ith the exception of
I am so thoroughly convinced of the abilitv t hree years iînnediately preceding the pre-
of Canada and the Canadian people to en- sent year, the exports of the countr have
gagew in that trade and add to the prosperit h abeen nver in re
of the wbMole Dominion, that I shaBi tot fail
to do my utmost to convince the public to Hon. Mr. BO LTON- can only read
adopt the free trade policy. Four years ago froin the public returns. In1 1895, the
I was oliged to take an independent stand amount was 0 005,000,000; in 1894, it was
in this ause, because I had ceased to be an M 3,tob,000, and in 1893, it was $12 1.-
advocate of protection. J had corne to the 000,000. Would the bon, gentleman like
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me to go back any further ?
exportation of 5,000,OCO of pe
000,000 in 1893, $113,000,00
$105,000,000 in 1895, and p
figures will fall below $100,00
1896. That is a proof of the
na making.

lon. Mr. McCALLUM--Th
getting richer because they are
the money in the country. The
iman avoids carefully the two c
ing the gross trade.

Hon. Mir. PRIM ROSE--Y
the information, I think, in t
cOlumns of the page you are loo

Hon. Mr. WOOD-The hon.
i think, is reading the importat
the exportations.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON--Very
read the exportations. For 189
$113,000,000 : for 1894, $117,(
1893, $1 18,000,000.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-Loo
beyond that.

lon. Mr. POWER-I rise t
Of order. I think the hon. gen
Shell River should be aliowed t
speech and the hon gentlemen wh
hii can reply afterwards. Th
tions are highly irregular and
tory.

Hon. -Mr. BoULTON-I si
too glad to give any informa
Taking the total of the impo
eXportations to which the ho
refers, I find that for 1895 the
of the country was $224,000,0
it was z240,000,000, and for
000,000.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-I d
to interrupt unecessarily, but I
if the hon. gentleman will go b
Years immediately prior to t]
quoted-if he will look back a

he will find that the export
Year are very much larger than

Hon Mr. BOULTON-I do

This is the , $218,000,000. In 1890 it was $218,000,000.
ople-$121,- Taking the past six years the present year is
0 in 1894, below the average of the whole.
robably the
0,000 before Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
statement I The hon. gentleman knows very well that

in order to make a fair comparison he must
st ite the value of the goods. A merchant

e people are may bring in this year as much as he im-
able to keep ported last year, but the prices may be 25
lion. gentle- per cent cheaper, so that the mere giving of

olumns, giv- figures is utterly valueless.

uHon. r. BOULTON-The on. leader

he wi ll twn of te buse was absent, I think, when I

kinr gtv referred to that question. I claini that
7)~ t there was an increase this year over last

(retleanin the value of our agriculture produce.
gentleman, Flour this year, accoding to the British

ions and notionsand lotreturns, is 8S2.20 per hundred weiglit, wvhile
last year itwas only $2. 00. Cattie th;syear

well ; I wili a e $2.00 per ead higher than tley were last
5,they were yeai.Th isaccordingtothe British
0000extract these figures. The hon gentle-

mani cati total themn up for himself if ne

kthinks fit. These are facts and figures
>k t ha ~wlîicli carinot lie denied. Thle value of

agricultuî'al produce lias not vaî'ied greatly

o a question in the last four years. It fell off soînewlat
tleman from t it 'eached its lowest limit some years
o make his 'go- Neitierhasthe'eheenii ch variation
o di'ffer from in the price of these p'oducts; and Nvlen
ese interrup- tle farmers of the country show their in-

unstisac-ability to export agricultural pt'oducts tounsatisfac- i
the sane arnount as foî'nierlV, the falling
off being equal to $8 000,000, it certainly

iall be only should convince those wlo are responsible
tion i can. for the government of tle country that the
rtations and time las core for a tlorough inquiry into the
n' gentleman wlole matter. They shou]d not put their

total trade ips, di'it upon it and proclain that they are
00, for 1894 goîng to maintain the National Policy in the
1893, 8247,- face of ail conditions which may arise.

They appaî'ently do i-ot take cognizance of
wliat is contained in the published retu rns but

o not wish take the stand that, b cause the protetive
repeat that Policy was satisfacto'y at some time in the

ack over the past, it must be continued. The government
iose he has are appa'ently ignoring the evidence vhich is
far as 1868 accunulating auainst that policv, aithoug

s for the last it was brouglt proninently before them
formerly. during the hy-elections. Hon, gentlemen

may stcer at by-elections, but it is not wise
iot F think it to do so, because we are, after al,o theti

necessary to go through the whole of the representatives of the people, and it is they
column. In 1892 the gross trade was who govern. If the government is not far-
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sighted enough to see what is going on in the down and cramping their energies, subvert-
country at large, it must suffer the penalty. ing their moral power and retarding the
As individuals we can only judge of what is progress of the country gernerally. We are
going on in our immediate vicinity, and to proud always to say that Canada is capable
arrive at anything like a practical conclusion of anything, that it is equipped with nagni-
in regard to large questions of this kind we ficent resources. We have only to develop
must judge by results. them, but is it possible to do so unless you

inake the conditions such that the people of
Hon. LMr. McC ALXM-Are you judging the country are placed in a position to de-

by results ? velop them? Take, for instance, our export-
ation of stoves. I find that it amounts to

lion. Mr. WOULTON-Yes, by the re- but ,3,000 annually. How does that indi-
sults of the bv-elections as well as by the cate the benefits of the national policy ?
publied returns. They contain clear evi- It is t upon us ii that
dence as to what brought about the verdict connection, clea'ly, for it imposes a duty to
which was given in the recent elections ; and raise the (ost of stoves as fat as we are con-
at this tine, when the government is about cerned, ithout any corresponding compen-
to appeal to the country, I say ii would be sation in the way of increasing our fo'eign
-wise for them to dip deeper into the sub- trade. So we might run through the whole
ject than ti-y have apparentlv done, and . gamut. I understand that soine parties are
see whether their policy has created the starting a smelting furnace in Hamilton.
home market and the centres of population Under what conditions are they starting?
whicli it promised, and which were to be of Iron is protected to the extent of $4 a
such great value to the agricultural districts ton, and there is, in addition to that, a
and to the industry of the country generally. bounty of S2 from the Doninion Govern-
They should carefully consider whether they ment and -1 from the Ontario Government,
could not adopt a commercial policy which so that tliis smelting furnace is coininencing
-would quadruple-yes multiply tenfold the operations with a total bounty of S7 per ton
population of our commercial centres, in- at its back. Why should the country be in
duce a greater increase to the productive such a position that it is necessary to offer
power of our farms, the developiment of such encouragement to an industry of this
our mines and resources generallv. I main-, kind? It should be reiemlbered that this
tain that there is such a policy, and it iron will le cheapened to the -anufac-
is beyond dispute that the policy which I turer who uses it S7.00 per ton. The
advocate is iiot now to be viewed purely as Massey Manufacturin' Company, which is
a theory, as it was at the time it was adopted manufacturing machines in eompetition'with
bv the people of Great Britain fifty years lcCormack, of Chicago, for foreign trade,
ago. Tlat policy bas since been deinonstrated Nassey pays torty per cent more foi bis iron
to be a most poverful factor in proimoting than McCoriack. McCormack gets hîs iron
economic progress. It lias placed the people foi $) a ton, and I think it is citer 40 or 50
of Great Britain at the head of the com-'per cent that we levyon bar iron entering this
merce of the world and enables thein to out- country; and the government have found
bid all competitors, so that the necessity in it necessaîy, in oider to enalle the Massey
Great Britain for a navy to protect the com- Co. t export their produets,
merce bas greatly intensified. In conse- to give them a ielate in connection with
quence of the foresight and intelligence these duties. This is to enable the
and ability of her people as diplayed company. ly
in throwing off the monopoly that had to export to Iissia an( the Argentine Re-
wound itself about their c mmerce for public-nations which are conpetitors with
so many vears prior to the adoption of free Canada in tîe sale of agricultural produce-
trade, Great Britain now occupies the proud- a cleape' machine than they ean send to
est position among the nations of the world. the farrs of the Canadian North-west. Is
I claim that it is higli tine that we should itanyvonderthatwearenotaletoproduce?
niake an effort to get rid of the monopolies Isit auywonderthatouragriculturalp'oducts
in this country, and the people I believe are have fallen off 18,000)000 in the year under
determined to throw thein off. Those mon- conditions of that kind, vhen the only way
opolies a'e holding oui' industrial workers ve cat get i-id of oui- surplus products is to
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Send them to the markets of the world, and that the agricultural exports are falling off,
'lBet the competition of all those nations. and that farners and country districts
lere we are taxing ourselves to enable the are feeling the effect of it, that
Massev Manufacturing Company to make they have not got the local market and
Machines cheaper for foreigners than they have not got the prices, and when they come
are allowed to sell theni to us for. I do niot to purchase with the noney they get fron
think that our agricultural machine nanu- their produce, they have to pay greatly in-
facturers will offer any strenuous opposition creased prices for everything they require.
to a bona fide f ree trade policy. As long as There is not a question, not a shadow of a
,we continue to pursue an opposite policy we doubt about it. The argument is used that
'may rest assured that we will go down hill. everything is cheaper to-day than it was
I.am quite certain that a great change has formerly. I admit that ; but no mîîatter
"O'n'e over the minds of the people of Canada whether it is cheaper to-day, it is increased
in regard to this very question, and as I stated in price to us at any ratefrom the competitive
yesterday, there was abundant evidence of markets of the outside world, by the duty
It in the recent elections. we impose at the boundary. If the duty

was taken off and the tuade of Canada
ion. Sir F1R AN K SMITH-It iad notb- thro n freeiy open to the world, we would

l- at all to (10 with it. very soon sec then what the conpetitive

lio. B-UýTON----s exlaiiedtrade would 'do for us iii the reduction of
Hlon. Mu. L on -sItlaned prices fror what they are to-day, and what

Yterda pehaps the on. gentleman was e want to get down to is to be allowed to
not in the House-the North Ontario elec- purchase vhatever we require to carry on
tionwas carried against the government by oui industries, to carry on oui affairs, to
aplurality of votes-by)ý a maâjority of some~ Plraltv f voes-y aîîî,jorty f sme anufacture oui' goods anîd to do everything

300 or 400. The governmnent candidate
Was returned, because those who were advo-t
('Eting a reform in the tariff, had two candi- t

dts in the field. 1date in he feld.the agricuiturai districts and every part of

Hon. Sir FRANK SMITH -Were thtie Canada floureishing more and more. 1 toid
tîluce candidates inCr-elyou yestcrday iîow impossible it -,'as foi' usis Manitoba to maintain oui sefes and aeet

lio1. _Mr. BOtLTON-I do iot thiîk o. our liabilities. 1 do not mean to say that we
vanot supee ourseves w ith food, because

0. Sir FRANK SNlITI -Yes there it is food we poduce. But when we one
MVere. to provic e ourseves with other necessaries,

such as machinery, bankets, clothing and
. Mu. BOULTON-o Imanufact everuyting isu, oe cannot meet our liabini-

tics as honourabe men should voth the

n. Sir FRAN K SMITI----No ;lie ost phices e ale seeceiving there. To-day, oats

pothe cit of Toto, the tons ine Chaada,

depoit. You inake oe uit are eleven cens s and ee at

YçlureifeCanaa florisi e moen an more. Itl

thre, and don't refe to the other at a.

lon. Mr. BOULTON-The point wish lion. Sir FANKo SmnTIo- sWhere?
tic anake is that five towns out of thirty-six Houpp. . BOULTON--Our feed whecat

Polin. pilFa NKcIT-es :av a aoyo 1.Theitifodwpouc.Btheweom

in. Tal ovei the province. Unfortunately, any
- NOrity for the goveun ment'candidate vas wheat whicnr is uch touched with frost is

Sover the next highest, but 615 of that not merchantab e w eat for four and be-
mority vas furnished by five towns i cores feed woeat, fron thirto to thirty-five

thirtysi poling laces. That shows that pricent of our wheat is of that character.
birdepoi ing places out of thirty-six It is aluable for feed, but not for lour.
oursele severely feeling the oppression. And

thirtYn poîing places were dead against Hon. Sir FRANK SMITH-The gover -
e candidate, not ony in the purality of ment is to blane for that, I suppose?

'o, but against te govern ent ou mas
3aY Wvth two opposition candidates in thae Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No, I an not
tecad. That vote is the result of the fact blaming the overnment foi' that, but arn
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blaming the government for taxing the goods lon. Jcseph Chamberlain, the Right Hon.
we have to buy with the money we get for'Sir Wil iam Gladstone and every public
wheat at that price. man in England have all spoken upon that

subject and told us plainly that it is impos-
sible for the people of Great Britain ever to

Hon. Sir FRANK SMITH-Where will tax their food, that it would be fatal to
you get a revenue if you do not put on a their prosperity, and that it is irrevocably
tax ? now the policy of Great Britain to maintain

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It is easy to find free trade and to put no taxation upon food.
If that is not sufficient to convince the

a revenue. I quoted the remarks of the people of Canada that it was utterly futile
Chanceltor of the Exehequer of GreatpepeoCadattit asueivfilBritCihmanc the IExeque sfGrea ffor us to try and induce the people there to a

t a aon. man hor I a mp rc it e sai d protective policy. Our common sense shouldthe hion. Senator will appreciate. H-e saidtlushaweEnadhstoipr
"Ou reenu is£101,00,00 uderfue; tell us that, wben England lias to import" Our revenue is £101,000,000 under fre !750,000,000 worth of food every year, totrade. Our sur-plus is £5,000,000, and there ý nohn bu h mot fct

is no nation in the world that has raised such say nothing about tbe imports of cot-
a revenue as that with so little burden of for the manufacturers, it would upset
taxation upon the people.- Nowvthen follow,theationiuate their pople. Now tenfollow their commercial position and destroy their
tem, intate their pol y as esely as you. i trade if they should impose such a tax
can. Ally yourself with that pohicy. Ifas hon. gentlemen suggest. I have
that loyalty of which we boast, bas any opened my eyes to that fact. I be-
foundation in fact, I say it is a great deal lieved at one time myself that the policv
wiser for us to adopt that policv, and not a

poliy wichmigù pssibx' ie nuniatd'vould ho a gond one, but I have now taken
y w h mwhat I say is the common sense view, that

when the change in the status of our present it is an utter impossibility for England to
government takes place. Sir Charles Tupper undermine ber commercial posperty by
has come over from England and taken a seat taxatin upon food. A n s d
in the Government with the ostensible idea tomake apn food. th United State
-at least the popular rumour gives it-that to sake an eneiny of the United States
he wvîll soon take the position of lealer of whose trade is so valuable, for the sake of

he illson tke hepostio o lederofbenefittinir us in Canada ? Is Englandthe government. And what is his policy o to us an enadal th Engancf * ( fr oingt make an eneniv of ail the nations
fit is to form a protective pobey for of the world, whose trade is so valuable to

Empire; that Canada and Australia and the her for the sake of the colonies? I say Eng-
other colonies shall be given a preference land cannot afford to do that which would
over foreign nations. That is the polcy that destrov her own commercial prosperity.
Sir Charles Tupper has come out here for. A nd what is the condition? The condition

Hon. Mr. POWER-There is nothing is that we are to have a protective union in
about that in the address. the Britih empire. That is to say, all the

people of the British Empire should trade
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The election upon an equal basis, excluding the rest of

literature is already brought out, and we see the world. That is the condition that exists
a telegraph despatch fron England in the in the United States. They have 65,000,000
Ottawa Citizen : people in a very wealthy country, able to

A combination of the United States, Russia andl manufacture and p oduce almost everything
the Argentine Republie mnight have cut off 7) per they require; they have got free trade
cent of Great Brltainta food. Frowr titis the moral'i

l leing tcl tt tenpe t f among themselves over an enormous terri-
it this connttectiou the Nt. James' Gtui urges tory ; and what is their condition after

Mr. Chainberlain to call a conference, iii whichi nany years of heavy protection ? Last year
chtii folony n mitake its offer and sumit its they were obliged to open their market for
lann for re(ogmtæn lu our markets. the raw material ; and if we could induce

That is what I call election literature. It England to adopt such a policy, in 25 or 30
is very easy to get a cable of that kind or 40 years time the same disastrous effects
from the old countrv. That lias the appear- would be visible in the British empire as are
ance as if a new policy was being inaugurat- visible in the United States to-day. It is
ed in Great Britain. Our people should an unwise policy to try and introduce that
realize that the Marquis of Salisbury, the policy in Canada. It is unwise for us to
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try and preach protection in England. If tion that 1 have taken and to oppose te the
England is ever forced to protect herself in utmost the continuance of the pretective
consequence of the hostility of other nations, policy in Canada. It is with great regret
it Will be a pr.i ection for the benefit of her that I am obliged to take that position. We
Own people only ; it will be a protection are on the eve of a general e'ection, and a man
against us. If she puts a duty on wheat, must take bis stand somewhere. I have for
that duty will be imposed against Canada as fouror five years been advocatingthis change,
Well as against the United States, and there- i and occupied an independent position in the
fore it is not wise for us to try to hope that the government wou]d see its way
Change the pe ple of England from the im- to nodify its policy; but the evidences are
pregnable position they occupy to-day. We ail the other way, that the country is to he
have these warnings held out in these state- carried vi et arnis on the policy of protection.
Inents, and we should take advice from themi. The evidences show that the people bave
Aid we have without any restraint of any cbanged their ninds on the pohev. What
description the power within ourselves, will fllow it is impossible te say, but at
we has e the ability and strength to carry it rate a change bas cone over thein in conse-
Out, to adopt the policy of free tr ide, and querce of the very facts and the very 'esults
tO 8 are in the great prosperity in the efforts'that have appeared in these returns in the
Great Britain is making for the extension of blue-books, and the elèct of which the people
commerce through that economic policy, themselves feel The next question that the
and then we would occupy a proud position, hon. leader of the opposition bas stated
and see our consuming markets increased; as tbe pi'ce de is the Manitoba
then we would see the valuable free trade s.hool question. Apparently, that is to
narkets that can never be overflowed core before tbe buse, ard it is not neces-
in England, maintained in Canada aiso. sary for me to dwell at any great Iength on
Whatever produce the world has to sellis that subjeüt. I have expressed m views
its surplus is absorbed in England. And upon the question, and bave warned -be
why? Because they have to pay nothing to governinent tbat the people of the pi ovince
get it in there, because the cheaper every- of Manitoba were opposed to anytbing like
thing is brought down, the larger the con- a coercive policy, and the elections that were
sumption, the larger the nunber of people helc in the province of Manitoba vesterday,
that are able to enjoy it, and it is that power are a sufficient warnng to the governrnent
that gives the British market that immense not to go t'o far. Thenbon. gentleman may
value. We send home our cattle. They not agree with me, but, at auy rate, it is
cOýt here perhaps thirty or forty or fifty wise to be guide i by circumstances. You
dollars each. When they arrive in Eng- cannotimposeuponanyfree-governed people,
land they are sold at 8100 a piece. That vievs that Ire'.oPposel to theirs. We are
Il the condition the farmer in England enjoying, thank Ood, in Canada the prin-
occupies, and if we were to adopt the ciples of self-government, and it is our duty
salle free trade poliev we would increase to strive to maintain them, net to undermine
the value of our own consuming market. tben not to take a retrograde step in regard
I have done my utmost in the last four or to those valuable principles: and à bas been
five years to express these views, I have accorded to the province of Manitoba that
brought arguments to bear, and I have tbey shah have tbe exclusive rigbt tearry
sought to impress the government of the day on the education of the people -ithin the
With these views. They are loyal and pat- province.
rotic views and justified by the experience
1in Great Britain. They are sensible views. Hon. Mr. McMILLAN- No.
f the Conservative party will rush on to its

ruin-what I call its ruin-before the people Hon. 31i. BUULTON-Yes' that is
Of Canada with the protective policy in full excusive rigbt, subject te an appeal te the
force I at any rate feel that I have done my Parliament of Canada if a minority is in
best to stave off that result. I have announc- any way aggrieved. Well, the extent of that
ed over and over again that I have changed grievance should be ascertained before any
lny views in regard to protection, and I must step is taken by the Parliament of Canada,

unalterably opposed to its continuance, especially se grave a step as te assume to
ara doing iy utmost te sustainu the posi- invade the omain f provincial legistion.
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I sav that the grievance that that minority
is suffering from is not such as to justify
this Parliament in taking away the liberties
of the province of Manitoba. I say it
should be a inatter of inquiry on the part
of the governmnent. I held that last year,
and I say so now -that the extent and
cause of the grievance should be ascertained;
and the remîedy should be applied, not by
depriving the province of Manitoba of its
constitutional liberty, but by some other
means. The grie%-ance is perhaps nagnified
in the uinds of many. The School Act of
Manitoba does not deprive the Roman
Catholic minority there of the right, to con-
duct their schools as they see fit. It does
not interfere with then iii any shape or forni
wheteve r.

Hon. Mi. McMILLAN-Has it not de-

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No, you are
wrong-it has not confiscated any property.
The district remains identically the saine,

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Who owns the
property ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The school dis-
trict is the same as it is here in the province
of Ontario, and I presume in the province
of Quebec. The school is there ; if it
comes under the School Act there are
trustees appointed.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-The property
owned by the Roman Catholics in the pro-
vince of Ontario as school property belongs to
theinselves exclusively, and the property that
belongs to the public schools belongs to them
exclusively-they are quite separate.

prived theni of riglts or privileges which Hon. Mc. BOULTON-I cai only say,
they had enjoyed that. under our law, they cat form a school

district wuheu e that sehool is Iocated, they
Hon. Mr. BOULTo( N--No: none vlat- can hire a teacher and they cat enjoy the

ever. funds. The municipality is obli-ed to tind

Hon.M~.McMLLAN - Te Pivvtbem $;,240 a year and the government $130Hon. MIr. McMILLA - Th
Council of England says it bas. a year, and there is the school for thern. If

C you say that those three trustees fornued
lion. ?Ir. BOJLTON- I can w only teil under that Act in the school di-trict occupy

vou tliat it lias not deprived the of any that school house and pay no rent for it
iit. The Act says vout shiad not wet the then, in that case, it is confliscated, but I do

public; funds, unless wou submit to the tens not understand that thatis the position at al.
specitied ii the Act-unlesf you allow iii-These funds are forthcomiing, to every dis-
spection to take place -,unless you aliow the' trict, whether it is Roman Catholie or not,
examination of vour t cachers, and unless a4d the powers of the trustees that govern
you cornply cih ertain reuain, deenied the schools are virtually unlimited. It is
by the provincial auithoritiesto Le necessary not a sectarian school in any shape or form.
for the education of the people. You can read prayers or you need not read

prayers. You can read the Bible or not; it
lion. M. L -Has it niot con- is lef t to the trustees thernselves to sav what

fiscated their propertyll they shat do, and in that sense the schools
igho. T c says yoshall not ae dolthrare non-sectaian. The position of the

pulo fnds unles youT---ÇN subm t o theltersntudrtn.httai h oiina

m inority in Manitoba has frequently been

Hon. M. M ILLAN-las not the compared to the position of the Protestant

School Act of 1890 confiscated tue school inority in Queec, but there s no parallelyuIcopy th berang r tons Roma between them. The public schools in Quebecythoe roviniva uothoits.to bnes i are Roman Cathoair schools, iin whieh theirforthe iieductatioo the ol axes . Dee religion is part of teireducation; the publie

hotar nonsetaran Thet postio ofoo the wih e

colleted fron the minoriti of Manitoba sehools in Manitoba are non-sectarian
sha.ll now o( to the supiport of rublic schools, and the grievance is in that.

schîools ?

Hon. Mr. B(ULTON-No.

lion. Mr. McM ILL A N-Aîre
deprived of rights they had prior
sage of the Act

Hon. Mr. MASSON-Does not the hon. gen-
tleman think that, in view of the announce-
ment made by the government that they are

they not to bring the school question up to be dis-
to the pas- cussed, it is rather useless at the present

moment to bring on a debate prematurely?
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boes the hon. gentleman think it is in the Hon. Mr. BOULTON-1 do not think
interest of the country that we should go that the hon. gentleman from Mille Isles
in1to this discussion now? at all takes the ground that I have not a

right to be heard ;he only desires that I
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The debate on the should not introduce the subject for discus-

address is one of the annual debates. It is sion now, and I respect his motives and
the privilege of a menber to enlarge the dis- his broad and liberal mind, but I feel
cussion as he sees fit, and there is no law the importance of this question. I do
against it. It is merely a inatter of policy not want to see the Dominion of Can
as the hon. gentleman said. I have no desire ada precipitated into a constitutional difli-
to impose my views at the present moment, if culty from which it may be very difficult
itis against the wish of the hon. gentlemen to extricate itself. I can see that the
who take a different view, but I say there is government is disposed to rush on to the
nothing like warning the government in difficulty irrespective of the wishes of the
tilie. I say that it is unwise to impose upon people. As the hon. gentleman says, we
a province that has so unmistakably shown cannot move the government--they are
its dislike to be coerced-it is not only in- bound to do it, but I can warn the govern-
expedient in the public interest but it is un- ment that if they attempt to coerce Mani-
Wise in the interest of the people whom you toba they will work great injury to the
are trying to befriend to attempt to put c untry. If they are determined to bring
legislation on the statute book that bears in a bill, as the hon. gentleman says they
that character, and if I can express mny are, it is very likely to be defeated in
views that will cause the government to parliament. If it is defeated the House
hesitate before taking that step, I think now will be dissolved and the government will
isthe time to speak. go to the country on it. If the leader of

the government is determined to precipitate
ion. Sir FRANK SMITH-Would it a constitutional conflict on religious questions

lot be better to wait until the bill is in the country when it can be avoided, he
before us ? ias assumed a grave responsibility and

taken a position that is not justifiable
Hlon. Mr. BOULTON-No, when every- in virtue of his long career as an exponent

thing is cut and dried I might speak for ten of exactly the opposite doctrine. I am not
hours without, in the slightest degree, affect- one of those who approach the subject with
Ig the result. any spirit of prejudice or with any desire to

hurt the feelings or impair the friendly
lion. Mr. MASSON-Does the lion. genî- sentiments which should exist among the

tieran suppose that the government will, Canadian population. I have as great an
at this stage, withdraw the bill that they affection for my French Canadian fellow-
have pronised ? There is no use in warn- countrymen and as great respect for their
ing the government ; they are determined religion as they have themselves. I dro not
to bring down the bill, and all that the hon. believe in materialisi. My faith is a Chris-
gentleman has to say or can say cannot affect tian faith, and a knowledge of the Bible is
their position. It is not a very agreeable essential to a Christian education. We may
sIu.bject to discuss. differ as to the interpretation of its tenets,

and the methods of teaching it, but we are
. ion. Mr. DEVEIR-The lion. gentleman united on the principles it inculcates--but

1s a representative of Manitoba, and he has a circumstances arise in conducting legislation
right to speak on behalf of his province as which may arouse passions and cause serious
Well as any other member of the House. It trouble in the country. If a religious con-
1s proper that he should express his views. test is to be the result of the coming elec-
it does not alter the policy of the govern- tion, the lion. gentlemen will do great
inent ; if they are strong enough to carry injury to the Dominion and will isolate the
the mfeasure they have pronised to introduce, sympathies of that western country, if they
't Will not alter the circumstances at all ; in their present weakness are to1 be held
but it is quite right that we should hear down by a dominant majority iii parliament.
the sentiments that are held by a large por- I warn the government, while it is yet time,

O Of the people of Manitoba. that it is not wise to perpetuate the attitude
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that they assume on this occasion-that it is quence of what 1 might cali the disturbed
quite unnecessary to invade the domain of state of the world. Thank God, wbat was
provincial legislation, in order to redress! threatening a short tire ago bas apparent
any grievance of the minority of Manitoba. died out; at the saie time the ebullition of
-- that they can be fully satisfied by means'feeling shows that there is an under current
that will not injuriously affect the constitu- i of restlessness throughout the world, and we
tion of Canada or infringe upon the liberties cannot close our eyes to the fact that we
of the people. I wish to express these views may some day be calb d upon to defend our
while there is yet time, while the govern- shores. That our powerful neighhours to the
ment may yet be moved. The only other south of us will ever invade our territory or
subject which I wish to touch upon is the seek to destroy our homes 1 do not believe;
clause which appears in the address referring we are too nuch bound Up in inutuai inter-
to the intention to provide ,for the botter ests and associations, but we have on pro-
arming of our milittia and the strengthening vious occasions of lato years bad to take up
of Canadian defences. We are jus. ly pro ad arins in order to defend our homes from
of our Mounted Police and their effectiveness marauders, and it inay be necessary at some
in assisting in the peaceful settlement of our future time to do so again. Unfortunately
large territories. Our small standing force'tb re is a jealousy amongst the nations id the
is steadily improving in efficiency. A move- power and prestige of Great Britain, but 1
ment is on foot to induce the British govern- thi k that their just senso will see that
ment to establish the depot of the Royal that jealousy is unfounded. Britain bas ex-
Canadian regimient raised in Canada some 38 tendedher empire narvellously and extendud
years ago that Canadians may have the op- ber commerce and the benefits of Chris-
portunity of joining the Imperial service. I tian civilization and constitutional govoîn-
hope it may be successful. As an old soldier, ment to al parts of the world, and it is to
who left Canadain1858 with that regimentl be oped she will not witbout protest per-
can express myfeelingson this clauseof thead- Mit that unsullied record to bo broken in the
dress more freely because I thoroughly realize Transvaal, which bas latelv been tho scene
the importance of arming our militia properly. of strife caused by a sense of injustice on the
At present they are armed with an obsolete part of a large industrious community with-
weapon, and there is no use in keeping up a in its borders tbrougb tho witbbolding of the
force on paper merely. The efforts we have daims of citizenship wbicb ah onliglitened
put forth fron year to year to induce the people enjoy. Wbere the people of Great
peopleof Canadato be moreliberal intheir sup- Iritain plant their foot thoy do not pur-
port of the militia haveup tothe present been sue a seltisb pohicy. Their guiaing motto
unsuceessful. Unfortunately, the condition bas beon and is to-day to do unto others as
of the world at the present moment affords they would that others sbould do unto them.
ample justification to the government to i Wherevor the Britisb flag is unfurlod other
make an improvement now. I only hope nations recei% e the saine benofits and treat-
that they will do their utmost to put the ment that Britsb subjects enjoy, a policy
force on a better footing, in recogni- vhicb is in direct contradistinction to tiat
tion of the single-minded efforts which the pursuod by uther nations. Wberever Britain
members of the force are themselves making bas gone, she bas opened [or ports to other
to improve the efficiency of the service nations upon t'e same f ree and liberal
and make it an honour to the country. terms as to bei own people, and îîot
There is no spirit which can be more advan- only that, but lias accorded protpetion to
tageously fostered than the military spirit so the inhabitants of tbe most out]ying por-
universal in our population. Out peopl- are tions of the world. It is not wise to show
active and energetic, and find an outlet for jealousy of a nation so long as she continues
their enthu,iasm and energy in their to act in that mannor, and it is wjse for us
military training, and they ought to be to stand at ber backand asist ber in main-
assisted in every reasonable way both by taining tbat position among tbe nations. Lt
providing them with botter arms and teach- sbould bo our aim to endeavour to share ber
ingthem how to use these arms,and by giving prosperity by adopting the same broad and
them botter opportunities to practice. It is liberal policy that bas enabled ber to extend
unfortunate that we are called upon to render her commerce and is giving ber the weah
assistance to the force in this way in conse- to exert the power she has displayed in
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proioting her own interests and the tions, to a f ree trade tariW than that of
Ititerests of the world in every corner of Great Britain, and I think that there is no
the globe. In foreign countries where the'better proof of this than the figures
ifluence of Great Britain is exerted, bene- furnished by the hon. gentleman himself-
fits have freely flowed. She has given to'that the revenue collected by the British
Egypt an equitable mode of taxation, and a government last year was £101,000,000 or
n1er'ciful way of collecting the revenues. between twelve and a haif and thirteen
She has concluded a convention for the sup- dollars per capita, whereas under the tarif
Pression of the slave trade, and the freeing of Canada, with ail its faults, the revenue
of slaves there. In China, Sir Robert collected f rom our population was only six
liart's large staff collects the revenues for dollars per head. Hon gentlemen wili see
the Chinese Imperial Exche tuer, and is at once that our tariff is less burdensome
sloWly but surely laying the foundation for tlan theirs. It must be admitted that the
e better political system in that densely people of Canada are a more prosperous and
POpulated country. Through north-western a happier people, better fed and better clad,
India she is penetratng to southern China, with more money in their pockets per cap-
and carrying with her to that dense popula- ita, than the people of Great Britain; and
tion, the enlightenment of western civiliza- in making this assertion, I do not say it in

tb.ion. The history of progress in I ndia bears a spirit of hostility to Great Britain.
its Own evidence of the wisdom of ber rule.
Africa is gradually unfolding to the world the Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Where is your
Possibility of covering the face of that dark evidence?
continent with that sane peaceful progress
and industry, and in unlocking its mysteries Hon. Mr. DEVER-I will furnish the
she is foremost, leading the van with her evidence. We have no paupers in Canada,
Political liberty, freedom of trade and pro- wh ch i, sonething that cannot be said of
tection of the rights of all. Unhappily the Great Britain. One of the best authotities
toers have provoked a conflict with a large -a man who cannot be accused of dilyalty
proportion of their population by withhold- or any unkind feeling towards Great Britain
11g from them t i principles of liberty and -the editor of the 1 Re%,iew of Reviews,"
citizenship, which may for a time stay her estimates that in Great Britain, witb its
hand, but if she proudly sails lier flying population of thirty-six millions, there are
(uadron upon the bosom of the world's about sev:'n hundred thousand men out of

Oceans it is with a just sense of her rectitude work. We have no men out of work in
of Purpose and ber honesty in carrying it Canada to speak of. He also comes to the
Out for it is only when the jealousy of other conclusion that there are eigbt hunlred
natios holds her in check, that the benefits thousand paupers-that is one of the effects
Of her Christain civilization are withheld. of the British tarif with its thirten dollars

per head imposed on al, rich and poor alike.
lion. MNIr. bDEVER-We must ail feel Out of every 1,000 inhabitants 900 die

Plea8ed with the speech of the lion. gentie- witout leaving any property whatever. Can
"an. It was eLquentb and gracefuleand the that be said of Canada? thlink not. There
groul( whicd he hal covered was so extensive is lardy a can in Canada to-day tht bas

at we mubtadmite bis industry and research not sone property at least. Again, we are
bringing together the many facts which tolld that about 8,000,000 of the population

placed before the denate. But of Great Br ain maintain existence sn the
whilst 1 say this much for the bon. gentae- borders of desitution, and 20,000,000 are

an, I cannct agree with aht that he bas poor. I must say tbat there is apparently
aid- He has declared hinpself positively a soeting wrong about the tarif of Great

free trader, and he hikens the objeet of bis Britain, and the conclusion I bave arrived at
love to the free tradetariff of Great Britian. is that it is a tarif made for the classes and
1,0n the other hand, by training or otberwise, not for the masses, because no such poverty
have always feit that the true' path for the as this couli exist in a country which boasts
00rnlrnerce of this c'ýuntry was a revenue tariff. of tbe wealth which we ail know is to be
Takang these two positions, I wish to show found in Great Britain, if the tarif bore
that the tariff of Canada, in my opinion, is equally upon every inhabitant. To prove
Ilwore nearly allied, with one or two excep- that it docs not do so, a will read an ex-
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tract from the tariff returns, which I think
will show clearly that the systein is not a
just one or one that we should imitate-in
fact, I rather lean to the view expressed by
Sir Charles Hibbert Tupper, that it is not
a good systei. I find on reference to the
tariff returns that $233,000,000 are raised
annually upon the drink and tobacco, largely
used by the unfortunate and poor. That
cannot be said to be a tariff made in the
interests of the working classes as my hon.
friend bas claimed. He stated that labour
pays nothing in Great Britain. I ask, then,
what causes this condition of affairs?
What makes so many paupers and keeps so
many in poverty up to the day of their
death? What imakes so much wretchedness?

Hon. Mr. POWER-The duty on beer
apparently.

Hon. Mr. DEV ER-lIn my opinion we had
better regard the policy of the governiment of
Canada in a less acrimonious spirit and less
from a party standpoint. I admit that there
are excrescences upon our tariff which might

they may not be able to make
millions, to make such a living that no man
need feel ashamed of his country. I am not
greatlv concerned as to whether this govern-
ment or that controls the destinies of the
country. If the majority of the Feople declare
for a revenue tariff J would be satisfied to
see one framed on a basis of 20, 25 or een
30 per cent, but I hold that it is not right that
certain classes of goods should be admitted
free while other classes bear the whole but-
den of the taxation. That I think may
fairly be called class legislation, and that is
the fault which is to be found with the
tariff of Great Britain, which is framed large-
ly for the maintenance of the army and
navy. These are necessary, I admit, and the
country must raise a revenue for their sup-
port, otherwise its existence would be termi-
nated in a very short time, but I think
there is no necessity for introducing such a
tariff into this country. The one we have
is based on fairness. We only require to
make it a little more uniform and to avoid
the harrassing of any particular class.

he renoved with benetit to the country. Hon. Mr. McCALLUM.-I ask the
One of them, I think, is that which favours indulgence of the House while I make a few
the Massey Manufacturing Company so remarks in reply to my hon. friend fron
largely, for I do not think it is right that Shell River. He has brought a strong
they should be enabled, by any provision of indictment against the national policy, I
the tariff, to sell their goods in foreign was one of the advocates of the retention
countries cheaper than they are sold at of the Canadian market for the Canadian
home. I pointed out last var that there people long before that policy was adopted,
was another occupation in Canada which and I remember the time when we had free
had, during four years, according to the trade on the one hand without any corres-
public accounts, made profits out of the tariff ponding benefit on the other. That was
to the extent of S7,000,000. That is what might be called a jug-handled policy.
another excrescence which, in my opinion, The Americans were allowed to cone in and
requires adjustment but with the undersell our people at their own doors,
removal of these I honestly believe while on the other hand a stone wall was
that we would have (me of the best raised against the admission of our agricul-
tariffs, from the standpoint of the working tural products into the United States. The
classes, that could be devised. If there is object iii adopting the national policy was
anything wrong about it, the objectionable to assist the industries of Canada so as to
feature cati easily be modified; but I hold keep the Canadian market for Canadians.
that it is tot necessary that we should J believe every man within hearing of mv
follow the tariff of Great Britain to make voice who is not a political partisan, will
this a manufacturing country. So sure as agree with me that that is the fact. Has
we adopt that policy we shall import into not the effect been to retain the market for
this country an inferior population. We the Canadians ? Certainly. My lion. friend
all know how liable manufactures are to from Shell River tells us about the very low
fluctuation, and in times of depression we price of wheat in Canada to-day. Does he
would he confronted with a starving popula- not know that a depression exists all over the
tion in our cities. I think the object world in the price of agricultural products,
to be attained is to progress evenly and is he not aware that the cause is simply
and to enable our people, thougli over-production?
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Hon. Mr. BOULTON-And over-taxa-
tion.

lion. Mr. McCALLUM-How are we
going to remedy that over-taxation by allow-
lng the Americans to come into this country
and flood it with their products, underselling
Our merchants altogether ? He has another
grievance-when he goes to Toronto
With his beef he finds that it will only bring
2½ cents a pound while that which we export
to England brings 3½ cents. If he would
consider for a moment he would observe that
it is only the best beef that is sent out of the
country. The heavy animals are selected
for export, because the freight charges are
reckoned on a per capita basis.

say that I approve of the policy of the gov-
ernment in that respect, because thereby
employmient is given to our working people,
which is a great benefit to the country. As
I said before, there are many questions
referred to in the speech from the throne,
and I must say that I do not approve of the
stand taken in regard to all of them, but I
do approve of the fiscal policy of the govern-
ment. My hon. friend referred to the bye-
elections. Wherever they have taken place,
at least in Ontario or to the west of that
province, the national policy has been
upheld. My hon. friend tells us that he has
not a shadow of doubt that he is correct.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-In my own mind.

lion. Sir FRANK SMITH-So much per Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-" His mind to
head. him a kingdom is," and of course he has a

right to think as hie likes, as long as hie does
lon. Mr. McCALLUM-The national not think too loud. My hon. friend is a good

policy was adopted to assist the industries natured gentleman, and I sonetimes feel
of Canada, to give work to our own people sorry when I interrupt 1dm as I so often do,
and to keep the Canadian market for the but he is in the wrong 80 far as what is
Canadian producers. Is there any mari who called the national policy is concerned.

say that it hias not had that efnect? Reference hoas been made to a revenue tarif.
- What have we now but a revenue tariff?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-If the hon. gen Would the hon. gentleman care to go back
tleman will allow me to interrupt him for to a tariff of 17½ per cent levied indis-
a Moment, I merely wish to show the cause criminately on everything? I think not.
Of the difference between the price of 3½ Let the government stand by the national
cents obtained in England and the price of policy, and let them understand that the
2½ cents realized in this country. England moment they depart from it they will hear
being a free trade market is able to pay 3ý from the people, nine-tenths of whom in My
cents, while the protective market can only opinion are in favour of that policy. Even if
afford to pay 2ý cents. the opponents of the government were to

come into power would they give us free
lion. Mr. McCALLUM-But what about trade? I think not, and I hope not. I

the freights on shipments to the old country ? think not, because I do not see how they are
That is what explains the enhanced price. going to raise a revenue. I do not think
One would think, to hear the hon. gentleman that it would be by direct taxation. It is
talk, that Great Britain was a land flowing true that I have not read as much as some
With nilk and honey so far as the agricultural people have, but I have read a little, and I
classes are concerned. The fact is, however, venture to say that any party that advocates
that there is a very great agricultural de- direct taxation will not receive very cordial
Pression in England as well as in the rest of support. The condition of our people is
the world. The depression lias been general, good. I maintain that there is not to-day a
and I defy any one to show me a country people on God's footstool better fed and
that has come out of it better than Canada better clad than are the Canadian people.
bas. It is perhaps pertinent to inquire how We hear to-day from the party in opposition
We Would have weathered the storm had it about the lamentable condition of affairs in
rIot been for the national policy. Not the United States, but a few years ago they
llearly so well in my opinion. My hon. held it up as a land flowing with milk and
rlend, whenever he makes a speech in this honey. They were exceedingly anxious then

thue refersto the rebates of duty granted to for unrestricted reciprocity, commercial
e Massey Manufacturing Company. I must union, and everything of that kind; but all

5
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that is past now. I can only say to the ment while loo>king on, but I think it night
governinent that if they wish to carry the have been just as well if those internal dif-
country they must stick to the protective ficulties of the governnent had been settled
policy. There may be sone amendments before the meeting of parliament. The ad-
necessary, but that is an easy matter to dress goes on to say :
arrange. I must say that the last time the We rejoice that Your Excellency is able to co-
tariff was amended it was not improved very gratulate us upon the evideuc(e of increased acti-
much. The government made an attempt vity in the various branches of commerce and in-
to lower the duties, and in my opinion they dustry.
made a very great mistake. I ar glad to see f rom a subsequent para-

Hon. Mr. POWER-I had hoped that graph of the address that His Excellency
the debate would have terminated before observed in British Columbiaa very consider-
this time ; but J cannot say that I regret miovb Idnt tinkat ny o
very much that it has been prolonged be- who
cause the bon. gentleman from Sheli River would venture to say that there are many
bas furnished us with a great deal of vïlu-
able information, some of which is a littevarious branches of comere and industry
premature but is nevertheless acceptable.
The truth cannot be impressed upon the own impression is that among commercial
minds of hon. members too often. Now, I n ý e tis conceded that the past year bas
do not propose to discuss the question of the ne
national policy. The hon. gentleman from say tbat it bas been less prosperous in
Shell River and some of the gentlemen who Canada than in the republic to tbe
followed him have discussed that subject south of us; but it cannot be denied,
fully; and I think the hon. gentleman from I think, that the year bas not been
Monck spoke a whole volume in one word
when he made use of the expression, A prope n the boe Ts one para-
policy which is called the national policy." every one can cordially unite, and it is one
It reminded me of the "street which is to which I do not think attention bas been
called straight " and which is a very crooked called by any previous speaker. Lt is as
street indeed. Having discussed the follows
national policy for upwards of three hiurs,
including tbe last hour of yesterday's It affords bs much pleasure to hear that a special
sitting, I think we wight now have a look feature of the sauie tour consisted in the oppor-tt a e i ef tuities obtained for visiting a nuiber of the In-vtan Reservations and also the Indian Industrial
the tbrone. Thb'ý second paragraph says Schools. We are glad to learu that on the former

We also thank your Excellency for inforing us Your Excellency was received wit.bi hearty denion-
that, in accordance with the annouicevent made stration of loyalty and goom-will, while in connec-
during the last session, Parliamet lias been sum- tion with the latter, the proofs of proficiency and
znoiied sonewhat in ad'ance of the usuae period. intelligence o d the part of the children were bighly

I do not know wrether is Excellency's gg

advisers, wben tbey caused parliament to be If there is one part of ber adinistration of
suminoned for the second of January, knew which Canada bas reasonable ground to be
tat the curtasn was to be rung down for proud, it is the Indian Department, and
several days before the pty should actually while not wisbing te refect upon our
begin. If tbey did not, it was of course per- neigbours to the south of us, iay say that
fectly justifiable and rigbt tu summon par- the manner in wbic the Indians of this
liament to ineet on the 2nd inst., but if they country have been dealt with, and the suc-
did foresee tbe events which bave been going cess which bas attended tbe efforts of our
on during the last ten days, not in parlia- government in that connection, for a very
ment but outside of it, tbink it would ave striking and satisfactory contrast to the
been better not to have called the le gisla- resuirs of tbe inetbods adopted in tbe ad-
tors toaether until the differences among joining republic. I tink I shal have to
the memuers of the government bad been ask permission to toucb upon a paragraph
arraged. 0f course we bave been afforded wbicb I inadvertent y passed by, namely
a good deal of information and some amuse- the one which relates to the harvest of the
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Past year. We all unite in a feeling of Montreal of ail places in the Dominion can
thankfulness that the harvest has been good; talk about the righteousness of our rulers is
but there is just one observation which oc- sonething that quite passes my underrtanding.
currs to me to make in that connection. If
I understood him aright, the bon. gentle- Hon. Mr. ALMON-And the Baie des
iflan who moved the address, claimed that Chaleurs matter.
it was the righteous administration of the!
governmnent which had brought down upon Hon. Mr. POWER ho.
the country the blessings of Providence. ie

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-Not very ancient.

There is no doubt about that. Hon. Mr. P3WER-Yes, it is quite
ancient, and the mnen who were

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not propose to more or
argue that question at any length, but I i le g i in them have
think that there are some utterances to be left this world, and I think they might
found in a very authoritative work to the be allowed to rest in peace. The hon. gen-
effect that God makes the sun to shine, and tieman laugls, but it is not very long since
the rain to fall upon the just and the unjust a -entleman who had been associated withalike. In the same book reference is made t M
to the fact that the wicked shall flourish a' by every one who knew anything about the
a green bay tree. These passages do not
seem to alt ogether harmonize with the theory quite capable of going just as low as anyn A i iember of the Mercier aiministration can

Hon. Mr. OWENS.-The hon. gentle-
Man might go further and refer to the text
which says that when the rulers are corrupt
the land mourneth.

earnestly urged to enter the present admin-
istration of Canada. Under these circum-
stances, it does not become the hon. gentle-
man to go back to the old Baie des Chaleurs
railway story. Mr. Mercier, I am afraid,
was no, better th1, d C

lon. Mr. POWER.-Yes, the land does i t s Qubc ua ny on-
'fourn. There has been considerable evi- servative and neyer got over his Conserva-
dence of that recently, and the people are tive ways.
anxious to have a chance to show how badly
they feel. I am surprised, however, that the Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
hon, gentleman fron Argenteuil, who I un- The hon. gentleman is quite right; and
derstand resides in Montreal, and the hon. when le found the rascality of those with
gentleman from De Salaberry, who seconded whom he was afterwards associated, he went
the address, should, above all other members, back to bis first love.
talk about the righteous administration of Hon. Mr. POWEl-I think the state-
the government; because it is only a few
Ionths since certain transactions took
placenear to the truth as the reasons which were
18 Commonly known as the Curren Bridge
scandal, which did not go to indicate that

l'1gteo5~~5  wa a harctersti ofwitli the political history of Quebec knowsrighteousness was a characteristic of
the government. Then, not very long before, that that was not the reason why the lon.
the time of parliament was taken up in deal- gentleman who was asked to join this gov-

îfg with some matters relationg to transac- ernment ceased to support the Mercier
tions affecting thegovernment. It was a very different reason
Whieh were nte uoeec Hao urdiat works, but I do not propose to talk of it bere.
whih er not supposed to indicate exces-
8ive righteousness on the part of the govern- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL

1et. I could have understood it if What was it?
hon, gentlemen who come from the North-
West, or British Columbia, or even Nova
Scotia, wereto proclaim the probity of thegov- the Mercier government were too bad for
ernment, but how gentlemen who come from him.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- laid before us, we shall be in a better posi-
Your statement does not make it a fact. tion to judge of the exact merits of the two

sides of the story. Our old friend, the fast
Hon. Mr. POWER-I say those who are Atlantic service, appears in another par-

familiar with the political history of the agraph. In this paragraph I regret that it
province of Quebec say that, and there are seens to be further away than it was some
honourable gentlemen in my hearing who years ago. A few years ago we were making
know that what I state is true. My statement contracts, and now there is only an expres-
is probably as good as the first minister's; it sion of gratification that the Imperial auth-
is not any better. The next paragraph to orities have announced their willingness to
which I propose to refer is the one dealing grant a substantial subvention. I have not
with the Manitoba schools. We ail cordially ýeen the document in which they have made
unite in saying that we share the regret the announcement, but prob tbly it is a sort of
that the advisers of the Lieutenant-Governor conditional willingness. However, when it
have declined to entertain favourably the cones we shah be glad to see it. Then
suggestions made by the government here, with respect to some littie discussion which
and thereby have rendered it necessary for took place in connection with this Manitoba
His Excellency's government to introduce school question I shaîl cal] attention to a
legislation in regard to this subject. It is fact-h have forgotten now which hon.
very nuch to be regretted indeed that this gentleman opposite condened very strong-
question, which could be so much more ly the conduct of the Greenway adminis-
readily and satisfactorily settwed in the tration, or the Liheral party as he terms
legislature of Manitoba, has not been settled them, in Manitoba-but I remember that in
there instead of being brought here. The 1892, and again during the prée'nt session,
hon. member from Sheil River made an oh- the Conservative opposition in Manitoba
servation in connection with this Manitoba went just as far in their hostility to n.ea-
school question which I do not think he sures of redress for the minority as the
should have made without first very carefufly governmenit party did ; so I do not think
weighing the matter. oie spoke of the there is much to choose between them. It
tyranny- that was not just bee word he used, is a case of Manitoba against the rest of the
but practically that was his meaning--of the country apparently. The next paragraph
Parliament of Canada in undertaking to to which I desire to cal attention is a very
oppress the province of Manitoba. Now the short one but somewhat important:
hon. gentlemnani seemed to, forget that the Nen observe with great interest that our atten-
majority in lManitoba had oppressed the tion will be asked to easres intended to provide
ninority. for t e better araoing of oui iiip itia, and the

strengthiening of Canadian defences.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No. Now, lion. gentlemen, I should have prefer-
red that that paragraph had not appeared

Hon. Mr. POWER-We8l, that is the in the address, not because I am opposed to
opinion, apparently, of the Judicial Com- the policy indicated there, but because, while
mittee of the Privy Council, and it is the it is the duty of the government to deal with
opinion of the minority in Manitoba; and if the matter to whic this paragraph refers,
the provisions of the constitution are carried yet under aIl the circustances it would
out in a judicious ay, that is not tyrnny. have been better to have attended to the

matter, and have said nothing about it in a
bon. Mr. i OULTON-There is a vast public document like this. You will

difference between oppression and agriev- observe that in the mother country, a-
ance. though they have donc a good deal in mak-

ing ready for wqir, the governtent has not
Hon. Mr. POWER-It is one of those said muci about it, and think that would

distinctions without very fuch difference. be the wisest poicy for us-to do everything
However, this is one of those questions as to e could to get ready every possible defence
which it is better not to speak without the but not to publish to the world, and
book. When we see the measure which is to our neighbours principally, the fact that
to be introduced, and when the papers we were doing that work. I cannot agre
which are promised by His Excelency ar" altogether with the gentleman who preceded

out~~~~~~ ~~~ inajdcoswycta snttrny
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me on this side of the House with respect for a good many years and we are glad that
to what ought to be done. I can quite see'it ha core. Then there is an expression of
that the proposal to build fortifications at satisfaction that the commissioners appoint-
regular distances along the frontier is per- ed by Great Britain and he United States
fectly absurd. I do not think that would for the purpose of delimiting the boundary
commend itself to any business man or to between Alaska and Canada have concluded
any soldier, but we might go a little further their labours and have signed a joint report
than the hon. gentleman from Ottawa for presentation to their respective govern-
Proposed to go. I am not a soldier monts. It is more gratifying to know
in any sense, and I may be all'that the commissioners have agreed than
wrong about it, but I think that in that they differod, but the difflculty in deal-
addition to the fortifications at Esquimalt ing with tho country to the south of us is
and Halifax and sone other places on the that vhen the authorities who migbt be
coast, there should be some steps taken to supposed to roprosent tiie government of the
protect the lake ports, and that thiere should country have agreed with us, the legis-
be one harbour on each lake which could, in lative branches of thegovernmont are not
time of difficulty, be used as a harbour of re- likely to agree, and whilo I am pleased to
fuge for Canadian vessels on the lakes. It know that our commissionors bave agreed
seems to me that it would be a judicious thing with the United States coýuîîissioners, 1 do
to do. Steps ought to be taken also looking not expect to see any ratification of that
towards protecting the approaches to our boundary matter for some considerablo tire,
great cities. We know how a comparatively at any rate not before the next presîdential
small Canadian force in thŽ war of 1812 election. 1 cordially en(orse the paragraph
was able to defeat a large hostile army which appears on the question of copyright.
narching upon Montreal, and it would be a Froi ail 1 can leara thoro is now a prospect

Judicious thing now to see in what places of having this question settled on a basis
fortifications might he erected, or any rate'which wi1l lx fairly satisfactorrto the Eng-
arrangements madle to mass troops in case lish authors and publishers and fairly satis-
of war. The hon. gentleman from Victoriai factory to our own publishers. The matter
(Mclnnes) seemed to think it would be weil as been for a long time in a very unsatis-
to reduce the nuniber of the militia and to factory condition, and it is gratifying to
train thein more in marlismanship than at know that that condition of things is going
present. I do not think the militia are too'to end. The second to last paragraph
nurmerous, but I quite agree with him in says:
thinking that if more money and more tiie -Ne are pleased to learn tlat the revenues'of the
Were devoted to teaching our militiamen tos
shoot straight, and if a little less mioney and that the Iroinisel equilibrium between income
Was spent up on other things in connection and expetiditute on consolidatcd fumul account for
with the nilitia, it would be a good deal the present year bids fair to le realized.
better. Nowadays, with the improved arms Well lon (cntien
We have, the old fashioned discipline is of me .tn itthttere is a graduai and continuousVery little consequence. A thousand miien
Who are properly trained marksmen will n he revnue of t e caun
dispose of a hostile force now before thoeyaPo less the duties are higher than they wvere, I
get within 300 yards of them. In old times (10 not s hov we cat have much increase.
the old Brown Bess would not carry beyondthe odBonBswodfltcry eodIi is true that during the current year it is
300 yards. We ought to recognize that n
change in the conditions of warfare, and
devote more time than we do to teaching 1 t0ur 3Othi June ]ast there was a deficit of fourOUr Young men how to shoot accurately. and a ha millions, and li, gentlemen will
Then the speech proceeds : ta

We are gratified to learn that the growth ofMackenzie administration because they had
Populatio'n in the North-west Territories, as dis
closed by the last eneration, f deficits, and they will surprised to lear
representation in parliament and that a bill for that that deficit Iast vear wasthj5 purpose will be laid before us. al Mr. Mackenzie's decits taken together.

We are glad to hear of that increase of 1 do not attrihute any criminaliry to the
Population. We have been looking for it government. They are spending fourteen
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and fifteen millions more than Mr. Macken- mentary business than we have had during
zie spent, and they said he spent too much. the past fortnight would be difficult to
Still circumstances alter cases. This ad- conceive.
dress hopes that the promised equilibrium
will be realized during the present year. I Hon. Mr. PERL EY-I suppose it would
do not think it will in any case, but the in- be proper for me to apologize to the hon.
troduction of the hon. gentleman who has, member for Shell River for not being pre-
recently been High Commissioner in Eng- sent during his speech. I heard a few of
land is calculated to prevent that happy re- his remarks, however, and I must take ex-
sult being attained, because one unfailing ception to those remarks as expressing the
characteristic of that hon. gentleman always sentiments of a portion of the people in the
had was that lie spent money very freely- North-west. I was a supporter of the
public money I mean. Perhaps I might be national p,,licy even before I went to the
allowed to say somnething in reference to' great North-west. I was a supporter of the
what was said by the hon. gentleman from railway policy of the government when I
St. John, on the subject of pauperism in was in New Brunswick. I have always
England, which lie attributed to the trade supported those policies of the government
policy. Inasnuch as pauperism and crime even in the North-west, because I believe
have diminished very muuch under the trade even in that country it tended in those two
policy, I do not think there is much in it. particulars, to build up not only the

Hon. Mr. DEVER-The statement is of North-west but Canada as a whole,
Hon. Mrt. DEE -fI am proud to know to-day that as the re-

a recent date. sult of that policy we have a magnificent
Hon. Mr. POWER-But the statistics railway system which would not have been

show that pauperism and crime have very established had it not been for the Con-
largely diminished in England under free servative party. Ny hon. friend com-
trade. plained about the price of the agricultural

inplenients ini the -North-west. 1 may tell
Hon. Mr. DEVER-It lias, because my him thatwhen 1 wasin that country in 1883

statistici are of recent date, and apply and 1884, I vas agent for the sale of those
altogether to a period subsequent to the implements, and J sold a binder for $300
adoption of free trade. at that time; to-day «1 would not take that

Hon. Mr. POWER-The address conti- binder with the three hundred dollars on the
nues :seat ofit and use it in preference to the

Your Excellency mnay rest assured that these binder i o the arme at
subjects and others which may come before us, a
shall have our earnest consideration. seven cents a pound, better twine than

Well, that is satisfactory. was forinerly used at a cost of
And your Excellency may safely rely on our wis- to ui

dom and prudence- -espric of lding up the National Policy.
I lipe ie ay. he ric oftiose articles nîay have been a

Ilittle high on the start, but of late years
-rnder the Divine guidance- they are able to compete with the United
Which I trust we may have. States manufacturers and seil cheaper. The

binder sold by thie Mas,ýey Company is sold
-to discharge with dignity and effect the high for thirt or fort dollars less than the

trus coiiiiite(l o or cre.United States binders and is a better binder.
When one reads that word Ildignity, " I am using the Cajiadian binder, and I say
one cannot help feeling that it is certainlv it is hetter than the United States article.
appropriate that this address should not However, there are a few people who are
have been adopted at the opening of the l ot patriotic, who say the United States
session, lecause if wve look at the things 1binder i a better Nitder. The Massey

vhich. bave happeied since the opening of binder, however, is sold cheaper in the
the session we can not feel that the ligch North-west Territories. The North-west has
trust coinmitted t our care bias aeen dis- thad a magnificent harvest. Not only have
charged wbith dignity and effect. Anything the people learned how to cultivate the sou

sore undignified in connection with parlia- to produce wheat, but it would astonish

bidrIpy.10fo oadw r
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yOu if I would tell you the amount of wheat crime being committed by Indians or
raised per acre. Wheat, oats and barley white men. It is a mistake to
are our staple grains, and we raise attempt to reduce that force fron what it
vegetbles also. The p ople who went was two or three years ago. I say it should
into wheat raising at first are now be increased. It is money well spent and
stock raising, so that from almost it will serve to preserve law and order. I
every town on the Canadian Pacific Railway hope the government will see their way to
Out to the Rocky Mountains cattle are increase the police force, and keep themn in
Shipped not only in carloads, but in train an efficient condition as they have been in
loads. We have shipped two complete train- the past, and they will build up the North-
loads from my own town, besides on several west in the confidence of the world and
Occasions one, two, three and four carloads, people will know that tieir lives and their
showing that the cattle of that countr aie property are safe wlen they coine into that
developing fast and becoming an important country. With r-g.rd to the school ques-
article of export with the farers of the tion, e
North-west. I am pleased to tell you also manner in which it las been by the people
that I have learned that the mining industry of Canada-not ile people of the North-
of British Columbia is developing, and west, or of Manitoba, but by political
1s inducing people to couie there. parties aIl over. It lias beconue a party
I have not myself visited the mines weapon and a subject of politicial contro-
yet. As regards the Indians, I feel'versy. I have always said fror the very
We can justly congratulate the govern- stan that I ar as good a Protestant as
ment of Canada on the go d treatment they stands in this muse. and as sucl, 1 daim
have given to the Indians of the North-west. to he a fair man and to do what is ight to
I know the savage state they were in when my fellov men. I say you cannot make
I first went to that country. Settlers were people Catholies, any xioi e than you can
in danger out on the plains. If you could make thein Protestants. 1 do not believe
have seen the heinousness of their actions, in tleir form or princ:ples of religion
You would think that if you wvent among any more ihan they do in mine.
thern you took your life in your hands ; but But if, instead of keeping this tire-
what do we find to-day ? They are docile brand burning to agitate the people of the
and civilized persons, making a living country, people would take a fair stand and
for themselves, in all the pursuits of agri- net upon that, there woul be no triuble in
culture and nanufacturing articles for theni- educating the people of the North- n est
selves. The Prime Minister visited the and Manitoba to do justice to ail. The
territorial fair there last year, and saw the true policy is to estabiish proper and effi-
Indian exhibits. I say that the exhibit cient scho<ls, taught by properly qualified
furnished by the Indians would do credit to teaclers, under government inspection, sup-
any class of people. It comiprised not ported with government money; ]et every
nierely articles of one kind, but there was a sehool be dismissed at a certain hour, and
dozen kinds. The Indians were trained at'let the priest, I vas going to say the Pope,
the industrial schools, and the exhibits were or King William say the prayers after
equal, if not superior to any other class of school hours. I believe that would coin-
exhibits at that fair. There was no exhibit mend itself to Roman Catholics and
that the white man produced at the fair Protestants; but every man is filled with
which was more creditable to him than the prejudice vhen outside interference is talked
lindian exhibit was to the Indian. With re- of, and they ail cry -Hands off." The peo-

gard to the police force, I regret that it lias pie of Manitoba do not want their rights
lot been kept up to the standard in num- infringed uton; they want b be al]owed to
ber that the requirem nts of the country legislate as they wiii; but if they wiil fot
and the circumstances would justify. I do deal out even handed justice, 1 say this
lot remember a case in my portion of the parlianent lias got to do it. and 1 will sup-
territory, Assiniboia, where an Indian has port that palicy. I arn glad to see that the
been arrested for a crime. The police are goveraient has considered the interests of
'lot housed up in Regina, but are scattered the fatmers, inasinuch as they intend to
Over the country, and the presence of a estahih a fast line of steamers. I know
Policeman is a safeguard against any that the ane will get ail the trade it can

manrichc thsbe ytepol
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do. It Will help to develop the territories reference to a seat in this House, and I
of the North-west, and I am sure that when inust do
the people get confidence in it the enterprise justice t
will be successful. With regard to the dir
militia, my hon. friend thinks it was wrong approacli
to insert that paragraph in the speech. it that on
is not put there in a hostile spirit. It is a time, a t
matter that should be mentioned in the'ernment
speech. The militia of the country should was recei
be kept in a good efficient condition, not or the
only as a means of defence in case of trouble acceptinî
arising, but because prevention is better ing of it.
than cure ; it is well to know that we are
able to meet an energency when it arises, The S(
and it will be a source of strength and con-
fidence to the people of Canada. I am
pleased to notice, also, that the North-west
have increased in population. That country
is improving and is settling up, not as fast as
we should like to see in some r spects, but
still there is an immigration into the coun- t
try and a settlinz all over, and byl the census
taken last vear tte populhaion lias increased on

the memb rs of the government the
o say that neither directly nor in-
iid any meinber of the governrment
me and offer me a seat. It is true
the 31st December, for the first
elegram from the head of the gov-
offering me a seat in this cham ber,
ved by me, and that sanie evening
rext morning I sent a telegran
g. There is the beginning and end-

nate then adjourned.

THE SENATE.

-a, Friday, January 17th, 1896.

PEAKER took the Chair at Thîree

so imucli that we are entitled to increased
representation. I am glad to see the Prayers and routine proceedings.
governient is g(ing to give us increased
representation, and I hope when that time THE MINISTERIAL CRISIS.
comes those who are representing that part
of the country will not act on the saime Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
principle that my hon. friend did and oppose Before proceeding with the debate on the
those who are giving us increased represent- address I desire to make a statement in
ation. reference to the course which I pursued in

connection with the minister ial crisis, for the
Hon: Mr. FERGUSON ioved the ad- purpose ,f placing it on record and for the

journment of the debate. re son that an hon. muember of the other
The motion was agreed to. bouse las made a staterent which miglt

hereafter be used to rny disadvantage.
A QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE. It is not often, nor do 1 consider it con-

ports with tlue dignity of this bouse, that
Hon. SirWIILLIAM HlIN(STON-I rise reference should be made, or coinrents in-

to a question of privilege. A paragraph in dulged in, upon the proceedings in the
the Globe has been brought to ny notice since
1 have had a seat here. I should not allude to when ministerial explarrations are being
it now if it had not concerned the manner made, after a crisis in the Cabinet, a de-
of my introduction into the Senate. T'le parture fror this wlýo1esonie rule rnay be jus-
paragraph reads as follows tified. I have already stated that in the ego-

The appointment of Sir \illiamll Hingston tiations whih led to the return of six mer-
the Senate wias a bare-faced proceeding. It woul bers of the Cabinet who ha resigned, there
seem that ie wt.s bribed to take the field with the were no stipulations nor conditions. J was,
promise of a senatorship. therefore, not a littie surprised on reading

Honourable gentlemen, there is not one in the official 1ebates of the bouse of Coin-
word of truth in that stitement. I speak mos of the l5th inst. the following state-
here in the presence of members of the gov- ruent by Sir Richard Cartwright
ernment, and I say that at no tine during
the cont est, previously or subsequently, until lt is iossible that even sncb a crew couid

i re ar of returiing except or, a urost dlistincet
the 31st Deceinber did I directlyorindirectly whetber wriUeu or verbal, that
approacoany mem berof the woternmentty of ti s a

referii e shold beae o ier ommesin-i
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owel nust make way for Sir Charles Tupper, THE ADDRESS.
Bart. TEýJDES

An hon. MEMBER-You are right for once. DEBATE CONTINUED.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT-Yes, right The Order of the Day being called--for once and right always, and right all through.

Resuming the further adjourned Debate on the
The interpolation was unwarranted and not consideration of His Excellency the (4overnor

based upon facts. I do not accuse the hon. Ceerail's Speech, on the opening of the Sixth

mlember of any desire to mnislead the House, Session of the Seventh Parliament.

nor do I blame Sir Richard Cartwright for Hon. Mr. WOOD said :-I shall ask your
concluding that some understanding of the indulgence for a short time only, while Ic0haracter indulgenceee ariedatbeindicated had been arrived at be- offer a few remarks upon some of the sub-
teen Sir Charles Tupper, Bart., and nmyself. jects which have been referred to in the
They are, however, both incorrect in the view debate that has taken place during the last
tey have taken. I desire, therefore, in order two days. In looking through the address

at my future course may not be misunder- which Ris Excellency bas presented for our
stood, to make this definite explanation cnsideration I feel that one of its most

When I met mv colleagues who still re- important clauses is that which refers to the
flained in the Cabinet, and submitted to dev elopment that lias taken place during the
temj the names of gentlemen who had last few years of the natural resources of the
honoured me by consenting to accept posi- country. I believe that this refers more
t10ns in the new Cabinet, I stated minutely particularly to the recent developnent of the
n811d positively the line of policy I proposed natural resources of British Columbia, and

tO follow. I as') stated, with perfect clear- in the hasty glance which I have taken atness, the course that I intended to take, the report that bas been placed in our hands
Personally, after the policy I had announced since we came here, I find there bas been a

ad been carried out. I desired to leave my very narked production in that part of Can-
colleagues without any doubt as to the course ada of lead and siiver bearing ores as wellintended to take, and I justified my deci as other valuable minerals. In this connec-8101 by arguments based on the best interests tion I was somewhat impressed by the
of the Conservative party--hich interests I remarks which were made by an hon. gentle-4eheve to be identical with the welfare of the man who represents that province in this
country. This alloccurred before negotiations House when lie suggested the propriety ofwere re-openedforthe return of the ministers establishing a Canadian mint. I an not
tho h-ad retired, and at a time when it was sufficiently acquainted with the advantages
thought reconciliation was impossible. At the that we would derive from the establishnmentmleetmnfg to which I have alluded, there were of a mint in this country, but I was
resent: Hon. Sir Adolphe Caron, Hon. iinterested in the observations of the bon.

Or Frank Smith, and Hon. Messrs. Costigan, gentleman, because I heartily endorse the
Ouihnet, Daly and Ferguson. principle which seems to be invol-ed in that

.have but to add, that when full expla- suggestion. I am one of those who believe
tions are given I have not the slightest that no effort should be spared to provide

houbt, the party I have served from my boy- every means which we possibly can to con-
:nd the country at large, will approve vert in this country the valuable natural

hf the course I have taken. I should not resources that we possess into articles of usehave referred to this unfortunate nunisterial and for general commerce. If theris agnid ford itnra ootce Ifee ttht the iemrs18 again, had it not been that the remark tion or proposition of the lion. gentleman is
s nade by an hon. mnembr of the louse a practical one and surrounded with not
Commons and bas become part of the too nany difficulties, I trust it will receivepermanent record of the House of Commons. from the government of the day the con-

sideration which it deserves. I should like

ho on. Mr. SCOTT--Nay I ask who the further to observe, in connection with this
R. gentlemuîani was who interrupted Sir subject, that it appears to me too little
chard Cartwright ? attention bas been paid in the past, and per-

haps too little importance to-day is attached

pion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Mr. to the natural resources of this country,
ope- and to the necessity which exists for their
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preservation. We ail admit that in this and (eserted and suent as an African*desert.
country we have natural resources of un- In ny opinion, it is important that these
linited extent, the value of which it is im- great natural resources, the produets of our
possible to estimate. In my opinion their i forests and the products of our mines, should
greatest value is that they are the most mi- be in some way preserved-if they are not
portant factors, and must in the future needed now, at least for future generations
be the most important factors in the devel- -in order to form the foundation for the
opient of the manufacturing industries of growth of the manufacturing industries to
this country. This Dominion of ours has whiuh I have referred. It may be said that
natural advantages and is sone day destined any action in this direction wilc retard our
to becorne a great manufacturiing country development. Well, that niay be true. It
and we are destined to becoie a great may be that there would be a temporary
manufacturing atd commercial people. We check upon our mining operations, or upon
certainly have many advantages an( therethese operations in the forest, to which 
are already indications in our country have referred ; but I s elieve that if it is so,
which point in that direction. 1 tbinik we and we preserve toe great and valuabie
may ai feel proud of the progress that we intural-rtesources, we can leave no hetter or
have made, and I believe that this is oiy a imore valua hie heritage to our cbildren and
foreshadowing of wbat we may expect in the to the generation wo are to follow us. I
future. I have noticed-and it vas frou w the was present in te ruse of Comnons whea
fact that I vad noticed this, and it is a sub- th exiort duty on logs was removed some
ject to which g rve given soe thought and years ago. In Wy humble way, I ventured
attention for a fei years past-that in the to enter ny protest to the leader of the
trade returns for the p esent year, aWnong governent at tbat time, the late Sir John
our exports ill be foundt some 283,000,000 A. Macdonald, aganst the action which
feet of the foiest products of this country he proposed ;o take. It was unavailng,
exportei in the shape of unmanufactured of course, and the export duty was removed
logs. Now the forests, next o the minerai in consideation of ome reduction in the
weao, of the country are the most inpor- duties on luaer in the United States. I
tant and in my opinion the nost valuabe of was, powever, of the opinion at that time
our natural resources. This exp rt of our that thpat action wals cowtrary to the best
fojest products in the shape of unawn ogs interests of the country. am of that
appear to me a waste a our naturat wealth opinion stil, and in ny humble judgment
and resources. It may be, of course, that a this country as not derived any reciprocal

fe persons-I do not think there can be advantages that are at ail commensurate
very nany, and I wou d not be much sur with the oss we have annually su stained
prisel to find that the petsons interested in from the sort of trade to which I have re-
this business are rnoetly foreigners-butferred. Passing from this subject another
there may be a few persons of this character clause in the address, which is closey con-
who are interested in timher linits, who de- necte with this, refers to the increased
rive some profit from these transactions, and activity in tbe various branches of our trade
and it is also no0 doubt true that a very large eand commerc. I presuime it is this clause
numb.r of persons, mosty, however, the in the address wich bas given oeca-ion for
cheapest class of labour employed in this'the remnarks of very many of the speakers
country, ind employment during the winter whco bave addre3sed the bouse upon the
months in cutting down this timber, and fiscal poiicy of the present governent. I
preparing it for transportation across agree with tho e wbop say tbat it is not ad-
the lakes. Now, hile those people may, visabe at this stage of the session to enter
fouring that timederive from the employment into a lengthy discussion of that policy, but
whica they receive a bare nivelihood, and in as it bas been referred to, it may Dot be
most instances, I think they get litt e if amiss to offer some few geeral observations
anything more, the country derives c per- on the subjeet. The hon, gentleman froin
manent avantage or benefit from business Shel River referred to it at the greatest
of that character. No sealth is created, length. He pursued a ine of argument
and no permianent benefit remains, and as wbich lias been foilowed by members of the
soon as the operations are completed, the Liberal party and by the press throughou
sccumes of those operations are as desolate tis country. He held up for our imitation
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the example of the mother country, and another point in connection with that sub-
adVocated a system of free trade for this ject to which the hon. gentleman did not call
country similar to that which has prevailed attention, but I think it is well that we
for many years in Great Britain. The hon. should keep in mind when we are consider-
gentleman contended that under that systen ing the history of manufacturing enterprise
(reat Britain had become, and is to-day, in Great Britain and talk of following
one of the greatest manufacturing and coin- ber example; and that is this, that
mercial nations in the world, and the infer- while this example, which he says Great
ence he intended us to draw was that if we Britain has placed before us, of success and
adopted the same policy the same results prosperity under a free trade tariff has
Will follow. been before the world now for 50 years,

there is not a civilized nation in the world
lon. Mr. BOULTON-Hear, hear. to day that has followed her exanple in

abandonirg a protesHtve for a free triade
lion. Mr. WOOD-I an glad to know tari I

that I am correct in that reference because,
it receives the sanction and approval of the lon. Mr. BOULTON-They are not so
lon. gentleman who made the state intelligent.
Ments to which I have referred. We ail ad-
Init that Great Britain has becoie one of Hon. Xr. WOOD-It may be that they
the greatest manufacturing nations in the are not so intelli -ent, and it nay be that we
World, that she bas held that proud position are ail wrong and that the hon. gentleman for
for many years, and thatshe holds that proud Shell River is right, but we should have
Pos1ition to-day, but when we look at the some regard for the opinion of the statesmen
history of Great Brit ain and talk of imitat- who preside over the destinies of such nations
lug lier example, we should remember as France, Germany and other great Euro-
tliat she was not always a free trade pean powers. I think, too, we should have
coultry. We slould remember thiat in some respect for the opinions of the states-
the early periods of her history Great men in the great republic to the south of us.
Britain had a highly protective tariff, This is not a new question there. It is a
and that it was under that protec- question which they have considered and
tive tariff that her manufacturing in- discussed for many years ; and after ail their
dustries were developed, and it was not consideration and discussion, after ail the
Until after many years of protection that attention which the most eminent politi-
she adopted free trade. She had accumu- cians and political economists of the United
lated enormons wealth. She had concen- States have given to this subject, there is
trated within that kingdom the skilled labour not found in that country to-day any con-
and the best nachinery that could be siderable number of persons-not sufficient
secured, and placed her manufacturer~; in a to form the nucleus of a party-who are
Position to defy ail outside competition. It prepared to advocate free trade theories,
Was not uitil she was in that proud position and if we can judge of the recent elections
that she was willing to throw down those in that country, the trend of public opinion
barrriers and open her markets to the in the United States tu-day is that they
CoMmerce of the m orld. If I read the his- should still throw around their manufactur-
tory of Great Britain aright, it appears to ing industries the principle of protection
lne that in the early history of this country, which they have adopted for so many years.
Which corresponds with the early history of Surely we should give some leed to the opi-
the m11other country, when our manufactur- nions of these eminent statesmen, and 1 think
'fig industries are in their infancy, when we we might fairly draw this conclusion too: if
have not a very large amount of capital or iii a country like the United States, with the
skilled labour, or experience in these ditièrent!' enormous resources and wealth which that
branches of manufacture, we are following country possesses, with manufacturing in-
ler examiple by throwing round the manu- dustries which have been established forfacturing industries of this country a reason- many years, where a great anount of wealth
able protection frorni foreign conpetition. has been accumulated and skill acquired, andThat is the lesson which I learn f rom the wlere they are in a far better position than
history of Great Britain. Then there is we are to-day to compete with Great Britan
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and other countries in the open markets of the course of events in Manitoba and
the world-if in that country it is not con- is thoroughly familiar with the general fea-
sidered safe or advisable -or wise to adopt tures connected with this subject. It does
free trade, how can it be in a country situated not appear to me that it is wise, therefore,
such as we are in Canada, with a smnaller to review the past history of the question.
population, less wealth and less experience in We have arrived at a time when it is neces-
these different branches of manufacturing sary for this parliament to take action, and
industry i The lion. gentleman told us that in my opinion at least, the duty of parlia-
he had been for many years advocating this ment is plain. We have before us the judg-
free trade principle, and with commendable ment of the Privy Council of Great Britain.
zeal he tells us that he intends to pursue this Under that judgment there is no room for
saine course in the future. I fear that the discussion of the question whether or not
hon. gentleman will find himself for somue the Roman Catiolic minority in Manitoba
years to come in a rather hopeless minority, have a real and substantial grievance. The
as he finds himself to-day. It is not, per- judgrnent is decisive upon that point. It is
haps, wise or profitable to predict the results decisive, too, upon the further point that
of elections which are to come ; but I feel this is a matter whicli cornes within the
that I miglit in this case venture the asser- 22nd section of the Manitoba Act-that it
tion that in the elections which we are to is one of those cases which it was contem-
have within a few months, when this question plated, when that Act was passed, might
will be submitted to the people, we will have arise in the history of this country, and it is
a more unanimous verdict in favour of our such a case as it was intended that the
present policy than we ever have had in the renedies provided in subsections 2 and 3 of
past. I can only say that I hope when those that section should be applied. Now, it ap-
elections do come on that this question pears to me useless for any public man at
which, in my opinion, is the supreme one this stage of the question to say that further
dividing the two great political parties in time should be taken for the investigation
this country, will be fairly submitted to the of the subject, because it lias been discussed
people upon its merit", and disassociated in the press, in the houses of parliament,
from other questions which, at the present and throughout the country, for the last
time are engaging public attention, so that six yearz. More than that, it has been
the verdict of the people may in the coming before the courts, evidence has been taken
election, as in the past, be given fairly upon upon oath, and under all these circumstances
that great and imp.ortant issue. Reference no public statesman worthy of the nanie
lias been made by everv hon. gentleman could come forward at this time and assert
who has addressed the House in the course that he is ignorant or ill-informed
of this debate, to the paragraph in the upon this question and requires fur-
address which relates to the Manitoba ther time for study and investigation.
school question, and it is proper that refer- J (o not believe-I cannot believe that there
ence should, to some extent at all events be is a public man in Canada to-day who is not
made to it, as there is no subject in the thoroughly familiar with the facts and cir-
address whicl occupies a larger share of cumstances surrounding this case, and who
public attention at the present time. I has not inade up bis mind as to the course
quite agree witli the remarks which the of action which should be taken in regard to
leader of the House made in opening the it. As I have said, we hax e the decision of
debate, that it is not necessary, and it would the Privy Council to assist us in this matter.
be a waste of the time of the House, to go Under that decision, it would be the duty of
at any length into the details of the history the Manitoba legislature to redress the
of this question. I can quite understand grievances of the Roman Catholic minority.
that every member of the Senate is familiar When the local authorities decline to do so,
with ail the facts and circumstances con- the duty devolves upon us. U nder the
nected with its past history. It is the decision of the Pri\ y Council, in this parlia-
duty of every one occupying a position in ment rests the power and the right to redress
parliament to give attention to all impor- the grievances of which the Roman Catholic
tant questions which arise for public minority complain, and the refusal of the
consideration, and I feel confident that province of Manitoba to comply with the
every hon. Senator has followed closely decision of the Privy Council, places further
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UPon this parliament the duty to restore province or to provide the machinery which
those rights. I do not think, if I may might be necessary for carrying such a law
Judge from the general trend of the reinarks into effect. I can readily understand that
which have been made by hon. gentlemen legislation of that kind might result in
who have spoken in the course of this debate, failure. It appears to me, if I read the
that in this House there will be much differ- Manitoba Act correctly, that the duty of
ernce of opinion in regard to this feature of this House is not to originate a school
the question. Fortunately, in this House system, but to remedy a grievance; that it
We are not liable to be Lirgely influenced by is not to confer upon the people of Manitoba
POPular opinion or prejudice. We are in a any new rights or powers or privileges, but
Position to review this question, to consider to restore the rights and powers and privi-
it calrnly and judicially, and free from the leges which they formerly possessed, to
Prejudices which may surround representa- which they are entitled under the constitu-
tive men elsewhere, and I feel that under tion of the country, and of which they have
those circumstances, there will not be much been deprived by the Acts of the Manitoba
differenice of opinion in the Senate upon the legislature passed in 1890, and of which the
question. The hon. gentleman who leads minority justly complain. It appears to me,
the opposition, in speaking upon this sub- inexperienced as I admit I am, that an Act
Ject, pointed to some of the difficulties repealing so much of the Act of 1890 of the
which might surround the enforcing of Manitoba legislature as interfere with the
any legislation that we may pass. I rights and privileges which the Roman
quite admit the existence of the difficul- Catholic minority in that province had up
ties to which that hon. gentleman referred. to that time enjoyed, and an Act which re-
I am prepared to admit the very great diffi- enacted so much of the former legislation
culty of enforcing any law without the aid existing in that province as would restore to
of the municipal authorities, an1d the diffi- the Roman Catholic minority the full en-
culty of enforcing legislation in any com- joyment of the riglts and powers and
'mlunity where we have a hostile public privileges to which they are entitled, would
opinion or a hostile local government, but I adequately meet the requirements of this
do not think, even if that state of things case.
does exist, that it should deter us in the
action which we propose to take in this case, Hon. Mr. BOULTON--Parliament would
nor do I think that the difficulties which the have no power to repeal any portion of an
hon. gentleman apprehends will be found in- Act of the province of Manitoba.
surmountable or so serious as would at first
aPpear. I do not know what the views and Hon. Mr. WOOD-I do not know whether
oPilions of that hon. gentleman are as to the hon. gentleman's opinion is of much
the nature and character and extent of the more value than my own, or not, but I must
legislation which we should adopt, nor do I humbly beg to differ from him. Fron whatk on the other hand, what are the views little I understand of law, if the Manitoba
of the government of the day upon that ques- Act, as it does, confers upon us the power to
tion. Up to the present tine 1, at least, legislate on this matter, it confers upon us
have received no information in regard to it. the power to legislate in any manner and to
Neither. ai I a professional man, and I pre- any extent that may be necessary to carry
8uere for that reason that any opinion which out the provisions of that Act, and if it is
I mnight express will not be entitled to so found necessary, or desirable, or wise in the
great weight as it might under other circum- exercise of those powers to repeal any part
stanice, but from what thought and con- of the legislation passed in the province of
sideration and study I have been able to give Manitoba, I humbly conceive that under
to this question, it does not appear to me that Act we are empowered to do so. There-
that it properly devolves upon this parlia- fore, I nust differ from my hon. friend on
inIent to originate or devise a public school that point. An Act of that character would
8Yster for the province of Manitoba. It does place the Roman Catholic minority of Mani-
i.tappeartome thatitisour duty,under these toba in a legal position to assert and main-eircumstances, to pass an Act which will tain the rights and privileges of which they
elaborate in all its details the minutiæ of a complain they have been deprived. If any8ystem adapted to the conditions of that dispute should arise hereafter as to the na-
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ture, or extent, or character of those rights, ferior character, that the systen of educa-
they have the courts of law in which to settle tion necessarily keeps the young people of
them, and under an enactment of that kind, the country in a greater state of ignorance,
in the full exercise and enjoyment of the or that as thorough an education cannot be
rights, powers and privileges of which they obtaiaed under this system as under anv
claim they have been deprived, they would other. 1 cannot understand, in fact I do
be protected by the courts of law and officers fot see how it is possible, that any intelligent
of justice. In my opinion, at least, such person in this or any other country should
legislation would adequately meet the re- wish his children to have an inferior educa-
quirements of this case and give the Roman tion. I do nlt understand, and J do not
Catholic minority of Manitoba full redress believe, that any reasonable person, what-
for the grievances of which they complain. ever may be bis religious faith, will object
It would be useful and effective in placing to having the teachers who may be employed
them in a position for all future time in the public schools submit to a qualifying
to assert and maintain the rights and examination, or to any necessary test to
privileges to which they are entitled show that they have the ability and the
under the constitution. There is one qualifications as well as the intellectual
other phase of this question to which attainments to enable the to impart a
1 should like to direct a few rcmarks. thorough education. Nert do think any-
It bas not been toucbed upon by prevîous one will object t having a curriculum or
speakers, and 1 may furtber say that J do, course of study prescribed which wil be
nwt think it is properly involved in the suficient to enable the students of the
consideration of tbe measure wbich will be scbool to discharge the duties and responsi-
presented to us by thc government later on., bilities which may devolve% upon the in
The question to which I refer bas been dis- after life. But it is entirely compatible
cussed freely througbout the country since with that idea, and J belie e it is a proper
this matter bas been engaging public and a praiseworthy desire on the part of
attention, as to the relative merits of separ- any parent to deire that these same
ate and denominational schools and a lfteachers should be aen of Christian
national and non-sectarian system of shools. character and religious profession. I take
The question to which we are to consider the position that watever legisation we
does not involve this, for, in my opinion, may enact we cannot prevent the teacher in
the question whicb we have to consider is! the scbool f rom exercising an important
merely a constitutional one. J feel, how- influence upon the students under bis charge.
ever, that this other is an important brancb You may, if you choose, enact a law pro-
of tie subject, and te soe extent at least bibiting any religious instruction in schools,
it is indirectly involved in the consideration and you may employ a teacber wbo con-
of this question. merely wish te say that scientiously tries t carry out tbe provisions
in regard to that, for my own part, e of tbat law. He may very carefully abstain
strongly sympathize with tbe views of the from giving any specific religious instruction
Roman Catholics on this subjeet. J syîn- or f rom expressing any religious opinions; bu t
pathize witb their desire to have scbools in I naig, and J believe the experience ofevery
which their csildren may be educated under bon. gentleman inthis Iouse will bear nie out,
tbe guidance and control of the churcb to in thisopinion that no man who occupies the
wbich they belong and in whose principles position of a teacher can avoid to a greater or
tbey believe. J do not admit and J do not laess extent, tBoug it may be unintentionally
tbink that those arguments are fair wbich ortunconsciously, influencingthe moral charac-
are used by some advocates of tbe non- ter and trend of thougt of the pupils who
sectarian or national school system, tbat nay be placed under bis direction. CHe May
the adoption of a different system necessarily not utteroneword upon religious subjects, but
implies the appropriation of public funds by casual observations whic will pass be-
for the dissemination of religious doctrine or,' tween bimself and bis scbolars, by the
the advancement of the interest of any par- example of bis own life and in a hundred
ticular creed or church ; nor do I tbink it is other ways, he exercises a powerful
a fair contention, as it bas been contended influence not only upon the character but
in the case of tbe province of Manitoba, upon tbe religious thougbts and feelings of
that these schools are necessarily of an in- the children in bis charge. Entertaining
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these opinions, I feel that it is a natural and population and the circumstances of the
praisworthy desire on the part of any country will adînit-under the guidance
parent that when his child goes to school and influence of the Christian churches
to receive a secular education, he should at of this land. There is just one
least receive that education under the in- other matter in this address to which I wish
structions of a teacher who possesses a briefiy to refer, and that is the clause which,
Christian character and who makes a near the close of the address, refers to the
religious profession, and who believes in Jntercolonial Conference at Ottawa, and the
and practices in his life the principles of the resuits which are likelv to accrue in the form
Christian faith. At all events, in that way of aid froin the British government towards
we acquire what is, in my opinion, a most our fast Atlantic service. . regard this as
imlportant advantage in placing before the the most important subject which is referred
Young people of the country, in the person to in the address. I have for a long time
of their teacher, the example of a Chris- felt that we in Canada possess geographical
tian, which shall every day inspire advantages which should entitie us to a
In the minds of the children, respect and larger share of trans-Atlantic trade than we
reverence for what is good and true. It have been receiving in the past. We know
May be said that this is a mere sentiment, thý,t the trafflc between America and Europe
and I believe it is claimed in some quarters las already assumed immense proportions,
that it is a weak and unworthy sentiment. and that under present conditions and with
I admit that it is a sentiment, but I entirely present facilities there is a constant tendency
<leny that it is either weak or unworthy. I that this traffic and travel should increase,
believe it is one of the best and purest, rather than diminish. Great as it is now
as well as one of the strongest sentiments we may expect that it will le much. greater
that can actuate or inspire the human breast, in the future. I have in ny place in the
and one which is as sacred and deserves as other brandi of the legislation supported
IMIch to be respected as the love of family, the governrnent in the policy which they
the love of home, or the love of country. I have adopted and in the request which
believe it is a sentiment which, in any they have made to parliament for a subven-
Christian land or in any civilized com- tion for this scheme. Whule the scheme is
'Tnunity, will not be ignored ; and I a practicable one, it is surrounded with a
8hall very much regret if we treat it great many difficulties. We know that at
lightly in any action which we may take the present time the great city of
in these legislative halls. For my own New York, the commercial inetropolis of the
part, I would much rather see our action republic to the south of us, las a practical
take the direction of cultivating and monopoly of this trafflc, and we know that
strengthening instead of weakening and de- she will not abandon her hold upon it with-
8troying it. As J have said, this question out a struggle. I arn ready to admit that

i lot properly involved in the matter upon in entering into this enterprise we place
Which we shall be called upon later ourselves in competition with a most for-
to pronounce, but I feel that it is inti- midable antaconi.t a
'Mately associated with the general subject, that 1 have been willing, and am willing,
and I trust the House will pardon me if I to support the very large suhsidy which the
have taken up some little time in expressing government is obliged t0 ask in order to
the Opinion which J entertain. I an ad- 1 secuîe this service. 1 do not propose, how-
verse to those who advocate unsectarian and ever, to discuss this subject further at the
national schools and who would exclude present time, for J presune that an oppor-
religious teaching and influence from our tunity will le given later to make some
educational institutions, and I sympathize referen e to the advantages which the Cana-
With those who desire that while their dian route possesses, and the grounds upon
Children receive the very bet education which we base our hope that if tus service is
thich is possible to obtain for them in established we shah le successful in the com-

is country, they shall at the saie time petition for a very large portion of this
receive that education under the charge of trans-Atlantic trade. For the present I
c teacher who possesses a good Christian merely wish to express the gratification

aracter and in schools which are to some which 1 feel that the government of Greate"tent-at least as far as the density of our mBritain has consented to aid us in the
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matter, and that as the result we nay lency, apart altogether f rom the high position
reasonably hope that this scheme will be which he holds, is worthy of the respect and
successfully consummated in the near attention of ail who hear Iii speak or who
future. havetheopportunityof knowingwhat hiscon-

clusions have been under the circumstances.
Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-It is my inten-'Several hon. members in this buse have in

tion to offer but a very few remarks at this the past been very much inclined to follow
time. In the first parti of the address in the example of one of old time, and they, as
reply to the speech from the Throne we find representatives of that magnificent province,
the statement made that the bunitiful har- very justly magnify their office. In the future
vest with which Canada las been blessed is let us hope that they will have stili further
a cause for the deepest thankfulness. Surely reason and justifiable cause to do so, when
any one would suppose tliat in a chamber con- those resources are developed and utilized,
stituted as this one is, there could be but one Upon a more extensive scale than they are
hearty amen to the expression of a sentiment at present. Reference is made to the In-
such as this, but not so. I was very much dian reserves and to the Indian industrial
surprised indeed at the attitude assumed by schoels, and the Governor General gives bis
some hon. members and the language which impression concerning them. Ail that we
they employed. I did not think that it was have to do in order to see how efficient the
possible to evoke from such a sentiment any- arrangements made by the gevernment in
thing in which thev could be " Agin the regard to the conduct of this particular

government;" but it seems from what has matter are, is to institute a contrast between
transpired that should the heavens overhead the Canadian Indians and the Indians on
be as brass and the earth underneath as iron, the other side of the une, and we will con-
and the early and the latter rain be with- conclude at once that the government bave
held, that would be the fault of the national done well in the measures wbich they have
policy. Should there be more rain than taken in regard to this service. Iben in re-
is required for the benefit of the growing gard to the education of the Indians, it is
crops, who is. r esponsible ?-the national very well that every possible attempt should
policy surely. Should there be a boun- Le made to secure the education of the Indian
tiful harvest and prices rule low, not only in lads, Lut ,onehow or other the Indian natute
this country but in other lands also, does not seem to take kindly to educatien.
who is responsible ?-why, the national I do not state this because I think that any
policy. Should there be a scanty harvest effort wbich the government is putting forth
rendering prices high and causing the people in that direction should Le relaxed--not by
to cry for bread, who is responsible ?-the any means; Lut I have Lad some experience
national policy it cannot be doubted. Should in this matter, and 1 bave seen an Indian who
the exports of the country decrease, the na- 'ad received an education sufficient to qualify
tional policy is responsible; but- should the him for one of our bighest professions, and
exports increase-well, let us see--it is not still after ail le relapsed to the old style of
the national policy this time, but some adven- Indian living and habits. Nowinregardto
titious or extraneous circumstances whicb the mounted police, last session something
have to be credited with that result. Should occurred Lo give me the impressionthat there
the imports increase they blame the national wassomeidea of reducing then
policy, but should they decrease they must the force. I think that would Le a very
resort again to the extraneous circumstances suicidai policy on the part
already mentioned. Nevertheless, the fact ment. The mounted police are a magnifi-
remains that we have had a bountiful har- cent Lody of men; they have done splendid
vest, and I think it becomes us to feel and service to tbe country, sueb service as to
express the deepest thankfulness to the attract not only the attention of our own
Giver of all good. Further on in the address, people Lut of other nationalities as weîî,
in one of the paragraphs almost immediately especiaily our friends to the south of us;
succeeding, we have an expression by His and it occurs to me at the moment that some
Excellency of his opinion of the resources of steps should Le taken in regard to those
Canada, especially of those of one of our great men wbo bave spent the Lest years of their
provinces. Anything that comes f rom so lives in this service, whether commissioned
acute, se astute an observer as bis Excel- officers, non-cmmissioned officers or privates.
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When the time comes that they are not so
useful as they once were, and not able to
perform their duties as efficiently as they
once did, there does not seem to be any pro-

i1.on for thein. I do not suggest what
Policy is best, but I think something should
be done to provide for them when this occurs.
I shal not say anyt hing in regard to the
MInitoba school question. It has been de-
bated pretty fully already, and we shall have
an Opportunity to discuss it further by and

7Y Ion. gentlemen whom I am addressing
'Will remember that I had the honourlastyear
of mioving the address in reply to the speech
froml the Throne, and that I gave great pro-
Zilinence to my ideas regarding the outcome
Of that grand intercolonial conference held
here. I stated that I believed that it was
the beginning, the inception, the first step
toWards securing great things for Canada,
and for the empire at large. In the statement
that we have before us to-day, we have the
first fruits of that. I am glad to see in the

'dress that the home government has
con1sented to give a substantial subvention
towards the proposed fast Atlantic service,
ancd not only so, but that she bas appointed
a cortnittee to consider the advisability of
the Pacific cable scheme. Now, in regard
to the fast Atlantic service, when this is
COMpleted it seems to me, it will be some-
What likeethe circulation of the life-blood in
the human system; that, as the life-blood
eulsates from the heart to the extremest
Qeinber, and gives life to the whole consti-

thOr' and body, so in like manner when
ese fast steamers are established and con-

riect With the Canadian Pacific Railway,
Uing from one shore to the other, then

rom the great metropolis of the mother
U atry will pulsate the blood of the nation
1 the shape of trade and commerce, to the

etremest provinces in her dominion. And,lonly so ; we do not confine our outlook
that particular phase ; but in regard to the

i OPosed cable, of what mighty miment and

ablPortance it would be in case of war, to be
e .tO communicate at once from the seat of

P'ire to the remotest point. I have only
e inore remarks to make, and that is in

rgard to that little paragraph so modestly
Ftted, and which bas provoked so muchiscussion

"'Our attention wilI be asked to neasures in-
tloed to provide for the better arnin of our

1' and the strengthening of Canadian efences.

I do not see, hon. gentlemen, that ther e is
the least scintilla of menace about that, nor
do I hear the slightest ring of jingoism in
it. It would be a most suicidal policy for
the government to act otherwise. I think
it becomes this government to have our
militia, under existing circumstances, armed
with the very best rifle extant, and the best
ordnance that can be procured, and that
without the slightest intention of menace to
any nation whatever. In this I think we
cannot do wrong in following the example of
the mother country. We know of late that
she bas been very much isolated and thrown
upon her own resources at a time when great

.danger bas been threatened, and what has
she done i She has done her very best to
implement those resources to the best of her
ability, to put herself on the best possible
war footing. It is my firm conviction, as I
believe it is the firm conviction of every hon-
ourable member in this House, that let the
war cloud burst when it may uponour mother
country, it will not seriously cripple her. I
think the effect will be the same as the storm
wind has upon her own native oak, which
but strikes its roots the deeper, and spreads
its branches the wider, that under its
shadow the down-trodden and oppressed of
all nationalities may gather whilst they
speak in many languages, albeit with tremb-
ling lip and stamnering tongue, the praises
of that noble constitution and grand empire
which had afforded them so safe an asylum.
Surely we cannot be wrong in following an
example set by the mother country. And I
think, with all due deference to the gentle-
men who differ from me, that it would be
the wisest policy to arm our militia with the
very best implements we possibly can and
to act upon the motto which evidently she
been the motto of England, " ready, aye
ready." I will put it even stronger than
that and take the negative form of expres-
ion, "never not prepared."

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-In proposing to
say a few words upon the address I feel that
I cannot enter upon my observations with-
out, in the first place, congratulating the
bon. gentlemen who have addressed us for
the first time in this debate. We have
heard a good deal in the last few days about
strengthening the government. We are all
of us, in this House at all events, and I be-
lieve the country is also, interested in strength-
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ening this hon. House and in seeing it
strengthened, and I think fron what we
have heard from the mover and seconder of
\he address, as well as tle hon. member from
Westmoreland, and fr<'m what we know of
other gentlemen who have been recently
called to the Senate, that we will all unite
in this opinion, that in the recent appoint-
ments to this hon, bodj this House bas been
very materially strengtuhened. I was glad
to hear my hon. friend the leader of the
opposition-whom I do not see just now in
his place-admit that the harvest last year
was a very good one. Indeed, he said it was
a remarkably good one, and that considering
the extent of this country and the variety
of climate and the diversifield methods of
agriculture adopted in it, that it was rather
a wonderful circumstance we had such a
good harvest during the last year. This is
certainly a blessing for which we all
should feel devoutly thankful. My bon.
friend, the senior member for Halifax,
did not challenge the statement that the
harvest had been a good one, but he doubted
that there had been very much improve-
ment observable in the condition of the
country during the past year, and he said,
in reply to a statement that was made by
some hon. member, that if a decided improve-
men bad taken place, as was stated in the
speech, in the province of British Columbia,
that no such improvement was observable in
the eastern provinces of Canada. Now, I
have to differ, and differ very strongly, from
my hon. friend, who, like myself, comes frora
one of the eastern provincei, with regard to,
that matter. I contend that last year bas
been one in which we have seen all the
activity and all the improvements claimed
in the speech, and not merely in one portion'
of Canada, but in different parts of it. We
have had this wonderful development of
the mining industries of British Columbia,
to which allusion bas been made, and about
which I think there is no difference of
opinion. I have not the blue-books before
me; they belong to the provincial govern-
ment, as this mining industry is particu-
larly under the management of the provin-
cial government, but I am told on excellent
authority that the output of the precious
metals in British Columbia bas increased
during the last year fron one million to
about three millions of dollars, and I am
proud to know that that extraordinary deve-
lopment is due in some small degree to a

bill that was passed in the House last year
for encouraging smelting operations in that
magnificent province. As a result in some
degree at least of the provisions of that bill,
which I had the honour to present and ex-
plain to this House, three smelting estab-
lishments have been started in the Kootenay
district, and the mining interests have been
wonderfully improved and developed. I
was pleased on the occasion, when that
smelting bill was before the Senate to see
the hon. member from New Westminster,
after I had concluded my observations in
explaining the bill, rise and say that it
met with bis cordial approval, and nmy
hon. friend's utterances in regard to that
question only confirmed the opinion I had
always felt, that notwithstanding our liberal
friends talk free trade as much as they do,
there is a skeleton in the cupboard,
in the case of every one of them, and my
hon. friend from New Westminster, while
he proclaims himself to be a free trader and
opposed to the national policy, when a
measure is introduced to this House which
related to an important industry in bis own
province, at once sprang to bis feet to say
that it met with lis cordial and hearty ap-
proval. There is no possible feature of our
policy more distinctly protective than that
of giving bounties to the iron industry and
to the smelting of gold and silver in British
Columbia. Then, again, as a proof of the
statements made in the speech with regard
to the increased activity and the develop-
ment of the resources of this country within
the last year, I can point to a statement
made by my hon friend from Shell River,
which I was glad to hear him make, although
I think I bad learned the saine thing before,
that during the last year the grain crop of
the province from which he comes had
reached the wonderful figure of 63,000,000
bushels. We have had the development ia
British Columbia of the snelting industrf
and here we have the great agricultural in-
terest in Manitoba making such a wonderful
leap to the front as it did during the lask
year, and we all know that in the older and
greater provinces of Canada a good d'al Of
activety bas occurred. But my hon-
friend the senior member for Halifax, de-
nies that any increase or improvement has
been effected in the maritime province4-
Now, I want to say just a word Or
two with regard to the dairy interest in the

jprovince from which I come. Only four
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years ago the government of Canada under- taken p'ace ail over the world, and I know
took to introduce experimental dairying in on the other hand that the articles we bought
Prince Edward Island. Up to that time in foreign countries were depreciated to a
some futile attempts had been made to start remarkable extent. h is to these facts, that
the industry, but, without success. One this difference is due, which causes the value
experimental dairy was put in operation of our importations to fail. My hon. friend
in 1892, and the next year the number was said, in reply to a question of my own, that
increased to eleven, and the value of the out- if a country exrorted largely and found
put to $48,000. The next year the number of that the articles which they wanted to buy
dairy stations was increased to 16, with an were so cheap that they could buy them with
output of $90,000. The next year, 1895, Iess money than they could formerly pur-
28 experimental stations were in operation, chase them, they would at once buy more.
besides two creameries and an additional That is notmyview of it. That is not whatan
Winter creamery now in operation, and the honest man in the ordinary transaaions of
Outputhasgoneup to$190,000--from nothing life would do. The first thing lie would do
four years ago to $190,000, and the best of it would be to pay debts of the year before,
all isthat that has beendone through the good and the next thing wruld be to put a littie
management of the government and the co- to his credit in the bank, and as soon as he
Operation of the people, and the excellent was able he would commence to buy
'rien that have been put in charge under the more as he feit lis wants to increase.
government, and it has not cost the Domin- The resuit of our sending away a greater
ion of Canada one dollar in the last year. volume of exports in a certain year and being
The industry has been entirely self-sustain- able tr buy a larger quantity of goods in

Ing. I think, therefore, that I may claim return than we bouglt in former years
that the few facts to which I have referred for less money than we spent before,
amnply prove the statement made in the would be that wewould have a nice little
Speech of the Governor General that we surplus in our hands to pay the debts of
have had increased activity in various branch- years past, and like good housekeepers would
es of industry from the Atlantic to the Pacific do, we would then find in wlat direction
during the last year. My hon. friend, the we could extend our purchases in the year
Imember for Shell River, discussed at very to core.
great length the question of our imports and Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Does the hon.
the exports, and he pointed to the fact that gentleman forget that we borrowed $10,000,-
last year, different from preceding years, we 000 last year?
had imported less value of goods than we had Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-That is a trans-
Oxported, froin which he inferred that our action which does not core into the trade
Purchasing power was less, and that that
circumstance and that alone had causeda lessa the

nIport of goods than we had exported f rom cung nr and exorts of t
thisn 1 lias not the slightest bearing on the question
friend altogether. I differ f rom him because ith which we are now dealing. My hon.I do not believe that the volume or the value f
of Our importations affords a test, or the wenn the esio n of srps and

only test, of the purchasing power of the 6cit n to the f thand

<eOunitry. There are other considerations
Which must come in as well as that. We had a large deticit last year, and stated

know very well that during the past year further that that deficit was nearly as large
80me articles, and important articles too, that as the accumulated deficits cf tle Mackenzie
We export from this country maintain dthat
their prices wonderfully well, in view of the t ou what ieads me th
great depreciation in values that had taken yoin 1ut4-75t the defiie inti
Place all over the world about that time.
We know that the products of our dairy, had a surplus of $935,644. The deficits
heese particularly, commanded a very fair were as follows:

Price., We know that our lumber command- 1875-76......................$l,9w,185
. 187C-7 7....................... 1,460,027

ed, not a very high price, but a fair price in 1877-78.......................1,128,146
view of the depreciation of value which had 1878-79....................1,937,999

tae6'c l vrth oladIko
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Deducting, then, the surplus of the year went out of power. What have been the
1874-5 f rom the deficits, we have a net defiet i circumstances of the administration of the
of $5,491,313, the average net defict for the present government with regard to that?
five years being $1,098,000. Turning then to We know that the deficit of lat year, and
the sixteen years in which the Liberals Côn- the smaller one of the previous year and
servative party have been in power, I find which I an pleased to say is not likely to
that the total deficits amounted to $15,792,- occur this year were due to a reduction of
104, including the deficit of four millions last taxation. Had we maintained the duties on
year and including a deficit of five millions sugar, not at the rate which prevailed under
occasioned by the suppression of the North- the Mackenzie administration, but at the
west rebellion. reduced rates which we ourselves put in force

Year.up to four years ago, there would have been

1879-80 Surplus De,5 c revenue of about $12,000,000 which would
1880-81 .......... $412,î4 have wiped out nearly alI the deficits we have
1880-81. .. .. .. .. $4,132,743
1881-82 .......... 6,316,351 had during the whole period. 1 was glad, as 1
1882-83 .......... 7,064,492 am sure ail my colleagues were, to hear the
1883-84 .......... 754,255 very complimentary remarks which were
1884-85 .................... 2,240,058 made in this fouse with regard to the Indian
1885-86 .................... 5,834,571 service. [t is a source of gratification to the
1886-87 .......... 97,313
1887-88 .................... 810,031 Minister of jhe Interior as weIl as to ail his
1888-89 .......... 1,865,035 colleaguesinthe governmentthatthisservice
1889-0. ........ 3,885,893 has been the subject of such complimentary
1890-91 ..... .... 2,235,742 observation not only from government sup-
1891-92 .......... 155,977
1892-93 .......... 1,354,555 porters, but from hon. gentlemen on the
1893-94 .... ............... 1,210,332 other side of the fouse. I travelled exten-
1894-95 .................... 4,153,875 sively some years ago through the North-

Totas .$7,82,~6$15792104 West Territories, and I can add my compli-Totals ... .. ... .$27,862,356 $15,792,104
Deduct deficit ..815,792,104 ments to those of other hon. gentlemn with

Neturpus ... $1207,25 fo 16yeas. regard to the usefulness and efflciency of
Net surplus... .12,070,252 for 16 years.police, heard but one testi-

Average yearly net surplus for 16
nout the North-west, froh one end of those

The surpluses in the same sixteen vast territories to the other. Thereis a ques-
years amounted top $27,862,356. Deduct- tion in the Speech from the Throne regard-
ng the deficîts f rom the surpluses we ing which more interest is felt, probably at
have net surpluses during the sixteen years this moment than any other-i refer to the
amotnting to $12,070,250, or an averagew Manitoba school question. J do not think for
yearly net surplus of $754,390 during the one ioment that it should assume greater
Liberal-Conservative regime. I merely men- importance in the estimation of the publie
tion this as a reply to the statement which than the trade question. It is one to which
the hon. member from Halifax made to the common sense, moderation and reason should
louse yesterday whenr he was commenting be applied, and, if dealt with in that way,

on wvhat he considered the very serious there would be very litte difficulty in set-
deficit of last year. Jn connection with that tling the question on a basis that would be
I want to point out another circuhstance satisfactory to al the people of Canada, but
which should not be lost sight of. When as the subject has to be dealt with here, we
the Mackenzie government were in power, sust express our opinions upon it and
and when they 'ere year after year accum- give the reasons for the course which each
ulating the deficits which m have just read of us proposes to take. That remark applies
to the flouse, they were increasing the tax- to meinbers of the governent as wel as to
ation. They raised the ad valorem duties ail other publie men. The leader of the
from flfteen to seventehn and a haaf per opposition in his speech on the address
cent, and notwithstanding this increased expressed the opinion that the Manitoba
taxation during those years, which were School Act of 1890 should have been vetoed
years of deprec ation in prices thougItnot so when it was passed. The hon. gentleman
great as oursonotwithstanding this, their h it expressed that same opinion on more
deflcitswere greater year after year until they than one occasion in this ouse, and J ar
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surprised that he should do so in view of
what has occurred since the passage of that
Act. We know that there has been a
judicial decision upon that Act and it has
been declared by the highest trib nal of the
em i

have taken the pains to look up the history
of the New Brunswick school case, and I
find that in 1872 the Hon. Mr. Blake made
a speech in the House of Conmmons, in which
he said :

. For m11y own part, I attach little comparative
Importance to judicial solutions, reached without
argument, and announced without reasons.

buring a discussion not many days ago
SOnme question arose as to what political
leader is responsible for this method of
Sending cases of the kind for judicial solu-
tion to the Supremne Court of Canada. I

was done when the Ne v Brunswick school
law was before the country, that it was Mr.
Blake and Mr. Macken-i' who suggested
that a solution of the ditliculty might be
found by sending it for the opinion of the
!aw officers of the Crown in England, or, if
possible, obtaining a decision frorm the
Judicial Conmittee of the Privy Council.

Fpre to be intra vires. v hat good woul d He desired to give a practîcal suggestion as to
it have done to have vetoed that Act i It what should be done. If any constitutioial right
would simply htve prolonged the strife and were infringed, parlianient had power under the
illtensified the difficulties which surround the 4th clause of the British North Ainerica Act to

subject. It would probably have been re- interfere, and le quoted the provision giving par-
liament the right to mnake remnedial laws wlien

elacted under a strong conviction that it necessary, and this, he maintained eould be cone,
Was intra vires. Then it would have been though the twelve months had elapsed. He
disallowed again and re-enactedl, and so the suggested that the proper cotrse would be to

question would have become so aggravated obtain the opinion of the law officers of the Crown
thatfinil i wold hve e hesetled yi' England, as to the right of the New Bruns-that finally it would have to be settled bylt the

the courts of law. A disallowance of the school iaw which they had done, and if it was
Act would not have settled the que tion, i fouri that such legisiation ii every part of it was

hecause it would have to be the subject of a not ii accordance with the constitution, tien this
parliainent miight pass a remedial Act to do

judicial.decision in the end. But my hon. justice to those who had been injured. This view
friend says that it should either have been miglit be proposed as an amen(lient by his col-
Vetoed or sent to the courts at once. My league, the hon. ninber for Lainbton, at a later
hon. friend knows very much better stage,
than I do that there were very great diffi- This wai Mr. Blake's declaration during
culties in the way of sending that question the debate on Mr. Costigan's resolution in
to the courts at once in the state of the law the Iouse of Commons in 1872. le did
at that time. It was impossible then to net propose an amendaient carrying out the
obtain a rea- oned opinion upon an act. 1 views which he then expressed, but lie gave
shal read the statement made by the hon. notice to the House that the lon. Mr.
Mr. Blake in 1890, giving his reasons for Mackenzie, memner for Lambton, would
the resolution provining for a reference move a resolution to that effect at a inter
of the Manitoba school case to the courts:- staoe of the discussion, and which Mr.

Our present powers, sir, are wholly inadequate inas s follows
for the effectual execution of the project in hand.
There is no certainty-there is in ordinary cases That this House deeîns it expedient that the
rather an irnprobability-of our being able to reach opinion of the law officers of the Crown in England,
the Jiudicial Comniittee of the Privy Council, the and if possible the opinion of theJudicial Commit-
Supreine Court, and the iinperial law officers, the tee of tie Privy Council, should be obtained as to
lachinery is extrenely defective. There is no the right of the New Brunswick legisiature to
Provision for the representation of the different inake such changes in the sclool law as to deprive
initerests; there is no provision for the ascertain - the Roman Catholics of the privileges they enjoyed
ment of facts ; there is no provision for the reasoned at the time of the union ii respect to religions
Opinion of the tribunal. education in the columon schools, Nvith a view of

My hon. friend must have overlooked ascertaning whether the case coines within the
that impotantfac, tht in1890dueternis of the fourth subsectioui of the ninety-thirdthat very important fact, that in 1890 theAnierica Act, 1867,

government had not the means of getting a which authorizes the parliainent of Canada te
legal solution of that question, particularly enact remedial laws foi the die execution of the~ SPedysoluionor asatsfacorysoluion provisions respecting education in the said Act.a' speedy solution or a sat sfactory solution,
and that a decision then obtained would
have been of little value, Mr.attach to this methd of dealin with the

what houldlf bin e iain. if von co uk to rhat
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As a matter of history, we know that an Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-We know that
opinion of the law officers of the Crown was the fir4 decision was that this Act was intra
obtained, and that they supported the view vires, and that they did not propose to inter-
of the Minister of Justice, Sir John Mac- fere with it, but the Privy Council after-
donald, that the act was intra rires of wards declared that under that Act a griev-
the legislature of New Brunswick, and that'ance existed, that a wrong had been done
the doubt which Mr. Mackenzie and M r. and that the right of appeal to the Privy
Blake had expressed as to the possibility of Council of Canada remaiied with the Min-
obtaining a decision from the Judicial Com- ority under sub-section 2 of the 22nd section
mittee of the Privy Council was proved to of the Manitoba Act and that the parliament
be true, as an opinion of that nature could oÉ Canada would on a remedial order being
not be obtained under the machinery that passed be Elothed with power to remedy
then existed for the purpose of sending such grievance. I have read to the House that
questions to the courts. M. Blakets speech in 1872, and Mr. Mac-

kenzie's resolution of the saine year, and the
on. Mr. REESOR-The saine Privy pition take is this, that whatever right

Council have decided the satne thing in or wrong may be involved in sending this
regard to the Manitoba law. question to the courts, the suggestion to do

so came in the first instance froin the leaders
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON- I amn corning to of the Liberal party, Messrs. 2 oackenzie and

that. I have already stated that the J udi- Blake. t is true that the government of
cial Comomittee of the Privy Council-and the day accepted that mode df dealing with
J think it is a conclusive argument against the question, and i have looked at the
the contention of the leader of the opposi- debates of tae House of Conmons and J find
tion--have decided that the Act is intrathat there was no division, that Mr. Mac-
vires. That, to my mid is a conclusive kenzie's amendment to the resolution moved
reply to the censure which the leader of thei by Mr. Colby, expressing reret at the nature
opposition direcited against Sir John Mac- of the legibation of the province of New
donald and his colleagues, because they did Brunswick, was adopted by the ouse of
not, in 1891, disallow the School Act. But Commons unanimously. Now we coae to
while, as my hon. friend points out, the 1890, when the Manitoba School Act was
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council passed. As we know, the hon. Mr. Blake,
have declared that the Manitoba School then a prominent member of the opposition,
Act is intra vires, they have, hy a later put himself on record by moving a resolu-
decision, declared that the Roman Catholic tion providing for a reference to the courts.
minority have a grievance, and although my In further reference to the view of the hon.
hon. fiend may not see it, and although I gentean from Ottawa, that the disallw-
confeýs at first J could not see it iayself, ance of this Act should have been effected
legal minds say that these two decisions are in 890, 1 ish to read what Mr. Blake said
not inconsistent with each other. at that timea tarticularlv as indicatin

Hon. Mr. REESOR-The members
of the government divided very much as
to what was meant.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-That is a very
general remark, and I cannot see what the
hon. gentleman refers to.

Hon. Mr. REESOR-The Queen's Privy
Council did decide, when the bill was last
hefore them, when Mr. Blake and Mr.
Ewart were arguing the question, that the
Manitoba legislature had acted within
their rights, and that the Queen's Privy
Council could not interfere with the laws
that Manitoba had passed.

whom he claimed he was speaking for. He
said :

Those inembers who have long been here will
well remember the New Brunswick school case,
which was agitated for many years ; in the course
of which agitation I have hoped that 'some politi-
cal aspects of that and of analogous questions were
finally settled-settled, at all events, for the bulk
of the party with which I act, and for the humble
individual who is now addressing you. I regard it
as settled, for myself at any rate, first of all, that,
as a question of policy, there shall be no disallow-
ance of educational legislation, for the mere reason
that, in the opinion of this parlianent, some other
or different policy than that which the province
has thought fit to adopt would be a better policy.

-Hon. Mr. REESOR-Hear, hear.
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Iâon. Mr. FERGUSON-I observe that! before mo that I might ask him one question.
nY hon. friend says " hear, hear," and ap- What 1 would have liked to ask him is this:
proves of what I have read. This is another is he a supporter ofthe policy announced in
instance of that remarkable unanimity and the province of Ontario at a great many
brotherly love which prevails in the Liberal meetings held not long since, by Mr. Laurier,
Party, for what I have been reading tends bisleader in the otherbouse, that hc proposes
tO weaken the position taken by his own stili furtber delay in dealing with the ques-
leader the hon. member for Ottawa. I am tion? I would like to obtain an honest and
glad to find that these sentiments roeet with sincere answer froin rny hon. friend to that
the entire approval of my hon. friend who question. If the five or six years of delay

Just interrupted mne. I will now reai wbich as occurred wbile this question lias
r Blake's resolution of 1890: been deait with by the courts has

It is expedient to provide means whereby, intensified public feeling and doe harm in
011 solelln occasions touching the exercise of the that vay, hov can it he that the hon. gen-
pover of disallowance, or of the appellate power tieni can support 3v. Laurier in advocat-
to to educational legislation, important ques- in, stili furt.er delay wbich cannot fait tot!"1 of law or fact may be referred by the execu-ma heifrrdb deepen the feeling of tl e pulcand worktive to a high jndicial tribunal for hearing and
consideration, in such mode that the authorities st greater injury to the country? I can-
ad parties interested may be represented, and fot for the life of me understand bow my

. at a reasoned opinion may be obtained for the hon. friend can reconcile these two positions,
'nfornation of the executive. that is if we are to understand that be

Il speaking of this resolution, Mr. Blake he bas really taken refuge inside the unes of
Raid :_ Torres Vedras with bis leader. This leads

Y own opinion is that whenever, in opposition me to say a word in regard to the leader of
to the continued view of a provincial executive the opposition and bis policy. I find that
and legislature, it is contemplated by the Dominion two or tbree years ago a very important
execltive to disallow a provincial Act because it is political gathering tck place in tbe city of
ta1rc vires, there ought to be a reference ; and also Ottawa, a great convention of delegates
that there ought to be a reference in certain cases
Where the condition of public opinion renders f al the Liberal organizations in the van-
expedient a solution of legal problems, dissociated ous provinces of Canada. Nearly ai their
rom those elements of passion and expediency representative men came to Ottawa at that%hieh are, righitly or wrongly, too often attributed iefrteao dpuosofissintO the action of educational bodies. And again, I for tar.oldeom ndsciarfeneiat important publie questions srnd of for mulat-YPart would recommend such a reference in all

es of political appeal-cases which necessarily ing the policy of the Liberal party upon
evoke the feeling to which I have alluded, and to these questions. At tbat convention the
911e Of which, I am frank to say, my present motion policy of the party was determined upon,

mainly due. but in no part of that document which tbey

3r. Blake was frank enougli to say tha termed their platform can we find any
the observations he was then making were reference to the Manitoba school question.
!ainly due to what was going on in Man- In view of wbat nmy hon. friend from Ottawa
Itoba that is the passing of the Manituba bas said as to the intensified state of publie
School Act of 1890. My hon. friend the feding by reason of the delay which basleader of the opposition, deplored, as I an occurred, we naturally ask why was it that
"re he sincerely did, the agitation and the no decision was arrived at at such an im-

îeling which bas been occasioned in this portant meeting with regard to this ques-
eountry over the Manitoba school question, tion. 1 turn to the proceedngs of the
antd inferentially he tried to lay the blame at convention and I find that the leader of the
the door of the government, bocause they did party gave an eKplanation which I will
'Ot disallow the law, or because they did not rend. ,Ie says:
Obtain, as he says they should have obtained,

summnary decision from the courts which which is an irritating subject because it touches
oldquestios of creed and race. refer to the Mani-

Plish the disallowance of the Act. But toba school question. 1 have received several
'hile my bon. friend may be perfectly coin nunications urging mc to take a course upon
thacere in these declarations of regret over that question. Différent persans in the varions

e iltensified feeling so prevalent in the rrovinces have asked me to take opposite courses.
W tro I blave given no answer. I give it now,ryI'h ist gentlemen. I wish the question were in a -y other
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condition. Those of you who follow political before the Houseto show that the hon. gentle-
events know that last session Mr. Tarte on the man notwithstanding the declaration thatone hand and Mr. Dalton McCarthy on the other
agreed that the government were a pack of cow- he was ready to speak when the courts
ards, that they did not deal with that subject in should rendera de, ision,hasproclaimed, after
a manly way. For my part I spoke in the saime that decision has removed the question from

sensy were agreed s far and I now say that the the judicial domain and brought it fairly into
government acted in a cowardly way and did not the plane of politics, that he has taken
dare to speak one way or the other. It was their refuge behind the lines of Torres Vedras. I
bounden duty to say one thing or the other, but must say . that the course pursued by the
instead of 'eting like ien of courage they allowed hon. gentleman and his friends that is, ifpassion to be inflamed iii Maitoba and Quebec and hon. gt mn a bs friends that inei
never dared to stand up like nien and put an they follow him, is a most extraordinary one.
issue of the question. They are to be blaned for But while the leader of theoppositiondeclares
this. thatheisentrenchedbehind the linesof Torres

There was in the opinion of Mr. Laurier no Vedras in respect to this question, and
excuse at all for government not speaking that he has not assumed -any attitude with
out at that time. It was cowardly of them regard to it, his attitude is nevertheless
not to speak. Wait til we see why he ss clearly and well understood, at least by his
he did not speak himself. friends in Quebec. According to the re-

ports published in the press of the Liberal
They shunted the question to the courts where party in that province, he has declared onit is now. probably a score of platforms that he is
When we remember that Mr. Blake's re- anxious to have the opportunity of redress-

solution which shunted that question to the ing the wrongs of the minority. While in
courts was agreed to unanimously in the Quebec they interpret his speeches in that
Houso of Commons, Mr. Laurier being pre- way-and I assume that his utterances are
sent at the time and thus lending a hand in correctly reported-the Winnipeg Tribune,
shunting the question, we may be able to the organ of Mr. Greenway in Manitoba,
judge the value of the statement that it was contends that Mr. Laurier has put himself
the government who shunted the question on record in the speeches that he has made
into the courts and who acted in a cowardly in Manitoba as being opposed to any coercion
manner. What they did was done with the whatever in regard to this matter.
support and assistance of the hon. gentleman
himself. He continued: Hon. Mr. REESOR-I understand he is

The opposition are not in a position to take any opposed to coercion in any province.

action.
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-He certainly is

Why, I would ask, were the opposition tied not reported in that way in a very con-
hand and foot, and their mouths sealed siderable proportion of the press of Quebec.
until a decision had been given by the courts On the contrary, his principal lieutenant,
if the governnent were cowards for not Mr. Tarte, who recently addressed meetings
speaking out and declaring their policy 1 in the county of Westmoreland, formerly
under the same circumstances. represented by my hon. friend who has just

The opposition are not in a position to take a.ny addressed the House, put himself on record,
action until such tine as a report lias been given speaking for Mr. Laurier, that he was an
by the courts, and until the courts have decided advocate of the restoration of the rights of
whether or not the government have the right to the minority. He had no hesitation in say-interfere. T'hen, sir it will be tinie for us to say i. t.
we will act or not. In iy estimation it is not mg so in the French parishes in the county
prudent niow that the question is hefore the court Of Westmoreland. at least he was so report-
to deal with it, because it would be appealing to ed by the Liberal press.
prejudice which it wvould be better should be left
aside. Hon. Mr. REESOR-Yes, but not by
Why was it so imperative on the îeader coercion.
of the opposition to keep clear of engen-
dering prejudices, while on the other hand Hon. Mr. FERGUSON.--Perhaps, then,
it was cowardly for the government not to by a commission to make a further inquiry
make an issue of the matter, notwithstanding as to the facts, in order to gain more delay
these same prejudices ? I put these extracts which the leader of the opposition in this
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flouse so warmly deprecates. I will allow to undertake, satisfies me that there is such
My hon. friend to take whichever horn of collusion, and as a further evidence of this I
the dilemma he chooses. His leader in this may refer to the report which is current,
House deprecates the delav, which, he says, and which has not been contradicted, that
is intensifying feeling and doing harm to at a critical moment the Attorney Gen-
the country, while if my hon. friend who eral of Manitoba, the Hon. Mr. Sifton, came
n1ow speaks is right, the policy of his leader to Montreal and had an interview with Mr.
in the other House is to obtain still f urther Laurier. They parted apparently with a
delay. The Liberal party are pursuing a perfect understanding and the dissolution of
very dangerous course with regard to this the local house took place immediatel after-
question; but that is nothing new for them. wards.
They have plau ed with fire, so to speak,
man tinies durinc the history of the past Hon. Mr. PRsaRSE-Refrence might
te, years. We remeîber very well the be made to the Jesuits estates questi n.

aeiel agitation, and the advantage which
the Liberal party took of that question to Hon. Mr. FERGUSON- might have
eideavoui. to crcate bad feeling hetween the refeMnred to that as well; however, the
different races of this country. We remenh- charge dors not lie so fairly against the

Lauier They pate ap aety wt1

question which arose in the part u in that connection, because a large
province of Nova Scotia, when the Liberal majority of its members took the constitu-
Party in that province raised the fla- of tional view of that question. If they had
8ecession and treason to this confederation. done so, in regard to the ot her questions, it
tInmediately previous to the general election would have been very Nuch more to their

af 1887, they unexpectedly dissolved the credit. I take the view that no govern-
local house and went to the country on ment, or set of men charged with the
the Policy of secession fro a the union. We responsibilities of goveriment, can do any-

province ofNvaSota wete Laiera majity of intshebr ok h osiu

knOw that in doing so thed the playiof tinal i the present juncture than
eith fire, and we know that they did it for apply thenselves in the spirit of reason and

the purpose of helping their friends in moderation and justice to reinove the
federal politics, for as soon as the federa grievances whih the highest court in the
elections were over, and it was apparent realm bas declared to exist on the part of
that they had failed, that the people of N.S., the minority in the province of Manitoba.
althoui carried off theirafet bythe secession It is all very well for ion. gentlemen to
cry, liad recovered theinselves and returned say, as some have said, that while thfey
t uajority of embers of the fruse of admit that a grievance has been found to
Coemons pledged to maintain the intedrity exist, and tht the highest court in the

f Our confederation, they abndoned their empire lhas decided that this parliament bas
attitude. Later on, this party played once ipower to remedy that grievance, they take
tore with political fireon the question of coin- the ground that parliainent is not compelled
alercial union, a dangerous proposition and to do so. It think it is clear that parlia-
cre whih touched the ties whid hound usment is not com elled to interfere. The
tO the great empire of whieh we form a part. government do very many good things that
We know that the Liberal party in their s they do not under compulsion. They
aofiety for power raised that question care- may not be compelled t reiedy a
let of conequences, though their attitude wrong, but if they do not do so, they

wa calculated to sap the loyalty of the must accept the responsibility of their
PeOPle and materially affect te interests of inction. The rinht of petition lias existed
theempire and I say now that there is the under the British constitutiun sin e the
Clearest evidence to miy md that collusion time of the petition of right, or perhaps
5 Xists between the leader of the Liberal we miht go further back and say
Party in the province of Manitoba and the that since the time of the Magna
leader of the Liberal party ii federal politics. Charta the right of petition bas existed.
The dissolution of the legislative assembly From that time forward the recognized
cf eat just in the few days which in - principle f as been that if any one approaches
tervened between the summnoning of this the Crown, or approaches parliament with a
"ouse and the consideration of the legis just cause, and it is within the power of par-
lation which we are specially called together liainent to apply the required remedy, it is
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the duty of parliament to do so. Hon. tis trouble. Let him wait until he hears
gentlemen cannot ignore the moral obli- wat he Proposed. 1 say it c:n be done by
gations, the equitable obligations which compensation." If the lion. gentleman is
devolve upon the government, which devolve right in the view he expressed last evening,
upon parliament, and every member of that everything was smooth and serene and
parliament, to deal with a question of this no harm done, what was he going to give
kind, and to deal with it properly. We compensation for?
cannot say "We may shirk our duty, and Ail the Dominion governrnent wiII have to do
we may not do anythingr at all. We may'we aynotdoanthig t il. Wema wobe to tuake a grant iii order to suppleinent
fold our hands and say we will do nothing." theumoueys bat to the minority through the cou-
The grievance has been proved by the highesL tribution whieh they make to the municipalities.
court of the realm to exist, and the power M lion. frienî had reviousl expIained in
to reniedy that grievance has been declared t sh
by the saee authority to exist in thisby te sme athoity o eist ii hishad been to compel a large portion of those
parliament of Canada. However, we, mayparlameît f Caada Hoever wern i who had supported separate schools to adopt
go about it, it is clearly our duty to remedy p ebools. He did not. appear to think
that grievance, and if we do not do so we re
will assme a very grave and serious respon-
sibility. and that the compensation was only for

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Without infring- those who had stood u9 against the oppres-
ing upon the constitutional powers of any sion, and he thouglit tbat there were onlySabout 3 5 scbools that were entitled to
other province, compensation. Ie further stated:

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Certainly not. As already stated, the amoount that would be ne-
That will be carefully guarded, and should cesyr in order to rectify e present position of
be c f ily guarded. N 1 altost for haot affaire i or(er to make this wrong a right, would

not exceed, so far as the Roman Catholie tinority
one iatter, until my bion. friend reminded are conerne, $1oOo a year. Now, 1do not ask
mne. A was rather surprised at the speech the peple of eastern Canada to put their tands in
my lion. friend from Slell River mnade yes-their bockets and take out n suo i sufliment to
terday af ternoon i 1 this Huse. I was sur- Itcet the requirenonts which have ariseog ith con-

netution with this dispute, I sav that in the re-
prised to find that my hion. fMiend appears venue derived from the public lands of Manioba
to bave taken altogether different grounds there is a source froi which the eecessary compen-
f rom those be put forward a year ago, when sation eau be drawn.

It is ot of this source, tbink, that asmall co -Y pensation could easily be provided, in order to put
logadlcid speech inthis bouse uponmitlo an u nran end to what otherwise might become a very

tbis very important question. My ion. rave dispute as between different sections of the
f riend shakf s bis liead, but I think when I poiîiinîin mbich are governed more by their feel-

ndgs than by anythig else in regard to religions

ethose who hador stoo unagainste the oppes

inatters. A small su of money like that which I
extracts f rom the speech he made last year, have mentioned, is nothing in coniparison with the
he will, tink, coe to the conclusion that hari and saerong that would be loe upon the
he bas either forgotten the position be too'k people of Canada by bringing on a dispute of this
last year or that le bas entirely chnged k cesd, or by depriving that western country ofthe
bis cr ld. e said constit.stioinal powers and privleges to i h tey

are entitled.
That is a question for the Rooan Catholie mi- I just put those remarks of my bon. f riend

nority to decide. They have put forth the aim last year before him, in order that he may
that they have been deprived of certain rights, consider w etherthey are consistet with the
and we, as part of parliament, I t sie have a
what were those rights, and how far they have statement hie made last evening, that there
been deprived of the , as we l as ow a remedy was nothin wrong, no grievance, and that
to h aiel without itnpaaring the constitgtiona the circumstaunces chaed for no remedy.
foro the hpeople or ifriig upo the
autonorny of the province of iManitoba. Hon. Mr. BOULTON-If the hion. mem-

ber would refar to tbe debates of last
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-hear, hear. Thursday, e would se that I advocate tbe

samqe policy exactly, and if I bad not been
on. Mr. FERGUSON-The hion. oente- interrupted yesterday in my remarks, I

han found a way of doing it witout any of would have detailed exactly the same thing.
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IIOn. Mr. FERGUSON-I am delighted might be even in the spirit of compromise,
d hear that statement, because then the so that it might not be necessary for the
difference between my hon. friend and my- parliament of Canada to pass any law bear-
self 18 not so wide as I thought it was. ing on the question of Manitoba schools.
thut I inferred from his speech fast evening Whatever the present generation will say,that he was prepared to take the position history will record that the govern-
tlat there was no grievance that parlia- ment of Canada proceeded in this matter

nt was called upon to rectify, and I am fron the very first with the greatest pru-
delighted to find that it was his intention dence and forbearance, and that after the
Yesterday to put hinself on record in the long years that have passed, if there is any
very same manner he did last year, and if trouble or difficulty to come out of this

e had done so, it would be found there was question the fault lies at the do:>r of the
40t Such a material difference between my governnent of Manitoba, and tho e who are
hn11 . friend and the governient on this encouraging the government of Manitoba in
Manitoba school question. It has been the course they are pursuing ; and it
declared again and again, and a great many does not lie at the door of
peuple have been lead alost to believe the federal government of Cantda. It has
lhe governmnent were harsh and hasty in also been alleged that the facts, of this
passing the remedial order of last year, and dispute have never been ascertained at all.
that the remedial order was imperative and That is the ground work and the basis of the
Peremptory in its terms, that it had no right policy that it is said the Hon. Mr. Laurier

be as mandatory as it was. With regard is propounding, and a reason for an investi-
to that, I have the opinion of those who gation and inquiry. We have often heird
have good opportunities of knowing that it that gentleman and his friends ridicule the
"as really necessary that that instrument government because they issued commissions.

itSelf should have been couched in the They said: "You are governing the country
forri of a legal instrument but even up by commission," and they thought it was ato the time the Manitoba government re- subject of amusement. But here now, aftterteived that remedial order, there was five or six years of investigation, after the
'lO reason why they should have refused to matter has gone through all the different
act in a conciliatory manner, simply because phases, from one court to another, from one
the instrument was couched in mandatory tribunal to another, after it has been con-

s. It is within the recollection of hon. sidered in parliament one year after
entlemen that long, long before, even before another for six long years, we hear them

the decision of the Privy Council w as saying: "We are going to issue a commis-
rendered at al], that the government of sion." Well, it would be introducing
Canada had, in the most conciliatory government by commission in all its
'annfler possible, addressed theinselves to the fuliness, if any such course were pursued.
legislature and government of Manitoba, in But is it correct to -say that the
Order to prevail upon them to do someth'ng facts have not been ascertained 7 Is it not
t remriedy the wrongs of which the Roman true that when the first case wentOatholic minority in that province com- through the Manitoba courts all the parties
plaied. It is also true that, in that de-! appeared that had any information to give,8patch from the government of Canada t hat aflidavits were subnitted, that public
Which referred the remedial order to the documents were produced, that every kind
overnlment of Manitoba, there was the of evidence that could be possibly be elicited

Saine kind and conciliatory and moderate on the question was put before the court
txpression with regard to this question and first hearing the case i An appeal was made.
that, even if there should be any force or I suppose it is customary in matters

ruth in the allegation which we so often of appeal to send all this evidence right for-
th that the remedial order was too larsh, ward to the court of final appeal; but it is
th e government of Canada has, since that true that the facts were ascertained, and it
t , made it as clear as could possibly be, is utter nonsense for any man in Canada to

that they did not want to deal harshly with say that the facts of this case are not under-
the province of Manitoba ; on the contrary, stood. They are understood and .well un-
thoy were deeply anxious that this question derstood, and the time has cone for settling
ehould be met in a spirit of conciliation, it this question, and settling it fairly and justly
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according to the constitution of the country.
My hon. friend, the senior menber for Hali-
fax, thought he would get in a shot at the
government in connection with the Mercier
regime in the province of Quebec by
charging my hon. friend, the leader of the
government with having invited one of the
Mercier gang to the government since the
last meeting of parli ment-I refer to the
Hon. Mr. Pelletier, the provincial secretary
of Quebec. I have taken the pains to look
into this matter, and I find, to my surprise,
that that gentleman never was a member of
the Merc:er administration. I find
that he was a Conservative and
Nationalist, and joined with Mr. Mercier
in the first year of his administration, sup-
porting that government for a little while,
that he gradually separated from it, and
that he was in no way whatever connected
with that adminstration at the time of the
Baie des Chaleurs transaction. Therefore
my bon. friend is entirely wrong in
trying to connect my hon. friend,
even in this very remote degree, with
not feeling as strongly against the Mercier
gang as he profes-ed to from the fact of his
having invited this gentleman to take a seat
in his Cabinet. My hon. friend who raised
this point must have been disturbed in his
sleep, to some extent, by the company
with whom he finds hinself surrounded.
Why is it that this question bas been brought
up, simply because Mr. Pelletier had been
invited to take a seat in the Cabinet? Why
is he so sensitive about it? Is it because
he does not enjoy the political company in
which he finds himself placed, with men
who are steeped in the Mercier transactions
and many other transactions of similar char-
acter. I think it must be that my hon.
friend is not confortable in the position in
which he finds himself, with his leader, in
the words of the late may<r of Montrenl,
associated with such a had element as these
people who are surrounding and who appear
to control his actions in political life. When
we find such a good inan as the ex-mayor of
Montreal, deploring in the bitterness of his
soul such conmpany as his leader was sur-
rounded by, and when we find a liberal paper
in Montreal, the lWitness, joining with the
mayor in such complaints, and when my hon.
friend brings this up, we conclude that he is
not much more comfortable than they are. In
concluding my observations, I will say that J
feel that this honourable House on both sides,

supporters of my hon. friend the premier as
well as gentlemen who may not sympathize
with the administration, will join w% ith me
in congratulating my hon. friend on the re-
sult of the late rather unfortunate crisis-it
was an unfortunate crisis I admit-but of
the results we have not much to be ashaned.
We find my hon. friend bas been able to
assert his r ight to govern by calling into
his cabinet a gentleman who bas so long oc-
cupied a seat in this House, and whom we
all respect so highly, the Minister of Militia
and Defence, and he bas strengthened his
government in a effective way by calling in
Sir Charles Tupper, Bart., whose services
will be invaluable to the country, and who
will be a great help to my bon. friend the
leader of the government in the good govern-
ment of Canada.

The motion was agreed to.

THE STANDING COMMITTEES.

MOTION.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL
moved :

That, pursuant to rule 79, the following Sena-
tors be appointed a Committee of Selection to
nominate the Senators to serve on the several
Standing Connittees, namely :-The Honourable
Messieurs Allan, Bernier, Desjardins, Lougheed,
McClelan, Miller, Power, Scott, and the mover ;
and to report with all convenient speed the naines
of the Senators so nominated.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-Before
that motion is pu, I desire to call the at-
tention of the Premier to what I must
believe is a slip, and a very serious one. A
name bas been ommitted from that commit-
tee which was always prominently on the
list since the committee was formed some
three years ago. In looking over the list
you will find that every province and even
the North-west is represented on the com-
mittee. Heretofore my colleague bas been
a member of that committee, and British
Columbia is the only province not represent-
ed in the list of naines mentioned bere. I
think that it must have been the result of
an oversight on the part of the leader of the
House and the government. I find, on
analysing the composition of the committee,
that there are three from Ontario, one fron
Quebec, one f rom Manitoba, two from Nova
Scotia, one from New Brunswick, and one
from the Territories- nine in all.
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lon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-None
from Prince Edward Island.

lion. Mr. McINNES-I would suggest
that the name of my hon. colleague be added,
and if the committee is limited to nine, I
Would propose that his namie be substituted
for one of the others.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
asure the House there was nothing inten-
tional in changing it. Until the hon.
get1tleMan called my attention to it, I was
not aware of the fact that the nane had

I11 left off; the only change that I made
was to put the name of Mr. Desjardins on
the list, he being a member of the govern-
ment, in plac, of Mr. Angers. I have not
the slightest objection to Mr. Macdonald
serving; on the contrary, I should like to see
an old experienced member like the hon.
gentleman on the committee. Of course the
1unmber is limited to nine. We can strike
out One and substitute Mr. Macdonald's
name, I suppose.

lion. Mr. ALLAN-I think it would be
better not to do that, because it appears
that as far as possible, gentlemen on both
sides of the House from different provinces
have been selected, and I think Ontario
would be strong enough with two represent-

tives; so if the hon. gentleman will with-
draw ny nane, there will be no difficulty
and Ontario will then have two repre-
sentatives.

hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
have acted on the suggestion of the hon.
ruembedr fromYork.

"on. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The
premier will remember that when the com-
mlttee has been striking the other commit-
tees for the last two sessions they found
great trouble in discharging its duty, and I
ýhink the rules should be changed so as to
nlerease the number on each committee.
Several members were on two committees
and it was found very awkward.

dion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
d ot think the difficulty was in finding
aes for all the Senators of the House.
e difficulty was that so miany members

there on more than one committee, some on
ree and some on 'four, and none of them

had any desire to be removed. If in strik-
ing the committees we lay down the princi-
ple that no Senator should be on more than
a certain number of committees, we would
have no difficulty. We have now a num-
ber of new senators and we must make
places for them and keep within the rules,
and therefore we shall be obliged to strike
off some of the old nanes, and substitute
the names of new members. I think we
can meet the difficulty in that way, if we
exercise forbearance, and relieve some of the
members of the trouble of attending so
many committees. That can be discussed
in comtnittee. The motion was agreed to.

The Senate then adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, January 20th, 1896.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR OF
THE NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES.

INQUIRY.

.Hon. Mr. PERLEY rose to-

Ask the government if His Honour the Lieu-
tenant Governor of the North-west Territories is
an officer of the government, and if so, has the
government granted him permission to live in the
city of Ottawa while serving in such capacity ; also,
if he is here now on leave of absence, and if so, for
how long ? Or if there is an administrator of the
office during his absence; and if so, does such ad-
ministrator get pay, and who pays him?

He said: Before asking the questions I wish
to state in the most distinct and emphatic
manner-and I am induced to do so from
some remarks that I have heard since placing
this motion on the paper-that I am not in
any way actuated by hostile feeling towards
Lieutenant Governor Mackintosh in making
this inquiry. I am a friend of his and always
have been, and I merely ask these questions
in the interest of the people whose represen-
tative I am in parliament. I have no remarks
to make at present ; if I should have any
comment to make it will depend en-
tirely upon the answers I receive from the
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government. If they should be unsatisfac- I
tory then I shall claim the indulgence of
this hon. House to make some observations
in connection with the subject.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The Lieutenant-Governor of the North-west
Territories is an officer of the government.
The ministry, desiring to avail themselves of
Mr. Mackintosh's advice in the fraing of
the estimates for the North-west Territories
and other matters pertaining to the govern-
ment of the North-west Territories, granted
that gentleman one month's leave of absence
from the 20th December, 1895, for that pur-
pose. Heresides at the Capital for the above
named period, as a matter of course with
the consent of the government. It has not
been considered necessary to appoint an
administrator.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY--I am quite satisfied
for the present with the answers. I shall
have another question to ask later on.

The Senate then adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, January 21st, 1896.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

SCHOOL ORDINANCE, NORTH-WEST
TERRITORIES.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY rose to ask the Gov-
ernmient :-

1. Are they aware that His Honour the Lieu-
tenant Governor of the North-west Territories
refused to give his assent to the School Ordinance
passed by the North-west Assembly at its last
session ?

2. Was he acting on their advice in not assent-
ing to the School Ordinauce ?

3. Is it possible for the Government, by Order
in Council, or otherwise, to have such Ordinance
put in force, and if so, will they do it?

He said : Any remarks that I may have to
offer with regard to these questions will

largely depend upon the answers that I may
receive.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-1I
have the honour to state in reply to the
questions put by the hon. mem ber from
Assiniboia, to the first question, Yes; to
the second, No, but I think it better that 1
should read the report of the Minister of
Justice which will give the best answer to
the third question, which answer I nay add
was approved by the Privy Council on the
3rd day of January, 1896. The report of
the Minister of Justice reads as follows:-

OTTAwA, December 20, 1896.

To His Excellency:
The Governor General in Council.

The undersigned has had under consideration a
bill passed by the legislative assenbly of the North-
west Territories at its last session, 189.5, received by
the Secretary of State for Canada on the 29th day
of October, 1895, intituled : "An Ordinance to
amend and consolidate as amended the Ordinance
respecting Schools," which bill was reserved by
His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor for the assent
of Your Excellency.

The Lieutenant Governor's report merely states
that the passing of the bill by the Assembly took
place on the last day of the session, alnost imme-
diately before the prorogation of the legislature
and as he consequently had no opportunity of ex-
amining its provision he reserved his assent there-
to.

The bill, as its title indicates, is intended to cou-
solidate and amend the various ordinances respect-
ing the schools of the territories. It relates entirely
to the subject of education, and it was intended to
go into effect on the first day of January, 1896.

By section 14 of the North-west Territories Act
it is provided in effect as follows :

" The Lieutenant-Governor, by and with the ad-
vice and consent of the Legislative Assembly of the
North-west Territories, shall pass all necessary
ordinances in respect to education; but it sball
therein always be provided, that a majority of the
ratepayers of any district or portion of the terri-
tories or of any less portion or subdivision thereof
by whatever name the same is known, nay estab-
lish such schools therein as they think fit and
make the necessary assessnent and collection of
rates therefor ; and also that the minority of the
ratepayers therein, whether Protestant or Roman
Catholic, nay establish separate schools therein,
and in such case, the ratepayers establishing such
Protestant or Roman Catbolic separate schools
shall be liable only to assessment of such rates as
they impose upon theinselves in respect thereof.

2. " The power to pass ordinances, conferred upon
the Lieutenant Governor by this section, is hereby
declared to have been vested in him on the 7th
day of May, one thousand eigbt hundred and
eighty."

The bill reserved appears to contain the provi-
sions with .egard tothe establishment of schools by
the majority of the ratepayers, the establishment
of separate schools and the liability to assessment
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therefor which are required by the section quoted ing the local legislatures to deal with such
as a condition to the validitv of the legislation. deemed best in the interest
It will be observed that the Lieutnat-Governor questions as trey r öf th e in the cse
has stated no question for consideration with of the territory or 5f the province, as the case
regard to the constitutionality of the measure, and may be.
no representations have been made to Your Excel-
lency from any other quarter that the Assembly Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I am very much
hBas, by its enactment exceeded its authority.

Uinder the instructions which were issued to the pleased with the answer that I have received
Lieutenant-Governor lie is required to take care from the hon. First Minister. It will place
that all laws assented to by hin or reserved for the the Government in a very much better posi-
signification of Your Excellency's pleasure thereon tion in the North-west Territories than theyaàall, when transmitted by himii, be fairly abstracted occupy at the resent time with respect toin the nargil and be accompanied in sucli cases p p
as nay seeni to him necessary with such explan- this measure, because, I may say, they are
atory observations as may be required to exhibit blamed by the great majority of people in
the reasons and occasions for proposing such laws, that country for the extraordinary course
Otherwise the Lieutenant-Governor lias no instruc- which the Lieutenant-Governor took and
tions in any way effecting this Bill. It would
seein, therefor, to have been intended that a which appears now so entirely unjustifiable,
measure of this character should depend for its in withholding his assent f rom that bill. It
effect upon the exercise of that authority which was generally believed that he was inspiredby the North-west Territories Act has been coin by the federal authorities to act as he didiflitted to the Lieutenant-Governor and Assenibly
Of the Territories, and that the case is not one in and I am pleased to know that the Govern-
Which Your Excellency should be called upon to ment are not guilty of that with which.they
give effect to the legislation. have been charged, and that the fault rests

The undersigned is of opinion that the Lieutenant- entirely with the Lieutenant-Governor him-Governor ought not to reserve the bill for Your s
Excellency's assent. self. Before proceeding further, I should

For the reasons stated the undersigned recom- like to ask the First Minister a question.
inends that the Lieutenant-Governor be infornied It nay be out of the ordinary course of
that Your Excellency does not propose to signify things, but if it is one which he can answerYour pleasure with respect to the reserved bill or to g
take any action upon it. It will be for the Legis- I do not think I am violating any rule of
lative Assenbly of the Territories, if it so desires, parliamentary etiquette in making the in-
to reconsider the bill and re-enact or reject it in quiry. I would ask the hon. gentleman if
its discretion. If the bill be re-enacted and the Lieutenant-Governor of the North-westassented to by the Lieutenant-Governor the author-
ity is vested in Your Excellency to disallow the Territories has given to the Government here
ordinance at any time within a year f rom its receipt a statement of t he accounts still remaining
by the Secretary of State, and the question as to unpaid in connection with the North-west
Whether the power of disallowance should be Territories exhibition ? I have anotherexercised could then be properly considered.

The undersigned further recomnends, that a question to follow, if they see fit to answer
copy of this report, if approved, be transimitted to the one that I have put.
.iis Honour the Lieutenant-Governor for his
iniformation. Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

Respectfully submitted, Has the hon. gentleman given notice of that
CHARLES HIBBERT TUPPER, question ?

Minister of Justice.

I have taken the somewhat unusual course
of reading a report, which was adopted by lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
Council, in order that hon. gentlemen am not in a position to state positively. My
and the House and the country may be fully impression is that there is no stateinent of
aware of the reasons which induced the that character, but if the hon. nember wil
Government not to interfere in any way with allow the question to stand until to-rorrow
the bill, either by allowing or by disallowing [ will try and get full particulars.
it. I may also'add that this has I een the
Course pursued by the preceding govern- Hon. Mr. PERLEY-J have understood
rient. If my recollection serves me right, that there is no statement of the balances
a case. from Prince Edward Island was due to the different parties who helped to
treated in precisely the saine manner I huild and construct, and took part in the
knlow that a bill, passed by the local legis- North-West Territories exhibition, and that
l.ture of Ontario, was sirilarly treated, leav- there is a considerable ainount of money still
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due to those persons. I also understand
that there i- no recommendation thus far
made by the Lieutenant-G'overnor that those
bills be paid, or rather that any sum has yet
been placed in the estimates to meet the
balances still due t6 the different parties for
the part that they took in carrying out the
North-West Territories-Exhibition. I learn-
ed from the Premier yesterday that the term
for which His Excellency was to remain here
has now elapsed, and therefore if nothing
has yet been done in the way of securing an
amount to be placed in the estimates to meet
those expenses, the mission of the Lieutenant-
Governor to Ottawa has been, to my mind,
largely a failure. I was well pleased
with a portion of the answer given
yesterday-I was pleased to learn that
the Lieutenant-Governor is an officer of
fhe Dominion Government, because the
tederal authorities appointed him as an
officer to hold the territorial fair and
the Dominion Parliament granted $25,000
for that purpose, which sum was placed in his
hands. I am pleased to know that he is an
officer of the Dominion Government, because
the balance still unpaid in connection with
that fair will be paid, inasmuch as the debts
were contracted by one of their officers. I
took some exception-not f rom any personal
hostility to the Lieutenant-Governor-to Mr.
Mackintosh having been charged with so
large an expenditure of the public money
and wit-h so very important a task as that of
holding the territorial exhibition. However,
my advice to the then Prime Minister was
not listened to and the Lieutenant-Governor
was appointed to hold the fair last year. As
I have said, Parliament voted $25,000 in aid
of the enterprise. In addition to that, the
city of Regina granted $10,000, which is a
direct charge upon the corporation of that
town, and is proportionately a larger tax
per capita than $1,000,000 would be on the
city of Montreal or the city of Toronto.
You can understand, therefore, the very large
interest that those people took, and how much
they had at stake in the success of that
exhibition. Next we find a grant of $5,000
made by theNorth-west Territories Assembly.
This sum was taken out of the bare pittance
which is supplied to them. They have barely
enough to carry on the affairs of that vast
territory. Every dollar of it is absolutely
required to provide schools, roads and
bridges, but so great was the desire of the
North-west Assembly to assist the Lieuten-

ant-Governor in making the fair a success
that they voted the sum of $5,000, making
altogether $40,000 contributed from the
three sources that I have mentioned.
Then, again, it was reasonable to expect
that we would get $5,000 from gate money,
from entrance fees and from the sale of
privileges. After the exhibition was over,
it was found that His Honour the Lieuten-
ant-Governor had contracted debts far
beyond this amount and far beyond any
possible means of paying them. I say that
was very wrong; it was most injudicious
-I was going to say a dishonest act, but
that would be too severe a tern-for a man
occupying the high and important position of
Lieutenant-Governor to contract debts that
he had no possible means in sight to pay. It
was imposing on the credulity of the people
who had done the work and performed the
services for which these debts were con-
tracted. Nevertheless, he did so, and at the
last session of the Assembly, at which the
Ordinance to which I have referred was
framed, they voted another $5,000 to help
to pay the bills. If they had not done so,
it is difficult to say what the result would
have been to many a poor man in the coun-
try. This last grant makes $50,000 alto
gether contributed out of the hard taxes of
the people and out of the revenue of the
country towards that exhibition, and still
there is a large amount due. I have
in my desk now an account of $600 from
one poor man who had advanced material
and labour towards the exhibition, for
which he had not received pay, though he
justly expected to be paid the day after the
work was done. It is rather a reflection on
the Lieutenant-Governor that he has been
here thirty days and we are yet unable to
say that he has laid a statement before the
Government, or had provision made in the
estimates for the payment of the money due
in connection with the exhibition. There
is another point that I wish to make; the
Lieutenant-Governor is not a representative
of the people in the North-west Territories.
He is a representative of the Federal Gov-
ernment. The people have no control over
him. He is not responsible to them in the
least, so far as I know or can judge: he is
responsible only to the Government at
Ottawa, and in that particular he has failed
in a very grievous matter. I find,*by the
answer that I received to my inquiry yester-
day, that the Lieutenant-Governor has been
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here to advise the Government on the that session of the Assembiy we memorialized
finances of the North-west Territories and the Dominion Government and I, with two
Other matters pertaining to the best other delegates, came here to present that
interests of that part of the Dom- memorial to the Government asking that the
ilion. I am a pioneer in the Can- territories be granted representation in the
adian North-west. I went there in 1882 Federal Parliament. I am happy to say that
and I may say I went there with great mis- the concession was granted to us and we
givings as to whether I should be able for a elected four members to the House of Com-
long time to educate my boys there. I felt mons and two senators were appointed. We
that it would be very difficult to find the thought that we should no longer be subject
maeans of educating them in that unsettled to one-man power, and that the people should
country. At first we had no schools, but have representation in Parliament and a
three or four of us appointed ourselves trus- voice in the affairs of the country. In 1894
tees, hired a private teacher and paid him out there was a great drought in a portion of the
of Our own pockets to teach our children. The North-west Territories, and our crop was a
law existing in that country at that time was partial failure. Aid was required beyond
that there nust be an average attendance of the means of the local authorities to furnish
fifteen to constitute a public school and the it, and the government of the North-west
Parents of the children attending the school Territories made application to a member of
Inust pay the salary of the teacher. Then the Dominion Government to furnish the
the teacher should make oath that he had necessary assistance. I am told by the
received it ail, and after a certain time one- Minister of the Interior that the suml of
half of the money would be refunded. That, twenty-five thousand dollars which, I think,
was the law under which the first school was quite adequate, was promised for that
Was established and I was a trustee of that purpose, and if they would go on and spend
school. In 1885 I had the honour of being it out of moneys which they had, it would be
elected a member of the North-west Council. recouped to them. The Lieutenant Gover-
We then framed an ordinance under which nor and the Premier of the North-west Ter-
the Lieutenant-Governor, who was then ritories came to Ottawa last session and
the Hon. Mr. Dewdney, gave the remained here, I think, about ten weeks.
'noney to representatives of the people to During that time they never conferred with
be expended. I hold that the system was one of us representing the North-west Terri-
right, although people ail over the country tories in this Parliament. I am not sensitive
cOmplained of the one-man power; they on that point, because I think that my first
thought that no one man should control the duty is to serve the people who send me here.
fInances of the country but that the people I met the Prime Minister, so-called-the
8hould have a say in it. I admit that the peo- head of the government in our country, we
Ple were, perhaps, rather impatient to have call him Premier, the Hon. Mr. Haultain--
self-government while the population was so and said, " Now, Mr. Haultain, you know
8parse, but still that was the opinion all over what you want here, how much money you
that country that we should have self-govern- require ; if I cati be of any service to

ent. I may say, for the credit of Mr. you, let me know and I will give you
bewdney, that when I was elected a men- all the assistance in my power." Hie
ber of the North-west Council in 1885 the thanked me very kindly, but never asked
'noney that had been granted by the Federal me for my assistance in any manner
orliament for the purpose of education and whatever, and I am informed by the mem-
or the construction of roads and bridges bers of the House of Commons, that they

and for other purposes in that country, were treated in the same manner. The
Was expended through the advice of local Lieutenant-Governor and Mr. Haultain
Inembers. Two committees were appointed, failed to carry out what they came here for
oneonmunicipaliattersandanotheronschool -that is, to get money to aid the settlers,
Ordinances. I had the honour to be a member and when Mr. Haultain was afterwards
of the school Iordinance committee. When accused by his colleagues in the Assembly,

'e Organized we had $30,000 for educa- last October, of not having accomplished the
tonal Purposes. He said " you make laws object of his mission, he explained that he

providing for education and I will give had failed to get money because the repre-
the money," and he did so. During sentatives of the North-west Territories were
7
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no good-that they had nothing to say on the statement on the floor of the House,
the measures going through Parliainent. and it is published through the country,
The organs of the North-west Government that the representatives of the North-west
came out the next week and accused us, in Territories in the Dominion Parliament are
the sanie manner, of having failed to look no good, 1 have no option but to speak. If
after the interets of the country. Now, I we are only fit to go and look after the inter-
say that was unfair, in view of the fact that ests of individual constituent-ý in the depart-
the Premier and the Lieutenant-Governor ments-if we have no more important
had failed to consult us when they were, function to perforr, we can be of very littie
here. Notwithstanding the fact that w%'e service here. 1 core back to the question
have four capable men representing the before the Iouse; as 1 have already siated,
North-west Territori s in the House of the North-west Assemblv is composed
Commous, to say nothing of the Senators, of twentv-nine members and, so far
they have not been, up to the present day, as 1 know, these men are selected
consulted with reference to the finances of
the North-west. Mr. Haultain bas with they represent. We are more particular
bin in the North-west Assenbly twenty- in that respect than the older provinces
nine members, representing local electoral are. Here a man is selected fron business
districts. The e men core there with a fuwl connections or other circu stances which
knowledge of the condition of the localities ray not guarantee bis ability; but in the
in mhich they live, and they are in a North-west aman is selected because he
position to state the needs of those possesses ability for the position. Those
they represent. Therpfore, the Premier men, living away f rom railroads and f , om
of the North-west Territories is naturally the centres of population, take the keenest
in a better position than any one, interest in the education of their children.
else to understand the needs of tbe country. They sent representatives to Regina to f rame
The Lieutenant-Governor occupies a different an ordinance necessary to provide for the
position; we is not brouglit into contact proper education for their children, and the
with the representatives of the coutrtry as fact that the ordinance was only passed on
the Premier is. Therefore, 1 iold the Prime the Iast day of the session proves the great
Minister should make out a statement and, care wHicb was taken in f raming it. It was
great inan though ee is, should consult the preparedunder t supervisionoftheSuperin-
representatives of the people f rom the tendent of Education, and was fraed with
Noi th-west sliowing what he wants and a due regard to working out the educational
why he wants it, and when he cores down proble- in that country. On the ast day
here to Ottawa let hine, even thoug it should of the session an irresponsible man puts
humiliatehirn to descend to such a level, show bis veto on that law and deprives ade people
the repiesentatives of the Northwest Terri- of a chance of educating their c kiedren. e
tories in this Paosliaent what he wants and an glad to see that tbe answer whicl the
why he wants to get it, and then we would Premier bpas given tbrows the whole respon-
be able to work in harnoiy and go to the sibility on the Lieutenant- Governor, who
governhent and obtain what is required for exceeded the lirits of his duty and inflicted
our constituents. We are therepresentatives an njury to the people of the Nort -wes
of the people of the Noreh-west Territories, Territories in witholding his asent to that
and a though a h not a very proud or ord nance. r do not wisb to reflect too
haughty man, J stand on my dignity when a harsly upon the Lieutenant-Governor, but
man who is in no way responsible to the a want to put niyself and my colleagues
people of the North-west is consulte and we f rol the North-west fairly on record-we
are not. No questim n is asked of us, tbut siare not responsil Ie for what bas been don.
the Lieutenant-Governor, an irresponsible We bhave neer shrunk fron perforîning our
man wbo h'Ls neyer ýshown any personal duty; we are always ready to, serve on com-
ability, is brought to Ottawa and bis judg- mittees and give the Government the best
ment taken in preference to that of men advice we can tending to the development
who live in the iNorth-west and have for- and advanenent of that great country, but
gotten more about it than Mr. Mackintosh so long as we are over-ruled ay one inan
ever cearned. I feel rather sensitive in wbo is not responsible to the people of the
taking thisstand, but whenthe Premier make North-west-so long as the will of twenty-
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nine representative men who have an in- of the country in order to give to another
terest in the education of their children can section. That is ail 1 have to say to-day
be thwarted by a man who knows little or with reference to the subject of consulting

lothing about the needs of the people, I say officia t s from the North-west Territories,
tthe system is wrong and the sooner it is

changed the better.

HIon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
have very little to say in reference to the
statement made by the hon. gentleman. I
have some cause, however, to complain of
the speech which he has made in dealing
with fatcts and circumstances which are not
hefore the House, and of w hich no notice
had been given, to enable us to procure the
information to which, under the circum-
stances, the House and the country are
entitled. The subject which the hon.
gentleman has discussed is so wide and so
varied in its character that it would require
mnuch more time for proper consideration
than I have at the present moment to bes'ow
uPon it. If the hon. gentleman had put
another question to me in reference to the
Parties whom the government consults be-
fore coming to a decision as to the amount
of mfloney to be placed in the estimates for
the North-west Territories, I could have
told him that the Premier of the North-west,
to Whom he has referred and who represents,
I may safely say, one of the most intelligent
bodies of men considering their number that
it has ever been my pleasure to meet for
m1anyyears, is to be here to-night or to-morrow
to consult with the Ministers, more particu-
larly the one representing that portion of
the country, on the very question whih the
hon. gentleman has with a good deal of
earnestneqs and clearness, brought before us
tO-day. If it is any advantage for the hon.

enmber to know, I can tell himî that every
Year the Premier of the North-west Terri-
tories, through his treasurer, sends a state-
ment of the requirements of the North-west
government, and I nav also add, so far as
'Y experience goes, there has scarcely ever
been a statement presented to the
Rovernment that they have not found
t neces-sary to cut down very largely.
We recognize the importance of that portion
Of the Domini n and the necessity of ex-
tending to it, as far as the public revenues will
justify, the greatest liberalit y that can be
exercised; but it is well, while we are dis-
tbuting the public money that we should

very careful to guard the interests of
every section and not overburden one part

further than this-that the Lieutenant-Gov-
ernor for the time being of the North-west
Territories is the direct representative of the
Dominion Government in that section of the
country, and it is to him and through him
tuat they should seek information, as well
as from the legislature. In other words,
the constitutional mode of dealing with a
question of this kind, is for the Premier and
Legislature of each province to send their
representations through the Lieutenant-
Governor for the time being, because it is with
him alone that we can properly deal in mat-
ters of the kind to which the hon. gentleman
has referred. As tothe point raised by my hon.
friend, with reference to consultation with
senators, that is something which I think is
usually done as a matter of courtesy. Con-
stituti nally it certainly does not devolve
upon the Lieutenant Governor or those who
have the particular charge of arranging the
distribution of money in territories like those
of the North west Territories to consult every
one, or even any one, of therepresentatives un-
less they think propertodo so, but I readilyad-
mit thegreatadvantagesthatalwaysarisefrom
consultations of that kind, because by that
means you receive information and sugges-
tions and hints that would not otherwise
come properly from either the Premier or
the Lieutenant-Governor. Hence I am sur-
prised to hear, for the first tirne, that the
representatives of the different portions of
the Dominion have not been consulted upon
inportant matters affecting their provinces.
I was struck with the remarks which the
hon. gentleman made in reference to the
territorial fair. I am not so sure that he
is strictly correct, nor am I prepared to
admit as a principle that the government is
bound, either in honour or in equity, and
certainly not legally, to meet the debts
which may be incurred by one of its officers,
no matter for what purpose, prov;ding those
debts are incurred on his own responsibility
and without the consent or approval of those
who appointed him. Ali that we had to do
with this athair is embodied in the item
whi2 h granted the sum in aid of the exhibi-
tion. It was not conducted by the Dominion
Government. The Dominion Government
had nothing whatever to do with it-they
simply placed in the estimates for 1894 an
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item which reads as follows: "Contribu- that they onlv receive a certain amount Of
tions towards the North-west Territories money to carry on the affairs of the country
Fait-." and if, through mismanagement by a

Dominion official, debts are incurred, their
Hon. Mi. PERLEY-Who authorized equitable claim would be greater. If the loss

him to hold the exhibition? was through the directors or those who
generally manage such exhibitions, then the

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I question woulc arise whether there is any
suppose it must have been the Assembly of responsibility legally or otherwise. That is
the North-west Territories, or the people of a point which has not yet been brought under
the North-west-I speak subject to correc- the notice of the government, and therefore,
tion. The facts are not before us, and that they have core to no decision upon the sub-
is why I complain that the hon. gentleman ject. My hon. friend beside me (Mr. Fer-
has introduced this subject without giving guson) who was acting Minister of Agricul-
notice, in order that g could supply my- ture when the subject came before that de-
self with the facts. Application was made partment, informns me that there are letters
for an appropriation to assist in holding the in the department with reference
fair in the North-west Territories, and the to the deficit which resulted from
Government acquiesced n the request and the holding of the fair. Whether there is
placed in the estimates the suni of $25,000. a statement showing what the deficit consists

of, neither he nor mysef is in a position to
Hon. Mr. McINN ES (B.C.)-By whor state; but if my hon. friend will place a

sas the request made? notice on the papers asking for the infor-
ination, J sha a be very hlad to bring it before

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I the buse.
think by the legisature, or the Lieutenant-
Governor. That is one of the points that I Hon. Mr. PERLEY-i lad a notice pre-
ain not prepared to answer. pared, but saw that notice had been given

in the other House, and did not put it on
Hon. Mr. PERLEY- did for oe, and our paper for that reason.

so did Mr. Davin and others.
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-A

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-XVe nioment's reflection would have suggested tb
hiad precisely a similar case with respect to a the hon. gentleman the propriety of not dis-
fair lately held at Sherbrooke, in the province cussing the subject until the papers were
of Quebec. We contributed$10,000 towards brought down, s0 that we could have used
holding a cheeseandbutterfair at Sherbrooke, them in this House though not submitted
but we neer took any responsibiity eyond here. Te courbe of the governent has
that. The money was handed over to the been not only consistent, but fair in al
parties interested wIo had the manage- matters affecting the North-west Territories.
ment of it, and beyond that we knew nothitgo Let me say one thing for the Lieutenant-
of it. Whether they were in debt or notafter Governor in reference to this ordinance
the fair, I cannot say, but even if they were, I asked is Honour the other day, after the
they never applied to the Dominion Govern- notice haco been placed on the paper by the
ment for any mioney to help them to pay hion. gentleman f romi Assiniboi., why lie
their debts. There may be sone difference had not given his sanction to the ordinance
with respect to the North-west Territories- after it was passed. He had to.d me him
that they are not governed in the same way self that the people were under the impres-
as the provinces are-this is, that being sion, more particularly since this school
territories their powers are niot so wide as question has been under discussion, that it
those of the provinces, which are governed was another case of interference on the part
under the system of responsible government, of the Dominion Government with what was
and therefore there migt be an equitable solely and purely a local matter and I wish-
daim on the partof the North-west Terri- ed to correct the misapprehension. e told
tories upon the Dominion Government in me that the ordinance had only been placed
order to assist in the liquidation of that debt. in his hands within a few Minutes of the
They might base a claim upon the ground, tine when he was to prorogue the House,
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and that he had not time even to look at its to the North-west Governnent, and who
contents to ascertain whether there were apparently would be responsible to the Domi-
any clauses which night be considered as nion Government for ai such acts performed
dtra vires, or not strictly within the limits in the territories. 1 do not purpose entering
of their power, and that, after consultation into a discussion to-day on this subject, be-
with the Premier, _Mr. Haultain, and with cause uîy hon. friend from the territories has
h1i consent, he withheld his assent to the indicated that he wili put another notice on
ordinance. the paper, and I anticipate that the govern-

nient will give us information which is desir-
lion. Mr. PFRLEY-I am veiy glad to able, so that there may be a proper ventila-

i aear the explanation. tion of the whole subject.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
give that explanation to the hon. gente- Does not mv hon. friend think that lie is using
nia and to the Riuse for what it is worth. too stron a word when lie say ant repudia-

thave no reason to doubt the veracity of tion? " He should establish the liability
the Lieutenant-Governor, nor (o10t say he first. M lion. frienci ma taim that owe

Sright in prororuing the Asseibly be-;hini, Lut w if I refuse to pay him, it is not
fore he had an opportunity of examinling 'ýrepudiation until lie first establishes that I
Qach bill to which hie was asked to give his'owe him. There must he an obligation
asent. I have furnished the hion. gente- before there can be a repudiation
her with a l the information that I have in
It'Y Possession. If there is anythingento H on .fried I fatch if tsing

manandto heHoue fr wati iswr h otong aMrd wUhen -he say "f repuia

which he will cal my attention, " shaol be etbiis sto liability it is not necessary to repudiate.
the LiutenatGa T e Senate then adjourned.

lion. Mr. LOUGHEED-I ins te) ask
for information. Do understand the hon.
gentlehan tha t the Governmet has

psosutey commnitted itself to the M HEED In ih
iPudiatiou of the liabilities in excss of the T sNate.

exropriation made towards the North-west
fair, or is the inatter still under consider- Ottawa, Wednesday, January 22ud, 1896.

io TH E SPEAKER took the Chair at Three

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- oclock.
, I did not say that. I stated that the Prayers and routine proceedings.
juestion had not yet come before us, either i

as to our liability, equitably or othervise, THE STANDING COMMITTEES.
.1td consequently we had cone to no de-.
c'ision.MOIN

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL pre-
lion. Mr. LOUGHEED-I did not say sented the report of the select committee

tht rny hon. friend absolutely repu. appointed to nominate Senators to the
4atedthose liabilities, but his remarks led me select standing commnittees. He said :-In
to eonceive that t here miglt possibly be a re- allotting the different members of the Senate
Pudiation of them. WhatIdesire is this, that to the various committees, we established
the most favourable consideration should be the principle, in all cases, where it is at all
g"'en to this question, inasmuch as it involves practicable, of confiningeach member to three
Sver3y large sum of money which is owing to separate and distinct committees. We were
ny deserving individuals in that part of induced to take this course from the fact
e country, and they certainly look to the that the rule limits the number for each
1)mnion government to pay the liabilities committee and we found that to carry out

'*hich have been contracted by an officer the old principle of allotting the older mem-
restenting this government in the North- bers of the Senate to the various committees

cest Territories-the one througl whom -some to three, some to four, and in some
fcollunication passes from this government cases to five-it prevented the placing upon
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committees some of the new members and sion, I will present to you the written
those who in the past have not attended declarations of the mo t experienced navi-
very regularly. It has been suggested, gators and pilots who have sailed the Bay
since the report was prepared, that some of Fundy and harbour of St. John, some 30
Senators would prefer being removed from others, 40 or more years. I will show to
one committee to anotier. I informed those you by them that the waters of those locali-
gentlemen that it would be better to sub- ties are f ree from ice or any obstruction that
mit the report as it was; drafted by the com- might interfere with the navigation of those
mittee, and during the time that will places at any season of the year. And as
elapse between the ndjournment and the the settlement of this question secures to
re-assembling of the Senate, they will be able vou for all time to come the outlet of the
to make the exchanges on the different com- shipping wealth of Canada, and also likely
mittees in accordance with their wishes. I that of the western states of the United
deem it advisable to make this explanation States, through this Dominion. I feel i
in order that the Senate may understand the have your sympathy in all honest efforts to
principles on which the commîittee have show that our port ought to be the winter
acted in drafting the report. I move that port and that the Bay of Fundy is a high-
the report be taken into consideration on wvay as safe for all ships and steamers of any
the 5th February nexit. class, if not safer, than any other on the

coast of North America, at any season of
The motion was agreed to the year. My authorities to substantiate

those statements, hon. gentlemen, are fron
PILOTAGE IN THE BAY 0F FUNDY. reports of committees and other documents

got up with great care, and presented to the
INQUIRY. Board of Trade of St. John, and are as

Hon. Mr. DEVER rose to follows:-

Inquire as to what action the Governiment intend
taking on the Report of the Government Commis-
sioners, Captain W. H. Smith, R.N.R., and Captain.
Blooifiell )ouglas, R.N.R., on the pilotage ques-
tion of the Bay of Fundy, and the Port of St. John,
now that that port is being made the winter port of
Canada, for lines of steamers carrying valuable
cargoes of freight, frnom that port to the British
Isles, fortnightly ?

He said : Hon. gentlemen, the notice which
I have on the paper to-i day, I wish to explain,
is one relating to the pilotage of the Bay of
Fundy, and the winter port at St. John. In
both these matters the people of St. John
take a deep interest, as may be seen by the
action of their Board of Trade and ship-
owners, of that city. I assume also, hon.
gentlemen, that you are interested in those
undertakings. Because without a well ap-
pointed winter port, the requirements of this
Dominion would be incomplete and you
would be subjected to great inconvenience
in getting the superabundance of your
harvests and other property to the markets
of the world durino- the winter season.
This now is all changed, and we present
to you a winter port,-not second to
any other-from Halifax to New York.
And to show you, hon. gentlemen, that
I am n t going beyond the bounds of
facts in this statement, with your permis-

As an evidence of the opinion entertained by
undierwriters of the safety of the navigation of the
Bay of Fuîîdy, we are authorized in saying that the
agents iii St. John for marine insurance companie-
are taking risks fromi St. John direct to Europe at
the saine rate of preninm as from Halifax, Nova
Scotia, and fron Boston and Portland, thus miii-
inmizing the dangers of the Bay, which have beel
made snch a handie of by parties vho are interested
in ilisparaging the character of our port.

'ie co tst ail along fron the entrance of the Bay
of Fundy to the harbour of St. John is so thoroughly
prote-teil by fog-whistles, autonatie whistling-
buoys and lighthouses, that it nist proceed front
the greatest carelessness or unseawortliuness (unless
n very exceptional cases), that a vessel should go
ashore or even touch bottoiii. From the entrance
to the Bay of Fundy at Machias Seal Island by way
of the north or iwest channel, and at Briar Island,
on the south channel, to the harbour of St. Jolii,
vessels <lo not lose the sound of one fog-whîistle or
autoiatie huiîoy iitil they catch the soinid 4f
another, and the soudiilngs by the lead are so
regular and the anchorage so good, especially at
the entrance of St. John harbour, that danger is
reduced to a muum, even im the thickest
weather. Pilots state that they dread more to
enter Boston or Portiand or Halifax harbours dir-
ing a fog than they du St. John, and vessels boundJ
to New York, Boston and Portland have sometimves
to lie longer outside those harbours for tide than at
St. John: and when foggy weather prevails, it is
generally as dense (if not more so) at Portland and
along the coast of the State of Maine as it is in the
Bay of Fundy. Ini winter, fogs are very rare.
They are more freq tient in the months of Juine, J ulY
anil Aîigust, but seldoi continue so thick for days
in succession as to preclude seeing land in the Bay,
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anti neither fog nor snow prove a bar to delay to 4th. That the south channel, opening into the
steain véssels, the navigation of the Bay being so Bay, is 18 miles in width at the narrowest part,
imnple-there being no treacherous shoals or rocks expanding rapidly to 35 or 40 miles of unobstruct-

in the way froni the mouth of the Bay to the Port ed deep water navigation, which holds good all the
'f St. John. We may' instance the steamers of the way up the Bay to the moutih of St. John harbour,
International Steanship Company, which have where suiperior holding ground can be found ; or
Plied between St. John and the port of Boston for giving clear sea roomt, of say 35 by 50 miles, to a
a Period extending over a quarter of a century, stranger who might not feel confidence to enter our
lnaking three and four trips per week. each way, port in a stornù.
for part of the year, and two trips each way, per 5ti. That both the largest war and merchant
Week, in winter, carrying an immense nuimber of ships have visited our harbour, except the " Great
passengers ai very large quantities of freight, and Eastern," and that she could easily have beeni
Ilever lost a single lite in aill tLat time on that cacommodated.
"Oute. Ui)-ing the past thirty years passenger 6th. That the port of St. .John, in so far as navi-
steaimiers have been runniag between St. John and gation is concerned, is not only " one of the safest"
the westernl part of Nova Scotia, and during all but actually " the safest port." sumnner and win-
that tinie not one was lost, thus proving that ter, all the year round, north of Cape Hatteras.
neither fog nor snow interfere with steam vessels
in' their passage to or from the harbour of St. Join,
Where proper care is taken. PIENDIX No. 13.

iN TIIE iATE OF n'E. (This statemient froim Capt. Chas. Tavlor. Har-
bourv Master o)f St. ,Johni.

Your coiimittee imay contidently assert that
there is not a port nîorth of Cape Hatteras so en- 'Tlie St. Joh oard of Trade.
tirely free from ice as St. John is. The ice which
forms ou the St. John River and its tributaries GENTLEMEN,-I was about twenty years a pilot in

teriliinates at the Narrow s. somte three miles above the Bay of Funîdy. I have brought many steani-

the falls, which are situated about a mile above St. ships up the Bay of Fundy i the sunmier tuine

John harbour, and is completely debarrei fromi nt many in the witer, as during the tiie I was

escapinîg into the harbour by the Narrows, so that pilot steanships diil not corne regularly fromi sea-

there is no shell or anchor ice in the harabour in ward in the winter, wîith the exception of the

falil or winter, and ini spring the thick heavy ice of Allan LUne. I vould have no hesitation, as a

the river is thoroughly rotted biefore breaking up pilot, i bringing any of the largest mail steamers to

ani coming through the falls, and any renmants of the port of St John all through the year, smomer

anyze are tp n or winter, but would prefer the winter, theat-

coming over the falls ; and as to te foratio osphere, as a ruile beimg more clear then. With

ce witiii the harbour. it is impossible, ovinr to a steamer drawmg twenty-sevn feet of water, the
the great rise and fall of the tide. Again, there is harbour of St. 'John an b- entered about half flood.

never any tiell ice inu the Iay below this port. I consider a large ship safe at the railway wharf in

This ean' hardly be said of any other port on the any weather. 1 consider the corporation pier,

eO'tst north of 'Baltimore ; in fact there is no port however, a safer wharf ; the depth of water at

north of Baltimor'e, including Philaudelphia, N that wharf is thirty feet at the south end and

York, Bost io Printlaîn andIlalifax, tihat lias twenty-tive feet at the north end, twelve feet froim
thek iosto' torlen and.hoag uta lasti'id

iiot beenl frozei> over, a ha vessels t ut of pi.achorage t Partridge
thi t Island, at the mnouth of the harbour, excellent.
te ice in themt. excep)t St. Johin. Shiimas The channel couldt be dredged to a sufficientati,( Owîiers if vessels, ther efore. nita. b fidi Techîîe cui e îeicî aasuhin

a n8u ers t o esse therfore mtay he fu lepth for siips of any draught of water at low
'vred, ha tui or noay ice, in bavigtig the Bfyof tide. t consider the John Robertson w-harves

11tiiy, ai i tle liarbui <if St. John. U er tt' ell suited for permanent wharves for steamers of

eiiCuiuiuatiîî af evidence which yîîur coniiîittee large sîze, and a very suitable wharf could be

aule ae i on e fled ta place wiefore tue Bar ite built at Sanuy Point, Carleton, ly adding to the

feci tlb theBard th present, there being twenty-seven feet at low
water spring.* I consider the holdingground in
the harbour to le very good. ''he steamer

ixr samL as" : "' Kîansas " loaded at the railway pier, about three

1st. That the navigation of the Bay of Fundy, years ago, ani she drew twenty-seven feet. At

from), its mouth to St. John, is renarkably simple this time there were lamte steamers in the harbour
alid fre, whether by the south or west channels at one timie, two of then respectively of 5,276 tons

sO lunch so, that pilots prefer making the port of and 5,146 tous, and the other sevein fromi 1,500X
S't. John in had weather to auy other port on the to 3,00) tons eaci. I consider the navigation of

coast. the Bay of Fundy as easy and as safe as any place
2 ni. That the fog or cold vapor iever occasions I kinow of ; the running coursos are few and

elay of steamii vessels in summîîer or winter, and simple, and the very few obstructions are hardly
that there is never the slightest obstruction from oth ientioniig.

ite.CHARLES S.TAYLOR,3rd. That Atlantic steanships nîeed mîake but
one straight course froim their regular track to Harbour laster.

Iortl.an nd Boston up the Bay of Fundy to St.
-John. i*This has betl n1done.
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APPENDIX No. 14. John harbour, and this withoutt any obstructions
This Stattemnenît fron Richard Cline. one of the St. within twenty miles of the Une sailed after enter-

Johnt Branich Pilot.s.) mng thre bay. The south channel is broad, being
eighteen miles wide at its narrowest part, which is

S-r. Joli, 7th January, 1887. at the entrance of the buay, betweent Briar Island

The St. Johin oard of Trade, and tihe "Old Proprietor, so called. Fron this
point inward it nmediately widens to thirty.-five

(ENTLEMEN, -- I have been about thîirty-nineI or forty tmiles, which width it holds good ail the
yetrs a St. Jlohnt pilot, and have been in the habit way to St. John witlout obstruction of any kind.
of taking charge of steamu and sailing vessels out- When piloting sailing ships out of the harbour I
side of Briar Island, at the mouth of the Bay o-f never anchored at the island to await a chance oi
Fundy. I have brought many steamers of the accontt of fog. I always went on, thick or clear,
Anichor Line and others froma Halifax, and somte antd would work my ship out south chanel, even
from New York, and I have broight many ships heating out ill the wav if wind was ahead. I do
of war, both British ani United States, into the not conisider the tides dlangerons by any meais, but
harbour of St. Johtn. I was pilot on board H. M. one maust, of course, have somue knowledge of thei
S. - Northampton - drawing twenty-six feet, front when entering the bay. Fron Briar Island up, the
Halifax here in August, 1878. We harboured at the tides are very regular. There is never any ice
Liverpool, N. S., Flagg's Cove, Grand Mann, Blis n i the harbour to interfere witi or injure ships.
Harbour, and Digby, and front thence to St. John, There is never any tield ice to contend witht in the
anid thw hack to Halifax. The weather was thick bay even in thte severest veather. There is about
most tof the tine. I had nio difficulty. At the time eighteen feet of water in] the main channel east-
of the Trent affair 1 brought several troop ships in, ward of Partridge Island at Iow water s)ring tides.
Itere, i boarding thei in Halifax. I lad the Jur a,' This could be easily dredgel if desired. It would
the - Calcutta," the - Australasima, the "Adi- be cnt clear hv the tide if the breakwater w-as ex-
atie,- 5,555 tous, anld many others were here tliat tended to the îsland ; that would make one of tle
winter, brouight in by other pilots. Thirty years mnost etmfortalte harbours this side of Europe.
ago last stnimner, I piloted the U. S. steamer RICHA D CLINE.Mississippi- frot Eastport here : sie drew
twenty-two feet the weather was thick: there APPENDIX No. 14.were no fog alarms ia the Bay thei, and w-e got
along well enough, although the weather was thick. (This letter from Suel Rutherford, pilot for
I also piloted tite Americat ship " Great Republic. " the Bay of Furndy and Harbour of St. John.)
the largest merchant sailing ship ever buîilt. We .
sailed up the Bay and into this port, ani caie to'
atichor in the harbuour w'ithout a tug. Albout three GENTLEMEN -I have been :34 years a pilot in tite
hours flood would ie the timie to enter thte harbour Bay of Fundy. I have been to sea altogether 42
with a ship drawing twenty-seven feet, and the years, and have brought large steaners of heavy
saie applies to Boston and Portland, Me. Thle draugiht of water into thte Harbour of St. John.
navigation of the Bay of Funtdy compares most Vessels of this class cant enter about lialf flood. I
favourably with other ports and places where I consider tie navigation of the Bay of Fundy quite
have been. If a ship of deep drauglit of water safe in the winîte- time--the weather being rhei
arrives off the harbour and has to wait for the tide, cltear as a rule. I do iot consider that vapour
she can either anchor outside Partridge Island with renders navigation unsafe, as it is very seldon s
safety (the anchorage beinig excellent) or site cani high as to obstruct the view tif tie land-it only
lay off and oi, there being plenty of sea roomt. I prevails during northerly winds, and is of short
wouild rather approach St. John in bad weathetr duration. When comig iere fron Halifax I have
than anîy other port along the coast. During often taken charge froum that port. I have often
the tine I have belen pilot. I have nyself brouglt ships through the channel between the
hroutglt in two hundred steaimships and have north-west ledge and tie "Old Proptietor," by the
never had an accident with one of fthemt. The aid lead, andi have not seen the lanrd. I consider the
of a tug is not niecessary either in entering or holding ground off Partridge Island to be as good
leaving the port with steatnislhips. The land of the as any known. The bottoma in the main channel
Bay Shore is high, and one can always see it over onî entering this port is grael and mtud, and could
the vapor occasionîed by extreme cold weather. It be dredged for large ships ; the average depth of
can generally be seen also in foggy weather by water off the cuistoi house. at low water springs
going aloft. The sotindings are good fromi Cape is ten fathomtus. I consider tie harbour of St. John
Sable into St. John, and one could tome in dulring easy of access in any weather, as the courses fromt
the densest fog iy using the lead. hlie whistles Cape Sable to St. Johtn are few and very simple,
are good and numerous, but when they cannot be and can be run with case, ordinary care being
heard, a pilot or captain cati comte up hy sound- observed in thick weather to keep the lead going.
ings, which are very reguilar. Fromtu the usual track The soundings being very regular and protionced,
of Aftlantic steaimers u bound to Portland and Boston, and the Bay of Fundy being ali-ably provided
the navigation of tie hay by the souith channel is with light houses, fog whistles and autoiatie
plain and simpIe. It is a straight course frot butoys, imakes tle chance of loss or dtiimage very
Br-ar Island to Partridge Island, say sixty mtiles. small indeed. I consider the harbour of St. John
In fact, those steamers, by keeping o thieir regular and its approaches compare very favourably with
course towards Portland and Bostont a few' extra atny other harbour on this coast as they never
miles west of Cape Sable more thau is iecessary to freeze over iii winter, which cannot be said of
enter the bay can fhen turn and umake enuie straiglit any other harbour tnorth of Hatteras.
course to Partridge Island, ut the moutht (if St. SAMUEL RUTHERFOiI).
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Thenetfand last point, I wish to establish, into that harbour ; and what is of equal im-
on- gentlemen, is to make the winter port a portance, the facilities which have been
on.1-expensive one for all steamers and ships offered by the railways, are of such a char-requenting it. This we must do in part, so acter as to enable them to find full cargoes

0Qr mherchants say, by changing the present every time that they bave left the port.
av regrng the pilotage systen of the bay. That is gratifying to the western portion of
therefore ask the government what action Canada I am sure, and ] can only hope that
ey Intend taking on the Report of the as the trade developes, we can show to the
overnment Commissioners, (Captain W. H. 'world that we have the means of exporting
'ith, R.N.R., and Captain Bloomfield our surplus produce without going to the

thouglas, R.N.R.,)on the pilotage quetion of other side of the line to find a winter port.t Pav of Fundy, and the Port of St.
.gh, now that that port is being made the IRRIGATION IN THE NORTH-WEST

ter port of Canada, for lines of steamers TERRITORIES.
carrying valuable cargoes of freight, from

taport to the British Isles, fortnightly ?o Hon. Mr. PERLEY rose to
tion Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-In Ask the Governmient if they intend to make
t 'natter of the pilotage question at St. any provision toward assistinlg the settlers in the

john, to which the hon. gentleman has Norti-vest Teiitories to secure a water supply
caled the attention of the House, two' for farm purposes

missioners were appoinlted t- proceed to He said: I shall depart froi the ordinary

thi ohn and take evidence under oath on procedure in asking this question, inasmuch
iportant question, and the evidence as I would request the Premier not to give
the report of the commissioners were his answer to-day. I make this request be-

hsidered of suflicient importance to have cause I know the manner in which those
ne Printed, and copies of the report were answers are generally given. Since I put

hrnished to the Pilotage Commissioners, this notice on the paper I have not had an
th ilots and thi Board of Trade, in order opportunity of meeting the lion. gentleman
that the question might be thoroughly under- personally with a view of impressing upon

,od, but the matter of the report and the him the importance of this subject. I hope
tb ence is still under the consideration of the hon. gentleman will, in the interests of

e G0 vernment. The hon. gentleman well the North-west Territories, invite the repre-
that it is one of those questions which sentatives from that portion of Canada to

.0e numerous interests, and therefore re- meet him some day before the estimates are
8es to be carefully dealt with, and where completed and ascertain their views on the

de -ecesion bas been arrived at, that it should subject of this notice. This is a very serious
Ch as to be in the interests of the har and important matter--more important to

r and the city and the trade generally, the Nor< h-west Territories than any other
ht" as regards the removal of the restric- which bas been hrought to the notice of the

tus which interfere with trade, and Senate since I have had the honour to
dee with the rights of those who have occupy a seat in this House. We know

S engaged in that employnent for that the Government bas been endeavouring
lYa ny years. I am glad to know, I in many ways, and at the exppnditure of

the dd, of the success which has attended large sums of money, to settle the North-
atempts to make St. John what we in. west Territories, but it is a well known fact

44ada have been desirious to have establi- that the principal ineans of encouraging
Qa ever since Confederation, that is, a immigration into the North-west Territories

o tlaian winter port, in order that the trade and keeping the settlers there, is to make
of - great west may find an outlet at one those who are settling in the country con-

t 1 r ports, instead of having to cross tented and prosperous. Unless that is
e d e to a United States port. The best done, and so long as the people who are

ence, f think, of the safety of the bar- settled in that part of the Dominion are
Pr St. John is the fact that at the surrounded by difliculties with which they
of thnt time there are no less than four lines are unable to cope, you cannot expect popula-
eatie largest class of vessels that are navi- tion to flow into the Territories as rapidly

9 the ocean, which find safety in going as we would all desire. The first pro-
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blem to be solved is the procuring of a a ravine, and in other places the
sufficient water supply. It is true that at farmers of the locality build without
Calgary there is no scarcity of water. It assistance and are glad to be able
comes down from the mountains, and there to procure a supply of water that way.
is abundance to be had in wells and for pur- That dam will hold enough water for stock
poses of irrigation, but in the central por- purposes. The farmers can dig a well near
tion of the Territories the settlers find it by, and the water filters into it, and thus
very difficult to secure a reasonable water they get a supply for household purposes,
supply to carry on their business as farmers. but back from the ravines the soil is of a
It is a matter of very great importance to the peculiar character, without any water in it.
people of that country, and as I have said, The soil is so compact that you can dig down
unless the problein can be solved by the 100 feet in it, with an opening only three by
government, there will be no rapid develop- four feet wide. If you do not strike a sand
ment and settlement in those territories. or gravel hed in that distance, you will find
The territory of Assiniboia is, in my no water. In the summer of 1882, a
opinion, as fine a section of country as can neighbour of mine dug a well with an open-
be found in Canada. The soil is rich and ing three by four feet and 100 feet in depth,
fertile and capable of producing grain of all and then he -was killed by an explosion of
kinds. With the knowledge and experience gas in the bottom of the well. That accident
that our farmers have gained by twelve years bas intimidated the people so that they do
of practical farming in that countrv, they not dig to sucb a depth, but still they fre-
can raise as good crops as can be proluced quently dig down 50 or 60 feet. We have
anywhere. The main difficulty that we in that country a boring machine, which is
have to contend with is the deficient water rather unsuited for the purpose-so much so,
supply. Even with an insutficient rain that the people of the North-west call it a
fall, we can produce fair crops. It is gimlet. With this machine, they bore doNv
donc by a system of summer fallowing and in those dry places, and thev nay bore to A
tilling which we did not understand when depth of 60 feet and sti ike a thin stratun Of
we firt went to the country, but which we sand, and next morning find 10 or 15 feet Of
have learned by experience. I have no fear water in this little hole, and the man thinks
for the future of the country now, and I that there is plenty of water there, but it ia
may say that the Canadian North-west only a little soakage which is of no practical
Territories would be as free from summer 1 account. The settier, having full faith and
frosts and from the difficulties incidental to hope in the ultimate suecess of his efforts,
farning as any portion of Canada if we had digs down 50 or 60 feet, onlv to find
only a sufficient water supply. We have that he bas no permanent supply of water
two or three nethods of getting water in after all. Now it is very important that
that country. We have, running across the this probleni should be solved. The poor
country from east to west in the vicinity of people of that ciuntry cannot possibly afford
Assiniboia, the Qu'Appelle River. and to dig wells here, there and everywhere,
further south the Souris River, and from as many have already done, on the bare
these rivers we have ravines extending back cbance of securing water. I am personallY
into the country. Wherever these ravines acquainted with farmers, who have dug
cross a road allowance, the local authorities down to a depth of 100 feet but whO
build dams which hold a certain portion of has been forced to give up the search. l'
the spring freshet water produced bythemelt- is quite true that that there are plenty of
ing of snow Pnd the spring rains. In that farmers who have an adequate supply, byt
particular, nature has favoured us, because there are just as many more who have not,
we can )uild a dam in a very different way and who are obliged to liaul water from on1
from anything of the kind in other parts of to five miles. My next neighbour has d.ivee
the Dominion. We have merely to dig his cattle since the 1st October last two an3d
away the sides of the ravine and haul the a-half miles to get water, and every day be
earth to the middle until we form an em- is obliged to descend into a valley 200 fee
bankment a certain height. The earth deep in order to reach it. A man would
packs and holds the water wbich accumu- almost be in danger, if be were to drive Ove
lates above it. As I have said, we build a his land af ter dark, of falling into one
dam wherever a road allowance crosses the half dozen holes which he may have duIg
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in the course df his search. I claim that the case was only temporary, having located a
North-west Governnment is in a different farm elsewhere on which there was a plenti-
Position with regard to this matter from other ful supply. We have a number of German
local governments. The governments of settlers in that district, industrious, frugal
other provinces have not to contend with men, who know how to work. In their
Snch a difficulty, or at least not with one of vicinity are four lakes or rather holes in the
so great an extent ; but in any event they prairie from 50 to 100 acres in extent, and
have the power to raise money for the pur- these men are hauling water from these lakes
Pose of making tests, while the North-west ever since the 1st of October last for the sole
legislative Assembly, which is not a full supply of two townships. These men may
fledged responsible government, cannot cre- dig a well here and there as far down as they
ate a debt in order to raise money for such dare go, but they have not the means to
a purpose. Inasnuch as the immigration emplov adequate machinery and thev find
business is a part of the policy of the Do- themselves obliged to stop work so I
rilion Government, and in view of the fact think there is no method in which a small
that a considerable portion of the revenue of sum of this kind could be spent which would
the country is contributed by the settlers of be more beneficial than by providing proper
the North-west, I think it is only just that and sufficient boring machines which will
the Federal Government should take into penetrate to the required depth. If a man
consideration the advisability of removing cannot get water he has no recourse but to
this difficulty in the path of further coloni- leave the land, and I must say that I wonder
zation, so that when they ask a man to come at the staying powers of some of these settlers
to the country they may be able to assure who have held on for four, five and six years
him of a plentiful supply of water. I pro- in the hope of hitting upon a supply of water
Pose that the government should place a as it were by chance. These men have lived,8mall sum of money in the estimates, say or rather starved out an existence, in hopes
$20,000, a trivial anount compared to the of being able to succeed, but they have failed
great benefit which would accrue f rom its as I am aware from my own personal obser-
exPenditure. I do not care whether they vation. There is no possible expenditure
Undertake to manage this vote themselves or which this or any other governiment could
hand it over to the North-west Government, 'make which would be as beneficial to the
0 long as proper boring machines are pro- North-west and to the whole of Can 'da, for

cured and satisfactory tests are made. North it is only in proportion as we in that country
Of where I live, there is a large German progress that we are able to buy implements
settlement and not long ago I received a and clothing from eastern manufacturers.
,letter from one of the residents in which We feed the population of the east, and we
he said that a number of his neigh- buy of them, thus creating a large circulation
bours would be obliged to leave on ac of noniey; and i believe it is in the interests
count of their failure to obtain water. I of the couitry generally that assistance
can name half a dozen men living within should be given in this iatter. I hope the
three miles of the town where I reside, who Prime Minister vill arrange to meet the

aul their water from the Wolseley Dam, as inembers of the other House representing
i called, to water their horses and cattle the North-west, and 1 will Accompany them,

and for all the other purposes of the farm. if desired, and talk the matter over with a
The iman living next to me, who, I have view to meeting the difficulty in the method
already inentioned, is still hauling water two I have named.
and a half miles to supply 45 head of horses
and cattl-. Every day of his life he either, Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I wish to say a
hau this water or drives his cattle back and few words in support of the motion which
forth over that distance. Now, no man can the hon. member from Assiniboia has brough t
Possibly succeed who has a task like this before the House. I have lived for fifteen
'mposed upon him. I know this f rom per- years on the boundary between Manitoba
80nal experience, for during the first year I and the North-west Territories. To the
armed, I hauled water for four months for west of me is a large German settlement,
Pat of my stock a distance of two mi'es. That which was brought out by the efforts of the
tok me two and a half hours each day but Government some six or seven years ago.

Persevered, for I knew the difficulty in my They were placed on the line of the Manitoba
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and North-western Railway, on the west side head of the family lately, saying that he
of the Assiniboine River, and in a district in was going to nove to Dakota, and one of
which there is a great underlying bed of blue the chief reasons hi gave was the lack of
clay. This clay is very deep, and it must be neighbours. He is not troubled for water,
penetrated before water can be obtained. I but of cou rse if there is a lack of water
am aware that in manv other parts of the there Nvill naturally be a dearth of neigh-
North-west Territories the same difficulty bours. 1 could mention many instances of
prevails. On the east side of the Assini- this kiiid. 1 know that one-haif, at least,
boine, where J reside, there is no difliculty of those (ermans who were located at con-
in getti)g water at a depth of fron 12 to 20 siderable expense by the Dominion Govern-
feet. It is merely a matter of pumping; ment have lef t the country partly on account
but even to pump water for forty or fifty of the reasons J have mentioned, and partly
head of cattle, is no slight task in the winter, because of the cost of transport of their
and sometimes it is necessary, during dry produce and the additional cost of living
weather, in the summer time. In some under protection. However, the question of
localities, there is absolutely no water, unless water, t is quite evident to every one, is
you are able to penetrate through this enorm- one of -ery great importance indeed, and
Mus bed of clay, and that is beyond the it is only by the exertion of the govern-
ability of individual settiers. The Dominion ment's powerful influence that the proper
Government being interested in placing set- measures can be taken in order to show the
tiers there, and being largely interested in municipalities how plenty of water can he
the lands of he North-west, should, J obtained at the least sost.
think, make sorse efoort th assume the
eost of the oork, and to demonstratef Hon. Mi. LOtGhEE-While ar
that water is ubtainable in ample quantities. heartily in accord with the remarks made
After that, when the population bas grown b the ion. gentleman f rom Sel River
soitewhat and is better off, the municipali- iand the hio w gentleman fron t Wolseley,
ties or the Provincial Government ight J desire to point out to this aouse
undertake the work but in the present stage how important it is that strictly accu rate
it would he advisable for the Dominion inforiation should be given in regard t
Government to cone to the relief of the these arid tracts in the North-vest. It
settlers who were placed there on their rep- would be very injurious to the best interests
resentations. 1 think that this questio b is of that great country that an impression
one that should bp taken up by the Immi- should et abroad that there are large
gration Departrnent, wvhich forms a part of: tracts of these fertile plains which lack
the Department of the Interior. I believe a water. It is almo t unnecessary for me to
large vote is given aniually foir purposes f point out that there are millions of acres of
encouraging immigration, and J amo quite fertile land in the North-west Territories
satisfied that no more profitable use could be splendidly watered, and in which very
made of a part of that appropriation than to litte diiculty is experienced in obtain-
spend $25,000 or $30,000 in two or three ing a pentiful supply for al practical
localities of the North-west to prove the purposes. J at fully aware of the truth of
feasibility of obtaining water. As t e on. the statements made by the hion. gentlemen
theber fro Assiniboia says, the best whio have preceded me, that there are
immigration aent the country can have is localities in which the settlers have been de-
the man wvho is doingy well himself. fie is barred from makîng that progress which
the man who is eost interested t procuring they naturally would anticipate in a ne
iesibours an if contented lie will make country on account of the difficulty which

greater efforts tkhan any one else to secure has been experienced in securing the
them. There are soue very fine Danish needful supply of water. But while
setters who have come into he neighbour- can corroorate the remrks made
hood. There is one familv in particular, iin that relation, 1 do desire that
consisting of ten personse fine, strong, this ouse should be fully aware of the fact
healthy people, ho cote f emin the that the aridity spoken f is not general.
very centre of the great dairy dis- It would be a very disastrous thng indeed
tricts f Denmark, and th y are very if the information ere to be disseminated
capable workers. a got a lette frotm the that the people of Manitoba and the North-

10 O
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West Territries are generally in want of that the hon. member for Wolseley speaks of.
Water for the conduct of t heir farming I am not one of those who think we benefit
Operations. The district in which I live is our country by hiding f rom the gaze of the
sPlendidly watered, and we fortunately have world difliculties we may have to contend
11ot laboured under such disadvantages as with. We do not want to attract people to
those which have been indicated by the two that country by glowing accounts of its con-

h. gentlemen who have spoken; and I dition which cannot be borne out by actual
could also point out other thickly populated'i facts when they come there. We want
settlements in the Territories, as well as in people to come there of their own accord.
Maanitoba, in which no difficulty has been One volunteer is worth a dozen pressed men,
exPerienced in securing an ample supply of and I have not the slightest diffliculty in
water. But as I said in the beginning of recommending ail whowish to make a change,

remarks, I am heartily in accord with whose fanilies have outgrown the localities
the remarks made by the hon. gentleman they are in, to come and reside in almost
!r reference to a full inquiry being made any portion of the North-west, and they will
In reference to those particular localities in be able to make themselves a comfortable
Which the difliculty mentioned has been home. Where the government locates a
experienced and it certainly would be in settlement it becomes its duty to assist that
the best interests of the country should the settlement to overcome physical difficulties
government make inquiry in the manner at least until those settlements are strong
11ndicated, and hear the representations which enough to deal with then.
the mnembers from those particulars districts

Prepared to make to them in this regard. Hon. I r. PERLEY-I believe the North-
the district ito have it understood that west Territories will justify our giving a fair
'reen istitwhich I have the honour to report of it. I stated distinctly that there
thepret is more fortunately placed than were only certain portions in which the set-
thse localities referred to by y hon. friend tîers found difliculty in getting an ample

water supply, and I did the hon. gentleman
from Calgary the justice of saying that his

. district was not in such a bad condition. J
nM. BOULTON-1 do not wish to wanted to pass him over lightly, but J

erIllisinterpreted. The district I have re- understand they have no water except what
rred to is not suffering from aridity-not comes down from Bow River and the other
the sense that it is so dry that it will not rivers in that locality and is distributed by

eoW crops. It is a splendid country, known an irrigation process which is very expensive
to gow sme o thefinest crops that h~ave Cgrown in the fn est Terps thtae on the settlers. I am here to tell the plain

thn rown in the North-west Territories trtee1fIa ltesie
8year. It is not a question of the growthf crops or vegetables or anything of the kind
all, but it is the difficulty of getting down Hon. Mr. POWER-That is unparlia-
eenough by the individual labour of a mentary.

settler to where the water lies. The water
1OIXies down from the Rocky Mountains be- Hon. Mr. PERLEY -I said that in cer-
Yoild where the hon. gentleman from Calgary tain sections of the country there was very

des, and it flows underneath the ground, little water, and I think it is better to have
Penetrates and finds its level in Lake the government spend a little money in pro-

inipeg, and finally finds its outlet to the curing a little water than to have the people
UIsonBay : but this water in sone locality dissatisfied and have them leave. Of course,

w underieath these deep clay beds, and we have difficulties in almost all parts of
other places it flows on the top of them. Canada. The settlers I spoke of came from
W Where I am it flows on the top of them, my hon. friend's district and settled in Wol-

20d it can be readily reached within 12 or seley, and I can prove it. I say that there
eet. But there are these localities which are some sections in which it is difficult

ave been referred to, and that fact is no to get water, and the men ,are too poor to
p aragement to the country and no reason pay for it. I say this above board and I

tWarn people against coming to the coun- am not afraid that the country should know
provided there are these facilities given it.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- the remarks of one hon. gentleman-I think
Fortunately for me the hon. gentleman it was the h, n. gentleman from Shell river
asked in the beginning of his remarks that -when lie said they were leaving that por-
I should not give a reply to his question. tion of the country for Dakota. It has

been our boast in the past that the people
Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I do not object to of Dakota, on account of the many priva-

his doing so. tions that they have to undergo, and the
annual drought in that country, have iad to

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I'enigrate into our North-west Territories. I
do tiot intend to occupy the time of the can assure the hon. gentleman it is the
House at any length, but I fully realize the object and the policy, not only of the present
necessity for doing all that is possible, not government, but I trust of all governments
only in the North-west Territories and Mani- that may succeed us, to do all in their power,
toba, but in all the sections of the country, consistent with the revenue of the country, to
to make each section as attractive as possible pronote the settiement of the North-west
to all those who desire to find a home in it. Territories in every possible way. It is very
I do not know that I need go beyond my questionable whether the suggestion made
own province to l'oint out the hardships and by the hon. member f rom Assiniboia is the
difficulties which many of the older settlers best to adopt in order to accoinplisb the
bad to encounter when they first went into object be bas in view. The Department of
the northern sections of the country, whîcb the Interior at one time owned and operated
were densely wooded at that time, without two well boring machifes in the North-
any means other than their axes upon their west which were utilized for the purposes
shoulders or a little flour, which would last mentioned in this motion. In 1889, how-
them a short time, going into the shanties'ever, arrangements were made to hand
and working for the lumbermen during the them over to the North-west Government,
winter, in order to get a supply for the sum- under the belief and with the hope that they
mer's operations. Yet I can point to many cou]d operate these boring machines and
a man who is working his three or four or procure water for the setilers, being upon
five hundred acres of land, with stone houses the spot, at a cheaper rate than we could,
and barns upon it, living as comfortably as and that it would prove mucb mote effective.
I am sure my bon. friend does at Wolseley, than if the matter remained in the hands of
and they commnenced in the way which I the Dominion Government. Tbese boring
have indicated. There are among those w To machines reinain under the territrial veo
are listening to me, I bave no doubt, men wbo trol and management. In 1893 the Parlia-
know many cases where the settiers bave had ment of Canada made another appropriation
to undergo the same trouble, the, for the purpo e of addtionl machines of the
same experiences and the same priva- i best and niost approved type, and with the
tions. Now I besitate flot to say, in my appropriation so provided, the territorial
little study of the action of tbe government, governmnent did uy and bas since operated
-all gove. nments since Confederation in these machine, and it is understood o

reference to the Nortw-west and Manitoba accomplish to a certain extent the objec 
and that section of the coumntry--that the n which thisgovernmentand alIsothe territori
have spent more money, proporionate]y, in government had int view. There can de DO
ttat section than ever has been spent else- question, however-and it wouvd be folly tO
where in Canada in the way of prep-iriindeny-that in portions of the Northwest
a country for the homes of inductrinus Territories and Manitoba, as in other p r-
people. I do not comppain of that. On tions of tbe Dominion, it is dfl cult to o 
the contrary, I think tbat the future of this tain water except at a very reat expese
country depends in a great measure upon It is equally gratifying to know that in'
the settiemient of that cou ntry with hardy some portions of the North. wvest a systemn Of
industrious people, and if there is anything irrigation wlas been adopted which ha
we can do in the way of expenditure of proved of the most beneficial character. 
money by which thatcould be accomplisbed have, during the rast summer, sad tho
conistent with its revenue, I agree witb the pleasure to visit one of tbese large irrigated
hon. gentleman that it sbould be done; but estates. I am not a very ta man, it is
I must confess I was a little surpaised at true, but I had w at is termed a Iplug" bat
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on, and when I went into the wheat field on country, if possible, could be irrigated and
that irrigated land I heard the remark made put in a state in which settlers could live
that the Premi-r was lost in the grain. They upon it; but I do hope that every little
could not gee me. Now that is an illu,tra- failure in the North-west Territories and in
tlon of the natural productiveness of the Manitoba, is not to be blazoned forth to
soil and the benefits arising from irrigation. the world as a reason why immigrants
Tw0 or three tons of hay to the acre and should not settle in that country. Ontario
l'auch larger yields of cereals were grown on and Quebec never would have been settled
that farm. I may say, however, that even if every man who happened to go into the
the wheat, and barley, and oats, which northern part of the country-as my father
t)Ood over six feet high, were principally did, without a stick being cut on the farm,

use¢ in the green state for the purposes of wh-re he had to hew out a livelihood for him-
feeding cattle during the winter Now seif-made 'an outcry about the hardships
that is the beginning of a system which will of the pioneer's life. There is no comparison
prove to theworld that thatcountryisproduc- -I say it advisedly-between what the
11g all kinds of cereals at a profitable rate. original settlers in the eastern and c-ntral

0 show hon. gentlemen how desirous the î portion of Canada had to endure and the
government is of rendering every possiblV difficulties encountered by the settiers in the
acihty to private parties who carry on this North-west. The latterhave facilities which
systemn of irrigation, I may say that it is iiot the others never had. They have means of

more than a fortnigeht ago that we consented obtaining a livelihood that no man in the
make a certain exchange of lands in the older parts of Canada enjoyed until he had,

orth-west, south of Fort McLeod. The after years of hard labour and privation,
railway company held certain sections of the cleared his farm and mide his improvements.
C0 untry. They were selling some 500,000 I shall not extend my remarks onthis subject,
acres of land to settlers, who were forming but I hope my hon. friend's fondest hopes
a cOmpany for the purpose of irrigating the may be realized, and that the settlers in the

hole of i; but they said, "youown the district which my hon. friend represents
rtermediate sections, and therefore we shal may get all the water they need.

beefiting your property, u'less you will
ow us to exchange that land for land adja- Hon. Mr. PE RLEY-When I asked the
it tO it, but which would not be benefited Minister of Interior about this matter, he

.Ythe large expenditure of moneynecessarily distinctly told me that they could not do any-
'tIeurred in constructing irrigating works." thing and that is my reaon for asking the
rhe government were anxious to have it hon. gentleman not to answer to-day so that
stablished beyond a doubt that a system of we might have a quiet talk over it.

rigation could be provided and successful'y
0Perdted over a large section of the country, Hon. Sir MACKENZ IE BOWELL-The
a" though it mnight be objected that we quiet talk would have been very good before

d have taken advantage of the improve- the hon. gentleman male his speech. How-erts which the settlers and this company ever, we can have the quiet talk now.'*re about to make, or that we should have801d the lands instead of making the ex-
ehange, we found the company could not go Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I made inquiries,

Operat-on successfully unless we made but could get no satisfaction.
at Concession. In the interest of the

PohcY which the hon. gentleman has indicat-
thegovernment did make the exchange, AN ADJOURNMENT.

hieh I think the country will justify whenýh ey know the whole ficts connected with Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL
It 1l have made this short explanatit,n int hope that I may be enabled, after an moved-
Ulterview which I shall be very glad to have That when the Senate adjourns to-day, it do

the hon. member and the Minister of stand adjourned until Wednesday, the fifth day of

derior, whose du y it is more directly to February next, at eight o'clock in the evening.
ai with questions of this kind, to adopt
oe System by which the whole of the The motion was agreed to.
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BILL INTRODUCED. iMight I ask the hon. mnember from Shell
River if there was not some reference made

Bill (B) "An Act respecting Loan Coin to this return last session-an explanation
panies incorporated by special Acts of the that it was difficult to obtain the figures as
Dominion of Canada."-(Hon. Mr. Aikins). aked for by him ,

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I did not hear it.
DELAYED RETURNS. I cannot conceive of any difflculty. There

INQUIRIEs.is an inspector there for the purpose of
specting and grading the grain. It is put

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I desire to into the elevator and graded, and it is graded
call the attention of the First Minister to an out of the ehevator, put on vessels and slip'
address that I moved on the 13th June last, ped. The object of the return is to asce"
praying that copies of all correspondence tain how far mixing reduces the quality of
that passed between the City Council of the grain of the North-west Territories ald
Victoria, B.C., the Board of Trade of Vic- why it is diverted in its cacriage from Ca-
toria, and the members representing that adian channels.
district in the Dominion Parliament and the
Postmaster General, with respect to the
provisional allowances made to the letter BA C A.
carriers and certain of the post office clerks,
should be brought down at as early a date
as possible. I inquired two or three times
before prorogation last summer. Parlia- The O'der of the Day being caled-second
ment was in session five or six weeks after I reading Bil (A> "An Act to amend the
made the motion, and it had not been Raiiway Act."
brought down. I trust that between the
present time and the re asseibling of this lon.Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL said-
House, it will be placed on the Table. I Would the hon. gentleman allow the second
have very good reasons for believing that reading of this bil to stand ove' until after
the correspondence is not very voluminous; the adjournment? I have not had time to
in fact, any clerk could prepare it in the look into the effect which it would have
course of an hour or two. I hope the upon the present Raiiway Act, or whether
Premier will take a note of it, and have it the amendments whidh he desires to make
on the table when we meet on the fifth of are met in any way by the law as it noNV
February. stands upon the statute-book.

Hon. MI. BOULTON-I should like to Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Certainly I eari
remind the leader of the Huse that he have no objections to let the bil stand un

as not yet brought down the return which et o euse

int te elevt agand grdd anu d iuet sgrde

I ased or astsesionwît reardto one within hearing of my voice to read that
shipped to Fort Williain arid graded into the bill and compare it with the -Railway Act
elevator, the grain shipped f roni Fort in order that he inay be convinced that the
William and g'aded out of the elevatoo; interests of the railway companies are pro-
the nationapity and the destination of the tected. The object of the Bil is to simpifY
vesseis that carried it. I asked for that the settiement of difficuities between muni-
return. t'vice hast session, but it lias not cipahîties and railway companies by having
been brought down yet. When it is brouqht of
down I shouhd like to have inchuded in it the, them seted tonOtw rn the sptisedot brngin

sthe partiesio tot rttara fron the mst reot
sameinfrmaionwît reardto he earparts of the Dominion. 1 shahl defer mY

1895. remarks on the subject until the second

Hon. Sir IMJACKENZIE BOWELL- iýraig of the bill.

I shah make inquiry as to whether these jThe order was ahlowed to stand.
returns have been prepared, and if they have
not, wirl endeavour to have then brougAct t
down at the ýeariest possible moment. The Senate then adjourned.
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THE SENATE. doubt exists after so many affirmative answers
given these questions.

Or"rAwa, Dec. 14th, 1895.
LIEUT. (GovERNOR DEwDNEY,

ndly ascertain from Prior if he will accept a
Cltlollership, with a seat in the Cabinet. This
uWOl give British Columbia a voice in the Cabinet.

(Sgd) MACKENZIE BOWELL.

MONTREAL, Dec. 17th, 1895.

4Onourable E. G. PRIon, Victoria.
Governor Dewdney wires me there is a misunder-

ynding as to vour status in the Government.
e are a Controller of Inland Revenue, Privy
ounciillor, andi a meinber of the Cabinet, and

ave just as nuch voice in the affairs of the
"1inioni as I have. I would have offered you

1othing less.
(Sgd) MACKENZIE BOwELL.

Colonist, Dec. 21st, 1895.

OrrAWA, Dec. 17th, 1895.
hanks for expression of approval by Liberal-
slervative Association of Government's action

ctving British Columbia representation in the
4
flet, and at the selection of Colonel Prior, who

le past, bas proved hinself indefatigable in
%,kig after the interests of his province. It was
re ays My desire that British Columbia should behPreelnte(l

re ine, and I took the first opportunity to
%' t done.

(Sgd) MIAC'KENZIE BOwELL.

(Colonist, Der. 24th, 1895.)
A. TEwART POFTS, OTTAWA, Dec. 23rd, 1895.

Secretary Liberal-Conservative Association,
Victoria.

es. Vote and voice in Cabinet and Council
Wal with mine. See telegram to Prior. Surprised

8

Brunswick. (Mr. Wood).

TH1E SESSIONAL COMMITTEES.

MOTION POSTPONED.

The notice of motion being read

Consideration of the report of the Coinmîittee
of Selection appointed to noininate the Senators to
serve on the several Standing Comnnâiteees for the
present session,

lion. Sir 'MACKENZIE BOWELL said
-1 should like to ]et this stand until
to-morrowv. Several Senators have spoken
to me about changes in the committees,
and I have toki them to make exchanges
before the motion cores before the House-
that the Committee on Selections has no
objection. I therefore move that the order
stand for to-morrow.

The-mnotion was agreed to.

LOAN COMPANIES BLL.

SECOND READING.

Ion. Mr. AIKINS moved the second
reading of Bie (B) " An Act respecting
Loan Companies incorporated by special
Acts of the Dominion of Canada." e
said The necessity of such legisation as is
embodied in the Bi before us, is of recent

113

Ottawa, Wednesday, February ;th, 1896. (Sgl) MACKENzIE BOWELL.

TuIE SPEAKER took the Chair at Eight lon. Sir IMACKENZJE BOWELL-Jn
0clock. order that the hon. gentleman may have

the information in time to assist him in
2Drar npreparing his speech, I can inform hiin that,

so far as my recollection goes, the copies of
TU- E CONTROLLER 0F JNLAND the telegrams that he lias read are literally

REVENUE. correct.

NOTICE OF INQUIRY. Hon Mr. MINNES (B.C.)-I am

lion. Mr. McINNES (B.C.,) gave the very much obliged to the hon. Minister, but
folowing notice it wouI have been better if he had deferred

That lie will call attention to the following tele- his reply until after hearing my statement
grams which appeared in the " Daily Colonist" on Monday next.
!newspaper of Victoria, British Columbia, purport-
1g to have been sent by the Honourable Sir lon. Mr. ALMON-This is what the
MAackenzie Bowell, and will ask thc First Minister
if they are copies of telegrains sent by hini to His boys would cali I a mare's nest.

u Lient-Governor Dewdney, the Honourable
.Prior, and A. Stewart Potts, respectively- BILL JNTRODUCED.

<Goloni.~i.- Der. 19fhH 1895.) Mrn . M N E AS A( B.C.)-Ia

fermuc obieder in the ho.viner fute
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date. Al debentures issued in Canada
when floated in England are subject to a
stamp duty. Until a recent decision that
duty was one-eighth of one per cent, or two
shillings and six pence on every £100. By
a late decision the duty, instead of being one-
eighth of one per cent, is to be one-half of
one per cent, or ten shillings on the £100.
All debentures issued by loan companies in
Canada are made payable either to order or
bearer. The contention is that a debenture
made payable to order can be transferred
from hand to hand by endorsement or, if
made payable to bearer, may pass from hand
to hand without endorsement. The Inland
Revenue Commissioners in England decided
that debentures of that kind are liable to
the higher duty. This decision was dis-
puted and the question was taken into court.
It was finally decided that tae contention
of the department was correct and that the
debentures are subject to the higher duty
of ten shillings per £100. All the deben-
tures are subject to the stamp duty. Under
the Joint Stock Companies Act all the com-
panies are authorized to issue debentures
and they may do so in any way they
think proper, but those incorporated by
special Acts of Parliament, are, J think in
every instance, authorized to issue debentures
payable to order or bearer, and in that case
they are made subject to the higher rate
of duty. The only change made by this
Bill is that they are made payable to order
or bearer or to a registered holder. The
only reason for keeping in the words " order
or bearer" is that debentures floated in
Canada are made payable to order or bearer
and are notsubject to any stamp duty here. It
is to make this change that the bill is intro-
duced. I consulted with the oilicial in the
Finance Department, who is charged speci-
ally with those things, and he assured me
that there can be no objection whatever to
this bill. This is the full scope of the
measure. It is a very short bill, and
although sometimes short bills are mis-
chievous, I cari assure hon. gentlemen that
there is nothing of the kind in this instance.

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read the second time,

The Senate then adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, February 6th, 1896.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE LATE PRINCE HENRY OF
BATTENBURG.

MOTION.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
would ask the indulgence of the House to
dispense with any rules which might pre vent
the moving of an address of condolence to
Her Majesty on the death of Prince Henry
of Battenburg. I was on the point of as-
suming the responsibility, during the recess,
of asking the Governor General to associate
the Senate with the House of Commons in
sending a message of condolence to Her
Majesty on the death of Prince Henry, but
upon reflection I thought it would be assum-
ing too nuch, even on the part of the leader of
the Senate, believing it much better that the
Senate, upon its re-assembling, should pass
an address of a similar character to that
passed'by tlhe House of Commons to Her
Majesty and also to the Princess. I but
utter the sentiments of every subject of Her
Majesty in the Dominion of Canada, and I
may safely add throughout the world, when
I say that we deeply sympathize with Her
Majesty in the many trials which she has had
to undergo during her very long, eventful
and successful reign. A speech upon a
question of this kind is, I think, altogether
unnecessary, and, with your permission, I
therefore move :-

That an humble Address be presented to Her
Most G racious Majesty the Queen, in the following
words:-

To the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty:

MosT GRAcIOUS SOVEREIGN:

We, Your Majesty's dutiful and loyal subjects,
the Senate of Canada, on this, the first occasion of
our assemblage in Parliament since receipt Of
the distressing intelligence of the death of lis
Royal Highness, Prince Henry of Battenburg,
humbly approach Your Majesty with renewed
assurances of attachnent to Your Majesty's Persol
and Throne.

We desire, may it please Your Majesty, humblY
to tender Your Majesty the expression of our
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rest sympathy in the affliction which has Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Prived Her Royal Highness, the Princess Following the precedent of the House of

n-laof a Consort, and Your Majesty of a son- Commons, I beg to move,11w a Young Prince enjoying the happiest pros- lCmos e omv:
of a long and useful career. That a Message of Condolence be sent by this

pray that the God of Consolation may com- House to Her Royal Highness Princess Beatrice to
peop our Majesty and long preserve you to your express our sorrow on the occasion of the death of

e.e His Royal Highness Prince Henry of Battenberg,
The Senate will observe that I have so andtotender the expression of our earnestsympathy

Wod the address as to convey to Her i the affliction which has deprived Her Royal
thded rHighness of a loving husband.

ajesty the fact that the Senate was not in The motion was areed to.sjgiOn at the time of the passage of an Thmoinwsaret.
address of condolence in the House of Com-

Sin order that they may fully under-' THE SESSIONAL COMMITTEES.
Btand that this House has taken the first MOTION.

Portunity that presented itself to join in Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL
te address sent from the House of Commons moved the adoption of the report of the0 anada representing the sentiments of the Committee of Selection, as follows

Pi ofmie the wholeion Dominion.sPeOPle of the whole Dominion. That His Honour the Speaker, and the Honour-
1 1l Mr. SCOTT- In rs to second ýable Messieurs Aikins, Almon, Angers, Baker,

.drs rising t s Bernier, de Boucherville, Drunmond, Gowan,
o Address which the hon. the First Min- Hingston, Sir Wiliam, Landry, Masson, McClelan,

s8ter has submitted for the consideration of Poirier, Power, Scott, and Wark, be a Comrnitteo
the Blouse, I am sure that I voice not only on the Library of Parlianent.

the e. That the Honourable Messieurs Bernier, Cas-
geeing and sentiments of every hon. grain, De Blois, Desjardins, Dever, Dobson, Fergu-

gentlenan within the range of my voice, but son (P.E.I), Guévreniont, Macdonald (P.E.I.)
4so the sentiments and feeling of the people Maefarlane, McKindsey, O'Donohoe, Ogilvie,
Of this Dominion, from the Atlantic to the Perley, Prinrose, Read (Quinté), Read (Cariboo),aSandford, Sullivan, Vark and Wood, be a Con-

c The least satisfaction we can con- nittee on the Printing of Parlianent.
ey tO Her Majesty in her present affliction, That the Honourable Messieurs Allan, de Boucher-

18an assurance of our sympathy in the great ville, Casgrain, Clemow, Cochrane, Desjardins,
orro'w she is now enduring. It is very well Druinmond, Ferguson (Niagara), Lewin, NIacInnes

kuo, 8 . (Burlington), McCallun, McMillan, Miller, Mont-
that the Princess Beatrice was Het plaisir, O'Brien, Prinirose, Prowse, Reesor, Robi-

)esty's favourite child, and that both she ¡ taille, Sanford, Sinith, (Sir Frank), Vidal, Ville-
ad her late husband, Prince Henry of Bat- neuve, wark and Wood, be a Committee on Bank-

te urg, were most nearly associated with ingn he urable Messieurs Allan, Almon
her Majesty. They accompanied her on Arsenault, Baker, de Boucherville, Boulton, Bowell
h Visit to Scotland, and were also with (Sir Makenzie), Clenow, Cochrane, Dickey, Drum-

eat the Isle of Wight, and the various moud, Ferguson (Niagara), Kirchhoffer, Landry,
les of resort which Her Majesty sought Lougheed, Macdonald (Victoria), MacInnes (Bur-
oiie . lington), McCallui, McDonald (Cape Breton),ime to time. Therefore, the loss is MeInnes (Victoria), McKay, McKindsey, McLaren,
or keenly felt by Her Majesty on account Masson, Miller, O'Donohoe, Owens, Pelletier,

e Warm and constant association which Poirier, Power, Sanford, Scott, Snmith (Sir Frank),as existed in the past; and the least we Snowball and Vidal, be a Comnmittee on Railways,
Ca offeto Telegraphs and Harbours.

1eler no ler Majesty-who is 50 That the Honourable Messieurs Adams, Angers,
th ' ot only by the people, Of Armand, Arsenault, Baird, Bellerose, Bolduc,

Dominion, but of the whole Empire- DeBlois, Desjardins, Dever, Ferguson (P.E.I.),
an assurance that we deeply sympathize Gowan,-McDonald,(CapeBreton),McLaren, Merner,

Ith lier in the great affliction she . n Miller, Montplaisir, O'Donohoe, Ogilvie, Owens,
end • er Pelletier, Prowse, Reid (Cariboo), Robitaille, and

Ig, and also with the Princess Sullivan, be a Committee on Miscellaneous Private
ov.rice, who has lost, I believe, a very Bills.

Cng busband. The marriage was not That the Honourable Messieurs Aikins, Bellerose,
td in the usual way between royal Ferguson (Niagara), Kirchhoffer, Macdonald

arties t y (P.E.I.), Macdonald (Victoria), McDonald (Cape
ti ., but was based entirely upon affec- Breton), McKay and Villeneuve, be a qommittee

%0 , and, therefore, the affliction, coming on Standing Orders.
» erly in life, is all the more keen to the That the Honourable Messieurs Baker, Boulton,

rncess ]Beti. Kirchhoffer, Lougheed, McKindsey, Prunrose,
Prowse, Read (Quinté), and Wood, be a Conmmittee

e motion was agreed to. on Divorce.
si
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That His Honour the Speaker, and the Honour- connected. The hon. gentleman int
able Messieurs Almon, Bolduc, McMillan, Mlac- that the government is supposed t
donald (Victoria), Price and Thibaudeau, be a exercised certain influence on the for
Committee on the Restaurant.

That the Honourable Messieurs Adams, Baird, Of the committee and tlat his na
Bellerose, Bernier, Boulton, Macdonald (P.E.I.), been left out through or by that inf
McCallum, Perley and Vidal, he a Comnmittee on J can assure im that he is labouring
Reporting Debates.

That a Message be sent to the House of Comions a
by one of the Masters in Chancery, informinug that nine gentlemen who formed that con
House that the Senate bas appointed the Honour-'to confirm what I an now sayin,
able Messieurs Aikins, Almon, Angers, Baker, no case have 1, as leader of the Ho
Bernier, de Bouicherville, Drunnond, Gow an, nember of the government attemp
Hingston, Sir William, Landry, Masson, McClelan,
Poirier, Power, Scott and Wark, a Conniiiittee to exert any influence other than that u
assist His Honour the Speaker in the direction of exercised by every other meniber
the Library of Parliament, so far as the interests comînittee in the formation of the se
of this House are concerned, and to act on behalf committees.
of this buse as inoibers of a TJoit Cohngtmittee ofi
both Houses ou the Library.

Rexolîed, That a tMessage be sent to the house Hon. Mr. MILLER-Hear, hear.
of Coinienxs ec ine of the Masters in Chacerye
inforuîng that House that the Seuate lias appoitte Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWE
the ourale Messieurs Bernier, asgrainuthr y that
Blois,Desjardins,Dever, I)osoFerguso(P..),ure s that t br
('iuévreuionit, Macdonald (P.E.I.), Macfarlane, ago we adopted a rule limiting the i
?IcKinisey, 'I)oniohnoe, ingilvie, Perley, Prgnirose, of senators appointed to each com
Read (Quiintélý, Reid (Cariboo), Sanford, Sullivan, and in the selection of meînbers
Wark andi Wood, a 'outcittee toi superintew ay the Sdifferent committees we had of neces
aud to act on 1elalf of this buise with te Conm- leave some na ges of certain committ
inittee of the bouse of Come r ns as a Joint Con- place them on others, and in sone c
nttee of buth bouses on the subjet of Printing

informing tha House that, the Senatee has apponte

THE COMMITTEE ON CONTIN-,
GENCIES.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELLi

imates
o have
mationl
ne lias
luence.
under
to the
mittee
that in
use, or
ted to

sed and
of the
ssional

LL--l
years

number
mittee,
for the
sity, to
ees and
ases to
reason:

some senators (I give theni credit for it) de-
vote more time and attention to the busi-
ness of the committees than others, and
some of thein were on three, four and five
cogmmittees and inl olne or twoi ucse I t-hink

mon six conmittees. In order to make anl
That the Honourable Messieurs Allan, Angers, equitable distribution, as far as it was pos-

Armnand, Boldie, Bowell (Sir Mackenzie), Clenow, sible to do so, we had to leave some memx-
Dickey, Dobson, Landry, Lougheed, Macunnes bers off certain committees. This is the(Burnligton), Masson, McClelan, Mcinnes (Vic-
toria), McKay, Mc Millan, Ogilvie. Pelletier, Perley, only reason I can give the hon. member
Poirier, Power, Prowse, Read (Quinté), Scott and from Toronto for the omission of his naine
Sullivan, be a Comumittee on Internal Economy and f rom this committee. He was not on it last
Contingent Accounts. year, for the same reason I suppose that lie

Hon, Mr. O'DONOHOE.-I shoulcd like I was left off this year, and not from any
to ask why, after some years of service on personal or political reason. If you look

the Committee on Contingencies, I have at the complexion of the committees and

been dropped fron it. There is nîo man who compare the numbers of senators belonging
can answer that as well as the Premier, to the political parties, it will be seen that

because after all, though the Senate appoint there bas been no disposition shown on the

the Committee-, the influence of the Govern- part of the majority or the government to

ment prevails there and I find no means at deprive the minority of a full share of the
di al to sa wh I have been ut o honours and responsibilities.

that Committee except by inquiring of the
Government.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
have no objection to answer the hon. gentle-
man's question and the answer will apply to
a good many members who are not now on
committees with which they were formerly

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Hear, hear.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-1
am glad to know that my short career iO
the Senate meets the approval of my hon.
friend opposite in that respect, and that he
absolves me f rom having shown any desire to
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toercise any undue influence in the forma- in him, then I say the worthy Premier lost
10n of committees. my confidence and only then.

The motion was agreed to.

1On. Mr. O'DONOHOE-I cannot for
a moment doubt what the Premier has stated. RAILWAY ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
Ntwithstanding that, I think the govern~ SECOND READING.
41ent exercise too prevalent a power in the
arrangement of committees, and instead of Hon. Mr. McCALLUM moved the second
the committees being appointed by the reading of Bill (A) " An Act to amend the

enate and by the people, really the govern- Railway Act." He said-I do not think it
raent shows its hand and its influence is necessary to make any extended remarks
prevails there. I cannot understand from in noving the s4cond reading of this Bill.
anything that the worthy Prenier has stated It is an exact copy of a Bill that passed this

.e reason that I was put off that com- Senate on two former occasions, and was
rnttee. There is a large section of the defeated in the other House. The object of
People going before that committee for ap- the Bill is to save to parties living in the
Pointnents, and in other respects, a large different parts of this Dominion the trouble
Proportion to which I belong, and am proud and expense of coming here to Ottawa to
y belong, and I do not desire that the appear before the Railway Comnmittee of the

emriier or the government should put me Privy Council in order to get their griev-
in order to deprive then of the privileges ances in reference to drainage redressed.
d advantages to which they are entitled. The Bill is before hon. gentlemen, and if

these remarks are made with all respect to they will be kind enough to read it, they
e Premier and his governmnent, but there is will see that it is not directed against the

use to have privileges if a section of the interests of the railways themuselves. In
People are deprived of their rights through fact, it is in their favour if thev would only
ahe influence of the gove rnment, and particu- look at it in the proper way. The opinion

larîy by a government that has gone to bas been expressed that every fariner living
Pleces and that has no head. (Cries of along the line of the railway will want to
rder, order.) I am in order, do not be get a culvert put under the road. Now,araid. I repeat it, that the government there is not a greater mistake, because, in

Whose head is discarded by his own pro- the first place, the farmer has got to pay the
r4ters and his own colleagues and who expense. Now, to-day, if a man lives in
takes back deserters to his bosom as friendsi British Colunbia or down by the sea, lie has

Work with, is not a government that got to come here before the Railway Com-
hould deprive the people of any advantage mittee of the Privy Council to get his griev-

Which they are entitled. Now don't be ance redressed instead of having the matter

aharled about my statements ; I am stating settled on the spot. It bas been said that

tle fairly and fully. There is no man in all they have got to do is to write to the
Dominion of Canada who hel our Minister of Railways who will take up the

orthy Premier in higher esteem than 1, case. Has not the Minister of Railways of
tben he took back a nest of hornets to this country got enough to do without show-
vk ith him again, I discard him and will ing the farmers how to drain their land ? If

Cottinue to discard him as a man not in the lie attends to his other onerous duties, lie has
on of holding what lie is entitled to plenty to do. The object of the Bill is

d Up to the day that these men dis- to enable parties to have a decision by arbit-

leaded in and said lie was unfit to be the ration on the spot as to who shall pay the

ader of the Canadian people, I wa- an expenses. As for any danger to life and

fi irer of his and my bon. friend the leader property under the bill, there is none what-
he government kiows those were my ever, because the work is always performed

tuinIents because I even wrote them to by the Railway Company, but we should be
they were my sentiments that lie was careful not to ignore the claims of the farmers

honourable, clear, clean man in the public of this country altogether. I am just as
11terest, but when lie sunk down to the much in favour of railways as anybody, but
level of taking back with him a nest of if you look back you will see that three-

orne's, a nest of men who had no confidence quarters of the railways of this country have
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been built under charters of the local legis- carrying of passengers over their une, the
latures. By an Act of our own we declare latter being the rost important of al as
them to be works for the general advantage having relation to the preservation of human
of Canada. Had you lef t them where they life. These considerations are of paramount
were, the farmers could appeal to the local importance, and in order to secure the
government, but we declared they were effectuai working of the powers generally
works for the general advantage of Canada reserved by parliament, a tribunal wag
and under the jurisdiction of this govern- instituted, an open tribunal, a proper tri-
ment-which I believe is perfectly right and bunal baving reference to the duties they
proper; that is where they should be, but, at had to carry out-duties for wbich they are
the same time, why should the government responsible to the people andin respect to everY
of this country want to bring people from part of their proceedings, tbey may at anY
all over Canada to settle tieir difficulties be- time be questioned in parliament. This tri-
fore the Railway Committee? I do not say bunalwasinstituted,asIreaditonlookinga t

that they do not get justice before that com- the Debates, after amostcarefulcoiisider
mittee, but why cannot they get justice on ation, having taken the opinion of experts
the spot I They know what they want. The and of men who had large experience in
question can be settled by arbitration under these inatters and it bas been in operatiorL
this bill. I will not make any further re- and in successful operation ever since the
marks but simply move the second reading railway system bas prevailed in Canada-
of the bill. It has the great advantage-an aIl important

advantage in a country where there are
Hon. Mr. GOWAN-When I saw the some seven or eight thousand miles of rail

name of my hon. friend from Monck in con- way-of acting on uniform principles. Any
nection with this Eill, I at once sent for a man in tbe community may appear before
copy. Sharing the high opinion entertained that tribunal. It does not require, tO
generally by every member of this House of secure audience there, that a man should be
the earnestness, the honesty, and the straight- entitled to wear either wig or gown; any
forwardness of the hon. gentleman, I vas nember of the comrnunity bas a right tO
exceedingly anxious, if possible, to render appear there and to represent sucb things 0$
hima any assistance in my power to promote he daims are rigbt to be considered il
the measure. When I saw the Bill, and'respect to any arrangement made connected
studied it and read it in connection with witb a railway, either as to its traffic, its
the Railway Act, I was almost frightened road bed or any other matter. There
for I discovered that it was of a most danger- is notbing te prevent him. IL is not coW
ous character-I was alinost going to say fined to the legal profession, and there are
revolutionary in its character-violating im- no fees required. Nay, more, if any repre
portant principles which it is the duty of sentation is made in writing, as I arn
every government to guard, and introducing formed and believe, and as would be propert
an element of uncertainty as well as being a whether done or not-if any representatiop
decided a-saultupona most valuable tribunal. is made in writing, whetber iL is urged by i
Hon. gentlemen will know that in every professional man or not, it receives tbe veil
civilized country the railway system is con- fullest consideration of that tribunal. Now'
sidered a matter of vital importance. It is the object that this Bil seems to me to aili
so especially in this country, and par liament at, is to affect tbat general clause, whiCb
takes care that the public interests as well'secures uniformity, in a very serious way,
as the interests of the corporations are pro- introducing a local tribunal and, in effect,
perly guarded. Every parliament, in grant- Lransferring important duties to local bodies
ing certain privileges necessary to corpor- directly responsible te tbe people of the
ations, at the same time reserves to itself i locality iL may be, but not directll
certain necessary powers in the public inter- responsible to Parliamen-people and
est-powers that are absolutely necessary, bodies that Parliament are net in direct
having regard to the regulation of their communication with. That, I think, in the
work, whether considered in reference to first place, is an exceedingly dangeroU9

the functions of railroads in the carry- thing. I ar not going to enter int
ing of the produce of the field, the forests tbe details of the Bil at present. 1
and the mine, or in regard to the think iL bad, root and branch. On another
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Occasion if it should come up again, I shall trary to principle, dangerous to the public
be prepared to enter more fully into the interest and taking away from the represen.

ails, but I may mention one or two little tatives of the people the effective control
Points which strike me. The first clause th&t they could ethcrwise have in regard to
Makes it the duty of all railways in the the railways of the country.
country to maintain all existing watercourses
as they are. That, J think, is utterly Hon. Mr. BAKER-J have no desire to
unsound and wrong, because it does not obstruct the passage of the Bil which is
follow that all wisdom exhausted itself in presented for its second reading by the hon.
those who located the watercourses, nor had gentleman from Monck, and J ar not dis-
science exhausted it4elf at that time, and it posed to enter at this stage upon a discus-
Would be a very unsafe thing to make it a sion of the details, but there are one or two
,statutory obligation on all the railways of features of the Bih which J think it rhht to
the country to maintain the water courses present Vo this House in order that they
rli the condition in which they are. But may be considered between now and the
the clause which struck me as being the final passing of the Bil. The features that
'nost dangerous and affecting clearly the 1 refer to embody the principle which under-
responsibility of the Government, is the 6th lies the Bil. It will be observed, from the
clause which provides in effect that every Bil itself, and from the remarks of the hon.
railway comp any shall be subject to the gentleman who moved it, that its object is
genieral municipal regulations in each muni- to protect and enforce rights of proprietors
clipality as regards drainage. That clause whoarecontiguous to the linesof railway
would impose a statutory obligation upon which traverse the Dominion from one end
railways to observe all the laws and regula- to the other. The rights of property of
tilois of eve-ry municipality in the country, these parties are especially concerned. The
and when we come to consider the number Bil furthermore undertakes Vo deal with
Of these it will be a very serious thing for contracts and the first clause of the Bil in
U8 to attempt to make it a statutory duty the broadest possible terms declares that
"Pon the railways to observe by-laws which hereafter
may be g'oodl or may be bad. There must be1l'a be"ool o ma bebad Thre nus be Notwithstanding anything iii se.ction fourteen of
hundreds and hundreds of municipalities "The Ruday Act," it shaH be the duty of every rail-
through which railways pass-probably waycompany rnder the jurisdiction of the Parliament
8everal hundred in Ontario-at all events, of C1hereinafter referred to, to mnaintain and keep in rt-pair
lnMy old judicial district, where I reside, ail necessary drains, (itches and water courses
there are no less than twenty-five municipal u4ence at the passing of this Act, in and for lands

bodies ei.titled to make by-laws, the railroa elongg to or hd by such Company.

pIssing through thein, and the number in Now I submit that that clause of the
Onltario nust be very large. I think it: Bil contravenes one of thq plainest principles
would be a very serious thing to interfere of legislation. It effects contracts that are
With the proper exercise of its power by a in force at the present time by covenant or
tribunal which has, on the whole, worked wetl.

ItWould be dangerous Vo introduce any prin- b h wr fabtaos omte'wOld e dngeousto ntrduc an prn-what inay be the origin of the contract, this
CiPle which would divest Parliament of its clause of the Bil broadly declares that from
authority to interfere, and I am not prepared this timeforth the railwaycompanies
to relieve the governmient of any dutie-s which hlbeiaefoalteexns fkep
I think they ought to be answerable for. J ing these drains. They may have b-en
should have little confidence in any govern- built for the accommodation of contiguous
lent which would not assume any responsi- proprietors, they rnay have I een buit to

haity cast upon it, and 1 could have little preserve the rights of parties other than
faith in a government which would seek Vo than the railway companies themselves, and
relieve itself of a responsibility by handing yet this clause of the Bil declares in the
Over portions of its work to municipalities or most absolute terns that, nothwithstand-
Other bodies. I am not prepared to say that ing the existence of any contract as Vo

SWOuld take the extreme course of movin the raking and maintainance of these
against the second reading of the Bill, but J drains, hereafter they shah be kept at the
Wish at this time to guard myself by saying sole expense of the railway companies. I
that J entireiy disapprove of it as being con- say that the principle embodied in that
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clause is one that contravenes the plainest he takes in hand long before he came to this
principles of leg slation. The Senate is Iouse, and I knov that the cause which he
asked to decree that possibly solemn con- is promoting here to-day is one that lies dear
tracts entered into beteeen the railway to the heart of proprietors along the great
companies and other parties shall be set unes of railway throughout the length and
aside, and that a burden shall be put, with- breadtb of this Dominion. It is a nost
out rhyme or reason, on the back of the deirable object that lie has in view, and 1
railway companies for all tine to come. I know the zeal and earnestness with which
say that that principle is one which, he is prosecuting it in this House, lut it is
in my opinion, cainot be justified. for this Senate to consider whether, even for
There is another principle in this the attajament of so c<sirable an obJect,
Bill wbicli seems to deal witbi muni- it should comîiit itself to a vicions
cipal corporaitions, creatures of the local principle. MLore titan that, wlien it cornes
Iegslatures, and 1 subniit for the consider- to a discussion of re details of this
ation of the Senate that it cornes angerously Bu, as I bave no doubt it wil pass the
near the lne which separates the juri diction second reading and be referred to a
of this iParianient front that f the local Comiittee, it will be shown that a tribunal
legislature. It is true that Bills are often exists already whic is perfectly conpetent
rend the second tinte without cotr ittingk the: to deal with the matwters enbraced in this
bodies whicli permit the second reading Bihl. The Bailway Comnîittee of the Privy
absolutely to the priticiple of the Bill. 1 Counicil is specially created for the purpose
know that in England, ahd in this country, of determi ing t the very Hatters that are
Bills are sonietifes permitted to pass their mentioned here, and so far as the expense
second readin and to be referred to coin- is concerned, there is iot ai instance or
mittes without Parliaent feelitg itself record where any party who carne before the
absolutely coinitted to the principhes of Privy Couneil eas been condemned to the
such Bih, but J think it right, even at this payment of a single dollar of expense. The
stage of the Bit, to point out that the princi- departlent of Railways bas in its setvice
ple lnbodied wi this Bill is certainly vicious in ail partsof the Dominion skilled engneers
o have not given the measure suci mature' who are sent, on the requisition of any
consideration as to justify nie in expressing parties interested, to the spot and instructed
a positive opinion that it is eyond the juris- to make an exainatio r of the iocality and
diction of thîis Parliament, and 1 reiiember' to report, and upon sucli reports the judg-
that i ch povin the second readig the h lon. ments of the Co mmittee of the Privy Coun-
senator fro t onek referred to the fact that il are given, andeverybody knows that those
tke Bith in its very terns passed this Senate judgments are invariably, if the law is to be
when i was led by the oae distinguished stretched in any direction, stretched against
Sir John Abbott. No man in this ouse, m ie railway companies and in favor of the
or o t of it, Pead greater respect for the proprietors. I need not enter into a dis-
ability and the egal attain pients of the Pate cussion of the details of the Bihl. There
SirJohn Abbott thanryseif, but it is possible wihl be an abundance of tine, when it coes
that the Billmay have passed this Senatewith- before the CoRmittee, o discus its pro-
out bis attention haviig been called to it, and visions.
c say that that fact of itself affords no justfi-
cation for this Ilouse comnitting itself to Hon. r er. POWER- an sure that you
the principhe of the Bito if iL finds that i is ahI agree with me in the pleasure with which
objectionable. do not oppose the second I have listened to the frst speech of the
reading of the Bill, but as I said before, I hlon. gentleman f rom Missisquoi. lis nepu-
think A fair and right to point out the tation preceded him here, and we are de'ight-
possible objections that may e raised po the ed to know that e, q ite cones up to his
principle of this Bih], and while I do so, reputation. At the sae Lite, that does
do iL vithout any intention or any desire to not oblige us to concur in bis views.
obstruet the ion. member fro Monck. It Hon. gentlemienv who have een in the
is not since le beca e a member of this Senate some time, wil rerember, probably,
august asenblage that J made his acquaint- the history of this Bih. The hon. genthe-
ance. knew bis energ and the zeal with men who have recently cote in, naturaly
wbich he prosecutes any undertaking which cannot e expected to do that. This il
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originated with the hon. member from aright. In the next year, 1890, the hon.
.monek, who deserves all the praise which gentleman from Monck introduced the Bill
the hon. gentleman from Missisquoi has again, and itagain passedthisHbuse; but
given him for his public spirit, his perse- it got to the other House, J believe, rather
Verance and determination. That hon. too late in the session to bave any chance of
gentleman introduced in the Senate a Bil1 passing. The hon. gentleman f rom Missis-
bearing a general resemblance to this mea- siquoi knows very weli how dificuit it is for
sure, and having the same object in view. an opposed ineasure, which goes down to
The mneasure came before the Committee of the louse of Commons at a late stage of
Railways, Telegranhs and Harbours, of the session, to get through. Consequently
Which the late Sir John Abbott was a mem- this measui'e did not become law. The
ber, and was referred to a >ub-committee of hon. gentleman froni Monck has introduced
the Railway Committee, and of that com- the Bil at an early stage of this session,
tuittee thte late Sir John Abbott was also a in the hope that it niay go down to the iower
'ilember. This Bill is largely, in fact almo4 House at such a period of the session that it
comPletely, the work of the late Sir John wili have a chance to be fairly considered and
Abbott. It cannot be contended that was a disposed of on its nerits and not sîde-tracked
gentleman who would be likely to do any- aiid got rid of by any legisiative sleight-of-
thing rash, or anything calculated to unduly band. What vas this Bil intended to do?
Interfere with the just rights of railway As the hon. gentleman from Monck very
corupanies. The hon. gentleman had had too properiy said, some years ago there were a
.nuch to do with railways and was too much number of local railways in the province of
IlIterested in them- Ontario-local raiiways in the sense that

they were under the jurisdiction of tlýe local
rlion. Mr. GOWAN-Would my hon. legisiature of Ontario. The local legisiature

friend allow me to ask him whether the of Ontario has provided that, as respects the
Work of Sir John Abbott on that Bill which matter of drains, those railway companies
he framed was not merely to give expres- shah be placed in practicaily the same posi-
Sion to the views of my hon. friend from tion as ordinary citizcns; 1 know of no rea-
tOnck and not his own Bill. son why they should not be; and the hon.

gentleman bias given no reason wby a rail-
'on. Mr POWER-I do not think so. way company shouid not be subject to the

Bill was referred to a sub-committee laws for the protection, and improvement of
Of the Railway Committee. The late Sir the adjoining lands by draining, as weil as

ohn Abbott was the principal member of i ordinary citizens. As the hon. gentleman
that sub-committee. 1 forget the other from Monck pointed out, this Parliament in
"'embers, but J was myselif one. As J 1882 passed an Act which practicaly trans-
unlderstood at that time, and as I under- ferred ail the railway&of the country from
stand now, the sub-committee reported a the jurisdiction of the pro- inces to the juris-
rneasure which they thought should be. diction of this Parliamentand took these rail-
adPted. The measure originally introduced ways from under the operation of the provin-

y the hon. member from Monck, was very cial laws with respect to drainage. The con-
onsiderably modified, and the Bil, as we sequence was after that change-J do not

have it now, was substantially the work of know wbether the railway Aet has been
hat sub-committee, the principal and most aitered in this respect since 1882-but, M

,,portant and influential member of which any rate of late years, if the district, countyWas the late Sir John Abbott. When this or municipaiity of aty kind, or if any pro-
rueasure came up from the Railway Coi- prietar, of land adjoining the railway, flnds
4uttee in the session of 1889, it was adopted his land has been flooded, owing to the
athis House by a very large majority. In fact that bis drains have been dammed by
.at, the feeling of the Senate was so strongly the railway emhankment, he has no short
t favour of the measure-the House was nt and easy mnner of settling the matter. He
that time led by Sir John Abbott-that cannot treat the railway compafy as he can
the hon. gentleman from Ottawa, who treat is next-door neigboui. He as to
"Posed the Biii, did not venture to take appealtotheRaiiway Committee of the Privy

eense of the House at the second read- Council. I do not raise any question asOr at any subsequent stage if J reiember to the manner in which the Jailway Con
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mittee of the Privy Council have done their and the municipality or owners pay the
duty. I think that when the parties come balance. Then, if any dispute other than
before the Railway Committee, the Coi- one concerning the respective proportions of
muittee ge nerally (o their duty fairly enough contribution arises, the party isputing may
but, as everyone knows, it is a very difficult within thirty days after the receipt of the
and expensive thing for a farmer in the far plans and specificationsgive notice tothe Min-
West, or in the remote parts of Ontario, or ister of Railways, and then the inatter cores
in the Lower Provinces, to appear before up before the RailwayCommittee of thePrivy
the Railway Committee; and no one knows Council.; so that if there is any serjous
better than the hon. gentleman from Barrie, dispute the whole thing cones, as now,
and the hon. gentleman from Missisquoi, before the Railway Coriittee of the Privy
that, although you may say that a letter is Council. This bil simply provides that
quite sufficient, or that a farmer nay corne were the expense is not large and where
into the room where the Railway Conmittee there is not likely to be any quarrel or
meet, if the railway company appears repre- any serious difference between the railway
sented by an able advocate, the farmer or his conpany and the municipality, then the
letter is liable to have little weight indeed matter cat be settled on the spot instead of
We all know that .in court the case coring to Ottawa at considerable expense,
which has no advocate to present difficulty and delay. And further, there
it is not likely to be the successful one. is another circurstance with respect to the
Then it was felt necessary that if those farm- railway comrittee of the Privy Côuncil,
ers were to be protected from the injuries thaT the comrittee, as a rule, does
done to them by railway embankments, they not sit very often during the session;
should have a cheaper and more convenient and when Parliamnent is not sitting,
mode of getting justice than that provided it fot infrequently happens that there is not
by the Railway Act. It was with the ob- a quorum of the Committee at Ottawa. The
ject of furnishing such a tribunal that the hon. gentleman from Barrie made an objec-
hon. gentleman from Monck introduced this tion to the first clause of the Bil in which 1
Bill. As I understand it, the funda- think there is a great deal of force; but the
mental principle of this Bill is not embodied fact that there is force in that objection iS
in the first clause, which was objected to by no reason for not reading the Bil a second
the hon. gentleman f rom Missisquoi. The tire. It is perhaps a good reason for
really important principle of this Bill is that auending the Bih in Conrnittee. The hon.
the railway company shall be coipelled to gentleman said that this clause provided that
do what any other owner of land would be the company shah maintain and keep in
compelled to do in the matter of drainage; repair ail drains, and s0 ou, in existence t
but the Bill does not go as far as that. It the passing of tlis Act. Well, it would be
does nlot provide that absolutely. When very easy to amend that by providing that
the hon. gentleman fron Monck introduced if other drains be substituted they shah le
it, it did, I think, but the sub-committee to kept in repair. Tt may be not expedient
which this Bill was referred made a very to confine the railway company to the exist-
important change, and provided that where ing drains. As long as the uecessarY
the expense involved would be considerable drains in existence, or drains which îuay bc
the matter should go at once to the Railway substituted for those which are now
Committee of the Privy Council. The bill existence, are kept in repair, that would bO
provides now that where the expense invol- enough. Then if I may venture to differ
ved does not exceed $800 recourse shall first fromnso distinguished a lawyer as the hon.
be had to the procedure provided in this gentleman froin Missisquoi, 1 think that
Bill. There is nothing tyrannical about hon. gentleman has misapprehended the
that procedure. If the Railway Company effect of the words in the first clause. These
and the municipal corporation cannot agree, words are
then the matter is referred to arbitration and
there are provisions for a fair arbitration; "Notwithstanding auything in section 14 f the
that is, if there is a dispute with respect to
the proportion of contributions, the railway the lon, gentleman drew a picturO
companies are to pay only only their fair of the violation of contracts which had
share of the expense of the improveuent existed for many years between the railwY
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comupanies and the owners of the adjoining
lands, which of course it would be a very
serious thing for Parliament to authorize.
NOW, bon. gentlemen, this language refers
si 1 ply to what appears in section 14 of the
Railway Act. It does not interfere in
any way with contracts, or agreements made
between the railway company and the owners
Of adjoining lands, or municipalities or other
Persons. I will read section 14 of the Act
which will show that this first clause of the
Hill before us has not the meaning the hon.
gentleman imagined. The clause reads as
follows :

henever after due notice of application there-
for, the Railway Coiniittee decide that it is ne-
Cessary in the interest of any nunicipality that
neans of drainage should be provided, or lines of
water pipes or other pipes should be laid, or
8treets nmade through, along, across or under any
Works or lands of the company, it may, after
hearing the parties, direct how and on what ternssuch drainage may be effected or water pipes or

rther pipes laid or streets made ; and thereupon
elUch rnunicipality may construct the works neces-
Bary to carry eut such direction, but on]y under
the supervision of such official as the Railway
Commnittee appoints-or at its option the conpany

ay construct such works under the like super-vision ; and the cost of constructing.such works,
e Cost of supervision, and the continued imaiinte-

liance of the saine shall be paid by such muni-
Pality, unless the Railway Comm'ittee direct that
e conpany bear sone proportion thereof-in

Whieh case the company shall hear such proportion
a8 the Railway Coinmittee decides.

operation of the law. The hon. gentleman
thought that it was a very objectionable
thing to transfer to local authorities the
duties now discharged by the Railway
Committee of the Privy Council. So . far
from that being the case, where the matters
involved are not of very serious consequence,
and there is not a very large suin of money
at stake, it is a great deal better in every
way that we should not centralize and that
these local questions should be settled on
the spot. If the course were adopted which
I should prefer myself, it would be to enact
generally that every Railway Company f rom
one end of the country to the other
should be subject to the laws with respect
to drainage which were in force in that part
of the country in which the railway is
found. I think, considering the fact that
this louse has passed this Bill twice
in its present shape, and that the House
was almost unanimously in favour of it,
we ought not to delay the passing of it now,
but let it go to the second reading and 'if
amendments are desirable, make those in
committee, and then send the bill down to
the other House; so that the hon. gentleman
from Monck may at least have a chance of
having his measure disposed of on its merits.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I should like to make
one or two observations before the bill is
read the second time. Tne poucy er Par-

Lt Will be seen that that section deals only liament since the foundation of the railway
with works to be constructed after the pass- system in Canada has been zealously to pre-
ing of the Act. That does not at all affect serve its control over the railways of the
existing contracts. Then the bon. gentleman country, not in the interest of the railways,
from Barrie thought that it was a very im- or individuals, but for the protection of the
Proper thing indeed that railway companies general public-the lives of people who
should be subject to all general municipal travel on them. When a' charter is once
regulations not inconsistent with this Act granted a railway company, they cannot
resPecting the maintenance and repairs of the turn a sod until they get the sanction of the
drains, ditches and water courses in any railway committee and the Minister of Rail-
en1fty, parish, township or other municipal- ways to the plans of the proposed project.
ity in Canada through which the railway The character of its bridges, the culverts,
Passes, unless exempted therefrom by the the ditches, the crossing of highways, and
special Act of incorporation. It seems to iall other details have to be first submitted
"ne that, so far froin its being unreasonable to the Minister of Railways. They get his
and improper, that rail way companies approval before they commence any oper-
should be subject to the law which governs ations ; then, before the railway is opened,
Other people, it is eminently fit and proper the railway department send a special offi-

at railway companies should be governed cer, who is exclusively charged with-duties
by the law which governs the rest of the of that kind, to inspect the railway and all its
coflunity, unless some good reason is details-its bridges, banks, culverts, ditches
ahown why it should be otherwise, and no rea- and every other incident connected with the
soU, as far as I can learn, has so far been shown railway. The officer is also charged from
for removing railway conpanies from the time to time to make this inspection and to
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see that the interests of the public. are' duly parties have a right to corne and ask parlia-
protected at all times. Now it is proposed ment to withdraw from the present tribunal,
that Parliament shall divest itself of the this jurisdiction over so important a matter
control of a rnost important incident in con. as the piercing of a railway bank, 1 think
nection with the railway system, and shall they should show there are cases of hardship
hand it over to the municipalities. existing. 1 have had sore experience in
If it is wise and prudent to do that, the last 25 or 30 years with railway
it is surely equally wise and companies, and I have yet to know a case
prudent to hand over the control of hardship arising anywhere, where the
and disposition of many other of the details municipality has been injured by the exist-
incident to the railways--for instance, the ence of obstructions on the part of the Rail-
mode of crossing streets. A railway must way Companies. i\ly hon. friend fror
have the sanc ion of the INinister of Rail- Monck may point to such a case but in my
ways, or the Railway Committee, to its run- long experience I have neyer core across
ning along a highway or crossing a highway.
It must have the sanction of the Räilway
Committee to the fencing and to the Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I vil1 tell you
approaches to a crossing; even a farmer's some other time.
crossing. Is there any more rea-on for
taking out of the control of the present Hon. Mr. SCOTT-And asa matterof fact,
tribunal, the jurisdiction over ditches and i if it isdesirable to reclaim swamplands---to en-
watercourses, than over the various other large culverts, I ar not aware that railway
subjects that parliament has seen fit to crossing have offred any opposition, or thatit
charge the Railway Committee with ? In has even been found necessary to cone to
1888, wvhen the Railway Act was passed, a tailway Committee where the parties
clause was inserted which it was thought rnterested have agreed to pay the cost of it.
would meet any complaints that might arise I have yet to know of a single case where
in reference to this question of drainage. the railwWy conpany has refused them.
My hon. friend from Halifax has read it, butI We ail know very well that the lands
should like to call the attention of the House through which the railways are constructed
especially to it, and they will then see that are immensly benefited in their drainage
a very much simpler mode of settling a For tleir own protection the railway cor-
question of this kind now exists than the pany must build a bank where the lds are
one proposed by the hon. member from fiat or low; and they are bound to build
Monck. (itches and are bound to keep them free

Whenever after due notice of application there -from orin, and as a matteract-
for, the Railway Connittee decides that it is t ara
necessary in the interest of any municipality- ways crossing through them. Now, of re-

i cent years this system of drainage, bas re-
Not of the Railway Company, but in the ceived a good deal of attention. Lands

interests of any municipality. which were thought to be irreclamable years
That means of drainage should be provided, or ago have been uade valuable by draining

lines of vater pipes or other pipes should be laid off the vater. To do that, it is necessar
or streets made through, along, across, or under to enlarge the ditches. In Ontario there
any works or lands of the Company, it may, after are immense areas thus drained. It really
hearing the parties, direct how and on what termssenc he tris iethwado wat teni involves creating a channel which is a goodsuch drainaige iay Le effected or water pipes or
other pipes laid or streets made. sized creek ; and it is found that the railway

ditches and culverts are not equal to the
H-n. Sir MACKENZ[E BOWELL- large draugbt. It is quite proper and fair

That is done at the expense of the govern- that facilities should be given hy the rail-
ment-not of the municipality. way company for the permission to pass, if

1 necessary, under its banks. I quite recog-
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I ask whether the nize that, but I do say that it is unwise of

process laid down in the Bill now under this Parliament to withdraw the control
consideration is not more elaborate, more over the cutting of the bank and the con-
difficult and more expensive than the simple -truction of the culvert f rom the Railway

ethod dehined by the statutej? Before s Committee.
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lion. Mr. McCALLUM-We do not H,on. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, there are no
Withdraw it fron the Railway Comm ittee. rules, forms or ceremonies. It is mucli the

same as a person appearing before one of the
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-You practically do. comnittees of the House, except there is

If it has to go to the Railway Committee on this further consideration, that the commit-
an appeal, why not go there in the first tees of this House would probably not be
Instance ? I say, as a matter of fact, that influenced by a written representation against
the cost and expense of going to the Rail- the passage of a bill. If a letter were sent
way Committee will not be nearly as much to the chairman, he would probably just place
as the expense under this Bill. it before the committee and it would be for

the committee to. say whether they would
lion. Mr. POWER--Would the hon. pay any attention to it. They would nat-

gentleman begin his suit in the Supreme urally say-" Well, if this is an important
Court of Canada instead of an inferior matter, the person interested ought te
Côurt have sent counsel here, or ought to have

communicaed to some individual to repre-
lion. Mr. SCOTT-I have had a good sent him and make those statements." Now.

deal of experience with the Railway Com- that is not the practice of the Railway Com-
ulittee and I may inform hon. gentlemen mittee. A letter addressed to the chief
that that Committee sits when the con- engineer, or the chairman of the committee,
venience of the applicants requires it. ItI receives the saine attention as the writer ap-
lneets perhaps monthly, when parliament is pearing in person, but I think they are much
sitting, and of tener when parliament is not more sensitive and keen where a municipality
sitting. The Railway Comrnittee meets on is concerned. Of course, the governmnent is
Saturday next, and there will be probably dependent on the votes of these people for
another meeting 20 days from Saturday. its support, and they cannot afford to
Of course, there are cases accumulating all ignore a representation made by any-
the time, and when a certain number of body. A municipality is an organized
cases are ready, the committee will meet. body, and if they send a communication
There is no tribunal in Canada which is so to the committee it is not thrown in the
elastic and so satisfactory to those who go waste paper basket, but an engineer is sent
ýefore it as the Railway Committee of the to investigate and the countr'y pays the
boininion of Canada, under every govern- expense of it. Now, 1 say that, until it is
'nent which has heretofore existed. shown that there is some damage to the
There are no bills of costs before that individual, and that the individual lias not
colmittee as there are before all other had a fair representation before that tri-
courts and arbitrations. They have their bunal, Parliament should not interfere.
O*f officiais in different parts of the coun- But, if they interfere in that, why should
try. If a difficulty arises in British Colum- they interfere with the question of crossing

ia, all they have to do is to wire their engi- streets and roads. What do they do in that
eers who represent the Dominion in that case ? Although the Railway Committee

province, and who are easy of access. Those have control in cases of that kind, yet theyOtcers are chargel with examining ques- do not do it. They say to the railway coin-
10ons of this kind, and until the matter has panies, " go and get the consent of the

become a real substantial grievance, I think municipality ; bring us that before we con-
Parliainent should not interfere in this sent to your passing along the highway."
direction and hand over to the municipality Any gentleman who has any familiarity

.e control of so important a matter as the with the Railway Committee will know that
Piercing of the railway bank with culverts that is the invariable rule. They could say
and ditches. to a railway company when they ask per-

mission to run along a street or highway,
11on. Mr. GOWAN-I am not acquainted " We will give you that permission." They

With the practice before the Railway Com- could approve of the plan if they wished to
1ittee ; but I am told that a representation do so, but they do not do that ; they say to
1ade by a municipality or by an individual the railway company, " You must go to the

i receive as full consideration as if they municipality and get a resolution passed
Were present or represented. approving of it, and then we will consider
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it." What could be fairer than that ? They
take a more keen interest in these matters
than arbitrators would, and until it is shown
that there is some substantial grievance it is
not wise for Parliament to interfere, because
if they gave way on that they would
have to give way on many other matters,
and I think it would be a very great
mistake to give away power we have
reserved in the control and management of
the railway system. Our railway system
has certainly been a credit to the country,
and that is due to the fact that it is under
the sovreignity of a tribunal that parliament
has nominated. The railways are at all
times subject to the control of the Railway
Committee. If an official travelling over the
railway line finds the road in bad order he
makes a report to his Minister and an order
goes forth that they must make repairs or
stop running trains.

That is a great protection to the public,
and I think it is highly essential that that
protection should be continued and that par-
liament should not divest itself of so import-
ant a matter as the control of the piercing
of the banks of railways by additional cul-
verts. Every additional culvert put in is
an element of danger, and they should be as
few as possible and only put in when neces-
ity requires it.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate then adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, February 7th, 1896.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE STANDING COMMITTEES.
NOTICE OF MOTION.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL
-- There was an error made yesterday in
adopting the report of the Committee
of Selection which I wish to have corrected.
Mr. McClelan's name was on the Rail-
way Committee as reported from the
committee appointed to nominate the
committees of the House, but was omitted

in the printed list of the proceedings of the
Senate, and for that reason Mr. Arsenault
was added to the Committee on Railways
and Canals. Mr. Arsenault has been in-
formed that the error took place, and I'pro-
pose to give notice that Mr. McClelan's
name be substituted, for that of Mr. Arsen-
alt, and also that the name of Mr. Ferguson
be substituted on the Banking Committee,
for that of Mr. Prowse who was put on the
Divorce Committee in the place of the Hon.
Mr. Ferguson.

THE MANITOBA SCHOOL QUESTION

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON inquired:

When is it the intention of the Governnent to
bring down the " Renedial Legislation," for which
this Parlianent was called together to consider
and deliberate upon ?

He said :-The object oF putting this ques-
tion, hon. gentlemen, is apparent on the face
of it. The necessity of bringing forward
the legislation that has been the natter of
so much controversy for some time past is
quite evident. If it is the deliberate pur-
pose of the government to bring down legis-
lation appertaining to the grievances of the
ninority of the Province of Manitoba, it
is a question that should be deait with as
speedily as possible, and the pledges made
by the leader of the government to bring
down that legislation should be carried out.
Parliament has not been called for the pur-
pose of considering other legislation. Now
I will just read extracts from the commu-
nications that have passed between His Ex-
cellency the Governor in Council and the
Province of Manitoba in order to show the
grounds upon which I justify my question.
The first extract is in a report dated 27th
July, 1895, from the Donlinion Government
to the Provincial Government and it says:

Though there may be differences of opinion as to
the exact ineaning of the reply in question, the
government believes that it may be interpreted as
holding out some hope of an amicable settlenent of
the Manitoba school question on the basis of pos-
sible action by the Manitoba government and legis-
lature ; and the Dominion governnent is most
unwilling to take any action which can be inter-
preted as forestalling or precluding such a desirable
consunnation. The government has also consid-
ered the difficulties to be met with in preparing
and perfecting legislation on so important and
intricate a question during the last tours of the
session. The government has, therefore, decided
not to ask parlianent to deal with remedial legis-
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l&tion during the present session. A communica-
tion will be sent inmediately to the Manitoba
overnmnt on the subject, with a view to ascer-

taining whether that government is disposed to
rnake a settlenent of the question, which will be
reasonably satisfactory to the minority of that
Province, without niaking it necessary to call into
equisition the powers of the Dominion parliament.
Asession of the present parliamnent will be called
gether, to ineet not later than the first Thursday
January next. If by that time the Manitoba

governmient fails to make a satisfactory arrange-
nt to remedy the grievance of the minority, the

""tnioi government will be prepared, at the
flext session of parlianient, to be called as above

'8tated, to introduce and press to a conclusionSuch legislation as will afford an adequate measure
Of relief to the said minority, based upon the line
of the judgnent of the Privy Council, and the
reoledial order of the 21st March, 1895.

.This is the ri port of the Government to
'8 Excellency in Council made in July last,
consequence of a change of polc with

regard to the Government's action in the
ratter during the last session of Parlia-
5ment. As it stated there, instead of bring-
11ß down the legislation then it took ad-
Va1tage of the opening that was left by the
reply of the province of Manitoba to the
remedial order by re-opening negotiations
for the purpose of ascertaining what action
the province of Manitoba were prepared to

e upon a further consideration of the
rnatter, and a further consideration of the
representations made by the Dominion
rovernment. Well, hon. gentlemen, I will

re.d an extract from the reply that was re-
ieeved on the 27th of December last, and is

'hbl

cording to reported utterances, that remedial legis.
lition does not necessarily mean that the remedial
order will bc literally followed, or that the systeni
of separate schools which existed prior to 1890 will
be restored. It would appear reasonable to con-
clude that no one could seriously contenplate the
restoration of that system Yet if remedial legis-
lation in any other form than a literal confirmation
of the remedial order be introduced, a grave doubt
arises as to the competency of Parliamçnt to pass
such legislation without the saine being first sub-
mitted to the legislature of the province. On the
other hand any proposed measure would require to
be in accord with the order of the Governor Gen-
eral in Council, so that the first step required mîight
he to anend the remedial order. Whether any
power exists to amend or rescind the remedial order
is also a subject of some doubt.

It is a matter of regret that the invitation ex-
tended by the Legislative Assembly to make a
proper inquiry into the facts of the case has not
been accepted, but that, as above stated, the
advisers of His Excellency have declared their
policy without investigation. It is equally a matter
of regret that Parliament is apparently ibout to be
asked to legislate without investigation. It is.
w ith all deference submitted that such a course
seems to be quite incapable of reasonable justi-
fication and must create the conviction that
the educational interests of the people of the
province of Manitoba are being dealt with in a
hostile and peremptory way by a tribunal whose
!nemlbers have not approached the subject in a
ju(licial spirit or taken the proceedings necessary
to enable them to fori a proper opinion upon the
ierits of the question.

The inquiry asked for by the reply of the legis-
lature to the remedial order should, in the opinion
of the undersigned, be again earnestly invited, and
in the event of the invitation being accepted the
scope of the inquiry should be sufficiently wide to
enbrace all available facts relating to the past or
present school systems.

flshed here from His Honour the Tiese are two extracts that I think apper-
ceutenant-Governor in Council to His Ex- tain to a proper understanding of the ques-
Cellency the Governor General in Council, tion that I have put upon the order paper.
which is dated the 20th December last. The first is the declaration on the part of

extract is to this effect : the Dominion Government, in the event of
l t La furt.her .eoieddtatteOdri the Provincial Government not doing any-

C iis urterrecomnmendled that the Order in
o9urcil of 27th July, 1895, with the reply of Your thing, to introduce a bil and to press it to
,nour's Government thereto to be laid before the a conclusion. And the next is an extract

ven-lative Assembly of the Province with all con- f rom the reply of the Manitoba Government
the lent despatch at the next ensuing sessionthrof. th etesigssinto the communication of His Excellency in

Thi extract is contained in a report fromdoing
thThexrc sonandiarertfm as -ças requested to eall the hegisiature to-
th ion. Attorney-General Sifton of the gether to consider the new position the

rovincial Government to the Lieutenant- Dominion Government had taken, the
overnor in Council and embodied in the Manitoba Government appealed to the

reply of the Manitoba Govermeno to the people for a justification of the course
colmunication of the Dominion Govern-
"OieIit ai o h ofino Goen- that they were pursuing in determin-

ent Of the 27th July, 1895: it goes to ing upon considering the provincial
s4y -ri('hts of the province of Manitoba to' be

re ay be pointed out that the legal positior in exclusive to conduct the educational affairs
regard to the proposed reinedial legislation is far of the province without interference from

hfearr. It has repeatedly been declared, ac- the Dominion Parliament. The resunt of
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that has been a return of the Provincial down the Remedial Bilq If that is a de-
Government to power with almost a unani-'batable question> we are establishing a very
mous majority-practically a unanimous bad precedent-not that anyone wishes to
majority-of supporters in the legislature. shirk the question, because it will have to
That is the answer that has been made to cone up. The inquiry of the hon, gentleman
the question, but instead of being made by is not one of opinion, but a inere inquiry as
the legislature it seems to have been made to when the bih vili be brought down.
by an appeal to the people. Now it be- Give the Premier an opportunity to answer
comes, in consequence, a necessity on the the question. I submit the question of order.
part of the Dominion Government, I
presume, to carry out the pledge that Hon. Mr. BOULTON-When asking a
was made by the First Minister to question of this importance, it is necessary
bring down legislation. How far for me not to enter into a discussion on reme-
the Government are acting wisely in doing dial legislation, not on the merits of the
that without further investigation is a mat- bil vhich is not before us yet, but to enter

ter'forthe todecde.J cnsiermysifinto a discussion as to the necessity of theter for them to decide. I consider, myself, <
that it is a delicate question, this interfer- Dominion Government bringing down the
ence with provincial rights and with a con- bil and having it considered in accordance
stitutional power-it is taking a fresh de- with the pledge of the government and dis-

parture in the chain of communication and posing of that question before introducing
the chain of responsibility that exists in legisiation for the ordinary business of the
Canada as between the Dominion Parliament country an h before asking for supplies or
and the various provincial legislatures, and anything else. It is necessary for me to
it is frought with much difficulty and t have produce this evidence to show that I arn
no doubt will elicit a great deal of discus- justified in the position that I am taking,
sion. I look upon the Governor General in that in view of the facts 1 present here,
Council, in regard to this question, as an through the authoritative documents of the
arbiter between those who have applied Crown, that I ar justiied in asking that
under the law for a remedy for their griev- this bil be brought down and discussed. I
ances, and the Provincial Government of subînit, with ail due deference to the
Manitoba and the legislature who enacted Speaker, I have not discnssed the bill in any
the law that created the grievances, and that shape or forni but inerel the question as to
as an arbiter and an arbiter seeking for in- Whether k should be brought down or not,
formation and the very best solution of the for we have now sat for more than a month
difficulties thait have arisen, it is a question without having the legisiation which tlis
whether they have accepted that position in session %as purposely cahled to consider.
its fullest extent. Of course, as I said be-
fore, I consider they are practically an arbiter Hon. Mi.,POWE1 do not think the
between these two contending, parties but point of order is well taken. If the hon.
that Parliament hhs to put its legal seal gentlemen were in the buse of Commons,
upon any action that may be undertaken I admit the point of order wouhd be wehi
and declare its policy upon the justice or taken, but our practice bas been altogether
wisdom of the course that has been pursued. different from that of the buse of Com-

mons and we have always allowed a great
Hon. Mr. MASSON -1 rise to a question deal of latitude here to hon, gentlemen in

of order. This is a plain question which cai respect to alinost every ruhe of debate-in
be answered in one minute by the govern- fact, it is stated in our rules that they are not
ment. By our rules, and the rules of every so rigidhy enforced as in the House of Com-
legislative body, this is not a debatable mons, particularly this rule, and we have
question. What is the use of going into an had time and again speeches, and long
elaborate speech on the duties of the Govern- speeches, on questions. As the lon.
ment? We will have the Remedial Bill gentlemen beside me says, this is the
before us in a few days and the hon. gentle- first time that the right of a member to
man can have a chance to discuss the subject speak on an in 1 uiry bas been seriously
then. I appealto the Speak er and the House questioned. Ian not now expressing an
to say whether this is a debatable question opinion on the matter of the hon. gentle-
-when is the government going to, bring man's speech; but I think he was quite i
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order. I think he was confining himself
fairly well-as well as could be expected-
tO the subject which his question dealt with.

f course, the reason why the rules are not
s'o rligidly enforced here as in the other
iouse, is quite clear-that as a rule we are

not as busy as members of the other House,
anad, further, we are not supposed to be quite
soexcitable.

lion. Mr. McKAY-I think the practice
bas been, heretofore, when a member asked

question and wished to discuss it, he put
an addition to it that he would call atten-
tion to the subject.

. oni. Mr. POWER-That is when he de-
sires a general debate upon it.

110n. Mr. MASSON-A plain question
a to what is to be done is not, and should
not be, a debatable question.

'Îon. Mr. POWER-There is no debate.
it Inerely the hon. gentleman who is ask-

"n the question who speaks. If it were de-
Eired to have a debate, the hon. gentleman
Would have called attention before making
an inquiry.

lion. Mr. MASSON-Surely the hon.
gentlerman will not say that it is not sup-
POed to be debatable whether the govern-
taeat shall or shall not bring in a remedial

II when we have been called here to deal
ith it. The whole discussion comes up.

1ht is the purpose for which this Parliament
's called together. The government have
.eeided that there shall be remedial legisla-

tion, and now is not the time to discuss it,
ess you want to bring up the whole ques-

t'r whether it is proper to have remedial
g'slation or not.

ion. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-If the hon.
genternan who has raised this question of

der Will refresh his memory, he will find
ahet this is the first occasion, since he became
tenber of the Senate, when a senator rose
P but a question to the government and was
died the privilege of speaking on that

tilestion as long as he saw fit. It is the first
deni have known that privilege to be

lion. Mr. MASSON-The hon. gentleman
D1Staken. The hon. genteman was him-

.f 8topped in making a speech on a mere
etion. It was shown in this House how

9

inconvenient it was to
question.

Hon. Mr. McINNES
that?

raise a debate on a

(B.C.)-When was

Hon. Mr. MASSON-Before the rules
were revised.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I have no
recollection of it. I admit the hon. gentle-
man is quite correct, that on a mere inquiry.
it is not open for every one to take part in
the debate, but I have yet to find that a
member who puts a question has been inter-
fered with in making a speech to it as long
as his speech was relevant to the subject.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-I put it to the hon.
gentleman's own sense of fairness. A
member puts a question on the paper and
makes a speech, spreading his views
throughout the country. Then, after he
finishes his speech the whole discussion stops
and no one can reply. Is that fair and
right I Will you admit that in fairness you
cannot reply to that? Will you leave the
whole House to the mercy of any member
who 'hooses to make a speech when he should
not make one ?

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I am not
contending whether it is right or wrong ; I
am stating a fact known to every member
of this House, that it has not been the custon
to prevent a senator from speaking on an
inquiry when making the inquiry himself.
If the hon. gentleman who bas raised this
question would be kind enough, in his leisure
hours, to, instance any case in which a
member has been stopped when speaking on
a question that he has put on the paper, I
should be happy to hear it.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-I was trained in
the House of Commons where the rule is
very wisely enforced.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B. C.)-It has
never been the practice here.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-Yes, it has.

Hon Mr. McINNFiS (B. C.)-Then I am
not aware of it.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I think if the hon.
gentleman fron Shell River was to retire
within the lines of Torres Vedras and keep
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perfectly silent after asking the question, it
would be very much better. If the hon.
gentleman continues he may, as lie did the
other day, take a day and a half for his
speech, and that would bring us into Sun-
day, which would be improper.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-If I understand
the point of order raised by the hon. gentle-
man from Mille Isles, it does not deny the
right of the hon. gentleman from Shell
River to speak to his question, but it does
deny the right of the hon. gentleman to dis-
cuss the policy of the government on this
question.

The SPEAKER-Since the House de-
sires the opinion of the Speaker, I may say,
that in my opinion, if the hon. gentleman
was to limit himself to speaking on the pro-
priety of the government bringing in, sooner
or later, the measure for which this session
has been called, I think he has a right to
speak from that point, but if he were to go
into the merits of the question itself, I mean
the bill, I think it would be wrong, and if
the House has perinitted such discussions
in the past, it would be a proper time to,
put a stop to the practice now.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I do not propose
to delay the House very much longer with
any remarks upon the question. I hope
that I have confined myself, as I intended
to do, to giving reasons why the govern-
ment should bring down the bill which
Parliament was called to consider. It is
merely for that purpose, in order to show
what the government promised and that
the legislature of Manitoba did not comply,
that it was necessary to read these extracts,
for in consequence of the action of the legis
lature of Manitoba it will become necessary
now for the Dominion government to carry
out their pledge. There is also another
phase of the question that I think it is de-
sirable to put before this hon. House, and
that is that we are approaching the termina-
tion of the life of this Parliament, that on
the 25th of April the Parliament ceases to
exist.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-That is open to
question at any rate. It ceases so far as the
great body of members is concerned. Tech-

nicalities may be urged to prove the con-
trary, but the great mass of the members of
Parliament were returned on the 25th of
April and the life of Parliament expires
then, and to attempt to prolong it would be
unwise.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
You do not want that point discussed now i

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No, I do not pro-
pose to discuss it. I merely wish to give
that as an additional reason why this bill
should be brought down, that, at any rate
according to my idea, that is the termination
of the life of Parliament, and that it is not
desirable that Parliament should be pro-
longed to that limit. There are many rea-
sons of great importance why such should
not be the case; the disturbed state of the
world is a sufficient reason, especially when
the interests of the British Empire are con-
nected with a great deal of that disturbance,
and it would be most unwise if we were to
have a parliamentary election in the middle
of the summer, after .the life of Parliament
had lapsed, instead of having our house
in proper order while the life of Parlia-
ment still exists. If we were to sit up
to the last moment discussing estimates,
discussing the expenditure of public
moneys and discussing these questions up to
the very last moment that the life of Parlia-
ment existed and were then not dissolved, to
be called for an election at any time at ail, I
think that it would be a very grave and in-
proper proceeding under existing circumn-
stances; that it would be most desirable that
this remedial bill, which willtakea long time,
should be discussed, and as soon as possible
after that has been disposed of, that au
appeal should be made to the country and
the expenditure involved in ail the
necessary public works of the country,
should be the result of the deliberatioil
of a new Parliament and not of
the present dying one. With ail these il-
portant questions infringing upon the time
that should be taken for the deliberation of
those questions, the question of the cost of
an extra session is a secondary one. The
country has lost nothing by the delay in cou-
sidering this remedial legislation, and the
question of cost in litigation foreshadowed
in the extracts I have read shows how neces-
sary mature deliberation is for a properunder'
standing of ail the points. It is for ail these
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reasons, hon. gentlemen, that I ask this
question.

1Ion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
hope the Government will be able to lay the
bill before Parliament on Monday or Tues-
day next at the latest..

The Senate then adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, 10th February, 1896.

T HE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE OTTAWA CANAL.

MOTION.

lion. Mr. CLEMOW moved:

That an humble Address be presented to His
cellency the Governor General ; praying that

" Excellency nay be pleased to cause to be laid
eore the Senate, copies of all maps, reports,

unates, &c., regarding the Ottawa Canal, and
ePcially those of T. C. Clarke and Walter Shanly ;

4 so copies of all correspondence, petitions, resolu-
"F, reports ànd other papers which have been

with the Honourable the Minister of Railways
ad Canals, regarding and in favour of the Mont-

,e' Ottawa and Georgian Bay Canal.

lie said: This subject, as you know, has
engaged the attention of this country for
Over forty years, but owing to various cir.

t uatances, the project has not received
e attention which I think its importance
erits. It has not been taken up owing to

the fact that the finances of the country
ýould not admit of the expenditure involved
!4 carrying out the enterprise. Still, the

t portance of the project is so great that
te tibne has arrived now when it demands
attention. In 1856 the route was surveyed
ad Plans and specifications were prepared

a very careful manner by Messrs. Shanly
Ud Clarke. At that time a contract was
gwen for a portion of the work between

ke Deschenes and Chats Lake, but it was
nd at that time that the cost of ex-

vating the rock with powder, which was
the 'nlY explosive then used, was so great

at it was impossible to continue the work,
and it was abandoned for the time being

9½

after the expenditure of a considerable
amount upon it. Of late years the project
has been revived, and is now engaging the
attention of the leading capitalists, bankers
and Boards of Trade throughout the
Dominion. They entertain such a favour-
able view of the enterprise that in 1894 it was
considered expedient to obtain an Act of
Parliament indorporating a company to con-
struct this work. The company is now pre-
pared to proceed with the enterprise, and
when I furnish the facts now available
and show the opinions of engineers and
scientific men as to the feasibility and neces-
sity of the canal, I think there will be but
one opinion in the country-that this work
should engage the early consideration of the
government. It is a route which will con-
nect the seaboard with the Great Lakes,
having its western terminus on the Georgian
Bay. It will furnish a channel for the
transportation of the cereals of our great
North-west at a very considerable decrease
in the cost of transportation as compared
with existing routes. I have figures to sub-
stantiate this claim and which will convince
everyone of the great advantage which the
opening of this route would effect. It will
soon be an absolute necessity, if the develop-
ment of the North-west is to continue at its
present rate of progress. Last year we pro-
duced 85,000,000 bushels of grain, and I
have no doubt that before ten years the
production will have increased to probably
seven or eight hundred millions of bushels.
The moving of such a vast amount of freight
will tax the capacity of all the existing
means of communication, and will render
this outlet by the way of the Ottawa River
necessary to perform such a gigantic work.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-That is a
Tupperism.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Hon. gentlemen
may laugh, but my predictions in the past
have been pretty well verified so far as
they have gone, and I believe that my
predictions as to the future of the North-
west will be realized. I may not live to
see it myself, being an old man, but there
is a probability that some of you who hear
me to-day will witness it. This work should
have been undertaken years ago, but the
overwhelming influence of the St. Lawrence
interests has been so great that too little
attention has been paid to the Ottawa
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country. I hope, however, for a better
state of things, and I hope the country will
feel the very great necessity, from an im-
perial and colonial point of view, of under-
taking this work. We have had a war
scare lately, and in the event of war this
canal will provide a safe route for the
transportation of munitions of war and
vessels of war for the purpose of
meeting the enemy in the Upper Lakes,
which is a great consideration in favour of
this canal. When the Rideau Canal was
built in the commencement of the century,
it was intended more for the defence of the
country than as a commercial route. Still, it
did a great deal of good commercial work, and
also some work from a military point of view.
I remember in 1837 and 1838 this canal
was largely used in the transportation of
troops and military stores, and therefore I
think, as the old Duke of Wellington used
to say, it is sound policy in time of peace to
prepare for war. I see no better means of
doing this than by building this Ottawa
canal, I hope the project will not be side
tracked any more. We have had many
difficulties to contend with in this section of
the country, but this enterprise will open up
a vast section of country and will be a great
backbone for the Dominion. Therefore, I do
hope and trust that the matter will be taken
up. A very important deputation intend to
interview the government next week, I
believe, for the purpose of laying their views
on this project before them, and I have no
doubt they will give the company all -the
assistance in their power. The Ottawa Canal
is a work destined to be of great value in a
variety of respects. I cannot over estimate
the importance of this route to the entire
Dominion. In fact, we are at the orerey of
our foes, because we have foes w t.n and
without, and this will remove to a great ex-
tent the possibility of having a Lpture,
particularly with our neighbours on the other
side of the line. Taking all these matters into
consideration, with the evidence which I will
produce before you to-day, I think you will
come to the unanimous conclusion that this
work, above al] others, should be undertaken
at the earliest possible moment. I believe it
can be constructed at a much less cost, as
compared with the estimated cost of former
years. We know that dynamite and other
explosives at the present time are of such a
character that that hard rock at the Chats
Canal would not be able to stand its power.

Under variouscircumstances and under every
point of view, I think this matter should
receive thefavourableconsideration of Parlia-
ment, as I believe it does pretty generally
the unanimous approval of all sections of the
Dominion. Meetings of boards of trade have
discussed the project and there has been but
one opinion expressed, that it is a work which
will contribute more to the prosperity of the
country than anything in the past. We have,
of course, always remained aloof, we have
always given way and allowed other great
works to be proceeded with. It was not
altogether our wish, but it was a circumstance
over which we had no control; we gave in
and assisted, as far as we could, in
prosecuting every public work which bas
been undertaken in this country. The
Sault Ste Marie Canal, the Welland
Canal, the Canadian Pacific Railway,
and all these great works have taken our
attention and have prevented this other,
more important than all, from receiving due
consideration. In the old days, when Sir
John Macdonald was leader of this govern-
ment, thirty years ago, he took a very lively
interest in this question and gave it all the
support that was in bis power; but, owing
to financial difficulties and circumstances
which I have related, it was utterly impos-
sible for him to carry it out. But, I believe,
if he were living to-day and found the
requirements so great as they are at the
present time, we would have his powerful
aid in carrying this project to a successful
termination. I will not enlarge upon the
subject just now, but I will read the
evidence of practical men-engineers and
societies, and men of note-to show their
opinion of the importance which this canal
will have commercially and from a military
point of view, respecting the defence of the
country, and when you hear that, I believe
you will agree with me that, this matter,
being one of such great importance, our
paternal government will take the matter
into their earnest consideration, and they
will do as they have done on previous
occasions, extend their powerful influence
and aid for the purpose of carrying it into
effect. I shall now tell you the opinion of
the engineers who took the survey in the
years 1858 and 1860:

As has been pointed out, Nature herself has
already done the greater part towards providing
such a system of navigation on the Ottawa route;,
and to much of the remaining distance, the con-
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Cluding words of the quotation are markedly and
Particularly applicable. Mr. Clarke, the engineer,
says3, "On1 the greater part of the river where theWater is required to be raised, the shores are bold,
and the desired lift would overflow but little land.
lere we have only to raise the natural dams orrIeefs of rocks to the desired height by artificial
structures thus restoring a condition which pos-
sibly existel before the ceaseless rush of the waters
or glacial action had woru the rock dams down to
their present state." "Fortunately, every existing
condition favours this mode of construction The
bed of the river consists of hard crystalline rocks,
Worn smoth and generally free fron boulders; and
the Shores of the saine material rise abruptly on
either side, diinishing the length of dam re-
qlired."

And Mr. H. K. Wicksteed, C. E., says: "The
lreater portion of the route is admirably adopted

a waterway, having rocky walls which ap-
proach one another very closely at points, and
affording magnificent opportunities for the crea-

on of reaches of slack water by means of dams
aicross the valleys of streams."

-4lr. Walter Shanly, the prominent Canadian
eagineer, after a glowing eulogy of the physicaladvantages of the route, says: "To those who

ave made the laws that govern the movements of
Western traffic their study, I have it to estimate
the heighmt to which Canada would be elevated in
hotnMlercial importance by opening through the
}ear.t of her dominion a continuous navigation,
shortenIing by fully one hundred and fifty miles,

e shortest water communication that now does
or ever can exist besides belween tide-water,
Whether in the Gulf of St. Lawrence or in the
estuary of the Hudson, and the broadest extent of
grain growing country in the world."Speaking generally of the system, Mr. Shanly

Uys that fully one-fourth of whiat hie classes in hisePort as the river navigation of the Ottawa route
roight justly be put down as lake "having width

bId depth suflicient to admit half a dozen vessels
4 big as the Great Eastern running side by side."

Surveys of the route were made as early as 1858-
860 under the directions of the Dominion Govern-

Ient, plans and maps of which are now in the
Spartment of Public Works of Canada.

"Wo Plans of improvement of the navigation were
britted, viz.: those of Mr. Walter Shanly and

fr. T. C. Clarke. The latter resorted much more
y to improvement of the natural watercourse

tb' damns in preference to construction of canals ;ne Producing long stretches of slack water con-
1leeted by ocks at the points of greatest descent.
tra s mnethod the nature of the several rivers
a ersed, as already stated, is extremely favour-
ate, the banks being generally high, and the
Ca Ont of land flooded in any case small. Mr.
betw S aestimate called for 29 miles of canal

e1"een Georgian Bay and Montreal at a cost,
(e"2 udinIg Lachine Canal, already constructed), oft12 8,680 or about £2,400,000. His report is to
35e ffect that of the 430 miles total distance,

1 miles are already a good natural narigjation,te require no improvement ; and that it is per-
7 Practicable so to improve the remaining

.a miles as to convert the whole into a first-class
of gation for steam vessels, and reduce the length

canalling required to 20·82 miles exclusive of the
ifne canal. Adopting a 12-foot channel as

that best adapted to the route, his estimate at that
time (1860) was that the cost of completion of the
whole navigation on that scale would be less than
£6,000 per mile.

Several points are to be noted as affecting this
estimate :

1. Since it was made the St. Anne's and Gren-
ville canals have heen enlarged to nine feet in
depth completing a channel of that depth as far as
Ottawa City, a distance of 116 miles. About
£1,500,000 have been spent to date on the improve-
ment of the navigation of the lower reaches of the
Ottawa River. While above the city of Ottawa
£80,000 have been expended on the Culbute canal,
the benefit of which the company will receive.

2. At the time of the survey, for many miles of
its course, the route traversed an unbroken wilder-
ness, accessible in summer only by means of canoes
and in winter on snowshoes. Now the Canadian
Pacific and other railways run contiguous to it for
380 out of the 430 miles, and afford the greatest
possible facilities for getting in all needed supplies.
Owing to this fact also work can be prosecutted to
advantage at numerous points at the same time,
and thus pushed rapidly to completion.

3. Improvement in methods and means of exca-
vation and canal construction since that time will
lead to a great diminution of the cost for work of
that nature. According to Mr. Clarke's estimate
the total anmount of excavation and dredging neces-
sary to complete a 12-foot channel is a little over
4,000,000 cubic yards. His calculations were made
on the basis that 2,370,190 cubio yards of rock ex-
cavation would be required at a total cost of
$3,940,875, being an average of $1.66 per cubic
yard. Warner Miller, President of the Nicaragua
Canal Company, in a recent article on the Nicara-
gua canal undertaking, says: " The cost of rock
excavation has been reduced in actual practice in
the great drainage canal now being constructed at
Chicago to less than thirty cents per yard." Sup-
posing the excavation on this route, from the hard
nature of the rock met with, to cost twice that
nmuch, or sixty cents a yard, there would still be a
saving effected over the original estimate of over
$2,000.000 or £400,000, provided no additional ex-
cavation were found to be necessary.

Mr. R. Adams Davy, C.E., in reporting on the
project in November, 1894, fron personal know-
ledge and examination of the route, and after care-
fully going over the several plans and surveys
made by the other engineers mentioned estimates
that the cost of construction for a canal of ten feet
draft should not exceed $15,000,000 or £3,OGO,000;
and that the time occupied in its construction need
not exceed three years.

While a channel of from nine to twelve feet
depth has been considered sufficient for present
needs, an important item in estimating the cost of
the work is the prospective cost of enlargement to
a ship channel of say 16 to 20 feet in depth when
the traffic shall demand it. On this point Mr. H.
K. Wickstemd, C.E., says: "The difference in
cost between a route for 18 feet navigation and one
for nine feet navigation is not nearly as great as in
ordinary cases. If made for the latter probably 75
per cent would be available for the former inthout
further improvement."

A route possessing such material advantages over
all others in point of directness, shortness, saving
of time effected, cheapness, and safety must be a
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strong competitor for through traffic fron the day 3. Erie route, 1,415 miles, (1,064+(351>3)=1,O53
it is opened, and will at once absorb a large share equivalent to 2,117 miles of open river and lake navi-
of the eastbound trade. Thus it must becomte the gatiOn.
great route for the grain traffic which lias its n. Calculating tle average rate of travel at four
source principally in Lake Michigan and Lake miles per hour for canal ami 12 miles for open river
Superior ports, the latter alone sending out nearly auJ lake, the tire consumed un the several trips
80,000,000 bushels a year of grain and grain pro- will be (allowing for lockage at the rate of Iý
ducts, an amount which will undoubtedly double minutes per foot).
within 10 years. The diversion of grain tratlic to 1. Via Erie to New York-
the Otta wa rou te must result in cheaper return rates
for freight frot Montreal owing to the number of Miles. Hrs. Mins.
vessels that would seek westbound cargo at that Lake and river.. 1,064 88 40
point, while the operation of the sune cause must Canal..........351 (655 ft. lockage) 104 05
lower ocean rates to and from Montreal, since grain
would be shipped froni that port in large quantities Total.......................192 45
that now finds its way to New York by rail and 2. Via St. Lawrence to Montreal-
the Erie canal. British and Canadiian interests
would be best served by the Ottawa route, which Miles. Hrs. Mins.
is preferable to all others, in that they Lake ani river.. 1,277 106 25
one and all side-track Montreal for the bene- Canal...... 71(553 ft. lockage) 31 35
fit of New York, while it directly tends to increase
the importance of Montreal as a distrihuting point Total.......................138
for the northern part of the continent.

It is 575 miles from the entrance of Lake Mdichi- Miles. Hrs. Mins.
gan to Buffalo, (which port of transhipmnent is 495 79 15
miles from an ocean port); while the total distance Lakeami river.. . 91
from the sanie point of departure to the head of
ocean navigation at Monitreal via the Ottawa is
only 635 miles. In other words a vessel leaving Total........................103 P)
Chicago would reach the Atlantic market at Mont- showing a saviîg of nearly four days ove- the Erie
real in 50 or 60 miles more than it now takes her route ati one and une haîf days over the St. Law-
to reei nti Buffalo. rence.

The distances between Ch 4cago anti Liverpool by The importance of this elenient cannot be over-
the several routes are as follows :- esiaed. It lias been well sai by a write- on

1. Via Erie Canal,

Chicago to Buffalo ...........
Erie Canal to Albany.........
Hudson River to New York ..
New York to Liverpool.......

Miles.
920
350
145

3,080

4,495
2. Via the St. Lawrence,

Chicago to Montreal.......... 1,348
Montreal to Liverpool ........ 2,800

3. Via the Ottawa,
Chicago to Montreal
Montre-al to Liverpool... .

4,148

.... 980

.... 2,800

3,780

or over 700 miles less via the Ottawa route than
by way of the Erie.

3. Less analling is required on the Ottawa routel
than on any other. According to the plan sub-
mitted by Mr. 1. C. Clark, C. E.. only 29 miles of
canal are iecessary on this route as against 71 on
the St. Lawrence and 351 on the Erie. Estimating.
one mile of canal navigation as equivalent in point
of expensc and ielay involved to three miles of
open river and lake navigation, the routes will
compare as follows

From Chicago to Atlantic tide water, via
1. Ottawa route, 980 miles, (951 + (29 x 3) = 87)

equivalent to 1,038 miles of open river and lake navi-
gation.

2. St. Lawrence route, 1,348 miles, (1,277+(71 x 3)
=213) equivalent to 1,490 miles of open river and lake,
navigation.

the inerits of the route, " In the present age it
will not do to expend as much tinte in running a
cargo to New York by one toute as it would take
to reach Liverpool by another." W hile a cargo of
grain shipped by the southerly route is losing
nearly five days in passing through the 350 miles
of the Erie canal, another shipped at the saine
timne via the Ottawa would be well across the
Atlantic on its way to Liverpool.

So great a saving ot time on eaci trip will per-
mit a larger numîber of trips to be made during the
season than by any other route. Mr. Shanly has
estinated this gain at two full additional trips,
while others have thouglit three probable. The
season on the Erie route is somewiat longer, but
since Mlontreal is practically the most northerly
point on the systemt, the length of season during
which the Ottawa canals will be open will be about
the same as that of the Sault Ste. Marie canal, or
an average of 210 days in the year. The propor-
tion of work in hauling of freight to amount of
capital invested in shippiiig, elevators, etc., being
naterially increased by the added trips possible,
there will be ai important lowering of rates of
transportation from this source.

5. The vital necessity of the grain export trade
is the cheaper transportation which the Ottawa
route can alone afford. Although the bulk of
freight carried by railroads annually increases,
and with it their expenditures, yet the anmount of
service required to be performed to ensure the
sanie returi grows proportionally larger, so that
the " additional receipts have failed to yield any
additional profits." A succinct explanation of this
fact is offered by Mr. J. Law Crawford, when he
says " the root of the disease lies in the carriage of
heavy non-remunerative freight." It is this heavY
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anId cheaply-carried freight that adds most to the useless as a neans of communication with the up-
railroad's expense for maintenance, rolling-stock, per lakes. The reinoteness of the Ottawa from
etc., and taxes its capacity to the utmost, while the boundary renderiig it comparatively safe fromniaking no corresponding addition to dividends. interference in case of international complications,
And it is precisely in relieving of railroads froni it would e of great nilitary importance to the
thi8 lion-remunerative traffic that waterways have Empire. When once enlargcd to 18 or 20 feet in
aheir nost important function. For freight can depth, a work which must inevitably be performed,
tlWays be conveyed by waterways at about one- many of the smi1ler vessels of the British navy,
third the cost of railway transportation. While hghtened of their guns, could proceed froin Mon-

e .average freigt rates per ton-mile on seventence
leading trunk lines of railway in the United States casily, froin Frenwh River as heauquarters, (-on-

tween Chicago and the sea-board declined from trol Lakes Erie, Huron, Michigan and Superior.
nills in 1865 to 6 mills in 1888, lake rates have appeariy before Chicago in litUe more thau a

sulnk as low as one mill per ton-mile and river rates hundred hours after l i on&eal. The en-
to twice that. And though freight lias been largement or extension if any other route to thecarried at the lowest reimunerative prices under neglect of this would only the more surely place

is5ting conditions, and even sometimes at heavy Canada at the nircy of the United States, but the
oss OWing to ruinous conipetition, in 1893 the opening of the Ottawa could iot fail to ive her

average freight rate on American railroads was 9 a great advantage in the negotiation of future
l1s per ton-mile, and that on eighteen of the treaties a to international waterways. And it

Prneipal roads 8 mills. The average rates on woul prove not only a source of inilitary strength
hat from Chicago to New York by the several li case of var, lut w(ul( be an indirect protection

erican routes for the last eiglit year$ have ly affrring an additional incentîve to the pre-
servation of peace, so firiily would its great coin-
inercial importance to the Western States bind

Cts. per bush. theni, in the furtheraîce of theirown interest, to
1. Via lakes and Erie Canal... 6-19 sucl a policy as %vould ensure the freest possible
2. Via lakes and rail. ....... .8-96 passage to their pr(lucts on the way to Eastern
3. Via all rail routes......... 14-55 markets. Restrictions imposcd onCanadian traffic

passing through the Sauît canial have led to thef"aking all due allowance for lack of returu construction by the Dominion Governînt of a
ights at the outset it is calculated that wheat canal on the Canadian side of St. Mary's River.

Should be laid down iii Montreal by the Ottawa This canal, oped ii 1895, cost $3,000,000, andtute at a cost for transportation from Chicago not lias one lock 900 fect long, 60 feet wide, and 20to exceed three and one-half cents per bushel, or feet .3 inches deep. Its comnpletioii whei supple-
1 on and one-half cents per bushe! less than the mented by the Otawa River navigation wiIl give
ho'est prevailing rates. Experienced fowarders Canada an inlependent course to the sea entirely
e'%e estimated that a rate of one and three-quarter through her own territory and the least subject to

lts per bushel between French River and interfereice froin without of any possible route.
nftreal will afford remumerative employment And the late Hon. Alex. Mackenzie, for some

t eets consisting each of a powerful steam tng time Premier of Canada, expressed hinself thrs in
convoy of three barges havig a com- an able addrcss on Confederation: 1 am con-

a dcapacity of 180,000 bushels. This added to vinced that the truc routefora canal totieGeorgian
frate 14 cents (or about 1 nill per ton-muile Bay is up the Ottawa, because tiat woll be giving

thUni Chicago to French River) would give a a great backbone to the country. If wc had a fine
aough rate of only threecents, or nearly six cents canal capable of carryiig vesels of waî in tiat
ti tshel less than the average cost of transporta- direction, it would le a splendid means of defence,

Sto Buffalo by the Lakes and then to New as well as a gr-at liglîwiy for thc commercial pro-O by rail. (mets of the XN'est.'
ta* In addition to all other advantages the Ot- There is and long has been an active public
carn route is safer than any other and freight opinion in the Ottawa valley amd elsewhcre iii Can-

S.through it will be subject to the least risk ada in favour of this N-(rk and no lissemtient 'oice
i le. From the mouth of Lake Michigan vessels as to its feasibility and (lesirability. The Right

Pass uder shelter of Manitoulin Island to the Honourale Sir John Macdonald, ui.C.B., late
da th of French River, avoiding altogether tie Preier of th e Dominion, and the most eminet of
dargers of soruthern Lake Huron, the shallow and Canada's statesmen, classcd the operig of this
rengerous Lake Erie, Lake Ontario, and the cur- route as equal in importance with tie building of

ke and shoals of the upper St. Lawrence and the Canadian Pacific Railvay. The Ottawa Ship
the t. Francis. From Sault Ste. Marie, with Canal and the Pacific Railway mnst be constructed

rOute xception of a few miles on Georgian Bay, the and no voice would he raiscd against the great
o will be on landlocked waters continu- national work which would open the Western States

QI . Montreal. Grain will not only be insured and the colonies tr the seaboard," were his wods
thr nimui rates on this route, but passing on one occasion.
rluegh the cool deep waters of the Ottawa in so Hon. Alex. Mackenzie at another time said : "I
dc 0 . shorter. time, will reach market in better con- arn perfectly satisfler that tie Ottawa valley pre-

"n than if shipped by the Erie. sents the grcatest facilities of ary route upon the
1tse St' Lawrence route lies for a great part of continent for the transportation Of the products of
try e"nse on the bouindary line of a foreign coun- the North-west to the Atlantic Ocean."
ar3"and should difficulties with the United StatEs Hon. Joseph Aldric Ouimet, prescrt Minister of0' WOUl almnost inevitably be at once rendered Public Works of Canada sayse rn an a believer
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myself in the feasibility of the scheme and its
financial success."

Sir William Van Horne, of the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company, bas expressed himself as being
favourable to the construction of the canals, in-
sisting that this is the natural route between the
upper lakes and lower St. Lawrence, and that it
should be opened at the earliest date possible.
And believes that the country would be greatly
benefited by it, and that it would be of great
assistance, and certainly no injury to his Company.

Its importance as a factor in the developnent of
the Canadian North-west eau hardly be over-
estiniated. Mr. B. E. WValker, General Manager
of the Canadian Bank of Commerce, recognizes
this fact, as well as the financial importance of the
question of opening the route, in the bank's annual
report for last year. Referring to the wheat trade,
be says : " Doubtless as with niost of the world's
products, the question is one of transportation.
The great question which is agitating many people
in Canada and the United States is the possibility
of a better water transit. Can we not improve
upon the Erie canal as a umeans of getting to the
sea-board ? Are we to see the foreign-bound
tratlic of the upper lakes deported at Buffalo, or
are we to try and secure that trafie, and what is
more important, provide the necessary cheaper
transportation to our North-west provinces ?

Mr. A. M. Wellington, hydraulic engineer, and
one of the editors of the Engineering News of New
York, giving an opinion as to the feasibility of the
undertaking, says: "My convictionithat ihe Ottawa
River affords the best opportunity on the globe for
a well-planned canal is a fixed one."

General (afterwards Field Marshall the Right
Honourable) Sir John Michel, at one time Coim-
mander in Chief of ler Majesty's Forces in Canada,
several years ago in a public address at Ottawa
said : " I believe that the ties which happily unite
Great Britain and Canada will bu closer drawn by
the opening of this route. I believe that the coin-
mercial development which would be produced
would be incalculable. I believe that America and
Canada and consequently Great Britain would be
so conmercially allied by the opening of this route
that the grand object of all true lovers of either of
these countries would bu attained, namely the
certain peaceful dispersion of every little cloud
that miglt arise in the political horizon of North
America." Speaking of the position of Montreal,
he further said You are placed in a position
held by no other city that I know of in the world.
You are placed on the only spot on a vast conti-
nent which can be made the receiving house of
one-third a continent's exterior trade, and able to
despatch that third to Europe. But you are un-
safely situated. The grand route to the sea by the
Ottawa and French Rivers should as soon as pos-
sible bu undertaken, giving you a backbone of
military strenigth, and bringing to your doors the
vast trade of the vaster west."

A most significant feature of the export trade in
breadstuffs fron this continent is the rapid increase
in shipmnents of flour, a fact clearly pointing to the
possibility of the establishment of a milling indus-
try of gigantic proportions on the Ottawa River
when its vast water power shall be rendered avail-
able, and at the sane time given the best possible
shipping facilities by the opening of the shortest of
all routes to the sea.

With regard to the developmnent of electrical
energy from the various water powers along the
route : " It would be difficult to find, on this con-
tinent at any rate, a similar succession of -ater-
falls along a like distance, and through a country
so well favoured for manufacturing purposes. With
the methods of long distribution of the electric
current that are now beirg perfected by Tesla and
others, there is no reason why sutlicient energy
should not be generated along the Ottawa and its
tributaries, not only for local purposes along the
route, but for the operation of the Canadian Paci-
fie and Canada Atlantic and Parry Sound Rail-
ways between Georgian Bay and Montreai."

At the present time when the application of
electrie energy to the processes of manufacturing
and to transportation, heating, lighting &c., is
mîaking rapid strides every day, it would be rash
to attemîpt to treat in any other than the most
general way the subject of the value of the enorni-
ous water power on the Ottawa River and its
tributaries for the generation of this force. There
seems little reason to doubt that wherever water
power is readily available it will in the near future
be turned to account in this way, superseding
steam in most of its ordinary employment as a
motive force. In the hydraulic pow ers along its
route therefore, there is every reason to believe
that the company will be possessed of a resource
of inestimable value.

Nor is the diversion of an existing traffic of such
immense and rapidly increasing proportions the
only prospective source of trade along the route,
for its opening will develop resources of inestimable
richness. Bouchette, writing in ¯1832, estimated
that the Ottawa valley is capable of supporting
8,000,000 people ; its present population is about
400,000. In salubrity of climate, fertility of its
well watered valleys, transparent purity of its
trout-filled lakes and brooks, wealth of mines and
forests, and variety and value of resources no like
tract of cotntry in Canada can surpass it. Thus,
vessels carrying grain eastward would find returi
cargoes of lumber for lake ports. Chicago is the
great centre of distribution for lumber on the con-
tinent. As long ago as 1883, according to a speech
delivered by Mr. Joseph Tassé in the Canadiai
House of Conmnons, its receipts by lake and rail
were 1,909,910,000 feet, of which more than 1,061,-
000,00) were re-shipped, railroads receiving
$4,000,000 and ship owners $3,000,000 for trans-
portation. The route passes through the heart of
one of the richest lumber districts of the continent.
Michigan and Wisconsin pine woods are being
rapidly exhausted and a large traflic in lumber
must be developed along this route from the heavilY
timbered districts of northern Ontario and Quebec
to Chicago and other lake ports for distribution to
the great prairie States of the west.

The country passed through possesses not onlY
vast stores of pine, but also maple, spruce, henr
lock, poplar, balsan, white cedar, tanmarac, birch,
beech, oak, elm, ash, basswood, and other woodà
of commercial value and used in rapidly increasinig
quantities in the manufacture of furniture, finish-
ing of bouses, making of pulp, &c. The growth of
the last named industry bas been very rapid, and
low freight rates would create new facilities for it
successful carrying on. Thus the exports fromi'
Canada of wood pulp have increased from nil in
1889 to $386,092 in 1893 and those of wood for
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Pulp from nil to $455,893 during the same period.
lxilions of acres of fertile land in Northern
Ontario now covered with timber will with the
advent of cheap transportations fill up with settlers;
and in Algoma, Temiscamingue and Nipissing
ihstricts many thousands of people will make
Ones. LMining an(d smelting operations, the re-
uirements of manufacturing, and of the population

Will give rise to an ever increasing demand for coal ;
and an important feature of the traffic in the near
future will be the carriage of coal from Lake Erie
Ports to points on the system, and to French River
as as coaling station for vessels engaged in the grain
trade, with return traffic of lumber and ores from
the rich, tiniber and minieral regions along the route.

n1iing is yet in its infancy in the Ottawa country,
ut researches made up to the present time have

Shown it to be possessed of incalulable stores of
inneral wealth. Within a few miles of the city of

Ottawa are immense quantities of iron ore of great
richniess. The nickel and copper deposits of the
Sudhury region are already famous ; and at many
Points the Huronian formation which extends for
long distances has been found to abound ini minerals.GO14, silverbearing galena, zinc, platinuin, tin,
molyb(lenuii, graphite, apatite, mica and iron are
found, and to sonie extent already mined. Fine
granite, sandstones, rooflng slates, serpentine and
4olomnitic marbles, etc., are among the non-mnetallic
mineral resources of commercial importance await-
mg development ; and the carriage of ores, building-ones, marbles, granites, etc., must in a short timeafford the source of considerable revenue to the
canals.

rhe four items already mentioned, viz. grain,
thmber, coal and ores contain almost 90 per cent of

te traflic of the great lakes, and the buik of the
traflic of the Ottawa route willnio doubt be derived
fron the saine sources.

The Ottawa River navigation systemn has its out-
et at the port of Montreal, the head of Atlantic
0cean navigation, there being a channel of 27 feetanld 6 inches in depth fromn that point eastward onthe St. Lawrence. At Montreal, it reaches :

1. An ocean port over 300 miles nearer to Liver-
Pool than New York is.

2. The Grand Trunk, Canadian Pacific, Centralermnont and connecting systems of railway to
New York, Boston, Portland and Halifax, and all
th rmediate points in New England, Quebec and

te1aritime Provinces.
3. An existing waterway to New York via the

Lawrence and Richelieu Rivers, Lake Chani-
ain and the Hudson River, the highway for the
urker traffic fromn the Ottawa district to NewYork,
The construction of 32 miles of canal from apoint on Lake St. Louis to the level of LakeIanplain at St. Johns on the Richelieu River,8d the enlargement of the Champlain canal fromhe sOuth end of Lake Champlain to the Hudson

Iier, in connection with the conmpleted Ottawa
Would afford a waterway between Chicago

IlhNew York 70 miles shorter than the Erie, and,
ther 230 miles less of canal, 100 miles less than

e route via the WNelland canal and the Erie from
% üegO and with 110 miles less of canal, and 250
mailes Shorter than the St. Lawrence and with 45

'Sie less of canal. The respective distances be-

tween Chicago and New York, by such routes,
being as follows :-

Canal.

miles.
1. Via Ottawa and French

Rivers and Lake
Champlain.......... 120

2. Via Erie Canal and
Hudson River. ..... 350

3. Via Welland Canal and
Erie from Oswego... 230

4. Via St. Lawrence route. 163

Lake
and

River.

miles.

1,288

1,065

1,215
1,441

Total.

miles.

1,348

1,415

1,445
1,604

By the comipletion of such waterway in connec-
tion with the Ottawa route the distance from
Chicago to New England ports on the east side of
Lake Champlain would be lessened to 1,000 or
1,100 miles, with only 53 miles of canalling, as
compared with a distance of 1,300 or 1,400 miles
by the Erie, with no less than 420 miles of canal.

Now, hon. gentlemen, I have given you,
I think, some valuable information with re-
spect to the matter, and I hope the Govern-
ment will decide to have this work under-
taken at the earliest date possible. Its ad-
vantages cannot be over estimated. In the
present condition of affairs I think it is well
worthy the attention and consideration of
every statesman in the country. It will
only take three years, and perhaps that
will be reduced by the new method of ex-
plosives.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The friends of the
commerce of Canada-and they mean, I
fancy, the whole Canadian people-are
under an obligation to the hon. senator from
the Rideau division for bringing prominently
before the notice of Parliament and the
people of this country, the many advantages
attending the construction of a canal via
the Ottawa River. It is a project as the
hon. gentleman has explained, which en-
listed the attention of the public men of
this country over 40 years ago. It is now
nearly 40 years ago since 1, myself, took a
great deal of interest in this subject,
and a vote was obtained from the Par-
liament of United Canada with a view
of carrying out the work. The begin-
ning was made at the Chats canal,
and it was only the unfortunate depression
which set in 1858 and 1859 which preven-
ted the further prosecution of the work.
The advantages of this route were so nu
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merous that it was quite impossible for any
party to refute the many advantages that
would accrue to Canada and to the Oteat
North-west from the construction of this
canal. I will just mention one or two pro-
minent points, because my hon. friend from
the Rideau division has gone into it so ex-
haustively that it would be scarcely fair to
go over any of the ground which he has co-
vered. The distance from Chicago to Mon
treal which would be saved by the Ottawa
route would be 368 miles: but the saving in
distance really is a very smal: item in the
difference in value of the two routes. One
is a land-locked route. Those who have
traversud-and I daresay there are niany
here who have-Lake Huron and Lake
Superior, and have gone up by the way of
St. Mary's River, will remember that on the
North side of Lake Huron there are about
10,000 islands and from the time you leave
Sault Ste. Marie until you reach the city of
Montreal vessels taking the Ottawa route
would be entirely protected from storms,
passing between the islands on Lake Huron
and the north shore of Lake Huron, up
througli French River, across Lake Nipiss-
ing and into the Mattawa, down
the Mattawa into the Ottawa
and thence to Mont-eal. The advantage in
the way of protection to vessels is incalcul-
able. The insurance on vessels that
now take the ordinary lake route-that is,
coming fiom either the North-West or from
Chicagi via Lakes Huron, Erie and Ontario
-is very great. The amount paid for
premiums is extremely large. I have not
the figures before me at the moment, because
I was not aware that this motion was coming
up to day, but it would pay a very large pro-
portion of the interest on the cost of the
work, in the fall of the year more par
ticularly. In the months of September
and October the gales on Lakes Erie and
Huron particularly are very severe. The
problem of cheapness in transporting the
wealth of the Great North-West - not
only our Canadian North-west, but the
United States North-west-is to-day en-
gaging the attention not only of Canada
but of the United States. It is very well
known that there is a joint commission sit-
ting at the present time with a view to dis-
cover by what means the cheapening of the
carriage of grain can be best reached in order
to warrant the further growth of grain in
tha North-west. We know, to-day that a

very large amount of grain, both in the
Canadian North-west and in the Northern and
Western States, will not be moved in conse-
quence of the actual cost of transportation.
The production of corn alone in the Western
States this year reached the enormous quan-
tity of 2,500,000,000 bushels, and a com.
paratively small proportion of that will ever
reach tide-water, owing to the very great
cost of transportation. A saving say of five
cents per bushel on a hundred million bush-
els would nean five million dollars, which
would be an enormous item. If we could
save even three cents a bushel to the farmers
of the North-west, we should have gained
immensely. The increase of even that small
amount would be a great boon to the pro-
ducers in that country. The city of Mon-
treal, of course, is the point that would be
most largelv benefited, because the city of
Montreal is nearer to tide-water from the
great North-west than is the city of New
York. Taking Chicago and New York as
points, and Chicago and Montreal as points,
the difference in favour of Montreal
is 520 miles. There is that saving in dis-
tance. There is the advantage of being
land-locked, and therefore the enormous sav-
ing of insurance. There is the advantage
of vessels of a smaller calibre having the
opportunity of being employed as between
the land locked channel and the great
lakes. Now, it is a very singular circumtances
that the early discoverers of this country
were all aware of the best routes to be taken.
The Hudson Bay people invariably took the
Ottawa roule ; they took the very route we
are now discussing from the city of Montreal,
ascending the Ottawa River and into the
Mattawa, through Lake Nipissing and down
the French River into the northern part of
Lake Huron and through the land-locked
waters I have described, to Sault Ste Marie,
and thence to Fort William. That was the
route taken 270 years ago by Champlain.
He was guided by a Huron. That was the
ordinary, recognized route. We do not seem
to have been able to improve upon the
knowledge that those who occupied or lived
in this country centuries ago possessed. The
only reason why this work was not gone on
with, as I explained, was the embarrassment
in which United Canada was, because of the
work to which the country was committed.
We expended a considerable sum of money
on the Chats Canal, but were unable to go
further on account of that embarrassment.
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Canada was paying eight per cent for money, the Rideau division for having brouglt it
and to-day she pays less than half of that; prominently under our notice.
so that the raising of the money to-day would
cost this country less than it would then Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I do not like to
by 50 or 60 per cent at least. Another reason allow the discussion raised by My hon.
"as that the people of Canada who lived friend on my left to pass without making a
along the St. Lawrence and the great lakes fev remarks with regard to the question.
were asking for work to be done, and much I ar always glad to lend ny support to the
greater interest was taken in thedevelopment! construction of those useful public works,
Of canals along the front. The Ottawa upon which the development of Canadade-
country had, at that time particularly, very
few representatives. There were none above pe nd m e arly, in from
the county of Pontiac. The gentleman who great country, are interested in anything
eepresented that county at that time, John that vi1l proinote cheaper transportation,

gan took a very warm interest in that more direct routes, and better facilities for
Project, and it was largely due to him and the increasing traffic which we hope will
he ilon. John Young, and some other lead- take place annually. The route which bas

'11g representatives from Montreal, that the been the subject of discussion to-day is one
attention of Canada was at that time directed of very great importance, not only to our
to the importance of this work, and then, I North-west country, but it is of importance
presume, one of the reasons why it was for the development and the carnage of the
llOweda to linger was because Canada had grain which cores to Chicago and Duluth,

to embark in the expenditure due to the two collecting points, for the immense prai-
erection of the government buildings here. ries to the south of our boundary line.
That was a considerable item in those days. Unfortunately, we have experienced, for the
Te-day, possibly, with our improved financial past few years, that ve have not been able
Position, it would not be a stumbling block to attract any very measurable quantity of

ut at that time it was used as an argument the transport of this heavy produce, which
t at the Ottawa district was being largely is a direct loss to the country in consequence.
4enefited by the construction of the parlia- What the reasons are, the people of the
baent buildings, and therefore the canal country themselves must be the best judges.
Project should be postponed. The time has That our own grain from the North-west

O' cone, I think, when we should be amply Territories does not reach the British mark-
J tstified in making the fullest inquiry into the ets for which it is destined, through Cana-
fea8ibility and the cost of the work. The dian ports, is a remarkable point ; that
tables which have been already prepared while we are constructing public works while
would be material of some value, but there we are attempting to develop our country
are .one or two points which would require and open up new channels, yet two-thirds of

ng. he country since that time the grain of our North-west Territories and
agely filled up. On the north side of Lake the Province of Manitoba shipped to Eng-
iing a town has grown up known as land for consumption, go through the

orth Bay, and other towns are spring- port of New York, instead of Montreal.
e up. am speaking subject to cor- There is sorething wrong when that is theretion, but there may be difficulties in case. I asked for information with regard

the Way of .the construction of dams which to the exact fgures in order that I may be
uOt exist 35 or 40 years ago. That, of able to discuss that question, and ascertain

'ýOurse is a very important point, but I have why it is so. But the development of this
1o doubt that with the skill which hydraulic canal route that is now before us is an addi-

gifleers possess, even that difficulty night tional incentive for us to take such measures
theOvercome. I have no doubt that when as will give us a route through Canadian
thpapers come down they will be read territory and a magnificent outlet by the St.

With a good deal of interest. It is literature Lawrence River, one of the important chan-
eahi at this period, those who are inter- nels of communication-if not the Most im-
tc in the commerce of the country are portant channel of comrunication-between

takig a very deep interest in, and we that great empire to the west of us and thehId aUa be obliged to the hon. member for Atlantic seaboard. My contention, as hon.
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gentlemen always know, is that the freight ing and Commerce, and that the name of the

rates to the Atlantic are the stunbling Honourable Mr. McClelan be substituted for that
ratesto gof the Honourable Mr. Arsenault on the Standing

block, that it is utterly impossible for us to omte on Ralwaselraph andr s
make any considerable improvement, to Comnittee on Raiiways, Telegraphs and Harboors.
afford any additional facilities for the trans- He said : The Senate will remember that a

portation of the western products, be it to mutual arrangement was made between the
Duluth, Port Arthur or Chicago, unless the Hon. Mr. Prowse and the Hon. Mr. Ferguson,
conditions under which we conduct our in connection with the Divorce Committee.
commerce are changed. The absolute neces- The addition of Mr. Arsenault's name to
sity of having the ocean transport at those the Committee on Railways and Canals was
ocean ports, for the purpose of taking away made under the impression that the com-
the grain, is the only intelligent basis upon mittee was not complete as it was printed
which we can solve this question. It is ut- in the minutes, but on looking at the report
terly impossible for us to dratw the trade of the committee which drafted the com-
away by canal or by any other source, unless mittees, we found that Mr. McClelan's name
we have facilities, through the developnent was among the number, which completed
of our commerce under more liberal trade the committee, and in order to carry out the
lines than we are pursuing to-day, or that intentions of the selecting committee, the
we can hope to make a financial success change is now made.
of the construction of the canal
that is under consideration. We have Hon. Mr. McCLELAN-With regard to

however, an additional incentive in the the substitution of ny name for that of my
opening up of this canal, and that is hon. friend from Prince Edward Island, it
that along its whole route are magnificent is not done on any suggestion or applica-
water-powers, which can all be developed tion from myself. I was quite aware that

for commercial purposes. It is practicaliy originally my naine was on that committee.
the boundary line between the province of I noticed afterwards that it was omitted,
Quebec, for the larger portion of the dis- but I had no feeling about the matter-I

tance, and the province of Ontario, and to the understood that it was a printer's blunder

north and south on the streams that run into in all probability, but I had no desire to
it there are also many valuable water-powers. interfere and have it changed.
These can be used for the internal develop- The motion was agreed to.
nient of the industries of the country ; but
they still hang fire, and will remain unused
so long as the commercial conditions under
which we are operating to-day exist; at
least that is my presentation of the case.
Nevertheless, the very fact of our trying to THE SENATE.
bring these water powers and this new line
of communication into operation, is one of Ottawa, Tuesday, February lltk, 1896.
the best evidences that the people of
Canada at any rate are desirous, according
to the light they possess to-day, of doing o'cîock.
their utmost to further these magnificent
and necessitous public works. Prayers and routine proceedings.

The motion was agreed.
TTE STANDING COMMITTEES. RELIEF FUND FOR TE NORT-

WEST TERRITORIES.
MOTION.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL INQUIRY.

moved- Hon Mr. PERLEY inquired-

That the naTe of the Honourable Mr. Prowse be If during the visit of the Honourable Sir ac
substitutedl for that of the Honourable Mr. Fergu- kenzie Bowell and the Honourable Mr. Daly to
son (P. E. .) on the Standing Conipbi ittee on ivore, Regina, last sunnier, or at any subsequent perwoks
and that the naine of the Honourable Mr. Ferguson (Pid they proise the North-west Territories Exe-
<(P.E.I.> be isubstituted for that of the Honourable cutive, or the Lieu tenant-Governor of the North-
Mr. Prowse on the Standing Commiittee on Bank- west Territories, that the suni of $2l5,OOO would bO
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Placed in the Estimates to recoup the Executive ofthe North-west Territories for moneys spent for
relief purposes, so-called, in West Assiniboia?

lie said : I have but a remark or two to
'make, which will depend upon the answer
which I receive to the question.

Ion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
ay inform the hon. gentleman that the

Iuestion to which he refers was freely dis-
0Used by Mr. Haultain, Mr. Daly and my-
elf when we were in Regina last summer.

We discussed not only the question of the
95,000, but many other questions affecting
e government and management of the

xorth-west Territories. Mr. Haultain and
i11s Colleagues-for he was not alone when

the conversation took place-were informed
that any representations which they had to

ake to sustain the claim that they say they
ve for an additional grant, would be duly

*eighed and considered by the Government.

1lon. Mr. PERLEY-I was informed that
kr. Raultain, during the session of the

orth-west Assembly, made the statement
that the hon. Premier had promised the
$25,000. In that way he was enabled to
'rry through the estimates. That state-
ent was made, not only upon the floor of
tLegislative Assembly, but in different
ections of the country-that the Govern-
eat had promised them $25,000. I am

laot surprised at the answer, since I have
eel that there is no provision in the esti-

tes for that sum. The reason that I
nelliected the narne of the Lieutenant-

nOvernor with this matter was because of
t POhicy announced by the government.

1thOught it would be necessary to couple
e name of the executive and the Lieuten-

a t Governor in putting the question in
oMer to get a complete answer. The coun-

Will be interested to know that there
been a misunderstanding, and that the

%a authorities have not succeeded in
1t1g the $25,000 which they promised the
Ple would be given by the Federal
vernment.

n. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
0Y1tted to notice that portion of the hon.
Rlteman's answer relating to the Lieuten-
I1t"GOvernor. I do not recollect having
Sco nversation on this subject with the

te nant-Governor of the North-west Terri-

CIVIL SERVICE SUPERANNUA-
TION.

MOTION.

lion. Mr. POIRIER moved:
That an humble Address be presented to His

Excellency the Governor General, praying that His
Excellency be pleased to cause to be laid before this
House :

A return showing the names of all Civil Service
employees, belonging to the Secretary of State De-
partment, and to the Department of Agriculture,
who have been superannuated since the lst day of
July, 1894 ; also giving their age ; the number of
years they have been in the service; their salary
and amount of superannuation allowance granted
in each case.

In the case of employees not having reached the
full age of sixty years, or who had not completed
thirty-five years of service, the reasons for their
superannuation, and the report of the Treasury
Board in each such case.

Also the names, ages, and years of service of al)
employees belonging to the aforesaid departmenta
to whom notice has been given of the intention to
dismiss or superannuate them.

He said :-IHon. gentlemen, I do not in-
tend to deal with this subject extensively.
It has beenr brought before another House on
a previous year and dealt with extensively. I
simply wish to call the attention of the Gov-
ernuient to the manner in which the Act is
being carried out in some departments. The
law is good enough, although it could cer-
tainly be improved upon, but in this case as
in all other cases, it is the application of the
law that makes the law either good or bad.
The Act may be perfect in itself, and very
objectionable in the way in which it is ad-
ministered ; a bad law in proper hands or any
law at all, may turn out beautifully-the com-
mon law in England for instance, the unwrit-
ten law. In this case, I believe the law is all
right enough. But I could not, for my own
part, endorse the manner in which it bas been
generally executed, and especially of late
years in the two departments to which I have
referred in my notice. The Civil Service
Act, as hon. gentlemen are aware, dates
back to 1871. It was proper, I think,
that this Parliament should provide for its
faithful servants; and the Act worked
satisfactorily, until abuses have crept
in. In 1871, at the time of the passing
of the Civil Service Act, the superanua-
tion expenditure amounted to $12,800, but
we find that in 1894 the expenditure
amounted to $262,302. That is, there was
that amount paid in the year 1894
in superanuation allowances to retired
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officers. It seems at first sight extraordin-
ary that the fund should have increased f rom
$12,000 in 1871 to $262,302 in 1894. That
is made still more startling when we see that
while the total number of employés in 1894 is
4,685, of which 898 are in the inside service
at Ottawa, and 3,787 in the outside service,
598 of them are on the superanuation list.
That inakes over one-eighth. Surely, hon.
gentlemen, it cannot be that one-eighth of
the civil servants are incapacitated from
doing their work. But such are the figures.
That state of things lias brought adverse
commentaries and criticisms, and, I believe,
justly so, because there is, in my estimation,
no justification for it. True, the letter of
the law may warrant that, but I submit
that the Superannuation Act, when it was
passed, was not meant to have results such
as those I have just given. Now, hon.
gentlemen, $3,770,963 have been paid to
that fund between the years 1871 and 1894
-23 vears.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-You mean paid out
to the retired officers ?

Hon. Mr. POIRIER-Yes, paid out
in annuities from superannuation funds.
The receipts in the same period have
been $1,239,094. Hon. gentlemen know
how the receipts are made out. A cer-
tain amount is taken from the salary
of each employé, and is put to a reserve
fund, from which it is afterwards drawn.
Employés having a salary of less than $600
paid to that fund annually 1¼ per cent, and
those having more than $600 pay 2 per cent
according to the original law of 1871, which
has been amended in some respects. That
fund accumulated has altogether produced
the sum of $1,239,094, leaving a net sum
of about $2,500,000 paid by the country to
the superannuation fund. I believe that is
too much. If there was a necessity for that,
it might not be too much, but I do not see
the necessity for it. It has been assumed in
many departments here that because the
Act says that when a person has reached
the full age of 60 years or 65, as the Act
now stands, he can be superannuated,
he should be in most cases super-
annuated. I submit that is not the spirit
of the law. That privilege is given in the
Act for the purpose of being used when
necessary, but not to be used in all cases,
or, I might add, to be abused. Now,

we all know that most of the work in the
service is routine work, intelligent work,
of course, and work in many cases very diffi-
cult to do, but mostly routine work. Now,
an educated man, full of health, when he has
reached the age of 60 years is certainly not
incapacitated from performing those duties;
on the contrary I submit that most of the
employees here, when they are 60 or 65 years
of age are still able-perhaps better able-
to perform those duties than they were pre-
viously. We have in the Department of
Agriculture just now, a gentleman exceed-
ingly well fitted to occupy the position. He
has been head of the department for a year,
or perhaps less than a year, but what do we
see? An officer superannuated because he
was old, though he is hardly any older than
the present holder of the office, and
yet he is performing the work for which
the other gentleman is paid. And what is
the result ? Two salaries instead of one.
If the one who was superannuated must be
there, and is the person that can and does
do the most responsible part of the work,
why not leave him there on his own salary,
and not have another gentleman fill his
place, and have two salaries instead of onel
I just instance this example to show how
what I consider abuses may creep in. But,
hon. gentlemen, that is not the gist of my
motion. In these cases, as I said before, the
law is there authorizing a certain mode of
dealing with the employés in the matter of
superannuation. The section of the Civil
Service Act which refers to the superannua-
tion is especially section 5 which with your
permission I will read. It is in chapter 18
of the Revised Statutes, the Civil Service
Superannuation Act:

The superannuation of every civil servant shall
be preceded by an inquiry by the Treasury Board:-

(a.) Whether the person it is proposed to super-
annuate is eligible within the meaning of this Act
and

(b.) Whether his superannuation will result ill
benefit to the service and is therefore in the public
interest, or

(c.) Whether it lias become necessary in conse-
quence of his mental or physical infirmity.

The subsection is as follows:-

No civil servant shall be superannuated unless
the Treasury Board reports that lie is eligible witl'
in the meaning of this Act and that such super-
annuation will be in the public interest.

That is, he must have been ten years in the
service and have attained the full age of sixtY
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five. True, the ministers by the 5th and to whether it would tend to the efficiency
Other sections of the Act are given full power of the service or not and several from
tO rernove officials, but still I must say that among the employés have been told that
that power is qualified by these preliminaries their services would have to be dis-
8et forth in the articles which I have justread pensed with, ,and among them I know

an examination and a report by the Treas- some that have not attained the age of
uiry Board, showing clearly that the intention fifty, who are perfectly sound, mentally and
0f the Act was that civil servants should physically, and fit for the duties of the
Or'ly be superannuated when it was deemed offices which they have filled, and those
advantageous to the efficiency of the service offices have not been abolished. The work
that that should be done, or when those which they have been and are doing,
servants become incapacitated mentally or will continue to be done. There are no
physically. Now, what is tie fact? We see complaints against them. If they had not
In the Department of the Secretary of performed their duty, there might have been
State last year, on the accession thereto of some reason for taking such a course, but in
the hon. gentleman who has since become the some of the cases at least, there has been no
head of another department, that employes dereliction of duty on the part of the
between the ages of forty and fifty, persons employés. What is the consequence? The
that I myself know were in possession of full security which prevailed in the Civil Service
'A1gour of life, intellectual and physical, have exists no longer, and if, as is surmised, the
been put on the retired list. The object hon. gentleman carries out his policy in the
parently-I am satisfied it was really the department, it is felt that the sword of

Object, too, in the mind of the hon. gentleman Damocles is hanging over everybody's head.
Who did it-was economy. A servant is Nobody knows upon whom it will fall. We
Placed on the retired list and the office may have boasted about the security of our Civil
remain vacant for a while, but we all Service-a fact whicli speaks highly for our
ýt.OW that it is afterwards filled, or generally political institutions-that a party coming
it is. In the event of the Liberals coming into power do not act as they do in the
lato power, an event which I will not sup- neighbouring republic and make a complete
Pse0 is likely, we know what would happen. sweep. I believe we have pursued a proper

hose people who are referred to in a re- policy towards our Civil Service, because the
MQarkable letter written by Mr. Mackenzie Civil Service is a class by itself. I do not
as hungering after places, I have an idea say that many of them do not earn more
Would quickly fill those places. Whether than they might earn if they were out of the
they will be filled by the present adminis- service, but we must acknowledge this, that
tration or not, I do not know. The a civil servant is not in the position of
Iepartment of the Secretary of State last an ordinary citizen. The Civil Service
Year was thrbwn into consternation, and comes in as a fixture with every govern-
the Whole Civil Service into a state of great ment, and a Civil Service must exist.
illsecurity. The fundamental security which Most of the employés being related to
O.Ir service has enjoyed was shaken; a rumour the best families, being well educated and

a current at that time that the policy being near the throne, must have allowance
the same gentleman was to go round the which will enable them to figure with same

epartherments and superannuate employés show. Perhaps there are too many of them.
a the prime of life for the sake of economy. I do not deny that, but I say if there are too
hat hon. gentleman was transferred to the many it is not altogether the fault of the

"p.artinent of Agriculture and on his employés but of the government that appoint-
arrival there I may say that the wbole staff ed them, and when they are appointed
re'bled as to the result. They had good they should have the security of their office.
ean to tremble. I did not seek for infor- These civil servants are not in the position
aIation from the civil servants themselves, of other citizens. When they enter the ser-

40t Wishing to compromise any of them, be- vice they have to abide by the regulations of
ause, if I could not help them, I did not the department, one of which is that they

Wish at all events to injure them. I have shall not engage in other pursuits, so that
IlOt gone to any of them for information, if they have a secure living they have no

Ib believe it is true that a list was made chance of making money. That security is
-Ont'ithout any inquiry by the Minister as one of the reasons, perhaps, why positions in
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the civil service are so much looked after-
at any rate the employés are not permitted
to engage in any other pursuit. There is a
covenant as between them and the govern-
ment that they should be left undisturbed in
their position so long as they perform their
duty. That has been so much the case that
the law provided for instances where an em-
ployé would have to be dismissed on account
of the abolishing of his office or for the sake
of efficiency and economy, but giving them
some material compensation, showing that if
civil servants have duties they have also the
rights and that due regard should be paid for
the security of their position. Section 11 of
the Civil Service Superannuation Act pro-
vides that-

If any person to whom this Act applies is re-
moved from office in consequence of the abolition
of his office for the purpose of improving the
organization of the department to which he belongs,
or is removed or retired from office to promote
efficiency or economy in the Civil Service, the
Governor in Council may grant him such gratuity
or superannuation allowance as will fairly com-
pensate him for his los@ .of office, not exceeding
such as he would have been entitled to if he had
retired in consequence of permanent infirmity of
body or mind, after adding ten years to his actual
term of service."

This clause shows distinctly enough what
the intention of the law is - that the
employé shall live securely in the office he
holds until he has attained the age of sixty-
five or until the office is abolished, or unless
he is incapacitated. You see the consequence
in the case, say, of an employé at the age of
forty-five. That man, on the security of
his office, may have undertaken, as many of
the employés in Ottawa do, to buy for him-
self a house. He may have growing boys
and girls to be educated, and he was count-
ing, and he had a right to count, upon a
certain income, because there was a coven-
ant between him and the Government about
it. Without any cause on his part, he is
thrown out of employment, dropping from a
salary of twelve or fifteen hundred or two
thousand dollars to an allowance of three or
four hundred dollars a year. That man is
too old to go to work and learn a profession,
or fall back upon a former occupation. We
all know the competition that exists in the
professions now. He has acquired easy
habits, which prevent him, after ten years
or more in the service, from engaging in an
active life which is necessary for one to make
his way in the world. On the other hand,

he feels that he is not old enough to be laid
on the shelf. It is a broken career-unne-
cessarily broken. I arm simply calling the
attention of the Government to the fact, and
arguing against dealing in that rash manner
with faithful employés, even when they are
not absolutely necessary in the service. I
believe there are too many myself, but they
have not gone there entirely of their own
motion, but with the acquiescence of the
governnent, and, having entered the service
under a tacit covenant with the Government,
they should be left undisturbed until they
have attained at least the age of sixty-five. I
do not believe the spirit of the law means
that when a man reaches the age of sixty or
over he must be put out of the service. That
is the case in the army in France and Ger-
many, though I believe it is not the case in
England ; but a civil servant is not a soldier.
To be a soldier a man's physical powers must-
be unimpaired, but it is not so with the
civil service. An employee of sixty-five or
seventy may be as able and useful-often
more so-than another at the age of forty or
forty-five. I do not for a monýent mean to
say that the minister (Dr. Montague) meant
to do an injustice in making these superan-
nuations; on the contrary, I believe that
he meant simply to be economical. But a
minister entering a department is not,
like a squatter entering upon a new
block, to use it as he likes. As I said
before, there are rights pertaining to em-
ployés. A Minister entering a department
is not Louis the Fourteenth of France
entering the Assembly with whip and spurs
and saying " L'état c'est moi." The plea of
economy is very fine and may be a justifica-
tion in some cases, but it is not a' justifica-
tion in all cases. I read not long ago of a
very Christian lady in London, or perhaps
New York, who was exceedingly liberal in
her donations to bazaars and charities. She
had made for herself quite a reputation of
being very charitable, but alas, it was found
out that she was a kleptomaniac and most of
those articles which had been given in char-
ity had been picked up from the public
stores. Her professed intentions were sup-
posed to have been very charitable ; but not
so with the court before which she was ar-
raigned. I know persons who have built up
for themselves reputations for virtue, real
virtue, actual virtue, I will name one his-
torical person-the wife of Henry II. of
France-not the wife-I take the word
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bak-the mistress of Henry II. of France. tbe bon gentleman at the earliest possible
Hlenry Il. of France happened to have for moment. No one can find fault witb the
his mistress the very same mistress that his tone or the manner in which this subject bas
father had-a family affair. been treated. It is one tbat bas occupied

the attention of ail Governments, not only
lion. Mr. DEVER-A family compact. in tbis country but in older lands, where tbe

systemn of pensioning and superannuating
lon. Mr. POIRIER-She had a great bas been carried to a greater extent than

influence over ber paramour. In order to bere. 1 frankly admit that there have been
build for herself a pedestalof pietyand virtue, abuses in tbe past of tbis, as of ail otber
she would go and pick up leretics in the city laws. Wbetber the figures witb wbicb tbe
of Paris and have them burnt at the stake to bon. gentleman sustains the charges be bad
PShow that she was a great religious soul. indirectly made are full enougb to core to a
bo doubt manypersons thought that she was; correct conclusion as to te actual operation

ut history bas not established that. I say, and working of tbe Superannuation Act is a
Without making any insinuation, or making question tbat is open, not only to comment,
any undue comparison, that the policy which but to dispute. It rnay be truc that in 1871
cOusists of taking your neighbours' goods and 1 the arn
chattes, or rights and privileges, in order to srall. on aid fo satio w a

ow an economy for yourself will not build statenent, tbat it vas tbe year, or the year
any durable reputation. There are other after the law cane into force, and con-
Wa*ys of diminishing the expenditure of the sequently had not the same application tbat
epartients. Let a man finish his career it bad in 1894 and 1895. We must also
ia the department, so long as he is able to rererber that about 25 years have elapsed

do it. And I say, and will say, referring to since that period, and that number of years
the 789 employés that are on the retired list bas been added to the age of rnany of those

ow, perhaps not one-quarter of them went wbo have been superannuated. And tbe
there willingly, but were forced there. I statement sbould be verified, tbat the
say, let thie question of superannuation be savings effected in the placing of clerks or
dealt with in the manner suggested. Let different officers upon tbe superannuation

mnan complete the natural score of list do not make up to a certain extent tbe
e, 80 long as be is able to do it. apparent deficiency whicb appears upon the
1t these employés be undisturbed, and, bon. face of tbe figures given f0 the House. As

gentlemen, you will gradually, in a short time illustrating what I mean, in the city of Mon-
r&ke such a saving as will balance the ex- treal, tbe year before 1 left tbe Customs
Inditure for the superannuation fund, and Departinent, I reduced the annual pay-
the revenue derived from cutting off of 2 and monts by between $12,000, and $15,000

Per cent of the salary. But it is not by per annur, by placing people upon the
deaing harshly *ith employés, or disnissing superannuation list, not one of whicb posi-
th ein without an investigation of the case, tions I filled wbether any of them bave
thaIt the Civil Service can be rendered more been filled since I aùî not at the present
e icient. I may be wrong, but J was posi- roment able to say. Now that added atively told that the ninister in no case did larger auount to the payment out of the
onult the deputy minister, but simply made superannuation fund, without any credit8, 1ist at hap-hazard, because he wanted to'appearing upon tbe face of the account for
%ake a show of economy. That is not the tbe arounts tbat were received. The charge
Proper way, hon. gentlemen, of practising made against me-and 1 am giving tbis as

iftlny any more than that lady shop- an illustration of the working of the Act-
er f way for being charitable was proper, was, "Tben you must have 1iad too manyh for the mistress of Henry II. to build for officers in the department." I admit tbat

derself a reputation of virtue. Let us ail frankly, and it occurs very often in tbis
draw our virtue from ourselves, and not from way, a man bas been in tbe service for 30our rieighbours, or 40 years; lie becores old, and he is not

Sir B WELL able to do the work necessary to be done;

on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-youner men who are paced in the depart-
re is no objection to adopt the motion ment at a smaller salary, ranging from

ring down the information asked for by $400 and $500 to $600, are actually
10
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doing the work of those who are re- The papers I think will show, when they
ceiving from $1,000 to $2,000 per annum. corne down, that the Minister was justified
Now, the younger man acquires sufficient in the course that lie took. I have before
knowledge, and is sufficiently educated to me a list of six who were superannuated in
take the place of the man whose work he the Secretary of State's department and not
lias been actually doing, and the Superannu- one of those offices has been filled, nor is it
ation Act was passed for the purpose of en- the- intention of the Governînent to fill tlem-
abling the Government to place that officer I hope the time is not approaching, to which
upon the retired list, and thereby save his my hon. friend referred, when a certain
salary. You cannot always take a clerk wlho'party is coring into power who, lie had no
is receiving a higlier salary and dismiss him, doubt, vould fil ail those vacancies. It
or put hii on the superannuation list, and does not follow that there is a vacancy be-
put a new man in his place. You have to cause a man lias heen dismissed or because
educate the younger official. Then there is lie lias beetî superannuated. He may have
always another difliculty. A man lias been been superannuated, or lie may lave been
in the service a long time and lias fulfilled dismissed because lis services were no longer
his duties well. There is a hesitancy on the required. The point raised by the lion.
part of any Cabinet Minister, who lias any nover of this motion as to the vestel riLhts
feeling for his fellow man, to put him even of clerks is one that 1 ar not prepared to
upon the superannuation list, much less to admit in connection with the management
dismiss him, but the necessities of the service of the Government, no more than 1 would
are so large that they very often require it. admit it in the case of a bank clerk or a man
Tien, again, there are many departments, working in any brandl of business. There
not only in the inside service, but also in is, however, this modicuni of truth-I slould
the outside service, where the work sav absolute truth-that pr en a nan lias
actualiy requires a certain number of em- been in the Civil Service for a number
ployés or officiais, whicf department a of years, it does unfit hir, to a certain
a few years afterwards may be whpletely extent, for the ordinary vocations of
cldanged that they do not require them at ail. wife-just te sanie as a soldier. T at is I

d know of many illustrations that I could give point toat ny hlon. friend iade. Recogniz-
as an evidence of the correctness of wliat I ing that fact, the legismation of 1870 and
say, particularly in the Customs Department. 1871 established a systee by which a
Before the construction of raiiways, nany certain percentage of the officiais' salaries
ports along the lakes and rivers required the s .ould le placed to tle credit of the super-
constant vigilance of an officer, to prevent annuation fund, so as to enable the govern-
smuggling, and tley w ere the actuai ports of lent to prevent the retention upon the staff
entry for that section of the country. The of men ho had become, to a very great
construction of a raiwway diverted the trade extent, useaess, by paying tiem a certain
fron tlat point altogetlier, and thereby sum, o money. i do not wish to lie under-
rendered the services of the officias at these stood as arguing at the present moment in
particular points unnecessary. Now, yof had e favour of that systei in any way. Wueter
eitpler to move those into other parts of tle it is any credit to me or not-I do not cain
service, wliere probably te office was ful, orl it as a credith took the other view at the
you had to continue ten upon the pay list time. I argued in 1870 and 1871 in the
at a large salary when tey were actually use of Commons, wlen the question was
dois g notlicag. I have placed officials on the under discussion, tiat a man entering
superannuation list myself that were receiv- the Civil Service, should e in the sarnie
ino from $800 to $2,000 a year and their position preciseiy as a man entering any
places have been filied by officers at a few other vocation of life, and when is
hundreddollars per annun. The credits did services were not required, that ho
not appear upon the f ce of the account, should e retired the sane as a merdant
while the charges appeared against the wouid dismiss an eniployee in lis estabuisli-
systei as an exense. I a merely giving ment. ovever, tat was not the systetrd
this explanation as to the working of the that was adopted, and perhaps in that 
Act. Now, in the departrient to whioh was a little too radical in My ideas, but I at
my lion. friend lias referred, I know that not s sure have c anged tem altogether
there lias been a great deai of fault found. yet. I think there migot ie a different
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8ystem adopted. It has its drawbacks and in the Secretary of State Department have
it has its benefits, and its principal benefit been retired, and some of them not of the
iS that it enables the Government to relieve age of 60. We have made it 65 under the
the service of what might be called an in- new law, and, as the hon. gentleman may
cubus upon the funds of the country by the remember, we have raised the percentage
retention of officials who are not required, contributed to the superannuation fund, in
Or who, if required, were unable longer to order to avoid, as far as possible, the dis-
continue their work. The parliamentary crepancy which appears to exist between the
legislation at that tine provided for that outlay and the income. Now, these offices
Point also, and they provided for it in the have not been filled, nor is it the intention
very clause which my hon. friend read, of the Government to fill them. Only one
whici savs that a clerk or an employé can official has been superannuated in the De-
be retired from the service though he has partment of Agriculture, so far. The posi-
not served 35 years and though lie may not tion of the official superannuated has been
have reached the age which, under the law, filled by one of the first class clerks in the
would enable you to put him upon the department. No new appointment has been
superannuation list - you can retire him made ; the first class clerk's position has not
Upon the grounds of economy and efficiency been filled, nor is it intended to be filled,
of the service. simply for the reason that the work would

not justify it. Whatever other super-
Hon. Mr. POIRIER-Yes, but the coin- annuations may be contemplated in

pensation in that case- that department wiil be made for
the sole reason which J have point-

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- ed out; that is, wth a view to a differ-
Yes, I am coming to that. It also went ent arrangement of the department, and for
further. If the hon. gentleman will look at the sake of effecting economy which 1 think
the Public Accounts. he will find there are the buse and country wili justify. There
cases, and particularly at that period to are no objections whatever to bring down
which ny hon. friend referred, in which the papers; and I think when the papers
""en were retired who had served but two are brougbt down the reasons which iiiduced
three and four years. with the addition of theTreasuryBoard to adopt the suggestion of
ten years in the way of compensation for the the Minister and recommend Council to place
10ss of the office which they had sustained. these gentlemen upon the superannuation
There is oine remark made by my hon. friend list will be quite satisfactoty to my hon.
tO which I may very well take a little ex- friend and to the buse, unless it can he
ception-that is, that a large portion of shown afterwards that the vacancies have
those who are in the public service were been made for the purpose of putting other
brought there-forced into it without at- people into office. While the present Gov-
tempting to get there themselves. ernient controls the destinies of the country

and mnanages the departments, I can assure
lon. Mr. POIRIER-J did not mean him that that will be done. Unfortunately,

that: I do not believe J said that. if his predition should co e true, and our

opponents should cobe into power, I cannot
Il. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- say what my on. friend opposite wifl do.

1 was going to, say that that is not îny ex- Hie might adopt the policy of our predeces-
perience. sors, 1ut J can oniy hope that he pas more

regard for the efficiency of the service and
AI, hon. MEMBER-The hon. gentle- the public funds than to pursue a policy of

Mbau said forced to superanuation. that kind. We can only hope that he will

not be in a position to re tempted.

friend may be right about that. T do lon. Mr. ALMON-When an employé
ltow of any officer who would want to is superannuated, does he get any notice

on the retired iist, uniess he intended to beforehand, and how long before, that he is
go ilto soine other business. There are superannuated? J have heard-but per-
8O1ileb however, who do ask for it when they haps was misinformedthat people have

hrrive at a certain period of life. Now, six been superannuated who knew nothing

loi
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about it two days before, and even a shorter two before he had received the notice. Now,
time than that. 1 do not think that that is the way in which

the business of a civilized country should be
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- conducted. Canada is a civilized country

Well, the practice is, if you propose to put and should be governed after tbe manner of
a man on the superannuation list, to notify 1 cîvilized people. I can understand, tht if a
hiiii of the fact some montbs beforehand. c man is guilty of a serious offence, lie sould
believe the hon. gentleman is quite correct
in stating that in some cases very short
notice bas been given, but I agree with him
that proper notice ought to be given to any
man in the service that it is the intention of
the government to dispense with his services,
and for many reasons which I might give.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The leader of the
House bas given me an invitation to
speak on this subject; and I do not
think I should have said anything but
for that. The House is under an obligation
to the bon. member f rom Acadie for bring-
ing the question up, and particularly for
dealing with it in a temperate, clear and
convincing way. Speaking for myself, I do
not feel that the first minister has met the
speech of the hon. gentleman from Acadie.
I sympathize with the hon. gentleman who
bas brought up this matter. I find that
last session I moved a somnewhat similar
motion in connection with substantially the
same subject. I did not make as good a
speech as the hon. member from Acadie bas
done, but I did as well as I could at the
time, and it just strikes me-it may be only
a coincidence-that last session the dis-
missals and enforced superannuations took
place in the office of the Secretary of
State, which had very recently been tilled
by a new minister. This session the com-
plaints come from the Department of Agri-
culture, which I understand, is now presi-
ded over by the same gentleman who last
year presided over the Department of
the Secretary of State. And the civil
servants, I think, have a sort of
feeling that this particular minister
is a sort of destroying angel, who
goes round slaying tbem by night without
any notice. That is one of the most
objectionable features in the case ; that in
some instances the first intimation that a
servant, against whon there was no com-
plaint, had of the intention to remove him,
was when he got notice that his services
had been dispensed with from the date at
which he got the notice. In one or two
cases I believe his pay had ceased a day or

be removed without any notice, but an olicer
who is doing his duty faithfully and to the
best of his ability, and doing it under what
my bon. friend called a quasi-contract with
the Government, should not be dismissed
without at least some reasonable notice.
The Hon. First Minister told us that he had
been opposed to the present civil service
system and the system of superannuation.
I understood the bon. gentleman to say
that he thought the servants of the
public sbould be in the same position
as the employés of private individuals.
The hon. gentleman did, towards the
end, express a doubt as to whether perhaps
he was altogether right in that view or not.
I think the longer be considers the subject
the more he will be convinced that he was
not right in that view, because the public
service is different from the service of a
private individual or a private company, in
this way-a bank or a large manufacturing
company, or a large mercantile business is
conducted on strictly business principles.
The employés are taken into the service on
business principles, and are retained in the
same way. In the Civil Service, it is not
that way. The civil servant gets his ap-
pointment largely, as a rule through politi-
cal influence. I am not charging that as
any offence against the present administra-
tion-that is a general rule, unless you
have a system of competitive examinations
as they have in Englard, and as they begin
to have now in the United States. The
civil servant comes into the service as a
matter of favour. He, or his father, or bro-
ther, or some connection or friend of his,
bas done the party in power good service,
and he receives the appointment as a conse-
quence. That is not the way in which a
man gets into private service. When a
change of Government takes place and men
come in of a different shade of politics, na-
turally if the civil servants who are in the
service have no better tenure of office than
the employé of an individual, they will put
all, or nearly all, of them out, and put in
their own political friends. I do not think
that the First Minister would dream of in-
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troducing such a system as that. I am quite decapitated. 1 do not think that it is
aware that in the department over which an admirable practice, and I hope it will
the hon. gentleman presided so long, he did not be repeated. With respect to what
nlot practise that systeum at all. I may say took place under the previous admin-
-although it is not so strictly relevant-I istration, 1 do not tbink it is necessary
do not think that anybody ever made a to say much. We are dealing now with the
charge that the Department of Customs, present and not with things which happened
while presided over by the hon. gentleman, twenty years ago, and if the administration
Was materially influenced by politics, and of twenty years ago did things wbicb were
further, I think we all know that the hon. not to be approved of, that i5 no reason why
gentleman conducted the business of that de- we should do the same thing to-day. 1 have
partiment with due regard to economy. I do no recoîlection that the hon. gentleman de-
flot think one can say the same for all the fended the action of the administration
hon. gentleman's colleagues. I am not going twenty years ago.
to discuss the matter -there is no use going
Over again the ground which has been gone Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL.-No.
Over by the hon. gentleman from Acadie at
al, but there is just one point with respect Hon. Mr. POWER.--Then J do not see
tO bank clerks. The First Minister said why the conduct which lie disapproved of
that the civil servants should be treated as then is to be taken as an example by him
bank clerks. A young man who goes into a to-day. If one looks at the total figures, the
bank, has a reasonable security that he will figures of superannuation in 1878 and 1895
be continued in the service of the bank form a striking contrast, and as 1 showed
while he is able to discharge his duties last year, the total cost of Civil Government
eficiently and conducts himself properly, had increased 70 per cent since 1878, which
0,nd further, I think in nearly all the banks does not go to show that the people of that
there is a system of superannuation, so that day were 80 very extravagant. Lt goes to
if the business of the country is to be con- show that the people of the present day,
ducted as the business of the bank is, I, for who said the administration of 1878 were
Ole should not be dissatisfied at all. With extravagant, have themselves been very
tespect to the Department of Agriculture, one extravagant indeed.
or two observations suggest themselves. It is

uite true, as the bon. the First Minister Hon. Mr. FERGUSON.- The general
as said, that only one permanent officer has ground taken by my hon. friend, the Leader

been dismissed, but it is one of these open of the fouse, in discussing the question that
aecrets, which are so very numerous, that the superannuationsproposed and made in
the intention was to dismiss a very consider- the department referred to, have been made
able number of officers in that department. in the interest of economy, has not been,
One good effect of bringing up this matter is very successfully controverted by the hon.
that the discussion in this House w ill have a gentleman who bas last addressed tbe
tendency, perhaps, to prevent the renoval of flouse, nor bas it after ah been assailed
deserving officers without notice and with- by the hon. gentleman wbo moved the reso-
Out cause. I have been informed, in the lution. The generai trend of this discussion
samie way as the hon. gentleman who intro- only proves the truth of the statenent,
duced the natter to the House, that the which J believe Sir John Macdonald made
beputy Minister had nothing to do with in the first instance, that economny is a very
ecommending a number of these superan- p thing to talk about, but it is a very
1uations ; and I can readily understand it, unpopular thing to put in practice. The
because the Government adopted a policy general ground which the Government take

hieh I think is objectionable. They on the subject is that these superannuations
brought a gentleman here from Winnipeg that have been made vere made in the
who had had no previous experience in de- interest of economy. Lt bas not been
Partmental work, and put him at the head alleged tbat any of these positions tbat
of the department, and as a matter of fact, have been referred to have been filled
the Minister himself, with some assistance up to the present time, or that it is the
Other than that of his deputy, must have intention of the Government to fil] them.
Selected the victims who were to be That being so, hon. gentlemen will give the
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government the credit of having the interest
of the country at heart in making the
changes which have been spoken of. And
while discussing in a general way the
general subject of superannuation, like the
leader of the government I have no fault to
find with the manner in which the subject
bas been presented by the hon. gentleman
who made the motion nor even with a great
deal that, has been said by the senior miember
from Halifax, still we must bear this in mind,
that the present government two years ago
made some very important changes in the
Superannuation Act, changes which will bear
fruit more in the future than at the present
time. Under the law passed some two years
ago, provision was made that those cominng
into the service after a certaim time sh.,uld
pay a larger contribution to the superanna-
tion fund than those who had been previously
appointed. It was the desire of the govern-
medt to make this provision more general
than it is, but it was hold that it might
alnost be regarded as interfering witlh
vested rights, and it was thought only
proper to make it apply only to those who
enter the service after the date whiclh was
fixed in the Act. There was another pro-
vision in that Act which extended the age of
the oflicer, before a superannuation could he
applied for, from 60 to 65 years. With
these two facts in mind, that the superannu-
ations which are the subject of this particular
discussion have been made iii the interests
of economy and that the government in their
legislation of two years ago, aimed, as far as
it was possible, for them to go at that time,
at removing the large discrepancy which un-
fortunately exists between the contribution
to the superannuation fund and the amount
paid out of that fund annuallv to parties
whohave been superannuated-bearing these
facts in mind, I think hon. gentlemen will
feel that the remarks whicn have been made,
after all, did not so very much apply
government.

The motion was agreed to.

FEMALE OFFENDEIRS IN
BRUNSWICK BILL.

to the

NEW

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. WOOD moved the second
reading of Bill (C) "An Act respecting
female offenders in the Province of New
Brunswick."

He said : I do not know that it is neces-
sary for me to take up your time with a
speech in moving the second reading of this
bill. Those gentlemen in the Senate who
were here in 1891 will recognize in this bill
an almost verbatim copy of the Act which
was introduced by the hon. member from
Halifax with respect to female offenders in
the Province of Nova Scotia. I believe that
bill passed the House without any opp ,si-
tion, and I presume that, as this is precisely
similar in its provisions, and applies to the
Province of New Brunswick, it will be
regarded with equal favour by the House. I
might say, for the information of those who
were not here at that time, that the bill
provides that the

Stipendiary inagistrate, police niagistrate, or
magistrate iii snch province before whoni any
w-omnan or girl heing a Romann Catholic above the
age of sixteen is convicted of an offence against the
laws of Caniada, puinishable hy imprisohnent in a
city prison or commoni jail for the terma of two
mnonths, or for any longer time, may sentence sucli
woman or girl to inmprisonment in the G-ool Shep-
lierds Reformîatory, instead of the city prison or
commo:wn jail.

The Good Shepherds Reformatory is an
institution in St. John, under the control of
the Roman Catholic Church. The second
portion of this clause embodies the provisions
passed in 1894 amending the original Act
and providing that a judge or magistrate
may, in his discretion, substitute an extend-
ed term of imprisonnent in the reformatory,
for the term that is provided for in the Act
under which the person may be tried. The
second ciLuse provides for the removal of
anv criminal who is confined in the common
jail to the reformatory to serve out the
remainder of the unexpired tern. The
renainder of the first part of the bill simply
contains provisions for giving effect to these
two clauses. The second part of the bill
deals with persons under sixteen years of
age. These are to be sentenced to another
part of the institution, which is called the
Good Shepherds Industrial Refuge, and
the term for their imprisonment is limited
to not less than two vears and not more
than tive years. There is another provision
here that in case a municipality sends
criminals of this age, it shall not
be obligatory upon the sisters who
have charge of it to receive such per-
sons unless provision is made for their
support to the amount of $60 per annum
for each girl. This seems to be a very rea-
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Sonlable provision. As you will notice, it is charge made that there is any attempt at
required in the 11 th section that this class proselytising. The promoters of the bill
of Offenders shall be instructed in reading, appear to have no object of that kind in
'Writing and arithmetic and that they shal view, for they have themnselves inserted a
also be taught some useful trade or occupa- provision which confines the operation of the
tion. They, of course, have to be clothed bill entirely to such persons as profess the
aId fed while there, and the provision which Roman Catholie faith. I feel that the bill
18 made in this way seems to be a very is a good one and in harmony with the most
reasonable one. 1 might add, that from 'enlightened sentiment of the present day,
What information I have received with as well as with our recent legislation, and
r'egard to this feature of the bill, it is very I trust that it will receive its second reading
8eldom1 the practice that this amount is without opposition.
actually paid. These are benevolent in- I
stitutions and their object is to do good Hon. Mr. DEVER-I rise to say a kind
and reform the erring people as far as they word for this bill and for the women, or
an. They very seldom exact this fee, and ladies, who ask for it. I do not know these

it is very seldom paid. However, it is a ladies personally, but I am aware that they
a very reasonable provision, in case their came and settled at St. John sometime ago,
capabilities should be overtaxed by too and have a home there. They were poor in
iI'any cases of this kind, that they should the world's goods, as far as I can learn, and

thave power to îinsist upon the payment of the only means they had of supporting
his amount. The bill commends itself to themselves was by honest labour and what-

the favourable consideration of the House. ever charitable people chose to give them.
ne feature of the bill which strongly But let it be said to the honour of St. John

reconmends it is the fact that the institu- that both Protestants and Catholics were
tion is under the charge and superintend- equally kind to these good women, and
ence of a religious order. I am aware that more than wished them well for the noble
Sulle persons believe that these reforma- work they were engaged in. What was this
tories should be state institutions and work, hon. gentlemen ? Why it was no less
not under the control of any parti- than giving the shelter of a home, as I un-
cnlar religious body. I feel, my- derstand it, out of their scanty means to
self, that reformnatories established and fallen women, and girls, who were steeped
lUnder the control of religious sects of this in sin and avoided by people calling them-
eharacter do their work more effectually selves Christians. Yes, these self-sacrificing
than any other class of reformatories, and ladies never tired looking after the interests
this I believe has been the experience of the of these neglected street girls and women
past. Indeed, I have myself very grave till they got their confidence, and weaned

"ubts as to whether there are any. real them from their evil ways and obtained for
reforms effected amongst this class of per- them honest employment. Hon. gentlemen,
gOns which are not due either to the exer- I feel it is the duty of every one who has a
tons or. at all events, more or less to the 'spark of kindness in his soul to sympathize
tIfluence of religious orders of this charac- with the object these self-sacrificing ladies
er. Another feature of the bill which have in view, namely, the saving of poor

re sonmends it is, that there is no public unfortunates from leading vicious lives, and
70oney contributed to the support of this inducing them to change and come back to
Institution. It is purely a benevolent in-! virtuous lives once more. The bill has my
stitution and supported by the contributions hearty support. I believe that the
O. the friends of the Roman Catholic church; institution is doing a large amount of
t is therefore no tax upon the public, and i good in the city of St. John. In a large
the bill is entirely free from any objection seaport there must always be numbers
Which might otherwise be urged to it that of destitute persons who need the
PUblic money was in any way appropriated Frotection which an institution of this kind
to teach the dogmas or extendl the influence can furnish. I do not appeal to you on the
of any religious sect. Another point that I ground that this is a religious institution.

'otice has been carefully guarded by the If I had my own way I should prefer to
ofloters of the bill is that it should only have such an institution maintained by the

apply to Roman Catholics-there can be no community at large, but inasmuch as there
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is no indication at present that any -uch
institution will be founded by the whole
community, it is but right that we should
give our support to an institution of this
kind, controlled as it is by a community of
good women who are giving their whole time
and exertions to reelaiming the fallen.

The motion was agreed to
was read the second timie.

and the bill

The Senate then adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, 12th February, 1896.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES IN
NORTH-WEST.

THE

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY rose to

Ask the governmnent, how many agricultural
societies there are in the North-west territories ;
the naine and number of members of each society,
and also, the ainount of governnent noney grant
to each society?

He said,-The only reason I have for
asking this question is that I have received
letters from prominent inembers of the diff-
erent societ:es in the North-west claiming
that they did not think they had got a fair
proportion of the money voted for the socie-
ties in the North west and thought that by
asking the question in this way I would get
an official answer w'hich would not only
satisfy those who asked the question, but
others who may be interested. That is the
only object I had in view.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-In reply to the
hon. gentleman's inquirv I may say that
there are thirty-nine agricultural societies in
the North-west Territories, participating in
the government grant, the names and num-
bers of which, with amount of government

money grant paid to each society in 1895,
are as follows:-

Name of Society. °o of a und
Carrot River District............67 $142 71
Fairmede .... .... ..... 130 250 00
Central Saskatchewan ............ 88 187 44
Wapella ... .................. 151 250 00
Maple Creek .... ..... .......... 73 15 49
Calgary District.................50 106 50
Fort Saskatchewan... ........... 88 18 44
Duck Lake....................... 76 161 88
Innisfail... ..................... 74 157 62
Little Cut Arm and Qu'Appelle.... 63 134 19
Alameda....... ............... 74 157 62
Whitewood........... ........ 81 172 53
Grenfell .... ............. ,... .72 153 36
Battle River...................53 112 89
Edmonton District..............58 123 54
Gainsborough..... ............. 67 142 
Lorne........................... 82 174 66
East Moose Mountain . ......... 137 00
M acleod . .................... 97 206 61
Qu'Appelle..... ................ 117 249 21
Davisburg................ ....... 98 208 74
Moose Mountain................ 95 202 35
Moose Jaw......... ............. 68 144 84
Sheep Creek ........ 63 134 19
Indian Head .. ................ 89 189 57
North-east Assiniboia...........50 106 50
Broadview... ................. 90 191 70
Red Deer.....................76 161 88
South-east Assiniboia...........170 2M 00
Medicine Hat..... ... ......... 80 170 40
Assiniboia ... .................. 77 164 01
Sterling......................57 121 41
Lacombe......................92 195 96
Wolseley ... .. ................. 90 11 70
Yorkton .. 105 223 65
Moosomin ......... ........... 123 250 00
Pheasant Forks ................. 3 112 89
South Edmonton...............195 250 00
South Qu'Appelle.............108 230 04

86,76 23

THE CONTROLLER 0F IINLAND
REVENUE.

INQUI71Y.

Hon. Mr. MCINNES (B.C.) rose-
Tocali attention to the following telegrams whielh

appeared in the "Daily Colonist " newspaper of
Victoria, Ikitish Columbiia, purporting to have beefl
sent by the Hon. Sir Nl1tck(,nzie Bowell, andl ask
the first Nlijister if they are copies of telegrains
sent by hlmi to Jus Honour Lieuit. .t;,overnior
1)ew(hIey, the Hou. E. (4. 1>rîor, and A. Stewart
Potts, respecti vely-nainely--

(Golonii.ý;, Dec. lF)ih, 1895.)
lOT6AWA, DEC. 34th, 1895.

"LIET..CovERNoR DiEwDX.ýçy
IlKindly ascertain froin Prior if lie will accept a

Controllership wvitli a seat in the Cabinet. This
wouldl give B,'ritish Columblia a voice in the C'abinet.

(Signed) "MACKENZIE BOWELL."

IlMONTREAL, lec. 87th, 1895.
"Hon. E. G . PRioR, Victoria.

lovernor 7ewdney wires me there is a 3
understanding as to your status in the government.*
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On are Controller of Inland Revenue, Privy
Councillor, and a memuber of the Cabinet, and have
lQst as mu'îch voice in the affairs of the Dominion as

"have. I would have offere'i you nothing less.

(Signed) " MACKENZIE BOWELL."

(Colonist, Dec. 21.t, 1895.)

" OTTAw.A, I)ec. 19th, 1895.
Thanks for expression of approval by Liberal-

Onservative Association of Goverinnent's action
Sg.iving British Columbia representation in the

he inet and at the selection of Col. Prior, who iu
Past bas proved hiiself indefatigable in looking

'after the interests of his province. It was always
dV <esire that British Columbia should be so rep-

eeted, and I took the first opportunity to have
done. a

(igned) "MACKENZIE BOW ELL."

(Colonist, Dec. 24th, 1895.)

8TFNWAR-t "OTTAVA, Dec. 23rd, 1895.
ART POTTS,

"Secretary Liberal-Conservative Association,
"Victoria.

Yes Vote and voice in Cabinet and Council
:Ualwith mine. See telegran to Prior. Sur-

sed doubt exists after so muany affirmative
«rlSWers given these questions.

(Signed) "MACKENZIE BOWELL."

lie said : Before entering upon a discus-
0" of the suject now before the House, I

Wish it to be distinctly understood that it is
Ilot nMy intention to treat the subject in a
Partisan spirit, or say anything that will lead

t acrimouious debate, but with a desire
d iscuss the merits of the question in a

t oad and dispassionate manner, and I trust
e leader of the Government and all others
o Ilay take part in the dissussion will ap-

ýI!oach the subject in the same spirit. On
the 15th of December last the people of
Vitoria were first apprised of the fact that'Clonel Prior, M.P., was offered and had ac-
el.lted a subordinate position in the Ministry
fthat he had been appointed Controller of
eland Revenue and made a Privy Coun-

or. In the course of a few days, as the
e our of a controllership began to wear

, any of our most intelligent and
kPendent electors on reflection began to

l o n the oter and acceptance of a sub-

hetinate position-not a seat in the Cabi-
for which they had been asking for

,de Years, but a kind of a superior

thp1uty-ministe, ship-as a sop and insult to
e constituency and province. The conse-

ace was that the current of public opinion

began to run stronger than ever against the
Government and its candidate. Something
had to be done and at once, in order to save
the seat. The telegraphic wires were called
into reauisition and the telegranis sent, which
I have placed on the order purporting to have
been sent by the Premier to Lieutenant-
Governor Dewdney, Colonel Prior and the
Secretary of the Conservative Association
of Victoria, saying that Colonel Prior
was a Cabinet Minister and had just as much
voice and power in Dominion affairs as he
the First Minister lad. To that proposition
of the First Minister I took exception, claim-
ing then, as I claim now, that the acceptance
of a controllership under the Statute of 1887,
cap. Il. " An Act respecting the Depart-
ments of Customs and Inland Revenue," was
a bar or disqualification of such occupant
becoming a Cabinet Minister while holding
such subordinate position under the Minster
of Trade and Commerce-that making a
Controller a Cabinet Minister could not be
done without grossly violating not only the
spirit but the letter of the Act just referred
to. Notwithstanding the emphatic and prag-
matic telegrams of the Premier, which ap-
peared in the Victoria government organs, I
had no hesitation in expressing dissenting
views on this subject privately and on the
public platform, for which I was roundly
abused by the government organs and stump
orators for presuming to question the power
and authority of the Premier to do as he
pleased in all matters appertaining to his
Cabinet. Strange as it may appear to hon.
gentlemen, and perhaps to the leader of the
government hinself, I still question the
constitutionality of bis action in this par-
ticular, and i trust, before I resume my seat,
that even the leader of the House will be
convinced that my contention is strictly cor-
rect. The British constitution is exceed-
ingly elastic ; so is the Canadian constitu-
tion, but not sufficiently elastic, I contend,
to enable or justify the executive, or premier
for the time being, to over-ride or disregard
Acts of Parlianient whenever it suits their
purpose to do so. Every one who bas given
the question the slightest attention will
readily admit that all members elected to
the Commons enter that House on a perfect
equality in the eyes of the law-that hon.
gentlemen appointed members of this House
stand on a perfect equality, entitled to all
the rights and privileges of even the leader
of the government himself. If the mem bers
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of the Senate and Commons are on a perfect Controller of Inland Revenue, each of whom shah
equality in the eyes of the law, I claim that hold offce during pleasure and shah iinler the

the rinipleof quaity ii he Cbint ~general instructionis of the 'Minister of Trade andthe priniciple of equality in the Cabinet is LjConimerce, or oif the 'Minister of Finance as the
even stronger, if possible-all members o (overnor in Coucil directs bc the parliamentary
the Cabinet of necessity must have the head of the sail departments respectively.
same status or stand on the same plane. The thrd clause provides
But, lion. gentlemen, there is no necessity of
arguing this point, for the leader of the The said officers shah each receive a salary at the
government himself affirnis it in his telegram rate of five thousand dollars per annum.
to Colonel iPrior, in wvhich he says "'you are The fourth clause is as follî)ws
Controller of---» Inland Revenue, Privy Coun- erler by any Act any dut is assiged to, or
cilior and a mermiber of the Cabinet, and any ,pogner isconferse t1po1 th e Minister ofçTstoand
havejust as much voice in the affairs of the! orte mercister or Inland Revenie, suc i ty shal
Dominion as - have." Now I will refer be perforined or suci pocer shahe be exercised by

hon.centeine tothe Act creating the pos- theCottrollerof Cuistoînsor the Controller of Iblaira
hngtm R-%-ednue resrpectieell, but any duty or power as

tions of Controllers of Inland Revenue and sigucîl totheController of rCistons or theontroller
Custorns and the debate that took place in of Inland Revenue shall be perfornîed or exercised
the Comons wien that measure as befou e subjeet to the supervision ams control of the ii'

that branch of Pariafient an b see if it har ster of Trade and onmerce or of the Minister O
h Finance, as the overnor in C soucil directs.

monizes witli the. Noctrine of equality in the p
Cabinet as propounded by the Premier in Hon, entlemen will see from the first Act
his telegraîns to Colonel Prior and otherls whichi 1 have quoted, that it is distinctlY
dut ing the recent b-election i n Vieia. mentioned that the Minister of Trade and
The C irst Act to whic h desire to cal your Commerce shall be a member o the Queen's
attention is chapter 10, An At respecting sjPrivy Couneil of Canada, and tat he sha
the Departnent of Trade and Commerce, hold a portfotio with a salary of MS7,000
the irst clause of which enacts as follows: iyear. The other Act provides that the

Contromlers shawt be subordinate to and
aieretsha be a lepartuneut caPlrl ieTe inepart-

nient of Trade ami ('onîmiierce," over which the, under the jurisdiction of tne Minister of
Minister f Trae ad Coerce for the tie ITrade and Commerce, and that their depart
deing, appthited by conheission utiner Vte Great. ments are not suggestive, but are merely
Seal, sîtul preside i to fich Minister shalluyou aom merc e . b e a omemb er ae pueen s

te nonaageiest apt direction of tht departuint Pr ivy C nl Cna, ate saeltr

andi shallluold office dutring pleasure. easanlitado ceivn be'
'lh e Minister of Trade an n Commerce hold a year, they receive S,000. It may a

mneouer of the Queecus Priv-y ('outcil for Canada, con ten(led by soîne lion. gentlemen, from the
atd lis salary sha fe seven thousand dollrs per fact that eo specific provision is irade, thae

the Controllers shall not be members of the

now J turn to chapter 11, an Act res- Cabinet, therefore te Premier or the
pecting the Dapartenent of Custons and Council have the pover to cal them into the

the Department of nland Revenue, the Cabinet; but, an perfectly safe iii saving
first clause of ich is as follows htaat nis trtige or jury in Canada could pli-"

the manamen and <Ctions ao the epare any other construction on the lanuage of the

The Merine of aedCommerced hal ea00ayathyrcie8,00-tmyb

nemt of Iland Reven'se espectively shary, froCno Act ti an that tey are subordinate and inferio
andi after the conig into force of this Act or s a to the ministers, and that it was neyer ia
nuich thereof as relates to either of te sai tended thte

dopa 'tn n accordance with the provisionsathy shudenhiel
hereiiafer contained, be i er the control and parlia tr he remier or t

supetiision hf tre Minister of Trade and mnisters. The only diference that cnt 1h
Coteinerce, tr of fli Miister of Finance, as the see between thei and the ordinary depuy
Goft eruor if C incil front tine to tie directs, a t a ministers g o ry i C ou
the office f Minister of Custons and of Minister ioh c tati on rte lave of th
of Ioian Ievene sli ase to exist vl soon as in atthe e araodnteyifro
tnis Acft is mronglif into force. as espe ths I py precisely the saine position as the unde-
Departiet eof c rastons or tleieartmet of Ith - secretaries in England, and it is well- seîowP
land Revenue, as the case uaY ie. that under secretaries in Englaud are neer'

The second clause is as follows: 'members of the cabinet. It is clear, ther

ClauseG2. The Governor i Council may appoint fore, that that is the spirit and intentiso

an officer wo shae fe called the Controller of of the Acts f rom which I have quoted, bl

Customs and an officer who hall be called the in order to put it beyond a shadow Of 0
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doubt, I will read, f rom the Commons Han- That language of Sir John Macdonald
sard of 1887, the views of Sir John Mac- does not require comment. Then he goes
donald and others on the subject. The follow- on, at page 870

i i f -th d b, t th fi t di of *
the Bill, at page 190:

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell) -Perhaps the honourable
gentleman will tell us whether it is the intention
of the bill to inake one Department of Custons
and Inlanti Revenue.

SIR JOHN A MACDONALI),-I may say, in
the first place, that the bill will provide that it
shall not come in force until proclainmelit will
cone into effect by proclamation. The two le-
partients of Custons and Inland Revenue are
administrative departments muerely ; they are not
suggestive departments, and it is intended that in
due time that these two departnments shall, as it
were, be sub-departnents of the Department of
Traie and Commerce. It is also provided that the
heauls of those sub-departments shall be under-
secretaries as it were-to go in and out, but not to
be mîembers of the cabinet, and to have diminished
salaries. That is the principle of the bill.

On page 192, Sir Richard Cartwright
sayus:

If we are going to enlarge the government and
constitute a cabinet of 15I mmbers, it may be
worth the consideration of the House whether an
attempt should not be made to go back to a more
wholesomne system, diflicult as I knowv it is at this
timne.

This is an attempt to reduce the number of
cabinet mninisters, and to bring forward the young
talent of this House and enable them to acquire
training in the public service. It is of very great
importance indeed, that umen should niot at once
step at once into the more important offices of the
government, at the same time be menbers of the
cabinet, and potential in governing the political
destinies of the country and the great questions
connected with the Dominion as a whole.

And again at page 871

But the hon. gentleman mnust remember that
the minister although not a cabinet minister is, so
far as the public is concerned, a imienber of the
cabinet, and his decisions will be just as binding
as if he were a cabinet minister and called the Minis-
ter of Customs. The department vill be under his
supervision and control. The Minister of Trade
and Commerce will have the supervision of those
two departments, anid lie will have the controllers
of the two departmnents under his management.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT--Tliose gentle-
mien will be, therefore, practicailly in the position
of inferior otheers, subordinate officers, under secre-
taries, or liat you will to the Minister of Trade
and Commerce. That is the intention of the gov-
ernient, I presume?

Sir JOHN A. MA('DONALD-It is so.

On page 193, Sir John Macdonald says: Apart from tie unmistakable language

I think I would rather listen to the counsels of made use of by Sir John Macdonald, who
the hon. nember for South Oxford (Sir Richard had charge of that ineasure in the other
Cartwright). His suggestion is that the cabinet buse, i reply tr the members tr whom I
shouil be reduced, and there should he subordi- have referred, it appears to me that it would
nate officers, iembers of the overniîent, but not be absurd te say tliat a subordinate can be
inembers of the cabinet. That is exactly what
this systen is intended to introduice, anid eventually equal to the head. It is equivaient to saying
will ble brouglt into force, haviig the effect of re- that a paît is equal to the whole. Let us
ducing the îiumbîer of Cabinet ministers. suppose, by wav of illustration, that iny hon.

No language could be plainer than that, I friend the senior inember from HaUfax is
submit. Again, when the bill was before Niiter of Trade and Commerce and the
the Committee of the Whole House, Sirhontrentoei usts andetg e ron Hali iJohn macdnald at paie 86J3, saidM: a on is ian from Calgary Controller of Inland

They are net suggestive, but administrative; Revenue, and that those two genteien are
aîl, uftcr the pciicy cf tlic g>verniint, w bth re- under t oe direction an( control of the senior
spect ctler tc infernal feveruie or cssomos, m b member froin faalifax.
settî, fMe inniiisters if tUe aeads cf thaese departa

hents woll sec thag teae law is carriegl uftr. It is cf
considerable importance fbaf tie utimiber cf tUe cab- lon. Mr. PO WER-I wish they were.
Joh Ministers saioild net be increased, but by this
systein yonng ineînbers cf Parliainent-conîpara- Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.>--Perhaps they

tieyy ZgDimbr-hohv aeipcieî will be by and by. As an evidence that
positioms in Parliamoentcan abtain enfrance inoo
public life, and commnce officiai training by hli- they are not full-fledged Cabinet Ministers,
iug these offices, ant, after certain probation, if it is only necessary for me to point out that
they atssert theiseves before Pariinment, they they are not responsible to the Crown or
will, eery natnraly, e pronote , anti beuome Pariamentbut to their superir, theMinister
cabinet tministers. They will go ot wit h the
governmen , ant they will be poitical personaues of Tzade and Commerce. According to the
ansiuch as if they were inembers of the' cabinet. telegrams that I have read, and which the
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Premier admits are correct, those two gentle-
men would be taken into the cabinet and!
have an equal voice with the head of the'
department-to use the Premier's own
phrase-would have an equal voice with him
in all Dominion affairs, including the fram-
ing of fiscal and other policies. After the
policy was fixed in Council, the controllers
would retire to their respective departments
and take their orders from the senior
member f% Halifax. I am disposed to'

I may say that I am at liberty to use pr.
Bourinot's naine, and to state that he has a
most pronounced opinion on this subject,
that he looks upon it as a great wrong and
an outrage upon the constitution.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL.-Is
that his lauguage?

Hon. Mr. McINNES.-Well, no, it is
not his language but it is the purport of i>
T id i l
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think that fhose two hon. gentlemen would L ULU IIUU IL Wd5 is eadUL aiguag.
be inclined to kick, and not only kick, Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL.-
but if my hon. colleague, the senior You left that impression.
member for Halifax, were to insist upon
their obedience he would be very apt to be Hon. Mr. McINNES-I will say, hoe'
told in polite language that he might retire ever, that, from what J could gather, his
to the Torrid Zone, or that other zone views are just as pronounced as mine on the
which we are sometimes told is even hotter. subject, namely, that these controllers are

To my mind it is perfectly absurd that not entitled to be members of the gover"-
subordinates can occupy the same position ment by virtue of holding such subordinate
and use the same influence as the gentle- positions. I may also state to the House,
men under whose control they are. Now, I that this question was hefore the Commns
have given you, hon. gentlemen, what the a short time ago, and the leader of the
late Sir John Macdonald's views were and the Opposition-who, 1 think, can be considered
objects of the bill when he introduced that a very good constitutional authority-the
measure into the Commons in 1887. I desire Hon. David Mills, the Hon. Mr. Davies, alla
at this point to refer to the last work issued the Hon. Sir Richard Cartwright, all coan
by Dr. Bourinot, who is, I think, generally curred in the views which I have expressed·
acknowledged as the highest authority on Not only that, but the Minister of Justice
our constitution and on parliamentary prac- himself practically admitted the force of the
tice in Canada. On page 79 of his book he contention of the Opposition memberg.
describes the different positions held by the my memory serves me right, it is against Iho
ministers and the duties assigned to each. rules of the House to read a speech delivered,
In regard to that of trade and commerce, he especially during the saine session, in the
said : other branch of the legislature ; consequent'

The Minister of Trade and Coni merce has con ly I will not do so, but I will refer ho•
trol of all inatters relating to trade, and a geieral yentlemen to that debate. If they wish t
supervison over the custons and excise duties and s i
the oers entrusted with the admistrationhave it here under my ad
these departments. must confess that I am a little surprised

On page 81 be says, under the heading, that the bon. gentleman who leads the go
"Ministers not in the Cabinet." ernment at the present time should be tho

first to violate the statutes that I havel'sIn 1892 a step was taken in the direction of f
the English practice of having ministers with seats read, masmuch as be bas been a member
in Parliamnent but not in the cabinet. At the the Canadian Government continuous 1l
present time there is a Controller of Customs in since 1878. For many years before thi 0
charge of the Department of Customns, and a Con- change took place, he occupied the high andtroller of Inland Revenue, acting under general . p h g
instructions fron the Minister of Trade and Comn- responsible position of Miuister of Custola
inerce. These ministers go out of office when the and while I do not wish to bring a blush to bi
government, of which they forn a portion, are modestcheeks,yet,in justice to him,I takethe
defeated at a by-election or in Parlianient. The liberty of saying what I have ofien stateSolicitor-General, who is Assistant Attorney-Gen- t h
eral of Canada. has also a seat in Parliamuent and in p ivat , tbat a better departmental of1 ee
is in the saine political position as the two Con- I have never had the pleasure of coming id'o
trollers. These three mjinisters are by royal contact with in Ottawa. I say that f' eell
authority styled " The Honourable during their nd onestly, but from i he fact that the hot•
terni of office. Privy Councillors, whether in or the
out of the Cabinet, have also the right to bear this gentleman occupied that high position at
titie. time of which I am speaking, I think it is 001]
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air ad reasonable to draw this deduction,
nanely th t it was at his instigation that

te e very Acts t; at I have read were placed
n the Statute-book. He was more interested

the matter probably than any otier mem-
r Of the government, and although I have

o authority for saying bo, yet I say that the
l'atural inference to be drawn is that he was

th gentleman who made the sugge tion to

th late lamented Sir John Macdonald, then

h Premier of Canada, which resulted in
Vcng these two position!s, that of

SCtstoms and that of Inland Revenue,
into one, and a new position of

hster of Trade and Commerce created.
whether tiat deduction is correct

r ot, he certainly must have been

thare Of the spirit and intention of
ets, and m st have acquiesced in the

w8 expressed by his then leader. I
r th cou eive how it <ould be othewise,

fr the very good reason that when these
O POsitions were abolished as suggestive

be rtments and placed under parliamentary
st and a new position of Minister of Trade

ge D nerce was created, lie was the
ntIlemnan who was appointed to that posi-t1 Consequently J think that there is no

g away froin the fact that the hon.
ejan had probably more to do with

t irgnthese two Acts on the statute-books
' Perhaps the whole of the rest of the

o thnment put together; and I am sorry
th. ink that he was the first to violate, as I
th'k 1 have shown very plainly, not only
% h spirit but their letter, and that he
cln1Id have advised His Excellency the
bovernor General to break faith with
th ament, because I am fully persuaded

a unless it had been distinctly under-
d by Parliament that the controllers

,&et not be members of the Cabinet that
fo .ould never have gone through in the

In Which it became law. J think I
erfectly justified in that remark, and I

0 confess that to my mind there is only

P solution of the extraordinary course
b rsUed by the Prime Minister, when the

Yelect..th tIOln in Victoria was in progress, and

"e the internal dissensions in the Cabi-
api surrounded as he was by a gang of con-

Ot Ors-a veritable nest of hornets, that
ab&g him at every vulnerable point-he
tharbed such an amount of virulent poison
b is Imemory forsook him for the time

g, so that he did not remember that he
the person who had been principally in

strumental in placing that Act on the sta-
tute-books, and that he was not conscious of
the fact that he was advising His Excellency
the Governor General to violate the Act and
the understanding which had been arrived
at with Parliament. I say that J refuse to
believe that the hon. gentleman was wit-
tingly guilty of such action. His general
reputation and the higli and exalted posi-
tion which he holds, I believe, would pre-
clude him f rom such a step. That is the.
most charitable construction I can place
upon his action. Referring to the telegrams
themselves for a moment, the first telegram,
I find, was sent from Ottawa by the Prime
Minister to His Honour Lieutenant-Gover-
nor Dewdney. I must confess that that
struck inany of us in Victoria as rather pecu-
liar, that the telegram should have been
sent to the Lieutenant-Governor, instead of
direct to Colonel Prior. Had Colonel
Prior been a stranger, we could have
understood it, but why a second party
was necessary to have this question decided,
I must confess, appeared rather odd to the
most of us. The second telegram was sent
from Montreal on the 17th of September.
In it the Premier says :

MONTREAL, Dec. 17th, 1895.

Honourable E. G. PRioR, Victoria.

Governor Dewdney wires me there is a mis-
understanding as to your status in the govern-
ment. Yon are Controller of Inland Revenue,
Privy Councillor, and a men:ber of the Cabinet,
and have just as much voice in the affairs of the
Dominion as I have. I would have offered you
nothing less.

(Signed) MACKENZIE ROWELL.

Two days later, in reply, apparently, to
more pointed, urgent and definite messages,
the Premier telegraphed :-

OTTAWA, Dec. l9th, 1895.
Thanks for expression of approval by Liberal-

Conservative Association of Government's action
in giving British Columbia represensation in the
Cabinet, and at the selection of Col. Prior who in
the past lias proved himuself indefatigable in look-
ing after the interests of his province. It was
always iny desire that British Columbia should be
so represented, and I took the first opportunity to
have it done.

(Signed) MACKENZIE BOWELL."

What I want to direct your attention to
particularly, hon. gentlemen, is the last
part of the telegram : " It was always
my desire that British Columbia shoulI



be so represented and I took the been the custom, 1 believe, for the province
first opportunity to have it done." of Quebec to have four representatives in the
Some hon. gentlemen say "hear, hear 1 Cabinet,-and 1 wish it to be distinctlY
do not know whether the Premier's hear, understood that 1 arnot finding any faill
heir or not. wîth that policy,-yet 1 daim that there i5

nothing, other than political. expedienWYY
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I to compel or bind the governrent t

will say it now. pNserve any particular port'olio for the
prov-ince of Quebec. Take the province O

Hon. Mr. McINNES.-But I wish to Ontario, which las a population of probablY
call the attention of the hon. gentlemen to three-quartersof a million greater, and which,
a debate which took place here, I think, pays into the Dominion treasurY 0
on the 13th day of last July, when I very much larger sum than does the province
had the honour of making an appeal to the of Quebec- that province bas only thr&
Premier and to the government that the portfolios. It is true that the hon gentle
vacancy which then existed should be filled man f rom Toronto, who is a valuable and
by a British Columbian. It will be reme most important member of the governel
bered that early in July last there was a is serving ithout a portfolio; but if the
kick, that three members of the government great province of Ontario, with a very niUcb
retired, but that after an absence from the larger population, can afford at least for '
councilbeardtwoofthenreturned. Onehon. tire to du with three portfolios, I see
gentleman who bad the courage of his convic- reason in the world why the province
tions renained out. No matter how much we Quebec ought not to be sitisfied for a shO'4
may differ with his viewson the subject which time at least with three ininister
was the occasion of his resignation, we can- In fact, the portfolio which was rel'
not help but admire him for his consistency dered vacant last July was not ii114
and determination in sticking to what he until recently, and she vas a
believed was right. I then maeapebeieedwa rgh. te made a plea to thiat extent for six înonths. Now, as
that that vacant portfolio should be given have said before, I cannot see wby the hO0
to Colonel Prior or to some other gentleman gentleman who leads ibis government if lie
representing British Columbia. I was then was so desirous that British Columba '
given to understand by the first Minister have a representative in the cabinet, did
and others that that was a Quebec portfolio, not at once give that position when il b
but I observed that it remained vacant came vacant last summer to a British
until within the last three or four weeks, and lumbia representative. I may also say
I cannot understand how the hon. the tbis connection that I bave been accu5e'
Premier could say in his telegram of the more particularly since 1 came here, of
19th December last to the Conservative gratitude and inconsistency after haVîI
Association of Victoria, that " it had al ways advocated the representation of my prove
been his desire that British Columbia should ce in the cabinet for the last il years,
have representation in the cabinet and that offering opposition now that we are gettiD%
he had taken the first opportunity of it. I can only say that last summerif vh"
giving that representation." How could portfolio of Agriculture had been offered to
the hon. gentleman consistently send that one of our representatives, 1 would
telegram when the office I have refer- been the Iast man in British Columbia o
re(l t iitroAgiute, encourage opposition to a British oui$to, that of the Minister of Agriculture
had remained vacant for over six months? Cabinet minister at that paricular tioe
If it was the desire of the government of I would bave been wîlling to Jet
which he is the head, that British Columbia Prior be elected by acclamation feeling th"
should have a full-dledged member in the we would at least bave the benelt of hav1
Cabinet, why, I ask, was it that that Cabinet a full tledged Cabinet Minister for a
position was not given to one of our repre- months, but wlien this subordinate ositW
sentatives? There is nothing in the British was otlèred to a British Columbian ith"
North America Act that would warrant the few veeks or months of the terminati
government inclaiming that thjatportfolio be- the natural life of this Parliament a
longs exclusively to the province of Quebec believe also of the life of the pre
an more than to any other province. It l was governinent, I can only say that the enrlOU
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agement is very small indeed. It is my con- Cabihet was; but on the 27th of the same
vlction that British Coluimbia would not month, while the fight was still going on with

en have had a controller in the minis- greater vigourthan ever, Su Charles Hibbert
try were it not for the fact that the feeling Tupper, the ex-Minister of Justice, tele-
GUt there is running so strong, graphed to Col. Prior "l His Excellency in-
hot against our members of Par- formed me last night that he had just signed
ia lent as individuals or as citizens, the minute of Council approving of your ap-
ut against the policy of the go\ - pointimlent as a member of the Cabinet and of
uMent which they are supporting. Some the Privy Council." Notwithstanding the

th1- gentlemen may laugh, but I can assure positive statement by the Premier on the
em that I believe as firmly as I stand bere l7thDecember, theGovernor-Generalhad not

that if it had not been that the controllership until 10 days later, according to the ex-I inis-
asgive to Col. Prior, and if a great num- terof Justice,signed theappointment. Iclaim
r of the peop e had not been led to believe that the Act should be amended in order to

that we were getting a repres ýntative in the give the controllers their true po-ition. If
tbinet, Col. Prior would not ha e been they are on the same plane and have an equal
eected as one of the inembers from Victo- voice with other members of the Cabinet,

a. I think the result of the election imumediate steps should be taken to relieve
dicates that unmistakably, and this is one them from the humiliating position which
the reasons why 1 say I ought not t be they now occupy of being subordinate to the
arged with inconsistency or ingratitude control and under the supervision of another

I opposed his election. As I said minister. If we are to have fifteen ministers,
re, Col. Prior is a personal friend of mine. let the law be amended so as to make the
•Wood, the Controller of Customs, also has position clear, and to make it absolutelya a personal friend of mine for a gi eat certain that all who enter the Cabinet are on

aanly years, and he is a gentleman whom I a perfect equality, and enjoy ail the rights
n1( in the hicrhest estimation, but I say it and privileges to which their high position

1'1nproper that politica exigencies should should entitle them.
S.llowed to make these gentlemen not only

elvy Cuncillors but full members of the Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
e&inet in violation of the Act of Parliament. answered the question when the hon. gentle-

e last telegram is as follows: man gave notice of his inquiry-I told him

C OTTAWA, Dec. 23rd, 1895. that the telegrams as published were
8 TEWT POTTS, literally correct as far as I could remember.
Secretary Liberal-Conservative Association, I have very little to say in addition to that to-

Victoria. day. The hon. gentleman calls the attention
Vote and voire in Cabinet and Council of the House to telegrams which he alleges

With mine. See telegramn to Prior. Sur- appeared in the Daily Colonist newspaper
ersdoubt exists after so many attirnative purporting to have been sent by myself to

(S g e MA KENZIE BOWtEL.L. Lieutenant-Governor Dewdney. I should
like to ask the hon. gentleman before pro-

think there was every'reason why those ceeding further, why he added the words
ere familiar with the provisions of the " Lieutenant-Governor " to the telegram as

t&tute and with the discussion which took it appeared in the Colonist ? It is rather a
il when these measures were before Par- delicate thing to use the name of a Govern-

eat in 1887, should doubt the accuracy nor General or Lieutenant-Governor in con-
the statement I must confess, for one, nection with any political matter. I

a for a time believed that these tele- have before me the Colonist of Deceiber
s Were not genuine-that they had 19th, in which the telegran was published

yn tampered with in some way to suit the and the words " Lieutenant-Governor " do
fPoses of certain individuals; but we iot appear in the telegram or in the address.

p the assurance the other day from the Is the House to conclude that the hon.
'ier himself that they are correct, thus gentleman deliberately placed upon the Order

settles the point. There is another paper what purports to be a telegram as it
ther to which I wish to direct attention. appeared in a certain newspaper when it is

a the 17th December the Premier tele- ¡not the telegram as it appeared in that
raPhed to Col. Prior which his status in the j newspaper ?
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Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-My hon.
colleague to my left (Mr. Macdonald) saw
the telegram and it was read at the Conser-
vative Association meeting in the city of Vic-
toria. I may have made a mistake in mention-
ing the Colonist, but if thehon.gentleman will
take the Times and the British Pacißc news-
paper of Victoria he will find that the tele-
gram was put in both those papers as it ap-
pears in my notice. I hope the hon. gentle-
man is not disputing the fact tlat that
telegram was sent to Lieutenant-Governor
Dewdney.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
dispute the right of the hon. gentleman to
quote a telegram, as correct when it never
appeared in the Colonist as quoted.

Hon. Mr. McINNES-Is it correct?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is not the question. What I complain
of is that the hon. gentleman quotes from a
newspaper something which is not there.

Hon. Mr. McINNES-I will substitute
the Times for the Colonist.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--I
am sure the Senate must have been pleased

But is there anything in the language of th'e
Act which the hon. gentleman bas quoted,
and which he bas so often said during his
remarks bas been violated, to est iblish, even
by implication, that a controller could not
he made a member of the cabinet if the
policy of another government, under a differ-
ent head, was to make him such? Is there
anything in the languige of the Act which
deprives the crown of any of its prerogatives
or any of the authority which it held before
the passage of that measure? So far as the
formation of the government is concerned,
the prerogative of the crown is unlimited.
If my hon. friend from Prince Edward
Island (Mr. Ferguson) and my hon. friend
from Toronto (Sir Frank Smith) can occupY
seats in the cabinet with all the power and
authority which is vested in a cabinet mini-
ster, though they receive no salaries and are
not heads of departments, is there anything
in the statutes or in the constitution to show
that a gentleman who happen, to be col-
troller and who draws a smaller salary than
a minister of the crown, cannot occupy the
saine position? Until the bon. gentleman
can show that the prerogative of the croWO
is limited in the selection of advisers, lie fails
to make out his case. The subordinate char-
acter of the Controller of Inland Rev'
enue is limited to the adninistrationl

to hear the dispassionate manner in which of the affairs of his department. Wlhenl
the hon. gentleman delivered himself, he was sworn in as a member of the
more particularly his declaration that he Privy Council there was no limitation what-
was not actuated by anything like a party ever to his power as a cabinet minister,
spirit in discussing a question of this kind. If the hon. gentleman had argued that, upo
His closing remarks to-day, and more par- the face of it, there was an apparent incon-
ticularly the speeches which he made in gruity in the position held by the Controller
Victoria during the recent contest there, are of Inland Revenue, there might have beel
the best answer to the bon. gentleman's some force in his remarks. I am willing tO
statement. It is soinewhat singular that admit that, but there is this distinction to
the hon. gentleman who has been most be drawn-while he is administering the
earnestly contending for a representative of affairs of the department he does so under
British Columbia in the cabinet, should, the advice, and control, if you like, of the
upon the very first opportunity that the Minister of Trade and Commerce, but the
government have had to give that province moment he takes his seat in the Cabinet he
representation in the cabinet, try to defeat be is as free to express his opinion and to
their object. I admit that the p,>icy of Sir assist in framing the policy of the govern-
John Macdonald, when that Act was intro- ment--whether it shal be a protectif
duced-I do not know -that any member of tariff, free trade, or unrestricted recipro
the cabinet discussed the question with my city-as the Minister of Trade and Co-
late chief oftener than I did-was to place 1 merce himiîself. I freely admit that there *o-
the controllers in the same position as a second Daniel come to judgment in the
under secretaries, or parliamentary heads, exposition of Parliamentary Government i0
occupy in England, to defend the depart- the person of the hon. gentleman froin Ne
ments over whicb they preside so far Westminster; yet, be does not draw the
as the departmental work is concerned. distinction between the formation of a polif
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which should govern the country, and was a member of the cabinet. The Duke
deciding whether a man should be fined for of Norfolk to-day, who occupies the same
smIuggling, or whether an item bears a position, is not a member of the cabinet. It
eertain rate of duty. More than that, turn- illustrates what the hon. gentleman said-
11g again to .the question of subordinate and it was a true statemet-that the con-
Position, has the hon. gentleman taken the stitution of England, on which our constitu-
trouble to look at the formation of the tion is f ramed, is so elastic that you can
1ritish Cabinet? Does he not know that, so adapt it to any and all circumstances. There
far as the salaries of Cabinet Ministers is no question about that, unless there is a
are concerned, they range from £20,000 law to the contrary. The hon. gentleman
sterling a year to £2,000 sterling a shakes his wise head. I readily admit the
Yearl Does lie not know that Lord hon. gentleman's supei'ior knowledge, partic-
Salisbury, the Premier of Great Britain, ularly on constitutional law, but all he has
"Sceives a salary of £5,000 a year, while the to do is to refer not only to precedent but
lord Chancellor receives £10,000 a year, also to the formation of cabinets in Eng-
and the Viceroy of Ireland £20,000 a year ; land, and he will find that in these matters

d does he imagine that because of this there is no limit whatever to the prerogative
difference in salary they occupy diflerent of the Crown. There is no inferiority, as
Poitions in the cabinet, or that the member he attempts to establish, because Mr. Prior
Of the cabinet who receives the highest receives $5,000 a year, while other members
salary has the most influence in the formation of the cabinet receive $7,000. My hon.
I the policy of the government ? Mr. friend from Toronto (Sir Frank Smith) and
korley, when a member of the Gladstone my hon. friend from Prince Edward Island

overn ment, received a salary of £2,500. (Mr. Fergusoi) receive no salary at all. So
I one will say, who knows anything of that for as their position before the country is

entleman, that he was an inferior member concerned it is perhaps more honourable
the cabinet, or a man of inferior intellect, than that of a man who receives a salary

or that he occupied any less prominent posi- and sits at the Council board, for the reason
. on in the political world, and particularly that they are willing to give their time,

the United Kingdom, than any of his their talents and their ability in order to
Olleagues, except perhaps the Premier of assist in the governing of the country
b atday himself, Mr. Gladstone. The Vice without receiving any remuneration what-
1president of Council on Education, who ever; but at the same time they are notWas also a member of the cabinet, receives burdened with the duties of a portfolio.
0'Y £2,000 a year. The Duke of Norfolk, While J admit that the intention and the po-

' .certainly is not an inferior man in the licy of Sir John Macdonald, when he placed
Olitical world, or of the Empire, to-day, is that law on the statute book was not toa member of the cabinet, yet he is the make the controllers members of the cabi-

sOtmaaster-General, and receives a salary of net, it does not follow because a Prime Min-
,500. The Postmaster General in the ister and his government had a particular

tiadstone administration was a member of policy at one time, that therefore it becomes
the Cabinet. There is no limit whatever to like the laws of the Medes and Persians,
a Power of a Prime Minister, with the unalterable. If so, when my hon. friend
&Qthority of the Crown, to bring to his crosses the floor of the House, I hope ho

bne t whomsoever he pleases. Mr. Glad- will carry out the same principle and take
8ee had in his Cabinet but seventeen the ground that this government having

.bs: Lord Salisbury to-day has nine- placed on the statute book a certain tariff
teinembers in his cabinet. Some of the ho is not to change it. I scarcely think
cers, prominent men in England, holding that he would take that position, The hon.
0 olios, were not members of the late gentleman seems to think that because the

nahiret, but those holding precisely the same title of honourable is only retainable by a

%et is to-day are members of the cab- Controller of Customs or a Controller of
) and vice versa. The very in- Inland Revenue while he holds office, there-

of nes I have given you,-that fore that affects his position in the govern-

tf the Postmaster General illustrates ment. The hon. gentleman himself if he
In the Gladstone Government Mr. ceases to be a senator, will cease to hold the

Orley, when ho was Postmaster General, title of honourable which he now holds. I
11
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do not think that that fact interferes in the which he has made to-day when be told the
slightest degree with his independence and Senate that Dr. Bourinot had given a dis-
his right to assert his opinion in this House. tinet and positive opinion using language
From the fact that Mr. Prior bas been sometbing like this, that it was an outrage
sworn in a Privy Councillor, and the fact that on the constitution, or when be told the
he is a meniber of the cabinet, confers upon people of British Columbia, on the 26th day
him the title of honourable for life. How of December, that the reply sent bv Dr.
the bon. gentleman can say that Mr. Prior Bourinot was to the effect tbat he neyer
bas not the same right and authority in gave an opinion on the question.
the cabinet as any other member of the
Privy Council, because he is a controller, is Hon. Mr. McINNES (B. C.)-That tele
a marvel to me and is altogether beyond my gram was neyer sent to me.
comprehension. First of all the man who
takes the oath of a Privy Councillor, and Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
then is given a seat in the cabinet, no did not say it was. The bon. gentleman
matter what position he may occupy, whether did not deny it tbough, and be bad no right
it be at the head of a department or t
whether he bas no office at all, bas just cising an editorial and a telegram which ap
the saine power and authority and the saine peared in the Colonist, wbich was supporting
right to express an opinion as the man who Colonel Prior, that tbat was tbe lauguage of
is Prime Minister. If my hon. friend Dr. Bourinot. Lt can be easily verified as tO
sat at the Council board, as I have done, wbether it is true or fot. But the bon-
with the bon. gentleman from Toronto (Sir gentleman continued
Frank Smith) I think lie would find that Readiug letween the hues, it was as plain a
bon. gentleman lias opinions to express and dayliglit that if Dr. Bourinot coul have given aO
that be enforces them whenever he thinks it aWrmative auswer and had he (oue S<, it

necessary in the interests of the country to have been flashed from one end of the country tO
do so, and so it would be precisely with Mr. the other.
Prior. The bon, gentleman referred to Mr.

ourinot and used some very strong languaget a a
wbics left impressions on my motd tbat be Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

ion The onstitution, ord when heol tiheawas uotig tb laguag of r. Buri o pe bon BretieCm ba onth 26thig day

imself. Now know Mr. Bourinot toler- t th He

gaveinoin ofD.B onithe hein.1e o

ably well, and J was ratber amazed and put tinued
tbe question as to whetBer Le was quotLn
the language of Mr. Bourinot. The bon. n ote se t was. he rin.ly eledma
gentleman sent out here for a vile uand brutal purpose.
exalted opinion of the constitutional and
parliamentary knowledge of tbat gentleman. t do not know what brutality there is i

1e bad not so exalted an opinion of tbat a telegram, stating that a man neyer gave
gentleman wbenbewasaddressing theelectors an opinion upon a certain subjeet. lear
in Victoria. Ce then represented Mr. tbat to tbe hon. gentleman to explai
Bourinot as being the mere creature of the Per.aps it grated upon bis ears, ait
government. That is fot the actual !an- bis fine sensitiveness was so shocked that as

guage be used but that is tbe purport of it. could not find otber language to expre
H1e used lauguagre somnetbing like tbis-I bnnself than to caîl tbore Dtelegrams brutl'
suppose bie wial rot question the correctness and vile. Then the oon. gentleman weld
of tbe report in tbe Times, bis own news- on to say:
paper and to whiclh le called my attention e We wol ask again could ay one in th
it reports bin to bave said Maudience suppose that if Dr. Bourinot could ha e

lu that terrible editoriat heferred to was a tele- telegraphed a reply sayi:g, e o

athenquostioni asato haeeahsertheiwahe cabiiet

grain purporting to be a replv to a telegrani sent acnrlesi)adhv eti h ailt
to a gr. Bourinot .sking hum if Colonel Prior was a that it would hot have been biade the aost of bd
Cabinet Minister. That reply nerely stated that t e Coloei.s a f

he neyer gave an opinion o the subjet. The Senator imelf telegraphed toand

pleave the House to judge which state- Bourinot-at east hue says. He is i3
ment of the bon. gentleman is correct, that telegraphed on Sunday.
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lion. Sir FRANK SMITII-On Sunday! the denunciation of his character which
appears in this paper, to enable the hon.

lion. Sir MACKENZIIE BOWELL- gentleman to form a correct opinion of the
he was then acting on the principle character of Dr. Bourinot. In this same

that the end justified the means. speech of his, December 19th, they have
The Senator last Sunday had sent the follow- capitalized the following-printers will

181g question by wire to Dr. Bourinot- Can con. understand what I mean by the word
rollers occupy the dual position of controllers " capitalized "nd Cabinet Ministers. Please answer ?' Up to

the present no answer hal been received. The senator also created soine amusement by
pointing ont the vague wording of the despatch to

Then sonebody cried out " And never Colonist yesterday morning, quoting Sir lackenzie
and the hon. gentleman continued : Bowell as stating that Mr. Wood and Col. Prior

ierhaps so but the natural inference was that will be cabinet ministers.

0affimative answer could have been given it Was the hion. gentleman as disingenuous
Id have been flashe<l across the wires in a short the ion g Tean

Dr. Bourinot must be so under the contro then as he is to-day? There is nothing in

the government that hie dare not reply to a; the telegram to which lie referred which
alegran although in the past the senator had would warrant such a statement. Had that

a<ays found him one of the nhost obliging an<l language been used it would have been quiteInmo<atinIg otheiais in Ottawa. proper, because Col. Prior could not be a
lias Dr. Bourinot einerged from that I Cabinet Minister until he was sworn in, but

state of vassalage in which he existed last there was nothing in the telegram to
'ecember, so that he could have stated that indicate anything of the kind. What I

e had violated the constitution in a " vile stated was plain and distinct-the telegram
8ld brutal manner? " Any one who knows speaks for itself. The whole Grit atmos-
br, P>ourinot knows that it is a base slander phere- will not use that word-the
ula his reputation. A more independent i atmosphere of those who are opposing the

ý does not exist in Canada. I do not goverment in Victoria was shocked because
heve there is a mian who occupies the same the telegram was sent-supposing that it be

P)08ition that lie does, or any other position, correct, to Lieutenant-Governor Dewdney.
h0 is more thoroughly independent of those With whom else would the Premier of the

appointed him and of those with whom country communicate in order to obtain an
Ssurrounded, than Dr. Bourinot. If he answer upon a matter of this importance ?
an opinion on this question he would The Lieutenant-Governor is the appointee of

a t hesitate a moment to express it, and I the Dominion Cabinet, and all communica-
O'PPeal to those who have known him for a tions on public matters between the Secre-
,1b1tier of years if what I state is not tary of State or the Premier must be through

atrictly correct. Whether his opinion him, and especially on a matter of this kind
.Oiured the government of to-day or whether where it refers to the formation of the
favoured the opposition, it bas been all the goverrnment. He is not asked to interfere,

to Dr. Bourinot. It is true he gave not asked to do a single thing in the way of
tetain opinions when asked by a gentleman interfering with the election-he is simply

4et"PYing a high position in this country, in asked to inquire of Col. Prior if he would
frene to certain questions which occurred accept a certain position with a seat in the
cerning the Manitoba School question. Cabinet. What did Col. Prior answer to

weeas perfectly right in that, but he that? The answer, which the hon. gentleman
d ed the condemnation of the opposition very dexterously omitted to read, is that

be-oing so, because it did not happen to upon those terms he would accept the office.
'fl accord with their views, just as he is Is it any wonder, then, that an offer being

emned here because he very properly made of a controllership with a seat in the
ieused to answer a telegram sent to him cabinet, I should have expressed surprise

a political campaign. Where the that men were so biased and led away by a
iration came from to-day I do not know, desire to defeat a member of the cabinet,

ut inthe hon. gentleman'" estimation Dr. that I should marvel how any doubt could
tr t is to day one of the best officers in be entertained as to the intentions of the

ey country, and the hon. gentlemnan has government on that question ? The hon.
it Possible confidence in him. I am glad gentleman may hold a different opinion of

requires only two months to elapse since public men from what I do : he may think
11½
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that an offer may be made by one public 1 mon sense and judgment which he displays
man to another, or by the Premier of the on ordinary occasions. h is true that Col.
country to a representative to join his, Prior's majo? ity was largely reduced, but
cabinet, and that he really does not mean'that was for two reasons, first the persistence
what he says, that it was merely done to with which the hon. gentleman and sorie
influence, as the hon. gentleman intimated, others circulated the rumour that Col. Prior
the election which was going on. There was was not ard could fot be a cabinet minister,
no e:ection going on when I made that offer and, second, the hon. gentleman's action il,
How, then, could the telegram be intended introducing the question of the Manitobil
to influence the election? Was it at all schools. The on. gentleman in his speech
marvellous that Col. Prior's friends should the other day referred repeatedly to the
become uneasy when they heard the state- action of the government as being coerciVc
ments made by the hon. Senator and others, and as indicating a determination to interfere
that the Colonel had no riglit to a seat in with the province. 1 will quote his owil
the cabinet, and that it was neyer intended words:

onBut there is another question to be considered,
Vas there any inpropriety, under the cir- ja it is also brought before ns through the saine

cumstances, in Lieutenant-Governor Dewd- cause, that is the recision to coerce Manitoba.
ney's telegraphing to me as the head of the He woulh ask ail liberty loving subjects if theyta wouel returl a math wose views were il acordgovernment, he with the decision to coerce our sister province, the
poition of affairs was? 1 leave it to the comn- yong and prosperous province of Manitoba. i e
mon sense of this use and of the countrykiner i what the answer would be, but if we retbord

at large to reply. It was not until doubts liad a ia like Col. Prior who was in accord with th 
been thrown upon the honest intention of poliey we would be sayilg to the present Goverfl

the government that these telegrams were nent that we approve of the coercion of Manitoba

despatched. Even in the face of the me e usedmucstrongerlanguage thanthat
sages themselves, some persons had so littte which r oave quoted, and ie knows as well
fth in the truthfulness of the men at the as do how easy it is to excite passion and
head of affairs that they would not believe prejudice, but in his intense patriotism ie
that Col. Prior was a member of the gover- did not hesitate to resort to that ethod O
ment in the saie way that all other minis- argument in order to reduce Col. Prior'
ters are. Even to-day, when Col. Prior is majoi-ity. a find no fault whatever with
sitting at the council board giving advice the ion. gentleman's objections. No matte,
upon every question brouht before it- what policy a goveriment May adopt, it is
whiether it be one of trade policy or of a fast not only the right and the privilege, but ie
line, or cable, by which the different outlying ýis the duty of every public inan to object tO
portions of the empire may be connected what he considers to be wrong; but f think
with this country and with England-the he is exceeding the bounds of parliamentaY
hon. gentleman throws dout on the position usage when e questions the prerogative O
which Col. Prior holds. But that gentle the Crown to select any person whomsoeVer
man has the imprimatur of the Governor as an adviser. It is quite consistent for tle
General's sanction upon his officiai acts ; and mon. gentleman to object, for it is his pra
I may s y that the advice which Col. Prior's tice always to objet, no hnatter what the
experience enables hini to give in relation to govenment may do. ie condemns the
militia matters, which are occupying so dor not having a representative in the
muec attention at the present time, is of in- Cabinet from British Columbia, and the
es;timable value to the country. The hon. mroment one is selected lie renews his pro,
gentleman Eaims nevertheless that Col. testations. I think the difficulty is that tbe
Prior s elevation to lis present position is lion. gentleman probably considers oimsef

contrarytothelaw, butin that law fromwhich the proper person for the position; liowevet,
he read there is not to be found one single there is a difference of opinion on that POi
sentence which, gives any colour to is state- between the eon, gentleman and those WtO
ments. I advise the aon, gentleman wlen control the destinies of the country for thn
he un. gertakes in future to deal with ques- time being. t can say for Col. Prior tat
tions affecting the interests of hes province, more assiduous worker in the interests of ts
not to allow his partisanship to carry province n hat e neyer met. e devote

him away so as to deprive him of the coin- lis whole time and attention to lis hffci&
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duties and is proving himself to be much
beYond my expectations as an administrator
of a department. I can assure my hon.
friend that as a British Columbian he may
be proud of thie representative of his pro-
v1rnce in the cabinet.

. on. Mr. SCOTT.-As I cannot acquiesce
ail the arguments of the Hon. Premier, I

niay be permitted to say a word or two in
lUstification of the view which I take of
this subject, which I consider an extremely
a1lportant one. I am quite willing to concede

that it is in the prerogative of the Crown
tO select any one as an adviser, but I hold
that it is inconsistent and incongruous to
aPPoint as a member of the cabinet a
sLbordinate officer who is under the control
and Superintendence of another minister.

at is practically the position of affairs
tOday. It is unnecessary to quote any further
evideice because I think it is conceded by
the Pirst Minister that at the time the
legislation creating the controllerships was
passed it was distinctly understood by Par-
lanlent that the controllers were to occupy

8ubrdinate positions. The statute itself is
extrenely clear on that point. The Act
c2reating the Departments of Customs and
thlan Revenue sets out that it is expedient
that the customs and inland revenue shall be
Placed under the control and supervision of
t Minister of Trade and Commerce or the

nrister of Finance. The second section
olishes the offices of Minister of Customs

Minister of Inland Revenue. Now I sub-
t the common sense question whether the

ÛOernment by their action have not super-
sededthis Parliament-whether they have not
1reality created anew the offices of Ministers

Customs and Inland Revenue. If Messrs.
ýrior and Wood are equal to any other min-

ter, they must occupy offices equivalei2t to
othO Of Minister of Customs and Minister

Inland Revenue respectively-officers
,hich Parliament by the Act which I have
'ted, abolished years ago. Section four is

very distinct and positive in its terms.
controllers are to perform certain

ies and are to be subject to the supervi-
and control of the Minister of Trade

rid1Commerce. The First Minister is not
in his place, but he said in his argu-e a that they were still subject to his sup-

41 lon, in the discharge of their departmen-
4s duties. That leaves room for a very

'Ird and incongruous state of affairs. Let

us take an illustration : Suppose Col. Prior
in the discharge of his departmental duties
makes a report which must be laid before
the Minister of Trade and Commerce. If
the latter doe-s not approve of it he has the
right, under the authority of this statute, to
cantcel it. Col. Prior, however, is a member
of the cabinet and stands, we are told, on a
par with any other minister, so that he can
bring his report up in council and if council
and the premier approve, it is passed in
spite of and in opposition to the wishes
of the minister to whom he is direct-
ly subordinate. That is the conclusion
to which we are irresistibly led by the
statements of the Premier himself. The
case is perfectly plain, J think, and requires
no further enlargement. While Colonel
Prior is within the four walls of his own
office he is a subordinate; the moment he
leaves that office he becomes the equal of
any other minister. That is the effect of the
policy which has been adopted, and I must
say that I do not think that it is a wise or a
prudent one. I would further point out that
it furnishes a precedent which enables any
government to create a new department,
which is in violation of the Idependence of
Parliament Act. Under that Act authority
is given for the creation of offices such as the
president of the Privy Council, the Minister
of Finance, the Minister of Militia, and so on.
Every minister who has control of a depart-
ment holds his position under this Act, and
Parliament reserves to itself the right to
create new offices. It would be quite in
order to pass an Act of Parliament creating
any additional office ; but this has not been
done in regard to either the present Con-
trollers of Inland Revenue or of Customs. By
a mere stroke of the pen the First Minister
has practically made these gentlemen heads
of departments, for I think it cannot pos-
sibly be argued by any sensible person
that Colonel Prior occupies the dual position
of being at one hour under the control and
supervision of the MNUinister of Trade and
Commerce, making reports to him which
may be either ignored or cancelled, and at
another hour a Minister of the Crown hav-
ing a voice and vote in the council chamber.
If this House thinks that the position tiken
by the First Minister is a tenable one, all J
can say is, that they are regarding the in-
terpretation placed by him upon the Inde-
dependence of Parlianent Act in a very
tender and confiding spirit. The spirit of
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the Independence of Parliament Act is that parliament to occupy that position that he
it is the privilege of Parliament to create should go back to the people. It is a ques-
the offices which entitle the holders thereof tion the Minister of Justice hîad grave
to become mem bers of the Privy Coun, il ; doubts about, and when he had so appointed
but the government has pra -tically over- a controller the question was fully dis-
ridden that. I cannot admit, when the cussed ; and Mr. Wood-whom we know to
Controllers of Inland Revenue and Cus- i be a lawyer of no nean standing-was of the
toms are declared to be on a par with other opinion that there was no necessity to go
members of the cabinet that they can be back to the people, and that it would not
any longer subrdinate officers. I cannot be an infringeinent of the Independence of
conceive how a inan can be at one time a Parliai ent Act. But Sir John Mac-
subordinate of a cabinet, officer and at
an ther time his equal; and I do not think
that the Premier will find any precedent in
the British cabinet for such a state of affairs.
The Duke of Norfolk, who is the Post-
niaster General, is not a member of the
Cabinet and there are various other offices
of the same class. The question of salary is
not one which can be taken into consider
ation, for it really lias nothing to do with
the natter. That bas nothing to do with
the question. What J feel is that precedents
of this kind would justify any government
bereafter in practically creating an office in
violation of the Act of Parliament, and I
think it will be very nuch better if an Act
of Parlianent should confirm them in their
position rather than that any doubt should
exist on the subject.

Hon. Mr. DEBOURCHERVILLE-
Was not it decided some time ago that the
Solicitor General was a nemb r ef the
cabinet?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes ; lie was in the cabinet also.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not reinember;
I do not think there was any atatute defin-
ing that in the discharge of his duties he
wis to be in any way subordinate to the
Attorney General, though naturally one
would suppose he would be.

Hi M.. XI A (KENZIEf1l' P(-Y7 V T T

donald, although of that opinion, thought
that for fear doubt should exist be
should go back to the people, and that after
going back to the people who hiad approved
of the appointment to the office, therecertain-
ly could be no infringement of the Independ-
ence of Parliament Act by calling him tO
the Council.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is a clause
which perhaps escaped my hon. friend's
attention, whicl b ars directly on the point.
Sec. 7, of the Act respecting the Depart-
ment of Customs and Inland Revenue,
reads:-

Whenever any person who holds the office of
Controller of ('ustoms or Controller of Inlall
Revenue and is at the sane time a member of the
House of commons, resignis his office, anîd w ithlin
one month after his resignation itecepts anv of the
offices miientioned iii subsection 3, if section 9, Of
the Act respecting the Senate and House of Come-
mons, and becomes a Minister of the Crown, and a
niember of the Queen s Privy (onicil of Canada, or.
having so resigned, accepts any office created by
this Act," &c.

Subsection 3, of section 9, relates to the
creation of the office of Ministe'r of Militia,
and so on. And under this clause he could
have accepted one of these offices withot
guing back to the people w ithin one month;
but he lias not accepted one of those offices,
he has continu-d in his own office, which il,
my judgment is a sub >rdinate one, and has
becone a Cabinet Minister.

on rl - n .
the sane way, every Cabinet Minister is, Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
subordinate to the liead, because the head The fact of becoming a Cabinet Minister
bas the power to say he nust go or remain; does not imply that lie should go to the
but I cannot ste how the appointing of a people. It is only when he is appointed tO
controller to the cabinet could be in any an office where he accepts an emolument.
way an infringentent of the Independence
of Parlianent Act. It is a grave question Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think there was a1
whether, the office of controller having error in drawing up the statute, because I
been created by statute, it is necessary find a different position prevails with refer-
even in the appointment of a m-mber of ence to the Solicitor General.
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Ron. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- in subsequent years there were long dis-
And yet he went back to the people. cussions on inquiries couched in the same

general way as the inquiry made by the
lon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I desire to hon. gentleman; and I think I will be borne

say a word or two in reply to the remarks out by the older members of the Senate when
of the First Minister. I say that in nearly every case the member

of the Senate who introduced the matter
lion. Sir MACKENZIE B 9 WELL-I was allowed to close. It has not been the

should like to know if this debate is to be practice to enforce these rules rigidly. The
continued. I rise to a point of order, not to practice is uniform in that respect, and I do
Object to the hon. gentleman's reply so much not think we are so very busy now that we
as tO have it understood in the future. The should enforce rules which it bas not been
rule is that the mover of a substantive the practice of the House to enforce in theresolution has a right to reply, but bas a past.
8enator the right to reply if he merely puts
a question or cails the attention of the! Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
ýenate to any subject 1 Because if he has That is not the question.
We could go on indefinitely in the discus- The SPEAKER-Rule 21 reads:h n of any question. If the hon. gentleman
as a right to reply to me, I should fancy I No Senator may speak twice to a question before

have a right to reply to him. the Senate ; except in explanation or reply, where
lie has made a substantive motion.

lion. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-If there is Hon. Mr. POWER--Then I move that
othing, before the House, I move that the the House do now adjourn.

o(us9e do now adjourn and that affords me
an1 OPportunity which the premier cannot Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I have

eny. If he is afraid of anything I have already moved that the House adjourn.

ay in reply to him, I certainly think* IHon. Mr. AIKINS--I rise to a point of
thise an opportunity, and every member in order The hon. gentleman

louse has an opportunity of speakingy ba spke,
0n the has an pormy of speig do not think he can move the adjournment
by .general poly of the government of the House to enable him to speak again,Ynloving the adjournment of the bouse. but any other member of the House can do it.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-As a point
se to another point of order. The hon. of order has been raised, I will refer hon.

gentleman bas no right to make any motion gentlemen, in justification of my motion to
n4r'til the point of order that I have raised is adjourn, to the Senate debates of last year,ecided. If the Speaker decides that he has page 355. The hon. gentleman f rom Rich-
right to speak, then there is o necessity mond,for , an ex-speaker of this Huse, anda

o it. But if the Speaker decides that he gentleman who is looked upon as one of thebas not, then he can move the adjournment, best parliamentarians in the Senate, hadbnot before. been speaking for some time when a point
lion. Mr. POWER-As to the question of of order was raised and he himself moved

I do not pretend to say that, strictly the adjourninent of the debate and proceeded

sPeaking, it is not well taken ; but I wish with his speech.

sPeak of the practice of the House; it has Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
riot been the practice of the House. While he was speaking ?

en. Sir MACKENZIE BOWE LL--No, Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-My hon.
bave been running riot for a long time. friend on my right, the senior member for

Halifax, questioned his right to move the
on.Mr.McINNES(B.C.)-Sincethebon. adjournment of the House; and stated that

gentleman became Prime Minister. some other bon. gentleman ought to do it.
The lion. member for Richmond replied:

o M POWER-My memory of the Then I move that the House do now adjourn. I
e of proceeding in the House goes back make this motion for the purpose of reading the

a far as the year 1877. In that session and statement.
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Hon. Mr. POW ER-Can the hon. gentleman
move the adjournnent of the House and then
speak ?

Hon. Mr. MILLER--Of course I can; it is a very
strange thing that the hon. gentleman does not
know it.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It is the first time I have
seen it done. The usual way if to get some friend
to move the adjournient.

Now there is a precedent established, as
I said before, by a gentleman who is
generally recognized as the best parliamen.
tary authority, or one of the best, in this
House. I must confess that I am very
much surprised that the leader of the
government, after the pleasant discussion
we have had here this afternoon, should
deny me the privilege of saying a few words
in reply. I would only occupy two or three
minutes. However, J must say this, that if
that rule and other rules are to he rigidly
enforced, J shall govern myself accordingly.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is right.

Hon. Mr. McINNES(B. C.)-I do notuseit
as a threat, but as a member of this House I
shall invoke every parliamentary rule which
will enable me to speak as often as I please.
It is unfortunate that the leader of the
House should object to a few words in ex-
planation, and only explanation.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is not the point of order.

Hon. Mr. McINNES(B.C.)-Iam inorder.
All I want to say is this-

Several Hon. MEMBERS-Order, order,
order !

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-That my
-pinion of Dr. Bourinot is the same now as
it was then and since-

Several Hon. MEMBERS-Order, or-
der, order!

Hon Mr. McIN NES (B. C.)-You may cry
"order" as muchasyou please, but I am speak-
ing and I am quite in order in reviewing the
whole course of the government if J choose.
J am now speaking on the motion to adjourn
the Bouse. I can discuss any question, if I
see fit to do so, no matter what the majority
against me is-

Hon. MEMBERS-Order, order!

Hon. Mr. McINNES(B.C.)-I aminorder.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
You are not in order.

Hon. Mr. McINNES(B.C.)- aminorder.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The question is as to whether the bon. gen-
tleman had the right to move the adjourn-
ment. As soon as that point is decided, we
will have great pleasure in listening to the
hon. gentleman, but he does not know
when he is in order.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-The hon.
gentleman has no right to bring up a matter
of this kind.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes, J have, the Speaker bas decided the
point.

The SPEAKER-I believe I have de-
cided the question : I have read the rule
which applies to this very case. No hon.
inember bas a right to speak twice, not even
to move the adjournment of the House.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-That is not
the question before the House.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes, it is.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-There is no par-
allel between this case and the case cited
by the hon. member from British Col-
umbia. The Hon. Mr. Miller had the
floor in the case referred to, and was
speaking and could consequently move
the adjournment, but the hon. gentle-
man cannot move the adjoumrnment, for the
plain reason that he cannot rise a second
time to speak. Of course, if he cannot rise
to speak, he cannot move the adjournment.
That is the rule in all assemblies, that you
cannot rise in your place to speak after you
have once spoken; consequently you must
not move the adjournment, but you may
ask your neighbour to do it. The bon.
gentleman from Richmond had the floor
himself ; he did not take the floor a second
time when lie said: " I move the adjourn-
ment." He did not speak twice: the hon.
gentleman from Victoria lias spoken once on
the question, and according to the rules he
cannot rise again in his seat to speak, and
consequently, cannot say, "I move the ad-
journment of the House."
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non. Mr. DEVER-Further than that,
think the hon. Mr. Miller's remarks were

an4PIly those of a private member, he was
ot Speaking f rom the chair, and therefore

h'8 remarks would have no more weight
than the remarks of any bon. member. I
Wish to point out also that the custom of
the Hlouse, under rule 21, has been just as
the Speaker decided. A gentleman might

e after makin a speech and make an ex-
Plnation-merely an explanation- but he

ai8t not make a new speech. That bas
n the practice of the House.

11u. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The louse will remember the very kind
e ggestion which the leader of the opposition
thUe made when I had an affection in my
thrOat. He sutgested that I should move

e adjournmnent of the House. I did so
"hile speaking, though I had not completed

speech. It was the same in Mr. Miller's
epeech.

The SPEAKER-I can cite the rule here
rror1 the Parliamentary Practice:

al Pon the same ground a member who has
poeI dspoken nay rise and speak again upon a

air of order or privilege, but a ineinber who has
r'aeady spoken to a question nay not rise again to
1ve an amendient or the adjournment of the
1Pk "eor any similar motion, though he rnay
e bto these questions when proposed by anotheribe r.

non. Mr. POWER-In order to relieve
hos Strain, I move the adjournment of the-
nruse.

10. Sir FR.ANK SMITH.-Since the
SndjOurrment is m ved for you, you may now

ý1peek.

o. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I want one
t to apply to every member of this House.
thnk it was last year that the hon. Premier,wiig to an affection of the throat,

e the adjournment of the House.

Othhon. member from Richmond, on
ae.fr occasion, did the same thing
to rpeaking for some time. Now I want
akOeW if those are precedents. Can it be

t4r fromn this out as an established fact
tijý a gentleman, after speaking for some
th e, can move the adjournment, or after
" sulbject which bas been discussed has
k 0 1 diposed of, and nothing is before the

se, can the member who brought up that

subject move the adjournment of the House ?
However, no matter what the decision is, I
merely wanted to say, when the hon.
Premier raised this point, that my views
now are precisely the sane as they were
several months ago with regard to Dr.
Bourinot. As I stated, and as the hon.
Premier has read from the Victoria papers,
Dr. Bourinot is a gentleman for whom I
have the highest regard.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
You did not seem to think so then.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I thought so
then, I think so still. I did think it a little
strange that lie did not answer the telegram I
sent him. I did think it was rather strange
that he did notacknowledge the receiptof it, if
lie was not at liberty to offer an opinion on
the constitutionality of the question that I
propounded. The views which I expressed this
afternoon, although not in the same language
made use of by Dr. Bourinot, are the views
that he holds to-day or did hold a few days
ago, that it was not in accordance with the
statute, and not in accordance with the con-
stitution to bring those two subordinate
officers into the cabinet. That is all I want
to say on that subject. With reference to
Lieutenant-Governor Dewdney, I made use
of his names several times, but I do not
think any hon. member here can accuse nie
of referring to him in anything like a disres-
pectful manner, or attributing to him any
impure or improper motives. I merely stated
the fact that it occurred to a great number of
usas rather strange that the Prime Minister,
who had been associated with Colonel Prior
for a great number of years in the other
House, and intimately acquainted with him
since the Premier became a member of this
House, should have asked through a second
party, the Lieutenant Governor, whether he
would accept a position in the cabinet or
not. That is the only thing I said. It was
rather a puzzler to us. I did not throw any
reflection upon the leader of the government
for doing it, nor upon Lieutenant-Governor
Dewdney for replying and making the in-
quiries he did on behalf of Colonel Prior.
Now, as far as the majority is concerned,
and the position I take on the school ques-
tion, the honourable leader of the House is
strictly correct in what be bas read from the
newspapers. I did make use of that langu-
age, and I intend to make use of it. It was
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owing to the fact that a vacancy occurred Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-J wish
that the Premier was enabled to offer a con- to say a word or two before the debate
trollership to Colonel Prior, after the closes. The hon. Premier has stated the
hon. gentleman could no longer, with case so clearly and strongly that further re-
any degree of consistency or respect, marks are unnecessary, but the last few
withold that office. That was one of the words of the hon. gentleman from Victoria
reasons why the people, the independent oblige me to make a short statement. The
electors of Victoria, looked upon it as a sop government did not expect that the calling
and an insult. I assure the hon. gentleman of Col. to t iI
that they felt it keenly, and feel it keenly, received with pleasure by the Liberal partY
and that the vast majority of the people of in Victoria. We neyer dreamt of anything
that province, and the whole of the North- of the kind. It is a great satisfaction to the
west, will never submit quietly to anything'majorîtv of the people in British Columbie
that can be construed into the coercion of a that Col. Prior ha been called to the
sister province. That is the universal feel- cabinet, and that the goverurnent have
ing, and it will crop out and make itself felt recognized the righit of British Columbia to
on every proper occasion. a do not wish representation in the cabinet. Not only
the hon. gentleman who leads the govern- was the news well received in Victoria, but
ment in this Huse to be under any otherdeputations came from the mainland to col
impression. That is a fixed and settledgratulate Col. Pior and the Conservative
principle inthevest. Thepeopte outthereparty on hps being callyd to the Cabinet.
as a rule-and the hon. gentleman himself The Premier Ist year did not i ake aly
must know it-ct and think for themselves, promise at ail. In fact, ie gave u no hope
and anything in the shape of coercion will whatever, and now that he bas donc this
not be tolerated by them. i a now doe. against the opinion expressed then, it adds

g aiuch more weight to it, and gives tuch
on.very roper ccon.- ws onto more satiaction. J think we have not tO

ask where those gentlemen were froer- wat news il rcs in Vicord t

ment in this Huse to beunde any othe dpt tion aenro the mainlabeynd t on

those independent people. la as it stands. Intentions are of no use
prinpl i the CKENZIE we po e whatever. Af ter you have intentions crysta

Non. Sir a CKNI.O E lized into an Act of parliament, what be-

cornes of the intentions? They are no lnger
Hon. Mr. McI NNES (B. C.>-Yes ;,of any use. We look to nothing more or le-',

quite a number of the f rom Nova Sctia, than the Act o parliament pure and simple,
and f rom ail the maritime provinces, from and there is no hon. gentleman in this Hou86

the province of Quebec, am fnro the g- who has taken the opponitio side of this
pire province of Ontario. They have cmi- q1 uestion to wiyshf and the Premier th
grated from those provinces. ot is oaly will contend for one moment thae
those that have independence, asd can the Act of parliament establishes a Y
reason and think and act for them- disability on a menber being caled
selves as a general thing, who find their way to the cabinet. t merely points Ole
to that distant province, and 1 can assure the what the controllers are. t does not saY
thon. gentlean that they are not a people that they sha e o iot be members of thi
to be dictated to or harshily dealt with. cabinet. That is quite clear. Whate vet
They are amenable to reason ; they are the intentions were in that case, they
among the most intelligent, if I do say entirely fa l to the ground. We just look t

it myself, people of this Dominion. the, Act pure and simple. We stand ubpiO'
strong grounds. Col. Prior is a member O

Hon. Sir FRANK SMThf-Nobody is the cabinet and has been sworn in, and
disputing that. people are satisfied.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B. C.)-No morel Hon. Mr. POWERWith the pernh
law-abiding citizens can le found in this sion of the iouse c ask leave to withde

country, yet at the saine time they are the my motion to adjourn.
last people in the world that can with im-
punity be forced into doing anything against Hon. Sir PMACKENZIE BO WELLr
their will. R wish to compliment my hon. friend who the
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oved the adjournment of the House on the adjourned until Tuesday the 25th inst., at
knOMwledge which he has of the rules and eight p.m.
Orders which govern this deliberative body.
They seem to be on a par with his know- Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-Will that
ledge of constitutional law. not interfere more or less with the consider-

The ation of the report of the Committee onThe Senate then adjourned. Contingencies which is fixed for that day ?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIEBOWELL-The
THE SENATE. SeQ&te will meet at eight o'clock in the

evenling and we can take up the ordinary
Ottawa, Thursday, February 13th, 1896. business and proceed with it. If the House

think it advisable to postpone any of the
TUE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three business until the next day, that course can

Oloek. be followed.

Prayers and routine proceedings. Hon. Mr. POWER-The Bouse under-

LOAN COMPANIES BILL. stood, when the chairman of the Committee
on Contingencies made his report, that it

THIRD READING. was to be considered on the second day of
Hon. Mr. MILLER, from the Committee the meeting and not taken up in the evening.

Banking and Commerce, reported Bill There ought to be an understanding that it
"An Act respecting Loan Companies will stand over until the following day.

încorporated by special Act of the Dominion
anadla," withamendments. Hesaid :- Hon. Mr. ALMON-I should be veryTe amlendments have been made at the re- sorry indeed if the consideration of the

est of outside parties-parties not inter- report should be hurried through the House
eted in the promotion of the bill-and have at an evening session. There is a great dealeen acquiesced in by the promoter. The to be discussed about the report itself, and
effeet of them i- to render the operation of also the indelicate way in which some of the
the Act more unif rm and to include other resuits were reached. (Cries of order). I
eOal conipanies which would be otherwise may have been misinformed on the subject
Outside of its operation. The committee if so, I shall be ready to apologize for what I
teepted the amendments and Pave reported have said, but if what I have heard be true,e bill unanimously to the House. In they should not discuss the report until the

Rsequence of the long adjournment about day after the meeting.tk place, I see no objection, as chairman
f the committee, to the adoption of the Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I

d'nrl'Ments now, and even the third reading
the biln "nd do not think there can be any objection to

leave it until Wednesday ; in fact, if the
"on. Mr. AIKINS noved that the amend- Senate will consent, consideration of the

tnerts be adopted. report can be fixed for Wednesday.

th he motion was agreed to and the bill was Hon. M. McKAY-Te cairuan
ten1 read the third time and passed under a .Hn r cA -h himni
sPension of the rules. quite willing to have it fixed for Wednesday,

,but the report is no - in the hands of the
BILL INTRODUCED. House.

ea eii (D) " An Act for the relief of James Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
r "on '-(Hon. Mr. Clemow). With the understanding that the repor t of

AN ADJOURNMENT. the Committee on Contingencies will not be
taken up until the 26th, I ask that my

MOTION. motion be adopted.

thn.Sir MACKENZIE BOWELLmoved
at when the House adjourn to-day it stand The motion was agreed to.



FEMALE OFFENDERS IN NEW principle and you remove every guaranteO
BRUNSWICK BILL. for the punishment of crime. This bil 15 a

INibel upon the peope to whom belong-nY
IN COMITTEE.co-religionists. I defy the hon. gentlemanl

The House resolved itself into a Com- who bas charge of this bil to show me 01
mittee of the Whole on Bill (C) " An Act the records of New Brunswick five crimes
respecting female offenders in the Province against the people who are thus libelled bY
of New Brunswick." this bil and whom we are asked to protect.

(In the Committee).twenty-six years have been practicing
law, and yet there are not on record fvO

On the preamble, crirninais that this bi l is desained to protect.
The Roman Catholics of New Brunswick

on. iMr. ADAMS said :I think it want no such protection as this. If any by
would be weli for us to look carefully at this them commit an offence, et them e
legisFation. As a matter of fact, I have been punished as other people are; we want nO
absent f rom the bouse for sole time and special favours. Let them co e within the
this is the first opportunity that I have had criminai jurisdiction of this country, which iS
to examine the bil. is a matter for the law of the land, and stav there, and be
serious consideration whether we shoucd take punished and submit to punishment. p roet
fro the judiciary of this country the power not acquainted yet with the procedure Of this
to impose legal sentence upon any person great chamber, but I should like to know if
and transfer it to another authority not it is not possible to remove this bih in sbule
authorized by the Crown. have given the way to a select committee. ; do not wan4n
bise only a teHporary glance, and 1 think it as a Roman Catholic, to admit the princip
is a measure that is not required. There has of this buri, because if it is good for us it 1
been no demand for it f rom the province of good for ail classes and creeds and it shoubd
New Brunswick as far as I know, and it be mado general. arm not going to stand
should not pass. Why should a police here in the Senate of Canada, the great
magstrate be erpowered either to increase chamber of the world, the thatre of
or to lessen the sentence of a prisoner who thought, and to say that my first vote will
has been found guilty It is a new theory be given for the purpose of sectionalism-e
and practice of law whi is submitted for that I shal ask for my people a special
our approva. Why shoud we take away privilege as against others. If the bic is
from the judge the functions of his office ? good for us, then by any principle that cau
Sitting on the bench hearing the testimony, mo e a man and touch his soul and inove hi
he watches the witnesses as they appear heart, it should be made universal; oth r
before him, and the jury having heard wise it is not good. Therefore, without
the evidence pronounce upon the guilt further remark, I ask if there is nooway
of the accused person; why should we pass which this bill can be referred to a specil
a bill decaring that the person a convicted cornmittee where we can get together al-
under these circumstances shahl ho sent to a if it be found good, we can make it univerS»1

particular institution? I say it is wrong in in its application. As a Canadian, I reflS8

law, and a wrong against the Crown. I came to give my imprimatur to legisation b
into this chamber a few minutes ago with-, which a crirninal can be moved to a special
out the slightest knowledge that this logis- i institution by virtue of a police magistrate'o
lation was to be considered. I say it is a judgment. I an not going to vote for
ineasuro which is not calcuated to be favour- measurby which a police magistrate of th 
able to the commonwealth, or to carry into city of St. John can by bis judgment 
offect the principles of what we cail the crease or reduce the limit of imprisonment,
Crirninal Code of Canada. No class of
offenders should bw relieved fror the penalty bon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)Th
of crime because of their cpeed. No person hon. gentleman from New Brunswick is

convicted of crime stould be punished by famiiar with the rules of the bouse, and be
virtue of any othor authority than that of wish s to know whether this Diil can bo te
the state. Once a porson is decarod a moved fro a comittee of the whoie tO 0
criminal, he must b punished by virtue of select comitteo. I suppose that it car, 1,
tho criniingl law. Once depart from that done by moving that the committee ris an
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report, and then another motion can be
rriade referring the report to a select coin-
4iuttee. I agree with a great deal of what
the hon. gentleman has said-that no private
society should be allowed to ask for legisla-
t'on of this kind. The punishment provided
!or in this bill really does not amount to
'prisonnent at all. If the provincial gov-
erneaent were to ask•for legislation of this
kiid, it would be right and fair, and it
should be applied to all religious denomina-
tins, but it is not proper that any private
SôCiety should be allowed to ask for legisla-

ol of this character. A bill, similar to
s8, from Nova Scotia, was before us some

years ago, and I took exception to it at that
trIe. The bill should provide for the in-
%Peetion of these institutions. I would not
trust any society with the control of the
liifortunate class to which it applies, unless
there was careful and scrupulous inspection
PeiOdically.

• 1on. Mr. WOOD-I would have no ob-
Iection to referring the bill to a select coin-
'ttee, if I thought that any good could

'eult therefrom. The bill, as I remarked
at the second reading, is copied almost

r'batim from the measure passed in this
"Ouse in 1891 relating to Nova Scotiq. I
lnderstood that the principle of the bill was
dopted at the second reading, and I cannot
e w'ehat benefit is to be derived from refer-

rlilg it now to a select committee. The
IoIt which the hon. gentleman seemed to
raise was that this bill gave the magistrate
POWer to extend the period of imprisonment
4Yond the time fixed by the court; that can

discussed when we come to that clause of
the bill and I suppose can be discussed as
D'ofitably in committee of the whole as in
4 select committee. With reference to the
Objection raised by the hon. member from
yetori, he will find that there is a clause
1 this bill which provides for the inspection
0 this institution.

hOn. M[r. BOULTON-I do not think
th8' the last speaker bas stated the principal
objection of the hon. gentleman from North-

terland" in saying that it is with regard
P ower of the magistrate. The objec-

tion' which I understood him to raise was
at exceptional privileges should be granted

Particular sect, or a particular private
14titution, on behalf of criminals disposed

by the magistrates of the country. That

is the position which he assumed. It is a
position in which I cordially agree. If
a law is good for one it is good for all. It
is a reasonable question that the hon. gen-
tleman has raised how far a duty that devol-
ves upon the state should be consigned to
a private institution under special legisla-
tion such as is now before us. A Pro-
testant, like myself, hesitates about taking
such a position lest he should offend the sus-
ceptibilities of his fellow countrymen of
another religion. But the objection, coming
as it does from the bon. gentleman, is well
taken. All those lines of distinction should
disappear as far as possible between Catholics
and Protestants, and we should avoid
bringing denominational or religious matters
into the discussion of any of these questions.
The sooner w3 educate our people and
our statesmen to take that position,
the sooner will we have a happier, a
better governed, and a more prosperous
country. Those are the views that I hold.
I am pleased to be able to congratulate the
hon. member from Northumberland on
having made his appearance on the floor of
the Senate. He is a young man, and I hope
he will become an ornament to this cham-
ber and of great assistance in the future
legislation of this country. It is here where
deliberate thought is exercised, where we
can deliberate on those questions without
the fear of having to go to the country and
be punished perhaps for having aroused the
prejudices of any particular class in the
constituency to which we have to appeal;
and, therefore, a greater responsibility rests
upon us to deal with those questions in a
thoughtful manner. The hon. gentleman
who has charge of this bill should allow it
to go before a special committee, if only
as a matter of courtesy to the hon. gentle-
man who requests it and who has been
absent fighting the battles of his party in
New Brunswick. I think the hon. gentle-
man from Westmorland might very properly
give his consent to delay this legislation till
after the adjournment.

Hon. Mr. McDONALD (P.E.I.)-I do
not agree with the view taken by the bon.
member for Northumberland, of the pro-
visions of this bill. In looking over the
measure when first submitted to us, I thought
it was legislation in a good and proper direc.
tion. I know I should be very desirous to
see such a law enforced in my own province,
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so that any court could sentence a prisoner hinself. He must know, further, that the
to a reformatory institution, instead of province of New Brunswick requires such a
the common jail, to herd with the lowest measure as this. I do not see how any onie
criminals of the land, when, perhaps, the representing that province, can oppose
offence was of a trivial character. this bill, knowing the number of unfor-

tunate children, as you may call themu,

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Make it general, and women who are liable to misfortune
then. there. They should have some asyluin

where they can be taken from the streets aid
Hon. Mr. McDONALD (P.E.I.)-If the protected, and that is the onlv object in view

bill results in sending criminals of that in presenting this bill. It is not a denoni-
character to a reformatory instead of a jail, national measure at all, nor has it originated
which is the object of the measure, I think in any sectarian feeling. It is introduced
it must be a good measure. As to the because there is a need for something of the
provisions of the bill, they are very kind. The institution to which the bill
judicious and in the proper direction. The refers is the only one in St. John where
question bas been raised as to the inspection there is accommodation for taking charge of
of institutions of this kind. That is provid- female offenders to reform thei. I believc
ed for in the bill, as one of the clauses of the. that the promoter of thi- bill is actuated
bill provides for inspection by the govern- solely by a de ire to benefit the whole cofti
ment and by the authorities ofthe city of munity. At the second reading of ti.e bill
St. John, if they send prisoners to the insti- I expressed my regret that the institution
tution. The magistrate or the justice of the was not one which would receive offenders
peace who sentences the prisoners can send of all creeds, but we cannot have such an

them to the reformatory, and it is not taking institution yet. The day miy come when
power away from them. It is nerely giving we can, but until then we should give en-
them authority to send the prisoners under couragement and assistance to the deserving
sentence to a reformatory institution instead institution to which this bill relates. A bill
of sending them to the common jail. precisely similar to this, applying to Nova
Similar iegislation has already been enacted Scotia, met the approval of this House and
in some of the other provinces, and I feel I think this one also should pass.
that it is a step in the right direction to
extend it further. I repeat I should like Hon. Mr. POIRIER-I rise to a point of
to see the same legislation applied to the order. Rule 76 reads as follows:
province which I representas well as to
others. - No arguments are adnitted against the principle

Hon. Mr. DEVER-I have no particular
interest in the bill, but I had the honour of
seconding the motion for its second reading.
I am not a legal gentleman, and, therefore,
I cannot explain the features of the bill, but
it strikes me that the hon. gentleman who
opposes the bill and complains that he has
not had an opportunity to see it, because he
only came into the chamber a few minutes
ago, should remember that it is not our
fault. If he thought proper to look after
his own interests or after local elections, and
neglect his duty here, he has no right to

offer opposition to the bill on that ground.

If there are any legal objections to the

measure, I fancy the lawyers here, as it goes
through conmittee, will remove them, and
in that way we will get the bill through,
with the assistance of the hon. gentleman

of a bill on a C,-ommi-ittee of the Whole.

The principle of the bill may be debated
at the second reading, or possibly at the
third reading, but our rules forbid such a
discussion in Committee of the Whole.

The CHAIRMAN-It appears tome that
the point of order is well taken and we shoul
have no argument on the principle of the
bil.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I do not object
to the bill at all, but as a matter of courteSY
to the hon. gentleman, frorm Nort humberland
who bas only recently come into this House,
we should postpone the further consideration
of the bill until after the adjour nment.
hope the promoter of the bill will acquiesce
in the proposition.
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lion. Mr. WOOD- would have no
?bjection at ail if we could take up the bill
1a day or two, but the Senate will not meet
again until next Tuesday week.

lon. Mr. MILLER-You will have
Plenity of time.

lon. Mr. WOOD-If there is a general
desire for time to discuss the bill, I have no
objection at aIl, and I therefore move that
the committee rise and report progress and
kak leave to sit again.

lion. Mr. POWER-I am glad to see
that the hon. mover of the bill proposes to
allOw the cominittee to rise, although
8trictly speaking he would be within his
right if he insisted upon the bill proceeding.
Por the information of the hon. member
fromn Northumberland, I may say that the
details of this bill have been very carefully
considered. A bill somewhat similar to this
'e18 introduced into this chamber when the
ate Sir John Abbott was premier, and it

be remembered that it was opposed in
eertain particulars by the hon. gentlemen

Victoria who has to-day spoken against
t bill, and that the leader of the House

fit that day devoted a great deal of attention
to the measure. The bill was referred to
the Department of Justice and was carefully
eoridered there, and the measure which is
101e law was very carefully considered,
regard having been had to al] the circum-
stan"Ces of the case and to the objections
Which had been made. I do not think that
' BPecial committee even of this House
WOuld be likely to improve on the details of
th bill, but if the hon. gentleman from

Orthumberland is anxious to have an
0PPortunity to take the sense of the House

the principle of the bill, it would be
tter perhaps to give hin a chance to move

hia motion in amendment to the motion to
go ito Committee of the Whole again.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, February 25, 1896.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Eight
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (30) " An Act respecting the Guelph
Junction Railway Company."-(Mr. Mac-
Innes, Burlington.)

Bill (40) " An Act respecting the South
Ontario Pacific Railway Conipany."-(Mr.
MacInnes, Burlington.)

Bill (42) "An Act respecting the Canada
and Michigan Bridge and Tunnel Company."
-(Mr. MacInnes, Burhington.)

Bill (41) "An Act respecting the Lake
Erie and Detroit River Railway Company."
-(Mr. MacInnes, Burlington.)

Bill (29) " An Act to amend the Act in-
corporating the Supreme Court of the Inde-
pendent Order of Foresters."-(Mr. Clemow.)

Bill ( 3 9 ) " An Act respecting the St.
Lawrence and Adirondack Railway Com-
pany."-(Mr. Read, Quinté.)

Bill (37) " An Act to confirm a certain
lease and agreement between the Grand
Trunk Railway Company of Canada and
the St. Lawrence and Adirondack Railway
Company."-(Mr. Read, Quinté.)

Bill (26) "An Act respecting the Nelson
and Fort Shepherd Railway Company."-
(Mr. Read, Cariboo.)

Bill (47) " An Act respecting the Bran-
don and South Western Railway Company."
-(Mr. Perley.)

Bill (27) " An Act respecting the Lind-
say, Bobeaygeon and Pontypool Railway
Company."-(Mr. Dobson.)

Bill (25) " An Act to amend the Act res-
pecting the St. Lawrence and Ottawa Rail-
way Company. "-(Mr. MacInnes, Burling-

14-,.,-. \

lon. Mr. MAINNES (Burlington), f rom Bill (10) " An Act to amend the Act
eCommittee reported that they had made respecting the Adulteration of Food, Drugs

47e progress with the bill and asked leave and gricultural Fertilizers."-(LMr. Fer-

to Sit n. guson.)
Bill (34) " An Act to consolidate and

'The Senate then adjourned. amend certain Acts relating to the Nipis-
sing and James' Bay Railway Company."-
(M,. MacInnes, Burlington.)

The Senate then adjourned.
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THE SENATE. west. I am afraid that if the information
asked for by the hon. gentleman were givenl,

Ottawa, Wednesday, 26th February, 1896. it would lead, not to confusion perhaps, but
to a good deal of controversy throughout

TH, SPEAKER took the Chair at Three! the North-west Territories. I may add,
however, that the anounts asked for are

o'clock. never very small, and the governnent, in

Prayers and routine proceedings. coming to a decision, recomnmend to Parlia-
ment as much as they think is necessary in

BILLS INTRODUCED. the interest of the good governmnent of the
country. To the next question I may saY

Bill (E) "An Act to incorporate the that a list of persons connected with the
'V.il A- n C1 m T,. d Territorial Exhibition accounts has not

Development Company of Canada, Limited.
(Mr. Kirchhoffer).

Bill (F) " An Act respecting the Cana-
dian Historical Exhibition.-(Mr. Maclnnes,
Burlington.)

THE NORTH-WEST TERRITORIAL
GoVERNMENT.

INQUIRIES.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY inquired:

What amount the Lieutenant-Governor of the
North-west Territories recommended should be
voted for the North-west Territories Government
for the next fiscal year, or if the Honourable Mr.
Haultain of the North-west Territories Govern-
nient nade a recommendation of a sum, and if so,
what amount?

Also, if the Honourable Lieutenant-Governor of
the North-west Territories bas handed in a list of
the persons, and the amiounts due such persons, on
the Territorial Exhibitiont account, and bas he
caused such accounts to be paid ?

Also, has the Lieutenant-Governor of the- North-
west Territories been granted a further leave of
absence, and if so, for how long and for what pur-
pose ?

He said: I have very little to say
I hear the reply of the government.
renarks will be largely governed by
answer.

until
My

their

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
am sorry that I am unable, in conformity
with the usages of government aflecting
matters of this kind, to give the information
called for by the first question. I may add
that it is not usual to divulge the amounts
which are asked for by any territorial gov-
ermnent. The estimates and the supplemen-
tary estimates, which will be brought down
in a short time will give all the information
to the people that we think is necessary in
connection with the appropriations for
carrying on the government of the North-

yet been handed in to the Lieutenant
Governor. He has been asked for a full
statement of the receipts and expenditures
f rom all sources, and the purposes for which
the expenditures were made, and he inforni-
e i me the other day that he had written tO
the North-west in order to obtain a full
statement, which he was not able to give
himself while here. With reference to the
last question, a month's additional leave of
absence has been given to the Lieutenant-
Governor on account of ill-health, on the
statement of his physician that it was neces-
sary that he should have a further leave of
absence for the reason that I have indicated.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I stated prior tO
putting the questions that my reuarks
would depend entirely upon the answers.
am debarred from saying a good deal that
would otherwise have stated by the reply o
the Premier, but when the supplemental
estimates corne down 1 shall then be ina
position to deal with the question again. I
may say, however, that inasmuch as the
hon. Premier told us at an early stage Of
the session that the Lieu tenant-GovernOf
was brought down here to be consulted o
the question of the finances of the territorY,
I want to find if according to the estimat2s
which have been handed down since that
time, His Honour was consulted. I presuiM
of course that he was, because the Prime
Minister says he was brought down to b9
consulted on the finances and other mattero
pertaining to the North-west Territories.
They have either not taken his advice, Or
else his advice was very bad, but I ha.e
only to say this: that I notice by the est"'
mates that have been voted for the last rew
years that there has been very little increas
in the appropriations for that country. They
have been practically the same, notwith"
standing the North-west Territories have
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increased materially in population, which
WouId necessitate a larger expendi-
ture of money, I find that very little
'oIre has been provided in the estimates
Which have already been brought down than
We have had for the past two years for the

nhUiistration of the government of that
Coultry. It is a well known fact that we
8re increasing in population, and in propor-

Oi as a new country like the North-west
erritories developes, a country which ex-
ads over so vast an area, the necessity for

Public improvements increases. Now we
t'Id that in the speech from the Throne
they foreshadowed the policy of giving us
4llother representative from that country,

hn"wing that population, and therefore the
alts of that country have materially in-
eased. I understand by the census taken
t Year it is shown that the population bas

1creased in the neighbourhood of 40 percent,
%nd With those people scattered over the
?Ountry, the requirements are greater. Still,
111 the face of that, I see no larger amounts
Placed in the estimates than last year and
>ear before and I come to this conclusion,

bht if His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor
as been brought down to advise with the

ernent with respect to the finances of
the country, he has failed in lis duty, or they

e disregarded lis advice, or he does not
hderstand the requirements of the country

l:2Ielf. I have this to say, that I take
Ption to His Honour the Lieutenant-

vernor being the gentleman who should
on8ulted with reference to the North-

Territories' matters. We are not
SfavOurably situated in the North-

t Territories as other provinces in
ada are. We have no representative in
W overnment to whom we can appeal.
have individually, or collectively, as the
raay be, to press upon the government

o ants but we are told in this parlia-
e and it goes to the world, that we are
th ulted only as a matter of courtesy, and
tibl the Lieutenant-Governor, an irrespon-
4t'e an who does not know anything

ith the country, is advised and consulted
,W > in regard to the finances of the North-
ta , and in the end that bis advice is not

hecause there is no increase in the
ate this year. I take exception to the
noer'rlTent consulting a man of that char-

I say those are not bis functions,
t WOuld be very proper, if the go cern-1r o ot consult the representatives of
12

that country, that they should consuit Mr.
Haultain. He is the Premier of the North-
west Territories and bas a parliament
composed of twenty-nine members, repre-
senting every part of the North-west Terri-
tories, and by virtue of bis position he
would know the requirements of the country
because lie gets the information from
these representative men. He is therefore
able to make out a statement of what
is required. He knows that the country
requires more bridges and more roads and
improvements of that kind and that the
school accommodation should be increased.
He is a man who should have some influence
in recommending what the appropriations
should be. I do not wish to say much
just now until the supplementary estimates
are submitted, but in the estimates which
have been brought down, the amounts
for the North-west Territories are placed at
so much, less than J expected, that I con-
cluded they could not have taken
this man's advice if he had given any? J
am glad to leaËn that His Honour now is in
a fit condition to return to the North-west
Territories. J regret, however, that he bas
had to come down here, and has failed to
bring a statement showing the amount of
the accounts due to the people of the North-
west Territories, who helped to erect the
buildings and furnished materials necessary
to carry on the exhibition. I regret that he
did not make out such a statement, because
hehashadfrom themonthof August todo it in.
The Lieutenant-Governor bas been here to
put those accounts in proper form, and they
sbould have been ready so that they might
be voted by the government this session.
He bas been here in Ottawa I understand
two months, and now we are told that bis
leave of absence has been extended because
of ill-health. I question the ability or pro-
ficiency of the doctor who gave the certi-
ficate. I think that he is hardly up to the
standard of medical men, because I have
seen His Honour here and have heard of
him going to dinner parties and attending
the great ball-therefore he must be con-
vale9cent and not under the weather. He
must have recovered very fairly to attend a
ball and J do hope that he will now return
to bis place of duty. I understand that
during bis absence, when he is required to
to be absent on duty, he gets an additional
$5 a day. If that is the case, it is wrong,
and now that he has done bis duty he should
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be required to go back to the Territories.
It is a reflection on our section of the country
if our Governor can live here in Ottawa.
That is not the case in the other provinces.
If a Governor is necessary at all, he should
reside there part of his time at any rate and
therefore His Honour should go back. I
did not intend to say as much as I have
said, but I hope when the supplementary
estimates come down there will be an
adequate amount. It should be $100,000
more than I see in the estimates to-day.
The hon. Premier says we ask for great
things, that we ask for more than we can
get. I am well aware of that fact, but he
should bear in mind that the North-west is a
great country and it takes more to ad-
minister the public affairs up there than in
any other part of Canada. We have to get
roads and bridges, and when we ask a larger
amount for roads and bridges than would be
given to other places in Canada we are
asking simply what is just and proper for
the development of the North-west. It is im-
portant that we should have money and
when you only give us a couple of hundred
thousand or two hundred and fifty thousand
dollars for the administration of the
affairs of that country and to pay
all the expenses that have to
be met, the sum is undoubtedly in-
adequate, and the advice the government
bas acted upon in giving so small a sum has
been bad advice. I hope they will consult
the members of the North-west as to the
amount that should be given, because it is
in the interests of Canada that we should
have roads in that country to get to the
railways, and bridges to cross the rivers.
The government should be most liberal in
its policy towards that country, and by that
means they will help to develope the re-
sources of the country and make the settlers
satisfied and contented, which is an im-
portant thing in any country. I will not
say more at present, but I hope that in the
supplementary estimates the government
will see fit to bring down larger amounts to
meet the requirements of that country.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
have just one word to say in reply to the
hon. gentleman. When he intimated that
the government paid no respect to the
opinion of the Lieutenant-Governor or of the
Premier, he was labouring under a misappre-
hension. It does not follow because the

demands made by a local government, and
more particularly a territorial government,
are not complied with, that, therefore, no
respect is paid to the opinions of those who
make the demands. No one recognizes
more fully than I do the requirements of the
great North-west and its growing importance
to the Dominion, but, while I admit that,
the hon. gentleman must draw the distinc-
tion between a territorial governor, who
must be the medium, to a greater or less
extent, of communication between the exec-
utive at Ottawa and the North-west and a
provincial government which is endowed
with full power under responsible govern-
ment. The opinions and representations 0 '
Mr. Haultain have not only beer'
sought always, but they have been
acceded to as far as it was deemed
proper and as far as the revenue
of the country would justify. I have noth-
ing to say with reference to the eulogies
which the hon. gentleman has passed upon
the North-west. We are as fully in sympathY
with those sentiments as he can pos8'
bly be. The hon. gentleman knows that
the main estimates scarcely ever cOOI
tain appropriations to meet extraordinarl
demands, and this territorial exhibition i.
one of that character, and one which, I hesp
tate not to say, if acceded to must be granted
as an act of grace rather than of right. The
wording of the resolution granting the $25,-
000 was so clear and explicit that there
could not be any possibility of a misunder-
standing. I admit, however, the force of the
argument which the hon. gentleman 1a
made in sayingthat the Lieutenant-Governor
being the direct representative of the gover'
ment at Ottawa, they must consider ther'
selves to a very great extent equitably boon
to meet the extra expenditure which toe
place ; providing (and I suppose it will 0
found) that it is traceable to his manage'
ment. That is about as far as I could go
explaining the position of the governmeI0
and the view is one in which I think everl
member of the Senate will acquiesce. I00
sorry that the hon. gentleman should ha.qe
found it necessary-no doubt he deemedt
in the interest of that portion of the Po'
nion in which he lives-to speak so harshî
of the Lieutenant Governor.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I did not spe
harshly of him.
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'Ion. Sir 'MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The hon. gentleman questioned the genuine-
4ess of the certificate which had been given
himû. I had sufficent confidence, and so had

y colleagues, in the physician from whom
certificate came to believe it to be genu-

1ne, and if I were to mention the name of
the physician I venture to say that the hon.
gentleman would recognize him as one who
'tands high in his profession and one whose
OPinion is entitled to respect.

1ion. Mr. PERLEY-I always took it
for granted, inasmuch as the Lieutenant-
%overnor is an officer of the Dominion Gov-
erwent, that they would pay the bills. I
1ew that they would be honourable
eough to pay them. What I refer to is
the ordinary expenditure of the govern-
tgent.

hlion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
have been through that country and have

forded a good many of the rivers, and conse-
ý3ently know that they want bridges.

HOUSEKEEPER
SENATE.

OF THE

MOTION.

lion. Mr. McKAY moved the adoption
i the second report of the Standing Com-

tittee on the Internal Economy and Con-
agent Accounts of the Senate. He said :
X doubt this report has been read by every

1e1ber of the Senate, and it is therefore
necessary for me to make any remarkspon it.

O. Mr. DICKEY-I took no part in
Sdsussion of this matter before the

nittee, although I voted against it,
Z g decided objections, which have since

re' p trengthened, to the object of that
t. tmust express my deep regret at

1 natter being forced before the House
honsideration, and I think that those

the pare interested, especially my hon. friend
e renmier, might well have yielded to the

the ytrong objections which were made to,
course recommended by the report.

the position of house-keeper was
Ik ered vacant by the death of the late

a bunne, the Speaker, in the exercise of
e 1scretion (in my opinion a most wise

þo rei8e of that discretion) appointed tem-
7OralY to that position the present occu-l' 2à

pant John Dunne, one of the best known of
the employees of the Senate outside of this
Chamber. John Dunne has been over thirty
years in the service of the Senate and of the
corresponding body before the confederation
of the provinces. I have been acquainted
with him for the long period of thirty years,
and I can say without hesitation that out-
side of this Chamber a more intelligent, more
courteous, or more capable employee than the
present occupant of the housekeeper's place.
That lie is a man of integrity and thoroughly
reliable is evinced by the action of those who
placed him in one of the most confidential
positions, that of bank messenger of the
Senate. He has shown his integrity in
that as in all other cases where his
conduct has come in question. I may say
further that, having been present at the
discussion that took place in the Committee,
I know of no person who doubted his capacity
for filling the office of housekeeper. He has
been from youth upward in close relations
with the former housekeeper. He knows all
the wants and requirements of the situation
-he thoroughly understands the business,
and it is no wonder that His Honour the
Speaker placed him in that position pro-
visionally until the Senate could pronounce
upon the appointment. Some arguments
have been drawn from a suggestion that Mr.
Carleton is an outsider, and that if he is
brought in he will strengthen the staff of the
Senate. That is an argument which appeals
to me more strongly that any other, because
I was instrumental in years past in bringing
outsiders into the service of the Senate, in
two signal cases. One was the present
Doctor Bourinot, and the other is the present
Law Clerk of the Senate. But in both these
cases, which are by no means parallel to this,
there was no question of thrusting out any
occupant of the office to which either was
appointed. They were both outsiders, and
in the case of Doctor Bourinot, he was
appointed to a situation which was then
created for the first time. We can look
back with a feeling of thankfulness that
that situation was created at the time, when
we compare it with the position we are now
in with the staff of reporters at the table.
He was appointed shorthand reporter of the
Senate for the first time. It was an office
that was found in those early years to be
absolutely necessary, and it has expanded
itself into what we see before us at the pre-
sent day. With regard to Dr. Bourinot, I
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may say, as I can truly say of the other per- cidence, Mr. Creighton's appointment was
son whon I have named, that he bas done carried by a very small najority, some twO
no discredit either to the service or to the or three votes, against the government-
province from which h - came. We have ail This appointient, on the other hand, ha
reason to be proud of them, not only those been carried by a very small majority, which
who are their compatriots and countrymen the change of one or two votes would have
in the province of Nova Scotia, but also ail made a majority the other way, and we are
who have watched their course since they asked upon that to make the appointrnt
came info the larger arena of the Confedera- which is recommended by the report that iS
tion. Mr. Creighton was opposed, on the in your hands, There is a principie under
occasion when his appointment was moved lying this subject, which is of very consi
by myself in the Committee, by another man derabie importance, and that is the prinCi
from the outside, brought f rom the distant pie of promotion in the service of this use.
city of Quebec up here with the whole influ- If you take away from. men who are doing9
ence of the government at his back and with their duty as bet they an the opportunitY
a very large amount of syrnpathy froi the of being promoted after they have dischar
province of Quebec, but notwithstanding ail ged their duty thoroughy to the satisfac
that, I took the course then which I intend tion of their employers, you take away the
tow take to-day. I appealed to the independent greatest safe uard of having those thuti
opinion of that committee and of the Senate well performed. That is the principle uder-
and asked them to look into the question with which we are acting in this case. If n-
a view to the character of the Senate itserf, man who is recoemended for appoir'tine t

and to appoint a man eminenty qualified, in this report were decidedly superior tou
such as our present law clerk is, for the posi- one who away fs the office and i
tion, in place of taking the man from QueUc in the ofne of promotion, then i
whose appointment woud thiave been worse would be an entirewy different matter bue
than a farce-it wouldhave been a calamity. no one can tel how Mr. Caneton d
It was admitted afterwards that the Senate serve as housekeeper here. We know niot 
had taken a very wis course inappointingMr. ing of tis qualifications for that positiel'
Creighton, although they did it, as I shanl We do know of the qualifications of te
have to ask them to do to-day, against the will other men. But I ac spiaking now of the
of the leader of the government. I can only pinciple involved. It is this that the P i'"
say that I had ny reward afterwards in the pie of promotion should only be set sid6
acknowledgment of ail parties that it would in a case of undoubted superiority on ti
have beei a disaster to have made the ap- part an outsider over the occupant ofth
pointakent which was approved of by the position. While I a on that subjec•
government. I have e hesitation in say- ae unab e to recal any instance in th'
ing to.day that if this man, wvho is recom- bouse, and I douht if any hon. etflp
haended by the Committee, be appoign ted ca suggest one, where an occupant of h
there light be a similar opinion before many office bas been thrust out to make rooifr

weeks or montha would elapse. I ar speak- an outsider. I recolect of none such. Sb

ing now of outsiders being brought into the wou d be a great casarity if we e
Senate. On those occasions there was ap ques- reduced to that. But fortunately we e

tion of interfeing with the staff of the Sen- not; we have already in the service of tb
ate, for there was no candidate fron it in Senate persons who are qualified forti
either ase, but to-day the question is before position and it is but fair to the Conitt
us in a very different position. We are asked to say that they deait with the question' OP
to thrust out a Man whose qualifications for broid grounds. It was understood th»t
the office are undisputed, who is nerfectly athough there were man cpa t

competent and who is in the direct ine of nrrowed itsef down W a pure conteat e
promotion. Weare asked to thrust him out tween John Dunne ononeside and this
and put into the office a stranger and out- Caeton on the other. We need not 0

sider, a mari of whorn we know nothing; but futher tha that in discussing the qut
we (t know the capacities and qualifications now. Under those circumstances this rtph
of the man who is in, and that will be recomgends the appointmaent of John
the question which will be submitted on at a salary of one thousa'nd dotlhqe
presently to the House. By a curious coin- year, etc., and in order to get this apPo
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eaient for him, it provides a solatiurn of $100 ask the buse to adopt in arendment to
a Year additional salary to John Dunne, not that moved by ry honourable friend, the
tO speak of the other $50 to Mr. Gilbert, Chairman of the Cominittee, is this -
Which is fairly enough made and canWhih s firy enuC md n a That the seconid report of the Standing Coin-
Very well be defended, but in tie course mittee on Internai Econoniy and Contingent Ac-
Which I take in this matter I shall let counts be not adopted, but that John Dunne,
that increase stand to be dealt with Acting House-keeper, be appointed House-keeper
fterwards. We are at present dealing with of the Senate i place of the late P. Dunne, at a

the poiino1h oskeeadbv salary of $1,O(») per annumi frorn the date of the
he position of the houseeeper, and havethe

4thing to do with the keeper of the news- 8peaker,,witý the pIace of residence and other
room. In order to carry that appointmentF privilege of Ee Senate.

out, we are asked to give an increase to h will be seen that what I propose by
Ohn Dunne, to smooth things over, and get this resolution confines this matter as nuch

a niajority for the person who is recommend- as possible to the question of who shah be
ed. Now, the issue, as I have already the house-keeper, and in dealing with that,
Stated, is between these two. Shall we if we refuse to adopt this report, we get rid
thrust out John Dunne, who has been of the proposed increase of salary to John
appointed provisionally, and lias shown his Dunne We get the matter placed on the
eonipetency for the work since he was ap- fairest footing irrespective of the question
pointed i I have heard no complaints;-in of the $50 increase to Gilbert, which is a
fact, during a long acquaintance with the matter with which the Committee could
Course of his conduct as one of the deal at any time, because it has no i elation
ernployees of the Senate, I have never heard to this, except, apparently for the purpose
arIy charge made against him, either as to of enabling this office to be got for the
h1s capacity or as to his honour. Why recommended for it. Under those circum-
should we look for an outsider, when we' stances, I shill leave the matter in the
have among our own staff an officer who is hands of the bouse. I trust that this
admittedly competent i It is suggested that bouse will recollect that they are deciding
*e should do so because it has been recom for the morale of their staff and their
'Xended by a member of the government in service and keeping up the esprit de corps

hose employ this man was, that he should of ttat service and making it what every
provided for, presumably to make other service ought to be, a service where

way for another person who will be they can feel that they will get promotion if
aPpointed in his place. I want the they deserve it by their good conduct and
ýenate to consider in what position that they will fot be met by outsiders
they place themselves, if they put a coming from other departments and the
Precedent like this upon record There is Senate will benefit by taking an independ-
"O Precedent for it in 30 years of our exist- ent course. In this case I take it for
ence as a legislative body, but if the Senate granted we will be at liberty to vote ac-
staff is to be made a place of refuge for the cording to our convictions,apart from politics.
elnloyees of the governrment in other There ara no politics in this matter, I dis-
talches, or other department,. then I think daim it altogether. As far as 1 ar con-

the Senate will have descended to a lower cerned, I ar merely acting in defence of the
evel than I have ever known it to reach morale of the Senate itself. I want it un-

before. That is a point which ought to derstood well before the country, and 1 do
.eigh with this House-because it will be not want it to be said that this place is to

%king a precedent, and we know precedents be a place of refuge for the employees of mem-
re acted upon after they are made. There bers of.the goverrnent to be brought here.

are niany other considerations, which I can-not say I should like to dwell upon, because
dislike to dwell upon anything which made by the hon. gentleman from Amherst

theites unpleasant feelings. I am following which astonish me very much. I generally
the rule that I laid down for myself-that I listen with a great deal of care and respect
*Ould say as little as possible to provoke to what falis from the hon. member, having
dieussion on this question and deal only great respect for bis position in this bouse,
'ith the merit of the parties whose names and for bis age and experince, but he bas
ae ineludtd here. The resolution which I brought forward some rerarkably new ideas
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this afternoon. The hon. gentleman laid He is not the oldest messenger, nor has ho
great stress upon the fact that we were going the best right to it. He is a first-class man
to thrust a man out and put another man in. in the place le bas occupied. I was one of
I do not see the possiblity of thrusting out those wbo suggested that le should have an
a man who never was in. John Dunne is a increase of salary, because he is a most
good man for the place that he is in ; no one obliging man, but it does not follow that he
doubts that, but that he is a first-class man is the best mar for the position of house-
to be house-keeper of the Senate is open keeper, and from what J have heard froin
to question. It is doubtful in my mind people who know, have no doubt thatMr.
whether he would be a first class man Caneton is quite as likely to be a first-clas;
or not. In mny short experience of twelve 1 man as any other that we couid pick out.
or thirteen years about this House, I
know that P. Dunne was a great deal too Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-Before the vote
easy with the messengers ; he did not is taker, J wish to explain my position on
keep proper control of them. They were this question. Up to this tire I have always
allowed to do much as they pleased. It heen in favour of promotions, believing that
is to the knowledge of myself, and other if you do rot hold out to those who occupY
members of the Senate, if they wish to speak subordinate places the expectation that by
it out, that while some of the inessengers good service they will be advanced, you
are first-class men, the servi e is very far neyer have good officers. That is a common
from being what it should be. I bave deait rule everyhere, and every one recognizes W
with a good inany men, and have had a good in his own business affairs. Experience
many men under me in my time, and it verv shows that it is the best. I this instance
rarely happeied that I took a man from J do not see that the principle is carried out.
among them and placed him over then. According to what the hot. member for
generally had to bring in a man to place over Aima (Mr. Ogilvie) said a moment ago, Mr.
the others, because if I selected the foreman! Dunne is not the oldest messenger in the
from among the men and placed him over buse. Then why invoke the principle of
thein, I seldom got a good service. On one promotion, as the mover of the amendrent
occasion, the man whom I picked out was a hasdone in lis speech, if Dunne is not the
first-ciass inan, but that is the only case I oldest? Car anv hon. gentleman telii 1 e
know of. A good deal bas been said about who is the ol(est?
Mr. Carleton being an outsider who is thrust
upon us. I do not know that he is an out-
sider. He has been serving the government
a good many years, probably nearly as long
as Mr. Dunne. Then, if you want to follow Rattionan<l Larose. Jaam informGdlbeat
this great precedent of taking the oldest Larose od than eiter
members and giving them promotion, if
the reports I got in the committee the lon. Mr. BELLEROSE-If the oidest
other day are correct, Mr. Dirmne is not en- officer were substituted for Careton would
titied to the position by virtue of seniority. vote for that, because 1 am in favour of
If promotion is to go by seniority then take promotion, but if that principle is not fol
the senior man and put him into the place, lowed in the report or in the amenient, 1
whether he is fit for the appointment or night just as well take the strarger as the
not. That would be a new idea to those other. The amen(mert might be amended
who are in the habit of keeping good menl bv substituting the rame of Mr. Rattey for
to do their work. Mr. Carleton may make tfat of Mr. Dunne. Why does not the hon-
one of the best housekeepers we ever had, but member for Amherst say that Mr. Gilbert
we may make our minds easy as to disasters should have it, because, according to the
happening before many weeks if he is ap- principle he advocates, Glbert shouid have
pointed. On the contrary, we would prob- it.
ably find the service of our messengers
vastly improved. I (o not think it could lon. Mr. DICKEY-I did not contend
be ver> much worse than it often bias been i that the oldest omee was the best entitled tu
since 1 have ben in this place. 1 deny that it, but pay pinciple was this, that the pro
Mu. Dunie is being tsrust out of the place. j motion should come out of Senate officiais,

keprcn rmwa aehadfo
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an1d it happens that in this case Gilbert did Hon. Mr. KJRCIHOFFER-J would
'lot want it and Rattey could not have it. like to say a few words with reference to

the vote which 1 now propose to give in
lion. Mr. READ (Quinté)-Rattey was favour of the adoption of the report, con-

an applicant. trary to what I had said on several occasions

Iton. Mr. DICKEY-When the question I intended to have done. I make this per-
anesonal explanation on my own account en-

question in controversy except as between ly. 1 was late in coming down to the
the two, on which question a vote was taken sitting of the Senate, and the first informa-

'it was a question between Mr. Dunne and won y arrivaithere t the et
an Outsider. In fact the Committee did not I on a ri l adres At tr. sattey ask-
entertain a question between Dunne and for support in getting this position, and

almost simultaneously Mr. Dunne came into

lon. Mr. BELLEROSE--It may be that my office and made a similar request on bis

the committee the others were not put own behaif. Not knowing anything any
rward, but their application was there. other applicants at that time, and having a

the utyof he ommiteewhe itwarin fte1in, towards thepresent MNr. Dunne,t ias the duty of the committee when it
Was proposed to promote some of the officers, lave h t ise of my support. My

ilquire into the facts to know which was promise was only to Mr. Dunne. J made no
the oldest and after that move in that direc- og n
tion and then advocate the principle of pro- baving seen fit to change my mmd on this
I'lotion ; but advocating the principle of question on discovering there was another

rOliotion, and n3t carrying the principle applicant-which I did not know at the
ito effect seems to me very peculiar. I am tine-and I have my own opinion whether
SUrprised at the bon. senator from Am- one is bound to a promise given unless you
herst (Mr. Dickey); lie generally shows him- know ail the parties who are applicants, as

lf a better logician. Then there is no in the case of a candidate for parliament,
easOn to induce anv member of this House when subsequently aiother candidate comes

Vote for the amendment if tiis argument in the field-under these circumstances I
Sflot carried into effect. For my part, I am feit I would have donc my duty if I sent for

teady to vote for promotion. Whenever Mr. Dunne and asked hin to relieve me of
that question of promotion is brought before the promise I had given. I did so, and he
the Hlouse I will vote for it. consented wîth tbe utmost cordiality, and at

the present time the most friendly relations
lion. Mr. MASSON-The Committee exist between us. Under these'considera-
as told that Mr. Rattey was senior and tions 1 feel that I an free to vote as I please

t . Gilbert too, and they decided that the on this question.
o applicants who would be entertainedwere Dunne and Carleton. Now I tell the Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I regret that this

h. gentleman, for his informaton, that discussion has taken place. I tbink that
Ost all the applications were considered. these matters should hc discussed in coi-

e did not consider that of Mr. Larose be- mittee. 1 have endeavoured to support the
1aiSe he was the only one who did not decision of the committee as fan as I can.

7.pply Ail the others were taken into con- lowever, the question is before us and we

Q erati and the Committee decided that have to decide it. I think the member for%arleton should be appointed. The Com- Amherst bas fot been fortunate in thee ittee considered these two cases. They allusions he bas made with respect to the
thatidered Carleton's case was superior to pninciples laid down. He bimself shows he
e at Of Mr. Dunne's. The only two whose had on varions occasions violated the prin-
se .es Were considered in the Committee ciple that he now advocates, and they ave

vusly were the cases of Mr. Dunne and turned out adniiraby, and if that was s0 in
r:Carleton, and it was decided by a ma- the cases be bas referred to, wby sbould it

yit of 12 to 10 that Mr. Carleton should not ho equaiiy so in the matter under dis-
Ce it, that Mr. Dunne's claim by seniority, cussion at the present time? 1 do not
b8 the oldest messenger available, should believe in this hereditany idea at ail. The
Put aside. practice is when a man gets in a position
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under the government, he considers lie has
a lifelong lease of it, whether he is capable
or not, and not only that, but he must drag
in all his sons and daughters and wife's
relations and have this a place a refuge for
them. I am a firm believer in infusing new
blood into the service of the Senate, and I
think it should be exercised on this occasion.
I am not going to say anything with respect
to John Dunne. He may have been a very
satisfactory man to perform the duties de-
volving upon him in the past. But it does
not follow because a man is a good
bank messenger and can carry a few
bank cheques in his pocket safely,
that he will make a successful care-
taker of the Senate. He might prove a
good man for the position, but not simply
b-cause he is a good bank messenger. I
think it is necessary that we should show
that we are determined, as far as in our
power lies, to make the Senate a credit to
Canada. I am not going to find fault with
the management of the building in the past,
but it was a perfect nuisance. I have been
in this building when the atnosphere was
so offensive that it was almost impossible to
walk through certain parts of it. I do not
know who was at fault, but I fancy it was
the housekeeper of the Senate, and I hope
that whoever is appointed will see that no
such thing takes place in the future. I
know the atmosphere at times has been so
offensive as to make it almost impossible
to remain here. Now the members of the
committee have no personal interest in this
matter. They merely want to do what is
in the best interests of the Senate and
the people of this country. I do not believe
a man should be kept in an of ce here and
have his family kept with him for a life
time. I believe in equal rights to all and
the Senate should give fair play to all. The
committee have acted properly in doing as
they have done. I have no doubt that the
man who is recommended will perform his
duty and in a very short time there will be
a great change in the management of the
affairs of the Senate. They require a change,
and a change for the better there will be
when we get a man with backbone enough
to carry his views out. Whether John
Dunne is fit for the situation or not, I am
not prepared to say. He has had no ex-
perience, but we want to bring in some new
blood, and I think we had better do it as
soon as we can. If we do so we will have

the same experience as the hon. gentleman
from Amherst has had, and the people will
applaud us fLr carrying out the suggestion
of bringing in new blood. The hon. meniber
has set t he example, and if it is a bad one lie is
to blame for it ; but I do not think it was
wrong. I believe it is a correct policy to pursue.
I believe that we should select the best man'
irrespective of any other consideration, just
as a bank or a iailroad company would do.
They have employed the best talent avail-
able, then paid their employes such remune-
ration as their services deserved, and by
this means satisfactory results have ensued.
The committee, after a full consideration Of
the applications submitted, made the best
recommendation they could. They had n
private interests to serve, and were prompt-
ed solely by a desire to promote the efici-
ency of the service. From my personal
knowledge I can say that this appointmen1t
is necessary in the interest of the Senate,
and the report should be adopted. It would
be dangerous to reject the report. The
comnittee is composed of 25 members, and
at a full meeting the whole subject was
thoroughly discussed, and the decisiOn
arrived at by a vote sufficiently large, at anY
rate, to show that the majority recommend'
ed the appointment of Mr. Carleton. I hoP0

the House will carry out the recommendatiU
and not substitute any other name for that
of Mr. Carleton, or refer the report back for
consideration.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Although thi
question had not appeared at the beginnin
to be one that admitted of much discussiOO,
it appears to be sufficiently broad to adiet
of considerable difference of opinon beil1g
expressed thereupon. The first matter that
presented itself to the committee was the
application of several persons for this pos'
tion. It is a well-known fact that four Or
five servants of the Senate desired to secuire
the position of house-keeper. We sometimlei
get very tired when hon. gentlemen talk 00
questions of principle and the desirabilitY 01
adhering to the principle of promotioo
-restricting it to well-worn lines and for-
bidding us to wander out of the same. N0
there were four servants of the Seiate
whose application was before the committee
It is idle to say that three of them were no0
desirous of securing the office. The mee
fact that a formal application not havi»4
been submitted did not operate one waY Or
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the other. There was the application of
John Dunne, the circular of Mr. Rattey, and
a desire which perhaps did not form itself
ilto a formal application of two other serv-
ants of the Senate to secure the position.

lon. Mr. POWER-Yes, they had ap.
Plied.

lon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Then let us
View the situation of there being five appli-
cants for the position. Some hon. gentle-
men doubted my assertion that there were
three servants of the Senate who, in the
mnatter of date of appointment, took preced-8 nce in seniority to John Dunne.
1 have the blue-book before me,
and very fortunately it will cor-
roborate the statement I have made. Fred-
erick Gilbert is the first appointed in Janu-
ary, 1856 ; Rattey appointed in February,
1859, next Larose appointed in 1865, and
next John Dunne, appointed in March,
1866. The most formidable contention
that was advanced before the committee
as to the appointment of Dunne, was the
question of the principle of promotion on the
ground of seniority-

lon. Mr. POWER-Of course, it is out
'f Order discussing what took place before
the committe. I do not object to the hon.
gentleman doing it, if it is understood that
Other hon. gentlemen will have the same
liberty.

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--The
tion. gentleman should have taken his objec-
tio 1j before. The hon. gentleman from
Alnherst discussed the whole proceedings
bfore the committee.

lon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I was about to,
8Y that the hon. gentleman did not begin
to get technical until after those who had
8POken on his view of the question had got
thrOugh.

11
On. Mr. POWER-That is the rule; we

do not object while everything is going in
our Own favour.

'fon. Mr. LOUGHEED-My hon. friend
itn Amherst has to say the least been

geious in regard to urging this question

f the House ; I must congratulate my
friend on the measure of special plead

Wg Which he adopted in urging the appoint-

ment of Mr. Dunne. Allow me to say in
the first place that my hon. friend from
Amherst found it necessary to point out tothe
House that there were some very serious ex-
ceptions which already had been adopted by
the house in regard to the principle which
be so very urgently laid down, namely as to
the question of bringing outsiders into the
Senate and as to the question of promotion.
My hon. friend admitted that perhaps no
one had been more active than himself in
bringing outsiders into the service of the
Senate notwithstanding the fact that he
has expressed himself to be such a warm
admirer of making this a close .corporation
and of confining appointments to those
already in the service. My hon. friend al-
luded to two appointments already made
and at his own instance, and so far as we
understood those appoinments have been
eminently satisfactory to my bon. friend
and to the House itself. I cannot conceive
of any stronger argument being advanced
by any hon. gentleman in regard to
the adoption of the report now before us
for consideration, than the very argument
which he himiself has used in reference to
those appointments. If there is one ques-
tion which appeals to us more strongly than
another it is the wisdom of the action of the
committee illustrated by the splendid ex-
ceptions stated by the hon. gentleman f rom
Amherst that outsiders may be brought in
to perform services which may prove very
satisfactory to members of this house.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-When the hon.
gentleman states my argument it is but fair
to state the whole of it. I said distinctly that
in neither case was there an applicant from
the staff of the Senate-that it was be-
tween outsiders altogether that the contest
was. The hon. gentleman has made a moun-
tain out of a mole-hill.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I will take the
hon. gentlemans statement as be puts it. I
ask the bon. gentleman if the case before us
is not precisely analogous to the one which
he has stated. There was a vacancy-it
was caused through the death of Peter
Dunne-it became necessary to fill it. True,
it was necessary that during the recess a
servant of the House should be placed for
the time being in the position but the action
taken by the committee on this case is pre-
cisely analagous with the cases cited by my
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hon. friend. Will the House say as my hon. length and hon. gentlemen have expressed
friend has said that we are thrusting themselves as most warmly adhering to a
out a servant of the House for close observance of this principle. But when
the purpose of appointing another? we investigate this matter we find that hon.
Every one knows that that par- gentlemen who are urging this principle up-
ticular office was vacant, the former in- on us are (bing violence to the very princi-
cuinbent having died it was necessary to pie they are enunciating, namely, the ques-
appoint some one to fill the office. Now no tion of promotion. If promotion is to be
one will lay down this principle that because observed it should be observed consistently
a servant of the House had been placed in and if three or four servants who have been
the position for the time being until allonger in this branch of the service than
permanent appointment had been made to a others are to have the principle extended to
particular office that it was incumbent upon them those servants whom I hwe already
the Senate to appoint that servant to the mentioned should certainly as My hon.
position. friend has already observed have the pre-

ference of the appointment. The hon.
bon. Mr. DICKEY-I did not contend iemsber lbas made another statement-he

so. stated that there are no politi s in this
particular question. I will undertake to

bon. Mr. LOUGHEED-That was pre- say that when there is a division on
cisely the hon. gentleman's contention. e this question or before the question i
started out by saying we are thrusting a fully discussed you will find my hon.
man out. I beg to difFèr from the state- i friend the senior member from Halifax, my
ment which bas been so absolutely made hon. friend fro Victoria, my on. friend
and to submit to the House that we are not from Ottawa, My hon. friend from Hopewell,
thrusting out a m-io, but are filling an office y hon. friend from King's, and my ion.
which bas become vacant. So much for friend from Granville, in fact every àentle-
bringinig in an outsider. I desire to touch nman o ho belongs to the Liberal Party
upon another phase of that question, and voting, against the report.
that its, we are not bringing an outsider in.
I certainty dain the liberty, as a meiber of mHon. Mr. ALMON- fancy the junior
that coiumittee and of this House, of bring-r member fronn dalifax will be quite as strong
ing in an outsider if it is desirable to do so, a supporter of the ainmendnent as the senior
but what i. sought on this particuDaIr occa- member fron Halifax.
sion is simply the transfer of a very faithfuli
servant who lias been i the public service Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-D refer to the
fif teen years or more f rom one part of the ser- senior member f rom Halifax. I will hazard
vice to another part of the service. My the remark that when the yeas and nays
hon. friend bas already cited to the ouse are called on this particular question and
perhaps the very best illustration I couldwhen those lion, gentlemen ascertain that
cite as to the propriety of doing that very the Prwee Minister is very desirous of having
act, namelv, the case of Mr. Bourinot, now ithe report of this committee adopted those
Clerk of the bouse of Commons, who was gentlemen will show wonderful activity iII
transferred froin thi branch of the service votin for this amendment of the ho
to te other branch of Parliament. Another gentleman f rom Amherst, so that the state
case of a similar kind nght be meîtioned ment as to woeether there are an politics Or
in the case of the law clerk of the use of not in this question I think will be demol
Commons, who was transferred fromp the strated beyond a question when we arrive
service of the Senate to the service of the at a division upon this motion. Now as to the
bouse of Conmons. So we have very for-t qualification of Mr. Careton she ba
tunately illustrations with which my bon. atready received the appointment so far n
friend from Amherst iVs particuarly familiar, the report of the committee is conce.ried.
proving beyond ail controversy to my mnd f submit it i s a reflection upon the intelli,
the propriety of the act we are undertaking gence of those members w o constitute th
to do on this occasion. Now, on the ques- committee in saying that they overlook
tion of promotion. The principle of the question of the qualifications necessarY
promotion lias been discussed at great to perform the dutes of caretaker.
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qQl .. arleton psee qt ago
ie . fications as the man whose appointment
th I advocating. There is a further fact of

comninittee recommending Mr. Carleton.
Hon. Mr. McKAY-The majority of the

committee refused it.
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lion. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman I ask hon. gentlemen here to support the
rXade a great point of the fact that Mr. report of the committee. Here is a com-
Larose was senior to Mr. Dunne. This mittee that thoroughly considered the ques-
book shows that he was not appointed until tion ; the matter before them was discussed
1884. in all its phases; any objections which

could be urged against any of the appli-
ihon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I take the cants were then advanced. The oppor-

blue-book showing the names of the various tunity afforded a very much better chance
servants of the Senate and the dates of their for the proper consideration of such a
aPPointments. I find that Mr. Larose was question than any discussion which can
aPPointed in 1865. take place upon the floor of this House ;

and I say unless lion. gentlemen can
lion. Mr. POWER-He was in the urge some valid reason why the appoint-

*ublic Works Department. Mr. Larose ment should be rejected, should feel
did not apply for this position. it incumbent upon them to support the

report of that conmittee. The matter has
ion. Mr. LOUGHEED-My hon. friend been fully thrashed out, has been fully

Will not surely resort to that very small weighed by every gentleman who gave his
gumaent to demonstrate that Mr. Larose vote on that question; and I urge upon this

did not want the position, because I will House to support the report of the commit-
11ndertake to say that no one was more tee as being the very best report that could
fl1ous than Mr. Larose himself to obtain be arrived at from a proper and mature
t I was touching on the question of qua- consideration of the question.
ification and I venture to say that the re-

11arks already made on the question of Mr. Hon. Mr. ALMON-I think that as a
tCatleton not possessing as good qualifica- general rule the reportof a comîmittee should

Ons as Mr. Dunne were rather a reflection be received without being discussed, but
0 the intelligence and ability of the coim- this case should be an exception to the rule.11 ttee to inake the selection. There are Ii a full committee there was a majority of

anY gentlemen here who know Mr. only two in favour of the report, and one
arleton and who know him to be possessed member did not vote, and on that account I
the very best qualifications for the office. think it is quite proper that we should con-
ers kn also that for a great number of sider the tinding of the committee. I believe

ie had been the official messenger of likewise that the committee were not allowed
thPremier. The recomendation given by to fairly express their opinion.
ePrime Minister of the Dominion of

n1ada in regard to the qualifications of Hon. MEMBERS-Oh! oh' order.
• Carleton should be beyond all contro-

ersy, I an satisfied it was so accepted by
.he Tnenbprs of the committee and I doubt Hn. Mr. ALMON-My autbority for

there is a member of this House who sayng that is-and the leader of the bouse
t'ithsRtanding his opposition to the ap-will correct me if I am wrong--that I under-
initment Of Mr. Carleton will for one stood he objected to the vote being taken by

r4111ent be actuated by the helief that that ballot and some of the members of the
ndoes not possess al the qualifica- comnnttee, feeling that he was the premier

0ioiOt office. of this Dominion, controlling the patronage
from the Atlantic to the Pacific, thought

111. Mr. POWER--Oh, no. that he had a little more influence than an
ordinary member would have, and perhaps

"On. Mr. LOUGHEED-My hon. friend there were somne with whom that would have
7jy8 Oh, ne. I will undertake that my hon. more weight than his arguments, and I

rend, the senior member from Halifax, is understand they asked to be allowed te vote
tficient judge cf human nature to know by ballot and he refused. I am told so : if I

Mr. C di am incorrect in that I will withdraw it.



Hon. Mr. ALMON-That certainly is a not sorry to see that our grit friends are
reason m hy it should be discussed over again voting on the right side. What does the
and a free and independent opinion given. Bible say? There is more joy over one sin-
The hon. gentleman from De La- ner that repenteth than over the ninety and
audière says that there are others who nine good conservatives who have no need
should be appointed in preference to Mr. of repentance. I have great respect for the
Dunne if seniority is to be a guide. That is senior member for Halitax, and I wish that
true, but they were persons who had passed he could vote with me, not only in this
the 35 years of service and therefore could instance, but in many others, and it would
command their superannuation at any be much better for him both in this world
moment, and likewise (which I am sorry to and in the next. An attempt may be made
say I am afraid has been done in other to read me out of the party and to proclaim
cases), they could be shoved out and com- that I am no longer a Conservative. My
pelled to take their superannuation. When answer to that is a story that was told by
I rose to speak on this matter on a former a gentleman whose servant displeased hil
occasion, I said that a good deal of indelicacy in some way. He said " Sandy, leave my
had been shown in passing this report. I service immediately."' Sandy replied "If
thought it was a very mild term to use, you dinna ken when you hae a good servant,
perhaps too mild, but I was called to order [ ken when I hae a good place, and l'il just
in a very disorderly manner, and I think it bide where I am." I know when I have a
was decided that "indelicate " was not an good place and I bide where I am.
unparliamentary term. The reason I used
that term was because, as the late Mr. Hon. Mr. PROWSE-I hope I misuW-
Botsford, the last of the Tories, used to say derstood the last speaker. As I understood
when he was in the Senate, the House him he said that the Premier had canvassed
of Lords is our precédent. I trust that for the candidate recommended by the
he was right, but does any one suppose committee.
that Lord Salisbury, if he wanted his
servant to be appointed to the position of Hon. Mr. ALMON-I say that he per
housekeeper in the House of Lords, would sonally canvassed a number of members

go round and personally canvass the mem- of this House, and if the hon. gentle-

bers, or that he would attend the meeting man will deny that, or relieve those gentle'

of the committee and refuse the committee men who made hlm the promise, I shall be
the right to vote by ballot? I trow not. perfectly satisfied.
To come to our own country, would Sir Alex- Hon. Mr. PROWSE-I can only speak
ander Campbell, that perfect gentleman, for myself, and I can tel him this, that
when he was leader of the Senate, neither the hon. Premier nor his candidate,
have pursued such a course if he if he has a candidate-I refer to John Cart
wanted his messenger appointed 1 I trow leton-solicited my vote. The committe
not. I am speaking none too strongly, know that I proposed at their meeti1g
because the Premier and leader of this House
has, to my mind, derogated f rom the position ver likeman aeerh appotd
be holds as one on whom lier Gracious' very much like to have seen him appomnted*But I do hope, hon. gentlemen, tha'
Majesty the Queen has conferred the honour the hon. member f rom Halifax has *of knighthood. I could speak more strongly, little higher opinion of the members of thi
but I cannot divulge the confidence of tbose Senate than to suppose that they would be
who have gien me the information; but influenced by any desire or expressed wish
every one knows that the premier has per- of the Premier of this Dominion in the IIat-
sonally canvassed a large number of the ter of appointing a servant of this House.
members of the Senate and asked them as a would say evil be to those t tht fle.k'
personal favour to change their votes and and I doinot o tyose tho i ahmore
support Mr. Carleton. I have heard it and I do not know any one uwho is a morer
from so many sources that even if one person I y it if it was not unparliamentry'
were to deny it I could scarcely disbelieve Hon. Mr. ALMON-Better say it.
it. It has been said that this will be made
a political question. I think I am about as Hon. Mr. PROWSE.-I do not know
good a Conservative as any one, and I an any person who is a more servile member
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his party than the hon. gentleman him- from referring to proceedings of a com-
self, and I may tell him that every member mittee. There were two members absent
of this House is as f ree to give his vote as from the committee, and not only one,
the hon. member hinself. I do not think as stated by the last speaker. I am
it is hecessary to discuss the question further. not aware, however, that in the proceedings
I do not give my assent to the proposition of any deliberative body because a member
that positions of this kind are to be handed happens to be absent, whether designedly or
down fron father to son, or from one brother for any other cause, therefore the action of
to another because they accidently have had the comnittee ought not to be accepted by
it in the past. If forty years of that posi- the House as being just as binding as if
tion in'the government is not sufficient for every man was there. In the second place,
One family, I do not know what ought to be, the hon. junior member fir Halifax bas
a4d I take it that if this principle of pro- made a statement which is not borne out by
ulotion is to be adopted, then we do not the proceedings or the facts. I had no power,
require to have this question brought up in as a member of the government to prevent
the comnittee at all, because the appoint- the committee froin voting as they pleased.
rQent would follow as a matter of course, if It is true I have always been opposed to the
it was a question of promotion only. I say ballot. I voted against its introduction when
the committee are at liberty to consider the I was in the House of Commons. I
qualifications of the men in the matter. like the manly, straightforward way

of voting, although I am just as satis-
Hlon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It fied in my own mind-and there are

Was not my intention to discuss this hon. gentlemen sitting before me who know
question; but inasmuch as my name bas the truth of what I say-that the ballot
been connected with it to a greater or gave me a much larger majority in my own
less extent, ànd the junior member for constituency than I otherwise would have
lialifax bas thought proper to make sev- got, because there were many Reformers
eral personal allusions to myself, I shall who approved of the principles that I advo-
Illake a few observations. I am sure my hon. cated and cast their ballots for me, who
friend f rom Amherst will forgive me if I say would be afraid to vote openly, for fear of
1 mlust differ from him in a few of the pro- being accused of deserting their party.
POsitions he bas laid down with refer- Notwithstanding that fact, I have always
eruce to the management of the Senate or been opposed to voting by ballot. I am
81Y business with which any of us may be not going to refer to the proceedings of the
eOnnected. In the first place let me point committee, but those who know what took
Out Io the Senate-not thlat they do not place there are aware that the charge made
ktow it as well as myself,-that it is a against me, of attempting to influence,
clearly laid down principle in May, and all directly or indirectly, is without foundation.
'riters upon parliamentary usage and par- I venture this assertion-it may be im-
haraentary discussions, that the proceedings modest in me to say it-that I question if
of a committee shall not be discussed in the anyone who has occupied a similar position
deliberative body, whether it be in the House to that which I hold in this House bas
of Commons or the Senate. You have the attempted to use his influence to a less
result in the report of the committee laid degree than I have. There is another
before you, and the merits of that report point with reference to which the hon.
You have a right to discuss, and discuss senior member for Halifax seems not
Very fully ; but you have no right, under to be capable of drawing a distinction.
the rules, to discuss what took place in Mr. Carleton is not my servant; never
the committee, because the members of the was my servant. I am sorry to see that he
C mIraittee are supposed to be more cannot draw a distinction between a servant
free in their actions than probably they serving under a particular minister of the
would be upon the floor of the House. I government, and a personal servant whom a
raerely, as the leader of the House for the pre- man would pay himself. Carleton was no
sen1t, lay that down as a proposition which it more my servant than was Mr. Dunne the
Would be well for us all to follow in the servant of the hon. gentleman himself. I
future. It would relieve us from those per- make this explanation in order that there
%O1al encounters whiclh necessarily follow may be no misunderstanding as to the posi.
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tion that Carleton has held in the past as a as if I bad said he had ever sought any pos-
servant of the Crown. He is under ition that he has held. Did I ever say so
me to-day; he may be under another Minis-
ter to-morrow ; and it is just the saine with Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
the clerks. I do not know that there is did iot say you did; but you did that which
any member of this House who knows bet is much worse, you insinuated that honour
ter than the hor. member from Halifax, had been conferred, leaving the inference
that in the exercise of the power which a itat I had received that to which I was not
minister has in promoting officials from one entitled, or that I had sought for it.
position to another in the service, not be-
cause they were seniors, but because they
had influence and because they belonged in. o r. O-eyer idoas
to certain families, who exercised in- nof thr kind o e go io
fluence with the government, that I have
been sometimes induced to 4o in the city
of Halifax, in the promotion of officials, that Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--i
which probably I would not have doneif I had nust leave myself in the hands of the Senate
been left to my choice. No one knows that as to whether I am out of order. If I
better than the hon. gentleman who bas misapprehended the statement of the hon.
accused me of attempting to use undue in- gentleman, I should be ready to apologize for
fluence in connection with this matter. Now putting a wrong construction on his lan-
what the bon. gentleman meant by divulg- guage. But I am perhaps unfortunate in
ing private conversation I do not know. All that respect ; when a gentleman refers to
that I can say is tha·, so far as I am indi- me and makes it a personal matter, I ara
viduallyconcernedasamemberof this Senate, very apt to resent it with as much warnth
as a private gentleman, or as a premier of the and force as any hon. gentleman, no matter
Dominion, he is quite at liberty to divulge who it may be. Being but a youth in the
any conversation that I have had, if he Senate, I have great respect for the opinions
knows of any with anymember of the Senate, of the senior members of this body, but I waS
or with himself. I have had no conversation not aware that I was not entitled to a
with the hon. gentleman on this mattter and seat in the Senate because it was a
no conversation which would affect me in the promotion from the Commons. I have done
least, or that be may not divulge if he wishes. with that portion of the question, further
The little sneer about a belted knight was than to repudiate, in as plain language as I
something which was very unnecessary and can, the insinuation that any undue influ-
discourteous. Icantellthehon.gentlemanthis, ence bas been used by me either as a mem-
that I have never received from the people ber of the government or as a member of
of Canada, nor from my late permier nor from this House. My bon. friend f rom Amherst
Her Majesty, anything that I ever sought was a little more mild in his condemnation,
for individually. Now let him say the same and it was done in that courteous way te
if be can. If I received a recognition of wbich ne one should take objection. fie
honour from Her Majesty, it was unsought bolds, no doubt, very strong opinions on
on my part, directly or indirectly, and I am the question of promotion. That feature
very glad to find that I have now the oppor- bas been s0 amply deait with by the lon-
tunity of giving the most emphatic denial, member from Calgary that I do not deemi
and to resent in the most emphatic manner necessary to refer to it. I have this te saY,
possible the innuendo that I ever sought any however, for bis satisfaction, that from soin6

position I have occupied inthe public service, flfteen year experience and knowledge Of
and I question very much whether there are Carleton, who bas been recommended to the
many gentlemen in the Senate who can do position of housekeeper, I know that bY
the same, particularly the gentleman who education, by manners and by intelligence,
has just spoken. be will be found just as capable of fulfilliflg

those duties as any other man in the coun-~
Hon. Mr. ALMON-I rise to a point of try. He is not an outsider, unless you iay

order. I understand the hon. gentleman to down tbe principle that a man in one
say that I charged him with having done so. tion of the service of the government is nl0
The hon. gentleman spoke and looked at me te be promoted to another.
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Hon. Mr. POWER-The bon. member be carried out wherever it has been found
maust know that the service of parliament Inecessary, in order to benefit the public
has always been looked upon as distinct service. My hon. friend also said that
from the service outside. it was unfortunate, to his mind, as it

rendered it difficult to get at the indepen-
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I dent opinion of the members of the commit-

do not propose to admit that they neces- tee, and I also understood him, the indepen-
sarily should be distinctive; I say nothing dent opinion of the members of the Senate.
of that. If the question of seniority of Why surely no one supposes for a moment
service was to be considered exclusively, I that there is a man sitting in this house
the hon. gentleman from De Lanau- who has not an independent opinion 3f his
dière put the matter verv clearly, and the own, and can act as he thinks best upon
hon. member from Calgary has proved be- this matter. I further object to the state-
Yond doubt, from facts, that there are men in ment that this House is made a refuge for
the service of the Senate who are ten years outsider s whom you want to get rid of, in
the senior of Mr. Dunne, and another six or order to give positions to someone else.
aeven years his senior. Neither am J pre- Now the hon. gentleman may honestly-and
Pared to admit the theory of the hon. I have no doubt lie did-think that that
gentleman from Amherst, unless it is under- was the fact. But such was certainly not the
stood that because an bon. gentleman oc- case. Carleton was not proposed here in
cUpies the leadership of this house, or a order to make room for anyone else. He
Prominent position in the government, he had resigned his position as messenger in
must abnegate his functions as a member of the service of the government before the
the Senate. I am not prepared to admit question was brought up in the Senate at all.
the theory laid down by my bon.
friend from Amherst, that the premier Hon. Mr. POWER-The question was
should not use his influence, if brought up last year.
he has any, in order to accomplish
an object which he believes to be lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
in the best interests of the service, as I arn aware of that fact. I do not desire
certainly do in the course I have pursued in to refer to what took place last year, but if
this matter, and had it not been for fear of I did I would say that several members
having the charges truthfully made against took a different course then from that which
nle that have been made, I should have they ask to be carried out this year, and to
taken a more personal interest in the matter which they were party until they were in-
than I have done. The Speaker's action, to terfered with by others. I have an objection
Which the hon. gentleman has referred, to this House being made a preserve for

Placing Mr. Dunne in the position those families who may, either by chince or
4rnporarily, was that which I think every influence, or for any other reason, have ob-
SOn. gentleman must approve under tained positions in the Senate. I agree
the present circumstances. He took the with the remark made by some bon. gentle-
%taff as it existed at the time, and made man who preceded me, that new blood is
Provision to carry on the service of the very apt to be a benefit, not only in deliber-
ýenate, until the committee had an oppor- ative bodies, but also in the management of
tulity to make such arrangements as they business. I am sure you will all agree with
thought best in the interests of the Senate me that the new blood infused into the Sen-
itself. I agree with the views of the ate has not done it any harm, but has been

h. member from Calgary, and more a benefit to it. Notwithstanding that, I
Particularly with the remarks he made in do not desire to underrate the youths of the
reference to bringing in Doctor Bobrinot, Senate in years, like my hon. friend and my-

was taken as an outsider and placed self. I have another objection-and I hope
over the deputies of the House of my bon. friend from Amherst will excuse
Oommnions. I do not know in the whole me for mentioning it-that he stated
catalogue of constitutional students in distinctly that in order to secure this
kinerica, that a better selection could appointment promises were made of in-
ave been made than in appointing that creases amounting to $100 in one case, and
Ova Scotian. The same principle should $50 in another, to men who are now in the
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service. If there were any such bargain, it
was without my knowledge, and without
any intimation fron me that such an ar-
rangement ought to be made, or even con-
sidered ; but when the proposition to make
Mr. Carleton housekeeper had been carried,
then the proposition was made to increase
the salary of Mr. Dunne, and also of Mr.
Gilbert, the messenger in the reading roon,
and, if my recollection serves me right,
there was not a single vDice-raised in oppo-
sition to either of these propositions. The
voice of the committee was unanimous, so
that it could not very well have been a bar-
gain, unless the bargain had been made with
those who proposed it. Possibly they took
the ground that as Mr. Dunne had not
received the promotion he should be com-
pensated in some other way.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Hear, hear.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
But I understood this proposition to increase
Mr. Dunne's salary was a matter of last
year's consideration. I know it was pro-
posed to me last year. It was thought that
he and one or two others should have an in-
crease, to which personally I have not the
slightest objection. Contrasts have been
made with reference to Lord Salisbury-I
will not for the moment place myself in the
same category-and Sir Alexander Camp-
bell. If I knew Sir Alexander Campbell's
character, there was not a man in the Cabi-
net or in the Senate who, when he desired
to accomplish anything in particular, took
more energetic and emphatic steps to accom-
plish it. We find no fault with that. On
the contrary, I believe it is the duty of every
man who bas a duty to perform to exert
himiself to the fullest extent possible, to
achieve success, and I promise my hon.
friend f rom Amherst, and more particularly
the junior member for Halifax, that if a ques-
tion of this kind comes up again while I have
the honour of holding a seat in the Senate,
whether as leader or a followerof the leaderor
independent member, when I wish to have
anything done I will use all the influence
that I can possibly exert legitimately and
honestly to achieve success, and I will not
be guided by modesty as I have in the
past. I like to speak plainly in this matter;
it is just as well to be killed for a sheep as
for a lamb. What I have said I have said
in the best spirit, and I have done what I

have done, believing it to be in the best
interests of the Senate, and I am sure you
will find in Carleton, if the report is approved
of, just such a man as he has been described
by the hon. member from Alma. He is
quite capable, from intelligence, ability and
education, to fill this position, and while he
will do it courteously, he will exercise such
a firi hand over the messengers, who have
not done their duty, as to meet the approba-
tion of the Senate and everyone connected
with it.

HON. Mr. AIKINS-As a new member
of this House, it might be sonewhat out of
place for me to occupy your attention for
any length of time. I am not a member of
the Contingent Accounts Committee, as you
all know, and I have not been interviewed
by any person except Mr. Dunne, whom I
knew several years ago very favourably. I
knew him to be an excellent employee of
this chamber, and when I was spoken to by
him, I said I should be very much pleased
indeed to vote for him if the committee re-
ported in bis favour. I know nothing of
Carleton, but I feel satisfied of this, that the
committee, composed as it is of independent
members of this House, have thought the
matter over and canvassed it sufficiently to
satisfy themselves that Mr. Carleton is the
better man. I shall consequently vote for
the report of the committee. I think I am
quite safe in doing that. It has been the
course that I usually pursued when former-
ly a member of this House, and a course
which I think -can be pursued with a great
deal of confidence when a person has been
present at the committee and heard all
that transpired there.

Hon Mr. MAcINNES (Burlington)-I do
not intend to occupy the attention of the
Senate for any length of time for the reason
that the question has been so fully dis-
cussed already. In the first place, I shall
allude to what bas been stated with refer-
ence to politics in this case.

The hon. memnber from Calgary bas insin-
uated that this opposition is from the ReforO
party. I should like to ask the hon. gen-
tleman how he would class the hon. mover
and the seconder of the motion? As to myself,
I claim to be a life-long Conservative-a TorY
if you like.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-What I did
say was this, that the element of politics had
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entered very largely into the advocacy of
Mr. Dunne's appointment, and when the
vote would be taken it would be found that
'eery Liberal would support the amendment.
Ifthe hon. gentleman will observe when
the division is taken, he will find that the
Liberals will vote solidly for the amendment.

lion. Mr. MACINNES, (Burlington)-his House could not follow a sounder or
better rule than appointment by seniority
" long as it is accompanied by fitness. In
the case before us, I cannot see how the

n1late can do anything better than appoint
John Dunne who has been a life-long and
devoted servant in the Senate. He has proved
his fitness for the position. As I under-
Stand it, the appointment belongs to the
enate and not to the committee. It

! for the committee to recommend;
.is for the Senate to make the ap-

Pointment, and it appears to me thatthe proper thing for the Senate to do is to
aPPoint John Dunne as the housekeeper,
lecause he has shown himself by experience
t be a fit and proper person for the position.

4Ything else, it appears to me, would be
""fair and unjust. It is not fair to bring in
Outsiders and put them over the heads of
Servants of the Senate who are entitled to
rornotion. It does away with that incen-

tive for the performance of dúties which the
1eWard for faithful service performed is sure
toobtain. I shall support the amendment.

lion. Mr. BOULTON-My sympathies
ave always been with Mr. John Dunne in

this nlatter. I may say, in answer to some
reularks made by a previous speaker, that
neither Sir Mackenzie Bowell, Mr. Carleton

r Mr. Dunne has solicited my support on

th question, though I had previously tolde latter applicant it was my intention to

tUPport him. I, however, do recognize this,
heat the Premier of the country, when

Wies to provide for those public
ants that lie has been brought into

lt onal contact with, is justified in
'op 1ing to place them, while lie bas the

'i Unity, in a permanent position, and
tha , as I remarked before, I agree with all

t las been said on behalf of Mr. Dunne
alsd his service to the Senate, yet J cannot

4e , the duty I feel imposed upon

Port Of changing my intention to sup-
-Mr. Dunne, for I cannot by my
be a party to defeat the Premier

13

of the country when lie desires to
take that step on behalf of a public servant
with whom lie has been associated so long,
which appears to be the intention of some of
those who have hitherto always supported
him.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-By the vote I
am going to give here, I shall not be guided
by politics. I have no doubt at all in my
own mind, from listening to the debate,
that Mr. Dunne and Mr. Carleton are good
honest servants of this country, but it strikes
me, after the long service Mr. Carleton has
rendered in another department of the Gov-
ernment, there should be room enough in
this country to appoint him to some position
without bringing him in here. I have no
doubt lie is as good a man as anyone, and
therefore there should be plenty of other
positions for him without bringing him here
to take what little patronage the Senate
controls out of our hands. I do not
deny that the hon. gentleman has
a perfect right to use his influence
to get Mr. Carleton appointed. He
says lie has used his infinence here before
and will use it in the future. I do not
object to that, but J say to the Prime Min-
ister of this country in all kindness, let him
find a place for this good and honest servant
anywhere but in the Senate.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-This question lias
elicited more debate and excited more con-
sideration than any other subject that has
been before the House this year, not except-
ing the Remedial Bill. I intend to vote for
Mr. Dunne. J did not imagine for a mo-
ment that this was to be made a political
question. I think party politics of that
character should not enter into the Senate.
I am a supporter of the Conservative party
and I will support the Governmenton ques-
tions of some importance, but I think it is
wrong for the Premier to use his influence,
as head of the Government, in support
of any candidate, because he knows
that many will, out of sympathy for him,
vote for his candidate. I have been asked
by members of the government to vote for
this man Carleton. If it were a question of
politics, I would do so, but it is not. J have
made a pledge to Mr. Dunne, and J have
been asked by men in high positions to
break that pledge, but I am not the man to
do it. I am here to vote for Mr. Dunne,
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ýbecause he is a good and efficient man who
-has discharged his duties faithfully. I do
not know the other man, and I do not be-
Lieve half the members of this Senate know
him. I think it is wrong to undertake to
discuss this question from a political point
of view. We are here to vote as we think
right, and to appoint a fit and proper man to
the position of housekeeper of the Senate.

The Senate divided on the amendment
which was rejected by the following vote
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Hon. Mr. McCA LLUM-The honourable
member from Victoria has not voted.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I have
paired with the Speaker.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-The House being
equally divided, the motion passes in the
negative an d now the question should be on
the main motion.

The House divided on the main motion,
the vote being as follows:

CONTENTS:

Hon. Messrs.
Aikins,
Armand,
Baird,
Baker,
Bernier,
Bolduc,
Boulton,
Bowell (Sir Mackenzie)
Cleinow,
Desjardins,
Dobson,
Ferguson (P.E..)
Kirchhoffer,
Lougheed,

McKay,
McMillai,
O'Brien,
Ogilvie,
Owens,
Prowse,
Read (Quinté),
Reid (Cariboo),
Robitaille,
Smith (Sir Frank)
Sullivan,
Sutherland,
Villeneuve,
Wood.-28.

NON-CONTENTS:

Hon. Messrs.

Almon,
Arsenault,
Boucherville,
Casgrain,
Cochrane,
Dever,
Dickey,
Landry,
Macdonald (P. E. 1.),
Macdonald (Victoria),
MacInnes (Burlington),
Masson,
McCallum,
McClelan,

McDonald (C. B.),
McKindsey,
Merner,
Milier,
O'Donohoe,
Pelletier,
Perley,
Power,
Prinrose,
Reesor,
Scott,
Thibaudeau,
Vidal,
Wark.-28.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-The honourable
member for De Lanaudière has not voted.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-I vote for the
report.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-The honourable
member for Victoria bas not voted.

Hon. Mr. McINNES, (B. C.)-As 1
stated before, I am paired with the Speaker
I was absent for part of the afternoon ad
paired with the Speaker. But if '&
honourable gentleman wishes to know ho<
my sympathies go, I may say that I should
have voted for Mr. Dunne.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-The pair does eot
hold when both members are in the Hiouse

The motion was declared carried.

The Senate then adjourned.
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THE SENATE. "Sir James Douglas ;" but in addition to
this service I claim that instead of being only

Ottawa, Thursday, February 27th, 1896. eight months in commission, as she has been

TuE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three in the past, she ought to be continuously in
o'lock commission the whole year for various

reasons. The first reason that I would give
Prayers and routine proceedings. is this : that even during the eight months

that she is in commission, I think that I am
BILL INTRODUCED. within the mark when I say that she is not

BILLmore than five-sixths of the time activelyIEIL () "n At rspetin th Roky engaged in the service. I dlaim that she
Nountain Railway and Coal Company." ought to be in commission the whole year, in
(IMr, Lougheed). order to perfect the surveys of the different

Eharbours on the coast ne of our province.
TillE~~~~ D MNO ST A E Ihave not the accurate figures here, but I

"QUADRA." believe our coast une, including our ilands

INQUIRY. great and small, will aMount to between 7,-

lion. Mr. McINNES (B.C.) rose to 000 and 8,000 miles; and, while it is really

Call the attention of the Senate to the fact that the peret as this the i no i at
h4 inion steamer "Quadra," up tothe present time, there are a great many ledges and rocks

been in commission only about eight months in
each year, and ask if it is the intention of t which are hidden suffciently to prevent de-
government to keep her in future continuously in tection, yet a steamer or a saiting vessel
'nTlInission with a view to promote the fishing and drawing 10, or 15, or 20 feet, no doubt would
8hPPing interests of British Columbia? core to grief by running on them. As evi-

Fie said :-Up to 1891 the only steamer dence of that, I will only cail the attention
that the Dominion Government had in their of this buse to the fact that on the l4th
service in the province of British Columbia April, 1892, this very Dominion Government

as the old "Sir James Douglas," a wooden steamer "Quadra" ran upon an unknown
Stiner of about two hundred gross tons. rock in the Houston Stewart channel in the
the was found to be utterly inadequate to Queen Charlotte Islands. On the Admiralty

e Work that was required in connection chart a great depth of water was shown to
th keeping the different lighthouses, from exist there, and it is true that a very short

''e end of the province to the other, sup- distance from the place, 200 or 300 feet I
Plied with the necessary materials, and also believe, there was any quantity of water.

keeping buoys in the Fraser River, in the She ran on that rock and sank, and it was
eena River, and in the different harbours. owing to the fact that there was unusally
e Dominion Government then, very wisely calm weather and that other steamers camethifnk, determined to get a suitable steamer, to her rescue in a short time that she was

a"d in the fall of 1890 they advertised for saved. As it was, it cost this country over
tet1ders for a certain description of steamer. $3,500 to raise her and make the necessary

e tender of Fleming & Ferguson, of Pais- repairs. 1 just mention that, hon. gentlemen,
01n the Clyde, was accepted and in the to justify my contention that where there
O of the following year, 1891, this steamer is such an enormous coast line not only of

9Uadra " was completed and handed over the mainland, but al4b of our islands, the
aithe 15th October, 1891, to the represen- vessel would be well engaged and profitably

t.Lt es of the government in Glasgow. She employed if she was perfecting those surveys,
n 011 her long journey from the Clyde via and that could be doue at a compara-

5aPe Horn, and arrived in Victoria on the tively small cost to this country. Thpre
January 1892, after a journey of 14,714 is another purpose to which I daim she

To show the character of the steamer could be put, and a very desirable one
ay mention that the average run -that is, in locating new fishing grounds

'»ng rate was 9 knots an hour, and she only or fishing banks off the West Coast
thelurned 9 tons of fuel per day. Up to of Vancouver Island and off Queen Char-i present time she has been almost exclu- lotte Island. There is scarcely a year in

yelY eiployed in looking after buoys and which new fishing banks are not discovered,
ouses, the same as the old steamer, and 1 think it would be in the interests not

13j
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only of British Columbia but of the Dominion a total of $1,072 a month. Now, I will give
generally if she were employed a certain hon. gentlemen what she costs wben she is
portion of ber time in making further not in commission. The commander receiveS
surveys and discoveries in the direction that a similar salary, $100 a month, first engineer
I have just indicated. Another purpose to the same, $100; the mate $60, the same as
which I think she could be profitably put is he gets when she is in commission, the
preventing United States fishermen poaching assistant engineer $90, the same as when in
in our waters, as they do at the present timecommission, the second mate the same
withperfectimpunity. I see noreasonwhy we when in commission, two able seamen $40
should allow United States fishermen to fish each making $80, here the number of se&
in our waters with the same freelom as our men is reduced from seven to two, and t-%O
own fishermen. In order to show what this firemen at $65 each, making $130 or a total
steamer is, and that she is perfectly sea- of $610 when she is not in commissioh, ag
worthy and would be well suited to make ageainst $1,072 when she is in commission, or
those necessar-y surveys and discoveries with a difference of only $462.
reference to new fishing grounds on the West
Coast ol Vancouver Island and Queen Char- Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B. C.)-What
lotte Isia d, 1 mac mention that. she is 174 did the fuel come to ?
feet in length andc3 feet oide, with a depth
of hold of soma 14 or 15 feet, a grosstnaiea Hon. Mr. M8,ere E (B.C.)-Well I have
of 573 tons and a registý red tonnage of 265f not made that out, but I take it for granted
tons and cost $73,701. The on. premier and think my proposition is a perfectlY
had quite a long, and I believe a pleasant, fair one, that it ost I8,000, according t
thp on beer this aast sudmer wiand if he en- the returns, for eiht onths, and if you ad
countered anything like rouh or stormy one-third more it onlW eneans 6,000, maki
weather, 1 think he viii agree with me that a grand total of 24,000, if she is in co
there is one defect in connection with the mission te whole year round, including al
steamer and t at is that she bas no flange tbe expenses of running that steamer -oniY
keels. Se is considerable of a rofer, but $6,000 more than at the present time.
at the very moderate cost of some four I think that hon, gentlemen will hnree pitr
or five thousand dollars tat defect me that$6000 could not be betterexpended
tould be rectified. She is fot a boter, than for the purposes have indicated, per
but she is a roller. Then I may be:, feting the surves of our coasts, maki$42
asked what it will cost to have ber in con- discoveries as to new fishing grounds, pro-
tinuous commission the whole year. I will tecting our fishing grounds from United
give hon. gentlemen evidence, that they can- States poachers and, I might also addL
not for a moment dispute. I have before collecting license fees from the differ-
me the total cost for the last two years, or ent fishing canneries and establish-
at least an average for the last two years ments up and down the coast. This would
she was in commission of 8½ months, in not in the slightest degree interfere with
1893-4 the total cost in connection with the the duties that she now petforms in connec-
steamer was $18,517 ; in 1894-5 the total tion with taking supplies to the different
cost was $18,204; or an average of lighthouses and keeping the buoys in the
$18,360. That included everything, I different harbours and rivers in perfect
believe even the m'aintenance and repairs order. I hope that the government
Now, to show the difference between what consider this suggestion favourably. It iS.
she cost while in commission and while not reasonable request and I can assure th
in commission, I will just give a list of the House will, if acceded to, confer a verY
officers and men and show what the monthly great benefit on the province that I ha"'
pay roll is. The commander receives $100 the honour to represent.
a month while the steamer is in commission,
the first engineer $100 a month, the first Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-N'
mate $60, the second engineer $90, the answer is very short to the remarks made by
second mate $50, stewart $52, seven able the hon. gentleman. The statement he
seamen at $40 eacb, $280; four firemen at made in reference to the length of tine t

$50 each, $200 ; two coal trimmers at $40 which that vessel is in commission is qelne
each, $80 ; one cook $40, second cook $20, correct, and I may also inform him and th"
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Senate, that the representatives froin that
Province, the Hon. Mr. Prior and Mr. Earle,
have already brought this question pronin-
ently before the department and also before
the government, and the matter is now re-
ceiving the best consideration of the Depart-
'mIent of Marine and Fisheries, with a view,
I may add, to carry out the suggestions
Which have been made by the hon. members.

Hlon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-Just say at
once that it will be done.

ion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
am not in the habit of making statements of
that kinduntil I ainpositive thatlamcorrect,
and as soon as we arrive at that conclusion,
I Will make that statement as clearly and as
Positively as I can, in order to convince the
honi. gentleman that we mean to do it. I
mlay add that the growth of the trade of
that province, and the necessity of protecting
the fisheries to which he has called the atten-
tiOn, of the House, and which are becoming of
'ery great importance, not only to British
Columbia but to the whole Dominion, and
alo the protection of the customs revenue
along the coast, will render it, in the very
lear future, necessary to add an additional

Steamer to the one already upon that coast.
The hon. gentleman night also have stated
that even this last fall, the steamer "Quadra"
ran upon a rock unknown in the past.

lion. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-No, that
was a well-known reef. It is Fulford reef.

Sis only 10 or 15 miles from Victoria.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
as under the impression that it was one of

the sunken rocks that had not been dis-
covered. However, J may state for the
information of the House, that Captain
'Waldron is not only a very careful seaman,

nt that he stands high in his position, and
tiat he has been occupying a large portion
oe his time on his semi-annual visit to the
dfferent lighthouss, and when hie is at

those further to the north and north-west,
looking after the fishing interests, in visitingthe littie inlets along the Georgian channel-
that is between the mainland and the
Island-and has in this way discovered a

iunber of sunken rocks that were not upon
the chart and are very dangerous to navi-
gation. The representations made to the
eovernment are of a similar character to

those which the hon. gentleman has brought
before the House, and I can assure him that
no time will be lost in complying, as far as
practicable, with the requests that have been
made. It is true, as the hon. gentlemen
says, that J had a very extended tour with
the Minister of Interior and Superintendent
of Indian Affairs last year, and he truthfully
said that it was a very pleasant trip and to
me as a public man a very profitable trip.
It brought under my notice the workings
particularly of the Indian branch of the ser-
vice, and I have been more convinced than
I ever was before of the propriety of the
course which has been adopted in the estab-
lishment of industrial schools, in which
Indian children are educated in the arts and
I might almost say some of the sciences of
the present day, and taught the Christian
religion and made very much better citizens.
I only wis i that every senator and every
member of the House of Commuons could take
the same trip that I did, visit and inspect,
as I did, these different schools and different
industries of that country. I can assure the
hon. gentleman that his representations will
receive the best consideration of the goveri-
ment with a view, as I have already stated,
of not only extending the time in which that
vessel shall be in commission, but of putting
a much faster and more valuable vessel on
the route. The captain of the "Quadra"
has been instructed to look after the interests
of the fisheries, and I know that the captain
tried to impress on me the absolute necessity
of havin'g a small cannon by which he could
frighten the poachers from our coasts.

DELAYED RETURNS.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I should
like to remind the First Minister that I
drew his attention, four or five weeks ago,
to a return that I called for and an Order of
the House that was made on the 13th of
July last but which has not been brought
down. He took a note of it at the time,
It was in connection with the correspon-
dence that took place between the City
Council and Board of Trade and represen-
tatives from Victoria, and the Postmaster
General, with respect to the post office em-
ployes and letter carriers of that city.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
hon. gentleman is quite right; I made a
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note of it at the time and wrote to the amount therein mentioned ont of the mortuary
Postnaster General and received a reply funds of the society, ani out of any înoneys real-
from the deputy that as most of the corres- ized from assessments to he made for that purpose;

pondncewasby tlegaph he ad omeand the society shall be hound forthwith and froifl
pondence was by telegraph, he adto iake assessments to an amot
difficulty in complying with the Order of adequate with its other available funds to pay al
the House. I admit that is no excuse for obligations created unler every such certificate or
the delay. He has probably overlooked it, policy heretofore issuel or hereafter to be issue(
but I will call his attention to the sub taatement.butJ wll ailhisattntin t th suject 7. Every application, policy ami certiticate is-
again. sned or used by the socîety in Canada shah have

printed thereon in a coiispicti#,ts place, in ink of a
INDEPENDÉNT ORDER 0F colour different from that of the ink used in the

FORESTERS BILL. istrument, ani in good sizei type, the followingwords :---This society is not required by law tOy
SECOND READING. maintain the reserve which is requirel of ordinary

Hon. Mr. McKINDSEY, in the absence life insurance companies."8. The worls " aaessinent systein " shali be
of the Hon. Mr. Clemow, moved the second printed in large type at the head of every policY
reading of Bill (29) " An Act to amend the and evEry application for the saine, and also il,
Act incorporating the Supreme Court of every circular and advertisement issued or nsed in
the Independent Order of Forestet s." Canada in connection oith the business of the

society.
Hon. Mr. MMILLAN-There are a few That is an imnprove maet. Because, to my

points in this bill to whîch a wish ton direct s sld, under their old charter, they were not
the attention of the fouse. J nust con- liable to assessment, and the resut would
gratulate the order upon the progress that be eventually that the company must coide
they have made in complying with the to grief for various reasons. One reason iS
Insurance Act since they presented their that they are insuring for less than 40 per
Bill to the flouse last year. It goes to cent of the actual cost that old-]ine compan-
prove conclusively the advantage that the is are charging for similar afrounts, and if
country possesses in having a flouswe that is the calculations of old-line companies are
perfectly independent and that will deal correct (and we must conclude that they are
with ail bis that come before it on their 1correct, because they are based on the ex-
nerits. 1 have before me a copy of the bu perience and statistics that have been oh-
that they presented to this flouse last year tained by actuaries and experts), this cofn-
and which was refused hy the Banricng pany doirg business for that much less than
Committee. The object of the bil last the standard companies of the country are
year was simply to give the order power to c-arging, must necessarily corine to grief.
grant insurance to their members to the 0f course, under the charter that they are
extent of $5,000, instead of 83,000, to, whichl now seeking in this ouse, they are empow-
their power ad been limited before. There8 ered to evy an assessment upon the policY
was another clause in their bill last year hoiders; but how are they going to levy ai,
providing that iassessment on those who are insured ai-

2. No person who is or lias been or hereafter be- ready? Une of the dsaims that they
comes a memiber of the order shaîl be liable for any publish to the worid why this coin
assessvents, dues orfines to the order, or for aYs in
debts or liabilities of the order; but ails." an shl r ie apants i pe-
of assessmeiits, (lues aiit fines shahl be felutryo

ohunaranadaen tonnhecto 0ith he ousaines, s bte

the part of the inember. cause the order has already over a million
They have made an improvement in that dollars of surplus to back up its promises

respect for they are now complying with the That may be correct. The second is be
requirements of the Insurance Act. How- cause there are no asseerents, and everY
ever, to my mmd there is a Hittoe contradic- Forester knows exactly how much he has t
tion. Ail the member who have joined pay each mont, The fourth claini is be
that order already and are supposed to be cause you are not worried as to the number
insured in that Order are not, as I under- of assessments you are to meet fro month
stand it, hable to assessment. How are to month. Menbers pay each month a
they going to reconcile that with the clause stipuated payment, according to age.
in the present bil which provides: These payments may be made quarter

C. Every certificate and poicy issed by the semi-annually or annualy, in advance,
society shah contain a promise to pay the whohe iin accordance with the wish of the member
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hirnself. How they can reconcile that with Hont Mr. SULLIVAN--Perhaps they
the clause in the present charter is some- complied with the law there.
thing I wish to get information about. If
they can make this retroactive so as to save Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-There may be
those who are already insured, then, I think, some explanation of it.
It would be a decided improvement. I am Hon Mr. MACDONALD (B. C.)-Were

0ot raising this opposition from any factious Ho. Mr. MCDNAL (B C.)-ere
r4Otive. I simply want to do it for the pro- all those people members of the order of
teCtion of those who are insured. Foresters?

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Oh, yes, no
lion. Mr. VIDAL-These details could other person can insure there except mem-
better looked into in the committee than bers of the Order. Now I think it our duty
the House? to protect policy holders in this and in old-

Une companies that are doing business on the
lion. Mr. McMILLAN-Yes, but I wish level premium principle. Old-line companies

t bring it before the House so that we can are obliged to come here and make applica-
get the information now, There is another tion, comply with the law in every respect,
"latter ; they have actually been doing inake the proper deposit and get their
fusiness in England and granting policies license annually, and are subject to the in-

rfour or five thousand dollars without a spection of the Superintendent of Insur-
eharter and without the authority of the ances and ail these are guarantees. I

arliament of Canada, acting under a think every company, I care not whether
ol80ution psssed by the Grand Order in it is a society of this kind or not, ought to

e hicago, and they give that now as the be under the inspection of the government.
eP'anation why they made this mistake. All fraternal sopieties of that kind, I care not,
'f that is the case I do not think that this who they are, are dangerous to my mind,
nouse will object to granting them the power unless Parliament steps in as a protector of

. cannot see that there is a very great those who are policy-holdirs. I cannot con-
diference between gi ving them the privilege sider them safe. They are sure to come to

ilsuring to th- extent of $3,000 or $5,000 grief because they are not basing their calcu-
4 long as the Conpany is per: ectly solvent lations upon the actual and necessary money
and so long as they comply with the Insur- that is required to protect the policy-holder
allee laws of this country, which is the only and to have a reserve fund for the purpose

a11arantee that policy holders have for the of paying death claims. Of course some of
?01ltract they make with the Society. Now the policy-holders may get advantages if they

Proof of that I have the statement made die soon enough, but if they live to be very
the report of the Supreme physician. old men they will not. I am afraid there.

Chabersare a great many of those associations, whoLoandeso th Sugand, Cougrt 9. are doing a large business interfering withLondon England, August 1895.
the Su reine Chief Rangergood, sound, solvent old institutions doing
be rs and MeCr business in this county, to the disadvantage

irethren,--I beg herewith to subnit the report I am afraid of the policy-holders if they are
the Medical Board for the 18 months endin allowcd to go on without the protection of
eniber 31st, 1894 beine the end of the official Parliament.

i he Board has received during the 18 nonths
lt8 consideration 35,106, medical examination

>rsclassified as follows :--
e<ire were 139 applicants for $5000.--57 accepted

34 4000.-13
1851 " " 3000.-1518

" 5651 2000. -4960
25960 1000.-23694"
1471 " 500.-1328

I wish to draw the attention of the
Ouse to this fact, that they were actually

granting policies for the sums of $4,000. and
'000- in England without a charter.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-You will notice
that this bill is changed from the one last
session and it meets all the objections raised
by the last speaker. They do come under
government inspection now; they are re-
quired to make the deposit and in every
way are compelled to conform with all the
terms which have been imposed upon assess-
ment companies in the past. Therefore,
that objection is completely removed. The
Inspector of Insurance and the Minister of
Finance have studied this question thor-
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oughly and they have given their assent to
the passage of the bill, remodelled as it is at
present. This society is composed of a large
number of people throughout the Dominion
and in the United States and in England.
Now, a point bas been raised respecting the
issue of policies in England without this
legislation. I may tell the hon. gentleman
that that has been ail provided for under
the laws of England. They must become
subject to the laws of England before they
can get a policy in that country. Now,
they ask for similar power from the Domin-
ion and the same with respect to the United
States. By the provisions in this Act the
policy-holders are protected in every respect
as far as they possibly can be. The parties
interested in this legislation are men above
suspicion. The order numbers now some
90,000 of the most influential people in
the country, and they are bound together
for the mutual protection of their fanilies,
and they charge much reduced rates as com-
pared with the rates of the assessment com-
panies. It is true the assessment companies
in existence for years have collected large
fees and paid large dividends and do large
business, but I fail to see that they are in a
better position, as far as the policy-holder
is concerned, than this Order of Foresters,
who are combined among themselves to
benefit each other. No one can receive the
benefit of this insurance unless he becomes
a member of the order, and we ail know
they are very particular in adnitting candi-
dates and the order is very beneficial in its
effect. I look upon it as very desirable that
this bill should now receive the assent of
parliament as it combines ail necessary safe-
guards for the policy-holders and everybody
connected with the order in any way what-
ever. It was urged last year that the ex-
penses of management were too large, but
the expenses were not altogether chargeable
to the insurance company. A large portion
of that -was fees obtained f rom these parties,
some 90,000 members and was used for a fra-
ternal purpose, and it was not right to say
that ail those expenses were chargeable to
the insurance fund. They have taken
every precaution, I believe, under the
supervision of a very able man, Dr.
Oronhyatekha, who bas given it special
attention, and I believe he bas the confidence
of the whole order at the present time. He
is universally esteemed by the whole frater-
nity. There bas been no objection to this

bill elsewhere. In the Banking Committee
of the lower House it was carefully looked
into with the Minister of Finance and the
Inspector of Insurance present, and they have
ail concurred in the desirability of granting
this legislation. The measure will be refpr-
red to a committee of course and can go into
details there, and every feature of the bill
will be satisfactorily explained; but in the
meantime, I think it unnecessary to take up
the time of the House. We should defer
discussing details till it comes before the
Banking and Commerce Committee, and
then any person who feels interested in the
matter can make any inquiry he pleases.
We invite the closet scrutiny. We ask any
man who bas anything to say for or against
it to come forward. The order has now a
large reserve fund, over a million and a half
in money, they have met ail the obligations
in the past and do not owe a single dollar
to any man, and if they have conducted
their business in that way in the past, I do
not think there is any probability of mis-
fortune overtaking then in the future.
Every means had been adopted to niake this
bill safe, to sscure the payment of any loss
which may be suffered by those connected
with the association.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Has the bill beel
approved of by the officers in charge of if'
surance ?

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Yes. They have
gone through every detail, and a great manY
changes have been made, and I believe that
when the bill goes before the committee
there will be no dissentient voice. Every
clause can be explained, I believe, to the
satisfaction of my hon. friend from Glenl'
garry. It protects the policy holders to the
greatest extent, and the best experts have
been at work upon it ; and, as the rates are
much lower than those that the assessment
companies have been charging, they are able
to take in men who could never get into the
assessment companies, I think it is better
that it should be extended to parties who
were not able to get insurance before at anY
reasonable rate.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-1
might state that this bill bas been consider-
ed very thoroughly in the committee on
Banking and Commerce in the House O
Commons, at which Mr. Fitzgerald, tbe
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Superintendent of Insurance, was present, Bill (26) " An Act respecting the Nelson
and it has been materially altered in and Fort Sheppard Railway Conpanly."-
the interests of the investor since it was (Mr. Reid, Cariboo).
Introduced into the House of Commons, and Bil (47) "An Act respecting the Bran-
certainly it is a different bill altogether from don and South-western Railway Company."
hat which was presented to parliament last -(Mr. Perley).

Session. In the fourth section you will find
Provision is made for a deposit with the Bill (27) " An Act respecting the Lind-
government, in order to protect the insurers, say, Bobcaygeon and Pontypo 1 Railway
and if you turn to section 7 you Company."-(Mr. Dobson).
Will find that authority is given to Bill (25) "An Act respecting the St.
the Finance Department, through the Lawrence and Ottawa Railway Company.'
treasury board, to demand a still -(Mr. MacInnes, Burlington).
targer amount of deposit, in proportion to Bil 34 "An Act to consolidate and

the increase of their insurance, and also you am en c ertIn A c r ct ing t e n «

'ijl finci in subsection 5 of section 4, a pro_ mn certain Acts respecting the Nipissing

V:&ion is made for the inspection to whi h and James Bay Railway Company."-(Mr.

a1Y hon. friend refers. So that the Finance MacInnes, Burhington).
Department has taken every possible means The Senate then adjourned.

Protect the insurers in companies of this
kind. Were I to express my individual and
Private opinions, I should be very much in
dloubt as to the stability of any of this class

Si5nsurance companies, unless the insurers THE SENATE.
Were protected to the fullest possible extent.

.10wever, this has been a very successful Ottawa, Friday, February 28th, 1896.
5oiety, and it has been managed very care-

in the past and precaution has been THE SPEAKER took the Chair at three
taken under the circumstances to protect o'clock.

he policy-holders. -D A .
P dy1 ~. tUUi1 di

The motion was agreed to.

SECOND READINGS.

1il (30) " An Act respecting the Guelph
unction Railway Company."-(,M r. Mac-
nues, Burlington).

c bill (40) " An Act respecting the South
%tario Pacific Railway Company."-(Mr.
reinnes, Burlington).

bill (42) " An Act respecting the Canada
a"d ichigan Bridge and Tunnel Company."

MacInnes, Burlington).

b(41) "An Act respecting the Lake
1" and Detroit River Railway Company."
(er. MacInnes, Burlington).

Cuill (39) "An Act respecting the St.
'4rence and Adirondack Railway Com-

Baker).

e ill (37) " An Act to confirm a certain
ae and agreement between the Grand

nkRailway Company of Canada and the
* Lawrence and Adirondack Railway
alpany."-(Mr. Read, Quinté).

RAILWAY ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

TIIIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY, from the Committee
on Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours, re-
ported bill (A) " An Act to amend the Rail-
way Act," with an amendment. He said:-
I may explain that the amendment is made
in the last clause of the bill which required
that certain provisions should apply to all
such cases. Very extensive consideration
was given to it, and it was suggested that
it should be made only to apply to cases
under this Act, and an amendment was
made to that effect by striking out the word
"such" and introducing "in cases under
this Act." It is a mere verbal amendment,
and J am justified in asking the House
to adopt it. I therefore move that the
House concur in the amendment.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUIM moved the third
reading of the bill. He said :-There were
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some reinarks made at the second reading of debates that have taken place, and if uny
the bill which it may be proper for me to hon. friend will think for a moment, he
refer to here. The matter was discussed might have put off the third reading for %
pretty well before the committee this day or two and probably the member for
morning. At the same time, there were Barrie might be here.
some remarks that I did not have an oppor-
tunity of replying to before. The hon. Hon. 3r. McCALLUM-I am in the
gentleman from Barrie-who I am sorry to hands of the buse.
see is not in his place-made some remarks
which I think he was not called upon to Hon. Mr. MILLER-I think you could
make. He said that this was a revolutionary hardly extend the rule to a debate on the
bil, a bad bill root and branch. 1e said sane bie. The debate on the same b
it almost frightened hlm. Wem, I do ihot would be considered one debate.
see anything n the bill toB frighten anybody.
H1e 8aid it was bad root and branch but he Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I am only goig
did not ini his speech show that it wvas very to say a few words about it. And I make
revolutionary or very bad. What I objected my remarks to vindicate the character
particularly to in the remarks of the hon. of Sir John Abbott and not for mysef. 
gentleman from Barrie was when he put the care not for the living, but when an hon.
question across the House toh the senior member characterizes the bi as being bad
member f rom Halifax. A statement was and vicous, root and branch, and puts the
eade with reference to the late Sir John question across the dyuse, did Sir Joh

Abbott, who was a great man in this country, Abbott draw that bihe to carry out the vie o
who was beloved by ail, who was a leading of the hon. mnember for Monck, I cannOý
railway and commercial lawyer in this remain suent. Just fancy for a moment 
country, a gentleman who was Leader of this man of Sir John Abbott's character nd
Senate and who was Leader of the Govern- standing in this country acting as scribe for
ment. When the aon. gentleman from me to draw up a vicious and bad bi? 
Barrie asked across the House- have nothing further to say on that poitht

t do not intend to make any extended
Hn. excu eRe, I the on. gnthe remarks on the bi, Sir John Abbott was e

amember of the committee to which the
fact that the hon. gentleman fromn Barrie is original measure was referred, and if hOfl-
prevented from being here by a very lament- gentlemen will read the Debates of 1888
able circumstance, it would perhaps be as you can see what he said about this questihe1-
wise not to say anything further with res- My hon. friend fro Ottawa said the othnt
pect to that matter. As to what the hon. day that he had an experience of 25 or 30
gentleman from Barrie said about me, I do years before the Aailway Committee a
not mnd it. the Privy Council of this country and h 

did not know of one case of a grievaleeHon. Mr. MILLER-Is there anything that came before that tribunal. Was ha
Mr. Speaker before thein looking at te-r oe omittee to whc te
stood the motion for the adoption of the loki for was oreferred wan tod see hon.

ameented from caiere byavrJaet getleme him l that d the o] Dbtshow 1

ablecircumstan t s be as one case. It is not my duty and it has n
Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-This is the third been my practice to go through this country

readine of the b all. and find out where the railway compaite
n have done an injustice to any one. That, nh

Hon. Mr. MILLER-You have inoved not been my duty, nor do I gie the rai
the third reading for when? way companies. thame the law th t

allows such a state of things to exist.

bon. Mr. McCALL M-I am at it now. blame the govergment that alows ti
peope of this country to be treated as they

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- are. What did the hon. gentleman frO
There is a still further objection to which Barrie say? e said the public have n00
thought my hion. f riend from Halifax was privilege of coming here, 2,000 miles,
going to cail attention. That is, we have they choose to do it, and appearing beofn T
no right under the rules to refer to former the Railway Committee of the Privy Oha
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eil. He said: "They have got the great The culvert proposed by the conpany is of
a11d glorious privilege of being permitted to stone, while the existing culvert, which except as
come here in their homespun clothes and tsize suficiently answers its intended purpose, is

herein heirhomspu clohesandof wood.
1eed not wear a wig or gown." However, I The council of this nunicipality feels that the

a49 going to deal with what the hon. Grand Trunk Railway Company should not be
gentleman f rom Ottawa said. He has chal- allowed to obstruct the natural means of drainage

1aged me to show a case of hardship. Ito agricultural lands in this township and put the
an show P of e bu hre is o township and its ratepayers to an expense which,

th show hundreds of them, but there is one but for the existence of the railway, they would
that I will deal with now. Here is the cor- not be called upon to bear. They respectfully
rPodence about a certain culvert in the submit t hese facts for your consideration anid would

nlship of Wainfleet --- request you to take such action in the matter as
n may compel the Grand Trunk Railway Company to

MoNTREAL, anuy r, 1894. enlarge the said culvert at their own expense.
*Joux HENDEanuary.3d, 18 I have the honour to remain your humble servant,'JOHN HENDERSON,

Clerk, Township of Wainfleet, JOHN HENDERSON,
Marshville, Ontario.

DRAR SIR,-In reply to your letter of 21st Nov- Olerk, Town.hip of Wafed.
ber last to Mr. Savage, I find that you have Dated JANUARY 29th, 1895.
8tig Your ditch sonie 18 inches lower than the bot- Certified a true copy.

' of our culvert, and to adapt the latter to ineet FEBRrARY 20th, 1896.
84Ur requirements a new structure will be neces-

it should be built of stone.
e e shall not, however, expect you to bear the

c1r osit Of such a structure in stone, if such is

Iknstead of wood but we are prepared to un-
e the work of dee nm~n the culvert ndso

.JOHN H ENDERSON,
Clerk,

OFFICE OF THE RAILWAY COMMITTEE OF THE PRIVY
CoUNCIL, OTTAWA, February 2nd, 1895.

.r4k ph oko e nntecletads%hintaining it at the proper season by the town- SiR, -I am instructed to acknowledge the receipt
P paying us the suim of three hundred dollars, of your letter of the 29th January drawing atten-

Your truly, tion to a dispute which has arisen between the
(sgd.) E. P. HANNAFORD, Municipal Council of the township of Waéinfleet

Chief Eagineer. and the Grand Trunk Railway Company as to pay-
ing of the cost of widening a certain drain passing

•JdOHN HAVnART, under the track of the railway, and requesting
Mînister of Railways and Canals, that action mnay be taken therein. I am to informn

Ottawa. you that the question will come before the
-t-I an directed by the Municipal Council of Railway Committee of the Privy Council at its

1%,dWnship of Wainfleet, in the county of Wel- next meeting, of the date of which you will be duly
to call your attention to the following facts, notified in order that the township nay arrange to

have a representative present. In the meantime you
,,fore the construction of the Buffalo and (od,- should advise the Grand Trunk Railway Company

4 ch division of the Grand Trunk Railway, which of your proceedings, and furnish this office with a
sion was in its inception known as the Buffalo plan and profile, in triplicate, of the drain
Brantford Railway, a natural water-course. and the railway at this point, together with any

b0 coverted into and known as the Eagle Marsh other plan that may Le required to elueidate the
' existed, which was and is the natural mîeans matter. 1 al, sir,

% drainage for a large area of and in this town. I am, sir
t P The water-course or ditch was crossed y Your obedient servant,

astffalo and Brantford Railway Company, who C. SCHRElBER
for 8thuted a culvert beneath their line of railway Secy. Raiheay Comite, P. C.te Passage of water in and along said water-

th ig to the settlement and opening up, since OFFICE OF THE RAILWAY COMMITTEE OF THE PRIvY
to Qonstruction of said railway, of the section of COUNCIL, OTTAwA, March 8th, 1895.
e try drained by said water-course, and the SIR,-Iaminstructedtoacknowledge the receipt

and cultivation of such section, greater of your letter of the 6th instant with reference to
t s of drainage were found necessary for such the enlargement of a culvert carrying a certain

[Unicipal Council of the township of Wain-
der the provisions of the Municipal Act of
caused said drain, in the year 1894, to be
and deepened, at the same time notifying

1Way Company that the culvert would have
Ilarged to meet the requiremnents of the

SO improved. The Railway CompanyO enlarge said culvert unless the munici-
ii contribute $300 towards the cost there-

whole cost of which is estinated by said
i to be $600.

watercourste under une track of une Lrand Trun
Railway Company, in th'e township of Wainfleet,
and to inforn you that an engineer of the Depart-
ment of Railways and Canals has been instructed
to visit the locality and report on the subject for
the information of the committee. Yourself and
the Grand Trunk Railway Company will be noti-
fled of the date of his visit.

I am, sir,
Your obedient servunt,

C. SCHREIBER,
Secy. Raiheay Committee, P.C.
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OFFICE OF THE Raii.waY COMMITTEE OF THE PRIVY Company. I have not got a copy of that
CosmNC, OTTAwA, April 24th, 1895. letter but liere is the reply from the IRailwaY

Sm, -- With reference to the application of the company
township of Vainfleet for an order to issue, coin-
pelling the Grand Trunk Railway Company to
enlarge at their own cost, a certain culvert passing (Th kUrnm.)
under thei track in that township, I an directed BELLEvius, ONT., June 25th, 1895.
to inform you that your comnunications of the T
29th January, 6th March, and 8th April, together To ARTIUR BOYLE,
with the report of the Government Engineer on the House of Commons.
subject were laid before the Railway Comnmittee of Your letter of the 22nd received. All right.
the Irivy Council, at its meeting held on the l0th JOHN BELL.
inst., of which meeting notice was sent you on the
3rd inst., but, in the absence of any representative That is a reeing to the arrangement n1ade
of the township of Wainleet, the conînmittee did . t
not deen it advisaible to proceed with the case,with me, that they were to put in *
and it was accordingly discharged. stone culvert towards the construction O

'ie coînnittee, I an to say, will probably Sit which the township was to contribute $100.
again in a few weeks time, and if the township
desire the matter to he dealt with then, another lI the matter of a connunication, dated the 20thi
application should be put in without delay, and janunary, 1895, from the Municipal Council of tbe
arrangements should be made for soume one to be township of Wainfleet, in the County of Wellandl,
here to support the case of the tow nsiip before the Ontario, transmitted to the Railway Council,
conmittee, in presence of counsel for the Railway drawing attention to the inedequacy of a certa'»
'omipany. culvert to carry the drainage of the Eale Marsb

I an, sir. Ditch in the said township under the Grand Truiln
Your obedient ser-vant, Railway owing to the insutflicient depth (see plani9

C. SCHREIRER, under tile No. 5888) and praying that such actiOS
Secy. Rai/hray Committee, P.C. nay lie taken in the premises as nay compel the

Grand Trunk Railway Conpany to enlarge the
( Tekynm )said culvert at their ow-n expense and remioveth

OTTA WA, J une 20tli, 1895 present obstruction to the flow of water thereat
To F. E. M m ,The conuniiittee hiaving caused a report on th

Reeve, Township of Wainfleet, subject to be made b'y a Government Engineer
Marsliville, Ontario. and having duly considered the sanie, and also re'

Application of the township of Wainfleet re presentations, verbal and written, on behalf of tb"
Eagle Marsh culvert will cone up at meeting of said Municipal Council apid the Grand Tr1iInI
Railway Comintnttee P. C. in their office Depart- Railway Company.
ment of Railways, 1I a.nim. Saturday 22nd instant. 1 do not know where they got the verbl

(sgdl.) C. SCHR EIBER. TciA pe01

I attended that meeting of the com-
mittee and the Reeve of the township was
here also. There were a good many case
before the committee that day, and we did
not reach the case of the township of
Wainfleet. I saw the authorities of the
Grand Trunk Railway there and they said
to me that if the township would drop the
case and pay the company $100, they (the
Grand Trunk Railway Company) would
put in a stone culvert to the satisfaction
of the township. I said that I did not
know what the township would do, but that
J would advise them that they had better
accept the offer than coie back here again,
because it would cost them at lea.sit $100. to
appear before the Railway Committee of the
Privy Council a second time. I handed the
case over to Mr. Boyd, the niember for
Monck in the Commons, and told him and the
reeve what the arrangement with the rail-
way authorities was, and told him to write
to the solicitor of the Grand Trunk Railway

~wi ~ e~ iiitjtAy I'*-
behalf of the municipality or the townsh'P
because they settled the matter before tha'
They considered it settled on the basis Od
this letter sent to the solicitor of the Gran
Trunk Railway Company, by Mr. BOYI
member for Monck, in the House O
Cominons:

- Is of the opinion that the said culvert sh01
be replaced by a culvert of mnasonry, with the
provision for the free passage of the water of ýbe
said ditch through the sane-the nunicipalitY o
the township of Wainfleet to contribute
hundred dollars toward the cost of the saidti
culvert providing thai expenditure thereon i Ilr1
less than $600-if the cost of the said new cui
is less than that sun the said municipality to e
tribute one-third of the cost thereof "--

That is all very well so far. In the flro
place, the township of Wainfleet had 0
arrangement with the Grand Trunk
which they were to do this wýork and build
with stone for $100. That was
understanding. I am a living witness tO tb
arrangement, and I would swear to it so
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timlle. The following is the account sent to
the township:-

OPICE OF THE GRAND TRUNK RILwAY CO.
MONTREAL, 19th October, 1895.

Thetwnship )f Wainfleet,
MNr. JoHN HE.ND)ERso-N,

Township Clerk,
Marshville, Ont.

To the Grand Trunk Railway Co., Dr.

S ieepening Eagle Marsh Culvert across
the railway per ruling of the Railway
Couimmittee of the Privy Council and the
amnount decided by said Railway Com-
flittee to be paid to the Grand Trunk
Railway Company ...... ............ .8200 0)

This looks very fair on the face of it. 1Lid
they put in this culvert of stone ? No, it is
not put in yet. It is not in at all and of
course the order is not signed yet. The
Qraitt Trunk Rrailway Company are no worse
than other companies; they are doing good
Work in the country. Those who are em-
Ployed by the company want to save the
e0mpany money ; they want to take it out
of the farmers of the country. That is their
business. They say they will do a certain
Piece of work if the township contributes

100, and then afterwards they go to the
Privy Council and try to get $200, saying
they put in a stone culvert wheni they have
not done it at all. They have made an ex-
Perinient at a cost of $75 to improve the old
elVert, and they want the township to pay

They have sent in the bill again -

MARSIfVILLE, l i Nov., 1895.
îunicipality of \Vainfleet,
TO Grand Trunik Railway of Canada, Dr.

To d

township of Wainfleet. I wrote a letter to
the clerk of the township asking him about
this matter, because it is immediately in my
own vicinity.

.ARSHi viI., February, I4th, 1896.

L. McCmrm, SENATOR,
Senate Chamber,

Ottawa.
Dear Sir,-Yours of the 8th instant received also

that of the i Ith. And in reply I beg leave to state
that the G4rnid Trunk Railway Company last fall
lowered the old culvert under the railway on Eagle
Marsh Ditch to the depth asked for by the Couieil
to meet the requirements of the drain as iniproved,
the then reeve, Mr. Misener, was notified of the
work being completed, vent and exanined it and
pronounced it satisfactory. There having been a
new culvert erected as contemplated, the council
thought the township would not be called upon by
the Railway Company to bear any of the expense
of the inproveinent as made to the existing culvert.
And the reeve notitied the Railway Committee
of the Privy Council that the Railway Company
had complied with their wishes and that the
township had no further cause for action " Re
Eagle Marsh Drain Culvert " against the Grand
Trunk Railway Company and the council wished
the matter dropped. Bat you may imagine the
surprise of the council on receiving "a few weeks
after ' an account from the Railway ('omnpany, of
two hundred dollars as bewog the township por-
tion of the cost of lowering said culvert, the
township has not paid the bill nor will they do so
unless compelled by law. 'hie company offered
through their solicitor, Mr. Bell, to build a new
culvert of stone by the township contributing one
hun:lred dollars, but instead, they the company,
repaired the old culvert at a cost " as estimated by
competent judges " of seventy-five dollars and
cooly asked the township council to hand then
two hundred dollars as their portion of the ex-
pense.

eepening Eagle Marsh Cuivert ...... . 2"00 0 1 am sorry to take up the time of the
. JONSTON, Agent, House with this one case, but I would notMarshville. deal with it at all except to satisfy the hon.
they had put in a stone culvert they memberfrom Ottawa. Here is a work that was

were to be paid $100. They put in wood to have been constructed in the first place of
;d took it down a little lower and now stone at a cost of $600. Now it is fixed at
they want the township to pay $200. This a cost of $75 by men of competent judgment,18 041y one case, and if I choose to look for and the Grand Trunk Railway Company

ases I can show hundreds of them, 15ut that cooly ask the township to pay $200. If the
l liOt mny duty. It is not the fault of the township should pay at all, their proportion
a 4lway companies; it is the fault of the ought not to exceed $25, as the township

that allows such a state of things to ex- was only to pay one-third of the cost, even if
I have been trying in the Senate to built of stone, by order of the Railway Com-

iEnd the law, and the Senate has always mittee of the Privy Council, and under the
sus tained me on this question. I have been arrangement made by the solicitor of the

rg for eight years and I hope I will suc- Grand Trunk Railway Company, $100,
have bye and bye. If I do not succeed and the Township's portion of the cost
save to pass in my checks and go to another would be $12.50. I have given one

, there will be somebody left to carry case; I hope I will not have to look up
t. Now we come to the answer of the others, to show how the people of the coun-
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try have suffered under the existing law. own opinion has been from the first that.
The government of this country is a good there were no actual cases of hardship which
government. I have supported the Conserva- would justify the House in adopting a mea-
tive party all niy life, but why should the sure of this kind to-day. We have heard
farmers of this country, living far f rom the for the first time here. or at least I %ave
Capital, have to come here and ask of the heard for the first time-I believe the bill
Railway Committee of the Privy Council was passed in the Senate before but I was
the privilege to drain the land? Don't they not a member of the House at the time- 1

know what they want ; and they are willing have heard to-day for the first time any case
to pay for it. The railway companies of hardship for which it became necessarY
are always to do the work ; why to pass a bill of this kind. I could not hear
should they not do it and leave the the hon. gentleman very distinctly, and I
settlement of the cost to arbitration ? have not an opportunity yet of reading bis
The idea has been held out to the Senate remarks and therefore I cannot judge of the
that the farmers of the country are going case of hardship to which he has referred, but
to pierce the railway banks and make holes even suppose that cases of hardship should
here and there. Nothing of the kind bas exist, it appears to me, from the study I
been contemplated. A farmer cannot step have given this bill, that the proper renie
on the track only on the crossing without dies are not here proposed. In the first
rendering himself liable to a fine of $10. place, the bill appears to me to be entirelY
Why should you not allow the people of the unnecessary. For the case of hardship tO
country to drain their land ? It is not going which he bas referred we have already su%
to be an injury to the railway; on the con- cient remedies in the provisions of the
trary, it is going to be a benefit to them. general Railway Act. The first clause Of
In many cases the farmers have to go miles the bill appears to me to be especially oly
and miles and commence at the outlet to 1 jectionable. It is a very sweeping clause
drain the land and when they drain up It places upon the railways the duty Of
to the railway, before they can go across maintaining all drains, ditches and water-
to drain what is on the other side, they courses existing at the passing of this Act
must come here and get leave from the everywhere throughout the Dominion. As
government of the country, and yet hon. I understand the law at the present tiune,
gentlemen say that proceeding under the they are obliged to do this, not by direct
present law does not cost the farmers any- enactment of this kind, but they are liable
thing. The government pays the expenses for damages in case of any resulting fror
they say-who pays the government? Do their neglect to maintain any drains or
not the farmers pay taxes the same as other ditches or watercourses which exist at the
people in this country? Let us not forget present time. If I am right in this, I do
that. These people have certain rights and not see the necessity of this enactment, and
we must recognize them. We must give I think that that clause at all events should
them fair play. They work hard with their be eliminated f rom the bill. The mai3
hands trying to produce wealth in this object the hon. gentleman has in view, I be
country and they should not be tyrannized lieve, is what he seeks to accomplish in the
over by the railway companies. second clause of this bill, and if grievances

really exist which require any remedy whiclh
Hon. Mr. WOOD-I am a young mem- they have not at the present time, I am quite

ber of this House, of course, and from what willing and would be very glad to adopt anl
I have learned to-day I believe the proceed- amendment to the Railway Act which would
ings in the Senate are not similar to the give the parties aggrieved a proper and .*

proceedings in. the House of Commons. I satisfactory and convenient remedy ; but thi
supposed the other day, when this bill was bill takes away from the Railway Còmmitte
allowed the second reading and when it of the Privy Council the jurisdiction Over
was referred to the Railway Committee, that changes of this kind in certain cases and it
it would come back to this House when a appears to me that is a fatal objection to th'i
discussion would take place upon it. There measure. I believe that under any circurf'
was certainly a good deal of division of stances the supervision and jurisdictionf
opinion in the House the other day when the Railway Committee of the Privy CoulCî
the bill was read the second time, and my should be maintained and that any change'
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Whether they are of greater or less impor- aware, no doubt, that bee-keeping is a very
tance, should be referred to the Railway important interest in Canada, although at
Committee of the Privy Council and be first blush many might be disposed to think
salctioned before they are adopted. I that it is not so. Fron figures which have
certainly, for one, object to the third reading been shown to me, and which I think are
lf the bill to-day. I believe it cannot be reliable, the honey produced in Canada in
dolne under the rules of the House and as it the year of the last census reached the
ls an important measure, we should have value of about .$800,000. In our country to
tilne to give it further consideration before a small extent, and in the neighbouring
It is finally adopted. country to a very large extent, frauds are

lion. Mr. McINNES (B.C.-I do nt carried on in connection with the bee-keep-
for.he urpoNE (B.isC.I to bt ing industry-that is, by feeding the bees

btie for the purpose of discussmng the bill, wihsweet substances and thus, as it were,but I am a little surprised at the course pur- with them panes to thusmisit oframaking them parties te the commission of a
sued by the hon. gentleman, who is an old fraud. The bees secrete the sweet sub-
Parliamentarian though a new member of s
the Huse. 11e rose for the purpose of stances in the comb and it is sold as pure

b honey. The bill proposes to prevent
jectng to the third readmg cf the bil this, and it is a very desirable object

t0-day, which he has a perfect right to do, to acconplish if it can be done effec-but instead of confining himself to that, heWet ntodscs tebi iiaiCt tually without hampering legitimate andent on sto discuss the bill in all its phases, proper trade. The bil proposes to go further
I am surprised that no one raised the and deal with imitations of honey, a subjectqnestion of order. 1Z1 1- 11 *-

lion. Mr. WOOD-I did object to the
third reading of the bill to-day.

. lion. Mr. DICKEY-The hon. gentleman
ie right in his point of order, but he was
'wro-ng in not having stopped the hon.
gettleman sooner.

S]lon. Mr. POWER-As there is an objec-
tion, the third reading of the bill must
tand until Monday.

The third reading of the bill was fixed for
Monday next.

UDIJLTERATION ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

SECOND READING.

W s a1ILedy to some extent ea t, w ltI

in the general Adulteration A ct and other
statutes. I have very considerable objection
to the manner in which this bill, as it comes
to us, proposes to carry out its object. In
the first place, it confounds two distinct sub-
jects-adulteration, and the sale of an article
not deemed to be a proper one for food. I
intend to move an amendment to the bill
when we get into committee to meet this
objection. Another objection is that the
offence of exposing substances for bees to
feed upon is dealt with as an adulteration,
whereas it is a distinct offence. It bears
the same relation to adulteration, that having
possession of a still, which is held to be an
offence against the Revenue Act, bears
to illicit distilling, and therefore it
shl b e treate s-ý4ý a0 t ffi

1on. Mr. FERGUSON moved the second There are other points in this bil
ediîng of Bill (10) " An Act further to which require to be carefully considered

414end the Act respecting the adulteration in the committee, but 1 think the bouse
food, drugs and agricultural fertilizers." wilI be prepared to affirm the principle of
said: The object of this bill appears to the bil, which is that the bee-keepiug

t tO be a very good one. It was intro- interest should be protected and fraudsneed by a private member in the other in conuection with it prevented, and
8ous and lias been sent up to the Senate that what is really a delicious and whole-

Our consideration. But while the prin- Rome article of food should be produced in
0of the bill is a good one, I fear the its purity, net ouly for home use but as an

of it and the manner in which it pro- article of export. t is gratifying to find
to deal with the subject, will not be that of late years we have been eXporting

, on close examination, to be very satis- a considerable quantity of honey, and there is
p .ry. It is a ineasure to protect the no rea8on why that export should not con-

i l'a well as the bee-keepers inteets"0 D n w as thon. e inti-esws tinue to increase. The fora of every province
egentlemen are in Canada is valuable for the production of
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honey and the climate is suitable for the of the land, for a term of not less than two
industry. f hope the time is coming when or more than six months, according to the
bees will be kept on every farm throughout nature of the offence That is ail the
the country. A more interesting and pro- Criminal Code demands. The very moment
fitable study for young people could not the term of imprisonnent expires, the
possibly be found than the care of bees, debt to the State is paid by the girl
apart from the fact that they produce a and she is allowed to go at liberty. Bt
delicious article of food. There is no reason this bil proposes to change ah that. 1f
why we should not become large exporters this section No. 2 provided that the perso"
of honey to the British market where there convicted of an offence should be removed to
is a great and growing demand for it. a reformatory for the same period as she cal'

The motion was agreed and the bill was be imprisoned under the Criminal Code, 1

readwoud not object to it, but we are asked tO
reada seond ime.authorize the magistrate to extend the ter0'

FEMALE OFFENDERS IN NEW of imprisonment froin say two months, for
BRUNSWICKthree years and ten months longer or i

BRUNS ICK ILL.other words instead of sentencingtwo monthO

IN COMMITEEE. lie can sentence the prisoner for four yearg.
Is it reasonable to grant such power to -1

The House resumed in Committee of the magistrate that he should be at liberty tO
Whole consideration of bill (C) " An incarcerate a girl, who has committed a
Act respecting Female Offenders in the offence punishable by law, in a refornatorY
Province of New Brunswick." for four years when the criminal law of the

,In the Committee.) land only provides foi- imprisonment il
jail for a terni of two months? A girl

Hon. Mr. WOOD -I may say that some under 21 years of age is hable to a punisfr
changes suggested by the law clerk have nient, under the Criminal Code for a certain
been made to this bill. The measure is a number of months, for certain offences-
copy of an Act passed some years ago, incor- Why sir, by this bll you take away the
porating the Good Shepherds Reformatory in lty of that girl and you add not hess than
Halifax, N. S. Since then the Criminal two year- additional to the tern of imp'
Code as been passed, and the aterationssent to the refor
made are merely to make the bil con atory for the saine number of months, or the

Cae rinarly Coe. hebl cnom saine termi of imprisonmient as could only 130to the Criminal Code.
to the imposed upon her by viftue of the Crimaiil

On the second clause, Code. Do not add to the imprisonment. It
is something, 1 think, most terrible to give e

Hon. Mr. ADA MS-I desire to call the police magistrate, or any other person, power
attention or the committee to the peculiar to imprison for four years a young girl w13

character of this clause. I have given the Coi'
bill some little consideration since I last mitted an otn ati nae whieh
spoke upon it, and I cannot reconcile myself î would render ber hable to imprisonment fo
to giving ny consent to the bill as it stands. onhy two months under the Criminal Code
The criminal law of this country provides It is sometbing terrible that we as hegisle
for a distinct punishment for the offences tors, sitting here, in ýhe calm cool consideri
referred to in these clauses-imprisonment tion of questions coming before us.--
for a term of two, four or six months.
This bill proposes to authorize a justice of Hon. Mr. POWER-Very calm!
the peace, a police magistrate or other
officer, not only to increase the sentence Hon. Mr. ADAMS-Yes, very cahîn.
prescribed in the Criminal Code, but to person in the world should have the right to
increase it for three years and ten months imprison a girl convicted of a smahl offene
by virtue of this clause. Supposing this in the reformatory for four years and kee?
bill did pass, a girl of sixteen or seventeen ber there and make her perform the dUtio
years who came before a police magistrate belonging to that institution. The unfot
accused of shoplifting, or theft, could be tunate position of this bill is that we
sentenced to imprisontent, under the law no rumes and regulations by which we th
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et one bit of information pertaining to this maybebrougbtbeforethecriminal ciurts and
naiStitution. The hon. gentleman who lias hable toimnprisonnent, let every offender be
inrtroduced this legislation has failed to fur- treated fairly. Do not take away her liberty,
'i8h the rules and regulations governing it beyond wbat the Criminal Code provides, and
More than that, I desire to call the atten- if she is punisled according to the terns of
tin of this body to the fact that the Good tue Criminal Code, I guarantee that she suf-
Shepherds Home is not incorporated by the fer- enough for the crime she lias committed,
prOvincial legislature of New Brunswick without giving to the police magistrates, in
%8 yet, and we are legislating here before the ca-e of a young girl over 16 and under
ever the provincial government or 21, the power of imprisoning lier for four
Provincial legislature has given its appro- years as against two or three months, as by
val to the act of incorporation. It is tle Criminal Code provided.
atirely different from the case of the city

Oi Halifax. There the Nova Scotia
egislatule had given them a Provincial gentleman is labouring under some misap-

Act of Incorporation. The Senate of Ca- preliension. If tle lon. gentleman consuits
'~daundrstod nd newexatlytli leis-the Criminal Code, to whicli lie lias referred,ad4a underlstood and knew exactly the legis-

latil, hathadbeenproide bythe pro- lie will find tliat that code expressly provides1 tiOnl that had been providted by thet erpro-adofiprsnmn i
oc11ial legislature. Here we are dealing htwee nta o mrsnetiViticial~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ I leiitr.ieew r eln prison or jail, tlie court sentences a juvenile
ith a society which bas no Act of Incorpo- offender to imprisonment in a reformatory,ration >o far as our provincial legislature is

eolerned. We are without any information not less tlan two years. Now tle lon.
O far as the rules and regulation of the gentleman bas based bis whole argument
natitution are concerned, and yetwe are ask ed, on the
n'lider sub-section (2) of this bill, to give our suposton th the enaC ei

sient to taking away the liberty and rights
af gilsbl easa aesae and when lie discovers tliat it is not, I pre-
agirl simply because, as I have stated,~foe, be as omîittd a ofenc wbchsumo that lie will be willing to withdraw
orshe has commnitted an offence which

7calls for a lighit punisliment. Codei arehlwsOWY eal poer to tbel plsicen We are lis objection. Section 956 of tlie Criminal
gv'e power to the police magistrate to im-

ris1 her for four years. What offence has The court or person before whon any offender
ecmmitted that deserves such a term of whose age at the tunie of bis trial does not in the

prisonmie opinion of the court xcee 16 years cm convicted,~Prionn~nt? Wlia crme las be cin-whether sutnrnarily or otherwise, of any offence

eQ1tted against the state that would warrant pînishable by inprisoument, niay sentence such
t rnagistrate in taking away ber liberty offender to iiprisounient in any reforinatory

four years when the criminal law of the prison iin the province in which snch conviction
aid b a nild ob uil takes place, snbject to the provisions of any Actdaid she was entitled to be punished respectiîg imprisonînent i sncb refornatory, and

for a short period ? am not present-substitted such
t1he rerely my own opinion. I have asked case for the imprisonnient in the penitentiary or

P1nio of good lawyers in the ity ofcontineent by which te offender
1 , a.lin o d treis no oi th ct d of otoild otheiwîise be punishable under any Act or

awd there is not one that does notcase shah
' with my view that it is something the sentence he less than two years or more than

trible to empo er a police magistrate to f1ve years confinement iu such reformatory prison;

ase the punishment of an offender asof imprisoent

ided by this bill. It must n e is fxed' hy law to be more than five years, then
%POed bytisbh.I us otb imprisonment shall be in the penitentiary.
PPoed, as some people have said, that

against a reformatory. I know the ho cas A- ds tu
t u4thors to-day are discussing the ques-

has etw.een the jail and the reformatory,
opinior.PWE -ha net i x

Plic opinion in modern times is mov- actly. Tbis is a reformatory prison and if
>h toWards the. reformatory, but that is not

at i discussin)g. I am dealing witha ug hoet snanfedrt ht~ I rn iscssio' [rn eahng ithprison, the- sentence cannot be less than two
lestion of imprisorment under this law. years

tehembe carry out the law if they will ; Jet

t .establish the reforinatory by legislation, lon. Mr. BOULTON-That, I woul
4 the name of ordinary justice, in the take it, meant that the sentence was two.

i Of fair play to the unfortunate w fo years, not two montrs.

th1rmnlCdIgurne htsesf
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Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
has no right to think anything of the sort.
He has simply to take the language of the
section. It says

The court or person before whom any offender
whose age at the time of his trial does not in the
opinion of the court exceed 16 years is convicted,
whether summarily or otherwise, of any offence
punishable by imprisonment.

It does not say any offence punishable by
two years or upwards. You see the
main foundation of the hon. gent-
leman's argument is completely stricken
away. Now, hon. gentlemen, we are
not dealing with novel legislation. A
measure almost exactly similar to this was
dealt with some five or six years ago when
Sir John Abbott led this House. That
measure, as hon. members who were here at
the time will remember, was very carefully
considered. Itwas discussed clause by clause.
There was no disposition on the part of the
Leader of the House then to push the matter
through at all. He scrutinized it very care-
fully. The hon. gentleman fro-n Victoria,
B.C., scrutinized the measure with great
care too, and it was submitted to the De
partment of Justice and most carefully con-
sidered there. I remember hardly any
measure which bas ever been passed through
this Senate which was more carefully con-
sidered than this one was, and although the
hon. gentleman from Northumberland was
not here, and although his views may be
worth a great deal, still the matter has
been considered before and considered
at length ; and we cannot attach as
much weight to his views as if we had not
discussed and considered a similar measure
before. The extract which I have read from
the Criminal Code shows what the feeling of
parliament is with respect to those reforma-
tories. This institution in St. John is not the
only reformatory in the country. There are
reformatories all over the Dominion. There
is the Mercer reformatory, and, I think,
another one in Toronto; there are reforma,
tories in Quebec and there are three re
formatories in the city of Halifgx and thE
legislation with respect to all those is
substantially identical with the provisions of
the measure before us. It is not, perhaps,
necessary here to discuss the principle of the
bill, but as the hon. gentleman indicated ai
the close of his own speech, the tendency
nowadays is in favour of reformatories as
against prisons, at any rate for juvenile

offenders. Now, hon. gentlemen must see
that if a girl of 15 years of age, is arrested for
some comparatively trifling offence,- it is very
much better that she should be sent to an
institution where she will be surrounded
by good influences, than that she shall be
sent to herd with older criminals in a city
prison, jail or other institution of that sort.
Every one who has given any study at
all to the subject of dealing with criminals
is aware of that fact. That is the tendencY
of the present day, as the hon. gentleman
himself admits. Notwithstanding that, the
hon. gentleman wishes to say that if a girl is
arrested in the city of St. John for vagrancY

1 or some other trifling offence, she shall be
sent to the common house of correction
in the city of St. John, to associate with old
criminals, rather than be sent, at the dis-
cretion of the magistrate, to an institution--
that is if she happens to be a Catholic girl-'
where her morals will be looked after and
where she will receive the utmost possible
care. That is rather a peculiar position for
an hon. gentleman who poses as a friend of
the petty juvenile offender. And the sale
way with an older woman. The rule as tO
the girls-that is the rule laid down in the
Criminal Code-is to be the rule also
with respect to older offenders. It 'Jas
been found that in the case of a wonO
who has been leading a life of crime for fotIr
or five years, if you send her to a reforro-
atory for two or three months no substantial
permanent good result follows, and so las
year we amended the Act with respect to
the Halifax institution so as to authorize the
magistrate to sentence the older offend8er
for a longer term. Two or thrl
months will do no good in the way O
reforming. It is thought that a year, or tI
years, is very likely to do so ; and somXeI
those women who have spent a year or te
in the institution have been permanenel
reformed and have become useful and re
spectable members of society. It should b"
the desire of every friend of civilization 8a
of christianity, that that should take plae
There is as I understand, a reformatory fo
boys in St. John. In Halifax there are
reformatories for boys, one connected W1
the church to which I belong, and the other
a Protestant institution. Now, hon. gOl
tlemen, I think that this measure should
substantially as it is, for the reasons that
identical with a measure which was
carefully discussed and considered here,
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considered by the Justice Department, that
it is almost identical with the legislation
'with respect to every other similar institu-
tion throughout the Dominion and that it is
iln itself right and proper. The hon. gentle-
Man said something about inspection, about
there being no report, but if he had taken
the pains to read the bill, he would have
found there was every provision for inspec-
tion. If the hon. gentleman will look at
Clause 15 he will find that such reforma-
tory and such industrial refuge shall at
all times be sufficiently open for inspection
by any officer appointed by the Lieutenant-
Governor.

Hon. Mr. ADAMS-I never said a word
about inspection, because I know that that
is in the bill. I said there were no rules
and regulations with regard to the institu-
tion.

lion, Mr. POWER-If the hon. gentle-
'T 'an will allow me, I think I shall prove to
hirm that even on that point he is not
Correct :

And when and so long as any pecuniary aid is
received from the city of St. John by either or both
of such institutions, such reformatory and suchindustrial refuge, or that one of them so receiving
atid, shall be open to inspection by the mayor,
aldermen and police magistrate of such city or any
of themn.

H Halifax those institutions are inspected
and meet with the approval of the aldermen
aid mayor and city police magistrate. Then
subsection 2 of clause 15 says:

After the expiration of two mnonths from the
pasing of this Act no rule or regulation such as is
hereinbefore mentioned shall have any force or
ýfFect unless approved by the Governor in Council.

That covers the objection.

lion. Mr. ALMON-I wish to corrobo-
rate what bas fallen from the senior mem-
ber for Halifax with regard to the benefit
done by the institution in operation in
1alifax. Any medical man in practice must
eel that it has been a great want, the pos-

sibility of reforming the persons mentioned
In the bill. But what I rise to remark is
that I think it is scarcely fair that a girl
*h 0 is guilty of shop-lifting should be put in
the institution unless she can be separated

snme way from the other women there.
he May be virtuous in every respect except

that she has been guilty of larceny. We
14½

all know about the disease of kleptomania.
People who are respectable in every way
have been guilty of kleptomania. I have
not read the bill and I do not know as to
when the magistrate is compelled-

Hon. Mr. POWlER-He is not compelled,
he uses his discretion.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I think otherwise it
is an excellent institution.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B. C.)-Since
the bill was up before the House a few days
ago, I see the government have purchased
land in Alexandria for a reformatory and
intend putting a building there for that pur-
pose. If that is the case it would do away
with all the private institutions that we are
now dealing with.

Hon. Mr. POWER-That is for Ontario.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B. C.)-No,
for the whole Dominion. A thing of that
kind must be for the whole Dominion, and
therefore it will do away entirely with the
necessity of a bill of this kind. I think the
House is iniebted to the hon. gentleman from
New Brunswick for calling attention to this.
In the case of a child 16 years of age, con-
demned to two months imprisonment for a
trival offence, the power is given by this bill
to impose four or five years imprisonment,
which I think is a very iniquitous thing.
This bill overrides the Criminal Code. Are
we going to sanction a thing of t! at kind in
the 'nineteenth century with the light we
have before us, that a. girl should be condem-
ned to such a long term of imprisonment for a
small offence ? And if a girl once gets into
the reformatory, she can never escape ;
she is liable to be imprisoned in one and
transferred to another and kept' going
to and f ro like a shuttlecock from
one to the other. I believe this is
entirely a denominational bill. It gives,
power to traffic in prisoners and in money,
and it is entirely a private affair. What is
to prevent a Protestant girl, who is impris-
oned for a year, saying that she is a
Catholic, and being put in that reformatory ?
It might not do her any harm, but there
might be a proselytizing system going on,
and she might become a Catholic. That
might happen. It might be a good thing or
it might be a bad thing, but the bill gives
that power. The government should be
careful in allowing such a bill to pass. It
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is entirely a denominational measure, and is being taken to Montreal by his grand-
it the function of this parliament to give parents, and while there he stole 50 cents
extra power to any denomination in this from lis grandfather, and upon their evi-
country ? It gives this church power, dence le was sentenced to three years lu the
over and above any denomination in the reformi tory. The case now turns upon
country, to follow up its own people. That cruelty to the boy since leaving the refor-
is not a matter for the whole Dominion, and rnatory, on the part of lis grandmother,
it should not be interfered with by the but it looks as if the stealing of the fifty
Dominion. This is, to ail intents and pur- centi was brought about for the purpose of
poses, a denorinational bill, and i that securingthe comittalof abo thyfore 0years.
particular, I ao strongly opposed to it. It is better for us to legisate with

aeknowled e of wat has taken place in
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-J arn opposed to otier countries, and not to give to a private

the principle of this bil. m think it is the institution of this kind the care of any class
duty of the State to undertake the building of our criniinal population. Then there is
and management of reformatories and not the point bhih tas been raised with regard
leave the treatmentaof criinals in theliands to these two subsections-that a magistrate
of private associations such as the one with can sentence a prisoner to four years to this
whidh this bill (eals. The hon. gentleman private institution for an act which only
who lias just preceded me says that the! calîs for two inonths' imprisoninent under
governent is buildinI a refornatory In the Criminal Code. That is wrong in prin-
Alexandria near this ity. I do not suP- ciple it is an injustice and contrary to al
pose that the institution will be available 1British constitutional usage to deprive the
for the Maritime Provinces, but there is ng subjet of liberty for a longer tern than is
reason why a reformatory upon the sae provided for by the general laws of the
lea the onen ofih cimbinal cnsthehnds country. It is a special law for a special
in Alexandria should not be furnished for case. It enables an institution of tliis kind
that part of the Dominion and tnanaged as to secure the labour of a girl between the ages
successfully as it could be by any private of sixteen aid twenty-one, for a period of
wonihasijus prii e b e say thvate th alfour years, or over twenty-one for a period

Hon.Mr.POW R -The on.<,eitlmanof two years, and to make a profit out of that
ioen. m en. isbuildilabour. We i ar great complaints f rom tie

Aslexsan nathlaouring classes against institutions of this

on. that theUinstituti wil abaicabilekind, whici are springing up everywhere
for prathe artimeP and undermining their leogitiate cahling.

frason why pa rtefo maor up n t e s mcrvd d fr b h e ea a s o h

l Tliey are subjected to t c coinpetition of

ion. Sir MACKENZIE BOnELL- these institutions, wlo secure by such means

The Alexandria institution is for the Dom- as this bih provides, tle labour of girls for a

inion. term of years without any pay. say it is
an injustice f rom that point of view. It

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-If institutions of seens to nie that it is an injustice from
tHis kind were toa spring up ail over tlie ever point of view and a bil of tlhis kind
Dominion wliere is it going to land us?~ shoioud be thorouglily considered, so tliat we

may understand wliat it leads to before
lion. Mr. MLACDONALD (B.C.)-aSo undertaking to legislate further on tie sub-

they il spring up. ject.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I did not say lion. Mr. POIRIER-If section 
the lemotives whiichave inspiredthislegis- is open to tie construction placed upon it by
lation are in any way inproper, but out of the hon. member from Northumberland, it is
these private institutions, in tie course of objectionable, tlough I do iot exactly sec it
time, great wrongs grow up, and it is a very lin lis oigft. Ife the police magistrate is
difficut thing indeed to undo nischief that autlorized to sentence a girl to, jail first
lias been iii existence for a period of forty or and tlien afterwards extend tlie imprison-
fifty years under a law on the statute book. ment to the reformatory, the clause sould
We read of a case now before the unis be amended. I understand that the objet
trates in Ottawa of a boy ten years of age of this legisation is to save young people
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from the taint of jail. That idea prevails
now in all civilized countries. It originated,
I believe, in France and the United States,
and the results have proved very satisfac-
tory. The idea is to try and reform the
culprit after her first offence and give ber a
chance to amend. But if the magistrate,
Under this bill, is empowered to send the
girl to prison first and then, as my bon.
friend from Northumberland said, to send
her to the reformatory, I think the measure
is objectionable.

Hon. Mr. POWER-He bas no power to
do so.

Hon. Mr. POIRIER-I would propose to
inake it clearer. In the 30th line the word
" extended " should be expunged and then
there would be no misinterpretation of the
intention of the Act. I am in favour of
substituted imprisonment - that is that a
girl liable to six months' imprisonment, for
example, in the city prison, should be,
Ins8tead of that, turned over to the Good
Shepherd's Reformatory.

lion. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-For
how long ?

lion. Mr. POIRIER--For the term men-
tiOned in the bill.

lon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-That
Overrides .the Criminal Code,

lion. Mr. POWER-No, it complies with
the Criminal Code. The - hon. gentleman
lis-states the case altogether.

lion. Mr. POIRIER-In the Criminal
Code a person might be sentenced to six
'onlths in jail ; the equivalent will be two
Years in the reformnatory. It is not the
"aPosition of an extended sentence; it is a
substitution. I am in favour of that sub-
titu4tion, because it saves the girl from
egraation ; it enables ber to go back into

the World without the taint of imprison-
ent in jail. But if this bill gives
wer to the magistrate to degrade a girl

bY sending ber to a prison and then after-
arlrds to extend the punishment to impri-

p4rlient in the reformatory, I see no usefothe bill

Hon. Mr. POIRIER-I do not think it
does either, but it is open to that interpreta-
tion.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-The punishment is
merely a substituted punishment instead of
the original punishment. It is not ad-
ditional.

Hon. Mr. POIRIER-Then in that
case I would agree perfectly with my hon.
friend from Westmoreland, but if this House
will read the clause again I think we will all
agree that it is open to the other interpreta-
tion.

Hon. Mr. POWER-No.

Hon. Mr. POIRIER-I object to the
word "extendet " here, because it is open
to a wrong interpretation. If this word is
expunged I would quite approve of the bill,
because it would be substituting imprison-
ment in the reformatory for imprisonment
in a jail, where a girl would be degraded.
If the mover of the bill will consent to ex-
punge the " extended " I will vote for the
clause.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The bon. gentleman
must see that it quite unnecessary to make
the change. The magistrate may sentence
the girl to two mouths' imprisonment in jail
or two years in the reformatory. If it is
extended to two years it is imprisonment in
the reformatory.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Does not the mar-
ginal note indicate that it is another im-
prisonment ?

Hon. Mr. POWER-We are not govern-
ed by the marginal note in interpreting this
clause.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I understood the
argument of the bon. member fron
Northumberland to be this: if the
police magistrate, in his discretion,
considers it necessary to impose more
than two months' imprisonment, addit.onal
machinery is provided in this bill by which
he can extend the term by sending the girl
to the reformatory. I want to know what
additional machinery there is ?

Hon. Mr. POWER--There is no addi-
tional machinery.

Ion. Mr. WOOD-It does not bear that Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Am I to under-
aTing at all. stand that in the preliminary case the
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magistrate has the discretion to imprison
for a longer period 1 The utmost punish-
ment provided is two months imprisonment ;
I undersEood the hon. gentleman from
Northumberland to say that this could be
estended afterwards by the magistrate. If
so, it is wrong, but if the magistrate bas
the discretion of making the imprisonment,
instead of two months in jail, two years in
the reformatory, it is not open to the sane
objection.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-For the saie
offence a boy would only be sentenced to two
months imprisonnient.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I am a very firm
believer in having an institution where those
criminals could be sent to be reformed instead
of being sent to jail. The influence of the
jail is bad, and there should be some other
institution where their moials could be at-
tended to, but that should be under the
supervision and superintendence of the gov-
ernment of the country. That is a f unda-
mental ptinciple, and as an institution of
the kind lias been erected at Alexandria at
the expense of the country, it shou'd be used
for the purpose. I believe it will attain the
end in view. I am glad to find that I was
wrong in the interpretation of the argument
of the hon. gentleman from Northumberland.
I think it would be a great anomaly to pro-
vide th-at one man can say that the crime
should be punished by imprisonnient for two.
months, while another authority could say
the punishment should be for four or five
years.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-The magistrate bas
no authority except what is contained in the
Criminal Code.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-There seems to be
some apprehension in the mind of the last
speaker, and possibly others, with regard to
the power of the judges and magistrates
who, under the Criminal Code, have the pow-
er to try criminal offences. This bill does
not alter the jurisdiction of any court in the
country. The courts of the country and the
magistrates have precisely the same juris-
diction that they have now under the
criminal laws of the country. The only
thing which this bill does is to give the court,
or person trying the criminal, a discretion-
ary power to substitute imprisonment
in the reformatory in certain cases for a

term in a common jail, or city prison, as
provided in the crininal law. That is the
only additional power which this bill gives,
and that power is vestedin thejudge who tries
the criminal, and the sentence is pronounced
at the close of the trial by the judge who
tries the criminal.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Would the judge
have the power to sentence criminals to the
common jail for two màre years?

Hon. Mr. WOOD-If the law under
which the criminal was tried gave hin that
power, he would have the power. This bill
does not give him any power with regard to
sentencing to the common jail.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I understand that
under this bill, if the offence is a light one.
the terni of imnprisonment is two months.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-He bas already the
powcr, under the criminal law, to sentence
these offenders to the conmon jail, or the
city prison, and the term of imprisonment
will depend upon the nature of the crime
and, to a large extent, the length of the
imprisonment is left to the discretion of the
judge. This gives the judge the enlarged
discretionary power, instead of sentencing
certain offenders to the common jail, to
send them to the refornatory as a substitu-
tion. That is the entire change which it-
makes.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The point I wish
to make is this : That a child of sixteen years
of age might be subjectto a penalty which
would, under the Criminal Code, b for a
much shorter terni in the case of a boy.
This bill permits a magistrate, without anY
further offence being committed, to take
away the liberty of a child between the ages
of sixteen and twenty-one, where, under
ordinary circumstances, the teri of iuI-
prisonnient would only be two months.

Hon. Mr. WOOD -I was about to make a
remark on that point when the hon. gentle-
man rose and interrupted me. The objec-
tions to the bill which have been urged bY
the hon. gentleman from Northumberlald
and my hon. friend from British Columibia
have been to the lengthening of the terra.
It is true that the bill gives the judge 'who
tries these criminals in certain cases a die8
cretionary power to lengthen the terni, and
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that is the real object of the bill. As
POinted out by one of the speakers, it would
be very little use to send a young person to
a reformatory and simply detain her for a
couple of months. It gives the judge the
POwer to lengthen the term they are to re-

iain in the reformatory from two to five
Years. If hon. gentlemen would reflect up-
On the reas'ons for that, it appears to me
there would be no objection to the bill. It
ialist be remembered that the object of send-
iug these criminals to a reformatory is en-
tirely different from the object had in view
1n Rending t.hem to a city jail. In the one
case, it is merely punishment for the crime
they have committed ; in the other ca-e, it
-8 not in the nature of a punishment-it is
ai attempt to reform the criminal. • It is
obvious to anyone who reflects upon the na-
tire of these two sentences that it is proper
and right that in the one case the sentence
should be for a longer term than in the
other. If hon. gentlemen will reflect, they
Will see that there is no objection whatever
to allowing the sentence under those circum-
stances to be for a longer term. The first
hon. gentleman who spoke referred to the
Police magistrate of St. John, but I have
already referred to the jurisdiction of the

'lagistrate. It does not increase his juris-
diction at all. It does not give him juris-
diCtion in any cases in which he has not
jurisdiction at the present time.

lion. Mr. ADAMS-Turn to section one.
It says : " in his discretion "-where do you
find elsewhere that the police magistrate
ean increase the sentence beyond that named
1' the lawi

Ilon. Mr. POWER-It is in the Criminal
Code.

lion. Mr. WOOD-It is true, it gives
the police magistrate of St. John a discre-
tiOnary power to pass a substitute sentence

18tead of the sentence lie is authorized to
Pass under the criminal law of the land,
but it does not give him jurisdiction over
any cases which he has not jurisdiction over
at present. It simply gives him power to
siubtitute the sentence provided in this bill
'or the one which he would be obliged to
14'Pose under the ordinary Criminal Code of
the land.

lion. Mr. POIRIER-I move that in111e 30, after the word " to," the words " an

extended or " be expunged, because, as I
said before, those words "an extended or"
might possibly be interpreted as enabling
the pol -c magistrate, after a young girl has
been in jail, to extend the punishment and
send her to a reformatory. In this case the
wholesome object of the bill would be lost.
I think the majority, if not all of us, here
are in favour of the substitution of the re-
formatory for the common jail, but not the
reformatory after the prison.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I hope the hon. gen-
tlemen will not press that motion. I cer-
tainly do nnt think that this clause bears the
interpretation which the hon. gentleman is
trying to put upon it. The clause clearly
says that this is a sentence to be substitut-
ed when it is pronounced, instead of the
sentence provided for in the preceding sec-
tion-instead of, not in addition to. Any-
one who knows the proceedings of our courts
knows that when a criminal is tried and the
jury have brought in a verdict of guilty the
sentence ispronouncedand itmust bepronoun-
ced then. I never heard tell of a judge re-
vising a sentence or pronouncing another
sentence, and there is nothing in this bill
that can possibly be construed into permit-
ting anything of that kind. I think it
wbuld be a mistake to expunge the word
"extended," becauFe the sentence, as I said,
is an extended sentence-a longer sentence
than the one provided for in the Criminal
Code.

Hon. Mr. POIRIER-I think the hon.
gentlemen said it was a substituted sentence.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-It is an extended and
a substituted sentence; those are the very
words used in the other bills similar to this.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think there is a
misconception as to the reason for the intro-
duction of the words " two months." This
bill only applies to cases where the law
points out that the sentence must be for at
least two months. If, for instance, - the
offence committed was one for which the
law provided the punishment should be only
imprisonment for one month and twenty-
nine days, this bill would not apply at all.
It is in connection with the character of the
offence that the Criminal Code provides the
punishment. In all cases where the Crimi
inal Code provides a punishment of two
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months and over, the bill applies. If the Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-That
Criminal Code pro\ ides a punishment of less may be.
than two months, this bill does not come in Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The culprit would
at all. In cases where the magistrate can
imprison for two months and upwards, be has ave some respect for .he opinion of those
power to substitute the reformatory for the whom she is supposed to regard as her
jail. Of recent years the object of all legis- spiritual advisers. It is presume d that in
lation in amendinent of the Crirninal Code ail churches those who are over the congre

bas been the reformation of the criminal. gation have more influence with them than

Our treatment of criminals bas been chang- those outside of the church, and therefore it

ing very materially during the hast half is quite in harmony with our views of re-

century. And I amn bhappy to say that forming all persons who may err. But the

tbe effect is perfectly apparent in the inspection is very positive. And then again
rheeif ti ofocty Wppre nw piovide it does not by any means follow that the
reformation of society. We now provide culprit is detained after she reforms. The
not alone for the contmnement of the crimu- Peointo .iyb erti .i mnhs
nal ii a iefornatory but also for inproving reformation may be perfect m six months,
his morals, and we go further and no and under those circunstances the cul-

authorize a judge to pass what is called a prit is to be relensed at once. The

suspended sentence. A prisoner is brought people who are about her are the best
. . . udges,, and the inspector *who from time

in guilty by the jury and the judge says 1 totie and the insttution, i e
arm inciined to rely upon your sense of honour to tie visits the institution, is abie
and desire to lead a better life, and instead t1
of sentencing you to iiprisonment I let you proved that it would be wise and prudent

of enening o oipiomn e o to let her go at large. You have to use wise
go on suspended sentence. If you commit toscet i.o t lae. We he to use dwn(liscret ion in these cases. Wecinnot lay dowfl
any other offence, the ordinary punishment , .
that I would now inflict will be imposed hard ant fast hnes for reforming peop e.
upon . . We have to trust it to those who are de-

and the nîethod ost consonant with the puted to take care of people of this class,

reformation of the criminal. As to the and any person who bas any experience in

other point spoken of, that this has anvthing sending persons to jail must feel convince

to do with the church, my bon. friend used that it is more necessary to multiply our
rather strained language in saying so. The reformatories than the jails, no matter what
raermatrae langue icons aigson, sub their denomination. Take the records of
reformatory at once becomes a prison, sub- Toronto, or any other place, and you find
ject to government inspection. The Gover- there are certain criminals who spend somne
nor in Council appoints an inspector who mths of cery crinjail. pere sa
examines all the reformatories. rnontbs of every year in jail. There is a

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-It is
entirely Catholic.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Not at all.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The
people at the head of it are entirely
Catholic.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No. The culprits
are sent to a reformatory that is under the
control of those who belong to the religion
thatthe culprit belongs to.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Yes,
precisely.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Because it is thought
1at those who hold similar views on religious

questions may have more influence with the
culprit.

certain class of criminals wno, wnen they
come out of jail, only remain out for a
a week perhaps, and back they go. There is
no reformation in our jails, and the inmates
become more deeply steeped in iniquity.

On section 10,

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B. C.)--See-
tion 10 interferes distinctly with the course
of justice. The section says :

Unless with the written consent of the superin-
tendent or superior of the Industrial Refuge first
had and obtained, no such sentence as is nentioned
in the next preceding section shall be pronounced.

That is dictating to the judge what he shall
do.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentlemani
I think, is exceedingly unreasonable. These
institutions cannot be expected to take
prisoners without, as a rule, being paid,
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although they actually do take them. I RAJLWAY ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
now the institution in Halifax bas taken TUIRD READING.

charge of a great number of persons forWhom it has not been paid : but there is rdn. Mr BihA "An t t med

provision elsewhere in the bill thatlthe b ( )
ï Municipal council may make provision '

at prisoners shall be paid for, and the impression when 1 made some remarks

'hen that is done the prisoners may be sent on Friday that nobody had any objections

t the institution. This clause simply pro- to the third reading then, and I shah not
Vides that if no provision has been made for ake any remarks to-day if the bil is

'ying for criminals in the institution, the allowed to go through.
s4titution shall not be bound to receive Hon. Mr. WOOD-I should like to offer

thei. That does not seen very unreason- a few observations upon the bil before the
e I dare say they would have plenty to motion is carried. I do so with a great deal
if they would keep free of charge all of reluctance, for I ar reminded that thishtwere sent there. bill bias been before the Senate on two or

IllOi M. MCINES (urlngtn>,three occasions already, and the mover hiason. t r. eHon.Mr succeeded in passing it tLrough this Cham-
committee reported the bil with ber. I have no doubt, therefore, tht hon.allketî(Idtents, which were concurred in. gentlemen have heard it discussed and have

considered its provisions, and it may be like
SECOND READING. presumption on my attempting to occupy

your time with a further discussion to day.

till (D) "lAn Act fur the relief of James 1 shaîl be very brief, however, in my re-11e8 r0s1 "n(M ak Caemown marks. Since Friday, when 1 objected, asI fedt it my duty to do, t the third read-

The Senate then adore.ing of the bill, I have given it some hours
of study and W simply propose to-day to

point out to the flouse the conclusions at
twhich have arrived with reference to its

merits. First, I invite the attention of the
flouse to clause one in the bi. Lt is en-

THE SENATE. tirely separate aed distinct and deals with
an entirely different class of subjects fromn

Ottawa March 2nd, 1896. those with which the succeeding clauses of
ete ommt rthe bill deal. Clause t deals with drains

f dSPEAKER took the Chair at Three whicl are ahready constructed, and the sub-
sequent clauses deal with drains which mayibe herefter constructed. Now, my first oh-

ha1'%yers and routine proceedings. jection is is, that the meaning of this
clause, aw it stands in the bi, is not clear-
the language is very ambiguous. The word-

PCEREarks. in- ued in the latter part of this clause is

INQUIRY. entirey inconsistent with the words used in
the first part of the clause ; it is impossible

er. McINNES (B.C.)-Before the for me to make out its meaniteg. The aau-
e18 of the Day are called, I shouod like biguity consists in this; if on. gentlemen~1elind the pon. premier about the post- will read this clause from the first line down

returns that I called for some time ago I to the word wAct" in the 9th ne, it would

appear to be general in its applicationo The
SHr MACKENZIE BOWELL-I ause readsentO the Post-office Department and the Nltwithstanding anything in section 14 it shail

torr Wer I got was that the most of that i ae the duty of every railway cofnpany uner the
hmPOndence was by telegram, and they juriwdiction of the Parliament of Canada aud with-

. iont any such contributions as hereinafter referred
> "'Pe tE too the in at T hree to, to maintain and keep in repair aIl necessary

raers and rote poedings. drains, ditches and watercourses in existence at thefor it. itpassing of this Act.
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If the clause stopped there it would ap-f
pear to be general in its meaning and to ap-
ply to all drains, ditches and water courses,
whether constructed by the railway com-
pany itself or by municipalities at their ex-
pense and maintained at their expense, or
whether they were a class of drains which
benefited both the railway companies and
the adjoining lands and were constructed
and maintained at their joint expense. The
subsequent words appear to limit the mean-
ing of this' clause. To what extent they
limit it and what is the effect of those words
as they stand, I am at a loss to know. I
should be very glad if the mover of the bill
would explain it, or possibly the Chairman
of the Railway Comnittee may be able to do
so. For my part J am unable to explain it.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Explain which?

Hon. Mr. WOOD-The words after "Act"
in the first clause. The only possible meaning
I can attach to them is that it is intended to
limit the operation of this clause in some
way to the drains on lands belonging to the
company and which have been constructed
for the purpose of draining the lands of the
company rather than lands adjoining the
lands of the company. If that is the case,
let me point out that there is oie word in
this clause which is very important and upon
the meaning of which a great deal turns,
and that is the word "necessary " in the 8th
line. If the clause stopped at the word
" Act," necessary drains would apply to,
drains which were necessary for the purpose
of the railway, to drains which were neces-
sary for the purpose of the municipality or
adjoining farm lands, or drains which were
necessary partly for each, but if it is intended
by. these last words to limit it to drains which
were required and only required for the
purposes of the railway and for draining the
lands of the railway, of course it is a very
important limitation. If that is the meaning
the word "necessary " is certainly in the
wrong place in the clause, and in that case,
in my opinion the clause should read in this
way, that it should be the duty of every
railway company under the jurisdiction of
the Parliament of Canada to maintain and
keep in repair all drains, ditches and
water-courses in existence at the passing of
this Act which are necessary for the lands
belonging to the company. If it read that
way the meaning, certainly, would be clear.

I do not think, if that is the meaning that is
intended, that this clause should be passed.
It is entirely unnecessary, because drains
which are necessary for the purpgses of the
railway are already provided for under the
general provisions of the Railway Act. Be
sidesthis, thereareonly twointerests involved
in such drains, the interest of the railW&Y
company itself, which must maintain these
drains for the preservation of its work, and
the interest of the travelling public, which
latter interest is looked after by the Railwa.l
Committee of the Privy Council. The muni'
cipalities and the adjoining farm lands have
no interest in drains which are simply for
the purpose of draining the lands belonging
to the company, and to pass an Act which
simply says that every railway shall maintaio
at its own expense the drains which are
necessary in and for the lands belonging to
the railway company, seems to me to bO 0a
least superfluous, if it is not absurd, for Wh

are there any regu'ations with regard
drains. Take the regulations of
municipality; they inake regulati"O
with regard to the constructioo
and maintenance of drains, provided
there is a number of farms affected by the0'
but you never heard tell of a regulation
made by a municipality that a certaie
farmer should make such drains as were
necessary for draining his own farm lands
It appears to me equally unnecessar
that this Houe should pass a bill to se
that railways should make or mainte
drains which were necessary for drainil
their own lands and for the preservation o
their own works. Besides this, if that is the
meaning of this clause, the first line of b
clause should be struck out. The
words of the clause are : " Notwithstandiq
anything in section 14 of the Railway Ac
Section 14 of the Railway Act,, if the hOn'
gentleman will look at it, does not refer io
any way to drains which are necessarY or
draining lands belonging to the companBo
by the construction of which lands belO
ing to the conpany are in any way affeteu
It simply refers to drains which are b
after a railway has been constructed, wh
are built not for the purposes of the rail
but solely for the purposes of the uta
pality or the lands adjoining. Section 4
very clear ;·it says that when after notiCe
application the railway committee
that it is necessary in the interests Of
municipality that means of drainage sh"
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be. Provided and so on, thereupon such muni-
-'Pality may construct the works, or at its0Ption, the company may construct the

orks and the cost of constructing such
V'orks and the maintenance of the
aatne should be paid by the munici-
Phty, unless the railway committee direct
?therwise. Now it seems clear to me that
i this clause is intended to affect section 14

the Railway Act, it cannot apply to
rains which are constructed for the benefit
'lands belonging to the company, but must

&Py solely to drains which are constructed
.1er the authority of section 14 of the

Way Act, and those drains are drains in
hich the railway company have no interest,
Il1is which are found necessary for the

PNrPoses of lands adjoining, which were
astructed at the cost of the municipality.

e section 1 is intended to apply to that
of drains, the latter words in the sec-

t should be left out altogether so as not
confuse the neaning, and then the only

1ening which it can have, that I can con-
ehf, is that in future it. is to place on
railway companies the whole cost of
taining drains in existence at the pre-

i tIMe, which have been constructed by
ýIiICipalities at their cost and maintained
to the present time at their cost. That is

clear meaning of this section, in my

o0. Mr. BOULTON- That is the cost
their right of way only.

1on. Mr. WOOD-I do not see the force
the hon. gentleman's remarks.

On. Mr. BOULTON-The hon. gentle-
Sisays that the purpose of the Act is to
4sfer the cost of these drains, which are

t, Iaintained by the municipality, over
the railway company.

n. Mr. WOOD-I do; yes.

on. Mr. BOULTON-But the railway
rapany is obliged to maintain the drains

its own right of way ?

lo. Mr. WOOD-Oh, not at all.

lOn. Mr. BOULTON-Well, they should.

'OnU Mr. WOOD-Let me give the hon.
Itulean an illustration of what I mean.

OnI own county, we have the city of
OnetOn, which is the largest corporate

icipality there. When the Intercolonial

Railway was built there was no city there.
Since then, the city of Moncton has grown
up and it has been found necessary to have
a system of sewerage and drainage. The
city of Moncton has built its sewers under-
neath the railway, across its track, out into
the river. That work has been done-by the
city of Moncton, of course with the permis-
sion of the government. That work has been
done and those drains are maintained solely
by the city of Moncton. The railway lands
do not even empty into them, get no benefit
whatever from them. The drains are away
down underneath, out of sight, and the rail-
way lands are not affected by them in any
way at all. Those drains have been con-
structed and at present are maintained by
the city of Moncton, but this clause, if it
has that meaning-and I cannot see any
other-transfers for the future the cost of
maintaining the drains in Moncton to the
railway. That seems to me clear, and it
involves a principle that is so manifestly
unjust that I cannot see how the House can
possibly give its s nction to it. I do not
wish te take up time, but this first clause to
my mind is ambiguous in its meaning, and
whichever construction we put upon it,
it appears to me the clause is one which
this House should not sanction.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-This bill is not
intended to affect the city-only the
country.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It affects the cities,
and all.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-It says municipalities.
It must apply to the cities. I do not think
I can be mistaken in that. The following
clauses deal with an entirely different sub-
ject. They deal, net with drains which
exist at the present time, but with drains
which are hereafter to be constructed. I do
not propose to dwell upon these sections,
because, I believe, the features involved in
this part of the bill have been pretty fully
discussed, and I must say here that, up to
the present time, until I studied the bill
after I left the House on Friday, I supposed
the principle involved in these clauses was
really the only change which it was pro-
posed to make in our present railway legis-
tion. These clauses I objected to on Friday
and gave my reasons for objecting to them,
and I hold the same objection still, which
is, in a few words, this : that the proposi-
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tion here is to give the municipality, Hon. Mr. WOOD-I studied those wOd
in certain cases, the authority, without very carefully, and I cannot see how thel
consulting the Railway Committ e of the give any different meaning to the clauseO
Privy Council, to construct or compel remove in any way the objection which
the railways to construct drains across urge. Those words certainly do not PiSe
their tracks or across their lands. i the railway company any voice in elect19»
The objection, of course, is readily inunicipal councillors. They certainly do
seen, and will be urderstood by hon. gentle- not give them any voice in making o
men in the House. and I do not think it is regulations, and it appears to me a no
necessary to go into a discussion on this principle to introduce here that railWal
particular point, for no doubt you have all companies should be subject to regulatiO0
considered it very fully. I c nsider it is in- wher e they stand in such an exceptiOl'
troducing a novel and a very bad principle position. It may be said that other part 6
into our railway legislation. In the con- may own lands in a municipaïity who a
struction of all ihese drains, whether they non-residents and who may have no voice 1
cost $800 or whether they cost $8,000, that making these regulations, but at all eveDt
it is necessary to huild across the property they are in this different position, that the1
of a railway company, the plans and speci- are able, if they wish, to. alienate and dis
fications should in the first place be sub- pose of their property, whereas a rail'",
mitted to the Railway Comnmittee ,f the company is not. When a railway conp$aß
Privy Council and should recei e their has once built its lines through a municipe
sanction before th,, drain i< allowed to be ity, it is there to stay, and it appears to
con-tructed J wish, however, before I sit that no principle could be more unjust th'o
down, to offer one or two observations with to make them, under those conditions, sU
r9gard to clause 6. I find, upon careful ject to municipal regulations. AnOther
study of the bill, that the clause goes a objection to this clause appears to me to b
great deal further than any of the this, that a municipal council, from its vell
clauses which precede it. The proposi- nature, is not competent to deal We
tion iere i-; to make railway companies the question of,. the drainage of any ki'
subject to all general municipal regulations. of railway property. A municipal COn'

I object, for. one at all events, entirely to ci], which is usually largely compo0 .
any policy being adopted by this House of of farniers in the district, may be qui
that nature. In the first place, it appears to competent to mnke regulations for dra3'
me to be founded upon a principle which is ing their own farm lands, or if it b
manifestly unfair. A iailway company lin the city, to make regulations for
passes through a municipality. It has pro- proper sewerage or drainage of the city, b
perty, it is true, in that municipality but the drainage of railway property is
that property stands in an entirely different entirely different and a . nuch 190
relation to the local authorities from any important matter. The permane1r
other property in the municipality. The of rail way structures largely e
railway company has no voice in electing pends, in all cases, upon the character
the council which makes these regulations. of the drainage. The supports of bridg'
They are made by the council and the rail- the supports of large culverts, road crossie
way company, if it is interested, should be or other openings in the railway, require
heard, but it is not heard. It knows noth- be of a permanent character, and the draei
ing of these regulations until they are made age in connection with them, is a most o
and passed, and it appears to me that where portant question, requiring a partice
they stand in that exceptional position they class of talent to deal with them. Th
certainly should not be subject to general require engineers of experience, engifle
regulations of that kind. who have studied railway work, and haVe

thorough knowledge of their business.
Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-May be J can just reflect how this subject has been dea

help the hon. gentleman a little. Look at with in the past. It is fully provided
line 2 of clause 6: it says, "Not inconsistent under the general provisions of the gene 
with this Act." If the lion. gentleman will Railway Act. The railway company
look at that note it will save a good deal of under the general provisions of the Rall'e»
argument. Act, can make or construct across, Undr
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er, and so on-I will not read the whole clause 6 passes, proposes to change that
8-it is section 90 of the Railway Act. policy and to make the railway companies

b ican, in the first place, construct drains, liable to any regulations which any munici-
tunnels and bridges, and so on. In pality through which that railway may pass

Second place, it is authorized to divert may see fit at any time to make. There are
alter rivers, streains, water-courses, and other objections to it, of course. Going

In the third place, it is authorized to through different municipalities, those regula-
%%k drains, not only in its own lands, but tions may be entirely inconsistent with each

roUgh and under lands adjoining the lands other. There will be no uniformity. The rail-
e .t railway. In the fourth place, it is au- way company will r ever know one week what

1 ýized to divert or alter any sewer or drain. regulations they will be subject to soine-
v given these powers fully. Powers are where the next week. They have no voice

d in the railway under the guidance of in framing the regulations and will know
r engineers, always of course- having nothing of them until they are passed, and

Ss1brnitted theýir proposals and plans to they will never know what regulations they
ailway Committee of the Privy Council wili from time to time be subject to. I

' having- them inspected by a competent promised to be brief and I shail not make
'leer appointed by the governinent, and further observations. I hope I have made
dnust first receive that approval before myself clear. I hope I have made clear to

e drains can be constructed or any changes the hon. gentlemen who compose this hon.

imade. Then the int erests of the House the objections which I see to this bill.
fid le are guarded later on. Section 91 pro- I desire to say before I sit down that it
as tg that'the railway company shall restore, appears to me that this is a bill which

early as possible to its former state, any affects the general railway legislation of the
) Stream, water course, water pipe, country for which, of course, the govern-

or drain. They are obliged under the ment of the day are responsible. I feel like
provisions of the Railway Act 'to expressing the surpt ise, which certainly I

4% rve all the water-courses and all the experienced, that this bill, until I objected
tikural drainage facilities of the district to it on Friday, wa's likely to pass this
og oth which they pass. If in the exercise House without our having heard any ex-
Jo e epowers they do aiy damage to ad- pression of opinion from the govern-

g lands, that is also provided for in the ment with regard to its merits. I am told,
al ailway Act In section 92 it says too, that hon. gentlemen who compose

þo hecompany shall, in the exercise of its this Chamber have already considered the
o as little damage as possible and mittter, that their minds are made up and

he naake full compensation in the manner that it is too late now to hope to convince
il In and in the special Act provided, to them that this bill should not pass. I am
8trties interested for all damage by them aware, too, that the lion. member who pro-

ko ed by reason of the exercise of such poses this bill is a gentleman who is so uni-
s' Now, hon. gentlemen will see from versally popular in this House that it is

osections the principle adopted by the almost useless to oppose any measure which
:11' flient in framing the Railway Act, he submits. I certainly feel the very strongest

18 the general railway legislation of! posible f riendship for that hon. gçntleman,
e0untry at the time and governs all the and there is no member of this Chamber who

4 y8 Which have been constructed under 1 would be more desirous of supporting any
14"esubject to the jurisdiction of the legislation which he might introduce than I

l'aetlt of Canada-the policy is this, would be, if I could consistently do so. T
ttOrize the railway companies, under have, however, devoted some study to the

e Vice of their own enginee-s, to con- bill since the House last met. I have ex-
et. all drains and have the full charge of plained the objections which present them-

% inage of the railway lands, and wher- selves to my mind upon a close examination
%4they find it necessary, in the exercise of of the bill, and I feel that under all the
t POwers, to do any damage whatever, full circumstances, entertaining the opinions

us iIation is provided for to every person which I do, I should be neglecting my duty
ý4 8 'n the slightest degree damaged. as a iember of this House if I allowed this

18 the policv as it exists to-day under bill to pass without a protest. I therefore
general Railway Act. This bill, if feel it my duty, under the circumstances, to
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move that this bill be not now read the
third time but that it be read the third time
this day six months.

Hon. Mr. KIRCIHOFFER-As secon-
der of this motion, I rise with considerable
diffidence to make a few remarks with refer-
ence to the bill itself-diffidence not on
account of . any halting between two
opinions as to the nature or character
of the bill itself, which I consider to be
vicious in the extreme, but on account of the
high opinion which 1, and other members of
this House, have for the hon. gentleman who
is father of this* bill, and who has devoted
so much time and given so much labour in
his endeavours to make it part of the law of
the land. As we all know, railway corpora-
tions although chartered by the govern-
ment and acting apparently as independent
bodies, are notwithstanding subject to gov-
ernmental and departmental control. That
is to say, after the road-bed has been con-
structed and before they are allowed to carry
freight or passengers, they are obhiged to
produce a certificate from a responible and
competent governmentengineer that the road-
bed is constructed and in a condition fit to
carry freight and passengers with safety to
life and limb of the travelling public. Any
delegation of the authority such as the gov-
ernment wisely assumes in this way is, I
think, fraught with the very greatest
element of danger. It is a paternal fune-
tion which the governuient has assumed
and provides, as far as human sagacity and
carefulness can do it, for the safety of life
and limb of the travelling public, and I think
any delegation of such an authority, an
authority which in my opinion should be
most carefully guarded, will be fraught with
the greatest danger to those who travel. It
is only when you come to look carefully into
the matter that the very extraordinary and
important nature of the amendment becomes
apparent. When any. of us go on a journey
by rail, and retire to our little beds, after
having said our little prayers let us hope, we
say to ourselves, that although railway con-
tractors and officials mnay have tried to scamp
their work, yet in as much as the certificate
of a comnpetent government engineerhas been
furnished to the railway company, the govern-
ment have provided for our safety as far as
human sagacity and carefulness can do it. In
other words the government have taken charge
of the road-bed. And to whom are we now

asked by the amendment to delegate tho
authority ? Is it to able and skilled eue
neers, or to a corporation which will be ree
ponsible in case of accident to life and lirmb
It is nothing of the sort.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-The bil dell
gates it to the railway company,

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-The *
thority is given, according to one of thoe
clauses, to the municipality of the county or
township through which the railway has
pass.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Read on fa
ther.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-We kni.
the composition of the ordinary municipe1

council in Canada. The matter is not tO bf
dealt with by a competent engineer, but bl
an ordinary provincial land surveyor, '
ployed by the municipal council.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Subject to apPw
to the Railway Committee of the Fri
Council.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-I knh1o
that ; but we are asked to hand this over
municipal bodies. I say it is a most da:I'Ps
ous precedent, and that the goverofl0
should not allow the control which tb&1
now possess to pass from their ha
I expected to see the leader of
House and of this government rise
his place, and state whether they iw
that this supervision, which I think
government has wisely controlled, over thO
lines, to pass out of their hands. I think
is a most unwise thing to allow it to be dO#

Hon. Mr. VIDAL.-I very much
the absence of the hon. gentleman .
Barrie who made some remarks on this
when it was read the second time.
statements and argument made a
impression on ny mind and convinced
that it is most unwise that the Senate>lOj<
allow this bill.to pass. It has been allei
pointed out how the Railway Committ®
the Privy Council isèharged with the·dI
protecting the rights of the public trave
over the railroads, and one of the wis®
visions contained in the General
way Act is that no road shall be i
for the conveyance of passengers
such ·time as its road-bed, its b
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and all things pertaining to it have been
PrOperly examined and certified to-by a com-
Petent government engineer. ' The object of
parliament is, of course, to protect not only
the rights of individuals and municipalities,
at the safety and the rights of the travelling

Public generally. That is the object which
they have in view in thus insisting that no
eOd shall be open to public travel until it
has been properly examined and certified.

k hon. friend who has just resumed his
seat remarked that if any amendmeut is to be
'1ade to that clause it should be an amend-
11elt brought in by the government after
haviig examined into the necessity of
a1ch legislation and having seen that
Ite provisions do not conflict with other
reilUirements of the law or, jeopardize the
afety of the public. With this view I
'nllY agree and if the government saw that an

4U4eidment proposed by any other person
s lot in the public interest or did not

to be desirable, then it is the duty of
the government strongly and firmly to
ePPose the bill. They are the parties
tePonsible to the public generally for the

atutory protection of life of those
"avelling on these railways. I admit that

)4 the bill before us it is provided that a re-
fereaice may be made to the Railway Com-
r'Ittee of the Privy Council, but only when
a dispute arises. Here 1 think is the essen-

%i defect in this bill, that it allows that
agreement may be made between a rail-

aY company and a municipality for a ditch
c ulvert across the railway without the

Uoledge or intervention of the Railwayittee of the Privy Council. I presume
gentlemen know that we have many

81bal township councils in this country,
enilY influenced by individuals. I do not

'ik what I say would .be applicable to the
eat railway lines of the country, but there

% Imany short lines operated by small com-
and it is easy to understand that any

'4uential individual desiring to make some
4ranage across the line of railway might

able to convince the township council that
t a very desirable thing that the drain

%hoUld be made and they could pass the ne-
e%4rybylaws toprovide that it shall be done

,very economical way, that not a single
air shohld be expended more than is
lutely necessary in their judgment for

he construction of the work. I can easily
%1eOeive that one of thq sinaller railways,t POssessed of much funds, would be

moved to construct this work in the most
economical way, and that under the operation
of this proposed bill there might be such an
understanding between the municipality, or
the person influencing the municipality, and
the small railway astoauthorize the construc-
tion of this drainage across the road by some
defective or unsafe plan. You will observe
that when such an understanding exists be-
tween the two, the Railway Committee of
Privy Council bas nothing to do with it-
it does not know anything at all about it.
Under that compact between the two, if they
do not disagree, they can make a waterway
crossing that road which will jeopardize the
safety of the public travelling over it.
Is that a thing which we should encourage
when we have an excellent provision in the
existing law that no two parties inte ested in
the construction of a drain across a railway
can make that work until it bas been properly
certified to by an engineer of the Railway
Department 1 Under this bill you take away
the strongest guarantee the public have that
the road will be maintained in a safe and
proper manner. I know my hon. friend who
bas introduced this bill and bas taken such an
interest in it is perfectly aware of my
sentiments towards him, that they are of
the warmest friendship and most sincere
esteem, and that I recognize the good mo-
tives which are influencing him in proposing
this legislation, but I do not think he bas
looked sufficiently into it. He has not
weighed sufficiently the effects of it
such as I have already suggested. Under
the circumstances, therefore, it is not
wise that we should interfere with the
jurisdiction of a court which bas been con-
stituted by parliament as a sufficient and
proper court for judging as to the safety of
these ditches across railways; it is not wise
that we should interfere with that
and transfer the authority which,
as I have shown can be done without
appeal in some cases, to parties who are not
responsible for the safety of the travelling
public. If an amendment to the Railway
Act is required, it should come from the
government and as a matter of fact, although
people talk about the great expense of bring-
ing anything before the Privy Council, I
think it lias been sufficiently shown that
that is an argument which has no weight
whatever-that it is not necessary for peo-
ple to come a great distance to lay a case
before the Privy Council, that they can do
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it by a properly addressed letter and that mittee in a former session and it was
that letter will certainly have the effect of considered right to do it again.
moving its railway committee to send a
competent engineer to make an examination Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-I have list-
and report upon the work to be done, and ened to the arguments of the bon. gentle-
no expenses to the applicant involved. I men who have preceded me, and I fail to
have yetto learn that there has been any com- find in them anything against the principle
plaint, by way of petition or otherwise, of this hill. Those arguments are sound
brought before this House or the other aid demonstrate that there ought to be
House showing that any private rights amendments made, but they do not show
have been so seriously affected, or loss in- that the principle of the bill is bad. On
curred, by a defect in the law, and I am the contrary, no serious object oLs having
satisfied that if it can be shown that an been raised, it seems to me that the bill is
amendment is required in some of the pro- right, and therefore the six months' hoist iS
cedure, it has only to be submitted to the not the proper motion to make. The bill
government in order to be considered, and should be referred back to the committee
a proper amendment added to the Railway for amendment. As to the statement that
Act, as it now stands, without it being nothing has been said to show any necessitY
necessary to be brought in by a private for this legislation, that is not correct, be-
member. I am quite well aware that this cause I recollect on, in tance myself, though
House has, on former occasions, sanctioned I have not thought over it nuch. It oc-
the bill which is now before us, but it has curred in the parish of Ste. Dominique, and
not succeeded in passing the other House. a notai-y in that parish, in the district of St.
I do not remember whether a vote was Hyacinthe, was mprisoned for interfering
taken on it there. The last time it fell with the Grand Trunk Railway. The fari-
through, it was because it was too late in the ers of Ste. Dominique had complained for
session.. But surely, hon. gentlemen will see some time of the want of drainage, and had
that while it was not opposed by the asked the Grand Trunk Railway Company
government here, if they really felt that to open a ditch so that the farmers in the
that was a necessary improvement to the neighbourhood of the railway might have
Act, in the interest of the public safety, their lands drained, but tle company refused
and of the people whose lands might be to listen to their demands and no redress
affected, it would not have been too late could be had. At last Mr. Gendron, who
to pass it in the other House after it had was a member of the House of Commofl
passed here. Had the administration of some time ago, headed his neighbours and con-
the day desired that bill to become law, structed a ditch under the Grand Trunk Rail-
they would have brought it in with. the way. He was apprehended and put in jail.
government's sanction, and it would have That was only right, because he was inter-
passed, no matter how late in the session. fering with a railway track, which was con-
So 1 do not think much weight is to be trary to law, but that shows that this bill i-
attached to the argument that it has met in the right direction-that something ought
with the government's approval. The view to be done. No doubt, as I said before, the
presented by the hon. gentleman from West- arguments that we have heard to-day show
moreland is correct, in my judgment, and that the matter ought not to be dealt with as
I therefore support the amendment. it is in this bill, but thit is no reason whY

the bill should 1-e rejected. It is véry easl
Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-I to add a clause to provide that before a

should like to know why this bill, being a ditch is opened the government must be
public bill, should not be sent to a com- notified of the intention to construct the
mittee of the whole Hou se ? ditch and the proposed work can be exa

mined by an engineer. Then the worl
Hon. Mr. VIDAL-J asked that question could be done in the way suggested by the

when the bill was referred to the Railway hon. gentieuan f rom Sarnia, but to throW
Committee, because I thought a committee out the bill, when an amendment would
of the whole House was the proper place to make it proper legislation, is entirely wrolg-
discuss its details, and the answer was tbat I shall, therefore, vote for the third reading
it had been referred to the Railway Com- of the bill, as I approve of its principle.
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lion. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-I
raised a question of order. I find in May,
edition of 1873, page 493, that all public
bi1rmust be referred to a committee of the
whole House. I appeal to, the Speaker to
decide if this bill ought not to be referred
to a committee of the whole House.

lon. Mr. MASSON-The question of
order should have been raised at the time
VWhen the motion 'was made to send the bill
to the Railway Committee.

lion. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-I
9 raising the question now.

lIon. Mr. MASSON-The objection is too
te. A motion was made to refer the bill

tO the Railway Committee, and that motion
was unanimously sanctioned by the House.
'he bill was considered by the Railway
ýIMittee and reported back to the House,
a4d the r, port of the committee was adopted

the House, consequently it is too late
1 to raise the objection.

lion. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-That
esnot prevent us f rom referring the bill

ta % committee of the whole House, now in
%IPliance with the rule.

Ilon. Mr. MASSON-The hon. gentle-
a point of order is that the bill should

%ot have been sent to the Railway Com-
thee The House decided unanimously
h it should be, and the bill having been

'isidered by the Railway Committee and
".Ported back from the committee, and the

Irt having been adopted by the'House,
S0W too late to raise the point of order.

l n.i Mr. POWER-There is a good deal
force in the question raised by the hon.

n ileman f rom Montarville. The fact that
th 8 bill bas been referred to a special com-

itee does not neces-sarily exempt the bill
e going through the usual stages in

of public bills after it comes back.

11%n.Mr. MASSON-It is not a questionorder.

Son. Mr. POWER-Excuse me. That
i h ustion raised by the hon. member

qMotarville. I was going to say that

e riday the hon. gentleman from Montar-
e Inight have objected when the hon.
tlenan from Monck moved that the bill
ead a third time to-day. That was his
1on and there was no objection to that,
15

and we can suspend any rule by unanimous
consent, and the hon. gentleman must rem-
ember that particularly towards the close of
the session the committee stage of public
bills is often omitted here by agreement. The
committee stage is not an essential stage.
A bill must have three readings. It is not
absolutely necessary that a bill should be
considered in committee at all ; so that I do
not think the point of order is well taken.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-I would like to ob-
serve on the point of order that this case is
provided for by rule 69 which reads:

Unless the Senate otherwise orders, a private
bill reported from a standing or private comittee
is not comnitted to a committee of the whole
House.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-It is not a private
bill.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-The bill was already
referred to the committee as a private bill.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-I am dealing with
the point of order. The hon. gentleman
might have been right in his point of order
if he had raised it three days ago, but the
question to be settled by the Speaker is
whether the hon. gentleman is at liberty to
bring the point of order up now. I think
he is not at liberty to raise the point of
order now. He is too late.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I do not know
that I am very well qualified to discuss the
point of order, but I like to follow common
sense a little. In the first place, this bill
was read here twice in the Senate and the
Senate ordered it to go to the Committee on
Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours, and
they adjudicated on it and reported the bill
to the House, and I moved the third read-
ing of the bill and now the objection is
taken. It appears to me rather a curious
way to carry on business in this House.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-It seems to me
very easy to decide the question. Has the
Speaker any power to over-rule the House?
The bill went to a Select Committee and was
reported to the House by the committee,
and then the Order of the House was made
for the third reading of the bill to-day, and
now the question of order is raised that the
bill, under the rules of the House, should
have been referred to a general committee
and that the House took a wrong course and
that the bill ought to be sent now to a com-
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mittee of the whole. Is not that asking the
Speaker to over-rule the House? I am at a
loss to knçw why that should be done.
The Speaker has a right to decide upon
open questions, questions uponwhich members
do not agree and which have not been
decided upon by the House, but this is
not an open question, the House having de-
termined upon the course which was followed,
so 1 do not see that the question of order
has been well taken. The time for raising
this question of order was when the bill was
ordered for its third reading to-day.. This
not having been made it is too late now to
do so.

The SPEAKER-If this question of
order had been raised in due time, I think
it would have been well taken and would
have prevailed, but two or three stages of
the bill having taken place since, and hav-
ing been sanctioned by the House, I do not
believe the point of order could now be
taken with any effect. Should the House
like to refer the bill to a committee of the
whole House, I presume that they would
know what to do.

Hon. Mr. MAcINNES (Burlington)--I
have a suggestion to make. I do not know
whether it is in order or not, but at ail
events I will make it. It is perfectly clear
that the bill is objectionable in its present
form-

Hon. Mr. POWER-To certain people.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Railway direc-
tors, etc.

Hon. Mr. MAcINNES (Burlington)-It
has been made perfectly clear by the hon.
wember f rom Westmoreland in his admirable
criticism of this bill before us that it is
most objectionable in many respects. For
example, under clause 6 a statutory obliga-
tion is imposed on our railways to observe by-
laws passed by municipalities. There are
hundreds of municipalities through which
the railways pass. It will not be wise to
introduce a principle which will divest the
Dominion Parliament of its authority to
interfere. On the other hand there may be
clauses in the Railway Act which may be
capable of amendment so as to meet the
wishes of the promoters of this bill. I
therefore suggest that the bill be referred to
a special committee for the purpose of con-
ferring with the government to endeavour to

arrive at an understanding which may meet
the wishes of ail parties concerned.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I have always
been willing, and have urged the govern-
ment to take that course. It appears to me
that the hon. gentleman for Westmoreland
did not read the bill, or, if he did, he dio
not read it carefully, and of course I will
have to read some of the clauses. I do not
expect railway solicitors or railway directors
to accept this bill. Some hon. members
have spoken about ensuring the safety Of
life and property on the railways, but what
is the fact in this case? Who puts in these
culverts t If you look at the bill, you will
see that a farmer is not to touch them. The
railway company is to do the work al-
ways. It is only a question of who is to
pay the expense, and what proportion eacl
party has to bear. That is to be left to
arbitration. I do not want to repeat what
I said on Friday. I think J showed clearly
enough how the farmers of the country were
tyrannized over by the railway companY.
I will read the first clause of the bill.

Notwithstanding anything in section, 4 of th'
Railway Act, it shall be the duty of every railwaY
company, under the jurisdiction of the Parlianent
of Canada, without any such compensation a
hereinafter referred to, to maintain and keep 15
repair all necessary drains, ditches, and water-
courses in existence at the passing of this Act, le
and for the land belonging to the company.

Is not that perfectly right 7 Why should
the company not do so? In the part of n'Y
country where the culh erts cross the railroad,
they are open culverts, and they let sedi-
ment and gravel get in sometimes. 1 ie
not right and proper that the railway com'
panies should keep them open? Can a
farmer go on the tracks and open them [f
le does, if he pute a foot on the railway,
cept on the cr, ssing that is allowed him, he i3
fined $10, and if he comes to the RailSvY
Committee of the Privy Council his cro
are drowned out before he gets here. 1'
the case I told you of on Friday, it ha
taken over two months to do that work. 1"
the first place the railway company by their
solicitor here in Ottawa promised me th't
they would put in a stone culvert at a cost Of
$600, the township to pay $100 of the cost·
What has been the fact in this case 1 The
reeve came ail the way down here before
the Railway Committee of the Prif
Council. They had had correspondei0'
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aboutit and they did not put in a stone cul-
Vert, but they tixed it to the satisfaction of
the township at a cost of $75. Now if you see
the proportion the township should pay, six
to one, they should pay $12.50, but they are
Presented with a bill for $200, and that is
the way this goes on all through the country.
The hon. gentleman speaks of the drainage
and objects to the railway companies being
mlade liable to municipal regulations, and
may hon. friend from Sarnia endorses the ob-
Jections. They are made liable to all muni-
Cipal re plations not inconsistent with this
Act. ef they are consistent with this Act
it is all right, but not otherwise. That is
why I called the hon. gentlman's attention
tO that part, but it appers to me he did not
Want to see that.

Whenever the Municipal Council of any county,
tOwnship, parish or other municipality in Canada,
either of its own motion or on the application of
anY inhabitant thereof, determines that it is neces-
eary to construct a drain or ditch for the purpose
of draining lands in the municipality across the
knd and railway of any railway company, such
drain or ditch shall be, subject to the conditions
hereinafter provided, be made and maintained
eross the line of such railway and lands and on
*'uitable ternis to be settled as hereinafter pro-
Vided.

Now how is it settled I It is settled by
arbitration. That is the only question in
the whole bill. The railway company

,s the work in all cases, and if
costs $800, they come here anyway,

bUt if there is a dispute about the
location of the culvert, in case it should be
dan3gerous to life and property, you have
got to come here before the Railway Com-
1iittee of the Privy Council, or notify them
80 that they will send an engineer there to

e80 that it is put in the proper place, and
Yet they tell you of the dangers to life and
Property. If the railway companies of this
oUfntry are to build traps of that kind, we

cannot help it, because they are under the
lnsPection of the government. This does
'lot take themn from under the inspection of
the goverment. It allows these parties to
QolIpel the railway companies to dig the
<itches and settle, by arbitration, who shall
PaY for them. It is also provided that every
t'lWay company shall be subject to all gen-

lMunicipal regulations not inconsistent
h this Act. Why should they not be i

regulation is consistent with this Act,
y should they not be subject to it ?

4 SPecting the maintenance and repair ofr11i, ditches and watercourses in any county,
15à

parish, township or other nunicipality in Canada
through which the railway passes, unless exempted
therefrom by the special Act of incorporation ;
provided always, that nothing herein contained
shall authorize any municipality by any rule or
regulation, to compel the use of the drains of the
railway company for the purposes of general
drainage other than is authorized by law.

I think that is plain enough. I do not
know where the danger is. In trying to
get this bill through Parliament, I do not
ueserve any credit ; I am only doing my
duty. The Senate has been very kind to
me and bas always assisted me, and I look
for the assistance of hon. gentlemen to-day.
The farmers of this country look to you,
hon. gentlemen, to sustain me on this
question. I am not an enemy of the rail-
ways. They are doing good work in this
country, but I do not want them to tyrannize
over the people and drown their crops. I
want the people to have a chance to improve
their land, but whenever I move, railway
solicitors, railway directors, and railway
proprietors oppose me at every step, and
why ? Is it the interests of the public
that they have so much at heart? Do they
love their fellowmen more than I do ? No,
it is the interests of their pockets they are
promoting. They are paid for doing it. I
am acting in the public interest solely ; I
do not want pay, and would not accept any.
I am here in the interests of the people and I
am going to stay here and try and get the bill
through Parliament with your assistance.
They say they will defeat me in the other
House. They may do so, but if the Senate
of Canada will stick by me, the people of
Canada will make then sanction our legis-
lation.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-It is with some
degree of diffidence that I would venture an
appearance in the somewhat electric atnos-
phere of this debate. It is with sincere regret
that I find myself obliged, with regarAd to the
subject matter of this bill, to take a position
which is antagonistic to my hon. friend from
Monck, who is universally, and rightly so,
esteemed among us all.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Oh,donotapply
the brush any more.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-There is a very
old adage, and I suppose there is some truth
connected with it, or it would not have the
antiquity it has, which says: " It is human
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to err," and perhaps my hon. friend from
Monck may have made some slight mistake
in the views he has adopted and supported
before the Senate in regard to this bill. In
common with one of the previous speakers,
I am very sorry indeed that the hon. gentle-
man from Barrie, who has had a very large
experience, is not in bis seat to-day. One of
the previous speakers has said that he did
not see that any particular objection had
been taken to the principle of the bill. 1
cannot understand a position such as that.
I think some of the hon. gentlemen who have
preceded me have given very strong reasons
and have stated very strong objections in
their remarks against the principle of the bill.
The hon. gentleman from Monck said that
the hon. mover had not read the bill.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I said that if
he read it he did not read it correctly.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-He informed us
that he had made it the subject of study
after our meeting on Friday, and he gave
the result of his study in his remarks. Now
it cannot be true that all those hon. gentle-
men who oppose the bill have not read it or
given it their best judgment. That is not
to be assumed. In regard to the bill, the
first fault I would find with it is this: The
railway system and its management is of
prime importance to- every country where
railway companies exist, and the use of the
means which are at present in operation for
deciding railway matters-matters of the
same character as those that are embodied in
the bill and which have been submitted to
that body (I speak now of the Railway Com-
mittee of the Privy Council) bas so far as
my knowledge extends, generally at least,
been accompanied with satisfactory re-
sults. I intend to be brief in what I have
to say, and therefore I think where these cir-
cumstances obtain, and that this is really the
record, that it is a dangerous matter to inter-
fere. There are principles embodied in this
bill which would be dangerous to engraft on
the legislation of this country. In the next
place, it is transferring important duties to
local bodies, responsible it may be to the
people in the immediate vicinity where they
reside, responsible to the people of the
locality but not toParliament. That, I think,
is a decided objection. Then it destroys
uniformity of action. These different muni-
cipalities may come to ever so many different

conclusions, whereas in regard to the Rail-
way Committee of the Privy Council, with
their large and long experience in just such
matters, it is fair at least to infer that the
decision at which they will arive, guided by
long experience and mature judgment, will
be one more likely in the lines of justice
than those at which the municipalities so
numerous and with so many divided inter-
ests would be likely to arrive. It is the
special duty and function of the Railway
Committee of the Privy Council to manage
such matters, and as I have said, Al* their
large experience they are more i ely to
manage themn satisfactorily to the country at
large than the other tribunals. Then I
think the sixth clause especially objection-
able, and as remarked by the hon. member
from Barrie the other day, it would in fact
compel the railways to observe the laws of
the various municipalities with all their
changes and differences of opinion. Then
again, much stress has been laid upon the
operation of the law and the expense
entailed upon parties interested in
coming before the Privy Council and pre-
senting their cases. Now, it strikes me
when everything is taken into coiisideration,
that perhaps it will ultimately be found
cheaper to go before the Privy Council than
to adopt the course suggested here, and
altogether there are elements in this bill in
my view very dangerous to be crystalized
into the legislation of this country, and for
that reason I intend to support the amend-
ment.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I think the hon.
gentleman froin Monck nust feel very much
flattered at the manner in which this bill
bas been discussed and the manner in wnich
he himself has been spoken of. Every hon-
gentleman who bas spoken, or nearly every-
one, bas prefaced bis remarks by expressing
the very highest esteem for the hon. gentle-
man from Monck.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-And perfectlY
sincere too.

Hon. Mr. POWER-And deploring the
fact that a strong sense of duty obliged the
hon. gentleman, who had the floor for the
time being, to differ from the hon. gentle
man from Monck and to oppose bis favorite
measure. Now it seems to me as though
there was a disposition to kill the bol-
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gentleman's bill with kindness, but probably again considered by the government, and if
the hon. gentleman from Monck would dis- they think it wise that the measure should
Pense with a few of the compliments if he not be passed, then they can prevent its
8aw his bill was getting a little more fair: passing in the other house; but it would be,
Play. It is proper that every bill should to say the least, discourteous to the hon.
have sufficient consideration and discussion, gentleman from Monck, at this stage of the
and should receive justice in that way, but session, to undertake to kill his bill by any
as was said about Irishinen and law in old such motion as that which the hon. gentle-
times, this bill is receiving a little more than man from Burlington proposes to make.
justice. This bill, as you ail know, passed I think further, hon. gentlemen, notwith-
this House twice, went through ail its stages, standing ail the discussion which this bill
was referred to committee, fully considered, has received, that certain hon. gentlemen
and passed this House at two former sessions. have made discoveries in connection with
It came up this year again in the early part the bill which partake very much of
of the session. It was read the first time, read, the character of mares' nests. The hon.
the second time and discussed somewhat at gentleman from Brandon, and in a less de-
the second reading, which was the proper gree the hon. gentleman from Sackville, laid
time to deal with the principle of the great stress upon the sixth clause of the
bill, and was referred, in order that it might bill ; they thought that it was simply a
have a more thorough examination than it most outrageous and pernicious clause.
Would under ordinary circumstances get in What does that clause do? It says
the committee of the whole House, to the that every railway company shall be
standing committee on railways, telegraphs subject to ail general municipal regu-
anjd harbours. One whole meeting of the lations not inconsistent with this act
committee was devoted to considering over respecting the maintenance and repair of
again this bill, which had been considered so drains, ditches and water-courses. Now,
Often before, and at the meeting of that com- bon. gentlemen, is there anything
Inittee there appeared the representatives of very unreasonable about that? The regula-
the persons most directly interested-4he tions are not to be made by a municipality
represeitatives of the railway corporations specially for the railway company, but the
of this country--and the representatives of railway company is to be subject to the
the corporations put the case of those cor- general municipal regulations with respect
Porations just as strongly-lI do not say to what? The hon. gentlemen from Bran-
thev put it better-and effectively as the don drew a melancholy picture of the condi-
ease has been put by certain hon. members tion of the railway which was placed com-
Of this House to-day. Af ter full consider- pletely beneath the control of a municipality.
ation, after devoting at least two hours con- How far does the control of the municipality

oideration to this measure, the committee by go and its regulations ? Simply this far, to
vote of more than two to one decided to the regulations which relate to the mainte-

report the bill as we have it. Under these nance and repair of drains, not the construc-
circumstances one would have supposed tion of drains at ail. The municipality cannot
that its opponents would have been satisfied make a regulation to compel a railway
to have simply taken the sense of the House company to build drains. They simply
at the third reading, without getting up a make regulations at to the way in which
dlebate and suggesting a procedure which I the drains are to be maintained and repaired.
think is quit e unprecedented here, that the Now I appeal to the House to say if there
bill at its third reading snould be referred to is anything unreasonable, or extreme, or
a committee to consult with the govern- likely to be mischievous in a provision of
toent. It seems to me that the Senate that sort? It simply says these railway cor-
WOuld be abdicating its functions if it were porations shall be subject to the general
tO refer a bill for that purpose at the municipal regulations as to keeping up their
third reading. If the bill is read the third drains, keeping them clean and in repair.
time, the bill is not passed. It passes this That is a very reasonable thing.
bouse, certainly ; but it has to go to another
Place, and be fully considered there. In
that other place the government have a Hon. Mr. SCOTT -It does not limit it
great many supporters, and the bill can be to the railways.
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Hon. Mr. POWER - Yes, certainly, think any danger need be apprehended
drains on their property. The hon. gentle- from that source. The hon. gentleman froi
man from Ottawa says it does not limit it Monck has dealt with the danger and the
to the railway drains. How can the rail- risk to traffic. With all deference, I think
way company be made responsible for drains the hon. gentleman from Sackville h Is mis-
on other lands? apprehended somewhat the effect of the first

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There are drains clause of the bill. Regarding the law as it
fr stands now, section 14 of the Railway Actconstantly crossing the railway from oler says that the cost of supervision of drains and

lands on to otlandsands, not the railway the cost of continued maintenance of the
same shall be paid by such municipality

Hon. Mr. POWER-But no municipality unless the lailway Comniittee direct that
could make regulations which would oblige the company bear some proportion thereof,
one man to keep open drainsonanotherman's and the important point of this flrst clause
land. It necessarily refers to drains on the of the bil is that hereafter the drains which
lands of the company. That is another of are in and for the lands belonging to or
the discoveries. held by such company-not drains in the

Hon.SirMACKNZI BOWLIýneicihbourhood of the land of the eompany,
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWEL- a asuggested by the hon. member f roi

According to our laws in Ontario, you can Ottawa, but the drains in and for the rail-
compel the man next to you to drain his way company are to be Éept in repair and
land. maintained at the expense of the company-

Hon. Mr. POWER-This means that the 1 do not think there is anything improper
railway companies are to do as their neigh- 'n that. I can well understand why they
bours do in the way of maintaining and re- should want to get rid of that liability.
pairing their drains. see no reason why the railway company

should not pay for keeping drains on their
Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-You will see the own lands in repair as well as otherproprie

municipauregulations must b consistenthwith toC of land.
this Act before they come under it. Tt is not
ail regulations. Hon. Mr. WOOD-Would the hon. gen-

theman just say what lie considers theon. Sackve poWER-the on.etfl n meaning of the fiirst clause--what its appli
pof the bils do not quite understand it.ch

ing section 90 to continue to apply to rail- ,-n ti abaos
ways. There is nothing in this bin to inter- b

fere in the sightest degree with section 90.in t

neigboroo Pof -the l no th n company

The railway companies stili have the power particuary ambiguous. t begins by saying
to make and construct their drains and to -'Notwithstanding anything in section 14
alter the courses of rivers and make drains of the Railway Act" Now we turn to sec-
or conduits inm or through or under lands of tion 14 of the Railway Act, and we fnd in
the railway subjet to the existing law, bu t that section a nwith respect tr
they will also have to carry out the provs- drainage to the effect that the drains having
sions of this bill. Now the hon, gentleman onebe osrcted, shahl be maintained'
from Sackville spoke of the fact that the rail- by the municipality, unless the RailwaY
way cospanies had no voice in the county Committee of the Priv Counil order other

wise; and clause i of this bll says that pot-

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Township councils. It withstanding that provision in section 14 Of
is the township coumcils who reiulate it. the Railway Act he railway companies shaallbe obiged to maintain the drains in and for

Hon.Mr.POWER-Wehlnotin the lower their own lands at their own expense. the
provinces. The hon. gentleman fro .Sack- does not seem to me to be a very unreasoii
ville is speaking of his own neighbourhood able thing.
where they have only county counils and city
courcils. Now I think as a rule railway Hon. Mr. WOOD-Section 14 does not
companies have too much influence with the fer in any way at ail to drains which are
councils rather than too itte, and I do not in and for the railways. t refers to draie-
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Which are constructed solely for the benefit
of the municipality.

lion. Mr. POWER-lt is a great pity
that the hon. gentleman was not consulted
When the bill was drafted, as he could have
given several valuable hints to the sub-
conmittee who drafted the bill. Let us
"ead section 14:-

Whenever after due notice of application there-
for the Railway Cornittee decided that it is
necessary in the interests of any iunicipality.

lion. Mr. WOOD-Not the interest of
the railway.

Ilon. Mr. POWER-I said that under
this clause, if it becomes law, the rail-
'*aY companies would he obliged to
keep in repair the drains across their
Owni lands in and for their own lands.
1 do not see why they should not
do it. Every other proprietor has to do it.
1 do not find any ditticulty about that at all.
The reason Inotwithstanding anything"
1s Put in there is that section 14 provided
that when the drains were made at the
Ustance of the municipality they should be

kePt up at the dost of the municipality,
Unless there was an order to the contrary

t the Railway Committee. If a district
Of land bas been drained, and the drain
crosses the railway line, so far as regards
that portion of the drain which is on the
'ailway land, the railway company should
DY for it. I do not care to elaborate this
Subject any more; it lias been discussed so

ueh and so fully, and the sense of the
10use has been so clear about it, that it

WOUld be almost trespassing unfairly on the
tUt!e of the House to discuss it any further.

Ilon. Mr. SCOTT-I must say a word or
O, as I have alrea !y expressed my opinion

or this question. I wish to call attention
tu the fact that section 14 has in the past
a11ys been held to apply to lands other

those belonging to the railway. If a
'huiicipality desired to construct a drain to

ain the lands on the one side of the rail-
aY, and there were lower lands on the

Other side, and they applied to the railway
Pany, and the railway company, under

foe direction of the engineer, made an order
f a drain to be cut in the direction to

earrY the water away under the railway
ack, solely for the benefit of the munici-

Pality, that is the only case where section

14 applies. It has no reference to the
argument raised on section 1. We are
told over and over again that section 1
was intended to apply exclusively to the
road-bed, to the lands of the company, to
their keeping their drains in proper order.
If it was intended to apply to that, it ought
not to be interjected in reference to section
14, because section 14 has no applicability
to that. It applies to an entirely different
condition of things. It applies altogether
to the application by the municipality for
its own benefit to construct a drain from
one side to the other, or to carry a drain
along the railway a certain distance and
then cross, or carry it along a
certain distance and find an outlet in
another direction, whereas section 14, if we
are to understand the interpretation given
to it by all hon. gentlemen who have
spoken, is intended to apply only to railway
drains along the right of way, and those
culverts which carry away the water in the
ditches.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I certainly did not
understand it in that way.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There are hundreds of
cases-I have many in my own mind-in the
province of Ontario where the railway coin-
panies have allowed, for the purpose of drain-
age, drains to be carried through their bank,
the cost of those and the keeping in repair
being entirely borne by the municipality be-
cause the railway company do not get any
benefit from that whatever. Under this
clause, in all those cases. whetber a contract
has been made or not, you are going tosaddle
the railway companies with the expense.
There is not the slightest qualification-it is
just as absolute and positive as the English
language can make it-

Notwithstanding anything in section fourteen of
The Railway Act, it shall be the duty of every
railway company under the jurisdiction of the
Parhiament of Canada, and without any such con-
tribution as is hereinafter referred to, to maintain
and keep in repair all'necessary drains, ditches and
water courses in existence at the passing of this
Act, in and for lands belonging to or held by such
company.

Hon. Mr. POWER-That question was
discussed before the Railway Committee
fully.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It shall be the duty of
every railway company "to maintain and
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keep in repair all necessary drains, ditches
and water courses in existence at the passing
of this Act." Is there any qualification there?

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-The qualification
is right after it:-

In and for lands belonging to or held by such
compaly.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They say it is only
right and proper for the railway company
to maintain them, but those drains are for
the benefit of the municipality. Those
drains have to be maintained, and you pro-
pose to saddle the railway companies with
the cost of that, whereas as a mere matter
of grace, for the benefit of the municipality,
they allow those banks to be pierced in that
way. I say, as a lawyer, that is the inter-
pretation put upon it. There is no qualifica-
tion of it. By an Act of parliament you
sweep away all those contracts and agree-
ments. Hereafter, if this bill is passed,
parliament will have decreed that wherever a
pipe passes under a railway bank it must
be kept in repair by the railway company.
That is the effect of that clause, in my judg-
ment. Then as to clause 6, I do not hesitate
to say that it overrides the Railway Act in
many important particulars. It over-rides
the Railway Act in reference to all those
provisions which are sub-sections of section
90. At thi present time, if it is in the
interest of the road-bed, the railway
company has a right to divert a stream
and turn it in another direction. If it
does any damage to property, the owner
has a claim against the company for com-
pensation. Under this clause the munici-
pality may pass a by-law declaring that the
stream shall not be diverted. Which is to
prevail? This must prevail, because it is
later legislation. It overrides section 90
and ail its clauses. We know that a rail-
way company is obliged sometimes to divert
streams and the parties injured by the work
have a right of action against the company.
It is in the interest of the road-bed and of
the travelling public that that right should
be preserved. You are going to over-ride
it by clause 6, because the municipality has
a perfect right to make all regulations, and
they have a right to say that a stream shall
pass by a certain point. The railway com-
pany are powerless to act under section 90,
because this is a later Act. Heretofore
the Railway Act has been under the sole

control of the government of the day, who
are entirely responsible for it. It is an
extraordinary innovation that an amend-
ment of this kind should be permitted. I
do not think that it was originally intended
to be of such a sweeping nature as it is, but
if hon. gentlemen will compare it with the
Railyway Act they will see that its conse-
quences are more far reaching than the hon.
gentleman intended.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I have listened to
the legal points raised with regard to this
bill, and I desire to say a few words, because
it is one of those bills which we are interested
in in every part of the country. We are
building railroads from one end of Canada
to the other. - Railroads are being multi-
plied and crossing farms to the inconvenience
of the farmers themselves, so far as their
individual interests are concerned. The
general Railway Act was framed in 1888,
and it is to be presumed that it was more
supervised by the railway authorities thern-
selves at that time than by the public at
large, and that therefore the railway coml-
panies have been very well safe-guarded in
the construction of that Act. As the years
go by, and the demands of the population
increase, then the people begin to find out
for themnselves that certain changes are
desirable in the interests of the public at
large. This bill, as I understand, has been
framed by the hon. gentleman from Monck,
and has been presented to the Senate on one
or two occasions in the interests of the
people in the municipalities aloug
the railways, and who are directly affected
by the construction of high grades or altera-
tioris of water courses, or anything with
regard to their land. In that respect this
bill presents itself to my mind as a very
desirable one. I have listened to the
hon. member from Westmoreland upon the
first clause. I understand that clause to
mean that any drains which are now in
existence crossing the right of way of a
railway, shall be maintained at the railway
company's expense-that is to say, where
they have built a culvert or where theY
have dug a ditch.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
does not say across the railway.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-There can be 110
other drain.
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1lon. Mr. O'DONOHOE -" Now in
eXistence " will cover that most assuredly.

Ilon. Mr. BOULTON-I take it for
granted that this bill intends the railway
eomtpany shall keep in repair, ail structures
Which have been built for the purpose of
releasing the water from the neighbouring
~and. That is to say, if they get filled up,
it is not the municipality that must bear the
thlPense of cleaning them out and keeping
theM to a proper level, to give a clear

o'4 to surface drainage, but the railway
rnpany itself must do it. That is a very
air obligation to put on the railway com-
any. They have every facility for doing
e work.

Ilon. Mr. SCOTT-The railway com-
Paflies are quite willing to do that.

only thing the railway company is called
upon to do under this bill, and if the rail-
way company is benefitted, if arbitrators-
a policy which we pursue with regard to
expropriation of land-say that the railway
company is benefited to a certain extent, it
is right that the railway company should
bear that portion of the expense. A point
was raised by the hon. gentleman from West-
moreland with regard to cities, and digging
up roadways and ail that kind of thing; that
is perfectly safeguarded in this bill. If the
city wants to dig a sewer under the railway
grade, of course it is of no benefit to the rail-
way, and if it is of no benefit to the railway,
no money shall be paid by the company.
Arbitrators will not give a penny if it is no
benefit. If the railway companies say that
the work is going to weaken the structure of
the railway, then a dispute arises and that

l h
eIna es t, em u bU tocmto thte Riailway jUf-l 0 n. Mr. BOULTON-They have ail the mittee of the Privy Council and the autho-

filities and means, and it is their duty to rity of the government is a perfectsafeguard.do it, and clause one has that refereice and, It does not seem to me that the authority or
8 I understand it, bas that meaning. I influence of the government is in any way

flot think there is any dubiousness about forfeited by this bill. It is merely a remedy
' If section 14 of the Railway Act pro- to enable the people who live adjacent to the

eS the railway companies are not to do it, railroads to bring before the Railway Com-
en ISay that section 14 should be amended. panies, or the government themselves, the

tUr lands are being improved. 1 hope that necessity of drainage for the purpose of im-
productive powers of the land will be proving their farms and increasing their

reased and that we will do some under- productive powers. It is never likely to be
drfling. Progressive farmers want to under- made use of by cities or towns.

aIl their land, and when they do that it
bcon:jes necessary, of course, to deepen the Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--I

tches and water courses at present exist- desire to say, on behalf of the government, in
th9 As I understand it, this bill deals with reply to the hon. member from Sarnia, that

d in, this way, that if any farmer wants had the government deemed it necessary in
h ain his land, or increase the drainage the interests of the farmers, or any p-rsons

1a5 land, then he goes to the municipality living alongside of the railways, or in the in-
the municipality takes the matter up, terests of the railways, that further facilities

e legotiations are conducted between should he given to those living alongside of
riunicipality and the railway com- the railways to enable them to drain their

or the government. It makes land, the government would have introduced
sronger representation than if the amendments to the present Railway Act.
vidual himself were to go. The indivi- My hon. friend says that if amendments of

'a n hnself, if he is going to under-drain' this kind are to be made to the Act it shouldbfarT, may not feel disposed to act if he be by the government. I quite concur in his
oe0 '-ked by the big influence of a railway remarks, but that does not deprive indepen-

1Pay. He puts it in the hands of the dent members from introducing bills to
th ciPality and they say whether the drain amend the Railway or any other Act.

1 constructed or not. Then this bill
rVides that if it costs less that $800, if the Hon. Mr. McCALLUM--Adopt my child

&eay company receive any benefit to their and I will be satisfied.
the thiey shall pay a share of that $800 to
goeeetent that the benefit may accrue after Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

t8 to a Board of Arbitrators. That is the There aie many of us, perhaps, who are dif-
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ferently situated to thehon. gentleman. They
have children of their own sufficient to look
after without adopting other people's. The
government placed their opinion on record
upon this question when it was before the
House of Commons and when they rejected a
bill somewhat similar in charater-not
altogether similar, because this is more
guarded in its provisions than the one with
which we dealt some few years ago.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Do you mean
the bill that I was the father of ?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I said a bill of a somewhat similar character.
I do not know that the hon. gentleman
was the father of it.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Was that the
bill that I referred to introduced last year?
I understood this was the same bill that pas-
sed the Senate twice and I say that it is the
same bill exactly.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-So
much the worse for the bill. When it went
before the Railway Committee of the House
of Commons, it was rejected for this reason,
it was considered unnecessary because section
14 of the Railway Act provides fully for
drainage across railway tracks and for other
purposes. That was the reason given for the
rejection of the b:l. The two bills which
passed this House last year were alsoamended
by the Railway Committee of the House of
Commons, because a clause was added making
all railways subject to the provisions and laws
of the different provinces; and when the bill
came back amended, the Senate did not ob-
ject to the amendments which the House of
Commons had made. I know my hon. friend
from Monck is very sincere in this, as he is in
everything else which he takes in hand, but
my experience as a member of the Railway
Committee of the Privy Council does not
lead me to the conclusion at which my hon.
friend has arrived. If this bill is placed on
the Statute Book I hesitate not to say that
it will be more expensive to the persons liv-
ing alongside of the road and desiring to
have a drain opened or a culvert built, than
the present law provides for. There is a
clause in this bill providing that if a dispute
arises between the parties interested, that
is, the party who desires the drain opened
or the culvert built and the railway com-
pany, then you can appeal to the Railway

Committee of the Privy Council. Do we
not all know that if a railway companY
thinks it would interfere in any way, either
by imposing upon them additional j ecuniary
obligations or interfering with their rail-
roads, that a dispute would arise? It i
just as certain to arise and tO
throw the whole case before the RailwaY
Committee of the Privy Council as a
dispute or difficulty arising uider an
other circuorstances. There is nothing
in the present law or usages dealing with
those questions to prevent the parties int'
rested on both sides from coming to an ami'
cable arrangement as to the construction of
a drain either along or across the railwaY.
There is no law to prevent that, but the Wo'
ment a municipality would approach a rail'
way company to insist upon a drain or cul
vert being built, a dispute would arise at
once and you would have to do preciself
what you do now. They would come at once
to the Railway Committee of the Privy CouIl
cil. What is the procedure 7 The railWaY
company require certainconcessions or rightà
in municipality. They apply to the munici'
pality for those rights. The municipaliY
objects. Then they appear before the Ral'
way Committee of the Privy Council a04
when the case comes before them an engineer
is sent at the expense of the country to il'
vestigate and report to the committee, and
upon that, after hearing the arguments upOO
both side, a decision is rendered. If'
on the contrary, a municipality desiro
to cross a railway on a level crossi-0g
or by an overhead bridge, or under a railwaY'
the very moment they make that applicatlo
there is nothing to prevent them-and it i
often done-coming to a mutual arrango
ment as to the proportion of costs whic
each shall bear, and when that comes b&
fore the Railway Committee of the -Pril
Council, without any expense whatever fa
ther than the expense of coming here,
they agree the Railway Committee of th&
Privy Council confirms it and makes it I
and it becomes law under the statute.
do not know whether my honourable friee
has taken this view of it or not, but I Af
as convinced from reading the bill with th
right given to appeal to the Railway C'
mittee of the Privy Councilin cases of disPUt
that it will prove more troublesome s
expensive than it is at the preS60b
moment. The law amply prot's
the farmer, and it protects to
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allest possible extent, the railway company

and the public generally. The government
n0 desire, I can assure my hon. friend

?PPosite, to relieve itself of any responsibility
0 nnection with such matters, and if a

deliberative body of this kind think proper
t differ from the government on questions
o this nature, they take the responsibility,

td not the government. I do not under-
and this first clause as my hon. friend

f'G'u Marquette understands it. I think
he exposition of that clause made by the

.n Member from Westmoreland was so clear
at his arguments are incontrovertible.
y hDn. friend from Marquette says that
e clause is confined to drains crossing the

ay, not to the drains which run along-
e of it. This view of the clause is correct.
t Me give an instance which occurs to me.

IQPPOsing a man has a farni, most of which
s Bwamp, and that it was in a state of

e41ure when a railway was built, and that
OWner of the land clears it up and ap-
to the railway authorities to allow him

ave a ditch under the railway. That
be done, under the present system, at

oWn expense. If, on the contrary, the

eWay company builds its embankments, or
roadbed, in such a way as to block the
r on a property, then the ditches have

&,, 1 ,]Made at the expense of the railway,

o'OPertya the expense of the owner of the

"On. Mr. BOULTON-Subject to arbit-

n. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL -If
Z fliutually agree to a large or small

onnt well and good ; if not, it must be
%%1ed by other process. Supposing a large

p existed when the railway was built
d You subsequently clear your land and

"e to drain, not accross the track, but. th th
1',t0 e permission of the railway company

the drain alongside of the track, this
a case of that kind, would compel the

y company to keep that ditch open
dake all repairs necessary in order to

the land that is benefitted and in-
in value by the permission given to

erailway drain. There is another
*e *hich to my mind, has not been an-
4 - Take the city of Ottawa. There

nurber of drains and under-drains and
'I sewerage existing in this city. We

e railways cross the most of these
iand water courses; hereafter, under

this bil, they must be maintained at the ex-
pense of the railway company. Is that fair 1
I do not think that that is the intention of
my hon. friend who introduces this bill, yet
anyone reading that clause who understands
the construction of the English language,
cannot put any other interpretation upon it.
If it said " crossing the line " it might have
been somewhat different. I am opposed
to this bill for the simple reason that
I do not think it is necessary in the inter-
ests of the farming conmunity because
the Railway Act has all the provisions
necessary for the protection, both of
the residents alongside of the road and of
the railways themselves, and of the people
generally; and also, which is of equal
importance to my mind, I believe it will
be much more expensive in working than it
is under the present law. I have been a
member of the Railway Committee of the
Privy Council for many years, and I have
never seen a case in which the people who
appeared before it have not received ample
justice. Do not understand me to say that
railways do not fight and object if there is any
possible expense attending the application.
The fact that a man owns railway stock,
or is a railway director, renders him equally
and better able than others to judge of the
effects of a bill which affects the corpora-
tion with which he is connected, because he
must necessarily have given a great deal of
attention to the working of the law, and I
do not think that his personal interest in a
railway, should be an objection to his
expressing an opinion with respect to a bill
of this kind. The Senate may pass it. I do
not say that the House of Commons will
reject it. That is a matter for them to deal
with now, as they have with it in the past.
I should like to see my hon. friend from
Monck satisfied with some kind of a bill,
but I am very much afraid that a bill of this
character would have to be very materially
amended before it could be accepted by the
people generally.

The Senate divided on the amendment
which was rejected by the following vote:

Arsenault,
Baird,
Bowell (Sir
Casgrain,
Desjardins,
Ferguson (P
Kirchhoffer,

UONTENTS:
The Hon. Messrs.

Macdonald (P.E.I.),
Maclnnes (Burlington),

Mackenzie), Masson,
Scott,
Vidal,

.E.1.), Villeneuve,
Wood.-14.
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NON-CONTENTS:

The Hon. Messrs.
Almon,
Angers,
Armand,
Bellerose,
Bernier,
Bolduc,
Boucherville, (le
Boulton,
Clemow,
Cochrane,
De Blois,
Dever,
Dobson,
Landry,

Macdonald (Victoria),
McCallum,
McCleland,
McDonald (C.B.),
Mclnnes (N.Westm'st'r),
McKindsey,
Merner,
O'Donohoe,
Pelletier,
Perley,
Power,
Prowse,
Reesor,
Reid (Cariboo). -28.

The motion for the third reading of the
bill was then carried on a division and the
bill was read the third time and passed.

THIRD READING.

Bill (C), " An Act respecting female offen-
ders in the province of New Brunswick."
(Mr. Wood).

ADULTERATION OF FOOD BILL.

HOUSE IN COMMITrEE.

The House resolved itself into a com-
mittee of the whole on Bill (10), "An Act
further te amend the Act respecting the
Adulteration of Food, Drugs and Agricul-
tural Fertilizers."

(In the Committfee.)

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-In moving the
second reading of this bill I explained that
there were some changes necessary to be
made in it, and I now propose to substitute
one or two clauses for clause one of the bill.
The bill as framed, although perfectly good
in principle, does not carry out the object
aimed at in a proper manner. It does not
properly fit in the Adulteration Act in the
place in which it is proposed to insert it.
Sections 14 to 21 of the Adulteration Act
treat on adulterations. At the end of
section 17, specifie declarations of adul-
terations are given, and from section 18
to 21 there are general provisions relating
to adulteration. Now it does not appear
that the amendinent that is proposed
to be made in bill inserted after section
21, would be at all harmonious with the
general construction of the Act. I proDose,
therefore, to insert a section in lieu of the
one contained in the bill, after section 17.

Section 15 treats of the adulteration Of
milk, section 16 of the adulteration Of
vinegar and section 17 of alcoholiC
liquors. I propose that after 17 there
should be a clause inserted providing for the
adulteration of honey. The bill as it was
presented to this house lias some anomialie
which we should take care to remove. 1
looking carefully into the bill it will be
found that it constitutes the feeding to beeo
of sugar for the purpose of maki14
honey as an article of food an adultera-
tion which it no doubt is, but it 9
further and provides that the exposing O
sugar so that bees may use it is an adulte
tion. Now that certainly cannot be so.
may lead to adulteration, but it is not ade
teration itself, any more than having an
cit still on ones premises is distillation.
is an offence to have a still there, but It
not distilling spirituous liquors. So I tb'
this house will carry out the intention P
perly by defining what adulteration is, a
if it is an offence to expose these substan
so that bees may feed on them, that shOiid
be constituted a distinct offence. I will reso
the amendment which 1 propose to have
serted in the bill. Leave out f rom the WO*
" section" where it occurs secondly, page OX0
line six, and insert the following:

" Honey shall be deemed to be adulterated with
in the neaning of this Act if : r

(a) It is made by bees fed on any sacchari th
sweet substance other than such as bees ga
from their natural sources of food.

(b) It contains any honey so made. a
Second, (1) Everyone is guilty of an offen ce

liable on summary conviction to a penaltY
exceeding $ , who with intent that any so
arme or sweet substance other than such as
gather from their natural sources of food shal
used by bees to mnake honey.

This is the offence of exposing sacchl""
substances so that bees may use it, and 't
constituted a separate offence.

(a.) Feeds bees therewith, or,
(b.) Exposes any such substance in such a

that bees nay feed thereon.
(2.) It is not an offence to feed bees Upo0th

form of sugar if they are so fed to preserve
lives in a case of scarcity of their natural f
The burden of proving that the feeding has
such is upon the person prosecuting. .ble

" Everyone is guilty of an offence and liadia
suimary conviction to a penalty not exce or
$ who manufactures, produces for sale, se
offers for sale the connodity known as t
honey, or any imitation of honey, or any .isul
tute for honey reseibling and likely to be nMs
for honey."
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1 inay remark, having had considerable
e perience that there is no worse form of
tdulteration, that is, of a class of adultera-

' that is not injurious to health. The
-4iilteration Act constitutes two kinds of
adulterations, one which is injurious to

a"lth and another where the injury is not
ý health, but where a very inferior article
18produced. This is an instance of the lat-
er kind. It is known to bee-keepers that

ar, or glucose, inay be fed to bees in such
Way as to produce comb honey which re-
tbles the sweets that the bees extract from
ers ; and that it can be put on the mar-
t and sold when it is not honey at all.

- gentlemen will understand very well
t this is a form of adult eration which
n'ot easily be guarded against, because

h the customers have bought the comb
thybeautifully fixed up and sealed by

'a bees themselves, they will not doubt
Sthey are buying genuine honey though

"Y are buying a different article alto-

her. The practice of feeding bees in
way that they will use these inferior

Zt, enables the bee-keepers 'to sell an
article and make a large profit.

has been explained alrea ly, there are
e bee-keepers' associations in Canada,

who have a considerable amount of
PE.ital invested in bee-keeping and in sup-
Y1g the bee-keeping industry. The
iý ry is an important one, notwithstand-

b that it might almost appear at first
th that it was not so. The product of

î%, Oley-bee in Canada during the year
0 the year in which the census was

was found to be of the value of
00, and there is no reason in this coun-

e Ours, where we have such a diversity
bke "l of the very best kind, basswood,

h9,eat and cloyer, and where the climate
Proved to be adapted for the industrv.

Z*hy.We should not export honey, besides
i 1ing the home market. Nothing will

re us in that respect so much as this
4teration if it is permitted. United

a honey has already got a bad name,
1th8 looked upon in the English market

t great suspicion on account of this very
e And it is important that we should

i1thenthe positionof thehonestindustry
O wn country by doing everything we
Prevent frauds being practised and an

rOr article being palmed off on the
nlers of the country in place of a

C"Oj1 and useful article of food. In

moving this amendment, I would say that
perhaps, after it had been further discussed,
it might do no harm if the committee should
rise and report progress. Although essen-
tially these amendments reach the same ob-
ject as was contemplated by the bill which
came f rom the House of Commons, yet the
phraseology and construction are very differ-
ent from the original clause. I think it
would be better, after the discussion, that
the committee should rise and report pro-
gress, and the amendments would be printed
in the proceedings of the House,'and when
we take it up again the hon. gentleman will
be able to compare the amendments with
the original clauses, and vote intelligently
upon it.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Did I understand
the hon. gentleman to say that he would
move that ·the committee rise and report
progress and ask leave to sit again?

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Yes.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Of course we cannot
discuss the new clauses until we have them
before us.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL, from the committee,
reported that they had made some progress,
and asked leave to sit again.

The Senate then adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, 3rd March, 1896.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (38) " An Act respecting the Montreal
and Ottawa Railway Company."-(Mr. Mac-
Innes, Burlington.)

Bill (44) "An Act relating to the Board
of Trade of the City of Toronto."-(Mr.
McKindsey.)

Bill (49) " An Act respecting the Huron
and ErieLoan and Savings Company."-(Mr.
MacInnes, Burlington.)
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Bill (43) " An Act to incorporate the
Queenston Heights Bridge Company."-(Mr.
McKindsey.)

Bill (H) " An Act further to amend the
Railway Act."-Sir Mackenzie Bowell.

THE SENATORS' GALLERY OF THE
HOUSE OF COMMONS.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
have no doubt that hon. members are
anxious to go to the Commons gallery and
hear the debate on the Remedial Bill, and I
therefore move that the House do now
adjourn.

Hon. Mr. MILLER- What is the use of
going to the House of Commons ? There is
no accommodation for us there. For my
part I would much like to hear .such a de-
bate as is going on this afternoon, but
there seems to be no attention paid' to our
wishes and rights and no desire to give us
fair accommodation in that House. Whose
fault it is I am not prepared to say, but I
think it is an extraordinary thing that the
two speakers, the Speaker of this House and
the Speaker of the House of Commons,
cannot arrange the simple matter of accom-
modation and courtesy and justice towards
this House.

The SPEAKER-I mnay say I have given
instructions that a messenger should be sent
there with instructions not to admit any-
one but the Senators themselves.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-But do they carry
out our instructions?

Hon. Mr. MILLER-No, no attempt is
made to carry them out; they simply send a
boy there. I think the Senate shuuld make
it a governmsent matter to see that this bouse
had its rights fairly respected in the House
of Commons. The government should see
to it. I know Sir Alexander Campbell
used to take a decided interest in haring this
matter settled to the satisfaction of the Sen-
ate and gave his support to the speaker of the
day-the same support which I received my-
self when I had the honour qf occupying the
position that you now hold. I have given over
speaking about the matter. In early days I
used to have occasion to speak on this subject
in the House, but I have got tired of doing

it. I found there was no use talking on tbe
subject. No matter what they said here, n0

matter what arrangements were made else'
where, they amounted to nothing in the end
and the same want of accommodation, the
same utter disregard to order and to the
rights of this House is the consequence o
any negotiation that may take place. I sa
it is time the House should take this matter
up and know if we are to be treated with th
indignity and injustice that are accorded to
us by the authorities who have control "5

this matter and can control it if they wish t
do it. It is no wonder we are laughed at and
scoffed at in the newspapers of the countIl
when we are treated with such indignity.ad
contempt by the other branch of the legisle
ture that our right to accommodation duri09
the debates in that House are not given the
slightest consideration.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-Ther
is no doubt such a question bas arisen '0
the past. We could not get any justice---t
least we could not get any convenience fo
ourselves. There is only one way of gettin
justice there. If I am not mistaken the
Speaker of the House of Commons is willil
to give a certain part of the gallery for the
Senate, and the only way we could arranlg
the matter would be to insist that nobody
should be admitted there without a ticke
If you allow strangers to go into one part0
the gallery, as they do now, they will go il111
our own gallery. You cannot help it.
anybody was allowed to go in withoUt'
ticket, eich Senator having one ticket to
give, or one for himself and one to gIIl

away-

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-There would lo
be room.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERV,ILLE--Thh
if any Senator had more than one to b""'
with him he might ask his friend to
him a ticket and they would be admit'

Hon. Mr. DEVER-The Senators W0
more than fill the gallery. We have
Senators here.

Hon. Mr. REESOR-If there was
room in the Senators' gallery now rese'e
for them fqr about 25 or 30, how cat
Senators get in when we number 60 0ror

particularly if they have an addit1"
ticket for a friend 1
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Ron. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
This is a question which has been discussed
rePeatedly in this House, during the last
three years that I have been here. I have

Iade inquiries very often as to the reasons
*hy accommodiation had not been provided
'nd why the accommodation that has been
PrOvided has been occupied by others.
1here are various reasons given for that. If
there is only accommodation for 23 or 25
ýenators and Senators go there with two or

ree ladies and insist upon their being
«dmitted and occupying the seats-

. lon. Mr. MILLER-I have just been
14iformed by an official of the House that
tomembers of this House have gone this
4'teernoon and filled up the whole front
eallery with lady friends of theirs.

filled, and the result is vou have no accom-
modation unless you crowd in among the
others and probably not get a seat. I
should like to have the opinion of the
Senate expressed positively, so that no one
can take offence if he is not perinitted
to take his wife or daughter or friends into
the gallery.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-What
about tickets?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
E ery senator would bé known to the door-
keeper, and if not, we could put a door-keeper
of our own there.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-We wanted that and
they would not allow it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
1on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL - think I could make arrangements to put
Was going to call attention to that. As someone at the door who knows every senator,
g as that is done no charge of neglect of and no one else would be allowed to come

tY can be laid to the Speaker or those who in; or we could bring tickets f rom the
e had the management of this affair in Speaker.

e Past. I have heard of senators going to
e door-keeper and when he objected to Hon. Mr. MILLER-There is another
dit the parties (sometimes ladies) who gallery just as good, on the other side,

Arnpanied them, he was told they were where the ladies could be taken.

éer their wives or daughters or friends, Hon. Mr. SCOTT-In the last ten or
U they insisted upon their going in, stating fifteen years the senators' gallery has been
kthe door-keeper at the same time that as reduced, so that now it will only hold from

t place was set apart for the Senators they 23 to 25. At first it embraced a part of6a riht to take whom they pleased there what is the Speaker's gallery, and then we
o% as they were f riends. So long as had the space from that to the door. What

18 carried on, the complaint of the hon. I suggest is that we should have those two
ber for Richmond will continue to be spaces-the space now allotted to senators

We have to lay down one positive, and the space between that and the main
%bolute rule, and that is that no one be entry. Let the space between what is called

Aitted to that gallery except he be a the senators' gallery proper and the door be

to th r, and the name should be given allotted to senators, for the accommodation
e door-keeper with positive instructions of friends of senators. That is the only way

O and anyne else. I[tat be the of solving the difficulty. So far as the sen-
an dsr a ofy the Sekae I h n ators' gallery itself is concerned, I entirely

ectio to accompany peaer of thi agree with the premier that there is only one
e to I ar iof theius fof Com way out of it, and that is an absolute rule

ho I m qite satisie frosn wi forbidding any one going into it except men-
t of hirn, will give such orders as il bers of the sonate, but the other gallery

e the abuse that bas taken place in certainly should be allotted to us to send in
. You bave had a good illustration our daughters and wives and friends.
n what has just now been said. The g

Part of the gallery set apart for the Hon. Mr. MILLER-If that is the unani-
4,Yniodation of Senators, many of whom mous desire of the House the Speaker will

e to hear the important debate which carry it out.
take place this afternoon, is already

!1 and there is no acconianodation for us. The SPEAKER-I desire to say that the
e no doubt the rest of the galleries are Speaker of the House of Commons was kind
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enough to give u% the permission to put one
of our own messengers there, and one of the
messengers of the Senate is there now, but
in spite of his efforts I am sure he cannot
control the matter unless he has such posi-
tive orders as the House has decided to aive
just now. If I understand it aright the
House decides that no one should be admit-
ted except the Senators themselves. Is that
the understanding?

Several hon. MEMBERS-Yes, yes.

Hon. Mr. MILLER -I know that two or
three years ago a desire was expressed to
have one of our own messengers there who
could identify our Senators going to the
gallery, but it was objected to by the
Speaker of the House of Commons, that he
could not tolerate any interference by an
employe of this House. I am glad to find
that they have receded from that position,
because although we wanted a man there to
identify our members, we did not wish to
put an employe there to usurp any auth-
ority, but he could give information to the
messenger of the other House, by whi3h
means our gallery could be kept free from
intrusion.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL -

I have just had a note placed in my hands
from the serjeant-at-arms, who informs me
that we have now one of our own men taking
charge of the gallery and the gallery is full.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-We ought to dis-
charge him.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL -

I think it is the fault of the Senators them-
selves, who have insisted upon taking in the
parties who are there, as I have indicated.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I hope it is understood
that an application will be made to the
Speaker to return to us the gallery to the
south of the Senators' Gallery in order that
we may issue tickets to that for our lady
friends.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-But it should be
understood that the small gallery is to be
reserved expressly for Senators.

The motion was agreed to and the Senate
adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, 411th March, 1896.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

YUKON AND BRITISH COLUMBIA
TRADING COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHIIOFFER moved the
second reading of Bill (E) " An Act res-
pecting the Yukon and British Columbia Tr&-
ding and Development Company of Canada,
Limited."

Hon. Mr. MACDON ALD (B.C.)-I have
not seen this bill until the present momenl
and have not had an opportunity to examine
it carefully, but in looking over it in a
cursory way, I find that it has nothing to
do with the Yukon country-that the
Yukon is not referred to in the body of the
bill. However, I am very glad to see that
a Canadian company has been formed to
try and develope the Yukon country which
extends over an area of about 190,000 square
miles and is known to be rich in gold and iO
furs. These are at present the only exports
of that country. As you will see by the
area, it is about 70,000 square miles larger
than Great Britain and possesses vast re
sources. There are grasses there which We'
feed cattle a great part of the year, and it iq
asserted on good authority that it will grOe
the hardier cereals, such as barley, rye aOd
oats and such roots as potatoes; turnips, et'
So that if the country is developed, it Wil

in the course of time become of great iO'
portance. At present its trade is in the
hands of United States traders, and I ae"
very glad to see that this bill is brought
forward by Canadians to secure the trade
of that country for ourselves. Although <e
are always glad to have foreign capital io'
vested in the country we would prefer to
keep our money in the Dominion, and that
could only be done by keeping the trade 0'
the country in the hands of Canadians. 1l
chief reason for calling attention to thiW
matter is that at the present time there 10
no proper communication with the UJPPr
Yukon. The chief means of access is bf
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tehring Sea to the mouth of the Yukon,
and by ascending the Yukon to the Canadian
border, Forty Mile Creek, and a rough trail
frn the coast of South Alaska, by which
goods are packed to the Yukon by Indians.
That is a very expensive route and it is open
for Only three months of the year, so that
Ruiners going in now have to pay very high
Prices for their supplies, and they have to
eave very early in the winter to avoid being
elosed in. There is no communication after, I
SUPose, early in November from the Yukon
%ntry Lo the coast,and the miners are afraid

.£Supplies being very dear, and that kind of
thing, and have to leave very early. I do
nOt know whether the attention of the
eovernment has been called to this matter.
lhere is a canal called Lynn's Canal, in
Alaska, the head waters of which are inbritish Columbia, and f rom the head waters
nf the canal to some of the lakes adjoining
the Yukon is only 30 miles. If the gov-
erninent could help in opening that trail
e 30 miles it would be a great benefit to

eL. country, and I fancy the British Colum-
Government would co-operate with the

olnion Government, and have it done.
en they could transport goods across this
all portage, and on the lakes and rivers

they could have local steamers of their own
carry the freight. There is another great

r1awback and that is the absence of mail
ilities. Of course that is sure to be the
e where there is no communication, and

eWay of getting into the country. I hope
government will consider all these

tters.I dare say our minister in the
ebinet will bring this to the attention of

government, and do all that he can to
"e this country opened up and developed.

"On. Mr. BOULTON-Is the district
Yu refer to in British Columbia ?

. n. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I be-
it is. I believe the province extends

ght up to the Arctic Ocean, on the east side
4 the Rocky Mountains. Now there are
%eral rivers running into the Yukon, all

bearing, the Pelly, the Liard and the
, all containing gold, more or less; so
anything which will help to open up

- country and develop it will be a great
fit to Canada. Quite an amount is

4en ii customs duties in that country,
ugh it is very young, and very un-come-
e at present. I trust that the govern-

1<>

ment will think over the matter when it is
brought to their attention by the minister.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I am sorry to
say that my attention was called in another
direction when the hon. gentleman was
addressing the House, but I think I grasped
the point he made and I will have very
great pleasure in calling the attention of the
government, and especially the Minister of
the Interior, to his remarks.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate then adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, March 5th, 1896.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

NEW SENATOR.

The Hon. David McKeen was introduced,
and having taken the oath of office and sub-
scribed the roll, took his place.

THE GUARD PIER AT MONTREAL.

MOTION.

Hon. Sir WILLIAM HINGSTON mov-
ed:-

That an humble Address be presented to His
Excellency the Governor General; praying that
His Excellency may be pleased to cause to be laid
before the Senate, copies of all maps, reports, &c.,
regarding what has been styled the "Guard Pier,"
now in course of construction at Montreal ; also,
copies of all correspondence, petitions, resolutions,
reports, protests and other papers regarding and in
favour of, and opposed to, the said structure, and
especially the views thereon expressed by the
medical faculty of the city of Montreal, the Board
of Health of the province of Quebec, and the
Health Board of the city of Montreal.

He said; Montreal has hitherto enjoyed
the priceless advantages of a rapidly run-
ning stream in front of the city. Millions
and millions of cubie feet of purest water
pass by it ; but in 1891 a mud island began to
appear above the surface of the river oppos-
site Montreal,where the shipping craftis den-
sest. Very little attention was paid to it at the
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time. It was looked upon as something which
wouldprevent theice in spring from snashing
down the buildings fronting on the harbour.
The following year, the island increased in
magnitude and became more unsightly. It
never was a thing of beauty. It continued
month after month, to extend upward, until,
from being a few hundred feet in length, at
last a few thousand feet of mud bank appear-
ed along the river front. Then people be-
gan to get uneasy, and grumbling was heard.
Those who were interested in health matters
found, on inquiry, that the city had no power
to deal with it-that everything beyond the
river frontage was under the control of an-
other body altogether-the Harbour Com-
missioners of Montreal. When it appeared
that the bank was to extend a mile and a
third, alinost parallel with the docks within
a few hundred feet of the river front-in
some places 1,500 to 1,800 feet, and in one
place only about 550 feet-until it meets the
embankment at Pointe Ste. Charles, people
became really alarmed, and with reason. I
may say that the embankment at Pointe St.
Charles projects about 1,500 feet into the
river, and is used as the Grand Trunk Rail-
way approach to the bridge, while the point
itself adds about an equel number of feet-
in all, in round figures, about 3,000 feet, and
this mud-bank is intended, so says the re-
port, to convert the whole river frontage
into a still water basin or back water basin,
as it is termed. About this time, several
medical men of the city began to be in-
trested, and in the Medico-Chirurgical So-
ciety the question was brought up, when
three members were named to inquire into
the matter. The members consisted of the
president of the Medico-Chirurgical Society,
Dr. Girdwood, Professor of chemistry,
McGill University, one of the most com-
petent men in the Dominion, and who had
been, at one time, health officer of the city of
Montreal ; another had been president of
the Board of Health many times ; and the
third was a professor of medicine in the
University. Those gentlemen reported adver-
sely to the scheme. Then the health authori-
ties looked into the matter. The city Board
of Health took it up, and I crave your
indulgence while I read an extract froin the
report:

The guard pier, now in course of construction in
the harbour of Mon treal, I consider to be a menace
to the public health.

So says the Health Officer of the City of
Mbntreal, Dr. Laberge. The provincial Board
of Health, whose function it is to look aftler
the health of the people of the whole pro-
vince, has spoken in very strong terms-1»
fact, in terms as strong as they can be made--
in the same direction. But to quote fro
this report :

It is greatly to be regretted, that in the Col
struction of the "guard pier" the sanitary interesU
of the city of Montreal have not been more closelY
looked into, and that, before coinmencing works Of
that kind, the sewerage system of the city has not
been modified in such inanner as to protect the
harbour against all nuisance and langer whib
might resuit froni these works.

Hon. gentlemen, when the citizens eveOte
ually saw that we were to be deprived of out
rapidly running stream and of the advantage
that accrue from it, and that it was goins
to be converted into a still water basin, thel
became alarmed. For my part I have give
some attention to health matters and that la
my reason for bringing this subject to your
notice. I will say that placing the mud ba0e
in front of our city was not hastily entere
upon. It met with opposition in 1889·
In that year the matter was submittedto
the government here and to Mr. Page, and
think to Mr. Coste who reported adverselY tO
it. I think the citizens of Montreal, who haWe
any Intelligent interest in health matter's
are deeply indebted to the latter gentle1no
for the action he bas since taken. Two year
ago he desired that we should have at least #
three thousand foot opening at the upP
end of this bank so that the water co0
come in and wash away the sewage.
withstanding Mr. Coste's advice, that 3,0
feet opening was hurriedly closed up to 1,0
feet. It may possibly, unless.some actio
is taken, be entirely closed the next seso
in conformity with the original plans of te
Harbour authorities. It must be rele0
bered that a large portion of the sewage O
the city from Jacques Cartier Square
to Point St. Charles, inclusive, fallsintO th
still water basin at two points, and1 bIe
noticed objects floating about for a week'
a time, near the lower place of discha"I
I may say that this guard pier and the fro
age of the city would form two sides
the letter "UT", with the closed conve
upwards, with the two arms of the
downwards, so that f rom the stream in jiy
and from the river above, if this projec
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Carried out to its final conclusion, we would
n1ot get one drop of water to wash away the
sewage from the city except what would
conme by the tail race from the Lachi-
le Canal. Now, the water in the Lachine
Canal is a very uncertain quantity. First of
a'll : it is totally insufficient.

seasons of the year when the Lachine Canal
is closed. It is closed nearly a month every
spring for repairs. It was closed I think
something like a couple of months when the
new bridge was being constructed across it at
Wellington St; and it is liable to a break at
any time, and then the canal will be emptied,
and we will have no runnitg water to wash

lon. Mr. VILLENEUVE-Will the away the sewage from a large and steadily
on. gentleman permit me to interrupt him increasing city, like Montreal. Here is what

and tell him that the harbour commission- I contend: we have had the inestimable
ers, with the approbation of the engineer of blessing of a rapid stream flowing in front of
the Public Works Department, have decided our city. We are now to have one hundred
there should Ie an opening of 1000 feet and one acres of still water instead; and I
fron Victoria Bridge, and they have deep- wish the hon. gentleman would bear in mind
enled the channel near the Victoria Bridge-- that it is according to the report of the engi-
they have taken away an old wharf that ex- neer of the harbour of Montreal himself who
lted there during the construction of the lias converted, or is about to convert the
Victoria Bridge, so that it will throw an living stream into one hundred and one acres

unaraense quantity of water into this basin of a still water basin. I need add nothing
hat the hon. mem ter has mentioned. to that.

lion. Sir Wm. HINGSTON-I was com- Hon. Mr. OWENS-If the hon. gentle-
g to that in a moment. I may say, in an- man fron Rougemont would take communi-

"wer to the hon. gentleman, that the water cation of the latest plans that have been
o0ming down the St. Lawrence is sent out made by the engineer and approved of by the

some 1,500 or 1,600 feet towards the south Harbour Commissioners of Montreal, I think
8ide by the projection of Point St. Charles he will find that all due precaution has been
4loie, and when vou cone to add to that taken to obviate the trouble he anticipates1,400 feet of embankment, the water is in connection with this basin. There is an

fent out, with force, 3,000 feet from the opening of 1,000 feet at the head of the basin
shore. It is not going to comue back in and the channel has beendeepenedsufficiently
8ain and hug the river frontage. Practi- to allow water to come in. Opposite the

'%11Y speaking, with 3,000 feet, as we had city of Montreal there is a current running
nt i the beginning of the year, the water at the rate of ten miles an hour, and the hon.

not come in in that way, and there gentleman can quite understand that with

report f rom the sanitary engineer of the an opening of 1,000 feet at the head of the
tvincial Board of Health in which he says dam, it will necessarily cause the water to

at whereas the buoys in the harbour, before flow in rapidly and will no doubt keep the
guard pier was constructed, were almost basin clear. I think the latest plans that

orizontal from the rapidity of the stream, have been submitted will make that satis
74ow they are vertical. If the water came in factory.

, as it did before, these buoys would be
r,,Iz(ontal, or nearly horizontal, as they wereý Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-I think the hon.
9lially As the hon. gentleman bas just genteman from Rougemont made a slight

ated, an excavation has been made to 1 mistake when he stated first thîat the water
4 ePen the channel; the old wharf has been will be thrown out by Point St. Charles
leliioved to permit the water to enter, but, about 3,000 feet and then about 1,500 feet
ýs I said, and for the reasons I stated, the more by the mud bank.
Water does not enter, and in the middle of

er, when the water is low, little or Hon. Sir WMi. HINGSTON-Three thou-
Water comes in. At high water the sand feet altogether-1, 400 feet and 1,600

Water will overflow in any direction. But feet.
1&ai told we are getting sufficient water from

te Lachine Canal.-the tail race in the Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-I think if he will
l'chine Canal. As I said, that is a very look it over again, he will find that the
Q1certain quantity at best, and there are Point St. Charles is out almost in a direct

16j
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line with the guard pier ; but when the in the St. Lawrence, as you are all aware.
maps come here, we will be able to see that. The government have taken that matter
The intention of the harbour commissioners into consideration, and have called the at-
anyway is-and they are doing it-to exca- tention of the harbour cominissioners when
vate opposite this 3,000 feet, and if they ex- they came to ask the government to helP
cavate there, no matter where the current them with their financial arrangements, and
is thrown, the water will follow the lowest I understand that it was agreed then and
place, and flow in without doubt; and then fully decided that hereafter the commis-
as to the canal-it is usually stopped from 1 sioners would follow the advice given by
two to three weeks every year. I have Mr. Coste and the other engineer appointed
reason to know that pretty well, having by the governmient to investigate into the
worked upon it forty years, and there is working of those improvements. The goV
hardly any time it is ever kept closed as ernment, 1 ar sure, will be quite pleased tA
long as six weeks, excepting the time in the bring any of the papers which have not beea
winter when they were excavating the ~cut- brought already before the House as soofl
ting up at Lachine. Apart from that, it is possible. 1 have no doubt, when the r-
kept closed two or three weeks every year; marks made by such an importan
and when the city of Montreal is getting a authority as the hon. member on
splendid guard pier, which is going to make question of public health wiil be consider
our harbour what it never was, I think it is ed by the commission, that they will take
the business of the taxpayers of Montreal to care that any of those inconveniences whlch
do as other cities have done, namely, to the hon. gentleman has referred to will, a
turn the main sewer down to wochelaga, far as possible be removed.
where they will get current enough to carry
anything away, no matter what it is. Hon. Sir WM. HINGSTON-In replY t

the bon. gentleman from deSalaberry,
Hon. Mr. DESJARDINS-We must be wouldmjust say that if an opening of 3,000

thankful to the hon. gentleman froni Rouge- feet was found to be insufficient last sumntIIer,
mont, so eminent an authority in heaath what will it be when it is reduced to 1,000
matters, for having brought up the important i et' h odto fmtesi el«
question of the extent to which the works words is mentioned here y the officer -f the
which are now in progress in front of the Provincial Board of Health. It says t
city of Montreal are going to interfere inih
any way with the public health. Perhaps Before the construction of the guad pier il
hon. gentlemen el remember that on rniddle of the river the current of theSt. Lawrel

a nhich was then very strong and ran down raPid

thvafl ocheson. hv gentlema frouge- w0

nnear the wharfs, used to reinove and change Co
questions of thoseworks for the consideration tinually the water of the streani, but now,
of this hon. house, but it was in another the construction of that guard pier, the fore

direction. thought that there was a great the streani is kept outsi(e of it.

objection to contracting the harbour to such 1 may say that the water which con3a s
an extent in front of the city of Montreal at that 1000 feet opening does not hug, 
and that inconvenience might be the result did before, the wharf frontage of raontp
of it. As against that, we have reports of but it hugs the guard pier 1,200O or r,0
different engineers both of the city of Monto feet out. The report in question menlO00
real and of the harbour comniissioners. But thîs
whatever inconvenience might arise from
those works, we can judge now, because if But now, since the construction of that 
completed only to the point suggested by pier, the force of the streage is kept outsidatof
the engineer of the Public Works Depart and the waters inside of it n so lowly thatt

ment it will leave an opening of only 1,000 are nearly stil-

feet. ])uring last summer, people on ships This was written whien the opening
complained about the smell arising from the 3,000 feet.
water. h was found then there was not
quite enough flowing in through the opening -and as a consequence the water of tMontthreal a Vof the h fromis the river, nor remains stagnant. So stil have the waters 1letesection ecome that the buoys in that sect
from the Lachine Canal. iinstead of being nearly horizontal 
summer the water was exceptionally low were before.
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With reference to what fell from the hon.
gentleman from Hochelaga I should be very
glad if the sewage of the city should be
dVerted several hundred feet lower down or
further out so that it would reach beyond
the guard pier, although engineers are be-
ginning to complain that navigation below
the city of Montreal is now, and is likely
tO become still more affected by what will
8 washed away from the guard pier by

every movement of a passing tug or steamer.
ut that is not the subject I am considering.
fam not so bold as to enter into the question

of engineeringat ail. All I contend is this,
that whereas we had our rapidly flowing
stream of pure water, with all its power for
good, we are now to have, according to the
statement of the engineer of the Harbour
Of Montreal, a still or back water basin into
Whieh a large portion of the sewage of the
City at the present time enters. This is a

4stion of the city's health. It is a ques-
tn011 of public health. With regard to what
feu from the hon. gentleman from Alma as
tO the closing of the canal, I may say I
have known it to be closed for two or three
1Sonths at a time, and every spring it is
el 08 d for from three to four weeks. Let

at time be but a fortnight or twenty days,
'would be important, and supposing an

4ecident to occur to the Lachine Canal in
the maiddle of summer, requiring it to be
e1Ptied, an epidemic of typhoid fever would
40t .ulikely be the resuit. As it is now,
diuring the last summer, with two or three
thOusand feet of an opening, at some places
41"1g the quay the stench was such that men
di8charging vessels could not continue at
their work, and this, too, at Montreal, one
0f the most favourably situated, naturally,
ofaIl Our Canadian cities.

The motion was agreed to.

)41LITIA DEFENCE ON THE PACIFIC
COAST.

INQUIRY.
1 on. Mr. McINNES rose to-
Cll the attention of the Senate to the fact that

Xere i8 no rifle or artillery company at present in
0, in many respects the most important

t On the Pacific Coast, and asked if it is the in-netion of the governnient to at once take the
n sary steps to have a military company formed,

t' to Put a sufficient sun in the Supplenientary
of ates to build a suitable drill hall in the city

anio?

He said : Until three years ago the city
of Nanaimo had a very good and efficient
rifle company, which company contained
some of the bes.t rifle shots probably in the
Dominion of Canada. I understand the
reason why it was disbanded was owing to
the strong views held by the late Major
General Herbert, commanding the militia of
Canada, who considered that in the Pacific
Province there should be no rifle companies,
but that they should be all artillery com-
panies. Whether that statement is correct
or not, I draw the attention of the House to
the fact that at the present time there is no
military organization of any kind in the city
of Nanaimo, although I believe several
efforts have been made to reorganize the old
one. For what reason they have not been
successful, I am not prepared to say at the
present time. I may mention in connection
with this motion that the electoral district
of Vancouver, which comprises nearly the
whole Island of Vancouver and the adjacent
islands with the exception of the city of
Victoria and a few miles surrounding the city
-contains all the productive coal mines of
the province, and with the exception of the
Union mines, which are situated in the north-
ern portion of that district, ail the mines are
in or in the immediate vicinity of the city
of Naniamo, from which place nearly all the
coal is shipped to the different portions of the
province and most of the Pacific coast in the
United States. Owing to the snperior
quality of that coal, it has forced its way,
notwithstanding the heavy duty it has to
meet entering into the United States, into
every port on the Pacific Coast and I am
credibly informed that the mines pay
handsome dividends to the different com-
panies that are engaged in that important
and profitable industry. I may also state
that the navy, the Canadian Pacifi Railway
Steamship lines. the Canadian-Australian
Steamship line, and in fact nearly ail the
important steamship companies get ail their
coal in or from Naniamo. I draw the
attention of the House to the fact that in
the event of any complication with Russia,
or any other foreign power, it would be of
the greatest importance to have the coal
shipping port of Naniamo protected, not
only by the navy, but also by a large and
efficient local military force. The import-
ance of protecting our coal supply cannot he
over estimated. There are three places in
the Pacific Province that, in my judgment,
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ought to be protected at any cost and made if Fuca at Victoria, and on the east side at
as impregna ble as possible, namely, Esqui- Seymour Narrows, which the premier
malt, Nanaimo and Vancouver, the western knows about, which is about two miles
terminus of the Canadian Pacifie Rail- wide, and by having a strong batterY
way. The city of Naniamo itself, it is there you could keep out any enemY
true, is not a very large place. It has and any nuinber ot ships, . and with
a population of over 6000 inhabitants those two avenues closed Vancouver, Na-
and in all probability will grow much naimo and all the other settled parts Of
faster in the near future than it lias the country would be protected.
in the past. Within a radius of six or
seven miles of the city itself, we have Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
a population of 12,000, and all the pro- subjectbroughtunder the notice of theSenate
ductive coal mines are within that area. In i by the hon. gentleman from New Westmin-
that population, composed very largely of ster and the remarks made by the hon. inem
hardy and intelligent coal miners, you will ber from Victoria are, as we ail know, Of a
find as good material out of which to form very important and grave character. MiW
an efficient militia organization as is to be tary organization in ail countries is an imPor
found anywhere in this or any other country. tant duty devolving upon the administratiol
I may also statethatif thiscompany is formed Weall know that the even:s that have trans,
-and I have every reason to believe that pired within the last two months have il"
it will be, from the patriotie spirit that has duced the government to ask Parliament for
actuated our worthy premier and the a ban of some $3,000,000. for the purpOSe
Minister of Militia, who has a- seat in this of arning the volunteer force and to pue
House-immediate steps will be taken to- the contry in as efficient a state of defence
wards establishing a military organization as that amount will enable them to %ccon3
there, and when that is done I hope we will plish. With reference to the particull
see that a suitable drill hall is erected point to vhich the bon. gentleman bas calle
to enable the volunteers to drill and to the attention of the buse, Nanaimo,
store away their rifles, their clothing and inight inform him tbat there lias been
munitions of war. I hope the hon. Minister company of volunteers there and that
of Militia will take this into bis favourable was abandoned on the recom mendation of tie
consideration and not only promise to have Major General for the reason tbat the COi
it (lote, and that at an early date, but see mander, or Captain, of the company iad r
that it is done, and the beat evidence moved to the United States, and still furtheri

We can give that it will be done is to place a on inquirie being made, it was found that t
sufficient sum in the supplementary esti- principal reason why it bas not been cr
mates for that purpose. ganized is the fact that they could not '

tain a gentleman wo was prepared tote
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.>--As far the responsibilities attending the organo

as tbe hon. gentlemen bas gone in bis speech tion and management of any compufY'
about the province, I t1ink hie is perfectly Perhaps the hon. gentleman f rom Briti
rigbt, but as a good general be should bave Columbia will be better able than I acm tO
gone further thani the city of Natiaiinio. form an opinion and to give information, on
When the hon. premier visited our province that point. The question to whiec brie ul3
he travelled as far as Seymour Narrows and called the attention of the bouse has not beel

that is one of the back doors by whic t an overlooked by the department or by

enemy could enter British Columbia. If that the goverhment, and every step W1

door were closed with a battery, you could be taken that tey deem mostha
ut off al communication that way. Then, sable for the purposes of acoplisbnoh

at the soutb end of Vancouver Isand, on the obJet the hion. gentleman bas in de-'
the Straits of San Juan de Fuca, is the Speaking as a laynan, not as a militery
other door. Fortify that ait you closw d both man, although have had some little vOlte
doors and protect inot only Nanaimo and Van teer experience, I cannot fail to recognize he
couver, but al thae inabited coast of Britis force of the eacks tha t oe not11.
Columbia. Timat is a most important thing to from Victoria with reference to toe battk
do t a case of war with Russia-to gua d at Seymour Narrows, wicb is a place very

these two communications, one by the Straits dificult of navigation at most times
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have seen steamers stick in the current and
remain there in a state of vibration for more
than half an hour before they could move
0». They have to take special periods of
the tide in order to navigate with safety, but
there are vessels of sufficient strength to
Overcome the tide at all periods. A fortifi-
cation at the other point on the Straits of
euca is necessary, as indicated by that hon.
gentleman. We all know that a large
alount of money is now being spent jointly
bY the Imperial Government and by the
Oanadian Governnent at Esquimault, and
the defences there are such as to, not
01Y justify the expenditure, but to lead
bryone, even a layman who has not had much
elperience, to the conclusion that they are con-
8tructing very strong works and everything
niecessary to protect Victoria and the
"'tPortant harbour of Esquimault. It is
al' done, I inay inform the House,
'nder the immediate supervision of Imperial
engineers. The arrangement was made
While I had the honour of being Minister of
Militia, and has been ably carried out

those who succeeded me in that office.
LCan assure the hon. gentleman and the

.Ouse that the government have not lost
ght of the important subject which he has

brought under our notice, and that every-
thing will be done to accomplish the object
ehas in view. As to whether a sum will

put in the estimates, the only answer I
can give is that the estimates will have to
8Peak for themselves. We never indicate,
4fore the estimates are submitted, what

or what will not be there. It may be
decided to-day to place an item in the esti-
tIate for any particular purpose, and before
the estimates are submitted something may
tspire which would render it unadvisable

t iake the appropriation ; and, on the
0trary, estimates may be made and may be
t before the House, and something may

theur which would justify an addition to
the sum. While this is the usual way of

ptteTpting to extract from the government
tiortation as to their policy on any ques-

I can only give the same answer that
a ave always given under such circum-
8t4nees-when the estimates come down,they will speak for themzelves.

10. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Can
e premier say whether the Imperial

%'erniment's attention has ever been called
t'O the Seymour Narrows 1

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
could not answer definitely at this moment.
I should suppose it was, from the fact that
there was a party from the flag ship station-
ed there last fall when I passed up and
down, making a record of the movements
and effects of the tides at different periods
of each day and at different periods of the
year. That of course might be only for
purposes of navigation, but from the know-
ledge that we have of the minuteness with
which the war office at home (or rather the
intelligence office, which is a part of the war
office) is carried on, I think we can fairly
come to the conclusion that they had both
objects in view when they sent their men
there to make the observations.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I might
add a further reason to strengthen the view
expressed by the hon. leader of the govern-
ment. The war ships have during this last
year taken up their target practice off the
harbour of Comax, and near Seymour Nar-
rows, and I heard it indirectly from one of
the officers himself that it was their inten-
tion to have some fortifications built at
Seymour Narrows, and at no distant date.
I think they are fully aware of the necessity
of guarding that northern door to the Gulf
of Georgia as well as the southern one.

THE DRILL HALL AT NEW WEST-
MINSTER.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.) rose to-
Call the attention of the Senate to the incon-

plete condition of the new drill hall in New West-
minister, B.C., which is about to be handed over
to the conmanding officer, Lieut. Clinton, No. 4
Company, 5th Regiment, Royal Artillery, and
asked if it is the intention of the governnent to
place in the Supplementary Estinates a sufficient
sun to have the building properly heated and
lighted, and a paid caretaker appointed forthwith ?

He said: My reason for drawing the
attention of the House to this matter is that
a new drill hall has been built at an expense
of some $8,000 or $10,000. This new drill
hall is on one of the public squares of the
city of New Westminster, a considerable
distance away from any other building, and
the Deputy Adjutant General, I understand,
is pressing upon Lieut.-Col. Clinton to take
it over. It is not furnished with any
means by which it can be heated, neither
is it lighted by gas or electricity, and
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it would be very wrong indeed to have
that building taken over and the munitions
of war that there are in the old drill hall
placed in it without any means of heating or
drying the air. As many of you know, the
climate on the coast of British Columbia is
exceedingly moist, and rifles and stores and
other perishable material will very soon
suffer if the very best possible care is not
taken of them. ' The best precaution that
can be taken is to have the air dried by sone
means or other. Apart from that, there is
a very considerably supply of munitions of
war up there, and I claim it would be im-
proper to pla,-e them in that new struct ure
at a considerable distance away from any
other building for fear of the place being
entered and the military stores stolen.
The present caretaker of the old drill hall,
Mr. Leslie, I understand has been offered by
the governmcnt here the privilege of dwelling
in the new drill hall, rent free, but with
no remuneration. Now I claim that a care-
taker to look after the stores that. will be in
that building ought to be paid a decent
salary as well as given the privilege of living
in the building. I may mention in this con-
nection that even in Victoria the caretaker,
Mr. Ireland, of the new building that bas
been erected there in connection with the
drill hall, that has cost, I forget now what
sum of money, gets only $40 a month and
lives in a coop in the rear, a little bit of a
shack not fit for any human being to live
in. That is al thé remuneration he gets. I
am very sorry that when they were building
that store bouse they did not add a few more
feet to it by which ample room would be
given for the caretaker's residence. It would
have cost only two or three hundred dollars
more. H e would have a greater supervision
over the contents of that building than he
can possibly have at the present time.
Another thing-although it is not immedia-
tely connected with the subject of which I
have given notice-I want to call the atten-
tion of the Minister of Militia to this fact,
that the stone foundation of that building
which bas just been handed over in Victoria,
the store-room, is over one foot under ground.
The plans swere not made here, it is true,
they were made by the local engineer, Mr.
Gamble. A more useless or unsuitable build-
ing for that purpose, I venture to say, was
never built there or anywhere else. If any
place ought to be kept perfectly dry, it is a
place where guns rifles, and munitions of

war of every description are stored, and so
conscious were they of the fact that theY
made a mistake, and after the completion Of
the buildings they had to take awaY
about fifteen inches of the earth and then
build huge drains all around it and put il'
broken stone. I merely call the attention
of the minister to that condition of affairs
and if he can see his way clear towards in-
creasing the Victoria caretaker's salary by
ten of fifteen dollars, per month lie will be
doing nothing but what is his duty.

lon. Mr. DESJARDINS-In answer to
the question put by the hon. member for
New Westminster, I wish to state that the
building of which he has been speaking hbas
rot yet been taken over by the Militia
Department, so that the final arrangemels
for heating and lighting have not been com-
pleted so far, but we are looking to thst,
and if it should be decided that any munl'
tions of war should be placed there, it Will
be put in such a condition that they wil
not be affected by climatic conditions or
moisture. So far as the caretaker is cOU-
cerned, it is not necessary to appoint one t
take charge of a company drill shed, but
there is an allowance of $80 per annum tO
provide for that matter-it is not the small
amount the hon. gentleman mentione
There is an allowance of $80 per annu0l
granted for that purpose. With regard tO
the other building which the hon. gentl®
man bas mentioned, I think they must have
been put in either under the care of the
engineer at Victoria-

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-Yes, ho
made plans and all.

Hon. Mr. DESJARDINS.-Or under the
control of the Department of Public Works-

Hon. Mr. McINNES-I am not sure.

Hon. Mr. DESJARDINS-But at an
rate, if there is any defect in the building
shall call the attention of the Minister o'
Public Works to the fact and see if any
remedy can be found. I think that cOVers
the question put by the hon. gentleman.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I under
stand then the necessary sum will be pl
in the estimates for the purpose I have i
cated ?
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Ion. Mr. DESJ ARDINS-The building
asnot been taken over by the Militia De-

partment, and the final arrangements for
ighting and heating are not yet completed,

but it is in contemplation just now.

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (34) "An Act to consolidate and
!Ixead certain Acts relating to the Nipiss-
11g and James Bay Railway Company."-
(Mr. MacInnes, Burlington.)

Bill (30) " An Act respecting the Guelph
eunction Railway Company."-(Mr. Mac-
1 Ues, Burlington.)

bill (40) " An Act respecting the South
Ontario Pacific Railway Company."-(Mr.
MacInnes, Burlington.)

bill (41) " An Act respccting the Lake
rie and Detroit River Railway Company."
(Mr.\Maclnnes, Burlington.)
bill (39) " An Act respecting the St.
wrence and Adirondack Railway Com-

NaY."-(Mr. Baker.)

Bill (37) " An Act to confirm a certain
se and agreement between the Grand
unrik Railway Company of Canada and

the St. Lawrence and Adirondack Riailway
in'fpany."-(Mr. Vidal.)

Bill (26) " An Act respecting the Nelson
and Fort Sheppard Railway Company."-
(ir. Reid, Cariboo.)

Bill (17) "An Act respecting the Brandon
d South-western Railway Company."-

(r. perley.)

Bill (27) " An Act respecting the Lind-
7, Bobcaygeon and Pontypool Railway
IlPany."-(Mr. Dobson.)

MONTREAL AND OTTAWA RAIL-
WAY COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

thion. Mr. MAcINNES (Burlington)moved
e second reading of Bill (38): " An Act

%Pecting the Montreal and Ottawa Rail-
7 Company." He said : This bill is to
end the time for the construction of the

aY. I believe an understanding has
arrived at between the company and
of the municipalities through which

t ne passes. Al the details of the bill
4 be explained when it comes before the

Committee on Railways, Telegraphs and
Harbours.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Before that bill is
read the second time, I may observe that
this matter has been before the Senate on
several occasions, and this Railway Com-
pany's Act has been amended time and
again.

Hon. Mr.
How often h

MAcINNES (Burlington)-

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Several times.
The last time it contained a similar provision
to that in the present bill. They were to
spend $100,000 last year, for the purpose of
building the road to the village of Alfred.
They did not spend a dollar. The fact is,
in my opinion, they did not want to build
that line at all. Some years ago this road
was in the hands of a company who con-
structed a line to Rigaud, and by some
means or othér the Canadiati Pacific IRailway
Company, by arrangement with the con-
tractor or 'the company, got possession of
the road, and from that time to the present
they have not complied with the conditions
imposed upon them, and, unless there is
some better security than is offered in this
bill, the extended time should not be given
to them. There is another company pre-
pared to carry on this work if an opportu-
nity is offered them to (o so. It is a line
of great importance to that section of the
country, and it is the shortest possible route
from Ottawa to Montreal. It is wrong that
such a line should be kept unfinished from
year to year merely to satisfy the Canadian
Pacific Railway. It is true, a few par-
ties from Alfred and L'Orignal and
other places were here the other
day, and they sanctioned the terms
contained in this bill, but we require some
further assurance that that twenty-three
miles will be built before the 1st of Decem-
ber next, or allow other parties to get the
charter and build the road if the Canadian
Pacific Railway fail to do so. They have
failed in the past and unless we have some
satisfactory assurance that they mean busi-
ness I do not think the House sbould extend
the time. As I have said, it is a road of vi-
tal importance to the locality through which
it passes, and it will save eleven or twelve
miles between Ottawa and Montreal. It
passes through a section of the country
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where there is no railway communication
and it is of the iutmost importance that the
line should be constructed, particularly when
other parties are willing to take it up if the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company drop
it. They say now that they want four years
to complete the road though they are willing
to build twenty-three miles this year and
only forty-seven would then remain to be
constructed. I think they should be com-
pelled to complete that twenty-three miles
by the Ist of December next and failing
that they should forfeit their charter and
let other people make arrangements to build
the road. I was present at the time when
the last arrangement was made two or three
years ago, and we were assured then that
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company in-
tended in good faith to proceed with the
road. They say now that financial difficul-
ties of one kind and another interfered
with their operations. I do not believe that
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company,
ever had financial difficulties that would
prevent them from building twenty-three
miles of road over a level country. I do
not intend now to move the six months
hoist, as I might do, but I certainly shall
have the matter well ventilated in the
cominittee, and shall do all I can to
have such a guarantee afforded that the
people will feel satisfied that this is the last
time that an extension will be sought for
and that if the Canadian Pacific Railway

.Company do not build that twenty-three
miles this year, other parties will be allowed
to take up the enterprise. The road is prac-
ticable and deserves every encouragement
from the country. It is wrong to leave it
dangling in the way it bas been for a great
many years. If the Grand Trunk Railway
Company had been allowed to build that
road it would have been a valuable line to
their system. -However they came to that
arrangement among themselves and I have
nothing to say about that, but I want the
road built and no further extension of time
granted unless we have a satisfactory
guarantee that the line will be constructed
this year.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-I think the best
proof we have that the very localities
through which this road is to pass are willing
to wait is the fact that they had a deputation
here the other day and were quite willing to
have this bill pass. Before we support the

hon. gentleman's ideas he ought to give us
the name of the company that will under-
take to build this road. The line bas been
chartered for the last 15 or 20 years.

Hon. M1r. SCOTT--For 40 years; it is
one of the oldest charters in Canada, the
Vaudreuil and Ottawa.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Let us have the
name of that company, and then we will be
able to take up any proposal that may be
made for the purpose of building this road-
I know the construction of the line has
been delayed too long, and if the hon. gel'
tieman can give us any guarantee that
there is a company ready to proceed with
the construction we will support lis ideas.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-All I can saV is
the guarantee in the past bas not been
carried out, and I think that is quite sufi'
cient. If they do not go on with the work
on this occasion they should lose all rights
and privileges under their Act.

Hon. Mr. McDONALD (P. E. I.)-It is
evident from this discussion, and from the
number of railway bills that we have had
here proposing extensions of time to various
companies, that the Senate is too ready in
granting such extentions. When we hearit
stated by an hon. gentleman that this bill
proposes to extend the time for the construc-
ticn of a line in the vicinity of the capital of
the Dominion, which has been under consid-
ration, and for which Acts have been passed
for the last forty years, I think it is asking a
good deal from this House that we shoUld
further extend that time.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-The Canadian
Pacific Railway Company have not had it
forty years.

Hon. Mr. McDONALD-That may be
very true, but we are extending the tiee
again after having extended it but a very
short period before now. It is evident to
me that those various bills that are brought
before the House should be discussed, no
only by the Railway Committee, but fulîY
discussed in the bcdy of the House itself, a
then we would understand the position Wi
all these companies stand in with respect t0
the roads which they have undertaken t"
build. It is a great mistake to be continuauif
extending the periods for whicb the bills t"
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enlable those roads to be constructed in the
6rst place were passed. If a company under-
takes to build a road in even three or five
Years, which is the time generally allotted
'nder one of these railway bills, there should
be some good and sufficient reason shown
Why that time should be extended by an
additional bill. In the case which is now
Moder consideration, it appears that this road
18 One that is of considerable importance and
benefit. It may be that in this instance
there are good reasons for extending the time,

do not know that there is any special
reason for opposing this bill on the present
Occasion.

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read the second time.

'MiONTO BOARD OF TRADE BILL.

SECOND READING.

lion. Mr. McKINDSEY moved the sec-
04(d reading of Bill (44) " An Act relating
t the Board of Trade of the city of
ýoront.»

lie said : The Board of Trade of the
5V of Toronto was incorporated by statute
1 1886, with power to create a gratuity

fd. That fund was limitedt to a maxi-
'1tn of $40 per annum. It has been dis-

vered, in working out the scheme,
at $40 is not sufficient to make
heatisfactory to members of that board.

e object of this present 'bill is to
enable the board of Trade to increase that

ount to new members in order to establish
h oew principle, and there is provision also

that old meibers of the association mav
e voluntarily into the same position.

can quite understand that an annuity
edat the sum of $40 paid by the membersWoWlld scarcely be sufficient, and they have
ed to increase that amount.

on. Mr. McMILLAN-It is not obli-
Rebtory <

n.0  Mr. McKINDSEY-No. It is sub-
ect to the saine statute governing by-laws
or the regulation of the funds. One can see
eIY that a scheme of that kind, at a fixed

can scarcely be satisfactory to all the
efhlbers, because members of the Board ol
%de often get their seats at sixty or
enity years of age, and they must have

P principle whereby younger members

may get the advantages which would be
reasonable and fair. They ask this amend-
ment and they bind themselves to the same
restriction as to passing by-laws to regulate
it which were in the act of incorporation.

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read the second time.

HURON AND ERIE LOAN AND
SAVINGS COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. MAcINNES(Burlington) moved
the second reading of Bill 49) "An Act
respecting the Huron and Erie Loan and
Savings Company." He said: The object
of this bill is stated in the first clause. It
is to consolidate the borrowing powers of
the conpany. There are no new powers.

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read the second time.

QUEENSTON HEIGHTS BRIDGE
COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. McKINDS EY mnoved the second
reading of Bill (43) "An Act to incorporate
the Queenston Heights Bridge Company."
He said: This is a bill to incorporate a com-
pany to build a bridge over the Niagara,
between Queenston and Lewiston. It is
intended, I believe, for the purpose of
traffic by passengers and vehicles, and more
especially for electric railway purposes. The
intention, I think, is to connect the two
systems of electric railway running from
Queenston Heights to Niagara Falls, in
order to make a belt line so that tourists
can take this railway on either side of the
river and make the circuit, so as to see the
sights on both sides. Everything that is to
be done will be subject to the approval of the
Railway Committee of the Privy Council,
and every care will be taken for the protec-
tion of the public interests.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill

was read the second time.

The Senate then adjourned.
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THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, March 6th, 1896.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

SUPREME AND EXCHEQUER
COURTS ACT AMENDMENT

BILL.

FIRST READING.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL in-
troduced Bill (1) " An Act further to amend
the Supreme and Exchequer Courts Act."
He said: The provisions of this bill are very
simple. It provides for giving the titl. of
Chief Justice of Canada to the Chief Justice
of the Supreme Court, as a distinguishing
mark, there being a number of other chief
justices of supreme courts in the provinces.
The second provision is to enable a court to
be held for the hearing of cases four consti-
tu ing a quorum instead of five as at present.
Difficulties have arisen from the fact that a
number of judges have been interested as
counsel or lawyers in many of the cases
which come before the Supreme Court; but
this reduction of quorum can only be legal
with the consent of the parties who have
cases before the court.

Hon. Mr. PELLETIER-Do I under-
stand that the reduced quorum will only be
legal with the consent of the parties?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes, only with the consent of the parties--
the litigants.

The bill was read the first time.

REVISION OF THE STATUTES BILL.

FIRST REA DING.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL in-
troduced Bill (J) " An Act respecting the
Revision of the Statutes." He said: This
is to enable the government to appoint
three commissioners for the purpose of
revising the statutes from the time of the
former revision.

The bill was read the first time.

THIRD READING.

Bill (29) " An Act to amend the Act in-
corporating the Supreme Court of the>
Independent Order of Foresters."-(MIr.
Clemow.)

SECOND READING.

Bill (G) "An Act respecting the RockY
Mountain Railway and Coal Company."-
(Mr. Lougheed.)

CANADIAN HISTORICAL EX111131

TION BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. MACINNES (Burlington) moved
the second reading of Bill (F) " An Act res-
pecting the Canadian Historical Exhibition-
He said: I believe the objects of this bill
commend themselves to this House as w6l'
as to all Canadians outside. The object is tO
create and intensify the interest already ee'
isting in the minds of Canadians concerning
the history of their country. Canada has a
most interesting history, as recorded in Park'
man's fascinating works. The heroic deedS
of the ancient French explorers are there
recorded. We have now a historian of ouir
own, Dr. Kingsford, who bas written a most
painstaking and meritorious history, brilt
ing the history of Canada down to the SwV
of 1812-14,.when English and French folghti
shoulder to shoulder in defence of our cori-
mon country. If the House has no objectioP
to the principle of the bill, I move that it b"
read a second time and that it be referred t*
a Committee of the Whole this day week.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not propOe
hon. gentlemen, to oppose the bill, but ther'
are one or two features about it which 1
think deserve a little notice. The ho.
gentleman appears to have settled, to
own satisfaction at any rate, just where
Cabot's land fall is, which is a subject whicb
has been discussed a good deal and still co"'
tinues to be discussed. I think the h-O1

gentleman is right, because he places tbe
land fall on the Island of Cape Breton, bu
considering that the discovery was umade£"
Nova Scotia, this bill is rather inconsistept
when it proposes to locate the pernmaneo t

exhibition, which is to be established to co
memorate that discovery, in the interior
Canada. Clearly the building should b
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lOcated down on the sea shore, either in
1alifax or in Sydney. There is another
feature which I notice iri the bill; it makes
Provision for the disposition of moneys over
and above what are required for the working
exPenses of this institution. I notice that
the funds are supposed to be grants of
'aOley from any person, corporation, muni-
elpality, or government, or loans on any
Property real or personal, sums of money,
guarantee of fu nds, guarantee of debentures,

Ientrance charges, &c. Well, hon. gentle-
tiien, of course if there are voluntary gifts,
if there are municipalities which choose to
give money for this association, that is all
Very well, but I hope that this bill does not
represent the introduction of a movement to
get a considerable grant from the Dominion
for the purpose of conducting this associa-
t'On, whieh is to have its headquarters at
Toronto. If it is desirable to have some
nIernorial in connection with the discovery

Oe iNorth America by Cabot; then I think
that some arrangements might be made to
have the memûoria], if not on the sea coast,
here in the capital of the country.

lion. Mr. CLEMOW-Hear, hear.

]Îon. Mr. POWER-Inasmuch as there
are already two institutions here, the Geolo-
e'O&l Museun and the Royal Society of Can-
a, which are somewhat of the same charac-

ter as the institution which is proposed to be
estAblished, I think that instead of starting
r.ut with an entirely fresh and new institu-

something might be done by the govern-
'seit, if they are to be asked to help in this
ratter, towards extending the sphere of use-

, either of the Royal Society of Canada
or of the Geological Survey.

Ilon. Mr. MAcINNES (Burlington)--The
Sggestions which have been made by the
aid - senior member for Halifax may be con-
81dered in committee of the whole.

The motion was agreed to and
as read the second time.

the bill

The Senate then adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday 9th March, 1896.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THIRD READING.

Bill (25) "An Act respecting the St.
Lawrence and Ottawa Railway Company"
-(Mr. MacInnes, Burlington.)

ADULTERATION OF FOOD
AMENDMENT BILL.

ACT

IN COMMITTEE.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON moved that the
House resume in Committee of the Whole
consideration of Bill (10) "An Act further
to amend the Act respecting the Adultera-
tion of Food, Drugs, and Agricultural Fertili-
zers."

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Before the House
goes into committee, I wish to draw at-
tention to the fact that this bill, as it now
appears in our minutes, is entirely different
from the bill as it came up from the House
of Commons, and we would understand it
very much better if we had it in the shape of
bill. It has been so altered that it is not
the saine bill at all. There was only one
clause, as it came from the House of Com-
mons. That clause has been struck out abso-
lutely, and a new clause is substituted.
We would understand it better if it were
introduced in the form of a new measure
altogether.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-If my hon.
friend will examine the bill he will find that
it is precisely the same provision, but dif-
ferently drafted. Every point that was in
the original clause is to be found in the
clause which is substituted, and the changes
are merely for the purpose of making the
provision harmonize with the Adulteration
Act. I think this House is quite competent
to make that change. There is but one
clause in the bill and that is divided into a
number of sub- lauses.

Hon. Mr. McCLELAN-I should like to
correct my hon. friend from Queen's. This
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is an entirely different provision. The bill,
as it came here f rom the House of Commons,
provided that anyone could manufacture, or
allow bees to manufacture, honey and to
make honey for his own use, or for the use
of his own family, but the bill as it is recast
prevents even that; so that it introduces an
entirely new feature. I make this observa-
tion because J am quite sure my hon. friend
is not disposed to lead the House astray
about it, but has not thorougly examined
the bearing of it.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I can assure my
hon. friend that I have no desire to lead the
House astray, and I can assure him further
that I am not leading the House astray, for,
as I read the bill, I do not think it permits
the making of honey in any other way than
is proposed in the arendment. When we go
into details in the committee, we will find
that the provisions are precisely alike, but if
it is found they are not, and something
better is suggested, we can take the best
course.

Hon. Mr. McCLELAN-The third clause
of the proposed bill says:-

" Everyone is guilty of an offence and liable upon
suninary convi-tion to a penalty not exceeding $
who manufactures, produces for sale, sells or offers
for sale."

In the bill which was laid before the
Senate from the other House the language is
quite different:

" And no honey made by bees in whole or in part
from any of such substances, and no imitations of
honey or sugar honey so called, or other substitutes
for honey, shall be manufactured or produced for
sale."

And I am quite sure if my hon. friend
will examine the bill which he has introduced
here, he will find it cannot be manufactured
even.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-As far as that
point is concerned, it would appear to be only
a departure from the details, and not a
departure from the principle-even if he is
right about that.

Hon. Mr. McCLELAN-But it is an
essential matter.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-That being, so
I should think it would be a matter to be
dealt with in committee.

Hon. Mr. McCLELAN-It is so.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The original
bill contenplated the same thing; the dif-
ference is in the way the clause was construc-
ted.

Hon. Mr. McCLELAN-It was amended
in the other House to meet that objection-

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-There was noe
than one amendment in the other House,
and these amendments do not harmonize
with the other amendments, and the didi-
culty of working the bill in connection with
the main Adulteration Act would be founld
to be very great. I think this is the oil1Y
point, even in detail, in the bill as it carme
to us f rom the House of Commons, and thate
is surely a matter we could consider pro-
perly in committee ; for we have certainfll
the right in committee of introducing even
much more serious amendments than that.

Hon. Mr. McCLELAN-I merely wish
to correct the impression which I think ml
hon. friend was under.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The bill as it
came froin the House of Commons does not
permit the manufacture of honey for a per-
son's own use.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-Would it not be
better if the bill, in its printed form, as Ve
are expected to consider it, were before U1
before we go into committeel

Hon. Mr. POWER-It is printed.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-At page 153 0'
the minutes.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-We can find it by
looking at the minutes; but that is an I
usual way of considering a bill, and iIas
much as bon. gentlemen disagree as tO the
difference between the two bills, I think We
are justified in asking to have-it printed so
before we go into committee.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The hon. Se
tleman does not understand the position 0
the matter just now. We have gone i
committee on the bill as it came f rom
House of Commons, and here it is. W
have it printed. An amendment hasbee
submitted, which is printed in our prO1
ings on page 153. I do not think it
usual, on account of a mere amendment "
gested in committee, to stop the proceediDg
of a committee and have the amendment PiI1O
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edas anew bill. And myhon. friend does not
"nean that that should be done. Of course,
after we amend the bill it will then be
Printed and will go to the other House. Be-
fore the third reading it is not usual to
reprint the bill with the amendments. You
Wil] find the amendments at page 153 of the
MffinUtes and can compare them with the
Original.

The motion was agreed to and the House
resolved into a Committee of the Whole on
the bill.

(In the Committee.)

Hon. Mr. McCLELAN- I have some
reinarks to make with reference to this bill
Which would have been more appropriate at
the second reading, but the bill is of such a
Peculiar character, that not many persons in
this chamber really understood the purport
of it. It comes under the titleof an amend-
"lent to the Act to prevent the Adultera-
tion of Food, Drugs, and Agricultural
eertilizers, but it is really a bill which
'estricts the feeding of bees for the pro-
duction of honey. The " manufacture" of
bOney, is not a very apt expression to use

ause honey in the comb does not undergo
anY manipulation which involves the use
Of handicraft of man. It is simply the pro-
duIction of the bees, and the question is how
ar an Act of this kind is desirable in the

ilterest of the bee industry. I am quite of
the Opinion we should do all we can to pro-
'lOte the production of honey.. I notice by
the Trade and Navigation returns that last
fi8Cal year there was a good deal of honey
eXported. In addition to the home demand
there was 47,352 lbs. of honey exported, the
greater part of that, I believe from the
province of Quebec. In value it was $3,87 4
Whieh I make up to be about 8c. a lb.

hat is an export which should be en-
couraged and I am satisfied that my
hO. friend from Queens in urging
he Passage of this measure is moved by an
earnest desire to promote a very valuable
'adustry. But the bill does not come ap-
PrOPriately under the Adulteration Act. I

dot understand where the adulteration
<ýO1es in. It appears to me whèn we under-
take to amend the Adulteration Act, we
18st have in our minds the use of some

dleterious material. I cannot see how
Blgar, or glucose, materials which are not

eleterious in themselves, when used by
es, and transmuted into honey, can be

dealt with as an adulteration of food. I
cannot understand the object of that feature
of the bill and it appears to me that the
Iegislation will not produce the desired
effect. The wording of it seems to me to be
inconsistent. It speaks of honey as a man-
ufactured article. I think even that "emi-
nent novelist," the government statistician
would hardly call it that. Then again, it
comes in very inappropriately as an adulte-
rated article under the circumstances that I
have detailed here. There ought to be some
other method of providing for discriminating
between the various kinds of honey. Since
the bill was before the House, I have taken
some little pains to inquire into the habits of
bees, and I learn-something that I did not
know before-that there are four or five dif-
ferent grades of honey. White clover honey
is said to be the best, and what is called lin-
den, or basswood, comes next. Then there is
buckwheat honey, which is in an inferior
grade of honey. Then there is the sugar
honey, the production of which this
bill aims at preventing altogether. It
should not be difficult to distinguish these
different grades of honey, and the object of
mv hon. friend would be better served by
requiring that each grade should be labelled.
People who wish to buy clover honey could
then buy and pay for it, and those who
wish to get buckwheat honey, which is more
useful for some purposes than any other
honey, could do so. I am told that some
people prefer honey made from sugar for
some purposes; if they do, why should they
not be allowed buy it i While the bill may
enable some bee-keepersto make more money,
if a man wishes to expose sugar for his bees
to regale themselves on, and make honey
for his own household, it strikes me that he
should have a right to do that. The
bill is restrictive in its character ; it will be
difficult to enforce; it will interfere very
much with the liberty of the subject in some
ways, and it is not at all appropriate or
useful legislation. I have to apologize for
making these remarks now, because they
should have been made at the second read-
ing of the bill. My object is to call atten-
tion to the character of the measure and to
the fact that it is entirely different from the
bill as it was introduced here, inasmuch as
the bill when it came f rom the House of
Commons, permitted any man to feed his
bees upon sugar if he wished to use
the honey himself, while under this bill he
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cannot do that-he is not allowed to manu-
facture, as it is called, even for his own use.
The other bill says that he is not allowed to
manufacture for sale, but under this he can-
not allow honey to be produced by the bees
f rom sugar to any extent or for any purpose,
and I question the advisability of proceed-
ing with this legislation.

Hon. Mr. SUTLLIVAN-The remarks
that I wish to make should have been made
at the second reading of the bill, inasmuch
as they have reference to the principle on
which the bill is framed. I believe that
there is too great a tendency to make laws,
when they may not be urgently demanded
or when they may be used for the purpose of
vexatious interference with the rights of
citizens. There is a principle involved in
this bill which I have not seen in any other,
and I question if it is to be found in any Adul-
teration Act yet framed. It has reference
to the dieting of animals for purposes of
adulteration. I know bee-keepers say that
honey is not manufactured by bees, but is
simply collected, yet no human ingenuity
has ever been able to make honey; conse-
quently it must go through some process of
elaboration in the digestive system of the bee
in order to produce the grateful and nutri-
tious substance which goes under the name
of honey. If this system of restricting
the dieting of animals is to be followed
to any general extent, where would
it land us? Suppose you were to pre-
scribe a diet for the omniverous pig,
or the duck, or any of those animals
which transform substances most repugnant
to our nature and injurious to our health to
wholesome food, people would say that it
was perfectly absurd. Now I do not see why
there should be a commencement made
with the most interesting and economic
of the few insects which furnish us with
products of value. What is honey ? It
is nothing more than glucose itself, a con-
centrated form of sugar, with a few aromatic
principles and wax. It resembles very
closely the food which it is proposed by
this bill to prohibit them from using. It
belongs to the group of what are called
sugars. Now sugars form an important ar-
ticle of diet and an alimentary principle
which is used in the body for the purpose of
making heat and other purposes and there-
fore very valuable. Honey can only be ali-
mentary in the same sense, and it resembles

very closely in its chemical constitution glu-
cose, or grape sugar, because glucose and
grape sugar are the same. There are manY
varieties of sugars, such as cane, maple
sugar, milk sugar, grape sugar, etc., but
these are only different varieties, and il'
their action and chemical constitutiona
are exactly alike, and their action with
regard to the human economy is exactly the
same. That is the reason why I think that
a bill of this kind might perhaps lead to
injurious results. If sugar, when fed to
bees, does not furnish any substance injur-
ious for human food, I cannot see why the
object, which this bill contemplates attain-
ing, could not be attained by a little inspec-
tion. It is also said that if you feed bees o1
sugar they may not produce comb. That
would1 be one way of determining the dif-
ference. It is well known that honey varies
in quality according to the plants from
which it is gathered. There is a kind of honeY
produced in Narbonne, France, which hias
peculiar merit on account of the number Of
flowers of the mint family which groe
there and which give it a particular flavour.
So it is with heather honey. A particular
kind of honey is made from the flower of the
heather. There are two or three hon. gentle
men near me who know more about that
than I du. I do not know much about it
myself; L do not indulge a great deal i'
honey. I think the principle of the bill i"
a bad one and should not commend itself to
the legislators of the country, for the reasor
that it does not do any good and is cumbe
ing the Statute Book. It is a law which
may not be observed, and which, if it is 5e-
forced, will produce a good deal of vexatiol
and trouble, If honey is inferior in qualitY
let it be stamped as such. " Good WiX'
needs no bush," and it should be the sao
way with honey. The honey of certain di'
tricts and certain apiaries will always atta"o
their proper place in the market, and I a"
convinced that an inspection of honey woa
secure all the advantages to the bee-keeper
which this bill intends to give them.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. frien1d
is very well versed in chemistry, no doubt,
and when he discusses that part of the quo"
tion L am inclined to defer to his wisdow 0'
the subject, but when he talks of bees mako
honey, I am quite safe in comingto the con<oi'
sion that he is not a bee-keeper, and has no
practical acquaintance with that part of the
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Subject. My hon. friend gives another defini-
tioni of honey; I will read to the committee
the definition given by Dr. H. W. Wiley,
'hief chemist of the United States Depart-
1ient of Agriculture, and obtained from
hunf by the Inland Revenue Department
here:

Uoney is the nectar of flowers and other sac-Charine exudations of plants gathered by bees andi
8tored in cells built at least in part by the bees
thlemseve

That provides for the use of what is called
%ib foundation which is a manufacture

rom bees wax and which greatly facilitates
the operations of the bees. When my hon.
frliend spoke of honey as containing some

a I noticed at once that he was a little
O There is no such thing as wax in the
honey at all. There is some pollen in honey.

e cells are built with wax and contain the
toey. The bees secrete the wax and gather
the honey and use the wax for the purpose of

b'iding the cells, but there is no wax mixed
i1th the honey or found in honey.
here is a substance in honey which is

as pollen, which I do not think has
ter been artificially prepared at least
tohuae never heard of it, but it is

d to exist in honey and that is a great
1ýint in which all imitations of honey will

er. from the original article, inasmuch as
Pollen cannot be supplied by any arti-

al process. My hon. friend objects to the
P'aciple in this bill of regulating or attempt-

tO regulate the dieting of any animal in
er to prevent adulteration, and he seems
thing that that is something entirely new

tdifferent from what we have in our
4tute Book at present. If the hon. gentle-

a ill look at section 15 of the Adultera-1Act, he will find that the feeding of ankwholesome article to a cow is an adultera-
Of nilk.

4 1o1. Mr. McCLELAN-There is a dif-

4011. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
gtks there is a difference, but it is alto-

er against his contention, because the
of a cow enters into her system and is
ed and leaves the body of the cow in
rent state after having been assimil-
by her organs. Bees, on the other
gather and collect honey and do not

t in the same sense at al.
17

Hon. Mr. McCLELAN-Is not the law
about the milk and the cow intended to apply
where the milk is going into common stock
for factory purposes?

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-No. If my hon.
friend will read section 15 of the Adultera-
tion Act he will see. It reads :-

It is an offence against the Adulteration Act to
feed a cow unwholesone food.

My hon. friend is a practical man, so far
as agriculture is concerned, and he knows
very well that it is quite possible to so feed
a cow sloppy and unwholesome foods as to
produce a very bad article of milk, deficient
in butter fat. Now I have given what the
definition of honey is, from the eminent
authority that I have quoted.

Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-That does not
differ froni mine. I said it was glucose.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Clarified glucose.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I suppose on an
analysis of the honey, you find the glucose
or grape sugar in it, and the feeding of
glucose or grape sugar to bees will produce
a substance closely resembling honey,
but without its aromatic flavour which
is not honey at all. My hon. friend
speaks of different grades of honey; I an
speaking of real honey, and real honey must
comply with the definition I have given.
That definition is accepted by the Depart-
ment of Inland Revenue here, and at Wash-
ington, and therefore no manufacture of
honey, or of any sweet substance from
sugar, ever will or can be honey.

Hon. Mr. McCLELAN-Will the hon.
gentleman allow me to give him an extract
from an authority?

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The hon. gentle-
man can refer to it afterwards, but I am now
dealing with the few pointsthat have already
been made. My hon. friend thinks that it is
not right to describe or render by legislation
the use of any article an adulteration unless it
contains some deleterious substance. If the
hon. gentleman will look at the Adulteration
Act, he will find there are two kinds of
adulteration, or what are constituted adulter-
ations, running all through the Act. There
are adulterations, of articles that contain
no deleterious substance whatever.
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Hon. Mr. McCLELAN-As a matter of gathering honey for the market or for yoUr
food. own use, and the fact of the second brood

chamber being on the hive, and sugar being
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-As a matter of e d wp

food I will read one or two subsections of. exposed, would make it a primnafacie case
fecioo I 2 wil rdon ortwo setios oof an offence against this Act. The amend-
section 22 to bring out my meaning ment is so constructed that it is open to the

Every person who wilfully adulterates any person who .is prosecuted on a charge Of
article of food or drugs or orders any person so to practising this adulteration to come to coulr
do siall and say, although he had a second broo

(a). If such adulteration is within the neaning chamber on that he was collectin thisof this Act deemed to be injurious to health, for h
the first offence $50, &c. for the purpose of putting it on the

(b). If such adulteration is within the neaning narket-that he was not using it for that
of this Act and not injur.ious to health incur a purpose, but that he was filling spare
penalty of 83, &c. frames for the benefit of bis weak
Our Adulteration Act is f ramed on that, hives. Any gentleman acquainted with
and there are two classes of adulteration bee-keeping will appreciate what I say, that
there, one that contains deleterious sub-. there is no practical difficulty in that WaY.
stances and injurious to health, and one I hope hon. gentlemen will study the bill
which is not injurious to health, but may carefully, bearing in mind that nothing i5
be injurious to legitimate business, and is a honey except what the bees gather froW
f raud upon the public. I think J have made flowers, and what they store in the same
that point quite clear to my hon. fi iend, way. If we allow any other article to be
that it is not any new departure to deal put on the market as honey, we are doiß#
with an article such as honey, even although very much to demoralize the business.
we do not contend that the adulteration are not giving that encouragement tha
contains anything injurious to health. I we should to those who are pushing an i
think this bill is necessary. We ought to dustry which is both beneficial and inte
pass this ineasure, because any imitation of esting to the country. I have had some
honey, or sugar honey, so called, or anything perience in bee-keeping, and I cannot Seo

which is not a genuine article, is very unfair any possible harn that can come out of t
to those who are attempting to produce good bill.Myhon.friend thinksthat theaamenduiet
honey. The sale of these articles will lessen goes further than the bill, as it came froIb
the sale of honey altogether, because if an the House of Commons, inasmuch as t
inferior article, under the naine of honey, amended bill will prevent any bee keePe
is exposed for sale it is very hard to from getting his bees to make honey ot
distinguish between it and real honey, it sugar or syrup for him for his own fa'flY
will cause people not to buy at all, and Perhaps the bill as it came from the
J think it is right we should legislate of Commons would permit that. I th
to protect a legitimate industry. It is that it is desirable that it should not.
known to all bee-keepers that you can syrup carried by the bees, without
supply syrup to bees in such a way ing the aroma of the flower and the pollen
that they will fill the cells up very rapidlv is not honey. To use the bees simply
with a sweet substance which has none of common carriers to convey the sweet 80
the aromatic flavour that belongs to the stance to the hive and put it int o the ce'
flowers, and the production and putting 1 is neither good for the bee-keeper nor
on the market of that inferior kind of his customer. The apiarist should not
honey should not be encouraged. Hon. permitted to defraud his customers, or
gentlemen might think, on a glance at perpetrate a fraud upon himself and his0j
the bill, that it would be very difficult to family. If we allow that to be done it'
enforce it, if one of its provisions allowed render it more difficult to enforce other
the feeding of sugar to bees for the purpose of the bill.
of food for the bees, because it may appear or
impossible to distinguish between the feed- Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-I want tO CGa

ing of sugar for food and feeding it for other rect my hon. friend. I have before
purposes. Anyone who is a bee-keeper treatise by an eminent physician in Lo1do
knows that there is no practical difficulty on in which he says;
that point. It is only when the second brood As the honey itself contains a minute portion
chamber is on, or surplus boxes, that you are wax, this requires to be looked into.
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Therefore it does contain wax.

lion. Mr. McCLELAN-My hon. friend
%lied to reply to the observations of the hon.
!nelaber from Kingston in the matter, and
Mnasmuch as he acknowledges that I was
"ight in my contention about the amended
bih being different from the other bill, I

n 4rather emboldened to inake further re-
marks with regard to sonething he has
stated as to what honey is. He says, if I
Mfderstand him, that it is only honey when
't is the production of the nectar of a flower,
"nd that there is no such thing as sugar
holly, or that when the bees partake of

e Sugar and honey is produced, that that
18 'lot honey. Now I presume he will not
"bject to this authority from which I propo-
8 to read. It is called the Bee-Keepers
(ide, or Manual of the Alpiary, by A. J.
8ke, a very recent work, published in

1894. Prof. Cook says:

e have founi very thiek honey to have a speci-
he gravity of one-forty to one-fifty. The fact that

G1ey is digested nectar or sucrose shows that in
tfllg honey our food is partially digested for us.

epae sugar is changed to a sugar that van be
ly absorbed and assimilated."

way that the nectar is changed, whiah is taken
froin the flowers. It is probable that the- large
raceinose glands in the head and thorax of the bees
secrete an abundant ferment which hastens these
transformations which the sugars undergo while in
the honey stomach of the bee. Possibly juices
from the honey stomach also aid in these changes.

Hon. Mr. POWER--lear, hear.

Hon. Mr. McCLELAN-Which is con-
clusive proof, by eminent authority, that my
hon. friend from Queen's is entirely wrong
in this matter. I produce this because I
am satisfied that the hon. member from
Kingston has the right idea of it, and I
think that this bill should not be passed at
al], because the effect may be injurious. At
the same time, I am quite willing to agree
that there might be, perhaps, some legisla-
tion by which the different grades of honey
could be properly labelled, so that purchasers
would know exactly what they were buying.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I think the hon.
member should accept the suggestion made
in the first instance by the hon. member
from Kingston, and repeated now by the
hon. gentleman f rom Hopewell, that he
should transform his bill fron a bill to

That is not exactly the passage whichi amend the Adulteration Act to a bill to
tates to the statement of my hon. friend, amend the Inspection Act. There is nothing
bit it shows this : that the nectar of flowers deleterious or bad about this sugar honey,

% Sugar, or glucose, are chemically one and there is no reason why it should be
4d the sane thing, and that, transmuted by made a crime to sell it, or to allow the
the bees, it not only produces honey, but it bees to make it ; but as the hon. gentleman
1Oves whatever there may be chemically from Hopewell has just indicated, the Inspec-

leterious in the cane sugar itself, and tion Act might be so amended as to render
r4akes a better sugar : consequently the it necessary for any one putting honey on

es are beneficial insects; they are philan- the market to label it, or stamp it, in such a
OPists in a way. The whole of their way as to indicate the source from which it
, or the secretions that they acquire, came, so that if people chose to buy sugar

Whether they rove among the buckwheat or honey they might be at lib rty to do so, but
the elover flowers, or partake of sugar or that they should know what they were doing.

9 Se, is the saine thing in principle, and It seems an absurd thing to say that if a
is shows that whatever they partake of farmer puts some sugar outside of his door

'dergoes a transmutation by their digestive and allow his bees to feed on it, he is guilty
8, and certain chemical properties of it of an offence, and may be brought before a

eliminated. The injurious properties tribunal and fined. It will take a long time
p liminated, and the product is an im- before the ordinary inhabitants of the coun-

ItVed product. This authority shows that. try will learn that it is a criminal offence to
g on to say do that ; and it is suggested by the hon.

tI have e bees pire cane sugar anwhen ted gentleman from Hopewell that in the adjoin-
t 1&te rofessor R. F. Kedzie -- ing country, where they manufacture a good

deal of honey they have never found it neces-
ti .8 is another apiarist of some dis- sary to pass such a law as this.

ion.

of th. late Professor Kedzie found that nearly ail Hon. Mr. REESOR- My bon. friend
th" sugar was transformed in nuch the saine opposite, who has charge of the bill, insists

1l
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upon it not only that sugar generally, such for it. I think that this provision should
as may be well manufactured, shall not be be put either as au amendment to the In'
fed to bees, but particularly glucose and spection Act or as a fresh bill. Neither of
grape sugar. Well, how is he going to pre- them should become law until we get more in-
vent bees f rom goirg into a man's vineyard formation than we have at present. I take a
and making a great deal of honey f rom the great deal of interest in that sort of product.
juice of the grape that they get there ? That because in the section of the country where
is grape sugar, and has the flavour of the I was born and brought up and where I rae
grape as much as anything he will get, I my first election, the County of York, near
know last year the little vineyard that we Toronto, a great many of the farmers P
have at our garden was so invaded by bees duce very good honey and I never heard any0

that we lost I fancy more than half of our their customers complain of it. Some of theni
grapes. have 30 to 100 and some 200 to 300 colonlie'

Hon. Mr. POWER-Get an injunction and I know one man who made his livin

against the bees. by keeping bees; he made more out of th'
bees than a man could niake of a whole 100

Hon. iMr. REESOR-Some men keep a acres. He made it a point to keep tbe0

considerable number of bees, and if they supplied with enough sugar to keep the
have no chance to get honey from flowers working. It is no man's interest to do
they will get the grape sugar froin the vine- otherwise. If he supplied anything more
yard when the grapes are ripe. I have had hie would very soon get the character O
bees in my lifetime and my son keeps them, making bad honey, and he would get no
and if I had bees now, I would think that customers. If you want to have any chec
good wholesome sugar is the best thing you on a man, do as my hon. friend on my rig
can feed then. Some people will sweeten suggested, make him put his label on tbe
water when they cannot get feed elsewhere, boxes or cans, and you would soon find 01t
and will take it and make honey so diluted if he sold anything but good honey.
with the water that really it would not m ght as well make a law to prevent peOP
stand inspection and bear the quality of selling butter if their cows gathered in the
good honey, but if you have good sound the pasture where they ran, some We
sugar cane or maple trees, or molasses, I that gave a bad flavour to the butbte
think there would be no harm done, and you The same way with pork. As my
would get a gocd deal of good honey at friend suggests, if you let hogs run into
times when it was impossible for the bees to beech-nut grove it makes the pork less th
get out in the country. All the ad vantages half the value that it would have if fed O1
they derive from the sugar in the flower is sound grain. I know farmers who prode
the aroma they gather from the flower; but pork, and they keep the swine out of a
apart from that, this sugar is not injurious such places in order that the pork maY O
to the bees, nor is the honey that is made be injured, or, as my hon. friend would sa
from good sound sugar injurious. It is far adulterated by eating beech-nuts. Peopl
better, in my opinion, than honey made regulate those things for their own interet
from the flowers of the buckwheat which and al] that need be done where people O
produce a great deal of saccharine matter of npt well posted in such matters is to
some kind, but the honey is dark and cer- proper information published in such] a
tainly not of good quality. . I know parties that it would put farmers on their gurb
in the neighbourhood where I have lived a against producing improper food.
good part of my life who have made tons of farmers' self interest will lead them tO P
honey, and they always get the highest duce the best article. I hope the conside*
prices in the market. They feed their tion of this bill will be postponed for a
bees more or less sugar, but they would days. I have a letter here denouncing S
not feed it in that diluted state, half iniquitous and as interfering with an ho" j
water. They would get the very best sugar industry. I am expecting other letters,, i
and would only gis e it when the bees could I hope the bill will be postponed n
not get anything better, and when they Thursday at least. I do not wish to 0
could not go out. This bee-keeper that I the six months hoist, but unless we cae1

have in my mind was very successful in pro- more information than we have got ye
ducing honey and in finding a good market shall move against the bill.
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lion. Mr. FERGUSON-I think it is as
*el to let the bill go through the commit-
®e- Before the third reading the hon.

gentlemn canr get any information he
Wishes to collect on the subject. I am in-
formned that the bee-keepers associations are
"n1animously for the bill.

Ilon. Mr. REESOR-As we have it now i

lion. Mr. FERGUSON- Certainly not
with that phraseology, but the amendment
'*hich my hon. friend from Albert refers to
as eakening tbe bill was put in by some
ýQeMber of the House of Commons who does
not know much about the inatter.

tion. Mr. McCLELAN-I was informed
that it was done by the Finance Minister.

Act further to amend the Railway Act.'
He said :-rhe first clause of the bill pro-
vides for making legal certain actions of the
board by resolution instead of by by-law.
Many of these corporations have in the past
been in the habit of passing resolutions
appointing some of the most important
officials. They have also been in the habit
of giving gratuities by resolution instead of
by by-law, and this is to provide that
directors may pass resolutions for such
purposes. Subsection " C " makes provision
for the payment of certain sums toofficers and
servants of the company whose services they
may desire to disp-nse with. In the past this
has been done also by resolution. The second
subsection provides for the legalizing of the
actions of the boards of directors in the past.
The second clause is one which will commenc

lion. Mr. FERGUSON-I have no doubt itself to the House, when explained. Under
hat he is a high authority on finance, but I .the present law, when additional land is re-
u not know that he is on bee-keeping The quired for any railway, the truth of the

enr4lidment made in the House of Commons allegations, in such application, shall be
fnot made at the suggestior of the bee- certified by the president or one of the

eepers at all. My hon. friend persists in directors of the company. Take the posi-
ng, and emphasizes his words, thab the tion of the Grand Trunk Railway Com-

t8is entirely different from the bill as it pany: the president and directors live
e from the House of Commons. The abroad-not one of them lives in Canada,

",ly difference is that as it came from the and this provides that the general manager,
ouse of Commons it admitted the making who must have a better knowledge of the
.sugar honey for the bee-keeper'q own use. requirements of the company than either

If n y hon. friend persists in saying it is the president or any of the directors, shall
tirely different. I have no objection to have the power of the president or one of

0tPoningh the third reading of the bill to the directors. No doubt, in cases of this
thon. gentleman's convenience. kind, where more land is required for the

purposes of the railway, it would have to be
certified to by the president or one of the

iavttee rise and ask leave to sit again directors, upon the report of the general
have all the information I require by manager in this country. Therefore, it is

1raday next. thought, in the interest of the company,
110n. Mr. FERGUSON-I have no ob- that the manager should have the same

ection, rights and powers in matters affecting the

acquirement of land for railway purposes,
th M as are now vested in the president or one of

o e 9overnment might consider the propriety the directors. J think the House will agree

it anging the title of the bill so as to make with me that these are useful amendments,
an arnendment to the Inspection Act. and will facilitate the working of the rail-

o. ways.
n. Mr. IVIACIINNESn, from une com-

P , reported that they had made some
vgres with the bill and asked leave to

ai"gain.

ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
SECOND READING.

on- Sir MACKENZIE BOWELLmoved
second reading of the Bill (H) "An

Hon. Mr. POWER-- The bill, as the
first minister says, is composed of two
clauses. There cannot be any objection
to the second clause, which provides that the
general manager shall have the power to act
as well as a director or the president; because
the general manager is more likely to krow
about the matter than the president or any
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director. With respect to the first clause, by parlianent, that it was best to repeal the
the minister does not seen to understand, whole section and re-enact it with the add-
or has failed to explain, the full extent of tion to it ; and that is the case, if the hon-
he tprovision. His impression is that this gentleman will look, in ths instance. The
first clause simply provides for the legalizing, 108tih section, as he says, is to make a'
in a sense, of resolutions. It provides that addition to the powers granted to the
it shall not be necessary to make by-laws in manager. That also is substituted for the
every case, but that certain matters may be section in the Act dealing with propertY-
dealt with by resolution. I am not raising However, I will corfsider the matter in the
any question as to that; I think it is a committee stage.
desirable thing; but the clause goes further
than that. I have not gone carefully Hon. Mr. POWER-I did not object to
through the whole of the Railway Act, but the form but to the substance. My point 18
as far as I can see, the only section in the this ; excepting section 58 there is no
Railway Act which gives power either to I power in the Railway Act to make by-
the directors or the company to make by- laws. In other sections of the RailwaY
laws i- section 58, which the first clause of Act there are references to by-laws. The
this bill proposes to repeal altogether. If first clause of this bill practically doe
the hon. gentleman will look at other sec- away with by-laws altogether and says tha
tions of the Railway Act, he will find that there shall be only resolutions in future.
certain things are to be donc by by-law. If thought the intention was to allow the power
you strike out in the Act the only section to pass by-laws to remain, but to give these
which authorizes the passing of by-laws, it is resolutions the force of by-laws in cases
likely to lead to very serious difficulties and where it is not convenient to make by-laws.
confusion in the future. It may be that
there is some section of the Railway Act Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
which I have not seen that provides for the That point was fully discussed by Mr. J3ell
making of by-laws. If that is the case, of on the part of the Grand Trunk Railway
course I stand corrected, but if my impression Company, and by Mr. Clark, the solicitor
is correct, I think the better thing to do, for the Canadian Pacific Railway Company.
instead of repealing section 58 of the Rail- Mr. Clark's views were, I think, more 1'

way Act, would be to add the provisions accord with those of the hon. gentleman w
contained in this first clause to section 58 of has spoken. He thought it better to say b
the Railway Act as a second subsection. I resolution or by-law." Mr. Bell thought
throw out the suggestion in order that the I better to say by resolution only
hon. gentieman may have time to consider that had been the practice in theP
it between now and the next stage of the However, I will look at the other sections to
bill. which my hon. friend has called attenti0O

and bring the matter under the notice of the
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The Department of Railways and Canals, in order

hon. gentleman misunderstood me, or I did to see that this clause as amended does
not inake myself plain. I am aware that conflict with the other.
the clause provides for more than the passing 
of resolutions, but that point, to which H is
my hon. friend has called attention was fully all conversant with the method of
considered by the railway people and also by business by incorporated companies and e
the governnent, and it was thought better, municipal bodies, will be struck with eh
in amending a clause of that kind, to repeal frequency of substituting resolutions for
the whole of the section and re-enact it with laws. We have constantlv cases arisig
the additional powers which are given in the courts where municipal councils do th""
this clause. There is always a great deal of by resolution which under the Act the.y
difficulty in carrying out any law where you should do by by-law. It is a mistake thst' 9

change a sentence or add a few words to it. constantly committed, and incorporated "?
I know my owii experience was, in amending ranies drift into
the Customs Act where it was necessary to such a bother to draw up a long bYa
put in only one or two words in order to The resolution expresses the opinion 0 do
convey fully the meaning that was intended body just as perfectly as a by-law wou doi
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011y the by-law taken ten minutes to draw this subject. The last letter lie wrote before
it Up and read it, whereas the resolution only lie was stricken down, was a letter to me on
occupies two minutes to prepare and read it, this subject. 1 think that fact is empha-
anId that is why they drift into the more sized by Mr. Pope, his secretary, in writing
Prompt method of dealing with the subject his biography, and the letter that I had

do not therefore see the necessity of a by. written to him was in regard to a resolution
a ulnless it is something to be considered that I was bringing forward, that aid for the
at a future day, and I see no reason why we development of t iis route should be sought
8hould not allow those companies to do these from the Imperial Government by me:

atters by resolution instead of by by-law.
My dear Boulton-I have your note of the

The motion was agreed to and the bill was 18th, for which many thanks. Lt (on't rmch effect
reni t.your Hudson Bay resolution. There is no chance

the second time. of Her Majesty's Governuient making any grant,

The Senate then adjourned.
nui it, is had policy to court a refusal.

Yours truly,

JOHN A. MACDONALD.

It is a pleasant reminiscence to bring for-
THE SENATE. ward at this late hour at the closing of

this Parliaient which he had the honour of
Ottawa, Tuesday, farch 10th, 1896. leading at the poils, .nd whieh returned

himi to power, and whichi has been in exist-
THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three ence for the past few years, is a pleasant re-

'lock. miniscence t,, bring forward the fact that up

Prayersto the very last moment that lie was able to
do any work at all lie was engaging his
thoughts upon the development of the coun-
try. He has stated there that he is of the

INQUIRY. opinion that Imperial aid would iever be
granted. With all due deference to his

lon. Mr. BOULTON rose to inquire- wisdom and his high opinion, I believe my-

If it is the intention of the governinent to des- self that I was on the right track. I believe
Patch a vessel to the Hudson Bay, with the view myself that the development of the Hudson

.01 ascertaining further information in regard to its Bay is of more interest to Great Britain
igability as an ocean route? And that lie will than it is to Canada, and while Canada has
that all the papers relating to this inatter be large interests in the development of thatb' efore the Senate.

route. yet greater interests lie with
e said : I ask the permission of the House the Imperial Government. For that

Withdraw the addition to the question, reason in view of circumstances that
that I will ask that all papers relating have arisen since that time, I feel I was
to this matter be laid before the Senate. I justified in the move I was making and in
overlooked the fact that the addition of that the position I am taking to-day. The Hon-
th the question was irregular and outside of ourable Mr. Chamberlain, who has nowthe rules of the House, and I ask the become the Colonial Secretary ; with the en-
'dulgence of the House to be permitted to lightment of a man reared in the midst of

ithdraw that part of the question fron the the industrial life of Birmingham, thoroughly
otice paper, and to allow me to proceed appreciates the value of opening up new

with Iny remarks upon the question without trade routes. It imeans the employment of
that in it. It is not regular to move for more labour and capital and the support of
Papers in a ques ion. Now, hon. gentlemen, a larger share of the population in the worldtheà

question that I have brought before the and distrib4ing it added comforts. Those
ouse to-day is one that is of great interest are the enlightened and progressive views

the people of the province of Manitoba with which Mr. Chamberlain has commenced
'ned i the North-west Territories. I con- his career as Colonial Secretary of the Im-

S1d er that it is more so, froin the fact that I perial Government. Fron that point of
drew the attention of this House to a letter view he wilI no doubt see the importance
writtel by the late Sir John Macdonald on not'only from a commercial point of view
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but also from the point of view of imperial
defence-the necessity of lending a hand in
the opening up of what you might call the
hidden mystery of this inland sea so far as
the navigation of Hudson Bay is concerned.
Hon. gentlemen know perfectly well that the
conditions in Great Britain during this
century have undergone a great change. At
the commencement of this century the popu-
lation was 15,000,000, and the agricultural
area of Great Britain was sufficient to
support that population without drawing
from the outside world. The produc-
tion that was afforded then was sufficient
in so far as they were able to support them-
selves, but conditions have changed entirely
since then the population has now grown to
be 40,000,000 and they are now unable to
support themselves froin the soil, and 73 per
cent of the wheat used for consumption in
the British Islands has now to be brought
from foreign sources. They raise now only
27 per cent at home instead of 100 per
cent as it was at the commencement of the
century. Hon. gentlemen will realize what
an important bearing that has on Imperial
defence. That enormous amount of food
supply has to be drawn from abroad and the
slightest check to the ordinary transporta-
tion-to the continuous transportation of
wheat to the British Isles-means famine
prices almost at once, and it is of the utmost
importance if Great Britain is to maintain
her present supremacy in the commercial
markets of the world and her large pur-
chasing market for our products, and the
foreign trade of the world, that no such
thing as famine prices or a check should be
put upon the ordinary supply of food for her
large industrial population. I will just read
a little extract to show how easy it may be
to throw difficulties in the way of that con-
tinuous transportation of food supply. The
Suez Canal is one of the chief routes used by
Great Britain, 90 per cent of the shipping
that goes through the Suez Canal belongs I
believe to Great Britain. I will now quote
an extract from a recent issue of the Citizen

The grounding of the Gernian steamer " Kansler"
at Ismalia, for several days, completely blocking
traffic of the canal to all but vessels'of very light
draught, bas opened the eyes of the British Govern
ment to the serious condition of affairs. The
grounding of the vessel was doubtless due to pur
accident, but it is now clear that if any large vesse
was purposely run at a good speed, or if the officers
of the vessel should souttle her or blow her up,.the
canal would be blocked until it could be cleared.

In some events it might delay the passage of war-
ships and transports, and might result in the loss of
India to the British crown.

Three or four Italian transports, having on board
troops to reinf >rce General Barratieri, the Governor
of Erithrea, were detained at Ismalia, it being im-
possible for thei to get by the "Kansler."

Now that is just one of the little indica-
tions of the difficulties that may be placed in
the way of keeping up a proper food supply
for the British Isles. There are one or twO
more quotations that I thought would be of
interest in bringing this subject before this
hon. House, but I have mislaid them. It is
perfectly clear to hon. gentlemen the great
importance that Britain has in opening thiS
route as a source of food supply, as I re-
marked before. The prairies of the North-
west are the nearest wheat fields to the
British Islbs on the face of the earth. They
are quite unoccupied at this present moment.
They are virgin soil of great productive
power. They yield a superior quality of
wheat. I believe no superior wheat is
known on the face of the earth than which
we are able to raise in the North-west Ter-
ritories. This is the most adjacent area to
the British Isles as a source of food supply.
At least, I suppose 100,000,000 acres of
good arable land is there ; it has b;een esti-
mated as high as 200,000,000. I am one oJ
those who believe it is always wiser to take
a conservative estimate, and for the purpo-es
of the present question or the present gene-
ration, at any rate, 100,000,000 acres is
quite sufficient to claim as to the magnitude
of the source of food supply that
can be created by the development Of
those western prairies. Now, hon. gentle-
men, one of te great difficulties that We
have to contend with is transportation. X.e
are an iniand country and consequently it is
a matter of very great importance indeed,
rot only the question of the efficient tranS-
portation, to get the crop out in due season,
but transportation that is of sufficientlY
economical character that will leave reasou-
able profits behind it in order to encourage
the development of that country. It is in'
possible, hon. gentlemen will realize, to de-
velop any country unless it is profitable sO
to do. The difficulties that we have col'
tended with so far and are contending with
so far is the fact that our transportation
rates are exceelingly high, consequently
leaving a very small margin of price behild
ior the farmers to support themselves with.
If it was not for the fact that it was a virgiD
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oil, that there was no expense in cultivating the north. It can afford, therefore, to take grain
nlo manure required, no fencing, no expen- haply to New Orleans, and con3iderable o the

1ve outfits such as ordinary farmers have toattributedoutfts sch s orinay famer hav toto this fact. As a rule, it is the rail transport of
with, it would be utterly impossible grain that is most costly, and where it ean be

'41nder the present conditions to profitably shortened, a slight addition to the nileage of oceaD
earry on farming in that prairie country, and carnage does not suffice to offset the economy in
as Mr White of the Canadian Pacific Railway the railway charges. A comîttee of the Trans-

Mr. Atlantic Freight Conference describes the situation
has very wisely remarked in the course of in New York as alarming.
&11 interview, that the polities of the west is
tranlsportation, and in saying that I tho- The facts there set forth, while it alarms

roughly believe he appreciates fully the New York, develops competition to the
81tuation ; and right before our eyes is on our advantage of trade.-Now that is a very
%ap continually that great inland sea timely contribution to the history of the
'eehieh penetrates the very heart of this con- question which 1 am discussing. It shows
titient. It takes off in crossing the conti- hon, gentlemen that the outiet for the
7Qent one-half of the distance, 4000 miles industry of the interior of this continent finds
4cr0 s the continent is reduced to something its way, to a certain extent geographically,
14nder two thousand by the utilization of that the shorter the rail it has to reach an

that route. It is thoroughly impressed upon ocean port by, the cheaper the rate of freight
e rnindi of the people of the West that it is for those people and farmers that have
a better route, that it is placed there for wheat and heavv produce to carry to and
ise purpose, in order to play its part and fro, and so it is with us in that western
Perform its part in the progress and dev- Canadian country. Though for the country in

eloPtient of the world by the riches it con- the neighbourhood of Winnipeg, even going
as as a source of food supply, and how to along the une of the C.P.R. as far west as

elop our transportation, how to econo- Regina, the natural outiet is probably by
our transportation, how to develop that way of Port Arthur, but this new route

Fe s that it may be utilized is one of the develops competition and reduces rates.
eotions that has been puzzling the people When you go forth oftheC.P.R.lineand
tfthe West for number of years. I might gtu noteNrhSsacea itit

a quotation here which comes out in up into the Edmonton district and the
}e Montreal markets of to-day to show you Prince Albert district and those districts up

t grain finds its way to European from tiere, the natural outiet of that country is
s continent by various routes, and it is by way of the Hudson Bay, and as the short-

ng out the fact that other ports are ening of the distance of the transport by rail

ng to draw the trade from New York becomes more ranifestly important year by
0 frorn Boston by year, it therefore becomes of more inter-

)lýVen pot nteest as the northern country is being devel-
Ports on the Gulf of Mexico are taking oped, it becomes more and nore of interest

011kefor shipmient to Europe fromn districts usuiallyEuoe rm itrcs îual to the people there to try and procure the
À % Upon as tributary to New York and Boston.
ibiP in the Railway Aqge shows how this is po- opening of this route. have a quotation

e enver is 1,600 miles from New York and from the Manchester Courier which I have
.to Chicago; it is just 950 miles from GalRes- ut my hand upon and which I intended to

or A n the Gulf of Mexico. KaIasity !'Aan, on th Gufo eic.Kna ive befere, and which 1 will now quote to
ii a 1,100 miles from New York, and 1,050
% ro fol- b o,, 9 m ," > a 1 the fouse. The Manchester Courier says

inahGeorgia, 700 from New Orleans or
i, and 600 from Sabine Pass, Texas. St.

f 900 miles from New York, but only 800
. Norfolk ,and 600 from New Orleans and

%j. Louisville is 700X miles from New York
t orfolk, but only 500 from Savannah and 550

ea -ensacola and Mobile. These distances are geo-
f tihical, and do not represent the actuâl mileage
te e railways between the points named; but

tra.ati'O between the geographical and rail dis-
of X 's about the same in each case. In the case
i w Orleans, also, the Illinois Central Railway
1e 80 tuated as regards its traffic that it lias

ojtOre had to haul many empty cars south, the
of its freight being made from the south to

That the losses of Ainerican investors seem
worthy of being bracketted wit.h the scarcely less
depressing circunstance that England now pro-
duces less than one-seventh of the wheat consurmed
by her population, and is dependent upon America
and other countries for the renaining six-sevenths
The Courier says that Englishmen should realize
the terrible straits for food supplies in which the
country would be placed by losing command of the
sea in war-time. This is the thought uppermost in
men's nminds when they consider the possibility of
war with any great power, that bread and ieat
would be dear, and starvation would be averted
only by a great display of naval strength.
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The Toronto Mail Empire of the 18th guaarantee of 21 per cent interest 011
January, also says: £1,000,COO wii2 secure the devopenient

Things have very nuch changed since the British of this route as a defensive measure,
Empire last had to figlt for its life 95 years ago. guarantee being secured by the col
In 1801 the population of Great Britain was struction of a productive work. The"
l5,()0,000, to-day it is 40,000,(K). Then, with ail we have near the mouth of the Hudson
foreign markets closed, it was possiblc to feed everyB
inhabitant of the islands with British prloce alone. Fa
To-day 600 ships carry S15,0X,00M worth of food
to British ports every week, and the niere prospect Say, between the Hudson Bay and the
of interference with these supplies would, within British Isies, where a coal station could be
forty-eight hours, raise the price of food to famine established and vessels instead of carrying
prices. As to what might be the result in the case
of actual war, it is well that the voice of experts c
should be listened to. Lieutenant Crutchley, Of coal for only one-haif the distance, a very
the Royal Naval Reserve, wvho was recently con- valuable point I consider on the question Of
sulted on the subject by a representative of the ocean transport. For that purpose it is verY
London J)ai/y Graphir, says that in the case of a desirabie that we should think, that the
war with one of the great powers, assuning that
in the first great sea fight-probably in European Governîuent should think, that the Imperia
w-aters -Britan were successful, the <£ainage th 40t Govern went should think it wise to establish
would le dlune by hostile raiders to te British a f riendly treaty with Denniark in order to
nmercantile garine would buaranteebeg secured thae f
forty fast sail steafers, arned ith gu oso t e wf shle
calibre, wold wo an incalculable ainount of damage in the developnent of the trade that is goiDi
before they were rn down ani destroyed. If a to be develioped in that western country, that
disastrous reverse were suffered iBa the first action, they mty be free f rom any interference whae
su that it becne doubtful wheteer Britat ac sto l
keep the seae there woula b soethig akin to a iof a
race for the possession of the Cape of ood Hope, port of commerce detween Canada and the
andi a llockade of the coast frout Cape Town. to British Isles in theirdomestictrade. Theseary
Natal, wîth the destruction of ail shippiig the ail factors that cannot fail to inanifest thef

oeouth Aftrican ports conthatpurposeitkisver
probable that the Cape peninsula would have tu ;e! selves to statesnen in the present conditio
ceded. Australia ami Canada would be s Gbject to of the world and in the present condition
the saine dangers, and we inigit i a few inonths Great Britain's own position as having t
be brouglt face to face wit a state of things which driw the daily support of the lives of her
wuld put a retinite stop to ur sea-borne trade ecure tha ostin s h e mi hter
ant iflict icalculable lainage n ail classes T pat
these dangers -have frequently ocupied tfe idamas shows a healthy growth. It bas increas
of statesnen, ant that they bave felt the i ipart- frop 15,000,000 at the beginning of the

aof strenghteing the navy as the only ieans century to 40,000.000 to-day afternrowha'
of sustainibg b e position of Britain, is evident n off 11500000 distributed in the oftnits
kepthe seaes, the British Colonies and other O oh
Now the routes I have referred to as pointed trte&s, and conequently as long as thi

out in the Montreal Gazette all go from healtho condition remains lier oaistel~
foreign ports. They ail have to cross the naturaly grow up to 4t,000,000 nd
Atlantic on routes that are more open to 50,000,000 and the support of that P<'
the attack of privateers or to be bambou red ilation must more and more continuallY 1W
and harassed by an enemy that desires to do drawn from outside sources, and therefore
so, to the destruction of Great Britain's food ecowes a questicn of imperial importan
suppiy. Now, hon. gentlemen, the Hudson to the people cf Great Britain to lend the1e
eay route is f tee f rom ail that. It has a aid to the opening up of this route and he

northern outet. It is off the ordinary general development of population and tr»de
course that ships travel and it is up in the idwill raise the price of foodstuff unifOrto
northern regrons where soipsnevergo except oind ver the world and relieve the agricultre
for some particularly specified purpose and' classes hoth in England and Canada th&P'
to that extent it is f ree ferom al the difficul- oby the 5imposition of protective dftes
ties that England would have to meet in the Canada has er interest in the natterw
transport of er food supply by souther in eans of developing the resources of d
routes-by routes that are more occupied. country. I believe in being a progressi
The Britisb government are spending believe our duty is f rom day to day
£20,000,000 this year on their navy, to main- on developing our resources and extendiIt
tain the defensive force of the Empire. A the beneficence of Providence as far s
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Possible for us to do so in multiplying the fore, I say that Canada has an interest
cOmfforts and the foods that nations not so in securing that development, not only
Well off as we are may have the benefit of them in the prairie regions, but in the
at the lowest possible prices so far as they mineral region, and also in th fishing
are unrestricted by trade restrictions or by industries, and the object of the question
iflonopolies which seek to draw the larger which I put on the paper is to know whether
share of profits from both producer and con- the Government proposes to send up a vessel
sumer. For that reason, I say, we should in order to make themselves more acquainted
take advantage of the present condition of with the availability of that route and with
affairs. What is the pr sent condition of what is going on there. We know nothing
aflairs so far as the B itish Isles are con- about what is going on in that bay, what
eerned ? It is that under ber free trade the resources are, and to what extent
Policy she has gone on maintaining ber foreign nations and others are drawing
Population with an increased degree of com- wealth, how far they are decimating the
fort, maintaining the wag,'s of her indus- fishing wealth of those waters. We know
trial population at as high rates as other that United States whalers go there and
Parts of the world and at the same time ber whalers from Dundee and other BritiQh
capital has increased enornously to such an ports, how nany more, we cannot tell. It
extent that it is now available for enter- is not wise to leave a magnificent territory
Prises of this kind at as low a rate as two per like that, of the value of which we are in per-
'eit. A two per cent loan, I believe with fect ignorance, as if it were valueless. When
aI imperial guarantee, would produce all the the United States got Alaska, the first thing
capital necessary to develop sucli a route they did was to set to work to develop it
as I am speaking of and for two and a- and develop it to an extent that was
half unquestionably it could be obtained. truly amazing. They have drawn wealth
That is the position in which we from it in the fishing life, and the sea
8tand to day, so far as resources are con- life, in the minerals, and many other
eerned. Show a reasonable public improve- ways. The people of the United States
nient, and all the capital necessary for the have developed Alaska and only two or
development of that improvement is avail- three days ago we had a bill going through
able at the lowest possible rate, which is a this House to develop the trade in
M"atter of the utmost importance to pro- the Canadian portion of the Yukon. If
ducer and consumer in securing the means the people of the United States had

fdevelopin transportation at that rate. not developed Alaska, we would not be
t is for us now to try and take advantage in a position to develop our country, as we

of that, if we possibly can. By the opening are seeking to do on the Canadian side of the
0 1t of that route, a great development would Yukon. And so it is with the Hudson
take place in the North-west Territories. I Bay. We are going on year after year, and

tow there is a certain amount of jealousy taking practically no steps, although it is
o the part of people in Eastern Canada that only 700 miles from a magnificent prairie
trade 3hould not be diverted. That is always region and the sources ofagreat food supply-
A constant fear. They look upon that l a district that will give homes to hundreds of
coultry as a kind of close preserve for the thousands and millions of people yet. It is
People of Eastern Canada, and as long as lo'ked upon with so jealous an eye by the
they inaintain that position, they will kill people of Canada that no steps are being
the goose that lays the golden egg, because, taken, and reports that have come down
aquestionably, the condition of things 1 have been of that character that they
o-day in the North-west Territories, white have discouraged capitalists and discouraged

there is an increase going on all the time, people from entering it. Those who are
et is not such a profitable increase that acquainted with the history of the past know
it Wjll leave that country in the bealthy con- that commissions that were appointed during

dtion that it is desirable that all parts of the occupancy of the Hudson Bay Company
Oanada should be in and continue to be in. of that vast territory were appointed to as-
With a decrease in our exports and a certain its value, and the answers given as

crease in our imports staring us in the to the value of that country and the difficul-
ace, it is quite evident trade restriction is ties that prevail there, and the impossibility
producing an unhealthy condition. There- of its ever producing anything at all, were
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the general trend of information. You port. The objection is raised that no grain
have only to read the records. What is the can come out of that country the same year
result to-day ? This year we are producing that it is grown. Well 50 per cent of the
sixty-five or seventy millions of bushels of grain of that western country has to remain
grain, and exporting forty thousand head of 1 behind every year. It is an inpossibility tO
cattle, besides horses, sheep, pigs, and dairy get the grain out the same year. Only a
produce. If we had listened to those who portion of it can come out. It remains in
were interested in locking that country up, the elevator at Port Arthur, and in the ele-
it would have still been exactly in the same vators at Fort William, or in the elevators
wild condition to-day. We would not have of the various town and villages or in
had the Canadian Pacific Railway running the granaries of the farmers themselves,
across the continent, nor the distribution and therefore the argument is used and
of wealth drawn from 70,000,000 bushels of futilely used in hostility to the opening
grain and other produce grown by the in- up and development of this route, that it
dustry of the people up there. So it is with is impossible to be of any advantage to the
regard to Hudson Bay. I think when it is country on account of the fact that grain can
developed, people will find that the tale of not be transported the sanie season, this Ob
i ts not being navigable, the tale of it being jection is of no account for the reasons that
impossible to be of any commercial value have aheady stated. Fifteen or twenty mil
will be found to be just as groundless as the lion bushels of wheat could thus be stored up
stories that were told about the prairie on the Hudsons Bay and be a great source
country inland. So long as that condition military strength Vo the people of Great
prevails, unless it is taken hold of by one Briain, to say nothing of what may be
governrment or the other for the purpose of transported during the summer season in
utility, it will continue to be a sealed book cattle and dairy products and things of that
so far as Canada is concernfed. There are kind. There have core to this flouse

several rivers running uhrough the prairie various corporations who have sought andarit
country into Hudson Bay. The Red River seeking Vo take part in the opening out Of
begins 600 miles south of the border in the that Hudson's Bay route. I think thiere are
United States and flows north. The jouth five or six railway charters that are beitg
Saskatchewan rises in the Rocky Mountains passed or have been passed during the Last
in the neighbourhood of Calgary, and the ten years for the purpose of reaching the
North Saskatchewan rises in the Rocky bay. The Winnipeg and Great Norther
Mounctains in the rieighbourhood of Edmon- j everybody is acquainted with. That has
ton. Then again in the north-north of the been before us several times. There is 
sNorth Saskatchewan are reat rivers which addition o that the railway charter that i
drain into the Hudson Bay. These are the now being applied for called The Calgary and
three great sources of drainage besides the Hudson Bay Railway which is ti open
Assiniboine and Souris and other snaller the bay and connect Calgary, and Vo connect
rvers. In addition Vo the grain supply and Edmonton with the Hudson Bay. The
food supply available in our own prairie coun- there is another charter called the Witlhe
try, there is the enormous food sul r thep and Nelson Riv r Railway. do O
states of Dakota and Minnesota and those know whether there is any other charter in
states hich are tributaries of the led the North-west. I cannot cal Vo my
River, so that if ever it became the policy of any other charter in the North-west.
the people of G4reat Britain to store up for we have as we corne east here two or thre&
an emergency and keep a continuous supply charters that are seeking an outlet in te
of 20 or 30 millions of bushels of grain to be bay. We have a charter projected t'rO1n'

drawn upon in the summer time, there is Sault Ste. Marie north Vo James Bay. The"
that magnificent area fro n which to draw we have agaiRe the charter that was befOre
that food supply and store it up in elevators us in this fouse last week. That is the
in some port there where it is perfectly saLe, Toronto, Nipissing and James Bay ailwaY-
where it is in a cool climate and where it Then there is another charter fror the P"'1
can be made available for transport free vince of Quebec, I think. Now these are"
from difficulties of any description and from these corporations that see a future in the
foreign attack, and during the summer sea- opening out of that bay. 0f course the
son transported from this new Canadian orailways that are being developed Vo the
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bay fron Eastern Canada are not of the to the extent that there is no competition,
same value or importance as they are to us. that it is restricted by protective duties or
T0 us the building of a railway to the bay is, restricted by any artificial means, to that ex-
to give us additional transportation for a tent the development of the country is retard-
enormous produce that we are capable of ed and it is not desirable that we should per-
raising. The countries through which the mit the progression of the country and
railways in the east pass do not possess that national advancement of the conntry to be
Particular feature. It inay be that they are retarded in any way by selfish or restrictive
rilore for the development of the country measures that are made for the purpose of
that may exist and that may be worth diverting trade into favoured channels, or
developing between those points and the î for the benefit of favoured individuals or
James Bay itself. With us it is a matter favoured corporations. And therefore to
Of great fina ncial importance, great com- the extent that we are able to develop
mercial importance, the securing of ad- that competition, we advance the wealth of
ditional transportation for the large ainount Canada to the extent that we are able to
of heavy produce that we are capable cheapen the trade route for the benefit of
Of raising if the conditions are made the producers of that western country, to
So that it is profitable to attract the that extent you add to their prospriety, to
Population there in order to raise it. that extent you add to their populati.on, to
There is practically no limit as far as this that extent you add to their wealth, and to the
generation is concerned as to the amount we extent that you add to their wealth and their
are able to raise. It is simply a question of population you add to the greatness of Cana-
the profit that can be made by the popula- da, you add to the trade that must of necessi-
tion that is there in producing it, increase ty always be tributary to Canadian channels.
the profit you increase the population. Now Unfortunately the conditions which exist
there was a point which I wish to refer this to-day we find is that a very large propor-
holourable House to, and that is to try and tion of the grain, two-thirds of the grain
remylove to a certain extent any feeling that that finds its outlet tor export to European
there should be a jealousy of diversion of markets goes by way of New York. In
trade from eastern channels. I think myself fact two-thirds, if not more, of the grain we
that four months is the outside that we may produce and export, two-thirds of it goes by
exPect that the Hudson Bay will be service- way of New York to a European market
able as an outlet. Enthusiasts would like instead of going down to the port of Mon-
tO iicrease that amount to five or six months, treal. Instead of ships coming and going,
but I think myself it is very doubtful if we instead of the port of Montreal being built
get more than four months, possibly it nay up as one of the great sea-ports, occupying
lot be quite as long as that where the diffi- one of the finest positions at the foot of the
culties of navigation may be reduced to such best chain of lakes and inland transporta-
a Point that insurance can be obtained for tion that the world knows, notwithstandiig
as long a period as four months. However, that advantage what do we find? That the
that, of course, experience only will dictate port of Montreal is not seeking to develop
to Us, but during eight months undoubtedly and make itself a great ocean port the same
the trade must find its way through eastern as Liverpool, the same as New York, the
'h4annels. It must find its way throigh same as Boston, and I an not exaggerating
eastern channels and therefore any increased when I hold out the hope and the expecta-
development that takes place in consequence tion that such a result would flow because
Of a cheap mode of transportation by that quite as large and quite as wealthy a country
route must rely during eight months of the lies at the back of the city of Montreal as
Year upon the trade which is developed lies at the back, you may say, of Liverpool
througi our country in the east. It also or Manchester. The amount of produce
stinlyulates competition. If we can reduce that is to be brought f rom these sources and
the cost of transportation by way of the bay that applies to the west of both sides of the
he railways running in this direction have line is such that Montreal could very well

reduce their rates to competing points. expect if trade restrictions were removed to
%hat is what has been going on in the United become a city of five or six or seven hun-

ales. Competition, competition, competi- dred thousand of a population within the
t'on. With us there is no competition, and present generation. Instead of that they
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seem to prefer to bo satisfied with a few and one that is perfectly practicable at a
small manufactories developed at the ex- very small cost. 1 will read, as 1 think it iS
pense of the population, that are continually the first time that it bas heen brought before
coming to grief in consequence of the the public, the report of the engincers that
restricted area within which they are able went over the route last year. They say
to pursue their avocations and continually
depressing the advancement of population Tle proposition to connect Winnipeg with
and the advancement of our national Hudson Bay by tle improvenîent of the exitingand thewaterways is neither novel or cimnerîical. The Red
strength. If the people of Montreal and River of the north, flowing for w0 miles froin
Toronto and these large centres that are south of the International bouudary to its northeru
favourably situated for ocean transport outlet on Lake Winnipeg presents witb the lake,
would realize what a magnificent field there a navigable stretch of nearly I,(X}0 miles, brokeii
isonly y the rapids on the Red River a hiatus of

is oen o tem o bild hemup s waltY n(>t more tlîan ten miles altogetiier. The Nelsonl
cities, to enable them to take on this conti- or sea river as the eastern branch of that river is
nent a more leading place on the continent. called, is navigable for 3i miles farther, to the
They would realize it by developing competi- point of departue on the l)i'osed chain of coin-miucation. Froin that point nortlî easterly tO
tion in transportation, develoning competi- Hudson's Bav there exists navigable stretches Of
tion in trade, opening out the markets of 330 miles, broken only bysurnountabie obstacles
the world to the trade of the world. Let it embraced n a total distance of less than fiftv miles.
pour itself in through the ports of Canada The existing open channels are both wide and deep,and the banks are uniforinly of suthicicnt hieight
and you will see such a rise and progress in to admit of a greater depth of water h means of
the national advancement of Canada that dams, were such are necessary, in order to grouP
will astonish every one. Now, lion. gentle- the rapids for canals and iocks to overcome the
men, these are the results that are brought descent. It is not prop<sed that a greater depth

b. than seven feet of water shaîl be at present prO-
about by allowing the physical energies vided as tbat woul be sucient to float barges
of the people an opportunity to find its way of 500 tons capacitv, sncb as recently bave beeb
instead of confining them and the physical consiructed at Clevelaud for use on tbe upper lakeS
energies of the people of the North-west are and Eric canal. These barges are of wbalebaCk
intent upon the opening out of that Hudson pater ade sf
Bay route because they see for themselves and Tbe canal is exclusively a popular highwaY,
for their country and for Canada great pos- upon whicb ail vessels bave a right of way; the
sibilities by so doing. For these reasons a renaty oernmnt if~entîemc amsproportion to its cost and aaiy ocnbnhion. gentlemen it is almost an annual occur-lion.~~~~ t t n nua ccr can control the cost of transportation over its
ence that a debate of this kind takes place length. wbich depends upon individual vesse1

in this House, a constant repetition will owners, aid is regulated altogether by the nunber
impress upon the minds of hon. gentlemen of vessels competing for the traffic. Unlike a
the importance that there is in the develop- railvay, therefore, it cannot be operated for the

sole benetht of stockbolders, ami is essentially l
ment of this route and it is my excuse for; public highway. Not only is it in itself an enOl
taking up the time of the House in dwelling nous factor ii transportation, bringing goods et
upon it perhaps from a little different stand- the Iowest cost of transport, but by its very e%

istence it exercises au imnuediate ami dominant il
point each year as we bring the question flueice upon railway charges which must bear
before hon. gentlemen. I should have men- comparisoi with its rates. CanaIs (Io not obviate
tioned' that in addition to the railway com- the nccessity for railroads, but rather the contre
panies which are projected to reach the bay s
a new corporation is seeking a charter andcallea ne coportionis eekng achaterandhave first existed, railways have been built paral'
that is a canal, the building or constructing lelling their route, competing foi the trathe tbet
of a canal from Winnipeg to the Hudson the existence of the canal bas created. It may
Bay by way of the Nelson River or ratherb said therefore, that canas create railways raterthonie,, rilestroy tlîeir usefulness.
way of the Red River, and the Hayes River,
which is parallel to Nelson River about 100 This is the route that the report covers
miles to the south of it. The route of this For over 100 years the traffie of the Hudson
canal has been gone over during the last Bay Company between Norway House and YOik
season by pr-actical engineers. There bas Factory was carried on in flat bottomed bOa
been what is known as a boat route for the capable of carrying a load of four to five tous
Hudson Bay traders for the past hundred a crew of nine Ien. These loats draw from 3 feet

year an lis ben tilied y tem or hat10 iîmches, 3 feet to 3 feet 6 inches of water whCSn
years and as been utilized by them for thatprovided wth a mast and squre
purpose and therefore is an interesting one sail, like lighters, as well as with oars. tlat
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eOining up a rapid current, a line is attached to
the boat which is pulled or tracked up by four men
Walking on the shore, while the renainder
of the crew pull or pole the boat. These
are locally known as York boats. Leaving
the Sea River about three miles below Sea
River Falls, on the downward journeyy the loaded boats, which are unloaded
and tracked up when going against the current, a
siOall river emptving from Hare Lake is entered
and followed for about 30 miles in an easterly
direction until the waterway cones to an abrupt
ternination at the height of land known locally as
the Painted Stone Portage, 29 yards in width, and
with a suntnit of about four feet midway between
the eastern and western channel. It is a Curious
fact that the existence of a wide and deep channel
Ont each side of such a narrow elevation has not
hitherto attracted remark, while it presents the
8gular phenomena of two full grown rivers or
Waterways, and with a current setting eastward
and the other with a current setting westward,
each apparently without reason for existence front
anY drainage area, and the head waters of both of
Which are practically at the sane level. The

estern channel of the Echimamish (signifying in
tree " the river that runs both ways ") is followed
through alternate wide and narrow channels for 20
41iles until Robinson's Portage is reached, which is
three-quarters of a mile in width, with a descent to
l'rankinslake of about 45 feet, thence for 50 miles

ssing through a rocky gorge with a wall from 70
80 feet high, and several rapids across Pine

O ke and Windy Lake to the channel leading into
Oxford Lake, whereon four rapids and one fall of

ve feet obstruct the passage. Thence across Ox-
ford and Back Lake by Trout River to Knee Lake,
Whence the route lies through Jack River, with
verapids, Swampy Lake, Hill River, Steel River,

andl Ilaze River to York Factorv. In the down-
tard journey it is necessary to haul the boat over

ree portages only, viz. : At the Painted Stone,
Yards ; Robinson's Portage, 1,315 yards, and

rout River Fall, 24 yards respectively. In the
týardl journey there are 21 demi-charges or
taking places, where a portage of 40 yards iust
th. tiade at Island Portage. The distance over

is route froi Lake Winnipeg to York Factory
stated by Thompson to be 372 geographicalmliles.

bNow, that is the route that this canal is
F4PPosed to be constructed upon. I will
' give the distances of this canal between
Wilhnipeg and the Hudson Bay. The dis-
tatlces along the line of route heretofore
described are approximately as follows :

Winnipeg (city) to foot of St. Andrews ra-
Pids................................
ead of Red River navigation to Lake
W innipe ..... ........... ...... .....

Ut of e River to Warrans landingt
(Lake W innipeg).. ....................
arrans landing to Norway House.... ..

Orway House to Winter Portage (Sea Ri-
ver) .... .. ....... ..................
inter Portage to Molsons' Lake .........
01son' 8Lake to Inlet White water Ri-
ver...............................

Miles.

16

26

270
23½

15
12

22

White water River.......... ..........
Echemamish and Robinson Lakes to Port-

age.. .... ....................
Robinson Portage.................
Franklin Lake to Portage ............
Portage between Franklin Lake and Lake

Max.... .... .....................
Lake Max to Pine Lake........ .........
Pine Lake and Channel to Windy Lake...
Windy Lake and Channel to Oxford Lake.
Oxford Lake and Jackson's Bay ..........
Jackson's Bay to Knee Lake and port-

age (3)........................ .... ...
K nee Lake .................... ........
Jack River................... .. . ....
Swampy Lake... ................. .....
1ill1 River to the Rock....... .. ........
The Rock to York Factory . ..... ........

Miles.
12

12

12

i
10
12
24

8
40
10
10
26

109

Totalling up altogether 681U miles the last 100
miles of which is navigable for boats drawing 7 feet
of water.

The navigable stretches for canal boats and
steamers of light draught without improvemnent are
approximately as follows :-

Head of navigation in Red River to Winter
Portage on Sea River .... ...... ....

Musketabaan Channel, Molson's Lake and
White River to Fall.. ... ............

White Water River, Echimanish River
and Robinson's Lakes to Portage . .....

Franklin Lake to Portage to Lake Max...
Lake Max, Pine and Windy Lakes, and

intervening channels to the first rapids
on Winnipinaipis...... ..............

Oxford Lake and Jackson's Bay.... ....
K nee L ake..............................
Swatmpy Lake...... . ......... ..
The rock to York factory ...............

Miles.

3341~

36

24
12

27
24
40
10

109

That is 616, miles ?
The distances which would requireto be improved

are as follows:-

Rock cutting, height of land, White Water
Falls, Robinson Portage, Lake Max Por-
tage, Winnipinaipis River (two cuts),
M ission Portage (3 cuts) ...............

Dredging, sand and narsh, Winter Port-
age Bay, Musketaboon, Robinson Port-
age, Pine River, Mission Creek and Knee
Lake Creek and three other points ......

Improvenent by dais and rocks, Red
River, Jack River, Hill River and other
po nts.... ... ........................

Miles.

41

14

681k

That is 51 miles altogether in the whole
of that distance, requiring any improvement
to make it navigable from the city of Win-
nipeg to the Hudson Bay. I do not think
that all of that requires canalling. It in-
cludes all the portions where obstructions
have to be removed, such as blasting shoals
and renoving boulders. Of course, that
opens up an entirely new field.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Have you any statement as to the length of
time the navigation is available ?
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Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I have stated
that we have nothing but what the reports
tell us.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-About four
months.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-About one month.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The hon. gentle-
man from Rideau wants a canal built from
French River to Montreal, which will be
closed a great portion of the year. What I
contend is, that a vessel should be sent up
there, manned by Nor'-westers, who want to
find out what the truth is, and not by people
who, perhaps, do not want to see the bay
opened up. We will get more information
in that way. I will just read one extract-
of course, we have had several extracts deal-
ing with the question-from the evidence of
James Ward :

Left Stromness on the 6th July, 1882, on the
Hudson Bay Company's ship " Prince of Wales. "
reached York Factory in five weeks and three
days, were 19 days reaching Resolution Island at
the eastern entrance of Hudson Straits. It took
us 17 days to get through the straits on account of
caln weather and floating ice. A sailing vessel
cannot push througlh the ice without a fair wind.
We would not have lost two hours in a steamer.
When we reached the eastern entrance of the
straits, we met five American whalers. They took
the south side of the straits while we took the
north. They made the trip through the straits in
about three days and met no ice. Our voyage was
an exceptional one. Captain Hurd, who com-
manded the vessel, told ie that was bis 46th trip
through the straits and he had never seen so much
ice before.= After reaching Mansfield Island, at the
western end of the straits, it took us but three
days to reach York Factory where we arrived on
the 12th August. Hudson Bay was clear of ice and
as smooth as glass ; have often heard old employees
of the Hudson Bay Company say that the bay was
clear of ice about the first of June. The ice begins
to form on the shores of the bay about the first of
November, but the bay and straits are open all the
year round. There would be no use for the Hud-
son Bay Company's vessels leaving before July as
they expect to bring back cargoes of furs from,
York Factory gathered at various points in the
North-west, and if they arrived sooner than
August, these cargues would not be ready. I wish
to express my firm conviction as to the feasibility
of Hudson Bay navigation. We did not meet with
ice all the way through the straits. The nost ice
was met from Resolution Island to Wegg's Island.
Very little was met after passimg that place. As
regards which channel is the best no man can
decide that. It depends on the wind. If the wind
is f rom the north the north side will be the best ; if
frotu the south the south side of the strait will be
tîte best.

I wisb to state that the 17 days we were in the
straits ice did not delay us all that time. From

the time we made Resolution Island we had head
wind. We would beat up against the wind until
Resolution Island would be lost sight of, and the
turn of the tide would carry us back to the island.
The current in the straits is very strong, no difli-
culty met with only when the wind blows with
the current. I an surprised how people cai doubt
the navigation of the bay or straits on account Of
the ice. Not one man that has comie over that
route but believes in its practicability. Manfield
Island will be a good place for a lighthouse and
station. There is a little lake of good water o
that island.

The day before we made land we were sailing
through large shoals of white whales, they being s0
nuinerous that we could sec theni turning on the
ship's bows. All the ice met with in the straits
was hummock ice, which was so rotten that
when the ship ran against it, it would break. .
believe more ice will be met in the straits in
July and August than in May and June.

I was in Franklin Bay in August, 1865, and nel
a party of Esquimaux who had cone from the
G1ulf of Boothia in canoes and boats. The ice set
south about one month before they were able to
travel by water.

-JAMES WARD.

NorE-The Gulf of Boothia empties through Fury alla
Heela Straits (latitude 700 N.) into Fox' Channel, and
thence through Hudson's Straits.

The reason the Hudson Bay vessels have
always 'eft so late is because there is 110

object in their starting sooner, because thel
have to take the return cargo of furs that
are brought down to the coast and therefOre
they have to wait until the rivers and lakes
are open in order to get cargoes.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM--They have tWo
delays, one to get in, the other for the furs'

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I have given the
evidence of one man; I could pile 1P
evidence of that character that would mae
it perfectly plain to all who are intent upO"
the developing of that route, that it was a
practicable route for a considerably longer
period than we are led to believe it is by the
government reports. Those reports thel'
selves are contradictory. Captain Gordo
reports of his first trip were much more
favourable than his reports of the second
trip and it really looked as if the second trip
was made for the purpose of counteracti-0
any effort the first trip would have.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Tell us all about
the fishing up there.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-We want to knIoe
more about the fishing, because we would be
glad to supply the fishermen with flour a
beef, if they would supply us with
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That is the way the trade is developed, and
'itual benefits are conferred. If this canal is
Practicable, it opens up an entirely new field,
because the route passes through regions that,

ay possess mineral wealth, that can only
be developed where water communication is
available. It may be the means of Nova
00tia sending coal to the heart of the con-

tirient, with water transportation the whole
waytoWinnipeg. Hon.gentlemenknowper-
fectly well that the cost of water transport-
ation is about one-fifth the cost of transport-
atiOn by rail, and, when it comes to heavy
treight, a canal would be a great factor in as-
5'sting usin the development of the North-
West. We could bring Nova Scotia coal at the
ery lowest possible cost, so far as transport-

'tion is concerned, into competition with coal
from the south and west. That is what we
eant. That is the life of any country-
'T1petition. We have to sell everything
that we produce at competitive prices
Ciedy in: the British market, and

W want to be able to buy everything that
We Purchase at competitive prices. When
*e can do that, then we can rank wiTh the
rogressists of the age, and our country will

ance in national greatness and strength.
in hopes that t nay be able to impress

hEOn the minds of hon. gentlemen, and,through the Senate Debates that are dis-
tuted to the press, the public, the nation-
advantages to Canada in the opening out

lthis route. I should like to dwell a little
U the question of the amount of grain

that we export, and the peculiar fact, so far
4 iavigation is concerned, that the bulk of

by going by way of New York, instead of
Way of the city of Montreal.

]on. Mr. POWER-I do not see what
at has to do with the Hudson Bay.

on. Mr. BOULTON-Last year I asked
a return showing the amount oï grain

t 'uto the elevators at Fort William and
naI"Mount shipped by water, the nationality

of the vessels carrying it and the destination
the grain. I did not get that return
i this year, and then did not get all that

Maanlted to obtain. They would not give

th Who ever is responsible for it, the quantity
Was graded out of the elevators, nor
* they give us the nationality of the

l8 or the destination of the grain. They
tOt want to give us official information

Would be a guide to us as to the effect
18

of the grading of wheat, I presume for
reasons best known to the government
authorities, but this is the return that was
brought down

The number of bushels of wheat delivered to the
elevators at Fort William were, according to the
information obtained from the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company, as follows -

1887
1888;...... ......... Not available.
1889.................. 4,348 cars.
1890 .................. 3,604
1891.................. 8,5 5 "
1892.................. 12,430
199.................. 12,448
1894................. 16,055

Each car may be estimated at 660 bushels. All
grain inwards is inspected.

So that from 1888 to 1894 the grain that
passed through the elevator at Fort William,
which is only a portion of the grain of that
great western country-some of it goes by
way of Duluth and some of it goes out in
flour- increased f rom 4,000,000 to 11,000,-
000 bushels. It goes on to say :

The number of bushels loaded on vessels from
the said elevators was

In 1887 ................ 1,980,653 bush.
1888 ........ ........ 4,183,2
1889.............. .. 3,191,702 "
1890 ... .............. 2,267,165
1891................. 4,914,328 "

1892 ................. 6,628,055
1893........ .......... 8,197,971
1894. ............. 11,161,59r,

All wheat inspected outwards, except that of two
firms aggregating about 8,441,000 bushels, during
the period named.

There must be some means of getting that
information. Surely we keep track of
foreign vessels that come to our ports,
and go away from our ports. I
cannot understand that the information is
not available as to the nationality of all the
vessels that carried that enormous amount
of Canadian produce, or the grade of the
wheat that leaves the elevators. If no track
is kept of that, there is no assurance that
our customers get the grade and quality
upon which the farmers alone are paid ;
and it is thus rendered possible that an un-
fair advantage can be taken.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-You
will find that in the trade and navigation
returns-the tonnage of the different vessels
-it does not give the cargoes.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Of course the
cargo might be iron ore, or anything at all.
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I particularly wanted to know exactly the
destination of the grain, in order to argue
the reasons why the grain is lost to Cana-
dian transport-why, instead of going by
way of Montreal it goes to build up United
States seaports instead of building up our
own. There must be some reason for it and
I was wanting to get at the bottom of it:-

No account is kept of the nationality of vessels,
either by the Canadian Pacific Railway or the
Department of Inland Revenue.

With respect to the grading of the grain so
loaded on vessels ex-elevators, the departuient has
not the means at hand or available to deterinine.
The returns required by the Inspection Act, to be
furnished by inspectors, have relation to the whole
quantity inspected, without reference to whether
inspected inwards or outwards.

There are no written conditions fixed by any
board. The classification of grains is determined
by the Inspection Act itself ; the board nterely
selects annually actual. samples of the season's
grain to interpret the classification.

That is the return which gives us the in-
formation so far as it is available. I should
like to read also what information I have
obtained myself outside of the report with
re.pect to the wheat crop of 1894. The
Winn'peg Board of Trade's report gives the
following exports from 1886 to 1894 :-

Crop
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

WHEAT (including Flour).

1886)-..... .... . ......
(1887) . . ....... .........
(1888).....................
(1889).... .. ...........
(1890)............. ... .
(1891)............... .
(1892)... .............
(1893) .... .... ... ... .
(1894) estimated .... ... .. .

Bushels.
4,000,000

10,500,000
4,000,000
4,500,000

11,500,000
14,000,000
14,000,000
12,000,000
15,000,000

Of the wheat crop of 1894, there was exported
from Manitoba. in grain and flour 15,150,000 bushels,
of which 11,480,000 bushels went via Buffalo. Of
the crop of 1895, up to Deceniber 1st, out of
8,183,175 bushels exported, 4,862,000 went to
Buffalo, and 3,321,175 bushels went to the nills in
Keewatin and Ontario. It will thus be seen that
Canada gets only the advantage of a short haul.
and no benefit froni the lake freight, as, owing to
the coasting laws, the grain destined for Buffalo
must be carried in American bottoms.

As to the crop of 1895, a prominent grain dealer
says the estimate of the provincial is too snall,
and his buyers assure him that the wheat crop is
fully 40,000,000 bushels, oats 25,000,000 bushels,
and barley 6,000,000, and other grains and flaxseed
2,000,000 or a total yield of grain of 73,000,000
bushels, which, with the North-west Territories'
grain, would give a total crop of 79 to 80,000,000
bushels. He considers even this to be a conserva-
tive estimate, whieh may possibly be increased,
but is hardly likely to be lessened, when all returns
come in. Of this crop the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way has moved about 8,000,000 busiels, and has

in its elevators 2,000,000 bushels, while in all the
other elevators there is stored about 6,00
bushels, shipped by other railways 4,000,000 bush-
els, accounting in all for about 20,000,000 bushele,
leaving one-half the wheat crop still in the haflds
of the farmers, with no imniediate prospect of real-
izing upon it, and no possibility of selling their
coarser grain.

That, I think, is a fair and reasonable
statement of the condition of the crop for
this year. It shows also the diversiOn
of a large quantity of grain from Canadian
channels. In consequence of the Canadiao
Pacifie Railway having reduced the all-il"1

rate on their grain five cents a bushel, froO3
Fort William to Montreal, there has bee'
a considerable trade this winter which hs
contributed largely to increase the expOrts
of Canada during January and Februal
over the corresponding months of last year.
The reduction of five cents has made it pOf'
sible for the people of the North-west tO
ship by the all-rail route, whereas if it htd
been maintained at the old rate, it could 00
have been done with profit by the westero
producers. It only shows you what coo
petition will do. It increased traffic 00
the railway in January and Febrtlad
over the corresp'nding rnonths of lat
year very considerably. If that reductioo
was only applied over the whole 0
the Canadian Pacifie Railway syst6"ý
the company would find that the
volume of trade would more than compenste
them for the reduction of rates. Here l&
report from the Board of Trade which
should like to read. It covers very ma
the same ground, so far as the export of the
crop is concerned. In 1886 the crop eXP" .
was 4,000,000 bushels ; in 1887, 10,000, 
in 1888, 4,000,000; in 1889, 4,500,000,
so on, and in 1894 in was 15,000,000 busbe'
Those are the exports which show the e
tion in the quantity of grain exported ee
year. Then I wish to show hon. gentleo
the climatie difficulties we have to cOI't
with in addition to the difficulties of t
portation there. I am not one of those
think we should be silent as to the difficult
that we have to contend with lest we r9t
keep away intending settlers. The settl
who corne there knowing the truth Wi
much better satisfied to stay than if or
are induced to come by false promis
by hiding the whole truth, and there.
I do not wish any one to think or C"- 1
that we have not got our diflico ê
to contend with naturally, difficulties go
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Inay be overcome by changes of policy and
8Ystein, introducing competition. Those
are difficulties which may be overcome by
Our own will but there are difficulties which
cannot be overcome, which are climatic and
Providential. I will show you now how the
'arieties of wheat are graded. No. 1 hard
18 perfectly pure quality regulated by inspec-
tion; then we have No. 2 hard, No. 3 hard,
1O. 4 hard and so on. I will only read the
Proportion of No. 1 hard. In 1886 the No.
1 hard crop was 61 per cent. In 1887
't was 10 per cent. In 1888 it was
'111Y 19 per cent. In 1889 it was 41½ per
Cent. In 1890 it was 15J per cent. In

891 it was 23 per cent ; in 1892, 47½ per
Cent ; in 1893, 81 pe cent ; and last year
1 think I amî correct in saying, as far as I
%ble to judge, that it was 65 per cent, but
that shows you the variation of the value
Of the crop from the point of view of the
rade. It ranges all the way from 15 per
ent of No. 1 hard to 80 per cent as in 1893.
he rest of the crop was reduced in price

s'onewhat, in consequence of the inferior
uality of the season's grain ; that is to say,

it had been touched more or less by frost.
t reduced the merchantable value of the

country. He came to Manitoba from New
York state, of which he is a native, and established
a new home here. He had done fairly well, and
was satisfied that his move was a wise one. His
son, who was at present visiting the old home in
New York, wrote him: "Father, if we had the
saine conveniences on our farni in the way of
buildings and labour saving devices, it would be
the most perfect home in the world." He thought
that was the kind of information that would tell
in immigration work. Continuing, Mr. Munro
said :

About twelve years ago, a miller in New
York State received, among others from Minneapo-
lis, a sample of " Washburn " wheat. After much
inquiry it was reluctantly admited that it was
grown in Manitoba. That sample an outstanding
winter, as compared with the best fron the North-
western States, created an impression, which led to
furter inquiry, which led the miller to Manitoba,
where he is now a successful farmer, and a loyal
Canadian. In 1889, two farm labourers from Eng-
land, without money, cameto work for me. They
each took homesteads. Another in 1890 worked
for nie, his brother for a neighbour. Each took
home9teads, and earned money to buy oxen and
implements to start with. In 1892 two more from
England came to wqrk for me. They had about
$200 in money, saved théir earnings, and bought
land, oxen and cows. In 1895 these six produced
aln.ost a train load of grain. They have six good
quarter sections, and good outfits. All are now
comfortably situated, and increasing their herds.
They were the right material, to bring success to
themselves and to Manitoba and in their turn to

rain. Every year the danger of frost is furnish employment to others, to help build up our
essened by improved methods of farming. towns, and to furnish business for our railways.
ereless farming increases the liability to The nducement that brought these to Manitoba

was the field for wheat cultivation. I believe it is
o, so that didiculty will be lessened as a mistake, under present cQnditions, to stimulate

t'le progresses. this idea so exclusively ; but rather to show also
I will here place on record one of the reso- the advantages of the country for productions of
ions that was passed by the emigration the dairy, and for beef, pork, mutton, &c., in con-

nection with our famous wheat, as the best means
%vention, lately held in Winnipeg, a con- for permanent, profitable employmnent ; and most
en1tion of 200 delegates composed of the conducive to the welfare of our country in husband-

ing men of that western country from ing the resources of our soil. The decline of old
No. 8 reads as ettled countries is usually distinctly traceable tolnhiupeg te Vancouver. N.8ra s ettas

the exhaustion of their lands. Durimg the present
OWs : mouth a farm in New York was sold for $20 per

8. That in the opinion of this convent acre, that a generation ago would have brought
heine for promoting immigration will b b no $100. These values are the measures of their pro-

efo roo wl b road fitable production.
gà to t' ouc t e mere s a se on 0

litoba, the North-west Territories and British
tholi kmbia that does not provide for an outlet for

eProducts of the whole country, and place the
ou provinces and territories in the north in

Urable. positions in respect to the markets of
e World, and this convention wishes to place on

%QOrd its endorsation of the Hudson Bay route as
e oly acheme now mooted which will benefit

aoeadrequirements.

Will also read a portion of Mr. Munro's
NflIarks at the convention, as an evidence
* tlhe estimation of the agricultural capa-

es of the country by a practical man:

•. Munro, Ncepawa, said that we have cause
glorification in the possession of a grand
18,

Hon. Mr. POWER-I hope the lion.
gentleman will excuse me, but I feel it is my
duty as a member of the House to call
attention to the fact that the hon. gentleman
is out of order. We allow a good deal
of latitude here, and I have always favoured
allowing latitude; but the notice which the
hon. gentleman has put on the paper says
that lie will inquire if it is the intention of
the government to despatch a vessel to
Hudson Bay, with a view of obtaining
further information in regard to its naviga-
bility as an ocean route; and now the hon.
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gentleman is giving us a very elaboi ate dis- as the difficulties of monopoly. I want to
cussion on the manner in which wheat is show that in opening out that route there
graded. What earthly con nection is there, should not be a feeling of jealousy, because
looked at f rom the point of view of order, our grain is now going by New York instead
between the two things ? In the first place of Hudson Bay. And I want to remove
it is straining the rules to make a long speech from the minds cf hon. gentlemen of this
on a mere question; but naking a speech so House the idea that they are going to be i-
completely away f rom the question which the jured in any way by the deflection of the
hon. gentleman has asked, is clearly out of grain to the Hudson Bay. It is in order to
order. I do not rise because I am anxious show these matters and the difficulties we

have to contend with in the transportatioO
to cut off the hon. gentleman's speech, but of grain that I am dealing with the subject
because I have reason to believe that the on this inquiry.
irrelevant matter which he is now dealing
with is likely to lead to speeches by other Hon. Mr. POWER-I ask for the ruling
hon. gentlemen in this louse. The hon. of the chair on the question of Order.
member has now had an hour and a quarter,
and I d1o not think we should be kept here The SPEAKER-I have not the rules
until six o'clock listening to the discussion under my hand, but I think I can say With
of a subject which lias been discussed tim" a great deal of precision that the hon. geO'
and again in this House. I raise the ques- tleman is not in order. As the hon. senior
tion of order. member for Halifax has .remarked, I do

not believe that long speeches should b'
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I do not se why made on questions put by hon. members

the hon. member should put a check on me moreover, the policy of grading grain raised
or any member of this House who desires to in the North-west has very little to do, or if
point out what is to the advantage of the it has any anything to do, it must be Very
country. I want the hon. gentleman to indirectly with the question that the boh•
understand we have only five representa- imember put with reference to Hudson Bay.
tives from the province of Manitoba, and In my opinion the hon. gentlen.an is not i»
the Senators have to throw in their weight order.
and age with the representatives from other
parts of the Dominion to bring factý and Hon. Mr. BOULTON- submit to the
figures before the country, in order that the ruling of the Chair. I regret that the hou'
progress and development of the North-west gentleman from Halifax should have placed
may go on. the Speaker in that position that he 'eo

Hon. Mr. POWER-I raise the question obliged to deny me an expression of l'y

of order. The representatives of Manitoba views, because I do not think there is

and the North-west do their share of talking point to be gained by confining me. do
as well as the rest, and they should nonot suppose hon. ineneme this juds
make their speeches contrary to the rules of a ych e to he exendo tupportin&
the House. motion that in the opinion of this House

Hon. Mr. BOU LTON-The hon. gentle- would be expedient to develop the resouXr

man overlooks the fact that the whole object of the Hudson Bay, and, therefore it
of my address is to show the necessity of only in this way that I can get justness

the expression of opinion, and in the distcompetition. bution of information, be( ause I wish tOb-l
Hon. Mr. POWER-I persist in the ques- it. is not for the information of the

tion of order. i-entleman from Halifax that I am speakig
It is for the information of those people <wf

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I am giving my have access to the Debates, and it maY be
reasons for introducing the question of grain advantage in the prosecution of the el
into the subject. I want to show the neces- prise, from their standpoint, that
sity for competition and the reduction of speaking. I will not enlarge upon t
rates, and I want to show that we have question of the grading or the transport
climatic difficulties to contend with as weil of grain from Fort William or its divere 0
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.o Buffalo, and, of course, so far as naviga- and to relieve hon. members who do not like
tiOi is concerned, I have said ail that is to hear speeches on the Hudson Bay, I may
11ecessary for me to say, ,so far as it is appli- say that I am not an admirer of that scheme,
cable to the question I have put before the I am not an advocate of the Hudson Bay Rail-
government. 1 may have to take the oppor- way, because I do not think ourcountry is suf-
tulity by putting another motion on the ciently advanced in its productive capacity
Paper, and inflicting on the hon. member from and volume of trade to warrant us in asking
lialifax another speech of an hour which for the opening up of the Hudson Bay route.
Ibight have been avoided, in oider to bring There are many things that would be much
that question up before the House. more beneficial to the Canadian North-west

1 Territories than the Hudson Bay Railway,
lion. Mr. POWER-I simply think there but I admit that all over the western

should be some order. The hon. gentleman country there is a feeling of anxiety respect-
leed nct be distressed about me. ing the Hudson Bay Railway. You cannot

talk to a man five minutes without being
lion. Mr. PERLEY-Am I in order i told that the Hudson Bay is the

proper outlet for the products of that
lIon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-1 country, and I am aware that looking at the

4o ot know. I have looked at the rule and I map of Hudson Bay one would naturally
do lot see any provision for acase of this kind. say that it was destined by nature to be the

iknow there is a great latitude in dealing outlet, but there is great doubt in my mid,
ith questions-that is in discussing them. and I believe in the minds of many others,
he point I wish to put is this, whether on as regards the feasibility of the route.

brilging a question before the House as it I agree with the hon member for
done here is it open to general debate. Shell River, who has made an excellent
thik it bas in the past been the practice. speech on this occasion, that there is no

he oldter s of the House will know act the government could do that would
better than I do. I have noticed that in be so beneficial to Canada to.day as to
the Imperial Parliament when a question is make a thorough exploration, to test at
Pbt and answered by a minister, questions what particular season of the year the
aising out of the answer which is given can straits are navigable, and then that

discussed by still further questioning, but would settle the question of the Hudson
have never seen, nor do I know, that they Bay Railway one way or the other. Any

go ilto a discussion for an hour or two upon p-ivate man entering upon a new businessthe general principles affected by the que'- would first find whether he could accomplish
t0- It is a point I think that we ought that which he undertook before lie would

settle in the Senate. undertake it. I think it is, to a certain ex-
tent, folly for the parliament of Canada to

lion. Mr. McCALLUM-There are one undertake to grant charters to build rail-
Or two points my hon. friend raised which I ways, canals and other pu lic works to
WIsh to correct with reference to wheat Hudson Bay without knowing what part of
eoing to New York instead of going to Mon- the year they would be useful, and whether,
treal. after ail the noney was spent in building

the railway, the straits would be navigable.
lion. Mr. PERLEY -It is with a very The first thing that a business man would do,

great deal of hesitancy that I muster up would be to determine whether Hudson
ecurage to say a word on the question now Straits are navigable for any considerable
thfore the House, because I know full well period of the year, and then, upon that infor-

e very great reluctance with which. the mation, they would know how far they were
Ouse listens to members speaking on the justified in building the Hudson Bay

9 xestion of the Hudson Bay route. Hon. Railway. So far as I am concerned,
Reltlemen are inclined to treat that ques- I live in the North-west Territories, and

On with a degree of ridicule and sarcasm am a farmer raising wheat, beef, pork and
Wht wOuld embarrass the ordinary man, par- butter, and I am anxious to get the products

beularly a man with my sensitive feeling, of my hard labour to the market cheaply.
ut as the hon. gentleman from Shell River There are two conditions in a man's life in

Pa Placed the question on the notice paper getting wealth, first to produce an article and
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then to get a fair price for it after it is produc-
ed. It is claimed by many people that the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company charge
exorbitant freight rates. How far that may
be true I am not prepare-d to say. I am,
not a railway man, but I know the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company have rendered
the country valuable services. We get the
finest railway service in that country of any
new country in the world. I can travel
east or west every day in a Pullman car if
I choose, and get any accommodation that
my means will command. My hon. friend
has given you the quantities of wheat ex-
ported from that country for several yeaLs.
Up to the present time the great article of
export has been grain, and with that
amount to export from the country,
I am doubtful whetber it would be
advisable, or a wise expenditure of money,
even if we had the necessary information
available, to build a competing line-not a
competing line, I do not think that is a fair
tern to use, but to build a line to Hudson
Bay, even if the straits were navigable three
or four months in the year. The hon. mem-
ber stems to be in doubt as to the time they
are navigable, because for a large porti-n of
the year we would have to depend on the
Canadian Pacific Railway, even though we
had a line of railway to the bay. We are
not producing anything in that country
compared with what we will produce ten or
fifteen years hence. If we compete with the
present accommodation, the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company would have to charge
more during the long season when there
would be no competition, because railways
are run on business principles, and are not
run to lose noney. We should produce
more in that country and increase the ex-
ports, and then the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way will give us lower rate,; than they give
us to-day. In that particular I think it
would be unwise to incur the large expense
which would be necessary to build the rail-
road to Hudson Bay at the present time.
The farmers of the country had better be
encouraged, and obstacles and impediments
that are in their way removed by this
parliament before other works are under-
taken. It is a matter of greater moment to
them to have these things done than to have
the Hudson Bay Railway built. It is better
for us to make the present population in that
country prosperous and contented, than to
encourage other people to come in while the

discontent and dissatisfaction which we find.
to-day continues to prevail. Therefore, I
suggest that it would not be advisable to
keep the people of that country in a state of
ferment about the Hudson Bay Railway,
but rather let us legislate to give them more
advantages than they enjoy to-day, to give
them lower rates, because in proportion as
we produce, the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company will cheapen rates and improve
their service. We are all Canadians, inter-
ested in developing the resources of the coun-
try. We know that the people of the easternl
provinces have done a great deal to open
up that country, and we recognize the fact
that the Canadian Pacific Railway is
giving us a good service, but I want to say
this, because I was struck to the heart the
other day when J was in a coin-
mittee here and the subject of grading
grain to which my hon. friend has referred
was under discussion, when I heard a meu-
ber of the board of trade of the city Of
Montreal state, that they had bought the
North-west and own it to-day and they had
a right to say how the grading should be done.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Ui.der the rule
which stopped me I think the hon. gentle-
man should be declared out of order.
rise to a point of order - if the hon. gen-
tleman is going to make himself the defel'
der of the Canadian Pacific Railway Co-'
pany to the detriment of the general devel-
opinent of the country, I think 1 must re-
ply, and J ask the Speaker to apply to himl
the same rule under which I was ruled Out
of order.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I am -not out of
order because I am replying to remarks
which the hon. gentleman made to-day.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON--I ask for the
Speaker's ruling. I was eut short in mY
remarks.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Am I to under-
stand that I am not permitted to discuss the
grading of our wheat ?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELlr-'
You should confine yourself to the questio
whether the government shall send a steam»er
to Hudson Straits this summer.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-If that is the c'se
I am afraid I am knocked out. My h"
friend f rom Shell River roamed all over the
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continent in discussing the question that he
Put on the order paper. I agree with him
that it would be a business-like transaction
for the government of Canada to send a
thoroughly well-equipped vessel to Hudson
taY. The steamer should leave Liverpool
saY in June, and begin to take observa-
tions on reaching the straits. To avoid the
difficulty that we are met with to-day, that
a e'an is to be stopped because he is advo-
ea4ting a certain course, I would suggest that
YOu should have men from Ontario, Manitoba
%Ud the North-west Territories on that ship
who could report on the navigation of the
ay and strai s, and whose report would

14spire confidence in eastern Canada, and
then, in advoca:ing the transporting of our
Products by that route, we would be advo-
eating a practicable project or we would
Uot advocate it all. I would send a
Vesel there thoroughlyequipped and manned
'Or the purpose of taking observations
every six hours as to the direction and
%Peed of the winds, the character of the
currents, the depth, nature and movements
of the ice and all other information bearing

Pon the navigation of the straits and bay.
Would let the vessel stop there as long as

Would be necessary to determine the length
of tine the straits and bay are navigable
%eh year. Then, we would know, in
granting charters in this House, whether

Wewere granting a charter which would give
retllurns for the money spent in building the
laudsonBay Railwayif anyone couldbe found
'Iing to undertake the work. I wanted

. bring before this House some of the
grevances of which some of the farmers in
the North-west complain, but I have been
%Ied out, and I must close now, but I shall

k another occasion to -bring the subject
"QP.

ion. Mr. McCALLUM-I should like
give the reason why so much of the trade
the North-west goes by way of Buffalo

&4d New York.

lion. Mr. PERLEY-That is out of
order.

olin. Mr. McCALLUM-State the point
Order.

on. Mr. PERLEY-The hon. gentleman
n r1Ot Speaking upon the question of sending

& Vs8el to Hudson Bay.

Hon. MIr. McCALLUM-I have not
reached that yet. Hon. members from
the North-west can make their minds easy
about the feeling in the eastern provinces.
There is no jealousy in Ontario about the
Hudson Bay .Railway. We have got just as
much interest in the development of that
count ry as they have. As soon as we know
that the route is practicable, and that the
finances of the country are equal to the
undertaking, we are perfectly willing that
the road should be built, but I have my own
opinion as to the length of time that the
navigation of the straits is open. I should
be perfectly willing to see a reasonable
amount appropriated to ascertain whether
the route is practicable or not. The govern-
m(nt has been held responsible by some
hon. gentlemen for«the trade of the North-
west finding an outlet by way of Buffalo and
New York, and we have been told that we
are not going fast enough I ask, where
will you find any 5,OCO,000 of peoplc who
have accomplished more than the p-ople of
Canada in the way of making public im-
provements ? Let us take stock and see
where we stand ? Honourable gentlemen say
the trade is going to Buffalo, and f rom there
to New York. I am sorry for it, but let us
see what one of the railway kings of the
United States, Mr. Chauncy Depew, says on
tha subject :

The present ruinous conipetion between the rail-
roads of this state and the canal boat men,
Chauncey M. Depew says, was brought about by
the efforts of the several railroads interestel, to
even up their percentage. The railroads are
carrying fr$ight cheaper than the canal boat men
can afford to carry and are at the same time losing
money.

Our St. Lawrence canals have at present
a depth of only nine feet, and we are spend-
ing millions of dollars to deepen them. How
long will the United States railroads con-
tinue to lose money when we get fourteen
feet of water to Montt eal? You must not
be to fast. You cannot bring things about
all at once. I rose merely to show the cause
of the grain going by way of Buffalo, and
to say that there is no jealousy in Eastern
Canada about the Hudson Bay route. We
have valuable interests there, but it would
not pay us to build a railway to Hudson
Bay until we know whether the route is
practicable or not. I would be no party to
vote money to build a railway over icebergs
and rocks to Hudson Bay until I know that
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the route is practicable. When it is proved Bay Company in reference to the navigabilitY
to be practicable, and as soon as the finances of Hudson Straits. When I look back a
of the country will permit of it, there will the reports and the evidence furnished before
be no jealousy on the part of the eastern a committee of the House of Lords in refer-
provinces of this Dominion to give an outlet ence to the great North-west, in which those
to that great country. valuable territories were represented to be

always frozen and unfit for settlement, I aru
Hon. Mr. PERLEY-My hon. friend inclined to have grave doubts as to the

from Shell River says that I am advocating reliability of any reports which may be made
the Canadian Pacific Railway: I deny the by a company having such an extensive in-
charge in toto. I give credit where credit is terest as they have in preserving to thew-
due, but I am not here to boom the Cana- selves the whole of the fur trade, at least Of
dian Pacific Ra lway in any unjust or unfair that section of the country. But the hon.
manner at all. gentleman should remember that the govern-

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- ment has had in the Hudson Bay for two or

The question, though apparently a very three years some of the most able navigators
simple o e, has led to a very interesting and scientific men in the service of the
debate, and while I amn somewhat of the country, including Ontario as well as North-

opinion of the hon. gentleman who took ex- west men, and I think it is extremely unfair
ception to the speech, I confess it was a for the hon. gentleman fron Shell River tO

very interesting one, containing a greatdeal discredit the reports which have been mado

of very valuable matter that may be of in- upon that subject because they happened
terest and benefit to us in the future. In to be in soine respects contradictorY.

reply to the lion. gentleman's question, I Th- snow fall m Toronto this winter ha

may say that it is not the intention of the been very much greater than usual; woul
government at present to despatch a vessel that indicate the character of the climate 1a

e"xclusively for the puipose indicated, but that part of Canada? In the Bay of Quint0
the Departments of Customs and Marine and district, where I have b en living for 60
Fisheries have under consideration the pro- years, I have known the bay to be navig

priety of keeping a vessel in Hudson Bay, able up to Ne Years and I have known 1
for some time, for the purpose of protecting to be closed in the early part of December.

the revenue and also for the protection of Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-It is the saine
the fisheries. As most hon. gentlemen who here at Ottawa.
have paid any attention to the matter know, Hon. Sir MACKENZIE 3OWELL-TO
fishermen from the United States have been take a report of any one year of the cllimeJae
poaching on our fishing reserves for many of this country, and the effe t which it has
years, and taking fron those northern waters on navigation, would be extrenely unfair.
a good deal of wealth which perperly be- It is only by an examination and c10 e
longs to us. Wlien theýe vessels are in the observation for a number of years that the
Hudson Bay, for the purposes that I have facts can be arrived at. We know that a
ndicated, they can also ascertain the mean French King gave away this country bpcaUse

temperature, as indicated by the hon. mem- he thought it was only " a few arpents Of
ber from Wolseley, and also the periods at snow," and because lie thought you could
which the bay is navigable, as far as prac- neyer get up the St. Lawrence. Time has
ticable. The problem as to the navigability developed the contrary, and I am inclined
of Hudson Bay is one that people have been to think, to a limited extent, the future
trying to solve for about two centuries past. will nrnve t.Iqt un 4 sid

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Successfully so.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
so, there is no necessity for us going to a
large expense in sending vessels for the pur-
pose of ascertaining a fact that lias already
been established. I have not that confidence
which my hon. friend expresses in the re-
ports which have been made by the Hudson

y, >
of steam navigation, will be a practicabl'
route; when that arrives and the tr
and finances of the country will justify the
construction of the railway to which .'1
hon. friend refers may be proceeded with.
I shall not deal with the numerous objectio»5

that the hon. gentleman has raised.
Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-The hon. ge''

tleman would be out of order if he did SS
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Hion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
*ill not trespass in that respect. Personally,
I have no fault to find with the hon. gen-
tleman's speech. He gave a great deal of
'aluable information, and I hope he will live
lOng enough to see the fact fully established
that that route from the North-west is not
0nly practicable, but a safe outlet for the
grain products when they reach the millions
that he mentions. Other thoughts suggest
themselves to me in connection with that
Point, but having in my mind's eye the fact
that I should be out of o: der if I gave expres-
8ion to them now, I shall defer them to some
Other tine. I hope my answer is satisfact-
Ory to the hon. gentleman.

lion. Mr. BOULTON-I ask permission
tO withdraw my remarks with respect to
the grading of wheat, as 1 was stopped in
the explanation that I wished to make in
regard to this question which would justify
the quotation.

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
fO not think that is advisable. It is better
that they shou'd go on record, and also the
act that the hon. gentleman was called to
order, so that we shall have a precedent in
the future for keeping members within
bound.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

11 (K) " An Act further to amend the
respecting Building Societies and Loan

,d Saving Companies carrying on business
ya the province of Ontario."-(Mr. Aikins.)

ill (69) " An Act to incorporate the
arnilton Blast Furnace Company-(Mr.
acInnes, Burlington.)

SECOND READING.

Bill (J) " An Act further to amend the
'1prenie and Exchequer Courts Act."-(Sir

Mackenzie Bowell.)

]VISION OF THE STATUTES BILL.

SECOND READING.

lion Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL mov-
d Vhe second reading of bill (J) " An Act

resPecting the Revision of the Statutes." He
: The bill explains itself. It enables

e government to appoint three or four
1llnissioners to collect, classify and revise

the statutes of Canada since the last revis-
ion.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not say that
this work is being undertaken too soon, and
I do not rise for the purpose of opposing the
second reading of the bill. I rise simply to
make one or two suggestions. I do not
suppose that they will carry very much
weight.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
They always do.

Hon. Mr. POWER-'-It is the duty of
any member of this House, if he has a sug-
gestion to offer with respect to a public
bill, to make it. There are two defects in
the last revision of the statutes, one that
the index is a very inferior one, not con-
structed upon any scientific basis, and the
other, that the Revised Statutes of Canada
do not contain the British North America
Act, a statute which above all others should
be in that volume, because it is continually
referred to. It involves almost no trouble
and very little expense to put it there, and it
should be in the same volume with the
Revised Statutes for the convenience
of those who use the volumes. The
object of revising and consolidating
the statutes is to save trouble to persons
who are obliged to consult them, and such
persons have continually to refer to the
British North America Act. That is one
point. There may be no necessity to make
the other suggestion, but still it may do no
harm to say a word about it. The second
clause provides that the commissioners may
be paid such an amount as m y be voted by
parliament and then it says:

notwithstanding, if they be civil servants,
anything in the Civil Service Act to the contrary.

We know it has been the practice in
some places to appoint as commissioners to
revise the statutes, gentlemen who have no
special qualifications for the business at all.
Very often a man is appointed to revise
the statutes whose only qualification is that
he is a supporter of the government, hold-
ing a seat in one or other branch of parlia-
ment or the legislature, whom it is desired
to reward for his services.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-s
not that a good qualification?
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Hon. Mr. POWER-Well I think there
are two objections to that mode of proceed-
ing. In the first place, the professional man
who needs the money is likely not to be
very well up in his business, and one wants
men who are thoroughly qualified to do this
work; and there ought to be, at any rate,
some gentlemen in the civil service who are
qualified to do this work better than the
average practitioner.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
did not catch what the hon. gentleman
said. Would he kindly repeat it?

Hon. Mr. POWER-I said I was under
the impression that there were some gentle-
men in the civil service who were quite
capable of doing very valuable work indeed
as revisers, and I was going to add-I do
not know that I ought to do it, because we
are never supposed to speak good of our
enemies in politi s-I was going to say I
thought the present Minister of Justice was
a man who had had some experience in the
work of revision in connection with the
Criminal Code, and that I had an impression
that he would, if allowed to have his own
way, be disposed to select gentlemen who
would do honest and eflective work on the
commission. I only hope that that may be
the case.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
hope my hon. friend will have a better
opinion in a very short time of those who
advise the Minister of Justice, that he will
be permitted to do that which is right, as I
am quite sure he intends to do. The first
matter to which he called the attention of
the Senate was that of the inferiority of
the index. I quite agree with him as a
layman. I have often puzzled myself for
half an hour to try and find a particular
clause by looking at t! e index. and
it was utterly impossible. However, that
is a matter of detail which will receive the
very best attention, and the man who
makes an index of the statutes or of any-
thing else should have a thorough know-
ledge of what he is doing. In that respect
I quite agree with the hon. gentleman,
and I think he is quite right in stating
that in any volume of that kind the
British North American Act should appear.
I have been put to the same trouble that the
hon. gentleman bas. The first place where

I went to look for it was the Consolidated
Statutes, thinking I would find it in the be-
ginning of the book, and then I had to go
somewhere else. I may tell the hon. gen-
tleman that the reason for the second clause,
which gives power to the government to'ap-
point members of the civil service to this
commission, is to avoid the enormous expense
which bas attended the consolidation of the
laws in the past.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I did not disapprVB
of that at all.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I know the hon. gentleman did not, but I
am giving an explanation why the promise
is made. The hon. gentleman will find we
are in accord with bis own sentiment, and
that he will agree with us that it can be
done much more economically. The inten-
tion was-whether it will be carried out or
not I am not now pledging the government-
to take the law clerks of the Senate and the
House of Commôns, the gentlemen who haVe
to supervise every Act that is passed by both
Houses of Parliament, with some eminent
lawyer or judge to sit as chairman, and bY
that means we think the work would be
done better and much more cheaply than ie
bas been done in the past. Another reason
for making the special provision of the lam

i was that the Civil Service Act precludes
the possibility of employing any one in the
civil service unless you get an Act of Par-
liament, or place the renumeration in the
estimates to pay for it. That is really the
reason why this provision is in this Act. -'O
that we have met, to a very great extent, 1
think, the suggestions which have be0"
made by the hon. gentleman, and be
will find that in this, as in all other matters'
the government bas an eye to economy and
efficiency in the work.

The motion was agreed
was read the second time.

to, and the bil

The Senate then adjourned.
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THE SENATE. Hon. Mr. POWER-I thought it was
the government.

Ottawa, Wednesday, 11th March, 1896. Hon. Mr. DEVER-Not nuch-

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three the government is very chary about

oclock spending money at St. John, not
so at Halifax. The city of St.

Prayers and routine proceedings. John have made their port a safe and
convenient one and we feel that it is hard

RE TRADE OF THF PORT OF ST. that our own government should be our

JOHN. enemy, advertising other cities to take away
i the trade which should come and is coming

INQUIRY. to St. John, not by any action of the gov-
Hon. Mr. DEVER rose to- ernment, but by the brilliant business per-

MI why it is that the goverument, in advertising ception of the managers of the Canadiaa
e Intercolonial Railway business and general Pacific Railway, who saw at a glance

sfic, studiously avoids to make mention of the that the distance from Ottawa to the port1 01t of St. John, New Brunswick, now that that
'ort is proved beyond question to be the mostad- of St John is only 600 miles, whereis it is
%tageous and convenient route Canadian and 875 to the port of Halifax. By this
'e8tern shippers can select for transmitting their difference in distance all men must see

goods to the West Indies, and all other conntries, that it is nothing less than perfect mad-
liierchants find it profitable to do business with? ness to try to force trade or freight over

]e said: This notice requires some ex- this great inequality of distance between
11afnation before asking the question that the two cities and the interior of Canada

Intend to ask the government. As you and the outside world. The city of St.
are aware, the Intercolonial Railway is a John, also, as I pointed out the other day,
government work, and is owned by the is situated at the head of a fine bay, or arm
*hOle of this Dominion. It starts sone- of the sea, leading out into the Atlantic
Vthere not far from the city of Quebec and Ocean. It and the harbour of St. John are
t% down through that province, and the open and free of ice or any other obstruction
prOvilce of New Brunswick, somewhere on to shipping of every class the year round.
4line about east by south, till it reaches the But this is not all, for St. John is also

7ty Of Moncton, in the province of New placed at the mouth of a great river, second
irnswick. Here it divides into two in beauty and extent of navigation only to

rches, one going east to Halifax, the other, the great St. Lawrence-I mean in Canada;
est to St. John. The people of both these and this river pours its vast volume of clear,

eities contributed to the construction of this smooth water into the basin of our harbour,
%d, and both are contributing to its sup- making it at once, in combination with the
l'rt day by day. The people of both cities Short Line Railway, the most valuable ship-
% naturally jealous that one people shall ping privilege Canada ever can possess.

t get any advantage by the government Why then should our government try to
àer the other. But what do we find just keep the port of St. John out of sight by

% We find that our government, who advertisements such as this :-
.ght to be fair to every part of this Dom-

k , are actually advertising the city of INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY OF CANADA.

lifax at the expense-may I say, to the' The direct route between the west and all ints
Rreat injury of St. John. The people of St. on the Lower St. Lawrence and Baie des Cha eurs,

' have suffered this kind of "fair play" rovnice of Quebec, also for New Brunswick,
ine 20 years, but now that we have gone ova Scotia, Prince Edward, and Cape Breton

yes bIslands, Newfoundland and St. Pierre.
great expense to build wharfs, ware- Express trains leave Montreal and Halifax daily

uses, and other appointments, at St. John (Sunday excepted), and run through without
tt out a safe and extensive shipping port. change between these points.

The through express train cars on the Intercolon-

Mr. POWER-Who have gone to ial Railway are brilliantly lighted by electricity
and heated by steam from the locomotive, thus
greatl increasing the comfort and safety of

CMr. DEVER-The citizens of St. onifortable and elegant buffet sleeping and day
cars are run on all through express trains.
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The popular summer sea bathing and fishing places in spite of differential duties. But
resorts of Canada are along the Intercolonial or they gave up all this, for promises at Col-
are reached by that route. federation, and they do not like now to be
CANADIAN-EUROPEAN MAIL AND PASSENGER ROUTE. deprived of the fruits of their long waiting.

Passengers for Great Britain or the continent, But how can they expect justice, when they

leaving Montreal Friday morning, will join out- see the government sending out advertise-
ward mail steamer at Halifax on Saturday. ments such as this, which I have read, wit-

The attention of shippers is directed to the out one word in it about St. John as a ship-
superior facilities offered by this route for the in port, an more than if it were the city
transport of flourand general merchandise intended p n p a t
for the Eastern Provinces, Newfoundland and the of an enemy. In fact it looks very much
West Indies ; also for shipmnents of grain and as if the writer and promoter of that adver-
produce intended for the European market. tisement studiously wished to ignore St.

Tickets may be obtained and all information' John and ide its advantages from commer-
about the route, also freight and general passenger . . S .th
rutes on application to cial people intending to do business with

Canada and the western portion of the
N. W'EATHERSTON, United States. No other impression can it

Western Freight and Passenger Agent, 93 Rossin- leave on the people of that city, no matter
House Block, York street, Toronto. how it niay be coloured away by talk.

D. POTTINGER, G4eneral Manager. This, hon. gentlemen, is the feeling we hav"

Railway Otlice, Moncton, N.B., in St. John, and I know this, that although
25th April, 1895. we are supporters and anxious to b'

supporters, of the government, it seems irO'
Not once is the port of St. John men- possible for the government to give fair

tioned as a shipping port in this advertise- play to St. John, notwithstanding our ad-
ment, though the money paid for it will be. vantages, fully known now to the world as
public money-our money in part, at least. being near the centre of commerce of this
The following is the letter f rom the St. John country, and even to the United States, and
Board of Trade, calling my attention to the offering a port not second to any on the col-
matter. tinent of North America. And what has been

S T. JOHN, N.B., 4th March, 1896. laid out in making this harbour ? Nothil1g
HON. JAMES DEVEn, Senator, but what the city of St. John did thero-

Ottawa. selves, excepting a very 9tnall grant; and
DEAR Sa.- m instructed to forward the what has that grant done ? It has givel e

inclosed copy of an advertisement of the Interco- trade to St. John, and made the people feel
lonial Railway, which is now appearing in the that the had somethin done for them at
Toronto "Vorld," "Empire," and other western • y h dr 1
papers. and to draw your attention to the fact that last. With these remarks I expect f
the port of St. John is entirely ignored. the Premier an answer that will give satis

I an further instructed to ask you to kindly faction to the people of St. John and nalCe
make the necessary inquiries as to the reason for t are
this omission, and to request the Pailway Depart- >then feel that, altbougg eey a
ment to have the advertisement duly corrected. that our sister city of Halifax should ha

Y that trade which she is entitled to by natumj
IouRA Ctf L L we should have the trade that must an
IRA CORNWALL, y should come to us as a shipping port.

Now, I do trust that this will be the last Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-I really thought
time the Board of Trade and merchants of that Manitoba and the North-west Wanlte
St. John will have to complain that they are the whole of creation, but I think that the
not getting fair play in putting forth the city of St. John will be a strong competitor.
advantages of their city and fine harbour.
St. John was once a city where fortunes Hon. Mr. DEVER--There is not h
were easily made. It imported then fron much Scotch about St. John as you rigb
all parts of the world wit.hout any restric- think.
tion on trade. Her merchants then got all 1
the profits of their labour and ability, in- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL
stead of a government and its super- Hon, gentlemen, I made some careful inqui
numeraries as now. They pushed into the cause of the complaints contaîh
their business then into Maine and other in the question which has been put by
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bon. gentleman, and I find that he is some- been carriedout, and not only not carried out,
What in error in supposing that the govern- but, if my recollection serve me right, the

etnt is advertising the In ercolonial Railway Parliament of Canada by its vote justified
business and general traffic and studiously the course the Canadian Pacific Railway
avoiding mentioning the port of St. John Company had taken in connection with it.

. B. Special mention is made in the Inter- There are many other smaller grants which
Colonial folder, which is one of the great have been given in aid of the trade along the
nediums of information to the public, it coast with the city of St. John. Take it all
being distributed by special agents through- in all, I do not think St. John has as much
out, not only Canada, but the United States, cause to complain as the hon. gentleman
that St. John is a Canadian winter port: in seems to think. I know there is a rivalry
the same advertising medium in large type between St. John and Halifax, and I am not
will be found the statement that the Inter- prepared to say that the rivalry does not
Colonial Railway is "the short ,ine between' result in good to the people of the country
Quebec, St. John, Halifax and Sydney." by creating competition in the markets of
As regards the Allan Line of steamers those two large trade centres in the maritime
for England, the connection with the Inter- provinces. When the whole inatter is
Colonial Railway has been at Halifax. I looked into, if this word "St. John" is put
Tbray add, for the information of the hon. in the advertisement, all cause of com-
gentleman who bas put the question, that plaint will be removed. I confess I had not
the general manager's attention bas b en read the advertisement until the hon. gentle-
ealled to the fact that the portof St.John does man read it to-day. It is true it mentions
nOt appear in the newspaper adv.ertisement Halifax-why 1 Because Halifax is the last
*ith a vie w of having this omission corrected. point at which the steamers, during the
>erait me to add to the information which winter, leave Canada for Europe. It says

'have received from the Railway Depart- "passengers for Great Britain or the con-
Iient, that I scarcely think the government tinent leaving Montreal in the morning will
" Chargeable with the neglect ascribed to us join outward mail steamer at Halifax." It
by the hon. gentleman with regard to that would be nonsense to say at St. John, be-
Port. Large subsidies have been paid for cause they do not go to St. John. Then it
Years to the Furness Line, running direct continues.
r 0i St. John t@ England stopping at Hali- The attention of shippers is directed to the
ax en route. There have also been large superior facilities offered by this route for the

suibsidies paid for years to a line between transport of flour and general merchandise intended
. John and the West Indies, and also to a for the eastern provinces, Newfoundland and the

West Indies, also for shipments of grain and pro-
etween St. Johni and Digby for the duce intended for the European market.

Purpose of making connectioq with iNova
ýcotia, thereby b-inging trade to St. John That advertisement by the government
Which might otherwise go to Halifax. I itight have the word "St. John>' placed in
4Y, for the information of the hon. gentie- it, but it certainly could not be in the other

an, say that that has been a subject of portion which I have quoted. The advertise-
Ferious complaint from those who are most ment, as it is publislhed, applies as much to
Interested in the trade of Halifax. In addi- St. John as any other portion of Canada. I

O, to that, the lion. gentleman knows that hope the reply and the information which I
ring the last year a tolerably heavy sub- have given the hon. gentleman will be satis-

sidy bas been paid to the Beaver Line, which factory to him.
s a direct connection between St. John Hd
England. I am glad to know that it has Hon. Mr. DEÝER-I did not arraign

Proved to be a success, and that success is any statement that the Premier bas read
gely due to the Short Line, which has from that paper. I simply arraigned the

ite terminus in St. John, and to which the one that was sent to me by the Board of
bOrQinion of Canada paid and continues to Trade. The hon. gentleman thinks to
pay a very large sum of money. The hon. neutralize the effect of that statemenit by
gentleman knows, also, that a portion of the' showing what has been done for St. John.
arrangement made with the Canadian Pacific These things I do not dispûte at all-I did
Iaa'lway Company was that the route to Hali- not deal with that. With reference to steam-

e should be shortened and that it bas never ship subsidi, s given to lines of steamers,
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they were simply interprovincial lines, not
great national undertakings, such as we
hope to engage in now, but mere communi-
cations across the Bay of Fundy, partly for
the advantage of Halifax, and partly for the
advantage of St. John. While we are tha nk-
fullfor small favours, we do not feel satisfied
that these are all-sufficient for the port of
St. John. Again, the Premier mentioned
that the government was very kind to St.
John. Perhaps his memory does not extend
as far back as mine, and he may not remem-
ber when the people of New Brunswith
imported directly into their country under a
very small, almost a nominal tariff, whereas
since we came into confederation, though we
have not imported anything like the quantity
we used to import, we pay double the duty.
We have a right, therefore, to get back some
of our money, and when we get it back we feel
that we are only getting a portion of what be-
longs to us. As to the Short Line, I do not
know that that should be a serious matter.
It is true it was not constructed through to
Halifax, but that would only have shortened
the distance 20 or 30 miles. Inasmuch as we
are fortunate enough, through the medium of
the Short Line, to have St. John made the
winter port, we say we should not have the
effect of that neutralized by the government
using our own money to take away our own
trade. I do not want it understood that I
have anything against the Premier. My
remarks have reference to government
officials whose names are mentioned at the
bottom of the advertisement. They are very
autocratic, and if these matters are not
brought up in Parliament we would have
very little control of them. I hope the
Premier does not think that I mean to
speak against him personally or against the
government as a whole. On the contrary,
I have a strong feeling of friendship for him
and for many members of the government,
but we do not want to see the officials
doing as they please, and publishing things
to the world, which may suit them per-
sonally, but do not suit us as a people.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (64) " An Act to incorporate
Imperial Life Assurance Company
Canada.-(Mr. Power.)

the
of

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (44) " An Act relating to the Board
of Trade of the City of Toronto."-(Mr.
McKindsey.)

Bill (40) " An Act respecing the Huron
and Erie Loan and Savings Company."-
(Mr. MacInnes, Burlington.)

Bill (I) " An Act further to amend the
Supreme and Exchequer Courts Act.-(Sir
Mackenzie Bowell.)

The Senate then adjourned.

THÉ SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, 12th March, 1896.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE PEARSON DIVORCE CASE.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON DIVORCE•

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER, from the
Committee on Divorcé, çAsented their r
port and moved that the same be adopte*
He said :-This is a report on a petitiol'
filed by the respondent, Mrs. Pearson, in
which she asks that the petitioner, "er
husband, be ordered to furnish her wit
funds, in order to carry on her defence, tO
pay counsel and subpona witnesses. Io
lier petition she alleges that she is not
guilty of the charges made by her husband
against her, and incidentally she indicate
her line of defence by alleging countef
charges of adultery against him. She a
alleges that there has been a settlement
the cases between her husband and herse'£
ýShe makes affidavit herself, and prodUce"
evidence of other parties, as to her impeel'
niosity and her inability to carry on her
defence unless provided with funds for the
purpose. The course recommended by the
committee is not without precedent
fact we had one last year-but in view 0
the fact that there are so many new rne
bers in the House, who may not be so00
acquainted with the rules of the House
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old members, I may explain the circum-
stances under which this order is made.
As you are aware, it is usual for the com-
rlittee, as far as possible, to follow the
Practice of the House of Lords. ln Mc-
Queen's practice, House of Lords, page 531
it is stated :-

Where the wife bas no separate estate or prop-
erty of her own, or where such estate or property
18 insufficient to enable her to sustain the expense
Of her defence the House will order the husband to
Pay her a sum of money ; the amount of which
UIust, of course, be governed by a due consideration
Of the circumstances of the case.

The earliest order of this description in the
Journals is, I think, in Sir John Dillon's case
(8ession 1701) where the complainant by his peti.
tion to the House of Lords, stated that he was
ready and willing to disburse any reasonable ex-
Pense which his wife might incur, in defending
erself against the bill; upon which petition it

"as ordered, that Sir John Dillon should pay fees
tO her council and solicitors as offered in his
Petition.

ln Mr. Loggin's case (1714) the petitioner was
Ordered to pay his wife ten guineas to fee council
and to enable her to make ber defence.

In Mr. Moreau's case (Session 1755 infra) a peti-
tion was presented on behalf of the wife, praying
ln regard of ber low circumstances and want of
nOney that their Lordships would be pleased to
direct ber husband to pay to her such sum of money
tO fee council and solicitors to make ber defence
against the bill, as to their Lordships should see
Illeet. And thereupon an entry in the Journal of
the 8th and 9th March, 1733, upon a petition of

m3tne Lettice Rudd of the like nature was readad the agents on both sides were called in and
heard at the Bar; and, being withdrawn, it was
ordered, that the said David Moreau do forthwith
Pay to Mrs. Moreau £20 to enable her to conduct
lier defence.
. The right of the wife to be furnished with pecun-

neans for the conduct of lier defence, was
fll1Y recognized in the case of Mr. Dundas (Session
814, infra), although no express order was made5 Pon the subject.

If, however, it appears that the wife bas a suffi-.
eient estate or property of ber own, the husband

not be required to give her any pecuniary
4ssistance.

Inl other cases the House of Lords made
8llYilar orders. In Bishop on "Marraige
%d Divorce and Separation," I find the
llllowing

eatural justice and the policy of the law alike
deinand that in any litigation between husband
O1d wife, they sbhall have equal facilities for pre-
enting their case before the tribunal. This re-
Ui1res that they shall have equal command of
bn. So that if she is without means, the law'ing vested the acquisitions of the two in him,hOul h compelled to furnish thein to ber, to an

"'tent rendering her his equal in the suit. This
octrine is a part of the same whereon proceeds

telPerary alimony. And so the English courte

have froin the earliest times to the present held
without the aid of any act of Parliament, and
nearly all of our own have accepted the doctrine as
of common law.

But a plaintiff husband, destitute both of funds
and ability, will in proper case have his suit sus-
pended until he can do justice to his defending
wife. If he cannot aliment ber, and give ber the
means of defence, he cannot have his divorce.

Then as to fees of counsel, which is one of
the things asked for by the petitioner in this
case-

But in the divorce cause, this sort of expense,
incurred by the wife, nust be paid by the husband ;
that is, it is included in what in England are termed
her taxed costs.

It has been laid down that no testimony is re-
quired to determine what is a reasonable counsel
fee. The judge may consult his own experience
and knowledge in connection with what lie can dis-
cern of the particular case. From the last section
it becomes plain that the wife cannot employ as
many lawyers as she pleases, at whatever fees, and
compel the husband as of course to pay all. The
rule is to allow whatever under the circumstances
is reasonable, not inquiring what the particular
counsel employed by the wife should receive. And
where she had created needless expenses, the court
refused to compel the husband to pay them, except
in part.

It is in view of these precedents that the
committee has made the order to the bus-
band to furnish a sum of money to enable
his wife to carry on ber defence.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-I think when a re-.
port of that nature is submitted to us, it
would be most unwise to adopt it immedi-
ately without consideration. Let us see
what it is, so that we can form our own
opinion upon it. It seems to me a most
extraordinary thing. The committee have,
no doubt, given careful consideration to the
subject, and I would not like to say that it
should not be done.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-It was in
view of the fact that it has not been printed
that I made the explanation that I have
just offered. I move that the report be
taken into consideration to-morrow.

The motion was agreed to.

THIRD READING.

Bill (43) " An Act to incorporate the
Queenston Heights Company "-(Mr. Mc-
Kindsey.)
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MONTREAL AND OTTAWA RAIL-
WAY COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. MACINNES (Burlington) moved
the third reading of Bill (38) " An Act
respecting the Montreal and Ottawa Rail-
way Company."

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved:

That all after the word " Act," in the fifteenth
line, be stricken ont and the following substituted
therefor :-" and that unless the conpany expends
" on such construction at least one hundred
"thousand dollars within twenty-four months
" after the passage of this Act, the authority here-
"by given shall cease at that period, such expen-
"diture to be exclusive of the amounts of parlia-
"imentary and municipal bonuses voted in aid of
" said raiilway, and to be found to the satisfaction
" of the Minister of Railways and Canals."

That the word " three " be substituted for
" four," in line eight.

That the word " ine " be substituted for
" twelve," in line fßfteen.

He said :-I have placed on the paper a
notice of several amendments that I should
like to make to this bill, not anticipating that
I can induce the House to support the differ-
ent anendmenits to the bill-although I
think they are extremely fair and reasonable,
under all circumstances-but with a view
to having then placed on record in order
that, if any default be made hereafter, we
will have the satisfaction, at any rate, of
knowing what has taken place on this occas-
sion. It seems extraordinary that with
so short a road as this the coinpany should
require so many extensions before it is con-
structed, particularly where it has been
bonused to the entent of $5,200 a mile, and
I am told it can be constructed for $8,000.
But as the committee have decided to grant
the extension, I submit, but with this pro-
viso, that if the conditions are not carried
out as they ought to be within the time pre-
scribed, steps will be .taken for the purpose
of taking this charter out of the hands of
the present holders, and giving it to an-
other company. 1 believe another company
can be had, and I intend to take the pre-
caution of giving notice in order
that if they do not succeed, an application
will be made by another company at the next
session for a charter. As Ottawa has been
so often fustrated in projects of this kind, I
hope there will be no further difficulty in
the construction of this road. I do not sup-
pose that it is necessary to take a vote on

this occasion. I know I will be out-voted.
I know there was a unanimous feeling
against my motion in the committee, and I
do not intend to take a vote, but I wish tO
put my views on record. Of course any plan
the Senate may adopt is perfectly satisfac-
tory to me. It is a road that we all want,
and greatly desire, and it would be a profit-
able road for any company to build and
operate. With these observations, I shall
either withdraw the motion or allow it tO
be lost on a division.

Hon. Mr. MAcINNES (Burlington)-
am very glad indeed that the hon. gentle-
man has taken the course which he has on
the present occasion. I think it is very
proper.

The motion was lost on a division.

The motion for the third reading of the
bill was agreed to, and the bill was read
the third time and passed.

HAMILTON BLAST FURNACE COMl
PANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. MAcINNES (Burlington)
moved the second reading of Bill (69)
"An Act to incorporate the Hamiltn
Blast Furnace Company Bill."

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I am not at all
anxious to oppose the second reading of this
bill. Far from it, but I should like a little
explanation of subsection " L " of clause 5.
It appears to me we are getting very close
to the jurisdiction of the province O
Ontario. I will just read what it says:-

(1.) The company shal make due provision for,
take care and dispose of all waters and drainage to
the extent it disturbs or interferes with the saie,
whether froni artificial drains, natural streail or
watercourses, which drains, natural streams Or
watercourses the said watercourse and racewaY
crosses, touches or interferes with, and which are
in existence at the time of the construction of the
said watercourse and raceway.

(m.) All subsequent questions, disputes or con'*
plaints as to the constructions of new drains anfas to the alteration, enlargement and change
existing drains and of natural streams or water-
courses, and as to who shall inake such alteratioOSt
enlargements and changes and hy whom the eV
penses thereof shal be paid, as also any comPlae
or dispute as to the manner or sufficiency 0 e.
compliance with the provisions of the next preC
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ing paragraph, shall be inquired into, heard and
determined by the Railway Comrnittee of the
Privy Council in the same manner as is provided
for other matters to be inquired 'into, heard and
deternined by the said committee under the Rail-
Way Act.

Now it appears to me, wherever you want
to interfere with the municipalities in this
mnatter, that it should be left to the munici-
Palities themselves as well as the Railway
Comamittee. I think this question ought
to be settled by arbitration on the
spot as to who should pay. We are coming
'very close to interfering with the jurisdic-
tien of the province, and that is why I call
attention to it. I have no wish to oppose
the second reading of the bill, but I want
8& explanation on that question.

lon. Mr. MAcINNES (Burlington)-I
think the hon. gentleman will agree with
17e6 that these matters of detail had
hetter be inquired into in committee.

lon. Mr. McCALLUM-That is all
right.

The motion was agreed to.

1VISION OF THE STATUTES BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into a Committee
the Whole on bill (J) " An Act respect-

lng the Revision. of the Statutes."

lion. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.) - I
ePppose the hon. Premier knows that when

he last revision was made, there w'as a
a'>itt committee of both Houses to act with
e revisers of the Statutes. That custom
departed from now. Whether it is wise
nuot, I do not say, but at that time the

te Sir John Abbott, who was then a
tQemrber of the House of Commons, and

ne members of this House, were a joint
mvaittee and went over the revision with
e expert revisers, I just call attention

to the mnatter; I do not know why it is depart-
e from.

11en. Mr. OGILVIE- I think that was
the Criminal Code.

.]on. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
Flightly in error. The committee of which
sPeaks went over the work of the revisers
rter they had submitted it to the govern-

19

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL -
That is a matter which can be done, if it is
thought advisable, after the revision has
taken place. The committee did not ait
with the revisers, because the revisers had
to revise every Act, and it was afterwards,
submitted to Parliament.

On clause 2.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I understood there
would be some changes in that clause.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-My
hon. friend called my attention the
other day to the wording of the
second clause and suggested that some
words should be transposed. It
would not change the meaning but he is
under the impression, and perhaps others
may agree with him, that it would make the
language clearer. I submitted it to the
Justice Department, as suggested by my
hon. friend, and the Deputy Minister of
Justice preferred to have it remain as it
appears in the bill. As he was satisfied
that it would accomplish the same object,
I had no desire to change it.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-It is with some difli-
dence, of course, that I disagree with the
opinion of the Justice Department, but I
submit to this Chamber that the wording of
that clause is very defective and awkward.
I will point out the respects in which I
think the construction of the language is
ambiguous. The second clause reads:-

The commissioners may be paid such remunera-
tion out of any noneys voted for the purpose by
Parliament as the Governor in Council may think
proper.

Now I should like to submit for the con-
sideration of this Chamber, whether the
words "as the Governor in Council may
think proper" apply to the words "such
remuneration," or apply to the other words
"out of any moneys voted for the purpose
by Parliament." I claim, from the position
of the words in that clause as they stand
there, that the words "as the Governor in
Council may think proper" apply to the
words "out of any moneys voted for the
purpose by Parliament "-that is, that the
Governor in Council may pay this remunera-
tion out of any moneys voted for the pur-
pose by Parliament which they think proper.
The clause, in my opinion, should read this
way to clearly express the meaning which is
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evidently intended-" The commissioners
may be paid out of any moneys voted for
the purpose by Parliament such remunera-
tion as the Governor in Council may think
proper." In my opinion,that is the evident
intention, but the words as they are there
do not convey that intention. I should like
to call attention to the following words :
"Notwithstanding, if they be civil servants,
anything in the Civil Service Act to the
contrary." What that means I should like
to have any hon. gentleman who under-
stands it point out. I submit that it does
not mean anything. i presume what is in-
tended there is this, that if they be civil
servants, they may be paid notwithstanding
anything in the Civil Service Act to the
contrary. It certainly does not express that
as it stands now. If it does, I do not
understand the English language.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I think the hon.
gentleman's criticism of the first portion of
the clause is well founded. Although we
may know what the intention is, still the
language is capable of two constructions, and
I think it ought to be amended in the direc-
tion suggested by the hon. gentleman. With
respect to his criticism of the latterpart of
the clause, I do not think there is any pos-
sible doubt as to what it means.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I do not think
there is.

Hon. Mr. POWER-" Notwithstanding
if they be civil servants "-it means not-
withstanding anything in the Civil Service
Act to the contrary. Perhaps if the words
" if they be civil servants>" were put in
brackets it might be better.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-With respect to the
last words, I would put them this way, "if
they be civil servants, may be paid nothwith-
standing anything in the Civil Service Act
to the contrary." The Civil Service Act,
as I understand it, does not prevent the em-
ployments of civil servants.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Not if they work for nothing.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-It prevents them
being paid anything additional to their
regular pay, and the evident intention of
that part of the clause is that if civil ser-

vants are employed they may be paid in ad-
dition to their regular salary, notwithstand-
ing anything in the Civil Service Act to the
contrary. I move that the clause read as
follows :

The commissioners may be paid out of any
moneys voted for the purpose by Parliament such
reniuneration as the Governor in Council naY
think proper, and if they be civil servants, ma
be paid notwithstanding anything in the Civil
Service Act to the contrary.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- 1

first submitted this to the late Minister Of
Justice, as I happened to meet him, with
the suggestion that I thought the amend-
ment proposed by the hon. member for
Westmoreland made the clause read easier
and made it more easily understood. lle
read them both very carefully and declared
there was no difference between the twO.
I then submitted it to the Justice Depart-
ment, and I have just come from the de
partment. Mr. Newcombe, who ought
to know what he himself has drafted, said
he preferred the language of the clause as
he had drafted it.

Hon. Mr. POWER-That is natural.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--
suggested whether it might not remove anY
ambiguity to alter the clause. He answered
me, " I prefer it as it is." I said, " it is all
the same to me." I see no objection at all,
myself, to the amendment, and I therefore
accept it.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE, from the conmit-
tee, reported the bill with amendmentl1
which were concurred in.

The Senate then adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, 1lth March, 1896.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at The
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE OTTAWA CANAL.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL Id
on the Table a return to an address from the
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Senate for copies of all maps, reports, esti-
raates, &c., regarding the Ottawa Canal, and
especially those of T. C. Clarke and Walter
Shanly; also copies of all correspondence,
petitions, resolutions, reports and other papers
w1hich have been filed with the Honourable
he Minister of Railways.and Canals, regard-

Ing and in favour of the Montreal, Ottawa
and Georgian Bay Canal.

iâon. Mr. CLEMOW-Owing to the im-
Portance of the subject to which these papers
refer, I suppose I shall be in order to move
tbat they be printed and published for the
aformation of the public.

Ilon. Mr. POWER-No they should take
the usual course. They will go to the Print-
"'g Committee.

lion. Mr. CLEMOW-I think there is a
ltIle which would enable the House to order
the Printing of papers relating to a subject
Of Such importance.

lon. Mr. POWER -The committee will
realize the importance of the return.

Ilon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No
etWate member of either House can make a
tOtion which will incur a direct expenditure

mloney, and the only way that that rule
be avoided, when a member desires to
raplish an object such as my hon. friend
in view, is to refer the return to the

ýêting Committee.

'IARF ACCOMMODATION
PICTOU.

INQUIRY.

lion. Mr. PRIMROSE rose to-

AT

i,,Uquire of the government, whether it is their
tion to include in the Supplementary Esti-
& a sum sufficient to provide adequate wharf

m 0 Inodation at the terminus of the Intercolo-
u 1 ilway at Pictou, Nova Scotia, for the trade

e port, exclusive of five thousand dollars now
raced in the Estimates, and which it is the
tion todevote to the purpose of yard im-
ernente

ne said: Hon. gentleman in the few re-
a8 which I intend to offer in'connectionth the question which I have asked of the

e5 'er41nent, I desire to be as brief and con-
as I possibly can, consistently with

the matter treated of clear and in-
4çgie, both to the Government and to

19j

the members of this hon. House. I may
state that Pictou is a sea-port town, and the
terminus at that point of the Intercolonial
Railway. Several lines of steamers come with
their freight and passengers to the railway
wharf there-the Prince Edward Steam
Navigation Company's boats, daily in sum-
mer, at times the steamers "Stanley " and
"Northumberland," steamer running to
Magdalen Islands, touching at Cape Breton
ports, steamer touching at Gulf and Cape Bre-
ton ports. There are also a large number of
schooners from Prince Edward Island and
elsewhere, and quite a number of square rig-
ged vessels, which are engaged principally in
the lumber trade. A large quantity of freight
is brought by the Intercolonial Railway to
the Pictou terminus to be shipped by stea-
mers and sailing vessels to various points,
and a very large quantity brought by stea-
mers and sailing vessels, landed at the rail-
way wharf and carried by the Intercolonial
Railway to different destinations. There isa
railway wharf at Fisher's Grant on the other
side of Pictou Harbour, where this trade
was carried on prior to the construction of
what are known as the Stellarton Branch
and the Short Line, which have their con-
nections with the main line at Stellarton and
Oxford Junction, respectively, and terminate
at Pictou. Since the construction of these
lines, especially the Short Line between
Oxford Junction and Pictou, the volume of
freight has greatly increased. The Short
Line passes through or near a country, very
thickly wooded both in spruce and hard-
wood, the result being that an active and an
increasing business is being carried on in the
manufacture and shipment of hard wood
plank, timber, deals and other lumber, and I
submit that it should be the policy of the
government and railway authorities to foster
and encourage a trade like this which brings
large revenue to the railroad in the shape of
freight and otherwise, instead of allowing it
to be hampered and handicapped by a system
of wharf accommodation which the mer-
chants engaged in the business have time
and again pronounced to be totally inade-
quate to the requirements of the trade, a
state of matters which they have been
striving for years, but so far unsuccessfully, to
have rectified. In June, 1892, when the
then chief engineer and general manager of
government railways had given instruc-
tions to have cars sent down to the
wharf at Pictou to receive ballast dis-
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charged from vessels, preparatory to re-
ceiving cargo, a Pictou ship-owner, who
was also secretary of the harbour commis-
sioners, on application to the station agent
was informed that owing to the limited
wharf accommodation it was impossible for
the railway authorities to give a berth to
discharge ballast, and it was found even
difficult for small schooners to get berths to
discharge cases of lobsters into cars for
transportation. At this time too Mr. T. G.
MeMullen, of Truro, one of the largest
shippers of lumber in Nova Scotia, urged
upon the friends of the government at
Pictou to press the matter of more wharf
accommodation as he was desirous of shipping
lumber there, and the Pictou merchants
were certainly given to understand that i hey
would get suitable wharf accommodation on
the completion of the Short Line Railway.
There is an important matter which should
not be lost sight of in this connection, which
is, that in the charter-parties of vessels
engaged to load lumber, a certain number of
lay days are specified, and when the captain
of the vessel gives the shipper notice that
he is ready to receive cargo, the lay days
commence from that time, so that if the
shipper, through inability to provide a load-
ing berth in good time, is unable to supply
the cargo to the vessel within the term of
the stipulated lay days, he is liable to pay
heavy demurrage for every day's detention
of the vessel beyond the lay days named in
the charter-party. In the month of Septem-
ber, 1893, at a time when our vessels could
not get a berth on the Pictou side of the
harbour, I,accompaniedbyMr.D. Sutherland,
now mayor of the town of Pit tou, went over
toMoncton, N.B., totry, if possible, to arrange
with Mr. Pottinger, general manager of
government railways, that under the cir-
cumstances the railway should haul the
lumber from stations along the short line,
around to Pictou landing on the opposite
side of the harbour, a distance of about 21
miles further than to Pictou station wharfs,
charging no more freight than if the lumber
was hauled to Pictou station. Mr. Pottin-
ger was unable to make any further conces
sion than to charge us one-half of the addi-
tional rate which we would have to pay for
taking the lumber around to Pictou landing,
and a day or two after this interview I
started for Ottawa, to try and get the
matter settled at headquarters, and suc
ceeded to this extent, that for the season ol

1893, when vessels were so numerous that
they could not get berths on the Pictou side,
the lumber would be taken round to Picto"
landing for such vessels, at the same price
as to Pictou wharf. But why, I would ask,
should any imerchant, who is, by the conduct
of his business increasing the freight receipts
of the railway, and developing the resourcO
of the country to that extent at least, be
subjected to the annoyance, expense and
loss of time involved, in the first place, in
the experiences referred to by vessels at
Pictou station, and in the subsequeut rail-
way journeys, undertaken in the endeavoulr
to get matters rectified, or why should 0
shipper be obliged, by lack of proper whar
accommodation at Pictou station wharf,
to send his vessel to the wharf at the other
side of the harbour, where he can onlY'
by ferry running at uncertain intervals,
cross over to supervise the work of loadingt
&c., when, if she were loading on the Picto"
side, he could have her under his constant
inspection as the work progressed ? In 1894'
I think in the month of September,
my firm had the barque " Ernst
chartered, part of whose cargo was
to be provided from the short line'
and part from other points. Accordingl'Y
she went to Pictou landing to load cargo
from the main line there, and at the tin'e
when she was ready to receive the balan>
of her cargo from the short line, she foUi>d
that the berths on the Pictou side were
occupied. The cargo, consequently, had to
be shipped to Pictou landing, and she c0
pleted loading there. I would just interpo
late here that, while this is my 0**
personal experience in this matter, the
same has been experienced by many oth
firms. I then found the old trouble
freight rates revived, in consequence Of ea
instructions from Ottawa, which were gi
in 1893, being limited to that season. fi-
the " Ernst "waspassingthroughtheseePeI-
ences, others of our vessels were dailY eX
pected to arrive. Let us suppose for &
moment that full rates of freight to pictol
Landing were insisted on, as they might bo
in these cases, then all the shippers W

were obliged to send their vessels there t
load, would be at a very decided disadvanf
in the market, as compared with those *
were fortunate enough to secure a berl'
on the Pictou side. I wish particulOrj

- to draw the attention of the House to d
and ask whether the cry for refor#
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help of some kind is not a clamant one.
The state of inatters in May, 1894, is thus
described by a Pictou merchant, in a com-
Inunication to the head of one of the depart-
)Ients at Ottawa:-

No steps seem as yet to have been taken in re-
gard to wharf accomodation here ; and Mr. Web-
ster (the station agent) says he doubts if anythingWill be donenow this season. Theblock in the yard
18 something fearful ; almost impossible to move a
car anywhere, in fact the state of matters is per-
fectly scandalous.

It will, I think, be abundantly clear from
this recital of the condition of matters at
Pictou, that the $5,000 embraced in the main
estimates and which I am informed it is the

1Jntention to expend chiefly in yard improve-
1nents, is entirely inadequate, even if
Used exclusively for the purpose, to provide
the wharf accommodation which is absolutely
necessary for the requirements of the trade
Of this port, and [ would strongly urge upon
the hon. the Premier and the government that
'% sum sufficient to provide that accommoda-
tion should be included in the supplementary
estimates, and that the work should be exe-
enuted in accordance with a plan or plans
ubmitted by Mr. John MacDougall, M. P.

for Pictou County, and which are now, I
Iln1derstand, in the hands of the railway auth-
O1rities at Moncton. In conclusion, I would

Y, that I hope the government will in this
'natter be true to their antecedents, and to
the policy which has always distinguised
them ; namely, to disburse liberally from
the treasury for the purpose of enlarging

*Ild increasing the trade and commerce of
the country in every portion of our
Oreat Dominion, irrespective altogether of
.oclity. I hope that the explanations
14regard to the state of matters which I
have offered, and in which I think that I have
ben able to make a pretty strong case, will
"'foke from the government a favourable
Nesponse.

might not be adopted, or it might be adopted
and afterwards stricken out for various
reasons. So really, while the hon. gentle-
man has placed before the Senate a very
lucid explanation and advances very strong
reasons why this work should be carried out,
being as he considers of a public character
rather than of a private character, with
the statement he has made, I will see that
it is brought under the notice of the Minister
of Railways and Canals to ascertain what
recommendation he is prepared to make in
order to effect the improvements which the
hon. gentleman has indicated are desirable in
the interest of the trade.

FREE TRADE.
MOTION.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON moved:

That in the opinion of the Senate, a protective
duty iniposed in the United Kingdom, in any form,
will reduce the purchasing power of its population,
and to the extent that it does so, it will impair its
value as a market for our surplus products; that
an increase of one hundred million dollars
(£20,665,000) in the foreign trade of the United
Kingdom, in 1895 over 1894, is an evidence of
great national prosperity, while a decrease of six-
teen million dollars in the foreign trade of Canada,
during the past financial year, is an evidence that
our national prosperity is not being maintained
under protection.

That an excess of imports over exports in the
British returns amounting to six hundred and fifty-
two million dollars (£130,548,000), during 1895, at
the same time reducing their national deht and pro-
ducing a surplus revenue of twenty-five million
dollars, is an evidence that the purchasing power
of the people of the United Kingdom for the pro-
ducts of tho world, under free trade, has been
increased, and that the comforts of the population
have been added to by the excess of imports, while
a reduction im our exports of four million dollars,
and a reduction in our imports of twelve million
dollars, during the past financial year in Canada,
with an increase in our debt of $7,000,000, and a
deficit in our revenue, is an evidence of a de-
crease in our purchasing power, and a reduction
in the comforts of our population.

Several hon. gentlemen-Drop it!

'Ion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELIL- Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Some hon. gentle-
he only answer that I can give to the hon. men say " drop it," but I think I had better

?entleman is that which will be contained proceed with the motion, the gist of which
lu the supplementary estimates when they is contained in the closing sentence.
ýie laid before the Parliament. I am not That a closer union of the British Empire can be

a position, nor is it usual, to state in ad- more successfully effected by the adoption of the
aelie what will appear in any of the estim- present commercial policy of the United Kingdom
t As I already explained, the govern- as a basis, insuring greater prosperity to ita com-

ent or even the Finance Minister, or the ponent parts, greater freedom of action, and greater
W h power for good in its inherent strength, t han byeiister of Publie Works, might recommend the imposition of any form of a protective tarif

u1lm of that kind for consideration, and it upon the necesaries of life.
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Hon. gentlemen will realize that this is a our late High Commissioner bas given UP
very important question. It is one which his position and core out here for the pur-
I have discussed in the last four or pose of joining the government and initiak
five years before this hon. body more ing a new policy in the commercial life of
or less and it is a question that is of the country, that is preferential trade with
paramount importance, and I would ask in the empire. He commenced hy addres5

the consideration of hon. gentlemen to this, ing the Montreal Board of Trade in a
not as a doctrine which is chimercial, not as speech which he made on the 2Oth JanuarYY
a doctrine hostile to the interests of Canada and which bas been distributed far and wide
or to the interests of any one in Canada, but in a pamphlet which I have no doubt hion-
as one of great national importance. It is a gentlemen all have seen and proably ail
question that we have toi decide, whether have read. It is an interesting pamphlet
the national interests of Canada are being and with the ability which lie has alwaYo
maintained under our present policy, displayed in the handling of publie questiol
whetber it is desirable tbat we should strive it is worty of perusal. Ever since Sir
to advance the national interests of Canada Charles Tupper commenced to indoctrinat
and whether the policy which bas been the people of England with the views that
adopted with such great success by the are expressed in that pamphlet 1 have beeJi
people of Great Britain for the past half opposed to him in the policy that he thought
century is applicable and would be a motive it was wise for him to pursue. I tbought
Canada and at the same time increasing the it was a very unwise policy for him to
bond of union that does exist in the British attempt to educate in the interests of the
Empire. We bave, as a Parliament, only to colonies the people of Great Britain up tO 
power in advancing the national interests of protective policy. That the education of the
regard national interests; we cannot consider people of England up to a protective policy
what the effeet of a given policy may be on would react with unerring force agaiIISt
a certain locality or on a certain industry or the interests of all tbose countries W

on a certain individual. We are not seek in the United Kingdom a market for
here for the purpose of considering class their surplus produce and who have by e-
legislation if we act with justice in our perience learned to know that the rnarke
deliberations. We are oere for the purpose of Free Trade, England afforded the highest
of seeing how far we can advance the national pries for their surplus products, and the

interests of the country, great in extent with surplus produts which Canada product
great possibilities before us, and stretching and to that extent have afforded us the mOe

from the Atlantic to te Pacific with diverse valuable market we have been able to id
interests. How to promote the welfare of in any other part of the world or within OlUI
the omponentpartsof Canadain theirdiverse own boundry, or the adjacent markets in Ut

interets isone of those questions that we neighbouring country. Forthatreasonit s
have to consider carefully and gravely in tbe a inatter of very great importance how f
institution of any policy, the effect of we strive to indoctrinate the people of reat

which operates with equality upon the minds Britain, with the idea tbat a return to P'o
and prosperity of individuals, no matto tection as it existed in 1846 would be a Wise

wbere they may be settled. Our national stop eiter in the interest of the people O
laws are our guide to our national life. They GreatBritain themelves or in the interets
are the restricted influences and cause of the British Empire or in any of those for
people to advance or retrograde in their in- tions who fnd in that a consuming market-
dividual lives because they are broughtwith Not that say we can contribute to te
equal force and daily operate to guide us in- education f the people of England in ce
to one method or another method. For mercial matters in any shape and fond t

that reason it is wise, if we want to raise the influence the people of Great pBritan, but

national character of our people to the highest there is a sympathy and there is a constant
standard, that we should see that our laws effort upon the part of the statesmel Of
are directed for the purpose of carrying Great Britain to meet the views and wisho

out that pinciple. What has caused me of the Canadian people as far as they conr
partially to put this resolution on the sistently can without prejudicing the Gr
notice paper of the Senate, is the fact that este s of their own people. We do knoW ae
the Hon. Sir Charles Tupper who was that a generation who felt the burdna
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and hardships of protection in 1846

has passed away and it is possible
in consequence of the depressed state
of industries in the industrial world,
that they be induced to think and believe
that a return to protection would remedy
those evils. However, that may be, I do
lot think it would be a wise step for our

Uigh Commissioner, or Parliament, or people
themselves to strive to wean the people of
Great Britain from the commercial position
they have assumed under their free trade
Policy, to adopt that of protection. Al-
though the proposition has only been to
adopt a very sniall particle of protection,
the experience that we have gained of pro-
tection has been such, that if you introduce
the thin end of the wedge, you go on from
little to greater, and what was only
ilitended to be possibly a passing expedient,
Cornes to be a recognized principle from
Which we cannot release ourselves. The lion.
gentleman knew that in 1878, when the new
Policy was then introduced, it was really a
a readjustment of tariff, it was not a pro-
tective tariff, but as time went on, the
l)aterests that desire to maintain themselves
by protection have grown and grown to be
80 large that they have got a grasp on the
couiitry and it is now a very difficult matter
for the people of Canada, to overturn pro-
tection and to get release from what they
Properly term the thraldom of protection so
far as the interests of the country are con-
eerned. You often hear the remark made that
Other nations have never followed the
priinciple of free trade that England has

dopted. Well, the reason that I give for
that is, that the interests that think protec-
tion is absolutely essential to their individual
!uccess have been so great and the pecuniary
'nterests that are put forth to sustain and
COntrol governments in the interests of pro-
teCtion, those nations have never had the
strength, the power, the principle to enable
them to release themselves from that
thraldom. Great Britain is one of the few
80ountries in the world that has had the
strength of character to do that, arroused toit
by the persistent effort of Cobden and Bright.

Sai happy to say that there are some
nations now that are adopting that principle
111 its entirety. New South Wales, one of
Our sister colonies in Australia, has adopted
!nd copied the English commercial model in
it 8 entirety, and now collects its revenue
exactly from the same sources and in the

same manner as the people of Great Britain
collect it. A nation that has sprung into
existence, you may say, so far as the ob-
servation of the world is concerned, Japan,
has also adopted the principle of free trade,
and India is virtually free trade. Africa
that is now being opened up by British in-
fluence is also free trade-at least those por-
tions of it that are tributary and under the
power of Great Britain, and therefore we do
see gradually and slowly the principle ex-
tended and being more extended with-
in the British empire than other nations
outside of them. I say the time has
come when this large country of Can-
ada, that wants to be filled up with a
progressive and industrial population, it is
wise for us to consider whether we cannot
assist in the uniting of the British Empire,
in the building up of a prosperous British
Empire by adopting identically the same
commercial policy instead of selfishly isolat-
ing ourselves as we are at the present
moment, so that we niay prey on one
another, unjustly prejudiced by legislation.
I should like to criticise what Sir Charles
Tupper lays down. He lays down for his
guidance, the fact that since 1890 to 1894,
there has been a decrease of 47,700,000
pounds in the foreign trade of Great Britain.
He gives that as a reason why the people of
Great Britain should return to a prospective
policy. In addition to that he quotes Lord
Salisbury's and other statesmen's expres-
sions, as evidence of a change in the
mind of the public statesmen of Great Bri-
tain in the direction of protection. He
tries to hold out to the people of Canada, an
expectation that the idea is working in Great
Britain that they will adopt protection and
have a perferential trade within the Empire,
and then another view that he points out as
a reason why this preferential trade should
be maintained is that the trade of Great
Britian with her colonies has increased in a
greater proportion then lier trade with the
British Empire. Now those are the three
propositions that he lays down in his re-
marks as the reason why preferential trade
should be established from a British stand-
point, why also from a Canadian standpoint
it is worth our while to consider this question
because he tries to persuade us that British
statesmen are beginning to turn over to that
view. I would just like in a few words to
try and dispel that idea. Now in the first

place when Sir Charles Tupper quotes the
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figures £47,700,000 as being the decrease of
foreign trade since 1890 he has selected
figures in order to prove the case to his own
satisfaction. He has not selected the
figures to prove it in a just way because
if he had taken the figures of 1887 he would
have found that the trade had increased from
1887 to 190 by £65,000,000 and if he had
gone one year further back and taken the
figures of 1886 he would have found that
the foreign trade of Great Britain had in-
creased from 1886 to 1890 by £85,000,000,
or if he had taken the figures of 1895, the
year just closed, which were open to him
when he made his address before the Mon-
treal Board of Trade, he would have found
there was an increase of $100,000,000, or
£20,000,000, between the trade of 1894,
which lie quotes, and the year 1895, which
has just closed. So, therefore, the figures
that he has quoted in his address which is
being so largely distributed among the popu-
lation of Canada are misleading in that re-
spect. If you take the figures of 1886 and
the figures of 1894, you will find there is an
increase in the foreign trade of Great Britain,
and if you, go on to the year 1895 you will
find that the increase is still greater,
a fluctuation of five or six per cent in
the enormous trade England cokducts all
over the world is no argument. Now,
hon. gentlemen, the foreign trade of a coun-
try is a measure of its purchasing power.
The foreign trade of a country means this
that after your people have been supplied
with all the necessaries of life, that the
requirements to sustain the comforts of life
have beenprovided to the peopleliving in that
country, they have the power within them-
selves by labour to distribute the products of
that labour to the various markets of the
world and to draw from the markets of the
world their pay for the distribution of the
products of that labour. Now that is what
foreign trade is and to the extent that that
foreign trade exists to that extent it shows
the material wealth of the country of which
we have been speaking, its physical power
and national prosperity. To the extent the
world trades in your markets, to that extent
you exert a powerful influence among the
nations who share in that trade. We are not
able to quote returns to show the degree of
comfort that a nation may be enjoying within
themselves so far as their own internal
trade is concerned outside of the foreign
trade. We do know the cheaper the

commodities or necessaries of industrial
life the population of a country have to
support themselves with, the greater degree
of comfort they must be living in. To
the extent that the foreign trade increased
the amount of labour that is engaged in
that foreign trade, to that extent the wealth
and prosperity of the nation is increased, and
to the extent that that trade is free to
the same extent are the comforts of
the population increased by the cheapness
engendered through a system of free ex-
change through the absence of any artificial
increase of price. If the freedom of
exchange is equal on both sides-that is
to say both nations are dealing with one an-
other on the same basis of freedom of ex-
change, then prosperity is divided equallY
between the two of them, but if the free-
dom of exchange is on one side as it is in
the case of Great Britain as against other
nations, then the prosperity of Great BritaiO
is infinitely greater than the prosperity of
that nation that trades with her through a
protective or restrictive tariff. I do not
think there is anything to gainsay that pro-
position. I think that is as self-evident 8
it can possibly be because the broad fact
that a duty at the boundary line on the nec-
essaries of life, which are absolutely essen-
tial to the wellfare and the well-being of a
population and the life of a population, anY
duty that is placed upon those that adds a"
artificial cost to the price of these necessaries,
must naturally restrict the purchasing power
of the people uponwhom thisduty is imposed.
To the extent that that purchasing power 19

reduced by the imposition of a duty to that
extent the prosperity of a nation is retarded
because it depresses and decreases the erf-
ployment of labour within the nation '
boundaries. The purchasing power being
decreased, the less means the people have of
purchasing comforts for themselves and
their families, and the more expensiVeO
methods they have to resort to in order to
try and get beyond the boundaries of the
nation in order to try and find a market for
the surplus product of the peoples labour
Now I think that is borne out unquestion'
ably by returns. We find that through the
foreign trade of the following countries5-
have just collected a few of them for quOtar
tion-we find that the imports of France
were $959,000,000 and the exporte $825,-
000,000. Now there is an excess Of
imports over exports of about $125,000,O.
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The United States imports $73 1,000,000 and
exports $837,000,000. Victoria, one of the
Australian colonies, imports $60,000,000 and
exports $68,000,000. Victoria is a protec-
tive country, and New South Wales,
exactly the same population, alongside,
*orking now under free trade has
$77,000,000 imports and $100,000 exports.

. Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
1a only this year it is free trade.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It was almost
free trade before.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-How do you
8aY that that would be the purchasing
Power of the country ? Is it exports or
1vlhat ?

. Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yes, the purchas-
9 power of a country is measured by its

lIports and its exports. In so far as the
Ofnpetition in that country of those im-

Ports tends to reduce the cost of those
4eticles it increases the power to pur-
'hase them and increases their power to
00l'pete for trade in neutral markets.
£hat is the way the purchasing power is
'neasured. It is unquestionable that if you
°% buy a knife for fifty cents, and by a
%Ystem of duty you make that knife cost you
Onle dollar, it stands to reason that you
should buy two knives for the dollar where
YOu were only able to buy one knife before,
4d to the extent that you àre able to buy
to0 se two knives for the one, you are able
tdistributethe employment of labour within

e boundaries of the nation or in the
*Orld, by the necessity to manufacture two
kives instead of one. That is the secret of
1U!"land's purchasing power, the cheper the
4tticle the greater the consumption.

lion. Mr. McCALLUM-One jack knife
la enough.

lion. Mr. BOULTON-If you only want
% knife you can buy bread or beef or any

ng else with the other fifty cents, and to
ft extent the nation's trade is increased.

eaves you fifty cents to expend in other
OOn'odities, which means the employment

nore labour and a greater distribution of
hneceessaries of life.

Fon- Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-In
4-other country <1

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The hon.
Premier says in another country. It does
not make any material difference whether
that is made in anhther country or not,
because unquestionably there has to be
labour of somne kind or other in the country
that imports the knife to pay for it. It is
unquestionable that you cannot purchase
from abroad, unless there is labour at home
to earn the money in order to purchase
those commodities to pay for them, and
therefore the larger amount of foreign trade
that you are prosecuting, the larger amount
of labour must be industriously engaged in
your own bounds to enable you to conduct
that foreign trade, adding to the national
strength. The hon. Premier's idea is that
it is right to make the people pay double,
so that the people of another country shall
not produce anything we require even
though we may benefit by the trade.

Hon. Mr. MeCALLUM-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I do not think
that my hon. friend's mind is open to this
question. His mind is too set upon pro-
tection.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
What is the year in which you quoted the
figures in New South Wales ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I think, 1892 or
1893. It is taken froom our own Trade and
Commerce returns.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
New South Wales was a high protective
country in 1892-93. I was in New South
Wales in 1893, and it is only the last elec-
tion the majority of the people of that
colony returned a majority in favour of free
trade. We will know what the result is in
two or three years.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON.-If the result is
anything like what it has been in Great
Britain, they will have very great cause to
be thankful that they have been able to
throw off the burden of protection and the
grasp of protectionists. The next country
I wish to quote is Great Britain, which
has an export of $2,083,000,000, and an im-
port of $1,435,000,000. India has an im-
port of $464,000,000 and an export of
$568,003,000. Canada has an import of
$110,000,000 and an export of $113,000,000.
Germany, $1,040,000,000, with an export of
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$794,000,000. Now, hon. gentlemen
will see that Great Britain stands first and
Germany stands second. Great Britain imn-
ports exactly double what Germany imports
and exports exactly double what Germany
does. That populous country right along-
side, France, has a foreign trade of only about
one-third of what the people of Great Britain
have. Then take the United States with
70,000,000 of a population, and their foreign
trade is exactly the reverse of Great Britain
they export about one hundred million more
than they import which indicates a loss on
their trade and a decrease in the comforts
of their population under protection. The
following figures show how, under free trade
the prosperity of the people of Great Britain
is contributed to, by her excess of imports,
drawn from nearly every nation, under her
free trade policy totalling up a surplus of
imports amounting to six hundred and fifty
million dollars, this is not exceptional, every
year the same, without any increase in debt.
In the years when our imports exceeded our
exports, we borrowed largely and our debt
has been steadily increasing, increasing our
purchasing power by borrowing, while the
national debt of Great Britain has been
steadily decreasing.

The following table shows exports from
and imports to Great Britain with foreign
countries and British possessions:

BRITISH IMPORTS fromi.
Australia, $118,000,000;
Canada, 62,000,000;
India, 138,000,000;
Germany, 134,000,000;
Holland, 140,000,000;
Belgium, 85,000,00() ;
France, 220,000,000;
U. States, 450,000,000;

BRITISH ExPoRTs to.

Australia, $ 73,000,000.
Canada, 32,500,000.
India 150,000,000.
Gernany, 146,000,000.
Holland, 80,000,000.
Belgium, 65,000,000.
France, 102,500000.
U. States, 154,000,000.

You can see that from the various parts of
the world England draws $2,000,000,000 of
imports which go to add to the comfort of
the population, and the profit of trade is so
great in consequence of the freedom of ex-
change being on one side that the imports
very nearly double the exports or rather
there is an excess of $650,000,000 on the
exports. This is not a singular position to
the year 1895. It is a normal condition.
If you go back ten, twenty or thirty years
you will find that as the prosperity of the
nation increased or rather as the foreign
trade, the increased imports over exports
increased, which shows they are making
large profits every year out of the trade in

consequence of the policy that they adopted.
Now, many hon. gentleman are very fond of
saying that free trade is not applicable tO
Canada, that it is only applicable to Great
Britian, that is because she had the wealth
in 1846, because of her great wealth then
lies the secret of her prosperity to-day, that
is quite a mistake. It is purely the enligh-
tened commercial policy she assumed that
enables her to attain such, and maintain
such great power, prosperity and pre-
stige in the world to-day. It is her coin-
mercial policy. If she were to resort to
protection as the United States or Canada
or France has done, the wealth would leave
her coffers and the prestige would leave
her shores and her foreign trade would dim-
inish one-half-and perhaps more. NO
capital that she has made in the past would
she be able to retain under protection. The
change of policy would be quite sufficient ii
itself to destroy the capital, and impoverish
the lobour and todestroy their market, would
destroy the purchasing power of the people
of Great Britian if they were to adopt the
policy of the neighbouring nations and work
under the same conditions, the strength of
her national life is her free trade policY,
[ do not think that is open to question and
any effort that we make in order to induce
England to close her markets against the
world, to contract and add to the cost Of
the food or the material, that her industrial
population requires, to that extent the niark-
ets of Britian are destroyed for those cou-
tries like Canada and the United States
that desire to find a market there for their
surplus product.

Where would we be if we had not the mar-
kets of Great Britain to sell our agricultural
produce.to? Where were we before tee

were able to ship our cattle across tO
England, before a market for live stock was
to be found in England i The value of oor
animals to-day in the British market is $5
or $60 at a Canadian port of expOrt,
although met in England by the competitiOn
of the United States. Whereas the highes
price we ever got f rom the people of the
United States in past years was $26 a head-
That shows the difference between the valUe
of selling in the free trade markets and the
value of selling in a protective market
There is no comparison as to the prices th$
can be obtained. Therefore in resortiOg
to a policy that will diminish their power to
purchase at the port of entry it will have &
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disastrous effect upon the people who are
8eeking and enjoying that market, as a mar-
ket for the sale of their surplus products,
though they may foolishly reduce the profits
of the trade by protective restriction.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Is there any
person, to the hon. gentleman's knowledge,
in Canada advocating a duty by Great
Britain on Canadian products?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No. That is not
the point. What we are asking England to
do is to adopt an imperial protective policy,
that is to say, admit the products of Canada,
Australia, and other parts of the empire,
into her markets upon a protective basis.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-For an equiva-
lent.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-A preferential
basis.

Britain agreeing with the people of
Great Britain that a protective taxation
should be put on from an imperial stand-
point, then, as Lord Salisbury says, " we
will consider whether it is a fair proposition
and how far it would justify us to abandon
our commercial policy," but Sir Charles
Tupper has been very careful not to propose
an equivalent, his idea appears to be that
England should put on a protective tariff
against the world, in order that the colonies
may be benefitted, and the colonies are
going on pursuing their protective policy
just as usual. I can hardly believe that Sir
Charles Tupper is sincere in putting such a
proposition before the Canadian people or be-
fore the people of Great Britain. We have
it in our power now without any nego-
tiation to throw down our barrier in favour
of the United Kingdom and other parts of
the British Empire. It involves the admis-
sion of all those countries with whom we

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-There is a differ- have treaties but that will not affect us so
ence between an equivalent and a prefer- long as we maintain most favoured-nation
ential basis. It is however, a protective treatment with them. There is another
basis. That is to say, the colonies and the fatal objection to Sir Charles Tupper's
Irnperial Government undertake to put a proposition, and that is that anything
duty upon all foreign products and a pro- of that character sucl as taxation upon a
tective duty exactly the same as the people protective basis within the empire would
Of the United States put on. Of course carry with it representation in the Inperial
that is what you would call Imperial pro- Parliament. Hon, gentlemen know that the
tection. It is simply tranferring protection principle of taxation witlout representation
from Canada and from the protective col- is fatal to any cause, that it becomes of ne-
Onies that protect themselves in that way cessity that sucl a polioy as that would
aid making it an Imperial protection. necessitate representation in tle Imperial
boes the financial or commercial condition Parliament. No self-respecting people would
Of the United States justify the imitation of ever allow tlemselves to le taxed unlesa
their policy. There we have 70,000,000 they had a voice in the method of taxation.
People trading under the same conditions That involves representation in the Parlia-
Sir Charles Tupper proposes to apply to ment that las the taxing power. Thepeople
tritish Imperial trade. Where are the of Great Britain are not readyfor that, and
labouring classes most contented i In the from every standpoint I think the question
T nIited Kingdoni or the United States? of a preferential trade is neither likely to
The preferential trade if Sir Charles Tup- meet with any success in Great Britain
Per proposes is for Great Britain to put and it is fot wise for us to promulgate a
a duty upon foreign food or foreign ma- policy before the people of Canada at a
terial in the English market while still general election under the supposition, that
leaving Canada the right to protect such a thing is practicable or possible
uerself in her own market. If there is when it is both impracticable and impossi-
"nY hon. gentleman here who is going to ble from that standpoint at present what-
Propose such a one-sided selfish policy as ever the future may have in store. There is
that, I say that he need never hope in this however nothing to prevent us from throw-
World to have it adopted or even advocated ing down our bars in favour of Imperial
bY the people of Great Britain and it does commerce. Here is a clipping from the
110t reflect upon the wisdom of Can idian 0t tawa Citizen of the 3Oth June, 1892, when
etatesmen. If we were to take down the first Congress was sitting in London, and
Ou" barriers entirely in favour of Great here is what the Citizen cable sayst:
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London, June 29th-The Congress of the Cham-
ber of Commerce of the Empire debated nearly all
day Sir Charles Tupper's amendment, favouring
slight differential duties to Sir John Lubbocks mo-
tion in favour of a free trade union of Great Britain
and her colonies. Sir Thomas Farrar ridiculed the
proposal of the Canadian High Commissioner, amid
much indignation fron the Canadian delegates in
attendance. Sir Thomas Farrar contended that
Canadian trade was infinitesimal, compared with
the trade that would be lost to England by the ad-
option of Sir Charles Tupper's suggestions. "Should
Great Britain," asked Sir Thomes, "forego fifty
million of American trade in order to secure a prob-
lematical eleven millions from Canada ? Conceive
of England's production, if the United States
should conclude to offer free trade on the condition
of being accorded the same terms as Canada, and
England should be compelled, by a prior obligation,
to Canada, to reject the offer." Sir Thomas was
formerly Secretary of the Board of Trade.

Mr. Wm. McArthur, president of the Liverpool
Chamber of Commerce, strongly opposed Sir
Charle's proposition. He declared that the pro.
posals meant taxation of the British producer for
the benefit of the colonies. Sir John Lubbock
urged that Canada should use the McKinley tarif,
as i was a great chance for the Dominion to throw
open her ports, and invite the nations of the world
to trade with her, which would give her such pro-
gress as she had never witnessed before.

That is the position that was taken by lead-
ing men of Great Britain before that con-
gress. A number of our boards of trade
sent representatives from Canada and when
the vote came and they were accorded votes,
they threw their influence on behalf of Sir
Charles Tupper's proposition. Now Sir
Charles Tupper is asking the boards of trade
of Canada to send a number of delegates
across to England, or to have representatives
in England, to be able to vote and express
their opinion upon this question. If we
were to snatch a verdict in favour of pre-
ferential trade by sending representatives of
boards of trade in Canada, and voted that
this was a sound principle it would be
5,000,000 people dictating to 40,000,000.
Why does not Sir Charles Tupper come out
straight and say we will throw down our
commercial barriers in favour of Great
Britain, and await results ? I predict it would
be the glory of Canada. It looks to me as if
this preferential trade was a herring drawn
across the scent of protection to capture the
wily voter by snatching a verdict at the
trades congress. It would be reversing
things entirely. Anything of a prefprential
nature, anything that leads to a change of
that description, has to come from the more
powerful and wealthy nation, should come
from the greater numerical strength and

not from ourselves. Sir Charles Tupper
quotes Lord Salisbury in his Hastings
speech, made in 1891, as showing a dis-
position and indication to return to a pro-
tective policy. I should like to point out
to the hon. gentleman that he had no such
thought in his mind at that time. As Sir
Charles Tupper points out himself in his ad-
dress, that it was the action of Spain. The
United States were negotiating reciprocity
treaties with the South American republics,
and with nations upun a reciprocal basi.s. Their
idea in doing so was to have a preferential
trade, excluding other nations. They nego-
tiated a treaty with Spain in regard to Cuba
and Porto Rica, which Great Britain secured
as open ports to Canada on favoured nation
treatment, and the United States wanted to
close them to Canada through this reci-
procity treaty, and in order to do that
Spain had given notice of the abrogation Of
the treaty of 1886, which was negotiated,
and which threw the ports of Cuba open
to Canada and the people of Great Britain
under the most favoured nation treatment.
When Lord Salisbury saw that Spain waS
going to close her ports to Canada and to
Great Britain- in favour of a commercial
rival in the United States, then, he said, if
that is the policy that is going to be pursued
and a treaty is abrogated for that special
purpose, so that our commercial rivals may
receive benefits within the bounds of Spanish
authority, from which we are debarred
then we may find it necessary to take somne
step to exclude those nations that behave
in that unfriendly manner, but that is a
different thing from closing the doors on
friendily nations which are giving the mosW
favoured nations treatment to Great Britain,
on the same terms as to any other nation-
The two cases are entirely different. Lord
Salisbury knows perfectly well that if Great
Britain was to notify the various natiOnI
that the most favoured nations treaties were
to be abrogated, the people of Great Britai'
in their foreign trade would lose an immene
advantage in the conduct of it; not on1IY
an immense advantage, but in consequeice
of the people of Great Britain giving notie
of the abrogation of those treaties, theY
might retaliate and close their ports
to Great Britain, and so bring on '
commercial war to the detrimenlt
of the world generally, and to the
detriment of the interest of the people 0f
Great Britain and Canada. It is not de8r
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able, as I said before, that we sbould make
any effort to induce the people of Great
Britain to adopt any such policy. I took
that ground three or four years ago when we
adopted a memorial upon this subject.
Anotherpoint which Sir Charles Tupper made
was that the trade with the colonies had in-
creased in a greater ratio than with foreign
nations. I am prepared to admit that to a
certain extent, but still a very large propor-
tion of the trade of foreign nations is British
commerce. In India we have, in consequence
of free trade, transferred nearly the entire
tea trade from China to India. Some 20
years ago Great Britain bought most of her
tea in China. Now, in consequence of the
construction of railways and the development
of industries in India, an enormous amount
of tea (about 126,000,000 pounds) is now
grown in India and Ceylon, where before it
Was grown in China. What is the reason
of that? The reason is that the trade with
India is free ; that England could
afford to place her capital there and
ernploy labour that was available
there, in order to produce this article
and to procure the tea for the people of
Great Britain at a much less cost thai they
were securing it from China, because China
Would not conduct trade on the same basis
and therefore that great interest was trans-
ferred fromn a foreign nation to one of Eng-
land's greatest colonies or rather the Indian
tnipire. The same way with the rest of the
colonies. Of course Canada has enlarged her
boundaries verygreatly inthelast twenty-five
Years, opening up new fields and increasing
her population and industry in the wheat
fields of the west. The same way with
Australia, the same way with Africa.
These larger areas are being brought in as
Colonies of Great Britain and to the extent
that they are enlarging their boundries, to
the extent that trade is being developed and
Population and labour being employed to
that extent of course England improves her
Position above foreign nations. There is
1o doubt about it that trade does follow
the flag, and when restrictions are removed
it will follow it more. I realize this that
'We have a great country in Canada with
large resources and great possibilities.
That we have tried by protection to improve
Our position to advance our national inter-
eSte. but that I have come to realize is that
We have failed to do that, or that we have
reached that point where our advancement

can not be continued without going into
debt further. I give protection credit for
what it has done, but we have reached that
limit when circumstances warn us to change
our policy.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-No.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I can give facts
and figures to prove that that is the case. I
do not mean to say that the city of Ottawa
which collects money from all the country
and where it is paid out in monthly cheques
has felt the loss of prosperity by protection,
because if the revenue is not maintained in
consequence of protection, money is brrowed
abroad and paid out here in Ottawa. You
have here also the lumber interests and
lumber is a thing the world requires and
limited in its supply. You do not feel it,
but because the wealthy man does not feel
the necessity, because a wealthy city -like
Ottawa does not feel the necessity, you can
only take the public returns of the country
in order to realize how the labouring man,
the struggling man is getting on and it is
for this that we have to legislate and not
for the wealthy localities or the wealthy
people.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-How are labour-
ing men getting on now I

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-Never better.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It shows that
there is a depreciation in our industries
that our exports are falling off and our im-
ports falling off and to the extent that our
exports and imports are falling off there is
a depreciation in the employment of labour,
to produce those exports and purchase those
imports. Hon.gentlemen know very well that
our exports have fallen off some $4,000,000,
and when I say our imports have fallen off I
wish to emphasize again what I stated before,
that if you import anything there must be
labour in the country to pay for it; to the
extent our imports are decreased it is an evi-
dence thatless labourisprofitablyemployedor
it is more poorly paid. That is a self evident
proposition and therefore I include imports
and exports. I should like to take our
mineral returns; take the production of
Nova Scotia coal for instance, to show what
is being done in regard to that, out of
2,526,000 tons, 959,000 tons are placed in
Montreal by a duty of sixty cents a ton and
a preferential low rate on the Intercolonial.
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But so far as protection retards the export carrying on the industries of the country.
of coal, I believe the manager of the Domin- We import anthracite coal for the heating
ion Coal Mine voted against Sir Charles of our bouses, but bituminous coal is
Tupper at the recent election to secure the generally used for manufacturing purposes,
abolition of protection. I want to emphasize and a decrease of importation of bituminous
this that when you compare the position of coal shows that there is a decrease in the
the country prior to 1878 with its position industries of the country.
to-day, we have to compare so far as we are
able to extract it from the returns the on Si A Z B W
position of Eastern Canada and not take the
increase in our production as pertaining to H Mr. BOJLTON-If you have a
the advancement of Eastern Canada. If decrease in that which generates steam,
our exports have increased they have there must le a decrease in the productive
increased because the province of Manitoba power of the country. If you use gas yoU
send them out and British Columbia sends have to generate that gas.
them out and the North-west Territories
sends themout. The increase bas takenplace Hon. Mr. CASG irAIN-There is natural
fromthose sources andnot faromincreased h gas.
powers of production in Eastern Canada, Hon. Mr. BOULTON--That is verY
not on account of an increased prosperity in local. Takeiron as a sample. Iron ore
Eastern Canada. There is no discounting lias shown a decrease in production. I
that at ail. I finpl that frot 1885 down 1893 it was 125,000 tons, in 1894 109,000
to the present date that British Columbia to n t as
coal production lias almost trebled itself. tons,. an in C as dn -ere i 0tra

from those sourceseandsnotefromdincreasedngas.

Protection does not aid that, if anythg production of iron ore, and notwithstanding
it retards its greater expansion . the stimulous that we give te it. Then 
increasing the cost of its production. take the importation of pig iron. he pig
t oind that at the present date Nova Scotia iron that we made in 1893 was 65,000 tons)
coal export is 310,000 tons and the export of in 1894, 49,000 tons and in 1895 it 's
coal from British Columbia is 770,000 tons. r,
That gives you an idea of what bas taken 

place on the Pacifie Coast, so far as our importation of pig iron lias fallen from 56,-
exports are concerned, which are included 000 tons in 1893 te 32,000 tons in 1895.

in these returns, and which show the Hon. Mr. McCALLIJM-A good thing.
decrease of exporting power. Then mining
industries show that there lias been a large Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No, it is not
increase in the export fron British Columi- good thing.
lia, while were it not f rom the double pro- Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-We do ot
tection of duty and rates which the Public have t puy for it.
pay for, teo enable Nova Sotia coal to com-
pete with Pennsylvania coal in Montreal, Hon. Mr. BOULTON-If there is e
there would be a decrease in Nova reduction in the manufacture of pig iron 111
Scotia, while under f re1 trade the pro- Canada and a reduction of the importati0
duction by cheapening its cost of pro- of pig iron into Canada, there mut a
duction would induce its export. To secure reduction of labour that is employed in
this production Ontario pays nearly a million manufacturing thàt, which iron entera int 0
dollars a year duty on coal, and the public for the Canadian people. If you arethad
at large pay for the low rate on the Inter- using the materialif it is not produced l,
colonial. In 1892 export was only 181,000 the country or does nof core into the copig
tons, whule British Columiia exported 767,- try there muat de a reduction of labour
000 tons. Then the importa of bituminous the country-there muat be somethili
coal show a slight decrease in the lat three operating in the country which is re
or four years. The ion. gentlemen know per- tarding its progress which is reduc
fectly well that if there is a decrease in the the prosperity of the country i
importation of bituminous coal, it shows that consequence of the reduction of the aboul
the industries of the country are not being that is engaged in that indutry. It is per
maintained. That coal is a necessity for fectly seif-evident te everybody that OUI
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Productive power is operating in that way.
The public returns show it. It is shown in
unany ways. The hon. gentleman from
Victoria, who I dare say will advocate pro-
tection told me that his income had been
'educed $2,000 a year in the last two or
three years through the depreciation of pro-
Perty and the reduction of rents that he is
able to enjoy from his income in Victoria.
Then I heard another gentleman from St.
John tell us the same story. I have a letter
Which I received and I would say that with
the exception of my hon. friend on my left
here who does not seem ever to complain, I
hear a considerable amount of complaint.

lon. Mr. CLEMOW-Where?

lon. Mr. BOULTON-In various parts
as to the distress. A gentleman from Peter-
borough told me he had never known Peter-
borough to have been in such a depressed
state. They say it all over the country.
laere is a letter I got from one of my neigh-
bours in the North-west:-

I would very much wish your opinion at this
tine to know whether the duty will go off cream
separators this session or not-if the duty will be
lone away with by the lst of May. It should

never have been on as it keeps back local industry.
y son George in Minneapolis can send one for

1130, the same machine will cost me in Winnipeg
,200 but there will be duty to pay-this infernal

duty. I am offered from a store-keeper in Liver-
1, 18 cents a lb. all this summer for first class

utter on Liverpool quay.

There is a letter from my neighbour which
8hows if his statement is correct, and I be-
leve it is thoroughly correct that that man
i8 taxed $70 for the projection of a local
lrdustry which is the means by which lie
desires to earn his ,uoney on his farm.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
letter states that the man could sell him a
1'lachine for $130.

. Ion. Mr. BOULTON-His son, who is
a bank in Minneapolis, could send him

one for $130.

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then how do you make the duty $70?

lion. Mr. BOULTON-If there was no
dUty he could buy it for $130.

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
'hat would be about 65 per cent the way
you stated it 1

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-There is a variety
of things, of course, which tend to make
that. I do not know what the duty on
cream separators is. I am only quoting a
letter from my neighbour as to how far he
feels oppressed. Then he goes on to say:-

Everything is quite here, no business doing, oats
10 cents a bushel, wheat 18 and 19 cents, so much
for breaking the prairie.

Now hon. gentlemen there are the two
conditions. Oats are 10 cents. When I
left they were Il cents. Now they are 10
cents. In the province of Manitoba we
produce 25,000,000 bushels of oats and the
price of them is 10 or 11 cents a bushel
at the point of production. Now that
is a fair sample of what is taking place in
the North-west. The wheat is a low
grade in that particular locality on ac-
count of its being frosted, it is a low grade
but at the same time it is a very valuable
grade for feeding purposes, it is a low grade
for milling purposes, and the high grade is by
this time shipped out. But that is what that
man has got to pay for his separator, he has
to pay that increased price, I may say that
it is these extreme conditions that moved
me to come before this hon. House and see
if we cannot take into consideration the ad-
visability of taking the duty off of the nec-
essaries of life not only in the interests of
the national developement of the western
country but because it is retarding and in-
juring the prosperity of the whole country.
Nowwithregardto coal oil, I will just mention
there is another article that is highly protect-
ed and what do we find with regard to coal oil?
In 1890 the production of coal oil in Canada
was 10,000,000 gallons, in 1894 itwas 11,000,-
000 gallons. Now the importation of coal
oil in 1890 was 2,000,000 gallons and
in 1894 it is put down at 5,585,000 gallons,
so that you see that even the high duty on
Canadian coal oil is notable to keep out or
to keep pace with the importation of the
American article, that there the American
coal oil has almost trebled its importa-
tion since 1890, while the production
in Canada has increased very little. There-
fore if the production of coal oil is not being
increased under protection, for what other
reason I cannot say, where is the advantage
of taxing people enormous prices, increasing
the price of coal oil by the duties put upon
it for the national benefit of Canada if it is
not producing a desirable result. We have
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where I live to pay 35 and 40 cents for our
coal oil and $200 for our separotors and pro-
portionate prices for every single thing we
require and we have to do it with those
prices because there is not that freedom of
exchange with the customers who purchase
from us. If there was freedom of exchange
the people of Great Britain would be only
too glad to carry on a trade which would
reduce by competition the price of the arti-
cles that the farmers and the agriculturalists
of the country require and to the extent that
we are enriched, to that extent are we going
to enrich the country, and to that extent are
we going to increase the industry and the
wealth of the country and the wealth
of the individuals who are necessary
in the distribution of those products
whether they are mineral, whether they are
fishing, whether they are from the forest, or
agricultural, or manufacturing, or whatever
they may be. Now, hon. gentlemen I think
there is another point which I think is worth
observing. Here is a return in regard to
crime. It is an interesting return prepared
in our library here, by a gentleman named
Washington I believe, showing that the in-
crease of crime is coincident with the in-
crease of protection, and it is taken from the
statistics, at any rate it goes for what it is
worth. It is prepared by somebody who
has been able to get at the statistics taken
from Mulhill's Dictionary of Statistics, from
the United States census of 1890, from
Mullhal's Fifty years of National Progress,
and from a Year-Book.

The following are the facts and figures:

CRIME.

PROBABLE CAUSE OF ITS RECENT INCREASE.

The following figures and facts culled from
various authorities seeni to point to one condition
over which, in a free country, the community
have control, the presence or absence of which
would seem to be contemporaneous with the in-
crease and decrease of crime in all countries. The
increase of crime, so painfully apparent of late
years in Canada, the United States, France, and
other countries, and which is popularly attributed
to increased drunkenness, particular forms of
education, the presence or absence of certain
religious beliefs, would seen in addition to these
aggravating or ameliorating conditions to be affected
by circumstances more imediately under our
control, and for which we, as citizens of Canada,
are directly responsible.

A comparison of the criminal statistics of the
above named and other countries, where protection
prevails as their fiscal system, with the criminal
statistics of England and Japan where Free Trade

obtains, shows that crime increased rapidly after
the increase of protection in the first named
countries and decreased in England and Japanl
after they abrogated protection.

The criminal statistics of France are very signi-
ficant in this connection, as she had ten years
comparative free trade under the "Cobden Treaty,
(signed in 1860, abrogated in 1870 or 1871,) preceded
and followed by periods of high protection. The
following figures give the number of convictiofl
in France for the years named :
1850, 736,000 or 21 for every 1000 populatiol-
1860, 894,000 " 24-2 "
1870, 549,000 " 14·4
1880, 995,000 " 26·5 " "
1885, 1,111,000 " 29·5 " "
From these figures it appears that a decrease Of
crime, equal to 40 per cént followed the abrogatiol
of protection, and its re-imposition was followed
by a serious increase of crime of over 100 per cent
in 15 years. It will be noticed also that the mncreas
between 1870 and 85 was over 300 per cent mDore
rapid than between 1850 and 60. These figures are
very significant, when we consider that the protec-
tive duties were much higher between 1870 and
1885 than between 1850 and 60.

A glance over the criminal statistics of the
variouseprotected countries reveals the curious fact
that crime shows the most rapid increase in thos
most highly protected, and is decreasing in Englald
and Japan, and in these countries only since they
abrogated protection.

The well known tendency of protection to force
the accumulating wealth of the community into the
hands of an ever decreasing percentage of the
people, which necessarily involves an mncreasing
percentage of poor, no matter how great the
aggregate increase of wealth, accounts for the
increase of crime under this system of taxationi;
for the poor and crime increase and decreae
together in all countries and tinies.

This effect of protection on the distribution do
wealth is well illustrated by comparing the statisti"
of the United States under protection with thoe
of England under Free Trade.

Thirty five years ago 40 per cent of the peoPle
of the United States owned 90 per cent of th&
wealth ; according to their last census 10 per cent
of the people owned 90 per cent of the wealth.

(B)
Since England abandoned protection she bas in'

creased her affluent class (those subject to incomle
tax) eight tiies faster than population, and de-
creased ber poorest class (the paupers) 50 per cent
(C). These facts prove that the accumulating wealth
of England is beingdisseminated amongstanincres'
ing percentage of the population, in spite of te
laws of entail and primogeniture still in force
there, -- the design and effect of such laws being t*
check such dissemination.

Although such laws are not in force in the Unite
States a vast decrease in the affluent and colse'
quent increase in the poor class are apparent, silce
they adopted protection in the sixties, though the
aggregate increase of wealth was greater than i
England, owing to the new land brought under
cultivation ; all the land of value in England «Wa
cultivated long before she abandoned protection-

In the United States, between 1850 and 1890, tle
inmates of their prisons increased in number
per cent faster than population.
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(C)
In England, between 1841 and 1889, the number

of convictions decreased 71 per cent (C). In Japan
(Free Trade since 1866), the total convictions for
the following years indicate the improvement
going on there.

1886 1887 1888 1889
Seriouscrimes, 5,940 4,397 3,174 2,431
Lesser crimes, 96,474 79,723 73,279 86,555

(D)
In 1889 a serious failure of crops occured in

Japan, followed in 1890 and 1891 by earthquakes
and tires, the most disastrous since 1854. During
1891 the horrors were aggravated by storms and
Pestilence. The destruction of life and property
Was of appalling magnitude, involving the ruin of
Mnany and the impoverishment of millions of her
People (E). This series of visitations, and the sud-
den increase of poverty they necessarily entailed,
Were followed by a serious increase of crime, espe-
cially of the lesser sort during 1890 and 1891 ; but
this increase of crime was little if any more pro-
3 lounced than took place in France, the United
States, Canada, and other countries, since they re-
1:fposed protection ; and where an army of Chris-
tian teachers and philanthropists devote their lives
and means to the amelioration of the condition of
the poor and weak, where bountiful harvests and
Profound peace have prevailed for years, with
almost a total absence of any adverse visitations ;
thus indicating that this self -imposed and evidently
Yicious system of taxation created more poverty
11 these countries, and consequently caused more
crime, than resulted in Japan from the most awful
'eitations of providence.

(A) Mullhall's Dictionary of Statistics.
(B) U. S. Census, 1850 to 1890.
(C) Mullhall's Fifty Years of National
(1) Statesman's Year-Book.
(E) Appleton's Annual.

Progres. 1

That is a contribution of a very valuable
character, I think, in any discussion on the
qluestion of f ree trade or protection. Now,

on. gentlemen, I think I have detained the
IOuse a sufficient length in order to place
y views once more before the hon. gentle-

1M1en in regard to this question. As I said,
1 do not come before this hon. House in any
exPectation that this resolution will be
carried. I merely tàke advantage of my
Position as a representative in the Senate, in
order that I may be able to disseminate so
ar as it may be an educative force, the

V'iews that I hold. The views that are not
theoretical in any sense or form whatever,
that are not new, they are the views that
are justified by facts in consequence of the
8eeat prosperity of the people of Great
'itain. The depression in agriculture in

'1gland is quoted in opposition to free
trade, well, hon. gentlemen, is not the price
Of Wheat lowered everywhere ? The price
Of wheat will recover when prosperity

20

returns to other nations. Free trade in
Canada will increase the consuming power
of the people by increased population, and
consequently increased consumption, with-
drawing that much from competition in
the British markets. I do not think that
I can find one single, solitary member in the
Senate of Canada who would not welcome
in the highest degree, some means by which
we could form a closer union of the British
Empire. I may say the same in regard to the
people of Canada, the question of forming a
closer union, but not by a protective
policy : I believe that is an impossibility,
but there is a possibility of forming a closer
union by adopting the commercial policy
of Great Britain. The policy that Sir
John Lubbock advocates, the policy that all
leading minds in Great Britain advocate.
If we were to adopt the same policy as
Great Britain, the whole British Empire
trading upon the free trade policy, no mat-
ter what other nations may do, then I say
that the same prosperity that pertains to
the people of the United Kingdom, will fall
upon the shoulders and be shared in by the
people of Canada, by the people of Australia.
To the extent that they pursue their
industry freed from restrictions and to the
extent that they free their commerce and
their trade to that extent will they enjoy
that prosperity and the British empire will
stand out before the world, the most power-
full, the most enlightened the most indus-
trious and distributing to all parts of the
world greater comforts at lower prices to the
labouring population; inducing employment
and inducing all the beneficient advantages
that are self evident to the world at large
in the policy of the people of Great Britain.
You cannot handle an article or make an
article but labour is employed in some form
or other in dealing with it, not only in its
manufacture but in the collection of mater-
ials for its use in the distribution of it after
it has been brought into the country, the
collection and the distribution and the in-
dustry engaged in the manufacture of
whatever articles they may be, is increasing
the comfort and prosperity and increasing
employment of labour and distributing
wealth more equally year by year.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-And I say that
we as a nation, who have such a magnificent
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country and large resources, until we get
out into the world with those resources they
will be sealed interests as far as the country
is concerned, and our national character will
be impaired, for ever looking to the govern-
ment to bolster us up, by parental legislation.
We are at the present moment confined en-
tirely in the productive power of the people
of Canada, so far as manufacturing is con-
cerned, to the demands and requirements of
5,000,000. The very moment we change
our policy and abandon the home market for
the more prosperous and valuable markets
in the outside world, then, I say, you will
see a national prosperity and national
growth and national strength for the Cana-
dian people, greater than it is possible for
any of us to conceive at the present moment.
We have all the facilities, we have all the
advantages and we have all the opportunities
that the people of Great Britain enjoy,
which is access to distant markets and cheap
water transportation in eastern Canada, the
cheapest method of transportation. We
have all the material for constructing the
means of transportation, and they penetrate
to the heart of our country. With all those
advantages, I say, hon. gentleman, that
there is no trouble and no difficulty in the
world in our adopting the same policy
exactly as the people of Great Britain pursue.
So far as our revenue is concerned, the rev-
enue of Great Britain, which has now been
adopted in its entirety by New South Wales,
is voluntarily contributed by the people.
There is no tax which you are compelled to
pay-at least, a very small proportion of it,
excepting upon luxuries, such as spirits and
things of that kind. There are 20,000,000
pounds, collected upon spirits, wines and tea
and a few minor things of small importance.
The excise and import duties are in Great
Britain equal ; in Canada there is a differ-
ence of 55 cents between the excise on
spirits and the duty upon imports, which
represents so much loss to the revenue in
consumption.

Hon. Mr. COCHRANE-Do you call tea
a luxury?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No, that is the
only item upon which taxation is put, but
it enables no manufacturer to extract from
the public wealth a counterpart of the tax.
Then the next is the post office. That
is a large source of revenue. The tele-

graphs are a large source of revenue,
the stamps are a large source of revenue,
that is voluntary, that is a volun-
tary tax, it is a tax upon the profits of the
peopleand not upon the labour of the counl-
try, but you have taken it off the profits
and wealth and put it on the labour and in
dustry of the country. The people of Great
Britain are wiser than that. They put the
tax on the profits of the country and not 0-n
the labour of the country, because theY
know the labour means the foundation Of
wealth and national strength and free
trade secures a more equitable distri-
bution. We have adopted the opposite
course. We know the labourer must
buy flour and boots and a suit of clothes
and so on, and therefore, upon all those
articles a duty is imposed and a tae-
ation to the extent of 90 per cent of the
revenue of the country is extracted fro0
those whose incomes are below $500 a year..
I think the statistics prove that conclusivelY
whereas, if you change the system and adoPt
the English system and release labour frOm
taxation and make it a voluntary contrI-
bution your revenue will expand through
prosperity. We have reached the limit of 0 r
revenue paying power, and have had again to
impose a direct tax on sugar. That tax ham-
pers every industry for which sugar is required.
The British system of taxation is the faires
and least burdensome, and produces the
largest revenue. The labouring men of the
country are free from all taxation on nece-
saries appertaining -to their industry, and
under that system of collecting the revenue
the revenue of Great Britain stands out as
the largest revenue in the world, and as was
stated by the chancellor of the exchequer, it
is a revenue that is collected with les
burden of taxation to the people of Great
Britain than the people of any other natioo
enjoy, and therefore, hon. gentlemen, I 'e
in hopes-in fact, I do know and believe tha
a change is coming over the minds of the
people of Canada. The public returns are
an evidence of how they are feeling the
burden, how they must be feeling the
burden, and wise statesmen are thos
who do not wait till the expressionf
opinion is given at the polls, but see
far the public returns, which are our
guide in the general conduct of affairs,
operating to make the people dissatisfiýe.
the contrary, and I say there is every e
ence in the returns that I have broug' -
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fore you and which I could have multiplied commerce and wealth, and the other a
to a very great extent if I were to take the young colony separated from the centres of
time to do it, I say there is the very best wealth and population. I shah, however,
evidence that-not in the city of Ottawa place a few figures before the fouse, making
probably, or in the manufacturing circles of a comparison on the basis of population, by
Montreal or Toronto, but in the broad areas which I hope to show that this country has
of the country, the great mass of the people held its own commercially in comparison
are feeling the burden of the commercial with Great Britain. Should the comparison
policy that is now in vogue, and that appear utopian, or chimerical to hon. gentle-
has reached its tether, as shown by men, I trust they will attribute the neces-
the various tests we are able to apply in the sity for its being so to Shell River, rather
consideration of our public returns which in- than to myseif. In order to make this
dicates the general trade of the country. comparison I must go back to a period in the
The increase in the exports of the last two history of Great Britain when its population
Months which is recorded in our exports more closely agrees with that of the Domin-
cannot be taken as an evidence of our gen- ion at the present day. This will bring us to
eral trade as they are made up largely of the the year 1573 when the illustrious Queen
export of western produce and 2300 head of Elizabeth reigned. The population of Eng-
Cattle from the United States shipped lately land, omitting lreland and Scotland, was
by the Canadian Pacifie Railway through St. 5,500,000.
John, and the increase in revenue is largely The importa were.......$10,500,000
Made up by the direct tax on sugar which The exports were.........9,400,000
Waa not in existence this time last year.

lon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I
think hon. gentlemen will agree that
the hon. Senator from Shell River deserves

'uch praise for his essay on, and researches
, political economy. They are evidence

Of perseverance, hard work and brain power.
Whether future politicians will draw in-
sPiration from his speech, I do not know,
but at all events those who read it will derive
somre information. The practicability of
the hon. gentleman's theory at this stage in
011r commercial history is the standard by
which I measure it. He will find it difficult
to produce a fair comparison between the
condition of things in the Dominion, and
the conditions in England, which, from the
tiMe of the Norman Conquest, 850 years
ago, has been growing in wealth and popu-
lation, whereas the birth of this country
may be said to have begun on the ratifica
tion at the Treaty of Paris in 1763, about
130 years ago. I therefore ask how can
accurate data be had on which to found a
"6liable comparison between a country
which has been growing for so many
hundreds of years, and the growth of this
Young country If a reasonable comparison
Can at all be had. it must be on the basis of
PoPulation, and taking circumstances into
Consideration. The hon. gentleman will
4ddmit that without population there would
b io commerce. We find the one country
I the midst of the old world, surrounded
by Millions of people who contribute to its

20J

Thetotalcommerce in 1573..$19,900,000

Showing a per capita of... $3.62
I will now take the Dominion commerce

for 1893:-
The imports were....... $129,074,268
The exports were ....... 118,564,352

Total commerce ........ .$247,638,620

Showing a per capita of.. $45.00
as compared with $3.62 with equal popula-
tions. I am willing to make every allowance
for skill, science and facilities this country
now enjoys, compared with that enjoyed
by England in 1573, but notwithstanding
that allowance, and supposing conditions to
be equal, the commerce of the Dominion
stands in a high and proud position, and it
will be seen from the figures just quoted that
with equal conditions it would hold its own
against Great Britain. I will now take a
leap forward of 237 years, a long span, to the
year 1810 in the reign of George III. which
does not show very rapid progress. The
population increased at the rate of about
42,200 per annum reaching in 1810 for Great

Britain and Ireland . .. 17,800,000

Theimportsthatyearwere.$ 151,000,000
The exports ............ 294,000,000

Total commerce in 1810. $445,000,000

Showing a per capita of .. $25.00
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as against $45 per head for the Dominion.
These figures show clearly that the Dom-
inion with a population not one-third that
of Great Britain, imported and exported
eighty per cent per capita more than Great
Britain did in 1810.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Protection reign-
ed in England at that time.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-We
will come presently to the free trade era,
and the hon. gentleman will see that under
that system the returns in some years
showed declines. I now propose to show
that trade in Great Britain fluctuates, rising
and falling as in other countries. In 1820
the conimerce of Great Britain fell below
that of 1810-$75,500,000, and in 1830
there was the same decrease ; in 1850 there
was a considerable increase, amounting
to $400,000,000, over that of 1810-the
progress of forty years. But the most re-
markable increase took place in 1860, the
volume of commerce reaching $1,875,000,-
000 being as much as that of the previous
four years in Great Britain.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-That was under
free trade.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-That year the Con-
servatives were in power in England.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD, (B.C.)-In
1889 the commerce of Great Britain reached
its highest point, the imports being
$2,136,000,000; the exports being $1-
565,000,000, total commerce in 1889,
$3,701,000,000, the population at this
time being 37,800,000, showing a per capita
commerce of $98.00, and even in the face of
such figures, I have the courage to make a
comparison. We find that the Dominion
commerce per capita in 1893 was $45.00,
and this comparison being on the basis of
population, when I equalize the popula-
tion and bring that of the Dominion to the
level of Great Britain, our commerce per
capita would amount to $310 as agaiust $98
for Great Britain. Is it iot safe to say-
and well within the lines of reasonable
expectation-if we now produce $45 per
head, that with a population equal to that
of Great Britain, our commerce also would
be quite equal 1

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Why do you
multiply by seven ?

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Be-
cause my figures are entirely on the basis of
population and to bring ours up to that of
Great Britain in 1889. In 189)5 the com-
merce of Great Britain suffered a sharp de-
cline in imports and exports, $187,262,165
less than that of 1889, the chief decline
being in exports, again showing that
trade fluctuates, rising and falling as
much in Great Britain as in the Dominion,
from causes not always easily accounted
for. I could direct attention to the great
decline in one of England's staple products
-the iron and steel trade, which has
fallen off fully 100 per cent in 10 years,
whereas the production in Germany under
a protective tariff has increased from half a
million tons in1878 to5,825,000 tons in 1895-
Germany takes the pig iron from England,
manufactures it and exports it at lower
prices than their English comFetitors cal'
touch. The New Review contains an in-
teresting article on the subject, under the
heading "The Downfall of English Trade."
The writer shows that the German manu-
facturers are underselling their competitors
in the markets of the world, while paying
artizans as good wages as are paid in Eng-
land.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Do I understald
the hon. gentleman to say that the wageS
paid in Germany are as high as those paid
in England? That is not what we have
been taught as a rule, and I should like tO
know the hon. gentleman's authority.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Y0"
will find it in the article to which I have
called attention. A commissioner was sent tO
Germany some years ago to ascertain why
the German manufacturers were undersellit1
the British manufacturers, and the artizae
reported that while the general impressi0o
was that German artizans were paid les$
than English artizans, it was not so-that
the German process of manufacturing was
better, and they produced better iron than
their English competitors. Whilst Greo
Britain had the markets of the world to Pro-
vide for, she could indulge in the magnalli
mity of free trade; with all commerci9
avenues barred by high tariffs, can Sh
afford to continue a free trade policy ci
think not. The decrease in the exports 0
any country is no sign of a decline il'
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progress, but rather a sign of the lack of
purchasing power in the country which
imports. That the United States does not
take so much sawn timber as in former
years, may be attributed to two causes-
first, that the depression and disturbed
financial policy cf that country for the last
three years bas retarded its progress, and
lessened its purchasing power. Second,
that it may be producing more within its own
borders, therefore requiring less of our pro-
ducts to supply its wants. Then, again,
any decline in exports to Great Britian of
food stuffs may be reasonably expected.
The more wheat and beef sent in by the

Jnited States, the Argentine, India and
Russia, the less it will take f rom us. Again,
the tonnage of trade may be as large as
hitherto, but the exceptionally low prices
prevailing makes the cash returns less
and the volume of trade appear less.
It is well known to students of history
that although England was at war almost
continuously froin 1795 to 1816, she carried
the war into other countries, whilst within
her own borders the ravages of war were
avoided. When the greater part of Europe
Was harassed and torn to pieces, with
sword in hand day and night, instead
of the plough, the loom, and the forge,
England was able to prosecute ber home in-
dustries, build ber ships, and manufacture
for herself and the rest of the world ; then
the millions of ber own money borrowed and
spent in those warlike days, with the interest
On her national debt going into the pockets
of ber own people, gave ber the advantage
over all the nations of Europe, and laid the
foundation of commerce strong and deep.
It must also be remembered that, when this
foundation was laid, England's policy was
not free trade, but she had a good round
revenue tariff to help ber. It is quite
Possible that should this country progress as
it bas in the last seventeen years, and main-
tain its present fiscal policy for 100 years,
it uay be able to do as England bas done-
remnove all barriers, and come to free trade,
but that will not be in our day. I intend
to close my remarks by making a comparison
Of Dominion trade with Dominion trade, by
wVhich I will show that we have gained under
a quasi protective policy more than we have
under a low revenue tariff. I will first
take that period in the affairs of this country
lrom 1870 to 1879-ten years under a
revenue tariff. To make up the ten years,

I am obliged to add the year 1879 to the
previous time.

The imports for those ten
years with revenue tar-
iff were.............

The exports in the same
period were .........

$1,029,217,505

795,072,350

Total commerce ... . $1,824,289,855

I now take the period from
1886to1895-10years.

The imports for that pe-
riod under a quasi pro-
tective tariff were. . . . $1,175,907,195

The exports for that pe-
riod were ........... $1,013,017,216

$2,188,924,411

Showing a difference in
favour of high over low
tariff of . ........... $364,634,556

Hon. Mr. BOULTON--The hon. gentle-
man is forgetting entirely that Briti-h Co-
lumbia, Manitoba and the North-west Ter-
ritories were not included in the first period.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD-We have to
take the Dominion as it stands Under the
revenue tariff system our commerce reached
the highest point.

The imports in 1874 and
exports in1873 being. . $218,603,504

And for the period under the quasi pro-
tective tariff the highest point ever reached
in our commerce was in 1893, being $247,-
636,620. This shows a difference between low
and high tariff in one year's transactions of
of $29,635,116 in favour of our national
policy. Is that afalling off in tradeItisa gain
in ten years over a previous ten years of the
enormous sum $364,634,556, a gain suffi-
cient to wipe out the whole public debt of
Canada and leave $100,000,00 0 besides. Not
only bas this gratifying increase in our com-
merce taken place, but the development in
many directions bas been very great-thou-
sands of miles added to our railway system,
millions added to the capital embarked in
different enterprises and to the wealth of
the country, thousands more hands employ-
ed, fewer idle men, and much less want
among our poorer classes than there was
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during the period of low tarif from 1870 to
1879. I submit to the decision of this
House whether the hon. gentleman bas made
out his case, that the commerce of the coun-
try bas declined, or whether I have proved
my contention, that the commerce and gen-
eral interests of the Dominion have greatly
increased in the last ten years over the pre-
ceeding ten, and that on the basis of popu-
lation our commerce is quite equal to that of
Great Britain.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-The hon. gentle-
man from Shell River asked us if we desired
to add to the comforts of the people of this
country ? I reply that I for one do-that I
want the working man of this country to be
comfortable, and to see his children well fed,
well clad, and well educated. Now, are not
the people of this country well fed, well
clad, and supplied with means of
education to a larger extent than any other
nation? Is there any country in the world
where people are more prosperous than in
Canada? I do not believe there is. The
hon. gentleman lays down the doctrine that
the more we buy the better off we are. In
my opinion the more we buy the worse off
we are, if we have not means to pay for what
we purchase. The hon. gentleman agreed
with me when I said that we had to pay for
our imports with our exports, yet he con-
gratulates Great Britain because she imports
more than she exports. But how does Great
Britain make up the difference? Let the
hon. gentleman consider for a moment that
Great Britain is the banker of the world,
that she bas money loaned in almost every
country of the globe and that the interest
on those investments helps her to pay for her
imports. But we in Canada have no money
to lend ; we are borrowers, and that changes
the case entirely.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-We are getting
into debt further and further every day.

Hon. McCALLUM-The hon. gentleman
should approve of that. He would have us
deeper in debt than we are if we were to
adopt the policy that he advocates and buy
more than we could pay for. I should feel
very much better pleased if our exports were
a great deal more than our imports-it would
show that we were making money. There
has been a depression all over the world.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-There is no de-
pression in England.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-There may not
be among the wealthy, but there is depres-
sion in England among the poor, and the
poor are heavily taxed. England collects as
much revenue from the tax on tea and cof-
fee alone as we collect from customs alto-
gether. The poor man in England is toO
poor to buy milk and his tea and coffee and
beer are taxed. What is he to do ? Drink
pump water, that is the only beverage that
is free. In this country tea and coffee are
on the free list. I say let us continue our
present policy ; we are doing well under the
national policy. I want to see this country
producing and manufacturing all that the
people require to give them all the comforts
of life.

Hon. Mr BOULTON.-No matter what
it costs them !

Hon. Mr, McCALLUM.-We will pro-
duce it by the labour of our own people. If
you purchase an article abroad and bring it
into the country, it soon wears out and the
money is lost to the country ; but if it is pro-
duced here, the money that is paid for it is
distributed among the people, and when the
article is worn out another can be produced
in the country to take its place. Our Own
people are employed instead of foreigners,
and the money is kept in Canada. Look at
the position of the Dominion in the world
to-day-see how well our credit stands
abroad! I claim that there are not 5,000,-
000 people on God's footstool who are better
off than the Canadian people. What a
nation Canada will be in the future with
the advantages we bave ! I am only sorry
that I was born too soon to live to see Can-
ada fulfil her great destiny.

Hon. Mr. COCHRANE.-You will staY
a good while yet.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM.-I hope so, bUt
nations do not develop in a few years.
England collects from customs duties about
$100,000,000, of which $17.000,000 'g
derived f rom the tax on drink used by tbe
people-taxation upon what the hon. gentle-
man admitted to-day was a necessary Of
life.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON.-I did not saiy
that it was a necessary ; I said it was a
luxury.
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Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Then I mis-
Understood the hon. member. Whether the
hon. gentleman considers tea and coffee
necessaries of life or not, the people of this
Country certainly consider them necessaries,
or at all events great comforts, and the policy
of our government is to admit them free of
duty. Now as to preferential trade within
the empire, I cannot see anything very alarm-
Inlg about that policy. The hon. gentleman
says that Sir Charles Tupper is trying to
induce the people of England to adopt pro-
tection, and my hon. friend îs trying to show
the Canadian Senate how beneficial free trade
Would be to us. I cannot see any harm in
that either. I say here as a Canadian, as a
-ritish subject -I an proud of being one,
too-that if we can make an arrangement
With the mother country whereby they can
give us an advantage in their market, par-
ticúlarly for the agricultural productions of
this country, we can afford to give them ad-
vantages for their manufactured goods in
this country.

lion. Mr. ALMON-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. McCALLIM.-That is my
idea of it. Is there anything wrong in that ?
I do not expect to convert the people of
Great Britain from. free trade altogether.
They are married to it. It is applicable to
their condition, but it is not applicable to
Ours. We could not get along with it at all.
It may do very well for them, but it won't do
for us. The hon. gentleman speaks of put-
ting the matter before the people of the
country as if it were something new. It was
t4lked of before the people of this country
Years ago, and many think that if the people
Of Great Britain can give us a preference in
their markets we can afford to give them ad-
'antages in ours. The hon. gentleman talks
a'ut freedom from taxation in Great
Britain. If you have a wagon you are
t4Xed about £1 10s. If you have a cart,t he tax is 15s. If you have a gun you are
taxed from £1 to £3, and if you have a ser-
vant you have got to pay a tax of from £1
tO £3, and if your game keepet employs a
Servant he has to pay large taxes.

ion. Mr. POWER.-Don't you think
YOu shouldi

lion. Mr. McCALLUM.-I do not know
Whether I should or not. At least, we have

'o got down to that in this country. If a
bird comes on your farm in Canada you can

shoot it without being fined for your sport;
you cannot do that in England. When the
hon. gentleman holds out before us Canadians
the great freedom they have in England, we
should reflect that we have more freedom in
Canada.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON.-Freedom to kill
ail the game.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-We do not want
to kill it all.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Imisunderstood what
the hon. gentleman said.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-And we do not
have to pay a license here to catch fish or
shoot game. Consider just this duty on tea.
In England they are rejoicing that it is go-
ing to be permanent revenue. The return
says:-

As the estimated increase of the population is
at present under 1 per cent per anuum for the
United Kingdom, whilst this advance is at the rate
of 2·6 per cent, the tea revenue would appear to
be in a very healthy state. The increased quantity
consumed was 5,653,000 lbs. There is at present no
sign of any discontinuance of this favourable con-
<lition of an important branch of revenue.

Free trade England taxes the people $17,-
000,000 for the tea that they drink.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It does not seem
to reduce the ability of the people to pur-
chase it.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I have explained
that the capitalists in Great Britain are the
bankers of the world. Do you nean to say
that no people in England drink tea but the
labouring classes? The masses drink it.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It is all consumed
at five o'clock teas.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Compare the
condition of our people with that of the
people in England. They are no better off
than the people of Canada. Our working
men are much better off, and they know
it. There is another point that I may say
something about in reference to Great
Britain. She has other sources of revenue
besides her exports. She has the employ-
ment of her vessels. Whatever they earn
over and above expenses goes to enrich the
country where the owners live. We derive
some revenue here under that head and if
you add that to our revenue the exports will
come up pretty wsll. When I buy anything,
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I want to see how I will pay for it, but the
doctrine that my hon. friend lays down is
the more you buy the better off you are.
That is not the opinion of the people of this
country. They are very careful how they
buy. It is all very well if you bring in raw
material to be manufactured in the country,
but the Canadian tariff allows most of the
raw material to cone in free. There
has been a great deal said on this question,
and the people understand it very well.
It has been part of the announced policy
of the reform party that they were going to
have free trade as they have itin England,but
lately they abandoned that idea pretty well.
I think the hon. gentleman, like the last
rose of summer left blooming alone, is the
only advocate of the policy remaining.
The party are wise in abandoning a
policy which is wholly unsuited to our cir-
cumstances. If they were to come into
power to-morrow, they could not change the
tariff very nuch ; they must have money to
carry on public improvements and to pay the
expenses of government.

ed here, and we do manufacture it here, and
that is one reason why our imports are dim-
inishing. If we manufacture for ourselves,
we do not want to buy abroad. A reduc-
tion of imports is a good, healthy sign, be-
cause it shows that our people are employed
in producing what we require and we should
continue that policy. Until I see good rea-
son to change my views, I shall stand by
that policy no matter what government is in
power. If there should be a change of gov-
ernment-and many think there may be-
and the ministry should depart one iota
from the present commercial policy, the
people would not stand them long.

Hon. Mr. POWER- suggest the hon-
member had better move the adjournnent Of
the debate and allow us to finish the order
paper.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Better finish the de-
bate now.

Hon. Mr. POWER-No, we cannot finish
it to-night, unless we sit pretty late.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Do you think there Hon. Mr. ALMON-Don't you think we
is any danger of their coming in? have had enough of this rot i

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I do not know:
that is in the hands of the people. Certain-
ly there is no chance of their coming in, as
long as they stick to free trade as they have
it in England. I am satisfied of that, be-
cause the moment you adopt free trade, you
come to direct taxation and the people of
this country know what that means. They
have direct taxation now in many provinces
of the Dominion for municipal government,
and they would not very willingly pay taxes
to support the Dominion Government also,
because they go upon the principle that the
dancers should pay for the fiddler, that the
tax should be collected from the consumer.
It is collectedin Canadanow moreonluxuries
than on the necessaries of life. There is one
thing of which I do not approve. I do not
like reducing the duty on wine ; we have lost
revenue by it. I do not like to legislate for
the rich and against the poor. I did all I
could to try and prevent that because, we
produce good wine in this country. We can
produce all that is wanted in Canada to
make men feel comfortable, and I should
like to see it used in every house. I
like to see the furniture, stoves, clothing,
everything required in a house, manufactur-

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM moved the ad-

journment of the debate.

The motion was agreed to.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (32) " An Act respecting the Winni,
peg Great Northern Railway CompanY.
(Mr. Kirchhoffer.)

Bill (36) " An Act to incorporate the
South Shore Suburban Railway CompanY.
(Mr. McKay.)

CANADA AND MICHIGAN BRIDGe
AND TUNNEL COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr.McINNES (Burlington) moved
the third reading of Bill (42) " An Acý
respecting the Canada and Michigan Bridge
and Tunnel Company."

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I had intended to
move that this bill be not now read the third
time, but that it be read this day six Imonthbs
but I do not know whether the majority of
the House would support my motiOn'
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However, I am anxious to put myself on
record as being opposed to this measure, for
several reasons. In the first place, the river
that the company propose to bridge is
an international river, belonging to the
Dominion of Canada in part and to the
Ulnited States in part, yet we are asked to
authorize the construction of a bridge over
a river only half of which belongs to us.
One clause states where in United States
territory the piers are to be situated-that
is exceeding the powers which belong to us.
We are legislating that a bridge shall be
built over property which belongs equally to
us and to the nation next to us, and that
Work shall be done on territory with which
we have nothing to do. The answer to that
is that it cannot be done without their
consent. Our undertaking to do so is an
insult to the United States. If the United
States were to do anything of the kind, in-
Stead of twisting the lion's tail they would
be twisting the beaver's tale. Supposing I
sold a piece of land and told the buyer that
he could put a bridge over a neighbour's
Property, of course he would not get the
right from me to do it, and it would be an
insult to his neighbour. If the United
States had passed such a measure, I should
have said it was an interference with our
rights, and I think the United States may
Very properly say that we are interfering
With their rights. I have still another
reason for opposing this bill. When the
board of Trade of Montreal came here, we
did not listen to them as we should have
done. There were a few men in the com-
littee who knew as little about the river as
1 did. I am telling you now the secrets of
the Committee, but I do not think the
cornmittee should be a star chamber and I
do not think my mouth or the mouth of
any member of the committee should be
closed. I do not think the representative
from Montreal was treated as he should
have been. He said the Board of Trade of
Montreal objected entirely to the bridge
heing constructed over that river and who
Were the next to object to it? The owners
Of vessels which ply on the Detroit River.

lon. Mr. POWER-I had no idea that
n1Y hon. friend was going to discuss the
rueasure.

thon. Mr. ALMON-Did not I tell you
that we would not have time I

Hon. Mr. MAcINNES-With the
permission of the House I move to have the
bill read the third time on Monday.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I think it is a wrong
measure and we should throw it out.

The motion was agreed to.

THE PEARSON DIVORCE CASE.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ADOPTED.

Hon. Mr.KIRCHHOFFER-I have wait-
ed all afternoon to move the adoption of this
report of the Divorce Committee and there
will be no debate whatever. I move the
adoption of the report.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I object to that
report. What does the respondent want
the money for? To defend herself.? She
wants the money because she claims to be a
pauper. I heard that she was not. I think
that the funds should not be granted to her
to rake up evidence and bring witnesses
from as far as California to prove charges
against her husband. I do not think she
should have the money.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-I might
say that the bill is going to be withdrawn.
I merely make this motion to put the matter
in proper form. The bill is not being
proceeded with.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate then adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, 16th March, 1896.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

DELAYED RETURNS.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B. C.)-I should

like to know when the returns that I have
been waiting for so anxiously will be brought
down. On Wednesday last the Premier sent
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a note across the House to me stating that
the return was in course of preparation and
would be brought down in a day or two. I
refer to the correspondence which took place
between the representatives in the House of
Commons and the Board of Trade and City
Council of the city of Victoria, with the
Postmaster General respecting some post-
office clerks and letter carriers of that city.
The order was made by this House on the
13th July last. I hope the return will be
brought down without further delay. I am
perfectly satisfied that it can be prepared
inside of an hour by any typewriter or clerk
in the department.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-In the absence
of the Premier, I cannot give the hon.
gentleman the information that lie desires,
but I will have it for him to-morrow, and I
have no doubt that any promise which was
made to the hon. gentleman will be carried
out.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B. C.)--There
is danger that the hon. gentleman may, if
this is not brought down soon, move for
remedial legislation.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (56) " An Act respecting the Mont-
real Island Belt line Railway Company."-
(Mr. Bellrose.)

Bill (60) " An act respecting the Thou-
sand Islands Railway Company."-(Mr. Mc-
Millan, in the absence of Dr. Sullivan.)

Bill (50) " An Act respecting the South
Western Railway Company and the St.
Lawrence and Adirondack Railway Com-
pany.-(Mr. Bellrose.)

Bill (63) "An Act to incorporate the
Peat Fuel Company."-(Mr. McKindsey.)

Bill (54) "An Act to incorporate the
Edmonton District Railway Company."-
(Mr. Perley.)

THE PEARSON DIVORCE CASE.

REPORT PRESENTED.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER, from the
Committee on Divorce, presented their re-
port recommending that the petitioner be
given permission to withdraw his bill. He
said: When the committee met this morn-
ing, counsel for the petitioner appeared and
stated that in consequence of the counter

petition which had been filed, in which all
the charges of misconduct against the re-
spondent had been denied under oath, it
would be necessary for him to produce a large
number of witnesses, many of whom lived in
the United States. At this late period of
the session, it was unlikely that the petition
could be pressed forward to a conclusion
and he asked leave to withdraw the bill.
The counsel for the petitioner stated that
the respondent had due notice of the ap-
plication to withdraw the bill.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I understood that
the report which was made the other day
recommended that a sum of money be given
to this wonan to help lier to prosecute her
suit. I have no objection to money being
given to a woman to defend herself, but I
have very strong objection to money being
given to enable her to make any counter
charge against her husband. There are
many instances where it would be wrong tO
furnish money to a woman who is accused,
as the respondent in this case is, although
it was the custom of the House of Lords tO
do so. In all probability, now that such mat-
ters are referred to judges, a divorce case
is conducted on the sane line as a
criminal prosecution brought against a
pauper, the Court furnishes a lawyer and
pays the expenses of the witnesses. In
some cases it may be a hardship that the
money should not be furnished by the bus-
band to the wife to defend herself, but to
furnish money to her to bring in a counter
charge against her husband, would be very
wrong indeed. Everybody knows, and no
one better than a medical man, that wonle"
are often jealous of their husbands without
a cause. The medical man is often made
the father confessor in such cases, but when
a woman confesses to him she does not cOn'
fess her own sins, but confesses the sins Of
her husband, and I think if she knew that
all she has to do is to come to this House,
and apply to the very good-natured chairmnan
of the Divorce Committee, who would gralt
her money to bring an action against her
husband, and look up all the witnesses she
could find against him, she would bring o
a suit unless she was appeased by a presell t

of a sealskin coat, or something of that kind.
The reason why I interrupted the hon. gel"
tleman on Friday last, when he brought in
his report, was because I understood that it
contained a recommendation to grant mOn>eY
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to the woman, and I wished to know to
What purpose that money was to be applied.
The hon. gentleman complained that, on
account of my request, he was detained here,
aid prevented f rom listening to the splendid
speech delivered by the Hon. Mr. Foster in
the other House. Had he been in his place
in, the Senate, he would have heard from
the hon. member from Sheil River a speech
renarkable for fluiency and elegance of lan-
guage, but which, I confess, he may have
heard on several former occasions. I think
the greatest pleasure we experience in
hearing an old song is that it recalls the
1emory of bygone days, and several of the
sPeeches that I have heard on Free Trade
ini this House recently have the same charm.
I expect we will hear a good many more of
them before this session is over.

lon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-Under or-
dinary circumstances I would move that
this report be adopted, but having been
Pulled up so shortly the other day by the
Juilior member from Halifax, I move that
't be taken into consideration to-morrow.

The motion was agreed to.

CANADA AND MICHIGAN BRIDGE
AND TUNNEL COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

lon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.), in the
absence of the Hon. Mr. MacInnes (Bur-
lilagton), moved the third reading of Bill
(42) " An Act respecting the Canada and
Michigan Bridge and Tunnel Co."

Ilon Mr. ALMON-Before this bill is
ead the third time I wish to make some few
obervations about it. This bill, I am aware,
haS passed it first and second readings, and
bee reported from the committee-but I
& anxious that my name should appear as

ing opposed to the measure. In the first
elace-I may be wrong in this-but I think.ls a very improper thing. The Detroit
Iver is the joint property of the United

ýtates and the Dominion of Canada.

leon. Mr. FERGUSON-The hon. gen-
lean who has charge of this bill is absent,

and as there is some opposition to it, I sug-
gest that it would be well to postpone the
tibrd reading until to-morrow.

Several Hon. MEMBERS-Go on.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-The Detriot River,
as I have said, is the common property of
the United States and Canada, and it is very
wrong that any bill should pass the Cana-
dian Parliament to put obstructions in that
river, which would interfere with navigation
in the slightest degree, without having the
concurrence of the United States Govern-
ment in the first instance. If a bill of this
kind had passed the United States Congress
and was sent to us, I would say it was an
insult to this country. I have no doubt
I will be told that even though we pass this
bill it need not necessarily be assented to
by the United States, but would I have a
right, when I sold property to a man, to say
that he should have right of way across an-
other man's property to get to it ? The
answer to that would be I have no power to
give such a right. I think it was Lady
Mary Wortley Montague who said, " he
comes too near who comes to be denied."
I think we should not ask for anything
that we have no right to get, but there are
more serious objections to this bill. When
it was brought before our committee there
appeared in favour of the bill the lawyer who
promoted it, and the hon. member from
Ottawa, and it must be a very bad railway
bill that he would not support. It was
opposed by a representative of the Montreal
Board of Trade, who informed us that it
was protested against by the Hamilton
Board of Trade and the Boards of Trade of
Kingston, Prescott and other places as well,
and that the strongest protest came from
the owners of vessels who used the Detroit
River. They protested against any obstruc-
tion being placed in the river, and the
reason they gave was that when they came
to Detroit there was a bend in the river and
that the obstructions caused by the piers
could not be seen until they were about
upon them. Detroit is a city of 300,000
inhabitants, and is a large manufacturing
centre, and the smoke from the factories is
blown by the prevailing winds across the
river, often obscuring the view. Besides,
there are often fogs and snow storms on the
river, and it is sometimes impossible for the
captains of the vessels to see their way for
any distance before them. The vessels which
pass through this river have a tonnage larger
than the vessels going up the river Thames
or the river Mersey, se that you can under-
stand the magnitude of the traffic on the
Detroit River. There is a steam ferry which
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crosses every five minutes, and likewise
large steamers conveying railway trains
across, and therefore you can see how very
necessary it is that no obstruction should be
placed in the river. I am told that higher
up the river is narrower, and I daresay that
at some future day the river will have to be
widened there, but that is no reason why
anyone should be allowed to dam the river
nearDetroit. Thegentleman who gave usthis
information was sent to represent the owners
of steamers which ply on the Detroit River.
He was a native of Kingston and was a fine
specimen of a Canadian, but unfortunatly was
born before the National Policy was adopted,
and therefore, being unable to make a living
in his own country, emigrated to the United
States. But as the national policy gets
more developed, as I trust it will be after
the next e!ection, those Canadians who have
been obliged to go to the United S!ates to
earn a livelihood will return and take their
places among their countrymen. The repre-
sentative of the steamboat owners spoke
strongly of the danger which this bridge
would cause to navigation if built. He ex-
plained that he was in the habit of towing
barges laden with ore from Lake Superior.
The vessel with the tow ropes attached and
the barges made a line nearly three-quarters
of a mile in length. You can imagine such
a tow coming down towards this bridge,
with a current of 2>, miles, and being obliged
to turn aside to pass a steamer; there would
be danger of the barges being wrecked on
the piers. The answer to that was that this
bridge will be very well lighted. Of course,
it will, but Detroit is well lighted, and
Windsor on the opposite side is well lighted,
and the lights of the towns might confuse
the lights of the bridge and it would be im-
possible on a snowy night to see them. I
take an interest in this, because J have a
vivid recollection of some incidents which
occured in Nova Scotia. One evening there
was a tug coming from Sydney to Halifax
with a couple of barges laden with coal.
The evening was stormy and she hugged the
shore, but the storm became so violent that
the captain of the steamer was obliged to
cut the tow ropes in self defence, and the
barges were driven on the shore and all on
board were lost. He remained with the
barges as long as possible, and the conse-
quence was that his vessel was lost also, and
the following day twenty" corpses were
brought into Halifax. Are we not exposing

these men who have trade on the Detroit
River to similar accidents ? They think that
we are. I will give another instance: Capt.
Gulford, a braver sailor never trod the plank
of a ship, was sent with a government steamer
to tow a vessel from Parrsboro' where she
had been recentlv built, to Digby where she
was to take in her spars and rigging. While
towing her a storm came on and he was
obliged to let the vessel go and every soul
on board perished. When we consider
these things, and when we bear in mind that
the Board of Trade of Montreal must know
something of what they are talking about,
that the Boards of Trade of Hamilton and
Prescott must know sonething about it, and
that these men who trade and risk their
lives and property every day on the Detroit
River have protested against the bill, we
should hesitate before consenting to anyOne
putting an obstruction in the river. Hlon-
gentlemen think it will be a high bridge, but
the bill provides that the company can
either build a high bridge or a low bridge.
A high bridge will cost four times as much
as a low bridge, and it is not very likelY
that they will construct the more expensive
one. It may be said, however, that the
United States Government have not given
their consent; but that they may if we pas
this measure. On the contrary, the evidence
given to us is, that they will do nothing Of
the kind. When President Cleveland Was

spoken to on the subject, he said: 'You
know we are opposed to piers in this
country." The men may be, but the wo3en
of the United States are not and take every
opportunity they can to get them, as
never hear of any of them refusing one.
think when you soberly consider this ques
tion, you will be disposed to share the credit
with me of opposing this bill. My ho-l
friend from Truro will no doubt join me.

Hon. Mr. McKAY-Certainly not.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)--I h&ve
no complaint to make of the remarks of the
hon gentleman from Halifax, but they COrne

a little too late. This bill is to amend au
Act already in existence. Some years ago
this company got a charter to build a tunIe
or a bridge. No action has ever been tak
under it, and the United States Governe
never passed a corresponding measure
of course without that this bill will be Uge
less. Evidence was placed before us that
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there are many places in the Detroit River
Where the channel is only 300 feet wide.
If this bill is passed, a high level bridge is
to be constructed 145 feet above the river
With a span 1,100 feet wide. With an open-
ing three or four times as wide as the narrow
Part of the river, where is the danger to
navigation i

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-There are chan-
ntels only 400 feet wide and rocky on each
side in the Detroit River.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Evi-
dence was furnished that there are channels
of less width than the span of this bridge
and that in addition to this span of 1,100
feet there is clear water for 400 or 500 feet
between each pier and the shore. So the
Hiouse will see that there can be very little
'upediment to navigation. The company
forrerly had power to build a low level
bridge so that there can be no objection to
this amendment. The navigators ot those
Waters are perfectly satisfied with the height
Of the bridge. They stated that there are
Very few vessels which would require that
height, and with such an enormous span, if
they get the concurrence of the United
States Government in the matter, there will
be no danger at all to navigation.

lon. Mr. VIDAL-The statements which
have just been made by my hon. friend from
'Victoria are calculated to mislead the House.
There is no similarity between the narrow
Parts of the river, through which vessels
have to pass, and the obstructing of the
Wider channel by placing two piers in what
lbight be called the navigable part of the
river. There is no comparison between the
two. In the narrow parts of the river there

ns no obstruction in the way of vessels com-
lfag down with the current.

lion. Mr. McKINDSEY-The banks are
there.

Rlon. Mr. VIDAL-They do not take
'essels on the banks. Surely hon. gentle-
rnen must see that there is a vast difference
beween placing obstructions in i he river and
having a narrow channel without any obst-
ruction. I live on that river and know the
traffic which passes up and down and am
failiar with the requirements of navigation
there, and to my judgment it would be very
lijurious to the interests of navigation to

allow these piers to be placed in the channel.
No one has objected to the height the bridge.
The middle span is to be 145 feet above the
water, and that will be ample for all purposes
of trade, because we know that now there is
a tendency rather to lower that to heighten
the masts of vessels in consequence of the
preponderance of steamboats and tugs.
It is an acknowledged possibility that the
river could be spanned by a high level bridge
without a pier in the river; it is simply a
matter of cost. Allusion has been made to
the fact that they already possess power to
construct a low level bridge, and that instead
of asking for additional privileges, the pre-
sent bill merely grants the alternative of
the erection of a high bridge. That is
very apt to mislead us. It is true that as
theAct stands on our StatuteBook they have
power to construct a low level bridge, but
it might just as well not be there. The
United States authorities would never con-
sent to the construction of a low level bridge
with draws on that river; consequently,
it is of no value whatever and does not
affect the present question. We had be-
fore us, in the committee, representatives
from the Boards of Trade of Montreal
Kingston, Hamilton and other places, all
protesting very strongly against those piers
being put into the river. Surely we ought
to listen to those protests. Who are better
authorities as to the requirements of navi-
gation than the Boards of Trade? They
would not, as a matter of taste or fancy,
say that the river was not to be obstructed
by piers. Their objection is a matter of
business, and because the bridge would in-
terfere very seriously with the safety of
navigation on that river. The arguments
which have been brought against it, we can-
not of course bring fully before the House.
I have no intention of doing so, but I am
not willing that this bill should pass the
House without my objections against it
being placed on record. My objection to
giving them this addition to their old char-
ter is not that I have any fear of
the bridge being built, for I have
not the slightest expectation that the
United States authorities will allow
those two piers to be put in the river.
We have had experience of how they deal
with such cases at Washington. A4n at-
tempt was made to get legislation to bridge
the North River, and it was proposed to put
in a span two thousand feet wide. The bill
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did pass Congress, but so strong were the
representations made to the the President as
to the danger of obstructing navigation on
that river, where there are no vessels to be
compared with those going up the St. Clair
and Detroit Rivers, that the President
vetoed the bill. I have no very great fear,
then, that the company will be allowed to
obstruct the Detroit River, because it requires
the assent of the Congress of the United
States before it can be done, but this is my
objection to the present bill-that by
passing it in the Senate the advocates
of that measure can go to Washington
and say, "the Senate of Canada have
looked into this thing and they approve of
the building of this bridge. They do not
consider it an obstruction to the river."
That is why I very much regret the fact that
it is likely to pass this Hou§e, and, so far, at
any rate, as Canada is concerned, give the
Company authority to put an obstruction in
the river which would be dangerous to
navigation.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM- I know the
Detroit River. I have had boats running
there for 10 years at least, and hon. gentle-
men must remember that although this bill
may become law, the Company must get
concurrent legislation in the United States
before it can go into effect. But when hon.
gentlemen talk about the great danger at
Detroit, with a channel a thousand feet
wide, and two other channels 527 feet wide
at each side of the river, it shows they have
not studied the question much. When we
go down the river a little further and get to,
the Lime Kiln Channel, you have to go
through a channel 400 feet wide which is
1,500 feet long. The evidence given before
the committee showed that there is a current
of 2½ miles at Detroit, whereas the current
at Lime Kiln is 4½ miles. Hon. gentlemen
put a great deal of stress about towing
barges behind vessels with long lines. What
will any man do that understands his busi-
ness in that case ? If he comes in close
quarters, he will shorten up his tow line.
If I thought there was any danger to navi-
gation at all, I would not consent to the
third reading of this bill. The United
States have got ten tons going through the
Detroit River where we have one, and if
they choose to permit this bridge to be built,
I say that the Canadians ought to be satis-
fied. Even if they choose to destroy the

navigation of the Detroit River, we have got
another string to our bow.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN - The Ottawa
Canal?

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-No, but we cal'
build a canal f rom Lake St. Clair tO
Rondeau, which will shorten the distance
very much, and there will be only one lock.
There will be only the fall from Lake St.
Clair to Lake Erie. There was no opposl-
tion in the committee to this bill that
amounted to anything-two or three voted
against it, but the committee was almost
unanimous in adopting it. Let the United
States, who are more interested than we are,
oppose the construction of this bridge if
they choose to do so. This bill cannot go
into effect until the Company get legislatiol
there.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I propose
to lay before the House some facts which
were presented before the committee, which
I think will remove any doubts which may
linger in the minds of any gentlemen whO
were not present and who did not hear the
arguments which were adduced on both
sides. The hon. gentleman from Sarnia, whO
opposed the bill very strongly in the coff-
mittee, and who still continues to oppose it,
mentioned that a few years ago we passed a
bill here to enable the Company to build
low level bridge but that simply because it
did not obtain the concurrence of the United
States Government it never went into effect.
That is true, but he forgot to mention that
it was stated by the representatives of the
common carriers of the United States that a
duplicate of this bill is now before the
United States Senate and has passed the
proper committee of that House and the
representative of that carriers ascociatiol'
whom I have mentioned-who was opposing
the bill not only in the United States but
in Canada-expressed the opinion that the
bill would pass the Senate and flouse of
Commons of Canada and Congress as well'

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-Not at all ; decidedlY
the reverse.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-In the
lobbies of the House he stated that he h'ad
no doubt it would pass. I know he did not
make that remark in the Committee but ho
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made it in the corridors of this House.
Now, what is asked for is permis-
sion to build a bridge across the
Detroit River, and I find that on
the Canadian side the first span is no less
than 527 feet. Then over the main channel
there is a clear span of 1,100 feet; and on
the United States side there is another space
of open navigable water of 527 feet. Now
while the different spans of the bridge are of
such generous dimensions, we find that
section 8 of the ship channel, being a
channel through the bar at the mouth of
the Detroit River 2¾ miles long, is only 800
feet in width. - Then we have the Lime
Kiln Crossing to which the hon. gentleman
from Monck has referred, which is only 440
feet wide, while it is 1,500 feet in length.
Then again section 7 of the ship canal, being
a channel through Grossé Pointe Flats,
Lake St. Clair, is only 800 feet wide while
it is 5¾ miles long. Section 6 of the ship
channel, being a channel above and a channel
below St. Clair Flats Canal, which has a
total length of two miles has a width which
varies from 300 to 800 feet and is only on
the average 380 feet. The St. Clair Flats
Canal 1 miles long, is only 300 feet wide.
Section 4 'of the ship channel, being a
channel through a shoal in Mud Lake, St.
Mary's River, 1½ miles below Sailors' En-
campment Island, is only 300 feet wide while
it has a length of 1 miles. Section 3 of the
ship channel, being a channel through a reef
in St. Mary's River abreast of Sailors'
Elncampment Island, is one mile long and
300 feet wide. Section 2 of the ship
Channel, being a channel in Little Mud Lake,
St. Mary's River, between the lower end of
Sugar Island and the lower end of " Dark
sole," is 300 feet wide and four and a half
tiles long. Hay Lake Channel is nine and
a half miles long and only 300 feet wide.
St. Mary's Falls Canal is 100 feet wide. Sec-
tion 1 of the ship channel, being a channel
at Round Island Shoals, St. Mary's River,
has a width of 300 feet, with a length of
three-quarters of a mile. This makes up
Over 18 miles of 300-foot channel fron Lake
Eýrie to Lake Huron, Dot including Lime
Riln Crossing and over Il miles of other
Channel varying from 300 to 800 feet. All
this evidence was laid before the comnmittee,
the opponents of the bill made no attempt
tO dispute its accuracy, and I cannot under-
ýtand how any hon. gentleman taking an
1112Partial view of the subject can for a

moment consider that the placing of two
piers in the Detroit River at a point where
it is over 2,200 feet wide, leaving three clear
channels for ships to pass through, would be
a serious impediment to navigation. If tugs
having any number of barges in tow, from
one up to a dozen, can successfully navigate
these narrow channels to which I have
referred, is there any probability that they
will run foul of, or come into contact with,
these two piers, especially when they have
no less than 1,100 feet to go and come upon?
Besides, as my hon. friend from Monck
says, the current there is scarcely perceptible.
There is only two and a half miles of
current at Detroit, while at the Lime Kiln
Crossing, the current runs at the rate of 41
miles an hour. I certainly think that we
ought, without any hesitation, to pass this
bill. Reference has also been made to the
report of the Board of Trade. I was pained
to hear from the gentleman who had the
bill in charge that, unfortunately, the ship-
ping of Canada upon the great lakes is not
only at a standstill, but is actually decreas-
ing, while that of the United States is in-
creasing enormously. Figures were given
to show the rapid strides of the shipping
belonging to the United States, and I must
confess that I was surprised to see that so
great an increase had taken place within the
last few years. The point I make is this :
if the United States, whose inland shipping
is increasing so rapidly, are satisfied that
such a measure should become law, why
should we in Canada whose shipping on the
lakes is for the time at a .standstill, endea-
vour to place any obstacle in the way of
building this bridge? I have no interest in
this matter personally, but I happen to
know the place; and I cannot conceive for
amoment that one-fourth of the danger which
now exists in some places to tugs and the ves-
sels which they may have in tow, can be ex-
perienced if the bridge is built. Two or three
large lights placed over each pier, one at
each side of the pier, would be a guidé at
night, and there would not be a tithe of the
danger to property and life that there is at
the present time. No less than three
passenger lines of ferry boats ply between
these shores at intervals of five minutes, to
say nothing of the huge railway ferry boats
that carry to and fro the cars and their living
freight of passengers. I know that a great
many persons entertain the idea that a
tunnel should be constructed instead of a
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bridge. I believe the Grand Trunk Rail-
way some years ago tested the ground in the
vicinity very thoroughly, beginning a tunnel
on both sides of the river, but many lives
were sacrificed from the foul gases which
were generated during the progress of the
work, and in the end it had to be abandoned.
From what I can learn, it would be almost
an impossibility to tunnel under the Detroit
River and to escape the poisonous effects of
these deadly gases. As far as concerns the
difficulties presented by the soft and yield-
ing nature of the strata underlying the bed
of the river, means can be found to overcome
them, but I am not aware that science has
sufficiently advanced to do away with the
danger f rom the gases which must be en-
countered.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-If
the reasons for the legislation which is
now before the House have been fairly set
forth by the hon. gentleman who has just
taken his seat. I think there is very little
reason for passing the bill. We have had
read to us a list of the various channelsalong
the route across which it is proposed to con-
struct this bridge, and I am- sure all hon.
gentlemen must have been struck with the
extreme narrowness of these channels extend-
ing as they do for many miles in length,
both above and below the bridge but the
hon. gentleman has not told us the width
of the channel at the point where the bridge
is to be constructed.

Hon. Mr. McINNES, (B.C.)-Over 2000
feet.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-I
happened to be present at the meeting of
the committee during which evidence was
given respecting the bridge, and I then
came to the conclusion-as I thought most
of the members of the committee would
have done, but which it seems has not been
the case-that it would be a very great and
serious obstruction to the river to have these
piers placed in the deep water of the chan-
nel of the river. It appears that at this
particular point in the Detroit River there is
a very large amount of traffic. In 1895
30,000 passages were made either by vessels
or canal boats, carrying in all 30,000,000
tons of freight past the city of Detroit.
Besides that, there is, as was mentioned by
the hon. gentleman who has just spoken, a

very large amount of traffic across the river.
There are ferry boats carrying over the rail-

,way cars, and there are ferry boats carrying
passengers as well. A vessel travelling
along or across the river can easily keep out
of the way of another boat, but it would not
be so easy to avoid a fixture like the piers
which it is proposed to erect. A collision
with a pier of this kind is a very serious
matter indeed. It is a very different thing
to have a pier in the river to having a sand
bank there. Some hon. gentleman has said
that there is a sand bank near where the
pier is to be constructed. Now a vessel
grounding on the sand bank would not be
injured materially, but if it were to strike
against the pier it would in all probabilitY
be sunk. I think in a place of that kind it is
a hindrance to commerce to erect a bridge
and that it would be very injurious to traffic.
Although the space between the two piers
may be even 1,100 feet, still we know that
the channels leading to and from that space
are nothing like so great a width. A vessel
towing barges approaching the bridge re-
quires a certain amount of room to sheer tO
one side or the other, and would run con-
siderable risk of colliding with the piers.
It has been suggested that at hight lightS
should be shown on the bridge. I think
that would be detrimental to the navigation
of vessels on the river because I know froit
experience that when a vessel is approaching
a light, especially if it be a very bright light,
instead of being a guide it is a hindrance, be-
cause it is impossible to distinguish anything
owing to the great glare of the light as the
vessel comes towards it. If there were but
one light it might possibly serve as a guide,
but where there aie a number of lights-'
especially where there is a town or city as
there would be in this case on either side-

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-The lights
might be arranged according to colour sO
not to be mistaken one for the other.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-Truie
they might be of any colour, but where there
is such a great number of lights it would be
apt to create confusion. The construction
of the bridge is objected to by the Boards of
Trade and by the people who have the
greatest amount of business upon the river
-the Carriers' Association and the SiP
Masters' Association. There is no class
people, surely, who can know more about the
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navigation of the river and the importance Hon. Mr. POWER--I rise to a point of
of preventing unnecessary obstructions than order; the hon. gentleman is out of order in
these very people, and so far as I am con-, referring to a previous debate.
eerned the junior member for Halifax will Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-That is
certainly not vote alone on this question. always the way. Every time I rise to make

The motion was agreed to and the bill was any remarks here, I seem to be fated to meet
read the with objections. I hope, nevertheless, that

the hon. gentleman will allow me to state

REVISION OF THE STATUTES BILL. what I wish to say on this subject. Perhaps
it may not be out of place to mention that

THIRD READING POSTPONED. on Friday evening I was listening to a very

lion. Mr. FERGUSON moved that interesting speech by the Finance Minister

Biîi .Q "An Act respecting the Revision and I regretted very much that I had to

Of (Q) " s An Abe read the third time. leave it in medias res. Thanks to the wiseof the Statutes"b action of the House in the matter of ac-

lion. Mr. POWER-I was going to ask commodation for Senators, I hac an excellent
the hon. gentlEman who leads the House to- seat and was sorry at the time to be obliged

day to be kind enough to let this bill stand îto heave; but when I returned I listened to
Over. I purpose moving an amendment speeches from the hon. gentleman f rom

which I was to show to the first minister , onck) the junior member from Halifax

but he is not here to-day so that that cannot and others, which were of almost as absorbing

be done. I do not propose to oppose the bill interest as the Finance Minister's. Wlen

and possibly my amendment might be ny little motion came on and my hon.

accepted. I would, therefore, ask the hon. friend objected to it. having apparently
gentleman to allow the bill to stand over. donned his fighting clothes, I may have

imade some cursory remarks as to his conduet.
lon. Mr. FERGUSON-Perhaps it I do not know whether his statement to-day

Would be well for the hon. gentleman to was intended for an apology or not. If an
"3ow me his amendment so tý at I may sub- apology, I accept it; if not, I forgive hir
'nit it to the first minister, because there is ahi the saine. We are told to forgive and
a probability that lie may not be in the forget-I do the best I can; I will forgive
11ouse to-morrow. the hon. getteman but I assure lim I shal

o.neer forget him. In reference to this
lion Mr PO I~-I sah o S. notion, I may say I-hat in spite of the objec-

lon. Mr. FERGUSON-Moved that the tion which the hon. gentleman has made, it
order he discharged and that the bill be read is not the custom of the Divorce Committee
the third time to-morrow. to make reports at random. They listened

very carefully to considerable evidence in
The motion was agreed to. this matter and heard addresses from counsel

PEARSONon both sides before bringing in their report,
PEARSN REIEF ILL. and if the bon. gentleman, instead of trying

'E'd COMMITTEE's THIRD REPORT WITHDRAWN. this case in the privacy of his own room or
Ordein the corridors of the flouse, had taken the

The Order of thîe day being called, " Con- trouble to core to the Divorce Committee
%1deration of the third report of the and listen to the evidence, the Senate would
standing Committee on Divorce re Pearson be prepared to attach more importance to
ý.lief Bill," being called, his remarks. I move that the order be

lon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER said: I hope d d, the report presented to-day being
t the motion which I intend to make to- substtuted therefor.

wi4 l The motion was agreed to.Will not meet with oppositionor question,
twith the unanimous approval of the WINNIPEG GREAT NORTHERN
ouse In reference to the remarks made RAILWAY CO.'S BILL.

iny hon. friend-because I hope still to
able to call himn my friend-the junior R I
rlber for Halifax, with regard to what Hon. Mr. KIRCHIOFFER, moved the

lurred on Friday last- second reading of Bill (32) "An Act

comdto9frSntrs1,a n xeln
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respecting the Winnipeg Great Northern
Railway Company."

Hon. Mr. POWER-I think the hon.
gentlemen might explain this bill. We had
a pretty lively discussion about the end of
last session on a bill relating to this same
company.

Hon. Mr. KIRCIIHOFFER-I have not
the bill with me, and I am not prepared

just now to give an explanation, but the
measure is one that will commend itself to
the feeling of this House.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
is not treating the House with suffi-
cient respect or deference. An hon
member who bas charge of a bill should be
prepared to make a reasonable explanation
of its provisions. It is a fact that we had a
very lively discussion, just at the close of
last session, with respect to another bill
dealing with this same company and that, in
fact, His Excellency the Governor General
was obliged to postpone prorogation of
Parliament for a couple of days just on
account of the character of that discussion.
When, therefore, it is now proposed, not at
a critical a period of the session it is true,
to pass an important measure dealing with
that same company, the House is entitled to
have an explanation of the bill. As a rule,
parliamentary bodies are rather serious, and
they are glad of an opportunity of laughing
at a joke, particularly when it comes from
an Irishman. Notwithstanding the fact
that the hon. gentleman from Brandon has
given us a little joke and that he is of the
proper extraction to make a joke, we are
entitled to something more substantial and
should really know what the bill proposes
to do.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-This bill
is merely to extend the time for the comple-
tion of the road. It appears that the time
limited for the construction of that road ex-
pires in the present year, and the object of
the bill is to extend the time for two years
longer, and aiso to empower the company te
build a branch line at or near Portage la
Prairie, the work on the branch to be com-
menced within two and finished within five
years.

IMPERIAL LIFE ASSURANCE CONf-
PANY OF CANADA BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. POWER moved the second
reading of Bill (64) " An Act to incorporate
the Imperial Life Assurance Company Of
Canada." He said: This is a bill to incor-
porate one of the old-fashioned insuranCe
companies. There is to be no sharing Od
profits and no assessaients. I understand
that the bill has been carefully considered
by the committee of the other House, and
that certain amendments were made at the
suggestion of the Finance Department, bY
which department the bill has been als
carefully considered. If it should be foufld
that there are still imperfections in the bill,
they can be remedied by the committee tO
which it will be referred.

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read the second time.

SECOND READING.

Bill (36) "An Act to incorporate the
South-shore Suburban Railway Company.
-(Mr. Ogilvie.)

The Senate then adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, 17th fMarch, 1896.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
e'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

A DREDGE FOR FRASER RIVER

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.) rose to

Call the attention of the Senate to the necessity
havin a dredger exclusively for the Fraser e
im or er to carry on necessary im roveme1 so
navigation at the sandheads and elewhere, ut
ask if it is the intention of the government t*
in the supplementary estinates a sum safic
to build a first-clais dredge for the purpos abo
named?

The motion was agreed to and the bill He said :-I may say for the inform1o
was read the second time. of the House that among the many
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and mighty rivers that we have in this
]ominion, the Fraser stands only second.
The lower Fraser, extending from the Gulf
Of Georgia to Yale, a distance of 125 miles,
is open for navigation nearly the whole
Year. For the first 25 or 30 miles it admits
?f the largest ocean going steamers, includ-

tl1g ships of Her Majesty's navy. The
renaining distance up to Yale is used by
8tern wheel steamers of light draught. I may
also say that nearly all the products of that
exceedingly fertile valley are carried by
boats of one description or another to the
different markets of the province. On this
rilver are situated over 30 large salmon can-

oilg establishments, principally near the
111outh of the river, and those canning estab-
lishments, in buildings and in plant, repre-
sent a very large amount of capital indeed.
"I addition to the fishing industries of that
iver, I may also mention that we have a

'1ruber of large saw-mills. I think I am
Within the mark when I say that one of
those saw-mills is the largest in Canada, and
PIO)ably the largest in the world. It is a
'ill capable of cutting over a quarter of a
klillion feet of lumber in 24 hours. Many
'f those mills have been in the past, and are
4P to the present time, shipping lumber to
oreign countries, such as Central and South

îerica, the Hawaian Islands, the Austral-
esan Colonies, China and Japan. The
e8sels engaged in this foreign lumber

trade are of the largest size and of
the greatest draft. Hence the necessity
Cf keeping the channel of that large
?'d important river in first-class condition,
a order to encourage and develop those
ý4edustries that are at the present time only
1 their infancy. I may also call the atten-
t 11 of the government to the fact that some

enty or twenty-five years ago, owing to
te enormous hydraulic mining that was

og on at the head waters of the Sacra-
14elto River and its tributaries, the dirt
aerried down by the Sacramento River was

eh that it very materially interfered with
e navigation of that river as far up as the
y Of Sacramento, and not only did it inter-

ýe With and almost ruin the navigation of
tè river but it also very materially interfered

th the inner portion of the harbour of San
ancisco. Not only had it those effects,
t it had also the effect of destroying a
r7 large portion of the farming lands in

different valleys traversed by those
era and their tributaries. The legisla-

21½

ture of the state of California, in their
wisdom, found it necessary to enact a law
by which hydraulie mining should entirely
cease on those rivers. Now, it may not be
within the knowledge of a great many hon.
gentlemen here to-day, that on the Fraser
River, within the last few years, extensive
hydraulic mining has been going on, and if
the projected enormous schemes for hydrau-
licing along the Fraser River are carried
out-and I believe they will be carried out
-- have no doubt that the quantity of soil
which will be washed down to the still
waters of the Lower Fraser will be so great
as to form, not only banks and bars, but actual
islands, more particularly towards the mouth
of the river, or around what is known as the
sand head. While I do not for a moment
apprehend that anything like the same evil
eflects will result from the hydraulic mining
on the Upper Fraser River and its tribu-
taries as took place on the Sacramento River,
yet I am satisfied that it will very materially
interfere with the free navigation of the
lower portion of the Fraser River, where
large ocean going steamers pass in and out
now with perfect ease. The reason why I
want a dredge specially built and exclusively
used on that river is from the fact that we
have only one government dredge in the
province of British Columbia. That dredge
is located at Victoria, although at one time,
I think about ten or twelve years ago, I was
partly instrumental in getting it up the Fras-
er River, the only time a dredge had ever
been used there, to remove some sand bars,
work which rendered the navigation of certain
portion of the river very much better than
it had been for many years previously.
Dredges are not seaworthy boats as a general
thing, and it is difficult and actually dan-
gerous to venture to tow those dredges from
Victoria to Fraser River, a distance of 75
miles. However, apart from that, the dredge
at Victoria is engaged nearly the whole time
in and around the harbour of Victoria
itself. The government a number of
years ago did the justice of building
a snag boat that is used exclusively on the
Fraser River to remove those huge trees that
are very often carried down during the
freshets in the months of July and August.
Some of those trees, 100 to 150 feet in length
by six and seven feet in diameter, with huge
roots, very often lodge in the river and after
being there a certain length of time become
the nucleus upon which silt and other floating
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material accumulate and eventually form an
island. This snag boat lias done, and is
doing excellent service. Now, in order to
protect and develop those industries to
which I have just referred-the fishing, and
more particularly the lumbering interest-I
trust the government will place in the sup-
plementary estimates a sufficient su ntobuild
a first-class dredge. It will be a great benefit
to the shipping interests of the port of New
Westminister and to the people all along
that river and to the province, and indirectly
to the whole Dominion.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-I hope the hon.
gentleman will be successful in getting this
dredge. At the same time I would suggest
that another one might be thrown in for the
port of St. John. Apparently these dredges
are good for national purposes, and as the
port of St. John is going to be a national
port for all Canada, it is fair that we should
remind the government that a dredge would
be very useful there. Inasmuch as they are
going to build one for British Columbia, I
hope that they will put one on the stocks
for St. John. In that way we will be able
to make the port of St. John one of the
best ports in North America. We have
abundance of water there and we have a
fine river. I think, notwithstanding the
greatness of the river described my hon.
friend in British Columbia, the navigable
portion of our river is about double the
navigable length of the Fraser-over 250
miles.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B. C.)-Ours is
more than that. There are navigable
reaches on the Upper Fraser.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-It is 85 miles from
St. John to Fredericton and 65 miles above
that to Woodstock, and it is navigable I
do not know how many miles above that to
the province of Quebec. However, joking
apart, I trust the government will be able
to spend money on those dredges. I believe
they are very useful property to own, be-
cause it is hardly to be expected that cities
and localities can go to the expense of con-
structing dredges and keeping them over
after the work is done. A government
dredge or two might be useful in this Dom-
inion because then they could be moved
about from port to port wherever they might
be required, and on navigable rivers. As

far as the port of St. John is concerned, I
do not think we would require one for n
considerable time.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Order,
that is not the question under discussion.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-I am aware of that,
but I thought inasmuch as there was some
analogy between the two requirements, 1
would remind the House that it would be
well, if we were going to have dredges built
in the country, that St. John should not be
forgotten.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Does the hon-
gentleman think that rivers that require tO
be dredged are fit to be national seaports?

Hon. Mr. DEVER--I did not talk about
seaports.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-With re-
gard to the navigation of the Fraser River,
there is less difficulty in ocean going steaner
of the largest draughtentering that river than
there is in entering the Mersey to reach the
great shipping port of the world, Liverpool-
We have, at extreme low tide, 10 feet Of
water and at flood tide 24 to 25 feet.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-While I was on n'y
feet I did not talk about the River St. Jobh
being a seaport, but it might be used as *
seaport just as well as the River Thames.

Hon Mr. FERGUSON-I am sure 1
fully agree with the observations of the
hon. gentleman f rom New Westminster as
to the improvement of the navigation on the
Fraser River. The question of building or
purchasing a dredge exclusively forthe Fraser
River, in order to carry on the works of i"
provements at the sand heads or elsewhere'
has received the attention of the gover"-
ment. The only bar that now seriously Ob-
structs, as I am informed, is the channel of
the Fraser River that lies at the mouth of
the river opposite Garry Point, where the
width at low water is about 3,600 feet. The
last soundings, taken in October, 1895, sho<
that since November, 1894, the crest Of the
bar has shoaled about two feet, there being
at the present time only ten feet at d
low water. This will give at high watera
depth of not less than 22½ feet.T
shoaling is the result of last year's fresh'0
The material of which the bar in question
is formed is fine sand, composed largelf
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Ulinute particles of talcose slate. The
ordinary dipper or elevator dredge cannot
be operated successfully in such material,
and the material removed to where it will
not form other bars in the channel, for the
reason that neither dipper nor scows can be
inade tight enough to retain it until the
dumping ground is reached. Even if they
could be made tight, the towing distance-
5½ miles-to deep water outside the sand-
heads, and the return against a strong
Current, would entail too great an expense
to dredge with any degree of benefit. The
only dredge, therefore, that will be of any
Use is that known as the hydraulic dredge,
by which the fine material is pumped up
and discharged on the shore by a long pipe
Out of harm's way. Although it is admitted
that dredging by this sort of dredge would
deepen the channel, it would not, it is as-
serted, permanently do so. There would
be no assurance that the channel

Would not change in other directions to
its great detriment. Engineers, therefore,
are of the opinion that it would be unwise,
in the interest of the Port of New West-
ruinster, or of the other interests connected

ith the river, to attempt dredging except
in conjunction with permanent works. There
cannot be a doubt that if the works at the
inouth of the river in the shape of dykes or

daams are continued, a permanent deep chan-
nel will be the result, which result may be
hastened by a hydraulic dredge. The
engineers also add that these works, to be
Successful, must be continued with liberal
Yearly appropriations until completed. There
cannot be a doubt, however, that an addi-
tional dredge would be of great service in
flritish Coluiùbia. The harbours of Nan-
aimfo, Vancouver and Victoria require consid-
erable iniprovement in the way of dredging,
and as an hydraulic dredge could be utilized
With advantage at Nanaimo, the engineer
Of the department is therefore of the opinion
that that kind of dredge should be construct-
ed instead of an ordinary dipper or elevator
dredge. The cost of a dredge of that kind
comuplete may be estimated at $50,000. The
questionasto whether the dredge is tobe built
dUring the next fiscal year is one which can
1ebetter answered when the supplementary
estirates are laid before Parliament.

non. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-What en-
gineer's report has the hon. gentleman
r'eferred to ?

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I am reading
from a statement furnished by the depart-
ment based on the engineer's report.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-For a great
number of years the Dominion Government
have appropriated a small sum for the im-
provement of the navigation of the Fraser
River, and how they have been improving it
and are still continuing to improve it, is by
erecting huge mattrasses, long trees, probably
100 feet in length, and cross timbers and then
putting brush and stone and sand upon them
and sinking them on each side of the main
channel. If that is continued and this hyd-
raulic dredge that is spoken of is used, there
can be no question but the channel can be
made permanent. The current itself will
keep it clear.

FREE TRADE.

DEBATE CONCLUDED.

The Order of the Day having been called
-Resuming the adjourned debate on the
motion of the Honourable Mr. Boulton:-

That, in the opinion of the Senate, a protective
duty imposed in the United Kingdom, in any
form, will reduce the purchasing power of its po-
pulation, and to extent that it does so, it will
impair its value as a market for our surplus pro-
ducts; that an increase of one hundred million
dollars (£20,665,000) in the foreign trade of the
United Kingdom, in 1895 over 1894, is an evidence
of great national prosperity, while a decrease of
sixteen million dollars in the foreign trade of
Canada, during the past financial year, is an evi-
dence that our national prosperity is not being
maintained under protection.

That an excess of inports over exports in the
British returns amounting to six hundred and
fifty-two nillion dollars (£130,548,000), during
1895, at the same tinie reducing their national debt
and producing a surplus revenue of twenty-five
million dollars, is an evidence that the purchasing
power of the people of the United Kingdom for
the products of the world, under free trade, has
been increased, and that the comforts of the popu-
lation have been added to by the excess of imports,
while a reduction in our exports of four million
dollars, and a reduction in our imports of twelve
million dollars, during the past financial year in
Canada, with an increase in our debt of $7,000,000,
and a deficit in our revenue, is an evidence of a
decrease in our purchasing power, and a reduction
in the comforts of our population.

That a closer union of the British Empire can be
more successfully effected by the adoption of the
present commercial policy of the United Kingdom
as a basis, insuring greater prosperity to its con-
ponent parts, greater freedom of action, and
greater power for good in its inherent strength,
than by the imposition of any form of a protective
tariff upon the necessaries of life.
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Hon, Mr. McCALLUM said: My hon.
friend from Shell River and I cannot agree
exactly as to what trade policy would
be most beneficial to the country. He said
the other day that the national policy of
protection had a strong grasp on the people
of this country. I agree with him in that,
and long may it continue so until we get
much more prosperous than we are to-day.
This question that is called the national
policy has been submitted to the people of
this country on four different occasions
already. The electors approve of it, the
country has prospered under it, and I do not
see why the policy should not take a strong
grasp on the people. I remember when we
had free trade in this country in the products
of the fields, the forests, the mines and the
sea with the United States. Our neighbours
were allowed to come into this country and
slaughter their goods in our markets, while
they had a high tariff wall against us.
-That is what I call a jug-handled policy,
or free trade on one side, and no corre-
sponding benefit on the other. We urged
on the government of that day that
they should rearrange the tariff in order
that they might assist the industries of the
Dominion. What did we get? The duty
had been 15 per cent, and they raised it to
17J per cent indiscriminately, not looking
to what was necessary to encourage the
industries of the country. We appealed to
the electors in 1878, and asked them to re-
turn to power a party which would assist
the industries of the country. Out of that
came what is called the national policy.
When we met here after the election,
I know that many of the opponents of the
government said, " You can never arrange
that tariff at all," but we have done
so, and what h-as been accomplished for this
country ? Compare the condition of Canada
to-day with what it was then. What have
we done since then ? We have completed
the Intercolonial Railway, built the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway, enlarged our harbours,
deepened our rivers, and built a net-work of
railways all over the Dominion, and the
national policy has yielded almost enough
to pay for it all-at least to pay the interest
on the money borrowed, which is consider-
able.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-You have to bor-
row more money this year because of it.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Yes, and after
all, the industry of the people of this countrY
will pay for it and the people will not feel it·
At that time when we had a revenue tarif,
we paid much more per head on the moneY
borrowed than we do to-day. You cannot
travel through this country without seeing
the benefits which have flowed from the
national policy. When I see nearly every-
one prosperous in this country I am satis-
fied as to the condition of Canada. Of
course there are some grumblers-there
always will be. Since 1878 the oppositioln
has offered us unrestricted reciprocity, then
commercial union, then a revenue tariff and
now last, but not least, they offer us free
trade as they have it in England. Will the
people of this country accept that? Ce"
tainly not. My hon. friend from Shell
River and myself do not agree, and I do
not believe we can ever agree on this
question. I am sure that we cannot as
long as he holdà the opinion that the more
you buy the better off you are. I know the
balance of trade has been largely against no
in this country in the past and I am sorry
for it. It has been against us, but we have
got value for it. We have built
our railways. Take the iron alOue
used in the construction of the net
work of railways laid in this countrY;
the returns show that we imported more
than we could utilize in the ordinary course,
and while these great works were going o
-building railways, digging harbours an
deepening rivers-the industries of the
people were not engaged to manufacture or
produce to the extent that they otherise
would, but we have those works to-day.
They are permanent improvements in thiS
country, adding to the comforts of the peoPle
in every respect. I have a statement here
which I have prepared to show the balance
of trade. I believe the prosperity of the
country depends a good deal on whether e
sell more to the world than we buy, aft
supplying our own people. I admit that il
some cases people export what they ought .O
consume. I know it has been said that '
the British Islands they have often done gO,
but that is not the case in this cout1ry
because everyone in Canada is well fed as
we have more comforts than any ot lier peO<PI
in the world. The table that I have pre-
pared is as follows :-
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1 890-Imnports ........................ $121,858,241
Exports ......................... 96,749,149

Balance against us....... 25,109,092
1891-Imports......................... 119,667,638

Exports ........... ............ ,. 98,417,296

Balance against us....... 21,250,842
1 892-Imports ....... ......... ..... 127,406,068

Exports.......... .............. 113,663,375

Balance against us....... 13,742,693
1893--Imports....... ... .......... 129,074,268

Exports............ .... ....... 118,564,352

Balance against us.. .... .10,509.916

1894-Imports........................ 123,474,940
Exports........... ............ 117,524,949

Balance against us . ..... 5,949,991

OU can see that it is coming down all the
tilie.

lion. Mr. BOULTON-You are getting
Poorer.

lion. Mr. McCALLUM-No; we are
getting richer. I want to see the day when
We can produce and manufacture everything
that is wanted in this Dominion and still
have something to sell to the world, as we
have done this last year, I am very glad to
say. We have come down from $21,000,000
l1 1891 to $10,000,000 in 1893.

RIon. Mr. POWER-That was our worst
Year.

lion. Mr. McCALLUM-We have been
getting better all the time. I have not
given the last year yet. This year we have
k balance in our favour of over $2,500,000.
'We paid everybody, and we have a surplus
of $2,857,121 to the good, and the hon.
gentleman calls that the worst year. Just
a8 sure as the sun shines in the heavens
to.day, so long as the importations exceed
the exportations, we are getting poorer,
IlIlless, as I have shown, we have our rail-

ays and other permanent improvements to
8how for the balance against us. That is
Plain to me, and I think it must be plain to
everyone. We are asked to change the
POlicy, which is increasing our prosperity,
for free trade. As I have shown, it may be
aPPlicable to England, because they are the
baxikers of the world. If the day should come,
efty years hence say, when we get population
el1ough in this country to manufacture our

raw materials, of which we have plenty, so
that we will have enough for ourselves and
a large quantity to export, it may be neces-
sary for us to make bargains with foreign
countries to have an exchange of products.
In the mother country they have given
away everything without return and they
cannot get reciprocity with anybody. We
have tried to get reciprocity with the United
States, but without success. Now we had
better try to negotiate with the mother
country. We may be able to make some
arrangement with them that will be bene-
ficial for Canada. Hon. gentlemen may say,
and justly so, that we have added largely to
our debt in building our great public works.
That is true, but we could not do otherwise,
because we had not the money to commence
with, and as far as the duty is concerned
that is paid under the national policy. To
hear some people talk you would think we
were crushed under a burden of debt, but
what is the fact? The duty paid per capita
is very little larger now than it was nearly
20 years ago, as the following table will
show -

Year.
Duty per
Capita.

1868... $2 61
1869 ......... 2 43
1870 ......... 2 74
1871 ......... 3 37
1872......... 3 61
1873 ......... 3 M
1874 ..... ... 3 7
1875 ..... ... 3 95
1876 ........ 325
1877 ......... 3 12
1878 .... 3 13
1879 ..... 3 12
1880. 325
1881 ........ 4 26

Duty per
Year. Capita.

1882......,. $4 95
1883........ 5 23
1884......... 4 59
1885 ....... 4 22
1886......... 4 24
1887......... 4 85
1884......... 4 74
1889. ..... 5 02
1890......... 5 01
1891......... 4 84
1892 ........ 4 20
1893.... . 4 26
1894........ 3 86
1895......... 3 52

Hon. Mr. DEVER-That is the customs
duty, but you should include the excise as
well. That is a tax on the people equally
with the customs and should be included in
any comparison of this kind.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I am speaking
particularly with regard te the customs
duties. If the hon. gentleman has any figures
te give with regard to the excise I shall be
glad te hear them.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Do these figures
nclude the deficit in the r evenue ?

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I know that
there have been many deficits fron tirme to
time in this country. Under the old Mac-
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kenzieGovernment we had very large deficits,
and I am sorry to say that they have not
been altogether unknown of late.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-That was because
they took the duty off sugar.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM--Undoubtedly
the government reduced duties where there
was no actual necessity for doing so. I
maintain that a man can to day live in com-
fort without paying a single cent towards
the revenue. I am only speaking of this
matter to show that the burdens we carry
have not materially increased. I know that
mv hon. friend will say that we have added
largely to the debt. That is true, but at
the same time it does not cost us very much
more to pay the interest than it did tormerly,
because the prosperity of the country has
been so great and our credit bas been so
good that the prices realized for our bonds
have enabled us to meet our payinents on
account of interest with as great ease as at
confederation. Our debt at confederation
was only $75,728.64, but in the interval it
should be borne in mind that the Federal
Government has allowed a very large amount
to the various provinces and assumed their
respective debts. The debt thus assumed in
the case of the provinces of Ontario and
Quebec alone was $10,500,000, which was of
course added to the obligations of the Dom-
inion as a whole ; and in order to do justice
to all it was found necessary to make similar
adjustments in the case of the other pro-
vinces. I admit that the debt was increased,
but not to a large extent in comparison with
what we have done in developing the re-
sources of Canada. We have dwelt on the past
history of this country and what bas been ac-
complished ; let us now glance at the future.
If we do our duty as a country-and I am
satisfied that every Canadian will do his
duty, for I believe the Canadians are equal,
man for man, to any other people in the
world-Ipredict,althoughIamnota prophet,
that before a generation passes there will be
no country under the sun where the average
of intelligence and capabilities will be higher.
Think what a great heritage is ours ! So
vast is it that we have flung open our doors
to the people of every corner of the globe
and have summoned them to corne and help
us to possess the land. To the south of our
country we have a magnificent chain of
inland fresh-water seas, extending for over

a thousand miles westward f rom the Atlantic
Ocean. On one hand we have the Atlantic
and on the other the Pacifie. Well may
Canadians boast that they " stand with their
backs to the north pole and are bere to stay,"
that is to say, with the assistance of the
mother country. The task before us is to
devote the whole sum of our energies as a
nation to the improvement of our resources
and to assist our mother country to retain
her position as the bulwark of liberty and
the giver of life, light and civilization to the
whole world.

The motion was declared lost on a division.

PEARSON RELIEF BILL.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. McKINDSEY moved, that the
fourth report of the Standing Committee 011
Divorce with reference to the Pearson Relief
Bill be adopted.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate then adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, 18th March, 1896.

The SPEAKER took the chair at thre
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN RAILWA5
AND COAL COMPANY'S BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY, from the Comitte
on Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours, re-
ported Bill (G) " An Act respecting The
Rocky Mountain Railway and Coal 00o
pany," with an amendment. He said: -
may explain that the amendment wIcb
bas been proposed occurs in the tli'
clause of the bill. The words "section 89
of the Railway Act shall not apply to the
company " are struck out, as it might Pos<
bly lead to a conflict of legislation on the
subject, and besides it is wholly unnecessary
as the clause itself provides how the e%
tension shall be made and for what tine'
and provides that 15 per cent of the caPit»l
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stock must be expended on the road within
the time limited for the construction of the
work. It was thought unnecessary that
section 89 of the Railway Act should be
repealed, because it might produce an element
of uncertainty as to previous legislation. I
see no objection to the amendment, and I
therefore move that it be concurred in.

The motion was agreed to.

80ITH SHORE SUBURBAN RAIL-
WAY COMPANY'S BILL.

REPORTED FROM THE COMMITTEE.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY, from the Committee
on Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours,
reported Bill (36) " An Act to incorporate
the South Shore Suburban Railway Com-
Pany," with amendments. He said:-
This bill was of a somewhat comprehensive
character, and I might add of a novel
character, because it is at once a bridge bill,
a land and railway bill, and to authorize
connection with other railways as well
as street railways. The bridge in question
()ccurs within the jurisdiction of the
Ilarbour Commissioners of Montreal. The
first amendment occurs in the clause which
refers to the location of their line of railway.
The clause, as it stands, does not require the
approval of the government, but as amended
it does. The clause is amended by adding
the words "subject to the approval of the
Iailway Committee of the Privy Council."
The next amendment is clause 8, which
refers to the question of tolls on the railway
trains passing over the bridge. The clause
Provides that so soon as the bridge is coin-
Pleted and ready for traffic all railways and
street railways shall have the right to use it,
but in the latter part of the clause, when it
cornes to speak of the tariff rates, the words
"or street railways " are left out and these
Words we have added to make the clause
congruous. The third amendment occurs in
Clause 9 ; the language of the bill confines
it to railway companies, whereas the whole
seope of the bill is to make it apply to street
railways as well. The word " railway " is

,struck out, so that it reads "all companies."
The amendments are in the interest of the
company, because they make that clear
Which before was uncertain, and at the same
titne are in the interests of the public.

THE DURATION OF PARLIAMENT.

INQUIRY:

Hon. Mr. BOULTON rose to ask

Is it the intention of the government to amend
the Imperial Interpretatiou Act so as to define
the neaning of the words "day of the return of the
writs," in section 50 of the British North Ainerica
Act, &c.

He said:-I was moved to give this
notice because it has a very important bear-
ing upon the legality of the legislation of
Parliament a doubt having been apparently
expressed as to what dates the return of the
writs governs. It is unquestionably im-
pressed upon hon. gentlemen's minds that
Parlianient cannot last for more than five
years and that any legislation that is brought
before Parliament after the lapse of five years'
duration would be illegal. The only ques-
tion is as to when Parliament was supposed
to comence its five years and in conse-
quence when it is supposed to terminate its
five years. On reference to the Journals of
the Senate, find the following proclamation
calling for the general elections in 1891 :-

Whereas we are desirous and resolved, as soon
as inay be, to meet our people of our Doninion of
Canada, and to have their advice in Parliament,
we do make known our royal will and pleasure to
call a Parlianient and to further declare that by
the advice of our Privy Council for Canada, we
have this day given orders for issuing our writs in
due forin for calling a Parliament in our said
Dominion, which writs are to bear date on the 4th
day of February instant, to be returnable on the
25th day of April next.

That is the proclamation of His Excellency
the Governor General. It is quite evident
that it was the intention of His Excellency
the Governor General in Council to call
Parliament for the 24th or 25th of April;
that the return of the writs was intended to
be upon that date. In consequence, how-
ever, of one of the constituencies-Algoma
-being somewhat difficult to get at, the
return of the writ for that constituency was
delayed, I think until the 3rd of June, and
there has been a doubt in the minds of some
whether Parliament terminates upon the
24th of April or on the 3rd of June; that
is, the date at which the writs were return-
able by proclamation, or the date at which
the last writ was actually returned. It is a
very important question, because upon the
decision rests the question of the legality of
our legislation. Parliament, in pursuance
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of this proclamation, was called by His
Excellency to meet on the 29th April, 1891,
and the Speaker was elected to preside over
that Parliament, and the legislation com-
menced. Now, if it is the intention of the
British North America Act to say that
Parliament shall commence with the return
of the writs,-that is, the last writ,-then
Parliament was illegally called on the 29th
April, and the Speaker was illegally elected
on that day, and, cnnsequently, all the
legislation passed by this Parliament
would also become illegal, in cons- quence of
the Speaker never having been legally
elected. The important legislation which
bas been passed during the last five years
would be open to be contested by interested
parties, in order to declare it null and void,
if it was their interest to do so. Then,
on the other hand, we have section 50 of
the British North America Act which
says -

Every House of Conirions shall continue for five
years from the day of the returning of the writs for
choosing the House (subject to be sooner dissolved
by the Governor General) and no longer.

If we take it that section 50, which pro-
vides for the return of the writs and the
choosing of the House being coincident with
one another, that is selecting members who
are going to constitute this Parliament, as
beiag coincident with the day of the return
of the writs, if we are going to take that as
the 3rd June, 1891, then five y, ars from that
date to the 3rd June, 1896, would be the
duration of Parliament. If, on the other
hand, the 29th April is to be taken as the
date under the meaning of the British North
America Act at section 50, then, of course,
parliament ceases to exist on the 24th April,
1896. Therefore any legislation which is
brought before parliament after that date
would be illegal. It is not desirable that
we should allow the legislation of our parlia-
ment to rest under any doubt of any kind or
description whether it shall be the legislation
that was passed by parliament after its elec-
tion in 1891 on the 29th of April or any
legislation which may be brought into parlia-
ment after the 24th April, 1896.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE.-Is it stated in
the proclamation, as far as Algoma is con-
cerned, that it will be the 3rd of June ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The proclamation
does not deal ·with that at all. That is

provided for by the statute in the
Elections Act with regard to that
district and three'or four other districts to
provide for peculiar circumstances. Un-
questionably it was the intention of His
Excellency and His Excellency's advisers
that Parliament should be elected and the
writs should be returnable for the purpose
of going on with the business of Parliament
on the 24th of April, and that the difficulty
of getting the writs returnable in Algoma
within that period is an enirely exceptional
case for which legislation had to be pro-
vided in order to make that seat a legal seat.
In fact it has been, I believe mooted that
the seat which has been occupied by the
present member that he has been illegallY
occupying it, that is a point foreign to the
discussion, but I felt it desirable to make
this inquiry in consequence of the important
legislation that is now going through Par-
liament that it should be understood and
known as to whether the Parliamet was tO
sit after the 24th of April or to sit until the
3rd of June because it affects that legislation
very materially. I have put my question in
the form of a question asking whether it ie
the intention of the government to amend
the Interpretation Act. Of course hon.
gentlemen know that one way of dealing
with questions of this kind when there is
any doubt as to the meaning of a particular
clause that an Interpretation Act may -
passed declaring the intention of the statute-
In this particular case the InterpretatiOl
Act should be passed by the Imperial Par-
1iament because the proclamation dissolvilg
Parliament and the proclamation calliag
Parhiament together is a prerogative of tb
Crown. We should prepare the Act and
secure the necessary. legislation. It is
lis Excellency the Governor Generaî'e

prerogative to say when Parlianenl'
shall be called and when Parliament shahî
be dissolved acting upon the advice of Win-
isters on ordinary occasions. The membe
who constitute that Parliament are limiif
in their power to prolong the duration
that Parliament beyond the five years. At
the termination of five years it becofnes-
should judge His Excellency's duty to dis-
solve Parliament in consequence of its havi
exceeded the limit of the five years for which
that Parliament was elected and in the sarne
way it becomes necessary if there is *n-1
doubt to declare what is meant by thee
words in the British North America Act. It
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is very similar to the way that our powers
are restricted as they were when we had a
discussion one or two sessions ago with
regard to the election of a deputy speaker.
The appointment of the speaker of the Senate
being a prerogative of the crown and it in
that way differed from the speaker of the
House of Commons who is elected by the
members it became necessary to have an
Imperial Act to justify this Parliament in
taking away from the crown that prerogative
in the appointment of a deputy speaker by
the government. In the sane way this is a
prerogative of the crown acting on behalf of
the people and it can only be by an Imperial
Act of interpretation of the words mentioned
in the question so as to define the date of the
beginning of a parliament's legal existence.
It is that way in which I look upon this
question and I have felt myself that being
interested in the legislation which is now
going through the House from my connection
with the province of Manitoba it would be
desirable that we should not seek to pass
any legislation that would throw any doubt
upon the legality of its passing through
Parilament which would only induce litiga-
tion hereafter.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY.-How could this
government amend an Imperial Act?

Hon Mr. BOULTON-The government
Prepares an Act for the Imperial Parliament
to pass in order to declare the interpreta-
tion. They would ask the Imperial Parlia-
liament to pass it. It would be quite suffi-
ient for this Parliament to ask the Imperial

Parliament to give that Act all the
authority of the Crown to have it done.

lon. Mr. BELLEROSE-I do not be-
lieve that it is at all necessary to have an
arnendment to the constitution as far as
this question is concerned. It seems to
Ile that it would be only hair splitting to
have a doubt on that question as it stands
before Parliament or the country to-day.
According to that proclamation, and accord-
"'g to the statute, it seems to be quite evident
that Parliament comes to an end on the
25th April. The law is precise: it says,
"five years and no more." That is the
Statute, and you must take its exact words.
The letter is there, it sp'aks for itself, it is
clear, and it is not necessary to have re-
course to an Interpretation Act. The

Crown says the writs shall be returned on or
before the 25th April. True, the writ for
Algoma came after, but that which is null
cannot have any force. If it is null it must
be made good, but it does 'not change
the proclamation of the Governor,
which fixes the 25th April as the
date for the return of the writs.
It seems to me so evident that, excepting we
be, as many lawyers are to-day, hair-splitters
so that they do not understand themselves
very often, we cannot have any doubt. I
would rather have a doubt on another
question, a doubt as to whether, Parliament
being in session and the five years being
over, we could not continue and finish the
session even after the five years are up.
There might be a sound objection to take on
that ground. Suppose war were declared
between England and the United States,
and we were in session and had no time to
vote the money before the 25th April,
would we say that because the five years
are up this Parliament cannot cont nue in
session ? The "first foundation of law is
common sense, and I say that would not be
common sense. I should think the session
may be prolonged in order to finish the work
before us, although I do not say it is clear
of doubt. I would rather feel that there
was such an objection than to say there was
a doubt on the other point.

Hon. Mr. ADAMS-What is the mean-
ing of the words " day of the return of the
writs ?" The return of the writs surely can-
not mean three-fourths or one-half of them ;
it must surely be the writs which comprise
the elections for the whole Dominion. The
hon. gentleman who has raised this question
has failed to mention one fact-that is,
besides what he has read as the general
proclamation, there is within the law a
special provision made for Algoma, Chicou-
timi Saguenay and Gaspé,-there are
four constituencies with distinct provisions,
which give the authority and power to
the returning officer, in Algoma particu-
larly, to make a return later than the
others. He had from seven to fourteen
days after he received the writ to put up his
proclamation for the nominations. The
district of Algoma, as I understand, extends
1,400 or 1,500 miles. The bill authorizes
him, by the same legislation, to take from
seven to fourteen days for the purpose of
polling, and he can also take a certain
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number of days subsequent to the date of
polling, before he returns his writ to the
Clerk of the Crown in Chancery. If that
be so, if these special provisions are made for
these four constituencies, can you say that
the day of returning the writs means the
25th April, when some of the writs were not
returned until the month of June? Can
you divide it up? Therefore, it would seem
to me, by virtue of the law as read by my
hon. friend who asks this question, that the
expiration of parliament would not occur
until five years from the day the Algoma
writ was returned.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B. C.)-Was not
that provision in the general Act repealed
some vears ago ? I know the exception in-
cluded not only Gaspé, and Chicoutimi, and
Algona, but also the whole of the province
of Britisi Columbia, with the exception of
Cariboo, and I know at the last general
elections in 1891, they were not exempt.
They had to come under the general
law and the nominations took place
on a certain day and seven days afterwards
the elections, and some of our constituencies
in British Columbia are even larger than
Algoma or Gaspé.

Hon. Mr. ADAMS-I remember the en-
trance of Mr. Macdonnell, the representative
of Algoma, into the House of Commons and
after he had taken his seat, in view of the
railway facilities in Algoma, he made ap-
plication and by representation to the then
Minister of Justice, the late Sir John
Thompson, special legislation was intro-
duced since 1891 to remedy this very evil
that existed. I think that that is an
answer to my hon. friend's question. Let
us return to the question ; I may be en-
tirely wrong but can we divide the writs up ?

Hon. Mr. ANGERS - They were all
returnable on the one day.

Hon. Mr. ADAMS-The Algoma writ
was dated the same as the others, but the
special Act gave the libcrty to the returning
officer to make his own proclamation for the
nominations and polling, and his own pro-
clamation for the return of the writ as
provided by legislation. And that gave him
dntil the third of June. As to calling
Parliament together on the 29th April, or
the appointment of Speaker, or legislation

since, it seems to me the return of the writs
means all the writs which were issued for
the purpose of elections to the general Par-
liament of Canada.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-How does the
hon. gentleman reconcile that with section 50
of the British North American Act, where
it says distinctly that every House of Coin-
mons shall continue for five years from the
date of the return of the writs and no
longer. The House must have been illegallY
called on the 29th April if the writs are to
be taken as terminating on the 3rd June.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B. C.)-I have not
got the Act under my hand here, but I arn
satisfied that the hon. gentleman from
Northumberland is labouring under a misap-
prehension. I am satisfied that the Act
which he has referred to as being in the
Statutes was repealed several years ago.
Several years before the last general elec-
tion took place, as I mentioned when I put
the question to the hon. gentleman frofmi
Northumberland, there was special provisiol
made for the whole of the constituencies
in British Columbia and also Gaspe
and Algoma, and it was left optional
to the returning officer in each Of
those constituencies whether the time be-
tween the issuing of the proclamation
and the nomination should be tWo
weeks or four weeks, and it was also left
optional whether it should be two weeks or
four weeks between the nomination and the
election. I know, as a matter of fact, that
when the last election took place, notwith-
standing that one of the districts in B-.C
(Yale and Cariboo) covers an area of soie-
thing like 200,000 square miles, the writs in
British Columbia were made ieturn-
able on the 25th, and no exception
was made, and there was no e-
ception made in the cases of Algorna
and Gaspé. If the hon. gentleman will look
at the proclamation dissolving ParliamOnt
and calling the general election, which aP
peared first on the 4th February 1891,
he will find there is no exception made
in the case of those constituencies
at all -the writs were made returnable o
the 25th April,-and the section of the
British North America Act to which the
hon. gentleman who introduced the matter
referred says the House of CoImOnl"
shall continue for five-years from the date
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of the return of the writs, and no longer.
The writs were made returnable on the 25th
day of April, and it is as plain to me as
noonday that, without a violation of the
British North America Act, it is impossible
forthisParlianent to continuelonger than 12
o'clock on the night of the 24th April next.
There is further evidence : Parliament was
called for the despatchof business on the 29th
April, only four days after the writs were
Imadde returnable according to the proclama-
tion, and I would ask the hon. gentleman,
if he wants to extend the length of the
previous Parliament to the 3rd June, what
becomes of the intervening space of time,
and of the legislation which was passed
when Parliament was here in full session
between the 29th April and the 3rd June
of the same year? I think there can be
Only one view of the situation of the ques-
tion, and I am a little surprised that the
hon. gentleman who has brought up this
question should throw doubt upon the words
of the British North America Act. It is
impossible to nake the language clearer
than it is at the present time. There was
one remark made by the hon. gentleman
from de Lanaudière ; he wanted1 to know
what, in the case of an emergency, Parlia-
mnent would do in providing means to repel
an invasion, or something of that nature.
My answer to the hon. gentleman is this:
that this parliament has no business to be
i session now. This should be the first
session of a new Parliament.

lion. Mr. POIRIER-I think this ques-
tion ha- been decided already and it is rather
Useless to raise it any more.

lion. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-By
Whomi

lion. Mr. POIRIER-It has been decided
by Parliament If the duration of a

àrliament commences only after the return
of all the writs, how is it that the House
mTet before the return of that last writ from
Algoma? The House met on the 29th
April. The British North America Act
says very positively, section 50, " every
liouse of Commons shall continue for five
Years from the day of the return of the writ
for choosing the House (subject to be sooner
dissolved by the Governor General and no
longer." Therefore the moment the govern-
Ment of the day took it upon themselves to

call the House for the 29th April, 1S91, it
assumed that the House coul I not last more
than to the 29th April, 1896. In fact it
assumed that the return of the writs was not
the return of the last writ, but the return of
the writs generally. As, therefore, the House
sat on the 29th April, 1891, Parliament can-
not possibly last beyond the 29th of this next
month. I feel very certain that this ques-
tion has been already decided and that it
cannot be that this parliament can last to
any time in June, because in that case the
duration of this Parliament would be longer
than five years, which section 50 of the
British North America Act positively for-
bids.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The hon. mem-
ber in part anticipated my answer-it is
this, that the government do not intend to
attempt any such thing as to amend the
Imperial Act. We have no power to do
anything of the kind, and I presume what
the hon. member means is that we should
move in the direction of having it amended
by the Imperial Parliament. I do not
think the occasion calls for any such action,
because in the present difficulty it would be
impossible to have such action taken in
time to have any effect. I do not think it
is necessary for me to enter into any dis-
cussion of the question. I am not a lawyer,
but I think I can understand this much, if
Parliament does not end on the 25th of
April, but extends until the third of June,
that involves that Parliament in 1891 had
met illegally on the 29th April. I am not
going to undertake to solve the question as
to which of these views is the correct one.
It may be that this Parliament did sit ille-
gally in 1891-that view may prevail, and
that this Parliament has a right to sit until
the 3rd June. I can say this much for the
government, that they will not advise the
continuation of this Parliament one hour
longer than it is legally entitled to transact
the business of the country.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-The Governor General
in 1891 issued a proclamation under which
writs of elections were to be sent out to the
deputy returning officers. Those writs were
to be returned on the 25th day of April,
positively. There was no reservation what-
ever. On the 25th April it appeared that
two writs had not been returned, one for
Chicoutimi and Saugenay and the other for
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Algoma. The Chicoutimi writ camein theday
after Parliament had met-the 30th April.
The Clerk of the Crown in Chancery made
a return of that fact, that he had received a
writ for the Parliament which was convened
to meet on the 29th day of April. Before
the House met, and after the writs had been
issued, the Governor in Council issued a
proclamation calhng Parliament together
for the 25th April. Shortly after that a
new proclamation was issued, postponing
the meeting of Parliament and calling it for
the actual despatch of business on the 29th
April. It would appear that the returning
officer for Algoma, Mr. Plummer, of Sault
Ste. Marie, received the writ of election dur-
ing the winter season, and as in former years
they had been in the habit of holding the
election in the summer sea-on only, when
people could travel by navigation, he took
it upon himself to name a different day for
the election, after the opening of navigation,
without any authority whatever. He named
a day in the month of May-he might as
well have named August, or September, or
Octobï,r, or November, and according to
the interpretation of some hon. gentlemen,
the life of this Parliament depended upon
the caprice of the returning officer of the
district of Algoma. He had no authority
whatever to postpone the time for the return
of the writs; but he had been in the habit
of doing it, and believing that he had the
privilege, he took it upon himself, withiout
any direction, to return the writ after the
time named in the proclamation. If the
view of those gentlemen who say that the 3rd
June is the limit of the duration of Parlia-
ment be correct, then the act of a deputy re-
turning otflicer overrides the proclamation of
the Crown. The Crown has the power to
convene Parliament; the Crown directed that
Parlianient be called together on the 25th
April ; it directed the writs to be returned
on the 25th April. If a returning officer
disregarded his instruction and acted from
mere caprice, without any legal authority,
would that give life to parliament ? Such a
contention would be absurd, because, if that
be the case, Mr. Plummer, by holding the
election in July or August, would have
extended Parliament to that time. The
writ was made returnable at the ordinary
time, but he considered it inconvenient to
hold the election just then, and therefore
deferred it, partly, no doubt, because on
former occasions he had been permitted to

do so. But in 1891, there was no reserva-
tion whatever in the case of Algoma. There
had, in former years, been an exception
made in the case of certain writs, namely,
those for Gaspé, Chicoutimi, Algoina and, I
believe, the whole of British Columbia-in
which places the return of writs was fixed
for a later period ; but, in 1891, that was
departed from, and the Crown issued its
proclamation that ail the writs should be
returned on the 25th April. That, I think,
disposes of the question very effectively.

SECOND READINGS.

Bill (56) " An Act respecting the Mont-
real Island Belt Line Railway Company. "-
(Mr. Bellerose.)

Bill (60) "An Act respecting the Thou
sand Islands Railway Company. "-(Mr.
McMillan.)

Bill (50) " An Act respecting the South-
western Railway Company and the St.
Lawrence and Adirondack Railway Coin-
pany."-(Mr. Bellerose.)

CANADIAN PEAT FUEL CO.'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. McKINDSEY moved the second
reading of Bill (62) " An Act to incorporate
The Canadian Peat Fuel Company." H1e
said : The object of this bill is to grant in-
corporation to a company to enable it tO
purchase peat bogs in the county of Welland
with a view of manufacturing peat, largelY
for fuel purposes. It is also proposed to giVe
power to construct a short railway connect-
ing these peat beds with the Grand Trunk
Railway and Michigan Central systems Of
railway. This railway is only about sL%
miles long. I do not think there is anything
that requires further explanation.

The motion was agreed and the bill was
read the second time.

CANADIAN HISTORICAL EXHIBI-
TION BILL.

IN COMMITEE.

The Houseresolved itself into a Committe
of the Whole on Bill (F) " An Act respect-
ing the Canadian Historical Exhibition."
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(In the Committee.)

On the preamble.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I do
not know whether the government have
given very much attention to this important
bill. The hon. gentleman from Hamilton is
trying to obtain the assent of this House to
a measure which might shake the founda-
tions of empires. We are asked to fix by
Act of Parliament the date of the discovery
of a great continent like America. I sup-
pose the promoters of this bill are fully
persuaded that John Cabot discovered Cape
Breton, although for hundreds of years
this has been open to doubt. I had the
pleasure some years ago of the acquaintance
of a famous arctic explorer, a good geogra-
pher and nautical historian, with whom I
used to discuss the voyages of Cabot, Colum-
bus, Cartier, Davis, Hudson and Frobisher.
There being four Cabots, the father and
three sons, has often led to uncertainties as
to whether the father John, or his son
Sebastian, was the first discoverer oi part of
North America. I think, however, that
the weight of evidence shows that the
father, John Cabot, discovered Cape Breton
-landed, and planted, side by side, the
fiags of Saint George and Saint Mark. The»
Planting of the latter flag is accounted for
by his being Venetian by birth, and an
Englishman by adoption. This first voyage
'was made in one small vessel, called thé
"Mathew of Bristol" in the wonderfully short
timae of three months. Henry the VII.
reigned at this time, an entry was found
in his privy purse accounts to this effect-
"to him that found the new Ile £10."
Money must have been of great value in
those days, when so insignificant a sum
Was given for so great a discovery. In
1498 another expedition was organized
to perfect the previous discovery, for which
the King, Henry VII., gave five ships, pro-
9isioned and fitted out by the nation. John
Cabot was in command, his son Sabastian
being with him. The elder Cabot never
"eturned from this voyage. It is not known
Whether he died a natural death. or was
Miurdered. The son Sebastian, however,
returned and was very reticent as to his
father's death. He took all the credit for
the discovery, Labrador being the point, or
landfall, on the second voyage. This same
%bastian, not being 'appreciated in Eng-
Land during the reign of Henry VIII.,

entered the service of Ferdinand of Spain,
was made Grand Pilot of Spain with a large
salary. As an old man, he had hallucinations
of divine inspiration about the compass and
navigation. On the first voyage Cabot saw
no human beings in Cape Breton. On the
second voyage people were found clothed in
skins. All these voyages were made in the
hope of finding a short route to the ultima
thule of early navigators-ancient Cathay,
now China-which was supposed to flow
with gold, precious stones, and wealth of all
kinds. On the discovery of America, early
navigators thought it a part of Asia, not
far from Cathay. These discoveries were
not valued by England; she lost the conti-
nent by careless abandonment, and had to
conquer it afterwards from Portugal, Spain
and France. And here we are at this day,
Britishers under one glorious flag, and long
may we continue so.

Hon. Mr. MAcINNES (Burlington)-Of
course the remarks of my hon. friend from
Victoria are very interesting, but I do not
see exactly what they have tg do with this
bill. We all know that Columbus was the
first discoverer, and that he landed in 1492
on the island of San Salvador in the
Bahamas. It may not be generally known,
however, that Columbus never reached the
main ]and of America. Cabot afterwards,
emulating Columbus in his voyages of dis-
covery, sailed northward to the coasts of
Labrador and Newfoundland.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-There
are no proofs of Cabot's discovery.

Hon. Mr. MAcINNES (Burlinton)-
It is perfectly true, as the hon. gentleman
ha; 'stated, that Cabot, after discovering
Labrador and Newfoundland, returned to
England, and then made a se'ond voyage
with his three sons, coasting along the
shores of Newfoundland and Cape Breton,
going as far north as Hudson Straits. There
he was turned back by the ice. His inten-
tion was, as the hon. gentleman has stated,
to try and reach China or Cathay. At all
events, there is nothing in this bill contrary
to what is stated in authentic history.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-What
is the authority from which the hon. gen-
tleman quotes?
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Hon. Mr. MAcINNES (Burlington)-Mc-
Gregor, the historian of British North
America.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-Mc-
Gregor I believe has written a work with
regard to discoveries in America generally,
but it does not, as I understand, deal parti-
cularly with Cabot's voyages. Now there
are other writers who have inquired most
minutely into the records of history for the
purpose of ascertaining everything possible
with regard to Cabot. I might mention Dr.
Bourinot of the House of Commons, Dr.
Dionne, the Librarian of the province of
Quebec, and there is another writer whose
naine I forget at the moment. These three
agree that there are no proofs of Cabot
having actually landed. There is only a
chart of Cape Breton issued by one of his
sons, many years, I think, after the death of
the elder Cabot, and Dr. Dionne's work
declares this chart, if I remember rightly,
to be a false one. We are therefore called
upon to declare something about which
there is considerable doubt ; and in the face
of the opinion of such writers as Dr.
Bourinot and Dr. Dionne, it seems to me
that further inquiry might profitably be
made.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not understand
how the hon. gentleman who has just sat
down lias read Dr. Bourinot's treatise on
this subject, because Bourinot claims that
Cabot discovered Cape Breton. Dr. Daw-
son, the Queen's Printer, agrees with Dr.
Bourinot on this point, and there are other
authorities who take the same view,-for
example, the Rev. Moses Harvey, of New-
foundland, who has also written a paper
recently upon this subject. I wou'd suggest
to the hon. gentleman who ha- the bill in
charge that as there is some question as to
the exact point at which Cabot landed, and
as Parliament ought not to undertake to
pronounce on what is still a moot question
of this kind, it would be better to so amend
the preamble of the bill as to withdraw fromn
it any positive statement as to the place of
landing. I may say further that this pre-
amble reads to me very much like an adver-
tisement or something of that sort. Its
language is not such as we are accustomed
to see in the preambles of solemn statutes
enacted by this Parliament, and I suggest
that, as is the rule, we leave the preamble

open for discussion until the rest of the bill
has been considered. After the committee
rises the hon. gentleman can go over the
preamble and change its wording a little, and
in the meantime we can go on with the
clauses of the bill and get something done.

Hon. Mr. MAcINNES (Burlington)--I an
perfectly willing to agree to the suggestion
of the senior member for Halifax.

On clause 3,

Hon. Mr. POWER-This is supposed to
be an act respecting the Canadian Historical
Exhibition, but this clause seems to make it
rather the Toronto Exhibition. The comi-
missioners who are to be appointed appear
to be largely made up of gentlemen residing
in Toronto ; but the other provinces of the
Dominion, including the province where
Cabot is supposed to have landed, have no
word to say about the matter. I think this
may be fairly characterized as churlisb.
No opportunity is given to any other pro-
vince than Ontario, or to any other city
than Toronto to have anything to say in the
conduct of this exhibition, and I think the
hon. gentlemen might be a little more gen-
erous and give the other provinces a chance.

Hon. Mr. MAcINN ES (Burlington)-
The Government of Ontario have offered the
free use of the Parliament Buildings for the
purposes of the exhibition, and the universi-
ties have done likewise. I think this idea
originated with the residents of Toronto,
which, perhaps, may be given as a reasol
for the wording of this clause.

Hon. Mr. POWER-If the hon. gentle-
man will change the title of the bill and
call it the Toronto Exhibition Act, I have
no objection to the legislation as proposed,
but he wants to let Toronto run the whole
business and yet call the Exhibition Can-
adian.

Hon. 1¶r. SULLIVAN-This is a mea-
sure which ought not to be viewed with a
jealous spirit. The fact is that for sone
time past Toronto lias been making great
efforts to induce the British Association for
the Advancement of Science to hold one of
their annual meetings at that place, and
wishing to add all the eclat which is possible
to so important an event, they were anxioUs
to hold an exhibition of the kind contei-
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plated by this bill. It will cost the residents
of Toronto a great deal of money, not to
mention time and labour. The promoters of
this enterprise are principally scientific men
who are perfectly willing that the other
provinces should co-operate, and inasmuch
as all the historical societies are affiliated,
there should be no difficulty on the point
referred to by the senior member from Hali-
fax. Satisfactory evidence can be given, I
think, of the desire of the promoters of this
ineasure to make the exhibition as com-
Pletely national as possible, and thoroughly
Canadian. The question with regard to the
Point of landing may be left in abeyance for
the present, but I hope that the Senate will
View the whole matter in the spirit in which
I think it ought to be dealt with, and that
it may be found possible to give effect to
the desire of these learned and patriotic
Citizens to make the visit of the British
A&asociation as memorable as possible. They
are promised considerable aid by the prov-
Ince of Ontario-probably $20,000, in addi-
tion to the free use of the government
buildings. All these men whose names are
cited are principals of universities, or are
connected with public institutions in some
Way or other ; and I trust that under all
the circumstances, and with such modifica-
tiOns as nay be deemed necessary, the Senate
Will give its consent to the measure. I
admit that, when I first read the preamble,
it had, to my mind, a somewhat provincial'
Style, but when I came to inquire into the
facts I concluded it would be advisable to
view the measure as liberally as possible.

Hlon. Mr. MAcINNES (Burlington)-J
'Iay mention that the Canadian Institute of
Toronto has extended an invitation to the

ritish Association to visit that place dur-
"'g the coming year and their invitation has
been accepted. Several universities and

Hon. Mr. MACINNES (Burlington)-I
have no objection to doing so.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I should like to call
the attention of the promoter of the bill to
the fact that there are two colleges in the
constituency from which I come, one at
Sackville and one at Memramcook. I would
like to ask whether invitations have been
extended to them.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-Has the hon.
gentleman a list of those to whom invita-
tions have been sent?

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Acadia College,
Nova Scotia, should be added.

Hon. M r. BOULTON--Is the University
of Manitoba included i

Hon. Mr. MAcINNES (Burlington)-It
might be well to strike out the list forming
part of clause three and include it in the pre-
amble.

Hon. Mr. MASSON--As the hon. gentle-
man does not appear to be very well pre-
pared to say who have been invited, and
examples have been given of the names of
institutions which have been omitted, I
would suggest that the committee rise and
give the hon. gentleman who has charge of
the bill an opportunity of including the
names which may be suggested to him.

Hon.Mr.MAcINNES (Burlington)-There
isnoobjectionto adding any names which may
be suggested in the committee, but we did
not like to put in the names of institutions
with which communication had not been
had. I have given the names of the uni-
versities from whom we have received
assurances of willingness to co-operate, but
I am quite agreeable to adding any names
which may be suggested here to-day.

colleges have been asked to join in the work Hon. Mr. WOOD-Reading the clause
c0nnected with this exhibition. The names
Of the institutions to which invitations have again, T observe that it contains the words

4en sent are the University College of Dal- "consist of the following and such otler
housie the Nova Scotia Historical Society, members of the association as they may
the Uýniversity of New Brunswick, and r tm toieadt hi n br.

ing'sCollege, N.B. All these institutions' Thatthink as thehon.gentleman says,
have cordially accepted the invitation ex- would include any of these colleges which
tOr"ded to ther. may hiereafter signify their intention of

taking part.

lion. Mr. POWER-The clause might be Hon. Mr. ALMON-King's Cohlege was
8"ded by adding these names to the list. founded by King George III and is certainly

22
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the oldest in the British possessions.
should therefore be mentioned first.

choose t
The insti
wiil be n

The CHAIRMAN-I would call the at- to act th
tention of the hon. gentleman who has charge
of the bill to the fact that by striking out the Hon.
names appended to this clause they cease to tieman t
be invested with authority under the Act. If of instit
inserted in the preamble they will occupy a co-opera
very different position. Perhaps he has
considered this point. Hon.

to accept
Hon. Mr. POWER-If the hion. gentle- is done

man will now add the names which te read
eut a littie while ago these last words cited Hon.
by the hon. gentleman from Westmoreland tleman
will cover any which it may be desired to take two
add in the future. I also concur in the sug- would de
gestion of my colleague that the universities from. S
should be mentioned in the order of senior- is concer
ity. The Nova Scotia Historical Society is if invite
considerably older, I should imagine, than time to c
the Historical Society of Victoria, B. C. Hon.

Hon. Mr. MAcINNES (Burlington)-It versity o
would be better to leave the names in -to comm
the clause for the present. Hon.

The SPEAKER-I believe that the sug- have not
gestion of my hon. friend on the other side more co
of the House was a very good one. I do not bil, but
think we are quite prepared to deal with the of the ot
matter to-day, for evidently there are many Hon.
details which should be taken into considera-s
tion and more than one suggestion has been
made which deserves careful attention. I report.
believe, for example, that we are not in a Hon.
position to-day to deal with the suggestion with reg
made by the senior member for Halifax. If te stand
the hon. the mover of the bill will accept committ
the suggestion of the hon. member from make su
Mille Isles, the committee might ris-, report the hon.
progress and ask leave to sit again. bill can

Hon. Mr. MASSON-By adding names
without due reflection we may omit some of Hon.
the more important. That is one of the There c
reasons why I suggest that the committee adding t
rise and report progress. We may be in- a1togeth
cluding the names of institutions who do not go on wi
care to co-operate. The

Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-I do not think no one
it is necessary that the committee should the pres
rise. The objection has simply been made of the 1
that the language of the bill is not general proceedi
enough. If we add the names I think that we expe
is ail that is necessary. If they do not emitting

o affiliate, no harm can be done.
itutions whose names are included
otified and if they do not consent
at ends it.

Mr. MASSON-Then the hon. gen-
iinks it is proper to add thennames
itions who have not been asked to
e and give them the right to vote ?

Mr. SULLIVAN-If they choose
well and good ; if not, what harin

Mr. BOULTON-If the hon. gen-
vho has charge of the bill would
or three days for consideration, he
rive a great deal of benefit there-
o far as the University of Manitoba
ned, I think I can safely say that,
d, it will a ccept, but we have not
ommunicate with them.

Mr. MASSON-There is the Uni-
f Ottawa; it would have been easY
unicate with them.

Mr. MAcINNES (Burlington)--
the slightest objection to devotilg

nsideration to this feature of the
I think we might go on with some
her clauses.

Mr. POWER-We are striking
the time ; the committee had better

Mr. FERGUSON-I would suggest
ard to this clause that it be alloWed
for the present, and that, after the

ee rises, members of the House May
ggestions as they feel inclined, and

gentleman who has charge of tbe
make out a complete list of thbe

ons whose names should be included.

Mr. MAcINNES (Burlington)'
innot be the slightest objection tO
hese names, but apart from that
er I do not see why we should 'lot
th the other clauses of the bill.

PEAKER-The objection is that
is prepared to make suggestions *
nt moment. We mayinclude som
ess important institutions, but by
ng further at the present momIent
se ourselves to the possibilitY Of

some of the larger universities or
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colleges. For this reason I concur in the Does his private secretary, who is lis son, get
snggestion made by my hon. friend that we fifty dollars per inonth during his visit in Ottawa,
should now rise and report progress. for the past three months?8houl nowriseAlso, could flot the North-west Territories ex-

hibition accounts be made up at Regina, lad the
Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman Lieutenant-Go'ernor been there?

who is in charge of the bill will really fur- Also, how much did it cot, including salary, for
ther his own end by accepting the sugges- Mr. Pope, the accountant, to corne to Ottawa to
tion made by his honour the Speaker. The ow u the pai accounts o
hon. gentleman must see that the com- About wlat date will lis honour the Lieuten-
raittee just now are in a critical nood, and ant-Governor of the North-west Territories go
I do not think he will reach the end which back to Regina again?
he, desires any quicker by persisting in deal-

ing with the bill now. The wiser way is to
accept the suggestion and report progress this buse that it is with no pleasure,
and when we meet again we shall probably I have p th e rer par
get through with m uch greater rapidity.

notices of the character of the one which
Hon. Mr. MACINNES (Burlington)-I appears in my name to-day. I might add

an quite willing, in deference to views of the that the people of the North-west have no
hon. member f rom Halifax and his Honour'objection whatever to their Lieutenant Gov-
the Speaker, to let the committee rise and ernor, but rather through their representa-
report progress. tives submitted and encouraged and recom-

mended lis appointment. When we did
Hon. Mr. VIDAL, from the committee, that we thought that he would feel it an

reported that they had made some progress lonour as well as feel hiseif in duty bound
With the bill. to reside, at least the greater portion of the

year, in tlie Nort-west, but now lie lias re-
The Senate than adjourned. moved his famihy away from there and lias

been living in Ottawa for tiree monts.
_________We think that is a longer time than sliould

be allowed that gentleman for a visit. For

TEtat reason we think that the goverment
oare hardy doing rigse t retaining hi here

fifty dollarsand keeping lih away from lis duties.
O Ih Since p placed this notice on the order paper,

I have learned, not from any official source
khatever but from rumour, that is Honour

O'clock. the Lieutenant Governor will return to the
akNort-west Territories the early part of next

week. That being so, my purpose is served
and I do not wish to say or do anything that

TUE LIEUTENANT-GOVERNR 0F would e unkind. nasmuch as lie is going
TE NORTHHWEST TERRITORIES. back, I anM perfectly satisfied and withdraw

INXQUIRY WITHDRAWN. the inquiry whidl appeatrs on the paper under
my name to-day. 1 hope in the future that

The notice of inquiry being, calhed, I hall have no occasion to give such notices
but tiat his aonour the Lieutenant Governor

l~y he Hn. M. Peley:wiîî feel it an honour, as well as a duty, to
That he will ask the government, about wht show the people of the North-west Territories

tiltie that visit of Lieutenant-Governor Mackintosh, w bat they are justly entitled to expeot, that
Of the Nort-west Territories, will e completed inhthe u fl in
Ottawahonour a e a l he dut y bond

And, if tis visit lias been enjoyable? ourable position. t have no further remark
b)oesj the Goverument think it was right or fair to make, nor do I desire to put the question

to the Northwet Territories to ahhow the Lieuten or have it aNowered. I therefore ask leave
amtoGovernor so long a leave of absenceta

Wihl lis trabelling expenses to Ottawa and re l to i withdraw the notioe.
turt rse a charge againtt the country?

Si c I.1 placd thAi n c o h r r p
oe he receive five o ar15 4 ay asf nan extral

allowance during his absence?
2:4

The notice was withdrawn.
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Hon. Mr. BOULTON--I did not know after the questien was put at the commence-
that the hon. member for Assiniboia intend- ment of the session, that the hon. member for
ed to put this inquiry on the notice paper Assiniboia should have been satisfied that
for the purpoqe of advertising this question having drawn the attention of the govern-
regarding Lieutenant-Governor Mackintosh, ment to it, and that they were seized of all
and then to promptly withdraw it. I was the facts that he desired should be brought
in sympahy with the hon. member from before the country, he should not pur-
Assiniboia in bringing this question before sue the inatter in a spirit which partakes of
the House at the comiencement of the persecution of a public man who is not in a
session, when the subject of the liabilities in position to defend Iimseif. Fair play
connection witii the World's Fair was before is a jewel. I have no interest in defend-
the country, and its connection with the ing the Lieutenant Governor, but I do
Lieutenant-Governor-- take an interest in maintaining the

official dignity of Parliament and the
Hon. Mr. McKAY-I tise to a question representatives of Parliament and the ap-

of order. There is no motion before the pointees of the Crown, and for that reason I
House. The hon. gentleman's motion is did not wish to let this opportunit, pass
withdrawn, and there is nothing before the without criticising the action of the hon.
House. member f rom Assiniboia in regard to this

matter. I an aware that the lion. member
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I rose in my Mas a representative for the country at the

place as soon as I had an opportunity. If World's Fair and tht he lias taken an
the hon. gentleman says I am out of order active interest in questions of tîat kind,
I am willing to sit down, but I wish to rise that he had the dishursement of public
on behalf of one who is not able to defend moneys for the purpose of miking the best
himself. If I am out of order I will use of them and (isp]aying before that
move the adjournment of the House for great fair the opportunities which Canada
the purpose of naking a few renarks possessed, and that he is a very fit man
on behalf of an ofBcer of the country criticise theactsof the Lieutenant-Governor
who is not able to defend himself. The so far as his management of the territorial
hon. gentleman from Assiniboia has put fair is cofcerne(, in consequence of bis con-
on the paper some extraordinary questions. nection witl the World's Fair, but I think
I an quite willing to accord to the niember bis criticism having onc been been brought
for Assiniboia ail the interest that he is before Parliament, that it shoud have
entitled to display in so far as hie is f rom th ceased there, uniess there was sorne oppor-
North-west Territories and that he is a tunity given to the Lieutenant-Governor tO
representative of the North-west Territories defend himsef froin the imputations that
in the Senate, but still I think there is soine- these questions are intended to, cast upon'
thing due to the dignity of the Senate and h ei, and which b the withdrawal of the
something that is due to the dignity of the hon. member's questions ofe is debarred froi
office of Lieutenant Governor, that questionsb
of this kind shouid not be put iii this! Hon. 'Mr. PERLEY--I migmt say that it
form and when given to the public with- is in no spirit of persecution '%vhatever that
drawn without an opportunity for any I have asked this question. 1 asked similar
defence on the part of the Lieutenant-, questions in the early part of the session,
Governor. The Lieutenant-Governor ha, because I feit it my'duty, as a represent&
paced in his hands a sums of money for the tive from the Canadian North-west in this
purpose f promoting and insuring the Parliament, to do so. It is quite true that
success of an Industrial Fair in the North- I was a commissioner at the Word's Fair,
west Territories, and there are a number of but if was, there was no after clap, there
liabilities iv connection with that air stili were no bis unpaid. I discharged my duties

unpaid, and whether his presence here in in connection with that office in a maner

Ottawa is for the purpose of seeing the creditabe to mysef and in a manner satIs-
Government with regard to the payment of factory to the government who appointed

those liabilities or whether it is in connection nie. So far as that is concerned, I have
with the local affairs of the Territories, or nothin more to say. The hon. gente ron
what, I a su not prepared to say, but I think, cast no reflection on my conduct in aiY
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public position that I occupied, and I hold of the Governm2nt that he was going back,
that a public man shouid discharge his duties and I now, in kindness to him, accept a
so that there will be no question as to rumour that 1 heard upon the streets and
whether they have been properly per- have withdrawn the question.
formed. Nobody could rise with greater
reluctance to say one word reflecting on Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-It is a good vhing
the Lieutenant Governor of the North- for the credit of the Senate and for the
West Territories than myself. In fact, credit of the country that these questions
in his personal capacity I have never said have been witbdrawn. Lt is not so much in
a word against him, but in bis public capa- tbe information sougbt as in tbe tone of the
city he is as open to criticism as I or any tions that the great fault lies. I cannot
other public man. I asked questions in the see why the hon. member from Assinaboia
early part of the session, and received vague sbould be so particularly anxious, in the
and indefinite answers to each one of thein, interest of the country and of the North-
and I leave it the country to say whether J, west Territories especially, to learn if tbe
who was one of the men who recommended visit of the Lieutenant-Governor bas been
the appointment of Lieutenant Governor enjoyable. 1 sbould like to know if tbat is
Mackintosh, have not a right to expect him a pertinent question. There is no doubt in
to discharge the duties of that office my mmd that the intention of the bon.
properly. You do not find the governors gentleman, wben he placed the notice on the
of the other provinces hanging around paper, wasto cast ridicule on Mr. Mackintosh.
the city of Ottawa and neglecting their bave no particular interest in the Lieuten-
duty. I can mention the names of ant-Governor any more than J bave in any
people who have suffered inconvenience citizen of Canada, but J have known bim for
by reason of his absence from the North- a great number of years and I know that be
west. J am wil:ing to have his Honour bas been a hard-working man. He was ac-
comne down and enjoy a visit to Ottawa, but knowledged. wben mayor of Ottawa, to be
when he has been hei e three months he has one of the most hard-working, useful and
been here too long. He has moved his popular mayors tbey have ever had in
family down here. The Governnent of Ottawa, and be bore the saie reputation as
Canada have built an expensive house for a member of Parlianent wben be was a
the Lieutenant-Governor and to-day that member of tbe buse of Commons. J can-
house is exposed to the risks and misfortunes not see how he bas deteriorated so much a,
that might befall it by hired people being the bon, gentleman says be has. The hon.
there. When J asked the questions which member says that other Lieutenant-Gover-
appeared on the notice paper, J should have! nors do not core to Ottawa. We know that
thought the hon. gentleman would not con- other Lieutenant-Governors bave been in
Sider it necessary to defend the Lieutenant Ottawa and bave been away f rom the prov-
Governor, because I left unasked the inces which they govern for one, two and
questions that were of vital importance. I three months, and even longer, and not a
treated the Lieutenant Governor with a word was said about it; but the Lieutenant-
great deal more courtesy and respect than Governor of the Nortb-west Territories must
the gentleman who desired me to have his be at the dictation of the hon. gentleman
name brought before this Assembly in a from Assiniboia. One would suppose, to
different way. Have I ever been told the hear the bon. gentleman speak, tbat he had
amflount of the arrears of debt ? No. I have appointed the Lieutenant-Governor himself
never yet had the answer, and now, not -hadrecommendedhimanddonethisforhim
only has the Governor come down here in and that for him. J would ask tbe hon. gentle-
Place of being at his post of duty, where he man if be remembers when tbat gentleman
should have been, but the Government have went out, in 1887, and worked very bard to
to bring the auditor down to fix the accounts get bim elected the first time he was returned
uP when they should have been arranged in w Ottawa He does not show a great deal
Regina. J do not wish in any unfair or un- of gratitude, to say the least of it, for kind-
kind manner to make reference to his nesses of that sort. I do not often agree
1ionour. When I heard that he was re- with the hon. gentleman from Shell River,
turning to the North-West I was satisfied, but J concur in bis opinion that the hon.
butf had no intimation from any member gentleman's attacks on the Lieutenant Go-
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ernor look like persecution more than any-
thing else and there are very few fair minded
men but will look upon it in the sane light.
It does not say much for the credit or
courage of anybody to stand up and ask
such questions about a man whose position is
such that lie dare not answer them, even in
the papers. It is unfair and unwise to
pursue such a course and I am very sorry
that this kind of thing has been started in
the Senate at all. The Lieutenant Governor
for the North-west Territories has his faults,
as we all have, but he is a hard working, able,
intelligent and useful man in any country.
Every person who has known him will agree
that what I say is correct, and I was sorry,
and more than sorry, to see those questions
placed on the paper. If it was really the
hon. gentleman's desire to get information,
there was a much easier way to get it than

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I congratulate
my hon. friend from Assiniboia on having
dropped these inquiries which have been
placed on the Order paper. I am sorry that
they were placed there in the form in which
they appear. The hon. gentleman had a
perfect right to ask for information, and
since the matter has come up for discussion
I think it is but right that the information,
which has been inquired for, should be given
to the House. Before dealing with the
question of the territorial exhibition, I may
be permitted to read some extracts from a
letter from Lieutenant-Governor Mackintosh,

1 for we must remember that now, as the
questions have been on the notice paper,
they become a record, and although the hon-
gentleman deserves credit for having allowed
them to drop, yet as they are a public
record it is but right that they should be

by putting questions on the order paper and dealt with. A letter written to-day by Mr.
circulating them in the newspapers. There Mackintosh to my hon. friend the Premier,
is always an easier way than that-if kind- has been placed in my hands since I calme
ness is the inspiring spirit, which I do not into the Senate, and I have permission tO
believe is the case now. I am sorry that read some parts of it to the House:
anything has been said on the subject, but I
hope nothing more will be said about it, for 1 to Ottawa at the request of the Minist£r
I think it is unfair to strike a man who of the interior, pursuant to a telegram received
cannot defend himself. from hini, asking nie t: be here to discuss the est'

mates with hini, Mr. Haultain mit being ready tO

Hon. Mr. POWER.-It is to be regretted cone east. It is unnecessary for me to point Out

thatthat for five weeks after the meeting of Parlianltthatthelio. mmbe frm Ama idnotlittie business was dloue, and consequentiy, upon'
come to the conclusion that nothing more the so-caiied "crimis," it was impossible to (Io anY
should be said on this subject before lie stood thing definite. Meanwhile, a misunderstandilj

had arisen witlî reference to mny "'reservation ilO1up. The hon. member from Assinaboia may the
be right or wrong in the general course which Assembly, and, feeling that iy action thereon h11'
he has adopted with respect to the Lieutenant been misconstrued by the Council, or rather by the
Governor of the North-west Territories, but Department of Justice, 1 deemed it expedient to
his course to-da was perfectly fair and satis- confer with the iegal advisers of the Goveruelit,bi ous t.ay~asrfciy'fi n 'aiso preparing a repiy, ani, 1 think, proving tuaie
factory. He declined to go into the ques- 1 was actuated by high public motives in t
tion and preferred to withdraw the notice the course I did with reference to the ordinalce.
and so nothing was said about it. Added to this,.I found it expedient,'in order tv

dIo what I could to see that aIl just dlaims wVe
adjusted in connection with the Territorial Exhi'

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE.-After he had bition, to prepare documents, ami, in conjunCtiol'
spoken. with the accountant, to furnish papers required bY

the Departnient of Finance. This has beeil l'O
Hon. Mr. POWER.-No, the lion. gentle- smali tax upon both tine ani energy. ier

man did not go into the matter of his ques- qtîestoîi one of paraortance toth
tions at al. While my feelings towards the rearranging the inagistracv. The work 1 have done
Lieutenant-Governor of the North-west in connection with the subject wili be pr0ve(
Territories are of the most friendly character, whe the proper tune coues. 1 have worked

1indefatigabiy in the interest of the Terriiories, ""ad
I think that that gentleman can very well deeply deplore the fact that any public man fr00 '
say of his friends in the Senate to-day " save there should seek to represent me in a faise lighî.
me from my friends." As you are aware, I have beenfarfrom well

deemliîg it, my duty to discharge my social obl~
tions at the Capital. As I leave in a few daYS o

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-That is a matter of the west, 1 think it but just to make this re
opinion. sentatio to you, as leader of the igovermelt
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I have read enough from this letter to put
Lieutenant-Governor Mackintosh's statement
in his own behalf before this hon. House. I
am aware that the Premier promised the
hon. member from Assiniboia that as soon
as possible he would give this House some
statement with regard to the over-expend-
iture in connection with the Territorial ex-
hibition held in Regina. I have a state-
ment furnished by the deputy minister of
Finance in which he says:

Referring to the notice of motion given by Hon.
Mr. Perley on the l7th instant respecting the
Lieutenant-Governor of the North-west Territories
and the Territorial Exhibition, I notice one of the
questions is " How nuch do the unpaid accounts
ainotit to ?" From the statements that have been
transmitted to this departnent byhis Honour, the
unpaid accounts are set down at $14,234,73.

I have in my hands a long statement sent
to the government by Mr. Angus McKay,
chairman of the Canadian Territorial ex-
hibition, explaining very fully the causes
which led to the over-expenditure. J feel
that J cannot make any explanation to the
Rouse which would be so satisfactory as
sone extracts which I shall read from this
document. He says :

The organization was completed in January, but
consenquent upon sectional jealousy, much antago-
lisn was encountered, the Agricultural Societies
being anxious to have the Exhibition during Sep-
tenber or October, instead of conimencing on the
29th July. This was found impossible for many
reasons: lst. it was questionable whether the
Canadian Pacific Railway would be prepared to
guarantee free transports of exhibits at a later
date, the fear being that if the harvest was bounti.
fuil, and cattle trade brisk, cars could not be
spared in sufficient numbers, while at the saine
time, all the fail fairs took place in the East,
creating a demand for rolling stock. 2nd. That
should the crops be good, farmers would be unable
to leave the harvest fields and threshing. 3rd.
That as Regina had no accommodation except for a
limited number of people, should there be an over
flow attendance in cold weather, it would be im-
Possible to house the visitors, and canvas being
lecessary, few would be prepared to utilize it.
The resujt proved that the Committee acted

wisely, as the harvest was large, the cattle trade
Immense, and the visitors, at the Exhibition so
numerous-considering the sparsely populated
contry-that several squares of tents had to be
arranged.

The Committee in the next place, had agreed to
duplicate the sweepstakes prizes, so as to give
Manitoba and the North-west Teritories alterna-
tive prizes, it being found that otherwise the
Agricultur4t Societies would not co-operate as
earnestly as was desirable on so important an oc-
caion, the design being to show what both
Provinces could do.

At a general meeting of Committees, it was de-
cided to offer free fodder for all classes of cattle
and stock exhibited.

The result was, that just prior to the exhibition,
four thousand more entries came in than were ex-
pected,-over 290 freight cars conveying the ex-
hibits. This necessitated doubling the accommo-
dation, building corrals, erecting box stalls for
horses, pens and cattle sheds together with many
other structures, besides providing wells, wind-
mills, and for the tinie being, hauling water a dis-
tance of one mile and a half,-it being found that
the entries reached 7,794, or more than double
those at Winnipeg the week before, where, after
many years the Association had been able to erect
buildings and stabling to the value of $60,000.
For your information the Commitee gives the full
number of entries :-

H orses ........ .... ...........
Cattle ................. ..... ..
Sheep....................... .......
S w ine. ..... ................. ......
Poultry.... ......... .. ... ....
Rabbits........ ..... .........
Dairy products. ....... ... .......
Field grains, etc.................
Roots and vegetables......... .......
Plants and flowers.... ..............
Canary birds .......... ........
Bees and honey............. ........
Manufactures, Manitoba and N.W.T .
Fruits, preserves, etc........ .. ..
Leather and leather work ........ ...
Preserved ineats and fish.. .......
Ladies' work................... ....
F ine arts.. .... .... ...............
Natural history............. ........
School work. .......................
Indian products.....................

T otal.............. .........

505
712
557
373

1,007
32

684
400

1,319
370
14
7

122
154
27
8

774
334

64
246
85

7,794
As compared with other old established exhibi-

tions, the following figures will at once convey to
your mind some idea of the emergency which such
a volume of exhibits created :-

Regi
Winm
Mon
Otta'
Toro

1895. Horses.
na... .. 505
nipeg .... 281
treal 582
wa------254
nto .....

Cattle.
712
338
903
408
720

Sheep.
557
289
361
201
487

Swine.

373
141
37L
112
435

In other words, the entries more than doubled
Winnipeg, exceeded Montreal and Ottawa and in
cattle, sheep and swine equalled the great Central
Agricultural show of Ontario-the Toronto Exhi-
tion. It would be superfluous to call your attention
to the fact ofMontreal and Toronto having immense
populations; Ottawa nearly 50,000 and Winnipeg
38,000, the exhibitions having been established in
those cities for many years. Regina bas a popula-
tion of about 1,600, while the vast distances be-
tween various points only permitted a limited
number of agriculturists to attend the exhibition.

The vast number of entries naturally swelled the
list of successful competitors-general prizes to
the amount of $16,258.77 being awarded, and all
paid except a few disputed ones, the total of these
not exceeding $150 or thereabouts.

Added to this, extra buildings, tents, freight,
camp beds, wells employees, became absolutely
necessary-men working double time-othe-wise
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the exhibition would have proved an utter failure. were at the disposal of the commissioners
All the stables in the neighbourhood were leased to meet the expense. I place this state-
special freight cars secured to convey tents, and te nse bece ther as
other grave responsibilities assumued, rather than'ment before the fouse, because there haS
have thousands of entries destroyed by the sun, been a good deal of criticism, and probably
and hundreds of people forced to remain exposed 1 not unreasonable criticism. Hon. gentlemen
at night without means of anything approaching who have had anything to do with the
accomolat ioni.

aie oii ttee of the Territorial Exhibitioi management of exhibitions-and I have had
were thus confronted by inijnierable difficulties. somewhat myself to do with them-know,
They were obliged to sanction a large numnber of even where the conditions are not so hard to
unanticipated expenditures, including about $4,000 appreciate beforehand, as they are in the
for buildings, $1,200 for tents, $500 for wells and North-west Territories that owin« topiping, $871 for freight, and extra judges' expenses e
and railway fares for various people connected with weather, or unfavourable circumstances, it
the different attractions and management, 963. is very hard to predict with certainty what
An addition $1,700 was incurred for cots and sleep- the financial results will be. I have placed
ingarrangeients, andabout $6W0 for extra stablîug' this information before the House because
while the attendants and extra einployees increased
$1,000. it has been promised, and I feel it is due to

The following is a suniary of estimated increase the House that it should be put in posses-
unanticipated : - sion of it.

Buildings.............. ...... .... 84,000

Wenls .... .... ... .............. 1,Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I should like to
Freight.... ,.. ... .. ........... 871 ask the hon. gentleman one question. le
Railway tickets. C.P.R need not answer it unless he -wishes. Whel
Cots.aud attendants........ ....... 1,700
Stabling............... ........... 600 he says that there is $14,213.17 unpai
Extra enployees and caretakers..... 1,000 accounts, is it the intention of the govern-

$10,834 ment to pay it?

A large nuniber of smaller items are not included r
in this stateiment and the connnittee would forther Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-With regard to
respectfully request that you also take into con- that question, it will be answered when the
sideration the fact tiat the anount paid for prize estimates are submitted to this House. All
imoney, (conse(uent ipon the imense inuber of this matter is under consideration by
entries). far exceeded any anticipated liability- the m ande nseril be
being $6,00X) more than was paid at Winnipeg. the government, and the answer will

The gate receipts, inchding special privileges, contained in the estimates when they are
amounted to $3,067.70 : entry fees, $1,284.00, a submitted te the House.
total of $4,351.70, while the receipts fron booths,
advertising and space in buildings, dining halls,
etc., anounting to about $1,200.00, did not teet
the cost of employees, attendants, and incidental that as well as the hon. gentleman under
expenses.

The Advisory Board and Reference o itteThe purport f everything that'i (i%,sr aor lad pîîîîîîce Coiiin as has been said is the fact that there wvas enly
is in a position to say that no Public money wis
ex pended for any other purpose than the legitimate 4 0e
demands and requireinents of the Territoriala exhibition that was open a week. 1 saY
Exhibition. They say this because some interested it is a mest disgraceful state of things. 1 -In
parties, who were either prevented froni making astenished, and I do net believe Angus MC
excessive charges, or whose accounts were thrown
out, have sedulously endeavoured to create the
impression that extravagance marked the manage-
ment.Hon. Mr. PERLEY - can u et

'lie Coinmiittee can furtiter state that throug as- hon. friend ll admit Angus McKay isn
eut the North-w-est Territories but eue impression honourable man.
prevails abongst nien really interested iit the pro-
gress of this country, a4ed that a general feelimg
tiat the Exhibition did more te bring the people Hon. Mr. PtRLEY-Yes, an honorabIe
tetaer, t encourage diversified faring, and ton ed an
gve an iKnpetus to the cattoe traie than atpy other
coceivab e plan that migHit have heen adopted. Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-And ha y

And further in the sarne strain, the Chair- just read the statement that that entle-
man of the Commission, speaking fer the man has furnished.
Board, presents, what, I sub it, are pretty
strong reasons for the excessive expendi- Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I withdraW O'Y
ture and the failure of the funds that motion te adjourn.
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BILL INTRODUCED. Receut researches in the sience of cheristry
have I>raove( that the nectar of flowers and the

iL "An ct espctin th Caadasaccharine quality of a pure caunmercial sugar, sucli
Bill (48) "l An Act respecting the CanadaiR1 1 (48 as that known in thie mnarket as the best granulated.

Jockey Club."-(Mr. McKindsey.) are one and the saie. The best granulated sugar
lias been largely fed of late years ta bees not suffi-

Sciently pravided withi honey stores for w-inter, andl

ADULTERATION OF FOOD BILL. it bas beenaccidentally discavered tlat thisquality
of sugar is c(jnverted by the becs iuta a hioney

IN COMITTFE.which caniiot be distinguishied l)y experts fronm the
INbest grades f floral hony. Na sauEer was this

The use esued i Comit ee ~tb~diseavery inade public than a hue ani cry arose
The House resumed in Committee of thn scentifi, arrow-nined

Whole consideration of Bill (10) " An Act bee-keevers against what they alleged ta be
further to amend the Act respecting the threatened adulteratian of haney. The parties
adulteration of Food, Drugs and Agricultural who have becu at work to praniate the passage of
Fertiizers."ts b declare that they are deternin ta pre-Pertilzers.vent adulteratian.' It would l)e weII far themi ta

shom- tirst whercin the allegcd a(lulteratian con-
(In the Committee.) sists. Cheinîstry asserts that there is none. It

affiris that the nectar of flowers and the sacchar-

lion. Mr. McCLELAN-I had hoped hie quality of a pure commercial sugar are ane and

tiat the on. member fom Prince EdwardS litte i knwn y the nnunity i
the ion menhe fiom rine Ewar general af the nature of beles ami honcy that it is

Island would not go on with this bill to-day, lot straoge the Hanse of Camnians shauld have
but that the Government would take it in passcd the bil in question when it was founi ta
band to amend the Adulteration Act instead be Iabbied by bee-keepers.
of passing a special Act of this kind. We "About ail that inost people knaw of becs and

had a discussion on this bill when it was in hane ie ets e
Committee before, and it was the opinion of Haw dath the littie busy bec
a good many members at that time, that it inprave the shiiing haur,
Was an unfortunate measure and that the And gather hauey ail the day
object could be met in a better way by Froîî eî'y apening tlawer.

simpily amending the Adulteration Act and Like nany ather compositions far the religions
providing either for an inspection of honeys, instruction of childhaad, the verse just quoted
Or for the labelling of packages, or that the teaches errai. It is not truc that the bec gathers

haney. Lt gathers nectar, %vhielh it transtntes inta
name of the producer or dealer should be honey. The change frain nectar to haney is a very

Placed upon each package when placed on great one, as will readily be seeu in the light of a
the inarket, and I had hoped that that few explanatiaus.

Would be the course which my hon. friend ta Ihere are in nature twa kinds of sugar, known
Would adopt, but inasmuch as he bas decided sugar nti cane u aterap
to recommit the bill, I should like, if the boxes of sweet raisins and other fruits. The nectar
louse would give me permission, to read a af flowers and the saccharine )rin(iple af the pure
Petition which has to-day been placed in my sugar af commerce is cane sugar. By the actian of
bands regarding this measure. It is nota section af farmie

regaing hîs easue. L is lotacid, t îe nectar of flaovers andi the sweet of granit-
Perhaps formal enough to present in the late< sugar are chaiged >y the becs fraM Cane
Ordinary way, and therefore I offer it 1 sugar to grape sugar. This transformation is anc
as a part of my remarks. There will be no of gra
Objection to that. It is a petition and em- tin. Cane sugar is nc of the nost indigestibk

Objetionthings in nature. The haney bec, ainang other
braces an argument also. It is as follows gaod offces which it )erfornis far the human world

transmnutes the indigestible nectar of flowcrs inta a
GrELPH, l7th March, 1896. digestible and lusciaus articles of food. It will do

10 the Honourable the Senate of the Dominion of the saine with the indigestible cane sugar of com-
Canada, in Parliament assenmbled :nerce. But at this point a clique af beekeepers

The etiianaf illam letherClake: starts tmp, uuuidcr the impression thiat their craft is
The Petition of Williaasks a inetenth century Legis-
kRunbly showeth : That your petitioner is a bee- lature herc in Canada ta pass a law ta farbid becs

keeper of long standing, having inade the habits of being utilized ta change an indigestible product
becs a life-long study, and that from interest in into an casily digestible anc
he pursuit as well as regard for the public good, "Honey is af varions grades or qualities. Thcre
e deprecates the passage of a bill now before your is that îuade from white claver and linden or bass-
ionourable House designed to prevent the manu- woad, which stands at the top of the markct.
facture of honey fron sugar syrup. His opposition There is that muade fram buckwheat, which is of
thiereto will be fond set forth in the following inferiorquality. Thereisalhoncysotitues made
litatenieîts :- frm aphides or honey ndct, whic is wors than
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buckwheat honey. There is that quality of ex- limits as are consistent with the rights of others
tracted honey which is thick, ripe, thoroughly and the general good.
evaporated, and will keep till doomsday. There is 2. The manufacture of honey f rom a pure article
also a thin, watery, unripe kind, which has been of commercial sugar is a legitiniate business, with
rushed almpost out of the mouths of the bees by the which a legislature has no right to interfere. There
use of the extractor, and will turn sour inside of a is no fraud about it, and no adulteration. It is
month. Nobody asks for a law to exclude the in- not proposed to sell sugar honey as white clover,
ferior grades of honey just mentioned from manu- linden, or any other kind of honey. Those who
facture or sale. It is considered safe to leave these favour it are perfectly willing to have it conspicu-
g rades of honey to the discriminations of trade. ously labelled and sold as " sugar honey." Will
But sugar honey ! " Tell it not in Gath !" AI- any man who pretends to know anything about
though it is immîneasuraby superior to buckwheat political economy assert that there is any wrong
honey and thin, unripe honey of every sort, the here to be prohibited by law ?
public cannot be trusted to protect itself from that 3. The fact already pointed out by me--that
-it must have a prohibitory law against it. bees have the function of transnuting indigestible

"No one proposes to produce sugar honey, and cane sugar into digestible grape sugar is a strong
palm it off upon the public for clover or linden argument against the bill. Here is a great Possible
honey. It is proposed to sell it for what it is- good to humanity which this bill seeks to forbid.
' only that, and nothing more.' If clover and linden In the belief of many physiologists, indigestion,
honey are incomparably better than sugar honey, kidney trouble, diabetes, and even Bright's disease,
the public is not so dull and stupid but that it, will are traceable to the vast consumption of an indi-
find it out. Suppose that sugar makes an inferior gestible and poisonous kind of sugar. Is it not in
grade of honey, would it not be a boon and a bless- the interest of the human family that an injurious
ing to people who cannot safely eat the indigestible article of food should be changed into a kind that
cane sugar of commerce? Is it not a legitimate is wholesome ?
article of manufacture ? Would not the Parliament 4. Another objection to the bill is that it le
of Canada 'do itself proud' to put such a law as unnecessary, and all needless legislation is a'
that proposed on its statute book at the instigation impertinence and a nuisance. Even granted that
of a few men who are behind the age, in conflict sugar honey is an inferior, second-rate kind of
with science and at war with the most inteliigent honey ; so is buckwheat, but it is not proposeî
and advanced beekeepers of our time. to have an anti-buckwheat honey bill.

" So far from the manufacture and sale of sugar Honey iii its various grades is as well able to
honey injuring the pursuit of bee-keeping, there is take care of itself in the world of trade and coff-
reason to believe it would be an incalculable bene- merce as any other product.
fit to it. There are seasons when the flowers yield The insinuation has been industriously nmide
no nectar, and every year there are at least three that in opposing this bill, my aim is to injure bee-
months of summer when the bees get nothing fron keeping. This pursuit lias no warmer friend thia"
the flowers. If at such periods they can be profit- I have proved myself to be for many years past.
ably enployed in transnuting cane sugar into I resent all imputation of being actuated by any
grape sugar, what principle of political ectnony or unworthy motive. As an agricultural editor, I
sound norality is transgressed ? Suppose you have been writing in furtherance of this purstl.t
call the product " digestible sugar," and keep the since January, 1864, when the first numnher of the
naine " honey " as a monopoly for what is pro- Canada Fariner appearei under ny editorship. 1
duced froi the nectar of flowers, is anybody have done more by voice and pen to promnote bee-
wronged or injured ? Will you decree by law keeping, dairying and other rural industries tha
that only broadcloth shall be nanufactured, and any other living Canadian, and yet men of yester
prohibit tweed or homespun ? Will you only 1 day, who have reaped the fruit of my labours per
allow silk to be made for dresses, and forbid the formed before they were heard of in the fields
cheaper fabrics ? You might as well do so as de- where I have borne the heat and burden of the
cree that the bees shall only make floral honey. day, dare to accuse me of the meanest and worst
Admit, for argument sake, that floral honey com- motives. My record is my defence.
pared with sugar honey is only as broadcloth to A prominent beekeeper in the United Stater
tweed, or silk tct print-and I only admit it for writes me: "Over on our side we think'the better
argument sake--is it iot absurd and preposterous course is to be quiet mostly on the sugar-hioneY
that such legislation as that proposed should be question at present, but if. our enemies were 80
sought in such a day and age of the world as this?" ' cantankerous' as to try to get our legislaturel»t

I do not ask that the foregoing statenents be pass laws for simple purposes of prosecution, thel
accepted as the ipse dixit, although I amt a bee- the case would be altered. I was surprised as 'e
keeper of more than thirty years' standing, but I as pleased that the Canadian bill failed last year,
(o ask the honourable the Senate of Canada to and the circumstances gave me courage to ho
pause and thoroughly investigate the facts of the that it will fail again. Whether defeated or vie
case before committing themselves to a piece of torious, you are a soldier in the cause of the
legislation not to be found anywhere on the face right."
of the earth, and only fitted to make us ridiculous I shall be very reticent in referring to Canadi
in the eyes of the civilized and scientific world. beekeepers, but I have letters fron some Of thl

I oppose the bill now before the Senate mainly also. Of course, I have no right to publish
for the following reasons :- private letters without leave, and I do Don.

1. Because it interferes improperly with the tend to ask it. I am fighting this battle sigle'
liberty of the subject. It is outside of the proper handed, not but what I have allies, but the r

function of legislation, which is supposed to give cumstances are peculiar, I have suffered a b1tter
freedom of action to every citizen, within such prosecution for three years past for daring to sPeak
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out, and I do not ask any man to face the ordeal it should be brought to the notice of the
through which I have passed. In addition to buse Much of it is in the saine une of
Other letters, I have received an anonyinous one,
froin which I quote a few extracts, in conclusion, argument as was advanced by my hon.
ferely reinarking that I have not the slightest idea friend from Kingston, and others, in the
Who the writer is or where he lives, only that debate which took place on the bil in this
he writes fron "Ontario, June 7th, 1895.

" I mn glad you are trying to fight these Philis- I bitod be pres sed hat
tiles. You have more sympathisers on your behalf
than you imagine. I love beekeeping, and have no ail events, if my hon. friend from Queen's
leed of lessons from anyone. I know I have forgot- County intends to add this to the legisiation
ten more than some of those ringleaders ever will
know. I trust you will not put your sword back o
into the scabbard till you route the euemy." able amendent made to the bil before it

This law is wanted for selfish ends. So miani- passes.
festHy is thio the case that an AMerican bee journal
editor speaks of it as follows Canadian bee- n s van y n
keepers should cease trying to get a law passed fore
the purpose of prosecuting their neighdours. The dorse the sentiments which have been read

1gar-honey law which has been offered to two by the beon. gentleman just now and which
Parliaments in succession, gives itself away in its emanate froa a gentleman not personally
Wording - evidently flot so nuch intendedl for ýknown to me, but known by reputation to
enforcenCent as for a handy club to hit prontinhe e
heretics. " If it were meant to protect tue interests be one of the moat distinguished entomo-
Of bee-keeping at large, nothing mnore would be logists in this country. Therefore, tink
asked than that sugar- honey be sold on its inerits. bis words should have weight. Lt is rather
A law requiriag it to be duly labelled and sold for unpleaant to oppose any bill, and nothing

Thhat it is would rouse o opposition. So mani passes
eturing the discussion of this Bill i the Housel

Of Coininons I was personally attacked, denounced that there is no necessity for such a measure
ity name, beittled as a bee-keeper, and my reputa- as this, induces me to oppose it. There are

tiop as an authority on bee-keeing dawaged. Un- three parties supposed to he interested in
famnilar with parliainentary usage, I beg to askthbilte e-eprheeoeante
Your Honorable House whether I have any pro-The
tection lgainst this kind of persecution. The bees. The bill is entirely in the interests of
Proimoters of this Bill are a strong corporation, one to the injury of the other two. Lt cer-
and their lobbyists have their expehes paid by a tainly is of no possible benefit in the first
h0Vernnient grant contributed by the Local Legis-
lature of Ontario. l cannot go to Ottawa at my lg i t exemplifies a principle which i
OWn cost an charges but if your lonourable Body ithink should never be recognized- under-
Will consent to postpoe the Bill and cal for taking to dictate the diet of animals. If this
evidence, I stand ready to substantiate o.l the principle were followed out, as t said on
8tatements I have mnade, and furtberniore ple(lge

mYgelf to sub ssit to this House a case of sugar- former occasions, it would be a terrible
hoey so equal i o every respect to the best sarples punishient to the public in general and do
bf floral lioney, that honourable nmeinbers will be no possible good. The value of honey can-
uinable to deteet the (lifference. not be gainsaid. In fact, in 8everal countries

I arn not enigaged in the production of honey foritoupe apston san rice f
Pectiniary praoit. follow bee-keeping as a scien- three pies suposeto be interte in
tifil pastite and for the possibilities of evekop- t commercial value which is of great bene-

ent and usefulness I see in it. In all scientifie fit to those who gather it from the bees.
advaceinent there inust be pioeers. There w bs The Russians produce about five or six
p timne when the true systein of the universe was hundred thousand pounds of honey annually,
ldherstood by only one tnan in " the wide, wide

Worln" ant ge was treated as a malefactor. and the United States has cultivated the
adMit' that the advanced thinkers on this sugar- industry to a large extent. The Gerinans
hOliey question are but a sinall îninority, but theY have endeavoured to stimulate the cultiva-
hae aright to bc heard, and my earnest prayer P tion of it and spread information about
that your Honourable Body will give an oppor-
tllnity for evidence to be fully and fairly taken honey and bees as much as they possibly
efore passing a Bil which will niake me blush for can among the people, and I think this is

MY country for hav enacted a species of legisla- one of the subjects which should have
tione fit only for the (lark ages. engahed the attention of our Experimental

And your petitioner, as in duty bound, will bever
Pray. Farmn and in that way we would know

abM. F. CLARKE. exactly how the matter stands. c know of

one bee-keeper in the United States who rais-
I fet, having been entrusted with this ed as uch as $30,00 worth of honey in a

document, that it was due to the gentleman year. I think, therefore, that an article of
whOhad taken an interestinbee-keeping, that this kind deserves the greatest attention,
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and the first question that one asks himself out. At ail events, it is beneficial that
is in what way can this feeding of sugar to experiments of this kind should be made,
bees be injurious to the public or injure the because there may be a method of feeding
honey in any way. It may lower the stan- bees in such a way as might possibly pro-
dard grade of it, but that is entirely a mat- duce better honey than the natural article,
ter of inspection. In fact, this bill should or something that would be more nutritious.
not be introduced, but in my opinion an ad- We do not know that that would be the
dition might be made to the Adulteration result, but this puts an end to all such
Act, but not to apply to any so called experiments. As that gentleman has told
adulteration such as is mentioned here us, when flowers become scarce, the bees
because it is not an adulteration at ail, in have to get honey from leaves, plants and
the sense of rendering the article in any way honey dew. Now, this honey dew is sUp-
injurious. I am sure the different grades posed to come from a smaller insect, belong-
can be recognized readily by the merchants ing to the aphide, and, therefore, is noxious.
who handle then. As the gentleman whose
report has been read 'remarks, honey is just Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Hear, hear.
a sugar, not much different from comnon
sugar, except in the peculiar flavor which Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-So you see that
may be obtained from the nectar of difler- their natural food in that way might be
ent flowers which gives the excellence to noxious, whereas it is impossible for sugar
honey. So important is this that bee-keep- properly prepared and fed to bees with a due
ers ahl recognize and desire to get a quality regard to econony to be deleterious to
of honey that will sell well. It is to their health. Moreover, as was suggested by the
advantage. Now this sugar differs in no senior member for Halifax, there is a better
wise, except in a few chemical equivalents, way to prevent fraud, namely, by way of in-
from honey. It is just as healthful to the spection. Although it looks to me simplY
animal econoiy as honey is, and may be ridiculous at this stage of the production Of
more healthful. At ail events, it is not less honey in this country, if they wish to do it,
wholesonie to those who take it as an article let them have the honey inspected an.d
of food. Of course, there are no flowers for branded according to the merits which it Is
the bees to feed on for a considerable part of supposed to have, either as an article Of
the vear, and they have to substitute the diet, a nutritious article, or as an article Of
very article which is legislated against in luxury. I think that would meet the spirit
this bill. I do not see, how you are going of the Act, but this bill is a very undue
to discriminate when the bee will have taken interference with a practice which is not
a sufficient amount of it for food and when shown to be in any way noxious, which, 0
it begins to manufacture honey f rom it. I the contrary, is shown to be beneficial and
may give you a short sketch of the way in which might enable more persons to obtain
which this honey is gathered. The be is! an article which is just as good as the ordin-
furnished with two stomachs, the first being ary honey at a cheaper rate.
a sort of trough for the honey. When the nec-
tar is taken from the flower, it remains in the Hon. Mr. DEVER--Since this bill ws
first stomach, and then it is mixed with such placed before the Senate I have taken solue
other juices as may be there, into the comb, trouble to ascertain what are the-qualities
and constitutes the article which is termed of honey and what are the possible mixtures
honey. Now, if sugar is fed to them in the that might be considered adulterat1O0>
saie way, it seems to me that there is not Now, as the bill came before us in the first
any difference, except what slight difference instance, it presented the thought that the
there may be in the flavour. Therefore, I use of glucose in feeding bees was an adult-
cannot see in what way under heaven this eration. I find, f rom reading the opiniol of
can be legislated against as an injurious authorities, that glucose and honey are
article. It may be for those bee-keepers identical. J have my authority here
who have some peculiar combination, or " Glucose, a sugar largely found in the
some way in which they are determined vegetable kingdom and is honey." TIe
that some others who are not in the com- way they account for this, is that s1,ar
bination-I do not know for a fact that it going through the process the bee puts lt

is so, but I merely suspect it-shall be kept through prepares it and makes it hoieY,
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fiuch so as that which it extracts fron were found, after a long period, to be in
flowers. Again, what it extracts f rom the excellent order, as if they had been fed on
lowaers is clled honey. It is not honey - their ordinary food--in fact, better, showing
it is nectar, a sweet substance, and by the clearly, that sugar cannot possibly be an
OPeration of the bee it is made into honey. adulteration when converted into honey by
Xow hon. gentlemen will se, that if we go bees. Now this book that I have in my
tO legislate in the dark we will rather bring hand-
ridicule upon ourselves, seeing that this billH
enlanated from some incompetent authori- Hon. Mr. POWER-That bas been read.

ties. I do not think the promoters of it Hon. Mr. DEVER-I want to read an
knew the real qualities of honey, nor extract from it, because it is worth whilr.
did they realize or know what they I believe it is a sensible article. The man
supposed was adulteration. Adulteration who wrote it evidently knew what he wasrueans something inferior to that which it about.
's mixed with. Well, if glucose and cane
Sugar and grape sugar and all saccharine Hon. Mr. MACDONALD--Who was the
'natter that bees can extract honey from is writer?
rIot poisonous or injurious, but on the con-*
trary is fit for human use as, food, why Hon. Mr. DEVER-Mr. Clarke.

8hould we brand it as an adulteration ? I Abortive attempts have been made during the
'lso have in my hand a pamphlet sent to mie past two sessions of the Dominion Parliament to

Which I think is a most reasonable one. pass a bill prohibiting the manufacture of 4îoney
ffrom sugar syrup. Recent researches i the science

fore going into that, I had better quote of chenistry have proved that the nectar of flowers
Other authorities, showing that glucose and and the saccharine quality of a pure commercial
cane sugar and all these other sweets are I sugar. such as that known in the market as the
eOtivertable by the bee into honey and good best granulated, are one and the saine. The best

ye e s ogranutated sugar has been largely fed of late years
ney-the best of honey. Glucose accord- to bees not sufficiently provided with honey stores

1og to another authority is imade of grape for winter, and it has been accidentally discovered
ugar. Well, that cannot be poisonous. that this quality of sugar is converted by the bees

e all eat raisins and we know that there into a honey which cannot be distinguished by
n-raisins. [t is not injuriou as experts froni the best grades of floral honey. No

ugarin n honot isooner was this discovery made public than a hue
)Od. Then again, " honey is sugar or sweet and cry arose anong ignorant, unscientific, narrow-

eetract f rom flowers and clarified by minded beekeepers against what they alleged to be
bees " Then another authority " bees can threatened aduiteration of honey. The parties who
a8Siilate sugar into hone." have been at work to promote the passage of this

bill declare that they are "(etermined to prevent

lion. Mr. FERGUSON-Who is that adulteration." It would be well for thei to show
tfirst wherein the alleged adulteration consists.

%thority ? Chemistry asserts that there is noue. It athins
that the nectar of flowers and the saccharine quality

lion. Mr. DEVER- did not take the of a pure commercial sugar are one and the saie.
Raile-1" The only difference is the want of So little is known by the conmunity in general of

theflavourin of fowers; the honey is good." the nature of bees and honey that it is not strangeavorin offloers th hoey s god.the House of Commions should have passed the billbhen another, "sugar and cream are excellent in question last session, when it was found to be
GOd for bees "-even as food for the bees to lobbied by beekeepers. It was, however, thrown
eep them healthy when they are short of out by the Senate. Unfortunately, our Parliaments

h e have too often passed Acts in the interest of mono-
ney. polists and combines rather than for the good of the

Orses and other animals. We have general public. The anti-sugar honey bill-is one of
&4 istance in history showing that when the this class.

'ltish cavalry were short of food in the About all that mnost people know of bees and

nituea, they had to use sugar as food for honey is embodied in Dr. Watts juvenile hynn,
their horses. commencing:

How doth the littie busy bee

lon. Mr. PROWSE-Ti'ey did not make Improve the shining hou ,
hIe o t Andi gather honey ail the dlay

QeyV of it. From every opening flower.

. Like many other compositions for the religious110n Mr. DEVER-Honey is othing instruction of childhood, the verse just quoted
o0re than good sugar. The horses were fed teaches error. It is not true that the bee gathers

eleven pounds of sugar per day and they honey. It gathers nectar which it transmutes into
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honey. The change f roui nectar to honey is a very to cease to push it. I have a duty to
great one, as will readily be seen in the light of a discharge in connection with it, not'to drop
few explanations. it without the consent of the beekeepers

Hon. Mr. ALMON-If you read a little at any stage, believing as I do, that it is
further you will see that Dr. Watts says wise and proper measure. The bee-keepeS
" and stores it well with the sweet food of Canada have for years sought the pro
which he idakes," not with the food ne col- tection which this bil is calculated to give
lects. Dr. Watts was a great friend of them. Two years ago my hon. colleague,
mine and you should not misrepresent him. the Minister of Inland Revenue at that

time, Mr. Wood, took the matter UP
Hon. Mr. DEVER-From all the infor- and went to a good deal of trouble to try

mation I can get, I feel disposed to oppose and frame a bill which would fit in with the
the bill as it came into the House. I be- Adulteration Act to meet the views of the
lieve we can accomplish what is necessary bee-keepers. I have here before me the bill
for the good of the community and for the which was framed at that tinie. It was
purpose of having a healthful honey sold in sent to the Bee-keepers' Association and
the shops by merely grading the honey 1, 2, they disapproved of it, and the consequence
3, as it may be made from the various sub- was that it did not come before Parlia-
stances that bees can extract honey from. ment at all. The measure that we have b-
I believe it is utterly impossible for bees to fore us, as it came from the other House,
extract honey from any substance and niake contains the almost united opinion of the
it injurious to man. We have other classes bee-keepers of Canada. I have in 10Y
of insects that can do so, but not the bee hands the Canadian Bee-keepers Journal
I trust the hon. gentleman will see that this for the month of March and here 1
bill is obnoxious to a great number in this find that this very Bil and the action that
House, and justly so. parliament is taking upon it, was discussed

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-And by the Ontario bee-keepers. There are pe
to th bee as eîî.haps a dozen local bee-keepers associations Into the bees as well.

itou-different parts of the province of Ontarwy
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The introduc- there is a general association of b-

tion of this question in regard to the bee- keepers for the entire province. That a
keeping industry has had one very good ciation met a few weeks ago in the town
effect at least, for some hon. gentlemen Brantford and Mr. Pettît presented hie le
seeni deternined to emulate the industry port. 1 should have mentioned that the
of the little busy bee in the great diligence papers before me show that this gentlemen
with which they have set to'work to study up was sent toOttawaas a delegate fromthel 3e'
this question since it came i efore the House. keepers Association, on Ithinkmorethalone
It is right and creditable and I must con- 1 occasion, for the purpose of pronoting tbis
gratulate the hon. gentlemen on the great bil, and that a very considerable expe
industry they have shown. My hon. friend has been incurred by the bee-keepers for the
from Albert indicated that he thought I purpose of securing the passage of this Ule
should not continue to push it. My con- sure. 1 may here remark that hon
nection with this bill is this-I knew nothing gentlemen will discover in this report
about it until it was received as amended references to this petition that my
from the House of Commons, and it being of friend has read, and which he adnit
a public.nature, I felt it my duty, as I was was not a regular petition and n
the only member of the government here, quently incorporated it in hie remarks. Mr.
when the message reached this House to Pettit refers fot only to that petitior4 bùt
give it the necessary motion before the to the statement read by the hon' meIfber
House, and, finding my name connected with from St. John, which I discovered containô
it, and beekeeping being a subject in which word for word, the same language as is foUnd
I feel a great deal of interest, being an in this petition. You will find, if yoU list'
amateur myself and having studied the sub- carefully, that Mr. Pettit in this report
ject a little, I have taken charge of the which I am about to read, deaN withot
measure in the Senate. My hon. friend will very document, and that very petitioI 11
see at once that, having taken charge of the bas been read W the fouse, and which
billf it would not be at ail proper on my part have on my desk.
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Hon. Mr. McCLELAN-The petition did not corne to the surface very distinctly, bnt it
contains extracts from the work of Mr. lid hvunî all the saie. But during thesession of
Clarke which my hon. friend read. 1895, besides the under-current, there was an open

Clare wich llYand virulent opposition waged in the press against
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The same words or bil. From the many misleading statements

Ofl.*. st forth in the press, 1 select the following, viz.:
exactly are in the petition. Mr. Clarke of That" the nectar of flowers and cane sugar are
Guelph, I understand, is about the sole op- one and the sain." That "it lias been accident-
Ponent in Canada of the passage of the bil ally discovered that the best granulated sugar is
beforeconverte by the bees into a iey which cannot.~'vore he Huse.he distiniguished by experts frorn the best grades

lion Mr McC LLU -J tinktheof honey. " That "no sooner was tis (liscoverv madeHlon. Mr. McCALLUM--I think the
hon. gentleman will find that there are aa on inorant, un

lion getlean wll indthatthee ae ascientitic, narrow-lnin(led hee-keepers against what
good many more than Mr. Clarke who are they alleged tobethreatenedadvlteration." That
Opposed to this bill. "this law is sought for selfis ends, it is wanted

as a weapon and a menace to keep an upstart
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I am speaking clique in power." That "nnfortunately our Par-

of the bee-keepers. I will put this before lianent las too often passed acts ii the interests
the use nd hey an ppreiat wheherof mnonopolists and combines, rather than for thethe House and they can appreciate whetheranti-sugar bi is

the report of the bee-keepers of the province one of this kind."
Of Ontario is not entitled to as much respect you cau well ul(erstan bow these un-
and weight as the stateinent of this Mr. truthful ani dainaging statements militate against

elare. ie nay e aver resectblethe success of our bill. i rnay state*right here thatClarke. He may be a very respectableorder to disaise the
tuan-I do not know anything about him public mmd of the spurious and înisle-ading state-
but I submit to hon. gentlemen that the nents aeld forth by our opponent.
Views of the Bee-keepers Association of the Again an effort was made to work up a prejudice

agauîst our bill by stating, in a public way, that it
Province of Ontario assembled in convention, legalizes lioney dew, when such is not the case, for
4re entitled to as much, and I think it does fot in any way seek to affect the legal
to more weight than those of any single status of honey dew. Again, one of our opponents
iidividual set forth that $50 is a msexilun fine in the Adul-

Hon. Mr. DEVER-I do not pin my
faith to Mr. Clarke alone. I have taken
eXtracts from other authorities.

lon. Mr. FERGUSON-1 am not deal-
lg with all that my hon. friend said: I am
dealing with some extracts which are the
same as my hon. friend from Albert read,
,%nd precisely the same as some I have on
IUy own table. Mr. Pettit reports as fol-
lows .-

It will be remembered that soon after the session
o0 Parliainent for 1895 closed, I reported to
the Canadian Bee Journal that the bill had not
been reached. Now, if there is any consolation in
it, I will state that there were over thirty other
bille that shared a like fate. But I believe the
lilure in our case came about largely through the
act that we have in our association an opposition

two members; a small opposition, but a very
orous one.
'hen it was announced that the House of Com-

Ons would meet in April, 1895, I at once wrote
• S. Sproule, M.P., to introduce our bill at the

earliest possible moment, so that it would be sure
get through. Mr. Sproule answered that lie

Would be sure to do so, and that I had better come
down to Ottawa about the second week of the
%8eion, for the bill would likely get its second
leadtng about that time. So in compliance I went

down,

thDuring';the year 1894, as well as previóus to
a't, there was an under-current of opposition that

teration Act for nanufacturing or selling that
which is not injurious to the public health. This
statement is not in accord with facts, for the max-
imum fine for the former offence is $100. It would
seemu that that statement is made in order to pre-
judicially effect our bill. I mention these things
that all nay understand the difficulties to be over-
comfe.

While at the Capital last April, I again had the
honour of placing our claims before the Premier
and nearly all the Ministers and many members of
the House of Commons, and also before some of
our Senators, and I came away with the feeling
that our bill would become law if the mriembers
should be privileged with an opportunity to vote
upon it, and I am seized with the saine conviction
still.

And now I do recommend that the association
continue to press its claims for the legal protection
of our struggling industry and the reputation of
Canadian demand.

One bee-keeper, a Mr. McNight, objected
to the expense and blamed Mr. Pettit because
he did not agree to accept Mr. Wood's bill,
two years ago, which he thought would have
been satisfactory. Mr. Pettit went on to
say that he took the entire responsibility of
rejecting that bill, because it did not meet
the views of the bee-keepers. The result of
all this was that Mr. Evans moved, seconded
by Mr. Chrysler-

That the report of Mr. Pettit be received, and
that the executive of this association be instructed
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to press for the passage of the pure honey bill, At the meeting of the Bee-keepers Asso-
with any amendment that they may deem a ciation they unanimously sustais-ed r.
able, and that the saine connuittea be appointed, l are
and that the executive have power to decide
whether one or three should go to Ottawa. On the receipt of the August nuniber of the

I read that in order to show hon. gentlemen Canadian Bee Journal the following letter was

that the Bee-keepers' Association for the
province of Ontario, who understand this F. R.
question thoroughly, are practically unani- Sit,-August C. B. .1. is just to hand, and 1
mous in asking for the passage of the bill. iote yonlr allusions to me. SeveraI tines yoU

Whil on hatsubjct wan torefe tcharge mne with deliherate lying, e. oi. ail of this,
While on that subject I want to reert l'e knows, is untrue." 1 have stood a great deal
this gentleman (Mr. Clarke) through whom froni you and ben civil. Tis will ot stand
this opposition came. I have already said I froin you or any other man. I have made no state-
no not know the gentleman, but his circular ment at any toue that I did fot sncerely helieve

has~~ bendsrbte hog hi ue be truc. I deinand that you retract these asper-has been distributed throuhny character, an apologise for the, or
Hon. Mr. WA K-He is the aricultural sha treat you accordingly. The stateent that

Hon.Nif. W BýK-He s te aricuturl 1askd to be maide an honourary miemiber of the
correspondent of the Montreal JJitness-a N. A. B. K. A. is utterly false, and if yon have
very intelligent man. asparkof you, you will publish 1lY

W.M. F. CLAR.uu~
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-He is a pioneer in bee (,uELPH, 7th August, 1895.

keeping.k cpig 1 have read this statement in full and it

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I must say if goes far to convince me that Mr. Clark iS
hon. gentlemen take the trouble to look at animated by very strong personal feelings-
the circular he has distributed here and look mry stly, forlil I kn bu tes
at the spirit of it they will be inclined to ver strong feen ofpers oat n
question its merits in other respects as well. aga to a
it is a mixture of honey and other t esentent a aiéated i te
things that do not appear as sweet as hîoney. c
I will just read the explanatory remarks at course that he has taken in opposition tO

pamplet; this bill. The bee-keepers ask that a lawthe commencement of the pamphletsha be passed to prevent te giving Of
This pamphlet is issued in self vindication and sugar to bees for the purpose of making

self-defence. I an now 71 years of age. During honey. At the same time they are willing
all iy past history I do not renember that miiy and they ask that it shah be made lawful tO
veracity has ever been publicly questioned. But
at this tine of life I find myself stanped as a liar by give sugar to bees for food. Now, my hon.
two men who have no good reason to do otherwise friend from Kingston and other hon. gentl6-
than respect and speak well of me. Ir. McEvoy, men cannot reconcile these two provisions.
in the Ainericaun Hee Journal, and Mr. R. F.
Holterman, in the Canadian -ee Journal, have
branded ne as a liar without proof. who has had experience in bee-keeping.

1The honey is the bee's natural food. It eat5
Mr. McEvoy is an employé of the Ontario the honey and digests it. That is true

Government, appointed I suppose, at the honey or sugar that the bee uses for food
nomination of the bee-keepers for the in- either for prsent purposes or stores for
spection of honey, and from what I can winter use. The gathering of honey, a
learn he bas come into collision with M surplus is altogether a different thing, and
Clarke on account of having a duty to per- hon gentlemen should know that Nîth
form to destroy hives that MWr. Clarke had on the new and improved frame hives and
account of foul brood. Mr. Clarke's ex- other appliances now in the hands of be-
planation in the matter continues: keeper", it is quite a simple and easy natter

At present the only course open to nie is the to control the opération of the bees and tO
olle I have adopted. I have lodged a complaint direct when the insect shail store honeY for
against Mr. McEvoy for defaination of charatr Iits own use in the ower brood frames nd
and malatininistration of office before the Ontario pfo
Governinent, which lias been referred to the pup stores for wîter ue n for he
Ontario Bee-keepers Association, and will, I sup-
pose, be heard at the aniual meeting ii .Janary. market. That, by manipulation, is to
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easiest thing in the world to do and when-
ever a public inspector, or other person,
should find a second brood chamber on a
hive in any man's apiary, and would see
sugar and water mixed together exposed for
the purpose of feeding the bees, it would be
prima facie evidence that he was feeding
the bees with sugar for the purpose of pro-
ducing honey for the market. That would
be prima facie evidence against him, but
it would be open, under this bill, for
the bee-keeper so charged to show
that he was not doing anything of the
kind, because in some cases it is a
very good way to strengthen weak colonies
by putting on an upper brood chamber on
flourishing colonies to be filled and after-
wards removing it to a weak colony to
give them stores for the winter. Therefore,
there would be no difficulty, and none ap-
pears in the estimation of practical bee-
keepers, to feed bees with sugar for an ar-
ticle of diet. A good deal has
been said about adulteration and some
hon. gentlemen have an impression
in their minds that an adulteration must be
something that is injurious to health. We
know that is not so. Sometines adultera-
tion is a benefit. We know that in the
estimation of a great many people the
adulteration of coffee with chickory is re-
garded as an improvement, and still it is an
adulteration of coffee. Some hon. gentlemen,
have got a rather wrong meaning of the
Word. It is an adulteration of an article if
you introduce another substance in it
whether it is to improve it or to injure it.

Hon. Mr. McCLELAN-To adulterate is
to debase ; if it improves the article you can-
niot say it is adulteration.

Hon Mr. FERGUSON-I am speaking
with a full sense of the meaning of the
language that I am using.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-In this case it can-
Îlot be so at all, because these men point out
that the bee actually makes honey from the
Sugar; therefore if the bee makes as good
honey as can be extracted from the flower,
how can it be an adulteration 1

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I am making
My statement now. I say that our Adul-
teration Act distinguishes between classes of
adulteration. There are adulterations, so
described under that Act, where the product
does not contain any deleterious substance

23

whatever and where it is not prejudicial to
health, and yet under our law, and very pro-
perly too, it is classed as adulteration, and
those who practice it are liable to a penalty,
because of the tendency put to an inferior
article upon the market and deceive the
people with the impression that they are
getting a superior and more expensive
article.

Hon Mr. SULLIVAN-Then it is decep-
tion.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-It is deception;
it is the substitution of an inferior substance
under the name and appearance of a better
substance and therefore, it is adulteration.
That is precisely what is objected to in the
matter of feeding sugar to bees for the pur-
pose of making what is called honey. Any
bee-keeper knows that you can feed sugar,
or a syrup of sugar and water, to bees in
such a way that they will carry it direct in-
to the cells and store it with great rapidity.
As much as 20 or 21 lbs., actual weight, has
been carried by bees from the top of a hive
and placed in the cells in one day. Hon.
gentlemen seem to think that if they do this,
the result is honey. Against that I
gave on a former occasion, the defini-
tion of honey by the chief officer who
deals with the subject in the United States a
definition which been adopted by the Inland
Revenue Department here, that honey is the
nectar of flowers extracted and gathered by
bees and stored in cells made partly, at least,
of wax of their own making.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
said the other day that there was no wax in
honey.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-That remark
shows how little the hon. gentleman knows
about the subject. I am now speaking of
the cell, not the honey. Honey as it is
gathered contains no wax. Hon. gentle-
men say it contains the same percentage of
sugar that the honey gathered from flowers
does, and therefore it must be the same. My
hon. friend from Kingston, is an em»nent
authority on chemistry, I know, and I should
hesitate to shiver a lance with him on that
subject, but I know as much about bee keep-
ing as he does. Hon. gentlemen think,
because of sugar is contained in honey
and that they must be the same. To
show how wrong that is, I have here an
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analysis furnished me by Mr. Macfarlane of
the Inland Revenue Department, Ottawa
(who will be admitted as a high authority
indeed on matters of this kind) of straw-
berry and onion leaves, so far as sugar
is concerned. The leaves of onions contain
5-65 parts of sugar.

Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-In how many
parts?

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-In 100. And
strawberry contain 6-28. The difference be-
tween the leaves of the onion and straw-
berry, that is the berry, is only a fraction of
one per cent in quantity of sugar that
they contain, and I suppose from analogy it
would be quite proper for hon. gentlemen to
tell this House that they were practically
one and the same thing,

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. meinber
must remember that he is dealing with only
5 per cent of -he constituents of onions and
strawberries, and he has to deal with the
other 95 per cent; but in the case of sugar
and honey, the identity extends to nearly
the whole thing.

Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-It is the whole
thing.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My honourable
friend fron Halifax says we must take all
the parts into consideration; we will take
them all. We find of water 87-6 in the
strawberry and 88-7 per cent. in the
onion leaf, and therefore there are only 6 or
7 other parts to be accounted for in order to
account for the difference. That may
account for a great deal of difference. I
only present this to the House in order to
show that the reasons* offered, that be-
cause cane or grape sugar are found
in honey as in sugar, therefore the
product must be the same, is not a sound
argument. Just as the honourable gentle-
man from Halifax has pointed out to me, and
very correctly pointed out, you must take
the other substances into account and you
must do so with honey and sugar also.

This brings me to another point; my hon.
friend differed from me the other day as to
the amount of wax there was in honey. I
undersiood my hon. friend to say that the
bees gathered sugar and a little wax. I
ventured the opinion, as opposed to his, that
there might be pollen in the honey but there
could be no wax. My reason for making
that statement is this, that the bee does not
gather wax at all.

Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-I did not say
that the bees did.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I thought that
was what my hon. friend said.

Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-I said they made
the wax.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The bee exudes
the wax from its body and builds its cells
with it.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-It must have
gathered it in the first place.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Not at all, the
bee collects the sweets and pollen and exudes
from its body wax, out of which it makes
its cells, but I find the honey contains of
wax and pollen together only 0-71 per cent.

Hon. Mr. POWER-What are the re-
maining constituents of honey? I understand
glucose and cane sugar compose 74 per cent.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Yes, water
20 per cent.

Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-There is 94 per
cent which is just sugar and water.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
from Albert the other day speaking upol
this subject, quoted from a book by Pro-
fessor Cook, of Michigan. Well, I have
been looking over that book. I have had
very little time to glance over its contents
since that time, but I find it contains a good
many things which do not sustain the view
which my hon. friend takes in oppositiol
to the bill.

Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-There are no Hon. Mr. McCLELAN-l read an e%
.otbere. tract, only to save time.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I have the
analysis of honey here. Of grape and cane
sugar, there are about 74 per cent in
honey, and of water there is 20 per cent.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Yes, but the
extract must be taken in connection with
the general tenor of the book.

Hon. Mr. McCLELAN-Certainly.
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Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-In describing
honey, Professor Cook says :

Of course the first products of bees not only to
attract attention but also in importance, is honey.
And what is honey ? We can only say that it is a
sweet substance gathered from flowers and other
sources, by the bees. We cannot, therefore, give
its chemical composition, which would be as varied
as the sources from which it comes. We cannot
even call it sugar, for it may be and always is com-
posed of various sugars, and thus it is easy to
understand why honey varies so much in richness,
colour, flavour, and effects on digestion. In fact
it is very doubtful if honey is a manufactured
article at all. It seems most likely that the bees
only collect it as it is distilled by myriad leaves
and flowers, and store it up that it may minister
to their and our necessities. To be sure, some
writers contend that it undergoes some change
while in the bee's stoinach ; but the rapidity with
which they store, and the seeming entire similarity
between honey and sugar fed to them and the same
immediately extracted from the conih has led me
to believe that the transforining power of the
stomach is very slight, if, indeed, it exists at all.
To be sure I fed su gar-giving bees empty conbs at
nightfall, and found the flavour of honey early the
next morning. In this case honey might have been
already in the bees' stomachs or might have been
carried from other portions of the hive.

I call honourable gentlemen's attention to
this eminent writer, who seems to think it a
matter of great surprise to find the flavour
of honey in the comb after bees had been
fed over night with sugar, and he accounted
for it by the fact that some honey might
have remained in their stomachs.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Would the hon.
gentleman be kind enough to give the date
of the publication of that work i

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-This is the
edition of 1882. J am sorry I have not got
a later one, but I think the words are the
same, although they may be found on a dif-
ferent page, as in the new book.

Hon. Mr. McCLELAN--The book from
Which I quoted was issued in 1894.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-But the words
the hon. gentleman quoted the other day are
in this book, and the words I have quoted
are also in the other book. I have only had
the book in my hands a few minutes, but I
do not think there is any difference in the
two editions, as far as the extracts go.

Hon. Mr. McCLELAN--The point the
lon. gentleman is niaking is that the nectar
did not undergo any change by the bees.

23J

Hon. Mr. FERGUJS3N-No; so far as
sugar is concerned it Joes not appear to
undergo any change, ex nept converting cane
sugar into grape sugai, but the aroma of the
flower, and the othei qualities that belong
to honey are not in it it all, and cannot be
in it.

Hon. Mr. SULLI VAN-What is the
nourishing part of the honey I

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-No doubt it is
largely sugar.

Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN--Tell me any
other substance in it that is nourishing i

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-There is no
question at all about that, but the objection
that the bee-keepers make is to giving bees
sugar mixed with water, and allowing them
to impose, as they do, upon the public by
selling it for honey. It is not nearly so
likely to be done when the honey is ab-
stracted and sold in bottles and in jars, be-
cause then the public are on their guard,
but when comb honey is put upon the mar-
ket, bearing all the evidence of having been
built by the bees themselves, the public are
unsuspecting, and they are inclined to take
that and believe they are getting genuine
honey, the product of the bees, which they
are not getting. My hon. friend read some-
thing about the water that is contained in
the honey when it is originally stored. That
is a very important point, and it comes in
with great force on this question of the turn-
ing of sugar into so-called honey by the action
of the bees. The bee carries a larger pro-
portion of water into the cell with sugar
than it would from the flower. Besides
that, it stores with greater rapidity and the
natural instinct, when it is gathering from
the flower, is to fill the cell and leave it for
a considerable time without sealing it, in
order that the water may evaporate, or that
the honey may assume the proper consistency.
But when you supply diluted sugar to the
bees, they become nothing more or less than
common carriers. They will carry that
sugar, as much as 21 lbs. in a day, and fil]
their cells with great rapidity. The be s
get excited and work hard, and get the cells
filled up improperly, and they get a
larger proportion of water. The product
is not a good and wholesomp article; it
ls not honey at all. It is not desirable that
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this thing should be permitted. Some hon.
gentleman quoted a United States authority
on the subject. That is where we differ
from our neighbours. We have heard about
filled cheese, and we know the result is, Unit-
ed States cheese sells a good deal cheaper
in England than Canadian cheese. And why ?
Because they have not taken the care and
precaution to make their produce as good as
that of Canada, and the same way with
regard to honey. The United States bee-
keepers do not take the same care that
Canadians take, and on the other hand they
seem to be satisfied with a kind of adultera-
tion. The Canadian bee-keepers are anxious
that Canadian honey should have the same
good character that our cheese has. They
want to prohibit all adulteration, and they
ought to be the best judges of what is best
in the interest of their industry. The
bill only imposes restrictions on bee-
keepers. They come to parliament and
ask, in the interests of this industry, which
is now important, and which may be a more
important one in the near future, that such
legislation shall be granted, that if any dis-
honest men wants to put an inferior article
on the market, and try to do so, he will
be prevented. The English market is very
fastidious, and this very legislation will be
an assurance to the consuming public in
England, that the Canadian bee-keepers
wish to do an honest and legitimate business
and to put upon the market the very best
article that can be produced. I felt it was
due to this House and to the Bee-keepers
Association, with whom I have had no
negotiations, but who have been earnestly
asking parliament to give them this protec-
tion, that they should get this legislation.
Hon. gentlemen in the other House discussed
the Bill fully and passed it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Not in the same
shape.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-No, but that is
not a matter of great importance. There is
just this difference and to which my hon.
f riend from Albert attached a very great deal
of importance the other day-the bee-keepers
of Canada ask that this feeding of sugar to
bee,, and the production for sale of an article
that was not honey at all, should be pro.
hibited. The House said we agree with
you in that. We are willing to prevent you
making that and selling it. You can make it

for yourselves if you like and not sell it, but
when the bee-keepers want the bill to apply
to the general public and do not ask for the
privilege for themselves, I do not think we
should give them what they don't want.
However, that is not an important matter,
and I would not at all insist upon it. If
any of the details are not right, if the
amendments are not the best way of meeting
the object which the bee-keepers and the
hon. members of this House have in view,
let them suggest some changes and amend-
ments, and I am sure I will not object as
long as I find they are calculated to carry
out the object which the House and the bee-
keepers think desirable.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Is there any legisla-
tion in the world similar to this?

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I do not know.

Hon. Mr. McCLELAN--There are one
or two things I might say in reply to my hon.
friend. I quite understand how, the bill
being placed in his charge, he feels respon-
sible for the proper consideration of it, but
the reason I hoped he would not go on with
it was this ; that the Premier was here when
we had the discussion before, and I had
hoped that he was impressed with the idea%
that this matter could be reached in a better
way by an amendment of the Inspection Act
or in some other way, so that we would not
be interfering with individual rights. My hon.
friend speaks about the Bee-keepers' Associa-
tion and it developes, from his own remarks,
that there is a sort of combination to crush
out individual bee-keepers, and that is the
very difficulty that I see about it, and the
amendment made in the other house was
merely to temper that and reduce the force
of it by not imr.osing a penalty upon the
individual who keeps bees for the purpose of
raising honey for his own household. The
Bill as now submitted does not allow him to
do it. If clover is scarce, if there is a
drought, if sometimes the bees cannot get
nectar from flowers, and the owner choses
to supply sugar, so as to feed lis bees and
secure for lis own household honey which
suits lis taste, why should he be Pr'
vented and subjected to a penalty? 1 83ak
whether this is proper legislation-which
does not exist in any other country on the
face of the earth. This is not a Gover'-
ment measure; I wish that distinctly Uno
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derstood, because I inquired about it ; it has
teen accidentally entrusted to the hon.
gentleman. Practically, his idea is that the
bees are common carriers; that they gather
the honey and deposit it. That was the
old doctrine of the Brahmins in the time of
the Jewish economy-it is very old, but all
the later authorities contradict that. I
will read one of the latest authorities. This
is Dr. Bevin, and lie refers to older author-
ities.

Hon. Mr. WOOD.-What is the date I

in order that they might gain points in
philosophy and store their minds with know-
ledge, showing that the bees themselves, in
some respects, are capable of teaching
philosophers, and if so, are they not capable
of teaching politicans? Why should they
not be, when you come to undersi and the
anatomy of the bee I The bee has more
eyes than any of us, even my hon. friend
from Prince Edward Island. They have five
eyes, and their senses are all particularly
acute, as we learn in these books we have
been reading.

Hon. Mr. McCLELAN.-It is a recent Hon. Mr. MACDONALD.-And a sting
date. a well.

In the Philosophical Transactions for 1792, Mr.
Hunter has stated that whatever time the con-
tents of the honey bags may be retained, they still
remain pure and unaltered by the digestive pro-
cess. Mr. Polhill, a gentleman to whon the public
are indebted for several articles in Ree's Cyclope-
dia appertaining to bees, is also of this opinion.
Messrs. Kirby & Spence do not admit this state-
ment ; as the nectar of flowers is not of so thick a
consistency as honey, they think it must undergo
some change in the stomach of the bee. They are
cointenanced in this opinion by Swammerdam and
Reaumur, the latter has observed that if there was
a deficiency of flowers at the season of honey
gathering, and the bees were furnished with sugar,
they filled their cells with honey, differing in no
other respect from honey collected in the usual
way but in its possessing a soinewhat higher
flavour, and in its never candying, nor even losing
its fluidity by long keeping. The same have been
observed when they imbibe the juices of sweet
fruits, for bees do not confine themselves solely to
flowers and honey-dewed leaves; they will some-
times very greedily absorb the juice of raspberries
for instance, and thus spoil then for the table;
they also visit in crowds the vats of the cider and
wine maker.

There is authority plain and explicit, and
which refers to the ancient writers, and there
was the expression of the " land flowing with
milk and honey," just as if the honey flowed
f rom the flowers, but the milk would have to
flow too to carry out the comparison. It re-
quires the use of the cow to secure the milk.
The country only furnishes the food and the
be> furnishes the honey in the same way. I
amn surprised at the attack my hon. friend
is disposed to make on this insect-an insect
that has from the earliest times attracted
the attention of the world. Poets have
written about the bee in classical literature.
In the time of Pliny and Aristotle, and
other classical writers, are referred to bees
with admiration, and philosophers are said
to have watched carefully the habits of bees

Hon. Mr. McCLELAN-And I think it
is a pity that their power of vision should
he so interfered with that they should not
partke of what they choose. If they stray
over a line fence, or get into a country
storekeeper's yard, and collect nectar from
an old sugar barrel, this bill provides that
there should be a penalty put upon their
owner, and the doctrine of restriction
applied. Why they should be prevented
from roaming where they like, and getting
what they want for the production of the
honey, is something very remarkable. I
think the tendency of putting these triaing
aiiiendments upon the statute book of the
country is unfortunate, and it would be use-
ful on the part of the governnent if they
would provide soie method by which such
legisiation would be reduced. It encumbers
our laws, and renders them less effective.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-We are very much
indebted to our lion. colleagues who have
given us abundance of information respect-
ing this insect, but really we have t'evoted
as much time to it as is expedient wh n we
consider that this is the first order of the day.
Looking at the clock, it seems to me that it
would be a wiser course to turn to more
practical business. With all the store of
information given to us, I have reached the
conclusion that the bill, as it comes to us
from the House of Commons, is the result
of the observations and experience of the
Ontario Bee-keepers' Association, persons
who for a long time have been engaed in
the production of lioney, and are competent
judges of what is required in order to
obtain the end which they desire-that is
preserving the superior quality of our
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honey. The principal idea is preserving the
reputation of our honey in foreign markets,
so that, as in the case of our cheese, it will
be a guarantee, coming from Canada where
there is a law against adulterations, that
the article is pure and of good quality.

Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-It does not
guard us against adulteration at all. Any-
one can take the honey afterwards and
adulterate it after it comes from the bees.
This is to prevent adulteration by the bees.

Hou. Mr. VIDAL.-I do not know what
may he further proposed in the bill in
the way of adulteration. We have before
us the result of the observations and ex-
perience of a large number of persons fully
acquaiinted with bees and their habits.
They have time and again asked for legisla-
tion of this kind. Lt is not the first time it
is brought before us, and it appears to me
the wisest course would be to act upon th-,
information which these experienced men
bave givt n us and take the bill as it bas
come from the other House. It is quite
true 1, myself, could sugges.t some alterations
in the way in which the clauses are drawn,
but at this period of the session it would be
unwise for us, if the Bill is to pass at al], to
make any alteration in it.

Hon. Mr. POWER.-The Senate had
better abdicate its functions altogether.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL.-There is a vast dif-
ference between abdicating our functions
and considering some amendments which
are trivial and unimportan t.

Hon. M. POWER.-I did not know the
bon. gentleman's amendments were trivial.

'Hon. Mr. VIDAL-I nerely suggest
that the bill comes from a source which
entitles it to our considi ration, and that the
principal opposition is from this Mr. Clarke.
I have a very great respect for him, and join
largely in his sentiments and feelings. He
bas been present at those gatherings and
ably advocated bis own views, and the
association bas refused to accept his conclu-
sions, but have agreed in asking that
Parliament shall grant protection to their
industry. I merely make the suggestion, t
meet the objections which were at first
proposed, that we might better take it as it
is.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-There is a good
deal in what the bon. member from Sarnia
says. The bill, if amended here, would
require to go back to the other House, and
it is one which the bee keepers have taken
upon themselves, the essential difference is
altogether a inatter of drafting, and, that
being so, probably it would be better
that I should withdraw my amendment,
which I now do. My bon. friend from
Albert emphasized the fact that this bill was
not a government measure. True, it is not
a government measure, but was introduced
by a private nember, but the Minister of
Finane, the Minister of Justice, and the
Minister of Inland Revenue, did what they
could to pass it through the other House.

Hon. Mr. McCLELAN-The Finance
Minister proposed an amendment.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-That was to
improve it.

Hon Mr. REESOR-I have watched very
closely the remarks of my hon. friend who
bas just resumed his seat. I could not find
that he urged a single argument in favour of
prohibiting the use of sugar in feeding bees.
The fact is that honey made from good sugar
bas taken the fir st prize in more that one
exhibition and bas been sold on the market.
It was exhibited at an exhibition lately and
took the first prize, and was sold in the
market at the very bighest price, and the
dealers pronounced it to be equal to the
very finest honey ever handled. What is
the use of trying to gainsay that ? You
might just as well try to undertake to pro-
bibit a dairyman from feeding his cows the
most concentrated and most valuable food
for the production of butter. If you are
one of the old school you might do so. You
might let them run in pasture probably siX
months and let them run dry, and object to
their being fed at all with any concentrated
food, but good dairymen will not do that.
They feed the cows, in addition to the pas-
ture, and in feeding them give such a mix-
ture of food as will produce the most whole-
some and hence the most profitable milk.
We do not undertake to dictate to the dairy-
men how they shall feed their cows. NoW
bees make their honey almost entirely out
of sugar, as pure as sugar can be
found, and you want to prohibit that.
We know there are seasons that affect the
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pasture of bees just as much as they affect
the pasture of cattle. There are seasons
when there are not enough flowers within
reach to enable them to fill their hives with
honey, and then they are fed with good
sound sugar. Take the granulated sugar
and analyse it, and take the nectar that can
be .got from flowers and analyse it, and
what do you find ? According to the ex-
perience of chemists, you cannot find any
perceptable difference, and yet you want to
prohibit the use of that sugar for bees, but
I think they should not be restricted in
that way They should make as much
honey out of good sugar as they could find
cells for. If the honey will sell-and it is
proved that it does sell as readily as the
best of honey, and takes prizes where ex-
perts are judges, against all the other honey
shown-why should you prevent its
being made? Of course, it is cheaper to
allow the bees to gather honey themselves
from the wild and cultivated flowers and
from the blossoms of fruit trees, but sup-
pose they cannot get enough, then you give
them the sugar diluted a little with water
so that they can gather it up, and they can
rnake the very best of honey. It has been
tested by experts, and they cannot find anv
thing wrong with it, nor is there any-
thing wrong with it, because all the
foreign matter has been taken out before
the bee stores it. There is something in the
idea about the aroma of flowers, but there
are bad flavours as well as good flavours,
unwholesome as well as wholesome flavours,
and you will find when the pure sugar is
used, that the honey is jut as good as when
gathered from flowers, and you may have
sufficient flavour with the best flowers to
mix with the honey. If you interfere in
this matter you may be injuring a growing
business. If it be true that he who makes
two blades of grass grow where one grew
before deserves consideration, surely if you
take sugar and allow the bees to convert il
into honey, you have done something which
i8 of value to the country. The market
must be the judge. There are only four o
five men in Ontario who are advocatiný
this bill, and none of them has ventured t
say that honey made from sugar i
deleterious to health. I therefore move tha
the committee rise.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I regret that th
hon. gentleman who bas charge of this bil

has not accepted the suggestion made from
different quarters, that he should withdraw
the bill in its present form and try and sub-
stitute some provision under the Inspection
Act. The hon. gentleman from Kingston
first made that suggestion and the hon.
member from Albert and myself agreed with
him. The hon. member from Kingston ap
peared to think that I said a good deal
more than I did about it. I do not think
there should be an inspector, but
whoever puts the article on the market
should be obliged to give his name with it.
The hon. gentleman who bas charge of this
bill undertook to tell the committee that
honey that had been made from
sugar was adulterated. I do not wish
to say that the hon. gentleman wished to
mislead the committee, but when I want to
find out what adulteration means under our
law, I turn to the Adulteration Act and
look at the definition of adulteration there.
The Adulteration Act, section 2, says :

Food shall be deemed to be adulterated within
the meaning of this Act,-

(1) If any substance has been mixed with it so
as to reduce, or lower, or injuriously affect its
quality or strength.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-The mixture of
water injures it.

Hon. Mr. POWER -There is a percent-
age of water in all honey.

(2) If any inferior or cheaper substance has been
substituted, wholly or in part, for the article;

(3) If any valuable constituent of the article has
been wholly, or in part, abstracted ;

(4) If it is an imitation of, or is sold under the
name of another article.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-Hear, hear.

* Hon. Mr. POWER-Is not this honey?Î

5. If it consists wholly or in part of a diseased or
decomposed, or putrid, or rotten animal or vege.
table substance, whether manufactured or flot, or
in the case of milk or butter, if it is the produce of
a diseased animal, or an animal fed upon unwhoie-

6oi If t contains anv added poisonous ingredient.,
or any ingredient which may render such an article
injurious to the heaith of a person consuming it. "

I do not find that this honey cornes under
any of these descriptions. Later down in

Sthe section I find that the Act shall not apply
tto this case:

"If any articles of foodi, not injurious te the
health of the Person consulning the samne, are inixed

e together and soid, or offered for sale, as a com-
i pound, and if sucli articles are distinctiy iabeled as
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a mixture in conspicuous characters forming an in-
separable part of the general label, which shall also
bear the name and address of the manufacturer."

So this sugar honey does not come under
the terms of the Adulteration Act at all.

It is laid down in May and other author-
ities that is allowable. While there was not
a majority in one case there might be in the
other. My motion was declared carried.

The committee divided on the amend- Hon. Mr. VIDAL-The hon. gentleman
,which was declared ost. cannot point to a single instance where that

has been done.
Contents-15. Non-contents-15.

The original amendment was withdrawn.

Hon. Mr. McCLELAN moved that the
committee rise and report progress.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE, from the com-
mittee, reported that they had made some
progress with the bill, and asked leave to sit
again.

The SPEAKER-When shall the com-
mittee sit again ?

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Tuesday next.

Hon. Mr. McCLELAN-I rise to a point
of order. The motion which I made was
that the conmittee rise and report progress,
and why there should be a time mentioned
to sit again, I cannot understand.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-If you want to re-
port progress it implies that we must sit
again. The Speaker has just said that the
report mad& to him was that the committee
rise, report progress, and ask leave to sit
again.

Hon. Mr. McCLELAN-That was not
the motion that was carried,

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The hon. gen-
tleman explains to the House now that he
intended to repeat, in effect, a motion
which had just been declared lost. I never
thought for a moment that it was not the
usual rising of the committee. We know of
only two ways in which a committee can rise,
one without asking leave to sit again, the
other to rise and report progress and ask
leave to sit again.

Hon. Mr. McCLELAN-My hon. friend
has not examined the rules very well. It is
distinctly laid down that a motion that the
Committee rise being defeated it is presently
open for any member to then move another
motion, which must not be the same, but
that the Committee rise and report progress.

Hon. Mr. McCLELAN-I am pointing
to the rules of Parliament, should examine
them, before making such statements.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-Tell us the rule.
The hon. gentleman knows very well that
when a committee reports progress it im-
plies that they must sit again.

Hon. Mr. McCLELAN-I know the
contrary of that.

Hon. Mr. McKAY-The rule under
which the hon. gentleman from Albert made
his motion is this one-it may not be ex-
actly the rule of the Senate at present, but
it is given in Bourinot in this way -

A senator may at any time move that the
chairman leave the chair.

That motion was defeated.
Or report progress, or ask leave to sit again.

So the hon. gentleman's motion was right-

Hon. Mr. McCLELA.N-Of course I am
right.

Hon. Mr. McKAY-Only we did not
understand it. Had we understood it we
would have voted it down, probably, the
same as we did the other.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-Sup-
posing the motion of the hon. gentlemarn was
not the same as reported by the chairman
of the Committee, the motion was to report
progress without asking leave to sit again,
but the hon. member wants it to be referred
back to the Committee on Tuesday next. It
is sufficient for him to give notice that ho
will move that it be referred to Committee
again on Tuesday next.

Hon. Mr. McCLELAN-Still it was an
iriegularity to which I wished to call atten-
tion. Isupposethe chairman of the committee
did not understand the motion and did not
report it as it was made, and I find no fault
with his honour the Speaker, but I have tO
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express surprise that the hon. senator from
Sarnia, and other old members, should
knfow so very little about the rules govern-
"lg parliamentary procedure.

lon. Mr. DESJARDINS-It was under-
stood on this side that it was the ordinary
Motion to rise, report progress and ask leave
tO sit again. Had we understood it other-
Wibe, we should have had a vote upon it.

The Senate then adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday 20th March, 1896.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

WINNIPEG GREAT NORTHERN
RAILWAY COMPANY'S BILL.

REPORTED FROM THE COMMITTEE.

lion. Mr. DICKEY, from the Cominittee
Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours, re-
lOtdBill (32) "An Act respecting the

inipeg Great Northern Railway Com-
y," with amendments.

lion. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.) moved
that the report be taken into consideration
' Monday next.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-I think it is my
4uty to explain the amendments which are
Made to the bill. By the Act of 1894 this

pany was obliged to construct a railway
the Saskatchewan River-a long distance

'*ithin two years from the passing of the
&et, and the object of the bill was to obtain

extension of that time two years further,
hich has been granted ; but it was thought
Per, and it was ultimately arranged, that

t should be passed with this amendment, to
e effect that 50 miles of that distance

%hould be constructed during the present
ear. That is the only anendment.

The motion was agreed to.

MONTREAL ISLAND BELT LINE
RAILWAY COMPANY'S BILL

REPORTED FROM THE COMMITTEE.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY, from the Committee
on Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours, re-
ported Bill (56), " An Act respecting the
Montreal Island Belt Line Railway Com-
pany," with an amendment. He said :-The
object of this amendment is simply to renew
the stipulation made in the former Act be-
fore commencing any work upon the elevated
railway, which was a part of the undertak-
ing, but not a necessary part. As the former
Act gave power to make an elevated railway
through Montreal, it was thought it should
be accompanied by some provision which
would require the parties tu furnish a sum
sufficient to satisfy the requirements of per-
sons interested in Montreal and its suburbs
before any action should be taken within the
city. A certain sum is to be placed in a bank
in order that there may be some sort of
security to the parties whose rights should
be affected by it.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE moved that the
report be taken into consideration on Mon-
day next.

The motion was agreed to.

YUKON TRADIN AND DEVELOP-
MENT CO.'S BIL

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.) moved
the third reading of Bill (G): " An Act to
incorporate the Yukon Trading and Develop-
nient Company of Canada, Limited." He said
-There are several amendments which were
made to this bill in committee which have
been on the journals of the House since last
Tue-day. An impression has got abroad
amongst some hon. members that this bill
asks for considerable power. The amend-
ments do not bear out that impression. The
principal amendments are as follows -

(6.) The company may also acquire by lease,
purchase or otherwise any exclusive rights in letters
patent, franchises or patent rights for the purposes
of the works and undertakings hereby authorized,
and again dispose of such right.

Page 2, line 17-Leave out from "rights " to
"3 " in line 27 and insert : -

(7.) The company may purchase, take over, or
otherwise acquire from any other person or com-
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pany, all or any of the businesses which the com- So it would seem that practically the cofli
pany is herebv empowered to carry on, together pany is granted by this clause power VO
with ail or any of the assets, franchises and pro-
perty, real and personal, movable and immovable,
of the seller or sellers thereof, subject to the obli- ness in Canada and elsewhere. 1 think this
gations, if any, affecting the same, and may pay Houe should besitate before it undertakes
the seller or sellers the price thereof wholly or to grant such powers to any company. I do
partly in cash or wholly or partly in fully paid-up not know who these gentlemen are. I know
shares or in partly paid-up shares of the company
or otherwise, and also undertake, assume, pay or one of theni, a gentleman here in Ottaw8,
guarantee all or any of the obligations or liabilities and as far as 1 ar aware he is not a vetY
of the seller or the obligations affecting the assets

finished with the enumeration of the cofl-
The chief amendient to the bill relates pany's powersu

o the power Vo issue debentures. iForm- 2. The company may purchase, or otherwis
ery the company had power to issue deben- acquire and work, mines, minerai and minig
tures up to five hundred thousand dollars: rights, lands, hereditaments and chattels in tko
this amendmient inits the issue Vo the Dominion of Canada.
amount of capital padu.hc sa yer
important matter. The bill was explaineci out clands, hereditaents and chattels
at the second reading.attescndraig -and may crusb, smeit, reduce and amalgaam8t

Hon.Mr.IPOWER-his e te fist imethe ore to ren(ler marketahle the produce, and 11100Y
Hon. Mr. POWER-This is the first timesu mines, and Y

the bill has really come before the House for crush, emelt, reduce and amalgamate the prodilce
consideration, because every hon. member of any mines whether belonging to the companY or
knows that at the second reading a private not.
bill is not considered but is referred to a They not only can mine but they ci 0

comnittee. This bill went Vo the Commita- trnat the ores afmterwards-
-d3. The compauy may also construet, or aid

Vo cail attention Vo some of the powers given ani subscribe towards the construction, maintem
Vo this Company, whici seeni Vo be rather ance and improvement of roads, tramways, docks'
extensive. Thie second clause of the Bill piers, wharfs, viaducets, acqueduct , flumes, ditce

says :-

1. The company may carry on throughout the
Dominion of Canada and elsewhere-

That is pretty extensive to begin with-

-the business of lumberers, and all other business
incident thereto or connected therewith, including
the manufacture of any articles of which woofd
forms a component part-

That gives the company very extensive
powers as3 manufacturers-

quartz milis, mills, ore houses and other buil("
and works which are necessary or convenient for
the purposes of the said company :

4. The company may also construct, charter an
employ vessels for the purposes aforesaid, and for
the purpose of transporting the produce of the
mills, mines and works to any place or places with
in Canada or elsewhere :

5. The company may also erect, use and manae
works, machinery and plant for the generation?
transmission and distribution of electric power
and energy, and acquire by lease, purchase or
otherwise any exclusive rights in letters patent "
franchise or patent rights f or the purpose of t
works and undertakings hereby authorized,
again dispose of such rights.

- and also other products made fron wood or wood taes nh
materials, and also the business of wharfingers, Now the powers given in that sub-c&4o
carriers. forwarders, shippers and vessel owners ; are quite sufficient for one company-
and may for all or any of the said purposes, pur- 6. The Company may also purchase or otherwiss
chase, hold, lease or otherwise ac uire any tiinber acquire any business within the objects Of the
limits, licenses to cut tinber, ands, buildings, Co
docks, works, boats, vessels, vehicles, goods, wares ompany-
or merchandise, and other property, real and per- That is, any business at all you may saf
sonal, movable and immovable; and improve, s
extend, manage, develop, lease, mortgage, ex- And any lands, property, privileges. righU
change, sell, dispose of, turn to account or other- contracte and liabilities appertaining to the sanie
wise deal in and with the saie ; and may establish and may let or sub-let any property of the.,
shops or stores on the said lands ; and may pur. pany, and sell andotherwise dispose of the busin or
chase and vend .general merchandise, the product property or undertaking, or any part thereo
of mines, and real estate, and carry on farming such consideration as the company think .t,
and stock-raising : and generally do all such other in particular for shares, debentures or securit
things as are incidental or conducive to the attain- any other company having objects altogether 'o
ment of the above objects. part similar to those of the company.
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This is truly an omnibus company.

lon. Mr. ALMON-What is the capital
Stock of the cumpany ?

lon. Mr. POWER-" The capital stock
of the company shall be $500,000." There
la nothing in this bill to indicate where the

Coinpany shall operate. It is true the title
calls it the Yukon Company, but there is
Mthing whatever to indicate that its oper-
4tions are to be confined to British Columbit
eId the Yukon Territory. In fact, this
cOlnpany can operate all over the Dominion
8t any rate.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Cer-
t-iri y.

lion. Mr. POWER-It strikes me the
POWers oiven to this company are very ex-,
telsive, and I regret that the committee to
which this bill was referred did not limit
their powers further than they thought
Proper to do, We have experienced in
0 anada in former years, and we are ex-
Periencing now, the evil eftect of giving very
extensive powers to corporations. There
are companies in Ontario, the names

of Soine of which are familiar to some hon.
8enltlemen, who got extensive privileges from
the legislature long ago and whose opera-,
tions are now regretted by a great many

eOple in th,- older provinces; and I think
t hat in giving those very extensive powers
'f acquiring lands, mines and rights and
dealing with them, and traisacting all kinds
Of business, we are, perhaps, sto[ing up to
1urselves, and to those who come after us,

tr*Ouble in the future. It is not at all im-
:robable that we shall be called upon later
on to undo what we are doing now, and I
think that this company should be obliged
O define their objects. They should not be

ellowed to get powers to do every sort of
usiness and to do it everywhere. They

abould be obliged to define their objects and
their sphere of operations, so that we shall

uoW just what we are dealing with. I do
1ot propose to read very much more of the
the bill but there is another clause which
atrikes me as giving very extensive powers
to the company:-,

U IChe directors of the coinpany may from time to
iie, at their discretion, borrow moneys for the

Poses of the coinpany and secure the repay-
It of any of the nioneys so borrowed, or an

uher moneys owinig by the company, in such

manner and upon such terms and conditions as
they see fit, and in particular by mortgage, pledge,
hypothecation or charge of or on all or any of the
assets and property of the company.

It gives them power to encumber their pro-
perty and in that way, very likely, defraud
their creditors, if they are so disposed. I
really think, hon. gentlemen, that this bill,
instead of being read a third time now,
should be referred back to the committee,
with instructions to limit its objects, and its
sphere of operation.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The
head office of this company is to be in Otta-
wa. No doubt the bill gives a great many
powers, but any single person in the country
has this power to day. Any single person
can carry on the operations asked for in this
bill, and why should not the company be
allowed to do the same thing i If they wish
to carry on the business of mining and so on,
why should not they be allowed to do it?
Why curtail them in any way 1 T[e only
danger is the borrowing power, and the de-
benture issue is himited to the extent of the
paid up capital. Resolutions have to be
passed to that effect and a special meeting of
the shareholders called for the purpose and
an annual meeting of the shareholders repre-
senting at least two-thirds in value of the
capital stock of the company present, or
represented by proxy. If I had had charge
of the bill at the commencement I should
have been more able to deal with it. Of
course, the powers are very extensive, but
they are hainuless and do not hurt anyone.
If those men wizh to carry on all these
things, why should they got be allowed to
do so?

Hon. Mr. McCLELAN-The bill struck
me in the same way as it did the senior
member for Halifax. It seemed to be rather
ex,,eptional in the granting of powers. My
hon. friend intimates there should be no
distinction between privtte in<iividuals and
corporations, but there ha, always been con-
sidered a very wide distinction An mdi-
vidual responsibility is entirely different
from a corporate responsibility which is
obtained by their corporate powers. In
fact, corporations have often been spoken of
as "bodies without souls," and, in granting to
them powers for the carrying on of any
business, the businesses for which they have
asked legislative help should be at least-
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they are not always, perhaps-clearly
defined and restricted. That has been the
policy heretofore to a very large extent, not,
perhaps, the extent that it ought to have
been. I quite agree with the sentiments
expressed by the senior member for Halifax,
that in the future there will come a time
when it will be discovered that the country
has suffered very much from the extensive
power which has been given to cor-
porations, particularly the bonding power
in relation to railways. I have always
protested in my feeble way against
the extent to which railways have been
allowed to mortgage by bonds. The cost of
constructing roads is reduced to less than
one third what it was thirty years ago, yet
the bonding power has gone in the other
direction, and very often now, under the
statutes which we pass in this parliament, we
allow them to present to the capitalists of
the world a law by which a man can place
upon his own property a mortgage in extent
about tbreefold the actual cost of the
property. It seems to me a very ridiculous
thing. It may aid them in the market where
the whole circunstances of the company
and its propeity are not thoroughly
understood, but it is carrying out a
piece of deception, and I am not sure
how far the government fails to become par-
ticeps criminis in granting such legilation.
However, it only shows that we should be
very particular in framin'g these Acts of in-
corporation, and we should not go to extra-
ordinary limits. It seems to me that these
corporators framed this legislation for them-
selves. I have no interest in opposing this
bill any more than any other bill, but I think
it is much too extensive ia its provisions.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM!-It strikes me
this company is having a great deal of pow-
er-a great deal more than should be given
to any individuals in this shape. My hon.
friend says any one man can have these
powers. It is true any man can engage to
do anything he wants engage to in. But
what is this? This is a limited liability
company. If I go and engage in any busi-
ness, everything 1 have got in the world
is liable to pay the debts of that under-
taking, but it is not so in this case, and I
say that we ought to be careful to see what
we do before we give this extended power.
I do not know where they are going to
operate, but, if they are going to operate

in the Yukon country and British
Columbia, the government of this country
migh have to pay a nice price yet for what
the company do on this limited capital Of
$500,000. I do not propose to object to
any individuals getting a fair bill to engage
in any undertaking to improve the resourceS
of the country, but I question whether the
company can do very muchi improvement if
they are going to engage in all these branches
of business. Therefore I should like to see
the bill go back and be amended to give the
company reasonable powers, and not such
powers as are given under this bill. If anr-
body will move to have it referred back tO
the committee I will support the motion.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-While I think
there is a good deal in what the hon. gentle'
man who introduced this bill has said, yet
it is a peculiar measure. This is a bill in-
corporating a company for trading in the
Yukon district, which is cut off entirelY
from the rest of Canada. Ther e is no meaos
of communicating except by the Yuko"
River in summer time. In the winter timve
they are completely isolated f rom the rest Of
the country, and there may be a justifica-
tion in applying for and obtaining what is
in this bill, that possibly the sense Of
the House might not accede to under
other circumstances. That is the way i
presents itself to my mind, with all due re
spect to what I call the reforming ideas O
the hon. gentleman who preceded me.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-If the argument Of
the hon. gentleman who has just spokel
amounts to anything, this bill ought to
contined to the Yukon district. There
should be some limit. The exceptiOn '0
well taken, and i think the powers given
are excessive. For instance, they apply fo
permission to use electiicity. They cal go
anywhere in the Dominion or elsewhere a
emrloy electricity as a motive and lighti' -
power. I have no objection to their usihg
electricity in their own business int
Yukon country, but I do think it shodu
be restricted and not applied as generally

as it is in this bill. They can do anything'
It is true private indiMuals can engage in
as many branches of business as they pleoe'
but we all know these limited liabiltil
companies are only liable for the an'ou a
their stock, which is often a bagatelle,
therefore they can go and transact busi
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to a large amount, and the public know
nothing about it. I think it is the duty of the
Government and Parliament to restrict their
Powers as much as possible. One should
not, of course, restrict them to prevent their
carrying on legitimate business, but they
Should be confined to a certain area in their
Operations. But to say that they can build
r'ailways and do all other acts asked for in
this bill, is zoing too far. The measure should
be reconsidered. I find lately several bills
have been introduced of this character, not
so very important or exaggerated as this one,
but still in this direction, and some, to my
laind, that ought to be submitted for consi-
derationby thelocal legislatures. Itistimethat
this matter should be taken into considera-
tioli by the Senate, and by the committees
Of the Senate, in order that we may have
SOne well-defined principle in the future in
dealing with bills of this description. It
*ould be just as well to refer this bill back
for further consideration in order to consider
these points.

Hlon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.) I will
Withdraw my first motion and, as hon. gen-
tlemen require more light on this bill, I
'ove that it be referred back to the com-
14ittee for further consideration.

The motion was agreed to.

REVISION OF THE STATUTES BILL.

AMMENDED IN COMMITTEE.

Hlon. Mr. FERGUSON moved the third
"eading of Bill (J) " An Act respecting the
Revision of the Statutes."

Hon. Mr. POWER-I was struck by the
fact that this Bill needed some amendments

as, unfortunately, the leader of the gov-
ertnment was prevented by illness from at-
tenlding here or at his office, I was unable
to see him, but I had an interview with the
Minister of Justice, and I understand that
the Minister of Justice bas communicated
with the hon. gentleman who bas charge of
the bill. That hon. gentleman informs me
that the impression I got from my interview
'ith the Minister of Justice was correct,
4nd that he is willing that certain amend.
l'ents should be made to this bill The sub-
%tance of the amendments which are pro-
Posed is that the Governor in Council may
4Ppoint honorary commissioners who may
attend at the meetings of the commissioners

and whose services must be entirely gratuit-
ous. That is to enable the Governor in
Council to appoint the Minister of Justice
himself, for instance, or any of the judges
who may wish to go there, as honorary com-
missioners. They may attend the meetings of
the commissioners and speak and vote, but
they are not to be paid for what they do.
There is a further amendment suggested, that
the commissioners may report for the con-
sideration of Parliament such changes in
the law as they deem to be necessary. There
are cases where there are inconsistencies in
the law, and under the terms of the bill, as
we have it here, the commissioners could
not recommend to Parliament the removal
of those inconsistencies. They could not
recommend such changes in the law as
would assimilate it to the law of England-
in fact, they are simply, under the terms of
the bill, as it stands now, authorized to use
scissors and paste to cut out of the old
Revised Statutes the portions which have
been repealed and to put in additions and
amendments which have been made since
1886. I suggested another amendment, but
that did not meet with the approval of the
Minister of Justice or of the department,
and I am not going to press it. I move that
the bill be not now read the third time, but
that it Jbe recomitted to a Committee of the
whole House for further consideration and
amendment.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-As stated by
my hon. friend, the hon. member handed to
the Department of Justice some suggestions
which he had intimated to the hon. leader
of the House, he intended to move at the
third reading of the bill. The effect of the
conversation I have had with the Minister
of Justice is that two of the proposed amend-
ments are believed to be an improvement
and will be accepted by the department. I
understand that the two which the hon.
gentlemen bas explained are the amend-
ments which have been accepted.

The motion was agreed to, and the House
resolved itself into a Committee of the
Whole on the bill.

(In the Committee.)

Hon. Mr. POWER-There is another
amendment which has occurred to me since,
and I submit it to the committee. It will be
remembered that when the First Minister
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had this bill read the second time, he spoke
of the intention of having the work done in
a more economical way than it was done on
a previous occasions, and I think the House
quite concurred in the views expressed by
the hon. First Minister at that time. The
work to be done by these commissioners, of
course, is not as difficult as the work done
before, and the plan suggested by the First
Minister would be much more econonical
and effective. He proposed, instead of hav-
ing a number of hi.ghly paid commissioners
from various provinces, to hand the work
over to the law clerks of the two Houses,
associated with some eminent legal person,
and that, he thought, would be about
enough. We would all be disposed to agree
with the First Minister, and in order to
guarantee that something. of that sort
would be done, this first clause requires
amendment. This clause says that the
Governor in Council nay appoint three or
more commissioners to collect, classify, &c.
I think we ought to amend that and say,
the Governor in Council may appoint con-
missioners not exceeding five in number.
Probably the government would appoint
only three, but there might be a change of
government, and the people who come in
might want to appoint several commission-
ers. J only suggest the amendment.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I cannot say off
hand whether the ameridment would be
acceptable. I do not, myself, see much ob-
jection to it, but it might be in contemplation
of the Department of Justice to have a differ-
ent arrangement--I do not urge it.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The first minister
said that the government had in their minds
-they did not appear to have made their
minds up-to appoint a high judicial officer
as the taiird commissioner and as chairman
of the commission. At the time I did not
know to what judicial officer the first mini-
ster referred, but I have since been informed
that the reference was to a distinguished
judge,who now numbers someeighty summers
or somewhere thereabouts, and who is about
retiring. While I approve of the general
line taken by the first minister. J could not
approve of the proposal to appoint a gen-
tleman so advanced in years that it was
thought advisable he should retire from the
Bench. I do not think it would be good
policy to put a gentleman of that kind at

the head of a commission where peculiar
clearness and alertness of mental faculty are
required, and I hope that when the govern-
ment come to appoint a commission they will
reconsider their intention upon that head
and appoint instead some vigorous, active
and energetic man. There are gentlemen in
the departnent.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-In the Senate?

Hon. Mr. POWER-No, noc in the Se-
ate, but in the Department of Justice for
instance-two or three of them, any one Of
whom would inake a good commissiorer, be-
cause nearly all our legislation passes
through that department one way or the
other, and if the Government of the daY
carry out their intention of appointing a
judge as chairman, I think it would be
desirable to appoint an active conmisioner
trom the De artnent of Justice or sot01
other portion of the public service--sO"e
man who is in touch with the present age.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-While the
Government are very thankful to my hol.
friend for his suggestions, which are 110
doubt very valuable, they will probablY be
desirous of retaining their executive fu"D'
tions in their own hands. I thought ry hon-
friend was about to go a little further and
name the parties that we ought to appoint'

Hon. Mr. MAcINNES (Burlington), fro?0

the Connmittee, reported the Bill with
amendments, which were concurred in.

HAMILTON BLAST FURNACE CO'
PANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. MAcTNN ES (Burlington) moved
the third reading of Bill (69) " An Act to
incorporate the Hamilton Blast Furlace
Company."

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I do not rise
to oppose this bill altogether. There is "0
doubt that the intention is to carry on opera-
tions under this hill which will bo benleficl
to the country but I think we are encroch-
inz upon the municipal law of the Provinc
of Ontario where this bill is to operate.
will read from section 5, commencinlg
sub-clause "l "-

(1.) The conpany shall make due provision for,
take care and dispose of all waters and draing
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to the extent it disturbs or interferes with the (
sane, whether from artificial drains, natural i

streams or watercourses, which drains, natural t
streams or watercourses the said watercourse and
raceway crosses, touches or interferes with, and
Which are in existence at the time of the construc-
tion of the said watercourse and raceway ;

(m.) All subsequent questions, disputes or com-
Plaints as to the constructions of new drains and
as to the alteration, enlargement and change of
existing drains and of natural streams or water-
courses, and as to who shall make such alterations,
enlargements and changes, and by whom the ex-
Penses thereof shall be paid, as also any complaint
Or dispute as to the nianner or sufficiency of the
eorulpliance with the provisions of the next pre-
eding paragraph, shall be inquired into, heard and

deterniined by the Railway Committee of the
Privy Council in the same manner as is provided
for other matters to be inquired into, heard and
deter.mined by the said Conmittee under the Rail-
Way Act.

I may say when the First Minister was
here I took the point, and I am sorry that
he is not here to-day, because he thought it
Was well taken. I was in hopes that the
hOn. gentleman would put off the third read-
"lg of the bill until the leader was in his
Place, but he does not fel disposed to do it ;
therefore I shall enter my protest aginst it.
eOw, aq to the expenses of these matters, I
think that should be left to arbitration. It
8hould be left to the municipalities. I do

'Ot see why they should interfere with the
14unicipal law of the province of Ontario in
Order to compel them to come here before
the Railway Committee of the Privy Coun-
Cil. Of course, in the case of railways, they
are under the control of the Dominion
Government, but this is an innovation
altogether. Now, this is not a railway
-bil, and I do not see why we are to put the
r4unicipalities, whoever they may be, to the
trouble of coming here to the Railway Com-
tIittee of the Privy Council, to decide who
shall pay the expenses of these drains, or
*hat proportion they should pay. That
should be settled by arbitration. If they
were considered by arbitration under the
hailway Act, or any other mode, it would
4 satisfactory ; but here we are passing
etislation in this House to affect the muni-
SPalities, and I want to see the bill perfect

I it goes through. It is stated that we have
not got jurisdiction. The provision in this

etion is taking the matter away from the
'utnicipality altogether. The next sub-
eetion reads :-

nly be exercised subject to such agreement with
espect thereto as is made between the company
and the said municipalities respectively, and under
and subject to any by-law of the councils of the
aid municipalities passed in pursuance thereof.

Why should we take the power to our-
selves to interpret and to fix the compensa-
tion curselves ? Why should the Railway
Committee of the Privy Council do this?
Has not the Railway Committee of the
Privy Council got plenty to do without
loading themselves down with any grievances
these municipalities have? That is my
reason. I am not going to divide the House
on the bill. If the hon. gentleman does not
choose to let the bill stand until the Prime
Minister is in his place, very well. Probably
the Prime Minister would amend it in some
respects which would be s itisfactory to the
municipalities. • He knows the municipal
law, and I know something about it, and I
know this is an encroachment on the muni-
cipal law of the province of Ontario, partic-
ularly where this has to go, and we have no
right to do this, in my opinion.

Hon. Mr. MAcINNES (Burington)-I
nay state that this bill was plac d under

my charge and it came before the standing
committee when I was absent and was put
off until I returned. It came up yesterday
before the Private Bills Committee and it
was there discussed fully. All the merits
of the bill were gone into by the gentlemen
composing 'that committee, and the law
clerk of the Senate was present, and I also,
I may state, sent for the gentleman of the
other House who had it in charge, Mr. Mc-
Kay, the member for the city of Hamilton.
The various clauses of the bill were gone
into and thoroughly discussed, and after that
discussion were passed unanimously. I may
say that, with reference to the clauses of the
bill relating to drainage and so on, I am in-
formed they are only the usual powers
given to companies of this kind. These
drains are simply intended for the use of the
company itself. They cannot go beyoni
their own works. It is not intended that
they should interfere with any drains other
than the drains requisite for the work of
this company. I am perfectly satisfed that
the bill is in order, and if the Premier was
in his place he would confirm all I say con-
cerning it.

(».) The authority herein given with respect to Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-If we had his
c'eh streets, highways, and public places, shall confirmation I would feel a great deal better
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satisfied. There is no great hurry about it,
I hope the leader will be in his place at
the next sitting, and if the hon. gentleman
would put it off until then, I would feel
much better satisfied and so would the
public if they had the assurance of the
Prime Minister of this country that it was
all right, because when I took the point he
said the point was well taken as far as the
municipality is concerned. However, if the
hon. gentleman chooses to pass it I have no
more to say.

Hon. Mr. MAcINNES (Burlington)- I
would be very glad to accede to the request
of the hon. gentleman if I thought there
was any necessity for it. I may say that I
had a conversation with the Leader of the
House with reference to it, and it was in
consequence of some amendment which was
suggested by the Law Clerk that the Pre-
mier made the remark which he did to the
hon. gentleman from Monck, but I went to
see the clerk and I satisfied him that there
was nothing in the bill at ail inconsistent
with the law, and that there were no powers
given to the company which other companies
do not possess.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I am not going
to oppose it.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the third time and passed.

IMPERIAL LIFE ASSURANCE COM-
PANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. POWER moved the third
reading of the bill (64) " An Act to incor-
porate the Imperial Life Assurance Com-
pany of Canada."

Mr. McCLELAN-I do not rise for the
purpose of opposing the motion, but this
is a bill for the granting of corporate
powers to another one of these institutions
who sometimes claim to be philanthropic
in their operations. one would think that
the business of life insurance was suffici-
ently prosecuted now to ensure profitable
dividends to its promoters, but it seems
not, and it only indicates the large
amount of profit that is taken out of the
people of the country by these corporations.
I rose particularly to make the observation

that I would be glad if the committee, to
whom this bill has been referred, had in ad-
dition to the powers in the second clause in
this bill, added a clause that the operatiOns
should be confined to people who have at-
tained maturity or reached adult years,-
years of responsibility, and that no future
company should be incorporated with power
to affect insurance upon the lives of those
who are not able to transact business for
themselves. During the last session Of
Parliament I had occasion, in the exercise
of my judgment, to bring up the question
of child insurance and to show in WY
humble way that I considered the extension
of that system throughout the DominiOn
of Canada would be an injurious thing·
I accomplished very little by that, except-
ing to draw down upon myself a very cOn-
siderable amount of abuse from the life in-
surance companies and the periodicals which
so ably represent their views and help the0
to prosecute their business. However, 1
am not sorry that I made reference to it, for
perhaps some ultimate benefit nay arise
from my having done so. One thing occUr-
red during the discussion last year, for
which I am indebted to my hon. friend on
my left (Hon. Mr. Scott) who inquired Of
the Government if in future these companie
who make their returns would be required
to indicate exactly the class of peqple '0
insured, that is to say, minors upon whOse
lives insurances have been taken. I alo
happy to say that that proposition was
agreed to by the Government, and tha
that classification will in future be a part Of
the returns, and in consequence form a usefUl
part of the information derived from the
reports of the Superintendant of Insuranc'e
If I accomplished nothing else by my effOrto'
I should not regret the cause I tOok.
Hitherto all the information we got as to
child insurance was simply what was
implied under the head of "inds'-
trial assurance," if anybody can understad
what that means, or what they intend it to
cover. By expressing clearly that it meano
child insurance, the public will be at 1 ast
informed of the extent to which that systeu
which was pronounced last year by some
honourable member as a very dangerous 

0 e,
is being introduced into this country or no
and another thing which I may mention a
which is a subject of congratulation on ß
part, I learn that one company, which StaI"'
out in the prosecution of this business, 0
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abandoned it. That is an indication, at any
rate, that even an incorporated company bas
sufficient conscientious scruples to abandon
what it believes to have a bad influence. The
result now is, as I understand it, that there
are only two companies in the Dominion
Of Canada who are prosecuting this branch
of insurance business. I make these obser-
vations, therefore, in order to set myself
right on some things and to express my
regret that I did not find in this bill a
Clause, which I should be very glad to see,
that the company should be limited in their
negotiations for insurance and in their
taking of risks, to people who are capable of
arranging their part of the contract.

lon.Mr. MACDONALD(B.C.)-Ishould
like to ask the hon. gentleman who has
Charge of this bill if it is purely an insur-
ance bill of the ordinary kind ? Exception
Was taken by the hon. gentleman himself to
a Word in the bill relating to the Yukon
Company, giving the company power to
transact business elsewhere. I see this com-
Pany asks for the same power:-

The company may effect contracts of insurance
throughout Canada, and elsewhere, with any per-
so1s or corporations on life or lives, and nay
grant sell or purchase annuities, and grant endow-Thents, and generally carry on the business of
life insurance in all its branches.

It seems a good deal like the bill we had
before us a little while ago.

Ilon. Mr. POWER- This company is
allowed to transact the business of life insur-
ance alone, and there are several existing
ife insurance companies which do large

business outside of Canada, in the United
,tates and England, and it would not be
air to prevent this company doing business
' the saine way.

.ion. Mr. MACDONALD(P.E.I.)--Ithink
is the duty of the Senate to be careful in

dealing with bills of this kind. We know
't has been the experience of people in Can-ada that several insurances companies, espe-
CialY life insurance companies, have been
stablished within the past ten or twenty
earS whose stockholders lost very heavily.
4fter the companies had been doing business
r Some few years, it was found that they

*ere not making the profit which the direc-
u or incorporators of the company bad led

he shareholders to expect. The shareholders
24

became dissatisfied, and the companies had
to wind up, by means of which the share-
holders lost a very large amount of money.
Now, I consider it is our duty to be very
careful in incorporating companies of this
kind to see that there is a sufficient security
given, and that there is a sufficient amount
of money paid in to warrant them in going
on with their business. In the Bill which
is now under consideration the amount that
is required to be paid in of the large capital
which they have is very small indeed. When
they have ten per cent of that capital paid up,
they can go on with the business of the com-
pany, and it may be found after a time that
nany of those who have subscribed for those
shares and only paid in ten per cent are
unable to pay any further calls which may
be made upon them, and in that way they
lose their stock.

Hon. Mr. POWER--The company bas to
make a deposit with the Finance Minister
of at least $50,000.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD(P.E.I.)---If they
have to make a deposit with the Finance
Minister, as stated by the hon. member,
that is some security to the persons who
take out policies in those companies, but the
loss is to those who subscribé and become
shareholders, and who can become share-
holders by paying in a very small amount
on the shares that they subscribe for, and,
as they very often lose their money in that
way, I think it is the duty of the Senate to
be very careful in incorporating such com-
panies, and to provide that a larger amount
than ten per cent shall be paid in before the
companies are authorized to go on with
business.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I think the House
is under very great obligations to the hon.
member from Albert for having last session
brought before the notice of this House the
impropriety of insuring the lives of children.
We all know that evils have happened in
the Old Country from the burial societies,
where a person subscribed a certain sum,
and got the money to pay for the burials of
the children. Some time ago you could not
take up a medical periodical without seeing
the subject, and the law which allowed it,
alluded to with the greatest disapprobation.
That melancholy thing which happened in
Ottawa a few weeks ago shows the immense
amount of cruelty exercised towards children
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even by their relations. As the trial of one
of the parties is coming on, I will not refer
further to that subject, except to say that
when we realize that such cruelties can be
perpetrated so as to shorten the life of a
child in order to realize money on it, the
sooner some law is passed preventing people
insuring the lives of children, the better. I
think no license should be granted to any
life insurance company which has not a
clause to prevent the insurance of the lives
of children and infants.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the third tine, and passed.

THE PRINTING OF PARLIAMENT.

SECOND REPORT OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE.

The order of the day having being called,
Consideration of the second report of the joint

conmittee of both Houses on the Printing of Par-
liainent.

Hon. Mr. POWER said-I do not pro-
pose to move for the adoption of this report,
although my hon. friend-who, I am sorry
to see, is not in his place- generally asks me
to second his motions, but I wish to cail the
attention of the committee to the fact that
there seems to be some error in the report as
it appears at page 234 of the minutes. The
report is as follows:-

The Joint Committee of both Honses on the
Printing of Parliainent beg leave to present the
following as their Second Report:-

The Comnittee recoimnend that Mr. D. C.
Chamberlain, Accountant of the Houseof Comnions,
based upon a report of a sub-comnittee to examine
into the various duties incident to the office per-
formed by him, consequent upon the disbursement
of the nioneys for the service of the Joint Coin-
nittee on the Printing of Parliament, that he be
allowed and paid the sum of two hundred dollars
per year, coimencing from Ist March, 1896.

All which is respectfully subnitted.
Apparently some words have been omitted,

and before tbe House is called upon to adopt
the report I think the language ought to be
corrected. It does not make any sense.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It had better stand
over till the other House adopts it.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-It
may be an error in printing the report.

Hon. Mr. POWER-No, I have just
ascertained that the error is in the report it-
self.

The order of the day was allowed to
stand.

SOUTH SHORE SUBURBAN RAIL-
WAY COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN, in the absence of
Senator Ogilvie, moved concurrence in the
amendments made by the Standing Coin-
mittee on Railways, Telegraphs and Har-
bours to Bill (36) " An Act to incorporate
the South Shore Suburban Railway Coln
pany."

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was then read the third time and passed, as
amended.

EDMONTON DISTRICT RAILWAY
COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY moved the second
reading of Bill (54) " An Act to incorporate
the Edmonton District Railway Company.

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read the second time.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY moved that the bill
be referred to the Committee on RailwaY-s
Telegraphs and Harbours.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I would sugg"ý
an amendment which should be considered
in Committee. Sub-clause (c) of clause te"
reads as follows

(c.) Construct, purchase, lease or otherwise a
quire and hold lands, buildings and other erectiog
for the purpose of supplying water for the us8is-
its railways and branches and sell or otherwise d
pose of to nunicipalities and individuals the sur-
plus water produced from any of the works of the
Company and not required for use in runil
railways and branches and other works h
Company.

It would need to have the following words
added : " Subject to the provisions of the
North-west Irrigation Act." I merely al
attention to that so that it may be COU'

sidered in committee.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY.-I shall take care,
as chairman of the committee, that atten'
tion is paid to that suggestion.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate then adjourned.
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THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, 23rd Marck, 1896.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
O'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

A PERMANENT INTERNATIONAL
TRIBUNAL.

MOTION.

Hon, Mr. BOULTON moved

That the Senate is of opinion that the time has
con)e when the consideration of the formation of a
Permanent International Tribunal may with advan-
tage be entered upon, with the view of affording
the varions nations the requisite security and pro-
tection fron a constant liability to the most costly
alnd destructive warfare.

He said : In bringing this motion be-
fore this House many hon. gentlemen may
think that I am taking a very advanced
Position, that I am entering upon a new
8ubject that perhaps should not emanate
from a body like the Canadian Senate.
Iowever, I hope to convince hon. gent-
lernen before I have got through that it is
quite proper, and quite in accord with the
Principles of our constitution, that it is
quite in accord with the sentiments of the
Canadian people, and that it is quite abreast
Of the times in bringing before the House a
8ubject of this character. I may say that

'1ne of the motives that I had in bringing
this subject before this House sprung from
the fact that I was brought into contact
With some open letters that were published,
addressed to the Marquis of Salisbury, the
Premier of Great Britain, and as hon. gent-
lenien know, were written by one with
Whom we are all familiar, if not personally
at any rate we are all familiar with his
Presence. He has resided in Ottawa a
9reat number of years, in fact I believe he
la a native of Ottawa, and has taken ad-
Vantage of our library and of our reading
!Oo in order to employ his time and
it1lProve his mind upon the lines
that he has laid down for his own guidance.
1on. gentlemen know that I am referring to
our tespected friend, Mr. Monk. Mr.
1onk deserves great respect. Althougli
the appearance that he presents to the eyes
Of the world is similar, we may suppose, to
the appearance of the savants of the ancient

24J

times, yet notwithstanding all that, he is
one who is entitled to every respect, and
any opinion that lie expresses on a subjct
of this kind is entitled to respect by this
hon. House and by the country at large. I
may say that the deductions which he draws
in the letters which lie bas addressed to the
Marquis of Salisbury are the results of a
lifetime of study of the Scriptures and of
familiarity with the scenes in the holy land
connected with them, and when he presents
to us in the form of open letters that are
addressed to the Marquis of Salisbury the
studies of a life in the way he has done, they
mark a new departure, I may say, in political
life. The letters to which I refer are essen-
tially political, in so far as they are addressed
to a great statesman and in so far as they
deal with political matters. In that respect
we are perfectly justified in dealing with
thiem from a political standpoint, and we
are, therefore, justified in discussing the
question as a political question. No one can
fail to be struck with the fact that what is
known as the Victorian era has been marked
by the most marvellous results of advance-
ment and progress, that the advancement
and progress during the Victorian era has
been of such a character that it marks it as
a period distinctive in the history of the
world. And when we recognize that we
are approaching towards the termination of
the Victorian era, we have a right to sum
up and see what is the result of the
marvellous progress and development that
the world has seen during that era, and
how far before its close an advance may
be taken towards the consummation of
some definite object that has its results
in greater benefits to mankind generally.
If progress and development and civilization
and christianity do not advance the interests
of mankind and the nations of the world,
then it fails in its primary object, and in
discussing this question I take that as my
basis. I see, and we all see, that the
sovereign whose name is attached to the
Victorian era bas reigned almost the longest
reign that has been known on the British
throne, and that lier personal reign has been
marked by the bighest state of christianity,
of experience, of political knowledge and of
everything that goes to make a great and
fine character, that she stands pre-eminently
before the world and sets an example of all
the virtues which it is desirable that the
people of the world should emulate. Not
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only the Queen in her own life, but in the he recognizes the present day facilities for
bringing up of her family and inher family life, the interchange of trade and tberebv the
has shown an example that we may imitate multiplication of tbe advantaes of Our civili-
from one end of the world to the other in zation to the advancement of tbe world, to
its simplicity, in the beneficial results that the benefit of the world and to the general
her rule in her private family bas exercised diffusion of prosperity throughout the world.
upon those who have grown up around her, These comprise at the present time the
who stand before the world as public ex- leading personnel of the Victorjan era
amples of what a christian family may be as it is drawing to its close, and we
brought to, of what virtues they are able to have to consider, as 1 said before, hon.
display and what usefulness and advantages gentlemen, wbat is ail this leading to
they are able to develop in the interest of the What does it ail lead up to? 1 amn
nation to which they belong. Alongside of of those who thorougbly believe that W6
the Queen we have the Hon. Mr. Gladstone, are creators of destiny, that while we are
who ils approacbing the years of a centetiarian crqators, ourselveýz, while we bave the poWer
who bas developed the bighest type of cbris- of great creative faculties wfich is seef
tian development in bis character, allied on every hand, tbere is a power, a higher
witb great political power, that moden bis- power, tbat develops creative faculties civ i
tory bas sbown us. Next to tbe Queen, who different way, and I believe that we al are
bas tbe greatest political experience in the endowed witb that genius that will lead up to
political bistory of tbe world, tbe result of and carry out the purposes of a reater
ier long reign as soveueign, and one who bas Creator in the purpoes that be may have he
neer neglected er duties as the head of store for the world generally. NowI
the Britisb Empire, Mr. Gladstone, I tbink, have mentioned in connection with Lord
stands next, and no iuatter bow mucb his Salisbury's name and the ion. Mr. Chaon
opponents may have disagreed wit gim, berlain's name, another great naie on thiS
everyone will acknowledge that ail bis acts, continent, wbo probaby has exercised hi
aa the political efforts that he bas put influence in a marked direction, and that is
forth, have been guided fror the highest the late President Lincoln who stood at the
principles that are supposed to emanate from head of the nited States nation and iho
a cbristian character. Then next to him we guided theUnited Statespeople through ti
have Lord Sahisbury, wbo is at the present civil war between the years 1860 and 1864

moment at tbe head of the British nation as H1e will always rank high in history for th'e
its political guide and ruler, and lie is the principles he enunciated and for the faithf
representative of that phase of Englisb ness be displayed in carrying out those prite
family life tbat bas for generations sent ciples. Thoseare prominentexamplesof chiS
forth men fltted to cope wit the political tian leaders of public influence, leading theil
questions that bave brougbt the Britisb nations in tbe direction of patbs that theY
Empire to sucb great prominence, who bave think tbey sbould be treading. Now hn-
by their training been able to maintain a gentlemen, it is witbin the Victorian era thit
continuity of public policy that has ail led to our railways bave been developed, that 0 1r
a certain end ; and their great experience, steam power bas been devwoped, that our te
backed up by the support of the nation, grapbs bave been developedw that our eleto
essentially democratic in its instincts, city bas been developed ; it is within the
backed up by the intelligence of the nation, generation of these living men, some Of n
has broug t Great Britain to the higbest I bave referred to. Ail these haveot
state of power and prestige that any nation upon the world as new factors, entirelY I
on the face of the earth bas ever yet attained. factors above ail the factors of the cent-res
Co-opemating with im in the Britisb Gov- and ages that have gone pat, and their
ernment is the Hon. Mr. Chamberlain, wbo, railways, telegrapbs and electricity al
unlike Lord Salisbury brought up as one telepbones and al these migty popWa't h
of England's aristocracy, bas sprung from have put us in a position to accolsh
the industrial classes of Birmingham, and be wbat it was utterly impossible for the
recognizesin te policythat he is nowdevelop- ages to have accomplisbed, what waso
ing wit regard to the extension of the world's within the range of possibiity fty Yele
commerce, with regard to te extension of ago, and wen we co e to tink that th

the prestige and power of tbe Britisb race, farst railroad was projected on this
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ient, I believe in Boston, in 1827, and that
the first steamboat crossed the Atlantic in
the present generation, that the United
States by themselves I believe have to-day
Inore railroad construction than all the rest
of the world put together, that Canada has
added its thousands of miles of railroad to
the interchange of trade, that the people of
Great Britain own the vessels and the ships
and the navies which are greater than all
the rest of the world put together-at least
if they are not perhaps greater than all the
rest of the world, they are very great and
powerful. It becomes apparent that these
two English speaking nations, acting together
exercise a powerful influence upon the destiny
of the world. We come now to the subject
that I have undertaken to deal with, and
it is for the House to realize in what path
their duty lies. We all recollect how a
Very short time ago the world was shocked
at the massacre of Christians in Arme-
'lia. How it went forth that the Turks,
Under Turkish misrule, were bringing de
Struction upon a Christian population, one
of the most ancient Christian populations of
the world in that Asiatic province. Most
People turned their eyes to Great Britain to
Put a stop to those massacres. Most people
thought it became the imperative duty of
the people of Great Britain and the British
Government to enter, like the Crusaders of
Old, and put a stop to a condition of affairs
Which was proceeding under Turkish rule.
1 have no doubt that if conditions had been
8uch that the British Government could
have undertaken it without fear of rais-
lag a greater trouble and creating more

bloodshed, the spirit was there and will-
lg to undertake the task, but we im-
mIediately observed specks upon the horizon
which showed a jealous spirit, or whatever
8Pirit it was, on the part of powerful nations,
Which acted as a decided check upon Great
Britain undertaking the task. We saw that
lii consequence of a minor dispute over the
boundary of Venezuela, the president of the
'United States showed that there was a pos-
ibility of the United States making that a

'5e82 s belli. Then in another remote part of
the world, the Transvaal,'in the interior of
Africa," we saw that the Emperor of
Germany was disposed to make a casus

with Great Britain there, and added
tO these was the jealousy among other
1ations as to the advisability of permitting
Great Britain to get a foothold in Armenia.

Al this operated to permit a continuance of
the present state of affairs. Great Britain
was checked in any power that she might
have possessed in redressing those grievances
and putting a stop to those massacres. Hon.
gentlemen will agree with me in saying that
it is most desirable that such a condition
should not continue to exist, that there are
certain things that are due to our human
instinct which should teach us that we have
a duty to perform in order to remove any
obstacles that may exist in the promotion of
such a worthy object as was contempiated
during the last four or five months. The very
moment that the Imperial government was at-
tackedfornot taking that position with regard
to the Armenians, what was Lord Salisbury's
answer? "We must either act with the
nations or we must act against them. We
cannot act singly and lay ourselves open to
be attacked by the nations in undertaking
a task of that kind and bring more trouble
than we are trying to renove. If we cannot
convince nations that it is right that we
should go in and protect the christians in
Armenia, then we cannot undertake the task."
The object of establishing an international
tribunal is to make the wholeof the nations re-
sponsible for the conduct of such cases as that.
When Great Britain found that Germany
ýas inimical in consequence of the Transvaal
incident, she was thrown into diplomatic
correspondence with France and Russia,
seeing that it was absolutely necessary in
order to carry out ber policy, which is a
policy of progress and development, dissemi-
nating sound principles of government
throughout the wholk world, and in order to
find allies she sought them in Russia and
France showing the necessity of a tribunal
of some kind, partial though it may be.
Recent events of the past week or ten days
have shown us a similar state of affairs.
The Imperial Government, which has for
many years occupied Egypt for the advantage
of Egypt in its progress and civilization,
to plant in that ancient kingdom the
principles of good government, finds that
a new state cf affairs bas arisen. Italy, a
weak nation bas marched into Abyssinia
and has unfortunately been seriously de-.
feated to the disturbance of the savage
tribes in the interior and it is not desirable
that those savage tribes should be allowed
to get the upper hand of one of the European
nations. It is not in the interest of civili-
zation, it is not in the interest of the Christ-
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ian nations of the world that anything of slot twenty-five years ago, Italy las suffered
the kind should be permitted. severe losses. England las marched twice to

Kumassi, on the west coast of Africa, witi-
Hon. Mr. POWER-Does not the hon. out a shot being fired.

gentleman think lie is using strong language
in characterizing the Christians of Abyssinia Hon. Mr. ALMON-It was not so in the
as savage tribes ? first instance.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I draw a distinc- Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It was, practically.
tion between Christians and heathens. I am
referring to the tribes of the interior They Hon. Mr. ALMON-No, indeed. Very
are led by the Dervishes and are fanatical many slots were fired tlere.
to a degree.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The first advanCe
Hon. Mr. POWER-The Italians have was not quite witlout firing a shot, but it

not been fighting the Dervishes. was practically a peaceful advance, and the
9D last lias been essentially so, and a very large

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No, but the district of Western Africa will now be
trouble has aroused the Dervishes in the brouglt within the influence of civilization as
Soudan. I was not speaking of the Abys- developed by the Imperial Government wler
sinians, but of the Arabs in the Soudan ever it goes. These are ah advantages that
district. The defeat of Italy was arousing cannot be lost sight of, advantages that are
their enthusiasin and bringing them to the souglt for by advanced minds and advanced
front once more, in order to upset all the thinkers on unes similar to those laid dowfl
progress and civilization that has been ac- by our venerable friend, Mr. Monk, in hig
complished during the last 25 years, notably letters to Salisbury. Hon, gentlemenknow
the suppression of the slave trade and the thnt where tlere is union there is pence. 11,
opening up of commerce. It became neces- the past listory of Great Britain, upwardS
sary for England once more, in the wisdom of a tlousand years ago, tlere was wbat WaO
of the British Government, to open up the called the Heptarchy and those seven king
Soudan, but without the support of the doms were perpetually at war witl each
nations of Europe she could not undertake otler. Wlen the union was brought about,
the task in consequence of lier in- peace prevailed and progress and develoP
ternational obligations -in Egypt and ment followed. Then, again, wben Scotland,
she sought the alliance of the England and Jreland were separated, there
Dreibund, Italy, Germany and Austria, was disunion and figlting; wlen tley be
who have suppGrted lier in undertaking the cane united there was peace. It vas the
advances into the Dungola district and the same with India before England stepped il
Soudan in the interests of Egypt, and and planted the banner of civilization there.
the extension of the boundaries of The tribes decimated one another, there W
Egypt and for the purpose of extending perpetual figlting and famines and dis s
the spreading of civilization in that were of frequent occurrence. Within d'e
region. No one can deny for one moment past two centuries tlat great population'
that it is part of the duties of Christian amounting to 300,000,000 people bas been
nations to diffuse civilization as far as it is brought under the rule of Great Britain and
possible for thiem to do so, to give heathen nowpeacereigns witbin their borders f
nations in the heart of Africa and elsewhere are impossible and great benefits are flowing
the advantage of knowledge and progress from the developm'rnt and progress that have
and to bring them under control, so that tlere taken place in consequence of British
their labour and their intelligence can be powerlaving planted its foot down and fit'in'Y
put to the highest use instead of exactly the and judiciously exercised control. In d'9
reverse, as it is at the present momemt. same way, union in otler parts of the vorld
The advance of Italy, against those warlike shows the beneficent resuits tlat lave flowed
tribes, has shown the Italian people the difli- from it. The next point that 1 desire t
culty they have to contend with. Where make i bringing this question before Y1
Great Britain, backed by lier moral prestige'is to point out the destructiveness of
marched into Abyssinia witnoout firing a t ie present time.
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Hon. Mr. PROWSE-We know that. quis of Salisbury, and to which 1 have
already referred. They are, 1 think, worthy

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I dare say, hon. of consideration.
gentlemen, you know that, but I hope you
will bear with me in order that I may de- Several hon. MEMIERS-Dispense
velop, at any rate, what ideas I desire to Dispense!
propound. Hon. Mr. POWER-I think that is a

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Give us the remedy. chestnut.
Hon. MACDONALD (B.C.>-This is too

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The hon. gentle- much.
mfan says we know that, but perhaps he
does not realize the full extent of the des- Hon. Mr. BOULTON-They are worthy
tructiveness of war at the present day as of being perpetuated in the annals Of Our
compared with what it was a quarter of a legisiation.
century or half a century ago. He does not
know, or he probably knows and does not
realize, the enormous amount of destruction pense
that can be wrought to-day upon all that
the world has created as compared with half Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Theso are open
aletters to Lord Salisbury, and as such, they
the tremendous destructiveness of modern e phtic al t toug wtte
war engines that we can realize what an
advantage it would be if conditions any difference. They are ideas thett are
could prevail that would bring thoselworthy of consideration, and as such, are

unde cotro. Hn, gntlmencanrea worthy of a place in our Debates. Letunder control. Hon. gentlemen can rea-,
lize that the world depends upon its thern go for what they are worth, but at the
cable communication, it depends upon same time, if hon. gentlemen have read
its powers to sail the seas with commerce, these letters, they will be convinced that
thatthere is a great deal behind them, and that
tpon the iportation f food from aroad they do represent the research of a lifetimeupoln the importation of food from abroad
in order to support its population. Thean earnest man. They
people of this continent largely depend for can, by no po i do ay ar , nd
their means of support upon their power and they may do good. It ar oued
ability to transport that food to markets u
abroad. And so it is in connection with al they can do any harm, and if they are

the atios ;and f t~is ommrce erefounded upon wrong principles, stili theythe nations ; and if this commerce were adonhrm
suddenly brought to a stop, if our cable
communications were cut off, if privateers Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.-If the
were to destroy the commerce, if our canals hon. gentleman will give us the replies of
and other avenues of commerce were de- Lord Salisbury, I think that will satisfy the
stroyed by dynamite, our railways and House, and wewill seewhat he says iboutit.
telegraphs eut off and other .powers of des-
truction exercised, you can see how impor- Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I do not want to
tant it is for us to consider the advisability impose these letteN upon the Houýe, if
of bringing under control, in some way or hon. gentlemen wish to dispense with them.
other, this tremendous power in order Hon. MEM BERS--Dispense.
that it may be averted, in order that
Chaos may no, rule, and that the benefits of Hon. Mr. BOTLTON-As nations have
Progress and civilization during the combined in union for the purpose of peace-
Victorian era may not be obliterated as has fully developing the resources within their
80 often been the case in the history of the bounds, for the purpose of taking their
World, whi n ancient types of civilization part in the advancement of our Christian
have completely disappeered. Now, hon. civilization. Mr. Monk lays down the
gentlemen, I will read to you, so as to em- broad principle that in a similar manner
body in this debate, the letters that have the various nations of the Christian World
been addressed by Mm. Monk to the Mar- can form themselves into a new nation with
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the capital in Palestine Such a union is no
more utopianthan the confederationof British
North America was no doubt at one time
declared to be-than the consolidation of
the British Empire is declared to be to-day
in the interest of peace and progress. That
union of nations is being gradually devel-
oped now and at the present moment we
have the very best evidences of it, as
I have said before, in the formation of al-
liaces such as the Dreibund, and other
alliances which are perpetually taking place
and perpetually changing again. It is only
an extension or a permanency of that same
principle that is here sought to be developed
and in that respect it can very properly
commend itself to the wisdom of hon.
gentlemen who compose the Senate of
Canada. So far as Canada is concerned, she
bas a direct interest in anything that will in-
sure her possible development and progress.
We are peculiarly situated, more so perhaps
than any other nation, in so far as we have
a frontier between our own country and the
neighbouring country of 4,000 miles, that on
each side of this frontier are situated cities
and commercial interests that in the case of
a destructive war would be entirely or very
largely destroyed. We should always be
prepared to stand at the back of the people
of the i United .States in upholding that
which is right, but at the same time we
must always be prepared to defend the
integrity of our own country. I have no
fear as to the ultimate result in case of an
attack, though I am happy to think there is
not much likelihood of it. I believe
that Canadians have the ability to defend
themselves, and if our country should ever
be attacked, we would not only within our-
selves be able to show our capacity for self
defence, but would be backed up by the
power of the British Empire, and there can
be no doubt as to what the ultimate result
would be. But while we may have that
feeling of confidence in ourselves and of the
power of the glorious empire to which we
belong, yet there is that absolute knowledge
that in the progress of war where the pas-
sions of men are aroused and wh-re destruc-
tive engines of war are brought to bear, it
would be utterly impossible to prevent the
devastation of everything we have created and
developed during the past half century, a d
our neighbours would suffer in the same way.
The saie power that they possess to
come over here and destroy cities and

towns and public works in our country,
would enable us to cross the border and do
the saine thing on their side, ana, therefore,
having a community of interest in that res-
pect, and, as the destruction would be
mutual, that the good sense of the people
who speak the saine language and are sprung
from the loins of the same nation, should look
upon that result with equanimity, I cannot
believe, and it need not be regaried as a fac-
tor in the national progress of this continent,
which is likely to move on a higher plane.
There has been a movement in Great
Britain, and there bas been a movement in
the United States on the same lines that I
am laying down here to-day. Hon. gentle-
men will recollect that a deputation came
over from Great Britain, composed of a
number of members from the House of
Commons, and presented a petition, signed
by a very large number of members, to
initiate the principle of arbitration betweenl
these two great nations. The progress Of
that idea, I am happy to say, shows
signs of vitality, and I see of late that a call
has been issued for the purpose of calling a
meeting from all over the United States, in
order to develop still further that idea. 1
will read a telegraphie despatch dated
Washington, 18th March- last Friday--as
follows :

WVasmN1ToN, 18th NIarch.--In view of the fact
that a wide spread desire has been manifested, both
in the United States and Great Britain, for the
establishment between these two countries og a
permanent system of arbitration, a call has beel
issued for a national conference, to be held at
Washington city, ou V ednesday and ThursdaY,
April 22nd an« 23rd next, to express the general
conviction that such a systemn of arbitration shouIld
be speedily provided for by the proper authorities,
and with the nmost conmprehensive applicatiol
practicable. Invitations have been sent to repre'
sentatives irrespective of party or creed, in every
state and territory in the Union. The comnbined
mnembership in the two Houses of Congress is beilg
taken as a general basis of numnhers and apportiol-
ment. The call reads: " Assuming you share our
belief as to the importance of the end proposed, we
deem it unnecessary, in this communication, to
enter into an extended statenient on the subject.
By repeated acts, as well as by repeated declara-
tions, our government has appeared before the
world in advocacy of international arbitratioli as a
neasure conformably to our own interests ad
genios, our institutions, as well as to the catise
general justice and civilization. To this effect,
patriotismn, philanthropy, statesimanship and re-
ligion have spoken as with one voice. In confining
the present morenment to the promotion of arbitra-
tion between the United States and Great Brita8P
we are iot tnconcerned for wider application of
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the principle involved. But taking into consider- about it that the British Empire, of wbich we
ation the importance and value of practical results, as well as England have the honour to form
it seenied wise-to concentrate our ininediate efforts
upon the attainment of a permanent systei be- a part, and no inglorious part, shines out be-
tween the two great English speaking peoples." fore the world as the foremost nation through
The signatures attached are those of fifty reputable the younger nations that have been born
citizens of Washiugton, New York, Philadelphia, through the enterprise of ber people, and has
Boston, New Orleans, St. Louis, and other cities.
Among the signers are : Of Washington- -Melville
W. Fuller, Nelson A. Miles ; of New York, Seth empire that the world has ever known, a
Low, Dorman B. Eaton, Abram S. Hewitt ; of strength greater than any other nation has
Chicago, George D. Swift, Marshal Field, Potter ever shown. The wisdom of the statesmen of
Palner ; of Boston, Charles V. Elliott, William
E. Russell, Robert Treatpane ; Charles Francis
Adams; James Cardinal Gibjbons, of Baltimore; There is no new overent, no advanced opi-
Timothy Dwight, of Yale University ; Charles iion that is brought before the world, no
Dudley Warner, of Hartford, Conn. matter how humble its source may be, but it

That information, which is conveyed to us is turned over and discussed on its merits for
in the press, shows that other people are the benefit of the British Empire and for the
working somewhat on the sawe asne. Pro- benefit of the world at large, and therefore
bably the gentlemen who are interested in 1f humbly submit that although the views 
tat movement in the United States are h ave been expressing, and the sources frorn
taking a more practical view of the question, which I have drawn those views, very largely
than I am presenting under the principe of are such tbat on. gentlemen May not be
a more extended international tribunal prepared to accord that consideration to
as being more withirs the range of practical them that perhaps I have given. Yet I
politics at the present moment, but the very hope that they will not tbink that they are
fact that a powerful community like tGe unworthy the tinie and attention that i am
ITnited States are calling together from every now bestowing upon them. The onlyprofes-
State in the union delegates for the purpose sion I can ay aim to is that of a soldier, but
of discussinr the very principles which I am that profession is not incompatible at ail with
ilow laying, before this ause, shows that I a desire for peace. I ar not one wo would
arn not out of order or out of place in bring- advocate peace at any price. I thoroughly
ng Up this matter here. It shows that we appreciate the words that Mr. Goshen

in Canada are supporting the people and introduced in bis speech lately, that ie was
government of Great Britain in every effort ready for erbitration, but woe betide the
that the Imperial Government is making to nation that was unable to back up their
dispense the blessings of civilization and principles by their own physical power, and
Christianity throughout the worvd, and that I think that we, as Canadians, have a rigt
the people of the United States are working to take such steps as are desirable to defend
On the same uines. Hon, gentlemen will our own country, to maintain our own in-
agree wit me when I Say that it becomes tegrity and to stand side by side with
the duty of ail nations to try and bring under the British nation in upholding the honour
Control heathen nations of the world in order of the empire, so far as our limited means
that the benefits of our civilization may bWe will permit us to do it, and it is only by
ixtended to them, in order that tbe genera- means of that kind that we can attain
tions that are springing from their loins year respect; but while we may take most ade-
after year and century after century may quate means for defending our own country,

aeceive the advantages that we enjoy. That we can at the same time let it be understood
Cari only be done by the steps that are now thoroughy by the world at lIhge that it is
te taken by the people of the mother land. only for the general advancement of civiliza-
Great Britain is the only one nation which tion in order that we may develop that

PPear capableof accomplishing that purpose strength and stand by those nations who pro-
e the most peaceful resuts, that is to say, pose by their efforts to put down wropg and
the moral power of the Imperial Government maintain right, and one of the most noble
tuch that she is able to bring beathen tribes examples I think we bave in the history of
under control with a less loss of life than the present day, is the example of General
aparently other nations car do. She bas ye Gordon, with which we are ail we l ac-
the spirit and the means within the British quainted. He was an oficer of great renown.

eairpire to accomplish it. There is no doubt e undertook the great work of bring-
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ing out of chaos the Chinese people when and nations. Again, the hon. gentleman
their great rebellions among disunited has gone into the diplomatic policy of the
provinces took place. He undertook the whole world. He has told us what nations
expedition to the Soudan where he offer- have been doing for centuries, and things of
ed up his life. He was not only a great that kind, whereas, we have before our eyes
soldier, but a great Christian soldier, and quite enough to show us that it would be a
worthy of the imitation of any one who very good thing if nations could lay down
makes arms his profession, and no better or their implements of warfare and live in har-
higher tribute can be paid to a man of that mony as they have been doing for a number
kind than to ronnect him with such ideas as of years now. However, laying all these
I an bringing before this House, to show ma, ters aside, I am very glad to be able, at
that while we have a duty to perform as one time at least during this session of Par-
soldiers in maintaining the power and integ- liainent, to stand on common ground with
rity of our country, and supporting the the hon. gentleman. I think his senti-
principles that the British Empire is ments are extremely high and noble, and
daily developing, that we are doing it in should be pressed from one end of the world
accordance with the highest Christian prin- to the other. He could not bring forward
ciples that the world knows. With these a brighter example before-this House of the
remarks, hon. gentlemen, I beg to present upiversal benefits of peace than the Vic-
my motion for your consideration. As I torian era. We have had nowan era of about
said before, it may be that I have not forty years of peace. We can count, I sup-
brought it before you in as practical a way pose, from the time of the Crimean war. 1
as J could wish and that it inay be would not count the small conflicts in India
too advanced for our unformed ideas and Africa and other places, as they have
upon the subject. It may be modifiud, i not really been wars, so that from the time
possibly, by some hon. gentleman, but I of the Crimean war we have had one
trust that the motives that have induced me long glorious peace, and who can measure
to bring this motioa before the House are of the wonderful blessings of that not onlY
that character that I may be pardoned for to England but the whole world 1
introducing it in the manner I have done. The fact of being able to live in peace in

our homes, to worship our God according tO
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-On our conscience, and to develop and pro-

reading the notice of motion I-had no idea mote the arts of peace and the arts of com-
that my hon. friend was going into the sub- merce, is a very great blessing to everybodY
ject in the manner in which he has gone into and under benign rule, during a long
it, and I thought my own duty would be en- and glorious peace, England has made won-
tirely of a complimentary nature. But the derful development and progress. The
speech of the hon. gentleman has been a people have been able to ive in tranquilitY
rather triangular one; he has alluded to this and peace, with all the blessings which
very noble question of an international tribu- attend it, for the continuance of which al
nal for peace between nations, and also gone people and nations should earnestly pray.
into theological questions, giving interpre- am not going to point out to the House-it
tations of Scripture, which opens the door is not necessary to do so-the difficulties
to a very wide argument. I am not going which may surround the presentation of
to dispute with him as to whether these this sentiment in higher quarters,
interpretations are true or not, but they are might be properly communicated 10 the
at least open to discussion and doubt. Then, nations of the world. I will say this m"ch
again, he has' given us a belligerent speech about it, that it is impossible for a colonY,
as well-a jingo speech about what Canada off-shoot of a nation, to bring the matter
would do and what Great Britain would do, before the nations of the world. But hOw
which is. entirely out of harmony with the the hon gentleman wishes the thing to take
proposal made to the House. shape and how it can be pr6ssed upon the at-

tention of those nations who have the poNWe'e
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Hear, hear. of peace and war, 1 do not know. Hover,

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I the sentiment is a glorious one, and I hope
think the speech should have been entirely it nay do good, and perhaps open the eYe
one of peace and good-will towards aIl men of some people to the blessings of peace.
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Hon. Mr. DEVER-The motion before proper subjects for discussion, there is
the House must recommend itself to all another union which would be much more
peaceful men who do not desire to hear war usefula union, offensive and defensive, cal-
and rumours of war perpetually ringing in culated to maintain the high standard of
the air. Especially must it be pleasing to civilization and christianity wbich the world
all who know well how disastrous war would las reached. If the people of Great Britain
be, if such a calamity could happen between and North America could become united in
the two great divisions of the English- sentiment, in order that they miglt use
speaking people. But I have not the their moral force in preserving the peace of
slightest fear of such an event, because of dte world, I think a very great gain would
the uwisdom of those who know well that be obtained. If that had been the case, or
nothing but misery could resuit from such a if there bad been lessjealousy and ill-feeling
War. llowever, the moton of the izon. on the part of some portion of the people
gentleman is a beautiful dream. It is more of this continent towards Great Britain at
than a dream, it is a grand thougat. But the time the destruction of the Armenians

ere let mie ask: Can this grand thouglit be began to take place, the combined moral
put in practice I Would to wisdom that it forces of the people of this continent and
could ! But now comes in the bitterness to Great Britain would have lad very mucl
know that there is very little prospect of it, to do in preventing that unfortunate
so long as avarice dominates the coun.ils of massacre. In short, my reflections lead
the nations. Stil , there is a hope that me to suppose that tle influence af
arbitration may yet take the place of strife, that sort of union would have been
and I will vote for this hope, and aso for sufficient to have prevented that m ost atro-
the hion. gentleman's motion. cious and unfortunate occurrence which is

u still proceeding in Armenia. The lion. gen-
Hon. Mr. MýcCLELAN-I rise to say tleman f rom Shell River referred also to the

that I aBu pleased with the sentiments em- Transvaal trouble and the difference which
braced in the resolution whicl the hon. arose witn Germany. I think, bowever,
gentleman from Shell hiver bas presented to that was subsequent. The message of con-
this Chaber, and I intend to say somethinr ratulation sent by the Emperor of Germany
about it. It is difficuit to mention anything ito President Kruger occurred a good while
connected with a subject that is new, now afterthe Armenian atrocities bad progressed,
that Ie las been so exhaustive in bis treat- and that may not have been an element in

ent of it. thowever, I feel that a dis-. the prevention of action against the Turks,
cussion f this kind upon the matter is not but I think if the Venezuelan difficulty had
Witliout its uses, and I rather differ f rom my not occurred at the moment it did, and
hon. friend who bas just taken lis seat as to when the forces that are iniinical to the
that. It is auite in the line of our duty, British people showed thiemselves soe very
at this time in the history of the empire, that strongly, even tqen Britaih might have done
this second estate of the most imFroirtant de- very mucli more to protect the Armenians.
Pendency f the Crown sbhould express its However, the resolution whic my lon.
Views under circumstances wich may have friend has ventuaed to place before the
some good influence. We have all heard Senate comprises a very mucli more extensive
during the last decade, of a good many pro-'question, and takes very mucli wider scope.
jects more or less entangled and mixed up e re ers to the necessity of, what is called
With matters baving of a party tinge. We in the United States, an international peace
bave heard about independence, for in- court. r1ow le purposes establisbing that,
stance, as sometbing whieh should be dis- ow it is to w h e formed, or wat are to be
Cussed ; we have beard of uniono with the rthe rules by whicl the court should be
lJnited States, or annexation, althougli it is guided, or sudh a counicil of arbitration
aot now a live issue, and very few of our should be controlled, lie ias not very fully
People, I take it, are infused with gone into, but those tbings would be matters
that idea. Then, again, tliere islfor consideration afterwards. I may say
the project of imperial federation, whits that an expression of opinion on this question
v believe is undergoing discussion at lis not confned to us, but that many leading
this moment in another plae. I have, Ill men of Great Britain bave been for a con-
confess, fe t that while some of these are siderale time anxious for some sort of an
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international arrangement whicli would pro-
mote the preservation of peace, and I thinkl
that the Venezuelan difficulty has developed!
throughout the United States opinions from
leading men, not connected particularly with
politics, as to the importance of this great
question. I may say that only the other
day-seven days ago-a memorial was sub-
mitted to the Senate of the United States
by Mr. Frye, a senator f rom the State of
Maine, having in view this very object.
The memorial is as follows:

This memorial respectfully suggests it to be of
paramount importance that something very definite
be done in the immediate organization of a perman-
ent international court of arbitration;

Therefore, that untit otherwise provided, a
standing international board of arbitration be
selected and appointed, to be composed of a mei-
ber of the highest judicial tribunal of each of the
following countries, to wit: Argentina, Austria,
Belgium, Brazil, Great Britain, Chili, China,
Egypt, France, Germany, Hawaii, Italy, Japan,
Mexico, Orange Free State, Russia, Transvaal,
Turkey and the United States ; the saine to have
power to settle any national or international dis-
putes. And that it be held infraction of interna-
tional law for any nation, after establishment of
this court, to settle its disputes by the wholesale
murder of war. The same to be sought and pro-
vided for by such legislation and such diplomacy
as your honourable body can, in your judgnent,
wisely bring to bear on the subject.

GEORGE MAY POWELL,
President Arbitration Council.

I take this from the Philadelphia Evening
Star of the 16th inst. As I said before,
not alone in the United States but in Great
Britain there is a growing tendency in favour
of action along these lines. My hon., friend
from Shell ]River has spoken a good deal
about the preparations for war in these
modern times. I read somewhere not long
ago, in connection with that subject, that
the army and navy equipments of the con-
tinental nations of Europe cost yearly a sum
of not less than £250,000,000.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It rather exceeds
that.

Hon Mr. McCLELAN-Possibly it does,
and there is besides the tremendous navy
that is owned by Great Britain. It seeins
too bad that such an enormous amount of
treasure should be spent by these enlight-
ened and Christian nations in equipping
navies and armies when atrocities so fearful
to be contemplated are going on before their

eyes in Armenia. Such, however, seems to
be the fact, and my hon. friend has alluded
very fully to the difficulties which beset
Great Britain in lending a helping hand for
the solution of that unfortunate matter.
Great Britain would not be in that position
if there was some recognized council of
Arbitration, some way by which representa-
tives of nations could sit down and discuss
matters. Personal contact has great influ-
enc in bringing about a solution of diffcul-
ties. The century is passing and soon we
shall have reached 1900 years since the birth
of Him who is the founder of our Christian
faith, and whose birth was heralded by the
announcement of " peace on earth, good-will
to man." For thousands of years before
widespread slaughter and destruction to
human life had been permitted. The world
seemed to require it, for disciplinary or
other purposes, but under the new dispensa-
tion it would seem as if sufficient time had
elapsed when an entirely different feeling,
one of charity and good-will, should pervade
Christian and civilized people. Taking
three great nations, we all know and
recognize fully the wonderful improvements
in the refined arts and polite literature of
France, the solid advancement in metaphy-
sical, chemical and other sciences of the Ger-
man states, and the progress made by our
motherland in bringing to light many in-
portant inventions which have been skilfully
applied to mîagnify her wealth, importance
and influence. Notwithstanding all these
facts, those three enlightened nations are
to-day increasing their expenditure on war
equipments and they are unable to take anY
step to bring about those things which every
Christian community seems to be so anxious
to accomplish, that is to say, the preventiol
of atrocities such as those in Armenia. The
old axiom of might making right is a wrong
one. The strong and the powerful should have
learned it appears to me, as nations and as
individuals, that might should not necessarilY
be right, but that power should be used for
the jrotection of the weak and raising those
who are helpless. That, it appears to ine,
ought to be the result of nineteen centuries
of improving civilization tempered by Chris-
tianity. I trust that the resolution, and the
expression upon it by this honourable bodY,
will not be without its influence in somle de-
gree, and that results will follow from it
which will promote to some extent the objects
which the niover has in view.
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Hon. Mr. ALMON-I do not generally
make any remarks on an abstract question
brought before this House, which can lead
to no practical result except mere words in
the Debates, but as several hon. gentlemen
have spoken on this question, I think I shall
say a few words. It is a very beautiful
chimera which the hon. gentleman has pre-
sented to us, but I do not think it is a fact.
When the millennium takes place and the lion
will lie down with the lamb and a little child
will play with the cocatrice, what he wishes
will take place, but the present moment is
certainly not the time. What bas been the
effect of arbitration heretofore? In 1834
there was very nearly war between France
and the United States on account of claims
for United States vessels which had been
taken during the troubles when Napoleon
Bonaparte attempted to enforce the Milan
Decrees. The United States brought
cla7ms against the French Government to
indemnify people who had lost their goods.
England, with that disregard to her own
interests which she often shows, interfered
and prevented war, and the mnatter
was submitted to arbitration. It was
decided that France should pay a large
sum to the United States Government
to indemnify persons who had been injured.
The money was paid over and what has the
United States done with it? Although this
Inoney was got from France, the merchants,
whose claims had been presented, have never
received any of it. It bas been lying in the
United States Treasury to this day, between
fifty and sixty years. We all remember
the Alabama claims arbitration. England
paid the sum of money which was
demanded. Claims of the most extraordi-
nary nature were brought forward to get
these funds, and yet after settling every pos-
sible claim that could be advanced, a large
aum of money still remains in the hands of
the United States Government. Would not
common honesty have dictated to them that
the unpaid balance of money should be
returned to Great Britain ? Then, again,
only the other day we had the case of our
Bealers which were seized illegally by the
United States. Our neighbours agreed to
an arbitration at which the United States
Was represented as well as ourselves; it was
decided that the seizures were illegal, and
thatoursealers were tobe paid for thedamages
they had sustained by the detention of their
Vessels. Has any money been paid? The

money bas not been paid, and what is the
use of arbitration when you have to deal
with persons imbued with the spirit illus-
trated in these three cases ? Then it is pro-
posed to buy Palestine; why should we buy
Palestine? Palestine belongs to the Sultan
of Turkey. Have we any right to say to
England " rob Turkey of Palestine; get
Turkey by the throat and oblige the Porte
to sell Palestine?" I think we have not.
The hon. gentleman who cries " Peace,
peace," when there is no peace is not
justified in making that proposition.
I have a proposition to suggest as to the
place where the arbitration should meet, and
perhaps the hon. gentleman from Shell River
might agree with me, and that is, Sable
Island. J am a Nova Scotian, but I think
J can speak in the name of my countrymen.
Sable -Island is, by geographical error, sup-
posed to be part of Halifax County, and I
think I can make the pledge that Sable
Island will be given up for the headquarters
of the Board of Arbitration without cheat-
ing Turkey out of Palestine. Any one who
bas been to Palestine will see that the people
there are beggars and persons who have
been transported there by charity ; they
are mere beggars and the scum of the
world. Of course there are exceptions to
that. The hon. gentleman alluded to Abyssi-
nia and the Italians. My sympathies are
entirely with the Abyssinians. I have great
respect for the Italians, but I think they
might have saved Italy the trouble
they have got into by the invasion
of that country. I will not go so far as to
say that the Abyssinians were descended
f rom the eunuch who was baptized by Philip,
but no doubt their christianity dates as far
back as that. I must apologize to the House
for the remarks I have made, because I think
the question cannot be properly discussed
in this chamber.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-From the tone of
those hon. gentlemen who have addressed the
Senate, I think probably it would be better
for me to withdraw the motion rather than
seek to commit the House to the principle.
The object I had in view is served, and pos-
sibly as years go by the question may come
up again in the Senate, when the views that
are here advanced may be better known.
With the permission of the House I shall
withdraw the resolution.

The motion was withdrawn.



SENATE]

ALGOMA ELECTION WRIT.

MOTION WITHDRAWN.

The Order of the Day being called-

That an humble address be presented to His
Excellency the Governor General, praying that His
Excellency will be pleased to cause to be laid be-
fore the Senate, a copy of the writ of election dated
the 4th day of February, 1891, addressed to Harry
Plummner, Esquire, as a returuing oficer for the elee-
toral district of Algoma, in the province of Ontario,
for the election of a iember to represent the said
electoral district of Algona, in the House of Coin-
mous, for the present parliainent. Also, copies ofî
all letters addressed by the Clerk of the Crown in
Chancery, Canada, or by any official of the govern-
ment, to the returning officer for Algoma, at the
last election. And also, copies of any letters fron
the said returning officer to the Clerk of the Crown

Adirondack Railway Company."-(Mr.
Bellerose.)

Bill (62) "An Act to incorporate the
Canadian Peat Fuel Company."-(Mr. Mc-
Kindsey.

Bill (J) " An Act respecting the Revision
of the Statutes."-(Sir Mackenzie Bowell.)

Bill (36) " An Act respecting the Mon-
treal Island Belt Line Railway Company."-
(Mr. Bellerose.)

CANADIAN HISTORICAL EXHIBI-
TION BILL.

REFERRED TO A SELECT COMMITTEE.

The Order of the Day having been called:
n Chiancery

y. House again in Conmnittee of the Whole on Bill
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is stated that (F) " An Act respecting the Canadian Historical

in another place to-day an announcement Exhibition.
will be made, in behalf of the government, Hon. Mr. MAcINNES (Burlington) said:
as to the view they have arrived at as to the --I move that this Order of the Day be dis-
length of Parliament, and I see by the charged and set down for Thursday next.
accredited organ of the government here it is In the meantime I propose that a select
stated: committee be appointed to consider the bill

As to this matter of the "life of parliament," it and to put it in a shape that it may be
is understood the governnent wili announce to the acceptable to the House.
Hos to-da tha~t it holds to the~ o inion that ---- 'r .

Parliament expires on the 25th April. Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
.. think lo.fin sntpruga

I presume that the announcement is in !tn my hon. friend is not pursuing a
) strictly parliamentary course in the motion

the main, correct. If so, I shal withdraw my he is making. He moves to discharge the
motion. -order and set it down for Thursday. What

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- order ? This order will remain in preciselY
The hon. gentleman is quite correct. After the same position it occupies now if it is
considering this matter in ail its phases, brought before the Senate on the 25th of the
while there are many different n month. He desires, however, in order to cor-

upon the question, it has been thought much rect some errors that may be in it, or change
better, in order to allay any feeling of dis- some of the clauses so as to make the bil
trust or want of confidence in the perman- acceptable to those who have taken objec
ency of the Acts of the first session of this tion, that it should be referred to a select

Parliament, and from the fact that, even if committee. Would it not be better to movO
the Supreme Court should decide either one that the House do not now resolve itself into

way or the other, it might be subject to an a committee of the whole on this bill, but
appeal to the Privy Council, and, therefore, that it be referred to a select committee for

keep the question in abeyance for some time, consideration? Then it will come back
that it would be much better for the govern- ron
ment to decide, and to announce at once that'hon. friend will move the third reading a
they do not intend to ask Parliament to sit the following sitting of the House, and we

after the 25th April. can consider the amendments. Otherwise
the would be in this position: lie would have

The motion was withdrawn. a report upon a bill which stands for its
third reading.

THIRD READINGS.
Hon. Mr. 'MAcINNES (Burlington)-l

Bill (50) " An Act respecting the South am perfectly willing to accept the proposal
Western Railway and the St. Lawrence and made by the first minister, and I will make
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muy motion in that form. I move that the
bill be referred to a select committee com-
posed of the Hon. Messrs. Almon, Pelletier,
Masson, Power, McKindsey, Poirier, Mc-
Donald (P.E.I.), de Boucherville, Mac-
donald (Victoria,) Sullivan, McClelan,
Vidal, Drummond, Ferguson (P.E.I.) and
the mover.

The motion was agreed to.

SECOND READING.

Bill (48) "An Act respecting the Cana-
dian Jockey Club."-(Mr. McKindsey.)

ONTARIO BUILDTNG AND
SOCIETIES BILL.

LOAN-

SECOND READING POSTPONED.

The order of the day having been called:

Second reading (Bill "K ") An Act respecting
Building and Loan Societies and Loan an d
Savings Companies carrying on business in the
province of Ontario,

Hon. Mr. POWER said :-With respect
to this bill, which is one of some consequence,
as the hon. gentleman in charge of the bill
has beei absent for a considerable time, I
think if there is any hon. gentleman
interested in it, that it would be well that
it should be taken hold of and pushed along,
because at this stage of the session, unless
this bill goes down to the other House very
shortly, it will have very little chance of
becoming law this year. The bill is in the
right direction, I think.

Hon. Mr. McKAY- understand there
is some serious objection to the bill as it is
naow framed, and that a number of senators
have been written to in regard to it, and
that it was intended that these communica-
tion should be submitted to the promoters
of the bill before it was pressed, and that is
the reason it has been put off f rom day to
day. I have no doubt something will be
done to render the bill unobjectionable.

The bill was allowed to stand.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (45) "An Act to incorporate the
Schomberg and Aurora Railway Co.'
-(Mr. McKindsey.)

Bill (79) " An Act to incorporate the
National Sanitarium Association."-(Mr.
Vidal.)

Bill (63) " An Act to amend the Act in-
corporating the International Radial Rail-
way Company."-(Mr. McKindsey.)

Bill (70) " An Act respecting the Toronto,
Hamilton and Buffalo Railway Co."-(Mr.
McKindsey.)

The Senate then adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Ttesday, JarCh 24th, 1896.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

YU.KON TRADING AND DEVELOP-
MENT COMPANY'S BILL.

REPORTED FROM THE COMMITTEE.

Hon. Mr. McDONALD (C.B.), from the
Committee on Miècellaneous Bills, reported
Bill (E) " An Act to incorporate the Yukon
Trading and I)evelopment Company of
Canada (Limited)," with an amendment.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALI) (B.C.)-It will
be in the recollection of the House that this
bill went to a committee on a former occa-
sion, and that a number of amendments were
made to it at that time. The former amend-
ments stand, and there is a further amend-
ment requiring the company to pay up ten,
per cent of their capital before they go into
operation. I move that the amendment be
taken into consideration to-morrow.

The motion was agreed to.

ADULTERATION OF FOOD BILL.

IN COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE.

The House resumed, in Committee of the
Whole, consideration of Bill (10) " An Act
further to amend the Act respecting the
Adulteration of Food, Drugs and Agricul-
tural Fertilizers."
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(In the Committee.) the bill, but would make it fit better into
the Adulteration Act, and would get over

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-When the coin- some of the difficulties that he saw in the
mittee rose the other day the amendment bill as it was then drafted. I submitted
which I had submitted was withdrawn and that amendment to this House and my hon.
the bill as it came from the House of Com- friend from Albert was the man to rise and
mons was before the committee. So we have declare that it was not simply an anend-
now before us the bill exactly as it came ment. but that it was an entirely different
from the House of Comnons. If we make bill, and to oppose it most strenuously, as he
one alteration it would be necessary to make did in several discussions we had upon the
others. I move, that the first clause be question. My hon. friend did a great deal
adopted. to impress the House with the idea that my

amendments, which I had submitted, were
Hon. Mr. McCLELAN-The feeling not proper amendnents, and that they en-

manifested in the House the other day was tirely changed the nature of the bill, as he
that a bill like this was not properly an said, using that word with great emphasis
amendment of the Adulteration A t. It and force, and he argued very strongly against
has been explained to the House, and I 'my view on that occasion. After the discus-
think it is pretty well understood, thit the sion bad gone forward for a considerable
bill woul I be impracticable of enforcement, time, and J found that the sense of the
besides the objection to the princ ple of the bouse was rather favourable to the bil as
measure. It has been already stated that it as it came from the bouse of Comnons, and
is an improper interference with the liberty as that l entirely met the views of the
of the subject, and that the pronoters of it bee-keepers, who were the promoters of tle
are in a sort of conspiracy or combination bil, J feit it was my duty to drop the
to interfere with beekeepers feeding their anend ents, hecause fel that the bill,
bees with sugar. The amendment which altioug it was not drafted as it ougt t
was proposed at the ast sitting would have be, wouild nevertheless meet the objects in-
made it an oflènce to feed sugar to bees tended. Now my ion. friend changes his
under any circumstances ; as I understand ground.
it, the bill as it is now before us permits the
feeding of sugar to bees for the production Hon. Mr.McCLELAN-No, J beg pardon.
of honey that is not to be put on the market. Did J net admit, in the remarks 1 made,
It is, therefore, in a diffèrent position now that the penalty for the manufacture of
from what it was before, but the objection hey for one's own louseold bas bee
to the principle of the bill remains. I would eliminated from the bil now 7 190
ca'l the attention of my hon. friend wlo thinks my procedure to-day is net wel
pronotes this bill to some of the absurdities founded. J am sure le does not wish tO
which seem to be inherent in this measure. place ne in a wrong position. The hol-
Is it in, ended to enadt that the feeding of gentleman will remember my objection as to
sugar to bees is an adulteration of honey ? its net being Vhe saine bli. The question wg
Is that the legislation which the Senate i< raised by my hon. friend who now occupies
supposed to put on the si atute book J tle chair, that we should have this reprint-
appeal to the House if that is not a proper ed and it was in connection with the re-
description of this proposed amendment to printing of the l, in its proper shape NVith
the Adulteration Act. the ametidments, that my lon. friend the

promoter saidJ it was the saine bill, and 1
bon. 'Mr. FERGUSON-Wlien this bli rose and said that it was net the sa e bih

came to us from the other branch of Vhs lie has admitted that it was net the saule
Parliament the law clerk liad called my at- bill, because now one of the objections that 1
tention te, it and thouglit it could have teok te it has been eliminated frein it;

een improved in its drafting, and lie gave nevertleless, I have other objections, whien
me certain reasons and I subn'itted tihese stili apply te, the bull.
reasons te the Nouse. I submitted aise the
amendment drawn by the law clerk, which, Hon. Mr. FERGUSON- I repeat wt
as le gave me te understand, would carry eut I said, and I am inclined te empasize ite,
exactly the sape views as were contained in that my hon. friend strongy and strenuou.
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ly and repeatedly objected to the amend- about half a dozen local bee-keepers' associa-
ments that I had made to the bill, and he tions in different parts of Canada, and there
said it was an entirely different bill. is an organization that covers the whole of

Ontario-a highly representative body-and
Hon. Mr. McCLELAN-Yes, I did, and that association has spent somie three

truly. or four hundred dollars of ts own money
in sending deputations up to Ottawa at

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Now I stili ifferent times for the p.rpose of getting
think, if I were to consult my own personal' this bil on the statute-book. As I have
opinion, that the amendments which I pro- stated already to the fouse, but not when
posed to the bill would have been an im- the fouse was su full as it is now, their
provement. They were not modifications, object is to raise the character ùf Canadian
as far as I understood when I submitted houy on the market. They find that tLe
them, effecting any change in the object or bad name of United States honey is preju-
aim of the bill at all. The suggestions were dicial to their business. Tbey had la-t year
made to me by the law clerk of this House xported about $30,000 worth of huney, but
and the amendments were handed to me, the whoesalers in England who handie their
and thinking they were entirely carrying huney say they cannot get as good a price
out the very same objects, I submitted thein f r it as for Eur pean honey, on account of
to the House with that view. My hon. the Lad name that is -tuched Vo American
friend afterwards discovered that by an honey by reason of this adulteration that is
amuendment introduced in the House of guing on in the United Sates. The bee-
Commons, and which belonged to the bill as keepers of Canada want to pass this bil in
it came here, the bee-keepers were allowed to order to keep ihe production of honey in a
produce sugar honey for their own use. I good position in Canada, and they want it also
certainly did not think that was a point of in order to show the wholesalers and con-
great importance. The Bee-keepers Asso .a- 1sume, s in Great Brtain that they are ding
tion of Canada came tu Parliaient auking itheir business in t proper way, and that they
that Parliament might pass this Iaw ii the want to keep up thf name of their pro-
illterests of the business, and they wished duet. Th e bee-keepers are practically un-
this flouse to prevent the adulteration of aibmoui about it. I have the ro port of
buney by the feeding of sugar or syrup to the meeting of the hee-keepers, eld in
bees and the production of honey in that February ast in Brantford. Mr. Pettit, the
'Way. Our ftouse in its wisdom said "Yes, oentleman who was the delegate df the
We agiree with you, we will give you that. aissociation to Ottawa--I did nut see bim-

hWe prevent every person else froin using or inforing the gentlemen who are promotin
uyincr such honey as this, but we will ctive 1the bil in thta other branch of Pariament,

You the opportunity to make it for your own reported on what ie had done and the
Use.'> Well, I did not think it was impr- na'ure of the bio as it passed the house of
tant when g came to find that that was the Commons and there was net a man in that
Oily point of difference and as lion. genitke- association o find any f ulp wih what he
lien around me seemed to prefer the bill as ha done. On the countrary, a resoution

came f rom the flouse of Commons tu my was passed, and passed unaninously, approv-
araendments, I was quite wilaing to drop my ing of tbe hill that had been passed by the
arnendments and let the bi pass exactly as fouse if Communs, and whch is now fore
ticame from the fouse of Commons, as the us. Oney une man objected, and his objecy

bull in that form had met with tbe approba- tion was that there ad been too much money
tion of the bee-keepers of Canada. expended, that it had cost much mley,

wbichp was not of course affecting the bih at
hon. Mr. OWER-Would the huon. al. The bee-keepers of Canada are agreed

gentie nan tell the flouse how many mnem- upu n a billof this kind, which places no re-
bers there are in that Bee-keepers' Associa- strictions upon anybody but themselves-
tion,? and they are almost unanimoushy agreed

upon it. We know of une gentleman who is
lion. Mr. ERGUSON-I cannot tel not connected with the association who is

Y ha, friend as to that; I did not count antagnistie the association just now,
the.a I ca e tell my hon. frind there are wha is not in favour of the bia. But we
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know the organized bee-keepers of Canada
want it, and I think we shouid pass the bill
at their request.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-Unfortu-
nately I was not present the other day when
this bill was under discussion ; consequently
a great denl that was said for and against
the bill which is now before us lias been
lost, so far as I am concerned. It is only a
few years ago since we passed an Act by
which cheese manufacturers were compelled
to stamp their products, and it would be
well if the same course were pursued in re-
gard to honey. Let honey be produced froin
flowers, or glucose, or sugar, or any other
substance, I care not what it is, but I would
compel the producers to stamp the honey
that they produce, and in a very short time
they would find that if they produced an in-
ferior article it would be unsaleable. I have
very great doubt indeed that honey produced
from sugar, glucose and other substances of
that kind is as inferior an article as .nany
pretend to say it is. I am very skeptical on
that point, but in order to do away with the
difficulty, I would suggest that if you are
going to make any amendment at all to the
Act, you should amend it in such a way as
to compel every producer to have his stamp
placed on the honey. If this bill is passed
in its present form it will entail hardships
upon those who keep only a few hives of
bees and perhaps have a little surplus to sell.
It would be very much better to withdraw
the bill altogether and pass an Act for the
purposes I have described.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-The only interes-
ted parties with whom I sympathize are
the bees. I have always been led to believe
that they were a pretty decent, honest class
who did their work well, yet here it is pro-
posed to take their character away from
them altogether. We are told that they
pick up sugar, molasses, glucose and other
stuff and chuck it into their cells and call it
honey. That is making them out to be as
big rogues as some human beings, which is
pretty hard on the bees. If the statement
is correct that they can take molasses or
sugar or glucose, especially glucose, and carry
it to their cells and pass it off as honey it
should not be allowed. People should not
be allowed to sell adulterated honey any
more than any other kind of adulterated
material.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-When the bill
was up for discussion last week I did not
vote upon it because I found there was a
great difference of opinion between hon.
members with regar d to it. Many hon.
gentlemen, for whose knowledge upon this
subject I entertain very great respect, ex-
pressed views which conflicted with those
who s ek the passage of Chis bill, and I did
not vote because I wished to take a little
more time to think what was best in
the interest of the'public where opin-
ions among hon. gentlemen were so evenlY
balanced. The object of the bill, as it
presents itself to my mind, is to im-
prove the character of an article of con-
merce that we have to export. The highel
we can raise the character of that article Of
commerce the better prices will it command
and the larger will be the export of it
abroad. If we encourage the production Of
honey from sugar instead of frorn flowers,
we turn the bees into so many manufactur-
ers. We purchase the sugar abroad, feed it
to the bees and they make it into honey and
we export it. That is contrary to what We
all conceive to be the natural method by
which the bees gain their industrious habits.
In the province of Manitoba we are hap
pily surrounded at present with all that bees
require to inake good honey. We have
abundance of flowers and we have poplar
trees f rom which the bees make a fine qual-
ity of honey.

Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-It is a bad kind
of honey.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It has a character-
istic of its own, and we know that honey
made from Scotch heather bas a peculiar
value. If we grow buckwheat we have
something out of which the bees also mako
honey. There is also white clover fron
which a very superior quality of honey 's
made. As the bill is aimed to improve the
character of our honey, J think in the interest
of the province from which I come I should
vote for the bill as it stands. Furthermore,
it is in accord with our present public policy.
Whether it is right I cannot say, but in deal-
ing with our produce in the western country
we are subjected to the inspection of Our
grain by government inspectors. Instead of
allowing us to find the best market according
to their ability, we have to sell our grai.n
subject to grading. Inspectors examine 't
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and say that it is No. 1 or No. 2 grade and
we are subject to that restriction. If it is
good for us in regard to wheat, it seems to
me that the same principle applies in regard
to honey. To a certain extent it is paternal
legislation. Whether such legislation is wise
or not I am not prepared to discuss, but it is
at any rate in accordance with the public
policy of the country at the present moment.
For that reason I have come to the conclusion
that it is better for us to pass the bill as it
is, at the solicitation of a society whose mem-
bers have interested themselves in the pro-
duction of honey.

Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-There can be on
doubt of the desire of every member of this
House to elevate the quality of Canadian
products as much as possible. The only
difference of opinion is as to the mode of
doing it. The hon. gentleman from Shell
]River has signified what those who oppose
the bill would wish--the grading or inspec-
tion of honey and the stamping of it with
whatever peculiar character of excellence it
lnight possess. There is very little difference
chemically between these substances which
have been mentioned in regard to their
Value as articles of diet. It bas not been
asserted by the hon. gentleman who promotes
this bill that there is anything obnoxious, or
anything calculated to injure the health in
any way in this sugar honey, nor bas it been
shown the t it injures the reputation of honey
except that those gentlemen think it does.
The fact of these articles being chemically
alike shows that there can be no great differ-
ences I:etween them with regard to their
value as articles of diet. The word " adult-
eration " is associated in our minds with
Something wrongfully put in, which bas the
effect of debasing or corrupting an article
Xow, the sugar used in the production of
honey does nothing of the kind. There
1s no mixture. So much is this the
case that in an ordinary debate I should
put it to the chairman whether it is
La a<ulteration or not. There is no mixing
With any other article either cheapening or
itiating it in quality, so it does not go under

the head of adulteration at all. It is simply
iving sugar as feed to the bees. If that is

held to be adulteration, and the same princi-
Ple is to run through all our legislation with
regard to the feeding of animals in this
country, where would the end be I I think,
therefore, as the bill is only in the interest

25J

of a class, who have not shown any good rea-
son for it, that it is improper legislation.
Nobody has shown that anybody has Ieen
injured by the production of this sugar
honey. If a man wishes to feed bis bees
with pure sugar, or glucose, and they pro-
duce from it an article which can be sold
and which is not injurious to any one, I do
not see why he should be prevented from
.doing so, or subjected to vexatious proceed-
ings by any one who may have a feeling of
animosity against him. I do not see that
any civilized nation has such law, and I do
not think that any legislative body which
desires to preserve the excellence of its legis-
lation would attempt to put such a bill as
this on the statute-book. I am satisfied
that the desired object could be accomplished
by appointing inspectors to test and grade
honey. I feel that this bill should not come
into effect, and I hope that it will be with-
drawn.

Hon. Mr. REESOR-Some hon. gentle-
men seern to completely misunderstand the
object of those who oppose this bill. The
legislation would be desirable if injurious
substances were given to the bees and the
quality of the honey was thereby lowered.
What we say is that a pure article of gran-
ulated sugar, that you can buy at four cents a
pound, will produce good honey. Such sugar
has been analysed, and chemists cannot dis-
cover any difference between it and the
nectar of flowers. They are both sugar.
The bees can make from sugar the very
finest kind of honey. Those who have peti-
tioned for this bill have not given a tittle of
evidence to show the contrary. Several
parties have tested the matter and have
made honey frorn sugar which has been pro-
nounced of the very best quality. I do not
know anything about glucose myself, but I
understand the bees select what they re-
quire for the production of honey and do not
necessarily take anything which is injurious.
I know, however, that when bees are fed on
refined granulated sugar, the honey produced
in that way has taken the highest prizes at
fairs and has commanded the bestprices in the
market. I know that to be a fact, but of course
there is, at certain seasons, an abundance of
flowers that the bees can pasture on and they
canget the honey. There are other times when
tbey cannot, in dry seasons or in particularly
wet seasons. Then you are obliged to feed
them or get very little honey. Then you
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should feed them, of course, any pure article, as the difference between oleomargerine, and
sugar in some form or other. Of course, if butter from the natural milk of the cow
the sugar is of poor quality they must do the
best they can with it, but to say they shall the cow sha not be ed with any deleteri-
not use sugar is the most absurd thing I ous article, but in thus instance it is not
ever heard of. I should like the govern- known what substances are deleterious.
ment to put a few colonies of bees in the That is where the point cores in. Milk
hands of some expert at the Experimental made fror grains from breweries would be
Farm just for one season and feed some on b

pure granulated sugar, and let others feed- p~substance flot healthful to, the cow, but here
from flowers, and see which will have the it is adinitted that the article that is fed is
best honey. That is the proper way to test a whoîesome article. We eat it ourselves in
it and the experiment would only take a its natural state Lt is on every table in
year or so. I think it absurd to amend the the Dominion, but to say that it becomes
Inspection Act now. Sir John Abbott intro- adulteration when the bee feeds on it, I
duced and passed a bill here which he said think it carrying the idea to an absurdity.
was just what the apple gron, ers and apple Now, practically, what is the point at issue,
shippers wanted, but the result was not What are the facts? Wc all know that in
satisfactory at all. Now these bee-keepers the latter part of May, and in June, Juiy and
are asking for something that they do not August, when there is an abundance of
understand. I am acquainted with one of ah over the country, vhen blossoms abound
the best bee cultivators in Canada, an ex-
ceedingly well-informed man. He ·was

editr cof he Cnad Famer ers neyer think of fceding the bees in those
editor of the Canada Farmer forty- months. Lt is when the il<wcrs have ceased
five years a..o. He was then in Guelph, to bloom, and there is an absence of nectar,
and ha knew more than the gentlemen that the bees have to be fed. The bee is a
who are working up this bill and very busy little inse-t, and it will make
endeavouring to get it passed, and I have his honey from any suitabie substance. If it
testimony against the bill. You might as cannot get the natural :u*stances that it
well legislate that a farmer shall not feed his desires, it will make honey from something
cattle turnips, because it will affect the eIsc The hon. gentleman amiles at that.
quality of the milk. It is a matter which I have under ny hand here abundance Of
will regulate itself. Of course, a man has
no right to feed unwholesome food to bis of scarcity the bce wili feer on substances
animals ; if he does it will injure them. But that are deleterious. If you do not give

sugar is not an injurious article, for bees them wholesome substances, they will feed 013
or honey, and the purer the sugar the better. substances which are deleterious. First

take Sirons, who is recognized as m
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The objection that I authority. He describes the honey as Co

have to the bill now under consideration 5 taining grape sugar and many other sb-
that it is a clear innovation on the legisiation stance. That evidence can be abindantlY
of the country. There is no similar instance furnished from ail sou rces. Calitoria
of our legislating to the extent of interfering i roduces more honey, probably, than anY
with the rights of indiiduais as we are doing other country in the world. In one yee
under this bill. As has been statcd by MY alone 90000pud fhnywrhon. friend on my right, we are decwoo esbsported. They produce honey on a lare
that honey is adulterated by sugar being fed scale. They have bee ranches. The e s 'e
to, the bees. Now the adulteration of an seasons in that country when the bees inl"
article mtans the mixing of it with some not obtain the nectar from choice flowerst
other substance of an inferior character. and consequentîy they feed on substace
That is not the effcct of feeding sugar to becs. that are absolutely injurious. Ln an aritiy
The transformation is made by the bec itself. that appared n the hast number of iarpese
You are making the food furnished to the which L happened to be reading by accidetin
bee the cravamen of the adulteration, which oA the Arcadian beei anching, it describ 
is not quite right. bee-keeping akd ranching in Ciifornia :

The Lake Glbees be make the most of the
Hon. Mr. BOJLTON.-Is not it the same orchard, especially n ater moths, whensuhat i
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heats have subdued the passionate effervescence of
these sun nurtured mountains, and they are confined
to the darker nectar of horehound, buckwheat,
golden rod, and fall growing specimens of inint.
They are particularly fond of grapes, figs and apri-
cots, their greedy partiality for the last often re-
sulting in their death.

It goes on describing foods they take at
different times. It is represented here that
in the fall of the year, the vineyards are
frequented by bees-I happen to know that
muyself, and it is corroborated by the hon. gen-
tleman on my right-and they then feed
directly on the sugar in the fruit. I have
grown Delaware grapes by the tons and if
you allow them to get dead ripe, you will
find the bees and wasps so puncture them
that they are almost useless. I could quote
from Mr. Cook, a late authority who has
been quoted before, in confirmation of this
View.

An lion. MEMBER-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
says "hear, hear." I believe it is not suscep-
tible of contradiction, and thiat is why I
malintain that this is an interference with
the rights of individuals, and an interference
that is not warrantab.e under any circum-
Stances, because it is only at those particulir
timaes when the 1 ee is short of a proper and
nlatural fo d that a resort would be had to
the f*eding with sugar, and certainly it could
lot be said to be an adulteration when the

whole human family use sugar. It is one of
the substances found everywhere, on the
tables of everybody, and if we are going to
interfere now with the foods of animais, I
can point out in many directions, where I
think it would be essential, where we allow
food to be put on the market in an adulter-
ated and often poisonous condition. We
know very well that ducks and g ese are
scavengers. They eat filth of the most
repu'sive kind, and still we do not adopt
any law with respect to them. We allow
them to be sold, althouLh we know their
foor is sometimes very offensive. Then,
again, take that article of food which is pro)-
bably more generally used than any other,
the meat of the hog. What animal feeds
Muore repulsively or disgustingly than the
hog 1 Is it not notorious that the farmers'
'twill barrel is made up of the refuse, filth
and dirt that no other animal will con-
u5 me ? It is a fact, which I myself have ab-

solutely known, that some farmers leave

their privies open in order that the hogs
may feed on and consume the fæcal discharge
of the human body, yet we do not interfere
with that. We know the consequence of
that. Every now and then people are at-
tacked with tape-worm and things of that
kind. That is well authenticated. Unless
certain classes of pork are very well cooked,
so that the germs of disease in them
are absolutely destroyed, we know that the
meat is injurious to health, and is often pro-
ductive of fatal results. Now, I say, where
we allow that to exist, it does seem to me
inconsistent to introduce legislation of this
kind, which is simply a fad of a compara-
tively few people in the country. I say that
with full knowledge of what I am saying-
it is not the desire of the bee-keepers, as a
rule, but some two or three of them have
got up this idea that they are going to im-
prove the character of Canadian honey by
passing this bill. It is a very serious mistake
carrying out the principle of interfering
with the private rights-making it posi-
tively a crime for the bee-keepers to do that
which no man will feel he is morally bound
to obey. Under those conditions I think it
is very improper to force a bill of this kind
upon Parliament.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I am not going
to take up any more time discussing the bill.
Surely we have discussed it enough, but my
hon. friend and other lion. gentlemen con-
found two things in ail their remarks. The
hon. gentleman who has last spoken, parti-
cularly, does so, and if lie will read the bill
carefully, which I am afraid he has not done
yet-

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is not very long.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-And, therefore,
lie ought to have read it if lie has not done
0.

Hgn. Mr. SCOTT-I have read it half a
dozen times.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The last clause
reads:

Provided that this Act shall not be interpreted
or construed to prevent the giving of sugar in any
form to bees, to be consumed by thei as food.

That is clear enough. It only prevents
the giving of such food as sugar or glucose
to bees for the purpose of being converted
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into surplus honey to be sold in the
of the world as the actual honey of
which it is not.

Hon. Mr. POWER--Where does
gentleman draw the line?

markets
the bee,

the hon.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-It is not very
hard to draw the line, but any bee-keeper
can do that. It is perfectly easy for him to
do it.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It is all very well
for the bee-keepers to say it is easy for them
to do it, but I do not think the persons whose
duty it would be to carry out this law would
be bee-keepers. You say that it shall be
lawful to feed sugar to bees simply as food,
but as soon as the bee ceases to consume
this sugar as food and begins to use it for
the purpose of making honey, then the man
who exposes the sugar is guilty of a crime.
I think this is carrying penal legislation to
an utterly ridiculous degree, and I am
surprised that the hon. gentleman has not
taken the suggestion made by the hon.
member from Kingston. If it is desirable
that the character of our honey in the
European markets should be maintained,
the proper and common sense way to do
it is to say that the man who put the article
on the market is responsible for it, and
that his name shall go with the article
which he sells. I think the hon. gentleman
from Kingston made it perfectly clear that
this act, which is made a crime by the bill
before us, is not adulteration. Adulteration
means the mixing of something with a
genuine article. It may not be deleterious,
but there must be something mixed with a
genuine article and in this case there is
nothing mixed with the honey. Now this
Parliament might just as well say, in the
interests of the farmers of this country, that
hereafter it shall be deemed an offence
against the Adulteration Act punishable by
fine and in default of the payment of the fine
by imprisonment, to feed oil cakes to milch
cows.

Several hon. MEMBERS-Oh, no, no !

Hon. Mr. POWER-It is the same thing.
A farmer will naturally say, " Here there is
abundant hay over this country; you must
buy the hay and feed the cattle with grass
or hay ;" and, if the hon. gentleman who
smiles at the supposition, had a bill of that

kind before him, he would claim that the
farmers' association of Ontario insisted
that it should be made a penal offence to
feed oil cakes to milch c ws. It is exactlY
the same thing. You feed the oil cake to
the cow and the cow gives milk, and fromfi
that milk is made butter, and I can imagine
the hon. gentleman ,oming in here in a very
plausible way and telling us it would be
very injurious to the health of the people
and the farmers of the country, if any man
were allowed to put butter on the market
which had been made frorm the milk of a
cow which had been fed on oil cake.

Ion. Mr. BOULTON-If the hon. gentle-
man knew enough about farming, he would
know that oil cake went to make beef and
not butter.

Hon. Mr. POWER-While it may be
true that the greater part of the oil cake

goes that way, it does not all go, I do not
pretend to be an experienced farmer like the
hon. gentleman f rom Shell River. PerhaPs
the oil cake does not cover the ground, 1
presume there is a little butter made fronI
ensilage. What you get in the silo is a
very ill-smelling and unpleasant sort of corn-
pound and Parliament would be just as
much justified in declaring it a penal offence
to feed ensilage to cows as to feed sugar to
bees. I think that the hon. leader of this
House, who unfortunately was not presen t

when this matter was discussed before, iust
see that this is not legislation which would
commend itself to a parliament made up Of
sensible business men. If it is necessary to
protect the purchasers of honey the right
way to do it is under the Inspection Act
It is absurd and barbarous legislation 1
fact to make it a crime to expose sugar
where bees could get it.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-The
argument of the hon. gentleman proves too
much, because any one acquainted witl the
feeding of cattle knows that oil cake is a
very safe and proper food to give cattle.

Hon. Mr. POWER-So is sugar to Mi o
to bees.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-t"
an agricultural product which you can feed
in any state to cattle. I did not knoW very
much about the habits of bees, or respecting
the legislation which was required, until
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heard the discussion which has taken place
in this House now for the third time repect-
ing the bill before us, but the whole tendency
of the discussion bas led me to this conclu-
sion, that those gentlemen who applied for
this legislation are most interested in
the manufacture and production of honey.
The people who are seeking for this legisla-
tion, are the Bee-keepers' Association, and
in view of this fact I am disposed to give
the bill my support.

other points in this bill which require to be care-
fully considered in the connittee.

That is the bill which we now have before
us, and to which the hon. gentleman raised all
these objections, and yet he is to-day press-
ing it on the attention of the House.

Hon. Mr. REESOR-You miglit prohibit
all those substances with the exception of
fine granulated sugar.

The committee divided on the motion to
adoptif- the. first c.lausei which wa ~a reed to-

Hon. Mr. McCLELAN-Although the yr
discussion was very full the other day, some Hon. Mr. DICKEY, from the committee,
hon. gentlemen who are here to-day were reported the bil without amendment.
not present then and did not hear the dis- The bill was then read the third time and
cussion bearing on the chemical compo-
sition of sugar and honey. All that was
explained by the hon. member from King-
ston. It is well known by my hon. friend RAILWAY ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
who promotes this bill that if certain arti-
cles are fed to pigs, the pork is not as good
as it should be. For instance, beechnuts or Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL
buckwheat will make inferior pork, but who moved that the fouse resolve itself into a
Would dream of passing legislation to pre- Uommittee of the Whole on Bil (H) "An
vent a fariner from feeding buckwheat or Act further to amend the Railway Act."
beechnuts to his pigs? The hon. gentleman
speaks about the bee-keepers; there has Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I see that in
been no petition setting forth their cause, the other fouse the Minister of Railways
while I have read a petition and my hon. bas given notice that le is going to intro-
friend has read several letters from apiarists duce a bill to auîend the Gvernment Rail-
who are opposed to this legislation altogether. way Act. J do not know that this would
I will read an authority-it is ny hon. exactly come as an amendnent to the Rail-
friend who bas charge of this bill. He said way Act. If it does, I would suggest to the
with regard to the bill on the 28th February, Minister to put tlem ah in one if possible.
oH te second readingK of ittt

It was introduced by a private inember in the
the other House, and lias been sent up to the
Senate for our consideration. B:t while the prin-
ciple of the bill is a good one, I fear the details of
it, and the nianner in whicl it proposes to deal
With the subject, will not be found, on close ex-
ailination, to be very satisfactory.

He goes on to say further :

. have very consilerable objection to the inanner
which this bill, as it cones to us, proposes to

carry out its object. In the first place, it con-
founds two distinct subjects-adulteration and
the sale of an article not deened to be a proper
One for food. I intend to mnove an aniendnent to
the bill, when we get inîto coninittee, to meet this
objection. Another objection is that the offence
Of exposing substances for bees to feed upon is
dealt with as an adulteration, whereas it is a
distinct offence. It bears the saine relation to
adulteration that laving possession of a still,
Which is held to be an offence against the Revenue
Act, bears to illicit distilling, and, therefore, it
should be treatcd as a separate offence. There are

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This bill would not
apply to government railways ; it only
applies to the Railway Act.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Do not the
government railways come under the Rail-
way Act?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, a different Act
altogether.

The motion was agreed to.

(In the Committee.)

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
is proposed to make one or two amendments
which I think will meet the objections
which were raised when the second reading
was proposed. Suggestions were made by
the hon. member from Ottawa and also by
the senir member for Halifax. The amend-
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ments which I prop;ose to make to the first Hon. Mr. SCOTT--No, of the companY.
clause are these :-In the first line of the It has been noted that in so important a
58th section strike out the woi d "shall" matter as the management ad distribution
and in the second line " for the following of the stock, property and business of a
purp)ses," making it read as follows : "The company, it ought to be done with soifle
directors imav make by-laws or pass resolu more ceremonv than the nere passing
tions from time to time." That completes of a resolution, and that as the RailwaY
the clause. Then instead of making 2 a sub Act requires rules, by-laws and regulations
section of section 1, we propose to make it a to be passed affecting those ditièrent matterS
section of itself, reading this way: "Il and it is required that the Governor i
resoltions heretofore pnssed intead of by- Council shah approve of them, it is interfer
laws for the purposes mentioned in section irg with a very important part of the Rail-
58, as substitu;ted by this Act. are hereby way Act. 1 tind in the Canadian Pacifie
confiried." And then to make clause ,Railway Act that the company is oblged,
number 3. I think this will meet the sug- under its charter to pass bv-laws in relation
gestions which were made by hon. gen- to those matters. It is exceedingly difficuit
tlemen opposite when the bill was before to frame a clause to meet the views of S0
the House ;t a previous stage. I night many gentlemen who profess to know a good
add that these amendments are approved, so deal about this subject, but my attention
far as I can learn, by the great railway cor- was called to that particular point, that it
porations which are more immediately'was giving the directors an unlimited power
interested in the passage of this bill. and freeing them fron the control of the

Governor in Council. llnder the clause, as
Hon. Mr. SCOTT--A number of sugges- we are proposing to amend it now, we are

tions have from time to time been made by practically relieving them from the preFent
counsel for the railway companies, more important responsibility of submitting by-
particularly by Mr. Bell for the Grand laws to the Governor in Council for their
Trunk Railway Company, Judge Clarke for approval.
the Canadian Pacific R ailway Company, and
Mr. Kingsmill for the Canada Southern The CHAIRMAN-There is nothing here
Railway Company, and I understand that whiclî interferes with sections 214 and 217
there has been some correspondence with of the Railway Act.
the Justice Department on the subject. I
have not seen the bill which was the resuit Hon. Mr. SCOTT---Jt is inconsistent
of that. From a letter which I received them. The directors May have authoritY,
this morning from Judge Clarke, it would but thp action of the directos should be
appear that the bill suggested by Mr. New- approved by the sareholdèrs, and that hO
combe, the Deputy Minister of Justice, was to be approved by the Governor in CounCil*
not in the form in which the proposed amend- Would it not be wiser to have it read in t'hi
ments are now made. One point to which way: "directors maymakeby-haws from tirne
attention has been called is that they con- to time for the management and disposition
flict with certain clauses in the Railway Act. of the stock, property, etc.," heaving the lee
Section 214 of the Railway Act provides practically as it was, but making it opt1ofl.
that the company may make by-laws for the Then if they had made a by-law for that
purpose, among other things, of regulating purpose, they would have to submit it to the
the conduct of the officers, servants and em- Governor in Council. I understand the chief
ployés of the company, and providing for reason for this legisiation has been the deire
the due management of the railway. Then action of the Grand Trunk Raihway direct0e
section 217 requires that all such by-laws, to provide for retiring ofliciais. That ,VOUlC
rules and regulations shall be submitted be amply met by subsection 3 of the bil.
from time to time to the Governor in Council,
for approval, and no such by-law, rule or Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
regulation shall have force or effect until There seeins to be a nisapprehension of the
approved by the Governor in Council. purport of tlie bi , and its ffects whfa

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--Are
those the powers of the directors?

passed. It will be observed that this bill h
reference to the action of the directors and
the directors only. The shareholders at their
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general meeting can adopt such by-:aws and i hon. First Minister and the hon. gentleman
regrulations as they think proper for the from Ottawa, that this bill is asked for in
guidance of the directors in the manage- the interest of one company. There has not
ment of the affairs of the railway. The been any complaint froai the other rail-
real objeet of this bill is to give the directors way companies doing business in Canada,
power to do certain things by resolution and liko the hon. gentleman from Ottawa, I
which they were compelled to do under the have a letter f rom the counsel of the Cana-
58th section of the Act, by by-law alone. dian Pacific Railway in which he points out
The 58th section provides that the directors a number of objections to this bill in the
shall nake by-laws for certain purposes. form in which it was read the second time.
These are the powers e given by the Would it not, therefore, be better to confine
statute to the directors. Now, this bill noti the operations of the bill to the Grand
only proposes to give additional authority to Trunk Railway?
the directors to do that by resolution which
they were compelled to do under the 58th lHon. Si MACKENZIE BOWELL--No,
section bv, by-law, but also to legalize (he- because the other companies, unless I am
cause that is really the principal object of misinformed, are preciseiy in the same posi-
the bill) that which lias been done by tion as the Grand Trunk Railway. Not be-
every company, so far as I am informed, ing as old or as long established, they may
particularly large corporations, by resolu- not have sinned to the same extent.
tions in the past, and which might create
some difficulty and perhaps lead to law-suits Hon. Mr. POWER-I can understand a
which would be of no possible benefit other portion of this; for instance, paragraph six.
than to gratify the feelings of some persons Perhaps the cormpany should be allowed to
who might be dissatisfied with what had appoint all its officers and servants, and to
been done. The other clause is to add that prescribe their duties and their compen-
what the hon. gentleman suggested, to give sations by resolutions; but it does strike me
to the manager of a company in Canada, that for an important act of that kind,
situated particularly as the Grand Trunk which is to be permanent in its character, it
Railway is, the right and power to certify should have th" solemnity of a by-law, and
to the requirements of the company in the this paragraph " A " says that directors may
purchase of land, which now would have to pass resolutions for the management and
be sent to England for the signature of the disposition of the stock, property, business
president or one of the directors, and I think and affairs of the company. Well, that
that we may fairly come to the conclusion would put them in a position to dispose of
that the manager in Canada would know the whole business of the company, without
better what would be required in the exten- reference to the shareholders at all. With
sion of railway property than any director respect to paragraph " A," I wish to submit
in the old country, because if he would not an amendment for the consideration of the
have to take his instructions, he would have hon. First Minister. I propose to add to
to act upon the recommendation of those the end of it these words " Nor with any
Who were managing their business in Can- by-law of the company." The clause reads
ada. That is really the 'vhole pith of the now
bill, and J think, after it has passed through The directors shall pass resolutions froni tinie
the hands of a great many railway lawyers to time for the following purposes : For the iman-
and railway officials and been amended, ageinent and disposition of the stock, property,
as I have suggested, it will meet the business and affairs of the company, not ncousist-
requiremeits of the companies, without ent with the laws of Canada, nor with any by-law

taking from the shareholders any of the of the company.
power which they now possess under the The Railway Act provides, in sections 214
law. to 230, for by-laws to be made by the

company, and inasmuch as those by-laws,
Hon. Mr. POWER-The amendment made solemnly by the shareholders under

suggested by the hon. First Minister cer- the provisions of the Railway. Act, should
tainly improves the bill very much, but I be of greater force and validity than resolu-
still have some doubt as to the policy of this tions passed by a bare majority, perhaps of
Vneasure. The truth is, as conveyed by the a small meeting of directors, I think the
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hon. First Minister will see that those
resolutions which are to be passed by the
directors shall not be inconsistent with the
by-laws solemnly made, any more than with
the statute law.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
think that would complicate matters worse
than they are now. The directors under the
law now have the power to inake by-laws.
It is only extending to them the authority
and the power to pass resolutions. He says
these resolutions must go so far as not to be
inconsistent with the by-lawsof the company.
That would imply that the by-laws of the
company were not to be ainended, or that
they would have to amend the by-laws and
then pass the resolutions to conform with
the minutes. I was somewhat surprised-
because I had not heard it before-to hear
the hon. gentleman's statement that this
anendment affected only one company, the
Grand Trunk Railway. My information is
that other companies, having local boards in
Canada, are in a much worse position in
that respect than the company which is
governed by directors in England, because
they are acting nearly all the time upon reso-
lutions ii the appointinent of officers, the
allotinent of stock and other business. This
bill has had a very great deal of considera-
tion on the part of those most interested,
and I think a little reflection would show
that it would be detrimental to the companies
themselves if we were to adopt the sugges-
tion of the hon. member. I hope, therefore,
he will allow the bill to pass in its amended
state.

The clause was adopted.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE, from
tee, reported the bill with,
which were concurred in.

the commit-
amendments,

WINNIPEG GREAT NORTHERN
RAILWAY COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

The order of the day having been called:

Consideration of the amendment made by the
Standing Conmittee on Railways, Telegraphs and
Harbours to Bill (32) "An Act respecting the
Winnipeg Great Northern Railway Company."

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The
bill asks for an extension of time for two
years for the completion of the works. It

was sent down to the Railway Committee,
and it was there amended, the amendnent
conpelling the company to build tif ty miles
of the road this year. With an amend-
ment of that kind, the managers have comne
to the conclusion that they cannot finance
the road, that it is a cast-iron aiendment
which would destroy their charter. Now
supposing they build forty-five and not fifty'
miles within the specified time it would kill
their charter, or if they only built forty-
nine miles the charter would expire at the
end of the year, I am sure the House does
not want them to be in a position of that
kind. What they are asking for is a rea-
sonable thing, and is given to other coin-
panies, namely an extension of two years
from the end of this year, and they hope in
that time to be able to proceed with their
work. J hope the hon. gentlemen under-
stand the amendment which is now under
consideration-an amendment which the
promoters of the bill cannot accept. I
therefore move that the amendnent be not
concurred in.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not think this
is a matter which should be disposed of sO
very promptly. The Railway Committee
have reported in favour of an amendment,
and the motion made by the hon. gentleman
from Victoria is that the amendment be not
concurred in. Perhaps some hon. gentlemen
who are not members of the committee do
not know what the amendment is that they
are asked not to concur in. For the infor-
mation of any hon. gentleman who may nOt
have seen the amendment, J ask to be
allowed to read the firbt clause of the bill:

The section substituted bysection one of chapter
ninety-four of the statutes of 1894 for section thirty-
three of chapter eighty-one of the statutes of 1887
is hereby repealed, and the' following substittted
therefor :

33. That portion of the main line of the compaly9
railway reaching to the Saskatchewan River shal
be coinpleted by the 31st day of December, 1898,
otherwise the powers granted with respect to such
construction shall he nill and void as respects so
nuch of the railway as then reinains uncompleted.

The amendment made in the committee
was to insert after the words "one thousand
eight hundred and ninety-eight," the words
" and fifty miles of such line shall be cOw-
pleted by the 31st December, 1896." TheY
were to build fifty miles during the present
year. Now this company is supposed to be
a very powerful corporation. They propOse
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to build at once the line through to the
Saskatchewan, involving the constructionof
something like 400 miles of railway and to
have the whole of that line completed by the
end of December, 1898 ; that is, they are to
have three working seasons. The amend-
ment made by the Railway Committee pro-
poses that during one working season they
shall construct fifty miles of that line. It does
lot seem to me that that is an unreasonable

amendment to make. Without going into
what took place before the committee, I pre-
sume hon. gentlemen are aware of the fact
that the gentleman who has been promoting
the bills in connection with this road, I was
going to say since we were young men here,
declared that it was the intention of the
company to build this fifty-mile section this
year, and the committee simply took him at
his word and inserted this provision. The com-
pany has been in existence since 1882, if not
before that, and every year or two it comes to
this Parliamentasking for additional powers,
for extensions of time, and so on. Fourteen
years is a sufficiently long time to allow this
company to proceed with their work, and to
insist that at the terminatifn of the fourteen
years they shall have built fifty miles of
their railway. That is about what the com-
rittee have decided, and I know of no
reason why the decision of the committee
should be reversed. The hon. gentleman
from Victoria bas not given any reason. He
said that inthe casesof othercompanies similar
extensions of time were given, but I remem-
ber that in the cases of one or two companies
last session, we provided that those com-
Panies should construct a certain amount of
road each year. The Manitoba and North-
Western Company asked for an extension of
time and I think they were obliged to con-
struct twenty miles of road each year.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-And they did
lot do it.

Hon. Mr. POWER.-The same condition
has been imposed upon other companies.
This condition is a reasonable one. The
Company which asks for a favour is not one
Which has any special claims upon the
bounty of parliament, and I do not think
that the motion made by the hon. gentleman
from Victoria should paqs.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-When this bill
Was before the Railway Committee there was

misapprehension with regard to the amend-
ments proposed. It is true this company
bas been in existence for several years, but
there are other companies in a similar posi-
tion. The other day parliament extenled
the charter of the James Bay Railway Com-
pany, which had not built one mile or road,
although they had been in existence for some
fourteen years, yet we extended their time
five or six years. I do not see why an ex-
ception should be made to this or any other
company. The building of fifty miles of
road has no significant effect. English capi-
talists now are determined not to advance
money excepIt on the whole line of railway
proposed to be constructed. They must
have some objective point by which they will
be governed, and therefore it is utterly im.
possible for this company, if they are com-
pelled to build fifty miles this ye .r, to suc-
ceed with the construction of the railway to
its terminal point. Their charter will be
useless. They cannot finance upon that
condition, and therefore you might as well
say you will not grant any extension of time
under the circumstances. The idea the other
day was that a certain time should be given
to enable them to show their ability to con-
struct fifty miles in a certain time, and
its final completion at the expiry of the time

mlinited, and if not the government would
transfer the charter to some other company,
but this bas been found iîmpracticable, and
therefore it has not been considered judicious
to impose an amendinent of that kind at the
present time. The only way to get out of the
difficulty is to expunge the amendnent pro-
posedin this reportof the committee. I do not
think hon. gentlemen should object ; I think
it is quite a fair proposition. It is true that
this company bas beenin existence for a great
many years, but you must remember they
have built some forty miles of road and
spent a million dollars of noney, and under
all the circumstances they are entitled to
this extra extension of time. It bas been
said that the Manitoba and North-western
Railway bas been in a similar position. It
is true they contracted to build twenty miles
yearly, but they were not able to do it and
now they are in insolvency and in the hands
of the receiver, and other companies are in a
similar position. I do not think it is the
intention of the House to place this
railway company at an unreasonable dis-
advantage. They have a considerable
unexpired time under the existing law.
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Therefore I do not think it is asking very an unfortunate position, because it weakens
much that they should be all wed the ad- our credit for railway construction. There is
ditional privilege to complete the whole line. an additional reason that I should like to im-
If they do not do it in the time specified press upon the seniormemberforHalifax.and
the charter will expire. Viewing it in that that is, that the province of Manitoba ad-
light, I hope that any objection to the vanced $250,000 of bonds to assist in the pro-
motion of the hon. member from New West- motion of the construction of the forty miles
minster will be withdrawn and that the bill upon which track as been laid. They were
will be allowed to pass here as it passed in to get the company's land grant on this forty
the Commons, without any opposition. miles as collateral security for the 8250,000

they advanced, but in consequence of the
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-As this question fortymilesnotbeinguptothestandardregula

before the Senate affects the district which tion by the government, the land grant has
I have the honour to represent here, and as neyer been transferred, and therefore the
the proposed railway will pass.through that company or the country is stili indebted to
district, I would like to say a few words the province of Manitoba for the securitY
upon the effect of the amendment proposed upon which they aIvanced that $250,000 of
by the senior member for Halifax. The bonds. If by the passage of this amendinen
railway company is at the present monynt it was required that fifty miles of the hue
before the Senate, applying for an extension should be const ructed this year, and the coul-
of two years from the 1st of December paiy failed to accomplished it, then the sub-
next, when their charter will lapse if that sidies would be wiped out, the companY
extension is not allowed. They have been would be wiped out, and the security that
granted certain subsidies to assist them in the province of Manitoba stili hopes to
extending their line up to the Saskatchewan realize upon would be entirely wiped Out
River, a distance of about 300 miles. Thiose also. For that reason, I think that if the
subsidies are good tilt the lst of Deceber lvon. senior member for Halifax will consider
next. If on the lst of December next the ofthat position of affairs, fre wi withdraw
company do not show any effort to, continue the amendmient and allow the bil] to go
the work the government can deal with the through as it has been applied for by te
subsidies as they think best. The amend- prooters themselves.
menttthat is now advocated by the senior
meinfer for Halifax is not to extend the Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- 1

time for two years unless fifty miles is con- byas, unfortunately for myseif, absent fra
structed this year. The hion. gentenian who the comnittee when this bill was under Col
hias just resumed his seat has very properly sideration. The question bias been put So
said that in financing for railway construc- fuvly by the on. member for Marquette a d
tion in Canada, you cannotu finance in alson by the yon. member f rom Rideau t 1
the British market for a portion of a lneb; it would be unnecessary for me to say an
that the stock exchange does not now allow thig further than this, if the member's ob
any railway to be pisted where the bonds ject is to kill the bil, he ias adopted the
are for a portion of the line only. I am most effectual manner of doing it. So in'
afraid that this action bas been caus- portant do the people of Manitoba conside
ed bv the failure of the Manitoba and i this section of country through vhich the
North-western Railway which bas gone into road is to run, that the Legisative Asse b
the hands of the receiver. The bonds, of Manitoba which as just about closed its
which cover 185 miles of the bne, are now business for this year, have, if I understand
in litigation, and the bondholders are it correctly, pledged themselves in supO"g
applying for their rights under that appoint- of this road by guaranteeing 4 per cent upo
ment. Our courts have held that those $8,000 a mile.
bonds applying to a part of the main line
which goes through to Prince Albert, cannot Hon. Mr. BOULTON-That is on the
be separated f rom the rest of the main line, west side of Lake Manitoba.
and therefore the bondholders cannot control linSrMAKNI O ELthe 185 miles forfeited bv the failuee of the Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL
company to the bondholdrs. That question Whether to this company or to another C00

is now in litigation before the courts. Itispanyortoacompanyformedof both 
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am not prepared to say, but I am merely
mentioning the fact that so important do
the legislature of Manitoba conceive the
building of this portion of the road to be
that they are pledging their credit to that,
to my mind, enormous extent in support of
it. It would be a calamity to that portion
of Manitoba, which is looked upon as the
rost fertile in the whole North-west, if we
should do anything to jeopardize the con-
struction of this portion of the road at least.
I do not wish my remarks to apply to the
line to Hudson Bay. I am not uealing with
that at all. I amn merely dealing with the
portion which leads from Portage la Prairie
to the North Saskatchewan. It was my
good fortune to have iot only the pleasure,
but the benetit of a drive over a large por-
tion of that route last year, and that is one
reason why I feel anxious, in the interest of
the development of Manitoba and the North-
West Territories generally that this road
should be constructed at as early a date as
possible, at least to the Saskatchewan, if it
never goes beyond that, and the passage of
this bill, I am satisfied, will accomplish that
object. I join with the hon. member from
Marquette in hoping that the senior mem-
ber for Halifax, who is exceedingly indus-

the west have had to be built on borrowed
capital, and it takes a good deal of time to
convince capitalists after what has occurred
in the western country, to advance their
money, and they will not do it until there is
a tolerable certainty of the work being com-
pleted by which the subsidies will be earned
so that they can reap some benefit from
their investment.

The Senate divided on the amendment,
which was'adopted.

The bill was then read the third time and
passed on a division.

The Senate then adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, 25th March, 1896.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

EDMONTON DISTRICT RAILWAY
COMPANY'S BILL.

trious in matters of this kind and I have no REPORTED F1OM COMMITTEE.
doubt bas but one object in view, and that Hon. Mr. DICKEY, from the Committee
is to insist upon fif ty m iles at least of the on R ail w ay s, T rh and H o urs, e -
road being built this year in order to give on Railways. Telegraphs and ilarbours, re-
tad accommodtion thih isneresr tto p.rted Bill (54) " An Act to incorporate thethat accommodation which is necessary toEdnonton District Railway Company,"the Qettler.-. with an amendment. He said :-The amend-

Hon. Mr. POWER.-The hon. gentleman ment is an addition to subsections B and C of
. a. T clause 10 of the bill. At the second read-is labouring under a misapprehension. The igtehn rme aldatnint h

Iflajority of the Railway Committee made ing the hon. Premier called attention to the
this amendment. fact that subsections B and C of that clause

gave unlimited power to buy, utilize, sell or

Hon. Sir. MACKENZIE BOWELL.- otherwise dispose of water and privileges,
And the senior member for Halifax has but made no reference whatever to the

.Andthe enio memer anera Act-The North-west Irric'ation Act.
imade himself, here, the exponent of the general
views of the majority of the Railway Com- The committee have taken the matter into

»littee upon this question. That is the only consideration and have submitted an addi-

Position in which I wish to place him. There is tional subsection to those two subsections

another point referred to by the hon. mem- B and C to this effect, that the power to

ber fron Rideau, and that is one of the utilize, sell or otherwise dispose of water and

mYost important, that is, the difficulty of any water privileges which are conferred by
ernipany tinancing for the construction of a paragraph B and C of this section shall be

'oad that is surrounded by too many restric- exercised subject tô the provisions of the

tions. If this company had plenty of money North-west Irrigation Act. It seemed to

tO spend on the road, there would be no be a necessary ainendment, and I move that

difficulty in constructing fifty miles in the the report be taken into consideration to-

tine mentioned in the amendment, but it morrow.

Must be borne in mind, all these roads in The motion was agreed to.
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A PROPOSED ADJOURNMENT.

NOTICE OF MOTION.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW gave notice that he
would move that when the House adjourns
on Friday next it do stand adjourned until
Tuesday the 7th April.

Hon. Sir MACeENZIE BOWELL-
With reference to the notice of motion I
will take the trouble to-morrow to look into
the state of the business to ascertain what
we are likely to have sent up from the
House of Commons during the coming week,
and if there is no important business,
I do not know that there is any reason why
we should not accede to the hon. gentle-
man's suggestion. I take it for granted,
however, that should there be any important
business, the Senate will not object to sit a
little longer after dinner, if it be necessary
to catch up with the work, because it must
be borne in mind the probabilities are
that we shall not sit after the 24th, so that
there will not be a great many days left for
the transaction of business by this House,
if there should be anything of importance
brought before us. I am inclined to think
that the lower House will sit not only every
Saturday, but also on Good Friday and
Easter Mondiy. It is important that the
business for which this session of Parliament
was called should, if possible, be brought to
a successful conclusion; if it is not, I wish.
the' country to understand distinctly it will
not be the fault of the government.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (53) " An Act respecting the Pontiac
Pacific Junction Railway Company."-(Mr.
Clemow.)

WRECKS, CASUALTIES AND
VAGE BILL.

SAL-

FIRsT READING.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL
introduced Bill (L) " An Act to amend
the Act respecting Wrecks, Casualties
and Salvage." He said :-In the past
the law provided for the taking posses-
sions of wrecks and cargoes, stores and
tackle of w recked vessels, but they have had
no power, under the law, to take possession
of sawn, planed or manufactured lumber of
any kind, whether such lumber has or has

not been the cargo of any ship. Sometimes
lumber when in tow is wrecked, and
it is contended that under the law the
government have no right to take pos-
session of it. The consequence is that
people who live along the shores of the
lakes and oLher bodies pick up and
take possession of this lumber. This bill
provides that the government shall take
possession of it, the same as they do of the
wreck and the cargo of a vessel, and keep
it in their possession for the owner in case
it is called for. If not, it is sold in the saie
manner as other property coming into the
possession of the government in this way.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Will
this bill give power to the government tO
remove the wreck of the " San Pedro," off the
coast of British Columbia?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
do not think so.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Tt has
been on the rocks for some years and the
government have not been able to remove it.

Hon. SirMACKENZIE BOWELL-Ye',
I understand that. The difficulty arises as
to the power of the governmnent to pass an
Act giving them authority over what migiht
be considered the sea or the highwaY.
Although it is within the three-mile limit,
it is not certain that we have the power.
That matter has been discussed and the
Minister of Marine and Fisheries will, if
the constitution will permit it, introduce a
bill giving the power to the government tO
remove that wreck-although it might be
made a good lighthouse.

The bill was read the first time.

THIRD READING.

Bill (H) "An Act further to amend the
Railway Act."-(Sir Mackenzie Bowell.)

SCHOMBERG AND AURORA RAIL-
WAY COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr MCKINDSEY moved the seC
ond reading of Bill (45) "An Act to am3end
the Schomberg and Aurora Railway CoUI
pany." He said :-This is a bill for the
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incorporation of a company to build a TORONTO, HAMILTON AND
railway f rom the village of Schomberg, in FALO RAILWAY COM-
the county of York, to connect with the PANY'S BILL.
Grand Trunk Railway between the station SECOND READING.
of King and Newmarket, a distance of about

BUF-

htle company. At present there is a charter to
build the line from the city of Hamilton
to Guelph ; they ask power to extend that
line through to the Georgian Bay at Meaford.
'There is also a line f rom Hamilton to Water-
loo ; they ask power to extend that to
Goderich on Lake Huron. They also ask for
an extension of time. These are the only
iiportant features of the bill.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill was
read the second time.

YUKON AND BRITISH COLUMBIA
TRADING AND DEVELOPMENT

COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B. C.) moved
"'as read the second time. concurrence in the amendment made by
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sixteen miles. It is intended to be a feeder Hon. Mr. McKINDSEY moved the
of the Grand Trunk Railway system. second reading of Bill (70) " An Act respect-

ing the foronto, Hamilton and Buffalo
Tîe motion was agreed to, and the bil Railway Company." He said:-Hon. gentle-

Was read the second time. men will remember that last year the new

NATIONAL SANITARIUM ASSOCI- company came here for legislation, and in
the bill, which was passed at that time, was

ATION BILL. a clause compelling the new company, which
SECOND READING. had acquit ed the right at that time, to settle

Hon. Mr. MACIN NES (Burlington) a number of claims created by the old com-

noved the second reading of Bill (79) " An pany, due to sub-contractors and persons who

Act to incorporate the National Sanitarium furnished labour and material for the road

Association." He said :-This bill is for the then built from B antford to Hamilton.

purpose of establishing a sanitarium for the There was a limited time to put in these
cure of pulmonary complaints. There is bills for pyrment. The bills are in. Of
nothing in the bill to which any reasonable course, some of them are contested, and it is

objection can be made. difficult to get a final sttlement so as to
bring the law of last year into force. The

Hon. Mr. POWER-I presume that this object of this bill is to enable the company
measure, which looks as though it ought to to pay in $85,000 to the Bank of
have been introduced in the legislature of Hamilton in cash, and to create the Bank of
Ontario, lias no connection with the other Hamilton trustee for the creditors. Up to
mneasure which the hon. gentleman introduc- the 26th of March of this year, the claims
ed lately relating to the Historical Exhi- sent in only amount to $56,884.84. By
bition. this bill, the company propo-es to deposit

Hon. Mr. MAcINNES (Burlington)- with the Bank of Hamilton $85,000, to
No, but they are both for the good of cover that amount, so that if parties who

humanity.have placed dlaims now or have themn inhumanity. liquidation can succeed in getting a judg-
The motion was agreed to, and the bill ment the money will be there in the Bank

was read the second time. of Hamilton to pay them. This $85,000 is
in excess, as I understind, of the who'e of

INTERNATIONAL RADIAL RAIL- the (laims. Therefore, these persons are
WAY COMPANY'S BILL. properly protected, and this bill aks that

SECOND READING. as soon as a certificat e is obtain-d f rom the
with the Bank of Hamilton that this $85,000 is

con. r. fcKiNDS(63)l An cth deposited there in trust foi the payment of
eond re Actding o i ' (63 "An Atrto- these debts, then the Minister of Railways

tinalendial he A Copany. tHe nta and Canais shah declare the Act of last
Tisn a Rail o Railay topne Ac e snraid: year in futl force and effect. That is the

WhsAYitaendthe COMP A ct IL essential element in this bill. a
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the Standing Committee on Miscellaneous
Private Bills to Bill (E) " An Act to in-
corporate the Yukon and British Columbia
Trading and Development Company of Can-
ada, Limited." He said :-The amendment
to this bill will be found on page 280 of the
Journals of the House. It is a very short
one. It provides that the company shall not
commence doing any business under this Act
until at least ten per cent of the capital
stock has been paid up. The promoters of
the bill are willing to accept that amendment.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The
bill to which the amendment refers is now
before the House for the third reading.
When it was before us a few days ago, ex-
ception was taken to it as being too com-
prehensive and giving too extensive powers,
and for that reason it was referred back a
second time to the Standing Committee on
Private Bills. That committee went over
the bill, and found according to the legisla-
tion passed here last year and other years,
that they could not -onscientiousiy amend
this bill. I have under my hands several
bills giving powers quite as coniprehensive
as the powers given under this bill, and the
committee felt that they could not, in
justice, curtail the operation of the powers
in this bill when they looked at what had
been granted to other companies. If there
is any opposition to the bill, I have the Acts
before me which I could read, showing the
powers given to the Nova Scotia Steel Com-
yany and to a boom company, which powers
are quiteas extensive as the powers granted in
this bill. I hope the House will see the
justice of allowing it to pass. It refers
to a new country which is about to be
developed, and it would not be wise to
restrict the operations of the company to
any one single undertaking. I admit that
the powers are very extensive ; but at the
same time was Parliament wrong before
in granting extensive powers of this kind to
other companies ? I do not think so, for this
reason : that there have been no complaints
from any one or from any part of the country
that the extensive powers given to the Nova
Scotia Steel Company and to other corpora-
tions have caused injury to any one or to
the country. I hope that the gentleman
who the other day took exception to this bill
will not do so now, but will allow it to pass.

I therefore move the third reading of the
bill.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not propose tO
respond to the challenge thrown out by the
hon. member for Victoria. He is asking
some one to tread on the tail of his coat, but
we shall not do it this time. I do not pro-
pose to argue the case. I had intended not
to say anything if the hon. gentleman had
not spoken, and I simply wish to take excep-
tion to the argument which he has used.
He has said that if any opposition were
raised to the third reading of this bill, be
would produce other measures which had
passed this House containing provisions as
objectionable as those contained in this bill.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)- As
ample I said.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Well, as ample, and
as objectionable I add. I do not think that
is a good argument. Very often measures
pass this House containing objectionable pro-
visions simply because the attention of the
members of the House has not been particu-
larly directed to them, and the fact thlat
three or four measures containing provisions
of that nature have escaped, is no reason
why, when our attention is directed to such
provisions in a measure before the House,
we shall not remove them. I do not wish tO
oppose this bill, but I think it should be
understood that we are not estopped for the
future from exercising such objectionable
provisions from any bill.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I was one of the
parties who took some exception to the bill
at a former stage. I may say that the
amendmnent proposed is in the right directiol
I do not think the argument respecting the
bills formerly passed bear. on the preselt
case, because they were all live companie,
with a large amount of capital invested and
doing a large business. But this is a neW
company, without a single dollar paid up on
stock subscribed, and if the bill was passed
in its original state, they would not have tO
pay up one dollar before they could carry on
business in this country. So I think the
hon. gentleman has not taken the right
course in saying that the cases of these col,
panies incorporated in the past are analo-
gous to this ; but I think it would be advis
able that some general Act should be pass'e
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by which all companies in the future could
be incorporated without coming to Parlia-
rent. I see no objection to the bill now. I
Only hope the company will exercise the
powers given judicially, and that they will
be of advantage to the company themselves
as well as to the country at large.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the third time and passed.

The Senate then adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, 26th Mfarch, 1896.

TUE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
O'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

CANADIAN HISTORICAL EXHIBI-
TION BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMM1TTEE.

Hon. Mr. MAcINNES (Burlington) from
the Select Committee to whomn was referred
till (F) " An Act respecting the Canadian
listorical Exhibition," reported the bill
With certain amendments. He said: The
bill is so aniended that there is very little of
it left, excepting the preamble. The whole
of the bill as amended will appear in the
Journals, and I therefore move that the
arnendments be taken into consideration to-
Urorrow.

The motion was agreed to.

* JILDING SOCIETIES IN
BILL.

ONTARIO

SECOND READING.

RIon. Mr. AIKEIS moved the second
reading of Bill (K) " An Act respecting
1uilding Societies and Loan and Saving
0 onpanies carrying on business in the
Province of Ontario." He said :-This bill
18 introduced at the instance of the Land
Mortgage Association of Toronto, which is
0onlposed of all the large companies there.
I riight say that this association bears about
the same relation to the loan companies that
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the Bankers Association does to the banks
in Toronto. For instance, the Canada Per-
manent, the Western Canada, the Freehold,
the Central Canada, the London and Cana-
dian, the Canada Loan and Credit Company,
the British Canadian-in fact all the large
companies in Toronto have asked for the
provisions contained in this bill. These
provisions were included in a bill which re-
ceived the assent of both Houses this session
-I refer to the Huron and Erie Company's
bill. The clauses in this bill are only two
in number, and yet, notwithstanding they
are so few, I understand it is likely to
meet with a good deal of opposition. In the
first place, companies that are not indebted
to the public in any way, companies that
have not received deposits, and companies
that have not issued debentures, think
it very hard that they should not be
permitted to loan on their own stock. I
quite agree with that contention. There is
no public indebtedness, either in the shape
of deposits or debentures, and there is no
reason why they should not be permitted to
loan on their own stocks, so I think the
first clause should be amended in that direc-
tion. Exception is taken by a class of coin-
panies that have accumulated stock, or
withdrawable stock-stock that may be
withdrawn by the person who takes it at
any time- before it becomes fixed or per-
manent stock. I can quite understand they
should be allowed to lend on that stock
until it becomes a portion of the fixed or
permanent capital of the company, and then
I think they should be barred that privilege.
Then the second clause makes provision for
an amendment to the Building Societies
Act. That Act has this provision, that
until stocks are fully p:id up, a shareholder
has no right to vote except in the proportion
that the amount paid up bears to the share
itself fully paid up. For instance, the shares
are $100-four shares with 25 per cent
paid up on account can only count as
one vote. The contention is, and I think
it is well sustained, that the liability
which a shareholder has is quite sufficient
to warrant his being entitled to vote for
every share he has. Exception has been
taken to this clause, because it does not go
sufficiently far. Perhaps it does not. Some
think, and perhaps correctly, that any
person in default to the company
ought not to be eligible as a director.
Although this is a public bill, I think, under
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the circumstances, if the House will only
permit it after the second reading, it would
be well to refer it to the Banking Committee
so that the amendments might be made there
and so that time might be given those com-
panies that have grievances to come before
that committee and make them known. I
have no desire to do wrong to any company;
I believe in fair-play, and I believe every
company should be represented there if they
think proper.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Whatassociation
is opposing this bill?

Hon. Mr. AIKINS-The opposition comes
from, for instance, one company here in
Ottawa that does not take deposits and has
not issued debentures. They claim they
should have a right to loan on their own
stock, and I think they should. Then oppo-
sition comes from another class of companies,
recently brought into existence, that issue
what they call withdrawal shares, accumu-
lating stock. These companies say they
ought to be permitted to loan on those shares,
and in fact that they are merely deposits.
If that be so, I see no reason why they
should not be permitted. In fact, I have
here a paper stating that one company in
Toronto has loaned 90 per cent on these
withdrawable shares. They are moneys that
have been deposited there practically, that
may be withdrawn by the person depositing
at any time. They still wish to keep up
their connection with the company, and they
borrow or withdraw a portion of the deposit
they have put in there. Inasmuch as this
stock forms no portion of the fixed perman-
ent charge of the company, I see no reason
why they should not be permitted to loan
on that kind of stock. Hence the following
clause that I have thought of adding to this
bill:-

Nothing herein contained shall prevent any
Building Society or Loan Company from lending
to its shareholders the amount paid on accumulat-
ing shares which have not been converted into
fixed and permanent capital.

I see no reason why the bill should not
be amended in that way, and it is for the
purpose of making such amendments as this
that I would like, if the House would per-
mit, although it is -a public bill, to refer the
bill to the Banking Committee so that it
may be thoroughly discussed and the amend-
ments made.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELI--I
think the suggestion made by the hon. memi-
ber to refer the bill to the Committee on
Banking and Commerce is a very good one,
when we consider the various interests that
are at stake through the country. On first
reading the bill, I confess that I was not
impressed with the correctness of the pria-
ciple laid down, but after reflection, and
from applying some little experience that I
have had to the working of these companies,
I not only think the bill is correct in prin-
ciple, but the suggestion wliich the hon.
gentleman has made in reference to preclud-
ing the possibility of persons becoming Sirec-
tors who are indebted to the company, either
by default in payment of their stock or by
borrowing money, is a very safe one. 1
shall not enter into the reasons, but I have
come to that conclusion. That amendment
could be made before the Committee on
Banking and Commerce. I think cases
could be shown in the province of Ontario
where the privilege of loaning to themselves
has led to the bankruptcy of the company and
great losses arising to the stockholders. 1
am not sure, however, of the correctness Of
the position taken by the companies which
desire to loan upon what is termed, I thilk,
convertable deposits. While the hon. gentle
man was speaking, it struck me that a case
of the kind might arise ; the hon. gentO'
man said that he was aware of cases where
loans had been made upon convertible
stock to the extent of 90 per cent. NOW,
supposing the deposit had been in the
company for two years and eleven months,
it would only require one month longer in
order to have that converted into permanent
stock upon which this bill would prevent any
loan being made. The stock of the comnPany
might be much below par, and the perso"
might borrow upon the convertible stO'C
that is his own money, which he would have
a right to withdraw at any moment; inst
of that, he borrows 90 per cent upon tle
deposit which he has made in the coipany'
and one month afterwards that is converted
into permanant stock to the extent of the
deposit, say $100, and then he puts that on
the market the next day paid up and 't
might not be worth $50. There is awron
that might happen-I do not suppose com
panies would do it intentionally, but things
of this kind have occurred in the past--lO
ing to themselves, taking advantage Of th
power they have as directors by which thel
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loan to themselves and then wrecking the
company. We have had an instance of that
in London.

Hon. Mr. McKINDSEY-That is limited.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
am speaking of the principle now. So far
as I am individually concerned, I should
object to that clause permitting a man who
has, say $1,000 stock, only 25 per cent of
which is paid, having the same voting power
and authority at the board as the man who
has an equal amount of stock fully paid up.
It is said in defence of that argument (and
there is a good deal of force in it, to my
mind), that he votes upon $1,000 stock, be-
cause he is responsible for the 75 per cent
which has not been paid-up, and consequent-
ly his interest is just as great as that of the
man who has paid the full amount of the
stock. That might or might not be the
case. A man might be unable to pay the
balance of the 75 per cent on the stock, and
consequently would not have the same
interest, under the circumstances, in main-
taining the solvency of the company, as if
he had paid the full amount. There is a
provision in the law, however, and in this
bill also, if I understand it, giving power to
the directors to make calls; and, the calls
having been made, on the non-payment of
the calls, the shareholder is debarred from
Voting. There are other points which we
muay discuss when it goes before the Com-
mlittee on Banking and Commerce. I am
strongly in favour of the emendments which
have been suggested by the hon. member.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I quite agree with
the observations which have been made by
the introducer of the bill and the First
Ilinister. If I venture to say a few words
further, it is because I have not the honour
of being a member of the Committee on
Banking and Commerce, and because I am
Ilot sure whether the hon. gentleman in
Charge of the bill has tkken into considera-
tion the cases of certain building societies
Whose stock is not like that of loan com-
Panies, that is, if the building societies in
Onitario are the same as the building socie-
tie8 in the lower provinces. A man becomes
a shareholder in a company in a certain way
*hen he borrows money, and he gradually
Pays the indebtedness on his shares. Of
COUrse, if you are going to enact, that money
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should not be loaned on that stock, it would
simply strike at the principle upon which
these companies are conducted altogether.
I presume that the hon. gentleman will see,
when the bill is before the committee, that
it is so modified as to exempt companies of
that kind from its operation-that is, if the
building societies in Ontario are the same as
those in the Maritime provinces.

Hon. Mr. McDONALD (C.B.)-I wish to
call attention to this point too, there is one
society doing business in all the provinces of
the Dominion-the Canadian Mutual Loan
and Investment Co. of Toronto. They are
doing business in the lower provinces
under acts of incorporation from the provin-
cial legislatures. Will this bill interfere with
the operations of that company in the other
provinces outside of Ontario?

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-A number of com-
panies are being incorporated under the
Ontario Act and authorized to loan under
section 40 of that Act and the proposed sec-
tion one repeals, without any reason what-
ever, this power. To my mind, there is no
better security, if a man has a thousand
dollars stock paid up and he requires to bor-
row say 50 per cent of it, than the stock it-
self. I think no better investment could be
made for the company itself and no more
suitable means could be relied upon by the
party who desires to obtain that money than
offering this stock as security. In place of
requiring a man to go to the bank and provide
endorsers and meet other requirements of
the bank, he goes to the loan company
and says, " I have $1,000 stock and I want
you to advance me 50 per cent on it." I
think it is a simple way of obtaining money
mutually advantageous to the company, and
to the borrower. With respect to the vot-
ing power, I am entirely opposed to the
proposition of this bill, I do not think it is
proper that any man should be allowed to
vote unless the whole amount of the stock
is paid. It is true, as the Minister says,
that parties who have subscribed for the
stock are liable for the payment of unpaid
calls, but suppose that they are unable to
meet them, what is the position ? They are
considered perfectly responsible until they are
in default, and consequently their votes are

quite as good as those of the man who has
paid up the full amount of his shares. Take
the case of a man who pays up the whole of

1
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the stock he has subscribed, and of another
man who has subscribed for the stock and
has only paid up, say 20 per cent-those
parties are not in a similar position. There
should be a distinction between them. I
have no doubt that a great many parties in-
terested will appear before the commnittee
and will have this matter properly venti-
lated and give their opinions upon it in order
to attain the objects of the hon. mover. I
have no doubt he wants to make the matter
as safe and perfect as possible, both for the
society and for the lender, but he must take
care, at the same time, not to interfere with
rights and privileges created by their pre-
vious Act of incorporation. Before this bill
passes we should hear the views of interest-
ed parties and see if those provisions inter-
fere injuriously with the powers hitherto
legally conferred on them in the conduct of
their business operations. When this matter
is before the committee, they will consider
it carefully, and perhaps amend the bill to
make it satisfactory to all concerned.

Hon. Mr AIKINS-I cannot answer
the question of my hon. friend from Cape
Breton, for the simple reason that he has
not stated the position of that special com-
pany in Ontario. I said there were a num-
ber of companies recently organized who
have been doing business in a very extraor-
dinary way. I am quite well aware that
some of them have agencies in Quebec and
some in the Maritime provinces, but J am
not sufficiently familiar with them myself to
be able to say exactly how they should be
dealt with. However, when this bill comes
before the Committee on Banking and Com-
merce, I shall by that time make myself
familiar with them and J have not the
slightest doubt they will be heard from.
The hon. gentleman from Rideau, and per-
haps some others, think in their own minds
that no better security can be given to a
company than a loan on its own stock. Why
did the Huron and Erie Company apply to
this parliament for legislation to place them
in such a position that they could not lend
on their own stock? The thing is obvious
to any one who knows these societies. The
Huron and Erie is one of the best conducted
companies in Western Ontario. They have
over a million dollars in deposits. They
are anxious to place themselves in the
very best possible position before the
British public when they go to float their

debentures What they say is this, the
securities that we hold are of that kind that
if there is a run on our deposits we can
easily raise the money on them. If our
debentures are not renewed as well as ve
would like, we can dispose of securities for
the purpose of covering them. What do
they do with regard to stock ? You can
sell mortgages. But how can a company
sell its own stock? The man who borrows
may become a defaulter ; what can you do
with him? You cannot do anything. They
could not take their own stock on the street
to sell it, but there is no difficulty whatever,
if they get into trouble, in taking their
securities to the bank and getting an advance
upon them, no difficulty about disposing of
them on the street, but they could not do
that so well if they held a large amount of
stock. The Huron and Erie desire to place
themselves right with the British money-
lenders. There is nothing so sensitive
as capital, and the people at home
can understand this very well-that i8
if they take the securities that are
doubtful of any kind, for instance stocks;
they know very well they could not realize
on them if they got into trouble. That is
the reason these companies apply to this
House, so that they may be restrained and
placed before the British money-lender, sO
that they can borrow money to the best
advantage. All these questions will be
discussed before the Committee on Banking
and Commerce, and, as I suppose that coi-
mittee will not meet until after the adjourn-
ment, there will be ample time for all the
companies to appear before the committee.

Hon. Mr. McDONALD (C.B.)-The
point to which I wish to call attention il
this, and to illustrate it, I will mention the
case of the Canada Mutual Loan and Invest-
ment Company of Toronto. That companY
is incorporated in the province of Nova
Scotia on the basis of its incorporation il'
the province of Ontario. It is also incOr'
porated in the provtnce of New Brunswick
and province of Prince Edward Island.
The question is, will this bill, if it passes,
interfere with the working of that compa"Y
in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince
Edward Island i I see this bill is confiied
to the province of Ontario, and what I wis'h
to have considered is whether the billVlU
interfere with the operations of the company
as it is incorporated in the lower provinces
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Hon. Mr. AIKINS-Is it incorporated CIVIL SERVICE ACT #AMENDMENT
by this parliament? BILL.

Hon. Mr. McDONALD (C.B.)-No.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS-Then there is no
jurisdiction. They must look to the local
legislature.

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read the second time.

THIRD READING.

Bill (54) " An Act to incorporate the Ed-
monton District Railway Company.-(Mr.
Perley.)

The Senate then adjourned.

THE SENATE.

FIRST READING.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL in-
troduced Bill ( N ) " An Act further to
amend the Civil Service Act " and moved
that it be read the first time. He said:-

I think it is well, as the bill is important,
affecting some of the lower grades of civil
servants, that I should give some explana-
tion in order that the House may be in
possession of some of the reasons why the
Government have introduced this measure.
The Act passed last session to amend the
Civil Service Act requires amendment in
order to remove an injustice worked by it to
third class clerks who have been in the
service since 1882. Section 12 of the Act
amends Schedule B to the Civil Service Act
by striking out of it

"(f) Third class clerks;"
"(g) Messengers, packers and sorters;"

Ottawa, Friday, 27th March, 1896. and there is no saving of the rights of em-
ployés of these grades who are now in the

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three service. The effect would seem to be that
o'clock. under section 3 of the principal Act (R.S.

C., chapter 17) these employés are no lon-
Prayers and routine proceedings. ger members of the Civil Service for the

purposes of the Act, and are in the saine
TORONTO, HAMILTON & BUFFALO position as outsiders. The appointment of

RAILWAY CO.'S BILL. a third class cherk to the second chass under
the Act is not a promotion, but a new ap-

THIRD READING. pointment, and the qualifying examination

Hon. Mr. DICKEY, from the Committee must be passed, even in the case of a clerk
on Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours, who bs been in t ne sri contiuotse
reported Bill (70): " An Act respecting the t Jy,182and as the
Toronto, Hamilton and Buffalo Railway Co." promo
Without amendment. that if such a clerk is over thirty-five years

of age hie can neyer be promoted. It cer-

Hon. Mr. McKINDSEY moved that rule tainly was not the intention of the framers
70 be suspended and that the bill be read of the Act that it shouhd have this effect;
the third time presently. He said: The bill therefore section 2 of the proposed bill is
Contains a clause requiring the payment of
a large amount of money to be distributed proviso to section 12 saving the rights of
arnongst creditors of the railway company. t
Of course, it will not be law when it passes and sorters who were appointed before the
the third reading to-day, but I have no doubt Act of 1895 came into force. Clause 1 of
that the company will go on distributing the the bill declares the meaning of the word
Mnoney to those who are entitled to it if the "new" in section 8 of the Act of 1895.
Ilouse will allow it to be read now. is clear that the time referred to vas in-

read tended to lie the day upon which the Act
The motion was agreed to and the bill came into force, viz., lst January, 1896, but

Was read the third time and passed under a in view of the provision of paragraph 24 of
81Uspension of the ruhe. section 7 of the Interprtation Act, it las
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been suggested that the time referred to is the
day upon which the Act was presented for
the royal assent, viz., 22nd July, 1895.
The Justice Department is of opinion this
view is correct, but open to doubt, it is well
the meaning of the clause should be made
clear. Under section 8 as it stands temporary
clerks now employed may be continued
without passing any examination, but
temporary messengers now employed can-
not. There seems no good reason for
this distinction. If either class should be
required to pass an examination, one would
suppose it should be the clerks. Section 2
of the bill is intended to remove this appar-
ent anomaly. Section 4 provides that here-
after no third class clerk, or permanent
messenger, packer or sorter shall be ap-
pointed. It is by no means clear that the
object of this clause has been effected by the
Act of 1895. Permanent messengers, at all
events, can still be appointed. See sections
6, 10 and 29 of the principal Act, as
amended. Under the circumstances it has
been · deemed advisable to introduce an
amending Act for the purpose of amending
these anomalies.

The bill was read the first time.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (72) "An Act respecting the Mont-
real Park and Island Railway."-(Mr. Mc-
Millan.)

Bill (4) " An Act respecting the liability
of Her Majesty and public Companies for
labour used in the construction of public
works."-(Mr. McMillan.)

Bill (71) "An Act to provide for the
amalgamation of the Bay of Quinté Railway
and Navigation Company and the Kingston,
Napanee and Western Railway Company,
under the name of ' The Bay of Quinté Rail-
way Company.'"-(Mr. Clemow.)

Bill (82) " An Act respecting the Kings-
ton, Smith's Falls and Ottawa Railw&Y
Company."-(Mr. Clemow.)

Bill (81) " An Act to revive and amend
the Act to incorporate the Alberta Irrigation
Company."-(Mr. Perley.)

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (48) " An Act respecting the Cana-
dian Jockey Club."-(Mr. McKindsey).

Bill (F) " An Act respecting the Canadian
Historical Exhibition."-(Mr. MacInnes,
Burlington).

STEAMBOAT ENGINEERS' LICENS- PONTIAC PACIFIO JUNCTION RAlIr
ING BILL. WAY COMPANY'S BILL.

FIRST READING.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL in-
troduced Bill ( M ) " An Act respecting the
inspection of Steamboats and the examina-
tion and licensing of engineers employed on
them," and moved that the bill be read the
first time. He said: This is simply a con-
solidation of the Acts now on the statute-
book, with some slight amendments.

The motion was agreed to and the bill was
read the first time.

AN ADJOURNMENT.

MOTION.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL moved

That when the Senate adjourn to-day it stand
adjourned until Tuesday, the 7th April, at 8 o'clock
in the evening.

The motion was agreed to.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved the second
readiig of Bill (53) " An Act respecting the
Pontiac Pacific Junction Railway Company."
He said: This is a bill to enable the Pontiac
Pacific Junction Railway Company to extend
its line of railway in a westerly directiOnt
and build a bridge over the Ottawa River at
Calumet Island. It also gives power to con-
struct a line from its present south-eastern
terminus, Aylmer, to Hull, and thence acroSs
the Ottawa River to some point in the citY
of Ottawa. This is rendered necessary owing
to the fact that this power was given to the
company originally. Some years ago they
made an arrangement with the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company by which theY
considered they acquired the road between
Hull and Aylmer. But since that timn6
another arrangement has been made by the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company by which
this line between Hull and Aylmer ha, gone
out of their hands and passed into the hands
of the Hull Electric Railway Company-
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Therefore it is necessary that the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company should now have
power to construct a line to give them access
to the city of Ottawa, and particularly to
connect with the interprovincial bridge over
the Ottawa at Nepean Point.

The motion was agreed to and the bill was
read the second timo.

The Senate then adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, 7th April, 1896.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Eight
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (28) "An Act to incorporate the
Huron and Ontario Railway Company."
-(Mr. MeMillan.)

Bill ( O ) " An Act further to amend the
Fisheries Act."-(Mr. Ferguson.)

PROTECTION OF NAVIGABLE
WATERS BILL.

FIRST READING.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL in-
troduced Bill ( P ) "An Act to amend the
Act respecting the protection of navigable
waters," and moved that it be read the first
time. He said-This bill is to cover the
particular case to which the hon. member
from Victoria called my attention a short
time ago when introducing a short bill pro-
Viding for the safety of wrecked materials.
It is doubtful whether the Act respecting
the protection of navigable waters, as it
stands upon the statute book to-day, gives
the government the power to enter the road,
or the waters of the sea which are really
Within the three mile limit, in order to re-
tnove obstructions which are caused by the
Wreck of vessels, or to remove obstructions,
as in the case of the San Pedro near the Har-
bour of Victoria. That vessel has been ly-
ing there for a number of years, an un-
Sightly wreck, and gives an idea of the
Unsafe y of the channel, which really

does not exist. It is also in contem-
plation to build a lighthouse near to,
or probably on the spot where that vessel
now lies wrecked.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The
same rock.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
This bill is to enable the Government to in-
sist upon its removal by the owner, or to
remove it themselves at the owner's expense
and sell the material afterwards.

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read the first time.

THE MANITOBA SCHOOL QUESTION.

THE COMMISSIONERS' REPORT.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL laid
on the table of the House the report of the
commissioners appointed to confer with the
government of Manitoba on the subject of
the schools of that province.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I presume this report
wiil be printed and that we shall not have
to wait for the order of the committee.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
think the suggestion is a good one, and I
move that the clerk be authorized to have
the report printed without reference to the
Printing Committee, so that it can be dis-
tributed to-morrow.

The motion was agreed to.

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (60) " An Act respecting the Thous-
and Islands Railway Company."-(Mr. Sul-
livan).

Bill (45) " An Act to ipcorporate the
Schomberg and Aurora Railway Company."
-(Mr. Aikins, in the absence of Mr. Mc-
Kindsey).

Bill (63) " An Act to amend the Act
incorporating the International Radial Rail-
way Company."-(Mr. Aikins, in the absence
of Mr. McKindsey).

Bill (79) " An Act to incorporate the
National Sanitarium Association."-(Mr.
Vidal, in the absence of Mr. MacInnes
Burlington).
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CIVIL SERVICE ACT AMENDMENT taking the lower grade of civil servants out
BILL. of the Civil Service Act; and I hope that

SECON REAING.the first minister may realize the desirabi-
SECOND READING.livo ltofharking back a littie, and that when

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL the bil goes into committee, he will be pre-
moved the second reading of Bill (N) " An pared to submit some amendment which
Act further to amend the Civil Service
Act." below the rank of 2nd class clerks, in

different position f rom that which they
Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. the First occupy under the Act of last year.

Minister gave some slight explanation of
this bill when lie introduced it, but I regret lin. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
that he has not gone a little more into detail When the bil is in Coinmittee of the
now. I presume, however, that the details Whole, we can discuss it with more
will be discussed whenl the Huse goes into f reedom. 1, however, dissent in toto
conimittee. Meanwhile, I Vhink tbat this 1fromn the deducf ions which have been drawn
bill, taken in connection with the Act which by the hon. gentleman f rom the wording of
it proposes to arnend, is an illustration of the bilS, and I object to the interpretatOf
the wrong way to deal with publie business. which ie as put on the intentions of the
The original Civil Service Act, or the Civil government. The hion. gentleman is aware
Service Act as we have iV in the levised that at the present moment every civil ser
Statutes, was based ]argely upon the reports vant is entitled to exercise the franchise.
made by the Civil Service Comnîissioners. None of them are disqualified. Neither
There was a commission in 1868, and another will this place the lower grade of civil ser-
one in 1882, of wvhich the hion. gentleman vants any more at the mercy of the groverni
from Burlington was the chairmpn; and the ment than they are at the present moment.
Civil Service Act, as it stands in the Revised The whole and sole oclject of the bil is O
Statutes, was largeby based upon those two lessen, to as great an extent as possible, the
reports. Now the Act passed last year was expense of the civil service at headquarers
not based upon anything but the-I should and, instead of encu mbering the superafl
be teinpted to say whims-but, at any nuation systei wvith an unnecessary nuniber
rate, the individual, and not very well of employes, that all under a secondclss
considered, ideas of one or two members clerkship shou d occupy precisely the sanie
of the governnent; and, as might have position in Canada that they do in Englafd.
been expected, im saediately when this Take, as an illustration, the Imperial ios
theasure came to be put into operation Office Department, wisere there are hun-
it was found to be defective in two or dreds of employes who are nothing more or
three important points; and the i l less than writers. They receive so much per
which is now before us is an effort diem for their work, or so much per week as
on the part of the government to rectify tbe the case may be, and when it is found that
mistakes which they made in their legislation they are tot fitted for the work for whiet
of last year. There, is one point to whic I they were employed, they are dealt wit
think attention should be directed ; the AcV precisely as a merchant or any man carryiflg
of hast year really proposed to take all civil on business deals with ais servant, Where
servants below the rak of nd class clerks ee could be dismissed, or his services dis
out of the operation of the civil service law, pensed with, without the formalities whic
andto put the patronage again into the hands now have to be gone through in disponinan
of the government, and to bring the civil of the service of, or removing, any of thOse
service into poities again as far as the Act in the employment of the government f rom
of last year appied. I think that very the work at which they have en employed.
much to be regretted. At a time when the There is another advantage which the
government in the country to the South, government had in view, and that is this:
where they have had no civil service system that where a pressure of work exists at any
at aIl until very recently, are placing a particular time, twhey can empoy people ebo
number of those petty officers under the are quaified Vo do that work, and when the
civil service ruhes, rV is o be regretted that work compieted, their services can be
we should be ere moving backwards, and cv dispensed with. If the employe is phch
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in all these grades, upon the permanent
civil service list, he then is subject to pay-
ment to the superannuation fund, and he
becomes what you inight call a permanency,
for you must have good reason for reporting
to council, and then to His Excellency the
Governor General, in order to get the
consent to have his services dispensed
with. That is when he is really not required.
le lias to a greater or less extent almost a

patent, once, under our system, he becomes a
permanent employe, whether his services are
required or not. Al members of govern-
inents who have had any experience in these
matters know full well the difficulties that
present themselves constantly in dealing
with the civil service. 1 assure the hon.
gentleman he is mistaken altogether as to
the objects that the government had in view
in introducing the last amendment to the
Civil S-rvice Act. The question of bring-
ing employes under the political influence of
Ministers never was thought of, and I can
assure him, as far as I am individually con-
cerned, I hold that system as much-1 was
going to say in contempt, I would not use that
Word, but I disapprove of it, as strongly as he
possibly can. I think from the experience
which I have had individually, and the
practice I have pursued, the hon. gentleman
will not say that in the promotions in the de-
partments over which I have had any control
-nor do I know that it has occurred with

any of my colleagues-that I have asked
any employe who is entitled to promotion,
Whether he was appointed by the late Gov-
ernnent, or the Government that preceded
it, or the present Government. The object
of the present system is this, that, no mat-
ter who appoints a cierk to the service of
the Government, so long as he performs his
duty well, the question of his politics should
lever be asked, and if he proves himself to
be superior to others he should receive that
appointment to which he is entitled. That
18 the principle upon which I have endea-
voured to carry on the business of the
departnent over which I have presided, and
I know it is the principle that bas actuated
all my colleagues. However, we will dis-
cuss this clause more fully when the bill
goes into committee.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C. )-I
should like to ask the hon. gentleman if he
Would be good enough to consider whether
a1n amendment could not be introduced in

this bill providing that a civil servant
about to be superannuated should receive
some notice. I will not dwell upon the
cruelty of dismissing a servant without a
day's notice. Probably the premier will see
whether this bill could not be amended so
as to provide that reasonable notice should
be given to a civil servant who is going to
be turned adrift, or be superannuated. I
think it is only justice and fair play.

Hon' Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-A
moment's reflection will show the hon gen-
tleman, as far as this bill is concerned, that
that would be an impracticable amendment
to introduce. The suggestion, however, is
a good one, and although there may be ex-
ceptions to it, that principle as a rule is
carried out, either by giving the party who
is going to be superannuated leave of ab-
sence for a considerable time, and when that
is done it is done on full pay, or to tell him
that at a certain time the superannuation
will take place. The suggestion is a good
one, and ought to be carried out in practice.

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read the second time.

MONTREAL PARK ISLAND RAIL-
WAY COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN moved the second
reading of Bill (72) " An Act respecting
the Montreal Park and Island Railway Co."
He said:-The company received their
charter in 1894 and have completed a large
portion of their work. The object of this
bill is to increase the capital stock, which
was, at the time they received their charter,
half a million dollars, which sum I an told
is about being expended. They want to in-
crease it now to one million of dollars.
They also wish to remove any doubt that may
exist as to the right to build a bridge at
what is called the Back River, and to issue
preferential stock, as well as to increase
their bonding powers from $15,000 to $25,-
000 a mile. This being a suburban railway,
they wish to have the power to issue bonds
in sections of the road, if necessary. Any-
thing further that may be in the bill is a
matter of detail to which I need not at the
present refer. It will receive due consider-
ation from the Railway Committee.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.
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LIABILITY FOR LABOUR ON PUB-

LIC WORKS' BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN moved the second
reading of Bill (4) " An Act respecting the
Liability of Her Majesty and Public Com-
panies for labour used in the construction
of Public Works." He said :-This import-
ant measure is for the purpose of protecting
labourers that may be employed in the
construction of public works. The object
of the bill is to retain in the hands of the
government any moneys that may be placed
there by tge contractor for the purpose of
guaranteeing the completion of his work,
and by giving a certain notice, that this
money will be paid to the labourers em-
ployed on such public works. It also refers
to cases where the government have granted
a bonus by the action of Parliament, that
there will be a condition attached to such
grants that Her Majesty may retain as
much of the money as may be necessary for
the payment of all claims for wages. The
requisite machinery, of course, is given in
this clause in order to accomplish that.
There is a further clause where a company
may be incorporated for the purpose of
building a railway, or any other public
work, such as canals, telegraph lines, etc.,
where it is understood by virtue of accepting
that charter that they will be expected to
pay the labourers employed on the work,
whether it is done by themselves or by
contractors or by sub-contractors. The
bill was introduced in the House of Commons
by the hon. member f rom Glengarry, and his
long experience and knowledge of public
works no doubt prompted him to seek this
legislation in order that labourers might be
fairly dealt with in case the parties employ-
ing them should not wish to do so. After
rcceiving its second reading in the House
of Commons, the bill was referred to a
special committee, where it went through
rather a crucial test and received the special
attention of the Minister of Railways and
the Minister of Public Works, both of whom
are in accord with the bill. It is not
necessary to explain the necessity for such
a law. I have no doubt many hon gen-
tlemen present are aware of occasions that
really showed the want of such a law upon
our statute books As far as I am myself
concerned, I know of two in my own
county. For instance, when the Canada

Atlantic Railway charter was obtained, the
first company got large bonuses froin some of
the municipalities through which the railway
passed, and the bonuses were spent other-
wise than in the payment of debts due to
the labourers, and the consequence was that
the labourers never got their money. There
was another instance in the building of the
Canadian Pacitic Railway from Smith's
Falls to Montreal where a sub-contractor
had pocketed the wages of the labouring
men, who had been employed on the works
three or four months. Hô went away between
twilight and dawn. The contractors, I may
say, did not belong to the county of Glen-
garry. This bill, I submit, is very neces-
sary, and the labouring classes of the con-
munity ought to be very grateful to the
hon. gentleman who presented it to the
House, and to the government also who
have assisted him in procuring the necessary
machinery to enforce it and are willing to
have all moneys in their hands made a pre-
ferential claim, so far as the labourers are
concerned.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- 1

should like to call attention to the clauses
of the bill. I confess I had not looked atý
the clauses very attentively until a few
minutes ago. I hope the hon. gentle-
man will explain to the House how it will
be possible to follow the sub-contractors.
I can see the necessity of protecting the
labourers to the fullest possible extent, by
holding the moneys in the hands of the
government until these debts have been paid,
but a contractor taking a piece of work, his
claim for payment would rest upon the
certificate of the engineers whose duty it
is to report to the government before the
contractors can be paid from the subsidY-
Supposing the contractor requires money tO
pay his sub-contractor who employed the
men, would the government, under those
circumstances, have to send an officer to
inquire how much the subcontractor owed
to the labourers, or parties from whoni le
had purchased material which was used inl
the construction of the work, and then to
ascertain whether he is honest enough tO
pay those men before they give him the
money?

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-You
keep the deposit on the drawback.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL.-
That deposit is always kept, as the hon.
gentleman suggests, but that is dealing with
the contractor with whom the government
has entered into an agreement to perform
the work, not with the sub-contractor. The
sub-contractor is to the contractor the same
as the labourer is to the sub-contractor.
There may be a practical way of meeting
this difficulty, but it does not present itself
to me at present. I simply throw out the
suggestion in order that my hon. friend may
be able to show how this can be practically
worked out. I fully concur in the principle
of the bill, because many cases have come
under our observation in which the parties
who turnish the material for carrying on
the work have been cheated, and the unfor-
tunate labourers were also cheated out of
their earnings, and any law which can be
framed to protect them will have my sup-
port. I only noticed, in looking at the bill,
that that particular clause struck me as
being one which it would be impossible, to,
ny mind, to carry out practically.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-1 beg to state
in reply to what the hon. First Minister has
said, that it appears there is a typographical
error in the first line of the fifth clause;
that is, in the word " such," which ought
not to be there. That would make this
clause refer to the former clauses, though
it bas reference more particularly to
companies that get their charters here
and accept them, with the understand-
ing that they are to pay the labour-
ers. Now, clause six lias no reference
to the government, but simply to the
Company getting their charter here, who
employ a contractor or sub-contractor
to do the work, and then the foreman of
such work is to notify the company within
a certain time-I think it says within two
months-and they. are the parties to see
that the labourers are paid, and not the
government.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I hope the promoter
of this bill will take the advice of the First
Minister. There is no doubt that the evil
Which this bill is intended to remove has
Prevailed for a great many years, and there
Can be no question that if any speedy and
easy remedy could have been found it would
have been adopted by Parliament long ago.
The bill is in the right direction, but I quite

agree with the leader of the house in think-
ing that in its present shape, at any rate, it
is more or less imperfect. In addition to
the point to which the hon. First Minister
has referred, I desire to call the attention of
the House to what I consider a most serious
omission in this bill. The bill provides that
under certain circumstances the government
may pay the labourers, but it does not con-
tain any provision that the amount paid to
the labourers shall be deducted from the
amount payable to the contractors. As I
read the bill, the government might pay the
labourers, and the contractors could still
sue for the amount of money unpaid to them.
It would be necessary in order to remedy
that to provide that there is no loop hole
through the existence of which the country
might be obliged to pay for public works
twice over. We have already in some
cases paid for public works vastly more than
we should, and I do not think that we
should leave any opening for increasing that
practice in the future. The hon. gentleman
proposes to introduce "each" for "such"
in the 5th clause.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-No; eliminate
"such."

Hon. Mr. POWER-I was going to say,
it occurs to me that in order that this
measure may receive the attention which it
demands, it might be a wise step on the part
of the hon. gentleman to move that it be
referred to a special committee, because in
a committee of the whole House, measures
do not as a rule receive the careful and
minute consideration that they sometimes
require.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-I am anxious
to get this bill through as quickly as possi-
ble. If it were not for that, I would accept
the suggestion thrown out by the hon. mem-
ber from Halifax. I therefore move that
the bill be referred to a committee of the
whole House on Thursday next, in order
that we may get it through at once.

The motion was agreed to.

TýIE PRINTING OF PARLIAMENT,
The order of the day being read :
Consideration of the second report of the Joint

Conmittee of both Houses on the Printing of Par-
liament.
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Hon. Mr. DEVER said :-The Chairman
of the Printing Committee is still absent
and I would therefore suggest that this
report be allowed to stand.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I
would call attention to the fact that many
important reports have not been printed,
.owing to the delay in adopting thîs report.
There is one especially, the report of the
Alaska Boundary Commission, which
should be printed and distributed. Would
it not be well to have that printed without
waiting to have the report of the commit-
tee adopted i I shall move to-morrow that
this report be printed.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
do not think that is the regular mode. It
is moving a motion which would incur an
expenditure of moncy. If we let it be un-
derstood that the clerk is to have that re-
turn printed, then it would afterwards be
covered by the adoption of the report.

The motion was allowed to stand.

The Senate then adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, 8th April, 1896.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE LIVE CATTLE EXPORT TRADE.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON moved-

important question of the preservation of
our own herds of cattle. Ever since 1892
our cattle have been scheduled from entering
Great Britain and being transported into
the interior for sale there as stockers. Be-
fore that we had the privilege of sending
our cattle across and either selling them at
the port of entry, or sending them to the
interior to any of the cattle markets, fromr
one market to another, wherever the most
profitable sale for them could be obtained.
In consequence of the dread that the Eng-
lish people have of the spread of infectious
diseases, this was forbidden, rightly or
wrongly, so far as the health of our cattle is
concerned, I am not prepared to say. How-
ever, I am quite aware of the fact that the
people of England attach immense import-
ance to the most stringent measures being
taken for the preservation of the health Of
the cattle and for the prevention of the
spread of disease. The efforts that they make
are of a most unusual character. They
have, of course, enormous herds of cattle.
In catering to the large population that
is centered in the United Kingdom, large
herds of cattle are stabled, stall fed and
fed artificially, and it becomes very neces-
sary indeed that the most stringent
regulations for the preservation of those
herds should be taken. A neighbour of mine
in Manitoba, who had come out froIn
England, told me that the inspector came
to his stables one day in England and
slaughtered and burnt one hundred head,
every single animal he possessed, because Of
the infection of one or two animals in that
herd. I only mention that incident to point
out to you that the most valuable animails
may be destroyed-that no respect to price
or quality or anything else entered into the
question. Those animals happened to be in
the same stable in which one of the animals

That an humble address be presented to His 1 was infected with the disease of pleura-
Excellency the (overnor General, praying that neumonia and the whole herd had to be
His Excellency will be pleased to cause to be laid t
before the Senate, a copy of all papers relating to destroyed. He had no redress except what
the preservation of the heaith of Canadian herds the law provided as compensation for that.
of cattle and other live stock, and also inquired I have no doubt that he was compensate
what steps are taken to insure the healthfulness of to a degree, but of course no conipensation
all live stock shipped from Canadian ports. could make up for the loss of his whole herd.

He said :--I do not know that any That is just one instance that was brought
more interesting or important question can before my own notice, and it shows Yo0

be brought before this House than the one what stringent measures they take in Great
which I have placed on the order paper. Britain for the purpose of preserving the
It relates not only to a very extensive health of their herds. The question of our
portion of our export trade in agricul- cattle going in and being placed in stable
tural products, but also to the still more alongside of the herds of Great Britain,
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where they are put up for feeding, is and
has no doubt been at the bottom of the
restrictive regulations. The danger of in-
fection and the fact that we do not take
the same stringent measures that they
take themselves there, is probably the
reason why our cattle are scheduled. A great
nany think it is a measure of protection,

that in consequence of the distress in agri-
cultural districts this is done as a measure
of protection. I am not prepared to discuss
that point, but I do not know that it can
really be charged to that, the sane cattle
though not marketed in the interior, are
slaughtered and sold at the port of entry.
So that protection, so far as restriction in
sale at port of entry is concerned, affords
no protection to the British farmer in
regard to values. We find that the Scotch
farmers are dead against the action of the
British government, because they carry on
their agriculture mostly by feeding. They
grow large fields of turnips and other classes
of food for stock largely, and their agriculture
is nainly carried on by feeding in the winter,
lot breeding, but feeding in the winter, and
in the east of England it is very largely the
sane thing. In lreland it is grazing. Ire-
land raises stockers for English feeding. I
believe the export of cattle from Ireland to
England annually amounts to over 600,000
head. They are mostly stockers for feeding
purposes. It is possible the fear of Canadian
cattle entering into competition with the
exports f rom Ireland may have something to
do with the policy of which we complain,
but I am inclined to think that the
influence of the very large proportion of
the farmers of Great Britain, who are in
favour of it, would probably off set any
influence of that kind. The farmers in
England and Scotland are very anxious to
get the very best class of animals they can
for feeding purposes, healthy growing ani-
nials such as we can raise. It is a valuable
Itarket for us and a valuable industry. I
an not disposed to take the extreme view
Which a great many people take that when
We are cut off from that trade it is an absolute
loss, because it is not. It forces us to pre-
Pare our cattle at home and spend so much
flore upon them, but we probably haie not
learned the art of feeding to the sane
extent as they have in Great Britain, we
have not the capacity for feeding economi-
eally and putting the sane amount of beef
or our own animals as a rule, although we

have some excellent feeders in the country-
I am not prepared to cast a reflection on our
farmers but where this system of feeding is
made a specialty, as it is in the old country,
possibly they can afford to give us better
prices for our stockers and sell them than if
we were to feed then ourselves and sell them
at the port of entry at Liverpool. However
that may be, J am not prepared to say that
it is an unmixed evil, if it teaches us the value
of our cattle in the winter time, of growing
turnips and bringing about rotation of crops
and extending our agricultural industries.
However, it is not desirable that we should
be excluded from a trade of that kind, for
there are districts, especially in Manitoba
and the North-west Territories, where
our grazing is very fine and very rich,
where on pasture alone we can mature
our animals at a very early age and
send them home in good condition, weighty
animals, requiring the minimum of food
in order to make them bring very good
prices indeed, and therefore, for us on the
western prairies, and possibly in many dis-
tricts of Canada, where the grazing is good,
it is a disappointment to many of our far-
mers to be cut off from that trade. I think
that our government should put forth every
effort they possibly can in order to secure
the continuance of that trade if it is pos-
sible. The determination of the British
government seems very great, a9 d in the
face of the opposition to the bill that is
now pending there, they must have some
very good reason indeed for their determina.
tion to maintain the exclusion of Canadian
cattle. It is not in a spirit of unfriendliness,
and I doubt very much really if it is in a
spirit of protection.

Hon. Mr. COCHRANE-I think it is.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-That is a matter
of opinion. It is in order to extract such
an opinion from such men as my hon. friend
who has just spoken that I have brought
this question before the House. At any
rate, he will give me credit for attempting
to sif t the thing in order that his cattle,
which he exports so largely and which have
such a fine character, should not be excluded
fron the very best markets.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-The finest cattle
that ever went to England.
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Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yes, the finest
cattle that ever went to England. I do not
know that he loses so very much by the
restrictive policy in England, because they
are in a condition for beefing at once, and J
do not know that he suffers to such an ex-
tent as many of our farmers who have not
the facilities for preparing them so highly as
the hon. Senator from Compton is able
to do-off the grass-but what I desire
to point out is that the British
government take these stringent measures
because they are desperately anxious
to prevent the spread of disease among their
herds, and that they shall not be put to the
expense of slaughtering large herds of
cattle through possible infection. It will
be in the recollection of many hon. gentle-
man that fearful devastation which took
place when the rinderpest, some thirty years
ago, spread over the whole British Isles and
the loses at that time were enormous, and I
have no doubt that it is the dread of con-
tagious diseases being brought to their
shores by cattle over which they have no
control that is forcing the British govern-
ment to pass this particular bill. In order
to show that we are not without friends in
Great Britain, I will read an extract from a
speech made by Mr. Price, a member of
parliament, when the cattle bill was up for
discussion. He said:-

To the people of Norfolk it was, indeed, the
most important question which had come before
the legislature for manv years, and they were
greatly opposed to the principle of this measure.
On the 14th instant, at a meeting of the Norfolk
Chamber of Agriculture, held at Norwich, a reso-
lution was passed hostile to the present bill, and
not a single word was said in its favour.
(Hear, hear.) At the present moment the
condition of things in Norfolk was absolu-
tely desperate, but the permanent exclusion
of Canadian cattle would complete their state
of utter ruin. He contended that in order to
have a proper ground for the permanent exclusion
of Canadian cattle the government must show a
distinct case of danger of enormous injury being
inflicted upon certain portions of the country for
safety and benefit to other parts. Whenever the
question of risk was considered the Board of Agri-
culture said that the disease was highly infectious ;
when, however, it was pointed out that in Canada,
if the disease was very infections, it must have
iniected the Canadian herds long before, the board
said the disease was very slightly infectious, if at
all. According to the experts of the board, only
sixteen cases of disease had been brought over.
He could only find in the books five or six such
cases; but whatever the number, it was very
small. The Canadian government contended that
they had never had a case of infectious pleuro-

pneumonia there, and that they could not, there-
fore, slaughter the animals. He believed the feW
cases that had arrived here had acquired the dis-
ease in transit. From 1880 to 1890 the Canadians
imported into this country 1,300,000 odd cattle,
among which there was not a single case of
disease. In 1890, at the time of the great epidemic
over here, there was one suspicious case ; but
from 1890 to 1892 more than 200,000 cattle had
come over from Canada, while no suspicious case
occurred until September, 1892. After that date
until the period when the Order in Council direct-
ed compulsory slaughter of Canadian cattle on1
their arrival came into force, soine 13,000 Canadian
cattle were landed, all of which were found to be
free from disease. The Board of Agriculture had
not made a proper microscopical or bacteriological
examination of the so-called diseased cattle, with-
out which it was impossible for even experts to
establish the exact nature of the disease. The
Canadian government had made the very handsone
offer to the Board of Agriculture, that if the latter
would send over their own experts to examine the
cattle in that country they would pay all the
expenses incurred. * * * That, at all events,
was a mark of the confidence which the Canadian
government had in the health of their cattle. Ife
suggested that if the bill were read a second time,
with a view to giving time for further investiga-
tions, a clause should be inserted to the effect that
on and after ist January, 1897, it should be coml'
petent to the Privy Council, on the recommenda-
tion of the Board of Agriculture to allow the
importation of colonial cattle under such regula-
tions as the Board of Agriculture might think
proper. He sincerely hoped that the right hon.
gentleman would not be successful in passing the
bill ; but, if he should succeed in so doing, he
trusted that the right hon. gentleman, in view Of
the serious injury this measure would inflict upOII
the east of England and Scotland, would introdulce
some such provision as that which he had suggested,
in order to meet the views of those who objected
to the bill. (Hear, hear.)

Now hon. gentleman that is a very valuable
contribution to the question that I have
brought before the leader of the goverl-
ment, and it only shows the anxiety of
prominent men and Boards of Agriculture
and farmers of all kind that the privilege-
should be extended-quite as anxious as WO
are to have the privilege of being able to
send to British farmers our cattle, and as 1
said before, I am inclined to think that the
fear of contagion has a great deal more to
do with it than anything else. So far 8
our own Canadian cattle are concerned, 1
am quite aware that they are comparatively
free from any disease, but at the same tilne
when Ôur herds increase, when they are col-
fined in stables, when they are highly fed,
especially our bulls, it is possible that
disease may be generated and may creep il
unless great watchfulness on the part of the
authorities, both by warning farmers CO-
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tinually of the danger of contagious disease, i
and looking continually after the health of
herds, in order that any disease may be
controlled by watchfulness, on the prin-
ciple that prevention is better than
cure. Injudicious feeding will undermine
the constitution of an animal and will
make it, or its progeny, more liable to
disease than when the preservation of
health has been duly guarded. There
is another thing also which I have
ao doubt weighs very largely with the
British government in this matter, and
that is that we export not only Canadian
but foreign cattle also from our own ports.
We saw in the paper the other day that
2,300 head of United States cattle were
shipped from the port of St. John. Now
we have no control over these cattle. We
cannot say whether they are diseased or
infected in any manner at all, and what
precautions are we taking in regard to those
animals? They go over as Canadian cattle;
they go over in Canadian steamboats.

Hon. Mr. COCHRANE-They do not
go as Canadian cattle at all. There are
proper precautions taken with regard to
those cattle going through.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-That is exactly
what I have asked the question for. The hon.
gentleman from Comptonisprobably aware of
this himself, because he is a very large ship-
per, but the public don't know and the pub-
lic want te know, and it is essential that
the public, who are interested. should know
that these precautions are taken. What I
Say is that if 2,300 cattle go from the port
·of St. John te Liverpool on a Canadian
steamer, they are generally looked upon and
accepted as Canadian cattle. They go on a
Vessel which will probably carry our own
eattle, and I want to know what the precau.
tions are that the hon. gentleman alluded te.
I bring facts before the notice of the gov-
ernment, and it is a question whether we
s8hould let the entry of cattle into England
go in order that we may secure the carrying
trade of cattle f rom the United States, or
*ut off the carrying trade of cattle from the
'United States, in order that we may con-
trol entirely the health of our own cattle
here. These are questions which are worthy
Of consideration and worthy te be brought
before the notice of the government, and the
Object of my question is merely te elicit that

nformation and to impress upon the govern-
ment the advisability of leaving no stone
unturned in order that this bill, that is
now being passed in England shall not
be of such a character that we shall be per-
manently excluded; that if we can take
such measures as satisfy the government
that our precautions are ample for the
preservation of the health of our own
animals and for the prevention of the dis-
semination of disease through carelessness
on our part, and if they are of such a char-
acter that they can relax the operation.of
that bill in our favour. I believe, myself,
that if we were to offer to the British govern-
ment to make such arrangements as are
satisfactory to them that probably they
would relax the bill to that extent. As
I said before, it is not f rom un-
friendlessness, and I doubt very much if it
is for protection. I think it is an honest
desire on their part to protect the vast
herds of valuable animals that they them-
selves possess. However, it is one of those
questions that requires to be taken in time.
The bill is now on its passage through the
British House of Commons, and of course
when it is once passed it will be much more
difficult to undo the evil, and as Mr. Price
of Norfolk suggests:-

If the bill were read a second time with a view
to giving time for further investigations, a clause
should be inserted to the effect that on and after
1st Jan., 1897, it should be competent to the Privy
Council on the recommendation of the Board of
Agriculture to allow the importation of colonial
cattle under such regulations as the Board of Agri-
culture may think proper.

Now, if our government could secure the
insertion of such a clause as is suggested
there by the representative of Norfolk, they
would accomplish a great deal for the farmers
of Canada. The farmers would at any rate
feel that there was some prospect of the
schedule being taken away under certain
circumstances, and a restoration of this valu-
able trade in stockers would take place in
the interests of our farmers.

Hon. Mr. COCHRANE-It is very rare,
in fact I do not know that it has occurred
more than once or twice in twenty years,
that I have risen te speak a word in debate
here, and I do not intend te say much now,
but the subject which the hon. gentleman
has brought up is one with which possibly I
may be a little more familiar than many hon.
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members here. At the outset I must differ
from him. He is very sensitive about our
English friends and thinks that it is not
protection they want. I believe it is purely
and simply protection. Is it possible that
we could have had pleuro-pneumonia in this
country and never discovered it ? People
who know anything about the breeding or
handling of cattle, and anything about
cattle diseases, know that it would not be
possible to have it in a herd without it mak-
ing itself known. It is the most contagious
of diseases. In my opinion the English
policy is simply a policy of protection. The
alleged cases of pleuro-pneumonia that have
been discovered in England have not been
cases of pneumonia, though something ap-
proaching it. Whatever cases they have
found there have been caused by bad treat-
ment on the passage and they make the
most of them. The present leader of the
other House time and again proved, when-
ever they pretended to have discovered a
case of pleuro-pneumonia, that it was
some other disease, and then it al] passed
over and there was no more trouble for the
time being. But periodically the English
authorities have found those cases, and they
seem determined to find them. I do not so
much find fault with the British farmer,
wanting pro! ection ; but 1 do find fault with
them for not calling it by the right name,
instead of misrepresenting us to other coun-
tries. There are other markets for our store
cattle, France, Belgium and other parts of
Europe, but they say " England says you
have disease in your herds and we cannot
take your cattle." If our English friends
would simply say " we will not let your
cattle in here alive, but will have them
slaughtered at the port of entry," instead of
cursing us in the eyes of other nations, there
could be no objection. As to sending our
stockers to the old country, there is a cer-
tain portion of this Dominion to which,
perhaps, it is an advantage, but the exclu-
sion of our live stock does not look to me
such a grave evil after all. I believe that
we should feed our cattle and ripen them
and get all there is in them. Itleaves
our farms better-we are feeding out our
coarse grains, and as the hon. gentleman from
Shell River says, with the exception of a
very few of our farmers we are not so well
up in the business as the Scotch and others
in the old country. I admit the correctnss
of that to a certain extent, but there is no

reason why we cannot learn to feed our
cattle and ship them as beef. In reference
to the North-west cattle, if I consulted my
personal interest in this matter, I should
rather have them scheduled than the other
way. Our cattle are compelled to be
slaughtered. While the ports were open
and free to everybody, our cattle had alwayS
to be slaughtered, sirmply because we could
not take thein over they were so wild, but
still, as a rule, they were fit to be slaughtered
when they went there, so I do not think it
is such a great grievance after all ; but this
is the grievance, that they curse us in the
eyes of other countries, and I think it is
quite right that the government should make
every protest they possibly can, but I do not
believe their protests will amount to anY-
thing.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON (Welland)-It is
very gratifying to this House and the coun-
try to hear a gentleman of the knowledge
and extended experience of the hon-menber
f rom Compton bearing the testimony that he
has borne in this House as to the healthy
condition of our cattle, and also giving con-
tradiction to what might be rash statements
when they are published in the press and
handled in the old country against the inte-
rests of Canada. I believe this motion 18
exceedingly ill-timed when our friends in
England are endeavouring to prevent the
passage of the bill now before the British
House of Cominons. The hon. gentleman
from Shell River has delivered a speech in'
which he says that we are not taking care,
and have not taken the care in this countrY
that they take in England, to prevent disease
from getting amongst Canadian herds.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I never made anY
such statement.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON (Welland)-The
statement was badly made but I think that
it is very fairly interpreted to mean that.
Although perhaps in its literal terms it doCs
not say so, it is an insinuation that we have
disease among our herds, because tho hol.
gentleman wishes to know what measures the
Canadian government are taking to stop that
disease.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON- I never insinuate.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON (Welland)-That
is the whole tenor of the motion,-he wants
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to inquire whether the Canadian govern-
ment is taking active measures for the pur-
pose of obliteratíng disease in this country,
and what measures they are taking to
prevent the export of diseased cattle from
this country.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The hon. gentle-
man must not mis-quote me. If he will
read the question I have asked he will see
that I am asking for copies of papers relat-
ing to the preservation of the health of
Canadian herds of cattle and other live stock,
and inquiring what stepa are taken to ensure
the healthfulnessof all live stock shipped from
Canadian ports. Is there anything in that
question, I should like to !ask the hon.
gentleman, in which I insinuate that there
is disease in Canadian cattlel

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON (Welland) -The
Ontly question in England to-day is as to
Whether any other disease than pleuro-
Pneumonia prevai!s, so this motion, as inter-
Preted in England, will mean that particular
disease which the English people object to
as going i4to their country. I would just
like to bear testimony oni one particular
Point and that is the subject of protection
la England. I met the deputation of tenant
farmers when they were in this country, and
discussing this question with them, I said:
Is it possible that you are seeking protection
in England? The answer wás " why not
We farmers be protected in England as well
as you farmers in Canada? Why are we
'ot entitled to a ineasure of that kind as
much as you are entitled to it in Canada ?"
I said, as the hon. member f rom Compton
has said, "we have no objection to that in
Canada, but we do object to your brand-
11g the cattle of this country as
being unfit to enter any market. Put it
1-Pon the ground of protection, as we honestly
do in Canada, and we have no objection
Whatever to your policy." That was my
eliswer to that. The hon. gentleman from
Shell River says that we are comparatively
free from disease. What disease is com-
Plained of in England? Pleuro-pneumonia.
<'We are comparatively f ree "-that is the
statement on the floor of this House, that
ee are comparatively free from pleuro-pneu-

on(Kia in this country. When the govern-
ment has said time and again, and when the
e3Perts employed by this country have stated
time and again that there was no such disease
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in Canada, the hon. gentleman says we
are comparatively free. I say we are en-
tirely free from pleuro-pneumonia, so far as
any knowledge we have, and so far as any
testimony we can find, will bear out.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The hon. gentle-
man is again putting words into my mouth
that I never uttered. The rules of debate
are being transgressed in a most improper
way. I never uttered such words as would
imply that we had pleuro-pneumonia in
Canada.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON (Welland) - I
have not said the hon. gentleman did, but
certainly the hon. gentleman's motion bears
towards the one point. The disease they
are seeking legislation to provide against in
England is pleuro-pneumonia. No other
disease can be referred to by this motion but
the one disease, and he says in his speech
that we are comparatively free from disease.
What disease, I ask ? Can any other inter-
pretation be put upon the hon. gentleman's
words than the interpretation that the
peculiar disease which they object to in
England is the disease referred to by the hon.
gentleman's speech in this House. There.
fore, I object to that altogether, and I think
the government ought to enter a protest
against the passage of any such motion by
this hon. body, because we are affecting large
interests, in which millions of dollars of the
farmers' money of this country are invested.
We are here to care for and protect those
interests, and before a motion like this is
allowed to pass the Senate there ought to be
definite and explicit information that it
is necessary, or that we have such disease
in this country. I think Canada is pre-
pared to admit it, if there is a sufficiently
fair ground to say that it exists, and
they are prepared to say " we will
not endeavour to export or will not
allow the exportation of cattle that will
destroy the herds in England," on the
ground that we· have no such disease in
this country. If we have no such disease
in this country, then I say this motion is
unnecessary, and particularly ill timed just
now, and if it were allowed to pass this
House it would produce a great deal of
mischief, perhaps not only in England but
in every other country to which we desire to
export cattle. The hon. gentleman from
Compton also said that the leader in the Up-
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per House in England had said that cattle, by
exposure tQ cold on board ship, &c., con-
tract some disease such as we would call in
an individual bronchitis, perhaps inflamma-
tion of the lun!s in their closed places on
those ships. Those diseases have been, I
believe, mistaken by honest men in England
and interpreted to be pleuro-pneumonia, but
we all know that individuals, as well as
cattle, in crossing the Atlantic at unseason-
able times of the year, are liable to colds,
and liable not only to inflammation of the
bronchial tubes, but are liable to inflammation
of the mucous tissue of the bronchial
tubes, inflammation of the lungs, and
inflammation of the substance itself, and
it would require a very great expert
with the most powerful microscope to detect
whether or nýot it is pleuro-pneumonia,
but we know that such disease does not
exist in this country. I believe that is the
universal testimony of all who know any-
thing at all about it. If the disease does
not exist in this country, it cannot be con-
tracted by crossing the Atlantic and it does
not exist I believe in England at all in the
Canadian herds. J just wish to say again
that I believe this motion before the House
ought not to be allowed to pass and the
government, if they will excuse me for sug-
gesting, ought to enter their protest against
any such speeches being made at this par-
ticular tine in this House, or such motions
being submitted for our consideration.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not always see
eye to eye with the hon. gentleman from
Shell River, and I do not say that I see eye
to eye with him in the present instance, but
I must protest against the language which
has been used with reference to his speech
and his motion. What is the hon. gentle-
man's motion :-

That an humble Address be presented to His
Excellency the Governor General; praying that
His Excellency will be pleased to cause to be laid
before the Senate, a copy of all papers relating to
the preservation of the health of Canadian herds
of cattle and other live stock ; and also, will inquire
what steps are taken to insure the hEalthfulness of
all live stock shipped fron Canadian ports.

That is a perfectly reasonable and proper
motion. If the government of this country
have done their duty in this matter, they
ought to be delighted that the hon. gentle-
man should have, by this motion, given themn
an opportunity to show to this country and

to England that they have done their duty;
and the position taken by the hon. gentle-
man from Niagara is a most extraordinarY
position for any hon. gentleman to take-
to say that when an hon. member asks for
information to show what the government
have been doing, he is doing a thing which
is calculated to injure the reputation Of
Canadian cattle in the old country and all
over the world. I am surprised. If I were
in the place of the lion. First Minister 1
should feel anything but grateful to the hon.
gentleman from Niagara for the line he has
adopted. I have no dout-at least I trust
that the government have been doing their
duty in the way of looking after our Canl-
dian cattle and seeing that they are kept
free from disease. I trust that the go% ern
ment have taken every step which they
could reasonably be expected to take for the
purpose of keeping disease out of Canadian'
herds, and that they have been doing their
whole duty in the matter; and if they ha e,
they could ask for nothing better than just
this resolution which the hon. gentleman
from Shell River has moved.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Both the hon-
gent'eman from Hillhurst and the hOn•
gentleman fr9m Niagara have discussed the
question as to what is really at the botto"'
of this movement against the admission Of
Canadian cattle into England; and they say
it is protection. Well, I do not think we
need trouble ourselves about that. It does
not concern us just now. The duty of Ca'a-
dian statesmen is to give to protectionist'
if the people who are trying to exclu'le Our
cattle are protectionists--not the slightest
pretext upon which to shut out our cattle
It is very well, hon. gentlemen, to stand
up in this House and say that there is no
cattle disease in Canada. As far as I a
aware, there is none, but our saying tha
bas not the slightest effect upon the Wi'9
of the members of the Board of Agriculture,
or whatever the department is that deals
with this matter in England. The author-
ities in England have acted upon the report
of experts. It is true it has been state
that those experts did not know what the
were doing, or were biassed, and other thilg8

of that sort have been said, but the DePart'
ment of Agriculture in England will noV be
influenced by what is said here in that co"'
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nection. It will be influenced more by
the reports of its own experts, and I think
we should bear- in mind, hon. gentlemen,
this-some years ago, about the time when
the High Commissioner went down to
Liverpool and took his coat off, did his
duty and for once did something for the
moneyi he was costing the country the
Imperial government sent a despatch to the
governm-nt here in connection with this
natter, which was not answered for a year.

The Imperial government asked the govern-
ment here to do certain things. Some of
those things have not been done, and in other
cases, as for instance in connection with the
transport of United States cattle through
Canadian territory, the Canadian govern-
ment at first took steps to isolate the United
States cattle in transit through this country
from any possible contact with other cattle,
but after a while, because the railway com-
panies I presume felt that that was incon-
venient and expensive, these regulations
were relaxed. I am not an agriculturalist ;
I know nothing about the cattle market in
England, and it may be true as the hon.
gentleman f rom Hillhurst says that it is not
a very serious loss to us to have our cattle
scheduled in England. I so understood the
hon. gentleman from Hillhurst, but there is
]no doubt that if we do not wish our cattle
scheduled, our government here should have
taken pains to follow out to the very letter
the directions and requests and instructions
Which came from the Imperial government,
and that they have not done. With respect
to this question as to the value of the Eng-
lish market to store cattle, I think there
are differences of opinion. Gentlemen
who own such herds as are owned by the
hon. gentleman from Hillhurst may be
Perfectly satisfied to have their cattle
slaughtered on arrival at the Englisih
maarket. But the great bulk of Canadian
,cattle are not of that kind, and the great
bulk, or a very large proportion at any rate,
Of Canadian farmers are not at the present
timae able to fit their cattle for slaughter
tnimediately upon arrival in England, and it
is suggested-I have heard it before in
connection with other matters-things that
Were very desirable while we had them and
'Which we had lost-that the right to land
Our cattle alive in England is not a very
desirable thing after all. The attitude as-
suned by the government and their friends
in connection with some of these matters
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reminds one very much of the attitude as-
sumed by the fox who had lost his tail and
who had tried to persuade all the other foxes
that tails were useless encumbrances. I
think if you polled the Canadian farmers to-
day you would find a very large majority of
them would be very much in favour of the
restoration of the privileges which they have
heretofore enjoyed in the English market,
and if it is a good thing for the Canadian
farmer that his cattle should be excluded
from the English market, why is it that so
much credit is claimed for the ex-High
Commissioner for his services in prevent-
ing those cattle being scheduled i You
cannot blow hot and cold. Either it is
a good thing that the Canadian cattle should
be scheduled, or it is a bad thing, and if it
is a bad thing that they should be scheduled,
then the action of the High Commissioner
was meritorious. If it was a good thing,
then the High Commissioner was acting in
a most unpatriotic manner in doing any-
thing to prevent our cattle being scheduled.
I trust the hon. Leader of the government
will be in a position to stand in his place in
this House and assure the hon. gentleman
from Shell River, and assure the whole
House, that every possible step which should
have been taken by the government to secure
the immunity of our herds from pleuro-
pneumonia has been taken, and that he will
be able to inform the House before he sits
down that, when the papers are laid on the
Table, they will show that fact most conclu-
sively. That is the way in which we shall
beiefit our reputation in England, and may
do something to prevent the passing of the
measure which is now before the British
parliament, but it is not by attempting to
suppress discussion.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I feel a little
delicacy in rising to make any remarks on
this question, knowing that there are many
hon. gentlemen in this House who know
more about it than I do. There has been a
good deal said about the advantages and dis-
advantages of keeping our cattle out of
England under the present regulation, but
I am perfectly satisfied that it would be
much better eventually for the people of this
country that our stockers should be fed here
and completed here. There is quite a dif-
ference in the prices of the food that is con-
sumed to feed the cattle here and in Great
Britain. What it takes to feed them is much
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cheaper here than in the old country. The
hon. gentleman f rom Shell River stated that
it is not protection that the English farmers
want. Then what is it i Have not the
government of this country offered them
every possible facility for investigation?
Have they not said, "if you send your ex-
perts over to this country we will pay your
expenses?" We have offered tu pay all the
expenses necessary to come and inspect our
herds in this country, because we know that
we have no disease among them. If that is
not satisfactory I do not know what is.
What more can we do? If they are going
to shut us out in that way, all we can do is
to complete our cattle here and of
course there is an advantage in that.
As I understand, when cattle are shipped
here they are shipped at so much per
head, and not so much per pound. Then
if you complete our cattle here, and make
them fit for the market, as the hon. member
from Hillhurst says, they can slaughter
them at the place of embarkation or on
landing them, and I do not know, after
al], that we are going to lose so nuch by
it. What else can we do ? Are we
going to do any more ? If the govern-
ment have not done what is just and proper
to try to keep disease out of the country, we
know the result anyway. We have not got
pleuro-pneumonia in Canada. It has never
been proved that we have got it, and yet
they say we should take precautions to do
so and so. I know, of course, we are ship-
ping United States cattle from the port of
St. John, N.B., and I should like to get a
little explanation of that There should be
some inspection to see that those cattle are
healthy in every respect before they are
shipped. My hon. friend says they are
shipped as Canadian cattle. Well, that
cannot be ; they are not the products of the
country. They must be shipped as United
States cattle.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Sir Charles Tup-
per, in his address before the Montreal
Board of Trade, said that we laboured under
the difficulty that a great many of the
Canadian cattle that were exported were
lost as Canadian cattle because they went
from New York, and, per contra, the United
States cattle that were shipped from the
port of St. John were shipped as Canadian
cattle.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I do not care
what Sir. Charles Tupper says. The busi-
ness of the country must be done in a dif-
ferent way from that. The bill of lading
must say where the cattle came from.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-All
cattle pass through the country in bond
under quarantine surveillance.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Yes, and if we
ship cattle through the United States theY
should pass through in bond too. I feel
perfectly satisfied, and I think the people
of this country feel satistied that the Cana-
dian government have done all they can to
assist the farmers in this matter and I feel
satisfied too that the object of the farmers
of Great Britain is to keep Canadian cattle
out to prevent competition. of course
many Scotch farmers are anxious to have
the privilege of buying stockers-that is
catttle half fed and complete them there.
If the British farmers want protection, all
we can do is feed our cattle here, and if
they try to shut us out altogether, we must
slaughter them here and send home beef-
J think we can do that by and by. Al'y
country that will raise wheat and beef is
a pretty safe country to live in generallY-
We can raise plenty of both here. All WO
want is a little encouragement, and we wi
be able to get along.

Hon. Mr. COCHRANE-I should like tO
say one or two words which I omitted. 1
mentioned that it is protection for the Eng'
lish farmer that is taught in England. Wel'
i do not take that back at all. Of couree
there is a large proport ion of English farjel
and landlords who are interested in the e'
clusion of our cattle. You might get the
impression from what J said that the exclu-
sion of our cattle is no great loss. Perhap?
it is not, but there is certainly a loss even "
we finish our cattle here, and that is this•
If our cattle that are finished here ready for
the block were delivered in Liverpool or
London, or any of those points, and the
small butcher in the English town cound
come and buy five or six or more of theu
and move them out to his own place sa
slaughter them, he would get more for ther0

and could afford to give two or three dollolE
or perhaps five dollars a h'ead more than hd
could for the carcass, simply because he cou1a
make more of the animal, and when he geâ
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that home he slaughters that beef and if it had donetheirdutywith regard tothismatter,
is good it is sold as the best English or theyshould notcomplainof having thesubjeet
Scotch, and no doubt it is just as good. I brought up in this buse and inquiries made
believe it is. Still there is that prejudice. with regard to it. 1 may state distinctly for
That is one point that I wished to bring out the government that, as far as an inquiry into
which I neglected to mention in the first its conduct in regard to this question is con-
place. cerned, we have nothing to fear in any

discussion that may take place in this Huse
Hon. Mr. O'DONOHOE-The import- or in the country. I think I can convince the

ance of this question is recognized not only fouse, if any hon. gentleman lacks informa-
in this House but in every assembly of men tion on th- subject, that the government has
in Canada. The importance of it is over- done its duty, in regard to this question, at
powering. The difference between the hon. every stage of it for a number of years past
gentleman from Welland and the hon. gentle- in fact, ever since it has assumed the form
rnan from Shell River seems to be, that the that it now presents. The complaint is not
one would say nothing lest there should be that the governnent is questioned on the
Mnore or less of a tinge, while the other hon. subject or that the government suffers from
gentleman goes for protection. He wants insinuations which have been made that it
to state to England and the world, that the has not done its duty, but I understood my
people of Canada are determined to preserve hon. friend from Welland and My hon. friend
their herds, and England will be obliged to from Compton to object to these motions and
say that we take proper preventive meas- discussions, because thetendency wastocreate
Ures. Let us not be ashamed to apply every an impression abroad that we admitted the
remedy, and we have nothing to fear. There existence of pleuro-pneumonia in Canada.
18 no proof that there is any taint in the cattle The hon. gentleman from Welland c]aimed
of Canada. No one has said so. If there that the trend of this discussion was
18 not, is it noh our duty to prevent it Vo lead to the impression that there was
&ppearing among our cattie, and Vo prevent pleuro-pneumonia in the cattie of this
contact with those herds of other coun- country. That was the trend of the argu-
tries which might affect our herds. Let ment, that if the British public took any
Us use prevention rather than have Vo notice of a discussion going on here, they

iresort to cure by and by. That is our satest would be inclined to believe that there was
course, I am satisfied, and I believe this ion. pleuro pneumonia among our cattle. We
louse, as well as other ldgislative bodies in should discuss this question with the ful

Canada, will lay aside every consideration information that we have on the subject our-
aid unite in such prevention. Neither selves. We know very well that there is no
for persona] nor for politica] reasons should pleuro-pneumonia in Canada. That is so
the importance of tiRs question be minified. settled in the minds of hon. gentlemen that
The bouse should be one about applying it is not necessary to discuss it in this bouse.
every rernedy that is known to science to Youmight just as well talk about having
Prevent the disease corning into Canada, and small pox in our principal cities and not
Wben that state of thints exists for a very know it. goleuro-pneumonia is just as th-
Short time our cattle will be -welcomed in fectious and dangerous among cattle as fmali
PEngland, but not if you commence to cry pox is in the human family and the idea of
Out there is no disease and circulate that pleuro-pneumonia being in Canada without
report through the world. You wil f be the country being cognizant of it is ridiculous.
doing an injury do the people of Canada by Up to 1892 the British government admitted
taking that course, and I arn satisfied thatthe Canadian cattle into their market
cerrent of thought that flowed from the hon. without being laughtered at the port of
Utember from Shell River tending to prevent entry, whi e they applied restrictions to
the introduction of the disease into Canada United States cattle, drawing a distinction
os the surest way to preserve the cattle of in our favour because we had noV any contag-
this country. ious diseases amongst our cattle while the re-

striction against United States cattle was a
c on. Mr. FERGUSON(P.E.a.c-My hon. dclaration that pleuro-pneumonia existed

friendtheseniormember foralifaxdropped in that country. Fro 1892 up to the
s remark to this effect, that if the government present time, Canadian cattle have also been
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scheduled, and an effort has been made in
Great Britain to sustain the charge that there
is pleuro-pneumonia amongst our cattle.
During the three years following 1892,
cfficers of the British Board of Agriculture
were most industrious in their examination
of our cattle. They made most industrious
efforts, I might almost say for the purpose
of fastening pleuro-pneumonia on Canadian
cattle, yet of 200,000 head of Canadian
cattle landed in Great Britain during those
three years, only twelve were even suspect-
ed, and I think in only four or five cases
h th Biti f- i t d th teeA 1

had to go through the same process there to
stamp it out as we had to in Quebec. lad
our herds been infected with pleuro-pneu-
monia the same thing would have occurred
in 1893 and subsequent years. This fact
confirms in the strongest possible manner the
contention of the High Commissioner and
of the Canadian government that we have
had no pleuro-pneumonia; otherwise it would
have been found amongst our own herds.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Have we proper ex-
perts to examine the herds
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ave even eIl- rL s iI V o cer i r ue e a

there was such a thing as pleuro-pneumonia in Hon. Mr. FERGUSON (P.E.I.)-Yes.
any of the animals. There is another fact My hon. friend asks the question if we have
which appears,and that is that the experts in proper experts to investigate the subject-
Great Britain that were called in by the B igh
Commissioner to examine these very cattle Hon. Mr. DEVER-I spoke, not for my
that wei e so reported by the surgeons of the own information alone, but for information
British Board of Agriculture arrived at a of the public.
different conclusion altogether. I aoree
with the hon. gentlemen who have spoken Hon. Mr. FERGUSON (P.E.I.)-I might
when they say that the action of the British answer my hon. friend that if we had small-

government in this matter, in view of the pox in Canada we would know it, and if We
light we have on the subject-in view of the had pleuro-pneumonia amongst our herds we
perfect unanimity that prevails in Canada would know it even without experts in a
to-day that we have no pleuro-pneumonia country where we have telegraphs every-
and have not had it since this regulation where. But I may tell the hon. gentleman
was put into force-is not to preserve the that the most thorough expert investigations
health of their herds but to protect their have been made by the government of Cana
own farmers. I would just point out this da on that question. During the administra-
fact, if there were cases of pluro-pneumonia 1 tion of my hon. friend opposite (Mr. Angers)
as the British surgeons stated there were a most complete investigation was made.
in half a dozen cases, would it not have been Canadian herds were examined, the abat-
easy to trace them back to the flocks toirs were visited by experts and the lungs
from which they were selected in Canada, of more than 5,000 animals were examined
and if there was pleuro-pneumonia actually to find if any trace of pleuro-pneumonia
in the cases of these animals when they existed. Experts were sent to different
reached their destination in the old country, parts of the country, and the investigation
it would certainly be found in the herds from was not confined to the Dominion. When
which they were drafted. There was one rumours reached the Departinent of Agricul-
animal in particular, in 1893, about which ture that pleuro-pneumonia existed in the
British experts seemed to be very positive. United States, experts were sent there inl
That animal was traced to a flock near order that the government would have all
Kingston, and that flock was found to be possible information as to the nature of this
perfectly free from pleuro-pneumonia, as in- disease and be enabled to deal with it.
deed all the Canadian flocks were. How There has been no possilde means omitted
different was the case in 1888 when the by the government of Canada to look ot
Galloway herd from Scotland, that was be- for the slightest symptom of this disease and
ing shipped to Mr. McRae of Guelph, was prevent its existence or introduction into
found on landing at Quebec to be affected Canada. It is perhaps not very relevant to
with pleuro-pneumonia. Almost simul- this question that we should discuss the sub-
taneously with the outbreak of pleuro-pneu- ject as to whether it is . best W®
monia in Quebec in that herd, there should send our animals fully fed or
was an outbreak in the herd in Scotland send them away in store condition-
fromi which they were selected, and they iMy hon. friend from Halifax thought that
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Was a very important question to discuss, and which have neyer ceased to be put for-
and he enlarged on it and thought it touched ward for the purpose of watchirg for this
on the fringe of other questions. For my disease and taking every care that it is not
own part., I agree with my hon. friend who introduced into our herds, I feel that the
has spoken that it is not an uninixed evil if government has done its entire duty in the
we should lose the trade in store cattle. It matter.
would lead our farmers to feed their store
cattle before they go. But it is not well Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Js
that we should touch that part of the ques- anytbing done to distinguish United States
tion, because there is no need of having our cattie from Canadian cattie in going home
people unduly alarmed. If we lose that in Canadian ships, because they might carry
market we have others, and there are other Contagionî
'Ways of sending our meat to market. I do
not find fault with my hon. friend f rom Shell Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
River for bringing this subject before the The only distinction which could possibly be
notice of the House. I have no doubt it made would be in the bis of lading. The
was well meant on his part. At the same cattie brought from the United States pass-
time, I cannot help feeling that the tendency ing over the Short Line to St. John in bond,
of the discussion of the question in the way as United States cattie, would be shipped by
in which it has been discussed here, and in the Beaver Line, or the Donaldson Line of
the press and in another place, when the news steamers, as United States cattie, and wben
finds its wav across the Atlantic, will be to they would be landed in Glasgow or Liver-
create an impression that we are not very pool, or whatever port in Great Britain
sure whether we have pleuro-pneunonia here they were destined for, they would be there
or not, and instead of assisting the friends entered as coming from thç United States,
of Canada in opposing the bill now before unless they had some other mode of keeping
the House of Commons in England, our their trade and navigation returns than we
speeches and our actions will have a ten- have. I know that there is a false im-
dency on the contrary to help that very pression drawn from the United States
legislation to our prejudice. I am sure the trade. returns by those who have not studied
hon. member from Shell River did not mean them closely, that the exportations to Can-
anything of that kind in bringing the matter ada, for instance, of any particular article is
Up and, I dare say he will listen favourably-to quadruple what it really is. By
a suggestion of mine that he will allow the way o explanation: a short time ago, when
nâotice to drop on the understanding that all was administering the Department of
the papers on this subject that have not CustomsImadeaninvestigationintothisvery
been laid on the Table will be brought question, and, looking at the trade returns
down. Hon. members are aware that in of the United States, I found that they set
another branch of this parliament the gov- down the exportation of pork to Canada
ernîment took acti;n on this suhject by in- at 40,000,000 pounds in one year. Our
troducing a resolution setting forth the firm own trade and navigation returns only gave
Conviction of the parliament of Canada that an importation of betwcen twelve and four-
we had no pleuro-pneumonia amongst our'teen millions of pounds. The discrepancy
herds, and by solemnly putting the further occurs in tbis way: They export, say, from
declaration on record that all necessary Cincinnati or some other great pork produc-
Precautions hav-e been taken to prevent the ing centre, 100,000 pounds of ham, or bacon,
introduction of it, would have some effect as the case may be. They invoice it from
Upon the British parliament in arresting the the market in which it is produced to the
legislation now in progress, so far as it re- first Canadian port which it toucheq, gay
lates to Canada at all events. That Windsor. They then enter it in their trade
action has been taken by the govern- returns as an exportation to Canada, when,
Inent in asking the House of Commons in fact, the moment it arrives at Windsor it
to pass the resolution, and that resolution is shipped on board the Grand Trunk or
has been already communicated to the British Canadian Pacific Railway, or on a vesse],
government. Adding that to the most and forwarded to Montreal in bond, and
thorough efforts which have been put for- there shipped through as the product of the
'ward by the government for years back, United States, and it is en entered in the
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Imperial returns. The Imperial returns are I think the proper course, now that the
defective to this extent, and that is what resolution has been brought before the
Sir Charles Tupper pointed out in his speech House, is to let it pass and let the papers
to the Montreal Board of Trade a couple come done, and I have no doubt they will
of months ago. If we ship 1,000 head of cattle show the facts, but to say that after a dis-
from Canada to Portland to be there tran- cussion of this kind the motion was with-
shipped to England, they will send them to drawn wilI certainly leave an impression on
England as United States cattle, and if they the minds of the people of England that
do not go as United States cattle, the fact there was soinething concealed.
of their last port of embarkation from this
continent being a port of the United States, Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
the Imperial trade returns will show it to My hon. friend spoke on behaif of the
be an importation from the United States, Department of Agriculture, and said if the
when it should have been an importa- motion was withdrawn it would be on the
tion from Canada in transit through distinct understanding that ail papers 01,
the United States. There is where the diffi- the subject not already laid bafore parlia
culty has arisen, and there is where we have ment would be brought down. There is not
lost the credit of a large amount of exporta- a une in connection with this vhole busi
tion which has passed in transit through the ness that lias not been laid before the other
United States to Europe. Now our system buse. There is no objection to bring
is altogether different. If 1,000 head of down the papers, but there is no neCessitY,
cattle is shipped from the Western States really, for duplicating the returns alreadY
througli Canada for transportation to Europe submitted.
from Montreal, thev never enter into our
returns except as importations passing in Hon Mr. POWER-Let the hon. gentle-
transit through Canada, and they are shipped man amend bis motion to ask for the papers
as United States cattle fdrom Canada. andc not already brought down.
the fact of their being so shipped leads us to
the conclusion that the officers in England w Hon. Mr. FERGUSON (P.E.I.)-Thehon.
when they arrive, enter themn in their ctrade gentlemen will see the object of my suggesticln.
returns as United States cattle, because by adopting it he would show bis belief
they go through on what is t rmed a through that our herds are healthy and that it is the
bilmof lading. That is the operation expression of this House that we are th
of the transit trade as I know settled on this point, and at the sape tnle

from experience, and what has come every paper on the subject oud be
under my observation. We have re- broughtdown.
peated]y had applications f rom Washington
by the authorities there wbo were comp~iina Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I wish to justifY
their trade and naigationnreturns, for infor- the interruption that I made when the hoe
nation from us. at the saiHe time admittin o gentleman from Monck was speakin g with

that our trade and navigation returns were regard to the statenient of Sir Charles
much more accurately kept than their ownd Tupper before the Montreal Board of Trde

in order to, correct the defective information in January last. Sir Charles says
given in their trade returns to which I have The unacknowledged trade of the Doininion O
referred. They have sought many times for Canada i du the inperial Returns forma a considy"-
information from us and we have called able amount annually, and it is a nmatter that al

onca Mr.een PWR-et the trdeo.gnte

attention to it repeatedly in orderthatt n t a e a
awith the United Kingdom coroes to be dea tWita

Canada might not be deprived of credit for Ipubîicîy on the basis of the returns of the Board Of
the proper amount of er export trade. Trade.

Canada's Egraphical position coupled. with.the
Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman influence o the trade exchanges of the u it-

rehn se onbeaiftd Ste caten o aKingdoni with the Uniteld States, leads inevitall
theyo trou on hat is the red athroghto a considerare import and export tra<e ith
Agriculture advised the hon. gentleman Canada beig conducted through United State
from Shel River to withdraw his resolution. ports. This trade, however, invariably appejre b
My impression is that that would be Most the Board of Trade return- as purely withife
uch g mor accura ept than thewn TupperbeforeUnited Stat hBs.uwine orde to oc thedctve iformaet iFor the fiscl year ended June 3th, 1894, the

impression thatwe have somethin toconceal. officiai trade return of Canada show that thae
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value of foreign goods passing in bond through the
United States direct to the Canadian importer
amounted to $14,753,686. Of this amount fully
two-thirds ($10,000,000) probably represents im-
ports from the United Kingdoim, and Canada
therefore loses the credit in the Imperial Returns
of that sum, which goes to swell the trade with
the United States. In a similar manner the ex-
ports of Canadian products, via the United States
in bond, for the same period, is given as $11,485,-
357, almost the whole of which is sent to the
United Kingdoin, and on their arrival there credited
to the United States. On the ot her hand the
United States use the Canadian route for a portion
of their exports to the United Kingdoi, the
amount so forwarded during the same period being
$6,471,567, credited to Canada in the Imperial
returns. Thus, on balance, Canada still loses the
advaitage in the English returns on her exports to
Great Britain of $5,000,0, and on the imports
froni Great Britain $10,000,000, or a total annaally
of say $15,000,000.

It may be added that a certain quantity of im-
ports into the United States fron Great Britain
are forwarded via Canada. There are no figures
to show this trade, but it would have to be de-
ducted from the $15,000,000 above inentioned, in
order to be statistically accurate.

I might say the wheat that goes through
Buffalo from the North-west to New York,
goes probably as United States wheat.
In our returns the wheat will appear as
exports from the port of Fort William ; in
the British returns it will appear as
imports f rom the United States. That
is what I contend, that United States
cattle, shipped through Canadian ports, are
in the Imperial returns credited to Canada,
and any disease or anything else of any
kind or description that might be in those
Jnited States herds, was visited upon

Canada. Now, a part of my question is
inade up of that condition, that a portion of
the United States shipments of cattle goes
through Canad an ports, and we suffer if
there is any disease in those cattle, and my
question is to ask what steps, if any, are
being taken in order to protect Canadian
interests in that respect? I disclaim any
idea, hon. gentlemen, of the imputation that
Was cast upon me by the hon. gentleman
from Welland, that I was trying to blazon
forth to the world that pleuro-pneumonia
exists in Canada. Excepting that it bas
been brought out in Liverpool, I do not
think there is a single solitary Canadian
Who ever heard of pleuro-pneumonia among
Canadian cattle. I certainly never have
done so, and I had not the slightest idea of
giving any impression that pleuro-pneumonia
exists among Canadian cattle; but I know
the insidiousness of disease. I know our

herds will increase; I hope they will, and I
would just draw attention to this fact, that
while we ship 100,000 head of cattle to Eng-
land from a population of 5,000,000 people,
the people of Ireland, a smaller population,
ship 600,000 annually. I hope the day will
come when the agri! ulturalcapacity of Canada
will be 600,000 also. But as the herds in-
crease the responsibility of the government
for the preservation of the health of those
herds correspondingly increases, and the hon.
gentleman for Welland, who criticise me so
severely for bringing this motion before the
House, seemed to take the position that he,
being a doctor, was the only one who had
any right to deal with disease. Well I
am not prepared to take that view at all.
We have our herds to protect, we have our
families to protect and if we think there are
epidemiés abroad of any kind or description,
or liable to be abroad, it is right for us to
speak out. Take the epidemic of la grippe
in the human family ; it is known that some
are more subject to it than others, and that
when one man catches it he may distribute
it to healthy people who would not catch
it if the epidemic did not exist. We
know very well that the same thing exists
in the preservation of herds of cattle where
they are congregated 100, 200 or 300 in
stables, and that through improper feeding
thir constitutions are undermined and they
become more susceptible to disease. The
object of my motion is a patriotic one. It
is for the purpose of arousing the govern-
ment and public feeling and educating the
public through motions and discussions of
this kind as to the interest every individual
farmer has in taking the utmost precaution
in order to preserve the healthiness of the
herds of cattle, flocks of sheep and horses
which are being raised. I do not agree with
the hon. gentleman fron Welland at all that
this motion is out of place, or that it will do
any injury, or affect, except in a beneficial
way, the bill that is now going through the
English House of Commons, because it will
show the people of England that we are
fully alive to the very features that have
caused them to take such stringent measures
for the preservation of their own cattle.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-I have listened with
a great deal of pleasure to the debate, and
instead of being opposed to a motion of this
kind being brought up and debated, I arm
certainly in favour of it. It behooves the
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people of this country to defend their pro- not be possible that cattle could do so. To
perty against any imputation that it would satisfy ourselves that it must have been on
be injurious to the hunian race as food. board of ship that anything of this kind was
There could be nothing more seriou placed contracted, we should have a scientific man
in our way than an impression abroad that on the landing of those cattle to see that
our cattle are unfit for food. It arouses the; they were free from disease, and also a
feelings of every man in this country, and scientific examination on their shipment;
if there is any foundation for it, we should then we could find out at once whether it
certainly be most anxious to remove it and was on the passage they contracted disease
to see that it is beyond question or doubt in or that it had been contracted before they
the slightest degree that such a thing could had been shipped. I merely throw this
happen. There is just one point that I out as a suggestion to the government, it
thought was rather loose and not riveted being necessary in my opinion to he very
home as tightly as it should be in the argu- accurate and not depend on general state-
ment of the Minister of Agriculture. He ments-to be prepared with certificates of
asserted virtually that there was no such the soundness of the cattie at the time they
thing as pleuro-pneumonia in this country. were being shipped, and also to be prepared
He said that fact was generally known, and on the other side and not to be gov-
that nobody believed that there was. As erned by the opinion of experts in Eng-
well might you believe there was sunil-pox land who might be favourable or unfavour-
in the community seeing the number of able to us. I say we should have our
doctors ail through the country. Now, I own scientitic men there. Betveen' the
do not see that there is any two examinations our position would be
similarity at all. If sinall-pox broke out, beyond question, and no man, scientitic or
immediately it would be announced and the otherwise, or body of men, couid throw in
infected would be shut off from connec- our face any insinuation that we are ship-
tion with bodies of people ; but arepin catte that ere dieased, or possibiy
we as well provided with scientific men to having the seeds of disease in them. In
look after the interests of our cattle. I tried this way we couid avoid the unpieasantness
to cet a distinct answer from the hon. gen- of contradicting the statenents, and at the
tleman, but though he answered nie generally'same time ve could guaranteetotheworld
I do not think he came down to the exact that our cattie were sound and healthy and
point that woull suit critical men on the 1 properly fit for huan use. I had another
other side and here ahso. It was necessary remark to iake, but I realy do not remeni-
that he should point out that we had a ber it at present, but I think it had refer
scientific examination of cattte as they were ence to the hon. gentleman who introduced
b(wing shipped from this side and to see the motion. oe deserves a great deal of
they were then sound-not generally ia- credit, instead of bein t rather harshly re
spected through the country before they were pied to. lie gave us a grand opporwunitY
selected for shipment. I aaso think that our of showing to the word that we are pre-
government shouod be prepared, on the pared to defend ourselves evcn against
arrivai, of the cattie i England or the other Great Britain in case wwe feethat theyarenot
ports of destination, to have their own scien- treating us fairly ; that instead of finding o
tifio men to see that when they were oanded just fait against our catthe thnt they are
on forein shores they were f ree f rom disease. acting upon a desire to shut out our pl
I feel that we ought to be piaced iin a posi- perty froin competition with their owIn
tion that no one couwd question the soundness farmers.
or heaith of the cattie. The hion. gentleman
f rom Niagara is a scientific man. We ail Hon. M.Nr. FERGUSON (Weiland-I
recognize himo as a eminent doctor in Canada, may say that the expanation of the hon.
and he went so far as to say that it was gentleman from Shel iver is eminentlY
possible that a human being might, in cross- satisfactory. The meaning I took from lh
ing thhe ocean, contract a disease before speech might have been takeI by other
arridvng. Wel, might not the same law people, and his explanation wil entireY
apply to catte. ie admitted that a human clear that away. Te reason why I took
being was hiable to take a disease of this exception to his remarks was that he
cass on the voyage, but he argued it wou d we were comparativey free from diseahe.
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There was only one disease under discussion, ion. Mr. ANGERS-J am very sorry
and it might be taken to mean that particu- that I was not in the buse when the de-
lar disease ; but the explanation is satisfac- bate began and must apologize for it. I do
tory, and I think the hon. gentleman is not rise for the purpose of taking a very
rather under an obligation to me than large share in it, but simply with the inten-
otherwise for calling his attention to that. tion of correcting what 1 believe to be an
As to the hon. gentleman who has just error spread in this buse and outside,
spoken about human beings contracting namely, that United States cattie can be
disease, I said that human beings and also shipped and are shipped from an Canadian
cattle might contract à temporary disease port. No United States cattie were ever
from cold and other causes in crossing the shipped from a Canadian port, Montreal,
Atlantic, which might be taken on the other Quebec Halifax or St. John, before last fal
side for pleuro-pneumonia by people who are or during the winter, fror the harbour of
not experts in that particular line, from the St. John, except under special regu]ations.
destruction of tissue and so forth. I did It is a fact that whenever cattie are shipped
not say they could contract pleuro-pneumonia from a port, they take the nationality of
on the passage over, and have when they that port. That was the very great obj
landed there, but J said they might contract tion which the govei nment always had in
disease which might be mistaken for pleuro- allowing United States cattle to be shipped
pneumonia when they arrived. I do not fror Montreal, because they would reach
often speak in the House, but I am very England and be cla'.sified as Canadian cattle
glad that 1 said a few words to-day, if for and night be affected wich pleuro-pneu-
no other reason than to allow the lion. gen- inona, or snne disease wlich dues not exist
tleman from Halifax to make one of his in Canada. I have not seen the Order in
usually, kindly and good natured retorts to Council which bas been adopted by the
ny speech. crovernment to all(w foreign cattle to be

shipped f rom the port of St. John, but if 1
Hon. Mr. DEVER-I did not mean to ar well inforned that shipinent takes place

convey the idea that so clever a physician as uniler special regulations, that the cattie
the hon. gentleman fron Welland would are brought through Canada, as if they came
insinuate that a human being would contract in at Sarnia, and went to the port of Port-
pleuro-pneumonia, but I meant to convey land. They reach St. John in bond under
the idea that the hon. gentleman said that special supervision, and can only be shipped
human beings might contract disease in the on a vessel where there are no Canadian
short space of a voyage across the water, cattie; so that there can be no possible con-
and also that the cattle might do so, and on fusion, and I see no objection at ail to the
the other side the cattie would be received and step taken by the government, if that regu-
in all likelihood branded as being diseased. lation is rigourously observed. We get the
I wish to make one further remark: I do henefit of the trade over our own railways,
lot blame the English people for examîin- from the tine tbey core into Canada until

ing our cattle. I think it is quite right. I they reach the port of st. John, and also, it
believe that they do it for the purpose of wouid be a good thing to satisfy, if possible,
seeing that their people get sound food. It the ambition of the people of St. John in
is done under an inspection Act. It is not, increasing their trade. Since 1 entered the
after all, an inspection for the purpose of House I heard the question put wbether we
protection. We have just as good a right had in this country compétent men to ex-
to do it here as they have, and if the views amine our cattle and to testify as to their
of certain gentlemen were taken, all our heathiness. We have, ah over Canada,
staple articles of food should be inspected veterinarv experts as qualified as any other
always on land or exportation of them. country bas. No cattie ever comes into
Therefore, I take it that we have no right Canada from the United States now without
to find fault with the English people for being subnitted to the quarantine of ninety
having an inspection of food coming into i days, and no cattie are shipped from
their country. After all, it is only an in- Nontreal or any other Canadian port except
Spection, the same as with any other food, upon a special inspection. Now, when
and in that line I accept it instead of de- cattle are sent from Canada through the
nlouncing it or branding it as a desire to port of Montreal, it must be Canadian
shut out our cattle. cattle and those cattle are inspected.
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Hon. Mr. DEVER-Where? in the open air might take a cold, and that
is the kind of disease that was found some-

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-In Montreai, by times to affect Canadian cattle on the other
experts, under the supervision of Dr. Mc- side. Now, my hon. friend, the Acting
Eachran, as competent a man as there is Minister of Agriculture has given to the
in America. When cattle are shipped from buse the large number of Canadian cattie
St. John, as United States cattle, the which have been shipped within the last
United States authorities have required two years, and I think he gave the figure to
that they should also be shipped after a be over 280,000 head. In that large num-
certificate of their health being good is ber some ten or twelve suspicious cases
given. have been found and in every instance the

iexperts have differcd and the best author-
Hon. Mr. DEVER-By whom i ities have pronounced in our favour, that it

was not a contacvious disease, that it was not
Hon. Mr. ANGERS-By the Canadian pleuro-pneumonia, but what might be called

experts in the profession. understand for the e a te i
the government agreed to that, proviet t en
they should be submitted to an inspection, Hon. Mr. DEV ER-Or cold.
and that inspection is made, and they neyer
cone into contact with Canadian cattie ati Hon. Mr. ANGERS-Or cod. Now, I
aHl, and no Canadian cattpe shoul l be heard sone on. gentleman-I think it wa
shipped on the aie vessel. Now, refrrring the senior member for ralifax-state that
to the charge that is made, and bas been the goverment had taken a long time, soine
tade for the last three years by the British eight months or peraps more, i
Board of Agriculture against Canadiân 1answering the despatch of the British gov-
catthe, a may ay that the govern ent of ernment, and they have neyer coniplied with
Canada has rebutted. upon every pont the the request hrtade in that despatch. What
charges made by the British experts. We was the request It was that we sbould
have, if I may be allowed to express myseif saughter the suspicious catte that we might
so, confouded them by their own evidence. have in Canada and verify whether there was
by special experts that we were allo ed to pieuro-penumonia. They asked us to do an
employ in England, and by referring some impossibility. They said go into your
of those lungs to the bighest authority in sound herds, free from disease, and slaughter
Eurohe, Professor Nocard, who is at the them."' We could not do that. The goV
head of bis profession in Europe. Some of ernment has no power or authority to do
those lungs that were pronounced affected so. What right bas the government t(
with pleuro-pneumonia by the British expert, core into my farm yard and slaughter mY
Mr. Brown, were sent over to Paris and an cattie for the purpose of satisfying the curl
examination by Mr. Nocard took place and osity of Mr. Gardner or some other presidene
he corroborated the evidence of the examin- of the board of agriculture in England as to
ation made by the British expert in our wbether there is pleuro-pneumonia in Car-
behalf in England, and also by our experts ada or not? The law is that you can slaughter
in Canada, that it was not pleuro-pneumonia cattle suspected of disease, and no others and
at all, but miht be called transit-pneu- there were no suspicious cases in Canada.
monia, wbich is a disease not contagious and
can easily be contracted and wbich affects the H thon. Mr. POWER-I did not lay av
cattle in the long voyage to which tbey are special stress on their not having done wht

subjected when taken f rom tbe west, thous- they were asked to do, but I did think it
ands and thousands of miles in box cars was a singular thing that the despatch should
and then shipped on the ocean, exposed to have been allowed to remain unanswered.
the open air, a portion of thein on deck andw
exposed to the variation of teipperpature. Hon. ir. ANGERS-The despatch Was
Now a sound animal, starting from Mon-uanswered, but there was a long delay and
treal, might reaeh Liverpool or some necessary delay to give a proper answffer, and
British port, and be affécted with a disease I am going to justify that delay. NOW i
which the experts have stated to be transit W takes very litthe time for a man to make E
pneumonia, jut the saioe as a man travelling tfoolish answer. He cat do that the ae
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day, but if you want to make a wise and
sound answer, you have to look around you
and verify the facts, and that is what the
government did in relation to that very
case. We could not slaughter the cattle.
There was no animal in any herd that we
could go near and slaughter, because there
was no suspicion of disease. It did not
exist in Canada, and therefore the govern-
ment did not comply, and it was impossible
for the government of Canada to comply,
with that request which was-should I
qualify it and say the unreasonable request
of the.board of agriculture in England that
we should slaughter cattle when there was
no suspicion of disease among them. There-
fore it could not be done. Now I wish to

justify the government for the delay in
making the answer which they did make,
because they made a full answer to all

which nobody could answer. That was the
reason, hon. gentlemen, that the govern-
ment had to take a few months to
collect this evidence, which they gave
to England, which despatch has never
been answered since; but they kept on the
embargo, and kept on shutting out Canadian
cattle from their market. It is easy to
understand the reasons of their closing their
markets. We know well the great depres-
sion of the agricultural interests of England
and Ireland. The farmers of England and
of Ireland are opposed to allowing Canadian
or United States cattle, or cattle from any
country coming in alive in competition with
theirs.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Let them say that,
and not brand our cattle as unhealthy.

possible objections which they might Hon. Mr. ANGERS-Yes, but since we
have in England to allowing Canadian cannot put the words in their mouths, they
eattle to go in as formerly. The inspection wont say it. We say, " be frank and avow
had to be iiade all over Canada to ascertain that you waitt protection against us," but
if there was any suspicious cas;e, and conse- we cannot force them to say so. That is, in my
quently veterinary surgeons were sent from opinion, the real interest they have in
Central Canada to the Rocky Mountainsand shutting out our cattle from their market.
visitevi ail the herds to ascertain whether in Now, another point which I think should
the past or at the present timethat there was satisfy the buse of the intention of the
any suspicious case of pleuro-pneumonia, and English and Irish farmers in that respect, is
we could find none. Well of course, giving that the moment our cattie were scheduled
this answer to England might not have been in England, the price of cattie rose in Eng-
satisfactory. The government did more. ]and and Ireland. If they open their
Without warning or notice to anybody, they market again, the price of their own cattle
employed a competent expert to watch the will faîl. Is it not natural that we
common slaughtering houses of the country, should conclude that consequently, when
where cattle came for the consumpt ion of they shut us out, they want protection?
the people, not of the very best cattle that Whatever may be their intention, it does
rich men buy, but which the people at large' not matter to us; we have to deal with the
use, and without giving any notice experts fact as it is. We cannot force them to
were sent to the slaughtering houses in accept our cattie. We cannot force them
Galt, London, Toronto, Montreal and St. to admit that they want protectioti. They
John, and they e\amined every animal dur- want the benefit of protection under the name
ing one month that was slaughtered there. of free trade. They wiIl not confess, but
There were several thousand of them they like to get the advantage of it, and
slau,,htered <uring that month, and not one they are reaping the advantage of it now.

single case of pleuro-pneumonia was found Lt has teen said abroad, and in this bouse
in the country. Now an extraordinary I believe, that it is more advantageous to
thina was ascertained. Lt is generally us to keep our cattle here until they are
bemieved that our cattle are subject fully grown. The kind of cattie we ship,
to another disease, which is tuberculosis. which are called stockers, for feed-
It was ascertained by that inquiry that ing on the other side are, as a
out of those 3,000 odd head of cattie, rule, two years old. They are not fully
there were exceedintly few cases of grown. They have anot acquired their
tuberculosis found, whiýh certaînly is a weight and as the hon. gentleman from
certificate of health given to the whole Monck says, they are shipped for so much
cattoe of Canada which was irrefutable, per head and not he much per pound, and it
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would he more advantageous for us to keep and never at any time did the government
our cattle uni il they are four years old and of England complain that we had neglected
use our coarse grain here for the purpose of in any way the obligation which we had
fattening and selling theni on the other side. undertaken, to have a close supervision over
I believe that to be true, but still some United States cattie coming through our
farmers of this country do not believe that, territory.
or some of th m want to get ready cash.
They cannot afford to wait two years longer, Hon. Mr. BOULTON-If there is no
and they want to be able to dispose of tho further objection, I would yield to the
young cattle That is legitimate enough if government's offer to bring down the papers
we can obtain it for them, but so far it has and withdraw the resolution, as my motion
been impossible, and it has not been through was not designed to show any want of con-
any neglect on the part of the government. fidence in the honesty of the efforts of the
There is another poita to wnich I government but to show the public interest
wish to call the attention of the House, question. The
although I was not here at the beginning purpose for which I introduced the resolU
of th - debate, and it is this : I have heard tion bas been served. 1 think hon. gentlenen
it stated somewhere that we were closed out will feel that good bas core of it, especially
on account of having neglected to comply after the excellent speech made by the
with the regulations which we had made ex-Minister of Agriculture. This reference
with Englan t in relation to the sup-rvision to the solitary animal upon which disease
which we are bound to have over tatile was detected brings to my mmd Punch'S
coming in f rom the United States in transit. rendering of the "rinderpest galop" as
Now, I wish to correct this error. The being "the tune the old cow died of," which
government of England never made such a was composed in the days when the rinder
charge against us at al. It was never on pest was abroad.
the ground that we had neglected the ful-
filment of those obligations, or the super- The motion was withdrawn.
vision we should have over United
States cattle, that closed us out of the SECOND READINGS.
English maket. It was never invok-
ed by Mr. Gardner or the Board Bill (M) "An
of Agriculture. The first case arose tion of Act respecing the inspec
this way; an animal from Pilot Mound, in
Manitoba, was shipped on the "Huronia." It
was an animal over 12 years old which (Sir Mackenzie Bowell.)
should not have been shipped at all. I Bill (81) "An Act to revive and auend
think it was rather old to be shipped, but it the Act to incorporate the Alberta Irriga-
was weighty, and had a good appearance tion Co." (Mr. Power, in the absence of Mr.
and it went across. The inspector allowed Perley.)
it to be shipped to England. When it
reached the other side, this animal, being Bill (71) "An Act to provide for the
next to other anima s which did not come amalgamation of the Day of Quinté RailwaY
from Canada, was suspected of being dis- and Navigation Co. and the KingstOD,
eased, was slaughtered and pronounced af- Napanee and Western Railway CO., under
fected with pleuro-pneumonia, and the ex- the name of the Day of Quinté Railway GO."
perts on the other side wished nothing (Mr. Clemow.)
better. This case we had tested by Bill
other experts and they disagreed upon that (52) "an Act p ing t O-g
point. They pronounced it not to be pleuro-
pneumonia at all, but only transit-pneu-
monia, a disease which an animal of that Bill (28) "An Act to incorporate the
kind, coming from Pilot Mound in Man- Huron and Ontario Railway Co." (Mr
itoba, travelling thousands of miles by rail McMillan.)
and then three thousand miles by steamer
might easily have taken. That was the
cause of the foreclosure in the iirst instance, The Senate then adjourned.
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THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, 9th April, 1896.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

BEHRING SEA CLAIMS CONVEN-
TION BILL.

FIRST READING.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL in-
troduced Bill (Q) " An Act respecting the
Behring Sea Claims Convention," and moved
that it be read the first time. He said:
The object of the bill is to empower the
commissioners who may be appointed to in-,
vestigate the claims which wll become due
under the Paris award, to subpœna witnesses:
and to punish witnesses for perjury, or, in
other words, to give to the commissioners,
while sitting and adjudicating upon the
claims which are to be made, such powers
as are possessed by a judge in court in
reference to subpænaing witnesses and pun-
ishing them for any infraction of the law.
The Senate is aware of the fact that under
the Paris award certain claims were admit-
ted to bedue to the Canadian sealers, and that
they were to be. determined by commis-
sioners to be appointed by the two govern-
ments. Unfortunately we have been, up to
the present date, unable to reach that point
at which the con missioners could be appointed
and begin work. The draft of the agree-
ment entered into between the govern-
ments, assisted by the late Minister of
Justice and myself, when in Wash-
ington a short time ago, have been
modified to a certain extent by sugges-
tions which were made by the United States
authorities, and I regre t to say there has.
been still further delay by other suggestions
which have been made by members of the
Senate when the agreement was laid before
them for the purpose of ratification. Some
of the changes suggested are not material,
nor will they interfere with the due adminis-
tration of justice, ior would they prevent
justice being done equitably to the claim-
ants, but other suggestion were made
which neither the Imperial nor the
Canadian Government feel themselves bound
to accept. in fact, it is a question that has

been under discussion by the two late Min-
isters of Justice and also by the commission
which was in Washington some few months
ago. The Secretary of State, Mr. Olney,
acknowledged the justice of the posi-
tion which we took, and acceded to it.
The Senate, however, made the suggestions,
to which I have alluded, and which are now
under discussion. The simple object of this
bill is to give full power to the commission
to carry on the investigation the same as if
it were done in a court of law.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-I suppose the hon.
gentleman's mind is quite made up whether
this bill should not be introduced in the
Imperial Parliament rather than in the Par-
liament of Canada. Are we acknowledged
parties before this conference in Washing-
ton, or is it Great Britain? If the latter,
the powers with which those commissioners
should be vested should come froin the home
authorities rather than from us. Of course,
I have not read the bill and merely seek for
information.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That question lias never been raised; conse-
quently, so far as I am concerned, I have
never thought of it. While it is true that
the agreement was made by the British am-
bassador in Washington, the terms of which
are, having been agreed to by the Canadian
Government through its commissioner, it is
only Canad t that can properly give the
power which this commission needs for the.
summoning of witnesses, though the Im-
perial Government, has the appointmet of
one commissioner, and the United States
has the appointment of the other, Eng-
land and the United States, with the consent
of Canada, have agreed upon a third arbi-
trator. My hon. friend, as a lawyer, would
understand that question much better than
I do, but it seems to me that we alone should
give puwer to any court or any commission
to summon witnesses and to punislh them for
infraction of the law, and not the Imperial
Government.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-I understand that
it is out of courtesy we are given the ap-
pointment of a commissioner, that his
appointment will come through the Inperial
Government, and consequently the powers
that should be vested in that commissioner
should be deri% ed from the same source.
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Unless Canada was
delegated, under the award made in Paris,
to take evidence in reference to these claims
I cannot see that we bave any jurisdiction
in the muatter. This inquiry will take place
abroad, I presume, and not in Canada.

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read the first time.

YALE-CARIBOO ELECTORAL
DISTRICT.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No, Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.) rose to
it will be made in Victoria.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The evidence then is
not to be taken before a special board that
was named I

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Certainly.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Are they to come to
Canada and sit in Canada ?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Certainly. The provision is this; they

Call the attention of the First Minister to the
fact that, in the Act amending the Dominion Elec-
tions Act, 58-59 Victoria, chapter 13, the Electoral
District of Cariboo, or Yale-Cariboo, has been
intentionally, or accidentally omitted, and ask, if
it is the intention of the government to pass an
Act this session, restoring it to its former position
and placing it in the same position as Algoma,
Nipissing, Gaspé, Chicoutimi and Saguenay ?

He said: I may say, hon. gentlemen, that
until 1894 the law governing the holding of
elections in that district, ever since British
Columbia became part of the Dominion
twenty-five years ago, was as follows :-

are to sit in Victoria and il it shoult The Governor General shah, exeept as herein-
be necesslry to hold a court (because after mentioned, fix the day of the nomination of
it is a court) in San Francisco, thev candidates at the election, and sha at every
can go there and the government of the generai election fix one and the same date for the

. Mnomination of candidates in oie and ail of the eiec-
United States are passing a law giving them torai districts, except in the electorai districts of
the power vested in judges and courts in Algoma ami Nipissing in the province of Ontario,
California, to take evidence and to conduct aid Gaspé an( Chicoutimi in the province ofQuebec, and of Cariboo in the provinîce of British
the investigation. The decision of the coin- Coluubia.
missioners at Paris provided for this mode
of settling the diliculty. The hon. gentle- I find there was a sligbt difference made
man is aware that we tried to settle it by a with respect to A'goina and Nipissing, the
lump sum, which the United States Senate minimum limit there, between the issuing Of
refused to ratify. the proclamation and the nomination, being

ten days, and the returning offlcei was en
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-If they are to sit in powered te extend it te fifteen days, but 'n

Canada, we can authorize them while sit- iGaspé, Chicoutimi, and Algoma the return
ting in Canada to take evidence under oath, ing officer shah fix the days for the nomma-
and to hold parties responsible if they are tien of candidates and aise the day and place
guilty of perjury. for the holding of the polis, the nomination

in the suld electoral district shahl take
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- place net less than fifteen days nor more

The schedule\ of the agreement between than thirty days after the proclamation here
the United States and Canada is contained inafter required las been posted up, and the
in this bill, and the hon. gentleman wiil day for holding the poils slah net belps-ý than
see that provision is made for all points to fifteen days nor more thirty days after the
which lie lias called attention. (ay on which the nomination is te take

place; nei' hier the day of nomination nor the
Hon. Mr. POWER-The passing of the day of poiling and posting the proclamation

bill can do no harm, and the government being reckoned. Now, that was the law
might, if they conclude after due considera- until 1894, and as I mentioned in my notice
tiori that there is any doubt as to our power beie, it lias been wilfully or accidentalîY
to provide for the taking of evidence, send a dropped, that is, with reference te Yale-
copy of the bill to England and if the Cariboo. It will le remembered tlat after
British officers think it necessary, they can the hast census and the redistribution took
pats a haw confirming it. place, the two electoral districts of Yale and
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Cariboo were merged into one, and at the
next general election it will be known as
the district of Yale-Cariboo. That'district,
I may inform the House, is by all odds the
largest district in the who!e of the Dominion.
It covers an area of about 200,000 square
miles-about four times as great an area as
the entire Maritime Provinces combined-
as large an area as the province of Quebec,
and I believe about the same size as the pro-
vince of Ontario.

Hon. Mra MACDONALD (B.C.)-
Larger than the whole of Great Britain.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-Yes, one-
third larger than the whole of Great Britain,
and some hon. gentlemen may think that
although it is a very large district, it has
Only a small population, and a very small
Vote. But I want to inform the House that
at the present time there are no less than
7,743 voters on the list, so that even in vot-
Ing power it is one of the largest;
I think it stands about the tenth or twelfth
largest in the Dominion. Taking that part
Iito consideration, and especially the enorm-
Ous distances, it is utterly impossible-and
the hon. gentleman from Cariboo who is
here will bear me out in that-to post up
the proclamation within one week of the
rtomiiation and then to give the due notices
in another week between the nomination
and the polling. I am of the opinion-I
cannot place any other construction on it-
that it was an oversight on the part of the
government dropping the name of Cariboo
Out of the list and placing it in a different
Position from what it has been in the past.

ion. Mr. DEV ER-On the part of par-
hiament.

lon. Mr. MeINNES (B.C.)--Well, say
Parliament. It was bad enough before. We
required the fullest extent of time the law
gave us, fifteen days between each event, or
the thirty days; the minimum was fifteen days
ad the maximum thirty, and I certainly

think it should be restored to the position
which it was previous to 1894.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
rIay reply by saying that the placing of
0ariboo, or Yale-Cariboo as it is now termed,
t4the same position as other electoral dis-
tr3ets, or leaving it out, was not by accident;

28

it was done intentionally, and done after
consultation with those who were interested
in the division of British Columbia into the
present electoral districts; and as I am in-
formed the amendment in question was pre-
pared in the Justice Department, with the
object of excluding the electoral district of
Cariboo from the class of exceptional districts
as to which a returning officer is to fix the
date for nomination &c. Now I am informed
that the united districts of Yale and Cariboo
came into existence by force of the Act to
readjust the representation of the House of
Commons, that is the 55th and 56th Victoria,
chapter No. 11, paragraph C, to which the hon.
gentleman has alluded, and the government
was advisel that as to that district it would
be quite practicable to fix the respective
dates for the nomination and polling on the
same days as in other parts of the Dominion
generally, hence no exceptional provision
was made with regard to the united district,
and as the district of Cariboo goes out of
existence upon the dissolution of the present
parliament, the mention of that district
of course was omitted in the amendment.
The House knows that it has been the prin-
ciple of all parties, for a great many years
past, to hold as many elections as possible on
the same day, that there shall be as few
exceptions as possible. Now with reference
to the difficulties to which the hon. gentle
man has called the attention of the Senate,
I have had placed in my hands what to my
mind seems to be an answer, to a very great
extent, to the objection which the hon.
gentleman made, and as he very properly
'said, the hon. Senator from Cariboo knows
mctre about this matter than J possibly can.
The reasons given are these: On the amal-
gamation of Cariboo electoral district with
Yale the conditions in respect to the time
changed and now the district of Cariboo is
in as good a position for the purpose of hold-
ing an election as the district of Yale was
at the last general election, and no complaint
as far as known was heard on that occasion.
Formerly an election writ for Cariboo
required to be sent to Barkerville which is
at the extreme northern point of the settled
portion of the district; then necessary
notices requiring to be printed, had to be
sent to Kamloops or other printing estab-
lishments outside of the district (as there
were no such establishments in the district)
then sent to the returnin . officer to be
posted up in the various divisions, and it
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was the same with the ballot papers and
names of the candidates after nomination day
-which took up a good deal of time
and if such existed at the present time, the
point made by the hon. gentleman from New
Westminster would have great force, but
the memo. says: Now the writs will be sent
to Kamloops, which is in about the centre
of the Yale-Cariboo district, where the
necessary printing may be done and at once
sent out and posted, and the same with the
ballots, &c. If the exemption of Cariboo
from the time limit had been allowed to
stand as it was before 1895, then one
portion of the Yale-Cariboo electoral dis-
trict would be under a different law as
regards the time limit of the other portion;
and for the reason given, it was thought
better to have both sections under the same
ruling as it is now. These are the
reasons given for not continuing
the Yale-Cariboo electoral district in
the schedule of exceptions, and unless
these reasons are not justified by facts,
the government do not see any reason why
they should amend the law. If, however, it
is pointed out that the election cannot be
held within the time provided by the law,
then it will clearly be the duty of the gov-
ernment to intervene and by a short Act
place it among the exceptions.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-The hon.
gentleman said that no inconvenience arose
during the last election held in Yale, when
there was no exception at all made. That
is true, but the hon. gentleman, or whoever
gave him the information, forgot to mention
that that election was carried by acclama-
tion. There was no contest there.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Cannot that happen again?

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I think not,
but if the district returns a member

by acclamation, it will not be Mr. Mara,
but Mr. Bostock, the Liberal candidate.
In Cariboo, which only comprises about hall
the Yale-Cariboo district, as it stands now,
the full time was given where there was a
contest, and I am rather inclined tc
think the returning officer at thE
last general election made a compromisE
between the maximum and the minimum
time between the different stages of election.
made it 20 days, but I can assure the

hon. Premier that it is an utter impossibility
to have the election held properly and
according to law, unless it is restored
to its old position, and placed in the
saine position as Algoma and Gaspé.
I want the hon. gentleman from CariboO
to give his views on the subject. I
know in the past he was most faithful in
looking after the Yale-Cariboo district,-
especially Cariboo, -and always saw that it
was kept in the same position as Algoma,
Gaspé, and Chicoutimi. I am rather inclined
to think he is of the same opinion still.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Were not circumstances different then to
what they are now?

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
not part of Cariboo attached to one of the
other divisions I

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-No.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Was not the union of Cariboo after 1

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-Yale and
Cariboo were blended after the last census
was taken, and the redistribution was made-
They were united, and if there was anY
necessity for having the time extended in
Cariboo previous to that, certainly there bO
double necessity now, because there is double
the area.

Hon. Mr. REID (Cariboo)-In the whole
of British Columbia, apart from Cariboo, the
time was made the same as other parts of the
Dominion but there was an exception made
of Cariboo). In 1888 the representatiVe
seemed to think there was ample tim-e to
give the wlole notice as to the Yale division
as the communications were better. So far
as Cariboo is concerned, the connections
throughout that district are no better than
they were then, but the conditions in COn
nection with getting the writs and other
necessary papers ready are much imprOv i
for the simple reason that the returning
officer will likely be in Kamloops and he Co

o immediately start and distribute th
notices, whereas before he had to go to the
extreme end of the settled portion Of the

i district and then the necessary printig
which had to be done afterwards, had to
sent outside of the district as there were o
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printing establishments in the district, and
after being printed they had to be returned
again to the officer for distribution. That
consumed more than a week-probably two
weeks-it ail depends on the time of the
year at which the elections were held. I
have been talking to the member who has
represented that district for the last five
years and he considers that they can give
ample notice the same as in any other part
of British Columbia.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-In Cariboo I

Hon. Mr. REID-Yes.

Hon. Sir MAC KENZIEBOWELL-It is
a very important question and after the speech
made by the hon. gentleman I shall bring it
under the notice of my colleagues, and also
have a consultation with the hon. member from
<Cariboo and also the members of the House
of Commons who are interested in it, If
they deem it necessary to make the change,
of course the government can do it.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-If it is not
recessary to have the time extended to the full
liait that the law allows in Yale-Cariboo, it
is not necessary in any of the other constitu-
encies that I have referred to, because the
difficulty of communication to ail parts of
that district is as great or greater than in
Chicoutimi, Saguenay or Algoma.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
There seems to be a difference of opinion
between the hon. gentleman and the hon.
raember who lives in Cariboo.

(In the Committee.)

Hon. Mr. POWER-When this ill was
read the second time, attention was called
by the First Minister, and also by myself,
to the fact that it needed some amendments
in order to make the meaning clear. As
far as I am concerned, my sole object is to
make the bill as workable and effective as
possible. I move to insert after "sub-contrac-
tor " the words "of such contractor." It
might appear that this bill applied to any
contractor whatsoever with Her Majesty,
whereas it. is really intended to apply to
contractors or sub-contractors in the con-
struction of any public work.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-I have no ob-
jection to that amendment.

Hon. Mr. ALMON--Unless it is abso-
lutely necessary to make the amendment it
would be well not to insert it, because in the
present state of the public business, and so
near the end of the session, it might defeat
the bill.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-The promoter of
the bill in the House of Commons suggested
to me some aniendments, and as it has to go
back for concurrence in those amendments
we may as well improve the bill as far as
possible.

The amendment was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. POWER moved that in line 10
the word " therefor " be struck out and the
words "for such wages or sum" inserted
instead.

Hon. Mr. McINNES(B.C.)-That washis Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-I think the
Opinion up to a few days ago at any rate. clause is better as it is.

THIRD READING.

Bill (53) " An Act respecting the Pontiac
Pacific Junction Railway Company."-(Mr.
Clemow.)

LIABILITY FOR LABOUR ON
PUBLIC WORKS BILL

IN COMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into a Commit-
tee of the whole on Bill (4) " An Act res-
Pecting the liability of Her Majesty and
«eublic Companies for labour used in the
Cnstruction of Public Works."

28J

Hon. Mr. POWER-I submitted those
amendments to the law clerk, and he
approved of them and suggested some slight
changes in addition to those that I have
proposed. In line 13 I move to strike out
the word "thereof" and insert instead
"such claim or default."

Hon. Mr. ALMON-It appears to me
that alltheseamendments amount to tweedle-
dum and tweedle-dee. The bill is in the
interest of the labouring classes. We are
endeavouring to protect the poor man against
the rich. If these amendments do no harm
they can do no good, but if they are made
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they will have this effect: If the bill does
not pass the Senate in its integrity, it has to
go to the other House and the wicked op-
position to the business of the other House,
which is being continued for party purposes,
will prevent the passage of this bill. Unless
the amendments are really necessary, we
should not pass them. I am astonished that
the hon. gentleman from Glengarry does
not oppose those amendments.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I do not think any
unnecessary change should be made, but I
entirely disagree with the bon. junior mem-
ber from Halifax that we should not make
such changes as we think necessary and
proper to this bill. I have heard this argu-
ment used two or three times since I have
had the honour of a seat in the Senate this
session. So far as the amendnent under
consideration is concerned, I quite approve
of it. I think the word " thereof " does not
clearly express the meaning intended in
that part of the clause, and that the amend-
ment proposed by the senior member for
Halifax makes the meaning;nuch more clear.
While I am speaking, I should like to,
suggest that after this matter is disposed of,
in that same line the wording should be
altered, and the words " not later than two
months after the same becomes due " should
read < not later than two months after the
work bas been performed." The object of
this bill is to guard against fraud of every
kind. There might be collusion between a
sub-contractor and a foreman, for instance,
and the amount of bis wages, under an
agreement, not be due some five months
after the work was performed. In that
case, there would be a liability standing
against the government until the amount of
these wages becane due, according to agree-
ment, and for two months afterwards. The
object of the clause is that for two months
after the work was performed, the person
performing it should be enabled to secure
bis pay by filing a claim for the amount due
him with the Minister of Railways, or the
Minister of Public Works.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The committee had
better decide the one amendment first,

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
With reference to the amendment of the
hon. member, could we not say " such claim
and default."

Hon. Mr. POWER-Not very well.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
reads: "and if the claim therefor is filed in
the office of the Minister of Railways enter-
ing into such contract on behalf of Her Maj-
esty within two months after the same be-
comes due, and satisfactory proof thereof " of
what?

Hon. Mr. POWER-Of such default.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
There should be a proof of the debt as well
as of the default.

Hon. Mr. POWER-There could not be
default if there was nothing due.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-On my reading of it
I confess that I think it is quite clear. It
refers to all that has gone before. It is a
claim that bas to be established and can
refer to nothing except what has gone
before.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I think it is
much better as it is.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I should like to suggest
the amendment that I proposed a few minu-
tes ago for the consideration of the mover of
the bill. I should like to know if he has
any objections to adopting it.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-It is quite possil»e
that there migh t be an arrangement made
between a contractor and a workman that
the pay was to be given at a certain date.
The wording is " and from the date of the
work being completed."

Hon. Mr. WOOD-He should file his
claim within two months of the completiOn
of the work.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Is it not a fact that
in work of that sort the sub-contractor is
not paid till the contractor gets bis pay i
He sends in lis estimate and it is some tiloe
before it is approved of. Sometimes a sub
contractor is two months in arrear and if
you limit it to that time he will really los
instead of being protected. The time is tOo
short. In order to keep the men at 'he
work the practice is to allow a month '0
arrears always. You are not really proteck
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ing the labourer properly. The government
always retains 15 per cent, and the sub-
contractor's custom is to say "I want you
to continue on this work, I will only pay
you after I get my pay," and that will ex-
tend into the 20th of next month and the
pay may be six or eight weeks in arrear.

Hon. Sir. MACK ENZIE BOWELL-The
hon. gentleman is altogether in error in say-
ing that the men employed is six or eight
weeks out of his pay. The arrangement
usually made with sub-contractors is to pay
the men once a month or once a fortnight-
and the moment a fortnights work is done
the wages are aue. Would it be the week's
work or the fortnight's work performed, or
when the work in which he is engaged com-
pleted. It seems to me, as it reads, it would
be better, whether the work is completed or
not, that his wages should be due and then
he could make a claim for it. One of the
clauses provides that the government can
withhold, and they withhold for two
months after the coinpletion of the work,
the five per cent deposit which has been
made by the contractor, and the ten per cent
which is deducted from the progres esti-
mates, and it is out of these tw o funds, to
the extent of the amount which is held by
the government, that they become liable for
these claims, and if there is not enough to
pay them, the government is not responsible.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-Perhaps the hon.
First Minister did not understand my object
in making the suggestion which I did. The
intention of this clause is to protect the day
labourer and that alone-not the man of
means. Now, the day labourer would ex-
pect his wages, as the First Minister has
said, at the end of each week or fortnight.
The object I had in making the'suggestion
was, that any time that day labourer, by
filing a claim with the Minister, could
secure himself for two month's pay.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That would not do if the government should
iot have it.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-Well, he could secure
hinself to the extent of the money in the
government's hands for two month's pay.
There may be another class of workmen,
take the foreman, for instance, who would
be employed by the sub-contractor, and not

receive his pay till the whole work is
finished. He is a class of man who can
take care of himself, and does not need this
particular provision in order to enable him
to file his claim and secure his money, and
my object in making the suggestion was to
confine it to that class of day labours who
expected their pay, and received their pay,
as soon as the works was done, and not to
the other class, who are in a position to
enter into engagements to receive their pay
in a month or two or three month's time.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The bill that is
now before the House is one of very great
importance, and it is losing nothing by dis-
ciission in this House. It should be made
as perfect as possible. The object of the
bill is the protection of the labouring men
who have no means of protecting themselves
against the more powerful capitalist or em-
ployer of labour. We all know perfectly well
the greatloss thatlebourersfrequently sustain
through contracts being sub-let, possibly
sub-let to irresponsible men. . If a contractor
has taken a job too low and cannot carry it
out at the price, in order to protect himself
he may sub-let it to an irresponsible man,
and labourers may in that way be cut out of
their wages. The stand that the govern-
ment takes on a question of this kind is an
important one, because it is an example in
all the contracts in private life. If a gov-
ernment says, in letting a contract, " we are
going to take the most stringent measures
for the protection of the labour that is en-
gaged in those works," it is a public example
that will be followed in other lines, and I do
not know that the small modicum that is
reserved in the government's hands is suffi-
cient to give that protection to the labourers.
I think the government would be justified
in taking still more stringent measures to
see that the labourers engaged in the public
works are fully protected with regard to
their wages, as agreed uporf between the
contractor and themselves, quite irrespective
of the small amount that the leader of the
House has referred to as being retained. It
is a principle, and I think it is a very good
one to have engrafted upon our laws.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
There is a very rigid provision in ail govern-
ment contracts for the security of the pay-
ment to the labourers or those to whom the
contractor may become indebted, but it does
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not reach the sub-contractor with whom the
government has nothing to do, but this bill
goes a step further.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It attempts to
reach the sub-contractor.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes, attempts to reach the sub-contractor
and gives, in addition to that, the right to
every person to whom the contractor or
sub-contractor is indebted, two months to
put in bis claim and when i hat claim is filed,
then the ten per cent which is held on the
progress estimate and five per cent which is
held by the government is retained in order
to meet these debts. I do not know that
you can make a better provision for the
security of the payment to the men than
those who have framed that bill have done.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I would call
attention to the first amendment which has
been made and which is no amendment at
all. I refer to the putting in of the words
there "of such contractor." That is not at
ail necessary. He must be a sub-contractor.
And this bill will be sent to the Commons
and probably returned here or lost alto-
gether.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It will not come
back here; it will go down to the House of
Commons and there the amendments will be
agreed to probably; and further, it is our
duty to try, ai the bon. gentleman from
Westuoreland said, to make our legislation
as clear and intelligible as it can be made.
The bill is intended, if it becomes law, to pro-
tect the workingman, and we ought to make
it so clear that the ordinary workingman
would be able to understand it and that the
bill will hold water. The promoter of the
bill has one amendment to make, he says,
and that will have to be considered in the
other House. The Commons has a number
of other matters which must be attended
to, and will probably have time to attend to
the bill.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-This bill has
received careful scrutiny in the other Iouse
and I would rather it would pass without
any amendment.

ferred at the second reading, and it bas been
submitted to the leader of the House and
to the promoter of the bill, and as I under-
stand lias met their approval. It is to add
these words:-

And any such payment shall be deemed a satis-
faction protanto of the claims of the contractor or
sub-contractor against Her Majesty.

It might be that going to court it would
be held that a payment under this clause
would be a satisfaction of the claim of the
contractor, but it might be that that conclu-
sion would be reached after prolonged litiga-
tion. A has a contract with Her Majesty
and sublets to B, and B employs workmen
and fails to pay them, and the workmen file
their claims under this bill, and receive the
money from the head of the department.
Then the contractor, who bas no notice of
all those proceedings, comes in, his contract
is completed and he claims payment of the
money due him under that contract. I
think it is very likely that it might be held
that he was entitled to receive the amoun t

of bis contract. This is to remove any
doubt on that point, and I do not think
there can be any objection to it.

Hon Mr. CLEMOW-Does not the ori-
ginal contract with Her Majesty provide
for all that?

Hon. Mr. POWER-No, J think not. If
that ground is taken we had better omit
the clause altogether.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-The government
can retain money from the contractors suffi-
cient to pay these claims.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I understand the
contract says that upon the completiOtl
of the corftract, and not until two months
after the completion of the contract, the
final ten per cent shall be paid, in order that
two months may elapse to protect the
labourer. Does that cover the hon. geitle-
man's amendment i

Hon. Mr. POWER-No, I do not think
it does.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--
Does not the clause to which I referred fully
cover it:-

Bon. Mr. POWER-I have an amend- In case a claim be made by a labourer the goir
ment has the power to pay two month's wageO or

ment of some consequence, to which I re- salary after being notified of the same.
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And it says further :-

Her Majesty may pay to such persons salary or
wages from any date to any date which may be
payable, and may charge the same to the con-
tractor. The contractor covenants with Her
Majesty to repay at once any and every sum so
paid.

I take it that it gives power to the
government to withhold any amount of
money they require. The amount drafted
by the senior member from Halifax probably
struck me as being a correct one until .i
read the clause of the contract between the
government and the man who carries on the
work.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon, gentleman
will see that if every contract made with
the government contained that provision,
then this whole clause is unnecessary, but
there are a gi eat many contracts which are
made without these soleinn formalities.
Ail contracts are not drawn as carefully as
that one which the hon. gentleman bas
read, and this is simply to avoid any doubt.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
idea suggested itself to me, when I was speak-
ing to the department wii h reference to this
question, and I asked the very question
which the hon. gentleman asked-is that
the form of contract entered into in all
cases, and they answered "yes," and I hold in
my hand a copy of the printed form.

The clause as amended was adopted.

On clause 2,

Hon. Mr. POWER-I move to insert
after the word " demand " the words "in
writing."

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN - There
objection to that.

The amendment was agreed to.

On clause 5,

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN .moved to
out the word "public."

is no

strike

Hon. iMr. SCOTT-This bill relates only
to publip works-that is works done for the
government. If we make it apply to works
done for private companies as well, it is a
question whether we are not encroaching on
the domain of the local legislature.

lon. Mr. POWER-As the bill was
originally introduced in the House of Com-
mons, it applied only to public works done
for the government of Canada, but the com-
mittee to which it was referred extended its
operations, and it now applies to companies
which get their charters from this Parlia-
ment, and this Parliament has a perfect
right to impose these conditions.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
promoter of this bill pointed out that it was
never the intention to have it apply to any-
thing further than the railways, canals and
telegraph lines or other public works per-
formed under charters obtained from the
Dominion Parliament. If we allow the bill
tD stand as it is now, it would apply to all
companies, and he suggested to me the pro-
priety of the amendment to which my hon.
friend has called attention.

The amendment was agreed to and the
clause as amended was adopted.

On clause 6,

Hon. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Will this
bill apply to provincial works 1

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-No; I under-
stand a bill identical with this was intro-
duced by Sir Oliver Mowat during the recent
session of the local legislature, but was not
passed.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I should like to call
attention to the 40th line and to renew the
amendment which I suggested for the fir't
section. While it was not important there,
it appears to me that it would be of the
greatest importance in this clause. Clause
six makes any company that employs a con-
tractor liable for the wages of men em-
ployed by any sub-contractor. In the 40th
line of clause six the persons who have
claims against a sub-contractor for wages
need not give notice to the company until
after the wages are payable-that is, pay-
ablE according to their bargain with the
sub-contractor. That might be a consider-
able length of tinie, so that the company
could never know by lapse of time when
they would be free from liability for wages
due to persons employed by the sub-con-
tractors. It appears to me that when you
are making a ,liability of this kind there
should be some reasonable time limit when
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the claim against the company would expire,
and I would suggest thàt it should read as
follows: "shall be served upon the company
not later than two months after the work
has been performed and the wages earned."

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-I thank the hon.
gentlemen for his suggestion, but I am
afraid it would endanger the bill.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I do nlot think it
could; it appears to me it would be a g-eat
improvement.

Hon. Mr. SCOT T-lon. gentlemen will
see that we are interfering here with civil
rights which are entirely within the juris-
diction of the provincial legislatures, and we
are seriously embarrassing capital embarked
in various enterprises. We must be careful
not to cripple capital to such a degree as to
prevent the investment of money in the
public works of this country. We all know
that our large railway works are not built
by the railway companies, but by contractors
and sub-contractors, and if a company is to
be liable for the payment of every man
employed in the construction of every part
of the work, it is placing the company in a
very embarassing position, because they
must have security from the sub-contractor.
We certainly ought to limit the time within
which they could be liable. As has been
pointed out by the bon. member for West-
moreland, if you say two months after the
debt becomes payable, you extend the time
indefinitely. Surely there ought to be some
limit, in order that the company might
know that all liability would cease in regard
to any given work after a certain period had
elapsed. We have had a good deal of dis-
cussion this year upon claims connected
with the Hamilton and Buffalo Railway. The
subject occupied two whole sittings of the
other chamber as to whether certain calims
should be paid.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-If I understand
the amendnent offered by the hon. gentle-
man from Westmoreland, it means after the
work has been completed.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-After the work bas
been performed and the wages earned.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-A man could
not demand wages until after he bas per-
formed the work.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-t is two months after
he bas performed it. Put " earned " instead
of "payable" and that will meet the diffi-
culty. .

The amendment was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. POWER-This amendment
will render another one necessary in this
same line, because otherwise the labourer
whose wages are not paid would put in bis

slaim within two months after he bas earned
bis wages. Suppose under the agreement
between the labourer and the sub-contractor
he is to be paid only once a month, then this
provision would give him only one month in
which to file bis daim, and if you are going
to substitute " earned " for " payable," you
should substitute a longer period, say three
months, for two months.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
seems to me we are playing a good deal uponi
words in this. If you perforn the work and
it becomes payable a month or six months
after the work is performed, that is the time
it is payable.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-If there is no contract
between the parties.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
am speaking of the case of a contract. If
you do a piece of work and have earned the
noney, then at that moment it becomes pay-
able. If you make a bargain with a man tO
build a bouse and you are to pay hini six
months after it is completed, then it is
earned. The work may be performed but the
money is not payable until six months after
the work is 'performed ; but if you employ a
man to do a day's work, the payment is due
when he completes the day's work.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-As a rule men
are paid every two weeks and the man euh-
ployed cannot exact payment until the end
of the two weeks come, because he is not in
a position to know whether the contractor is
going to pay him or not, and I presume that
is the meaning of this word "payable" in-
stead of "earned." He may have earned
bis pay fourteen days before that.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-If the clause is limnited
to the workman or the labourer, I agree with
you, but it takes in the foreman, and the
foreman as a rule is not paid that way?
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Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Yes, every fort-
night like the labourer.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I think the hon. gen-
tlemen does not understand the necessity for
this change.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
confess I do not.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-It appears to me that
instead of doing that it opens the door for
véry extensive frauds. A contractor could
agree with his foreman, for instance, who is
getting large wages, that his wages should
not be paid for a year after the work was
done-that is by collusion. It opens the
door to fraud between the contractor and
his foreman as against the company. He
could agree with his foreman not to pay

Hon. Mr. WOOD-He illustrated the him for a year after the railway was com-

,necessity of it very clearly, to my mind, in pleted. Hecouldgethispayafter the com-

the remark which he made, that a man pletion of the work, and a year afterwards

right build a house and th- amount coming that foreman could have a claim against the

to the contractor or labourer who did the company for the wages due him by the con-

work might not be payable for six months. tractor.

Now, take the position of the company that Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
employed the sub-contractor to build the Supposing a case occurs similar to that to
house-say he builds the bouse and goes to which the hon. gentleman bas called the at-
the company for hi- pay, and gets his pay, tention of the buse, is the roney earned
say, three months after it is done. Six until the time it is made payable?
nonths after that a laborer that he bas Hon. Mr. WOOD-Yes; 1 take Lt so. 1

employed comes to the company and says, I
have not been paid for work that I did six s hb
rnonths ago. It was never due until yester- months after the work lad been perforned,
day, six months after the completion of the bu soe osr
work. The company neyer knows wten
there is an end to the liabiity. The reason Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
1l did noV press my amendment Ln the first in- h oe a andineitl fe h
stance is this that the overnment is freem ey eretwork was done, but the agreement being
fron the liability wben it pays back Vo tbe that the money should not be paid until
contractor the aniout retaned in their twelve nonths after it was earned, then be
hands. Tbey are only liable to that extent, would bave to notify the company that he had
but tbere is no protection of that kind to earned s mucb eoney under the contract
the company at a nl. Tbey bave no particular whic lie had entered into with tbe con-
fund out of which this liability can be paid. tractor but if Lt was not due or payable for
The conditions upon a conîpany are certain]yý twelve'nmonths- afterwards, then the cornpany
Iery muc barder than hey are in the case would have to bold it mo see wbether the

rof the government, and it appears to me, contractor would pay it or not.
that it is of the greatest importance that
8ome ipyit of t.e should be fixed wbeai the Hon. Mr. WOOD- Perbaps so.
fiability of the company for wages due by The ameuiient was declared lost.
Contractors or sub-contractors sbould cease. p

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
says after two months.

L Hon. Mr. WOOD-No, two months after
It is payable and, mind you, the company
does not fix the time when it is payable to
the contractor or sub-contractor. It appears
to me most unreasonable and unfair.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It will only make
the contractor more careful Lu the way he
deals with his sub-contractors.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.), fron
the committee, reported the bill with amend-
ments.

SECOND READINGS.

Bill (P) " An Act to amend the Act
respecting the protection of Navigable
Waters."-(Sir Mackenzie Bowell.)

Bill (L) " An Act to amend the Act
respecting Wrecks, Casualties and Salvage."
-(Sir Mackenzie Bowell.)

The Senate then adjourned.
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THE
o'clock.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday 10th April, 1896.

SPEAKER took the Chair at Three

Prayers and routine proceedings.

BAY OF QUINTÉ RAILWAY COM-
PANY'S BILL.

AMENDMENTS CONCURRED IN.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY, from the Committee
on Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours, re-
ported Bill (71) " An Act to provide for the
amalgamation of the Bay of Quinté Railway
and Navigation Company and the Kingston,
Napanee and Western Railway Company
under the name of 'The Bay of Quinté
Railway Company.' He said: To this bill
there are several amendments and I had
better explain them now. The first amend-
ment occurs in the fourth clause. The bill
reads this way "from and after the time
when any such agreement (that is the agree-
nient of amalgamation) of two or more com-
panies, &c." This is au amalgamation of
only two companies, and not more coin-
panies. It night be confusing and lead to
misunderstanding, and therefore we have
struck out the word " more." In the next
line it speaks of the companies intended to
be united. When the agreement has taken
effect the companies are united, and there-
fore the clause will read in this way:-

From and after the time when any such agree-
ment for the union of the two companies takes
effect the companies shall become one corporation,
&c.

This clause is the one which gives effect
to the agreement, and the agreement then
becomes law, but there is no provision in the
shape of a general clause for having the
agreement filed in the office of the Secretary
of State. The amendment provides that
a notice shall be published in the Gazette
for the information of all pirties interested.
The next amendment occurs in the sixth
clause, which provides that the company
may construct branch lines and extensions.
It goes on to say that the Bay of Quinté
Railway Company may construct branch
lines or extensions not exceeding twenty
miles in length, and these extensions extend
to some half a dozen towrships where iron

ore is found. The meaning is obscure, be-
cause it does nots say each one is to exceed
twenty mi es in length, or whether the
whole extension shall not exceed twenty
miles. We have given the most liberal
interpretation to the clause. It was ex-
plained to us that the intention was that no
single extension should exceed twenty miles
in length, aud we have amended it so as to
convey that meaning. In a further part of
the clause, it is stated that

Al the powers and privileges conferred by this
and former Aets, with respect to the main Une or
branches, are hereby conferred upon the companY
with respect to sach branch Unes or extensions,
and all the provisions of the several Acts relating
to the issue of bonds on the security of the railwaY
shah apply to such branch lines or extensions as
fully and as amply as they apply to the main line,
and any agreements made between the said companY
and any municipality entered into by the said
branch lines or extensions or through which said
branch Unes or extensions run, are hereby con-
firmed and declared, so far as it is within the
legislative authority of the Parliament of Canada
to do so, to be binding on the several parties
thereto according to the terms thereof.

It was obvious that it would require an
examination of all the provisions, in order
to ascertain what the extensions and what
the terms of them were and that it did not
place then under the-provisions of the Rail-
way Act. We have carried out that object
by striking out part of the words, that is t»
say "and all the provisions of the several
acts relating to the issue of bonds," and by
saying that all the provisions of the Rail-
way Act shall apply, because there are suffi-
cient provisions in the Railway Act to cover
this ground. The concluding part of the
clause is to this effect that all agreement»
made between the company and the muni'
cipalities along the line, or hereafter to be
made, shall be ratified and confirmed, with-
out our knowing what those agreemente
contain. The general Railway Act su&-
ciently provides for that, and the House WiI
see that in the last clause of the bill the
Railway Act is specifically mentiolned;
therefore those words were unnecessary and
they were -struck out.

The amendments were concurred in.

BUILDING AND LOAN SOCIETIES 15
ONTARIO BILL.

AMENDMENTS CONCURRED IN.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS moved that tbe
amendments made by the standing Cor0-
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mittee on Banking and Commerce to Bill
(K) "An Act respecting Building Societies
and Loan and Savings Companies carrying
on business in the province of Ontario," be
concurred in.

The motion was agreed to.

LIABILITY FOR LABOUR ON PUBLIC
WORKS, BILL.

AMENDMENTS CONCURRED IN.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN moved that the
amendments made in Committee of the
Whole House to Bill (4) "An Act respecting
the liability of Her Maj-sty and public Con-
panies for labour used in the construction of
public works," be concurred in.

Hon. Mr. POWER -Before the motion
is put I wish to say that the promoter of
this bill in the other House has had a con-
versation with me and pointed out certain
jaesson why the amendment made in the
5th line should not be insisted on. The
clause needs amendment in various respects,
and it needs amendment ju-t in this parti-
cular place; but inasmuch as the House is
not disposed to devote time to considering
the bill at any length, it would probalbly be
better to ask that this first amendmenit be
not concurred in. I therefore move that
the first amendment be not concurred in.

Hon. Mr. McILLAN-I accept the
hon. gentleman's amendmeit.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. POWER-There is another
matter to which I wish to draw attention.
I have a very distinct impression that the
committee yesterday adopted an amend-
nment to this same clause which I do not find
on the minutes to-day. I am not going
to urge it now, but I should like to ask the
hon. gentleman who has charge of the bill
if lie did not understand that an addition
was made to the clause.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-No, I do not
understand that that amendment was made.
On looking at the notes I took at the time,
I find the amendinent with this remark on
it, " cancelled."

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I understood it was
carried.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-I find, on look-
ing at the report as submitted, that it con-
firms my memo.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-In conversation with
the promoter of the bill in the other House
I explained the object of the amendment
which I desired to have made yesterday, and
he said he concurred in it. If it meets.the
approval of the lion. gentleman who has
charge of the bill I should like to move it-
that is, to substitute the word "earned"
for " payable."

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-I will ac:ept
the lion. gentleman's amendment.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I have some doubt
as to the regularity of this proceeding. I
think it is better to adopt the amendments
made in committee, and then at the third
reading move a further amendment.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-It is quite within
the competency of the lion. gentleman
to move the amendment now, because
this is a public bill. He can move that
the amendments be not now concurred
in, but that his amendment be made.

The motion to concur in the amendmnents
made by the committee was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN moved the third
reading of the bill as amended.

Hon. Mr. WOOD moved that the Bill be
not now read the third tim -, but that it be
amended by inserting the word "earned " in-
stead of the word "payable" in the 40th
line of the 6th clause.

The motion was agreed to and the bill, as
amended, was read the third time and passed.

INSPECTION OF STEAMBOATS AND
ENGINEERS BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into a Com-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (M) " An Act
respecting the inspection cf steamboats and
the examination and licensing of engineers
employed on them."

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This bill is apparently
a codification of the law as it now stands.
Will the Premier explain anything new in
the bill 1
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The otlicer of the Department of Marine
and Fisheries did not deem it advisable,
in view of the fact that theie is to be
a codification of the laws, to make any
material change in the different acts as
they stand on the statute book, but
simply to codify them so as to place the
conrmissioner appointed to codify the laws
in a much easier position to deal with them.
There are some amendments, however, which
they deem advisable to have made in ad-
vance, in order to enable them the better to
work this branch of the department. I
will explain them as we come to them.

On clause 5,
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

There is a change made in the consti-
tution of the board, and for this reason:
Inspectors of hulls are public officers
and the departnent can conmand them
at any time. The chairman of the board
is also an officer of the government. The
chairman selected is a practical ship-
builder and so are the inspectors of
hulls. If in every case where the inspection
is to be made you had to go to the trouble
and expense of selecting three practical
shipbuilders in different parts of the coun-
try, it certainly would not be any better and
w ould be more difficult and expensive.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-In
case there are no inspectors of hulls where
the examination is to take place what do
you do?

ment has been such as leads thein to make
this gradation of penalties.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 39,
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

Under the old law the collector of custons
could seize under all circumstances. This
clause is amended to leave it optional to the
Minister to seize the vessel for a violation of
the law where the penalties have not been
paid.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 52,

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
have known many instances where the in-
vestigation was necessary and should be
made at once, and it has occured often that
some time elapsed before the council got
authority to enable the conimissioner to go
on. This is a commendable amendment, so
that the matter can be dealt with in3-
mediately.

The clause was adopted.

On the 56th clause,

Hon. Mr. POWER-That seems a very
sweeping power to give to the Governor in
Council.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BO WELL--It
is a new clause.

Hon. Mr. POWER-And a highly ob-
jectionable one.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- The hon. gentleman evidently has veryYou send thern. little confidence in the Governor in Council.
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-We

have no o'Tcial of that kind in our province,
and I do not know what would be done in
case of inspection there.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
We would have to appoint one specially or
send one.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 11,
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--

Under the old law the penalty was too high
and it was found most difficult to convict.
It was a positive penalty of $400 and it now
reads not to exceed $500 and not less than
$100 and costs. The experience of the depart-

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I do not think it
would be misused by the present ministry,
but it might be by their successors, and
we should provide for all these contin-
gencies.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Parlianent goes to
work and carefully legislates and provides
penalties for certain infractions of the law.
Then we authorize the Governor in Couln-
cil to remitf those penalti s which hav
been legally incurred. I do not always
agree with my hon. colleague, but I do cor-
dially agree with him here that this is inis-
chievous legislation. What would the hon
gentleman think ofthis-supposingthatin the
Criminal Code, dealing with serious offences'
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we insert.ed a clause that the Governor in
Council might remit the penalty. I think
it is most objectionable 1 gislation. I do
not care whether it has been the law or
whether it has not; it is most objectionable
legislation. The hon. gentleman will see
that in the interests of the government
itself it is most desirable that inen who in-
cur penalties under the law should not be in
a position to bring political pressure on the
government of the day to have fines remit-
ted. That is what you would have in every
case owing to the fact of the governinent
having this power. Where a friend of the
government, or a man who is a warm friend
of friends of the government was subjected
to a penalty under this Act, the govern-
ment , ould be pestered with applications to
remit the penalty. It is a clause which we
should not pass.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-Is it not pos-
sible that such a circumstance as this might
occur-that something might escape the
notice of the inspector which might come
out later and on further information the
penalty should not be exacted ?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I have just called the attention of the clerk
to the fact that there is no necessity for this
clause, because full power is given to tfie
Governor in Council to do that thing and
everything else in the remission of duties,
forfeitures, etc. The Governor in Council
has the most extraordinary power under the
Audit Act to remit duties or tolls payable
to Her Majesty. The only restriction is
that no duties of customs or excise paid dn
goods shall be remitted or refunded on
account of such goods having been, after the
payment of such duties, lost or destroyed.

Hon. Mr. POWER-They have to go be-
fore the Treasury Board?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes.

Hon. Mr. POWER-That is a protection.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Wherever power is given in any law for the
remission of any money, it always goes be-
fore the Treasury Board and I am under
the impression there is a provision in the
Audit Act that no remission can be made
Unless by the permission of the Treasury
Board. I see no necessity for this clause
and I move that it be struck out.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I think the objec-
tions to this clause are very strong, indeed.
I appeal to bon. members to say if, where
such remissions have taken place, they have
not been ascribed to political influence. I
dare say there bas been many such cases where
there was no foundation for it. Such legis-
lation is opening the flood gates to the mal-
administration of the law. I should like to
have my name recorded as voting against it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
have moved that it be struck out. I fully
concur in all that the hon. gentleman bas
said. My fourteen years, exterience in the
Department of Customs verifles every word
he says. There was scarely a decision made
by my predecessor during his five years
of office that I was not pestered to reverse,
and if I could have it stricken out of the
Audit Act altogether, I should be very glad
of it.

The clause was dropped.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL, from the committee,
reported the bill with amendments, which
were concurred in.

The Senate then adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, 13th April, 1896.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE DIVORCE COMMITTEE.

REPORT PRESENTED.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER, from the
Committee on Divorce, presented the follow-
ing report:-

THE SENATE,
CoMMITTEE Room No. 28,

WEDNESDAY, 8th A pril, 1896.
The Standing Committee on Divorce beg leave to

make their Fifth Report, as follows:-
The Divorce Committee in the discharge of their

duties have frequently to consult works upon
marriage and divorce. Such of these books as are

r in the Parliainentary Library are in much request
when Bills are contested or involve important
points of law or procedure, and are, therefore, not
always readily procurable, nor can they in fairness
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to other persons entitled to their use be kept by
the Committee ready for reference at all times
during the session. The Library rules very pro-
perly prohibit writing in or permanent marking of
books. This prevents such annotation of them as
would record in a convenient way the manner in
which the doctrines and cases referred to in the
text.have been applied in the practice of the Com-
mittee and in the legislation of Parliament. Your
Conimittee think it would be convenient and
advantageous to have a few of the leading and
latest works on marriage and divorce for the
special use of this Committee and of Senators
generally. They therefore recommend the purchase
of the following books, the cost of which will be a
moderate sum:-

Macqueen-Practice of the House of Lords.
Hammick-Marriage Law of England. 2nd ed.,

1887.
Brown & Powells--The Law and Practice in

Divorce and Matrimonial Causes. 5th ed., 1889.
Bishop-New Commentaries on Marriage Divorce

and Separation. Ed. 1891.
Dixon-Law, Practice and Procedure in Divorce.

2nd ed., 1891.
W inter-Manual of Law and Practice of Divorce.
All which is respectfully submitted.

J. N. KIRCHHOFFER,
Chairman.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Will the hon. gentle-
man be kind enough to inform me if these
works are published in both languages?

Hon. iMr. KIRCHHOFFER-I believe
these works can be had in the French lan-
guage in France, but they are only in the
English language in this country. The
object of this report is that the committee
should not be obliged, whenever they require
to consult any of these books, to send to
the library for them. Very often they can-
not get them when they are needed. We
want to have a nucleus of a little library of
our own to which we can refer. The books
mentioned in the report are the principal
text books necessary, and the committee
decided that we should have them on hand.

THE SESSIONAL INDEMNITY OF
MEMBERS.

INQUIRY WITHDRAWN.

The notice of motion being read-

Hon. Mr. Power-
That he will call attention to the unsatisfactory

condition of the law with respect to the sessional
indemnity of members of both Houses, and will
inquire whether it is the intention of the govern-
ment to introduce, during the present session, any
amendment to the " Act respecting the Senate and
House of Commons," for the purpose of removing
existing abuses?

Hon. Mr. POWER said: Inasmuch as
the First Minister is just as familiar with
this matter as I am, and as at this late
period of the session, under all the circums-
tances of the case, it is not probable that
any good end would be served by my dis-
cussing the matter to which the notice refers,
I ask leave to withdraw it.

The motion was dropped.

THE OCEAN MAIL SERVICE.
MOTION.

Hon. Mr. DEVER moved-

That an humble address be presented to His
Excellency the Governor General, praying that
His Excellency will be pleased to cause to be laid
before the Senate, copies of all correspondence and
writings between the Government of Canada, or
any department thereof, with all steamship com-
panies and others desirous of contracting for steam-
ship services for carrying mails, passengers and
freight of every description between the shipping
ports of Canada and those of other countries which
the government is now in treaty with or about to
contract with, for such services in the near future.

He said : Hon. gentlemen, from the great
success that has attended the opening of the
winter port at St. John during the past
winter, the pleasant duty devolves upon me
to thank you, gentlemen of the Senate, and,
also, the government, for any and every
act of friendship that went to promote that
most desirable object. As you are aware,
without a convenient winter port in Canada
by which our vastly increasing trade and
commerce can be advantageously handled,
this confederation of ours would be very in-
complete, indeed. At a glance you must
see that we would be at the mercy of a
people who would have no interest whatever
in us, only that arising from what they
could make out of us by our large outlay of
public money for constructing chains of
railways throughout the various parts of this
Dominion. And, here, let me point out how
anxious those people are to checkmate us
and take from us our natural and national
rights, that they may convert them to there
own advantage and into their own national
ports. To show you all this, let me present
you with an extract on this point. It is as
follows:--

Reference was made the other day to the large
appropriation made by the United States Congres
to the harbours of Maine. The amount for Port-
land is $800,000, and a considerable portion of this
sum will be so expended as to help to develop the
Grand Trunk facilities in that harbour. The Po'-
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land Argus, in some notes upon Mr. W. E. Davis,
the newly appointed passenger agent of the Grand
Trunk system, says that Mr. Davis not only takes
great interest in Portland, but he believes that the
place is " the natural seaport of Canada and that
it can be made the seat of a great export and im-
port trade with European countries." The Argus
also adds expression of its belief " that the Grand
Trunk will see its way to make Portland its
outport, and, with enlightened self-interest,
do much to improve its wharf property and
maintain a line of trans-Atlantic steamers. Nature
has done much for this harbour. Man can do
something more. We are satisfied that the city, if
it heartily co-operates with the Grand Trunk
Railway, can make ours the most desirable harbour
on the Atlantic coast, and give Portland a ' boom'
such as it never had before."

I wish the goverment to perceive by this
extract, and many others that I have here
under my hand, what we have to contend
with if we expect to develop the prosperity
of our own country. They must see the
necessity of protecting our own seaports
against the efforts of strangers who are
evidently planning to strangle our winter
port, and take from us the advantages of
Confederation. I will place before the
government now the desire of the Board of
Trade of St. John and the merchants of that
city, who have studied this question in all
its parts ; so that the port of St. John, if it
has not the geographical and other advanta-
ges they claim for it, they must submit to see
their wealth and shipping go to other cities
and shipping ports, even foreign ones at
that. The following is a copy of the reso-
lution of the Board of Trade, and I want to
draw to it the Government's undivided at-
tention, as being fair to all parts of this
Dominion, asking nothing that any portion
can find fault with them for conceding to us:

Resolved " That in view, of the success which
has attended the Atlantic, freight services, fron
the port of St. John, d uring the season now draw-
ing to a close, and in view of the fact, that the
proposed fast mail service between Canada and the
Mother Country will involve the employment of
steamships fitted not only, for passengers and mails
tut also for the conveyance of large quantities of
freight : This board believing that the passenger
and mail service can be conducted with, at least,
equal facilities through the port of St. John during
the winter, and that the freight facilities of this
port are unequalled by any other Maritime Pro-
vince port-respectfully urge upon the Dominion
Government that in calling for tenders for the pro-
posed Fast Mail Line, no Canadian Port, be
specially mentioned but that it be left open, to the
Steamship Companies, tendering to select their
own Canadian Ports, for the proposed service.

(Signed,) IRA CORNWALL,
Secretary Board of Trade St. John N.B.

I have nothing more to say on this ques-
tion. I wholly leave it now in the hands of
the Government.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-The subject to which
the hon. gentleman f rom St. John has direct-
ed the attention of this House, is one of
very great importance. I have received-
as I presume some hon. gentlemen in this
Chaniber have-a copy of the resolution
passed by the Board of Trade of the City of
St. John, to which the hou. gentleman has
referred, and which he has just read for the
information of this House. I desire to say
that I heartily concur in the proposition put
forth by the Board of Trade of St. John, and
my object in rising is to impress the matter
upon the attention of the government, as well
as upon the attention of this Hon. House.
The hon. gentleman f rom St. John referred
to the success which has attended the open-
ing of steam communication between St.
John and Liverpool direct by the Beaver
Line Steamship Company during the winter.
It will be, I presume, within the knowledge
of many members of this House, that in
November last a contract was entered into
between the Dominion Government and the
Beaver Line Steamship Company to estab-
lish a fortnightly service between the Port
of Liverpool, in Great Britain, and the Port
of St. John, N.B. Predictions were made
by a number, among them some gentle-
men who should be good authorities
upon this question, and whose judg-
ment and opinions upon the matter should
be entitled to respectful consideration,
that this scheme could not prove a success,
that there was no business to justify the
opening of communication of this kind, that
very little freight would be offered and that
even that little freight would be local in its
character, and the only result of granting
this subsidy would be to give to some of the
deal shippers of the city of St. John cheap
rates to Great Britain. I am glad to say
that the result of the last winter's experi-
ence has entirely falsified these predictions.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-These steamers were
not obliged to fill up with deals, but, on the
contrary, were able at each trip to find full
cargnes, and these cargoes were largely com-
posed of grain, flour, live stock, provisions,
hay and agricultural products, principally
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from Ontario and the West. Not only this,
but freight offered in such quantities that
the steamers were not able to carry it all,
and they were obiiged to put on three
steamers, in addition to the number pro-
vided for in the contract, and thirteen
round trips will be made this winter by the
Beaver Line Steamship Company, instead of
ten as was contemplated in the contract, and
each time the steamers will have good
cargoes. Not only this, but the develop-
ment of this trade has had another very
important effect upon the export trade froin
St. John. As is well known to the House,
the Furness Line Company have been main-
taining steamship communication between
London, Eng., and St. John, N.B., calling
at Halifax, both going and returning, for a
number of years. In the past, and until
this winter, these steamers found little to
carry except the local freight that was
offered. The development of this western
trade by the Beaver Line Steamship Com-
pany, appears to have attracted the notice
of shippers to this route, and I am glad to
see that, this winter, the Furness Line Com-
pany has had a large amount of western
freight to carry from St. John direct
to London. In addition to this, another
steamship line, the Donaldson Steamship
Company, were led by the success that at-
tended the venture on the part of these
other companies, to put their steamers on
this route and to make St. John their
terminus on this side of the Atlantic.
They have had steamships calling 'at St.
John and have obtained, I believe full, car-
goes ai well. To show the wonderful in-
crease in the export trade from the city of
St. John as the result of these steamers
coming there for cargoes, I find returns
from one of the St. John papers of the
customs exports during the month of Jan-
uary last amounting to $545,000 as against
$162,000 in 1895 and $116,000 in 1894. I
see f rom a statement in the St. John "Sun"
that, as a total result of this winter's opera-
tions, there have been 36 steamers cf these
three lines altogether loaded in St. John.
These steamers have a tonnage of 69.175
tons, and they have carried away some three
million dollars worth of our Canadian pro-
ducts. It must be borne in mind that this
is not interfering with the traffic of any
other Canadian line, but that this is all, or
very largely at all events (with the except-
ion perhaps of some small quantity of deals i

taken from St. John) western trade which
has been diverted from the United States
ports has found its outlet at the port of St.
John which is. I am glad to say, now in a
fair way of becoming one of the winter ports
of this Dominion.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Before the hon-
gentleman concludes his statistics with
regard to it, could he furnish information as
to the decrease of the navigation i There
was a commision appointed to investigate
the subject, and I understand they found
that the falling off was from 300,000 tons to
100,000 tons-was that due to the harbour
or to the commercial policy of the country i

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I do not care to
question the accuracy of the hon. gentle-
man's figures, but I should like to see them
verified before I could accept a statement,
of that kind. I may say further that I do
not see the relevancy of the hon. gentleman's
question. I was pointing out that as a re-
sult of the action of the government in
entering upon this contract with the Beaver
Steamship Company, the attention of ship-
pers had been directed to the advantage of
the ports of the Maritime Provinces for the
shipment of their produce in the winter
time, and, as the result of that, some thirty-
six steamers have been loaded there, princi-
pally with the product of the west, and that
this large trade has been diverted from
United States ports to our own Canadian
seaports. That was the question to which
I was endeavouring to direct the atten-
tion of the House, and I scarcely
see the relevancy of the hon. gen-
tleman's interruption. I was going on
to observe in connection with this busi-
ness, that the import trade by these steamers
while it ha,; been tolerably successful, has
not been such as we might have hoped or
expected. There is, however, I think, a fair
explanation of this. The contract was not
enteredintountil the month of Novemberlast,
at which time importers generally had made
their arragements and sent forward their
orders and had engaged their freight space
for the winter importation. I am led tO
believe, from the reports which have reached
me, that during another winter this line
will find a good import trade as well as a
good export trade. There is another point
to which I would like to call the attention
of the House while referring to this subject,
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and that is the fact that it has been found
that goods shipped by these lines of
steamers, by the Beaver line particularly, to
the port of St. John, have been delivered in
St. John, some of them in 12 days and none
of them have taken more than 13 from the
date of shipment from Liverpool until the
date of their delivery in Montreal.

Hon. Mr. ADAMS-Only in one in-
stance.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-The goods shipped by
other lines,-the ABan and Dominion lines
-which land their goods in Portland have
been, in the majority of cases, 14 days be-
fore they reached their destination. The
difference has been in favour of St. John and
shows that the facilities which that port
offers for the transhipment and forwarding
of goods are such as they can successfully
compete with Portland and Boston, or any
other United States ports, for delivery in
Montreal and Western ports. , The success
of this port during the past winter goes
very far to substantiate the claim which the
people of St. John have so long and strongly
put forward, that their port, as a shipping
port, stands second to none of the sea ports
on the Atlantic Coast. A good deal of pre-
judice has been created in the public mind
by an erroneous impression with regard to

fogs which prevail in the Bay of Fundy,
that these fogs render the navigation of the
Bay quite unsafe. We all know that the
fogs which prevail, nt merely in the Bay
of Fundy but on the north Atlantic Coast
generally are the chief sources of the dan-
gers to which the north Atlantic shipping
trade is exposed. The chief risk of shipping
at the present day is the great danger of
collisions and this danger is largely enhanced
by these fogs. There has been a good deal
of good natured discussion between the hon.
gentlemen who represent the city of Hali-
fax and the hon. gentlemen who represent
the city of St. John, and also between the
press of these two cities, as to the relative
roerit of the two rival sea ports and the
Prevalence of fogs in the neighbourhood of
routes leading to them. . I do not desire to
enter into that discussion. I have always
commended the earnestness and zeal with
Which the gentlemen representing the
iterests of those cities have advocated the

respective claims of the two harbours. I
was glad to find the other day, upon inquiry,

29

that during late years some effort had been
made to obtain reliable data upon this sub-
ject. At a number of fog alarm stations,
both on the Atlantic coast and on the Bay
of Fundy, regular records have been kept
showing the existence and duration of the
fogs which occur during different months of
theyear. I have taken the trouble to examine
these records, which were kept at different
points on the Atlantic coast, and I was my-
self somewhat surprised at the result which
these records show. I will read to this
House a brief summary of the records kept
at five or six if these different stations. At
Chebucto Head, a point on the south coast
of Nova Scotia, the records show that in
1892 there was 1,502.hours duration of fog,
that in 1893 there was 1,232, and in 1894
1,457 hours, that the average for these
three years was 1,398. At Quaco, a
point in the Bay of Fundy, in 1892 the
duration of the fog was 1,142 hours, in 1893,
987 hours, and in 1894, 1,121 hours, an
average for the three years of 1,080 hours.
The difference is 317 hours, or about thirty
per cent of the duration of the fog. At
Sambro, near Hali-fax, in 1892 there was a
duration of 1,496 hours, in 1893, 1,356
hours, and in 1894, 1,725 hours, or an
average in these three years of 1,523 hours.
At Partridge Island, at the entrance of the
St. John Harbour, the duration of fog in
1892 was 1,052 hours, in 1893, 1,017 hours,
and in 1894, 1,186 hours, or an average for
the three years of 1,084 hours. The difference
is 439 hours in favour of Partridge Island in
the Bay of Fundy, a difference of 40 per cent
At Cape Sable Island in 1892 there was
1,505 hours ; in 1893 there was 1,310 hours ;
in 1894 there was 1,804 hours or an average
for the three years of 1,539, while at Point
Le Preaux, a cape near the mouth of the
Bay of Fundy, the duration was less than at
any other point. In 1892 there was only
745 hours, in 1893, 774 hours and in 1894,
778 bours, or an average for the three years
of 754 hours. Another point in connection
with that subject, which I find on examina-
tion of the different monthly records, is
this, that in the Bay of Fundy fogs are
mostly confined to the summer months,
that they were most frequent and of the
greatest duration during the months of July
and August, and also in June and September,
that during the winter months there is very
little, scarcely any fog in the Bay of Fundy
at all. On the Atlantic coast the fogs, as
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in the Bay of Fundy are more dense and
more frequent and of longer duration in the
summer months than in the winter months,
but they also occur there at intervals during
all the months of the year. These figures are
interesting, at all events, to those of us
who live in the Maritime Provinces and they
furnish reliable data upon a very important
subject, and to my mind they fully justify
the contention which the people of St. John
have always inade, that there is no harbour
on the Atlantic Coast more easy of access
and more safe for sailing vessels to approach
at any time than the harbour of St. John.
The navigation of the Bay of Fundy, from
its mouth to the harbour of St. John, is as
safe as any other part of the world. The bay
is wide ; there are no shoals or rocks to obst-
ruct the course of navigation, and in fair
weather steamships by this route can main-
tain their full rate of speed until they reach
their destination. The resolution of the
Board of Trade, to which the hon. gentleman
has made reference, asks that in the contract
which we hope is to be entered into in the
near future for the fast Atlantic MailService,
it shall be left to the steamship company
which undertakes that service to select its
own terminal port on this side of the Atlan-
tic. I may say J heartily approve of the pro-
position which that resolution contains. I do
not wish, in doing this, to be understood as
advocating the claims of St. John as opposed
to the claims of Halifax or any other port.
Halifax certainly has this very great advant-
age, that it is by a number of miles-I do
not know the exact number-I think 200 or
300 nearer to Europe than the Port of St.
John. There is one thing certain, that it
will be necessary for the company which
undertakes this service to select a port which
will enable them to make the voyage in the
shortest possible time for the success of that
enterprise. In my opinion it will be deter-
mined by the fact whether by this route we
can reduce the tine taken for the journey
between Europe and America very much
from the time required going by the present
route to Boston and New York. While, if
all other circumstances are the same, the
company performing the service would, under
these circumstances, select the port nearest
to Europe and make the ocean trip as short
as possible. I think it is fair-it is quite
safe at all events, to leave the selection to
the company themselves and to enable each
of the great seaports in the Maritime Pro-

vinces to press their own claims and to
obtain the full benefit of any advantages
that they may possess. For these reasons
I heartily endorse the action of the Board
of Trade, and I desire to press the matter,
which my hon. friend from St. John has
brought to the notice of the House, upon
the attention of the government, and upon
the attention of the House, and J trust
when this contract will be entered into, this
condition will be incorporated in it.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I wish to say a few
words in reply to the hon. gentleman who
has just resumed his seat. The hon. gentle-
man has been good enough to say that there
is a good deal of jealousy between St. John
and Halifax. As a citizen of Halifax I beg to
say that that jealousy does not exist in Hali-
fax; and hon. gentlemen will observe that
there has been no unfriendly word f rom any
representative of Halifax in this House for
some considerable time, although my hon.
friend from St. John has on several occasions
brought before the House claims of St. John
for consideration at the hands of the govern-
ment and parliament. I was somewhat
surprised, I may say, at the statistics with
respect to fog produced by the hon. gentle-
man from Sackville. If I had known that
the hon. gentleman proposed to take such
pains to show that St. John was a port
possessing attractions superior to those
of Halifax, J should have tried to fortify
myself with the material to reply. There is
just one observation, however, which occurs
to me on the spur of the moment with re-
spect to those fog statistics. I do not know
whether they are official, or whether they
are statistics which have been procured in
the interests of St. John. Everyone knows
how statistics will tell different stories,
according as they are used by one person or
another; they are proverbially calculated to
mislead ; but I notice with respect to these
statistics, that the two stations selected in
Nova Scotia, are two places which are
specially liable to suffer from fog. Partridge
Island, in the mouth of St. John Harbour,
has been taken as a point to compare with
Sambro Island, outside of the mouth of
Halifax Harbour, ahd with Chebucto Head.
Now, Chebucto Head is about nine or ten
miles and Sambro Island about fourteen
miles from Halifax, and out to sea, and in
order to institute a fair comparison between
the harbours of St. John and Halifax with
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respect to fog, the observer should have
selected some point as far f rom St. John as
Chebuzto Head or Sambro Island is from
Halifax. If we were to take Mauger's
Beach lighthouse, which stands in about
the same position with relation to the city
of Halifax that Partridge Island does to
the city of St. John, I am satisfied the sta-
tistics would tell the other way. Very often
when there is a fog-bank lying out about
Sambro and Chebucto Head, the weather is
perfectly clear a little distance inside.

I quite concur with what has been said by
the hon. gentleman from St. John and the
hon. gentleman from Sackviile, as to allow-
ing the company who propose to tender for
the fast service, to select their own port.
I say, as a citizen of Halifax, that I should
be perfectly satisfied that that matter should
be left to the company tendering. I rejoice,
as coming from the lower provinces, that the
experiment made by the government this
year in subsidizing those steamers running
to the port of St. John has been so successful.
Although it is possible, and very natural,
that I should prefer that the subsidy had
been given to a line of steamers running to
Halifax, still, it is infinitely better that the
freight should be carried by a line of steam-
ers running to St. John than that it should
be carried by steamers running to Boston.
Boston is, I think, the port from which the
Canadian Pacific Railway ship the bulk of
their goods ; and this suggests another idea
to me, which I commend to the favourable
consideration of the government. Although
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company have
for a long time had their road running
into St. John, it is only during the past year,
and apparently as a result of this subsidy,
that they have shipped much freight from
St. John, and have been able to ship in
considerable quantities from that port
to advantage. Now, the government own
a line of railway of nearly 700 miles,
which has its Atlantic terminus at Halifax.
Unfortunately, that line does not come to
Montreal-it onlv comes to Lévis-but the
Grand Trunk Railway, which is the other
great Canadian railway competing with the
Canadian Pacific Railway, and which con-
niects with the Government railway at Lévis,
has now come under new management, and
I believe a more intelligent and enlightened
Management than it has been under during
the past few years, and if the government
will deal with Halifax as they have dealt
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with St. John, if they will offer a subsidy
to a line of steamers coming to Halifax, and
will take steps, in conjunction with the
management of the Grand Trunk Railway,
to give nearly-they cannot give quite as
favourable terms to Halifax as are given to
St. John, because the distance f rom Mon-
treal to Halifax is something greater-but
if they will endeavour to offer nearly as
good terms for freight coming over the
Grand Trunk Railway and Intercolonial as
are given to freight running over the Cana-
diEn Pacific Railway, I have hope that the
Intercolonial and the Grand Trunk Rail way
will do a deal of work, and that a very
considerable quantity of freight will be
shipped from Halifax.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I perfectly agree
with many things in the speech of my hon.
colleague. I am very glad indeed to hear
that St. John is getting the trade which
formerly went by way of Portland, and as a
Canadian I am certainly very much pleased
to hear it. I am afraid that St. John is so
much nearer Montreal, Halifax being 340
miles further away-

Hon. Mr. POWER-Excuse me, by the
Intercolonial there is only 100 miles differ-
ence.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-St. John is so much
nearer to Montreal that some freight must
go by way of that port in preference to
Halifax any way it is fixed. For instance,
cattle: we all know that cattle suffer much
more from railway travelling than while they
are on board ship, and any cattle for Europe
coming from Montreal will be shipped by
St. John instead of by way of Halifax.
There may be some other freight likewise
that 'will go by that route, but we must
consider that a swift line is one that will
take passengers and light freight, and there
is not the slightest doubt that Halifax,
being two days nearer Liverpool and London,
any vessels which are intended for passen-
ger traffic must stop at Halifax in preference
to having two more days sea voyage to St.
John. Any Ilight goods, which it is im-
portant to forward quickly to the west, willgo
by way of H lifax. I was very much aston-
ished to hear of the safety of navigation in
the Bay of Fundy from the hon. gentleman
from Moncton. I think there is an island
just at the entrance to the Bay of Fundy



called Cape Sable Island, where the steamship
Hungarian was wrecked and not a soul was
left to tell the tale. One of the Cunard
Line boats was wrecked there also, and it is a
constant menace to the navigation of the
Bay of Fundy. I read in a paper the other
day an account of damage done to a vessel
entering the harbour of St. John. If the
suggestion made by the hon. gentleman from
St. John the other day, that a dredge should
be used to inprove the entrance to the
harbour of St. John, had been acted upon
the accident would not have occurred. -It
was due to the existence of a bar at low
tide at the entrance to the harbour Speak-
ing of the prevalence of fogs, I think some-
thing should have been said about the
thickness of the fogs in the Bay of Fundy.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-What about
Sable Island?

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Cape Sable Island
is different altogether from Sable Island.
Cape Sable Island is at the mouth of the
Bay of Fundy, and there have been many
wrecks there, and everybody knows there is
a current at the mouth of the Bay of Fundy
which cannot be calculated on. Every sea
captain says that he cannot calculate on it,
because it goes different ways at different
times. Labourers at St. John Harbour
charge $4 a day, while in Halifax they take
the regular wages, $1.50. That is in favour
of Halifax Harbour. I think it will puzzle
the senior member from Halifax to make
Halifax as near Montreal as St. John is.
Therefore he should be content to lose the
freight in cattle, which I think St. John
will have, but for passenger traffic and light
freight Halifax is so much superior to St.
John that I am willing, as my colleague
says, to leave it to the company to decide
between the merits of the two cities.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-The people of St.
John, as far as I know, have a feeling of
delicacy about saying anything against
Halifax. As for myself, I have invariably
spoken in the highest terms of Halifax,
and at the same time I have expressed my
regret that there should be an apparent
struggle between the two chief cities of the
Maritime Provinces. Our complaint is that
Portland, a city in a foreign country, is try-
ing to get from us the results of the
development of this country. It is only

towards Portland that there is any feeling of
opposition, and we claim that we have a right
to see that the products of Canada shall not
go to enrich a foreign city while Canada has
two seaports of her own. To give you
an idea why we should have a feeling of
opposition, I can read to you the amount in
value of Canadian produce sent in one ship-
ment from Portland this winter, showing
that Portland is the great rival of St.
John and not Halifax. It is from that,
point of view that I mention the matter.
Halifax has natural advantages and has all
the benefit that can be derived from then.
St. John is nearer to Montreal by some 275
miles. It is true that Halifax is nearer te
.Europe, but you have to go over 275 miles
of land carriage to get to Halifax. However,
what I want to say is, I hope the people
of Halifax will not think we are jealous of
them. My hon. friend near me referred to
two islands in the mouth of the Bay of
Fundy. Those two islands do not belong
to New Brunswick. In fact, , they belong
to Nova Scotia, and they are not in
the Bay of Fundy. I did produce here cer-
tificates of the highest order from pilots who
brought vessels up the Bay of Fundy,
one of them who lias taken over 200 vessele
up, and who has never met with an accident,
who set forth that the Bay of Fundy is one
of the safest sheets of water on the coast of
North America. After that, ordinary citi-
zens have no right to set up their own
individual opinion in contradistinction to
the declarations of scientific men, mariners
of the first class and pilots. There are other
points that I should like to mention to the
House, though I do not like to prolong the
debate. One is with reference to the trifling
accident which occurred in the harbour of
St. John. The fact is, some of the pas-
sengers, seeing a train at the wharf readY
to start for Montreal, were anxious to catch
it, and they induced the pilot to enter the
harbour when the water was at its lowest.
The pilot made a miscalculation of six inches
as to the depth of the water, and the cons0

quence was that he met with a trifling acci-
dent. It did not amount to anything, but
our adversaries tried to make out that it
was something serious. The port wardOnS
are investigating the matter and investigal-
ing the conduct of the pilot who broughit
the ship in. At all events, it is so insi-
gnificant that it is hardly worth talking
about.
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Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I interlarded a
remark while the hon. gentleman from Sack-
ville was speaking with regard to the falling
off of importations and shipping in the port
of St. John. The remark was not made
with any view of detracting from the merits
of the question which the hon. gentleman
from St. John desired to bring before the
House, but to elicit, in the debate on this
question, what it is that is causing a reduc-
tion of our trade. Turning to the public
returns, I find that the exports from the
port of St. John in 1893 were $3,943,000, in
1895 they were $3,310,000, a reduction of
$630,000 in two years. The imports entered
for consumption were $3,594,000, in 1893,
while the imports entered for consumption
in 1895 were $3,548,000. I will read the
returns for the same period with regard to
Halifax. In 1893 the exports from Halifax
were$6,438,000,in 1895, theywere$7,376,000
a slight increase. The imports entered for
consumption at Halifax in 1893 were
$7,000,000and in 1895 they were $6,816,000
so that we see a falling off in the trade of
both cities in the three years. That is a
serious question, added to the fact that the
shipping generally has fallen off very
largely. I do not know to what extent it
has, but I understand a commission was
appointed-probably the hon. gentleman
from St. John knows about it-to inquire
into the cause of the diminution of shipping,
and the figures show a very great reduction
indeed. It is an unfortunate position, but
I do not attribute it in the slightest degree
to any want of facilities that the port of St.
John or the port of Halifax offers. I attri-
bute it entirely to the failure of the com-
rnercial policy which we have been following
ing so long in affording that trade which
cheapens rates. Hon. gentlemen put in a
Barcqstic "hear, hear " now and then, yet
these are facts and figures that cannot be
controverted. We have a notable example
of what a sound commercial policy can do
in the case of the solitary free trade
port on the Pacifie, Hong Kong,
whose trade is over $200,000,000 a year
and I believe exceeds that of all other
ports on the Pacifie. A free port does
it. Here we have been going on year after
year with a fine harbour like St. John, and
yet the four which is produced at the mills
Of Peterboro' and other parts of Canada, finds
its way to Halifax by way of Portland or
Boston. It is not due to the cause that the

junior member from Halifax mentioned, but
it is something else which is diverting trade
from Canadian channels and the subsidy
which is intended to divert Canadian trade
through St. John which now finds its way
through more circuitous channels must be
aided by the removal of restrictions to trade
before it will fully develope the capabilities
of St. John as a shipping port. It does not
depend so much upon local advantages as the
attraction for shipping to seek freights there
which lowers ocean rates and thereby builds
up the port. It will be impossible to keep
Canadian trade away from Portland or Bos-
ton so long as we pursue the present trade
policy. I believe that an improved com-
mercial policy would do more for our ship-
ping than anything else we can do.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
have no objection to bringing down all the
information that was moved for by the hon.
gentleman from St. John that the govern-
ment has in its possession I do not know
that it is necessary, at this juncture of our
proceedings, to enter into anything like a
discussion upon the merits or demerits of the
trade policy of the country, or the causes which
have led to its falling off at some ports and
increasing at others. The remarks made by
the senior member f rom Halifax I thought
were very pertinent. He showed that to give
mere bald figures to represent either the
volume of trade or the effect of fogs might
be susceptible, in the hands of others, of put-
ting a different complexion on the facts and
leading to quite different conclusions. Now,
the fact that trade has been diverted, to a
very great extent, from the Maritime Pro-
vinces to the United States sea ports in the
past has been on account of the facilities and
cheap rates which have been offered by the
competing lines running to the southward.
It is no evidence of declining trade at Hali-
fax or St. John when the hon. gentleman
tells us that the value of the goods imported
into either of those ports last year was less
than the value of goods imported three or
four years ago. To come to a correct con-
clusion on a point of that kind, you must find
the difference in value of the goods imported
to-day and of goods imported three or four
years ago. The hon. gentleman knows that as
well as any member of this House, for very
few have given this question more study and
devoted more time in their researches into
the effect upon trade of a particular
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policy than the hon. member f rom Mar-
quette, but I am afraid like most free
traders, he takes a one-sided view of the
case. If you had 100,000 tons of goods
imported into Halifax three years ago that
was value at say $50,000 and you had the
same tonnage imported this year and it was

33J per cent less in value, it does not show
that there was any falling off in the actual
trade of the country.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-How about the
falling off in the shipping I

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
explained that a few moments ago. I am
speaking of the values now. Do not mix
the two. The same argument applies to
exports. If you export 100,000 bushels of
wheat one year and it enters into the trade
returns at one dollar a bushel, you would have
to export the next year 200,000 bushels if it
was only worth 50 cents a bushel, to reach
the same value, and while the volume of
trade would be increased it would show no
increase in the returns. It is only by taking
the two facts together that you can arrive at
anything like a correct deduction from the
trade returns. I have been very much
pleased with the facts brought before the
House to-day both by the hon. member from
Sackville and the hon. member f rom St. John.
It proves that we have accomplished at least
that which this country has been trying to
do for a quarter of a century, and which
they anticipated when Confederation took
place, that we can have a winter port in
Canada. That is the most pleasing feature
to me, and the very policy that has been
adopted by the government of late
years has been to divert our trade
from United States ports to ports in our
own Dominion. If we can accomplish that
by paying a littie out of the public treasury
by way of subsidy, I hope it will not only
be continued, but that the subsidies will be
quadrupled in the future. I am not speak
ing of St. John or Halifax in particular, but
if there is anything to be gained by it, I
should be glad to see it extended to Halifax
and other ports. The city of Halifax has
not been neglected in the past ; it is only of
late years that more attention has been paid
to the port of St. John, and if St. John or
any other port can be made an outlet of the
great western traffic which is growing every
year, the object of Confederation, in that

respect, and the dreams of the Canadian
people for the last quarter of a century, will
be accomplisheïl. I understand the hon.
gentleman from Sackville to say that the
figures which he gave us were from authen-
tic records, and that they were not prepared
for the sake of extolling and bolstering up
St. John harbour.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-They were from
records kept at the different stations.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then they are so much more valuable. I
only refer to that because of the remark
made by the senior member for Halifax, that
he did not know whether they were official
records, or whether they were prepared for
the purpose of proving to the House that St.
John Harbour was not that harbour of fogs
which we have been led to suppose in the
past. I hope my hon. friend f rom Marquette
will, when he studies this question, give his
attention to both sides of the question, and
that he will not take merely the figures as
they appear upon the record, without enter-
ing into a consideration of the causes which
have lead to a falling off or an increase, and
I am quite sure, with his ability for research,
that he will find out the true state of affairs.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Ca
the hon. gentleman from Marquette tell us
what the revenue of Hong Kong is ? There
are no productions of tea and sugar in Hong
Kong, and therefore it is only a warehousing
place for the ports of China. The goods
come there from many parts of China to be
shipped to other countries. I think the
revenue of the colony is very small, whereas
if the exports belonged to it the .revenue
would be very large.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I cannot fror0
recollection state the revenue of the port,
probably it is not a very large one. It is onlY
a very small Island, but it is a seaport that
concentrates a very large trade, and it de-
rives its large trade because, being a free
port, it attracts shipping from all parts Of
the world, and there is where traders who
want to ship their goods to the world
generally can get the cheapest rates. That
is the reason its shipping is 14,000,000
tons annually. Being a free port it attracts
shipping, and what we want to do is tO at-
tract shipping to our ports by increased
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trade, and we will get reduced rates, and
the thing will niultiply itself in consequence.
Increasing trade decreases rates, and that is
not the effect that is being produced now
upon our seaports.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-I may state to the
hon. gentleman from Marquette that it is
no wonder the imports of St. John are
reduced. I can look back to the time when
we had not a tallow candle manufactured in
this country. I can remember when we
had not a box of soap manufactured in this
country, and now those things are rnanufac-
tured by ourselves, and how can the im-
portations be so great ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-What do they
costl

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-About a quarter of
what they did before.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-We used to inport
almost everything, and now we manufacture
almost everything, and how can the imports
be as large I

The motion was agreed to.

REPRESENTATION IN THE NORTH-
WEST TERRITORIES.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL in-
troduced Bill (R.) "An Act respecting the
Representation of the North-west Terri-
tories in the Senate of Canada." He said:
The bill is very short and reads as follows :-

Section 1 of chapter 3 of the Statutes of 1887 is
hereby repealed and the following substituted
therefor:-

The North-west Territories shall be represented
in the Senate of Canada by three members.

The population in that portion of the
Dominion has increased to such an extent
as to justify the introduction of this bill so
to enable the Saskatchewan portion of the
North-west Territories to be represented in
the Senate. The districts of Alberta and
Assiniboia are represented, but there is no
representative for that vast country which
comprises the Saskatchewan district. Upon
the second reading of the bill, or on going
into committee, I will give further details,
if necessary, that will justify the House in
passing the bill; I hope that the business
of the House of Commons will be such as to

enable them, not onty to introduce a bill,
but to carry one through, giving another
representative in the popular branch of the
legislature to represent that section of the
Dominion of Canada. The bill was read the
first time.

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (72) "An Act respecting the Mon-
treal Park Island Railway Company."-(Mr.
McMillan).

Bill (82) "An Act respecting the Kings-
ton, Smith Falls and Ottawa Railway Com-
pany."-(Mr. Clemow).

Bill
Huron
-(Mr.

(28) "An Act to incorporate the
and Ontario Railway Company."

McMillan).

Bill (M) "An Act respecting the inspec-
tion of Steamboats and the examination and
licensing of Engineers employed on them."
-(Sir Mackenzie Bowell).

BEHRING SEA COMMISSIONERS'
BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL,
moved the second reading of Bill (Q) "An
Act respecting the Behring Sea Claims
Convention."

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. SIR MACKENZIE BOWELL,
moved that the bill be referred to a com-
mittee of the whole House to-morrow.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I think at the
second reading of the bill, it is not inappro-
priate to call attention to the fact that there
is a bill being presented to congress for the
destruction of seals. I do not know exactly
from what source the pressure is brought to
pass such a bill, but I may say it would be
a very disastrous measure if such a thing were
contemplated. The seal is a very valuable
animal, valuable in trade and valuable for
many purposes, and it seems unwise to con-
template their complete extinction because
what they call poaching on the high seas
is what we call exercising our legi-
timate rights on the high seas. It would
be subversive of the interests of this
country if such a thing were • to take
place. We had a notable incident of that in
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our North-west Territories, where the buffalo
bas become an extinet animal. The buffalo
was a very valuable animal for the food
and for the robes it produced. The
buffalo has been totally destroyed, and
very largely on account of the jealousy that
existed between the hunters on the United
States side of the line and the hunters on
the Canadian side of the line where the
buffalo used to travel from north to south
in search of pasture. The buffalo were
destroyed wholesale by being driven into
corrals and wantonly slaughtered irrespec-
tive of the demand of trade. They pro-
bably never will be restored to the plains.
Their places are being taken by cattle, but
there is nothing to take the place of seal
life in the same way, and any attempt to
destroy seal life simply on account of the
difficulties between the hunters of the two
countries or a want of proper co-operation in
the preservation of all kinds of fish life from
wanton destruction would be a very great
wrong. For that reason I thought that
while we were going into committee it would
not be an inappropriate time to call attention
to it.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-There
is a United States Company who leased the
Pribyloff Islands where the seal rookeries are,
and on seeing this proposed legislation, they
have intervened to prevent it. I presume
the bill is to bluff us, or make us do some -
thing we will not do otherwise. They want
Behring Sea patrolled by the British ships or
they will kill all the seals. Well, it simply
cannot be done.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
do not think any United States statesmen
of any prominence look upon the proposition
to exterminate the seal in any other light
than as absurd, but it appears to be the
opinion of some members of Congress that
because they cannot have their own way
exclusively in the controlling and manage-
ment of seal life in the Pacific, and because
British subjects are reaping some benefit
from the seal, that therefore they will com-
pletely destroy seal life. No one looks upon
that as being in earnest. The great object
of United States statesmen at the present
moment is to get sole control, or control to
the fullest possible extent, of the seal, not
only upon the islands, but also upon the
high seas, to have such restrictions and such

regulations adopted between the govern-
ments of Great Britain and the United
States as to prevent the possibility of killing
them anywhere except on the islands which
are controlled by themselves, and where no
British subject dare go to kill seals unless
he poaches. I am quite sure the United
States Congress or United States people
would never consider that question seriously.
In reference to the bill before the House, I
might mention that they have a similar
bill before Congress at the present time,
to give the commissioners, when they are
sitting, to adjudicate upon the different
claims, in the United States, the same power
that we propose to give the commission
while it sits in Canada in order to compel
the attendance of witnesses.

The motion was agreed to.

PROTECTION OF NAVIGABLE
WATERS BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into Committee
of the Whole on Bill (P) " An Act to amend
the Act res ecting the protection of Navi-
gable Waters."

(In the Committee.)

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B C.)-I an
very much pleased that the Hon. Premier
bas introduced this bill. It wili remove a
wreck that is an eyesore to the people of
Victoria-something which has been an eye-
sore to them for five or six years, and there
bas been no means to remove it,
because it did not obstruct navigable
waters. Under the previous Act the
government had not the power tO
remove it. I will call the attention
of the Premier to line twenty-five, which
mentions the persons from whom costs
may be recovered. It says, costs may
be recovered from the owner of such vessel,
or managing owner, or master, or person in
charge and so on. That would throw the
whole thing on the pilot or captain
who could not be found, and that is not the
intention of the government, although the
pilot is the man to blame for this wreck;
he had been in those waters t wenty-five or
thirty years and that rock is well-known.
He brought the ship right on to the rock,
and I certainly should never have given hirn
his license, although he has got it from the
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license commissioner. I think there are too
many made responsible for the cost of
removal.

On clause 2,

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
This is the old law which has been upon the
Statute-book for a great many years. The
only change that is.made in this clause is in
order to give effect to the amendment of the
first clause which refers to vessels wrecked
and in a similar position to that to which the
hon. gentleman from Victoria has called
attention. Then in the fifth line of the
second clause some words are added to the
old law as it now stands on the Statute-book.
The fourth line reads " Navigation of any
navigable water occasioned " and these words
were added "or in manner aforesaid likely
to be occasioned by the wreck." Then if you
pass on to the seventh line these words are
added " or other thing or with such authority
has caused to be removed any vessel or part
thereof, wreck or other thing cast ashore,
stranded or left upon any such property as
in the last preceding section mentioned."
Then the word " wreck " is added after the
word " thereof " in the twelth line, and in the
twenty-fifth the word .'fault " is added after
the words "or from any person through
whose act or." That would bring it home
to the pilot, and to any person who was
really guilty of neglect, and whose neglect
caused the vessel to run on the rock. As
to the parties from whom the costs should
be claimed, there is no change in that por-
tion of the act, and I fancy a moment's
reflection would lead one to the conclusion
that we would have to add the owners of the
vezsel, otherwise you would scarcely recover
anything from the captain. The pilot would
not be likety to have anything, nor would
the sailors, and, unless you hold the vessel
itself and the owner responsible, you would
be in precisely the same position that
you would be if a vessel viola'es the
law against smuggling. You may say the
penalty should be on the captain, but the
captain might have nothing. You must
put the penalty'on the vessel, and hold the
vessel owner, however innocent he may be,
responsible for the conduct of his employees.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-That
i my contention, that the owner should be
held responsible and not the captain.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL, from the Committee,
reported the Bill without amendment.

The bill was then read the third time and
passed.

CIVIL SERVICE ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into a committee
of the Whole on bill (10) " An Act further
to amend the Civil Service Act."

(In the Committee.)

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The
Premier will remember that when this bill
was read the second time I called his atten-
tion to the advisability of making some
provision for superannuation. The hon.
gentleman objected to the amendment which
I proposed on the ground that it would come
properly as an amendment to the Act now
before the House. There are a number of
ainendinents required to the Civil Service Act
and any amendment made now to this bill
could be properly made and it could be put
in its right place in the consolidation of the
Act. Consolidation must take place in any
event, and the amendment could be put in
proper sequence.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The Superannuation Act is a separate
measure. The only provision in the Civil
Service Act which relates to superannuation,
gives the Governor in Council power to de-
clare what classes of officers shall be placed
under the operation of the superannua-
tion law, and I do not think it would be
proper to introduce it in this bill. This
measure is simply to correct some few errors
that occurred in the last bill, which bears
heavily on a certain class of civil servants.
I have had a number of suggestions made
to me, some by the civil servants themselves,
others by members of the other House, and
the matter has been discussed fully by my
colleagues. I thought that, considering the
length of time that the session of parlia-
ment will last, and the few days that we
have at our disposal, if radical changes were
proposed in the bill, we should be very apt
to lose it altogether. Our principal object
is to deal with this particular question of
third class clerks, who are placed in a very
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unfavourable position under the present law, to amend the Act respecting
and it was not intended that they should be. casualties and salvage."

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I will
not insist on any amendment, but it would
be advisable to have some amendment, such
as the one I have proposed.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Without entering
upon a discussion of the merits of the
amendment which my hon. friend proposes,
I cannot see how it is improper or irregular
to add it to this bill. This is a bill to
further amend the Civil Service Act, and as
I understand the amendment which the
hon. gentleman wishes to propose, it is one
to require that before dismissing a civil
servant he shall receive reasonable notice of
his dis vissal.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Either the hon. gentleman from Victoria
orI misunderstand it. His object is to pre-
vent the superannuation of any civil servant
until he has had ample notice. It was not
the question of dismissal.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It is retiring him
from the service.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
There is a vast difference between pension-
ing a man and dismissing him.

wrecks,

(In the Committee.)

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELIL-
The department and the law Clerk of the
Senate deem it advisable to change sub-
section " i " and simply to give a wider
intrepretation to the word " wrecks." I
move to strike out "i" and insert the
foilowing :-

The expression wreck includes all moveable pro-
perty not in the actual or constructive possession
of the owner thereof, stranded on the shore of, or
sunk in, or floating on any navigable waters within
the territorial limits of Canada.

The object of this is to cover lumber or
timber floating down the river or stranded
on the shore.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I think the expres-
sion wreck, as it is now defined, would
include bullion, for instance, which a pas-
senger had in a trunk. However, we can
look into it to-morrow.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
This is a matter that has occupied a good
deal of the attention of the law clerk of the
Senate and also the law clerk of the Marine
and Fisheries department, and this is the
conclusion at which they have arrived.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Misconduct is ano-
1thp.r thiIHon. Mr. DEVER, from the committee,

g5.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-My
amendient is something like this : whenever
it is necessary to superannuate any civil
servant except in case of misconduct he shall
receive at least three months' notice previous
to such superannuation.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE, from the Committee,
reported the bill without amendment.

The bill was then read the third time and
passed.

WRECKS, CASUALTIES
VAGE BILL.

AND SAL-

IN COMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into a Com-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (L) " An Act

reported the bill with an amendment.

The Senate then adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, 14th April, 1896.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine procedings.

THIRD READING.

Bill (81) " An Act to revive and amend
the Act to incorporate the Alberta Irriga'
tion Company."-(Mr. Dickey.)
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BUILDING AND LOAN SOCIETIES
IN ONTARIO BILL.

THIRD READING.

The order of the day being read for the
third reading of Bill (K) " An Act respect-
ing Building Societies and Loan and Savings
Companies carrying on business in the
province of Ontario."

Hon. Mr. AIKINS moved-

That the bill be not now read the third time, but
that it be amended by adding the following words
at the end of the second clause :-

" No shareholder who is in arrear in respect of
any call on his shares, or in default to the company
on any money payment shall be eligible to be
elected a director."

The motion was agreed to, and the bill as
amended was then read the third time and
passed.

THE COMMITTEE ON DIVORCE.

FIFTH REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ADOPTED.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER mioved the
adoption of the fifth report of the Standing
Committee on Divorce.

The motion was agreed to.

REPRESENTATION OF NORTH-WEST
TERRITORIES IN THE

SENATE BILL.
SECOND READING.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIEBOWELLmoved
the second reading of Bill (R) " An Act to
amend the Act respecting the representation
of the North-west Territories in the Senate
of Canada." He said : the whole bill con-
sists in this clause:-

Section 1 of chapter 3, of the statutes of 1887 is
hereby repealed and the following substituted
th-iefor

That the North-west Territories shall be repre-
sented in the Senate of Canada by three members.

The Act as it stands on the statute book
reads "two" instead of "three." The
only change in the Act itself is sub-
stituting the word "three" for "two,"
thereby giving to the district known
as the Saskatchewan district a repre-
sentative in the Senate. A bill has also
been introdued by the Minister of the
Interior in the House of Commons to give
an increase of one member in the House of
Commons to that particular district; in
other words, to divide what is now known
as the Alberta district, which will put the

southern portion of that immense territory
into one electoral district and the northern
portion, known now as the Saskatchewan
district, into another. The present bill I
have already explained. I need not make
any statement as to the reasons which have
induced the government to introduce this
measure, further than to say that when the
representation of that portion of the coun-
try was established, there were in the
Alberta, Assiniboia and Saskatchewan
districts a population of only 48,382,
which meant one representative for each
24,000 of the population. These figures
are taken from the census of 1885.
As hon. gentlemen know, there is a
census taken every five years in that portion
of the Dominion, and according to the gen-
eral census of 1891, the population is shown
to be 66,799. By the census taken in 1894
by the Mounted Police, who are stationed
through the different sections of that coun-
try, the number was then 86,000 and I have
no doubt that at the present moment the
number is between 90,000 and 100,000. We
all know that there has been a considerable
influx of population into that section of the
country within the last two years-into what
is known as the Edmonton district, both to
the north, to the east and the south-east of
that portion of the North-west. No doubt it
is due to a very great extent, to the success
which has followed farming operations in that
part of the country, and the facilities which
have been afforded by the construction of
the railway from Calgary to Edmonton. It
is thought, as an act of justice to that sec-
tion of the country, that this increase of
representation should be given both in the
Senate and in the House of Commons.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not rise for
the purpose of opposing the bill. I am not
opposed to it, but I wish to advert to the
arguments of the hon. leader of the govern-
in favour of the bill, which I do not think
should commend themselves to the House, as
the bill itself does. The hon. gentleman
stated that when the North-west Terri-
tories were given two members in this
House the population was only 48,000.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is the population as given in 1885.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
stated that at the present time the population
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was probably in the neighbourhood of 90,000
or 100,000. The North-west Territories
were given, for reasons which seemed good
to Parliament at the time, representation out
of all proportion to their population at the be-
ginning, and it is not a legitimate argument
to say, that because at that time, when they
had a population of only 48,000, Parliament
thought proper to give them a representation
of two members in the Senate, they
are therefore now entitled to a larger
representation. If the hon. gentleman will
turn, for instance, to the province of
of Ontario, he will find that over 2,000,000
of people have a representation of
only 24 in the Senate, just about one
representative to every 90,000. The popu-
lation argument is not as strong as the hon.
gentleman seems to think. There is one
other feature which occurs to me. The
interests of the North-west Territories are
fairly well looked after in this House now.
It is true that we have only two members
representing that section of the country ;
but it is only fair to say that these two
members make themselves heard very dis-
tinctly and not infrequently, and if the
government proposes to add a third member
of the same stamp as the two who now re-
present that country, the North-west will
have more than its fair share of the Hansard,
at any rate. There is another consideration
in connection with this bill. I shall be
disposed to support it even more cordially
if the hon. First Minister will undertake
that this third seat in the Senate is not to
be filled until after the coming elections. I
think that is only a reasonable request to
make. We have two gentlemen now to
represent one side of the House from that
part of the country, and it would be only
fair to give the other side a chance of repre-
sentation.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I received this
morning or yesterday the following petition.

To the Honourable the Senate and Houwe of Com-
mons of Canada in Parliament convened:
The petition of the undersigned electors of the

North-west Territories respectfully showeth:
That the Dominion Act governing federal elec-

tions in the North-west Territories is a direct
interference with the privileges and rights of the
electorates, giving general dissatisfaction on the
following grounds:

lst. That it does not provide for any revision of
the lists, but leaves the voter in the hands of the
enumerator, a system entirely opposed to justice or
the spirit of our constitution:

2nd. That the time allowed by the Act, six days,
is inadequate and in glaring contrast to the two
months set by the Dominion Franchise Act for the
rest of the Dominion, and practically a discrimi-
nation against western constituencies.

Therefore, we, your petitioners, respectfully pray
that your Honourable houses will as a matter of
simple justice to the North-west Territories, cause
such amendments to be made in the Act as will
remove the evils complained of, and place the
western electors on an equality with the rest of the
Dominion in the next general election, and your
petitioners will ever pray, etc.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
What has that to do with this bill?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I do not know,
but it appeared to me to be a good oppor-
tunity to bring the subject to the notice of
the government, and I thought when this bill
was before Parliament something might be
done to ameliorate this condition when the
bill went into committee of the whole. 1 re-
ceived it from one of the associations known
as the Patrons of Industry yesterday.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
petition which the hon. gentleman bas just
read may be pertinent to the bill which has
been introduced in the House of Commons,
but as we have no electoral districts for the
Senate, I do not know that it is at all
pertinent to the present measure. How-
ever, if he leaves it with me I will hand it
to the Minister of Interior, who bas the
other bill in charge, and if the grievances
which are complained of exist we must trY
and remedy them. I freely admit the force,
although not strictly in order, of the state-
inents made by the hon. senior member froin
Halifax-particularly when he refers to the
principle upon which representation is based
in the House of Commons. It is not so
applicable to this House, because although
the Confederation Act declares the nuni-
ber who shall have seats in the Senate
in each division of the Dominion as it
then existed, it had not so much reference
to population as to the desire and wish of
the fathers of confederation to establish a
branch of the legislature which would bO
totally independent of the popular influences
that surround those who represent us in the
House of Commons, though the principle
to which he has alluded is fully recognized
in every redistribution Act since Confedera-
tion as applicable to the other branch.
Take as an illustration the Muskoka dis-
trict. In 1871, when the bill was introdu-
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ced, one complaint was that the Muskoka
district at that time had only between 7,000
and 8,000 inhabitants. Before ten ycars
had rolled round, however, it had a popula-
tion quite equal to any other constituency,
and to-day though not the most densely
populated, its. population is sufficiently large
to justify the division of that district and giv-
ing it anotherrepresentative. And soit ispre-
cisely in the west. I am glad my hon. friend
does not oppose the bill, and I hope in the as-
lection of the third member, should it fall to
the lot of those who now oppose the gov-
ernment to make it, that they will select a
representative who will take the same inter-
est, and will be as iniefatigable in repre-
senting to the Dominion Parliament the re-
sources of that country, as have been the two
gentlemen who are now representatives of
the west; although I should hope, if I may
do so with due respect to my hon. friend
from Shell River, that they will not. have
such extreme views on the trade policy as
he has. As to leaving the question of
appointment until after the next election,
that is a matter we will take into our serious
consideration, provided we gat the bill
through the two Houses. I have no doubt,
however, that the hon. gentleman will find
himself in precisely the same position then
that he is in now. His prophecies we have
heard for the last fifteen or twenty years,
and we have had the same expression of
confidence uttered by gentlemen who would
like to change seats in this House, although
that is a very comfortable seat which he bas
occupied for the last fifteen or twenty
years. The result of the next battle will, I
trust, in the interests of the country, be the
same as the last.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

BEHRING SEA CLAIMS
TION BILL.

CONVEN-

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into a Committee
of the whole on Bill (2) " An Act respecting
the Behring Sea Claims Convention."

(In the Committee.)

On clause 2,

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
called the attention of the Justice Depart-

ment to the suggestion of the hon. the
senior member for Halifax that the word
"other " should be inserted before the word
" thing " in the 17th and 25th lines of the
second section of the bill now under con-
sideration, and was told that the form of
expression used in this section is a copy of
the form suggested for use under similar
circumstances by the English Society of
Comparative Legislation, presided over by
Lord Herschel when Lord Chancellor. One
of the objects of this society is to bring
about uniiormity of expression in British
and colonial legislation. Under the circum-
stances, I think it better that the clause
should remain as printed in the bill, partic-
ularly as it is one that bas been adopted by
the Imperial Government in dealing with
civil questions for some time past.

The clause was adopted.

Hon. Mr. MACKAY, from the commit-
tee, reported the bill without amendment.

The bill was then read the third time and
passed.

WRECKS, CASUALTIES AND SAL-
VAGE BILL.

THIRD READING.

,Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL
moved concurrence in the amendment made
in Committee of the whole House to Bill (L)
" An Act to amend the Act respecting
Wrecks, Casualties and Savage."

The motion was agreed to and the bill was
then read the third time and passed.

AN IMPERIAL FREE TRADE
ZOLLVEREIN.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON rose to move

That it will result in a benefit to the material
and commercial interesta of Canada, if we were to
adopt the offer indicated by the Right Honourable
Joseph Chamberlain, Colonial Secretary, for an
Imperial Customs union baaed on a free trade
Zol verein.

He said : In introducing this motion, hon.
gentlemen, I quite recognize that a resolu-
tion of that kind, emanating from the
Senate, would not carry the same weight as
the same resolution emanating from the
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House of Commons. It deals with the
principle of taxation, and in that respect it
may not commend itself, probably as a
motion for us to adopt in the present
stage of the question I propose to discuss
If it was a motion coming down from the
House of Commons, it would be then in
order for us to express our views upon it,
and to discuss it upon its merits as presented
in that form. Notwithstanding that fact, I
think hon. gentlemen will agree with me
that it is a very proper thing in this House
to take up public questions of large interest,
such as this, and give them a certain amount
of attention, and whatever may be the value
of the views of the hon. gentlemen in this
House as an educative force. The great
body of the people are engaged in their own
avocations, and have to form their views
upon the great political questions of the day
as they are presented through the daily press.
Unfortunately, the views of senators do not
find as wide diffusion or public expression
as the House of Commons, but I venture the
view that anything that is advanced of a
sound nature, regarding their political inter-
ests, while it does not reach the public as
rapidly as through the same channels of
communication as anything proceeding from
the House of Commons, will in due time
become known and the value of the ideas
that are expressed will be gradually extracted
and the public will receive whatever benefit
there may be in them, and public opinion is
modified by the enumeration of sound
principles of legislation, and economic public
policy. It is with those feelings in view
that I proceed to discuss what is really
a very important question. It is a question
that has been before the public for a great
many years in some form or other. It is
unnecessary for me to point out that we are
united in one bond of sympathy, so far as
being under a common sovereign and having
a common constitution as the governing
principle and the motive power of legislation
in every part of the empire, an empire that
is more extensive than any other empire
that has ever yet been built up in the his-
tory of the world. The only comparison
that we can make is with the Roman Empire,
but that empire so very powerful and
enlightened, existed at a time when the
world was very circumscribed and the
guiding principles of that empire were not
derived from that high standard that our
Christian civilization has handed down to us

through all the centuries that have elapsed
since the collapse of the Roman Empire.
Every part of the world, I think, now has
been penetrated and brought into communi-
cation with every other part by the most
improved and enlightened methods that
-ivilization has developed during the last
century, and therefore the unification of an
empire, such as the British Empire, for the
purpose of advancing civilization and pro-
moting the material interests of the world,
is a question that is, quite apart from its
political significance, one worthy of our best
consideration. There are two views of pub-
lic policy in regard to our commercial life,
The one is the expansion of commerce over
the world's surface, the other the restriction
of it within limited bounds, according to the
ideas of people who may occupy those limits
-that is the divergence of the two views.
The principle which has prevailed in Great
Britain bas been the expansion of commerce,
and with the expansion of commerce must
come an extension of power. Those ideas,
carried out under the commercial principles
of free trade, have placed not only the British
nation in a very prominent position so far as
regards its wealth and power, but bas shed
a lustre on every part of the British domi-
nions under the same sovereign and the
same constitution, and it is with the idea of
taking a more advanced position in the
history and progress of the world that
the Right Hon. Mr. Chamberlain, the
Colonial Secretary of the British Empire,
has brought before us a question for
the further expansion of imperial commerce
and that the same benefits that have so
marvellously accrued to the United King-
dom and the people residing there under
free trade may be extended to every portion
of the British Empire. Those I believe are
the only motives that have caused the hon.
gentleman to take the stand that be has at
the present moment. He has seen that for
some tinie these ideas have been occupying
the minds of the people in various parts Of
the Empire. We had some five years agO
meetings of Boards of Trade and Chambers
of Commerce in London where the subject
of imperial unity and commerce was the
subject of discussion. Then about two years
ago we had here assembled in Ottawa a con-
ference of the various colonies of the British
Empire, with a delegate from the British
Government, and views were expressed there
leading in the same direction. NaturallY
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they were the views that were expressed 1 y
the governments that were in power at the
time. Of course governments are the ex-
pression of the public opinion for the
moment, and the ideas and principles of
government change just according as the
people receive light or information, that will
cause them to make any change. Therefore
the views that were expressed at that con-
ference might be views which would be
changed when an appeal to the people could
be had upon any question of that kind.
The leader of the House of Commons, Sir
Charles Tupper, who has been our High
CominissiQner in Great Britain for some
years, laid down the principle of preferen-
tial trade, in the remarks that he made
before the Montreal Board of Trade a
couple of months ago. As I gather from
the tone of his remarks he proposes that
Canada shall continue her protection, but if
England will give a small preference to the
commerce and industries of Canada that we
wi.1 give. England a small preference in the
Canadian markets. * That is, we shall main-
tain protection against Great Britain, but
we will not maintain as high protection
against Great Britain as we have against
the United States and other foreign coun-
tries. Whether that preference is to be
given by making the duties higher against
foreign countries, or making them slightly
lower in favour of Great Britain, he does
not indicate, but the principle of protection
is to be maintained under the preferential
trade that he has advocated, apparently,
before the Montreal Board of Trade.
This position the Hon. Mr. Chamberlain
combats as detrimental to British com-
merce. The fact that this question bas been
discussed and is being thought over by
the people of the colonies and the out-lying
portions of the empire has caused the
Colonial Secretary to try and direct them
into some channel that can be accept-
able to all parts of the empire. With that
idea he made a speech in London, in a very
proper place, the Canada Club, were probably
an opportunity was opened out to himu to
Inake just such a speech as he has made.
Probably it was his purpose there should be
an indefinitenessabout the ideas he expressed,
s0 that we cannot get an absolute fixed idea
as to what he did mean. But I have con-
pared several reports of his speech as pub-
lished in various papers, such as the London
Chronicle and the Daily Telegraph, with the

report which reached us through our public
journals, and I was struck with the wonder-
ful accuracy and ureat length at which the
speech was given to us in Canada the day
after it was delivered in England, and that
the telegraphic report varied- verv little
indeed from the report as it came to us
through the public press of England. I
think that of itself shows a marvellous
change that has come over the world in so
far as we are brought so closely together as
that, that an accurate report of an important
speech should reach us at our breakfast
table almost as early as it is put on the
breakfast table of the British people them-
selves. Now I will read an extract from a
Daily Telegraph which is very much the
sane as all the reports that have been pre-
sented to us; and he says towards the con-
clusion of his speech:-

My fourth proposition is that a true Zollverein
for the Empire, with free trade established through-
out the Empire, although it would involve the
imposition of duties against foreign countries, and
would be in that respect a derogation from the high
principles of Free Trade and from the practice of
the United Kingdom up to the present time, would
still be a proper subject for dsseussion, and might
probably lead to a satisfactory arrangement if the
colonies, on their part, were willing to consent.
Now, it has been assunied in Lord Ripon's despatch,
and in many other documents, that the colonies
must necessarily refuse to consider a proposai of
this kind because it would interfere with the neces-
sities of their revenues, that they are obliged to
rely upon indirect taxation for the fund by which
their administration is carried on, and that they
could not enter upon such an agreement as this
without Irov-iding ways and means by methods
which-at present, at any rate-are altogether un-
popular in many of our colonies. I am not con-
vinced of the truth of that statement, and I want
especially to point out that the advantages of such
a proposal are so enormous to the colonies, that
they would undoubtedly lead to the earliest possible
development of their grea natural resources, would
bring to them a populatiod , would open to them the
enormous markets of the United Kingdom for their
products, their food, their timber, theirsugar-the
advantages, 1 say, are so enormous that it appears
to me that the colonies themselves would be bound
to give such a suggestion their careful consideration.
(Hear, hear.)

My second point is, that we are dealing with an
entirely exceptional state of things, and could not,
even if you wished, initate exactly the German Zol-
verein. VI e are not co-terminus countries ; we are
countries separated, as I have said, by thousands
of miles in some cases, and the circumstances of our
different countries vary so considerably that it is
clear that, in any general free trade arrangement,
exception must be made in the case of articles
which are chiefly taxed for revenue purposes. For
instance, we could not admit free trade in spirits
or in tobacco, and to every gentleman of experi-
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ence other articles will suggest themselves which
in one part of the Empire or another are subject to
strictly revenue duties, and which might by com-
mon agreement be excluded from such an ar-
rangement. But the principle which I claim must
be accepted if we are to make even the slight-
est progress is, that as between different
parts of the empire protection shall disappear,
and that duties shall be revenue duties, and
not protective duties-(cheers)-in the sense
of protecting the industries of one part of
the Empire against the industries of another. It
seems to me that if that principle were adopted
there would be at least a reason for calling a
council of the Empire, for calling for representa-
tives from the different states which form the Em-
pire, and although the subject would be one of
enormous ditficulty, of the greatest complication,
still, with the good will that exists, and with the
ultimate goal in view, I cannot but believe that
something like a satisfactory working arrangement
might be arrived at. (cheers.) And, although in
such a case the principles of free trade would lose
something in their application to the dealings be-
tween ourselves and foreign countries, advocates
of free trade must remember how much they
would gain by its extension to all states that form
the British Empire, states which are, after all,
whatever may be said, more likely to develope and
increase in prosperity and population, and wealth
and power, and commerce and enterprise than any
of the foreign states.

The gist of the right hon. gentleman's
proposal seens to me to be contained in
that extract. His speech was a very long
one and dealt with the difficulties that
presented themselves to his mind in adopt-
ing any policy that meant protection. That
is to say, that protection to the empire, in
the saine sense as we have protective duties
upon Canadian industry, would be an im-
possibility to Great Britain, because it would
pull down the whole commercial structure
that they have built up under the policy of
free trade. It would reduce the wealth,
reduce the power, and interfere altogether
with the current of the enormous trade and
the prosperity that they have built up, and
to the detriment of all those nations with
whom they interchange their trade. Now,
it is evidently the desire of the Hon. Mr.
Chamberlain, who realizes what pros-
perity has been brought upon the people of
the United Kingdom solely through the
influence of free trade, that the same prin-
ciple should be extended to the whole em-
pire in order that they may share in the
marvellous prosperity that it has generated.
In order to justify that I quote an extract
from the speech of the Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer, on the 18th of March, on bimet-
allism, as follows :

The question was one of extreme complexity, and
there was extreme danger of altering the currency
unless we were sure the circumstances warranted
such a step. (Hear, hear.) His hon. f riend had
painted a very dark picture of the condition of the
country. lt was always agreeable to say that we
were ruined-(laughter)-but he cast some doubt
on the views of his hon. friend. From the infor-
mation he had received he found that on the whole
the country was singularly prosperous. (Cheers.)
He believed there never was a time when any
country in the world was better able to bear an
enormous load of taxation with less discomfort to
the taxpayer. (Cheers.) The wealth of the country
was very great, and it was diffused more generally
perhaps than at any previous period. The volume
of our trade was enormous, and it was increasing
and improving since last summer. (Ministerial
cheers and laughter.) Therefore if he* looked at
the condition of the country generally, he saw no
reason whatever to justify a change in our currency
system. (Cheers.) He admitted that there were
great interests that were suffering, such as that of
agriculture, and the cotton industry of Lancashire.
But what was the cause of that depression ? In
both cases the cause was low prices. (Hear, hear.)
Would they be cured by the adoption of bimetal-
lism ?

The total foreign trade of the British Em-
pire anounts to very nearly $6,000,000,000.
It is quite possible, if all the component
parts of the empire were to adopt the same
principle that prevailed in Great Britain,
that that same foreign trade would, in a
measurable distance of time, be increased
from $6,000,000,000 to $12,000,000,000.
Now, hon. gentilemen, can you realize what
an enormous benefit that would be, not only
to the countries which enjoy a direct share in
that trade generated under free trade but
to the people of the world at large, to
an increase the employment of labour which
is one of the problems we have to
deal with. We have to deal with the pro-
blei of the employment of labour. It nust
be painful to any one to realize the enormous
amount of labour on this coritinent that is
without the means of employment--not
people who are unwilling to work, not
people who have not got the skill and the
power to work, but there absolutely is no
employment for them, because trade is re-
stricted within narrow limits. That, I
take it, on this continent, both in the
United States and in Canada, is due to the
restrictions that are put upon trade.
We in Canada, as I have already explained,
have to limit the power of our industries, 80
far as the manufacturing is concerned, to
the demands of 5,000,000, people. It is reo
tricted to that and cannot get beyond that.
We cannot employ labour in any part of OUf
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country except for the purpose of working
and manufacturing for the 5,000,000 people
that are in Canada. The reason of 1 hat is
not far to seek, because protection, which
involves a duty upon all kinds of materials
that are required by manufacturers, and by
labour, increases the cost of all our industries
to such an extent that, we are prevented in
consequence of that increased cost to trans-
port the product of our industry beyond the
bounds of Canada into the markets of the
world. That is made manifest to everyone
by the current of our trade as shown through
our reports. Now the result of f ree trade
would be to change that. The object of
free trade is to place everything that the
world produces within the reach of the
people of Canada at th very lowest possible
cost and with their intelligence and their
skill and the«r ability and ttieir industry we
would be able to build up and expand our
commerce beyond the bounds of Canada to
an extent that it is hardly possible for us to
conceive, when we come to realize the enorm-
ous extent of country which is under our
control, the enormous extent of country
that is now being controlled and restricted
in its operations by the commercial policy that
we have had for the lastseventeen years men-
tioned. Not that I wish to condemn the
initiation of the principles of protection ;
not that I wish to pass lightly over the
benefits that have accrued to the country
fron that protection, but I do say this, that
everything goes to show us that we have
reached the limit when protection is of
advantage to the country and the experience
we have gained that it is reactionary in its
effect is of great value to the people. We have
reached that limit when it can be considered a
national policy, in so far as it extends thc
power and increases the national wealth
or population of Canada. That, I think, lion.
gentlemen, must be manifest to every one,
and it is that condition that has been
brought to light by our census returns, a
study of which, and a study of the public
returns for the past five or six years, has
compelled me to differ from my old friends
in the commercial policy that they are still
apparently determined upon keeping in force
Whether this timely offer of the Hon.
Mr. Chamberlain, to introduce a new
policy in regard to our commercial affairs,
will have any effect or not, it is impossible
for us to say ; but there is this to be con-
sidered, that the offer is an exceedingly
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timely one, that as the Hon. Mr. Chamber-
lain himself says, the Zollverein of Germany
was brought about first by two of the states
of what afterwards became the German Em-
pire agreeing together and forming a union.
That union was built upon and added to
until a powerful German Empire was initi-
ated, not only initiated but consummated.
Now, the confederation of Canada was
brought about in very much the same way.
The province of Ontario and the province of
Quebec first formed a union, and for some
years they worked under that union. Then
the next step that was taken in regard to
our confederation was an extension of that
principle by including the province of Nova
Scotia and the province of New Brunswick,
and then it became a union of four provinces
until it expanded and extended itself over
the whole of the northern part of the con-
tinent of North America, a national
heritage that every Canadian may well
be proud of. The Hon. Mr. Cham-
berlain suggests that a commencement
be made in the line of his ideas by some simi-
lar movement, and by the union of two por-
tions of the British Empire to agree together
to trade upon an equal footing-thatis to say,
to inaugurate the principles of free trade in
order that both enjoy the benefits of the
expansion of trade under that principle, and
lie evidently in his remarks points to Canada
as being the nearest country, and a country
of the widest extent that will receive a large
benefit from the initiation of that movement.
I say it is unworthy of us to consider this
now from the narrow standpoint that it
may be a disturbance to some of the indus-
tries of the country-that it is going to take
away from the sugar refiner the power of
increasing his wealth-that it is going to
take away from the distiller the power
of increasing his wealth, or the rice miller,
etc., now increased by prot3ctive legis-
lation. That is a narrow and short-
sighted view. While there may be disturb-
ances in some portions of Canada by a change
of that kind, they are so few in extent that
they should not be considered in the slight-
est degree in the promotion of such a great
object. Although there may be disturbance
of some industries, their places will be
promptly taken by other and larger ind'us-
tries by the same labour. The adoption
of a policy of this kind will be followed
by increased activity in every channel
of communication, both on the ocean
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and internally that Canada possesses.
After having given it much thought
and study, coming from the interior
of the continent where I have for 17 years
been watching the growth and progress
of each district in the west, from its
solitude until it is now developing resources
which are capable of adding largely to
the wealth of Canada-trade that
must find its way and distribute itself
tu everyone-but, hon. gentlemen, I say the
policy we are pursuing is a restrictive policy
so far as that western country is concerned
and that the country is being impoverished.
It has been sustained financially by the
influx of capital through loans upon farmers'
lands in many cases, where distress has been
caused by low prices for produce on one side
and high prices for necessaries on the other.
The evidence of that impoverishment may
be gathered from what we read in the
Citizen this morning that 7,000 acres of our
best agricultural lands belonging to Sampson
& Kennedy's estate only realized, at public
auction, fifteen cents an acre. That is the
value apparently put upon it by capita-
lists, a value solely duà to restriction. The
intrinsic value of that land is $20 an acre if
commercial conditions are such that farmers
can pursue their avocation f ree from
legislation designed to direct the profits
of labour into favoured channels. It
has led to a large amount of mortgaging,
which of necessity compels us to remit
annually, a certain amount of inter-
est. To the extent it has impoverished us
by forcing us to pay high prices for every-
thing we require, prices which are con-
trollable by legislation. I say that we
in the west are being held down by
the commercial policy that is at present
in force. I do not pretend to argue
whether this eastern part of Canada is being
held down or not. The people of eastern
Canada should know for themselves whether
they are, but the facts and figures, so far as
our public returns are concerned, show that
there is a restriction of trade and impover-
ishment of the people, because any increase
that is shown in the public returns with re-
gard to our exports and imports is the result
of the expansion of the country, and if we
were to take away the industry generated
in Manitoba, the North-west Territories
and British Columbia, which in 1878 were
not included in the trade of Canada, but
to a very limited extent, the returns

would show a lamentable deficiency in
general prosperity and trade of the
country, so far as the country east of
Lake Superior is concerned. Of that there
is no doubt, and the fact is impressing itself
daily more and more upon the people of
Canada. So long as we were constructing
large public works, such as the Canadian
Pacific Railway, borr owing largely for the
building of large public works of that kind,
the revenue was maintained, because the
money that was borrowed was expended in
material of all kinds. In consequence of the
influx of so much money, or what represents
money, supplies, the revenue was main-
tained and prosperity was generated;
but for the last three or four years we have
rested on our oars. The government realized
that it was better for us to cali a hait to any
further expenditure. The very moment we
called a halt and depended entirely upon the
motive power that protection has given to
the trade of the country, there was a falling
off in the returns-a diminution of revenue,
an increase of our debt and a falling off in
oitr imports. We see that our imports and
exports are changing places, and are not
doing that which our trade should do for us.
Therefore, Il say the moment is very oppor-
tune., indeed, for Mr. ChAmberlain to put
forth an idea of this kind, so far as Canada
is concerned.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Does the hon. gentle-
man lead us to believe that Mr. Chamber-
lain advocated a tariff against the rest of
theý world if we want closer trade relations
with the mother country?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Where would be the
difference 1

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Mr. Chamberlain
proposes that so far as all the componeIt
parts of the British Empire are concerned,
there shall be absolute free trade between
them-that the principle of protection shall
be eliminated in so far as trade within the
empire is concerned.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-But we would hale
no preference in the British market ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-We would have
no preference in the British market, but he
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says that would leave us the right to erect
barriers, if we chose ourselves, against the
United States. We would not compel the
people of Great Britain to put up a tariff
against the United States, or Germany, or
France, or any other country, but we would
have the right to do so ourselves. We
could, if we chose, keep up our protective
wall against the people of the United States
or against the people of Germany.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Not Germany. Under
the treaty with Germany the colonies are
obliged to give the favoured nation clause
that England is bound to give Germany, so
if we let British goods in we would have to
let German goods come in.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-We
could denounce the treaty.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-So far as our
commercial treaties are concerned we would
have to admit the goods of those countries
with which we have treaties, but certain
countries with which we have not treaties
we would be able to errect barriers against.
For instance, we have not got a treaty with
the United States, and will be able to erect
barriers against them. I do not think we
have treaties with Japan, or China or Spain.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
England has. Spain is a party to the
favoured nations clause.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I understood
Spain to have withdrawn from that treaty.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
She did, after making arrangements for a
preferential treaty with the 'United States;
but after the United States repealed what
is called the McKinley Act, she withdrew
from it and an arrangement was entered into
between Great Britain and Spain by which
she should retain the benefit of the favour-
ed nations clause. When our attention was
called to that, no objection being taken to
it, we were bound by that treaty to allow
Spanish wines and other goods which we
iow admit, on a lower rate of duty from
Prance on the same terms.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Spain withdrew
from it befgre the McKinley Act was re-
Pealed and in consequence of the Marquis of
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Salisbury's Hastings speeeh threatening
to meet discrimination with discrimina-
tion. I quite understand that all the
countries with which we have treaties, or
the British Government has treaties in
which we are included, would have the same
advantages in our market that Great Britain
and the various colonies would have, but
that will not affect us. We will only im-
prove our position. If a conference was
held to deal with this question, and it was
found that that was an objection, then, of
course, the government of Great Britain
would have to give notice to Germany that
they wished to abrogate that treaty and we
would be free, but I do not think that the
trade of Great Britain would justify the
taking of that step. Therefore, if you were
to adopt the principle of free trade within
the empire, whatever concessions we gave to
the people of Great Britain would carry with
them the concession of admitting the pro-
ducts of those countries. It would not
carry the concession of admitting the pro-
ducts from the United States with which we
have, next to Great Britain, the largest trade.
The trade with France, Germany and other
countries is so small that it does not affect
the question in the slightest degree, but
under free trade our commerce with those
countries would increase enormously. I
will give a few figures to show what that
trade is. We import from the United
States $63,000,000 worth and the United
States buy from us $36,000,000 worth.
That is to say, we purchase from
the United States $25,000,000 worth more
than .they purchase from us. Then we
take Great Britain : we purchase from
the people of Great Britain $38,000,000
worth, and the people of Great Britain pur-
chase from us $68,000,000 worth ; so that in
order to regulate and pay our debts to the
people of the United States, from whom we
purchase $25,000,000 worth more than they
purchase from us, we sell to Great Britain,
and they supply us with money to pay them.
That is the overplus of the trade. We pur-
chase from the British West Indies $1,265,-
000 worth, and they purchase from us
$3,500,000 worth. We purchase from
Newfoundland $815,000 worth ; Newfound-
land purchases from us $2,818,592. We
purchase from Australia $156,000, and
Australia purchases from us $322,000. Now
there is a population with an enormous
trade, yet the trade between Australia and
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Canada under protection is less than half a
million dollars. Change the commercial
condition under which we are suffering,
and you will see what an expansion of trade
will take place between those two countries
on the Pacific Ocean. We purchase
from the East Indies $176,000 worth.
What they purchase from us is not given.
We purchase from Africa $16,000 worth.
Our trade with Africa is not given. From
China and Japan, we purchase $2,500,000
worth, and China and Japan purchase from
us $540,000 worth. Now, why do we not
ship to China and Japan, the market that
wants of what we produce, I have no doubt,
more than $500,000, while we have to pay
them $2,500,000 Then, Germany last
year increased very rapidly her sales to us.
We purchased from Germany last year
$5,871,000 worth, and Germany purchased
from us $2,000,000 worth. Germany is a
protective country. Canada is a protective
country. The trade is restricted between
the two. Then, we purchased from France
$2,510,000 worth, and France purchased
from us $554,000 worth. France is a
highly protective country, and we only sell
to France $500,000 worth, although we
purchased $2,500,000 worth.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-They
do not require our products, they grow their
own grain.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Why did we
have a treaty with them last year, if they
did not want our products I

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-We
want their products.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-They want our
timber and fish, and if we can produce
what France requires at a cheap rate and
force our way through the barriers better
than other nations do, we cannot tell what
the trade will increase to.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Where
can they get cheaper timber?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Norway and
Sweden, Germany, Austria and the United
States-these are great exporters of lumber.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The
United States are not a free trade country.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No, timber is out-
side of the principle of free trade. Timber

is a perishable article. You cannot produce
a tree in half a century, and therefore you
are parting with your capital when you are
parting with your timber. You are not
creating by the commercial policy something
which you can import from abroad and
manufacture into something and send abroad
again. Timber does not bear that relation.
Timber is your capital and our Canadian pine
is something we have that very few nations
possess. There are only half a dozen nations
which possess timber. It takes 50 years to
produce a pine tree; cattle are prepared for
market in three years; a bushel of wheat iS
produced in one year, and manufactures are
the continuous employment of labour in
converting raw material through its various
stages into articles for general use, and in
that respect they all differ from our lumber-
ing industry. Now, the figures I have giveU
show the condition of our import and export
trade between those countries I have mention-
ed and Great Britain. That will show you our
position as between the United States and
Great Britain, that Great Britain'smarket for
our products was $68,000,000 last year, while
the United States market for our produce Was
$36,000,000. In consequence of our not
having any coal in the heart of our country,
it being at the extreme ends, we have tO
purchase a great quantity of soft and hard
coal from the people of the United States.
That is one article which goes to swell our
purchases, I have no doubt, from the
United States. I do not know exactly what
the others are made up of. However, it is
interesting to us to note in what waY
our trade spreads itself and the fact that
the United States, our next door neighbour, a
populous country, and the United Kingdow,
a part of the British Empire, are our twO
largest customers. In discussing this ques'
tion, hon. gentlemen, it has to be narrowed
down exactly to the effect that it is to have
upon those two large portions of our trade.
Now the trade of the United States, as1
said before, will not be affected by the policY
advocated by the Hon. Mr. Chamberlain.
It merely advocates that we should adoPt
free trade, not that England wants a pr-
ference over any other country, not that
England wants us to adopt free trade for
her benefit. I do not think that is the
motive power at all; but realizing the enor
mous prosperity and the enormous adva6nl
ages that have accrued from the commercia
principle of free trade, the Hon. Mr. Cham-
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berlain desires that all parts of the Empire
should share in that. He speaks of a customs
union the revenue from which shall be divided
upon some equitable basis. I do not know
exactly what he means by that, whether he
mneans to say that we will share a portion of
the large revenue of Great Britain, to assist
us while we are working up into the new
condition in which free trade would place
us. If he does, it would overcome one
of the difficulties which so frequently pre-
sents itself to the minds of the people as to
where our revenue was going to come from.
The revenue of Great Britain is upwards of
£100,000,000, and whether $3,000,000 or
$4,000,000 of that would accrue to our share
while we were overcoming the first difficulties
in which we might be placed by adopting
free trade, I am not prepared to say, but at
any rate lie does, in the course of his
remarks, speak of a customs union and the
collection of a revenue under the customs
union which shall be distributed upon some
equitable basis. Of course, they are all
crude ideas that are advanced and they are
very indefinite, and their very indefiniteness
inakes them so much more valuablethat while
it is non-committal on the part of everybody,
it opens the way for a discussion that is
extremely useful. Now bon. gentlemen,
what is the position that we find the people
of Great Britain in? As I had the honeur
to make some remarks on this very question,
a week or two ago I pointed out in 1895 the
increase in the commerce of Great Britain
over 1894 was £20,000,000. Now in the
present condition of affairs what doyou findI
That in the months of January, February and
March, three months, the increase of foreign
trade to the people of Great Britain amounts
to £20,000,000, as much increase in the last
three months as there was in the whole of
last year. There was an increase of £20,-
000,000 in 1895 over 1894, and in the first
three months of 1896 there is an increase
again of upwards of £20,000,000 over and
above the period of 1895 ; so that hon.
gentlemen see, that while other countries
are feeling the depression sorely, especially
on this continent, the people of Great Britain
are enjoying a most marked degree of pros-
Perity. During the same period of three
maonths, our trade increased slightly but not
to any very appreciable extent. Our ex-
Ports increased but I do not think our im-
Ports increased in proportion. The reason
our exports increased is that we have had a

large crop in our western country and the
marketing of that crop, and the trade that
is stimulated in consequence of the market-
ing of that increased crop and its transport
during the winter months in consequence of
the reduction of rates by the Canadian
Pacific Railway on all rail routes by 5 cents
a bushel, bas stimulated the exports of Jan-
uary, February and March over the corres-
ponding months of 1895, instead of waiting
for the opening of navigation on
the lakes in May, and it is to that
fact that the increase is attributable. It is
not to any increased prosperity in our east-
ern markets. I would point out another
item, in order to show that our commercial
policy-a very important item which deals
very largely with our foreign trade-and
that is our shipping. Now, hon. gentlemen,
we built and registered in 1874, 183,000
tons, and in 1894, 21,000 tons. That is the
condition in which our ship-building rests.
Then our sea going ships in and out; the
British shipping going in and out in 1876,
which is the first year that we have a record
of, was 1,896,603 tons, and in 1894 it was
4,146,645 tons. Then Canadian shipping-
that is shipping owned and registered in
in Canada-going in and out was 1,634,333
tons, and in 1894 it was 2,334,000 tons.
The foreign shipping-that is neither British
nor Canadian-of ocean going vessels was
2,379,828 tons in 1876 and 4,779,810 tons
in 1894, making a total of 5,910,000 tons in
1876 and 11,280,000 tons in 1894. The
ocean shipping of British Columbia which is
a new class of trade entirely so far as our
public returns are concerned, amounts to
2,000,000 tons so that, taking away British
Columbia which did not appear in the earlier
returns, our shipping las increased to 9,000,-
000 tons. With the addition of the heavy
produce in the shape of cattle and grain that
we produce in the western territory which
has come into play of late years, shipping of
cattle from Canada, the increase in our ship-
ping is not a gratifying one at all for such
an immense country, with so many sea porte.

The percentage of British shipping in
Canadian ports is 42-5, Canadian 19.1
and foreign shipping is 38-4. In 1874
or 1875 was the first year that a beast
was ever sent alive across the Atlantic,
and that trade has grown enormously.
However the shipping and our imports
and exports are the returns that we have
to depend upon in figuring upon the healthi-
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ness of a commercial policy or the reverse,
and I submit that the figures that are put
down there are an evidence that we are not now
progressing under the principle which we have
been following, that at present there is
stagnation, I see in the city of Toronto
which has always supported a protective
policy and has always returned members
wedded to the protective policy of the
government, that this question came up be-
fore the Toronto Board of Trade, because
there is going to be a meeting in London on
the 8th June next of the Chambers of Com-
merce of various parts of the empire, and a
certain number are invited from Canada,
from Australia and from the outlying por-
tions of the empire. I believe there is
going to be a meeting of the Board of Trade
in Ottawa this evening to discuss this very
question. The Toronto Board of trade
adopted resolutions identically upon the
lines of Mr. Chamberlain's offer. Those
resolutions every one has read and they are
published. The resolutions read as follows:

Whereas, in view of recent events, and the at-
titude of other nations towards Great Britain, and of
the fact thet there exist within the British Empire
resources in men and materials and arable land for
its every requirement ;

Whereas, while (the trade legislation of other
nations is framed to subserve their local interests,
all British trade and other legislation should ain
to secure within the empire a union of interest of
a federal character, and the policy of each British
community should be designed to retain within the
empire subjects whose labour would otherwise go
to foreign lands;

Whereas, Canada has already formed a basis
for closer relations with the mother country and
other colonies by building a highway across British
America, by creating steamshiY connection be-
tween Vancouver, Hong Kong, New Zealand and
Australia, by offering a large subsidy for a fast
Altantic stèamship service, as well as by her es-
tablished precedent of Confederation, making for
British unity ;

And whereas, closer commercial relations be-
tween the mother country, her colonies and de-
pendencies will be hastened by further subsidizing
fast steaniship services and completin postal, wire
and cable communication with the dierent por-
tions of the empire, thus making such routes for
commerce, food supply and munitions of war the
fastest and most secure from attack ;

Resolved, that in the opinion of this Board of
Trade the advantages to be obtained by a closer
union between the various portions of the British
Empire are so great as to justify an arrangement
as nearly as possible of the nature of a zollverein,
based upon principles of the freest exchange of
commodities within the empire consistent with the
tariff requirements incident to the maintenance of
the local government of each kingdom, dominion,
province or colony now forming part of the British
amily of nations.

I shall only impose myself upon the
House so far as to read what Mr. Wilkie,
a prominent banker, the manager of the
Imperial Bank, Toronto, said at that meet-
ing:-

Mr. Wilkie said he was strongly in favour of
the resolution, although he was inclined to go fur-
ther in the point embodying the Chamberlain idea
(applause) they had been looking for many years
for a man occupying a responsible position to bring
that idea forward. He had now come to the front,
and the idea came froni the inan occupying the
most prominent position in the British Empire, in
political circles. We had much to be thankful for
in the resent outlook. Not many years ago the
eyes o all people were looking in another direc-
tion, not because of lack of patriotism, but rather
by force of circumstances. Some, like himself, at
that time opposed the idea, hoping that light would
arise as it had arisen.. He was glad to see how
all now supported the imperial idea. What could
be more gratifiying than to feel ourselves in touch,
not only with the race from which we are sprung, but
with subjects of every zone and every land ? To
explain what was involved in a zollervain W98

perhaps a little difficult. It was not so much a
union meaniug division of revenue proportionatelY
to population, or to the revenue contributed by
each, but simply an agreement by which each part
would agree not to raise but to maintain a low
tariff among ourselves. That was the Cham-
berlain idea, and he strongly approved it. (AP-
plause).

That is the Chamberlain idea, and he ap
proves strongly of it. Then Mr. OsIer, wbo
is president of the Board of Trade, made the
following statement :

Mr. Osler briefly said the resolution might
have been different if all the Liberals had been pUt
in one rooi and the Conservatives in another.
(Laughter). There would then have been tWor
presented, one by each party. They took it for
ïranted, however, in framing the motion, th»e

anada could not fairly ask Great Britain to in"
pose a preferential duty on grain, because we tO
not supply that. But by the carrying out of die
policy proposed, our wheat exports could be il'
creased from 20,000,000 to 200,000,000 bushegs
and the cattle exports increased in proportion, the
whole market would be so largely increased for ole
manufactures that they could maintain themselve
against the English manufactures in the Canad'O
market, and do more trade than they do now wieh
a limited market and a high tariff. (Applause).

Now those are the views of two prominen
men in the city of Toronto, one, the prest
dent of the Board of Trade and the Other,
the head of the Imperial Bank. They ae
leaders among those who are responsible for
the maintenance of sound finance UpCo
which the prosperity of commerce and ina

1 -
ufacturing depend and upon which the pros-
perity of the working classes depend. The
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president does not advocate the impoverish-
ment of the British market by protective
duties even though they should be in our
favour. The bank'ers, I suppose, are in
touch with the condition of the commercial
interests of the people better than anyone
else, and there is an expression from two
men that have all along felt-and the
Board of Trade themselves have no doubt
felt-that the prosperity of the manu-
facturing and commercial interests of Tor-
onto were depending on the maintenance
of protection. In consequence of the in-
ternal knowledge that they possess of how
far protection is undermining the com-
mercial interests of the people, they have
been forced to admit that it is a failure
when they compare it with the great results
that have been accomplished by the people
of Great Britain in the promotion of their
trade, the diffusion of that trade, the com-
forts that it adds to the millions who are
engaged in industry not only in England
but in all parts of the world in consequence
of that trade. I say, hon. gentlemen, that
when these men of intelligence, of res-
ponsibility take that position it shows that
there is an under-current of feeling going on
throughout. Can these forces lead public
men 'who are responsible for our legislation
to acknowledge that a change in some direc-
tion is absolutely necessary.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Did the lion. gentle-
man read all the proceedings of that meet-
ing ? In looking over the report which I
have here in my band, I notice that one of
the members of the Board of Trade suggests
that the tariff should be reduced to a
revenue basis, and that that was voted
down. So that the deductions are not as
the hon. gentleman said. The resolution
w'hich was adopted was this:

Resolved, that in the opinion of the Board of
Trade, the advantages to be obtained by a closer
union between the various portions of the British
Empire ai e so great as to justify an arrangement,
as nearly as possible, of the nature of a zolverein,
based upon principles of the freest exchange of
commodity within the empire, consistent with the
tariff requirements incident to the maintenance of
the local government of each kingdom, dominion,
province or colony, now forming part of the British
family of nations.

And then there was an amendment moved
to that :

Resolved, that in the opinion of this Board, the
freest interchange of commodities within the

empire will tend to national unity and help to
develop and increase the prosperity and wealth of
the different states forming part of the British
Empire, and this board is also of opinion that a
union of common interests can be strengthened and
advanced by adopting the principle that all duties
should be for revenue only as between the different
states comprising the British Empire.

That was voted down ; that was moved by
Mr. Bertram.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yes ; I read that,
but I did not consider that that was perti-
nent to the argument.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That was the whole
point. It was a question of how far you
would reduce the tariff, and the hon. gentle-
man is maintaining that the Board of Trade
of Toronto is willing to reduce it to a revenue
basis, and I have shown the hon. gentleman
that they distinctly repudiated any such
intention.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No; because they
are drawing the distinction between revenue
under free trade, and a revenue derived
under a tariff on a revenue basis.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The words are "for
revenue only." That is a revenue tariff.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-If you put 10
per cent on the necessaries of life, it will
produce a certain amount of revenue, but at
the same time it is maintaining the principle
of protection to the extent of 10 per cent;
it is a protective tariff to the extent of 10
per cent, instead of 30 per cent. That is
what a great many people imagine to be a
revtnue tariff. I am arguing upon a differ-
ent basis. I say our revenue should be
derived on a free trade tariff; that if you
impose any duty, whether 10 or 12 per cent
on the industries of life, to that extent you
hamper the industry of the country in find-
ing its way into the markets of the world.
The people of New South Wales have had
what is frequently termed a revenue tariff
-that is, an average of about 10 per cent.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
When 1

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Up to within the
last six months, and since then they have
changed their policy and adopted a pure
free trader policy, what we understand to
be a free trade tariff; that is, only collec-
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ting the revenue from luxuries such as spirits
and tobacco and wines and articles of that
kind and from which anything like protec-
tive dutieis are eliminated.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
And land-is that a luxury I

«Ion. Mr. DEVER-And house tax and
stamp tax ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The hon. gentle-
man says stamp tax. Is it not a great deal
better to tax a rich inan's cheque than a
poor man's flour i

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Supposing you hadi
a poor man's note of hand for $20 you would
have to tax it.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-If you had free
trade you would liave no poor man's note
for $20.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Is there no note of
hand in England-are there no poor men
there I

Hon. Mr. BOJLTON-There is a great
deal of wealth there.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
And more poverty.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Plenty of poverty.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No, there is no
more. I am sorry I have not got it here to
turn up, but in the Review of Reviews of
last month, there is direct evidence from a
prominent literary man who makes London
and the purlieus of London the scenes of bis
books. This gentleman bears testimony to
the prosperity of the poorer classes,
and he says the best evidence he has had of
that fact is seeing-crusts of bread lying about
on the streets in the pooiler sections of the
city that are not picked up. That is the
statement of a responsible man and anybody
can find it by turning up the Review of
Review8.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-How
many crusts would he see in the course of a
day?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-In the North-
west Territories we have to sell our wheat
and every single thing that we posse8s
in the way of marketable stock in

order to hold our own, and many a family
bas to go with very short crusts in the midst
of plenty, because difficulties, engendered by
low prices for produce and high prices for
machinery, etc., are presented to us by the
policy of the country.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-You
do not see crusts lying about in London
streets.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-This gentleman,
who lives in London, says so. You must
take his statement for what it is worth.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-It is a
very poor argument.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It is advanced by
me in response to the assertion that there
is extreme poverty in England. If the hon.
gentleman would go to England he would
see there is not that poverty that is so
popularly described. In order to show
further, with regard to this subject, on the
same day that the Board of Trade met
in Toronto, we find a meeting of the Grand
Board of the Patrons of Industry was held,
at which the following reýolution was moved
by J. Lockie Wilson, seconded by T. O.
Currie and carried:

That the Grand Board of the Patrons of In-
dustry of Ontario, in council assembled, hait with
delight the fact that the principles which we having
advocated for several years were set forth in an
admirable address delivered recently by that
eminent statesian, the Hon. Joseph Chamberlain,
Secretary of the Colonies, before the Canada Club,
London, England, wherein he advocated the total
abolition of protective tariffs between Great
Gritain and her colonies. These principles have
been embodied in a resolution adopted by the
grand association, held in the city of Toronto,
February, 1893, as follows: " That in accordance
with the spirit of clauses 8 and 9 of the Patron
platform the government be requested to remove
the duties on i art, especially necessaries of
life, coming from nreat Britain, and that a copY
of this resolution be forwarded to the Hon. Mr.
Chamberlain. "

That is from men who are entirely com-
posed .of the farming community of the
country, and it is an additional support to
the idea that is here presented.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Who made it a plank in their platform in
North Ontario, because two or three cans
of Australian mutton were brought in?
That is the same Lockie Wilson.
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Hon. Mr. BOULTON-That same Loc-
kie Wilson gave you a tremendous shaking
up.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
About 800 of a majority for the govern-
ment.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-At the 42 polling
places in North Ontaria, five towns in that
riding supplied the majority of 800, and
opposed to the government candidate were a
liberal and a patron candidate. Had the vote
been joined and the towns who gave that 800
majority voted in accordance with what
they ought to have done-thatis,theenriching
of their rural customers upon whom those
towns depend for their prosperity, instead of
impoverishing them by protection,they would
havereversed that vote. Thetownsinthe heart
of our agricultural districts, from the fact
that they are supported mainly by the agricul-
tural development in their neiglourhood
must beinjuredbyanyimpoverishnientoftheir
farming customers in an agricultural province
that produces a surplus. I believe myself
that the towns are beginning to realize that
more and more, and the same majorities will
not be obtained in the general elections in
the towns of Canada in support of that
commercial policy which the hon.
gentleman thinks was so upheld in
the North Ontario election. This sub-
ject, hon. gentlemen, is a very interesting
one, and I have dealt with it before. I do
not like to weary the House with too long a
discussion of this subject but I would just
say, with regard to Japan, there is a country
that is opening out. It is popular to say we
are going to be ruined by Japanese cheap
labour. Japan is a country that requires a
great deal which we can supply-it pro-
duces a great deal we require. Japan is a
country that lias no horses, no pasture,
and no hay. The natural growth is
the bamboo, which is neither pasture
for horses nor for cattle. They are going
to increase their cavalry by ten thous-
and and they have to buy horses for
that cavalry. Then, they have to buy their
hay in order to feed the horses. That shows
that they have to depend upon the outside
world for their horses and cattle. There are
mnany other articles which we are able to
supply to Japan. If we were working under
free trade, and under the policy which Mr.
Chamberlain advocates-if we were to make

a treaty of friendship and commerce between
Canada and Japan, then we might gain very
great advantages and be able to supply that
country from the North-west Territories and
Pacific coast a great deal and add materially
to the resources of the country as well as the
manufacturing industry in the east. That
can only be done by a more liberal commercial
policy. It cannot be done under existing
conditions, because other countriès, New
South Wales for instance, which raises horses,
has removed all restriction to trade. You
will see as a result of that a great extension
of trade with China and Japan. We are
nearer, and it is more natural for us to
trade with them than for New South
Wales. If we want to develop that channel
of communication and increase our shipping
and our trade we must adopt a different
policy. If we are going to confine ourselves
to Canada for the Canadians and no one
else, we are going to remain stationary.
When we are attempting to govern a very
large country, such as we possess, the burden
of it is being felt by the people more and
more in consequence of the additional ex-
pense and the increased debt placed upon it.
Instead of Canada for the Canadians, we
want Canadians for Canada, and under good,
wise and liberal laws we will make every-
body, no matter what part of the world they
iay come froni, who come to Canada a good

Canadian. Under free trade we will be
able to bring back a large portion of that
population to the province of Quebec that
has been driven south to the neighbouring
republic as well as from other parts of
Canada.

Hon. Sir MACKEN'IE BOWELL-
What would you bring from Japan?

Hon. Mr. BOU LTON-Anything they
have good to supply us with.· They would
buy thousands of things from us.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Is
not the greatest item of export from that
country to this, tea?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Very well, that is admitted free of duty in
this country.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-We get most of
our tea from India.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No. some statistics to show that under protection
crime increases, while under free trade there

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-We get a large is a very material reduction in crime. These
portion of it from India. are all elements, because protection is a sel-

fish policy and free trade is an unselfish
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It policy, and if it is unselfishness that is the

does not matter where it comes from, it is motive power of the nation or individual, to
admitted free. that extent must they imbue all around

them with the same irnmorality. Those are
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The very fact only aids that are helping to make the people

that we import tea free is the best evidence of Great Britain not only rich but powerful,
of the benefit of a free trade policy-Japan enlightened and intelligent. Free trade
sends tea to Canada for sale, because it only enables them to dietribute their population
costs the freight to enter it. Here it meets over the whole world and to convey to every
in competition with tea f rom India, and the nook and corner of the globe the enlightened
resut is that the competitive market for tea principes of civiization. In the same de-
is in Canada, not in Japan. Articles that gree our healthy fam ies, that are growing
are taxed 30 and 40 per cent are not sent up, will receive the same benefits and wil
here for sale and we have to send for them be able to assist in the great work which is
where the price asked is naturally higher yet in store for the world-that is the dis
than if they were forced upon our market semination of civilization and christianity,
for sale in competition with similar articles and if Canadians can take a share in that, i
from other parts of the world, does not that say al honour to them to do so, but they will
add to the comforts of our population. If neyer be able to do it if they put a ring
you tax tea you do not afford protection to fence around their country and say Canada
anything else. There is notbing that tea for the Canadians and no one else need
enters into which will enable anyone to in- apply. That is what I say, after seventeen
crease the price of articles that they possess years' experience-valuable experience, sO
or manufacture. That is the reason that tea far as commercial training is concerned-s
is made an article of revenue under the free the effect upon the Canadian people, and it
trade policy of Great Britain, the only is a strong reason why, when an enlightened
necessary of life that is taxed of any policy, such as is now advocated and held
importance. However, I am not speaking of out to us by the Colonial Secretary for the
that. If the people of Japan can supply us consideration of the people of Canada, we
with three dollars worth of goods that we re- should combine together unitedly. As the
quire where it would be only one dollar under president of the Board of Trade in TorontO
protection we would be getting three times said, if they were to get the Liberals into one
the value of the horses, or hay, or butter, room and prepare a resolution, and get the
or anything else that we export. That is Corservatives into another room and prepaIe
the principle; we would increase our imports a resolution, they would have totallydifferent
to that extent. It might appear that we viewe, but from the two, a resolution could
were getting the worst of the bargain, but be framed which ail could adopt. NoW Io
we would be getting really the best of the the time for us to express our views. 1 do
bargain, and so it is with every line of not ask the House to say yea or nay to thiS
trade. Singapore is another great port con- resolution. I do not want to put the HouB
taining only half a million population, and or the government in that position of respOn'
yet it does a greater foreign trade than the sibility until they have given more consid-
whole of Can-ida. A qimilar policy would eration to it, but I take the opportunity Of
result in immense advantage not only to repreenting to the Right Hon. Mr. Chal"'
Canada but to the empire and the world at berlain, 80 far as I ar able to express in the
large. We would be setting an example of natural channel that offers itself to me in
a liberal and high principle, and everything this House, my views in this address.
that goes to build up morality in nations,
instead of the reverse. I am sure that Hon. Mr. DEVER-I hold in my hand
every one must deplore the fearful scenes and what the hon, gentleman calls a free' ti.de
murder. us crimes that we read of in our daily tarif With the permission of the Ilouge
pess. I read to thisb House a few days ago will read a few items toshow how fre its
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as against even our tariff which is called a
protective tariff. I hold in my hand the
British tariff of three years ago, when Great
Britain raised in the neighbourhood of
£98,000,000 sterling composed of the items
I will read to you, showing you at once that
the tariff of Great Britain if applied to this
country would be most objectionable. The
first item in the tariff is for spirits, wines
and tobacco, amounting to $233,000,000.
The next item is for tea. On that they
raise $20,000,000. In Canada tea is free.
On fruit, etc., $2,000,000. From stamps
the revenue derived was $65,000,000-an
item which the hon. gentleman thought so
little of. Every man's note and receipt and
bill of exchange must be stamped. We
had an experience of it in Canada, and every
one knows we had no peace in the country
until the duty was repealed. We surely do
not want to go back to the stamp duties we
had at the confederation of the provinces.
The next item was income tax which amoun-
ted to $60,000,000. Every man's income,
however small was taxed. From the post
office the income was $45,000,000, from the
telegraph department $10,000,000. House,
lands and other duties amounted to
$45,000,000-giving a grand total of $480,-
000,000.

Hon. Mr. SCQTT-The house duty in
England was much less than that.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-In other words,
take the tariff in the aggregate, and we find
that it is $13 per head on all the people of
Great Britain as againt $6.50 or $7 in
Canada. Where is the free trade country?
Surely it cannot be Great Britain, where the
tax is $13 per head against a tax in Canada
of only half as great. Even if we raised
40,000,000 the tax world be only $8per head
in Canada. For my part, I cannot compre-
hend what the hon. gentleman is driving at.
He has repeated his statements so often, and
his arguments have been refuted so often,
that it is difficult to imagine how anybody
in this country could possibly adopt the
policy he advocates under our circumstances.
I do not believe we could live under such a
tariff. I do not believe we could stand a
taxation of $13 per head, and I feel it is
almost imposing on the good nature of this
Senate and of the country to expect any one
would be converted to the doctrine which
the hon. gentleman advocates.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
understood the hon. gentleman from Shell
River to say that, after having had this op-
portunity of expressing his opinions on what
he terms the proposition made by Mr.
Chamberlain, he proposed not to press the
motion to a vote. I have listened with a
good deal of interest to the hon. gentleman's
remarks, and I have no doubt that every one
in theSenate has listened with equal pleasure.
He always advances ideas that are, some-
what in ad'vance of the present trade
policy of Canada. I read the speech of the
Hon. Joseph Chamberlain with very great
pleasure, because, though it goes beyond the
propositions which have been made by the
parliament of Canada, confirmed by the
resolutions adopted unanimously at the
Colonial Conference; still, I think with Mr.
Chamberlain that the time has not yet
arrived when we can adopt a policy involving
changes so extensive. Mr. Chamberlain
very properly points out in his speech that
we are in a different position from the Ger-
man Zollverein. The German States like
the states of the neighbourng republic, are
contiguous, while the colonies of the
empire are separated by thousands of
miles. Though that is the fact, I look
upon his speech as a happy omen of
what is to come in the future. I
believe that the people of the British
empire are fully convinced of the necessity
of a closer union of the British speaking
people in all parts of the world-or in other
words, that there should be, as completely
as circumstances will permit, a unification
of the empire. How that is to be brought
about-whether in the way suggested
by Mr. Chamberlain or not, is the question.
The principle has been affirmed to a certain
extent by the parliament of Canada. It
was affirmed by the resolution adopted at
the Colonial Conference here two years ago.
The despatch in reply to these resolutions
sent by Lord Ripon was not in a line with
the principles laid down by Mr. Chamberlain
in his late speech. He takes the ground
that it is impossible or nearly so, with the
free trade policy of Great Britain as it
exists to-day, for all the colonies to throw
down the barriers which exist in the way
of protection at the present moment-and
join with England in a free trade policy pure
and simple. Without a differential duty in
favour of the colonies-a duty small or large
on such articles as we produce and they
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consume-the principle of a zollverein and
absolute free trade in which we would have
no greater advantage than would be given
to foreign nations, is one which I do not
think the colonies at present, or for some
time to come, would accept. If, however,
the principle which was adopted in the re-
solutions which were carried at that con-
ference, giving us a preference in their
markets for all the articles that we produce,
and we giving them reductions commensu-
rate with the advantages that tlýey give us,
then, I say, I shall be proud as a Canadian,
and I think the majority of the Canadian
people would be prepared, toadopt that policy
which I believe would have the effect, as
Mr. Chamberlain says, of uniting us in a
closer bond if union through the mutual
interests which it would create. However,
it is not my intention to enter into a discus-
sion of this question further than to say
that I do not at all regret that the hon.
gentleman has made his speech. We know
that on all questions of this kind-I do
not say it offensively-he is an extreme-
ist, and while he holds conscientiously to
his convictions, I believe the time is fast
approaching when the extremists on both
sides will meet midway and adopt
a basis of closer union between the different
portions of the British empire than there
exists to-day. I shall hail with delight, if
it comes within my life, the day when that
result is attained. So far, the government
of which I am the head are in full unison
and accord with the sentiments which I have
expressed. I need not enter into the objec-
tions which the statesmen of Great Britain
would urge, particularly at the present
moment, against a policy of that kind. Free
trade at present prevails to such an extent in
England that it would be just as difficult to
move thein in the other direction as it was
75 or 100 years ago to move them in the
direction of free trade. I am not prepared
to deny or confirm the statement that food
is so plentiful that you can pick it up in the
streets of London; but there is this fact
which is incontrovertible, that many of
the predictions made by Cobden and
those who supported him when he induced
the English people to adopt a free trade
polcy, have proved to be entirely fallacious.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
bon. gentleman laughs. I have the statistics

by which I can show that nearly all the pre-
dictions have failed. As an illustration, Cob-
den laid down the principle that the freight
rates between England and America would
be always so high as to afford a protection to
the wheat growers and agriculturists in
Great Britain. What are the facts to-day I
We all know that the freight rates have
been reduced upon wheat on very many oc-
casions, to two or three cents per bushel
instead of the high rates which prevailed
when free trade was suggested and adopted
in England. However, that is only one point
to which I call attention, and I accept the
lion. gentleman's proposition to withdraw
the motion.

Hon. Mr.MACDONALD(B.C.>--I am not
going to make a speech on the trade ques-
tion to-day; I made one a short time ago.
However, I read an able article in an Eng-
lish magazine a few days ago saying that if
the government of England did not protect
their manufacturers, they would advise the
people of the country to form an association
to boycott all foreign goods; that the manu-
facturers and merchants were being ruined
by foreign goods and therefore they ad-
vised that no one should buy foreign goods,
showing how keenly they felt foreign com-
petition, and how the trade is being ruined
by foreigners. The hon. qentleman made a
trade speech the other day and I replied to
him. I took a period of ten years under
the revenue tariff, and I took a period of ten
years under the quasi protective tariff as we
have it now, and I showed him that in those
ten years we had gained in trade $364,000,-
000; and yet he persists in crying down the
trade of the country and in doing every-
thing to show in what a wretcied position
we are, when the facts actually contradict
what he says. I showed clearly and fairly
that in those ten years under the present
systeni we gained greatly in trade.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON -Have not our ex-
ports and imports fallen off in the past year?

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-«You
cannot take one year and judge of the
results of trade. I took ten years and
I showed that enormous gain. Supposing
the hon. gentleman to-morrow, in his owl
line, could get farming implements in free
of duty, and supposing he paid on his farn
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a direct land tax of two or three hundred
dollars, what gain would it be to him if
saved in getting his farm machinery he
paid double the amount in taxes I Where
would his gain bel And that is the case
in England to-day. The taxation under
the free trade system is double what
it is in Canada, and the people of
England get no benefit from their free
trade policy because they pay about $13
per head compared with our $6.50. Where
is the benefit i Not only that, but as I have
told the hon. gentleman their trade is being
ruined-the iron trade especially is being
ruined by foreign competition and by free
trade. England does not pursue a policy of
free trade as a matter of magnanimity or
liberality. They think it is the best policy
for the country, and at one time it might
have been, when Germany and France did
not manufacture and did not compete with
England. Now she is competing with all
those countries and she cannot afford to do
it on free trade lines, and the eyes of the
people are being opened. Day by day they
are beginning to see that they are in a
false position. With fegard to Mr. Cham-
berlain's proposition, he made no offer. He
merely made a speech after dinner indicat-
ing certain lines of policy between the
colonies and the mother country, and in-
timating that protection must be entirely
done away with. That means that Eng-
land, and this country, or any other colony,
should have a revenue tariff only. Now,
with the English market open to us what
benefit could we receive unless we get prefer-
ential trade in England, without which no
new system would help us? Take the West
Indies ; if they cannot get protection against
foreign beet sugar in the British market, what
benefit would a zollverein be to them ? And
if Canada cannot get protection for her
cattle, wheat and dairy products, what
benefit would she get f rom any zollverein
None whatever. Why should the colonies
join when there is no benefit in their doing
sol There is a great deal to be done in
educating the people on this subject, and I
shouldprefertolet England moveinthe matte
first. The colonies would always fall in i
they could see any benefit to themselves ir
doing so; but the difficulty is to move th
English people from free trade, and a grea
deal has to be done in the way of convinciný
that country before they depart f rom
their present position.

Hon. Mr. McCLELAN-I have listened on
several occasions to the speeches of my hon.
friend from Shell River. They are generally
exhaustive, and he says very much that is
in accord with my ideas. I have not listened
to the hon. gentleman so long and so often
on the policy of free trade as I have my
hon. friend from British Columbia in the
advocacy of the opposite policy, which I
think is a most unfortunate system for this
country, but that is not the question exactly
before the House to-day. My hon. friend
from Shell River has brought up this
question, founded upon the speech of the
Right Hon. Joseph Chamberlain delivered
before the Canada Club in London. I
have read that speech and have been much
pleased with the sentiments therein put
forward. It was not an offer, and it was
not laying down a policy. It was an
after-dinner speech, expressive of the views
of the speaker only, and not in any way
indicating a settled policy. At the same
tine, his speech, while tentative, is very
suggestive, and certainly indicates that
there is a very much enlarged and broader
view being taken of colonial questions
by British statesmen. The speech of the
Premier to-day, the discussions of the Boards
of Trade, the recent expressions of the
Patrons, a growing organization in the west
-all following the consultations of the
Colonial Conference of 1894-very naturally
impress the First Minister with the belief
that there is a growing sentiment in favour
of binding together all the dependencies
of the British Empire with the mother
country by closer trade relations. The right
hon. gentleman to whom I have alluded
spoke about the advisability of moving
upon lines of the least resistance. He
spoke of the long established policy of
Great Britain, and I differ entirely from
the remarks of my hon. friend from British
Columbia with regard to the result of that.
Every one who reads history knows of the
distress and difficulties under which the
English people laboured before Bright and
Cobden introduced their policy, and every-
one knows the present extent of England's
greatness and wealth, the banker for all
nations of the earth. We all know of her
supremacy upon the seas, her foreign trade,

t her colonial possessions. A good dealhas been
said in the way of decrying the motherland;
a good deal has been said, too, by the same
individuals about their loyalty. A very
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good expression has been given with regard
to that, I am not sure whether by the
Right Hon. Mr. Chamberlain or in the
despatch of Lord Ripon in reply to the
action of the Colonial Conference, the
observation was to this effect, that senti-
ments of loyalty are very good, expres-
sions of assistance when the war cloud is
hanging over the Empire, are very useful
and pleasant, but to make them permanent,
there should be a more reciprocial trade,
closer intercourse, a more uniform fiscal
policy. We all know that on all sides of
polities in the motherland, there is litile
disposition to abandon the principle of free
trade. No responsible statesman in England
thinks of departing from that policy. In the
Australian colonies, New South Wales has
adopted the freest possible kind of trade,
and some other of the Australian colo-
nies are reducing their duties and are
endeavouring, as far as possible, to draw
towards the line; of policy of the mother
land. Even here we do not hear quite so
muchas formerly abouthigh protective duties,
the result of which is to makea man pay three
dollars for every one that goes into the
revenue. If an arrangement could be made
by which the colonial government could be
united more firmly with the motherland,
there is a tendency to modify to a large
extent existing tariffs. I am rather glad
that this discussion has come up to-day. It
is too late now, and the House is too thin,
to have as full a discussion as there ought
to be on this topic. I think it is a very im-
portant one, and I am satisfied that we are
only doing our duty, under the circum-
stances, in giving expression to our opinions
on the questiorî, and the more it is discussed
in a temperate and moderate way, the more
likely are we to realize the aspiration which
Mr. Chamberlain expressed at the Canada
Club; and if we cannot get what I believe
to be the right policy, a perfectly free trade
policy throughout the colonial dependencies
as it exists in England-because I believe
that would be the very best sort of policy for
our interets,-we may at least get, as Mr.
Chamberlain suggests, a plan by which the
colonies of England may be united upon a
eystem of revenue tariff which would be
of great advantage to the motherland and,
as he puts it, would tend to increase our
trade and population, and in many ways be
productive of much benefit to each and all
of the colonies. I am satisfied that good

will result from the expressions which have
been given in London, as well as on this side
of the water, in the working out of results
of great mutual advantage.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON--I desire to make
one or two remarks in reply to what has
been said. The hon. member from St. John
has misunderstood the British revenue; the
principle of taxation there is to relieve the
industry of the country from taxation and
tax profits and wealth. The hon. gentleman
from Victoria spoke in a way that showed
me that he was not acquainted with the com-
mercial life of the country or the principles of
trade when he said that the fact of a farmer
in the North-west having to pay $30 more
for his machine was a mere nothing. That is
not the way to approach a question of this
kind. We send out from the North-west
$10,000,000 worth of produce in the shape
of cattle, wheat, grain, &c. The return for
that comes back altogether in the necessaries
of life. The cost of those necessaries of life
is increased to the people of the North-west
and for the'matter of that to the people of
Canada by the amount of duty that is im-
posed at the seaports of Canada and the
protection or I might say overcharge that
is afforded by the imposition of that duty
which amounts to about 25 per cent, is in
reality, a charge on labour. The $10,000,000
worth of the product of the labour of the
people of the North-west instead of getting
back $10,000,000 in kind, they only get
back $7,500,000 in kind. It is the aggregate
cost to the industry of the country and not
the specification of one single article of ma-
chinery increased in price by $30 that under-
minds the prosperity. Then he speaks of the
English market being open to us. I would de-
sire to point this out to the hon. gentleman,
that the exclusion of any nation fron
such a valuable market as the free trade
market of Great Britain offers or that the
British empire would offer under that policy
advocated by Mr. Chamberlain is a far
greater lever for the reduction of duties, and
for liberal treatment on the part of foreigu
nations than any protective policy that we
can raise against it. It is not protection
that foreign nations mind, it is the fear of dis-
crimination. The free trade market becomes
so valuable and so advantageous as a market
to sell in, that no nation can afford to be
closed out of it upon a preferential basis.
Notwithstanding whatthe Premiersaysabou t
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Cobden's anticipations about freight rates
affording protection, and their great reduc-
tion, he cannot ignore the fact that there is
a great difference between the price of agri-
cultural products in Great Britain and
Canada to the benefit of the British farmer
and he gets his coal oil for nine cents a gallon
and all bis necessaries proportionately low.
The hon. leader of the government has ex-
pressed himself cautiously, but I would just
hold out a warning voice to him and let him
understand when the Board of Trade of
Toronto, a city with a population of nearly
200,000 people, in the heart of the province
of Ontario, and the Patrons of Industry,
who represent the agricultural community-
that when these two bodies express their
views as they have done, they know.the pulse
of the councey and that to a large extent
they express the feeling of the bulk of the
manufactu'ring industries, the commercial
interests and the agricultural interests in the
province of Ontario, and it does not do to close
your eyes and ears to these facts. With the
permission of the House and apologizing
for occupying so much time, I beg to with-
draw my resolution.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON (P.E.I.)-I do
not intend to detain the House very long,
only for a very few minutes, I did not intend
to speak at all, only the turn the discussion
has taken within the last few minutes. Ail
the hon. gentlemen who have spoken agree
on this point, that Mr. Chamberlain's recent
speech indicates a very remarkable and a
very salutary change of sentiment on the
part of at least a very considerable propor.
tion of the public men of Great Britain on
this question of preferential trade. When
parties in Canada, within the last half a dozen
ormoreyears, havepointedout thedesirability
of a system of preferential trade between the
different component parts of the British
Empire, we were always met, not with the
statement that it would not be a&good thing
for Canada if some such arrangement as that
could be effected, but that it would not be a
goodthingforEngland, and thatGreat Britain
would never consent toit. There have been
indications for a good while past that the
peopleof Great Britain are not so fixed on free
trade principles but that they would be
prepared to advance at least. a step, and
perhaps a rather important one, to meet the
colonies with a view to establishing, to some
extent, free trade or revenuetariffs within the

empire, and protection against therest of .the
world. The speech of the Hon. Mr. Chamber-
lain is the most remarkable indication of the
growthof that feeling in Great Britainthat we
havelhad yet, and coming from a man whois so
prominent and such a great leader of public
opinion in Great Britain, his recent speech is
entitled to a great deal of consideration. I
am glad that it is receiving such consider-
ation from our Boards of Trade and from
both branches of the parliament of Canada.
My hon. friend froi Albert said a few
minutes ago that there was no disposition or
thought on the part of the people of Great
Britain to depart in any way from the
principles of free trade.

Hon. Mr. McCLELAN-Statesmen I
said. I spoke of the leading statesmen.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-As far as that
is concerned, if I understand the speech of
Mr. Chamberlain-and he cannot be ex-
cluded from the ranks of leading statesmen-
it is, as far as he is concerned, an indication
that lie himself is prepared to make a depar-
ture and a very important departure from
the principles of free trade. Here is one
thing that he said which I think fully bears
out my language:

I do not say that merely because a proposal of
this kind is contrary to free trade principle because
I think I am myself a convinced free trader in the
sense of believing that the theory is undoubtedly
the theory on which the world would become most
prosperous yet I have not such a pedantic admira-
tion for it that, if sufficient advantage were offered
to me, I would not consider a deviation from the
strict doctrine.

That is exactly the position that we have
been occupying in Canada. We all a4mit
that if all the world would adopt free trade
probably all the world would be the better
of it, but as all the world would not adopt
it, we have long since come to the conclusion
that in Canada at least the deviation from
the principle of free trade was of advantage
to us. That is just the conclusion that Mr.
Chamberlain expresses when he says that he
was prepared to consider a deviation from
the strict doctrine if he got a quid pro quo.
Mr. Cobden himself, he said, took this view
in making the French treaty. Then he
proceeds:

And it cannôt be considered that we his disci-
piles should be more orthodox than the apostle of
free trade himself.
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Now, what is Mr. Chamberlain's proposi-
tion ? It was no more than an opinion ex-
pressed by him, I daresay, and he explained
that he spoke for himself; but when a man of
his prominence speaks at all it is of importance.
He discusses two or three propositions which
have been before the B[itish public for
many years with reference to this question
of inter-imperial trade and he says :

I have laid down four propositions which I think
cannot be controverted. The first is that there is
a universal desire among the members of the empire
for a closer union between the several branches,
and that in our opinion as well as yours, this is
desirable, nay, it is essential for the existence of
the empire as such. My second proposition is
that experience bas taught us that this closer
union can be most hopefully approached in the first
instance from the commercial side. My third pro-
position is that the suggestions which have hitherto
been made to us, although we know them to have
been made in good part, are, when considered f rom
the point of view of British interests not sufficiently
favourable to be considered by this country.
My fourth proposition is that a true zolleve-
rein for the empire. that a free trade established
throughout the empire, although it would involve
the imposition of duties against foreign countries
and would be in that respect a derogation from the
high principles of free trade and froni the practice
of the United Kingdoni up to the present time,
would still be a proper subject for discussion.

So my hon. friend from Albert must qualify
his remarks when he finds that Mr. Cham-
berlain himself, whose utterances we had
been discussing this afternoon, has declared
that a deviation from the principles of free
trade in this respect is a proper subject for
discussion, and he goes on and points out
what a great advantage it would be to the
colonies, because they were to get a prefer-
ence in the British market for their pro-
ducts, the advantage of which would be
enormous to them. He is not very sanguine
about it. He throws it out as a broad
principle for discussion, and he knows there
are a great many difficulties in the way.
I think my hon. friend from Shell River did
very well to bring it up before us, because
it will impress more clearly on our minds
what this proposition really involves. To
my mind, it means protection against the
rest of the world. If Britain adopted
Mr. Chamberlain's idea, it would be
imposing a tarif against all foreign countries,
and having free trade between the different
component parts of the Empire. He very
distinctly expresses his opinion that the
trade in the empire must be upon the basis
of a revenue tariff, and so far he adheres to

the principle of free trade within the
empire himself, but as against the rest of
the world, Great Britain and her colonies
were to become protective.

Hon. Mr. McCLELAN-I
understand it that way.

did not

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I have taken
the pains to read it over again since this
di!,cussion began, and very carefully, too.

Hon. Mr. McCLELAN-You should
have read the whole of it.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I have done so,
and I think that is the correct inter-
pretation. I must congratulate this hon.
flouse and the country upon the improved
feeling which is prevalent in the discussion
of these questions from what prevailed in
in the country not many years ago. My hon.
friend from Albert, I am glad to find,
realizes the great importance of drawing the
the empire closely together by the adoption
of closer trade relations between the diffèrent
parts of it. He appreciates the
importance of that. I am glad to hear
that these are his views to-day, for I think
not many years ago he was an advocate of
a commercial union of a very different kind,
a commercial union which was to bind us to
the United States of America, and which
did not provide, as Mr. Chamberlain's
schemeintends toprovide, merely asmall duty
for preferences against all the rest of the world.
But it involves what was then practicallY
the McKinley tariff against Great Britain
and against all the colonies of Great
Britain and against all the rest of
the world. I think we have on this side of
the House great reasons to congratulate our-
selves and the country on the great improve-
mentthathastakenplaceintheviewsgenerally
entertained in regard to thetradeof theDom-
inion and the Empire, and in the mind of DY
hon.friendfromAlbertin particularsincethese
days whenwe had a commercial union, or a zoll-
verein with the United States, put forward
as the greatest good that could possiblY
befall Canada. My hon. f riend says that
we do not hear so much about protection
now as we did some time ago. Probably we
do not. It is not necessary to speak of
protection and to urge it as strongly as w®
were forced to do when the fiscal independ-
ence of this country was threatened 5(
seriously as it was threatened by the
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gentlemen who advocated unrestricted reci-
procity and commercial union. The people
of this country still believe in the principle
of protection as applied to Canada, and that
they would only be willing to part with that
on condition of receiving an equivalent for it,
which might be got--I believe could 'be got
in a zollverein ôf the British Empire, and if
that would come, I believe it would be
strictly in line with the views we have always
been advocating on this side of the House.
I did not intend to discuss this question as
far as I have done, but my hon. friend from
Albert, while drifting away, as he is doing,
imperceptibly (for he still thinks he is a free
trader as of old) from the doctrines of free
tradeto favour Mr.Chamberlain's proposition
-but perhaps he does not intend to favour it
as he does not appear to understand it exactly
as I do-lhe asks us to bear in mind that
everybody in England was benefited by the
adoption of free trade when it was introduced
in the days of Cobden, and Bright, and
that labour and everything increased
in value. With regard to that we
must bear this fact in mind, and my hon.
friend, I hope, has not forgotten it, that
land has not increased in value under the
influence of free trade in England. On the
contrary, the value of land has decreased
enormously-alarmingly decreased, and will
still continue to decrease unless some advan-
tage is given the farmerg, and I do think that
the proposition which the right hon. Mr.
Chamberlain has made for a preferential duty
as against the rest of the world, and in
favour of the colonies, would certainly bene-
fit the colonies, and to some extent, assist
the land owners in England, because it
would prevent the intense competition
which prevails to-day from the enormous
importations of wheat and other agricuitural
Products from Russia, Argentina, and other
parts of the world outside of the Empire.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Up to the time when
the hon. gentleman from Prince Edward
Island rose to speak, this debate had been
conducted on lines of the most perfect har-
mony, and every one had expressed the hope
that the lines would be drawn more closely
between the different parts of the Empire.
It has fallen on the hon. gentleman to mar
'the barmony of the debate by throwing out
ilisinuations which are as unjust as they
are unwarranted. The commercial union
Policy which he attributes to my hon

31

friend from Albert was never advocated
by him to the extent which he describes,
and it has never been the policy of the
leading Liberals. The hon. gentleman, in
addition to that, has drawn deductions from
Mr. Chamberlain's speech which certainly
many other gentlemen who have read it do
not consider the language warrants. In an-
other part of this speech, later on, Mr.
Chamberlain distinctly says that the imposi-
tion of any preferential tax would be too
much for the British artisan to bear. He
says:

It would involve, in the case of the United King-dom, a most serious disturbance of our trade ; it
would be a great change in the principles which for
many years past have guided our commercial
policy. It involves the imposition of a duty, it
may a,small one, but it is a duty, upon food and
upon raw material, and whatever may be the re-
sult of imposing such a duty, as to which, if I had
the time, I could discourse for many minutes-
whatever may be the actual result-the tendency
is to increase the cost of living, which would of
course increase the pressure upon the working
classes of this country-to increase the cost of
living and to increase the pressure upon the work-
ing classes of this country. That cannot be denied,
and it would have a tendency to increase the cost
of production, which would put us, of course, in a
worse position than now in competition with
foreign countries in mutual markets.

I know the hon. gentleman has read many
pleasant things from Mr. Chamberlain's after
dinner speech. I think I can establish that
Mr. Chamberlain had not in his mind the
idea of giving the colonies a preference in
the British markets.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON (P.E.I.)-What
the hon. gentleman is quoting is Mr. Cham-
berlain's reply to Mr. McNeill's proposition
and the old proposition of imperial feder-
ation.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Any man who is
familiar with the condition of things just now
in Great Britain must see that not a single
statesman could be found to rise in the
British House of Commons and urge the
adoption of a preference in favour of the
products of any one of the colonies, more
particularly the food products. What does
it mean 1 Take wheat alone ; the colonies
furnish less than one-seventh of the supply
imported into the United Kingdom. Do you
mean to tell me that for the sake of develop-
ing that one-seventh, which would take 20
years to bring it up to the proper amount,
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the artisan is to be taxed on his flour ' Take
-another article-butter. The amount im-
ported last year into the United Kingdom
was $13,000,000, of which Canada supplied
only $153,000 worth. Denmark suplied
$6,000,000 worth. Do you mean to tell me
that they would consent to put up a tariff
against Denmark ' So it is with every
article in the category. Anyone who is
familiar with the politics of Great Britain
would never urge that the 39,000,000 people
in the British Isles should be taxed for the
benefit of the colonists.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON (P.E.I.)-That
is exactly what Mr. Chamberlain proposes.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It was an after din-
ner speech, and he said many pleasant things,
but he took cood care to protect himself by
other remarks, showing clearly that it was
not part of his policy. The leaders on both
sides take every occasion to state its
absolute impossibility. The population of
England has been gradually diverted from
agriculture and has become a population of
artisans. In Napoleon's time they were con-
sidered a nation of merchants; now they
are a nation of artisans. England's trade,
as everyone knows, has been growing with
gigantic strides. Even as against the United
States would they propose to put up a tariff
against a country which furnishes them with
forty-six million hundred weight of wheat
alone I Nearly half of all the wheat and
flour imported into the United Kingdom
comes from the UnitedStates, and the United
States is the best customer of Great Britain.
Do you suppose they are fools enough to put
up a tariff against the United States and
incur the displeasure of that nation for the
purpose of developing a trade which will take
twenty years steady growth in that
direction to furnish her with the supplies
which she needs ! I am very glad
to concur with the premier in believing that
debates of this kind do good. I remember
the time when the party, to which Mr.
Chamberlain belongs, believed that the
colonies were a burden to the empire. It
is not 40 years since they desired that the
colonies should be cut adrift. Fortunately,
in the colonies both political parties have
always clung to the idea of a closer union
with the empire. As things developed
Great Britain adopted free trade, and we
adopted revenue or protective tariffs, as the

case might be, and so we parted in refer-
ence to trade questions and we are now
very far apart in that line. I do not expect
though I certainly desire, to see the day
when free trade will prevail throughout the
empire. I recognize the fact that it is at
present unattainable. Although I am a
free trader I do not expect to see free trade
adopted in my lifetime in Canada. It
takes a long time to educate people to
change their ideas in that way. As it is
now six o'clock, I do not propose to detain
the house longer. I desired to say a word
on the subject as I felt that my hon. friend
from Prince Edward Island had placed us
in a false position, on several points which I
wished to correct.

The motion was withdrawn.

The Senate then adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, 15th April, 1896.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

POLLING DISTRICTS IN BRITISII
COLUMBIA.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.) rose to as
the First Minister-

Is it the intention of the government at the aP-
proaching general election, to change in any Way
the polling districts in the Electoral District 6f
Victoria, or the polling districts in any of the
British Columbia electoral districts?

He said: I have asked this question in
consequence of an impression that prevails
in Victoria and throughout the other dis'
tricts of the province that it is the intel-
tion of the government to change the polli19
divisions in the different electoral districts
of that province. I have looked into the
law and I cannot see how the governmleIt
can, without amending the Act, interfer
with them. At the by-election which took-
place in Victoria last January, some of the
polling districts were altogether too large--
two of them in particular. One was exeed-
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ingly large. 1 forget exactly the number
of votes polled there, but I know the polling
booth was jammed from the moment it was
opened until it was closed, and a great deal
of inconvenience was caused and I think
some were unable to record their votes.
lowever, as far as the other polling divi-
sions are concerned in the other electoral
districts throughout the province, they ought
to stand as they are at the present time. I
should like to hear what the intention of the
government is with respect to this matter.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
can inform the hon. gentleman that there is
no intention on the part of the government
to introduce any bill changing, or in any
way affecting the electoral districts of British
Columbia. There is a difference, how-
ever, between the electoral district, which
Ineans the whole riding, and a polling
district. It has been brought to the notice
of the government that at the recent by-
election in Victoria at which the Hon. Mr.
Prior was elected, there was one district so
very large that the number of voters ranged
between 1,000 and 1,100, as I have been
informed, and it was' utterly impossible for
them to be polled during the time given for
the recording of the votes. If any change
is made at all it will be in the polling
division and not in the electoral district.
According to a calculation which I made-at
thé time, you would require to poll between
two and three votes every minute to poll all
the votes in the division. We all know
that that is impossible. The result is, the
scrutineers try to get in their own voters
first. Those who have had any experience in
Polling districts and have acted as scrutineers
and I dare say many hon. gentlemen have
-I know I have-are aware that
scrutineers will take advantage of that in
order to prevent the votes being polled.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-We never
do that in British Columbia.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
dare say that were it confined to the natives
of that country the hon. gentleman's remarks
Would be quite correct, but we know that it
is inhabited largely by people from the east-
ern provinces, principally from the maritime
Provinces, many of them I believe from Cape
breton, and we are not surprised at anything
they might do (legitimately) to elect members

31j

to the parliament in Canada. I may have
the honour perhaps to-morrow, or the next
day, of introducing a short bill for the pur.
pose of remedying-I was going to say a
defect in the law, I scarcely know whether
it is a defect or the result of want of proper
knowledge of his duties by the revising
officer in dividing the districts.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is the revising
officer's duty.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That not having been done, and his duties
having ceased, they would be in precisely the
same position in the next election that they
were in the last one. It is rather an unusual
practice, I believe, to initiate such legisla-
tion here, but under the present circumstances,
knowing the state of legislation in the House
of Commons, and it not being unconstitu-
tional, the government will take advantage
of the facilities that are offered by passing a
remedial bill of that character through the
Senate, and I have not the slightest doubt,
knowing the character of the Senators, that
they will not obstruct it in any way.

THE REMEDIAL BILL.

MOTION RULED OUT OF ORDER.

The notice of motion being read,

That the Remedial Bill now under consideration
by parliament is unconstitutional ; that clause 23
of the Remedial Bill requires the municipalities to
levy and collect $20 a month from all their Ro-
man Catholic ratepayers for the support of each
separate school, and clause 39 of the Manitoba Act,
which has been declared constitutional, requires
municipalities to levy and collect twenty dollars a
month for the support of each public school from
all the ratepayers of the municipality, and the
exercise of this double authority would prove
oppressive to the Roman Catholic minority in the
matter of taxation.

That it ls evident that the framers of the Act of
Confederation did not design, by the insertion of
the appeal clauses in the British North America
Act, that there should be such an invasion of the
constitutional right of the provinces, as is contem-
plated by section 28 of the Remedial Bill forbid-
ding the municipality to levy upon Roman Catholic
ratepyers for the support of publie schools ;
therefore the remedy for the grievances of the
Roman Catholic minority in Manitoba, now the
subject of appeal, should be applied by some other
means than by this Remedial Bill, and in the inter-
est of constitutional legislation it is the opinion of
the Senate it should be withdrawn.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Stand?
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Hon. Mr. MILLER-J do not think that
this motion ought to be allowed to remain
on the minutes. It is clearly irregular. It
is the rule in this House that no motion can
have a preamble. Now, three-fourths of
that motion is a preamble, and although the
word " whereas" is not attached to the
different allegations of fact which the reso-
lution contains, these recitals are neverthe
less as much a preamble as if that word was
inserted before them. Therefore, on that
account, this motion is clearly out of order.
But it is out of order on another ground. It
is unparliamentary to anticipate discussion
on a bill before parliament, even if it were
in the custody of this House. It is also
incorrect in its 4tatement of facts. The bill
is not before the whole Parliament. It is be-
fore the House of Commons, but not before
this branch of parliament. Even if the bill
were before us, such a resolution as this
would be out of order ; but what would be
the consequence of passing a resolution of
this kind ? In the first place, if we passed it
we would have dealt with the subject matter
of the bill in the House of Commons, and
we would be precluded from dealing a second
time with that subject when the bill would
come up. This resolution, if adopted, would
be virtually giving the bill a six months
hoist in this House before it ever came to us.
The resolution of the hon. gentleman
is not only unique but is grotesque in its
absurdity. I think the Speaker should order
it to be struck from the minutes if it is not
dropped.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I am not one of
those who ever desires to transgress the
rules of the House. It is only by experiences
of this kind that I can really find out what
the rules of the House are, and I under-
stood there was no preamble to the motion.
I always supposed a preamble required the
word "whereas," and that if there is no
"whereas" there is no preamble, but, hon.
gentlemen, the fact of the matter is that
parliament has been called here for the pur-
pose of passing remedial legislation.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-Your motion would
be a good one on the second reading of the
bill.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-We have been
here for four months waiting for the consi-
deration of that legislation. We have not

had an opportunity to express what the
policy of the Senate is upon a great question
of this kind. It is a constitutional question
of great importance.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-How can you do
it until the bill is before the House 1

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The bill lias been
distributed to us and has been laid on our
table in its entirety. It has not come up
as amended from the House of Commons,
but it lias certainly been presented to us as
a measure that is to come before us and we
have been waiting here, and now it seems
to me as if it was going to slip away and we
were not going to have a chance to discuss
it. I thought it was a very great pity indeed
that the Senate should not have an oppor-
tunity of expressing its opinion upon the
subject-matter of theibill. Although it has
not come down to us in its official form, the
government are trying to pass it, and I did
try, at the commencement of the session, tO
express my views upon this knotty questi1n
but I was interrupted and requested to post-
poneanyobservationsthat I hadtomake until
the bill was before the House. I see very
plainly that the bill is not likely to conte
before us and, therefore, I desire to bring
this matter up in the Senate. Of course,
can withdraw my resolutions as they stand
to-day and put them in some form that re
quires no preamble and arrive at exactly the
same result.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--
That is striking it off the minutes.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yes, this particu-
lar one and introducing it in a proper forw"'
so that it can be discussed.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-You will find it
difficult to do that.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Oh, no, I thinl
L will be quite in order to say

That it is evident the framers of the Act of CIO'
federation did not design, by the insertion of the
appeal clauses in the British North America Act,
that there should be such an invasion of the 000'
stitutional right of the provinces, as is coJltÀeol
plated by section 28 of the Remedial Bil.

I think that will be in order. However,
if I am out of order with regard to t
particular motion I shall withdraw it and
consider how far it is advisable for 10*
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to introduce another motion at this late
hour of the session.

The motion was dropped.

BAY OF QUINTË RAILWAY COM-
PANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

The Order of the Day having been called.

Third reading (Bil 71) an Act to provide for the
amalgamation of the Bay of Quinté Railway and
Navigation Company and the Kingston, Napanee
and Western Railway Company, under the na me of
the Bay of Quinté Railway Company, as amended.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved that the bill
be not read the third time, but that it be
amended by leaving out the words " as fully
and as amply as they apply to the main line"
in clause six, twelfth and thirteenth lines.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-Will the hon. gentle-
man kindly explain why he requires the
words struck out 7

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Because they are
now provided for under the Railway Act,
and consequently these words are unneces-
sary. The Railway Act provides how these
extensions are made, both on the main and.
other lnes.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved the third
reading of the bill as amended.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill was
read the third time and passed.

PISHERIES ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

SECOND READING POSTPONED.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON moved the second
reading of Bill (0) " An Act further to
amend the Fisheries Act."

He said :-In rising to move the second
reading of this bill, I may explain that the
proposed change involves simply four or five
lines altogether. Hon. gentlemen, no doubt,
have the bill in their hands, and the words
that it is proposed to substitute are the last
five lines, and read:

Provided always that licenses may be granted by
the Minister-of Marine and Fisheries, for the cap-
ture of salmon by set nets only, in such rivers or
Portions of rivera as are fixed, and under such
regulations ai are prescribed, by the Governor in
COuncil.

Before confederation the riparian owners,
the owners of the land on which non-tidal
waters flowed, were concededarighttofish by
angling or setting nets. That was a right or
privilege which was freelly exercised. Shortly
after Confederation, the policy adopted by
the Dominion Government was to lease these
fisheries, and in pursuance of that policy
leases were granted to companies, or clubs,
or persons for the purpose of carrying on
these fisheries in the non-tidal waters. The
Fisheries Act provided that the Minister of
Marine and Fisheries should distinguish be-
tween the non-navigable or upper waters of
the river and the estuary waters below, and
it was in the non-navigable waters that this
was carried on. During many years after Con-
federation the Minister of Marine and fish-
eries granted licenses, or leases, of these fish-
eries, and regulations were placed and adopt-
ed, restricting the owner of fishing right to
surface fly fishing instead of netting and other
modes of fishing practised before that time.
The result of it was to shut out the owners of
the soil from fishing altogether. They could
it is true, have carried on fishing by surface
angling as it is called, but farmers generally
were not in a position to do so. Being shut
out from fishing in their own rivers,
a very strong and bitter feeling grew
up in the parts of the country where these
privileges had existed, the residents of the
place being practically shut out of any right
to fish at all, because these licenses extended
over the non-tidal waters where they
possessed the riparian ownership. In New
Brunswick very serious difficulties and in at
least one case, loss of life occurred in troubles
arising from these leases. The result was that
in 1882, a suit went to the Exchequer Court
and subsequently to the Supreme Court of
Canada which tested the right of the Fed-
eral Government to give these leases. It
was decided that the Federal Government
could not give leases conferring the right
to any one to fish except those who had,
under the law, the exclusive right to fish in
these waters. I had better read the deci-
sion. It is as follows:-

Held, (affirming the judgment of the Ex-
chequer Court) jst, that the general power of
regulatmg and protecting the Fisheries, under the
British North America Act, 1867, section 91, is in
the Parliament of Canada, but that the license
granted by the Minister of Marine and Fisheries
of the locus in quo was void because the said Act
only authorizes the granting of leases " where the
exclusive right of fishing does not already exist by
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law," and in this case the exclusive right of fishing
belonged to the owners of the land through which
that rtion of the Miarmichi River flows.

2nd That although the public may have in a
river, such as the one in question, an easement
of right to float rafts or logs down, and a right of
passage up and down in Canada, &c., wherever
the water is sufficiently high to be used, such right
is not inconsistent with an exclusive right of fishing
or with the right of the owners of property
opposite their respective lands ad medium flum
oequae,

3rd. That the rights of fishing in a river, such
as is that part of the Miramichi from Price's Bend
to its source, are an incident to the grant of the
land through which such river flows, and where
such grants have been made there is no authority'
given by the British North America Act, 1867, to
grant a right to fish, and the Dominion Parliament
has no right to give such authority.

4th. Per Ritchie, C. J., and Strong, Fournier
and Henry, J. J., (reversing the judgment of the
Exchequer Court on the 8th question submitted)
that the ungranted lands in the rovince of New
Brunswick being in the Crown for the benefit of
the people of New Brunswick, the exclusive right
to fish follows as an incident, and is in the Crown
as trustee for the benefit of the people of the
province, and therefore a license by the Minister of
Marine and Fisheries to fish in streams running
through provincial property would be illegal.

This decision made it clear that the ex-
clusive right to fish in these non-tidal waters
rested with the riparian owners, and that
where the lands were ungranted by the
Crown, this riparian ownership rested with
the local government of the province. These
points having been settled in that way, and
the courts having settled further, what was
a matter of dispute, that the Department of
Marine and Fisheries, under the Fisheries
Act, had the right to regulate and control
the fisheries and prescribe regulations as to
the manner of fishing, such regulations have
ever since been maintained under the Act,
forbidding the netting of fish in these streams
and pernitting the catching of fish in these
non-tidal waters hy angling only. The effect
of this has been to give rise to a great deal
of dissatisfaction in the localities in which
these rivers exist. The riparian owners,
who have, under the law, the exclusive right
to fish in these waters, are themselves pre-
vented from catching fish except by the
process of angling, although no other persons
can fish in any way in those waters. The
bill proposes to make one change and that is,
under certain restrictions and regulations, to
give the-Minister of Marine and Fisheries,
or the Governor General in Coun-
cil, power to grant licenses or per-
mission for the riparian owners, those

who possess already the exclusive right tO
fish in these waters, to net for fish under
proper regulations. This will, I daresay, ho
opposed by companies or individuals who
have acquired riparian interests aiso. The
owners of these lands in some cases have
sold the right, and the province may have
sold the right to very considerable stretches
of these rivers to companies who are carry
ing on fishing for sport or other purpOses,
and the objection will come froig those quar
ters that giving the settlers a right to catch
fish by nets will decrease the value of the
fisheries to those who have acquired rights
either under the Provincial Government Or
by purchase from private individuals. 1
feel that, while there is a good deal of force
in that, we have a right to consider the in-
terests of the settlers in this matter. Fron
the early settlement of the country these
people, up to Confederation, had a right,
which they practised, of netting for fish in
their own waters, the waters which they are
now declared by law to have an exclUsi.O
right to fish in. That has been gradually
taken away from them. The privilege Still
renains, of course, to catch salmon or trout by
angling in these waters, but we know that
the settlers have not the leisure which
is necessary for fishing in that way and thit
very few of them can take advantage of it
By giving this power to the Minister of
Marine and Fisheries to grant licenses in that
way they will be recovering an ancient right
which they possessed, a right which was in
the first place taken away from thema by the
department under a misconception of the
law, and which has been taken away fron
them subsequently by legislation and reg"'
lation. I think this House will see there
is a great deal of force in the contentiou
which these people set forth that they should
be permitted to fish, under strict regulations

I and not at their own sweet will, and onIy
with nets such as shall be permitted and at
such seasons as shall be prescribed by the
department. The bill provides that the
rights shall be restored to these people te
fish in their own waters under strict regula-
tions, such as the wisdom of the department
may find necessary to prevent over.fishing
in these waters, and to prevent any sensible
injury being done to the property and rights
of these other parties who have rights
those fishing waters.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Are those lice'
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ses that have been spoken of, granted above
tidal water ?

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Above tidal
water.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Has this govern-
ment the right to grant themi Would it
not rest with the province through which the
waters run i At tide water it is right enough
that the Federal Governitent should grant
the licenses. I have every confidence in the
Minister of Marine and Fisheries, and it
would take a good deal to make me believe
that he would injure the fisheries of this
country, but at the same time we should move
cautiously in this matter and should not
undertake to do what we have no right to do.
I have known the Minister of Marine and
Fisheries for a long time and i know he has
been honestly engaged since I have known
him in trying to protect the fisheries of this
country. I have every confidence in him but
at the same time I do not want to undertake
to do things that we have no right to do.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-This question
of the ownership of these non-tidal waters was
submitted to the court touching the rights
of the provincial or the federal government
in these non-tidal waters. No decision has
been rendered yet upon that question, but
the presuniption, as far as the opinion of.the
Department of Marine and Fisheries is con-
cerned, is very strongly in support of the
view that the Federal Government have the
right to deal with these waters by regulation.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-Why don't you
wait for the decision of the court?

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-That may be a
reason for waiting ; but, at the same time,
the Federal Government bas, up to this time,
exercised the right to rerulate fishing in these
non-tidal waters. Although that right is ques-
tioned to some extent by the provinces, yet
the Department of Marine and Fisheries
believe that until that right is expressly
taken away from the Federal Government we
should go on exercising it wisely and well.
So far there bas been no decision vesting the
control in the provinces. Whatever pre-
sumption there is in the way of control
rests with the Federal Government. That
being so, I think hon. gentlemen will agree
with the view of the Minister of Marine

and Fisheries, and that until an adverse
decision is given on that question, we can
go on controlling those fisheries wisely and
in the best interests of the country.

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-I hope the
government will withdraw the bill, which is
objectionable in many respects. The hon.
gentleman from Monck struck, with his
usual discrimination, on the first and fore-
most great blot on the bill, which is this,
that the matter being sub judice at the pre-
sent moment, it is to say the least of it, a
breach of ordinary comity, ruling such mat-
ters, to legislate on a subject over which the
law may not give us jurisdiction. The facts
that the hon. gentleman has placed before
us are entirely, I fear, contrary to the assump-
tion of the constitutionality of this bill.
He would have us believe that it is a case in
which the riparian owners, having rights
recognized by all, are deprived of certain
privileges on their own property which the
government now proposes to restore to them.
It is true that prior to 1882, when the
case of Robertson vs. the Queen was decided,
the government practically contended that
they owned the fisheries in all- these
non-tidal waters; they leased them, and
collected rents for them ; they placed
guardians on them, and did what they
liked. They disregarded and ignored the
rights of all riparian owners and the pro-
vince alike. The decision in the case of
Robertson vs. The Queen upset all that.
No sooner was it issued than the govern-
ment dropped everything and skedaddled.
They took away their fishery inspectors and
guardians. They gave up their right to
lease. They surrendered all the rights they
possessed to the province and to the riparian
owners, and then, for the first time since
Confederation, did the riparian owners come
in for the rights which they, as the law now
exists, possessed from the very beginning.
It has taken the government from 1882 to
1889 to recover from the shock of that
defeat, and only in the latter year did they
put the matter once more into litigati n.
Their contention is set forth in the factum
then submitted to the court by the Dominion
Government, which is prefaced by a letter
from the Minister of Marine and Fisheries
to the late Premier, Sir John Thompson.
He says:-

You are aware since the decision of the
Suprene Court of Canada in the case of Robertson
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vs. The Queen some of the provincial governments
have claimed that the exclusive right of fishing on
inland lakes and non-tidal waters is vested in the
respective legislatures. That decision cannot be
said to have been as carefully considered as the
great importance of this subject requires, and some
more satisfactory definition of the jurisdiction of
the local and federal authorities is desirable. To
this end I have to request that you will arrange
for a submitted case.

From that date the matter has been in
litigation. It was in litigation last year,
when the government introduced' into the
House of Commons a bill similar to this.
That bill was withdrawn, for the reason then

given, that the matter was in litigation---
but I had better not trust my memory, I
will give you the report as it appeared in the
Montreal papers that day. In the news
from Ottawa, we are told that " Mr. Foster
announced in the House this afternoon that
the Superannuation Bill would be dropped,
and the bill to amend the Fisheries Act
would not be proceeded with, as the question
was pending in the courts."

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr.'DRUMMOND-That question
was argued last December and has not yet
been decided. Is not the reason which was
given last summer for withdrawing the bill
from the House of Commons a very good
and sufficient reason for not introducing it
in the Senate at the present moment ? I
hold that it is, but the hon. minister would
have you believe, honestly no doubt-be-
cause I think he was a little astray on that
particular point-that the matter was one
to remedy a disability under which the ripar-
ian owners-the real owners of the fisheries
-laboured. Following on the decision of
Robertson vs. The Queen, an entire change
took place in the way in which the fisheries
were prosecuted in the salmon fishing rivers,
to the eastward, at any rate. The riparian
rights in farms, which before had been of
comparatively little value, rose immediately.
Immense numbers of farms on fisbing rivers
were sold outright to anglers and angling
clubs at phenomenal prices, simply because
they conveyed, as the purchasers believed,
the absolute right of fishing in front of their
doors; so that the riparian owners, who are
now commiserated, managed by this decision
and by the state of the law, to obtain for their
property sums which were considered at the
time perfectly fabulous. The most of the

riparian owners' rights on angling rivers
have been sold to anglers for- large sums.
The purchasers of those rights do not want
this privilege. The original riparian owner
sold to a second ripàrian owner, and he does
not ask for this right of netting in front of
his door or his property. So I dismiss, as
perfectly unfounded, all attempts to say that
this bill is in the interest of the riparian
owners, because it is not.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Those who are
settlers, I mean.

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND- Who have
not yet sold their landi

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Yes.

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-I will deal
with that a little later on. Now, apart
from the policy which I have urged on the
government of abstaining from legislatiol
while litigation bearing on this question 's
before the very highest court in the countrY,
I would ask the Senate to consider for one
moment what its position would probablY be
if it read this bill a second time, and passed
it, should the decision of the Supreme Court,
yet to be rendered, be adverse to the cOn-I
tention of the Crown. We would have
given our assent to an Act which was in
itself invalid. We would have probablY
given rise to a contest of a more or less
aggravated character between licensees of
the Crown and riparian owners. Supposing
we passed this bill at the present sessiOn'1
and licenses are given to parties in variols
parts of the Dominion and the Supremle
Court should decide that we had no right
to issue these licenses, you can imagine that
in those settlements, and localities far wit'
drawn from the reach of the law, very eX-
traordinary scenes might be enacted.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)
is the nature of the case before the cour
now ?

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-It' is simply
an attempt to set aside the decision Of the
Queen V8. Robertson, and destroy private
rights in the rivers, to the exclusion of the
riparian owners. Now, as I say, thi
Senate, if it granted the passage of this bill,
would find itself in the position of having
done an illegal and invalid act, which Might
give rise to struggles and contentions, s0me
of them forcible, no doubt, in certain loa'
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ties, which would disgrace this Dominion;
but, I think, first and foremost, it would
introduce a very great distrust of the equity
of our legislation at Ottawa. Vast sums
have been paid by clubs and individuals for
rights which we propose, as soon as they
are paid for and acquired, to legislate away.
That is the position in which we would
stand; but, apart from all that, if we take
the history of all the legislation upon this
question in our own and other countries,
no man who has any knowledge of the
subject will maintain that the right to net
in non-tidal waters, in remote rivers, the
head waters of remote rivers, is one which
is in accordance with spublic policy, or for
the benefit of the country enacting it. It
is not a question between anglers on the
one hand, and fishermen on the other. It
is not a question between the honest set,-
tier and the riparian owner, on the one
hand, and the millionaire who goes for
two or three weeks to sport on the
river, at all, on the other hand. The
habitat of the fish is distinctly in the
sea. There it grows and feeds and thrives
and it only re-visits the rivers at stated
periods for the purpose of breeding. It has
been held,.and rightly held under my view of
it, that the moment a salmon, enters the river
for the purpose of breeding it begins to
deteriorate until the spawning is finished,
and it goes back to the sea a skeleton, if it
survives. It must be evident that this
struggle between the upper and the lower
water, between the sea fishermen-that is to
say the fishermen in tidal regions-and the
riparian owners, and the owners of property
and fisheries in the upper waters ias been
going on in all parts of the world where sal-
mon has been known for a long time. It has
been the struggle par excellence in the Bri-
tish Isles, and it arises from the fact that it
is a very hard thing to reconcile the two in-
terests. On the one hand if you make the
nets in the tidal waters too effective, and
take too large a proportion of the annual
migration of fish, you do not leave enough
for breeding purposes and the deterioration
is felt the next year, or the year after. On
the other hand, if you allow an ample
supply of breeding fish to go up the river,
and permit the upper waters to be depopu-
lated by nets or any other means, to effect
the same end, the deterioration of the fishe-
ries follows as surely as night fol-
lows day. That being so, a wise and

judicious government will take very good
care that it would do nothing which, above
all things, would interfere with the
stock of breeding fish in a river. The
amount of fish taken by anglers in any one
of these streams is a mere bagatelle compared
with the quantity of fish taken by the
nets at the mouth, and the public interest is
exclusively in the supply of the markets,
and the keeping up of that supply. Now
the anglers have rights which they have
acquired under the law. But regarding it
from a public point of view, I have only to
say that I believe that the anglers do a great
service to the community at large in two or
three ways. First, they promote and keep
under supervision, for a considerable portion
of the year, long stretches of interior waters,
which otherwise would be left entirely with-
out supervision or control. The interest of
the angler is all in his fishing. He is not
allowed to use nets. He is not allowed to
spear; on the contrary, his interests are all
in the conservation of the fisheries. For the
control and supervision that he exercises over
these head waters he deserves encouragement
if on no other ground whatever. Supposing
the Minister of Marine and' Fisheries gets
the right of licensing fishing nets in the upper
parts of the river, where the depth dimin-
ishes and the width of the river is contracted
and where it is nobody's business to prevent
the destruction of the fish, it would be in
the power of a man in those upper regions
to deprive the river at once of a very large
proportion of the breeding fish on which the
whole success of the fishing up and down
depends. How is he to be controlled or
watched? I repudiate once more emphati-
cally that I am speaking for the anglers,
though I say they deserve consideration on
the strength of the public acts of this
Dominion and they should nto be deprived of
their rights by a side wind. If licenses were
granted to net in the upper waters, the first
people who would feel the pinch
and the first people who would raise
trouble would be the net fisher-
men in the tidal portions of the river,
and they would have good reason to do
so, because the stock of breeding fish being
diminished, the value of the fisheries would
decrease.' If I have made myself clear, I
would appeal once more to the government
to withdraw this measure, on the very strong
ground that they abandoned a similar bill in
the House of Commons last year because it
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was in litigation. There is no reason in the
world why the same reason should not operate
to-day as it did last July. If they decline
to be influenced in that way, I shall, very
much to my regret, have to conclude what I
have to say with the following motion; that
the bill be not now read the second time, but
that it be read the second time this day six
months.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Has
the hon. gentleman looked at this phase of
the question-supposing the riparian rights
are with the proprietors and the government
withdraw from making regulations on the
rivers, what is to prevent the owners fishing
with nets or any means they like?

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-The Fisheries
Act is exceedingly strict. In Scotland I
could fish with fly,orspinningbait,or minnow,
or anything else. Here I am restricted to
fly fishing only. In carrying out the same
policy, which is a good policy, the fishing
with nets out of tidal waters is at the present
moment prohibited by law.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-I hope that the
Minister in charge of this bill will comply
with the request of the hon. member from
Kennebec and not press the second reading
of this bill. The case has been clearly laid
before the House, that previous to 1882 the
Dominion Government had assumed the
authority and control of rivers beyond the
tidal waters. Many contests had arisen on
that point and it was always held in the
province of Quebec where seignorial grants
had been made, including the right of fish-
ing, that those rivers belonged to the seig-
nior or the censitaire and in Crown domains
that it belonged to the province. In 1882 the
Robertson case arose in New Brunswick and
the judgment of the Supreme Court of
Canada was plain and distinct that those
rights in the Crown domain belonged to the
province, and wherever a concession had
been made without any reservation, the
right belonged to the riparian proprietor.
Now there is a fact that. you must not forget,
which is this : the Dominion Government
have assented to that judgment. They have
acquiesced in that judgment ahd have
handed over that valuable property to the
local government, and since then the local
governments have been dealing with it, and
consequently they have been disposing of

tho<e rights. The local government have
been selling or licensing rivers for periods of
five or ten years. I know some rivers that
are leased at $6,000 a year for the purposes of
angling. I know instances where the riparian
proprietor hassold hisfishingrights forseveral
thousand dollars. How could we to-day, in
good faith, pass a law which would declare
the judgment to which we have assented
will be of no avail and that those people who
have invested thousands and thousands of
dollars in purchasing rights to fish kill be
cheated out of them. Surely the Parliament
of Canada is not willing to do that. Even
if the Supreme Court should alter its opinion,
which I hope it will not, and declare that
those rights belong to the Dominion Govern-
ment, I believe there would be a right in
equity and justice to claim back this enor-
mous amount of money which has been
paid out by clubs or individuals, and money
that has been received by farmers would
have to be recouped in some shape or other.
There would be a claim against the Parlia-
ment of Canada if they wished to inforce
such a judgment, which I hope and believe
cannot be obtained from the Supreme Court,
because the question was as fairly and fully
discussed in Robertson's case as it can be to-
day. I look upon this bill, not as a bill to
protect the fisheries or the riparian proprie-
tor-I look upon it as an attempt to destroy
salmon fishing in Canada. It is known that
the salmon is a fish from the sea. It has to
contend there with many enemies-sharks,
seals and others-before it reaches the mouth
of the river. There again it has to contend
with another enemy, which is the licensed
fishermen at the mouth of the river in the
tidal waters. After the poor salmon has
escaped all those enemies, I am sorry to see
that my hon. friend, the acting minister of
Agriculture, wishes to set himself up in the
river as a new shark and there catch the
salmon, because when the fish has reached
that place out of the tidal waters, in the
narrow river, sometimes 40 to 50 feet wide,
the net is to be set for him again. Surely
you seek the complete destruction of the
salmon, as though it were a useless or obno-
xious fish coming up our rivers fromi the sea. I
look upon this bill, therefore, as an attempt tO
destroy salmon fishing completely because
you set up in narrow rivers, out of your
jurisdiction, a new enemy to prevent the
breeding of the fish. I should like the hon.
minister in charge of this bill to point out
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one country which permits the setting of
standing nets in rivers above tidal waters.
Is there a place where such fishing is allowed
under the law? It is not in the United
States, it is not in England, or Scotland, or
anywhere. It is impossible to find, out of
Canada, a similar attempt to the one which i
this bill disc!oses. After the salmon bas
gone out of the tidal water and avoide i all
the enemies it meets there, it has to contend
with the anglers. Well, it is as fair a battle
-I suppose many of you have caught a
salmon--as it is possible to engage in with
a fish. If you induce him to take the fly,
you hold him with a piece of gut which is
no bigger than a hair from your head, and
he has thousands and thousands of chances
of freeing himself. You do not catch one
per cent of the fish that go up the river for
breeding. If you set a net you will scoop
them out altogether. There is not a fish that
can avoid a net in a narrow place out of the
tidal waters. And, moreover, the right of
angling is limited. Do not suppose that y ou
can go on angling over a river until late in the
fall of the year. On the contrary, there is
a limited time during which you can angle,
up to the 15th August. After that date,
under the Fisheries Act, it is an illegal thing
to attempt to catch a salmon by anglihg.
Therefore, I hope, under the circumstances,
that the Minister will accept the suggestion
made by the bon. member for Kennebec. I
wish to draw the attention of the govern-
ment to another point; the question is now
submitted to the decision of the Supreme
Court of Canada. It was argued last Octo-
ber, and the Government should await its
decision before adopting any steps in this
matter. I hope they will not press the
second reading of this bill.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-If the anglers only
catch one per cent of the fish by the present
method, what is the good of preserving them?

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-One per cent of the
fish that reach the ground for breeding.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-You did not say
that.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-I meant that by
angling not one per cent of the fish was
caught ; of course, thousands and thousands
of fish are caught at the mouth of the river
at tidal water for supplying the market.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE - I sincerely
iope that, under the light which bas
been thrown on this measure, in this
discussion, and especially under the
consideration that this matter is now sub
udice, the mover of this bill will withdraw
t. I do not wish to give a silent vote.
Apart from all the other reasons which have
been urged so strongly, the one reason that
this is now sub judice is enough. I can
readily see the effect that would be pro-
duced were we to pass this measure, and
anticipate the action of the court, possibly
n a manner antagonistic to their finding ; I
can see how complete the stultification of
this House would be. Under the circum-
stances, I cannot support the bill.

Some hon. MEMBERS - Withdraw,
withdraw !

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-In view of the
expressions of hon. gentlemen, I think it
would be better that the discussion should
not proceed any further at this time, and if
my bon. friend will consent to withdraw his
motion, I will move that the debate b3 ad-
journed until I have time to consult the
Minister of Justice.

Some hon. MEMBERS-No, drop!

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
would suggest to the hon. member from
Kennebec to withdraw his motion and my
hon. friend after what has been stated, more
particularly by the ex-Minister of Agricul-
ture, as to the legality of the proceeding
which bas been taken, will consult the
Minister of Justice on that point. Let the
order stand on the paper till to-morrow, or
next day, when if t here is a doubt as to the
constitutionality of the bill it will be drop-
ped.

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND - With the
consent of the House I am willing to accept
that suggestion, provided that it will not be
po.stponed later than to-morrow.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Considering the late
stage of the session, would it not be better
to settle this matter immediately? The hon.
member who introduced the bill had ,better
withdraw it or let us take a vote upon the
amendment.

Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-It is only an
act of courtesy to the hon. gentleman, occu-
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pying the position he does, to accept his
suggestion. I am sure the feelings of mem-
bers will not change between now and
to-morrow.

Hon. Mr. POWER-As long as the hon.
member from Kennebec is willing to post-
pone the matter, my hon. colleague should
not object.

The amendment was withdrawn.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-A
member having spoken has no right, under
the rules, to move the adjournment of the
debate. I therefore move the adjournment
of the debate for the reasons that have been
given.

The motion was agreed to.

REPRESENTATION OF NORTH-WEST
TERRITORIES IN SENATE OF

CANADA BILL.
THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into Committee
of the Whole on Bill (R) " An Act to
amend the Act respecting the representation
of the North-west Territories in the Senate
of Canada."

Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN, from the com-
mittee, reported the bill without amend-
ment.

The bill was then read the third time and
passed.

The Senate then adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, 16th April, 1896.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE CONTINGENT ACCOUNTS OF
THE SENATE.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ADOPTED.

Hon. Mr. McKAY moved the adoption
of the third report of the Standing Com-
mittee on the Internal Economy and Con-
tingent Accounts of the Senate. He said:
There are only a few clauses in this report
that require any explanation. The first,

second, third, fourth and fifth are the usual
clauses that appear in this report from year
to year; there is nothing new or import
ant in them. Clause six simply affirms a
resolution of five years ago with reference to
a principle that was established at that time
and I presume any person reading it will
quite readily understand it. Clause eight
reads:-

Your committee recommend that John G.
Meagher, who has been employed temporarily
during the present session, be paid for his services,
for the present session only, at the same rate
as a sessional messenger.

- This is a messenger who bas been about
the Senate during the present session and
who has been of great service. The com-
mittee thought, in their wisdom, that it was
proper that he should be paid. His pay-
ment is only for the present session and is
not to be continued. Section nine perhaps
needs some explanation. It bas been the
practice of both Houses of Parliament that
the reports of the ministers in each House
should be translated by the translators of
the House in which the minister held a seat.
It happened in this case that the Minister
of Agriculture was in the Senate in 1894,
and the ieport of the Experimental Farm
was presented here. The translators of this
House found that the work was of a very
technical nature and would occupy a very
much longer time than they could give to it,
and it was decided to give it to a translator
outside of the staff of this House. It was
given to this Mr. Guignard, a specialist in
that direction as I am told, and the cost is
$336. The work was done well, I under-
stand, and we were informed that the price
was a reasonable one. The committee re-
commend the payment of that sum. The
last clause is simply a mild censure on one
of the .officials of the House who should
have performed a duty and has not done it.
I think those are the principal sections of
the report that need any explanation.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I do not intend to
make a motion, but I think there should be
some arrangement whereby the cost of this
printing should be borne by the Printing
Committtee. This should not be a charge
againsttheSenate. Idonotthinkthatitshould
be made an exception to the general rule
applying to the printing of public document
by the Printing Committee of parliament.
I hope it will not be a precedent for chargilg
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similar amounts in the future to the Senate.
There is no appropriation maele for it, and I
do not see how we can spend money in this
way. I think it will be necessary in the future
to make some appropriation, either that the
amount should be provided for in an appr-
priation for the Senate, or that it be ex-
pended by the Printing Committee of both
Houses of Parliament.

Hon. Mr. McKAY-It is translation-
not printing.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Yes, I understand.
In the House of Commons, I believe, this is
made a charge upon the general revenue of
the country and not against the Commons,
and therefore it is not right to charge this
printing to the Senate. We are obliged to
pay a certain amount for which there is no
appropriation, and therefore I do not think
it is right that it should be a charge on the
revenue of the Senate.

Hon. Mr. DBOUCHERVILLE-Before
this is carried, I should like to call the atten-
tion of the government to another point.
The last clause says:-

Your committee regret that the Manual to
include the rules of 1893, the British North America
Act and certafn information as to the forms of pro-
ceeding in the Senate, which was ordered to be
ready for distribution in 1894, has not yet been
placed in the hands of members. Your committee
trust that the officer whose duty it was to prepare
the manual will have it ready for distribution at
the next session of parliament.

These rles should be revised again.
There are some parte of them which certainly
should be changed, and it would be better
to name another committee to which these
rules could be submitted.

Hon. Mr. POWER-As I understand,
the manual has already been printed and is
now in the binder's hands, so that it would
not be possible to do what the hon. gentle-
man suggests.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-What
is there to prevent it 1

Hon. Mr. POWER-There is the fact
that the rules have already been printed
and are now in the binder's hands.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-But
if they require amendment they should be
changed.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Why is this
$336 charged to the Senate 1 Why should
not the Department of Agriculture pay that I

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Why should not
the Printing Committee pay it I

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I do not see
that we have any right to pay it. It is
said in the country that the Senate is a very
expensive institution. I am willing to be
held responsible for all the expenditure that
we incur, but I do not like to see the Senate
charged with this item. It is not a very
large amount, but the principle is there, and
I do not know where it is going to end.

Hon. Mr. McKAY-I would say, in ex-
planation, that this charge is not for printing
but for translation, and the practice has
been, as I have already stated, to have such
translation done by the translators in both
Houses, but the translators in this House
found it of too technical a nature, and the
work had to be done outside by a profes-
sional translater. Of course, in one sense
it is as long as it is broad ; we pay it out of
contingencies, and provision must be made
for that purpose.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-Is this the
whole report of the committee or are we to
expect another report '

Hon. Mr. McKAY-These are the whole
proceedings. I may say there were small
recommendations which it was not thought
necessary to bring before the House-small
recommendations which appear on the
minutes of the Clerk.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-Was there not
some increase of salaryl

Hon. Mr. McKAY-No.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I sympathize with
the hon. member for Monck in respect to
the charge for the translation, but we found
we were really responsible for this work.
However, in future the departments ought
to pay for their translation. I do not think
it is fair to charge either this House or the
House of Commons with the translation of
departmental reports. These translations
should be paid for by the different depart-
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ments. The rule set forth in the British
North America Act is that the proceedings
shall be in both languages, and that applies
to the departments as well as to the House.
In future the departments ought to furnish
their own translation.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Of course, if
we are responsible, by all means we should
pay it; we should discharge all our respon-
sibilities, but I hope such an item will not
appear again.

The motion was agreed to.

FISHERIES ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

WlTHDRAWN.

The order of the day being read

Resuming the adjourned debate on the second
reading of Bill (O) " An Act further to amend the
Fisheries Act."

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON said: In conse-
quence of the considerable diversity of opin-
ion among hon. gentlemen with regard to
this bill yesterday, the lateness of the
session, and the impossibility of it becoming
law this year, it is the intention of the
government not to press the measure. I
therefore ask leave to withdraw the bill.

The bill was withdrawn.

POLLING DISTRICTS IN VICTORIA,
BRITISH COLUMBIA, BILL.

FIRST READING.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL
introduced Bill (S) "An Act to make
provision with respect to the election to be
held in the Electoral District of Victoria,
British Columbia, at the next general elec-
tions." He said : As I intimated yesterday,
Iintroduce this bill for the purpose of making
special provision with respect to the election
to be held in the electoral district of Vic-
toria, British Columbia, at the next general
election. The reasons for the introduction
of this bill are as I indicated yesterdav
in the few remarks that I then made, ii
reply to the inquiry of the hon. gentleman
from New Westminster, that in one of the
polling division in Victoria-No. 11-there
are 1,039 voters upon the list, and there is
only one polling booth, which is situated at
one of the extreme corners of the division,

extending over twelve miles of territory one
way by three the other; The city of
Victoria is situated almost in the centre
of this polling subdivision, so that the
voter who lives at one corner of the
division, has to travel through the city,
down to the other corner, in order to
record his vote. It is the duty of the
revising officer under the law, to subdivide
his district, but in this instance he neglected
to do so when the lists were revised, pro-
bably from a want of knowledge of the
amendment which had been made to the
general Franchise Act; and hence it was
impossible for all the electors of that polling
subdivision to record their votes. The pre-
sent bill is for the purpose of giving power
to the returning officer, whoever he may be,
to divide the polling subdivision into five, or
not more than six, so that he must have no
more than 300 in each polling subdivision.
It is giving him the power which the revis-
ing oflicer has under the law and which he
failed to exercise, and which he has now no
power to amend. I find the polling sub-
divisions of that district to be as follows:-

No.
"i

10......................
9......................
8......................
7 ......................

6 ......................
5......................
4 ......................
3......................
2......................

............ ..........

850 votes.
426 "
441"
491
609
777 "
842 "
404 "
419
597 "

Subdivision 12 bas only 76 voters. All
these subdivisions, other than 11, are within
the limits of the city of Victoria, and con-
sequently the returning officer and not the
revising officer has the power to subdivide,
giving polling booths to the electors so as not
to exceed 300 in each polling subdivision.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-Will the
hon. gentleman inform me what is the limit
of the number of votes allowed for each poll-
ing booth 7

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Not to exceed 300

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-That is
according to this bill, but what is it in the
general Act?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The saine.
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Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-The reason
I ask the question is this. In every electoral
district in British Columbia you will find
any number of polling divisions in which
there are over 300 votes.

Hori. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
such is the case, and the revising officer has
not performed his duty in dividing these
polling subdivisions, they are in the same
position, but not to the same extent, as this
polling division in Victoria, but the atten-
tion of the government has not been cailed
to any flagrant case except this.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-At the
second reading of the bill I will have a list
of the polling subdivisions.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
the hon. gentleman will furnish me with the
information, and he thinks it advisable to
include it in this bill, I will have it done.

Hon. Mr. POWER-My impression. is
the law provides that if there are more than
400 voters in a district, then the revising
officer may subdivide so that each division
shall have not more than 300.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Section 23 of chap. 5, 49 Victoria, of the
Consolidated Statutes, is as follows

Whenever the number of voters in any polling
district increases so as to exceed 300 or whenever
the revising officer considers that the convenience
of the voters would be pronoted by a new and
different subdivision he shall, &c., &c.

I understand this to mean that even if
there are less than 300 voters and they are
so situated that it is inconvenient for them
to cast their votes, a subdivision can be
made. I have a case in point: in my own
constituency there is what is called the
Free Grant Territory some distance from
the city. The polling booth was at a small
village called Maynooth, but the larger
settlement in that polling subdivision was,
and is to-day, in what is termed Mount
Eagle Valley-that is the centre of the
township, while the village is at the extreme
north-west corner ; and when the polling
subdivisions were being rearranged, I
went to the revising officer and pointed
out the difficulties that those voters who
lived at a distance in the valley, had in
coming twelve or fourteen miles, sometimes

over very bad roads, to reach the polling
booth, and on my representation, although
the voters did not exceed 300-on the con-
trary, not more than 200-he estab-
lished another polling 'subdivision, and
under the law I think the returning officer
has that power. The provisions of this short
bill will meet the requirements of district
No. 11 in Victoria, and there will be another
short bill introduced in the House of Com-
mons amending in the same way the electoral
subdivisions of the Yale-Cariboo district, but
I am not in a position to inform the House
at the present moment as to the exact nature
of it. The Minister of Justice informed me
to-day, when he handed me this bill, that the
member representing the Yale-Cariboo dis-
trict in the House of Commons desired such
a change.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I under-
stand this bill applies only to polling district
No. 11 in the city of Victoria?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is all.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I hope the
premier will, when this bill is up for second
reading, have a copy of the last revised list for
the city of Victoria so that we can under-
stand it more thoroughly.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
certainly have no objection to getting the list.
I am giving the hon. gentleman the number
of voters in each polling subdivision in the
whole electoral district, but as I have ex-
plained to the House, although many of the
divisions within the city had over the 300
voters, the returning officer had the power,
under the law, to make the change and di-
vide them, which power he does not possess
out of the cities and town.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-It was
merely in order to ascertain the boundaries
-that portion which extends out into the
country.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Itought
to extend to other districts than number 11.
There is great inconvenience found where
voters have to travel miles and miles f rom
Mitchosen to the polling place in Esquimalt
district. Victoria extends about 15 miles
in one direction and eight in another, and
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they found it very difficult to come from
some of the outlying parts. In district
No. 11, some voters had to go out of
the town limits for a number of miles to
vote. I think a district with only 600
or 400 voters might be left without change,
for this reason, in the city of Victoria, at
the election of Nayor, they could take 4,000
or 5,000 votes between 8 in the morning and
4 in the afternoon, and I do not see why
they could not do the same in a general
election, if there is no intentional ob-
struction.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-From the statements
made by the hon. gentlemen from British
Columbia, it would appear that the revising
barristers have neglected their duty in other
divisions, as well as in Victoria. Would it
not be as well to give the returning officers
general power to make subdivisions ? Before
the appointment of the revising barristers,
the returning officer always had the power
to do so, and it seems to me that it would
be wise to give the returning officers of
British Columbia, generally, such power,
since the barristers there seem to have
neglected their duty-the general power
which they had before the revising barris-
ters were appointed.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-In
the district to which the hon. member from
Victoria called my attention it was not
deemed necessary to interfere on account of
the limited number of votes. There are
only 78 votes in the Mitchosen division, large
as it is, and it is not deemed advisable in
dealing with this special case for a special
object, to go beyond what is considered
absolutely necessary.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-In the Mit-
chosen district, at the last election, there
were only 33 or 35 votes cast altogether.

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read the first time.

The Senate than adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, 17th April, 1896.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE SITTINGS OF THE HOUSE.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL rose
to move-

That when the Senate adjourns to-day it do
stand adjourned until Saturday, the 18th instant,
at 3 o'clock in the afternoon.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Before the bon.
First Minister moves the resolution of which
he has given notice, I wish to call his atten-
tion to the fact that it is not at all probable
we shall have any business from the Com-
mons, as I understand they are not doing
very much now to push business that is
likely to come before us, and consequently,
it is not necessary or desirable to have a
session to-morrow. Some arrangement might
be made, therefore, to push the business
through with more expedition next week.

Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-When I
put this notice on the paper yesterday, I was
under the impression that the proceedings
of the other House would have been of such
a character as to give us some work to do,
and knowing that we have but three days
next week, and, that it will take all the
time 'at our command if they pass the gov-
ernment bills on the notice paper to give
them any consideration in the Senate, I
thought it better to move that we should
have two sittings of this House on each day
next week as we have had in former sessions.
With that object in view, I wish to drop the
notice with the consent of the House and
move the following:-

That on Monday next and for the remainder of
the session there shall be two distinct sittings of
the House every day, the first of such sessions to
begin at three o'clock in the afternoon and to con-
tinue until six o'clock in the afternoon, unless the
House be sooner adjourned ; the second of such
sittings to begin at 8 o'clock in the evening and to
continue until such time as the House adjourns,
and that for all purposes of the rules orders and
forms of proceedings, each of such distinct sittings
be considered equivalent to a sitting.

1 The motion was agreed to.
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POLLING DISTRICTS OF VICTORIA,
B. C., BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL
moved the second reading of the Bill (S)
" An Act to make provision with respect to
the election to be held in the electoral
district of Victoria, B. C., at the general
election." He said :

I endeavoured to obtain the list of voters
suggested by the lion. member from New
Westminster. The Queen's Printer said they
had none, but that he would put the plates
on the press and print one. I did not think
thatwould be necessary, as thefigures which I
gave to the House with reference to the
polling subdivisions, I have every reason to
believe, are correct. Of course, I did not
verify them myself, I also called the at-
tention of the Justice Department to the sug-
gestion made by the hon. member from Otta-
wa when he asked.if it would not be as well,
instead of passing a special law for this
particular electoral district, to change the
electoral law so as to give power to all
returning officers to remedy any defect of
this character. JIowever, the reply of the
Minister of Justice was that that was a
matter requiring a good deal of considera-
tion ; that he would not like to assume the re-
sponsibility of making such a radical change
until lie had had time to make a thorough
investigation as to how it would effect other
electoral districts. Under the circum-
stances, considering the late period of the
session, it would be better not to go beyond
what was considered to be absolutely neces-
sary in connection with the Victoria electoral
division.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-The first
Minister gave certain information with
respect to the electoral division of Victoria
and more particularly polling division num-
ber 11. He gave the House to understand
that that was practically the only rural
polling division that was attached to the
city of Victoria. It is the largest terri-
torially.

Hop. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The hon. gentleman will remember that the
hon. Senator from Victoria called my atten-
tion to another division, and I pointed out
that it contained only 78 votes.

32

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)--The hon.
first Minister has not been sufficiently in-
formed as to the position of two of the
polling districts, namely, Nos. 10 and 11.
He distinctly stated yesterday that No. 10
was a city district. On the contrary, in
No. 10 there were nearly 100 more votes
cast in the last election than in No, 11. A
very large proportion of the district is in the
country, beyond the limits of the city. I
was under the impression that that was the
division to which the hon. gentleman re-
ferred when he spoke about introducing this
bill. It was in that polling division only
where any inconvenience of any consequence
was experienced.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Division No. 10 1

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-Yes. I
have the returns published in the government
organ last January after the election. In
polling division No. 10, " The Willows,"
190 votes were polled for Prior and 174 for
Templeman, making a total of 364. In No.
11 which is Victoria West, 170 votes were
polled for Prior and 128 for Templeman, or
only 298 in the whole of that division.

Hon. Mr. McKAY-How many were
there on the list i

Hon. Mr. MCINNES (B.C.)-In the elec-
toral district of Victoria we have in the
neighbourhood of 7000 names on the list, but
in a number of instances the names appear
five, six and seven times.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Personation.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-We have
never come to that state of political demor-
alization in British Columbia. Out of 7,000
votes on the list, only 3,073 were cast in
the late election, including spoiled ballots.
There was considerably less than half the
total number of names on the list recorded,
and I know whereof I speak when I say
that the vote was pretty fully polled. I am
rather inclined te think that there will not
be any larger vote polled at the general
election. I have this suggestion to make to
the Premier--instead of providing that there
shall not be less than five nor more than six
divisions in polling district No. 11, he should
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add another one, leav'ing that portion of
No. 11 which is now included in the corpora-
tion of the city of Victoria as one polling
division, and have another one out in the
country to accommodate the country vote.
I would suggest also to divide No. 10 in the
same way, leaving the portion in the city as
it is now, and adding another polling divi-
sion outside of the city, because I know that
in No. 10 a great deal of inconvenience was
experienced, and owing to the rush of votes
at the time, the returning officer forgot to
initial 22 or 23 ballots. The consequence
was those ballots were thrown out. If the
hon. gentleman will accept this suggestion,
every purpose will be served and no incon-
venience whatever will be experienced by
the voters in either of those two polling
divisions. Under this arrangement, the
voters in the country would not have to
travel more than three or four miles to poll
their votes, and in the one instance and not
more than than two or two and a half mites
in the other.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I made
a mistake yesterday; I thought No. 10 was
meant instead of No. 11. According to the
information which my hon. colleague has
furnished, No. 10 needs to be divided.
There will be no harm in giving power to
divide the two divisions.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-You will
find by reference to the figures which the
hon. gentleman gave yesterday that even in
the city of Victoria itself one district con-
tained 828 votes, and of that number about
half were polled without any inconvenience
or cause of complaint whatever. The elec-
tion was conducted in an orderly manner
and every person who presented himself to
record his vote was accommodated.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The only information that I could give to
the House was that which waq furnished me
by those who were supposed to know what
the electoral districts of Victoria are. It is
quite true I pointed out that some of the
polling divisions in the city of Victoria ex-
ceeded 800 votes, but there the returning
officer under the law has the power, without
any amendments to the law, to subdivide
these districts into as many polling places as
he thinks proper. It is only in that portion
of the electoral district outside of the city of

Victoria that the duty of dividing it devolves
upon the revising officer. The returning
officer in such case has no power whatever,
and the object of the present amendment to
the Act is to give the power in this parti-
cular instance to the returning officer of that
district to divide this polling division which
contains 1,039 votes. Did I understand the
hon. gentleman to say that polling division
number eleven was partly within the city
limits I

Hon. Mr. McINNES-Yes, and so is
No. 10.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
~Well, that is quite different to the informa-
tion I got from my colleague, the Hon. Mr.
Prior.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The
two divisions are half in the country and
half in the town.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
might inform the Housethat I made special
inquiry as to No. 10 before introducing
the bill, and I was told that it was within
the city limits, and the other was on the
outside, and I suggested the propriety of
giving to the returning officer the same
power in reference to No. 10, and also
in reference to No. 4 (which has about
850 votes), that we were giving with regard
to No. 11. If the divisions are as the
hon. gentleman says they are-and I have
no right to dispute him, because lie ought to
know, living in the city-I would postpone
going into committee until Monday, and
make inquiry, and see whether it could not
be extended. There is no reason why the
same power should not be given with refer-
ence to the two divisions. I might as well
ask another question for information. Was
the last election held under the same voters'
list that exists now, or has there been a
revised list prepared for the coming election
since the lst election 1

Hon. Mr. MoINNES (B.C.)-It was
under the revised list of 1894 that the
election was held.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then that only shows that out of 850 votes
360 were polled in No. 10, and 289 in
No. 11 which I take to be the more
extensive in area. One explanation given to
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me for the limited number of votes polled
was the long distance that the voters had to
travel and the difficulty of reaching the
polling booths. I have no doubt that is the
case.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-At the very
least, two-thirds, if not three-fourths, of the
votes that are registered for those two polling
divisions are included within the city of
Victoria, and that is why I suggest that one
additional polling division in each of those
divisions for the convenience of voters in the
rural portions that are attached to Victoria,
would be quite ample to obviate all incon-
venience.

The motion was agreed to and the bill was
read the second time.

The Senate then adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, 20th April, 1896.

THE SPEAKEU took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

VOTERS LISTS OF 1896 BILL.

FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL in-
troduced Bill (87) " An Act respecting the
Votera lists of 1896." He said : I might
explain to the Senate that this bill is simply

'to render unnecessary the revision of the
votera' lists this year, and nothing more.

The bill was read the first second and
third times and passed under a suspension
of the rule.

THE PRINTING OF PARLIAMENT.

TE REPORT 0F COMMITT9EE ADOPTED.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-In the absence of
the chairman of this committee, I move the
adoption of the second report of the Joint
Committee of both Houses on the Printing
of Parliament.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-I think the House
should have some regard to the previous
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practice in such cases as this. This report
creates a new office at a salary, and as far as
I know, it has not yet been adopted by the
other House.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-The report has been
adopted in the House of Commons.

The motion was agreed to.

POLLING DISTRICTS IN VICTORIA,
B.C., BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into a Commit-
tee of the whole on Bill (S): " An Act to
niake provision with respect to the election
to'be held in the electoral district of Victoria,
B.C., at the next general election."

(In the Committee)
On Clause (1),
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-In

order to provide for the two polling subdivis-
ions to which my attention was called yester-
day, Nos. 10 and 11, both divisions being
composed of a part of the city and a part of
the district outside of the city, the law clerk
has so amended the bill that the clause will
read as follows:-

For the purposes of the election to be held inthe
electoral district of Victoria, B.C. at the next
general election, the returning officer shall forth-
with, on the receipt of the writ of election, sub.
divide each of the present polling districts Nos. 10
and 11 in the said electoral district into a new
polling district, so that the number of votera in
such polling district shall not in any case exceed
200, and from the list of voters in force for each
of the present polling districts Nos. 10 and 11 shal)
prepare and have printed for each of the new poll-
mng districts so formed a separate votera list.

The Senate will see that the amended
bill provides that the number of voters in
each polling district shall be 200 instead of
300 ; that is to make it accord with the
Electoral Franchise Act as is provided in
the second volume of the Consolidated
Statutes. Section 23 reads:

Each electoral district or portion of electoral
district shall be as nearly equal as may be, and
shall not in any one case exceed 200, and so again,
from time to time, as like occasion requires, using
for that purpose on all occasions the then last re-
vised and corrected list of votera in force under this
Act. .Then it still further provides that as soon as
the number exceeds 300 then there shall be another
sub-division of that polling district, and in order
to make it as uniform as possible it was thought
better to make it 200 instead of 300.
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Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-The other
day I drew the attention of the First
Minister to the fact that both of those polling
districts, Nos. 10 and 11, were partially
urban and partially rural, and that three-
fourths of the voters in each of those polling
districts are urban voters. According to
hon. gentleman's amendment, if it is abopted
it will apply to the urban portion as well as
to the rural portion, I think the clause
ought to be amended so that it will
apply to the rural portions of these dis-
tricts and not to the urban, because it would
be very inconsistent to have a polling place
for every 200 votes in the city when there are
otherpolling divisions therewith 300 and 400
and 500 votes, and as I understood the other
day-and I believe it is the law-the return-
ing officer has the power of subdividing the
city divisions without any Act of Parlia-
ment. I think the First Minister will see
that it is best to amend the bill still further
in order that it shall apply only to the rural
portions of those two polling districts, and
while I do not think it would be wise or
prudent for the government to interfere in
any other electoral constituencies of British
Columbia, I may inform the Premier and
this House that there is not a constituency
in British Columbia that has not many
polling divisions far exceeding the limit
allowed by the law which has just been read
to the House. However, it is too late, and
I believe it would create confusion and be
unnecessary to go into it now, but I hope
the Premier will amend the bill so that this
will only apply to the rural portions of those
districts and not to the city portion.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
the suggestion made by the hon. gentleman
were adopted, it would, I think, complicaqe
matters much worse than they are. The
point to which he has called the attention of
the Senate was fully considered by the law
clerk and myself. The difficulty is this : If
you make the Act apply exclusively to the
rural portions of the polling subdivisions,
then you leave that portion which is within
the city under the supervision of the return-
ing officer, who is compelled to direct where
each voter in the city shall go-or, in other
words, in the cities they declare that the
electors f rom A to say C or D, shall vote at
such and such a place. Under this bill, you
would leave those in rural districts to vote un-
der the law providing forvoting outside of the

city, which is simply an alphabetical voters'
list. In that portion of the city, it would
involve the re-arrangement of the voters'
lists by directing what portion of the voters
in that particular division should vote in
the divisions which are within the limits of
the city, and it was thought better to treat
the whole of these two divisions precisely as
if they were outside of the city limits; that
is, dividing them into polling districts, and
whichever district a man lives in, he could
go to that poll and record his vote without
being directed to go to one section of a pol-
ling subdivision, or another, as it might be
.alphabetically set apart. That was con-
sidered, and it was deemed advisable to
adopt the principle involved in the bill.
My hon. friend will see, when I read what
I propose to add to the bill as subsection 2
of section 1, that it is to provide exactly for
the objections which he has taken, only in
another direction.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-My
hon. friend forgets this part of the mat-
ter, that in the town the electors are
close together, and there is no difficulty
there at all. This is to overcome a difficulty
in the country, to avoid having voters come
a certain number of miles to a polling place.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-That is
just my objection, and is substantially the
argument that I have adduced. My argu-
ment is, so far as the civic portion is con-
cerned, to leave them precisely where they
are. There would be no difficulty at all by
having one polling division in the city. If
it was found that there are more than 300
voters, let there be two polling divisions in
the rural portion. My contention is this:
there is no necessity for dividing the city
portion into lists with 200 names on then.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
They could vote with less trouble.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-It would
complicate matters greatly, and add materi-
ally to the cost of the elections when there
is no necessity for it. Here are several
polling districts carved out of this one
polling district within the city limits, with
only 200 names in each polling division,
and others again with three, four, five or
six hundred. The simple way would be to
leave the city portion as one electoral pOll-
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ing district, and have one or more divisions
in the country portion of these two.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-How many
voters would you have in that polling sub-
division ?

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-In number
10 there are at present 1,039 names, and in
the other, 850.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-You do not
want to poll them at one polling booth?

Hon. Mr. McINNES-Less than one-
third of the voters presented themselves to
record their votes at the recent bye election.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Why?

Hon. Mr. McINNES-Because many of
the names appeared four, five and six times
on the same list. My contention is, to leave
the city portion as it is at present, then
divide the rural portions into as many polling
districts as there are 200 names on the
polling list. Three-fourths of the voters in
each of these polling divisions are city
voters, and the balance country voters.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The hon. gentleman suggests that the city
voters should be left as they are at present.
What position is that 1 They have to go
outside of the city to record their votes-
that is voters in subdivision Nos. 10 and
11. There is no polling place within the
limits of the city : it is outside.

Hon. Mr. McINNES-It is only about a
gunshot out.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
is beyond the jurisdiction of the city
and they would have to go outside the
city to record their votes. It is for
the purpose of enabling the returning
officer to make this subdivision in the
city and allow city voters to vote in the city
part of the polling subdivisions, and outside
of the city to enable the rural portion of
the voters to vote. That is the object of the
bill and I think it accomplishes what the
hon. gentleman desires, only in a different
way. To adopt his suggestion would be to
make a difierent'arrangement for the voters
who reside in the city and with-
in the same polling subdivision, and
another arrangement for those outside. It

simply gives the power to the returning
officer to make such subdivisions, so long as
the voters do not exceed 200, to accommo-
date the whole of the division.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The
Premier is quite right; the city voters have
to go two miles out of the city to vote.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-The hon.
gentleman is a little astray. From the
centre of the town to polling booth No. 10.
was about two miles, it is true, but the boun-
dary of the corporation is within a gunshot
or two of the Willows, and the first Minis-
ter must know that it is in the power of the
returning officer to change the polling booths
from any portion of the polling district to
the most convenient place, and if
my suggestion is adopted all the returning
officer bas to do is to place the polling booth
in a more central portion of the city.

Hon. Mr. POWER-As I understand
the proposal of the hon. gentleman from
New Westminster, it is that the returning
officer shall take the urban section of No.
10 and constitute that a new polling sub-
division with a new polling place, and shall
'do the same thing with No. 11. and then
that he shall take the rural portions of these
two polling subdivisions and constitute
each of them a polling subdivision. That
is simple and seems reasonable, but after all
it is a matter rather for the gentlemen in the
other end of the building than for us here.
Still, I think the plan proposed by the hon.
gentleman from Victoria would have invol-
ved less expense than the scheme set forth
in this bill.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Why '

Hon. Mr. POWER-Simply because al-
though the number of names on the list is
very large, yet, as the hon. gentleman pointed
out on Friday, the votes polled in each of
those sub-divisions constitute a very small
proportion of the number on the list. I do
not suppose the hon. gentleman proposes to
divide the committee on that, but I wish to
direct the attention of the hon. First Minis-
ter to the fact that two or three words have
been omitted in the amendment which are
to be found in section 23 of the Electoral
Franchise Act. By the Electoral Franchise
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Act, the officer is authorized to divide those
polling districts so that the number of voters
in the several polling districts in such
electoral districts shall be as nearly equal
as may be and shall not in any o e case
exceed two hundred. In this ame Idment
you have omitted the provision that the
number in the several subdivisions shall be
as nearly equal as may be. I suggest that,
taking the second amendment, we should
make it read this way:-

So that the number of votera in each polling
district shall be as nearly equal as may be and shall
not dn any case exceed the number of two
hundred.

That would make it conform to the
language of section 23.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
spoke to the law clerk about this point,
and he pointed out that in the first draft
amendment this was considered, but after
considering the matter and consulting with
those interested, he thought the simplest
and easiest way to meet this particular case
was as provided in the bilL. I do not see that
it can make any difference, because the power
of the revising officer is one thing and the
power of the returning officer is another.
The revising officer did not do bis duty in
connection with this electoral district, and
consequently it is necessary, in order to
accommodate the voters, that this amend-
ment should be made. Much stress bas been
laid upon the fact that so few voters recorded
their votes at the last election. I made
inquiry as to that, and am told that during
the Dominion election it was very bad weath-
er, and voters living ten and twelve miles
away would not travel to the polling booth.
That is the only explanation I have to offer.

The clause as amended was adopted.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE, from the commit-
tee, reported the bill with certain amend-
ments, which were concurred in.

The bill was then read the third time,
under a suspension of the rules, and passed.

The Senate then adjourned.

SECOND SITTING.

The Speaker took the Chair at 8 P.M.

Routine proceedings.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tue8day, 218t April, 1896.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

CONTAGIOUS DISEASES (ANIMALS)
BILL.

FIRST AND SECOND READINGS.

. A message was received from the House
of Commons with Bill (95) " An Act to
amend the ,Animal Contagious Diseases Act."

The bill was read the first time.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON ïnoved the second
reading of the bill. He said: I may ex-
plain that this bill proposes very slight
amendments in some of the sections of the
Animals Contagious Diseases Act. It is
simply to bring horses under the operation
of this Act as well as cattle-putting themn
exactly in the same position with regard to
inspection. It is well known to hon. gentle-
men that we have now a very healthy and
increasing trade in horses in the old country,
and a disease that is known as glanders is
found to exist in United States horses, and
attention has been called to the fact that
there is not that strict system of inspection
prevalant in Canada of horses that are shiP-
ped from our country that there is in regard
to our cattle ; and as this trade is becoming
important, it is desirable that we should en-
deavour to maintain the reputation of our
horses as well as of our cattle for being free
from disease. There is also a provision in
the bill which relates to another disease, One
that wophd lead to quarantine or restrictiVe
regulations, in addition to those that are
already named in the Act. It is called
Antinomocosis. It is a disease popularly
known as lump-jaw, and it is contagious.
It is proposed to add that as one of the
diseases, this part of the amendment Will
apply to cattle as well as horses. These are
all the provisions in the bill, and I think
hon. gentlemen will at once see the impor-
tance of putting our horse trade in the same
position in regard to maintaining its reput'
tion for health in the old country as we have
been seeking for years to maintain for our
cattle. It is important that we should pass
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this bill, and as the session is so near its
close, and the good object of the bill is so
apparent to everybody, hon. gentlemen might
consent to our advancing it the other stages.
I therefore move that the bill be read the
second time at length at the Table.

The bill was read the second time at
length.

Hon. Mr, SCOTT-May I ask if horses
for export have been subject to inspection
before i They come within the provisions of
the Act respecting contagious diseases.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Not to the full
extent.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-And glanders is one
of the diseases mentioned, and horses are
subject to inspection, so that that would be
an answer to the charge.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON moved the third
reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. POWER-As the bill is one of
very considerable importance, and as the
members have not had an opportunity to
read it, I think oit would be just as well to
let the third reading stand until the next
sitting of the House. It is very possible
that we may desire to amend it in some way,
and no harm can be done.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-While agreeing
to my hon. friend's suggestion, I may say that
horses in the original Act are only included
when specially mentioned, but~in this case
horses are going to, be put in exactly the
same position as other animals.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-In the interpretation
section in the general Act, the expression
" animals " means " cattle, sheep and horses
only where specially mentioned," but I see
glanders is one of the diseases mentioned.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Yes, but not
Antinomocosis or lump-jaw.

The third reading was allowed to stand
until to-morrow.

THE GUARD PIER AT MONTREAL
HARBOUR.

Hon. Sir WILLIAM HINGSTON-Some
days ago I moved for papers relating to the
harbour of Montreal and these papers have

been placed before the Senate and I have had
an opportunity of examining them. I find
that the statements which 1 made when
moving for the return are not only fully
confirmed, but that I had no idea of the
almost severity of language used by consti-
tuted authorities in relation to that matter.
I find that a report of a very stringent na-
ture, was made by the Provincial Board of
Health in which it records that, in the cons-
truction of the guard pier, measures were
not taken to protect the health of the city ;
speaking of the diflerence in the condition
of things which existed then and which ex-
ists now ; that the stream is kept outside of
the guard pier and the water inside is a still
basin; speaking of the condition of the
water in that basin as over-saturated with
sewage; speaking of the men who work
on the vessels as being victims of a low form
of fever etc. These are not my words. I
shall refrain from expressing an opinion on
the matter, although I take a deep interest
in all that relates to the health of the
public. I find, also, a repyt of an equally
stringent nature from the Local Board of
Health speaking in very severe terms,
regarding it as a menace to the public
health, and again I find the expression
of opinion of the medical profession in
Montreal directing attention once more to
the fact that the work is a menace to the
public health and expressing their regret.
My object is not to act as an obstructionist.
Far from it. The 'pier is to give increased
accommodation to the city of Montreal, and
I desire that the harbour of Montreal should
have increased accommodation, but all that
could be obtained without injury to any one
by a little attention to health matters. By
the original plan there was to be no opening
whatever-it was to be a closed basin. The
government engineer steps in and asks that
an opening of 3,000 feet be left. This has
been cut down to 1,000 feet, and there is a
conflict of opinion between eminent autho-
rities, one contending that 1,000 feet is in-
sufficient and the other that 3,000 feet is
altogether too much. Three thousand feet
is what the government desire, and that has
been cut down to 1,000, an opening which
has been found entirely insufficient. The
water remains a still water basin and I see
by the papers that recently the ice, in break-
ing up in that basin, remains like water lilies
in a pond. Unhappily, in this matter there
happens to be a contention between east and
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west. I do not enter into that at all; the
interests of both are to me the sanie. If the
pier is properly constructed, the water
of the harbour can remain as sweet as
it ever was before. There are several
methods by which this can be accomplished.

The guard pier was undertaken before the
sewage was carried out into the rapid
stream, and now that it is there, there are
three ways in which it can be remedied ;
either to carry the sewage out beyond the
guard pier several hundred feet, or to intro-
duce an additional supply of water from
above, or to carry the s'ewage down below
the city altogether. My object in drawing
attention to it is this, that the government
engineer, who displayed a great deal of in-
telligence in this matter, should continue to
give it his attention, so that in his conference
with the harbour commissioners of Montreal
and the engineers, due regard will be paid
to the sanitary interests of the city, which
to my mind are suffering, and are likely to
suffer still more in the future. That is the
only purpose I have in bringing it before
this hon. Houst.

THE LIBRARY OF PARLIAMENT.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ADOPTED.

Hon. Mr. POWER moved the adoption of
the first report of the Joint Committee of
both Houses on the Library of Parliament.
He said: There is very little in the report
of the Library Committee. It recommends
the purchase of fifty copies of " Les Etats-
Unis, Origine, Institutions, Développement,"
by A. D. De Celles. The work in question
is admirably written, and it has one recom-
mendation which these works have not
always, it is very cheap. Then the committee
recommend that a grant be placed in the
estimates, to be at their disposal, for the
purpose of encouraging, by purchase for
library exchanges, such works of Canadian
writers as may be deemed worthy of such
recognition. The object of inserting that
provision in the report is to secure in a
better way the recognizing of native literary
merit. At present, if the Library Com-
mittee wish to do anything of that kind,
they have to deduct the amount which is to
be paid for that purpose from the very smal
sum placed at their disposal for the pur
chasing of books to keep the library up to
date, and the committee think that that
practice should cease, and that, if it is the

desire of parliament to encourage na'tive
writers, there should be a specific sum voted
by parliament for the purpose, and placed at
the disposai of the Library Committee, to be
used for that purpose alone; so that the
primary object of the grant to the library
shall not be defeated as it is now. The only
other item in the report is that a sub-com-
mittee has been appointed to audit the
accounts. The committee is to meet to-
morrow morning foi- the purpose of receiving
that report.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-What
will be the cost of the fifty copies of Mr.
DeCelles book?

Hon. Mr. POWER-One dollar and a
half each.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate then adjourned.

Second Session.

ANIMAL CONTAGIOUS DISEASES
ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON moved the third
reading of Bill (95) " An Act to amend the
Animal Contagious Diseases Act."

Hon. Mr. A NGERS-As we are dealing
with the Animal Contagious Diseases Act,
I take advantage of the opportunity to refer
to the regulations adopted by the govern-
ment to regulate the shipping of United
States cattle from the port of St. John.
The other day I strongly approved of the
steps which had been taken as supplying
traffic to St. John and freight to our rail-
ways. I had understood that one of those
regulations provided that whenever United
States cattle were shipped in transit, ini bond,
no Canadian cattle should be allowed on
the same vessel. The reason for that -Will
strike you immediately. It is this; we do
not warrant the healthiness of United States
cattle. True, they are inspected, but that
inspection is not preceded by a quarantine of
ninetydays. Theycomeintransit, andin bond,
and disease may affect them that would not
be detected in a simple inspection. Now, if
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Canadian cattle were allowed on the same
vessel, although perfectly healthy, during
the passage, being in contact with United
States cattle affected with some disease,
they would be subject to infection, and
when they reached England the question
would arise which of the animals originated
the disease. Of course, our neighbours,
having perhaps a louder voice than ours,
would charge us immediately with the origin
of the disease in our own cattle. It would
be consequ,-ntly putting our cattle on the
same footing as the United States cattle.
It is therefore most important that we
should not allow sheep which would take
scab, from United States stock, nor swine,
nor cattle to be shipped on vessels that carry
United States stock to England. We have
at present an advantage over our neighbours
in the market in England, for our bacon,
ham and pork, owing to the fact that the
animals of this country are perfectly healthy.
They bring a better price per pound, because
they are not subject to any disease, but if
we allowed our own animals to go across
with United States animals, they would
take the disease on the trip and we would
loose this advantage in the English market.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-It would give
us a bad name.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-Yes, give us a
bad name. Now, my impression was that
this provision had been made in the regula-
tions. There are eight regulations to be
observed for the shipping of United States
cattle from the port of St. John, or any
other port which may be established, but
a ninth one, which I suggested and thought
was in force the other day, is not yet enacted,
but I have the pleasure of informing the
House that I have received a communication
to-day from the hon. Mr. Montague, Minis-
ter of Agriculture, stating that the govern-
mant will, without any delay, enact that
ninth regulation which will provide that no
vessel shall carry United States cattle and
Canadian cattle together.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-It does
not refer to quarantine ?

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-No. Those regu-
lations do not apply to quarantine at ail.
They only apply to the transit of United
States cattle over our country.

Hon. Mr. McCLELAN-My attention
was called to this subject by the ex-Minister
of Agriculture the other day. I misunder-
stood an expression of his, because I inferred
from what he said that that was now the
regulation, but, subsequently, in private
conversation with him, I learned that he
intended to say, and did say, that it had
been the regulation during his tenure of
office, and that he did not know what the
recent changes were. Hence, I was anxious
to see what the present regulations might
be, and at my request the hon. member who
acts, in this Chamber, for the Minister of
Agriculture has kindly brought down a sub-
sequent return, the Order in Council, and
the regulations under it, which do not pro-
vide in that way against mixed cargoes, but
does provide, in case an insufficiency of
cargo occurrs in shipping United States
cattle, if the balance be made up of Canadian
cattle that they shall be marked in the same
way as United States cattle, and will be
classified and sold as United States cattle.
That measurably is a remedy, and it certainly
is some precaution against Canadian cattle
getting a bad name in the English market.
At the same time there might be some hard-
ship on the part of Canadian shippers in
being compelled to have their cattle classified
in that way. I am very glad the subject
has been brought up again, in order that
we may understand exactly the position of
the Canadian shippers in this regard.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-It affords us all
pleasure to hear the opinions expressed by
the ex-Minister of Agriculture. Evidently
from his remarks he is thoroughly acquain-
ted with all the requirements of the shipment
of cattle from Canada. It would appear that
he is so competent that there is hardly any
requisite that has escaped his observation.
While in office he established a system by
which our cattle will be examined in such a
manner that no disease can possibly exist
amongst them as they are being shipped.
There is just one point that I thought it
possible he did not perceive; when United
States cattle are shipped from our ports,
fearing that they might be infected with
disease they have been kept separate and not
shipped on the same vessels with Canadian
cattle. That is a precaution, I admit, but
must we not go a little further and see that
United States cattle shall not be admitted
into our country if they are likely to carry
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contagion with them. What is to prevent
contagion spreading among our cattle if
United States cattle are permitted to go into
the sheds, or on the wharfs, where our cattle
will probably the next day be housed 7 In
my opinion that is a danger that should be
looked after very carefully, and it is essen-
tial that the other point also should be at-
tended to thatno United States cattle should
be permitted to come into our country until
they are examined by our own scientific
men. I do not know exactly what des-
cription of men the government have
in their employ at the port of * St.
John. I know a gentleman there who pro-
fesses to be a veterinary surgeon. He is a
man of ability, but whether he is sufficiently
qualified to thoroughly and carefully ex-
amine cattle, so as to avoid the possibility
of shipping any which might be more or
less infected with disease, I am not prepared
to say. It is essential that our present
Minister of Agriculture should exercise the
greatest care to see that no cattle in transit
from the United States should be permitted
to even enter our sheds or stables at the
several ports from which we ship our own
cattle. That is an essential that every
medical man must know we should keep in
mind. If this precaution be always taken,
in my opinion our cattle will get a reputa-
tion for being sound and nobody, not our
greatest opponents at any time, can assert
that there is the slightest possibility that
live stock shipped from the ports of Canada
can carry disease to the ports of England.
If this precaution be observed I do not see
that we have any reason to complain.
From the speech made by the ex-Minister
of Agriculture, it is quite evident that he
had all those points in his mind's eye. I
am not prepared to say, nor do I know,
whether our present Minister of Agricul-
ture has the same experience. I presume
he bas, but at all events, we have no com-
plaint from the port of St. John, setting
forth that any diseased cattle had been
shipped f rom there so far. I trust that
the same, or possibly more precaution will
be exercised in the future, so that no cattle
of any description can possibly be shipped
from our country if infected with any disease.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON (P.E.I.)-This
subject has been ventilated on several oc-
casions in the Senate. It is certainly a
very important one and deserves all the

consideration we have given to it. I may
say, with regard to this and kindred sub-
jects, that my hon. friend is a little in error
when he says I am acting Minister of Agri-
culture. The Minister of. Agriculture is in
Ottawa himself, and is attending to bis own
duties, and during his absence in England
the hon. Minister of Finance acted as Min-
ister of Agriculture. My duty has been,
as a member of the government, to do what
I could to facilitate the business of the
department in this House. I am not in the
position that I would occupy had I been in-
itiating the different actions of the depart-
nent. In that case, I would be in a

very different position in discussing these
matters in this House. When, however,
the matter of shipping American catile to St.
John first engaged the attention of the goV-
ernment, it was under these circumstances:
St. John had been adopted as a winter port.
A line of steamers had been subsidized, and
a remarkable development of trade set in in
that direction. It was soon found, however,
that the lines of steamers that had deter-
mined th make St. John their port of depart-
ure and landing in Canada, found themselves
beset with quite a difficulty in the matter of
getting cargoes, of cattle. At that tile
of the year Canadian cattle were not
generally in a condition fit for shipment.
This was early in January. United States
cattle, coming from a more southerly climate,
were in a better condition; larger numbers
of them were ready for shipment, and it ws
only by being enabled to bring United
States cattle forward and ship them on these
steamers going from the port of St. John,
that a satisfactory trade could be carried on.
At that time it appeared almost hopeless
to secure a renewal of the privilege that we
had enjoyed in former years, of sending
cattle alive into the English market. TheY
were being scheduled, and in view of the
great importance to Canada, and to our rail-
ways that this winter port experiment should
get at least fair play, it was considered, in the
interests of the whole country,and of the port
of St. John and the railways and the busi-
ness of Canada generally, that every facilitY
should be furnished for the shipment of
United States cattle during these months
when Canadian cattle could not be got to
make the deck loads. When this Order in
Council was passed, regulations had
already existed with regard to the trant
of United States cattle in bond thrOugh
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Canadian territory on Canadian railroads.
These regulations, providing for the inspec-
tion of the cattle and the disinfecting of the
cars in which they were carried-all the
provisions which guarded and hedged in the
cattle of our own country against infection
from United States cattle passing f rom one
point in the United States to another, were
applied to the moving of United States
cattle on the Short Line Railway or other
railways of Canada in order to bring them
to the steamers at St. John. A difficulty
presented itself, as I have learned f rom the
Department of Agriculture, from the fact
that it was in the depth of winter, that
there were not suitable yards in St. John
in which the United States cattle could be
kept separate from the Canadian cattle and
it was not considered advisable that they
should be allowed to be herded together at
St. John, for if there was any infection, it
might be communicated to our cattle To
get over that, and run the smallest possible
risk, arrangements were made, and still exist,
to prevent these cattle being herded in St.
John at all. They have been, brought in
the cars and put from the cars direct on the
steamers, and should any cattle be found to
be sick-not with infectious disease, for I
think there has been no such case as that
found-but in any way unfit, through receiv-
ing injury or from illness during transit,.for
shipment they have been sent back to the
State of Maine and herded in the United
Strtes. Provision is now being made for
yards at the port of St. John in which these
United States cattle, should they be brought
down before the steamer is ready to receive
them, can be kept entirely apart from
Canadian cattle until they are shipped. A
great practical difficulty occurs in the matter
of shipping them in the steamers. I know
that very serious difficulty occurred there,
because if you insist that only Canadian
cattle shall go on a certain steamer, and
only United States cattleon another steamer,
it will require concerted action on the part
of the steamers and the railways and the
shippers in order to hold Canadian cattle
until a vessel is ready to receive them, and
in the same way United States cattle must
be held, or the alternative resorted to of
these cattle being yarded at very great
expense at St. John, awaiting the arrival of
a steamer to carry them. It is a very serious
practical difficulty. To-day I had a conver-
sation with the Minister of Agriculture

about it, and I tried to impress upon him
the importance of making every possible
restriction consistent with allowing this
important trade to be carried on from our
own ports and in our own steamers, and my
hon.colleagueassuredme that everything that
was possible was to be done in order to
carry that out. At present United States
cattle, and Canadian cattle do go forward
in the same steamers. That is their only
point of contact, when they are put on
board of steamers and go forward, but on
the other side they are all marked and
entered as American cattle; so that if at
any time as ufficient number of United States
cattle do not go forward to make a com-
plete deck load for a steamer, and the ship-
pers buy Canadian cattle, either on the spot
or at some other point, in order to make
up the deck load, the cattle are all entered
on the other side as American cattle. Of
course the difficulty arises in that connec-
tion, that if any serious contagious disease
should be found to exist amongst them on
their arrival in England, the fact that they
were a mixed cargo, part Canadian and
part United States, might have some effect
in strengthening the position of those in
Fangland who are labouring to keep our
cattle out of that country.

Hon. Mr. DEVER.-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON.-There is no
doubt about that. If such a disease were
found to exist among cattle, it would, per-
haps, cause a great deal of trouble to trace
them back to the different herds, or the
different parts of America from which they
came, in order-to fix the odium of having the
infectious disease on those to whom it right-
fully belongs, but there is this to be remem.
bered in connection with that-first, bear in
mind what the ex-Minister of Agriculture
has said, that the present Minister of Agri-
culture bas promised to give the matter his
earnest attention, and to make such restric-
tions as will most effectually guard the
reputation of our cattle. In addition to this,
we are bound to admit, in all fairness, that
the United States herds of cattle are about
as free as our own from contagious
diseases. At the time when United
States cattle were scheduled in the British
markets and ours were privileged, I watched
the course of the discussion and was forced
to the conclusion that there was not much,
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if any, ground for the difference made in
favour of our cattle. I do not think there
is, at present, much more danger to be ap-
prehended from United States cattle than
from our own. However, we arè not
responsible for the health of the cattle of
other countries, and we have not the power
to look after them as we do after our own.
That being so, the duty devolves upon the
Department of Agriculture, not only to pre-
serve the health of our cattle, but to preserve
their character for healthiness in the world.
I feel sure that everything that can be done
is being done to allow this very important
trade to go on.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUJM-Of course it is
a very important question; no more impor-
tant question bas come before this House.
When my hon. friend tell us that the depart-
ment will take all the precaution pos-
sible, I think we should not hesitate about a
little expense in the matter. In speaking
the other day, my hon. friend from Shell
River said that Sir Charles Tupper had
stated that if our cattle arrived in England
on a Canadian vessel they were classed as
Canadian. I replied that I did not care
what Sir Charles Tupper had said, but it
appears to me now that my hon. friend is
right. If our cattle are put on board of a
vessel with the United States cattle, when
they arrive in England, they enter there as
American cattle. Then, how are you going
to tell what amount of cattle we export
from this country 1 Who keeps it I We do
not know anything about that. My hon.
friend tells us that they have taken all the
precautions they could take, and that they
yard them apart; but what, is the use of
yarding them apart when you put them all
on the same vessel 7 Keeping them apart
for a little while would make no difference.
If you put them on the same vessel they are
not separate there, and if there is disease in
the United States cattle, our cattle will
catch it.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Once the yards
are completed it will then be possible to
keep them separate and make different
shipments, which we cannot do at the
present time.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I can say to my
hon. friend that the sooner they keep them
separate the better for the people of this

country, because it has been known, and it
has gone out now, that American cattle
are altogether clean. Of course there is no
disease amongst our cattle and we should
have credit for all that we ship ourselves.
Just see how it would be supposing a vessel
arrives in England with United States cattle
on board and they are classified as Canadian
cattle on their arrival; we will be credited
with them, and if there is disease among
them we will be prevented from ship-
ping at all. I am very glad that this
question has come up. We cannot be
too careful. I am glad to hear the hon.
minister's statement to-night, and I hope,
from this day forth, that our cattle will not
be shipped in the same vessels with United
States cattle going to the markets of the
world. They should be carefully kept separ-
ate. Merely keeping them separate in yards
and then putting them on board the same
vessel, does not amount to anything. My
hon. friend, the ex-Minister of Agriculture,
gives us the assurance that the present
Minister of Agriculture is going to see to
that at once. They -cannot do it too soon.
The sooner the better for the interests of
Canada, because cattle raising is a very
important industry in this country. There
are plenty of them all over the country
ready to ship, and we do not wish to export
them as United States cattle.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-We may all feel
pleased at the attention this subject bas
been receiving at the hands of parliament in
both Houses, because, as my hon. friend
from Monck says, it is a very important
question. I am very glad to see that, since
the debate here on the 8th April last, the
British Government have reconsidered their
determination to put the Long Bill through
this session, and, if the telegraphic des-
patches are to be relied on, the bill is to be
withdrawn for the present. That is a great
concession to Canadian farmers, and I be-
lieve it is due to the attention we are now
giving to a question on which it is absolutelY
necessary for us to dwell in order to assure
the British authorities that every precautiOn
will be taken by the Canadian authorities
to prevent any diseased cattle entering into
their country. The question of shipping
United States cattle is one that is surrounded
with a certain amount of difficulty. It is
a trade that is valuable to our carrying
trade, but the shipping of United States
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cattle is carried on, I think, by our own
Canadian buyers. When the stock of
Canadian cattle for shipment to Europe is
exhausted, they go to Chicago and other
western markets where cattle are collected
for sale. There they carry on their trade,
and those who are shipping cattle across to
England are not United States buyers. but
Canadian buyers. To that extent they
are under the control of Canadian author-
ities, and when they come to understand
that the farmers of Canada must be
protected to the utmost in the conduct
of this trade, they will themselves see the
necessity and be able to regulate it so that
the British authorities can be thoroughly
assured that we are taking every precaution
to prevent anything like contagious diseases
leaving our shores. Whether the precau-
tions are sufficient by having yards in St.
John and inspection there I cannot say. I
have no doubt the attention that the gov-
ernment will give to it, knowing the im-
portance of the trade, will be ample.
Whether these cattle should be inspected at
the port of entry into Canada or not is a
question for the government to decide, but
I am gratified to learn that the British gov-
ernment feel that in consequence of the at-
tention that our Canadian authorities are
giving to the subject they can postpone at
any rate the consideration of the bill which
was to permanently exclude our cattle and
thus hamper a valuable trade, and a trade
that we may justly call natural for our Can-
adian farmers-that is the sending over of
our grass-fed cattle for sale in the British
markets to the farmers who will finish them
off for sale there. We are able in Canada
to produce first-class beef, as good beef as
the best that goes into the English market!
We can receive the top price for it, and as
the hon. member from Compton said the
other day, it will probably make a difference
of from three to five dollars a head in all
our shipments in being able to sell those
grass-fed cattle for feeding purposes.

Hon. Mr. COCHRANE-Not only the
grass-fed cattle, but the finished cattle. It
makes a difference of from three to five
dollars a head if the small butcher in England
can buy the animal and take it to where
he sells meat in the interior of the country.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I am glad to
receive this information from a gentleman

whose large experience renders bis testimony
so valuable. The fact that the right to send
our cattle into the interior of the country is
so valuable shows the necessity of extending
our precautions against disease, not only
through the efforts the Dominion Govern-
ment themselves put forth, but also by the
action of our provincial authorities. The
farmers of Quebec, of Ontario and the North-
west Territories require to be on the alert.
Our distilleries feed a large number of cattle,
and if a hundred or two hundred head are
put up in a stable, they require to be watched
and properly inspected before they are
finished off for shipment. By taking these
precautions, we will retain for ourselves and
for the Canadian farmers and feeders an
exceedingly valuable trade which will ever
be on the increase. It is a trade that is
worth making every effort to retain, on
account of our being able to raise the class
of animals which would bring the highest
price for mea1,in the English market if we
only pay strict attention to maintaining the
high class breed of animals for the purpose.

Hon. Mr. COCHRANE-I am very glad
to hear that the government proposes to
make stricter regulations with reference to
United States cattle going through our
country, but why was not that done in the
beginning 1 Was it because it was more im-
portant to get traffic for the railways and
business for the men who shipped the cattle I
They should have in the first place taken
that into consideration when we are pressing
so hard in England to get that restriction
removed. The hon. gentleman from ýShell
River seems to take a great deal of comfort
from the fact that the Long Bill has been put
off a little. I have not much confidence in
that. I do not think it will ever be taken off.
What we have been allowing to be done is
going to work very much against us. The
parties on the other side who are anxious to
keep up the restrictions and prevent our
cattle being distributed in England after
they are landed, will make all they can
of that. The Canadian Government has
been allowing United States cattle to be
shipped on the same vessels as our own, and
it is now like locking the stable after the
horse is gone. That should have been done
in the beginning instead of having consider-
ation for helping St. John and the shipping
and the railroads. They should have said
we will wait until we get the proper yards
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and make all the restrictions. We are now
going to do it, but in my opinion it is too
late. It may possibly help some, but that
should have been done before United States
cattle were ever allowed to go as they have
been going from our ports.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.).-Does
the hon. gentleman consider it a wise and
honest transaction to allow Canadian cattle
to be branded as United States cattle,
and shipped in that way to England I
My own opinion is, it will lead to confusion
-it is a subterfuge, and is not an honest
transaction. I think the minister himself
sees the danger of doing that, because we
cannot trace the infection properly when it
occurs. I hope he will report against any-
thing of the kind being done. If that applies
on one side, we might take United States
cattle to make up a short cargo of Canadian
cattle, and in that way get the whole thing
mixed. If you allow it to be done, it will
be discovered in England, and will damage
the market for Canadian cattle there. I ask
the hon. gentleman if he thinks it is a fair
and wise transaction to allow cattle to be
shipped in that way.

Hon. Mr. COCHRANE-It looks to me
a very weak arrangement when we have
been obliged to put Canadian cattle with
United States cattle to ship them, and sim-
ply have them branded or sold as United
States cattle on the other side Should any
disease break out among them no intelligent
man, who knows anything about the busi-
ness, would suppose for a moment that the
English authorities would not know whether
they are Canadian or United States cattle I
They know when they land there whether
they are Canadian or mixed. I do not
think it is the right thing to do.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-There seems to be a
confusion between United States cattle and
our cattle. I do not see why there should
be any confusion. If the cattle of both
countries are healthy when they are being
shipped, I do not see that we have any right
to exclaim against United States cattle go-
ing through our ports. On the contrary,
we ought to encourage the trade. There
should not be any prejudice on our part
against United States cattle. If they are
inspected in the same rigid way that our
own cattle are inspected, I do not see what,

danger there could possibly be in having
United States cattle go from our ports. It
is only necessary to have a complete inspec-
tion of both classes of cattle before they
leave our shores. Then if disease breaks
out, we have a right to accept it on behalf
of the United States cattle just as well as
on behalf of our own. It must have been
developed on board the ship, and therefore
is no more to be attributed to the United
States cattle than to our own. As lqng as
both are sound when they are shipped, there
cannot be a complaint.

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read the third time and passed.

THE RESIGNATION OF COLONEL
HAMILTON.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Before the House
adjourns, I should like to ask a question of
the Minister of Militia with regard to the
position of the resignation of Col. Hamilton
of the Queen's Own. It has occupied a
good deal of attention in the press. I quite
understand that a forced resignation of a
commanding officer must be distasteful to
him, and if there are not sufficiently good
sound reasons why it should be a forced one
it is proper to ask what the grounds were
for requesting his resignation. The question
of the command of our Militia is one of
great importance. In the British service for
the last twenty-five years it has been found
necessary to curtail the term of service of
an officer. An officer cannot command a
regiment now longer than five years, unless
there is a reappointment.

Hon. Mr. McKAY-Would the hon.
gentleman state under what rule he is mak-
ing his speech ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I am asking a
question.

Hon. Mr. McKAY-The hon. gentlemen
rose to ask a question; he is making a speech
now.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I have toexplain
the question. The session is drawing to a
close, and the Minister of Militia is in his
seat. Probably the question has been befoei
him, and, if he does not object, I merelY
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wish to give the reasons why I was making
my remarks.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-Is the hon. gen-
tleman aware that Col. Hamilton has, in
fact, resigned ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I was not aware
that Col. Hamilton had resigned. The object
of my question is to ascertain exactly the
position in which the matter stands. I will
cut my remarks.short, and ask the Minister
of Militia if he has any opinion to give on
the subject.

Hon. Mr. DESJARDINS-If it is in
order to answer, I wish as briefly as I can
to place the matter before the House. I
know there has been a little excitement over
what has occured in the Queen's Own lately,
and I am very glad that the hon. gentleman
from Shell River has given me the oppor-
tunity to explain the position so as to set
at rest some accusation of harsh treatment
brought against the government for what
they have done. No one can acknowledge
more than I do myself the onerous and
responsible duties that a commanding officer
of a regiment has o perform, and the ne-
cessity of treating him as fairly as possible,
but, on the other hand, the Department of
Militia has to look to the efficiency of the
corps, and it must do everything that can
possibly be done to maintain their efficiency
and prevent any cause of disruption in an
organization of that kind. We must realize
that persistent difficulties between the
commanding officer and the other officers
of the regiment would bring such a re-
sult. Expecting that some such inquiry
might be made, I have with me the
correspondence which took place and which
will show, as against what has been said
elsewhere, that Col. Hamilton had not
been given an opportunity to answer the
reports against him-I have the correspond-
ence which will prove that, on the contrary,
he has had an opportunity to answer and
that a careful and impartial inquiry has been
made by the Deputy-Adjutant General of
the district to which the Queen's Own
belongs. The troubles in that regiment
are not recent-unfortunately they existed
before December last, when the difficulties
between the officers and the commanders
were the occasion of many commente mit he
Dres. It reached a climax when the ser-

jeant major thought it his duty to resign.
That was in December. In February he
wrote to the department to this effect:-

The whole trouble is the commanding officer,
Col Hamilton. He treated me very unfairly, but
I would have left as others had done and let the
matter drop had it not been that the whole regi-
ment is being thoroughly disorganized by his recent
actions. The officers of the regiment at their last
meeting on Wednesday, the 5th February,
refused to support him in any way, refused
to act on any committee and the principal ones
have told him at the regimental meetings that the
best thing that he can do for the good of the corps
is to get out of it, but lie will not take the hint,
however broadly given. For a year past he has
treated the seargeante most unjustly, has broken
his promises many times, and in regard to import-
ant matters has both told me and written me what
was not true. Some time ago he gave me a written
agreement to resign at a certain time, but when
the time came he refused to keep the promise given
to the officers of the regiment and that is why in a
great measure they are almost all against him, &c.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS--Who is the writer
of that letter ?

Hon. Mr. DESJARDINS - Sergeant-
Major George.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-To whom is it ad-
dressed ?

Hon. Mr. DESJARDINS-To the com-
manding officer, Major General Gascoigne.
Of course, the latter was not inclined to act
on that simple letter. He had seen what
was going on, and he had been privately
informed as to the exact nature of the
things that were mentioned in Sergeant
Major George's communication. So he
asked Col. Otter to inquire, and here is the
result of the inquiry as made by Col. Otter.
There were two accusations brought against
Lt. Col. Hamilton, first as to his management
of the finances of the regiment, and, second-
ly, as to the trouble existing between himself
and the officers. This is the report from
CoL Otter to the Adjutant General of Mili-
tia in Ottawa:-

I have the honour in accordance with instruc-
tions contained in your lutter of the 17th instant,
to report upon the statement made by H. M.
George, late Sergeant Major Queen's Own Rifles,
in bis letter of the 14th instant. The allegations
of Mr. George are practically correct, save as to
the improper disposal of the government grants,
this is incorrect as the cash statements of the re-
gimental funds will prove. Respecting the other
statements, I have for four or five years past been
aware of an increasing and widespread dissatisfac-
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tion in the battalion, particularly among the offi-
cers and non-commissioned officers in connection
with Lieut.-Col. Hamilton's administration, but
nothing has yet been done by that officer that
can be used upon which to found a military
charge. In the matter of officiency the battalion has
been up to the present time fully up to the mark,
though this has been principally due to the
" esprit " of the officers commanding companies
That Lieut. -Col. Hamilton has not had the confi-
dence of his officers and men is most apparent for
a long time past, and so far as I can learn the
desire on the part of those most interested in the
corps is most strong for his retirement ; this is
very marked upon all occasions, when opportunity
occurs for the exercise of civil rights if they may
be so termed, such as meetings for the disposal
and management of such funds as are voluntarily
subscribed by the officers, which from reports re-
ceived have been most unseemly. Two of such
meetings have already been held this month at
which there has been a dead lock between the
commanding officer and his officers, the latter
declining to serve upon any committee or accept
any responsibility in the conduct of matters per-
taining to such. A third meeting has yet to take
place, when a motion to cease all subscriptions for
regimental purposes by the officers is tobe discussed
with the certainty of its being passed almostunani-
mously. Such a contingency of course,meansthe abo-
lition of the band, mess and different adjuncts ne-
cessaryto the proper efficiency of a corps. The objec-
tion to Lt. -Col. Hamilton seems to arise from his
insincerity, his business and social standing and
lack of administrative ability to conduct the busi-
ness affairs of the battalion which it is contended
is getting deeper into debt each year, so far as his
knowledge of his drill and ability to have his bat-
talion on parade are concerned, no complaints are
made. The situation is a peculiar one and some-
what difficult to handle in its present form, there
being the danger of arousing the cry of military or
political persecution. Under the strong adverse
feeling, shown on the part of both officers and men
most commanding officers would resign, but
Lieut. -Col. Hamilton seems determined not to take
such a course, while his officers, on the other hand,
seem equally determined to force such action from
nim, both parties being careful not to commit any
act that can be construed into a breach of disci-
pline or of the regulations. To me, the matter has
for a long time been a most anxious one as serious-
ly affecting the welfare of one of the best corps iu
the country. I have pointed out to Lieut.-Col.
Hamilton on more than one occasion the feeling
that was being shown towards him as well as the
danger its existence and prosecution was to the
efficiency of the corps, but his reply has always
been that it arose from one or two officers only,
while the splendid musters and general appearance
of the battalion proved that his administration was
all that could be desired. I cannot recommend or
suggest any action in the case at present, but am
waiting and watching further developments. From
this report, however, the Major-General command-
ing may take a different view of the situation to
mine, and see the way clear to a solution of the
difficulty which to me is not yet apparent.

Upon this the general wrote to Col. Otter
and said :-

Be good enough to send me a full account of the
proceedings of the annual meeting of the 2nd Bat-
talion Queen's Own Rifles as soon as possible after
the meeting has been held.

And then Col. Otter, who had been in
communication with Lieut.-Col. Hamilton
at the same time, sends this :-

Pending information you asked for I forward a
letter froin Lieut.-Col. Hamilton upon this subject
just received.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-May I ask if the
hon. Minister knows what position Lieut.-
Col. Hamilton occupied on this committee
of business management?

Hon. Mr. DESJARDINS-I understand
he was one of the members, because I see in
the extracts f rom minutes of the annual
meeting, that he was there, as will be shown
hereafter. There was first a letter from
Lieut.-Col. Hamilton dated 24th February,
making a general allegation. That letter
I have not got here, but if the hon. member
would like to see it, I shall have it for him.
Col. Hamilton writes under date of the
3rd March:-

I have the honour to supplement my statement
of the 24th ult., in regard to the conduct of
several officers of the regiment under my command
by the following : After Mr. Mitchell had ceased
to be treasurer of the regiment, several amounts
were paid into his hands on account of fees due by
officers. The sum total amounted to about $100,
and this sum Mr. Mitchell, without consulting me
on the matter, deposited in the Dominion Bank to
the credit of our over-draft. Yesterday when our
bandmaster and regimental caretaker applied for
their monthly salaries, I at once called on Mr.
Mitchell, and asked him to hand over what-
ever cash lie might have .on hand. To my amaze-
ment lie replied lie had.deposited all moneys as
above. This action I consider is clearly another
proof that certain officers are determined to
damage the financial credit of the regiment as
much as possible, and I have the honour to urge
upon you the importance of early attention
being given to my complaint of a week ago, so
that the efforts of those who seem determined to
"i rule or ruin " shall not be auccessful.

And he writes another letter coulplaining
that the deposit of those moneys, the
private subscription of the officers, by Mr.
Mitchell, the treasurer, into the bank was
against his own wish and he says:-

Yesterday I asked the late treasurer Mr. Mit-
chel to hand over to me all money in his posses-
sion or that might be deposited to the credit of the
suspense account of the regiment. He stated he
could not do so, as two or three senior captains tO
whom lie had spoken had told him to retain these
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monies in his own possession. I said " then you
prefer to take their orders instead of mine ?" He
then asked me to excuse him for a few minutes, I
left his office. On his return, about five minutes
later he said he had telephoned to two or three
senior captains and they told him not to haud the
monies over to me, but to hold then in his own
name as they claimed these monies could only be
used on a note of the officers. I at once gave Mr.
Mitchell the following instruction in writing

W. G. MITCHELL, Esq.,
Lieut. Q.O.R. Toronto.

SIR, -I hereby authorize and instruct you to
hand over to me -before 12 o'olock noon to-morrow,
Wednesday ail the monies now deposited in your
name to the credit of the suspense account of the
Q.O.R., of Canada.

This is what Col. Otter says:-

According to the standing orders of the Q. O.
Rifles, the Sec. -Treasurer is justified in not making
payments without the sanction of the Finance
Committee.

The Finance Committee was opposed to
any money being given, so according to Col.
Otter's own statement, the treasurer was
justified in refusing. Here is another
letterfrom Col.Otter on the 27th February:-

I have the honour in reply to your memo of 25th
inst., respecting the meetings recently held by the
officers of the Q. O. Rifles, to report that without
having actually seen the minutes of these meetings
I am able to give a rough statement of the pro-
ceedings thereat, obtained from a very reliable
source. At the first or regular annual meeting on
the 5th instant, considerable discussion took place
over the financial state of the Battalion, and when
it became necessary to elect the various committees
required, great difficulty was experienced in
obtaining officers to accept places on these com-
mittees, those on the Band Committee could not be
obtained at all, while the vacancies on the Finance
Committee were filled by junior officers, and
ultimately the senior of the three elected resigned
from this office. A special committee was appointed
composed of a field officer and two captains to
report upon a scheme for the improvement of
the finances of the corps. This meeting then
adjourned, after a session of nearly five hours. At
the adjourned meeting, held upon the 19th inst.,
the special committee on finances suggested two or
three schemes to meet the emergency, none of
which, however, met with approval. Then a
resolution was proposed by the two senior captains
to the effect that no subscription should in future
be paid by the officers nor should their annual drill

ay be turned over to the regimental fund as
has hitherto been the custom ; this motion Lieut-
Colonel Hamilton very properly, I think, refused
to receive as any but a notice of motion, demanding
as it did so radical a change in the administration
of the affairs of the corps. This meeting then
adjourned after nearly four hours duration. Fol-
lowing this meeting some four or five officers, whose
names had been upon a bond given the Dominion
Bank as security against over-drafts, withdrew
their names from such bond, and the bank then
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refused to honour any cheques made by the scre-
tary-treasurer unless funds to meet them were
actualy deposited. At this meeting, held on the
24th instant, the commanding officer proposed the
discussion of ordinary business matters wbich it
was necessary to settle, but the mover of the
resolution respecting the abolition of subscriptions,
etc., brought forward by hin at the last meeting,
asked that this should now be discussed. To this
Lieut-Colonel Hamilton declined to consent, stat-
ing that it could not be brought up until it was
made a notice of motion, and time given for it to
be considered. Thisdecisionproduced a dead-lock,
as the officers declined to produce other matters,
and the meeting adjourned 8ine die. Thus the
matter now stands with a more bitter feeling than
ever between the commanding office and his
officers ; it is strongly denied by the latter that
there is any combination whatever, but as they
have no confidence in Lieutenant-Colonel Hamilton,
and as they furnished the funds to keep up the
band, &c., they claim a right to cease these pay-
ments if they choose. I can get you copies of the
minutes if necessary, but the above gives, I think,
a fair synopsis of the situation..

(Sgd.) W. D. OTTER, Lt.-Col, D.A.G., M.D.

After having received theabove documents
and carefully inquired into and ascertained
the exact position, seeing that unless
there was a change it meant the disruption
of the battalion, the General addressed to
me the following report, dated March 5th.

I regret to say that my attention wae, called
indirectly some short time back, to the unsatisfac-
tory condition of things existing in the Queen's
Own Rifles of Canada, at Toronto. I therefore write,
confidentially, to the Deputy Adjutant General,
No. 2 District, instructing him to furnish me with
a full report on the subject. This report is attached,
dated February 22nd. It is ably and dispassion.
ately written, and I think, contains the full
explanation of everything, namely, that for a long
time past the commanding officer of the corps has
ceased to enjoy the confidence of his officers. As I
was aware that I should get further matters on
which to take action, I waited before bringing the
matter to your notice; but now the commanding
officer has brought the question before me officially,
and I think the time has come when I should lay
my opinion before you. I am all in favour of sup-
porting a commanding officer to the utmost in ail
matters affecting dicipline, and the last thing I
should desire, would be to encourage a cabal, or
combination, raised by officers against their
superior officer. But I also recognize that, especially
in the case of voluntary military corps, the first
and most vital necessity is, that the commanding
officer should gain the confidence of those under
him. When he fails to gain this confidence, I look
upon his retention of his com:nand as injurious to
the interests of the regiment. Lt.-Col. Hamilton
does not enjoy the good will or confidence of those
under him, therefore I think he should make way
for sone officer who would be found to succeed in
this respect. I recommend, therefore, that Lt. -
Col. Hamilton be aaked to retire, and be informed
that in the event of his declining to retire volan-
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tarily, his retirement will be carried out neverthe-
less.

W. J. GASCOIGNE,
Major-General Com. Canadian Miliiia

Here is the position, hon. gentlemeL, 1 dici
not know anything of Lt.-Col. Hamilta'd
political proclivities, but I had this repvt r
which said that unless there was a change at
the head of that important corps there was
a danger that it would be disbanded and I
could not do otherwise than uphold the posi-
tion taken by the general and approve of
bis report.

Hon Mr. SMITH-If he did not resign
would he have retained his rank 7

Hon. Mr. DESJARDINS-If he did not
resign voluntarily, I think lie would. As
Col. Otter says, there is nothing to make him
amenable to any accusation or any court-
martial. The main thing is this, that lie has
survived his efficiency in the corp.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-His usefulness is
gone.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I am glad to
have the explanation which the hon. Min-
ister of Militia bas given us, and the reasons
for the action that has been taken. I was
under the impression that it was on account
of bis length of service and a desire on the
part of the junior rank for promotion in the
regiment. I find it is another matter alto-
gether, and that, so far as Col. Hamilton's
military reputation is concerned, there is
nothing against him at all. I may say that
my father, who commanded the 3rd Regi-
ment of Cavalry, the Prince of Wales
Canadian Dragoons, for a number of years
had overstepped bis time for retirement
and there was no pressure brought
to bear for some time, but during General
Herbert's term of service-although bis re-
ports were of the highest character with re-
gard to the regiment-my father received a
note suggesting that it would be just as well
for him to retire. Col. Boulton did not take
any offence at all at this, because be felt it
was not hing but justice to the regiment and
to the next senior officer that lie should step
down and out, and allow the major, who had
served for a long time, to be placed in com-
mand. That is a precedent to that extent.
In this case, the trouble which bas
arisen is evidently one of internal
economy. Our militia regiments are differ-

ent from the regular regiments. The esprit
de corps of our militia regimen'ts is such that
not only the officers but the privates of the
corps themselves, devote the whole of
their annual drill pay to their regiment.
They do not take it for any personal or
individual benefit, and, in that respect, they
deserve a great deal of credit. It represents
annually a large sum of money, and
evidently it is the disposal of this fund
or the business management of this
large sum of money that has led to what
you might call a disruption of the corps.
Unfortunately, Col. Hamilton seems not to
have taken exactly the position that an
officer of the British army always takes in
cases of that kind. The management of any
regimental fund, such as band and messing,
and everything of that kind, is left to a
junior committee, and the commanding
officer always holds himself aloof from the
management of those funds, so that there
may be no breach of discipline where bis
command is concerned, and that bis in-
fluence may be properly felt in the interior
economy of the regiment. This case is un-
fortunate for Col. Hamilton, but where the
difficultiei have occurred such as are
present in these documents that have
been brought before us, it does not seem
that the general could have taken
any other step than the one that he did
take. It is gratifying to know from the
general commanding that Col. Hamilton's
reputation as a soldier is not at all at stake
in the matter. The Queen's Own took a
very distinguished part in the North-west
Field forces of 1885, and they are desirous
of maintaining that reputation. The
country owes a great deal to the self-
sacrificing spirit of our active militia and its
esprit de corps. Where, however, disci-
pline is undermined, it cannot be per-
mitted to remain so. This regiment is no
doubt desirous of continuing to contri-
bute their annual pay, both officers and
men ; but they wish to have the. proper
business management and disposal of it
which is an internal management. At
any rate it is well to know, where the credit
of our force is concerned, notwithstanding
all the reasons that have led to the steP
that bas been taken in the unfortûnate
circumstances, that Col. Hamilton will
receive all the honours that be is entitied
to, as if the resignation had been entirelY
a voluntary one.
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Hon. Mr. POWER-I am not going to
inflict a speech, but I think it is to be
regretted that the honourable gentleman
from Shell River did not give notice and
have this matter come up in the regular
way. I have no observations to make on
the speech made by the Minister of Militia;
but there are just two points which occur
to me in relation to the matter, on which a
little additional light is necessary which we
may get another time. I do not ask for it
now because the House is probably anxious
to aijourn. One is, that this officer has
been in command of the battalion for some
six or seven years, I understand.

Hon. Mr. DESJARDINS-Yes.

Hon. Mr. POWER-And up to a few
months ago there appeared to be no serious
dissatisfaction with him, and there is now no
complaint against bis conduct as a military
man. That is one point which deserves
consideration.

Hon. Mr. DESJARDINS-Those com-
plaints were reported to the department a
few months ago, but Col. Otter says they
had existed for some time.

Hon. Mr. POWER.-Possibly Col. Ham-
ilton bas had an opportunity of dealing with
the charges made against him, but that does
not appear from the correspondence which
has been read. There has been no answer
read from Col. Harilton to the general
charges against him. There is apparently
an answer with respect to one point.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON.-I wish to explain
the irregularity. I ought to have given a
notice of motion as the hon. senior member
for Halifax says, but I told the Minister of
Militia that I wished to ask the question if
he had no objection to bring it up in that
way, as the time was short and the session
nearly closed. It was for that reason that i
put the question to-night.

The Senate then adjourned.
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THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, 22nd April, 1896.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE PROROGATION OF PARLIA-
MENT.

Hon. Mr.-BOULTON-Before the Orders
of the Day are called, I should like to ask
the Premier when parliament is likely to be
prorogued, and dissolved-whether it is
likely to die a natural death, or whether
prorogatioi and dissolution will follow the
session. I think it is proper that we should
have such information, as the existence of
parliament is drawing to a close.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
can inform the hon. gentleman that parlia-
ment will be prorogued to-norrow evening at
8 o'clock. We have delayed the prorogation
to the latest possible moment, in order to
afford the members of the House of Com-
mons, who have had no opportunity within
the last four months fully to discuss the
questions before them, as much time as the
law will possibly give them. The dissolu-
tion of parliament will take place the next
day, and the writs will be issued; nomina-
tion will take place on the 16th June, and
polling on the 23rd June; the writs will be
returnable on the 13th July, and parliament
will meet on the 16th July, perhaps earlier,
or a little later.

CUSTOMS TARIFF AMENDMENT
BILL.

FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

A Message vas received from the House of
Commons with Bill (105) "An Act further
to amend the Customs Tariff, 1894."

The bill was read the first time.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL
moved the second reading of the bill. He
said: It is a very short bill. It is to
extend the free entry of machinery imported
for mining. It simply repeals item 643,
schedule B, of the Customs Tariff of 1894,
chapter 33 of the Revised Statutes. The
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provision of the old statute, if my recollec-
tion serves me right, for the entry of these
articles free terminated on the 1st July, and
this is to extend its operation.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think it will be
found that this bill, and the other bills that
will be sent down to this chamber, are bills
that have only been introduced by the
government within the last three or four
days, and parliament has not had an oppor-
tunity to discuss them during the past four
months. My recollection of the bills that
are now engrossing the attention of another
branch of parliament is that many of these
bills are not even printed, that they have
been placed on the order paper for the first
time within the last forty-eight hours.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-We
are not discussing those bills now.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-An observation was
dropped by the hon. gentleman which, I
think, requires some explanation-that pro-
rogation is delayed till 8 o'clock to-morrow
evening to discuss measures that might have
been discussed at any time within the last
four inonths. It is scarcely a fair imputa-
tion, when the measures which are brought
down have not really been before Parliament
until within the last forty-eight hours.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-How long have
the supplementary estimates been down 1

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They were not intro-
duced by the government until the last three
or four days.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Oh, yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
fully recognize the force of the observations
of the leader of the opposition. I only
regret that he did not go a little further.
There are occasions when public men tell, I
will not say half the truth, but half what
should be told. The estimates have been
before the Commons for two months.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, no.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Refer to the Journals and you will find that
that is correct. I now refer to the sup.
plementary estimates of the current year-
not the supplementary estimates for 1896-97.
Although the main estimates have been

before Parliament for a month or two, he
knows and has had sufficient experience to
know that supplementary estimates are
scarcely ever laid on the table until the main
estimates have been considered and passed,
if important questions had not been discussed.
he knows, and so does the House, and so
doe.s the country why they have not been
discussed. Was it necessary, before the
house could get into Committee, to sit from 3
o'clock Monday afternoon until 12 o'clock
Saturday night doing nothing in the world
but discussing whether the committee should
rise or not in order to frustrate the progress
of business, I scarcely think it lies in the
mouth of those who belong to the same party
to accuse the Government of rot bringing
its measures before Parliament. What my
hon. friend says is true, however. The small
Government bills which have been intro-
duced of late have not been 'before Par-
liament any length of time, but notwith-
stahding that fact, they are of such a
character that I am quite sure my hon.
friend, no matter what his party proclivities
may be, will not vote against them. This
is a bill to assist to the greatest possible
extent in the developing of our mining
interests in this country, which are at the
present moment of vital importance to those
who are engaged in them, and more par-
ticularly to the country generally. I do not
suppose my hon. friend objects to this Bill.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Certainly not.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Or
to the suspension of the rule. It is a very
small bill but an important one, and is one
in the interests of the country, like all bills
that are proposed by the government.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I regret that the
leader of the government should have
thought it necessary to refer to the action of
the other branch of parliament-

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Only to your own friends.

Hon. Mr. POWER-That is not the
question. The hon. gentleman described the
action of the members of the other branch
of parliament as being obstructive.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-So
it was.
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Hon. Mr. POWER-That may be the hon.
gentleman's personal opinion, but it is not
parliamentary to refer in this chamber to the
actions of members of the other chamber in
that language.

issued, because the unrevised form will be
the galleys sent to the Senators. The
Superintendent of Printing says that by
doing away with this heading the expense
will be considerably diminished.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- Hon. Mr. MILLER-What is the cost of
Well then I withdraw it all. the service now ?

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time at length at the
Table under a- suspenEion of the rule.

Hon.Sir MACKENZIEBOWELLmoved
the third reading of the bill.

The motion was agreed to and the bill was
read a third time and passed.

THE SENATE DEBATES.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE moved the adop~
tion of the report of the Standing Committee
on Reporting the Debates of the Senate.
He said :-It is not necessary that I should
enter into an explanation of this report. It
contains nothing unusual. The object of
the recommendations is to diminish the
expense of tlie service. They called before
the Committee the Reporters and the
Superintendent of Printing, and after re-
ceiving suggestions from them, came to the
conclusions embodied in the report. The
Superintendent of Printing stated that the
delay in transmitting the manuscript of the
reports to the bureau occasioned a good deal
of expense, because the printers were kept
waiting for " copy." We recommend that
the reporters furnish the manuscript within
two hours after each sitting, and that the
head messenger be ordered to forward those
reports to the Printing Bureau without delay.
The Printing Bureau is to supply galleys to
the reporters, who will distribute them to the
Senators for the purpose of enabling them to
revise their speeches, and the Senators are
to return those corrected galleys to the
reporters within twenty-four hours. That
limit of twenty-four hours will be strictly
adhered to, and the expense will be greatly
diminished if the members of the Senate
will be prompt in returning the galleys with
their corrections. Under the present system
the daily issue contains a heading which
occupies about one-third of the first page.
In future this heading will be dispensed
with, and only one edition of the reports

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-I do not recol-
lect, but the figures were put before the
committee. I shall send for the figures
if the hon. Senator desires, In view
of the extra session which is to be
held this year, the committee had a letter
sent to the reporters asking them to make
an agreement for the reporting, as the con-
tract does not cover anything but the annual
session. The reporters, in reply, stated that,
not knowing how long the extra session
would be, they could not make a definite
proposition, but that they would leave the
matter in the hands of the committee to
settle what would be a reasonable price,
taking into consideration the length of the
session.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-Is there not an
agreement for a summary report?

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-There is no
reference to that in our report.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-Do we not pay for
a summary report also i

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-During the
present session we pay $400, I believe, for a
summary report. The gentleman who makes
that report supplies it to twenty-eight news-
papers, which generally publish, if not the
whole of the summary, at least a part of it.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I understand that
the summary reports are furnished to certain
newspapers which, however, do not under-
take to print them i

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-They are not
bound to publish the sumnary reports.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-They cut down the
summaries. Under the circumstances, that
expense might very properly be saved. The
expense of reporting the debates of the Sen-
ate amounts already to a very large sum,
and I do not think that these summary
reports give very general satisfaction. I
have no great reason to complain myself,
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because of late years I have spoken very
little in the House, but whether it is due to
the reporter or to the newspapers, complaints
are made that these summaries are partial.
I do not attribute it to. the gentleman who
makes the report in this House--I presume
it is likely due to the action of the party
newspapers. I have heard several speak of
the reports as being unsatisfactory, and it
will be a matter for the consideration of the
committee next session whether this sum-
mary report shall be continued.

Hon. Mr: BELLEROSE-I may say that
though there is an agreement which covers
the present session, there is none for the
making of these summary reports next ses-
sion.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I merely wish to
give timely notice of my objection.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-I
cannot agree with the hon. member from
Richmond with respect to the summary
report of the proceedings of the Senate, be-
cause, as we all know, before those summary
reports were issued very little interest was
taken by the press in the transactions or
speeches of hon. members in the Senate, and
I think it is well that that summary report
should be continued so that the country may
know what the Senate is really doing. With-
out that summary there would be no report
at all in the press of the proceedings of the
Senate, because when there is nothing but
the full official report of the debates, the
newspapers are under no obligation to print
our speeches, and the Senate is seldom heard
of through the press of the country. The
only thing, in fact, that the country sees with
respect to the doings of the Senate is what
appears in the summary reports. Those
reports, I believe, as they go out from the
gentleman who has charge of them, are fuller
than they appear in the newspapers generally;
they are cut down by most of the papers
that they are sent to, but still they inform
tie country of what is going on in the Senate,
and I believe it is better and more advant-
ageous to the Senate and the country gener-
ally that they should be continued, and I
hope they will be continued next session as
they have been in the past.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-In paying for a sum-
mary report, the proper plan would be to
stipulate for so much space, and then it

would be impossible to cut it down. If a
space of three-quarters of a column or half a
column were fixed as the least that should be
given, we should get better value for our
money. There is a paragraph in the report
to which I think attention should be called.
The last paragraph reads:-

Your committee finds the index to the debates
very voluminous, and are of the opinion that it
could be largely condensed and still be of equal
benefit and value.

I think the index is of much value,
because it is an index, not'only of the Sena-
tor who speaks, but also the subject referred
to, and it is found to be a very great con-
venience that the subject should always be
mentioned in the index, as one can more
conveniently find the information which he
desires, and, therefore, I think it would be a
mistake and false economy to cut down the
index in any way to make it less convenient
than it is at present.

Hon. Mr. POWER-With respect to the
last observation of the hon. gentleman from
Ottawa, I regret to be obliged to differ from
him. I think it would be desirable to have
a good and full index; and I do not under-
stand that the report of the committee recom-
mends that we shall cease to have that, but
if hon. gentlemen will take the report of
last year, they will find the index is about
one-fifth or one-sixth of the volume. The
work is carried too far and details are gone
into too minutely. Not only is the subject
given, but the different subdivisions of the
subject upon which the Senator has spoken
are given too, and if I understand the report
of the committee aright, it is simply that
this minute detail shall not be gone into in
future as it has been in the past few years.
I should like to know from the chairman of
the committee whether or not I am right in
that.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-The hon. gen-
tleman is quite right; the intention of the
Committee is to have a good index, but not
so long an index as the one in last year's
report. If any hon. gentleman will look at
the index he will see that it is something
more than an index-it is an abstract, which
entails great expense, and the Committee
considered that it was not desirable to have
such an index in future.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I notice, in looking at
the volume, that the index of subjects takes
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up 40 pages-from 882 to 924. However, I
am not very particular. I am not consulted
often in these matters, but it seems to me a
great convenience to have a good index.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE - The volume
last year is 927 pages, and the index is 120
pages; I suppose such an index is rather a
book ; and it is on that account the Commit-
tee made this recommendation.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate then adiourned.

Second Sitting.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Eight
o'clock, p.m.

Routine proceedings.

THE BUSINESS OF THE SESSION.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON moved that when
the House adjourns this evening it stand
adjourned until'l a.m. to-morrow.

Hon. Mr. POWER objected. He thought
there was no necessity for a morning session,
as there was no business coming up from the
lower House which would involve any pro-
longed discussion, and the House might as
well adjourn until the regular hour, three
p. m.

Hon. Mr. MASSON hoped the hon. gen-
tleman would not persist in bis objection.
The Senate should have an opportunity to
examine and discuss any legislation coming
before them, and thii they could not do if
so little time were left them.

Hon. Mr. POWER said that more import-
ant business than any they would be likely
to have to deal with to-morrow had been put
thorough the Senate in a few minutes, and
if any serious objection were entertained to
any measure coming from the other House,
the government could not force it through
by meeting at 11 a.m.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL hoped
the hon. member from Halifax would with-
draw his objection, as some of the measures

expected from the other House would involve
considerable discussion. One of them related
to the harbour of Montreal, and was for the
purpose of reducing the rate of interest on
the loan and increasing the amount loaned
to the Harbour Commission. On that sub-
ject, no doubt, there would be some discus-
sion. There was also thebill for arming the
Militia.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.) was satisfied
that neither of these bills would meet with
any opposition, and that the business of the
House could be as well transacted by meet-
ing at three p.m. as by meeting in the fore-
noon, while it would be of great convenience
to many members to have the forenoon to
themselves for other purposes.

Hon. Mr. POWER consented to withdraw
bis opposition, if the hour were changed to
twelve o'clock.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL
moved that when the House adjourns to-day
it stand adjourned until noon to-morrow.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate then adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, 23rd April, 1896.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Twelve
o'clock, noon.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE SENATE DEBATES.

SECOND REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE presented the
second report of the committee on reporting
the Senate Debates. He said,--I suppose
there is no objection to moving that this
report be concurred in at once. It is short,
merely recommending the continuance of the
engagement with Mr. Smith to prepare a
short report of the debates for the news-
papers. I believe the number of newspapers
supplied with these reports is twenty-eight.
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Hon. Mr. MILLER-I should like to ask
my hon. friend whether the committee had
a meeting this morning.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-I was asked to
cali a meeting of the committee this morning
and I called one.

Hon. Mr. Miller-At what time was it
held ?

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Eleven o'clock.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-I was asked to
call the meeting at about four o'clock yester-
day.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I think it was due,
in courtesy to me, and any member of this
House, under the circumstances, to give me
notice. I made some objections to the ap-
propriation for a summary report yesterday,
and I think that the hon. gentleman should
have informed me of the meeting of the com-
mittee to take place to-day. Under the cir-
cumstances, the report should not be pushed,
and unless the hon. gentleman will with-
draw it he may possibly not be able to get
it through before the prorogation this even-
ing.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE -I do not know
whether I understood the hon. gentleman
from Richmond correctly, but I believe he
has said that it was discourteous to him not
to give hin notice that the committee would
meet this morning. As far as that goes, I
do not believe the chairman of the com-
mittee is bound to give notice to Senators,
who are not on the committee, to attend its
meetings.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-Of course there is
no right whatever ; it is a matter of courtesy.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-Had I thought
that the hon. gentleman would persist in
his opposition, I would certainly have called
his attention to the fact that the committee
was to meet, but I was told that he would
not oppose the re-engagement of Mr. Smith,
though he did not concur yesterday in the
report. That being so, I thouglit it was
not necessary to give him notice. As to
the report itself, I believe the hon. gentle-
man might fairly do what has been done for
two or three days past; that is, not insist
upon a strict adherence to t' e rules, but
let the House say whether they will
adopt the report or not. I believe that the

hon. gentleman will not make opposition to
the report but leave it to the House to
decide. I am ordered by the committee to
submit the report to the House and I do so.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I do not wish the
House or the hon. gentleman to infer that
I considered I had any right to an intima
tion from the committee of the time of
meeting, but what I did mean to convey
was that, having raised an objection yester-
day, it would have been ordinary courtesy
to have given me notice. The hon. gentle-
man might have requested the clerk to let
me know when it was to be held. Under
similar circumstances I would have treated
the hon. gentleman with the same courtesy.
With regard to the other point, that the hon.
gentleman did not anticipate any further
action this year and looked forward to some
action being contemplated by the committee
next year for a summary, I said if there
was a feeling in the House to have a sum-
mary I would not oppose it; I would not
set up my own views in the matter, in op-
position to even a considerable minority of
thef House, but I find a good many com-
plaints with regard to the unsatisfactory
character of these summary reports, and I
felt it my duty yesterday to speak as I did.
With regard to the proposed suspension of
the rule to allow the report to be read im-
mediately, there is no discourtesy whatever
in my insisting upon the report standing
over until the next sitting of the House.
There is to be another meeting of- the
House this afternoon, and I shall decide in
the meantime whether I shall take steps to
see that the report does not go through, be-
cause if it is intended to force the report
through, I can tell the hon. gentleman
there are plenty of means within my reach
to prevent it. I am not so unfamiliar with
parliamentary rules and practice as not to
know how to employ those means, and I
advise the hon. gentleman to let the matter
stand over until the next meeting. of the
House.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-I know the
hon. gentleman has a perfect right to oppose
concurrence in the report which I have
moved. I said a minute ago that I thought,
under the circumstances, the hon. gentleman
would not insist upon the view he has taken,
and if he merely desires to consider the
matter further, it is only right that the re-
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port should stand until next sitting of the
House. Indeed, I may say that I was not
asked to m'ove the adoption of the report at
once. I did so because I wish to get away
this afternoon; but as the hon. gentleman
wishes to consider the matter further, I will
let the motion drop and ask the House to
concur in the report this evening. I there-
fore move that the report be concurred in at
the next sitting of the House.

The motion was agreed to.

MONTREAL AND PROVINCE LINE
RAILWAY CO.'S BILL.

FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

A message was received from the House
of Commons with Bill (85) " An Act to in-
corporate the Montreal and Province Line
Railway Co."

The bill was read the first time.

Hon. Mr. BAKER moved the second
reading of the bill. He said: The object
of the incorporators is merely to comply
with the provisions of the Railway Act and
invest themselves with the rights and fran-
chises of a railway which was sold on the
2nd March. There is nothing more in the
bill. In fact, it is a reproduction of the
model bill.

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read the second time.

Hon. Mr. BAKER moved the third
reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Has the bill been
submitted to the law officer of this House ?

Hon. Mr. BAKER-It has, and there is
a certificate on the copy of the bill that I
hold in my hands that the provisions of the
model bill are embodied in this measure.

Hon. Mr. POWER-That is satisfactory.

The motion was agreed to and the bill was
read the third time and passed under a
suspension of the rules.

SENATE AND HOUSE OF COMMONS
ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

A message was received from the House
of Commons with Bill (111), "An Act

further to amend the Act respecting the
Senate and House of Commons."

The bill was read the first time.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BO WELL moved
the suspension of the rules so far as they
relate to this bill.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Perhaps the hon.
gentleman will explain the bill.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
believe it is to relieve members of both
Houses from having twelve days' pay de-
ducted should they have been absent twelve
days during the session. It is similar to the
bill that we passed last session.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-I am very sorry
that this is a bill which comes within the
category of money bills from the lower
House, whieh we are not permitted to
amend.

Hon. Mr. POWER-We canthrowit out.
I do not propose to discuss this measure. A
bill of a similar character has been intro-
duced, I think, every session since 1891.
That is one of the respects in which the
present parliament has broken the record.
Such measures were never introduced here
before. This measure and those which have
preceded it are highly derogatory to the
dignity of parliament and injurious to the
estimation in which we are held by the
people at large. Parliament adopted a plan
with respect to the payment of its members
which is in its essence the best which has
been adopted anywhere, and I regret that
the present government have thought proper
to depart from the rule which has been fol-
lowed in the past. If it is felt that the
indemnity which the law allows is not suffi-
cient, the law should be altered, but nothing
can be imagined smaller or more undignified
than to have parliament year after year
passing Acts to allow members to draw pay
which they have not earned. Hon. gentle-
men of both Houses go home and attend to
their own business and neglect the business
of the country, and then come back here at
the close of the session and pass a measure
to pay themselves as though they had been
here. I think it is highly discreditable, and
I trust that we have seen the last of those
bills.
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Hon. Mr. MILLER-There is no fault to
be found with the hon. gentleman availing
himself of this opportunity to exhibit his
own public virtue and have a blow at the
iniquity of the government. That is fair
tactics, I suppose, in political war, but there
is another view to be taken of the subject.
I think it is objectionable to have bills of
this character coming down every session.
It would be better to have some perma-
nent provision inserted in the Indemnity
Act. That Act requires amendment in a
more important direction, and, as we can-
not introduce such legislation in this
House, the government ought to see by
next session that steps are taken in the
branch of parliament which has con-
trol of money matters to change the
terms of the Indemnity Act so that members
who only come here for two or three days of
the session cannot, under a forced, but, per-
haps, a legal construction of the Act, draw
five or six hundred dollars indemnity, if
they are enly a few days in attendance. I
think that construction was never intended
by the framers of the Act, and it should not
be very difficult to find a way to amend it.
The circumstances demand imperatively an
amendment of the Act in this respect.
I do not wish to particularize any case,
because that would be perhaps discourteous,
but as I think the Act requires amend-
ment in that direction, while doing so,
if this exemption was proper last session
and the session before, and is proper this
session, it will be proper for all future ses-
sions. For my own part, although I have
never yet taken advantage of it, I think it
is not an improper or unreasonable provision
to make. For intance, a gentleman attend-
ing to his duties here, is called on business,
or through sickness in his family, to Mont-
real or Toronto; he may be called away,
perhaps two or three days when there is
nothing doing in parliament, and he would
have no work to attend to were he in his
regular place, yet those two or three
days are deducted from his sessional in-
demnity. I think 10 days would not be
too much exemption to allow to members
generally, for the whole session. But there
is one restriction which should be placed
upon it, and which I believe should be made
imperative ; that is, that it should not apply
to the last ten days of the session, because I
am afraid that gentlemen are so anxious to
get home during the last few days of the

session, that it might be found when the
most important business of the country is to
be transacted, as far as this House is con-
cerned, we would have no quorum. I
hope that the gentlemen who occupy the
Treasury benches will see that steps are
taken in the other House, if it recommends
itself to the wisdom of the government to
alter the law in both respects.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Coming from
such a long distance as I do in the North-
west Territories, where we cannot take ad-
vantage of this ten or twelve days, as the
others do, a very good amendment would be
to divide all that the members do not earn
among those who do earn it. While I re-
cognize thoroughly that·virtue is its own re-
ward, a little aid to virtue I have no doubt
would be a benefit.

Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-Those are the
only sound views on the trade question that
the hon. gentleman has uttered this year.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL
moved the third reading of the bill.

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read the third time on a division and
passed under a suspension of the rules.

THE MANITOBA AND NORTH-WEST
MILLERS ASSOCIATION BILL.

FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

A message was received from the House
of Commons with Bill (83). " An Act to
incorporate the Manitoba and North-west
Millers Association."

, The bill was read the first time.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER moved the
second reading of the bill. He said: This
bill is on the same line as the bill incorporat-
ing the Ontario Millers Association. and is
copied from it almost word for word. The
different industries have a way of uniting
for their own benefit, and it is the same as
the bill passed in Ontario.

Hon. Mr. McKAY-ls it intended to
raise the price of wheat and flour 1

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-Intended
to raise the price of Manitoba wheat.
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Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
has not explained why this bill has only
come in now. In the case of the bill which
was introduced a few minutes ago by the
hon. gentleman from Missisquoi, the'hon.'
gentleman gave a reason why it had not
been introduced earlier, but here is a bill
which does not appear to be urgent in its
character, and which is introduced on the
last day of the session with a view, appar-
ently, of escaping the scrutiny of the various
committees of the House. I do not know
very much about the millers of Manitoba,
but probably it would be just as well for the
farmers of Manitoba that the millers should
not be allowed to form a combination like
that.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-It was
not possible to find committees to look after
the different bills. The Railway Committee
could not be gathered together and the
Standing Orders Committee could not find
a quorum, and this course has been adopted.
The bill is not very important and that is
the reason.

Hon. Mr. POWER-That does not an-
swer my question. I asked why it was this
bill only cane to the House on the last day
of the session. . There may be some good
and sufficient reason, but we have not heard
it yet.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD(B.C.)-It was
on the order paper for a number of days and
there was such obstruction in the House of
Commons that it could not be got through.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-Everybody
knows how the public business was blocked
in the other House. This bill was on the
order paper day after day and it could not
be got through. The bills ahead of this one
on the paper were opposed and blocked and
there was no possibility of getting this bill
in here before.

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read the second time.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER
the third reading of the bill.

moved

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Beforethis motion
is carried, I should like to say a few words
on the subject. It comes at a very late

hour of the session, and I do not propose to
offer any obstruction, but still I cannot help
calling the attention of Parliament to the
character of the bill. It is one of those
combinations, I might say, or monopolies
that have been felt increasing with alarm
among certain sections of the country. It
is a species of combine by which the millers
agree to cooperate with one another. I
merely draw attention to the fact, because
that class of legislation should be restricted
as much as possible. I was requested by
interested parties in the west, the farmers,
to deal with this matter when the bill came
before the Senate. I shall not detain the
House or take up valuable time at the end
of the session by any reference to it, further
than to call attention to what I conceive to
be the character of the bill.

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read the third time and passed under a
suspension of the rule.

The Senate then adjourned.

Afternoon Sitting.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE SENATE DEBATES.

REPORT ADOPTED.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE moved concur-
ence in the Second report of the Debates
Committee.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is not usual to Le
up the hands of a new parliament by making
a regulation of this kind in advance. It
may be a wise and prudent one, but it
would? be much better if the committee had
left it to the next parliament to make the
arrangement. It has never before been
made in advance, but always during the life
of the existing parliament. The judgment
of gentlemen who may be on the committee
next year, may be different from that of
the Senators who compose the committee
this year. I threw out the suggestion
to-day that it was a mistake in paying this
amount not to insist upon a certain space
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in the papers, because at times the press
report is somewhat limited. If we are pay-
ing a fixed sum, I think we should get a
fixed space, half a column or whatever may
be considered reasonable. It should not be
left to the papers themselves; there should
be some reason in it. At times the report
is a mere fragment if there is other inter-
esting news to fill up the papers, so that our
report simply depends upon what space the
newspaper people have at their command at
the moment.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-The hon gentle-
man knows better than I do that every ses-
sion there is a certain amount of work which
bas to be done in advance by the committees.
It is only a few days ago that a committee
of this House had to make a report and
order stationery supplies of all kinds in ad-
vance. It was necessary, in this case, to
know at the opening of the session whether
Mr. Smith would remain with us or not, so
that we were obliged to decide the question
before the close of this parliament, as it was
decided two years ago for last year. It is
customary for those committees to report
in advance on such matters as have to be
settled before the session begins, and this is
one of them, the same, as the supply of
stationery.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is no case where
we did it with a new parliament comning in.
We may have done it from one session to
another with the same committee.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
There is a great deal of force in what the
hon. member froin Ottawa says, and if we
had any control over those newspapers to
compel them to give half a column to reports
of our proceedings, we could make that stip-
ulation, but I know from personal investi-
gation that the reporter has supplied a very
fair synopsis of the proceedings of the Senate
-a synopsis that would have occupied from
a half to three-quarters of a column, and
sometimes a whole column. That has been
handed to the representatives of the press
here, and they have eut it down to suit them-
selves, so that we have no control over that
matter at all. Not having any control, and
not having power to compel the publication
of the proceedings, of course it was a very
fair question to discuss whether we should
continue it, but there is this fact beyond a

a doubt, the employment of a special
reporter, for the newspapers, upon our staff,
has called public attention to our proceed-
ings to a much greater extent than had
been the case before. In many cases,
where there was really what might be consid-
ered a debate that affected the general
interests of the country, I have seen two or
three column reports of the Senate proceed-
ings in the press. Besides, during the time
that we have had this reporter attached to
the staff, a great deal more attention bas
been paid by the editors of newspapers to the
Senate, and you will find a very large num-
ber of newspapers during the last two sessions
have contained editorials, some of course
adverse, others again approving of the con-
duct of the Senate, and in fact they have
come to the conclusion that the Senate is
not quite so effete as they used to represent
it to be. On the whole, I think it is a very
good arrangement, and if we could only
induce the newspapers to devote a little more
time and attention to the utterances of
senators I am quite sure the members of this
House would do as much towards moulding
public opinion as the members of the lower
House. Those are the particular reasons wby
I shall support the report of the Debates
Committee.

The motion was agreed to.

HARBOUR COMMISSIONERS OF
MONTREAL BILL.

FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD READINGs.

A message was received from the House
of Commons with Bill (110) " An Act respec-
ting the Harbour Commissioners of Mont-
real."

The bill was read the first time.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL
moved the second readirg of the bill. Ife
said :-In moving the second reading of the
bill, I might repeat to a certain extent the
few words I uttered yesterday in reference
to the measure. It is simply to enable the
Governor General in Council to advance to
the Harbour Commissioners of Montreal 8
sum amounting to $2,000,000 in order that
they may have the advantage of as cheaP
money as it is possible to obtain, and tbat
can only be done by the governnent'
endorsation or by the government borrw-
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ing and advancing it upon the bonds
issued by the Harbour Commissioners. I
might add, that the Harbour Commissioners
of Montreal are indebted to the govern-
ment for certain bonds and also indebted
to the Bank of Montreal for advances
made in order to enable them to con-
tinue the improvement of that harbour.
What is of equal, if not of more importance
in a transaction of that kind, is that the
Harbour Commissioners of Montreal have
never been in default in the payment of
interest on the amount which they have
been owing, whether to the government, or
to the bond holders, or on advances made by
the bank to enable them to carry on their
work. I could not magnify the importance
of that harbour to Canada. It is, as you all
know, the commercial entrepot of this por-
tion of Her Majesty's dominions, and it is
absolutely necessary, in order to provide for
the increase of trade and traffic which is
constantly going on in that harbour, to so
improve its size, and depth as to meet the
requirements of commerce. In other words,
this money is to pay to the Bank of Mont-
real the $350,000 advanced for the purposes
to which I have alluded. They require for
the present summer's operations $70,000.
They desire to pay off the bonds which are
held by the Dominion Government to the
extent of $260,000 now bearing 5 per cent
interest and due on the 5th of January,
1896. Then the government have advanced
to them, on what is called a demand
loan, a certain amount of money, and
there is the interest due on outstand-
ing bonds reaching $63,185. Then
they have standing out six per cent deben-
tures, which fall due also in 1896, to the
extent of $104,000. The chief engineer's
estimate of the cost of completing the work is
$300,000 making a total of $1,133,185. The
estimated cost of the new work which is to
be carried on, commencing in 1897, is
$763,000, making a total of $2,000,000. It
will enable the Harbour Commissioners to
pay off their debentures which are now bear-
ing five and six per cent interest, to pay off
the advances made to them by the Bank of
Montreal, and also to pay the government
the bonds and debentures which they hold
of the Harbour Commissioners bearing five
per cent, and the money will be obtained
certainly at three and a half per cent, there-
by saving to those works a large amount of
money in interest, That it is a perfectly

safe operation is evident by the facts which
I have stated. Last year, after paying the
interest on the full indebtedness, they had
$23,000 of a surplus. It is a good operation
for the Harbour Commissioners, and the
government do not desire to take from a
work of that kind more interest than it
would cost to make the advances.

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-In effect the
bill is not borrowing from the government,
not a pull on the public treasury in any
sense, but to enable the Harbour Commis-
sioners to obtain their money at a cheaper
rate than hithert-. The bonds of the Har-
bour Commissioners have always been a
good security, and there is no probability of
the interest not being paid. The only thing
the government does in this instance is to
enable the Harb'ur Commissioners, for the
purpose of making improvements and clear-
ing off old indebtedness, to borrow money at
a cheaper rate than they could without the
endorsation of the government. I trust
that the bill will pass without any objection.

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read the second time.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL
moved the third reading of the Bill.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
from Kennebec did not mention whether or
not it is the intention of the Harbour Com-
missioners to improve the sanitary condition
of the harbour. Is there anything in this
bill to provide for that I

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-As that sub-
ject has been introduced, I should like to
say a word. The sanitary condition of the
harbour has been pictured to this House by
an hon. member as having been much affected
prejudicially by the recent harbour improve-
ments. I have been a close observer of the
harbour for over forty years, and for at least
ten or fifteen years my office window bas
been immediately over the point where the
main sewer of the city complained of de-
bouches into the harbour. I maintain that
the formation of a protective embankment
will not in any degree prejudicially affect the
sanitary condition of the harbour, and that
the attempt to represent the recent changes
in the harbour as being productive of a de-
leterious sanitary effect, is all nonsense. The
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Lachine Canal pours into the harbour of
Montreal a very large stream of water which
is constantly flowing through, and to con-
tend that because a sewer debouches into a
stillwater eddy and creates a nuisance there
which is due to the improvements, is all
nonsense. It is like the old story of the
Emperor of China, who was nearly roasted
to death before it was discovered that he
could be relieved by moving back his chair
instead of rejnoving the fire from in front of
him. The fact is, the citizens of Montreal
are in duty bound to carry that sewer else-
where. Any attempt whatever to induce
the belief that the harbour of Montreal is
prejudicially affected, from a sanitary point
of view, by reason of the improvements
is in my opinion nonsense. Besides, it is
not affected by this bill at all.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-If I
understand the hon. gentleman's remarks the
city of Montreal ought to extend this sewer.

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-Yes.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE--Then
the hon. gentleman admits, if it is necessary
to extend it, that there is something wrong
with that basin.

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-What I main-
tain is that the recent improvements have in
no degree whatever affected the position of
things in existence for many years, and
that any attempt to connect the nuisance
with the improvements is nonsense, and
that the sanitary condition can be ame-
liorated by the simple expedient of taking
that sewer from the inside of the basin to
another point.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-Very
well; the question was this: formerly, be-
fore these improvements were made, it was
not healthy. The city water was not whole-
some, and it should be improved. I think
the hon. gentleman is using rather hard
words when he says it is all nonsense, after
one of our best physicians in Montreal has
said that the sanitary conditions are bad.
Although there is nothing before the Senate,
I take the opportunity to speak about this
question. It seems to me the government
ought, in the interest of the whole country,
to inquire if these waters are really in such
a bad condition, because if Montreal becomes
infected with typhoid fe.ver, it will infect

the whole country. I repeat, it seems to me
the government ought to issue a commission
to ascertain if these waters are contaminated
by the sewage of the city of Montreal. I
do not enter into the question as to whether
the city of Montreal or the Harbour Com-
missioners should make the extension of the
canal, but the hon. gentleman cannot deny,
after what was read to us by the hon.
Senator from Victoria, that there is some
danger at least, and that danger was put
before us by able men. I cannot admit that
the word "nonsense " is applicable to this
case.

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-I should like
to inform hon. gentlemen that during last
summer the condition of the water was very
exceptional-it was exceedingly low all sum-
mer. A great many rocks in fr ont of the
city were dry and exposed to the sun-rocks
which for many seasons were covered by the
water. The result was a slight alteration of
the current, but I contend that the condition
of things has not been prejudicially affected
by the construction of those harbour-works,
and if there is an unsanitary condition in
that immediate part of the harbour, it could
be remedied in a simple way.

Hon. Mr. VILLENEUVE-I have oc-
cupied a seat on the Harbour Commission
for eight years, and 'last year was the only
year that there was a complaint that the
condition of the water was injurious to pub-
lic health. As the hon. gentleman bas just
mentioned, the water last year was the
lowest in the memory of any citizen of
Montreal. The Allan line people were very
near where the sewer came into the river,
and they found that there was a bad
smell and that the water was very bad,
and they complained of it. I think that
those who have a right to complain are the
provincial board of health. They examined,
and they found out that those sewers should
be extended further into the current, and I
believe the city will be obliged to do it,
very likely this year if the water is as low
as it was last year. But I hope that we
will not see such low water again for a long
time. The provincial board of health of the
city of Montreal have investigated the
matter, and no doubt these complaints
will be repeated ; because the city and the
provincial board of health will see that the
water will not be contaminated by the
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sewers, and I have no doubt that the
member for Rougemont did it with the best
of motive-, showing that he is very much
interested in the health of the city of
Montreal. We should thank him for it,
but I think that the question is in the
hands entirely of the provincial board of
health.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-Can the hon. gen-
tleman explain how it is that Sir William
Hingston said that there was a stagnant
pond there 1 It is not necessary to be an
engineer to be able to see that. A boy
could see it. The water was so stagnant
that a log would remain there for several
days. How do you explain that i

Hon. Mr. VILLENEUVE-The first
time he complained of it was last year, when
the water did not come above the Victoria
bridge. The Harbour Commissioners took
away an old wharf that was there; and now
from above the Victoria bridge there will
be an immense amount of water coming in,
and there will be no still water in the
harbour. Now you have the water coming
from the canal, and from the mills; I do not
say that it will be a swift current, but
there will certainly be a current in the
harbour-not the least doubt about it.

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-The explaia-
tion which is readily offered to the last
remark is that the Harbour of Montreal
consists of a number of piers jutting out,
and at each pier there is a basin, forming
an indentation, in which there is stagnant
water, while the current sweeps -along the
ends of the projecting piers. Nothing can
be simpler than to see that if the deposit of
the sewer goes into the basin, it will remain
there ; but if the simple expedient of extend-
ing the sewer, by means of a cast-iron pipe,
out to the point of the wharf and discharg-
ing the sewage into the current were
resorted to, nothing more would be necessary.

Hon Mr. POWER.-Why should that
be necessary, because the Harbour Commis-
sioners of Montreal have built these piers in
this way and prevented it coming down? I
had no idea that my remark was going to
cause such an interesting discussion, and a
discussion so much out of order, but the
hon. gentleman from Kennebec is very em-
phatic and positive, and I have the greatest

respect for his judgment and knowledge.
At the same time, the hon, gentleman from
Rougement read us the opinion of the Dom-
inion engineers and sanitary authorities of
the city of Montreal, and some other san-
itary authorities, and T do not think the
case is closed, but the discussion should not
go any further.

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read the third time and passed under a
sùspension of the rule.

MONTREAL TURNPIKE TRUST DE-
BENTURE BILL.

FIRsT, SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

A message was received from the House
of Commons with Bill (107) "An Act res-
pecting certain debentures of the Montreal
Turnpike Trust."

The bill was read the first time.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL
moved the second reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Will the hon. gentle-
man explain the bill ? Is the hon. gentle-
man able to make as favourable a report on
the Montreal Turnpike Trust debentures as
on the Harbour bonds ?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
am afraid not.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I thought not. They
are six per cent bonds, and I heard some-
thing of it last year. The interest has not
been paid. Is it proposed -to release the
interest entirely, and to accept a fixed sum
in lieu of it, or are they going to accept a
new issue of bonds of this Turnpike Trust?
What is the intention of the government
on that point ?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Without going elaborately into the whole
matter, I will explain it as well as I can.
This bill is a very formidable document, and
the hon. gentleman can read it when he has
nothing else to do; but, joking aside, the
Turnpike Trust has been in default a number
of years, and after full investigation into the
whole subject, an arrangement was come to
between the Turnpike Trust and the govern-
ment to accept this sum in lieu of its full in-
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debtedness. Speaking subject to correction,
because I have not the figures before me, I
think it is a compromise of about 50 cents
on the dollar. It was deemed advisable in
the interest of the Trust itself, and in the
interest of the revenue of the country, that
this compromise should be made, and that
we should receive the amount that is provid-
ed for in this bill in liquidation of the full
indebtedness of the company.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Will they pay the
government in cash, or will they give new
bonds I

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-We
are to release the bonds we now held, and
they are to issue new bonds bearing a cer-
tain rate of interest in lieu of the other.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Will they sell the
bonds, or hand them over and agree to pay
the interest ?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
cannot say. I think it would be an exchange
of bonds. If the hon. gentleman thinks that
an important point, I will ascertain it for
him before the third reading.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am not interested
in it specially. I heard the story thirty
years ago.

Hon. SirMACKENZIE BOWELL-Yes,
I have no doubt the hon. gentleman had it
brought to his notice some years ago. I
think the bill is in the interest of this com-
pany as well as the country.

The motion was agreed to and the
was read the second and third times
passed under a suspension of the rules.

bill
and

OCEAN STEAMSHIP SUBSIDIES
BILL.

FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.
A message was received from the House

of Commons with Bill (106) " An Act
further to amend the Act relating to Ocean
Steamship Subsidies."

The bill was read the first time.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BO WELL
moved the second reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This is a very short
bill and very easily understood. In refer-

ence to the first proposa] to pay $750,000,
that is practically disposed of and has been
for some years, and I do not propose to enter
into a discussion of it. The subject bas been
discussed before in this House. The only
alteration in that proposal has reference to
the fast line calling at a French port. That
is the only change created in that subsidy,
and, therefore, it will have in reality a very
much better opportunity of proving itself to
be a fast line than if the steamers had to
stop either at a French or Belgian port, and
as the British Government are now taking
some interest in it, no doubt it will prove a
reality, and I hope it will be a success. 'I
presume the initiatory step is to be taken by
the government of Canada, and that they
will call for tenders. The British Govern-
ment, I think, have thrown the responsi-
bility on the Canadian government of calling
for tenders, and I do not know that we
have been officially informed as to the
amount the British Government propose
to advance, but I presume it will be
such a sum as will make the fast line a suc-
cess. If we are to enter upon it at all, it is
to be hoped it will attract a considerable
portion of the travel between this continent
and Europe. The next paragraph of the
bill deals with a subject which also has
been partially discussed before, but which
has not previously been reduced to a
material shape; that is the subsidy grow-
ing out of the treaty we made with
France. It is said, I believe on good
authority, that the ratification of that
treaty has stimulated very considerably some
of the exports of this country, more par-
ticularly our wood, and it is to be hoped
that it will also lead to the exportation of
some of our dairy products, cheese and butter,
and inasmuch as the lowering of the tariff
between France and Canada has increased
the traffic between the two countries, it
ought to be an indication to us that if we
were to reduce our tariff between Canada
and other countries the effect would be the
same. The result of lowering a tariff neces-
sarily leads to increased traffic, and our treaty
with France has amply proved that. I am
very glad to hear it and am quite prepared
to give my support to a subsidy to a fast
line of steamers.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
remarks made by the hon. leader opposite
are nearly a full explanation of the provisions
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of this bill and the desire of the government
upon this question. Under the old tenders,
and the law under which the tenders were
asked for, provision was made that the fast
line of steamers should go to an English port
and then to a French port. After the rati-
fication of the Treaty between France and
Canada, it was deemed advisable, and abso-
lutely necessary to my mind, that there
should be a direct line between Canada and
France to enable those exporting goods f rom
Canada to that country to take advantage of
,the mininum tariff. That can only be
accomplished by subsidizing a direct line of
steamers. That being the case, it is not
necessary to ask those who tender for the
fast line to go to a French port. It is also
correct that in the negotiations which took
place between Canada and England upon
this question the Colonial Secretary deemed
it advisable to insi-t upon tenders being
asked for from those who were in the trade
and not to enter into any arrangement with
a particular shipping company or forwarding
company without competition. That is one of
the conditions upon which imperial aid. will
be given, and a stipulation to which Canada
could have no possible objection, because it
is in our interest to have as good a line as
possible and at as cheap a rate as possible.
I do not know that I shall enter into a
discussion on the hint thrown out by
the hon. gentleman as to the advisability
of reducing our tarif. The policy of the
country has been in the past to protect our
industries, and wherever we could receive
reciprocal advantages from other countries
by lowering the Canadian tariff, to do so
proportionately to the advantage which any
country will give us. I am satisfied that
that will be the policy of the party now in
power so long as it holds the reins of gov-
ernment. I cannot well understand what
advantage Canada would derive from carry-
ing out the suggestion of the hon. gentle-
man from Ottawa. We all know, who
understand anything about the fiscal policy
of France, that they have in that country
what you might call a two column tariff-a
maximum tariff and a minimum tariff. If
we get the advantage of the lower tariff in
consideration of making a certain concession
to France, that is a reciprocal arrangement
which might be extended to any other
country that would give us similar advant-
ages, but I cannot see how we would be
benefited by lowering our tariff for the

34

benefit of countries that give us nothing in
return. It would be adopting the principle
of admitting into Canada the products of
other countries which exclude our products.
My hon. friend opposite smiles-I know he
is a devotee of the Cobden principle of free
trade, but I can safely predict that the time
is far distant in Canada when we shall be
prepared to adopt any such policy.

Hon. Mr. McCLELAN-The hon. Pre-
mier has referred to remarks which were
made by the hon. member from Ottawa
with regard to getting a quid pro quo for
any concession that we may make. I cannot
see why we could not, by reducing our tarif
on British goods, induce the mother country
to take off our hands something which we
have to provide for now : that is to say, if
we take 50 per cent more British goods,
which would bethe resultof lowering the duty
upon them, it would be profitable to Great
Britain to provide the means of transit for
carrying them. It would be a mutual
benefit all round, and very great gain would
accrue, because there would be more trade,
and situated as we are alongside of the
United States, Canada would have the bene-
fit of cheaper goods, and it would be a great
gain to the Empire, inasmuch as we would
be drawn into closer relations with the
mother land. Great Britain, I am quite
certain, would be willing to relieve us of the
expense which we now have to bear in pay-
ing subsidies to steamship lines. The lower-
ing of duties on importations from Great
Britain would lead to very beneficial results
all round.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-If we purchase 50
per cent more goods from England, what
benefit will Canadian operatives derive from
that?

Hon. Mr. McCLELAN-The farmers
would derive a benefit.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-I do not see that
they would, and the Canadian operatives
would lose the wages which they might have
earned in producing that 50 per cent. My
object in rising is to draw the attention of

the government to this fact; last year, or
the year before, parliament offered a subsidy
of $750,000 for a fast line, and one of the
conditions imposed on the company to earn
that subsidy, was that they should run from
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England to a French port. Now, if we pro-
vide a $50,000 subsidy for a direct line
between Canada and France, I think that
the fast line should be relieved of the obli-
gation of running vessels from an English
port to France, and consequently that the
subsidy should be reduced from $750,000 to
$700,000. I hope that the government in
drafting the contract will bear this fact in
mind.

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-I always con-
sidered the condition attached to this sub-
sidy, that a vessel after touchîng a British
port should go to a French port, was a
totally unworkable one. I thoroughly ap-
prove of having a fast line, although I con-
sider that the condition which demands
that the vessels shall have a speed of 20
knots an hour at sea is asking a little too
much for the money. I have always thought
that a vessel making eighteen knots an hour
at sea in fair weather was a reasonably fast
ship. At that speed, a vessel leaving a British
port at the same time as a fast steamer of
the American line, will reach Quebec as
soon as the other would reach New York.
If for a subsidy of $750,000. a year, we can
get faster vessels, so much the better, but
for my own part I shall be quite satisfied if,
for that subsidy, we can get vessels which
will make eighteen knots an hour at sea, and
I should be prepared to say that we were
pretty well off. I think it would have the
effect of diverting to our own ports a large
amount of traffic which now goes by way of
New York. The passenger ships to Montreal
at present are of inferior power and some of
them obsolete, and, as a result, a very large
proportion of our passenger traffic goes via
NewYork. If we had equally good facilities,
our people would prefer to use our own line.
because they would effect a very considera-
ble saving in the expense of travel. I defy
anybody to travel via New York, without
spending a considerable amount of money
in the portion of the journey between Mon-
treal and the steamship in New York har-
bour, and that would be avoided by having
a fast line of our own. I therefore thoroughly
approve of the bill.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I sbould like to say a
few words in reply to the remarks which fell
from the hon. member from Albert. He
based his remarks altogether on the theory
that this country is about to establish a

freight line of steamers between Great
Britain and Canada. Every one knows that
we have already plenty of steamers of the
class required for such a service, and that the
rates for transportationare already very low-
that even if the importations were increased,
as he thinks they would be under a reduced
tariff, by 50 per cent, there would be no
difficulty in finding plenty of steamers to
carry the goods without any subsidy and at
very low rates. In connection with this view
of the case, the whole object of giving this
large subsidy. appears to me to be the estab-
lishing of a line which can successfully com-
pete with the great lines of passengers
steamers running between New York and
England, and, if possible, to divert a con-
siderable portion of that large, and in my
opinion profitable, traffic from New York to
our Canadian seaports. In order to do that,
it is essential that we should have a line of
steamers quite as fast and quite as good and
well equipped in every respect as the steam-
ers which run between Great Britain and
New York, and in that respect I differ from
the hon. member from Kennebec division.
I should not be satisfied myself to undertake
to enter into that competition with an eight-
een knot steamer. If we have any advantage
at all it is in the fact that our geographical
position will enable us to shorten the time
required for the journey between Great
Britan and America. If we only had steamers
with the same speed as the vessels which
run to New York, we could shorten the time
required for the voyage and on that one point
J consider the whole success of this scheme
turns. In common with all the hon. gentle-
men who have spoken, with the exception
perhaps of the hon. member for Albert, I
heartily support this proposal for what
appears to be a very large subsidy, but, con-
sidering the importance of the project, one
that is fully justified. There is just one
point in connection with this proposal on
which I should like to have a definite state-
ment from the government. The steamships
which have been subsidized in the past for
carrying the mails have frequently had to go
to United States ports in the , inter time for
the purpose of landing and receiving cargo.
The result of the experiment tried last winter
has shown that we have facilities in St. John
and Halifax for furnishing all the cargo that
steamers require, and I trust that if a new
contract is entered into and this large sub-
sidy is given, a condition will be made in
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the contract that those steamers are to make
some port of Canada their terminal port, on
this side of the Atlantic all the year round,
and that they will not in the future, as they
have in the past, have to go to a United
States port. I should like to have a definite
statement from the Premier on that point.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
do not propose to discuss the trade policy
but I confess that I am surprised at one re-
mark made by the hon. member from Ken-
nebec, that an eighteen knot steamer would
be sufficient for Canada at the present time.
In my opinion, there is nothing sufficient for
Canada that is not equal to, or will surpass if
possible, the greyhounds that ply between
New York and Europe. Without that, it
would be to my mind an absolute waste of
money to give half a million or even $100,000
for an eighteen knot steamer. The tendency
of the age is to travel rapidly, and whichever
route will give the quickest and best facili-
ties for reaching the markets of Europe, is
the route that will be taken by those who
are engaged in trade. The hon. gentleman
did say-and if we had no ambition beyond
that it would be unanswerable-that an 18-
knot steamer could reach a Canadian port
in the same time that a 21-knot steamer
could reach New York, both departing from
the same port in England at the same time.
What we desire, in asking Parliament to
make so large an appropriation, is to put a
line of steamers upon the Atlantic to ply be-
tween Europe and a Canadian port, which will
save from 24 to 48 hours in the journey be-
tween Europe and the Canadian port, and
save much more time in reaching the great
western cities, such as Chicago and Cincin-
nati. We hope to divert trade to our own
ports in that way. If we want evidence of
the advantage of spending a large amount
of money in procuring the very best possible
means of transit, we have it in the debt
which this country bas incurred in aiding
the constructiori of the Canadian Pacific
Railway. We have now a line f rom the
Atlantic to the Pacifie which is competing
with all the great transcontinental routes in
the United States, and so keenly have the
people in San Francisco and the different
ports along the Pacific Coast felt the
effects of the diversion of trade to
that line, that they are actually doing
all they possibly can with their legis-
latures and with their public men to pass

acts to hamper and deprive us of the
advantages which the geographical position
of Canada brings. I know my hon. friend
is one of the most enterprising men we have
in this country and I supposed when he rose
to speak that he was about to say that a
twenty knot steamer was not fast enough.
Perhaps I was led to that conclusion because
it was my own opinion. I have been com-
bating with my colleagues to have a steamer
which will make twenty-two or twenty-three
knots on her trial trip, which would ensure
a twenty-one knot steamer on the whole
route. That is an object that we have in
view and I have come to the conclusion, from
studying the diversion of trade from one
port to another, that trade is attracted just
in proportion to the facilities provided and
I trust before the next parliament ceases
to exist we will have a faster line be-
tween Europe and Canada than any
that they have in the United States. I have
come to the conclusion not to be surprised
at anything which may occur in these days
in science, in politics or in anything else.
During my lifetime such an advance has
been made in science, in the means of trans-
porting goods from one part of the world to
the other, in telegraphs, phonographs and
steam machinery of all kinds as to lead one
to the conclusion that we need not be sur-
prised at anything which may occur. If I
live five or six years longer, I expect to see
as great an advance during that period as in
anycorrespondingperiod in the past. I would
not be surprised to see the United States
having steamers running twenty-five knots
an hour, and we would have to increase our
subsidy so as not to be behind them. I would
be in favour of keeping up with them, even
if it costs us a great deal of money.

Hon. Mr. DE BOUCHERVILLE-I
wish to correct a wrong impression. The
hon. gentleman from La Vallière must
have remarked, in moving the resolution,
that the condition which he wished to
impose in connection with the fast line
bas been provided for, and that the
steamer will not be obliged to touch a French
port.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-My intention was
to draw the attention of the government to
the fact that if they remove that condition,
the amount of the subsidy should be reduced
from $750,000 to $700,000, so as to recoup
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the $50,000 which we are giving to the
French line direct. There would be no
object at all in having a vessel run from an
English port, where she would have to break
bulk, to a French port because that would
deprive us of the advantage of the minimum
tariff. It would subject us to the surtax.
If we have vessels going from Canada direct
to France we then get the benefit of the
minimum tariff.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-Inmy remarks I asked
if the government could make any definite
statement as to whether there would be a
condition in this arrangement that these
steamers should make their final port of call
on this side in Canada, or whether they
would be allowed to go to United States
ports.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
One of the conditions of the contract will
be that vessels shall ply between England
and Canada and nowhere else, and I might
state, so far as the ports are concerned, it
says from some port in England-they can
select what port they please-to Halifax in
winter, with permission to go to St. John or
any other Canadian port, and the same condi-
tions will be made in reference to Quebec,
and Montreal in summer. If the steamers
make the trip in the proper time to Quebec,
and have a sufficient number of vessels to
enable them to proceed to Montreal to receive
cargo, they will have the right to go there.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-You mean to say, it
would be optional with the contracting com-
pany?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes.

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read the second and third times and
passed under a suspension of the rules.

THE FLOODS IN QUEBEC.

THE SPEAKER-Although I am not in
order, I desire to draw the attention of the
government to the fact that in many places
in the province of -Quebec we are now
suffering from a great calamity. The inun-
dation, in a considerable part of the pro-
vince, has been ve,, great this year. The
fact is, that fQr .eemeyears we have had

these inundations annually, and they are
becoming more and more serious. The flood
this year is the greatest of all. In many
places the water bas reached a considerable
height, not less than two or three feet
higher than it ever touched before. I need
not say, hon. gentlemen, that this causes a
great deal of distress. Sometimes the flood
is attended with loss of life; always with a
great loss of time and valuable property
of all kinds. Houses, barns, stables and
cattle are swept away. Every spring the
loss is enormous, and I really believe that
one million dollars would not cover the
losses sustained through the inundations
this year. There was, I know, an inves-
tigation made some years ago. I do
not know precisely if the government
considered that investigation incomplete
or unsatisfactory, but one thing is sure,
we have never heard anything more of it. I,
therefore, would suggest that it is very impor-
tant that there should be a new investigation,
and a very minute study of the whole case
should be made and without delay. To the
Province of Quebec, it is one of the most
important measures that you can deal
with at the present moment. There are
different ways to prevent a repetition of
this calamity. If proper care were taken
it could be prevented to a large extent,
and there is most urgent reason why it should
not be postponed. I therefore would beg the
government to take this matter into their
most favourable consideration and devise
means to relieve that very important part of
the country from this annual calamity and
the great losses occasioned by the flooding of
a very large and most fertile part of the
country.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
There can be no question of the importance
of the subject brought under the notice of
the Senate by Ris Honour the Speaker.
How far the government should go in the
direction indicated by him is a question that
would require a good deal of consideration.
If, however, any scheme could be devised by
which these floods that occur occasionally,
not only in the province of Quebec, but in
the province of Ontario and other portions
of the Dominion, could be prevented, it cer-
tainly should be done at anything like a
moderate cost. I can only assure the hon.
gentleman that the suggestion. which he
thinks should be carried out will be brought
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under the notice of the government, and the
Minister of Public Works, in order that
they may consider the propriety of having
a thorough scientific investigation so as, if
possible, to arrive at some conclusion as to
whether the object which the hon. gentle-
man has pointed out can be successfully ac-
complished. These floods oceur, not pei iodi-
cally, but occasionally in all parts of the
country. I have seen half of the city in
which I live, Belleville, flooded almot up to
the second story of the houses in certain por-
tions of the town. This occurred after a very
severe winter when the rapid melting of a
large quantity of snow in the spring, as has
been the case this year, caused a sudden
break up. The ice was carried to the mouth
of the Moira and blocked it up where it
enters the Bay of Quinté, making a complete
dam and flooding the water back. The only
system we found valuable there was to take
time by the forelock, and go up the rivers
with dynamite and break up the ice before
it began to melt. Of course, in the bay it is
still water. There is no current, and conse-
quently whentheice comes down rapidly from
the back country, it jams up, as I have in-
dicated, and there it lies. The only way we
have been able to relieve the lower portion
of the town from flood has been in the man-
ner I have indicated. It hs been proposed
repeatedly that the back lakes should be
dammed and the water held back in that
way. How far that would overflow and
damage property on the banks of these lakes
is a question that would have to be con-
sidered, and I suppose in the case of the St.
Lawrence it would be much more difficult
to manage. I will not fail to bring the
matter under the notice of my colleagues.

The House was adjourned during pleasure.

At 5.30 p.m. the sitting was resumed.

NEW SENATORS.

The following senators were introduced,
and having taken the oath, and signed the
roll, took their seats.

Hon. THOMAs TExPLE.

Hon. Sir JoHN CARLING.

TheSenatethenadjourned during pleasure.

At 7.30 P.M., the House was resumed.

THE SUPPLY BILL.

FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

A message was received from the House
of Commons with Bill (112) "An Act for
granting to Her Majesty certain sums of
money required for defraying certain ex-
penses of the public service for the financial
years ending respectively the 30th June,
1896, and 30th June, 1897, and for other
purposes relating to the public service."

The bill passed through all its stages un-
der a suspension of the Rule.

THE PROROGATION.

At Eight o'clock, P.M., His Excellency
the Governor General proceeded in state to
the Senate Chamber, in the Parliament
Buildings, and took his seat upon the
Throne. The members of the Senate being
assembled, His Excellency was pleased to
command the attendance of the House of
Commons, and that House being present,
the following Bills were assented to, in Her
Majesty's name, by His Excellency the Gov-
ernor General, viz.

An Act te consolidate and amend certain Acta
relating to the Nipissing and James Bay Railway
Company.

An Act respecting the Guelph Junction Railway
Company.

An Act respecting the South Ontario Pacific
Railway Company.

An Act respecting the Lake Erie and Detroit
River Railway Company.

An Act respecting the St. Lawrence and Adiron-
dack Railway Company.

An Act to confirm a certain lease and agreement
between the Grand Trunk Railway Company of
Canada and theSt. Lawrence and Adirondack RLail-
way Company.

An Act respecting the Nelson and Fort Sheppard
Railway Company.

An Act respecting the Brandon and South-West-
ern Railway Company.

An Act respecting the Lindsay, Bobcaygeon and
Pontypool Railway Company.

An Act te amend the Act incorporating the Su-
preme Court of the Independent Order of Forest-
ers.

An Act respecting the gt. Lawrence and Ottawa
Railway Company.

An 4et relating te the Board of Trade of the
City o Toronto.

An Act respecting the Huron and Erie Loan and
Savings Company.

An Act te incorporate the Queenston Heights
Bridge Company.

An Act respecting the Montreal and Ottawa
Railway Company.

An Act respecting the Canada and Michigan
Bridge and Tunnel Company.
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An Act to incorporate the Hamilton Blast

Furnace Company.
An Act to incorporate the Imperial Life Assur-

ance Company of Canada.
An Act respecting the South-Western Railway

Company and the St. Lawrence and Adirondack
Railway Company.

An Act to incorporate the Canadian Peat Fuel
Company.

An Act further to amend the Act respecting the
Adulteration of Food, Drugs and Agricultural
Fertilizers.

An Act respecting the Winnipeg Great Northern
Railway Company.

An Act to incorporate the South Shore Suburban
Railway Company.

An Act respecting the Montreal Island Belt Line
Railway Company.

An Act respecting the Toronto, Hamilton and
Buffalo Railway Company.

An Act respecting the Canadian Jockey Club.
An Act respecting the Thousand Islands Railway

Company.
An Act to incorporate the Schomberg aqd Aurora

Railway Company.
An Act to amend the Act incorporating the

International Radial Railway Company.
An Act to incorporate the National Sanitarium

Association.
An Act respecting the Pontiac Pacifie Junction

Railway Company.
An Act respecting the Montreal Park and Island

Railway Company.
An Act respecting the Kingston, Smith's Falls

and Ottawa Railway Company.
An Act to incorporate the Huron and Ontario

Railway Company.
An Act to revive and amend the Act to incorpo-

rate the Alberta Irrigation Company.
An Act respecting the Votera Lists of 1896.
An Act to provide for the amalgamation of the

Bay of Quinté Railway and Navigation Company
and the Kingston, Napanee and Western Railway
Company, unler the name of " The Bay of Quinté
Railway Company."

An Act to incorporate the Edmonton District
Railway Company.

An Act respecting the Behring Sea Claims
Convention.

An Act to amend the Animal Contagious Diseases
Act.

An Act further to amend the Customs Tariff
1894.

An Act further to amend the Railway Act.
An Act to incorporate the Montreal and Pro-

vince Line Railway Company.
An Act further to amend the Act respecting the

Senate and House of Commons.
An Act respecting the liability of Her Majesty

and Public Companies for Labour used in the Con-
struction of Public Works.

An Act to incorporate the Yukon and )ritish
Columbia Trading and Development Company of
Canada, Limited.

An Act to incorporate the Manitoba and North-
west Millers' Association.

An Act respecting the Harbour Commissioners
of Montreal.

An Act respecting certain debentures of the
Montreal Turnpike Trust held by the Government
of Canada.

An Act further to amend the Act relating to
Ocean Steamship Subsidies.

An Act further to amend the Supreme and Ex.
chequer Courts Act.

An Act respecting Debentures of Loan Com.
panies.

Then the Honourable the Speaker of the
House of Commons addressed His Excel-
lency the Governor General as follows:-

"MAY IT PLEASE YOUR EXCELLENCY:

" The Commons of Canada have voted certain
Supplies required to enable the Government to
defray the expenses of the public service.

"In the name of the Commons, I present to
Your Excellency the following Bill:-

An Act for granting to Her Majesty certain
sums of money required for defraying certain ex-
penses of the public service, for the financial years
ending respectively 30th June, 1896, and the 30th
June, 1897, and for other purposes relating to the
public service, to which Bill I humbly request
Your Excellency's assent."

To this Bill the Royal assent was signified
in the following words:-

"In Her Majesty's name, His Excellency the
Governor General thanks Her Loyal Subjects, ac-
cepte their benevolence, and assents to this Bill."

After which His Excellency the Gover-
nor General was pleased to close the SIxTH
SESSION Of the SEVENTH PARLIAMENT of the
DOMINION with the following speech:-

Honourable Gentlemen of the Senate :
Gentlemen of the House of Commons:

I am glad to be able to relieve you from further
attendance in Parliament.

I desire to express my regret that the mission
which my Government recently despatched to con-
fer with the local authorities of Manitoba, bas been
unproductive of any immediate result, and that the
question relating to schools in that province still
awaits settlement.

I thank you for the appropriation which you
have made towards providing the better arming
and equipment of the Militia Forces of the country.

The powers with which you have endowed the
Commissioners appointed under the Behring Sea
Clains Convention will, I trust, facilitate the in-
vestigations of that tribunal and hasten a jusc
settlement of these long standing claims.

Gentlemen oj the House of Commons :

I have to thank you for the Supplementary pro-
vision you have made for carrying on the services
of the current year.
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Honourable Gentlemen oflthe Senate:

Gentlemen of the House of Commons:

Inasmuch as in the opinion of my advisers it is
desirable that the judgment of the people upon the
questions which now engage public attention should
be obtained at an early day, I have to announce
my intention of causing this Parliament to be
immediately dissolved.

THE SPEAKER of the Senate then said:
Honourable Gentlemen of the Senate:

Gentlemen of the House of Commons:

It is His EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR GENERAL'S
will and pleasure, that this Parliament be pro-
rogued until Tuesday, the second day of June next,
to behere held, and this Parliament is accordingly
prorogued until the second day of June next.
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Ministerial Crisis : Remarks, 21.
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Railway Act Amt. B. (A) : on 3rd R., 224.
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R.*, 334, 3rd R.*, 382.

BERNIER, Hon. T. A. (St. Boniface.)
Manitoba School Question: on Ques. of

Order, 130.

BOUCHERVILLE, Hon. 0. E. Boucher de
(Montarvile).

Adulteration of Food Act Amt. B. (10): in
Com., 360.

Canadian Historical Exhibition B. (F): in
Com., 335.
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Senators to serve on, 93.
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493.

Controller of Inland Revenue: on Inq., 166.
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2nd R., 526.
Ocean Steamship subsidies B. (107): on 2nd

R., 531.
Railway Act Amt. B. (A): on 3rd R., 225.
Senators Gallery in H. of C. : Remarks, 238.

BOULTON, Hon. 0. A. (Marquette.)
Address in reply to Speech from Throne: on

M. for, 45.
Adulteration .of Food Act Ant. B. (10): in

Com., 387.
Behring Sea Claims Convention B. (Q): on

2nd R., 455.
Canadian Historical Exhibition B. (F): in

Com., 337.
Contagious Diseases (Animals) B. (95) : on

3rd R., 508.
Contingent Accounts Com. : on M. for adop-

tion of 2nd Rep., 193.
Dissolution of Parliament: Inq., 515.
Dredger for Fraser River: Remarks, 324.
Duration of Parliament: Inq., 329, 332.
Female Offenders in N.B. B. (C) : in Com., 173,

209, 212.
Fort William Elevator: Inq., 112.
Free Trade : on M. for, 293 ; Debate continued,

325.

BOULTON, Hon. C. A.-Continued.
Hamilton, Lt-Col., Resignation: Inq., 510.
Hudson Bay Route: Inq., 263: on ques. of

Order, 276.
Imperial Free Trade Zollverein: M., 461-74,

478.
International Peace Tribunal: Inq., 371.
Irrigation in the North-west Territories : Re-

marks on Inq., 107, 109.
Liability for labour on Public Works B. (4):

in Com., 437.
Lieutenant Governor of the N.W.T. : Re-

marks, 340.
Live Cattle Export trade : M., 412, 424, 430.
Manitoba School Question: Inq., 126; on

Ques. of Order, 128, 130.
Millers Association (Man. and N. W.) B. (85):

on 3rd R., 523.
Ministerial Crisis: Remarks, 22.
Montreal, Ottawa and Georgian Bay Canal:

on M. for Maps and correspondence, 139.
Ocean Mail Service: Remarks, 448.
Railway Act Amt. B. (A): on 3rd R., 219,

232.
Remedial Bill : M. wthdn., 483.
Senate and H. of C. Amt. B. (111) : on 3rd

R., 522.
Winnipeg Great Northern Ry. Co.'s B. (32):

in Com., 396.
Yukon and B.C. Trading and Development

Co.'s Incorp. B. (E) : on 2nd R., 241 ; on
3rd R., 364.

BOWELL, Hon. Sir Mackenzie (Hastings).
Address in Reply to Speech from Throne: on

M. for, 39.
Adjournment : On Notice of M. (Mr. Clemow)

to adjourn fron 25th March to 7th April,
398; M. agreed to, 406.

M. to adjourn from 13th to 25th Feb.,
171.

Algoma Election Writ: On M. for copies, 382.
Battenburg-Death of Prince Henry: M. for

Address of Condolence, 114; M. for Message
of Condolence, 115.

Behring Sea Claims Convention B. (Q): lot
R., 431 ; 2nd R., 456 ; in Com., 461.

British Columbia Polling Districts: Reply, 483.
Canadian Historical Exhibition B. (F) : on M.

to refer to Special Com., 382.
Civil Service further Act Amt. B. (N): lst R.,

405; 2nd R., 408.
Civil Service Superannuations since 1894: On

M. for Ret., 145.
Committee of Selection : M. to nominate Sena-

tors to serve on, 92, 93; M. to receive re-
port on Feb. 5, 102: M. to adopt report,
115, 117.
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116.
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Inq., 113; Reply to Inq., 159-165, 166;
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twice to a question, 167.
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R., 515.

Dissolution of Parliament: Reply, 515.
Fisheries Act Amt. B. (O): on 2nd R., 491.
Floods in Quebec: Remarks, 532.
Foresters (Supreme Court of Independent Or-

der) Act Amt. B. (29): on 2nd R., 200.
Fort William Elevator: Reply, 112.
Hudson Bay Route: On Inq., 277; Reply, 280.
Imperial Free Trade Zollverein: on M. (Mr.

Boulton), 467.
Inspection of Steamboats and Engineers B

(M): 1et R., 406 ; 2nd R.*, 430 ; in Com.,
444; 3rd R.*, 455.

Irrigation in the N.W.T. : Reply, 110.
Kaulbach, Hon*. Senator: Remarks on death

of, 7.
Liability for labour on Public Works B. (4):

on 2nd R., 410; in Com., 436.
Lieutenant Governor's, N.W.T., leave of

absence : Reply, 95, 176.
Live Cattle Export Trade: Remarks, 423.
Manitoba Schools Conference: Report of

Commrs. presented, 407.
Manitoba School Question: Reply, 131.
Militia Defences on the Pacific Coast : Reply,

246.
Ministerial Crisis: Statements respecting,

4, 7, 8, 10, 26, 72.
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Montreal Harbour Commissioners B. (110).

let*, 2nd R., 524, 3rd R.*, 527.
Montreal Turnpike Trust Debenture B. (107):

lst*, 2nd R., 527 ; 3rd R.*, 528.
Murphy, Hon. Senator: Remarks on death of,7.
Nanaimo Drill Hall: Reply, 246.
N. W. T. Representation Amt. B. (R): jst

R., 455 ; 2nd R., 459.
- Relief Fund: Reply, 141.

Territorial Gov. : Reply, 176, 178.
Ocean Mail Service: Remarks, 453.
Ocean Steamship Subsidies B. (107): let, 2nd

R., 528 ; 3rd R., 532.
Ontario Building and Loan Companies B. (K) :

on 2nd R., 402.
Pictou wharf, accommodation: Reply, 293.
Pilotage in Bay of Fundy: Reply, 105.

BOWELL, Hon. Sir Mackenzie-Concluded.
Printing of Parlt. : on 2nd Rep., 412.
Protection of Navigable Waters B. (P): 1et

R., 407; 2nd R.*, 441.
" Quadra," Dominion steamer: Reply, 196.
Railway Act: Introduced, pro forma*, 4.
Railway Act Amt. B. (A): Suggests that 2nd

R. stand over until after adjournment, 112;
on 3rd R., 233-35.

Railway Act further Amt. B. (H) : let R., 238;
2nd R. m., 261 ; M. to go in Com., 391 ; in
Com., 391, 394 ; 3rd R.*, 398.

Revision of the Statutes B. (J): lst R., 252;
2nd R. m., 281 ; in Com., 289 ; 3rd R.*, 382.

School Ordinance, NW.T. : Reply, 94.
Senate and H. of Com. Amt. B. (111) lst*, 2nd

R. 521 ; 3rd R.*, 522.,
Senate Debates Com.'s 2nd Rep. : Remarks,

524.
Senators Gallery in H. of C.: Remarks, 239.
Sittings of the House: M., 496, 519.
Speech from the Throne : M. to consider*, 4;

Remarks, 39.
St. John, N.B., Trade of Port of : Reply, 284.
Supreme and Exchequer Courts Act B. (I):

lst R., 252; 2nd R.*, 281 ; 3rd R.*, 286.
Territorial Exhibition Accounts: Reply, 178.
Victoria (B.C.) Electoral District Election

B. (S): 1st R., 494 ; 2nd R., 497 ; in Com.,
499.

Polling Districts: Reply, 483.
Post Office Clerks : Reply, 112, 197,217.

Voters' Liste of 1896 B. (87): lst, 2nd, 3rd R.,
499.

Winnipeg Great Northern Ry. Co.'s B. (37): in
Com., 396.

Wrecks, Casualties and Salvage B. (L): lst R.,
398 ; 2nd R.*, 441; in Com., 458 ; Srd R.,
461.

Yale-Cariboo Electoral District: Reply, 433.

CARLING, Sir John.
Introduced, 533.

OLEMOW, Hon. F. (Rideau).

Adjournment: Notice of M. to adjourn from
25th March to 7th April, 398.

Bay of Quinté Ry. Co.'s B. (71): 1et R.*, 406;
2nd R.*, 430 ; 3rd R., 485.

Contingent Accounts Com. : on M. for adop-
tion of 2nd Rep., 183; on 3rd Rep. ; Re-
marks, 492.

Foresters Supreme Court Act Ant. B. (29):
lst R., 175; on 2nd R., 199; 3rd R., 252.

Kingston, Smith's Falls and Ottawa Ry. Co.'s
B. (82): 1et R.*, 406 ; 2nd R.*, 430 ; 3r
R.*, 455.
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OLEMOW, Hon. F.-Continued.

Liability for Labour on Public Works B. (4):
in Com., 438.

Montreal and Ottawa Ry. Co.'s B. (38): on
2nd R., 249; on 3rd R., 288.

Montreal, Ottawa and Georgian Bay Canal:
On M. for Maps and correspondence, 131-
137; M. to print, 291.

Ontario Building and Loan Companies B.
(K) : on 2nd R., 403.

Pearson (James) Relief B. (D): introduced*,
171 ; 2nd R.*, 217.
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let R.*, 398; 2nd R., 406; 3rd R.*, 435.
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Com., 361.
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B. (27): let R.*, 175; 2nd R.*, 201, 3rd
R.*, 249.

DRUMMOND, Hon. G. A. (Kennebec).
Fisheries Act Amt. B. (O): on 2nd R., 487.
Ministerial Crisis: Remarks, 28.
Montreal Harbour Commissioners B. (110):

on 2nd R., 525.
Ocean Steamship Subsidies B. (106): on 2nd

R., 530.
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Live Cattle Export trade : Remarks, 416, 426.

FERGUSON, Hon. D. (Queen's).
Address in Reply to Speech from Throne:
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Canada and Michigan Bridge and Tunnel Co.'"

B. (42): on M. for 3rd R., 315.
Canadian Historical Exhibition B. (F): in
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Civil Service Superannuations since 1894: on

M. for Ret., 149.
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M. when in Com., 370.
Fisheries Act Amt. B. (0) : 1st R.*, 407 ; 2nd

R., 485; B. wthn., 494.
Imperial Free Trade Zollverein: on M. (Mr.

Boulton), 479.
Liability for Labour on Public Works B. (4):

in Com., 438.
Lieutenant Governor, N.W.T. : Remarks, 342.
Live Cattle Export Trade: Remarks, 421.
Ministerial Crisis: Remarks, 19.
Revision of the Statutes B. (J): on 3rd R.,

321, 365; in Com., 366.
Sittings of the House: M., 519.
Yukon and B.C. Trading and Development

Co.'s Incorp. B. (E) : on 2nd R., 241.

GOWAN, Hon. J. R. (Barrie.)
Railway Act Amt. B. (A) : on 2nd R., 118, 121.

HINGSTON, Sir Wm. H. (Rougemont.)
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Guelph Junction Ry. Co.'s Act. B. (30): lst

R.*, 175 ; 2nd R.*, 201 ; 3rd R.*, 249.
Manitoba School Question: on Ques. of Order,

129.
Militia Defences on the Pacifie Coast : Inq., 245
Nanaimo Drill Hall: Inq., 245.
Ne* Westminster Drill Hall: Inq., 247.
Nipissing and James Bay Consolidation Amt.

Act B. (34) : 1st R.*, 175 ; 2nd R.*, 201 ; 3rd
R.*, 249.

Polling Districts in B.C. : Inq., 482.
" Quadra," Dominion Steamer: Inq., 195.
Railway Act Amt. B. (A): on 3rd R., 207.
Revision of the Statutes B. (J): Reported, 366.
School Ordinance, N. W. T.; Remarks on

Inq., 100.
Sittings of the House: Remarks, 519.
St. Lawrence and Ottawa Ry. Co.'s Act Amt.

B. (25): lst R.*, 175; 3nd R.*, 201; 3rd
R.*, 253.

Victoria (B.C.) Electoral District Election B.
(S): 1st R., 494 ; 2nd R., 497 ; in Com., 500.

Polling Districts: Inq., 482.
Post Office Clerks : Inq., 112, 197, 217,

313.
Yale-Cariboo Electoral District : Inq., 432.

MacINNES, Hon. D. (Burlington).
Canada and Michigan Bridge and Tunnel Co.'s

B. (42): Ist R.*, 175; 2nd R.*, 201; 3rd
R., 312, 315.

Canadian Historical Exhibition Act B. (F):
1st R.*, 176 ; 2nd R. m., 252 ; in Com., 336;
M. to refer to Special Com., 382; Reported,
401 ; 3rd R.*, 406.

Contingent Accounts Com.: on M. for adop-
tion of 2nd Rep., 192.

Female Offenders in N.B. B. (C): Reports
progress, 175; reported, 217.

Hamilton Blast Furnace Co.'s Incorp. B. (69):
1st R.*, 281 ; 2nd R., 288; 3rd R., 366.

Huron and Erie Loan and Savings Co. 's Act
B. (49): 1st R., 238 ; 2nd R., 251 ; 3rd R.*,
286.

Lake Erie and Detroit River Ry. Co.'s Act B.
(41): lst R.*, 175; 2nd R.*, 201 ; 3rd
R.*, 249.

MacINNES, Hon. D.-Continued.
Montreal and Ottawa Ry. Co.'s Act B. (38):

lst R.*, 237; 2nd R., 249; 3rd R., 288.
National Sanitarium Association's, B. (79):

2nd R., 399.
Railway Act Ant. B. (A): on M. for 3rd

R. and Amt. thereto, 226.
South Ontario Pacific Ry. Co.'s Act B. (40):

lst R.*, 175 ; 2nd R., 201 ; 3rd R.*, 249.

McKAY, Hon. T. (Truro.)
Adjournment: on M. to adjn. from 13th to

25th Feb., 171.
Behring Sea Claims Convention B. (Q): 3rd

R., 461.
Contingent Accounts Com. : M. for adoption

of 2nd Rep., 179.
3rd Report, 492.

Lieutenant Governor of the N. W. T. : Re-
marks, 340.

Manitoba School Question : on Qùes. of
Order, 129.

Ontario Building and Loan Co.'s B. (K) : on
Order for 2nd R. postponed, 383.

South Shore Suburban Ry. Co.'s incorp. B.
(36): lst R.*, 312.

McK EEN, Hon. D. (Cape Breton).
Introduced, 241.

McKINDSEY, Hon. G. O. (Milton).
Canadian Jockey Club B. (48): lst R. *, 345;

2nd R.*, 383; 3rd R.*, 406.
Canadian Peat Fuel Co.'s incorp. B. (62): lst

R.*, 314 ; 2nd R. m., 334 ; 3rd R.*, 382.
Foresters (Supreme Court of Independent

Order) Act Amt. B. (29) : 2nd R., 198.
International Radial Ry. Co.'s Amt. B. (63):

lst R.*, 383; 2nd R. m., 399.
Pearson (James) Relief B. (D) : m. adoption of

4th Rep., 328.
Queenston Heights Bridge Co.'s incorp. B.(43):

1st R.*, 238 ; 2nd R., 251 ; 3rd R.*, 287.
Schomberg and Aurora Ry. Co.'s incorp.

B. (45): lst R.*, 383; 2nd R. m., 398.
Toronto Board of Trade Act B. (44): 1st R.*,

237 ; 2nd R., 251 ; 3rd R.*, 286.
Toronto, Hamilton and Buffalo Ry. Co.'s

B. (70): lst R., 383; 2nd R., 399; 3rd
R., 405.

McMILLAN, Hon. D. (Alexandria).
Address in Reply to Speech from Throne: on

Mr. Boulton's speech, 60.
Foresters (Supreme Court of Independent)

Act Amt. B (29): on 2nd R., 198.
Huron and Ontario Ry. Co.'s incorp. B. (28):

1st R.*, 407 ; 2nd R.*, 430 ; 3rd R.*, 455.
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McMILLAN, Hon. D.-Continued.
Liability for Labour on Public Works B. (4)

lst R.*, 406; 2nd R., 410; in Com., 435;
reported, 443.

Montreal and Ottawa Ry. Co.'s Act B. (38):
on 2nd R., 250.

Montreal Park and Island Ry.C. 's. B. (72): 1st
R.*, 406; 2nd R. m., 409; 3rd R.*, 455.

South Shore Suburban Ry. Co.'s incorp.
B. (36): 3rd R., 370.

Thousand Islands .Ry. Co.'s B. (60): lst R.*,
314; 2nd R.*, 334; 3rd R.*, 407.

MACDONALD, Hon. W. J. (Victoria, B.C).

Behrin.g Sea Claims Convention B. (Q): on
2nd R., 456.

Canada and Michigan Bridge and Tunnel
Co.'s B. (42): on 3rd R., 316.

Canadian Historical Exhibitien B. (F.): in
Com., 335,

Civil Service further Act Amt. B. (N): on
2nd R., 409; in Com., 457.

Conmittee of Selection: on M. to nominate
Senators to serve on, 93.

Contagious Diseases (Animals) B. (95): on 3rd
R., 510.

Controller of Inland Revenue: on Inq., 170.
Female offenders in N. B. B. (C): in Com., 172,

211, 216.
Fisheries Act Amt. B. (O): on 2nd R., 490.
Free Trade: Remarks on Mr. Boulton's M.

respecting, 307.
Imperial Free Trade Zollverein: on M%. (Mr.

Boulton), 468, 476.
Imperial Life Assurance Co.'s Incorp. B. (64):

on 3rd R., 369.
Inspection of Steanboats and Engineers B.

(M): in Com., 444.
International Peace Tribunal: Remarks, 378.
Liability for Labour on Public Works B. (4):

in Com., 439.
Live Cattle Export Trade: Remarks, 423.
Militia Defences on the Pacifie Coast: Re.

marks on I nq., 246.
Millers' Association (Man. and N. W.) B. (85):

on 2nd R., 523.
Nanaino Drill Hall: on Inq., 246.
Ocean Mail Service: Remarks, 454.
Revision of the Statutes B. (J) : in Com., 289.
Victoria (B.C.) Electoral District Election

B. (S): lst R., 495 ; 2nd R., 498; in Com.,
500.

Winnipeg Great Northern Ry. Co.'s B. (32):
in Com., 394.

Wrecks, Casualties and Salvage B. (L): lot
R., 398.

MACDONALD, Hon. W. J.-Continued.
Yukon and B. C. Trading and Development

Co.'s (Ltd.) Incorp. B. (E): on 2nd R., 240;
m. 3rd R., 361 ; m. to refer B. again to
Com., 365; reports B. from Com., 383; on
3rd R., 400.

MACDONALD, Hon. A. A. (Charlottetown).

Adulteration of Food Act Amt. B (10): in
Con., 390.

Canada and Michigan Bridge and Tunnel Co.'s
B. (42) : on 3rd R., 320.

Debates Com.'s lst Rep. : Remarks, 518.
Female Offenders in N.B. B. (C) : in Com., 173.
Liability for labour on Public Works B. (4):

in Coin., 441.
Montreal and Ottawa Ry. Co.'s Act B.(38): on

2nd R., 250.
Printing of Parliament: Remarks, 370.

MASSON, Hon. L. F. R. (Mille Isles).
Address in Answer to Speech from Throne:

Remarks on Mr. Boulton's speech, 60.
Canadian Historical Exhibition B. (F) : in

Coin., 337.
Contingent Acounts Com. : on M. for adoption

of 2nd Rep., 183.
Controller of Inland Revenue: on Inq., 168.
Manitoba School Question : Ques. of Order,128.
Ministerial Crisis : Remarks, 19, 25.
Montreal Harbour Commissioners B. (110):

on 2nd R., 527.
Railway Act Ant. B (A): on 3rd R., 225.
Sittings of the House: Remarks, 519.

MIL LER, Hon. W. (Richmond).
Debates Com.'s lst Rep. : Remarks, 517.
- 2nd Rep. : Remarks, 520.
Loan Companies incorporated by special Acta

of the Dominion of Canada B. (B): Re-
ported, 171.

Railway Act Amt. B (A): on 3rd R., 202.
Remedial Bill : on M. respecting, 484.
Senate and H. of C. Amt. B. (111) : on 2nd R.,

522.
Senators' Gallery in H. of C. : Remarks, 238'

O'BRIEN, Hon. J. (Victoria).
Introduced, 4.

O'DONOHOE, Hon. J. (Erie).
Contingencies Com. : on composition of, 116.
Live Cattle Export Trade: Remarks, 421.

OGILVIE, Hon. A. W. (Alma).
Adulteration of Food Act Amt. B. (10): in

Com., 387.
Contingent Accts. Com. : on M. for adoption of

2nd Rep., 181.
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OGILVIE, Hon. W. A.-Continued.
Guard pier at Montreal: on M. for Rep., &c.,

243.
Kaulbach, Hon. Senator: Remarks on death, 9.
Lieutenant-Governor N.W.T. : Remarks, 341.
Murphy, Hon. Senator: Remarks on death, 9.
Polling Districts in Victoria (B.C.) B. (S): in

Com., 502.
Railway Act further Amt. B. (H): Reported,

394.
Revision of the Statutes B. (J): in Com., 289.
South Shore Suburban Ry. Co.'s incorp. B.

(36) : 2nd R.*, 322.

OWENS, Hon. Wm. (Inkerman.)
Address in Reply to Speech from the Throne:

M. for, 32.
Guard pier at Montreal: on M. for maps, re-

ports, &c., 243.
Introduced, 4.

PELLETIER, Hon. O. A. P. (Grandville).
Ministerial Crisis: Remarks, 25.
Supreme and Exchequer Courts Act B.

on lst R., 252.
(I):

PERLEY, Hon. W, D. (Wolbeley.)
Address in Reply to Speech froni Throne : on

M. for, 70.
Agricultural Societies in the N. W. : Inq., 152.
Alberta Irrigation Co.'s B. (81) : lst R.*, 406.
Brandon and South-western Ry. Co.'s B. (47):

1st R.*, 175 ; 2nd R.*, 201 ; 3rd R.*, 249.
Contingent Acets. Com. : on M. for adoption

of 2nd Rep., 193.
Edmonton District Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (54):

1st R.*, 314.
Fisheries Act Amt. B. (O): on 2nd R., 491.
Hudson Bay Route Inq. : Remarks, 277.
Irrigation in the N. W. T. : Inq., 105, 109.
Lieutenant Governor N.W.T. : Inq., 93, 176,

339.
N.W.T. Relief fund : Inq., 140, 141.

Territorial Gov. vote : Inq., 176, 179.
School Ordinances, N.W.T.: Inq., 94,95,98.
Territorial Exhibition Acets. : Inq., 176, 178.

POIRIER, Hon. P. (Acadie.)
Civil Service Superannuations since 1894: M.

for Ret., 141, 145.
Duration of Parliament : Remarks, 333.
Female Offenders in N.B. B. (C) : in Com., 174.

POWER, Hon. L. G. (Halifax.)
Address in Reply to Speech from the Throne:

on M. for, 66.
Adjournment: on M. to adjn. from 13th to

25th Feb., 171.
Adulteration of Food Act Amt. B. (10): in

Com., 259, 359.

POWER, Hon. L. G.-Continued.
Alberta Irrigation Co.'s B. (81): 2nd R.*, 430.
Behring Sea Claims Convention B. (Q): on lst

R., 432.
Canadian Historical Exhibition B. (F): on

2nd R., 252; in Com., 336.
Civil Service Act Amt. B. (N) : on 2nd R.,

408 ; in Com., 458.
Civil Service Superannuations since 1894: on

M. for Ret., 148.
Contingent Acets. Com.: on M. for adoption

2nd Rep., 185, 187-188.
3rd Rep. : Remarks, 493.

Controller of Inland Revenue: on Inq., 167;
M. to adjn. House, 169; wvthdn., 170.

Customs Tariff Amt. B. (105): on 2nd R., 516.
Debates Com.'s lst Rep. : Remarks, 518.
Female Offenders in N.B. B. (C): in Com., 175,

209, 216.
Fisheries Act Amt. B. (O): on 2nd R., 492.
Hamilton, Lt. -Col., Resignation: Remarks,515.
Hudson Bay Route: Raises point of Order

(irrelevancy of subject-matter), 275.
Imperial Life Assurance Co.'s incorp. B. (64):

1st R.*, 286 ; 2nd R., 322; 3rd R., 368.
Inspection of Steamboats and Engineers B.

(M.): in Coin., 444.
Kaulbach, Hon. Senator : Remarks on death, 9.
Liability for Labour on Public Works B. (4):

on 2nd R., 411; in Com., 435; Reported,
443.

Library Com. : m. adoption of lst Rep., 504.
Lieutenant-Governor, N. W. T. : Remarks, 342.
Live Cattle Export Trade: Remarks, 418.
Manitoba School Question: on Ques. of Order,

128, 129.
Millers' Association (Man. and N.W.) B. (85):

on 2nd R., 523.
Ministerial Crisis: Remarks, 23, 29.
Montreal and Province Line Ry. Co.'s B. (85):

2nd R., 521.
Montreal Harbour Commissioners B. (110) : on

2nd R., 525.
Murphy, Hon. Senator: Remarks on death, 9.
National Sanitarium Association B. (79): on

2nd R., 399.
N.W.T. Representation Amt. B. (R): on 2nd

R., 459.
Ocean Mail Service: Remarks, 450.
Ontario Building and Loan Co.'s B. (K): on

Order 2nd R. postponed, 383; on 2nd R.,
403.

Pearson (James) Relief B. (D): on wthdrl. of
Rep., 321.

Printing of Parliament: Remarks, 370.
Railway Act Amt. B. (A): on 2nd R., 120,

121 ; on 3rd R., 207, 225, 228.
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POWER, Hon. L. G.- Cocmluded.

Railway Act further Amt. B. (H): on 2nd R.,
261 ; in Com., 393.

Revision of the Statutes B. (J) : on 2nd R.,
281 ; in Com., 289; on 2rd R., 321, 365; in
Com., 365.

Senate and H. of C. B. (111): on 2nd R., 521.
Sessional Indemnity of Members: Inq., 446.
Sittinge of the House: Remarks, 496, 519.
Victoria (B.C.) Electoral District Election B.

(S): 1st R., 495; in Con., 501.
Winnipeg Great Northern Ry. Co.'s Act B.

(32): on 2nd R., 3-22: in Com., 394.
Wrecks, Casualties and Salvage B. (L): in

Con., 458.
Yukon and B.C. Trading and Development

Co.'s incorp. B. (E): on 3rd R., 362, 400.

PRIMROSE, Hon. 0. (Pictou.)

Address in Reply to Speech from Throne: on
M. for, 80.

Fisheries Act Amt. B. (O): on 2nd R., 491..
Inspection of Steamboats and Engineers B.

(M): in Coin., 445.
Pictou Wharf Accommodation: Inq., 291.
Railway Act Amt. Bill (A): on 3rd R., 227.

PROWSBE, Hon. B. (Kings.)

Contingent Acets. Com. : on M. for adoption
of 2nd Rep., 188.

READ, Hon. R. (Quinté.)

Grand Trunk and Adirondack Ry. Co.'s Confir-
mation of lease and agreement B. (37):
let R. *, 175 ; 2nd R.*, 201 ; 3rd R.*, 249.

St. Lawrence and Adirondack Ry. Co.'s B.
(39): lt R.*, 175 ; 3rd R.*, 249.

REESOR, Hon. D. (King's.)

Address in Answer to Speech from the Throne:
Remarks on Mr. Ferguson's Speech, 86.

Adulteration of Food Act Amt. B. (10): in
Com., 259, 358, 387.

Senators Gallery in H. of C. : Remarks, 238.

REID, Hon. J. (Cariboo.)
Nelson and Fort Sheppard Ry. Co.'s B. (26):

1st R.*, 175; 2nd R.*, 201 ; 3rd R.*, 249.
Yale-Cariboo Electoral District: Remarks, 434.

ROSS, Hon. J. J., Speaker, (De la Durantaye.)
Canadian Historical Exhibition B. (F) : in

Com., 338.
Controller of Inland Revenue : on Inq., 167.
Flooda in Quebec, Remarks, 532.
Hudson Bay Route: on Ques. of Order, 276.
Manitoba School Ques. : on Ques. of Order, 130.
Railway Act Amt. B. (A): on 3rd R. 226.
Qenators Gallery in H. of C., : Remarks, 239.

35

SCOTT. Hon. R. W. (Ottawa).
Address in Reply to Speech fron Throne: on

M. for, 35.
Adulteration of Food Act Amt. B. (10): in»

Con., 253, 356, 388.
Algoma Election Writ: M. for copies, 382.
Battenburg, Death of Prince Henry: seconds

M. for Address of Condolence, 115.
Behring Sea Claims Convention B. (Q): on lt

R., 432.
Contagious Diseases (Animals) B (95); 2nd

R., 3rd R., 503.
Controller of Inland Revenue: on Inq., 165.
Customs Tariff.Amt. B. (105) ; on 2nd R., 516.
Debates Com.'s lst Rep. : Remarks, 518.

-- 2nd Rep. ; Remarks, 523.
Imperial Free Trade Zollverein: on M. (Mr.

Boulton), 466, 481.
Inspection of Steamboats and Engineers -B.

(M): in Com., 443.
Kaulbach, Hon. Senator : Remarks on death, 8
Liability for Labour on Public Works B. (4):

in Com., 436.
Manitoba Schools Conference, Rept. of Comrs.:

Renarks, 407.
Ministerial Crisis: Remarks, 6, 16, 27.
Montreal and Ottawa Ry. Co.'s B. (38): on

2nd R., 250.
Montreal, Ottawa and Georgian Bay Canal:

on M. for maps and correspondence, 137.
Montreal Turnpike Debenture B. (107): on 2nd

R., 527.
Murphy, Hon. Senator: Remarks on death, 8.
Ocean Steamship Subsidies B. (106: on 2nd

R., 528.
Printing of Parliament : Remarks, 370.
Railway Act Amt. B. (A): on 2nd R., 123,

126, ; 3rd R., 230.
Railway Aet further Amt. B. (H): on 2nd R.,

262; in Com., 392.
Senators' Gallery in H. of C. : Remarks, 239.
Victoria (B.C.) Electoral District Election B.

(S): lst R., 496.

SULLIVAN, Hon. M. (Kngston).
Adulteration of Food Act Amt. B. (10): in

Com., 256, 347, 387.
Canadian Historical Exhibition B. (F): in

Com., 336.
Fiqheries Act Amt. B. (O): on 2nd R., 491.
N.W.T. Representation Amt. B. (R): Re.

ported, 492.
Senate and H. of C. Amt. B. (111): on2nd R.,

522.

SMITH, Hon. Sir Frank (Toronto).
Addres in Reply to Speech from Throne: Re-

marks on Mr. Boulton's Speech, 57.
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TEMPLE, Hon. Thos.

Introduced, 533.

VIDAL, Hon. A. (Sarnia).

Adulteration of Food Act Amt. B. (10): in
Com., 357.

Canada and Michigan Bridge and Tunnel Co.'a
B. (42): on 3rd R., 317.

Canadian Historical Exhibition B. (F); in
Com., 339.

Liability for Labour on Publie Works B. (4):
in Com., 436.

National Sanitariun Association's B. (79): lat
R.*, 383; 3rd R.*, 407.

Pearson (James) Relief B. (D): on adoption of
Rep. of Com., 287.

Railway Act Amt. B. (A): en 3rd R., 222.

VILLENEUVE, Hon. J. O. (De Salaberry.)
Address in Reply to Speech from Throne:

Seconds M., 35.
Guard Pier at Montreal: on M. for jPapers,

etc., 243.
Introduced, 4.

VILLENEUVE, Hon. J. O.-oncluded.
Montreal Harbour Commissioners B. (110):

on 2nd R., 526.

WARK, Hon. D. (Fredericton.)
Adulteration of Food Act Amt. B. (10): in

Com., 352.

WOOD, Hon. J. (Westmoreland.)
Addresa in Reply to Speech from the Throne:

on M. for, 73.
Canadian Historical Exhibition B. (F): in

Com., 337.
Female Offenders in N.B. B. (C): Tst R.*,

113; 2nd R. m., 150; in Com., 173, 175,
208, 214-15; 3rd R.*, 236.

Introduced, 4.
Liability for Labour on Public Works B. (4):

in Com., 436; on 3rd R., 443.
Ocean Mail Service: Remarks, 447.
Ocean Steamship Subsidies B. (106) : on 2nd

R., 530.
Revision of the Statutes B. (J) : in Com., 289.
Railway Act Amt. B. (A): on 3rd R., 206;

Amt. m., 217-21, 231.



PART II.-SUBJECTS.

ADDRESS IN REPLY TO SPEECH FROM THE THRONE:

Speech reported in extenso, 3.
M. (Sir M. Bowell) for consdn. on Jan. 15, 4.
M. (Mr. Owens) for address, 32; seconded

(Mr. Villeneuve) 34.
Debated: Mr. Boulton, 45 ; Sir M. Bowell,

39; Mr. Dever, 63; Mr. Ferguson, 81 ;
Mr. McCallum, 64 ; Mr. MeInnes, B.C.,
44 ; Mr. Perley, 70 ; Mr. Power, 66 ;
Mr. Primrose, 80; Mr. Scott, 35; Mr.
Wood, 73.
Prorogation, 534.

ADDRESS OF CONDOLENCE ON DEATH OF PRINCE

HENRY oF BATTENBURO. See " Battenburg."

ADJOURNMENT : Ms. (Sir M. Bowell) in making
statement respecting Ministerial criais, 6, 26.

M. (Sir M. Bowell) to adjourn Jan. 22 to
Feb. 5, 111.

M. (Sir M. Bowell) to adjourn frmn 13th to
25th Feb., 171 ; Remarks: Messrs. McInnes
(B.C.), Power, Almon, McKay, 171.

Notice of motion (Mr. Clemow) to adjourn
from 25th March to April 7, 398 ; Remarks
(Sir M. Bowell) 398 ; agreed to, 406.

Adulteration of Food, Druge and Agri-
cultural Fertilisers Act Amt. B. (10).-
Mr. Ferguson. lst R.*, 175; 2nd R., 207;
in Coi., 236, 253, 383 ; Reported and 3rd R.*,
on division, 391. (59 Vie., cap. 12.)

AGRICULTURE DEPT. SUPERANNUATIONS: M. (Mr.

Poirier) for Ret., 141.

AGRICULTURAL SOCTETIES IN THE N. W. : Inq.
(Mr. Perley) 152; leply (Mr. Ferguson) 152.

A T.AKA BOUNDARY COMMISSION REPORT: Remarks
(Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) 412.

Alberta Irrigation Oo.'s B. (81).-Mr. Perley.
lst R.*, 406; 2nd R.*, 430; 3rd R.*, 458.
(59 Vie., cap. 54.)

ALMomA ELECTION WRIT: on M. for copies, &c.,
(Mr. Scott, Sir M. Bowell) 382.

AssINIBoiA WEsT Sée ' N.W. Relief Fund."

BATTENBURG, PRINCE HENRY. Address of Con-
dolence to Her Majesty (Sir M. Bowell) 114;

(Mr. Scott) 115.
- M. (Sir M. Bowell) that Message of Con-

dolence be sent Princess Beatrice, 115.
35à

Bay of Quinté Ry. Co.'s B. (71)-Mr. Cle-
mow. lst R.*, 406; 2nd R.*, 430; Amts.
conc., 442; 3rd R. m., 485. (59 Vic., cap. 15.)

BEEKEEPERS. See " Bill, No. 10."

Behring Sea Claima Convention B. (Q)-
Sir M. Bowell. lst R., 431; 2nd R., 455; in
Com., 461 ; 3rd R.*, 461. (59 Vie., cap. 2.)

BILLS-Seriatim:

An Act relating to Railways.-(Sir M. Bowell).
Introduced*, 4.

(A) To amend the Railway Act.-(Mr. McCal-
lum). lst R.*, 48 ; 2nd R. to stand over
until after adjournment, 112; 2nd R. m.
(Mr. McCallum) 117; Debate: Mr. Gowan,
118; Mr. Baker, 119; Mr. Power, 120;
Messrs. Gowan, Power, 121 ; Mr. Scott,
123-126 ; Motion agreed to, 126. Bill re.
ported (Mr. Dickey) 201. M. (Mr. Mc-
Callum) for 3rd R., 201 ; objections taken
to have 3rd R. same sitting; Debate:
Mesurs. Miller, McCallum, 202; Mr. Wood,
206;Mesurs. McInnesB.C., Dickey, Power,
207; 3rd R. postponed, 207. 3rd R. m.
(Mr. McCallum) 217 ; Amt. m. (Mr. Wood)
222; Debate: Mr. Wood, 217-222; Mr.
Boulton, 219 ; Messrs. Kirchhoffer, Vidal,
222; Mr. Bellerose, 224; Mesrs. De-
Boucherville, Masson, Powers, Dickey,
McCallum, 225; The Speaker, Mesrs.
MacInnes (Burlington), MçCallum, 226;
Mr. Primrose, 227 ; Mr. Power, 228;
Mesurs. Scott, McCallum, Wood, Sir M.
Bowell, 230; Mr. Scott, 231 ; Mr. Boul-
ton, 232 ; Sir M. Bowell, 233, 285; Amt.
rejected (C. 14, N.-C. 28), 236 ; 3rd R.,
on a division, 236. (59 Vie., cap. 9.)

(B) Respecting Loan Companies incorporated by
Special Acte of the Domiinion of Canada.
-(Mr. Aikins). lst R.*, 112; 2nd R. m.
(Mr. Aikins), 113; agreed to, 114; Re-
ported (Mr. Miller) from Com. with Amts.,
171 ; M. (Mr. Aikins) that Aits. be ad-
opted, agreed to, 171. 3rd R. *, and
pased under suspension of rules, 171.

(C) Respecting certain Female Ofenders in the
Province of New Brunswick.-(Mr.
Wood). let R.*, 113. 2nd R. m. (Mr.
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BILLS-Continued.

Wood) 150; Debate: Mr. Dever, 151
in Com.-Debate : Messrs. Adams, Mac-
donald, 172; Messrs. Wood, Boulton,
McDonald (P.E.I.) 173; Messrs. Dever,
Poirier, McCallum, 174; Messrs. Wood,
Power, 175; Mr. Wood, 208; Mr. Adams,
208; Messrs. Power, Boulton, 209; Messrs.
Almon, Macdonald, (B.C.) 211; Messrs.
Boulton, Poirier, 212; Mr. Clemow, 213-
214; Mr. Wood, 214-215; Mr. Scott,
215; Messrs. Macdonald, (B.C.), Power,
216; Reported (Mr. MacInnes, Burling-
ton) 217. 3rd R.*. 236.

(D) For the relief of James Pearson.-(Mr.
Clemo.)-.Introduced*, 171 ; 2nd R.*,
217 ; Rep. of Com. (Mr. Kirchhoffer)
presented, 286; remarks thereon (Mr.
Vidal) 287; M. for adoption of Rep., 313;
Remarks (Mr. Almon) 313; consdn. of
Report postponed (Mr. Kirchhoffer) 314 ;
remarks (Mr. Almon) 314; 3rd Rep.
wthdn. (Mesrs. Kirchhoffer, Power, 321;
4th Rep. adopted (Mr. McKindsey), 328.

(E) To incorporate the Yukon and British Col-
umbia Trading and Development Company
of Canada Limited. (Mr. Kirchhofer.)
1st R.*, 176; 2nd R.* m. (Mr. Kirchhoffer),
240; Debate: MIr. Macdonald (B.C.),240;
Messrs. Boulton, Ferguson, 241; 3rd
R. m. (Mr. Macdonald B.C.), 361 ; De-
bate: Mr. Power, 362; Messrs. Almon,
McClelan, 363; Messrs. McCallum, Boul-
ton, Clemow, 364 ; M. to refer B. again
to Com. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.), 365; Re-
ported (Mr. McDonald, C.B.), 383; Re-
marks (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.), 383 ;
Remarks on'3rd R. : Messrs. Macdonald,
B.C., Power, Clemow, 400. (59 Vic., c. 41.)

(F) Respecting the Canadian Historical Exhibi-
tion-(Mr. MacInnes, Burlington). 1st
R.*, 176; 2nd R. m. (Mr. MacInnes,
Burlington), 252; Remarks : Mr. Power,
252; in Com. : Messrs. Macdonald (B.C.),
de Boucherville, 335; Messrs. Power,
MacInnes (Burlington), Sullivan, 336;
Messrs. Wood, Masson, Almon, Boulton,
Ferguson, 337 ; The Speaker, 338 ; Mr.
Vidal, 339; M. (Mr. MacInnes) to refer
to a special Com., 382; Remarks (Sir
M. Bowell), 382.; Reported, 401 ; 3rd R.*,
406.

(G) Respecting the Rocky Moüntain Railway
and Coal Company--(Mr. Lougheed). 1st
R.*, 195. 2nd R.*, 252; Reported (Mr.
Dickey) 328.
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(H) Further to amend the Railway Act.-(Sir
M. Bowell). 1st R.*, 238. 2nd R. m. (Sir
M. Bowell) 261 ; Debate : Mr. Power, 261 ;
Mr. Scott, 262; M. to go into Com. (Sir M.
Bowell) 391; Remarks:Messrs. McCallum,
Scott), 391; in Com. : Sir M. Bowell, 391,
394; Mr. Scott, 392; Mr. Power, 393;
Reported (Mr. Ogilvie) 394; 3rd R.*, 398.

(1) Further to amend the Supreme and Exchequer
Courts Act- (Sir M. Bowell). 1st R. m.,
252; Remarks: Mr. Pelletier, 552; 2nd
R.*, 281 ; 3rd R.*, 286. (59 Vic., cap. 14.)

(J) Respecting the Revision of the Statutes.-
(Sir M. Bowell). lst R. 252; 2nd R. m.
(Sir M. Bowell) 281; Remarks: Mr. Power,
281 ; in Com.: Messrs. Macdonald (B.C.),
Ogilvie, Power, Sir M. Bowell, Wood, 289;
Order for 3rd R. postponed-Remarks,
Messrs. Power, Ferguson, 321, 365; in
Com. : Mr. Power, 365; Mr. Ferguson,
Mr. MacInnes (Burlington) 366; 3rd
R.*, 382.

(K) Further to amend the law respectirg Build-
ing Societies and Loan and Saving Com-
panies carrying on business in the province
of Ontario.--(Mr. Aikins). lst R.*, 281;
2nd R. postponed--Remarks : Messrs.
Power, McKay, 383 ; 2nd R. m., 401 ; De-
bate: Mr. Aikins, Sir M. Bowell, 402;
Messrs. Power, McDonald, C.B., Clemow,
403; Reported, 442; 3rd R. Amt. m. (Mr.
Aikins) 459.

(L) To amend the Act respecting wrecks, casu-
alties and Salvage.-(Sir M. Bowell). lst
R., 398; Remarks: Mr. Macdonald (.B.C.)
398 ; 2nd R.*, 441 ; in Com., 458--Debate:
Sir M. Bowell, Mr. Power, 458 ; 3rd R.*,
461.

(M) Respecting the inspection of steamboats
and the examination and licensing of
engineers employed on them-(Sir M.
Bowell). lst R., 406; 2nd R.*, 430; in
Com., 443; Remarks: Mr. Scott, 443;
Sir M. Bowell, Messrs Macdonald (B.C).
Power, Almon, 444; Mr. Primrose, 445;
3rd R.*, 445.

(N) Further to amend the Civil Service Act-
(Sir M. Bowell). 1st R., 405 ; 2nd R. m.,
408; Debate: Mr. Power, 408; Mr. Mac-
donald (B.C.) 409; in Com.-Debate: Mr.
Macdonald (B.C.) Sir M. Bowell, 457; Mr.
Power, 458; 3rd R.*, 458.

(0) Further to amend the Fisheries Act.-(Mr.
Ferguson). 1st R.*, 407; 2nd R. postponed
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(Mr. Ferguson) 485; Debate: Mersrs. Mc-
Callum, Drummond, 487; Messrs. Macdon-
ald (B.C.), Angers, 490; Messrs. Perley,
Primrose, Sir M. Bowell, Almon, Sullivan,
491 ; Mr. Power 492; B. withdn. (Mr.
Ferguson) 494.

(P) To amend the Act respecting the protection
of navigable waters. -(Sir il. Bowell). lst
R., 407; 2nd R.*, 441.

(Q) Respecting the Behring Sea Claims Conven-
·tion.-(Sir M. Bowell). Ist R., 431 ; Re-
marks: Mr. Angers, 431 ; Messrs Scott,
Power, 432; 2nd R., 455; Remarks: Mr.
Boulton, 455 ; Mr. Macdonald (B.C.) 456;
in Com., Sir M. Bowell, 461 ; 3rd R. *, 461.
(59 Vic., cap. 2.)

(R) Respecting the representation of the North-
west Territories in the Senate of Canada.
-(Sir M. Bowell). Ist R., 455 ; 2nd R.,
m. (Sir M. Bowell) 459; Debate: Mr.
Power, 459; Mr. Boulton, 460; 3rd R.*,
492.

(S) To make provision with respect to the elec-
tion to be held in the Electoral District of
Victoria (B.C.) at the next general elec-
tions-(Sir M. Bowcell). 1st R. ?n., Sir M.
Bowell, 494; Reniarks: Mr. Mclnnes
(B.C.) 494; Messrs. Power, Macdonald
(B.C.) 495; Mr. Scott, 496 ; 2nd R. n.,
Sir M. Bowell, 497 ; Debate : Mr. . Mc-
Innes, 497; Mr. Macdonald (B.C.) 498;
in Com.: Sir M. Bowell, 499; Messrs.
McInnes (B.C.), Macdonald (B.C.) 500;
Messrs. McCalluin, Power, 501; Ogilvie,
502; 3rd R.*, 501.

(4) Respecting the liability of Her Majesty and
public companies for labour used in the
construction of Public Works.- (Mr.
McMillan). lst R.*, 406; 2nd R. m., 406;
Debate: Sir M. Bowell, 410; Mr. Power,
410; in Coin.: Messrs. Power, Almon, Mc-
M illan, 435; Messrs. Wool, Sir M. Bowell,
Scott, Vidal, 436; Mr. Boulton, 437;
Messrs. Ferguson, Clemow, 438 ; Mr. Mac-
donald (B.C.) 439; Mr. Macdonald (P.E.
I.) 441; Reported, 443 ; Remarks : Messrs.
Power, Wood, Dickey, 443; 3rd R. n.,
443; Aint. (Mr. Wood) 443. (59 Vic.,
cap. 5.)

(10) To amend the Act respecting the adultera-
tion of Food, Drugs and Agricultural Fer-
tilizers-(Mr. Ferguson). lst R.*, 175;
2nd R., 207 ; in Coin. : Mr. Ferguson,
236, 253; Debate : Mr. Scott, 253, 388 ;
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Mr. McClelan, 253, 255 ; Mr. Dickey, 254;
Mr. Sullivan, 256, 258 ; Mr. Ferguson,
256, 384 ; Messrs. Power, Reesor, 259 ; Mr.
MeClelan, 345, 384, 391 ; Mr. Sullivan
347, 387 ; Mr. Dever, 348, Messrs. Almon,
Ferguson, 350; Mr. McCallum, 351; Mr.
Wark, 352; Mr. Scott, 356; Mr. Vi-
dal, 357 ; Mr. Reesor, 358, 387 ; Mr,
Power, 359,385; Mr. de Boucherville, 360;
Mr. Desjardins, 361; Messrs McInnes (B.
C.), Ogilvie, Boulton, 387 ; Mr. Macdonald
(P.E.I.) 390; Reported and 3rd R., on
a division, 319. (59 Vic., cap. 12.)

(25) To aiend the Act respecting the St. Law-
rence and Ottawa Railway Company-
(Mr. MacInnes, Burlington). lst R.*, 175;
2nd R.*, 201 ; 3rd R.*, 253. (59 Vic.,
cap. 33.)

(26) Respecting the Nelson and Fort Sheppard
Railway Company-(Mr. Reid, Cariboo).
1st R.*, 175 ; 2nd R.*, 201 ; 3rd R.*, 249.
(59 Vic., cap. 29.)

(27) Respecting the Lindsay, Bobcaygeon and
Pontypool Railway Company. -(Mr. Dob-
.n). lst R.*, 175; 2nd R.*, 201; 3rd
R. *, 249. (59 Vic., cap. 24.)

(28) To incorporate the Huron and Ontario
Railway Company-( *Lr. McMillan). Ist
R.*, 407; 2nd R.*, 430; 3rd R.*, 455. (59
Vic., cap. 20.)

(29) To amend the Act incorporating the Sup-
reine Court of the Independent Order of
Foresters-(Mr. Clemnoiw). Ist R.*, 175;
2nd R. m., Mr. McKindsey, 198 ; Debate:
Mr. McMillan, 198; Mr. Clemiîow, 199;
Sir Mackenzie Bowell, 200 ; M. agreed to,
201 ; 3rd R.*, 252. (59 Vic., cap. 51.)

(30) Respecting the Guelph Junction Railway
Company-( Mr. Mac Inne8, Burlington).
Ist R.*, 175; 2nd R.*, 201 ; 3rd R.*, 249.
(59 Vic., cap. 19.)

(32) Respecting the Winnipeg Great Northern
Railway Company-(Mr. Kirchhofer.) lst
R.*, 312; 2nd R. m., Mr. Kirchhoffer,
321 ; Remarks: Mr. Power, 322; Bill re-
ported: Mr. Dickey, 361 ; 3rd R., and
Consdn. of Amt. m.-Remarks: Messrs.
Macdonald (B.C.), Power, 394; Mr. Cle-
mow, 395; Mr. Boulton, Sir M. Bowell,
396; Ant. agreed to and 3rd R. on à
division, 397. (59 Vie., cap. 40.)

(34) To consolidate and amend certain Acts re-
lating to the Nipissing and James Bay
Railway Company-(Mr. MacInnes, Bur.
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lington). 1st R.*, 175 ; 2nd R.*, 201 ; 3rd
R.*, 249. (59 Vic., cap. 30.)

(36) To incorporate the South Shore Suburban
Railway Company-(Mr. McKay). Tst
R.*, 312; 2nd R.*, 322; Reported, Mr.
Dickey, 329; 3rd R. m., Mr. McMillan,
370. (59 Vie., cap. 36.)

(37) To confirin a certain lease and agreement
between the Grand Trunk Railway Com-
pany of Canada and the St. Lawrence and
Adirondack Railway Company. -(Mr.
Reid, Quinté). Tst R.*, 175 ; 2nd R.*, 201;
3rd R.*, 249. (59 Vic., cap. 18.)

(38) Respecting the Montreal and Ottawa Rail-
way Company.- (Mr. MacInnes, Bur-
lington). Tht R.*, 237; 2nd R. m., Mr.
MacInnes, Burlington, 249; Debate: Mr.
Clemow, 249; Messrs McMillan, Scott,
McDonald, P.E.I., 250; 3rd R. ni., Mr.
MacInnes, Burlington, Aint., Mr. Cle-
mow, lost, 288. (59 Vic., cap. 25.)

(39) Respecting the St. Lawrence and Adiron-
dack Railway Company.-(Mr. Read,
Quinté). 1st R.*, 175; 2nd R.*, 201;
3rd R.*, 249. (59 Vie., cap. 32.)

(40) Respecting the South Ontario Pacifie Rail-
way Coinpany.--(iMr. M!taclnnes, Burling-
ton). lst R.*, 175; 2nd R.*, 201 ; 3rd
R.*, 249. (59 Vie., cap. 35.)

(41) Respecting the Lake Erie and Detroit
River Railway Company.-(Mr Mac-
Innes, Burlington.) Tst R.*, 175 ; 2nd
2nd R.*, 201 ; 3rd R.*, 249. (59 Vic.,
cap. 23.)

(42) Respecting the Canada and Michigan Bridge
and Tunnel Company-(.Mr. Macinnes,
Burlington). Tht R.*, 175 ; 2nd R.*, 201 ;
3rd R. m. (Mr. MacInnes, Burl.) 312, 315;
Debate: Mr. Almon, 312, 315; Mr. Fer-
guson, 315; Mr. Macdonald (B.C.), 316;
Mr. Vidal, 317; Messrs. McCallum,
McInnes (B.C.), 318 ; Mr. Macdonald
(P.E.I.), 320; agreed to, 321. (59 Vie.,
cap. 42.)

(43) To incorporate the Queenston Heights
Bridge Company-(Mr. McKindsey). Tht
R.*, 238; 2nd R., 251 ; 3rd R.*, 287.
(59 Vie., cap. 43.)

(44) Relating to the Board of Trade of
of Toronto-(Mr. McKindsey).
237 ; 2nd R., 251 ; 3rd R.*, 286.
cap. 45.)

the City
1st R.*,

(59 Vie.,
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(45) To incorporate the Schomberg and Aurora
Railway Company.-(Mr. McKind8ey).
1st R.*, 383; 2nd R. m., 398; 3rd R.*,
407. (59 Vie., cap. 34.)

(47) Respectiug the Brandon and South-western
Railway Company-(Mr. Perley). 1st
R.*, 175; 2nd R.*, 201: 3rd R.*, 249.
(59 Vie., cap. 16.)

(48) Respecting the Canadian Jockey Club-
(Mr. MeKindsey). 1st R.*, 345 ; 2nd B.*,
383; 3rd R.*, 406. (59 Vie., cap: 53.)

(49) Respecting the Huron and Erie Loan and
Savings Company-(Mr. MacInnes, Bur-
lington). 1st R.*, 237 ; 2nd R., 251 ; 3rd
R.*, 286. (59 Vie., cap. 49.)

(50) Respecting the South-western Railway
Company and the St. Lawrence and Adi-
rondack Railway Company-(Mr. Belle-
rose). Ist R.*, 314; 2nd R.*, 334; 3rd
R.*, 382. (59 Vic., cap. 37.)

(53) Respecting the Pontiac Pacifie Junction
Railway Company-(Mr. Clemow). lst
R.*, 398 ; 2nd R. m., 406 ; 3rd R.*, 435.
(59 Vie., cap. 31.)

(54) To incorporate the Edmonton District Rail-
way Company-(Mr. Perley). lst R.*,
314; 2nd R.*, 370; M. (Mr. Ferguson)
when B. in Comn., 370; Reported (Mr.
Dickey), 397. (59 Vie., cap. 17.)

(56) Respecting the Montreal Island Belt Line
Railway Company- (Mr. Bellerose). lst
R.*, 314; 2nd R.*, 334; Reported (Mr.
Dickey), 361 ; 3rd R.*, 382. (59 Vie.,
cap. 27.)

(60) Respecting the Thousand Islands Railway
Company--(Mr. McMillan). 1st R.*,
314; 2nd R.*, 334; 3rd R.', 407. (59
Vie., cap. 38.)

(62) To incorporate the Canadian Peat Fuel
Conpany-.(Mr. .McKind8ey). 1st R.*,
314; 2ndR.,334; 3rd R.*, 382. (59 Vie.,
cap. 47.)

(63) To amend the Act incorporating the Inter-
national Radial Railway Co.-(Mr. Mc-
Xindsey). Tst R. , 383 : 2nd R. m.,
399; 3rd R.*, 407. (59 Vie., cap. 271.)

(64) To incorporate the Imperial Life Assurance
Company of Canada-(Mr. Power). Tht
R.*, 286; 2nd R. m., 322; 3rd R. m.,
358-Debate : Mr. McClelan, 368 ; Messrs.
Macdonald (B.C.), Power, Macdonald
(P.E.I.), Almon, 369. (59 Vie., cap. 50.)

550 INDEX.
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(69) To incorporate the Hamilton Blast Furnace
Company-(Mr. McInnes, Burlington).
lat R.*, 281 ; 2nd R. m., 288; Remarks,
Mr. McCallum, 288; 3rd B.. m., 366;
Debate: Mr. McCallum, 366; Mr. Mac-
Innes (Burlington), 367. (59 Vie., cap. 48.)

(70) An Act respecting the Toronto, Hamilton
and Buffalo Railway Company-(Mr.
McKind-iey). lst R.*, 383; 2nd R., 399;
3rd R., 405. (59 Vie., cap. 39.)

(71) To provide for the Amalgamation of the Bay
of Quinté Railway and Navigation Com-
pany and the Kingston, Napanee and
Western Railway Company, under the
nanie of The Bay of Quinté Railway Com-
pany-(Mr. Clemow). lat R.*, 406; 2nd
R.*, 430 ; Amts. cone. in, 442 ; 3rd R. m.
(Mr. Clemow) 485: Remarks (Mr. Dickey),
485. (59 Vie., cap. 15.)

(72) Respecting the Montreal Park and Island
Railway Co.-(Mr. McMillan). Ist R.*,
406; 2nd R. m. 409; 3rd R.*, 455. (59
Vie., cap. 28.)

(79) To incorporate the National Sanitarium As-
soiation-(Mr. Vidal). 1st R.*, 383 ;2nd
R. m. (Mr. MacInnes, Burlington), 399.
Remarks: Mr. Power, 399; 3rd R.*, 407.
(59 Vic., cap. 52.)

(81) To revive and amend the Act to inenrporate
the Alberta Irrigation Company-(Mr.
Perley). lst R.*, 406 ; 2nd B.*, 430'; 3rd
R.*, 458. (59 Vie., cap. 44.)

(82) Respecting the Kingston, Smith's Falls and
Ottawa RailwayCompany--(Mr. Clemoi).
Tet R.*,. 430; 2nd R.*, 430 ; 3rd R.*,
455. (59 Vie., cap. 22.)

(83) To incorporate the Manitoba and North-
West Millers Association-(Mr. Kirch-
hofer). 1st R.*, 2nd R. m, 522 ; Debate :
Messrs. Power, Macdonald (B.C.), 523;
3rd R. m, 523 ; Debate : Mr. Boulton, 523.
(59 Vie., cap. 46.)

(85) To incorporate the Montreal and Province
Line Railway Company--(.r. Baker). 1st
R.*, 521 ; 2nd R., 521 ; Remarks: Messrs.
Power, Baker, 521 ; 3rd R.*, 521. (59
Vic., cap. 26.)

(87) Respecting the Votera' Lista of 1896-( Sir
M. Bowell). Ist, 2nd, 3rd R., 499. (59
Vie., cap. 6.)

(95) To amend the Animal Contagious Diseases
Act--(Mr. Ferguson). Ist R., 2nd R. m.
(Mr. Ferguson), 502; Remarks (Mr.

BILLS-Concluded.

Scott); 3rd R. postponed, 503; 3rd R. m,
(Mr. Ferguson), 504 ; Debate : Mr. Angers,
504; Mesurs. Dever, McClelan, 505;
Mesurs. McCallum, Boulton, 508; Mr.
Cochrane, 509 ; Mr. Macdonald (B.C.)
510. (59 Vie., cap. 13.)

(105) Further to amend the Customs Tariff, 1894.
-(Sir M. Bowell). 1st R., 515 ; 2nd R.
m., 515 ; Debate: Mesars. Scott, Ferguson,
Power,516 ; 3rd R.*,517. (59 Vic., cap.8.)

(106) Further to amend the Act relating to Ocean
Steamship Subsidies-(Sir M. Bowell).
let *, 2nd R., m, 528 ; Debate : Mr. Scott,
528; Mesars. McClelan, Angers, 529;
Messrs. Drummond, Wood, 530; Sir M.
Bowell, Mr. DeBoucherville, 531; 3rd
R.*, 532. (59 Vie., cap. 3.)

(107) Respecting certain debentures of the Mon-
treal Turnpike Trust-(Sir M. Bowell)
Ist R.*, 2nd R. m., 527; Debate: Mr.
Scott, 527 ; 3rd R.,* 528. (59Vic., cap. 4.)

(110) Repecting the Harbour Commiasioners of
Montreal-(Sir M. Bowell). Ist R.,*, 2nd
R. m. (Sir M. Bowell), 524 ; Debate :
Messrs. Drummond, Power, 525; Mesars.
De Roucherville, Villeneuve, 526; Mr.
Masson, 527; 3rd R.*, 527. (59 Vie.,
cap. 10.)

(111) Further to amend the Act respecting the
Senate and House of Conmons-(Sir M.
Bowell). lst R., 2nd R. m., 521 ; Remarks:
Messrs. Dickey, Power, 521 ; Messrs.
Miller, Boulton, Sullivan, 522; 3rd R.*,
522. (59 Vie., cap. 7.)

(112) For granting to Her Majesty certain
sms of money required for defraying
certain expenses o& the publie service for
the financial years ending respectively
the 30th June, 1896, and 30th June, 1897,
and for other purposes relating to the
public service." let, 2nd, 3rd R., 583.
(59 Vie., cap. 1.)

Board of Trade. See "Torongo"
Brandon and South-western Ry. Co.'s B.

(47).-Mr. Perley. lut R.*, 175; 2nd R.*.,
201 ; 3rd R.*, 249. (59 Vie., cap. 16.)

BRITISn COLUMBIA POLLING DisTaIucs: Inq. (Mr.

McInnes, B.C.) 482; Reply (Sir M. Bowell)
483.

Building Societies. See "Ontario."

CABINET, RECONsTRUCTION OF. See " Ministerial

Criais," " Controller."

CABOT CELEBRATION. See Bill F
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Canada and Michigan Bridge and Tunnel
Co.'s B. (42).-Mr. MacInnes, Burlington.
lst R.*, 175; 2nd R.*, 201; 3rd R., 312.
(59 Vic., cap. 42.)

Canadian Historical Exhibition Act B.
(F).-Mr. Maclines, BIurtligton. Ist R.*,
176; 2nd R. m., 252; in Coi., 335; M. (Mr.
MacInnes) to refer to a special Comn., 382; Re-
ported, 401 ; 3rd R.*, 406.

Canadian Jockey Club B. (48).-Mr. Mc-
Kindsey. Ist R., 345; 2nd R.*, 383; 3rd R.*,
406. (59 Vie., cap. 53.)

Canadian Peat Fuel Co.'s incorp. B. (62).
Mr. McKindsoey. Ist R., 314; 2nd R., 334;
3rd R.*, 382. (59 Vie., cap. 47.)

CANAIS. See " Montreal, Ottawa and Georgian
Bay Canal."

CARLETON, Mr. J. See " Contingent Acets. Com.

C(ARLING, SIR JoHN: Introduced, 533.
CHAMBERLAIN, RT. HON. J., IMPERIAL CUSTOMS

UNIoN : on M. (Mr. Boulton), 461.

Civil Service Further Amt. B. (N)-Sir M.
Bowell. Ist R., 405; 2nd R. m., 408; in
Com., 457; 3rd R.*, 458.

CIVIL SERVICE SUPERANNUATIONs SINCE 1894: M.
(Mr. Poirier) for Ret, 141-145. Debated:
Sir M. Bowell, 145; Mr. Almon, 147 ; Mr.
Power, 148; Mr. Ferguson, 149: M. agreed
to, 150.

CLINTON, LIEUT.-COL. See " New Westminster."

CoLONIST." Statements published re Controller
of Inland Revenue, 113.

COMMITTEES APPOINTED:
M. (Sir M. Bowell) for Com. of Selection to

nominate Standing Coms., 92. Debated:
Mr.McInnes (B.C.), 92 ; Mr. Deboucherville,
Sir M. Bowell, Mr. Allan, Mr. Macdonald,
B.C., 93.

M. (Sir M. Bowell) that report of Com. of
Selection be considered Feb. 5; agreed to,
102.

M. (Sir M. Bowell)- that report be considered
Feb. 6; agreed to, 113.

Reply (Sir M. Bowell) to Inq. (Mr. O'Dono-
hue) as to composition of Contingencies
Con., 116.

Notice of M. (Sir M. Bowell) to change certain
names on Railways, Telegraphs and Har-
bours, Banking and Commerce and Divorce,
126.

M. (Sir M. Bowell) to put Mr. Prowse on
Divorce, Mr. Ferguson on Banking and
Commerce, Mr. McClelan on Railways, Tele-
graphs and Harbours, 140. Remarks : Mr.
McClelan, 140.

COMMITTEES APPoINTED--Concluded.

Library ; Printing ; Banking and Commerce;
Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours; Mis.
cellaneous Private Bills; Standing Orders
Divorce, 115.

Restaurant ; Debates; Joint Committees of
both Houses on the Library and Printing;
Contingencies. 116.

Special, Canadian Historical Exhibition B.:
M. (MIr. MacInnes), 382.

Divorce: 5th Rep. presented, 445; adopted,
459. See " Pearson."

Printing: on 2nd Rep., Remarks (Messrs.
Power, Scott, Macdonald, P.E.I.), 370.

2nd Rep. m. (Mr. Dever), 499; Re-
mark (Mr. Dickey), 499.

Senate Debates : 1st Rep. (Mr. Bellerose),
517.

2nd Rep. (Mr. Bellerose), 519, 523.
Library : 1st Rep., 504.

COMPANIES. See

Alberta Irrigation Co.
Bay of Quinté Ry. Co.
Bay of Quainté Ry. and Nav. Co.
Canada and Michigan Bridge and Tunnel Co.
Canadian Jockey Club.
Canadian Peat Fuel Co.
Edmonton District Ry. Co.
Foresters ( Suprenie Court of Independent

Order).
Grand Trunk Railway of Canada.
Guelph Junction Ry. Co.
Hamilton Blast Furnace Co.
Huron and Erie Loan and Saving Co.
Huron and Ontario Ry. Co.
Imperial Life Assurance Co.
International Radial Ry., Co.
Kingston, Napanee and Western Ry. Co.
Kingston, Smith's Falls and Ottawa Ry. Co.
Lake Erie and Detroit River Ry. Co.
Lindsay, Bobcaygeon and Pontypool Ry. Co.
Millers Association (Man. and N.W.)
Montreal and Ottawa Ry. Co.
Montreal and Province Line Ry. Co.
Montreal Harbour Commissioners.
Montreal Island Belt bine Ry. Co.
Montreal Park and Island Ry. Co.
Montreal Turupike Trust.
National Sanitarium Association.
Nipissing and James Bay Ry. Co.
Queenston Heights Bridge Co.
Schomberg and Aurora Ry. Co.
South Ontario Pacifie Ry. Co.
South Shore Suburban Ry. Co.
South-western Ry. Co., and St. Lawrance and

Adirondack Ry. Co.
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CoMPANIES-Concluded-See

St. Lawrence and Adirondack Ry. Co.
St. Lawrence and Ottawa Ry. Co.
Thousand Islands Ry. Co.
Toronto, Hamilton and Buffalo Ry. Co.
Winnipeg Great Northern Ry. Co.

Contagious Diseases (Animals) B. (95).-
(Mr. Fergu.son.) lst R., 2nd R., 502; 3rd R.
postponed, 503 ; 3rd R., 510. (59 Vie. cap. 13.)

CONTINGENT ACCTS. COM. : on adoption of 2nd
Rep., M. (Mr. McKay) 179; Amt. m. (Mr.
Dickey) 179; Debate: Mr. Ogilvie, 181; Messrs.
Bellerose, Lougheed, 182; Messrs. Masson,
Kirchhoffer, Clemow, 183; Mr. Lougheed,
184-5; M essrs. Power, Sir M. Bowell, Lougheed,
Dickey, 185-6; Mr. Almon, 186; Messrs.
Power, Lougheed, Almon; 187 ; Mr. Prowse,
188; Sir M. Bowell, 189, 192; Messrs. Aikins,
MacInnes (Burlington) 192; Messrs. Boulton,
McCallum, Perley, 193.

on adoption of 3rd Rep. (Mr. McKay) 492;
Remarks: Mr. Clemow, 492; Messrs. De-
Boucherville, Power, McCallum, Bellerose, 493.

CONTROILER OF INLAND REVENUE ELECTION : No-
tice of Inq. (Mr. McInnes, B.C.), 113; Re-
marks; Sir M. Bowell, Mr. Almon, 113. Inq.
(Mr. McInnes, B.C.) 152-59. Reply (Sir M.
Bowell) 159-165. Remarks: Mr. Scott, 165;
Mr. DeBoucherville, Sir M. Bowell, Mr.
Scott, 166; Sir M. Bowell, 167; Mr. Mc-
Innes, (B.C.), Mr. Power, the Speaker, Mr.
Aikins, 167; Mr. Masson, 168; Mr. Dever,
the Speaker, 169; Mr. McInnes (B.C.), 169.
170; Mr. Macdonald (B.C.), 170.

Customs Tarif Amt. B. (105).--Sir M.
Bowell. lst R., 2nd R., 515; 3rd R., 517.
(59 Vic., cap. 8.)

CTSTOMS UNION. See " Imperial."

DEwDNEY, LIEUT. -GOV. See " Controller."

DIVORCE CO.'S 5T H REP. : 445; adopted, 459.

DOMINION STEAMERS. See " Quadra."

DREDGER FOR FRASER RIVER : Inq. (Mr. Mc.
Innes (B.C.) 322; Renarks: Messrs. Dever,
Boulton, 324; Reply (Mr. Ferguson) 324.

DUNNE, J. See " Contingent Acets. Com."

DURATION OF PARLIAMENT: Inq. (Mr. Boulton)
329; Debate: Messrs. Bellerose, Adams, 331;
Messrs. McInnes (B.C.), Boulton, 332; Poirier,
233; Reply (Mr. Ferguson) 333.

Edmonton District Ry. Co.'s incorp. B.
(54).-Mr. Perley. lst R.*, 314; 2nd R.*,
370; M. when Bill in Com, 270; Reported, 397.
(59 Vie., cap. 17.)

Engineers. See "Inspection."

FAST ATLANTIC SERVICE SUBSIDY: in Deb. on
Speech from Throue, 32, 35, 38, 42, 79, 81.

Female Offenders in N. B. B.(C)-Mr. Wood.
Ist R.*, 113; 2nd R., 150 ; in Com., 172, 208:
Reported, 217 ; 3rd R.*, 236.

Fisheries Act Amt. B. (O).-Mr. Ferguson.
lst R.*, 407; 2nd R. postponed, 485; B.
wthdn., 494.

Foresters (Supreme Court of Independ-
ent Order) Amt. B. (29)-Mr. Ciernow.
lst R.*, 175; 2nd R. 198, 3rd R.*, 252. (59
Vie., cap. 51.)

FREE TRADE : M. (Mr. Boulton) 293 ; Debate : Mr.
Macdonald, B.C., 307 ; Mr. McCallum, 310,
326; Mr. Dever, 327-M.lost, 328. [See Im-
perial Free Trade Zollverein.]

FREE TRADE POLICY : in Debate on Speech from the
Throne, 36, 52, 63, 83.

FLOODS IN QUEBEC: Remarks (The Speaker, Sir
M. Bowell), 532.

FORT WILLIAM ELEVATOR: Inq. (Mr. Boulton),
112; Reply (Sir M. Bowell) 112.

FRASER RIVER, See " Dredger. "

GLOBE NEWSPAPER : On Ques. of Privilege, 72.

Grand Trunk and Adirondack Ry Co.'s
Confirmation of Lease and Agree-
ment, B. (37).-Mr. Bead, Quinté, 1st R.*,
175; 2nd R.*, 201. 3rd R.*, 249. (59 Vie.,
cap. 18.)

GUARD PIERAT MONTREAL: M. (Sir Wm. Hingston)
for maps, reports, &c., 241, 503; Debate:
Messrs. Villeneuve, Oweng, Ogilvie, 243;
Mr. Desjardins, 244.

Guelph Junction Ry. Co.'s B. (30) -Mr.
Maccinnes(Burlington). lst R.*, 175; 2nd R.*,
201 ; 3rd R.*, 249. (59 Vie., cap. 19.)

Hamilton Blast Furnace Co.'s incorp. B.
(69)--Mr. MacInnes (Burlington). 1st R.*, 281;
2nd R., 288 ; 3rd R., 366. (59 Vie., cap. 48.)

HAMILTON, LT. -COL., RESIGNATION : Inq. (Mr.

Boulton), 510; Reply (Mr. Desjardins), 511
Nemarks : Mr. Power, 515.

HARBOUR COMMISSIONERS. See " Montreal."

HONEY, ADULTERATION OF. See B. 10.

HOUSEKEEPER OF THE SENATE. See "Contingent

Acets. Com."

HUDSON BAY ROUTE: Inq. (Mr. Boulton) ; Mr.
Power raises Ques. of Order, 275; Debate:
Mr. Boulton, the Speaker, 276; Sir M. Bowell,
277; discussion resumed: Mr. Perley, 277 ;
Mr. McCallum, 279; Ans. (Sir M. Bowell), 280.
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Huron and Ontario Loan and Savings
Co.'s B. (49)-Mr. MacInnes (Burlington). 1st
R.*, 238 ;2nd R.. 251 ; 3rd R.*, 286. (59 Vie.,
cap. 49.)

Huron and Ontario Ry. Co.'s incorp. B.
(28).-Mr. McMillan. lst R.*, 407; 2nd
R.*, 430; 3rd R.*, 455. (59 Vic., cap. 20.)

IMPERIAL FREE TRADE ZOLLVEREIN: M. (Mr.

Boulton) withdn., 461-74, 478.; Debate: Mr.
Scott, 466, 481; Sir M. Bowell, 467; Mr.
Macdonald (B.C.), 468, 476 ; Mr. Dever, 484;
Mr. Ferguson (P.E.I.), 479.

Imperial Life Assurance Co.'s incorp. B.
(64)--Mr. Power. lst R.*, 286; 2nd R.*,
322; 3rd R., 368. (59 Vie., cap. 50.)

Inspection of Steamboats and Engin-
eers' B. (M)-Sir M. Bowel. 1st R., 406;
2nd R.*, 430; in Com., 443; 3rd R.*, 455.

INTERCOLONIAL RY. See " St. John, N.B."
INTERNATIONAL PEACE TRIBUNAL: Inq. (Mr. Boul-

ton) 371 ; Debate : Mr. Macdonald (B.C.) 378 ;
Messrs. Dever, MeClelan, 379; Mr. Almon,
381.

International Radial Ry. Co.'s Amt. B.
(63)- Mr. McKindsey. let R.*, 383; 2nd
R. m., 399 ; 3rd R.*, 407. (59 Vic., cap. 21.)

IRRIGATION IN THE N.W.T.: Inq. (Mr. Perley)
105; Renarks : Mr. Boulton, 107, 109 ; Mr.
Lougheed, 108; Mr. Perley, 109; .Reply (Sir
M. Bowell), 110.

KAULBACH, HON. SENATOR, DEATH OF: Reniarks:
Sir M. Bowell, 7 ; Mr. Scott, 8; Mr. Dickey,
9; Mr. Power, 9; Mr. Ogilvie, 9.

KINGSTON, NAPANEE AND WESTERN RY. Co. See
B. 71.

Kingston, Smith's Falls and Ottawa Ry.
Oo.'s B. (82)--Mr. Clenow. 1st R.*, 406;
2nd R.*, 430 ; 3rd R.-, 455 ; (59 Vie., cap. 22.)

Lake Erie and Detroit River Ry. Co.'s
Act B. (41).-Mr. MacInnes, Burlington.
lst R.*, 175 ; 2nd R.*, 201 ; 3rd R.*, 249. (59
Vie., cap. 23.)

Liability for Labour on Public Works B.
(4).-Mr. McMillan. lst R.*, 406; 2nd a m.,
410; in Com., 435; Reported, 443; 3rd R.*,
443. (59 Vic., cap. 5.)

LIBRARY OF PARLT. : Com.'s let Rep. adopted (Mr.
Power) 504.

LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR OF THE N.W.T.: Inq. (Mr.
Perley) 93; Reply (Sir M. Bowell) 94 ; Inq.
(Mr. Perley) 176; Reply (Sir M. Bowell) 176;
Mr. Perley again inquires, 339; Remarks:
Messrs. Boulton, McKay, 340 ; Mr. Ogilvie,
341 ; Messrs Power, Ferguson, 342.

Lindsay, Bobcaygeonand Pontypool Ry.
Co.'s B. (27)-Mr. Dob8on. lt R.*, 175;
2nd R.*, 201 ; 3rd R.*, 249. (59 Vie., cap. 24.)

LIFE CATTLE EXPORT TRADE: M. (Mr. Boulton)
412, 424, 430 ; Debated : Mr. Cochrane, 415 ;
Mr. Ferguson (Welland) 416, 426; Mr. Power
418; Mr. McCallum, 419; Messrs O'Donohoe,
Ferguson, (P.E.I.,) 421; Mr. Macdonald (B.C.)
Sir M. Bowell, 423 ; Mr. Dever, 425, 427 ; Mr.
Angers, 428.

Loan Companies Incorporated by Spe-
cial Acts of Dominion of Canada B.
(B)-Mr. Aikins. 1st R*, 112; 2nd R. m.,
113 ; Reported, 171 ; 3rd R.*, 171.

MANITOBA SCHOOL QUESTION: Inq. (Mr. Boulton)
126; Ques. of Oider (Mr. Masson) 128; Deb-
ated: Messrs Boulton, Power, 128; Messrs
McKay, Power, Masson, McInnes (B.C.),
Almon, 129; Messrs Bernier, The Speaker,
Boulton, 130; Reply to Inq. (Sir M. Bowell)
131.

Report of Conmissioners presented, 407.
in debate on Speech fron Throne, 32, 35,

36, 40, 59, 68, 71, 76, 84.
MEAG-HR, J. G. See "Contingent Acets. Com."

MESSAGE OF CONDOLENCE, to Princess Beatrice, 115.
MILITIA AND DEFENCES OF THE DOMINION : in de-

bate on Speech from the Throne: 38,42,44,68,
72,81.

MILITIA DEFENCES ON THE PACIFIC COAST: Ing.
(Mr. Mclinnes, B.C.) 245; Reply (Sir M.
Bowell) 246; Remarks: Mr. Macdonald (B.C.)
246.

Millers' Association of Manitoba and
North-west B. (83)-Mr. Kirchhoffer. lst
R., 2nd R., 522; 3rd R., 523. (59 Vie., cap.
46.)

MININ, ENTERPRISES IN BRITISH COLUMBIA : in

debate on Speech froni Throne, 32, 34, 36, 45,
52, 66, 80, 82, 73.

MINISTERIAL CRISIS:

Statement (Sir M. Bowell) 4 ; Remarks (Mr.
Scott) 6.

Further statement (Sir M. Bowell) 8, 10, 22;
Remarks: Mr. Scott, 16 ; Mr. Ferguson,
19; Mr. Bellerose, 21: Mr. Boulton, 22;
Mr. Power, 23; Mr. Masson, 25; Mr. Pel-
letier, 25.

M. (Sir M. Bowell) to adjn., 26.
Statement respecting reconstruction of Cabinet

(Sir M. Bowell) 26, 27; Renarks: Mr.
Scott, 27; Mr. Drummond, 28; Mr.
Power, 29.

Statement of course pursued(Sir M. Bowell) 72.
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Montreal and Ottawa Ry. Co.'s B. (38)-
Mr. MacInnes, Burlington. lst R.*, 237 ;
2nd R., 249 ; 3rd R., 288. (59 Vic., cap. 25.)

Montreal and Province Line Ry. Co.'s
B. (85)-Mr. Baker. 1st R*, 2nd R., 3rd R.*,
521. (59 Vic., cap. 26.)

Montreal Belt Line Ry. Co.'s B. (56)-Mr.
Bellerose. lst R.*, 314; 2nd R.*, 334; re-
ported, 361 ; 3rd R.*, 382. (59 Vie., cap. 27.)

Montreal Harbour Commissioners' B.
(110)-Sir M. Bowell. lst R.*, 2nd R., 524;
3rd R.*, 527. (59 Vie., cap. 10.)

MONTREAL, OTTAWA AND GEORGIAN BAY CANAL:

M. (Mr. Clemow) for maps, 131. Remarks:
Mr. Scott, 137; Mr. Boulton, 139; Return
presented, 290.

Montreal Park and Island Ry. Co's. B.
(72)-Mr. MeMillan. lst R.*, 406; 2nd
R. m., 409; 3rd R.*, 455. (59 Vic., cap. 28.)

Montreal Turnpike Trust Debenture B.
(107.)-Sir M. Bowell. lst*, nd R., 527;
3rd R.*, 528. (59 Vic., cap. 4.)

MOUNTED POLICE FORCE: In debate on Speech

from Throne, 32, 34, 45, 66, 71, 80, 84.

MURPHY, HON. SENATOR, DEATH OF: Reinarks:

Sir M. Bowell, 7; Mr. Scott, 8 ; Mr. Dickey,
9; Mr. Power, 9; Mr. Ogilvie, 9.

NANAIMO DRILL HALL: Inq. (Mr. Melnnes, B.C.)
245; Ans. (Sir M. Bowell) 246.

NATIONAL POLICY DISCUSSED: In debate on Speech

from Throne, 36, 40, 47, 63, 64, 69, 70, 74, 84.

National Sanitarium Association's B.(79)
-Mr. Vidal. lst R.*, 383; 2nd R., 399;
3rd R.*, 407. (59 Vic., cap. 52.)

Nelson and Fort Sheppard Ry. Co.'s
B. (26)-Mr. Reid, Cariboo. 1st R.*, 175;
2nd R.*, 201 ; 3rd R.*, 249. (59 Vie., cap. 29.)

NEW WESTMINSTER DRILL HALL : Inq. (Mr.

McInne,B.C.) 247; Ans.,Mr. Desjardins,248.

Nipissing and James Bay Consolidation
Amt. B. (34)-Mr. MacInnes, Burlington.
lst R.*, 175; 2nd R.*, 201; 3rd R.*, 249.
(59 Vie., cap. 30.)

N. W. T. Representation Amt. B. (R)-
Sir M. Bowell. lst R., 455; 2nd R. m., 459;
3rd R.*, 492.

N.W.T. AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES : InC. (Mr. Per-

ley) 152: Reply (Mr. Ferguson) 152.
LIEUTEN ANT-GOVERNOR. See "Lieutenant

Governor."
RELIEF FuND: Inq. (Mr. Perley) 140;

Beply (Sir M. Bowell); Mr. Perley, Sir M.
Bowell, 141.

N.W. T. SCHOOL ORDINANCE: Inq. (Mr. Perley) why
assent withheld by Lieutenant Governor,94.
See General Heading "School Ordinance."

TERRITORIAL GOVERNMENT VOTE: (Inq.

Mr. Perley) 176; Reply (Sir M. Bowell) 176;
Remarks: Mr. Perley, 176, 179; Sir Mac-
kenzie Bowell, 178, 179.

OCEAN MAIL SERVICE: M. (Mr. D6ver,) forCopies,
446; Remarks: Mr. Wood, 447; Mr. Boulton,
448 ; Mr. Power, 450; Mr. Almon, 451 ; Sir
M. Bowell, 453; Mr. Macdonald (B.C.) 454.

Ocean Steamship Subsidies B. (105)-
Sir M. Bowell. lst*, 2nd R.*, 528; 3rd R.,
532. (59 Vie., cap. 3.)

Ontario Building Societies and Loan and
Savings Companies B. (K)-Mr. Aikins.
lst R.*, 281; 2nd R. postponed, 383; 2nd
R., 401 ; Reported, 442; 3rd R., Amt. m.
(Mr. Aikins) 459.

ORDER AND PROCEDURE:

Dirision8-House being equally divided, M.
passes in the negative, 194.

Inquiries not Debatable-Mr. Masson calls Mr.
Boulton to order in debating Inq. re " Re-
medial Legislation," 128; Debate: Messrs.
Boulton, Power, 128; Messrs. McKay,
Power, Masson, MeInnes, (B.C.), Almon,
129; Mr. Bernier, The Speaker, Mr. Boulton,
130.

Railway Aet Amt. B. (A )-On M. (Mr.McCallum)
for 3rd R.-objection taken to have all
stages taken atone sitting-Debate : M essrs.
Miller, McCallum, 202; Mr. Wood, 206;
Messrs. McInnes (B.C.), Dickey, Power, 207.

Remedial Bill-M. (Mr. Boulton) declared
irregular, 483.

Senatorx Cannot Speak twice to a Quetion-On
Inq. (Mr. McInnes, B.C.), as to appoint-
ment of Controller of Inland Revenue to the
Cabinet, 167, 169.

PACIFIC CABLE : in debate on Speech from the
Throne, 32, 35, 38, 42, 79.

Pearson, James, Relief B. (D)-Mr. Clemow.
In†roduced*, 171 ; 2nd R.*, 217; Rep. pre-
sented, 286 ; M. for adoption of Report, 313 ;
Consdn. of Rep. postponed, 314; Rep. wthdn.,

321 ; 4th Rep. adopted, 328.

PICTOU WHARF ACCOMMODATION : Inq. (Mr. Prim-
rose); Reply (Sir M. Bowell) 293.

PILOTACE IN BAY OF FUNDY: Inq. (Mr. Dever),
104; Reply (Sir M. Bowell) 105.

PoLLING DISTRICTS IN B.C. : Inq. (Mr. Melnnes,
B.C.) 482; Reply (Sir M. Bowell) 493.

INDEX, 555



IN DEX.

Pontiac Pacific Junction Ry. Co.'s B. (53)
-Mr. Clemow. lst R.*, 398; 2nd R. n. 406; 3rd
R.*, 435. (59 Vie., cap. 31.)

PoTTs, A. STEWART. See " Controller."

PRINTING OF PARLIAMENT: 2nd Rep. allowed to
stand,-Remarks: Messrs. Power, Scott, Mac-

donald, P.E.I., 370; Mes3rs. Dever, Mac-
donald (B.C.), Sir M. Bowell, 412; agreed
to, 499.

PRIOR, HoN. E. G. See " Controller."

PRIVILEGE ; Ques. OF (Sir W. Hingston), 72.

PROROGATION OF PARLIAMENT: Inq. (Mr. Boulton)
515; closing, 533.

Protection of Navigable Waters B. (P.)-
Sir M. Bowell. Ist R., 407 ; 2nd R.*, 441.

Public Works. See," Liability."

"QUADIRA," DOMIION STEAMER: Inq. (Mr.

McInnes B.C.) 195 ; Reply (Sir M. Bowell) 196.

Queenston Heights Bridge Co.'s incorp. B.
(43) Mr. McKindsey. Ist R.*, 238; 2nd R.,
251 ; 3rd R.*, 287. (59 Vie., cap. 43.)

"QUEEN'S Owx." See " Hamilton, Lt. -Col."

Pailway Act (pro forma) B.--dir M. Bowvell.
Introduced*, 4.

Railway Act Amt. B. (A)--Mr. MeCallurn.
Ist R.*, 48; 2nd R. to stand over until after
adjournment, 112; 2nd R., 117 ; Reported,
201 ; M. for 3rd R., 201; objections taken to
have 3rd R. taken at same sitting; 3rd R.
postponed, 207 ; 3rd R. m., 217; Amt. nt. (Mr.
(Wood) 222; agreed to, 236. (59 Vie., cap. 9.)

Railway Act further A.mt. B. (H)-Sir M.
Bovell) lst R.*, 238; 2nd R. m., 261 ; in Coin.,
391 ; 3rd R.*, 398.

REGINA ExHIBITION. See " Lieutenant Governor."

RELIEF FUND. See "North-west Territorie.4.

REMEDIAL BILL: on M. (Mr. Bonilton) 483; Mr.
Miller raises Ques. of Order, 484 ; wthdn. (Mr.
Boulton) 484. See " Manitoba Schools."

RETURNS: Inq., for, 197, 217, 314.

RETURNS DELAYED. See "Victoria, B.C., Post
Office," " Fort William Elevator."

Revision of the Statutes B. (S).-Sir M.
Bowell. Ist R., 252; R. m., 281; in Coin.,
289; Order for 3rd postponed, 321, 365; in
Com., 366; 3rd R.*, 382.

Rocky Mountain Ry. and Goal Co.'s B.
(G).-Mr. Lougheed. Ist R.*, 195; 2nd R.,
252; Reported, 328.

'SAN PEDRO," REMOVAL OF WRECK. See B. (P.)

avings Societies. See "Ontario."

SAW-LOGS, EXPORT DUTY ON: in Debate on Speech
from the Throne, 74.

SCHEDULING OF CATTLE. See "Live Cattle."
Schomberg and Aurora Ry. Co.'s Incorp.

B. (45).-Mr. McKindsey. lst R.*, 383;
2nd R. m., 398; 3rd R.*, 407. (59 Vie.,
cap. 34.

SCHOOL ORDINANCE, N. W. T. : Inq. (Mr. Perley)
94; Reply (Sir M. Bowell) 94; Remarks: Mr.
Perley, 95-98; Sir M. Bowell, 99; Mr.
Mclnnes (B.C.) 100; Mr. Lougheed, 101.

SECRETARY OF STATE DEPT. (SUPERANNUATIONS):
.on M. (Mr. Poirier) for return, 141.

SENATE DEBATES COMMITTEE : 1 st Report ni. ( Mr.
Bellerose) 517 ; Debate: Mr. Miller, 517;
Messrs. Macdonald (P.E.I.), Scott, Power, 518.

2nd Report m. (Mr. Bellerose) 519, 523 ; Re-
marks: Mr. Miller, 520; Mr. Scott, 523 ; Sir
M. Bowell, 524.

SENATORS, DECEASED (Hon. Messrs. Kaulbach
and Murphy)--Remarks: Sir M. Bowell, 7 ;
Mr. Scott, 8 ; Mr. Dickey, Mr. Power, Mr.
Ogilvie, 9.

SENATORS, NEW, INTRODUCED:
Adams, Michael, 7.
Aikins, James Cox, 7.
Baker, George Bernard, 7.
Carling, Sir John, 533.
Hingston, Sir Wm. Hales, 4.
McKeen, David, 241.
O'Brien, James, 4.
Owens, William, 4.
Temple, Thoe., 533.
Villeneuve, Joseph O., 4.
Wood, Josiah, 4.

SENATORS' GALLERY IN H. OF C.: Remarks:
Messrs. Miller, DeBoucherville, Reesor, 238
Sir M. Bowell, Mr. Scott, The Speaker, 239.

Senate and H. of Gommons Act Amt.
B. (111).-Sir 1. Bowell. 1st R.*, 2nd R.,
521 ; 3rd R., 522. (59 Vie., cap. 7.)

SESSIONAL INDEMNITY OF MEMBERS: Inq. (Mr.
Power) 446.

SITTINGS OF THE HOTSE:
On M. (Sir M. Bowell) 496; Remarks, Mr.

Power, 496.
On M. (Mr. Ferguson) 519; Debate: Messrs.

Power, Masson, Sir M. Bowell, MeInnes
(B.C.), 519.

SMITH, MR. WM. See " Senate Debates."
SPEECHES FROM THE THRONE, 2, 534.
South Ontario Pacifie Ry. 0o.'s Act B.

(40).-Mr. MoacInns, Burlington. lst R.*,
175; 2nd R.*, 201; 3rd R.*, 249. (59 Vie.,
cap. 35.)
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South Shore Suburban Ry. Co.'s Incorp.
B. (36).-Mr. McKay. lst R.*, 312; 2nd
R.*, 322; Reported, 328; 3rd R., 370. (59
Vie., cap. 36.)

South-western and St. Lawrence and
Adirondack Ry. Co.'s B. (50).-Mr.
Bellerose. lst R.*, 314; 2nd R.*, 334; 3rd
R.*, 382. (59 Vie., cap. 37.)

Steamboat Inspection. See "Inspection."

ST. JOHN, N.B., PILOTAGE QUESTION,See "Pilotage.

-- TRADE OF PORT OF: Inq. (Mr. Dever), 283,
285 ; Ans (Sir M. Bowell) 284.

St. Lawrence and Adirondack Ry. Co.,'s
B. (39).-Mr. Read, Quinté. 1st R.*, 175;
2nd R.*, 201 ; 3rd R.*, 249. (59 Vie., cap. 32.)

St. Lawrence and Ottawa Ry. Co.'s
Amt. B. (25).-Mr. MacInnes, Burlington.
lst R.*, 175; 2nd R.*, 201; 3rd R.*, 253.
(59 Vie., cap. 33.)

SUPERANNUATIONS, See "Civil Service."

Supply Bill (112).-lst, 2nd, 3rd R., 533. (59
Vie., cap. 1.)

Supreme and Exchequer Courts Act B.
(I).-Sir Mackenzie Bowell. 1st R.*, 252; 2nd
R.*, 281 ; 3rd R.*, 286: (59 Vie., cap. 14.)

TEMPLE, Senator ThomaS : Introduced, 533.

TERRITORIAL EXHIBITION AccouNTs : Inq. (Mr.'
Perley) 176; Reply 'Sir M. Bowell,) 176;
Remarks; Mr. Perley, 176, 179; Sir M.
Bowell, 178, 179.

Thousand Islands Ry. Co.'s B. (60).-
Mr. McMillan. Tht R.*, 314; 2nd R.*, 334;
3rd R.*, 407. (59 Vie., cap. 38.)

Toronto Board of Trade Act B. (44)-
Mr. McKindsey. 1st R.*, 237; 2nd R., 251;
3rd R. *, 286. (59 Vie., cap. 45.)

Toronto, Hamilton and Buffalo Ry. Co.'s
B. (70).-Mr. McKindsey. Tht R.*, 383; 2nd
R., 399; 3rd R., 405. (59 Vie., cap. 39).

Victoria (B.C.) Electoral District Elec-
tion B.(S).-Sir M. BoweU. 1st R., 494; 2nd
R., 497 ; in Com., 499 ; 3rd R., 502.

VICTORIA, B.C., POLLING DISTRIcTs: Inq. (Mr.
McInnes, B.C.,) 482; Reply (Sir M. Bowell)
483.

POST OFFICE CLERKS PROVISIONAL ALLow-
A.NCE: Inq. (Mr. McInnes, B. C.) 112, 197,
217, 313 ; Ans. (Sir M. Bowell, 112, 197 ; (Mr.
Ferguson) 314.

Votera Lists of 1896 B. (87).-Sir M.
Bowell. 1st, 2nd, 3rd R., 499. (59 Vie., cap. 6.)

Winnipeg Great Northern Ry. Co.'s Act
B. (32).-Mr. Kirchhofer. Tht R.*, 312; 2nd
R., 321 ; Reported ; 361 ; 3rd R., 397. (59
Vie., cap. 40.)

Wrecks, Casualties and Salvage B. (L).-
Sir M. Bowell. lst R., 398; 2nd R.*, 441 ; in
Com., 458 ; 3rd R.*, 461.

YALE-CARIBOO ELECTORAL DISTRICT: Inq. (Mr.
McInnes B.C., 432; Reply (Sir M. Bowell)
433 ; Remarks, Mr. Reid, Cariboo, 434.

Yukon and British Columbia Trading
and Development Co. of Canada In-
corp. B. (E).-Mr. Kirchhofer. 1st R.*, 176;
2nd R. m., 240; 3rd R. m., 361; M. to refer
B. again to Com., 365; reported, 383; 3rd R.,
400. (59 Vie., cap. 41.)


